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THE W All.

It is now fully eighteen months since

every man in Europe, enjoying ordi-

nary opportunities of observation, and
possessing ordinary powers of reflec-

tion—excepting, perhaps, the premier

and foreign minister of England, and
the Czar— must have foreseen the

war in which we are engaged as the

inevitable result of passing events.

During the whole of that period of
anxious and harassing suspense, the

issue was repeatedly foretold, as well

by statesmen whose political position

and former experience entitled them
to claim peculiar knowledge, as by the

organs of public opinion, whose con-

clusions were based upon the simplest

teaching of common sense, and a mere
every-day acquaintance with the work-
ing of the vulgarcst human passions.

It is but a silly pursuit, after all. that

looking deep into millstones, which is

the craft of great diplomatists and mi-

nisters of state ; and equally vain is

the royal skill that, baffling the pene-
tration of diplomatic eyes, exposes its

cunning to the world. The game
played between the Czar Nicholas and
his English and French adversaries had
its type in the origin and progress of

many a quarter- sessions action of tres-

pass ; and, in the one case as in the

other, lookers-on could see clearly

enough the real facts of the case

through the artifices used by " small

nisi pritu wits," on either side, mu-
tually to obscure their designs and
movements. The disclosures of the
" confidential correspondence " were
not needed to inform the public of

the intentions of Nicholas with re-

spect to the Ottoman "sick man " and
his effects ; nor was any extraordinary

penetration evinced in the general

foresight that those intentions would
VOL. XLIV—NO. CCLIX.

be practically developed into acts of
violence which regard for their own
security would oblige the Western
Powers to resist. Few persons enter

upon a course of litigation without a
confident expeetation that the object,

either of attaek or defence, will bo
gained by a demonstration. The Czar
would have paused for a more favour-
able opportunity of aggression had ho
dreamed that war would be the conse-

quence of his attempt : Lords Aber-
deen and Clarendon lured their adver-
sary into actual war by leading him to

believe that they would, at all hazards,

avoid such an extremity. Both parties

deceived themselves and each other,

and the end, as foreseen, has arrived.

Two fleets, forming the largest naval
force over maintained by England
upon the sea, now blockade the Rus-
sian sea-board on the Baltic and the
Euxine, and an army as powerful as

England has everemployed in one series

of operations, at this moment menaces
the advanced frontier of Uussia. Tho
Duke of Newcastle has been divested

of colonial responsibilities, in order
that he may better discharge those of
minister for war ; the Guards havo
thrown off their stock?, and thus figu-

ratively and literally the nation has
stripped for the fight. Under these

circumstances the actual position in

reference to the enemy, in which tho
allied forces are now placed, and the or-

ganisation by which our own troops are

prepared for the fierce and protracted

struggle, which is, in all human proba-
bility, before them, become subjects of
deep interest, demanding for their con-
sideration a little of our space, and the

grave attention of our readers. Both
are the more needed, as tho great
extent of the lines of operations, the

n
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2 The War. [July,

cxtrcn e protraction of the .stage, of

preparation for hostilities', and the

contusion of intelligence caused by the

mixture and clawing of telegraphic

reports with authentic news, have so

jumbled geographical facts and pass-

ing events in men's minds as to render

it a work of labour to attain anything

like a clear conception of the state of

affairs so deeply affecting our interests,

and respecting which the formation of

a false public opinion may be so pro-

foundly mischievous. There arc, in

fact, three sets of warlike operations,

forming so many distiuct campaigns,
now in progress, the separate events of
which arc so mingled in the daily reports

as often to render it extremely difficult

to discriminate them, and to apportion

to each occurrence its due value. Our
present unambitious purpose is to en-

deavour to aid our readers in the com-
prehension of the truth and in the

detection of the falsehood of the news
they hear from hour to hour, by a
broad sketch of the seats of war, in so

far as that may serve to explain the

plan of the several campaigns, and to

indicate their probable future course.

The Danubian Principalities, Wal-
lachia and Moldavia, have formed, as

our readers will recollect, since the

close of the last Russo-Turkish war in

1829, a sort of ueutral border ground,
nominally belonging to Turkey, and
actually paying tribute to the Sultan,

but under the protection of the Czar,
who was, nevertheless, restrained by
treaty from their military occupation,

except under peculiar circumstance?,

and then jointly with the Turks, and
with an equal force. The virtual com-
mencement of hostilities was, there-

fore, the advance across the river

Fruth, in July, 1853, of the troops

which had been collected in the Rus-
sian province of Bessarabia during
the preceding year. The declaration

of war by the Sultan followed this

movement, and hostilities were actu-

ally commenced towards the end of
October. In the interim much valua-

ble time was lost to the allies in fruit-

less negotiation, and was so well em-
ployed by the Czar in pushing forward
his corps that, when the first blow was
struck, the whole left bank of the
lower Danube, from Widdin to the sea,

constituting the Iroutier line between
the Principalities and the Turkish pro-
vince of Bulgaria, was in his pos-

session. A glance at the map will

fhow that the river in this part of its

course describes a crescent, with the

convexity towards the southern or

Turkish bank. From Widdin to

Rassova its general direction is east-

erly ; from tlicnce it runs northward
as far as Galatz, and then again turns

eastward, and so passes into the Black

Sea by several mouths, of which the

only navigable one, Sulina, is in the

hands of Russia, whose province of

Bessarabia, here intruding between the

Principalities and the sea, is, from Ga-
latz eastward, separated from Turkey
only by the river. From the point

where the Danube turns northward at

Rassova, the distance to the sea, at

Kostendji, is but thirty-eight miles,

and the two places are connected by
the wall of Trajan, an earthen rampart,

still ailbrding some advantages for de-

fence. The Dobrudscha, about which
we have heard so much of late, is the

district enclosed between this wall of

Trajan on the south, the elbow of the

river on the west and north, and the

sea on the east. It is now, since the

advance of General Liiders, occupied

by the Russians, and, as yet, is tneir

only possession on the right bank of

the Danube within the Turkish fron-

tier. The front of the position of the

allies in the campaign of the Danube
is, therefore, now the slightly-curved

line from Widdin to Kostendji, be-

tween which and their base, if, as we
presume is the case, the entrenchments
at Ci aliipoli are to be so considered,

intervenes the second line of defence,

extending from Tirnova on the west to

Varna on the east. Behind that, and
still nearly parallel to the Danube, are

the ridges of the Balkan, and behind

them again the city of Adrianople,

forming the apex of a triangle, the

base or which is the northern shore of
the Sea of Marmora, with Constanti-

nople and Gallipoli respectively at its

extreme angles. It is to this district

the principal interest of the war just

now attaches and is especially fixed

on the right bank of the Danube, its

northern boundary, and upon the plain

of about 100 miles in breadth between
the river and the northern side of the

mountain range of the Balkan. Here
Omar Pasha has maintained himself

against the Russian attacks since Oc-
tober, and here the campaign of the

Danube will, in all probability, before

these remarks reach the public eye, be
signalised by a great conflict between
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1S54.] The War 3

the allied armies and tho enemy. A
brief description of the principal fea-

tures of the locality will help to render
past and coming events intelligible,

and will not, we trust, be unaccept-

able to our readers.

In that part of its course with
wbi'Ji we are now concerned the

Danube has an average depth of about
twenty feet, with a current of about
two miles an hour, and a breadth va-
rying generally from 1,400 to 2,100
yards, but narrowed to from 300
to 500 yards in a few spots where
fortresses, the namos of which must
now be familiar to English ears, have
been constructed upon both banks,

commonly opposite to each other. The
most westerly of these upon the Turk-
ish side, which have been the scene

of operations during the present war,

is Widdin, a place of considerable

strength, and remarkable as the point

from which the first blow was struck

by the Ottoman troops. From thence,

on the 27th of October, the river was
cros-ied by a Turkish force, as a coun-
ter-movement to an unsuccessful at-

tempt of the Russians to force a pas-

sage lower down, and, after a very
brilliant operation, the fortress of Ka-
Lafat, on the left bank, and directly

opposite Widdin, was taken, and oc-

cupied by 15,000 men. The next
place of strength on the Turkish side

is Xicopoli, situated about sixty-five

miles below Widdin, opposite to which
is Turnu. Lower down is Sistovn,

and, still descending the stream, are

Kustchuk and Turtukai, opposite to

thv former of which arc the works of
Giurjicvo, and over against the latter is

the village of Oltenitza, both of which
are remarkable as the objects of gal-

lant attacks by the Turkish troops
nearly simultaneous with that upon
Kalalat, to which we have already re-

ferred. In both operations the river

was successfully crossed and re-crossed,

and considerable damage inflicted upon
the Russians ; but, except at Kalafat,

no permanent lodgment was made by
Omar Pasha upon the left bank. Be-
low Turtukai 19 the stronghold of Si-

listria, upon which all eyes are now
fixed, and upon the fate of which, in

all probability, the course of the cam-
paign of this year will depend. The

corresponding Russian po.st on the left

bank of the river is Kalarnsh, and
here, in fact, is the key of the first

line of defence of the position of the

allies. Should Silistria fall, the en-

trance of the road which in 1829 led

General Diebitsch to Adrianople will

be opened ; but at some fifty miles from
the Danube, the second line of defence
will intercept the Russian advance,
under circumstances, it is to be hoped,
very different from those which tho

"Grosser of the Balkan "* so gallantly

overcame. Of this second line, Sebum-
la, about sixty miles behind, or south
of, Silistria is the centre: west of
Schuuila is Tirnova, pronounced by
Colonel Chesuey to be a very defensi-

ble position ; while eastwards are

the strong places of Pravadi and Var-
na, the latter having a port, or rather

an open roadstead, on the Black Sea.

The gallant struggle at Silistria has,

in all likelihood, been decided even while
we write, but some knowledge of iU
nature will bo useful towards the un-
derstanding of what may follow. The
town, which contains about 20,000
inhabitants, is, according to Colonel
Chesney, " but imperfectly fortified,

and it is commanded from the exte-

rior, more particularly on the south-

western side. There are ten fronts,

each of which has an extremely long

curtain, and two small bastions ; which,
as is commonly the case in Turkish
works, give an imperfect ilanking fire

to the ditch. The scarp and counter-

scarp have scarcely a relief of fifteen

feet. The former is surmounted by a
hurdle parapet, with a strong row of
palisades rising above its crest on tho

interior side. There is a low and very

imperfect glacis, but no covert way
or outworks of the usual construction ;

the place of the latter being partly

supplied by three exterior redoubts,

enclosed to tho rear. A fourth, out-

side the western angle of the town,
and a fifth, similarly situated, near
the eastern extremity", Hank the works
towards the river, and protect the

trading vessels when anchored under
the walls." This place, with defences
" more nearly resembling field works
than those of a permanent fortress,"

successfully held out in 1828 against a
Russian army of 30,000 men, which,

• The title of Zabalkan*ki (Cromer of tho Balkan) was conferred by the Czar Nicholas

upon Count Diebitsch.
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4 The War.

after remaining three months before it,

with open trenches, retreated towards
the end of October in that year, with

a loss of upwards of7»000 men.
It was again invested on the 18th of

May, 1829, by a Russian force of2 1,000
men, and eighty-eight pieces of can-

non, the operations being covered by an
army of 65,000 men, and 240 guns

—

the garrison then consisting of 8,000
Albanians and about 2,000 Turks.
After a desperate resistance, when
there were two practicable breaches,

and the ammunition of the garrison

was exhausted, they capitulated, on the

1st of July, and 9,000 men laid down
their arms ; the tass to the Russians
in killed and wounded being 115 of-

ficers and 2,5G0 men. These are noble

traditions, and well do they appear to

be sustained by the conduct of the

present gallant defenders of Silistria.

As well as can be collected from the

vague and confused accounts before us,

the siege must have been commenced
early in May ; and the latest authen-

tic report of the strength of the be-

siegers is contained in a letter from Ad-
miral Dundas, bearing date the 25tli

of May, which positively states it to be

80,000 men, under the command of the

Grand Duke Constantine. The garri-

son is said to number about 15,000.

Upon this point, as we have said,

the whole interest of the campaign of
the Danube is now concentrating. The
Russians have retired from their posi-

tions in Lesser Wallachia, pursued and
pressed by Turkish troops detached
from the garrisons on the west of
Omar's front. Kalafat has been left

with but 3,000 men ; and nn army of

30,000 Turks, including a considerable

force of cavalry, is said to be now upon
the left bank of the Danube, pursuing

the Russians, and with orders to press

on to Bucharest with all speed. On
the other hand, the Russian army in

the Dobrudscha would seem to have
moved towards Silistria, from the

north-east ; while the latest news fa-

vour the reports that a junction is

about to be effected, between Silistria

and Schumla, between Omar Pasha
und an Anglo-French force. On the

10th of June it was expected that

30,000 French, and 15,000, or 17,000
British troops, with forty-five pieces of

cannon, would have been in line fifteen

miles south-west of Varna, with the

design, we presume, ofjoining Omar,
and jointly attempting to raise the

siege— movements which can scarcely

fail to bo followed shortly by a general

and probably a decisive battle.

It would be in vain to speculate

upon the future, which is involved in

such a cloud of complications ; but the
mere facts we have stated teach a les-

son which ought not to be lost sight of.

Jf the Eastern question has been put
to the arbitrement of war, it is very
plain that that end has been brought
about by the force of events, and has

not been aimed at by the directors of
the tactics of the Anglo-French com-
manders. The slight sketch we have
given of the topography of the seat of
war must satisfy every reader that the

President of the Peace Congress could
not have devised a plan of a campaign
more likely to be bloodless than that

which was begun in the intrenched

lines of Gallipoli. Nature, history,

and the engineer's art, all combined to

f>oint out that spot as the most un-
ikely in all Europe whereon to meet a
Russian enemy. The deep current and
steep right bank of the Danube, a
double line of strong fortresses, the

rugged passes of the Balkan, the his-

tory of Count Diebitsch's strange luck

in finding Turkish traitors willing to

treat with him at Adrianoplc, when his

army was reduced to some 1 3,000 men,
all bore witness to Marshal St. Arnaud
and Lord Raglan, that fighting was not

the work cut out for them by those who
selected that base for their operatiorvs.

When the '* Crosscr of the Balkan,*'

in 1829, approached that position, which
after all he never reached, and never
would have reached had the Sultan

been unrestrained by kind British and
other friends from resisting with the

means at his disposal, Silistria had
been taken, Varna had fallen by
treachery, and Schumla had been
turned. Hie whole of Bulgaria, from
the Danube to the Balkan, was at tho

mercy of the troops of Russia, and her
ships had the command of the Black
Sea. Yet for all that, as we have said,

there is every reason to believe that

Count Diebitsch never would have
reached the Sea of Marmora, and
never would have extorted the treaty of

Adrianoplc, but for the evil council of

the foreign ministers (among them the

British ambassador) at Constanti-

nople, and the feebleness and treachery

of Sultan Mahmoud's own advisers.

Many a feint has, however, been con-

verted by au accident into a true at.
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tack ; and it U now only to be hoped
that the original feebleness and insin-

cerity of the Anglo-French tactics may
not damage the execution of the more
manly and honourable action which
the course of the garrison of Silistria,

and, no doubt, the spirit andsoldier-like
feeling of the French and English ge-
nerals have forced on. Earnestly do we
hope those officers may be able to give
a good account of themselves and of
the Russians on the banks of the
Danube, notwithstanding the imper-
fections of their equipment, and al-

though that was the last place to which
their political superiors intended them
to march.
Although the campaign of the Da-

nube unquestionably requires the
greater share of public attention given
to the war in the East, still certain
striking event?, and many uncouth
names, attract the notice of newspaper
readers to another series of warlike
operations, rendered difficult of com-
prehension by their desultory charac-
ter and the extent of country over
which they are spread. To these
operations, engaging the entire of the
northern and eastern, and half of the
southern coasts of the Euxinc, from
Odessa to Sinope, and extending to

the south-east into the Pashaliu of
Kars, we shall, for lack of a better,

give the name of the campaign of the
Black Sea. The main local feat ores

of this seat of the war are the great
Russian commercial entrepot and for-

tress of Odessa, the naval arsenal of
Scbastopol, and the Russian forts on
the coasts of Cireassia and Mingrelia,
from Auapa in the north-west, to St.

Nicholas or Shefkatil in the south-

east. The events of the campaign of
the Black Sea have been hitherto, with
perhaps a single exception, either dis-

astrous or trifling. The capture of St.

Nicholas by the Turks, occurring at

the commencement of hostilities and
simultaneously with the brilliant suc-

cesses at Kalafat and Oltenitza, served
materially to change the public opinion
of Europe, in reference to the mditary
power both of Russia and Turkey, and
had thus, no doubt, a most important
influence upon subsequent events. Men
began to think that the " sick man"
had a good deal of life still left in him

j

his weak and moribund state came to

be spoken of by professing friends with
less of destructive pity ; and the doc-

tor's absolute omnipotence for evil was

no longer implicitly believed in. In
all human probability it was those
gallant and most unexpected, though
in themselves small, achievements that
stimulated the hopeful sympathies of
France and England to the point at
which they overwhelmed the " conni-
vance or credulity"of the governments,
and swept them onward, unwillingly

enough, into the course of active

friendship towards the Turks in which
they are now engaged. Unfortunately,
the work so well begun at St. Nicholas
was not curried on so as to secure or
merit success. Less under the eyes of
Europe than the Danubian army, the
force employed in this campaign ap-
pears to have been more neglected by
the authorities atConstant inople, and to
have fallen into that state of disorgani-

sation which the corruption and want
of patriotism of the Turkish officers

have so generally induced. Notwith-
standing the exertions, described as
very meritorious, of Kerschid Pacha
(the English officer Guyon ), the pro-
mise given at St. Nicholas has not
been sustained, and we have heard
little of late of the progress of the
Turkish anus in Asia ; but, upon tho
other hand, no Russian successes of
moment have been there achieved. On
the coast, the operations of the Black
Sea campaign w ere inauspicious!)* be-
gun by the disaster at Sinope, and th©
events which have since occurred were
not calculated to produce any con-
siderable influence upon the course of
the war. The bombardment of Odessa
was an inconsequential exploit, under-
taken in a fit of passion, carried on,

with childish forbearance, and terrai.

nated without result. Whatever of
material injury may have been done
on that occasion by the guns of the
allied fleet was more than counter-
balanced by the moral effect of their

retreat, re inficlu, upon the Russian
eople, enforced as that lesson has been

y the calamitous accident to the Tiger.
The batteries and gun-carriages of
Odessa will be soon repaired, and but
few subjects of the Czar will ever know
the extent of injury they sustained

:

the news will be carefully spread into

every nook of all the Russias, that a
numerous French and British fleet

bombarded the defences of a commer-
cial fortress, and that the result was
the burial of a captain of Her Majesty's
navy, with such military honours as two
Russian battalions and two Russian

r,
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guns could confer, and the committal

of a captured British standard to the

custody of a Russiau corps of marine

cadets. To lookers-on from without

the Czar's frontier it is, nevertheless,

manifest, that in the presence of the

allied fleets his naval power in the

Euxine is absolutely nought. From
the moment when it was discovered

that the purpose of England and France
was really hostile, not a sail has ven-

tured out of a Russian port; and while

we write, a despatch of Sir Edward
Lyons is before us, announcing the

hasty destruction and abandonment of

the forts on the Circassian coast. This,

too, is after all nothing but stripping

for the fight, and small indeed is the

triumph it affords the allies. It is

but the old Muscovite policy—destruc-
tion where defence is impracticable—
and the result is the liberation of the

garrisons, and their availability for

other and more important employ-
ment. No serious blow will have been

struck in the Black Sea campaign,
until the flags of the allies shall have

been planted upon the citadels of
Sebastopol and Odessa. How or when
those operations should be attempted,

or whether they are, under any pro-

bable combination of circumstances,

practicable, it is not our intention at

present to discuss.

The third branch of this complex
war—the campaign of the Baltic—will

require but a few words. The local

features arc generally familiar to our
readers, and the events have as yet

been few and wholly unimportant.
The local interest of this campaign is

circumscribed within the Gulf of Fin-
land, and is fixed at present upon the

operations of the allied fleets in refe-

rence to the naval stations of Uelsing-

fors, Revel, and Cronstadt, in which
the three divisions of the Czar's Baltic

fleet arc now shut up. Helsingfors,

the ancient capital of Finland, is

situated on the northern coast of the

gulf, at a distance of 180 miles from
St. Petersburg. It is, like the other
two ports, closed by the ice usually

until the month of May, and is de-
fended by the fortideations of Svenborg,
built upon a number of small islands,

and mounting 800 guns. On the
opposite, southern, side is Revel, about
200 miles from St. Petersburg, also

strongly fortified and very diflicultof en-
trance ; and at the top of the Gulf, and
twenty miles duo west of the capital, is

Cronstadt, the chief of all the Russian

arsenals, and, in fact, the outwork of

the Imperial city. It is built upon
the island of Kotline, and contains

three ports, that for men-of-war being

capable of accommodating thirty- five

ships of the line. For the defence of

this centre of the Czar's naval power
the resources of art have been ex-

hausted. Every rock and islet around
it bristles with cannon, and the place

itself is strengthened by the most ela-

borate works, while the narrowness of

the channel, which is but thirty-six

feet deep, would seem to render these

costly preparations against hostile ap-

proach from the sea almost unneces-

sary. By the latest intelligence in our
bauds, we learn that Sir Charles Na-
pier was with his fleet off Sveaborg,

and it has even been reported that he
has tried the range of uis guns upon
its works. The incidents of the Bal-

tic campaign have, however, been very

similar to those that occurred in the

Black Sea. The Russians have aban-
doned positions which they could not

expect to be able to defend, and have
withdrawn themselves within the shel-

ter of their granite bastions and great

guns. The operations of the allied

fleets have been of the most trifling

and inconsequential kind ; a few mer-
chant vessels have been taken, and a
few stones knocked out of a battery at

Ecknaess, at a risk which proved, in-

deed, the indisputable gallantry of the

officers engaged, but which neither

brought nor promised any equivalent

advantage. Yet there are already ru-

mours abroad which foreshadow great

and worthy results from the Baltic

campaign. Our Scandinavian kins-

men in blood and brethren in the spi-

rit of constitutional freedom, have not
seen the British ensign on their waters
without emotion. It is said that Swe-
den, King and people, will strike in

for liberty, and against her ancient and
ever merciless foe. That the people

arc so inclined, the manner of their re-

ception of our ships leaves no room to

doubt ; that the natural disposition of
King Oscar would lead him to the

same conclusion, the course of his life

gives reason to believe. He is, how-
ever, but a young member of the cor-

poration of monarchs, and signs are

not wanting that he is not to be left to

the free course of his inclinations. Re-
cent news from Stockholm intimates

that " an envoy of Austria has had
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private audiences of the King, for the

purpose of laying before hira the views

uf his 50verei .n1 as to the conditions of
Sweden's joining the Western Powers,
and taking an active part in the war."
The greatest reverence is due to a boy :

may the Swedes reverentially guard
their youthful dynasty from the pollu-

tion of communion with that noary
despotism ! The natural ally of Swe-
den and Denmark, closely bound to

both by ties of affinity and policy, is

England. These three powers united,

mi-It at any time, in an honest cause,

set* at nought the power of Russia

—

supported by France, they may impose
what terms they please upon the dis-

turber of the peace of the world. It

i* to be hoped that they will so unite,

and that the Danes will follow out what
is certainly their best interest, and
what there is good reason to hope is

their inclination ; and, .notwithstand-

ing the autocratic leanings of their so-

vereign, that they will heartily join in

the great movement against military

oppression and absolute government,
which is now threatening Northern as

well as Eastern Europe. Should this

end be brought about by Sir Charles

Rapier's campaign in the Baltic, the

game will be well worth the candle

;

and in playing it ont it will by no
means be necessary for him to knock
his head against the granite walls of
Sveaborg, or the bottoms of his ships

upon the sands of the Great Road of
Cron«tadt. A league of the northern
powers, offensive and defensive, and
anti-Russian, supported by a blockado
of the Baltic and the consequent stop-

page of the supplies which now reach
the Czar's treasury and the pockets of
his noble serfs, in the shape of returns

for hemp, tallow, hides, corn, and flax-

seed, would shortly induce a lucid in-

terval, and bring the Imperial madman
to terms upon tie most approved mo-
dern principles of mad-doctoring, and
without the employment of shot, shell,

or cutlass, or any direct means ofbodily
< oercion. Let no man, therefore, be
impatient because Sveaborg is not bom-
barded, or Revel stormed, or Cron-
stadt taken by a coup de main. Success

against any of those strongholds by di-

rect operations would be miraculous,

and attempts to achieve it are not ne-

cessary to the accomplishment of the

desired result. The campaign of the

Baltic differs from those of the Danube
and of the Black Sen, in the circum-

stance of the Czar's portion in regard

to it being one strictly of defence, lie

has not advanced, and he dares not ad-
vance from his northern ports ; to hold

him thus in durance is a victory, while

he is struck at in a most vital part by
the obstruction of his commerce, and
the interception of the means of his

existence. In the E;ist he has been
and is an aggressor ; and as long as he
can maintain that position, the moral
prestige remains with him. If he be
not repulsed from the Danube, the tri-

umph is his ; if he be suffered to retain

the Crimea, there will be no security

for the peace of the world from day to

day ; if the mouth of the Danube be
not wrested from his keeping, the trade

of Europe will not be free. But the

way to all these results will be short-

ened by a blockade of the Baltic, such
as can be kept up under any circum-
stances by Sir Charles Napier's fleet,

but still more completely by such a
cordon sanitaire as could be established

by an anti-ltussian league of the nor-

thern powers. Had we a real statesman
among our men in power, honest en-
deavours to consolidate such an alliance

would have long since superseded the

wretched intrigues with Austrian and
Prussiun/liploniutists, which, duringthe
last two years, have marred the na-
tional interests, and jeopardised the
national honour.

We have now hastily and imperfectly

traced out the geographical features of
this multiform war ; and there remains
for the accomplishment of our present
purpose but to add a few words—they
shall be few—in reference to the means
at our command to meet the exigencies

of this trying occasion. The rapidity

and completeness with which the Baltic

fleet was manned and sent to sea, and
the ease and safety with which some
fivc-and-twenty thousand soldiers have
been withdrawn from our garrisons and
transported to the shores of the Dar-
danelles, leave little room to doubt that

the materiel of war is ready to our
hands, good in quality and abundant
in quantity. Nor can any man have
observed the cheerfulness, good order,

and quietness with which the naval pre-

parations were made, without being

impressed with a conviction of the ex-

cellence of the organisation of that de-

partment of our public service.

Under circumstances of considerable

difficulty, with wages far above the

average of many years, and with an
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unusual demand for seamen, the largest

number of ships ever sent out of
harbour under one command, was fit-

ted out and commissioned in a space
of time incredibly short, and with as

few complaints from any quarters as,

perhaps, have ever been uttered in the

course of so gigantic an operation.*

Upon two points only have we heard
a word of censure or disappointment
expressed in reference to the organi-

sation and arrangements of the fleets.

A certain amount of shabbincss, the

remnant of old Post-office notions,

combined, perhaps, with a lurking dis-

inclination to encourage private cor-

respondence, has characterised the

settlement of postal charges for trans-

mission of letters to the ships, and a
good deal of dissatisfaction has been
felt at the uncertainty and delays of

the mails. Tho latter has been, pro-

bably, to some extent unavoidable at

the commencement of the campaign,
under crude experimental regulations,

with letter-writers inexperienced in

the proper mode of addressing their

communications, and letter-carriers

untrained in the method of their de-

livery. The candid spirit in which tho

public criticisms upon this defect have
been accepted by the responsible au-

thorities, warrant us in believing that

every practicable remedy will be ap-

plied to it; and wc even indulge a
nope that it will be seen to be but poor
economy to balance the public libera-

lity in carrying seamen's letters for a
penny by mulcting officers of sixpence

for every half-ounce of news from
home, transmitted to them, at no cost

to the public, by a Queen's ship.

The only other stricture Ave have heard
upon the naval arrangements, relates

to the supply of medical officers. There
has been difficulty in the way of pro-

viding a sufficient number of assistant-

surgeons ; some of the ships have not

as yet got their complement ; and Sir

James Graham has admitted that it is

not contemplated to appoint surgeons

to the gun-boats— a service iu which,

no doubt, they would be specially re-

quired. A return to the House of
Commons, called for by Colonel Bol-
dero, does, indeed, show that the list

of candidates for naval medical ap-
pointments has run very low. There
were but five names upon it on the
5th of May, 1834, the date of the re-

turn ; a fact which we must look upon
as indicative of a marked disinclination,

among young medical men to enter

into that department of the public

service. There is some reasonable

ground for this feeling, and also, we
are bound to say, much mistaken pre-

judice, founded upon misrepresenta-

tion, to remove which would, we con-

ceive, be to confer a benefit upon the

medical profession no less than, at this

conjuncture, upon the naval service. It

is not necessary to refer to Roderick
Random's history of cockpit life, to

learn that there was a time when the

surgeon's mates of men-of-war were but
scurvily treated— no worse, however,
in all probability, than they generally

deserved. No one acquainted with
the circumstances will deny that

their position during the last war was
riot calculated to raise the assistant-

surgeons in tho estimation of their

brother-officers, or to improve their

own tone ; neither, we trust, will any
candid person refuse to admit that

very great improvements have been
effected in their condition during the

last twenty years. An assistant-sur-

geon is now a commissioned officer,

distinguished as such by his uniform,

and placed, in regard to pay and
reckoning of his time of service, in a
position much superior to that of tho

cluss of executive officers equal to him
in rank. He has the advantage over
his fellows in the army, of being able

not merely to live on his pay, but, if

he be prudent, to save money from tho

very moment he enters the service,f
The grievances complained of by or

for him are, first, that he is not pro-

vided with a cabin ; and secondly, that

he isnotatonce awardroom officer. The

* On the 14th of June, according to the correspondent of the Time*, the British fleet In

the Baltic was in all 44 fail, carrying 22,850 men, with an armament of 2,022 guns.

t We may, perhaps, afford useful information, by stating that the daily pay of an assis-

tant-surgeon, on first joining, is 7s*. Id. His first outfit of clothes, instruments, and all

other necessaries, costs £75 ; and his mess subscription, including all his meals, is from
£24 to £30 a-year. The daily pay of an assistant-surgeon In the army is at first 7s. 6d.

;

his outfit certainly not less than £75, and the yearly cost of his mess-dinner alone, suppos-

ing him not to touch wine, U never less than £50.
'
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first we believe to be a real injury to

the service as well as to the officer

;

the hardship of the second is imagi-

nary, while it brings with it some real

advantages. An assistant -surgeon

enters the service after boyhood has

pa*cl away, when the community of

sleeping and dressing upon the main-

deck cannot fail to be painful to one
unused to such a regimen from early

youth. The refusal of a cabin furnishes

a plausible excuse, if not a solid reason,

for neglecting those professional studies

which the service requires that a me-
dical officer should never cease dili-

gently to prosecute. As to admission

to the wardroom, that is now conced-

e/1 to assistant-surgeons after three

years' service, and we confess ourselves

unable to see the reality of a grievance

in the obligation imposed upon a youth,

fresh from the medical schools, to en-

dure for that short period the society

of future admirals, secretaries, masters

of the fleet, and of present gentle-

men of high rank, in the gun-room of
one of her Majesty's ships. To a
young man of limited means, on the

other hand, we conceive it to be a real

advantage to be so circumstanced that

he need not enter the wardroom mess
until he can have saved money enough
to enable him to do so comfortably,

and without incurring debt. We make
these remarks in the hope that they

may finally tend to remove some mis-

apprehension ; certainly with no want
ofsympathy for the medical profession,

and still less with any failure of respect

for the naval medical department,

which we well know, when the hour of
need shall come, will not be found un-
worthy of the high character it has at-

tained under its present able and re-

spected head.

So much for the navy ; and few of
our readers will think even so much
necessary to prove what every British

man believes, that its organisation, no
less than its materiel, are equal to the

occasion. The general opinion is not

the same with respect to the other

service ; nor have the occurrences of
the last few months tended to remove
the doubts which most men entertain

as to the efficiency of our military sys-

tem. Scarcely has that system been
tried in actual service before it has

been found that its organisation is alto-

gether imperfect ; its departments are

incompetent; its controlling head is

overburthened with other and incom-

patible duties, and the details of its

arrangements are cumbersome and mis-

chievous. Within a few weeks, and,
as it were, in presence of the enemy,
the Secretaryship for War has been
divorced from that for colonial afiiiirs,

and organic changes have been initi-

ated in the management of the armv ;

and what adds a peculiar untoward-
ness to these events is the obvious fact

that the changes have not been adopt-
ed under any conviction of their neces-

sity, but have been forced upon the

authorities by the activity of newspaper
correspondents and the pressure of
opinion from without. The " clothing

colonels " have been abolished, the

Guards have been paraded without
stocks, the tight coatee has been con-

demned— but only after a desperate

struggle, and with an unwillingness

which plainly shows that the new mea-
sures will need the superintendence of
new men. That this is so, is proved by
the simple facts, that although a board
of general officers for the superinten-

dence of the clothing of the army is an
old and permanent institution "of the

countrv, the breast and arms oftho
soldier's coat cannot be loosened, or its

skirts widened, without previous in-

quiry being made into the habits of
military nations; and that "conside-
ration " is necessary before the com-
manding mind can be made up upon
the grave question of the moustache.
While this important point is under
discussion, the newspaper correspon-
dents are placed upon the list of sus-

pects; and whether the pen or the razor
shall be driven out ofthe camp, proba-
bly causes as much agitation in the souls

of our warrior- chiefs aa the distant

booming of the Russian guns.

It is not our intention now to enter
into the minutite of the many com-
plaints against the management of the
army of the East ; but upon three im-
portant points very grave charges
nave been advanced—and no one can
doubt have been to a great extent
substantiated — and to these we shall

address a very few remarks. The
artillery is admitted on all hands to be
very insufficient in force ; and recent

accounts state that it is greatly infe-

rior to the Russian in weight of metal.

Between the French and English ar-

mies, it appears that no more than
forty-five guns could be mustered for

service at Varna ; and a letter from a
correspondent of the Morning Chro-
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niele, now before us, states that six-

pounder British guns are to be op-
posed (should a meeting take place)

to Russian nine-pounders. Even the

Times owns to an earnest wish that

our artillery was double its present
strength, and assigns the necesssity for

that wish as a reason for avoiding
field operations at the present time.

Is this a blunder, or an unavoidable re-

sult of the insufficiency of our force of
artillery, or of the want of means of
transport ? The question, of course,

will be asked, and wo trust the possible

answer may be satisfactory.

Everyone is familiar with the state-

ments of the Time* correspondent at
Gallipoli, with reference to the com-
missariat and medical departments, and
wo need not repeat them at length.

Everyone also Knows that, notwith-
standing the denials of ministers in

both Houses of Parliament, these

statements havo been proved to bo
true. There were no commissariat
arrangements made preparatory to the

arrival of the troops ; there was no
sufficient commissariat staff; there

were no hospital arrangements ; there

were no medical stores or comforts.

The purveyor's staff consisted of an
hospital sergeant with a sovereign in

his pocket, of which he could not get
change, and consequently could not
procure the merest necessaries for the

sick. All this, and much more, has

been proved beyond a doubt. And
here again questions must be asked

—

Why has this been so ? what has been
done to set matters right ? As to the

commissariat failures, we believe they
may be accounted for by the fact of
there being practically no Secretary
for War, without a necessity for

throwing blame upon the department.
There being no one to look after the

general interests of the army; the

commander-in-chief being employed in

distributing commissions, the adju-

tant-general in assigning stations, and
the clothing- colonels in computing off

reckonings ; the commissariat depart-

ment was allowed to fall into abey-
ance. There has practically been no
commissariat for several years— only
a few Treasury- clerks, employed in

totting up figures and checking de-

faulters in the public offices. A com-
missariat staffcannot be improvised, and
hence the absence of one at Gallipoli.

But the failures in the medical ar-
rangements cannot be so explained.

There is, and has been, a director-

general, and a complete staff, in active

working order— what have they been
about? This question also needs an
answer ; and when it shall be vouch-
safed, we trust it will contain a satis-

factory explanation of the present state

of the department. It certainly does
seem strange that, if the head of it be
competent to his duty, so obvious
and well-known an arrangement as

that of an hospital-corps should have
been forgotten, or left to be suggested

by a gentleman not employed on the

medical staff, and that tho organisation

of it should be committed to him. It

seems not less strange that the Secre-

tary for War should be kept in such
thick ignorance of this branch of
the army, as to be led to state, within

the last few days, that an ambulance
corps was an entire novelty, likely to

provoke the imitation of continental

nations, the fact being that it was in

cflective operation under Barons Percy
and Larrey in the French army fifty

years ago. There is another circum-
stance in this case for which also we
find it extremely difficult to find any
satisfactory explanation. About the

year 1840, a medical officer of high
rank and very distinguished name was
sent to Turkey by Lord Palmerston, in

charge of a party, for the purpose of
ascertaining the state of military me-
dical arrangements there, and of form-
ing, if possible, an efficient medical
staff in the Turkish army. That officer,

is, we believe, very much senior in rank,

to the present director-general, and
has greatly the advantage of him in

military experience. He is also, as wo
understand, in health and vigour. Was
his advice or assistance asked in the

conduct of the medical arrangements
for the army of the East ? If not, why
not ? But failing time and space warn
us to conclude, which we do with the

expression of a sincere hope that the

Duke of Newcastle may improve the

leisure now secured to him, and turn
his acknowledged great talents from the

work of ordering, and hoping for tho

accomplishment of his orders, to that

of examining into tho capabilities of
the departments of the army, and the

competency of their several heads.
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A LEGEND OF EDEN.

BY M. 3, T.

I.

Adam went forth from Eden, bearing thence

The fatal branch, prolific of such ill

;

Rich with bright flowers and fruits, all glowing still,

Fragrant, and fair, and tempting to the sense.

ii.

They passed the fourfold river in their flight,

Lit by the Cherub's sword's repellant glare,

That filled with lurid rays the trembling air ;—
Blood-red the waters glowed bcueath the light.

hi.

Adam upraised the bough to shield his gaze
From that terrific lustre, as he trod

First from the soft and flower-enamelled sod,

Forth on a rocky path, a thorn-vexed maze.

IV.

But lo a marvel—sudden from the »tcm
Fell fruit and flowers as smit with canker breath,

(To Eden flowers the outer air was death) ;

Only a dry, bare branch remained with them.

v.

Adam lived long repentantly, and when
He at the last lay dying, did he crave
Of Eve to plant the boujjh above his grave,

Sole relic left of Eden, kept till then.

VI.

And told her that whene'er that stem should bloom
And bear rich fruitage, their unhappy deed.

Of which such woeful sequence was the meed,
Would be forgiven, and reversed its doom.

VII.

These were his words. Eve was no novice strange

Startled at death—she knew it but too well

;

Cain taught that lesson early. But they fell,

As a mere sick man's wanderings, wide of range.

VIII.

Still did she act on them, and plant the bough.
The grey old fathers of the earth, 'tis said,

Honoured their first forefather's lowly bed,

As still tradition made it known as now.
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IX.

Noah through the Deluge bore it in the ark

:

When earth renewed did bud and blossom free

Almost like Eden, did he look to see

Change, yet was none the watcher's eyes could mark.

x.

Ages rolled on, and still the bough was seen
Dry, withered, under each successive spring

;

Sapless, as never to revive, or fling

Shadows on earth, from foliage fresh and green.

XI.

Dry staid it, till one night a mystic star

Shed on it full the lustre of its rays,

Mild, healing, all unlike the withering blaze

Of flaming swords, meet for cherubic war.

XII.

And the sap rose within it, and it grew.
Putting forth tender buds like emerald gems

;

Studding the surface of its rugged stems,
Developing strange beauty, strange and new.

XUT.

And growing with its growth, a little Child
Sat 'ncath it through the days of infancy

;

Its shadow darkened towards maturity,
And both grew fair in beauty undenled.

xiv.

Pause here awhile, my verse, a little space ;

For never fairer vision can you see
Than Virgin-Mother cradling on her knee

This Child, unlike all babes of mortal race.

xv.

Pause we, the noontide sun is glowing fierce.

Let us delay beneath its boughs to rest

;

Calm beauty lingers on that mother's breast,
Which swords hereafter are foretold to pierce.

xvi.

But still, nor fruit nor blossom did it bear,
This tall and stately tree of thirty years,
In it no sign of further growth appears

;

Why should the axe its lofty stature spare ?

XVII.

A crowd press eager up the hill of scorn,
And in the midst is One whose steps they urge

;

One worn and faint, and drooping from the scourge,
Robed regally, and diademed with thorn.
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xvm.

Alas for Adam I bis luxuriant tree

Is hewn to form an instrument of death,

That Simon the Cyrenian stoops beneath

—

The cross accursed. Ah 1 did he this foresee ?

XIX.

Did not it bear most wondrous fruit that day,

When lie, the second Adam, did reverse,

Complete and free, the deep prophetic curse

From Eden, by the first one borne away ?

xx.

Strange legend this—my feeble eyes wane dim.
And my heart fails me with a reverent fear,

Lest feet unhallowed dare approach too near
The mighty glory that encircles Him !

THE CRESCENT AND THE COSSACK.

BY B. *. LKVIXOE.

I.

Behold, oh 1 mother-earth, once more
Over Dniejwr's frozen flood,

Swoop down the hordes of Cossack blood,

As swept the Scythian tribes of yore.

it.

Under Attila's banner red,

Upon tbe turbid Danube's banks
Where Rome's last veteran " legion"-ranks

Sank down beneath their whelming tread.

ni.

Behold a despot, greedier yet

Than he surnamed " the scourge of God,'

Camps on that field by him once trod,

Before whom Rome's dimm'd glory set.

IV.

Lured by a more deceptive star

Than led the old barbarian King—
Thy myriad sons, oh ! earth, to nring

Beneath the sceptre of a Czar

!

v.

" To quench the old poetic fire,

Whose bursts of most * celestial light
*

Were erst to man's internal sight

Transmitted through blind Homer's lyre."
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• ...
VI.

To chain art's soaring spirit down,
And ban the soul that dares to try

And reach those fairy realms on high,

Where Raphael won his dazzling crown.

VII.

These be his aims. Oh ! thou bright sun.

That fling'st thy glories on our earth,

In vain thy primal rays had birth,

If deeds like these are to be done.

viu.

In vain beneath thy quickening might
The gems of life, wrapped in the gloom
Of nature's dark mysterious womb,

Burst into beauty, strength, and light

—

IX.

If Freedom, Poet, Art no more,
Upon the gems of thought divine

That slumber in the soul supine,

Their vivifying beams may pour.

x.

But lo I above the Moslem spears,

Above the Moslem turbans white,

Now mustered on that field of fight,

A radiant crescent-moon appears.

XI.

Meet symbol of our glowing hope,

That in the looming battle storm,

May truth, and right, and patriot arm
With giant wrong triumphant cope.

XII.

And thought of resurrection fires

Hungary's bleeding bosom now,
And haply dreamest Toland thou

To 'venge thy brave Sarmatie sires.

XIII.

Wherever clank of chain may be,

Beneath our heaven—true souls uplift

To God their yearnings for the gift

Of freedom's nobler destiny.

xiv.

Oh I Lord of hosts, in incrcy soon,

Spite of the Cossack steeds and guns.
Unto these " heavy laden'' ones

Vouchsafe thy holiest, brightest boon.
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WOSfiKU UPON CRATE-STOKES.

CHAPTER I.

It was towards the fall of one ot

those rich, moist, melancholy days, in

the early English autumn—a reeking,

redclent warmth upon the clammy
air—a luxurious deathfulness among
the slumbrous woods, and in the red
and rotting leaves— that a solitary

tour, in one of our northern coun-
ties brought me to the little Tillage

of .

As I descended towards the village,

the road—which, forming a serpentine

belt about the lake, had from time to

time afforded mo glimpses between
the trees of a sheet cf sullen purple,

streaked with water-courses of a glar-

ing emerald colour, low down in a
hollow c:ip of woody heights, with
distant threads of water, white and
glistering, like tho wake of a snail,

trickling down from chink and cranny
between the misty trees— suddenly
openedintoa broad platform, based high

above the lake, from which I beheld
at one view the whole expanse of dark,

thunder-tinted water, and all thegloomy
amphitheatre of the hills. Just oppo-
site, and crowning one of these blue,

leafy eminences, I observed a great

fringe of red gables, rising over tiers of
rocky terraces, apparently the shining

limits of an old-fa>hioned garden, and,

here and there among the cables, a
white eye-like window, riddled through
and through by the yellow autumn
sun.

So sudden was the scene which I
thus broke in upon, so sudden and
so gloomy withal—the strange, melan-
choly house ; the dim undulations of
folding tree-green hills, in which it was
sunk bosom-deep ; the lurid, lustrous,

circle of leaden lake below ; and the

very silence among these, which I

seemed, as it were, to have caught
by surprise— that all I saw appeared
to me a sort of emanation from the

mournful and bitter fancies which I

had for days been a prey to, and it

was long before I could pluck myself
from the painful reveries into which
the scene threw me, and twitch up the

loose reins that had fallen from my
careless hand.

VOL. XLtV.—NO. CCL1X.

Once in motion again, a few mo-
ments brought me to the Golden
Lion. "When I h.'id seen my horae de-

cently stalled, and his nose rummaging
about in a feed of com, I made inqui-

ries about dinner, and received the

conventional reply from the waiter.
" Chop, sir. Roast fowl. Line o'

lamb, sir. Vegetables ?—yes, sir. Feus
and potatoes, sir. Tart—gooseberry.

This way, if you please, sir. Mary,
the private parlour for the gentleman.
Ready, sir, iu half-an-hour. Pint o'

sherry ? Yes, sir I"

At dinner I inquired of my friend,

who seemed of a communicative dispo-

sition, who was the owner of the great

house I had seen upon the lake.

" Great house, with red— (popper,

sir 1)—gables, and garden hundred l'eet

above the level of the— (cruet-stand ?

Certainly, sir I) — lake. Very old, I
b'lieve, sir. Heard say in the time of

Queen 'Lisbeth. Built in furnx of a

—

(salt-cellar? Here, sir!")

•'But the owner?" I interrupted,

losing all patience. " His name ?"

"Name, sir? House, Milvcrton
Manor; owner, Mr. Morton. Very
old, sir ; one wing quite gone to

pieces. Strange person, Mr. Morton

;

upper story very rickety, they say, sir.

Garden full of weeds. Shocking pity,

sir P
"Morton! Morton?" The namo

was familiar to me. I bad had a great

friend at college of that name. He
was the most brilliant fellow of all the

university. So full of information, so

witty, so eloquent. Great and inti-

mate friends we had been in the old

college days, but it was many years

since I had lost sight of him.
" Mr. Morton"— I said

; "pray do
you happen to know what his Christian

name is ? Clarence? Clarence—is that

it?"
" Clarence ? Yes, sir, that's it.

Morton, Clarence. Name on the Re-
gister. Never votes, sir, Mr. Morton.
Very strange man—very."

A few more inquiries convinced me
that this Mr. Morton could be no other

than my old friend. The waiter dwelt
c
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with great emphasis on the fact of his

being "a very strange man, sir—very.
Goes nowheres, sir ; don't think I
never seen him. Never visits in the

ncighb'rood, but keeps hisself shut tip

horrible close."

All I could gather from the jumbled
information of my loquacious attend-

ant was that, some years ago, Mr.
Morton had arrived at -

, apparently

from the Continent, with a foreign

household ; that he had taken a faney

to the old house I had seen, and bought
it ; that he had lived there ever since,

a very retired life, which, knowing his

studious turn of old, I could easily

account for; and that he was "a very

strange man."
" How, strange ?" I inquired.
" Why, sir, you see, in the first

place, there's a lady he brought with
him, I b'lieve, from foreign parts, and
which is, as I s'pose, the cause for

why he kip hisself to hisself, and
don't go into 'ciety at all."

And this is why you call him a
strange man, eh ?"

" Well, sir, I don't b'lieve them
things myself, no ways ; but they do
•ay as how he's a seeking the flosofer's

stone. Certin is, he's very odd."
" The philosopher's stone!" I shriek-

ed out—" what nonsense !"

" And that he knows a doccid deal

too much, sir, 'bout the old gent, down
there," continued the waiter, pointing

mysteriously to the iloor, in order to

assist the allusion, "all which I don't

b'lieve myself, but attributes entirely

to the lady."

After dinner, as I had several hours

of daylight still before me, and did not

feel at all tired, I resolved to walk to

Milvcrton Manor, which I was in-

formed was not so far off as it ap-

peared, and, if possible, to see Mor-
ton.

The waiter assured me that there

was no chance of this, as the only per-

son ever admitted into the house was
the parson, and he seldom.

lie, however, pointed out to me a
short cut ; said the gardens were worth
looking at, and volunteered to accom-
pany me— an olfer which I declined,

as I was in no humour for such gar-

rulous companionship. I accordingly

lighted a solitary cigar, and set out
for the manor-house.
The sudden mention of a name which

for years had been unheard and un-
spoken, and which was once so fa-

miliar, had awakened in me fo many
old memories and associations, that,

buried in a profound and melancholy
reverie, I was not aware how far 1 had
ascended the mountain, till a sudden
turning in the road brought me full in

front of the old house, with the lake

below it. The air was sultry and op-

pressive—the whole sky was of a dead
opal colour, but, just over the red
gables of the manor-house, hung, low
and heavy, a huge cloud of livid white,

trailing slowly from the hills, a ragged
reef of thunder ; small white clouds,

like the spray and surf of a sea, were
rising rapidly up to this lurid mass,

which seemed as if, at any moment, it

might burst into sound and flame ; but
from the nether rim of it, where the hid-

den sun was sinking to the hills, a great

gush of amber light rolled down into

the hollow of the lake, and saturated

with yellow rays a small green islet in

the middle of the nicer. To this island

my eye was naturally attracted. A
little pinnace was moored to the shore,

ami hung, death-still, over the black

water. In the heart of the island,

the bowering shrubs and overgrowths

which closed the margins, were cut

away into a circle of smoothest- shaven

greeu ; and there, upon a rude block of

stone, like a pedestal, I perceived the

figure of a woman, so marble-white,

and still, and stately, that I at first

took it for a statue. The figure was
drawn up to its full height, and the

face was turned from me, gazing in-

tently, so far as one could judge from
the "inclination of the head, at the

stormy sky.

While I stood thus gazing, from the

bottom fringe of the cloud a snake of

vivid fire shot suddenly, and ran shri-

velling across the breathless heavens;

a minute or two after, a low rumble of
thunder was clanged and banged about
from blufTto slag, among the echoing

hills and hollows. Then the cloud I
had been watching seemed suddenly •

jerked into fragments, and large, slow,

heavy drops plunged, plashing iuto the

cold, blue, lurid waters of the lake.

The figure turned slowly from the

stone, and seemed to glide, rather thau

walk, glimmering through the wet
oziers, to the shore ; there it entered

the pinnace, and in a moment the

little boat slipped round the cape, and
I could see it no longer.

I made what haste I could to get to

the house before I bhould be wet
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through. When I got near the outer
court, however, I could not help stop-

ping to look over the wall into the
garden. It was a strange melancholy-
looking place, weed-grown, and full of
broken statues, and dead founta : ns

that could not play ; Tritons, with
conch-shells at their lips, and thistle*

growing in the shells ; and nymphs
and fauns rotting on their mildewed
pedestals. There was a flight of stone

stairs, and a broken balustrade, which
led, as I supposed, to the lower ter-

race ; and while I was looking at it a
woman slowly ascended the steps, and
entered the garden. I recognised at

once the figure 1 had seen upon the
island.

Without observing me, she ap-
proached the basin of a fountain, and
paused beside it, either unconscious of,

or inditrerent to, the rain, which was
now beginning to fall fast. I suppose,
however, that some involuntary excla-

mation on my part must have .startled

her, for she turned suddenly round,
full fronting me with a face which I

can never forget. Never out of dreams
have I seen a face like that 1 Though
it was marvellously fair, it was less the

beauty than the strangeness of it that

struck me. The features were perfect

;

the skin unnaturally pale and transpa-

rent ; the eyes very large and lustrous,

and of a deep, melancholy, violet co-

lour ; the whole form, draped from
head to foot in white, was so fragile

and undulating, that I could scarcely

think it earthly. It was only for a
moment, however, that the sight of it

was vouchsafed to me ; for apparently
not di«covering her alarm, she twined
one of her white fingers into a long
silky tress of yellow hair, musingly,

as it were, and passed into the

house.

I was now more than ever resolved

to ferret Morton from his hole, and,

as far as might be, unravel the mys-
tery which I felt to be growing upon
me. Notwithstanding my excite-

ment, however, my heart sank when
I approached the great gloomy portal

of the mansion. I have ever been,

and, I suppose, shall ever be, a
man of melancholy mind. If there is

in anything an element of horror or
gloom, I am sure to squeeze out the

whole of it.

I have thus managed to make my
life unnecessarily miserable. Evil

hints peep out at me from the very

spots of pebbles in the gravel-walks ;

evil omens fibber at me through the
llufterin" of yellow autumn leaves ; no
door in the house stauds ajar but that

some ghost of evil chance may slip

through it, and pluck me by the sleeve
j

the crow flics, the plum* drops, the
lily whitens, the wind blows—just to

frighten me, and no more. No plea-

sure but what thrusts a cloven loot

from behind the mask at me. From
the gaiety of others I shrink back to

commune with my own fantastic fears,

like the lady who nightly stole from
the perfumed couch of her dreaming
husband to revel with a ghoul upon
dead flesh and blue worms among the
graves.

The old porchway, which I now en.
tered, had been turned, into a sort of
parte coc/ure, with au iron grille in

the back of it, which barred the en-
trance ; and as I rang the bell, a
porter thrust his head out of a little

window in the wall, and demanded, in

indifferent French, what 1 wanted. I
inquired for Morton.
" The Padrone was not at home,"

he said.

Perceiving that he was an Italian, I
addressed him in his own language,
and begged him, in the civilest terms I
could devise, to convey to his master a
note, which 1 had taken the precaution
of writing at the inn, wherein 1 remind-
ed Morton of our college friendship,

and asked permission to sec the house
and gardens.

The man seemed pleased to hear the

accents of his native south, however
broken on a northern tongue, and his

grim countenance relaxed from the

severe and scrutinising regard which it

had at first assumed. He deigned to

issue cautiously from his lair, and
swinging in his hand a brazen triple-

stemmed lamp, which made a smoky
glare along the gloom, bade me follow

him.
After treading ono or two dingy

chambers, we reached a small octago-
nal room, designed apparently for a
library. Here he told me to wait,

while he took the letter to his master.

Being of an inquisitive disposition, and
believing, moreover, that the nature
of a man's mind may be seen in the
books he reads, as we judge of the

species of an insect from the leaves it

feeds on, I took up one of the volumes
I found lying on the table, and opened
it. What was my surprise when my
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eye fell upon a paragraph, marked in

pencil, which ran thus :

—

" But, above all, the mind mi*st be

calm and earnest. He not dejected by
repeated failure ; for it is only by the

conquest of thyself that these shall be

led captive. Tbey are abont us, and
yearn to speak, but we will not hear.

As in the case of the elixir, whereof I

have above treated, the volatile spirit

of the sun must be drawn off from tho

pure essences by a seven-fold furnace*

so remember that the spiritual in thee

must be first sublimed from all gross

and earthy admixture. Again, and
again, I sav to you, man holds in his

hand the keys of the unknown, but
knows it not. Faith is volition, and
volition power. Believe, and have all

things." Thereunder was written in

pencil—"See Rab. Sol. Cap. de Invis."
«• Must be mad," thought I. " Poor

Morton ! what trash I"

The only other books were one or

two Italian poets ; a life of Leobardi

;

a pamphlet, containing " A true and
authentic Account of the Ghost of

Mrs. * * * * which appeared on
three Occasions to severnl Members of

her Family;'* a little volume of Shel-

ley ; several books in vellum, with

odd names; and a little manuscript

volume of poems, written in a fine fe-

male hand.
While 1 was turning over the books*

the servant returned, and informing

me that his master would see me, led

the way to Morton's room.
" Enter," said a faint voice, as we

knocked at the door, which, though I

had not heard it for years, I at once
recognised. Morton received me with

great cordiality ; but I thought that

there was a slight embarrassment in his

manner.
We talked at first of college days

and old mutual acquaintances : how
that some were married ; some dead ;

some, once so rollicking and reckless,

now country curates; some, then so

stupid and dull, now rising young
members. But perceiving that these

subjects seemed painful to my friend,

and that ho spoke of them with reluc-

tance, I had to fall back upon the
crops and weather, the scenery of tho
lake, my own tour and its impressions,

&c.
" What a charming old house you

have been fortunate enough to find 1"

I said at last: " it wants nothing but
a ghost to make it perfect."

" Oh," replied Morton, laughing,
" it is thought to be haunted."
" Indeed, and what is the story ?"

"Like all others of the kind," he

said. " I forget it now."
I could pet nothing further from

him upon this subject, and we talked

on for some time upon other things.

The thunder spending itself in the dis-

tance, through the open window we
heard the hollow reverberations among
the hills ; and now and then a faint

pulse of light flickered in the heavy-

air. In the pauses of the storm,

I thought that I heard the low notes

of a lute, but the sound was so indis-

tinct that I supposed myself deceived

by mv own fancy. I was vexed with
myself for having so failed in drawing
out Morton, or clearing up any of the

mystery by which he seemed surround-

ed. The night darkened about us, and
gulphed up all the landscape. We
could not see each other's faces as we
talked. I was preparing to take ruy

leave of Morton, not without a feeling

of disappointment, when 1 felt some-
thing brush nast me. I thought that

I could also hear the flutter of a gar-

ment; and the darkness seemed for

one instant to grow denser in the re-

cess of the window. My nerves had
beeu so tensely strung, partly by the

oppressive weather, partly by the cu-

rious and increasing interest with

which all that I had heard and seen of
my present companion had inspired me,
that I was unable to suppress an in-

voluntary cry of surprise.

" What's "the matter ?" said Mor-
ton.

" Did you not hear," said I, " the

rustling of a robe somewhere in the

room ?"

" Perhaps it was the ghost," he re-

plied, with a laugh. « You know, all

persons are not equally favoured by
such sounds and sights. You may bo
more susceptible than I."

" Perhaps it was fancy," I said, ra-

ther ashamed of myself; and, rising

1 wished him good night.

We both stepped towards the open
window. At that moment the cloud-

curtain was suddenly torn open by a
gusty current of wind, and the large,

yellow, autumn moon sprang full-orbed

out of the windy chasm* and mounted
through tho floating fragments of
storm that were weltering in the lurid

east. In an instant the dreary garden
was bathed in beams. From a broken
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rrapet of one of the lower terraces,

beheld a woman bending and lean-

in". The outline of the figure was
distinct against the dear light of the

moon.
I could not be deceived. It was the

same person whom I had before seen
upon the island and by the fountain.

Her arms were stretched out into the

night, and she seemed by her gestures

to be conversing energetically with
some invisible companion. I know
not why, but a sensation of shame
seized me, as though I had seen some-
thing which I had no business to look

at, and my eye instinctively turned
with an apologetic glance upon Mor-
ton. He was leaning against the
wall, with his arms folded, and his

bright keen eye turned to the moon.
There was more than its usual stern-

ness in hid hollow cheek and thin firm

lip.

" How the prist seems to look out at

one from that cold moon,'* he said,

musingly, as though half to ine half to

himself. " A melancholy planet ! it

has survived the sunshine. Astrono-

mers tell us that there is no life in it.

It looks laden with death."

I was glad to find that he had not

remarked the figure in the garden, or

observed that I had done so; and I

repeated my good night.

" I am sorry," he said, " that it is

too late to show you the house this

evening, as you wished to see it. But
while you stay here, remember that it

is always open to you. It is very kind

of you," old friend* not to have forgot-

ten me."
He hesitated a moment, then said,

abruptly

—

" Surely von cannot be very com-
fortable at trie inn. I know the place,

and once ate a dinner there. Ugh I

it was positively poisonous. There
are, too, some points about the lake

here worth looking at. If you have
time and inclination to share my soli-

tude for a day or two, I will send my
servant down to-night to bring up your
baggage, and wc can put you up a bed
in the tapestry chamber. I shall be
sincerely glad, for my part, to renew
our old friendship, with new walks and
talks ; though they may not be such

pleasant ones as those in the old time,

in the gardens of "

I accepted his oiler joyfully.

"Now," said I, "as Algernon Syd-
ney is said to have exclaimed, when
he ascended the «caftbld— « now I shall

unravel the great secret
!'

"

CIIAJTHR II.

Mem were blowing bugles, and run-
ning, with spears in their hands, after

fabulous animals, through ghostly fo-

rests on the walls. A Venetian mir-
ror, suspended aslant above the black
chimneypiece, and iust opposite the foot

of the huge bed, showed all the chairs

and tables as though they were hanging
from the ceiling, and might fall in on
one, if a mouse shook the wainscoat.

The moon hung breathless in the middle
of the curtainless window ; and all

these things flickered, and winked,
and wane<! out of sight, as I dropped
asleep. Then, in dreams, I found my-
self roaming through limitless dim
gardens with the pale lady whom I

had seen that afternoon, and listening

to strange tunes floating from in-

visible harp-strings. At last these

things too faded olT into black, solid

sleep, from which the full, clear sun
and the crowing of a cock in the court-

yard below finally awoke inc. As
soon as I was dressed, I endeavoured
to find toy way to the great staircase.

After certain wanderings, I found my-
self in a long, low-roofed gallery, full

of pictures, principally copies from the

old masters, one or two choice origi-

nals, and some fine landscapes in water-

colours. Greek statues (copies of

course) were ranged along the walls;

and amongst them one or two from
the modern studios of Rome. Here
and there was a family picture, left, as

I concluded, by the former owners of

the mansion ; but just between the two
middle windows, was a large picture in

a heavy frame of gold and ebony, over

which was written, in Gothic letters,

this text from Scripture—"She is not

dead, but sleepeth." A black velvet cur-

tain was hung across the picture. For
the life of me, I could not help drawing

it aside, and looking at what it con-

cealed. Conceive my surprise, at be-

holding the full-length portrait of a
woman, the exact counterpart of the

person w hom I had seen the day before

in the garden! It was impossible to

mistake the likeness. The stately fi-
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gure was drawn up to its full height,

and was represented as gazing from a
balcony, The same long silky luiir

;

the same large violet eyes ; all the fea-

ture.1

? exactly the f=ame ; but the com-
plexion wan richer and warmer, not

so deathly pale, and the expression

was more youthful, and less melan-
choly. After looking at it fur some mi-
nutes, I drew back the curtain icve-

rently, and stole softly from the room.
AN hen I got down stairs, a servant told

me that Morton had been up for some
hours, and was then in the garden.

Thither I repaired, nnd found him
walking down one of the walks in com-
pany with the Italian, with whom ho
seemed to be on those terms of intima-

cy which are not impossible with some
foreign servants. I could not help

overhearing something of their conver-

sation, which waa in Italian.

"But the signora?" inquired the

servant.

••Oh! the Signora Geraldine. In
her own rooms, of course," said Morton,
who at that moment recognised, and
hastened to meet me.

" I propose," said he, when we were
at breakfast, «« dining early, that wo
may be able afterwards to stroll in the

garden before it gets dark and damp.
X)oes such an arrangement suit you ?"

«• Perfectly," said I.

He then took me over the house.

The most interesting things in it were
the pictures which Morton had brought
from Italy, and one or two of consi-

derable merit, which he had himself
executed. At the end of a long suite

of rooms, we came opposite a large

black door, panelled in oak. Morton
had his hand on the lock, and was about
to open it, when he suddenly turned
away, and said, with a laugh—

" These are the haunted rooms, by-
the-bye. I don't think I shall show
them to you. Indeed," he added, with
a serious tone, •« there is nothing of
interest there."

We now entered the picture-gallery.

I could not help casting another glance
at the curtained picture, as wo were
leaving the room. Morton observed
it, and said, with some hesitation in

his voice

—

May ; look at it if you like. It is

my only family picture."

At the same time he strode up to it,

and pulled back the curtain with a
jerk.

" There," he cried.

"Family picture!" I echoed, me-
chanically.

" My wife," he said, slowly.

" It is a face of marvellous beauty,"

I said.

" It was," he replied, buttoning his

coat tightly across his chest, like a
man who would keep down some pain-

ful thought. " Come 1" he added,
" there is nothing more to see here."

I did not know what to say, and
therefore followed him silently. It

was the first time I had heard that

Morton was married. If he were a
widower as he gave me to understand,

how could I account for the strange

resemblance between the picture and
the living woman whom I had seen ?

When we descended to the hall,

Morton informed me that he had one
or two letters to write, and would,

therefore, be occupied for some time.
" But," said he, " I shall be ready

for a walk in an hour, and we can
then, if the idea pleases you, stroll

over to the church in the village. It

is worth looking at, and there are

some curious brasses and monuments
to be seen there."

I was not sorry to be alone for a
short time, and replied that I would
wait for him in the garden, where he
promised to join me as soon as he
should be ready.

I confess that I had a sneaking hope
to meet once more the living picture I
had seen the day before. The lady

did not, however, appear. I sat down
upon the pedestal of a broken Psyche,

and followed the bent of my own re-

flections at will. The time passed so

quickly, amidst these meditations, that

half-an-hour did not seem to me to

have elapsed, when I heard the voice

of Morton, calling to me along the
walks.

< 4 1 have just had a visit," said he,

"from the clergyman of the parish,

and have asked him to dine with us to-

day, lie is an excellent young man."
" I shall be glad to meet him,"

said I.

In the course of conversation, as we
walked on, I alluded to the occult

books and manuscripts I had seen in

Morton's room. He told me that the

v

were bequeathed to him by a friend.

In reply to my iuquiries, he added
that he did not think much of them.

"Every now and then," he said,

" you meet with a fine thought or a
grand fact ; but the, trash by which
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it is surrounded inclines one, perhaps,

to ore-rate its value."

I ita? relieved by this avowal.
••After all," he continued, "the

gain derived from all things must de-

pend upon the gain sought. Yon
mountain, for example, is to one man
a mine -where treasure may be hid ; to

another, pasturage for flocks, or a site

for a bouse ; to the artist it is chrome
lake, yellow ochre, burnt sienna, and
itdigo ; to the geologist it is trap

quartz, schist, limestone, standstone,

hornblend, calc, and the like ; to the

poet it is a temple and a throne, an
oracle of pine, a bidder of angels, a
landing-place of Mercury ; to my Ita-

lian it is a vague hint of home, which
makes him sad at sunset. To most men
it is a mountain, and nothing more."

I coald not help laughing at the al-

laston.

" Thus," said he, " those who seek

knowledge will find it written in all

revords ; those who wish to laugh, will

find plenty to laugh at in Albertus

Magnus, Agrippa Cornelius, and the

rest. But I am convinced that there

is a magical temperament, as there is

a poetical temperament, a mesmeric
temperament, a loving temperament,
and so on ; and that all men cannot
be wizards any more than they can be
poets, or clairvoyants."
" No one will deny it/' said I, with

a laugh. " And pray, to which temper-
ament do you consider yourself to be-

long?"
" To that which suffers most easily,"

he replied with some vehemence, and
we walked on in silence, Morton
dreamily hitting off the heads of the

buttercups and hemlocks in the mea-
dow-path with his stick. Thus we
reached the churchyard.

The rank green grasses waved long

and low among little windy hillocks

and hollows, like a sea. From among
them glimmered rude stone crosses,

mouldering devices of worm-eaten
wood ; and weed-strangled, moss-co-
vered slabs and tablets, the records

of the simple dead.
Morton struck his stick upon the

ground sharply, and suddenly cx-

" What think you, if the habitants

of these enamels were about us, as we
walk ; if we breathed them in with our

breath, and displaced them with a wave
of oar hand?"
"Tome," I answered, "the thought

would not be a painful one ; I could

wish that the dead should be near us,

and that when we think of them, they
should know it."

44 And they do, they do !" he said

vehemently.
" The thought," said T, " is at least

a suggestive one. Who shall say if,

when a grand truth flashes into my
mind—a great fact slowly and surely

orbs, full-sphered, into my comprehen-
sion — some bodiless Plato may not
have touched my spirit in passing ?

There are times mdeed, in the life of
all of us," I continued, musingly,
" when we seem by anticipation to

possess eternity ; when the riddle of
the world is solved for a moment, and
heaven shown us, then suddenly with-

drawn. It is the transfiguration of
the soul. AVho can tell what spiri-

tual hands may then be uplifting us on
the mountain?"
" True ! true !" said Morton, se-

riously. He stooped down and plucked
a daisy to pieces, as though to hide

some emotion; then sighed, uud walked
on.

The church was pretty ; originally

Gothic, but spoilt by modern improve-
ments. As we entered the gate of the

little burying.ground, the sexton, a
stout gray old man, bustled up to us,

with the keys in his hand, and up tho
aisles we went with him.

We trod over brasses, quaintly

graven, half effaced, and paused among
the pillared tombs. There lay the

knights, grim-silent in their saintly

mail, with upturned stony eyes, and
pointed palms, and marble beards,

prayerful as they had rested for dumb
centuries. And their grand old

stately ladies, white-robed, lay by the

side of some of them, upturned fuces

too, moveless in their rigid ruflles and
collars, looking to heaven, and wait-

ing as it were. One would think that

they had just put by the spinning, and
the tapestry, and the broidery-frames,

and gone to sleep. The sexton, who
was garrulous, entangled himself in

histories, curious and inextricable, of
Sir Ralph, and Sir Roland, the Cru-
sades, the king's household, the great

wardrobe, Lady Ruth, and her seven

daughters ; uud when he had floun-

dered out of these as be could, clum-

sily, he told us stories of the less

ancient and less nolle dead; village

maidens, whose graves outside were

scarcely green; whose sweethearts and
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folk w.-re <>• «;•. 1 's. :i t: harre-.
' -nL^ r'i^ j t: La> k

kin

year's com,

1.

into thtsand w-Tr- ^

pr .it <.».;r;.er e-o ;I>, r.^t.-rc ta*r r ci^e

wvnT a;a;n to tb-.ir Ut..-jr"« ti-.-l i, iL-re

to wait t.d the tares :>rd the W2ea: ?tiJl

be sorted.
" li u the «trar.i'^: thir.z a? ever :"• U

here," said the old inn, in Kb ra:u-

LI'im^ way, " Lappes-.d eijh: years

a;:one, onii tn.it Curi-im s.--e^ e, as

MusSer Mor: ,ti in^un w» I kr.ow.

There brought her-. '<
t >i L .•_•*.« hex

in heaven, poor s^ull; the lov-Le«t

face tb:ii ever went to the irruve ; and
that was Parson li.^uorook's youngest

daughter
"

At that niornent .Morton, who,
we.-ried, I rapj o?e, by the sexton's

grrulhy, had l>een standing apart tor

tome time ; and, looking out ot' the

•window, with his hack turned to us,

suddenly sprauz forwanl, a? though ihe

r.:tnie J t mentioned had "truck him
with ±ome terrible pang; and. uttering

a fierce cry, griped the speaker hard
by the arm

—

" Mop, I say, old man !*' he shouted,

his lips v. bite and quivering. *' What
to this stranger are your ghonly ar-

chives ? A nine-days' wonder and a
laugh ! No, uu ; you shall not drag
her again from the grave ! Be still, I

gay!"
There was something terrible in the

agitation with which these words were
uttered. The poor old sexton grasped

the stone toe of one of the sleeping

baron.* hard, as though for protection,

and looked from Morton to me with

an appealing glance.
" Pish !—thereV said Morton, almost

suddenly ; and, dropping the arm of
the man, as he saw the surprise in my
countenance, " It is, indeed, a strange

tale ! Perhaps I may tell it to you
xny&clf sjiue day."
Anxious to 6ave his confusion and

my own, I faltered out some incoherent
phrase, and stepped through the chan-
cel door into the churchyard, leaving

Morton with the sexton, who, begin-

ning to recover himself, was excusing
and apologising for his ill-advised in-

formation to the other. Scarcely was
I out-ide the church door, when I per-
ceive], half covered by the lung grass,

a woman sitting upon one of the
grave-. I had no doubt that it was
the same I hud beheld yesterday in

the garden. I made a step forward.

A: od~- fh~ ros* up, walked quickly to

tb* z*'"-; *-d, turalng behind a copse

: »a> ont of *L'.it in an instant.

Tn-? t jure w&5 so whiv and still—so

«u 11. .. .j >e- :j—so suddenly gone—that

i; m d use a sr ir.t escaped from
the rrave wb-re I hs 1 seen it sitting.

I w-Lttd forward, and looked at that

grave. It was a simple, flat stone ; a
sizr-r a?, low cross above it ; and on the

swiie these words

—

la tu ra^< <<

The inscription was an early Christian

one. I Lad seen it among the ancient

e; liaphs at li.me. Flowers were on
the grave. I could see that they had
been newly left. Near it was another

stor.e of like form, but covered with

weeds at:d moss, and partly broken. I
could scarcely make out the inscrip-

tion ; but it ran thi

"CUUPIll Rtrmnnoor.
Xc*i 1S> yesn.

Died, a. I). IS —

.

'TUc Lord n>rt>.. tVie Lord I

BicMtd tx the B^nt of tb

Jobi, i. 21."

Lower down was graven another verso

from the same sacred book, but the

marks were fresher and sharper, and
set.'med to have been added subsequently
to the first inscription. The verse was
this:

—

in of dolV U
s tlx door* of

. ..

.the*?

While I was musing by the grave*,

His eyes were redMorton joined

from recent tears. He pressed my
hand convulsively, and said, in broken

" Forgive me— you
stand. All, all must seem strange to

you. Wait—it shall be explained br-

and-bye. That roughness I, I could

not help—forgive!"
" My dear, dear friend," I said, " do

you not think I can see how you suffer,

and appreciate it ? Nav, but you must
not think me so meanly curious ; nor
lay bare, for the sake of explaining so

natural an ebullition of grief, a wound
which is still, as 1 can see, so painful.

I can understand all. I am your true

and faithful old friend ; am I not?"

He pressed my baud, and we walked
home in silence.
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CHAPTER III.

Mi knowledge of Morton's character

prevented roe from supposing for a mo-
ment that his conduct in the church was
the result of any unworthy passion, or

attributing the deep melancholy, to

which he was apparently a prey, to any
evil memones of the past. All was
more mysterious than ever. I descend-

ed to the hall before the great diuner-

bell had rung its first peal. Morton
was not vet down : but I found the

parson waiting there, and introduced

mrse'f to hiui. He was a young man,
with an expression of mild and benevo-

lent thought. He was nearlv b:dd ; he
had weak eyes, and wore spectacles.

My heart warmed to him at once, and
we soon got into conversation.
" Have you been long vicar of this

parish ?'* I inquired.
44 About four years," he replied.

"The former incumbent, Mr. Kush-
brook, died from excess of grief, as it

was supposed, not long after the death
of his eldest daughter, whom, as I dare
sar, vou know, our friend Morton mar-

tied."

" I was not aware of it," said I.

"He was as worthy a soul as ever

lived," continued the parson, following

his own thought?, as it were, 44 and
one of the best Greek scholars since

Porson. I have an vEschvlus inter-

leaved by him, which is invaluable.

At his decease the living became va-

cant, and I received one morning, quite

unexpectedly, a very kind letter from
Lord Roseville, then owner of this

mansion, conferring it upon me. I had
been for many years tutor to his son.

A sickly boy he was always ; poor fel-

low ! he died at Rome."
44 But Lord Roseville," said I, "*what

induced him to part with this fine old

place?"
44 It was not the family estate, which

is in shire ; but one which he bad
bought himself. His son's health,

which rendered him desirous of living

abroad, was the pretext, but the gossip

of the neighbourhood attributed his

departure from England to other

" And what were they?" I asked.
44 Family disputes and jealousy. My

lord, it was said, had discovered an
intrigue, or a clandestine correspon-

dence, or some such thing, between

hi* wife and a young German count,

who had been residing here with the

family, on a visit. Lord Roseville was
naturally of a suspicious and irritable

temperament. Iu every person whom
he met here, he fancied that he saw
either an accomplice in his wife's faith-

lessness, or a mocker of his own shame
—his servants he was always changing,
and yet always suspicious of. The place
became odious to him, and he resolved

to leave it for ever. So, at least, ran
the common tale. But nothing can be
really known on that subject : for,

whatever took place, it was carefully

hushed up. There was no esclandre.

Lord and Lady Roseville continued to

live together."
44 And so—" said I.

" And so," he said, "the house was
to be sold. Not long after Lord Rose-
ville's departure, Mr. Morton returned
from the Continent, a widower. He
came to , looked over the house,
and bought it immediately. He has

resided here ever since— the melan-
choly, retired man you see him. He
seems never to have quite recovered
the shock of his wife's death."

At that moment Morton entered the

room.
44 Come," said he, 44 dinner is ready;**

and, passing his arm about us both in

his old, off-hand, easy way, he led us
to the dining-room.

I thought that he seemed gayer and
in better spirits at dinner than he had
hitherto been. The conversation hap-
pened to turn upon haunted houses. The
parson, while he pooh-poohed the no-

tion as a popular superstition, began to

speculate upon the origin of it.

4

4

It is singular," said he, "that in

all ages, and in all lands, whether sa-

vage or civilised, a belief in the occa-
sional return and appearance of the
departed among the living, has pre-
vailed."

44 1 think myself, " saidMorton, 44 that

we owe great reverence to all universal

beliefs. It is no inconsiderable argu-

ment against Atheism, that the belief

in a God has existed everywhere, and
at all times."

44 We have," said the parson, 44 Scrip-

ture authority for the occasional oc-

currence of such a fact as the appari-

tion of the dead, but such occurrence

we must consider miraculous."

«» Miraculous," rejoined Morton, 44 is
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a vague term. I speak reverently
;

but the vulgar meaning of the word
miracle—an effect without a cause—

I

am inclined to dispute. Because a
phenomenon should occur only once
or twice in the history of the world, is

no reason why we should deny the ox-

istence of a law of which such a pheno-
menon is the natural and simple result,

as immutable and perfect as that

which combines the gases of the at-

mosphere, or rolls the planets round
the mid, although it may be in the

Divine disposition of things that cir-

cumstances only once or twice in a
century should call that law into

action."
" 1 don't quite understand you,"

said I. "Pliny tells us of a shower of

quicksilver. Do you believe in the ex-

istence of a law, of which quicksilver

showers is the natural and simple re-

sult ?"

" I am not prepared," said Morton,
" to say how far Pliny might or might
not have been deceived as to what he

stated. But all I contend is, that

the rarity of the effect is no argument
against the permanence of the cause.

Thus, there is always electricity in the

air, though not always thunder- storms

—a certain condition of the electricity

produces the thunderstorm. Were it

(as it is not) in the power of science to

produce thatcondition at will, thunder-

storms might be produced at will ; but
whether there are thunderstorms or

not, the laws of electricity remain un-

altered : it is only circumstances that

difl'cr, when their results are varied."
" All this is neither here nor there,"

cried the parson :
" revenons d nos

moutons. As for haunted houses, you
declare "

" Simply that the notion is not so

unphilosophical nor illogical as it at

first sight seems to be."
" As how ?" inquired the parson.
" Thought,'' said Morton, as though

more to himself than to us, "is like a
child's picture-alphabet."

" 1 don't see the resemblance," said

L
"Why," he continued, "if I speak

to you of an elephant, a monkey, or a
ship, you have in your mind's eye forth-

with a picture ofa monkey, an elephant,

and a ship, and these objects become to

you distinct ideas ; but were I to speak

to one not conversant with the terms of
geology, ofan icthyosaurus, an iguano-

don, or a teradactyle, he has no pie.

ture in his head of these animals, and
thev are words, not ideas, to him."
"Well?" said I.

" Well, these pictures are mostly so
rapid and involuntary, as it were, that
we are generally unconscious of them ;

but if, m the past life of either of you,
there be any event to which you are in

the habit ol looking back with emotion,

I am sure that you will admit that

the memory-picture is a very vivid one.

Did the act take place in a room ?

You see, again, the very spots on the
carpet, the chairs in their old places,

the pattern on the walls. Some one
is just going to sneak : you know what
he will say ; tnc light shines slant

through the window ; the clock has
begun to strike ; the mouse is scratch-

ing behind the wainscoat ;— all just

as it was the very moment that somo
thought, or word, or look flashed upon
you, and changed your lifetime. Did
it take place in a garden ? The roses

are still hanging heavy in the dew; a
snail is just creeping over the garden-
walk ; the hollyhock is leaning against

the wall ; a cloud is passing over the

sky ;—a great fact striding over these

has stamped them into permanence."
" But what does all this lead to?"

interrupted the parson.
«• Suppose," said Morton, " that

such an event had taken place in the

room where we are now sitting—sup-

pose, for example's sake, that you or I,

in this very chamber, at this very time
of day, had committed some great

crime—-a murder, shall I say?"
" God forbid," ejaculated the par-

son.
" I am putting an hypothesis," said

Morton, quietly.

" Now, if as we are taught, crime

in this world involves retributive suf-

fering in the next, it is, at least,

logical to suppose, that the suffering

will be in relation with the crime."
" Certainly," said I.

" That, in fact, the memory of the

murder will become the hell of the

murderer, in a more subtile organisa-

tion of being ; for we must not, I
think, consider hell and heaven to be
places only, but chiefly conditions of
the mind."

" That is true," said the parson,
" Well, what is the fact? ' continued

the other. "I think of London, Rome,
Naples, Paris; and, for the time being,

my thought is in London, Rome,
Naples, or Paris, as the case may be.
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It is true that I, my identity, that is,

the whole sum of my consciousness, is

not at these places, because my other

faculties and physical senses, being con-

fined to the body, apart from which
they have no action, cannot follow my
thought. But consider for a moment
what happens when the body is de-

stroyed. >Vith the physical frame, the

physical faculties must cease. What
remains? The thought. Pure, spi-

ritual, absolute thought, must then
become the centre of identity."

" Well?" said we both.
" Well, and if, remembering in that

altered state, from the uttermost deeps

of remorse and sorrow, that crime,

here by me committed, I should have
occasion to think of this room wherein
the act had taken place, my thought

would be here, and not my thought
as it is now, a mere mental effort, but
my whole identity comprised in my
thought. In fact, / should be here; and
you, fitting here as you now are, con-

versing together, or alone, as it might
happen, would be in the presence of
au awful element of terror and pain."
" Yet," said the parson, " it docs

not seem to me at all in the consc-

ience of that fact, that we should be
conscious of such a presence."
" I don't know now far the very

walls might not be prescient of hor-

ror in such a case," said Morton
gloomily. " Has it not frequently

happened to you in life to fall in the

way of some face or nature which,

without any accountable cause, was so

antipathetic and repellant to you, that

the presence of it nas become insup-

portable, in spite of your own efforts

to the contrary, in spite of fair fea-

tures, or soft words? And what, I

ask, could be more antipathetic to

our common nature than "

••Truly," interrupted the parson,
*• I don't see, on that account, how an
existence, intangible to all physical

senses, should so far affect my eyesight

as that I should be able to behold
what is formless and inconceivable;

and if the ghost be invisible to me, ho
is non existent as far as I am con-
cerned."
" There," cried Morton, pettishly,

"there you are with your evidence of
the sense?, that vague cant. If you
take your ground upon these, Bishop
Berkeley has already destroyed the

world for you. Now, I ask you to de-

fine me sight. You will answer—will

Stones.—Part I. 25

you not?—that it is the reflexion ofan
object on the retina of the eye, commu-
nicated by a nerve to the brain."

Well, I think that is a fair defini-

tion," said the parson.
" Yet behold I" continued Morton.

"Your dearest friend pushes you in

the street
;

you are absorbed in

thought ; you do not see him ; you
pass him by. Yet he is not the less

reflected on the retina of your eye, or

telegraphed therefrom to your brain.

What then? You accept only the evi-

dence of your senses, and must in con-

sequence "affirm that he did not pass

you by in the street ; as far as you are
concerned, in fact, he is non-existent.

We hear of men who have lost a leg,

or an arm, and vet feel pain in a finger,

or a toe, though these may be rotting

at the lime in a dissecting-room."
" Oh," said the parson, " all sensa-

tion is, of course, upon the nerves."
" That is just the point," cried Mor-

ton, " which I wished to bring you to.

But if you affirm this, you must also,

of necessity, grant something further;

namely, that there is a medium by
which tho nerves act : they do not set

themselves quivering. I'ain, pleasure,

&c, are influences from without; as

the music on an instrument comes
from the touch of the person playing,

not from the wire, although it is the
vibration of the wire which is the mu-
sic."

" Certainly," said I.

"Well," said Morton, "observe
how intangible and immaterial are the

various influences which act upon the

nerves, and how subtile must be the me-
dium ofcommunication. An unpleasant

and disgusting sight turns you sick at

the stomach ;
startling news or sudden

grief makes the blood rush at once to

the heart; a word from one beloved
brings it tingling to the cheek; fear

often suspends animation ; hate, love,

envy, wrath, hope, sorrow—all imma-
terial aud non-physical tilings—affect

the nerves physically. Is it not so?"
** Certainly," I replied.

" Well, then, it being granted that

such influences produce material and
physical result.-, what influence can be
more powerful than the presence of an
intelligence, saturate as it were with

anguish— in the pangs of more than
human suffering — some dark soul

working out in pain its penal progress?

Fancy, in dreams, brings images be-

fore the eye ; may we not suppose such
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a principle as powerful as fancy ?

And suppose, I say, that one of you
were of a highly nervous, and mes-
merically-ausceptible temperament, is

it not possible—is it not at least pos-

sible—that this agonised thovght might
establish a communication with your
own, and send a nerve of the eye,

quivering with emotion, to the brain ?

Here I am speaking, for example's

sake, of an influence of dread and evil

;

but may not those of love and purity

be equally powerful?"
" Well, granting all this," said the

parson, with a dissatisfied look, " how
shall we say that the Deity, for no ap-

parent object or beneficial result, per-

mits the dead thus heedlessly to terri-

fy and scare the living ?"

" Ah," said Morton, seriously, and
bowing his head as he spoke, " how
shall we explain the mystery and the

riddle of all that is about us?— pain

abundant, never ennobling, but often

debasing ; good choked by evil, light

by darkness, often ; — seeing this, do
we the less humbly and hopefully be-

lieve that God is good, and that mercy
and justice are above all ?"

We were all silent ; nor did any one
attempt to renew the conversation. At
last the parson took his leave of us.

" What a pity," he said to me,
speaking of Morton, as he was putting

on his hat in the hall— " what a pity

that so much thought should be wasted
on idle and unsatisfying speculations I

What a pity, sir, that a heart like

Morton's, brimful of warm humanity,
should be shrouded by so deep a me-
lancholy from all communion with the

world."
" Every heart knoweth its own sor-

row," thought I, as I returned to the

[July,

dining-room ; " and God's wisdom is

wiaer than ours."

It was now twilight. Morton was
standing by the window, and looking
down the garden.
" And if they sought to communi-

cate with us, the dead," said he, "and
we would not

!**

I doubt," said I, " ifin the human
mind the power of will be sufficiently

strong to enable us to abstract our-

selves into such a mental condition as
to receive such communications, were
they even possible, which I cannot be-
lieve.

"You do not know the force of
will," said he, with a sudden energy in

his voice and manner. '* I will give

you a proof of it."

I was dumb with surprise. Morton
advanced into the centre of the room,
extended one nrm and waved it with
a strange gesturo in the air; I observed

that he muttered something to himself,

and that his eyes were intently fixed

upon the door. Thither I turned my
own glance, wild with interest After
some moments had elapsed, the door
slowly opened, and But by Apollo,

and all the laws of art ; and by all

chivalry, and the sacred reverence of
fair women in all times, from the
lovely Lacediemonian, to you, yourself,

dear lady, this incident deserves to be
duly framed, and portrayed in another
chapter.

O ivory-palaced, and amaranth*
dropping dreams! O fancies, sweet
and strange, of poet and painter, in

the blue summer midnights ! O visions

of eremite and seer in the antique

solitudes ofold ! O pictures ofRaphael

!

O songs of Petrarch ! she was fairer

than all of you.

CHAPTER IV.

White, [statue-like, a pause of beauty
in the door-way, and then she glided

into the room as noisless as the shadow
of a cloud over deep flowers 1 I knew
the face ; I knew the violet eyes ; I

knew the pensive lips ! If that stately

picture in the gallery had stepped out
of its ebony frame, and glided down
the glimmering stairway in the twi-

light, while the Madounas, and the

Aiagdelenes were staring dumb wonder
at it from the walls, and had touched
mo by the hand, and spoken to me
with a human voice, 1 should not have

been more awe-stricken. The sum of
all sensation seemed full, gazing at

that white face, superbly silent, llow
my heart beat, when the lips moved

!

" You called me," she said :
" see,

I am come 1" Then the head drooped,

and she stood, like a statue from
which an oracle had gone forth.

" I wish you to know my friend,"

said Morton, in a low voice ; and he
placed her hand in mine.

I confess that a thrill ofstrangest sen-

sation ran through me, as I felt that

light hand resting in my own. Then I
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observed what gave so strange an ex-
pression to her late. The eyes, though
wide open and lustrous, fixed no object

by their look, but seemed as it were,

to be dreaming in their own light. She
was silent for a few moments, and then

said, with a voice thick with sighs, like

one who speaks out of a dream

—

" He never knew her P With these
words, she dropped my hand.

** Nay," answered Morton, " but he
is our friend. Shall we never stir out
of the past?"
" It is a cheerless home enough," ho

added. Then, after a pause— •« Wait

with Geraldine," he said to me ; and
speaking, left the room.

I felt confused between alarm and
pleasure—a delicious dizziness 1 But
ne soon returned with a guitar.

'Sing, Geraldine!" he said to tho

dream-eyed lady; and she took the
guitar and sat down in the recess of
the open window. She struck one or
two melancholy notes from the instru-

ment, and then shook her head, and
ut it by. After a short silence, she

egan, in a rich low voice, to sing

these words :

—

Nay ! these are not idle tears, tho' tbey fall for sweet heart's-ache

;

It were weak to weep for thee, weeping only for thy sake.

Bat the dews, love, fall when earth, steep'd in stars and light is sleeping

;

And my weak heart, fill'd with thee, must ease its wealth in weeping.

The swallow brought the summer back with him across the sea,

A merry bird, with mocking throat, that mocking spake to me.

" Again," he said, " the hawthorn pale shall blossom in the spring

;

Again the fairy nightingale in the long blue nights shall sing

;

" And seas o' the wind again shall wave in the light o' the golden grain

;

Bat the love," he said, " that b gone to the grave, shall never return again."

" Bird,** I said, " or foolish prophet, that wast born with faithless whig?,
Love, thou knowest little of it ! Skimmer of the face of things

!

" Love is love," I said, "for ever;—summer suns may set

;

But the light of true-love never death bath darken'd yet"

For I felt thee, dearest, then, when my heart was heaviest

;

Sure, love, thou wext nearest, when all my soul seem'd most opprest

Angel fates beara'd on roe—angel dreams and light

!

Hints of immortality were whbper'd in the night.

O, I know thee, crowned spirit ! starry sister, soul of mine

!

In the light thou dost inherit, mild, immortal Madeline

!

And we hope and wait together ; and I will wait patiently;

Like a sea in summer weather, fill'd with visions of the sky.

Which bends to it. We shall mingle in a great light by-and-bye.

And that other, our dear brother, strongest, stateliest soul of all

!

Know I not the hope, the promise V Nay, these scarce are tears that fall

;

But sad thoughts and sweet, that melting, drop in rapture for his sake

;

For I see thy face in visions, hah* asleep, and half awake.

And so fair that face, I know not if I be awake, or sleeping,

While my rich heart fill'd with thee, love, overflows in weeping.

It was more the strangeness of the

voice and tone with which these words
were sung to a low melodious rhythm,
than the words themselves, that im-

pressed me. Certainly they have rested

in my memory so distinctly, that I

recall them without an effort ; and
whether or not it was the effect of
fancy, I cannot tell ; but the guitar,

as it lay in the open window, swept
perhaps by some wandering gust,

seemed to me to give forth a strange
and fitful cadence to the tune, as she
sung. All this time, Morton, bis

back turned to me, remained silent,

with his head drooped.

As I gazed at the wistful, upturned
countenance of the singer, tne pale
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fuce flushed all over with a sudden and then sang again, to a slow, uncer-
brijjht colour, the bosom heaved, she tain air :

—

stretched out hor long white aruw,

In realms where sunsets setting, never set;

And warm moons rising, rise for evermore
;

And hope and memory mingle, meekly met
In one still present, like a dream of yore;

Thy voice comes to me, wilh a strancro delight,

Like rapture from wet violets by night.

0 deem me not in circles of the suns,

Nor caught bv comets in their sweepy hair

:

Where, next thy heart, the wann blood warmest runs,

And thy pure thoughts are purest, I am there.

1 would, so much known, more might be cxpress'd

;

But angels seal my lips ; divine the rest

O look, the hills grow white with angrl feet

!

And day—the day is coming among men
Which prophets dreain'd of! Inspirations sweet

Shall break the seals of truth—and gospels then

Shall grow to laws for kings without a sword,

And make the weak earth mighty by a word.

Farewell sounds like good-morrow—yet farewell

!

The heavens and earth seem drawing into one,

A point of light ! Faint echoes of farewell

Knell out the Past... farewells beyond the sun
;

Farewells ! and still...more faint. ..and far away '.

O Euthanasia ! Euthanasia

!

I had been listening to the song
with my eyes fixed upon the ground,
and absorbed in the fancies which it

had called forth. So deep, indeed, was
the reverie into which I had fallen,

that I was hardly conscious that the

music had ceased, when a thick, loud

sob from Morton startled mo; and,

looking up, I observed that the seat

where Geraldine had been sitting

was vacant. The twilight was deep
among the heavy bowers, and
over tho dewy garden walks ; one
glittering horn of light was slowly
growing large above the hills, and
trailed a line of flickering fire across
the hollow lake below. The room was
quite dark : Morton and I were alone

:

he pressed my hand, his face averted,

and stole softly out of the door.
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THE WEST INDIES.

It is now sixty years since Bryan Ed-
wards apologised for the publication of

his ** History, Civil and Commercial,
of the British Colonies in the West
ln iies" on the grounds that his fellow-

subjects in the old country were at the

time in a state of gross ignorance in

regard to the circumstances of those

important dominions of the crown of
England. In those days "ships, co-

lonies, and commerce " was a charter

toa>: at every convivial meeting of
bold Britons, and the West Indies

(according to the testimony of their

biitorian) had " become the principal

source of the national opulence and
maritime power;" yet Edwards "had
not met with any book that even pre-

tends to furnish a comprehensive and
frAtisfactory account of the origin and
progress of our national settlements in

the tropical parts of America. The
system of agriculture (he continues)

practised in the West Indies is almost

as much unknown to the people of

Great Britain as that of Japan. They
know, indeed, that sago, indigo, and
cotton are raised and produced there

;

but tbey are very generally, and to a
surprising degree, uninformed concern,

ing the method by which these and
other valuable commodities are culti-

vated aud brought to perfection."

Whether the attempt made to dispel

this darkness was followed by the suc-

cess it deserved, we need not now
pause to inquire. The ability and en-

lightened spirit of patriotism which dis-

tinguish the *' History " were, at all

events, rewarded by the speedy sale of
two editions, and by its establish-

ment as a standard national work, so

firmly that it retains its authority but
little diminished even at the present

day. It is quite certain, however, that

even though our grandsires may have

walked safely in the light reflected by
Bryan Edwards, the cloud has again

descended upon our path. If a com-
prehensive And satisfactory knowledge

of the origin, progress, and condition

of our West Indian settlements ever
generally existed in the public mind of
England, it has been obliterated, and
the excuse of novelty to most renders

as fully justifies the publication, in

1854, of the work of Dr. Davy, the

title of which we give below,* as it did

that of Edwards, in 1793. But, in the

interval of half a century, a marvellous

change has been suffered bv the sub-

ject of the labours of these authors.

West Indian opulence has vanished

like the visionary grandeur of Alnas-

char; the idea of a planter, once bril-

liant in the imagination of ever}' youth-

ful adventurer, has lost its halo ofgold

and parliamentary honours, and exists

but as a tradition of the past. No trace

of the sugar- lords of Bristol and Glas-

gow remains even in afossil state. Those
islands ofthe Caribbean sea

,

4 'surpassing

all the rest of the world in beauty and
convenient*}',"—- an adequate idea of
whose charms Columbus despaired of
conveying to his royal master—are now
well-nigh forgotten by the world ; the

very "grofins of the plantations" have
died away upon the air. Nevertheless,

we do not altogether despair of inte-

resting our readers, so far as to induce

them to accompany us willingly in a
rapid sketch of some of the more re-

markable circumstances that distin-

guish the past and passing history of

the British West Indies, and render it

a worthy subject of study to all who
desire to comprehend the principles,

good and bad, which have governed
the development of the most important
of our national relations, social, com.
mercial and political. In little more
than two centuries, these colonies have
passed through the several stages of
the life of a nation. By the light of
history, as authentic and fresh as if it

were set forth in the newspapers of the

days in which we live, we can trace

the growth of British institutions from

infancy to maturity, watch their de-

* " The West Indies, before and »ince Emancipation, comprising the Windward and Lee-

ward Islands' Military Command. Founded on Notes and Observations collected daring a

lane Tear*' Be*idauce.
n By John Davy, M.D., F.R.S., Inspector-General of Army Hos-

pital*. London: W. and F. G. Cash. 1851.
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dine into decrepitude and dissolution,

and even, as we hope, discover the

rising signs of their future regenera-

tion. In each of these settlements,

with but three exception?, the course

which in England was commenced at

the period of the Norman Conquest,

and which is now, perhaps, but in

mid career, has been begun and ended
within about two hundred years.

In the early part of the seventeenth

century, a disorderly crowd of English

adventurers, impelled by various mo-
tive?, invaded this new world, and
drove out or subdued the aboriginal

inhabitants and the earlier European
settlers. A struggle of very brief du-

ration ended in their obtaining politi-

cal freedom, as it exists under the Bri-

tish Constitution. Unexampled com-
mercial prosperity attended upon the

progress and completion of this strug-

gle. Wealth then brought its evils and
errors; those who won liberty and
fortune by their energy declined the

labour of guarding the former inesti-

mable but most transitory possession,

and delegated to others the care of the

latter. The necessary and natural re-

sult was a decrease of the white popu-
lation, rapidly increasing financial em-
barrassment, a feeble but acrimonious

struggle, not as in former days for,

but against, progress, and finally bank-
ruptcy and revolution. The causes of

early prosperity, says Dr. Davy, were
"a virgin soil of great fertility, rich

productions, amply remunerating the

cultivator, all of them luxuries fetching

high prices in the market of Europe

;

first, tobacco, cotton, and indigo, with

the minor articles of profit ; afterwards

sugar, with greater profit ; free trade,

free navigation, few or no fiscal duties,

little competition ; self- government
and self-defence ; with mental qualities

fitted to make the most of advantages—
those qualities which belong to enter-

prising settlers, especially of the same
race — zeal, industry, perseverance,

frugality, which we still witness car-

rying the American population west-

ward without stop or check. Wealth,

and the enervating influence of a tro-

pical climate, ere long became anta-

gonistic in these favoured regions,

tending to introduce causes of an op-

posite kind, the effects of which soon

became apparent, and arc now too

manifest. . . . Slavery was permitted

by the home Government, after the

example of the Spanish. Slaves in

large numbers were imported, and soon
the cultivation was almost entirely
carried on by them, with little skill, no
implement but the hoe, and with a
great cost of life. With the introduc-
tion of slaves a change took place, and
that of an unfavourable kind, in the
description of agriculture. The num-
ber of small proprietors diminished ;

the same variety of productions ceased
to be cultivated ; more capital was in-
vested ; plantations were enlarged

;

one or two articles, sugnr or cotton,
chiefly the former, engrossed almost
entirely the attention. The large pro-
prietors now began to Income absen-
tees, taking up their residence in Eng-
land, trusting the management of their
estates to attorneys, with increased ex.
pense, and often diminishing profit.

Coeval with which were restrictions on
trade, increased duties, augmented co-
lonial expenditure from increase of
salaried officers, many of them not
needed but for ministerial patronage,
and to meet it, au augmentation of
colonial rates, and taxes, and duties,

both on imports and exports ; and last,

and not least, an augmenting compe-
tition with the foreign growers, espe-
cially the French, of West India pro-
duce.

1

' This is a strange, eventful
history, and not less strange in its own
events than in the analogies it can
scarcely fail to suggest to the minds of
many ofour readers. A small portion of
their time and a little of our own space
will not, we hope, be misspent in a
brief demonstration of its accuracy.
Few acts in the much-criticised ad-

ministration of Cromwell have been
more generally reprobated than his in-

vasion of Jamaica, and conquest of
that island from the Spaniards in May,
1655. It is no part of our present
object to enter upon a formal defence
of that proceeding, or of his subse-
quent attempt to people the island by
what has been represented as a forced
immigration from Ireland. Both mea-
sures seem to us to have been grounded
upon reasons of sound statesmanship

;

but it is sufficient for our present pur-
pose to know that they constituted, in

reality, the first beginning of an or-

ganised British settlement in the West
Indies. It was not, however, until

after the Restoration, that the troubles

and discontents of the new settlers

were appeased, and the rigour of mi-
litary jurisdiction relaxed, by the es-

tablishment of a regular civil govern -
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meitt. A large accession to the popu-
lation of the settlement had been made
from among the discontented of many
classes and parties to whom the death

of Cromwell and the return of the

King had rendered a residence in Eng-
land distasteful or dangerous. Jamai-
ca was then, too, the head- quarters of

the buccaneers ; and the community
formed out of these elements, it will

easilv be imagined, was not one from

which civil immunities could long be

withheld. Accordingly, wc find that,

early in 1 06 1 ,Colonel Edward D Oylcy,

Cromwell's governor, was re-commis-

sioned ; and shortly afterwards the

Magna Charta of Jamaica was grant-

ed in a royal proclamation, conferring

the privileges of ** free denizens of

England '* upon all the children of na-

tural born subjects of England to be

born in the island. At the same time,

royal orders were issued for the abro-

gation of martial law, for the erection

of courts of judicature, and for the

election of a council to pass, in con-

junction with the governor, laws suit-

able to the exigencies of the colony.

The royal bounty to the island was
ted by a concession—at that pe-

riod of the highest import—of a broad

seal, bearing " a cross gules, charged

with five pine apples in a field argent

;

supporters, two Indians, plumed and
caudaled ; crest, an alligator vivant

;

the inscription in the orb—

-
' Eecc allurn Ramos pomzlt Id orbam

These extraordinary favours, no doubt,

produced the usual results. The co-

lonists having been permitted to sip at

the springs of constitutional liberty,

desired to drink deeper, and the King
became alarmed for the consequences

of the thirst he bad stimulated. Ac-
cordingly, in 1678 (we quote from
Edwards), " a new system of legisla-

tion was adopted for Jamaica, founded
nearly on the model of the Irish Con-
stitution under Poynings' Act, and the

Earl of Carlisle was appointed Chief
Governor, for the purpose ofenforcing

it. A body of laws was prepared by
the Privy Council of England. Among
the rest, a bill for settling a perpetual

revenue on the Crown, which his lord-

ship was directed to offer to the Assem-
bly, requiring them to adopt the whole

code, without amendment or altera-

tion. In future the heads of all bills

(money bills excepted) were to be sug-

TOL. XLIT.—'WO. CCUX.

gested, in the first instance, by the Go-
vernor and Council, and transmitted to

his Majesty, to be upproved or rejected

at home. On obtaining the royal con-

firmation, they were to be returned

under the great seal, in the shape of

laws, and passed by the General Assem-
bly, which was to be convened for no
other purpose than that and the busi-

ness of voting the usual supplies, unless

in consequence of special orders from
England." A precedent for this en-

croachment had been already set in

Barbadoes, by the extortion from the

people of that island of a subsidy to

the Crown of four and a-half per cent,

on the gross exports for ever. The
alligator vivant was not, however, so

easily to be dealt with. The Assembly
threw out all the bills offered to them,
and sent up to the Governor a revenue
bill for one year, enacted in the style

previously in use

—

"By the Governor,
Council, and Representatives of the

Commons assembled," which they re-

fused to convert, in accordance with

the King's instructions, into, " Be it

enacted by the King's most excellent

Majesty, by and with the consent of the

General Assembly." To this bill the

Governor, "having contracted many
debts," gave the royal assent, and
then immediately dissolved the Assem-
bly. The battle—essentially the same
as that waged some forty years before

between Charles I. and the Commons
of England—was renewed in the en-
suing year. In the meantime, Lord
Carlisle, as he informed Mr. Secretary

Coventry, " used all methods possible

with the several members apart," but

with no better result. They now
passed a revenue bill for six months
only, when, "finding them nettled and
warm, I thought it discretion " (writes

his Excellency) " to let them take time
to digest their thoughts;" and, hav-
ing assented to the bill, he prorogued
them for a month. The whole aflair,

as detailed in the letters of the Gover-
nor, protests of the House of Assem-
bly, and other documents, is in the

highest degree interesting, from its

similarity to the great struggle of

England, and from the proof it affords

of the slowness of the House of Stuart

to profit by the lessons of experience.

The attempt to raise revenue by the

action of the prerogative of the Crown,
which had so fatal an issue in the case

of ship-money, was re-produced ; and
even the arrest of the five members

D
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had its analogy in this little war of

liberty.

The Governor, having frightened

the Council into a compliance with the

royal schemes, with their assistance

"framed a bill of revenue indefinite,"

and sent it to the Assembly, where it

was at once rejected, and an address

of remonstrance presented to his Ex-
cellency by the bands of the Speaker,

who " contended to give it its due

accent, by reading it himself.'* In the

course of these transactions, the Gover-

nor, attended by the Council, intruded

himself into the meeting of the Assem-

bly, and after appointing and swearing

in a clerk, in opposition to their claim

of right to choose their own clerk,

much urged them to discourse the

matter commanded by the King
freely and openly, which they one and
all silently declined to do. For these

men, .the noble examples set by Sir

Thomas More and Speaker Lenthall,

were not recorded in vain ; nor in

another sense, were those of Cardinal

"Wolsey and Charles I. thrown away
upon Governor Carlisle. Finding

that Colonel Samuel Long, Chief-

Justice of the island, and a most per-

tinacious abettor ami cherisher of the

Assembly's stubbornness, had a hand

in framing and advising some parts of

their address, his Excellency, " upon
serious and deliberate consideration,

sent him his quietus, and appointed

Colonel Robert Byndloss, Chief-Jus-

tice in his place." He further suspended

ColonelLong from his seat in the Coun-
cil, and sent him a prisoner to England.

There the struggle was continued for

another year, during which the terrors

of the Privy Council, and of his Ma-
jesty's judges, were in vain directed

against the pertinacious Jamaicans.

The power of the nurse at length

prevaded, and towards the close of the

year 1080, a new commission was
granted to the Earl of Carlisle, by
which free deliberation and legislative

powers were confirmed to theAssembly,
and the attempt to impose Poynings*

law upon the colony was finally aban-
doned. Thus, a work which the

genius of Molyneux and the eloquence

of Grattan, supported by the bayonets

of the Volunteers, did not accomplish

for Ireland in less than a century of

agitation, was brought to maturity by
those hot natures in u score of months.

Throughout the whole of this

struggle it is apparent— and the fact

is very significant—that no favour was
ever asked from the Crown. To be
permitted to stand upon the ancient

wavs of British liberty, was all that

these true British men condescended
to demand. They desired not new
privileges, nor " any power but what
his Majesty's governors assured them
was their birthrights," and they could

not •* imagine that the Irish model of
government was, in principio, ever

intended for Englishmen." A repre-

sentative Assemblv, free deliberation

and legislation, tLo control of the

public purse for the Commons, accord-

ing to the ancient method, was what
they demanded, and less they would
not' accept. Nevertheless, all' was not
obtained as the result of the first con-
flict ; and although the Revolution of
1688 prevented a repetition of such
scenes as those we have sketched, we
find abundance of evidence in the pro-

ceedings of the colonial legislatures that

they remained mindful of the nature

of their rights, and nicely sensitive to

all infringements upon them. Thus,
in 1764, when Governor Lyttelton,

in his capacity of Chancellor of
Jamaica, issued writs of habeas corpus

and, upon their return, released two
prisoners committed by the Assembly
for breach of privilege, the House
asserted " a right to the laws of Eng-
land, as their inheritance ;'' and, as a
main part of that right, the same rank
in the system of the constitution for

the Assembly, asrepresenting the whole
body of the' people, and as being the

grand inquest of the community, us

the House of Commons holds in that

of the mother country. In the course

of this quarrel, five ditrerent Assemblies

were called and abruptly dissolved,

refusing to vote supplies unless satis-

faction was given them, until at length,

the patience of the Government being

exhausted, it submitted ; and the

Lieutenant-Governor, in Council, and
in presence ofthe Assembly, ordered the

registrar of the Court of Chancery to
" enter a vacatur in the margent of the

several proceedings, and the entries

of the same in the book of records,

and to draw cross lines over the said

proceedings and "the entries thereof,

in the usual form and manner."
We have derived our illustration of

the political constitution of the West
Indies altogether from the parliamen-

tary history of Jamaica^because al-

though there was, undoubtedly, acrude
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beginning of a representative govern-
ment made at an earlier period in other

inlands, still the system seems to have
been first perfected and established in

that colony, and there is little difference

in the form in which it exists in the

other?. " In all of them," fays Dr.
Davy, "excepting Trinidad, St. Lucia,

and British Guiana, there is one iden-

tical form, following the analogy of the

government of tho mother country,

being tripartite, composed of a Gover-
nor, or Lieutenant-Governor, the repre-

sentative of the Sovereign, owing his

appointment to the Colonial Minister

and commissioned by the Crown ; of a
deliberative and executive Council,

similarly appointed, bearing a faint

analogy to the House of Lords ; and
of a House of Assembly, strictly re-

sembling the House of Commons, both

in the manner of the election of its

members, and in its functions; with

the marked exception, that the execu-
tive does not take a part and a lead in

its proceedings, the Governor having
only the power of exercising his veto.

** In Trinidad, the popular repre-

sentative part is wanting, as it is also

in St. Lucia; the government in each

is conducted by a Council, presided

over by the Governor. In British

Guiana', there is the Court of Policy,

with the Combined Court ; the former,

the executive, composed of an equal

number of official and non-official mem-
bers ; the latter formed of the pre-

ceding, with the addition of a certain

number of financial representatives,

elected by the people— ooth presided

over by the Governor. By this latter

court supplies are voted.
'

The three constitutionless settle-

ments are so, because they are foreign

conquests, or cessions on capitulation

to the Crown. The others enjoy their

free institutions rather by virtue of

the British denizenship of the original

settlers, than by any direct concession

of charters. Whatever was tho ori-

gin of their constitutions, they were
certainly not octroyes— they grew

;

whether, as in Jamaica, out of the

prudential desire of the home autho-

rity to reduce discontented soldiers

and bold buccaneers within the con-

trol of civil government
; or, as in

Barbadoes, out of the mere necessity of

being governed, felt by a band of

adventurers, who, to use the words of

Lord Clarendon, "planted without

any body's leave, and without being

opposed by any body." Under what-
ever circumstances the first germ of
liberty was placed in the soil, it de-
veloped itself, under the influence of
Anglo-Saxon husbandry, in strict con-
formity with the original type. In
the monarchical republics of Nevis
and Montserrat, mere dots of land in

the Caribbean sea, equally as in New
York or Boston, Briti-h origin is

marked and certified not more surely

by the authentic reeords of history,

than by the legislative machinery of
President, Council, and Assembly.
King, Lords, and Commons, these
really are, by whatever name called,

and whether their constituent members
be numbered by hundreds, as in the
United States and Great Britain, or

be altogether no more than nineteen
souls, as in the legislature of Mont-
serrat. With a Queen's message in-

forming the Lords and Commons of
England of the Russian war ringing
in our ears, it is, doubtless, difficult to

suppress a smile, when we turn to the
miniature presentment of the pomp
and circumstance of Parliament in

one of the lesser Antilles. The Pre-
sident's command of the attendance
upon him of the Lower House ; his

speech on divers weighty affairs, punc-
tiliously addressed to six honourable
gentlemen of the Council, and twelve
gentlemen of the House of Assembly;
the Speaker's claim of all ancient privi-

leges and immunities; the address to his

Honour—echo of the speech ; the mace
(large emblem of so small an authority)

form a picture not unlikely, we admit,

to provoke laughter among the un-
skilful ; but deeply affecting to those

to whom — history being something
more than an old almanac— they pre-
sent themselves as real symbols of a
true, and happily not yet extinct,

political faith. While that faith retain-

ed its purity and strength in the West
Indian colonies, the fruit of prosperity
was produced in abundance; no sooner
did the tares of wealth, and luxury,
and an irregular ambition, grow up so

as to choke it, than the fruit languish-

ed and died.

At the present time, when the spirit

of colonisation has revived among
Englishmen, and when constitution?!!

government has again become the fa-

shion in our colonies, it may not seem
inopportune to interpose a word or two
upon the defects aud shortcomings,

as well as upon the advantages of tho
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BritMi West Indian colonial constitu-

tions. Tlie latter may be very shortly,

but very sufficiently stated, as being the

tendency which representative poli-

tical institutions have to preserve the
youthful energy of a nation, by en-
gaging a large number of citizens, in

various degrees, in the business of
government, by the training in self-

government which that involves, and
by the effective action for the com-
mon interest, into which it practically

brings the common opinion of the
whole. These institutions approach
to, or recede from perfection, in pro-

portion as their working brings more
or fewer of the people into active and
easy relations with the State. They
are still imperfect, if there be any
serf-class at the top or at the bottom.
A nobility exempted from the duties of
citizenship by privilege, or a peasantry
excused trom taxation on the ground
of poverty, are alike inconsistent with
perfect constitutional freedom. Nei-
ther the Home nor the West Indian
constitutions touched the point of per-

fection ; but the latter fell a long
way behind the former, in the course

towards that unattainable goal. From
an early period in their history, and
up to that of the emancipation, the

majority of the population of the West
Indian colonies consisted of slaves

and mulatto serfs, the latter nominally
free, but practically excluded from
the enjoyment of every privilege, and
from the performance of every duty of
freemen. In addition to many civil

disabilities, in relation to property
and legal proceedings, they were (says

Edwards) *« denied the privilege of
being eligible to serve in parochial
vestries and general assemblies, or of
acting in any office of public trust,

even so low as that of a constable

;

neither were they permitted to hold
commissions even in the black and
mulatto companies of militia. They
were precluded, also, from voting at

elections of members to serve in the
Assembly." And even when, after

three free descents, they became
legally entitled to all the privileges of
white men, they were still held back
in their condition of inferiority by the
contempt of the master-race. Here
was a primary defect, which showed its

faial nature when the decline in num-

bers of the white population disclosed

the fact , that nocommunity fi t for liberty

existed in its stead. "A race has
been freed," are the words of Lord
Harris, " but a society has not been
formed. Liberty has been given to a
heterogeneous mass of individuals, who
can only comprehend license— a par-

tition in the rights, and privileges

and duties of civilised society has been
granted to them— they are only ca-

pable of enjoying its vices."* Nor
is the moral of this talc limited in its

application to communities in which
personal slavery exists or has existed.

It applies wherever education in the

practical duties of citizenship has been
neglected. The forty-shilling free-

holders represent the mulatto class in

Ireland— it will be represented in

New Zealand and Australia by the

children of peasant- proprietors and
diggers, if warning be not taken in

time, and the schoolmaster set to do
his work among them. But a short-

coming, obviously common to the

whole system of our provincial polity,

is very observable in its nature and
effects in the West Indian colonies.

We allude to the irresponsibility both
of the executive and the legislature.

The Governor has his staffof officials,

his Vice-Chancellor, Attorney and So-

licitor-General, Secretary, Treasurer

—

most of these even in the smallest

islands — but he has no minister in

the House of Assembly, and there

is consequently no one responsible

to the executive for the introduction

and conduct of measures necessary

to the carrying out of the pub-
lic business. Nor is there any one re-

sponsible to the Assembly for informa-

tion as to the intentions or explanations

of the conduct or policy of the Go-
vernment. On the other hand, the

responsibility of the Assembly for its

own acts of legislation is nullified

by the power of a single minister in

England, to disallow laws enacted by
three colonial estates. We observe

that an attempt to remedy the first of

these defects has been very recently

made by some of the new provincial

legislatures of New Zealand, by the

constitution of a uju cflicial and un-

paid executive co inciJ, to be chosen

by the superintendent (the provincial

governor) from amorp the members of

* Davy, p. 811.
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the Representative Council, and to take

charge, in it, of the government busi-

ness. Ia the success of this plan wo
confess we have little confidence ; but
in the total absence of responsibility,

in the several relations to which we
have pointed, it is easy to perceive the

danger that impends over popular le-

gislative assemblies, of becoming mere
nullities, or normal schools of agita-

tion—** if in motion, and acting at all,

cummonly only jarring and making a
noise, doing no good work, rather de-
structive than productive."

*

Tempted by the great interest of the

subject, we might proceed to comment
upon other defects of the West Indian
constitutions ; but it is time we should
turn our eyes to other traits in the

picture to which we have invited the

attention of our readers. The free-

dom of internal government, obtained

by the struggles of the colonists, was
at first shared in by their commerce

—

" In former times we accounted our-
selves a part of England, and the

trade and intercourse was open accord-
ingly, so that commodities came hither

as freely from the sugar plantations as

from the Isles of Wight and Anglesey;
but upon the King's restoration we
were, in effect, made foreigners and
aliens—-a custom being laid upon our
sugars amongst other foreign commo-
dities.

" Heretofore we could ship off our
goods at any port, or bay, or creek ; and
at any time, cither by day or night

;

but now, since the King's restoration,

we must do it at those times and places

only at which collectors of the customs
please to attend.

"Heretofore we might send our
commodities to any part of the world,

but now we must send them to Eng-
land, and to no place else.

" Heretofore things we wanted were
brought to us from the places where
they might be5t be had ; but now we
have them from Englaud, and from no
other place." t
The islands proved to be a good

draw.farm for successive Chancellors
of the Exchequer, and they were well

drawn upon. Duties were extracted
from the staple until it would yield no
more, and then its productive powers
were stimulated by differential imposts

upon toreign produce. The Navigation
Act—invented, it U s;iid, by Crom-
well, to punish the Barbadian* Tor their

obstinate royalism—was continued alter

the Restoration, as a means of draining

the colonial pocket into the treasury of
England. Still later, alter tho termi-

nation of the American war, a famine,

which is stated in an address from
the Assembly of Jamaica to have oc-

casioned the death of fifteen thousand
negroes in that island alone, was pro-

duced by the obstinate determination

of the mother—should wo not rather

say step-mother?—country, to bate not

a farthing of her toll on the grain and
stock-fish which formed the daily sup-

port of those wretched beings. Nay,
the small craft of sugar-bakers of Eng-
land were influential enough to be ablo

to procure the imposition of a prohibi-

tory tax upon the manufacture of su-

gar by the colonists, as a special aid to

their own exchequer. This injustice

was probably the more easily effected,

as it involved a boon to British ship-

owners in the excessive freight charge-

able upon the bulky unmanufactured
commodity, the muscavado necessarily

exported instead of refined sugar. Yet,
notwithstanding all these heavy blows

and great discouragements, and amid
the havoc of Hoods, hurricanes, nnd
earthquakes, the great fertility ami
bounteous climate of those islands ren-

dered them mines of wealth to the

planters, and it was, in truth, by ple-

thora, rather than by exhaustion, that

the fatal disease was at last induced.

The profuse hospitality of the planters

at home, and their splendour and ex-

travagance abroad, became famous in

story. A rich West-Indian uncle was

the stock Deus ex machina of play-

wrights and novelists ; western nabobs

represented pocket- boroughs in parlia-

ment, and were seen in the flesh, yel-

low, indeed, and bilious, but full of

money, in the pump-rooms of Bath
and Tunbridge- Wells. It is not ne-

cessary, in this rapid sketch, to go into

any details of figures in order to prove

that this appearance of wealth was
based upon a real foundation, but

throughout Dr. Davy's book there is,

unhappily, very sufficient, and very

melancholy evidence of former great-

ness furnished iu his description ui the

* Davy, p. 362.

t "The Groans of the Plantation*/' London: 1CS9. Davy, p. 8.
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ruins it has left. A friend writes to

kiin from British Guiana, and concludes

a lamentable tale of losses thus:

—

" The capital sum for which I dispose

of this magnificent estate, on such long

credit, would not dig the canals and
trenches on it. My father-in-law, be-

fore the Emancipation, derived a reve-

nue of from ten to twelve thousand
pounds sterling a-ycar from it ; and
the free inheritance by his sons has en-

cumbered them, and been their ruin.

How arc the mighty fallen ! Plantation

S eagerly sold for 20,000 dollars."*

In short, Dr. Davy's own observations

induce him to give credit to a statement

given in Lord Stanley's letters to Mr.
Gladstone, that property now valued at

£060,000, was, previous to Emancipa-
tion, worth twenty millions sterling. We
are not just yet dealing with the imme-
diate cause of this fall; but that there

was a height to fall from is manifest

enough, and it produced a common ef-

fect upon the heads of those who stood

upon it—it rendered them giddy. The
circle of their colonial duties and pur-

suits became too narrow for the colo-

nists, just in proportion as they throve.

The excitement of the island Assembly
palled upon the fancy of men who felt

the guineas that could buy a scat in St.

Stephens' Chapel jingling in their poc-

kets. Plantation society ceased to please

planters, who hoped to be able to make
a figure in the great world of fashiou.

The result was an immense absenteeism.
The moment an income was established,

industry was abandoned, and a career

of pleasure or ambition entered upon
in Europe. In Antigua, " three-fourths

of the properties, it is said, arc aban-
doned to what has been called a vicious

cultivation — that is, entrusted to the

care of attorneys and manogers.'f In
Montserrat, "of the thirty nine es-

tates belonging to the island, lour

only are conducted by resident pro-
prietors, eight by lessees, and tho
remaining twenty-three by attorneys

acting for the absentees ; and what is

more remarkable, as many as twenty -

three arc, or were in 1*347, under the

charge of one individual, in his diffe-

rent capacities of owner, executor, at-

torney, and receiver. "X In Dominica,
«' most of tho English are absentees,

trusting the management of their pro-

• Davy, p. 356. t Ibid. p. 405.

||
Ibid. p. SG2. \ Ibid. p. 329.

perty and its cultivation to attorneys,

and parties acting under them ;" §
and so on with the rest. It was tho
same case in all the colonies, and every-

where the rule was to burn the candle

at both ends. The profit* of the es-

tates were lavishly spent in distant

countries, and those profits were di-

verted away at their source, by the
system of mismanagement by attorney.

Abundant evidence of the truth ofboth
these posit ions is adduced by Dr. Davy.
In British Guiana " the system is much
the same as that followed in Trinidad,

as there, and in most of the other

islands, a large number of the pro-

prietors are tibseutccs. No proj>ertica

are let for rent. There is little or no
community of interest, too often an op-
posing one, between the persons in

charge, the resident managers, and the
attorneys non-resident, and those em-
ploying them."|| In Trinidad, "in
1847, there was pointed out to me a
property belonging to a planter who
had started in life as a manager, and
who was then said to be in receipt of
a large income (£7.000 or ^8,000 a-

year was mentioned), the profits of the

estates under his own skilled and pru-

dent management.' ^ In Montserrat
" the properties in which the owners
are resident have not suffered so much
as those entrusted to the management
of attorneys, but are almost invariably

in a comparatively nourishing condi-

tion. "** In St. Christopher's, since

1840, profits have been "nil, excepting

in the instance of resident proprietors

taking into their own hands the ma-
nagement of their estates, aud conduct-

ing the business of them with some
skill und attention to economy.' ft It

is worth noting that, among the evils

attendant upon the absentee system,

Dr. Davy mentions two, diametrically

opposite in their character, and yet, we
have not the slightest doubt, both
equally real. In St. Vinceut, "in
consequence of there being many non-
resident proprietors with large means,

there is a disposition, I may remark,

to attempt here new manufacturing

processes, attainable by means merely

of an outlay of capital, which, for

their sueeess, require knowledge and
skill, nut so easily attainable, and, these

failing, disappointment and loss fol-

t Ibid. p. 416. SlbW. p. 504.

Ibid. p. 422. ft IWd. p. 457.
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tow."* In Grenada '* a majority of the
proprietors are absentees ; in 1848, out
of V20, the then total number of proprie-
tors of large estates, seventy-three were
such. Moreover, most of their pro-

perties are mortgaged at a high rate

of interest, from five to six or eight per

cent., ami in the hands of restricted

stents. It is uuneeessary to dwell on
oiber minor circum stances regarding

this bcrdy, tending in their influence to

the same injurious effects, such as want
of science, of intelligent enterprise,

drc, the common accompaniments of

the two graver conditions— absentee-

i*ra, and encumbering, paralysing

debt." t In the one case industry

was choked bv high feeding, in the

other starved. Parallels for both, we
suspect, might be found, were we care-

fully to examine the accounts of bene*

volent absentees from other lands ; or

to inspect the lands of non-resident

suitors in the Court for the Sale of En-
cumbered Estates. Indeed the analo-

gies suggested by the whole history of

West Indian absenteeism, its causes and
confluences, are well calculated to

startle the Irish reader ; and did we
not know that mankind never learns

from recorded experience, we might
indulge a hope that they would convey
a useful warning to the yet unharmed
and untaught English aristocracy. We
are not unwilling to admit that the

planters might ofler some palliation

for their folly, in turning their backs
upon their adopted country, and, as

the event proved, upon themselves, in

the physical nnfitnessof the settlements

for the continued abode of white men ;

and we regret it is not in our power to

quote the many interesting observa-

tions of Dr. Davy upon this subject.

His conclusion does not support the

plea iu the case of the class which
aloue wouiil be benefited by it. " The
poor whites," be says, " I have com-
pared toexotic plants, withering under,

or barely existing in, an uncongenial

soil and climate. The superior class

bear comparison with the same plants

carefully cultivated and protected in

their conservatory life, flourishing to-

lerably, and not unproductive. To
drop the metaphor, experience seems
to show, that with the comforts re-

quired, and using the precautions ne-

cessary, the white race can enjoy a

fair proportion of health in this island

(Barbadoes), and in the West Indies

generally, and be equal to all the ex-
ertions necessary both for the business

of superintending their own estates,

and for all ordinary business in w hich

the brain, the intellectual organ, is

more concerned than the muscles and
sinews.'*}: At all events, the planters

did habitually desert their posts in

very considerable numbers, and in the

West Indies, as in In land, the results

were delegation, and ultimately non-
performance, of the duties belonging to

property ; increase of expenditure,

with diminution of receipts ; an accu-

mulating load of debt, and at length

the stern necessity of an agi-arian re-

volution. The analogies between the

incidents of this career in both coun-
tries are no less striking than those

that mark its great stapes. Simultane-

ously with the decline of the influ-

ence of the proprietors, there was a
rapid growth of a paid oflicial class.

The central (jovernment was forced, by
the absence of those who should have
performed the public duties, to have
its attorneys and agents ; and so stipen-

diary magistrates and commissioners

were appointed, and a vast machinery
of public corruption was thus insti-

tuted. "Till so late as 1780," says

Dr. Davy, «'no permanent military

force was sent from home. Iu that

year the 89th regiment was stationed

in Barbadoes, the House of Assembly
protesting us contrary to usage. '"§ In
Ibrmer periods the great duty of free-

men—self-defence—was performed by
the colonists, and while the ancient

spirit lasted, many gullant deeds were
done, and many noble lessons were
learned by the island militia in actual

service in the field. The system has

been for some years altogether iu abey-
ance, and a large garrisoning with re-

gular troops has been substituted in

its stead. Again, such a union of

classes as could exist in the presence

of serfs was broken up by the with-

drawal of the leaders of society, which
then dissolved into jarring elements,

ready, we trust, for re-organisation

under happier affinities. As yet we
believe there is no poor-law in the

West Indies to give an internecine

character to the war between property

and poverty, but whatever relations

* Davy. p. 186. t I* P- 220. % lb. p. 74. § lb. p. 6.
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once bound them to each other have

been there, as well as here, long since

severed.

Thus was all made ready for the end
in the West Indies as in Ireland, years

before the futal blow was struck—in the

latter country, directly by the hand of

God; in the former, by human agency.

What the potato disease accomplished

in tho one case, was effected by the

emancipation of the slaves in the other.

In both, we believe, the original

malady had gone into the incurablo

stage. The patient was sure to die

;

the difference at the last was no more
than lies between a lingering and a
violent death. It is the last feather

that breaks the back of the camel; and
to the debt-burthened and disheartened

landowners of the West Indies, the

sudden revulsion produced by tho

Emancipation in 1833 brought ruin.

This part of the story we cannot tell

more tersely and lucidly than in Dr.
Davy's words : — " When the great

event of Emancipation took place, it

was supposed by the Home Government
that the sum voted in compensation,

coupled with the transition measure of
four and six years' apprenticeship (of

four for house servants and artificers,

of six for field labourers), might satisfy

the planters, and enable them, with
advantage, to onter on the system of
free labour, protected as colonial pro-

duce then was by differential duties

so heavy as to be prohibitory offoreign
competition in the home market.
"What occurred was not in accordance
with their expectations, except in tho

excluding effect of the differential

duties. The apprenticeship plan was
not found to answer; it was considered

a sham by the negroes. With the name
of freemen, they found they were with-

out freedom ; and now the want was
more intensely felt, when they sup-
posed it belonged to them as a right

:

irritation and general discontent were
the consequence. In Antigua, a wise

foresight and a well-founded confidence
induced the local Government to dis-

pense with the apprenticeship. In
nil the other colonies the term was
abridged, viz., by two years iu the
instance of predial labourers, bringing

it to the Mine a* that of domestic
servants and artificers. Nor was there

cause for regret ; the emancipated, in

their peaceable behaviour at least,

showed themselves worthy oftho boon,
affording an example ever to be re-
membered, of the inffuenco of justice
and humanity in allaying the angry
passions, and in promoting good-will
and order, those best bonds of society-.

Not a siinglo outrage was committed in
the excitement of the moment ; not a
single act of revenge was perpetrated,

then or after, that is recorded. There
appeared to be a complete oblivion or
forgiveness of all past wrongs and hard
usage ; all bad feelings seemed to bo
overpowered by one of gratitude for

the benefit conferred.

"Free labour, however, was not found
to answer, at least in the degree ex-
pected. Various difficulties arose in

connexion with it. One was the fixing

of the rate of wages, the labourers

being often high in their demands,
the planters low in their offers ; an-
other, the paying uioney-wages, and
the substitution in part of an allowance
of land and the occupancy of a dwell-

ing ; another, the neglect of, or feeble

legislation relative to, vagrancy and the
engagements of masters and servants.

The consequences were, in many in-

stances, the desertion of the estates by
the labourers, or a scarcity of labour,

or insecurity of obtaining it when
wanted
" Othercircumstances ofa prejudicial

kind, of a different order, co-operated.

At the time of Emancipation, few West
Indian properties were unencumbered
with debt ; a large proportion of the
compensation money was absorbed in
liquidating these debts, leaving the
planters without tho capital necessary

to secure labour and carry on the cul-

tivation of their estates successfully

;

unless, indeed, they raised money for

the purpose from the merchant "at a
high rate of interest, and in a manner
became his dependants."*
Under these circumstances many of

the proprietors succumbed at once,

and abandoned their estates ; others

prolonged the death-struggle until the
passing of the acts of 1846 and 1848,
providing for the extinction of the

differential duties between foreign

sugar the produce of free labour, and
foreign sugar the produce of slave

labour. When that blow was struck

hope seems to have given way to des-

pair, and land, having become burthen-

some to its owners and unsaleable in

Davy, p. 14 et scq.
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their hands, was confiscated in large

quantities for its public liabilities. In
tiie small island of Montserrat, no less

than fifteen estates and thirteen houses

were sold for arrears of taxes in the

short period of three years. Then,
indeed, the mighty fell; an estate,

valued at .£27,700, not more than half

its former value, was sold for £295 ;

another, valued at £18,000, for £181 ;

a house, valued at JE400, for £3 ls.9d.*

and so on throughout.
In the course of the decline of the

West Indian colonies, a remarkable
concomitant circumstance has been the

progressive decrease in the numbers
of the white population. Edwards
estimates the whole population of

Jamaica, in 1791, at 291,400, of which
30,000 were white. According to a

census taken in 1844, the gross popu-
lation had increased to 377,433, while

the number of whites had fallen to

15,776. In Barbadoes, in 1676, Lang,
in his History of Jamaica, states the

numbers to have been 70,000 whites,

and 80,000 blacks ; the census of 1844
showed no more than 15,824 whites in

a grand total of 135,939. In tho

smaller islands the decrease is still

idore remarkable. In Montserrat,

there were 1,300 whites in 1787; in

1851, no more than 150. In Nevis,

there are now about 150 whites, and
in St, Christopher's, in 1826, there were

1,600 ; but so early as 1655, these two
small colonies sent 1,000 volunteers to

join Cromwell's expedition against Ja-

maica. A large proportion of this white

population consisted of small proprie-

tors, most of whom held their lands

from the larger landholders, on the con-

dition ofservice in the militia. When
it became the policy of England to

send her regular troops to take perma-
nent possession of the West Indian

soil, at the rate of 25 per cent, per

annum—for such is often the mortality

among: white soldiers in those stations

—

the militia were no longer employed,
and the poorer white population fell in

estimation accordingly. As they disap-

peared, their small properties were ab-

sorbed into the larger estates. And
here, again, is an important lesson for

those who, measuring human prospe-

rity by the tale of produce brought to

market, desire to lav field to field, until

their point of perfection shall be at-

tainea, by a reduction of the whole

rural population to the two classes of

landed capitalists and daily labourers.

The " statesmen" arc disappearing

from Westmoreland and Cumberland

;

their ancient estates in course of ab-

sorption into the high-farmed domains
of wealthy settlers from the factory

districts. The yeomen of Ireland have
beeu long since swallowed up by the

great lords ; their fee-farms and old

leaseholds divided among the forty-

shilling freehold serfs, created by the

great blunder of 1793. Here, as in

the West Indies, the lesson is complete

in one of its parts. The great landed

capitalists grew, until they fell in pieces

from their own bulk ; the serfs multi-

plied until they starved. In Ireland

a new part of the lesson has been com-
menced. The famine and pestilence

of the years 1846-7-8, and the emi-
gration since, have cleared the soil of

the miserable occupants with whom a
most short-sighted cupidity and the

vulgarest form of ambition overwhelm-
ed it. It is true, the vainest and most
nnphilosophical, but most persevering

opposition, was offered to the progress

of this remedial work, in which, if ever

on this earth, the hand of a wise and
just Providence was manifested. Poor-
laws were set up to stay the flight of

the terror-stricken crowd ; the burthen
of them served to increase the num-
bers and the misery of the fugitives.

In the end, however, the victory re-

mained with nature. The serf popu-
lation, who had been brought down to

a level of degradation from which it

would have been impossible to have
raised them at home, were removed to

new lands, where, we trust, better

prospects are before them. Man then
yielded, and the absurd bonds that

held tho land fettered with debt, bur-

thensome to its nominal owners and
useless to the public, were broken, and
its subdivision among what we sin-

cerely hope will constitute a new yeo-

man class, was rendered possible, by
the establishment of the Court for the

Sale of Incumbered Estates. A similar

measure has not as yet been applied

in the West Indies, except in the

•ingle colony of St. Lucia, and there,

it is said, great good has resulted from
it. Indeed, we can confidently refer

the reader to Dr. Davy's book for the
fullest evidence that there is no hope
for tho West Indies, unless a resident

Davy, p. 419
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proprietary, free from debt, can be
found ; and that this can only be ac-

complished by the creation of small

estates, and the discouragement of serf

occupation and squatting. "It is al-

most impossible " (writes Mr. Mack-
intosh, at the time Lieutenant-Gover-

nor of St. Kitts) " to exaggerate the

proportion of embarrassment which
the apparently hopeless struggle to re-

concile tropical profits with residence

in a temperate climate has contributed

to West Indian difficulties. It is im-

possible, I should think, but that, with

our comparative amenity of climate,

and many social advantages, there

must be many in the mother country,

with small capitals, who would gladly

iuvest their means, at present prices,

in land of such prodigious fertility as

ours. Some indication of such wishes,

indeed, already exists. But all in-

tending purchasers meet, on the thresh-

old, a great obstacle in the cumbrous
and expensive svstem which governs

the tenure and alienation of real pro-

perty, and which so needlessly en-

hances the cost and precariousness of

acquiring it. I am not sanguine that

this great evil can ever be successfully

grappled with by a loeal legislature.

But if the Imperial Parliament could

be induced to apply a measure on the

principle of the Irish Incumbered Es-

tates Bill, to the West Indies generally,

1 am deeply impressed with the con-

viction that it would confer, on this

island at least, a very substantial be-

nefit.-

In the foregoing remarks, we have
endeavoured to engage our readers in

a study of comparative politics and
economics, with a view to the appli-

cation of the principles developed to

home use, rather than to attempt what
seemed to us, indeed, a hopeless task—
the re-awakening in the public mind
of a special interest in our West Indian
colonies. The negroes have been eman-
cipated and forgotten by men and
brothers ; the owners, and in many in-

stances, the mortgagees of the planta-

tions, have been ruined; and, with

the disappearance of the West Indian
interest from the House of Commons,
and of black footmen from English

watering-places, the whole subject has

faded out of the memory of politicians.

It will, very probably, not be again

much thought of in England, until the

• Davy, p. 469.

banner of the Lone Star shall hare
been planted in Cuba, and the worthy
chevaliers d'industrie enrolled under it
shall have begun to look abroad over
the Caribbean Sea. Then it may be
discovered that the policy adopted
towards the West Indies was not wise 5

that it was unwise and selfish to have
restricted and monopolised the com-
merce of those islands ; that it was
unprincipled and short-sighted to have
propped up colonies, enfeebled by re-
strictions, with such crutches as the
slave trade and prohibitory protective
duties ; that it was rash and reckless

to have struck away these crutches,

without any preparation for enabling
the sulTerer to stand alone. Then
again, it may be, British blood and
treasure will be lavished in desperate
efforts to hold what, when in quiet
possession, was despised and neglected.
Believing this to be the state of publie
feeling, we do not intend to step far

beyond the limits we prescribed to

ourselves at the outset ; still, the free

use we have made of Dr. Davy's work,
and the deep interest its perusal has
created in our own mind, forbid us
to conclude, without claiming a
more particular notice for it and its

objects. Dr. Davy hopes— and we
sincerely wish it may not be against

hope—in a better future for the West
Indies; and he has done more than
any other author within our know-
ledge, both to expound the reason of
his faith, and to supply the informa-
tion necessary to the accomplishment
of its object. He has, indeed, no
panacea or specific ; but, taking for

his starting point the incontrover-

tible proposition, that all prosperity

must be based upon the soil, he
shows, in the course of an elaborate

and precise practical examination of
the geology, agricultural chemistry,

and meteorology of each of the colonies

in the Windward and Leeward is-

lands' military command, that their

agricultural capabilities are "second to

uone, not even to the most productive

of the foreign colonies, which, of late,

with slave-labour, have become their

great rivals." f This portion of the

book does, in fact, form a body of the

institutes of West Indian agriculture

calculated to render it invaluable to

every intelligent cultivator in the set-

tlements with which it deals. In re-

f Ibid. p. 528.
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ference to each of them, the qualities

of their soils and climates are scienti-

fically, yet plainly, described, in moat
instances, from personal observation,

and very frequently from careful che-

mical analysis, to -which Dr. Davy's

well-known scientific ability gives pe-

culiar value. The existing state of

agriculture, with its defects, and the

prospects and capabilities of im-

provement, is similarly handled, not

indeed in a manner which will much
influence the high-farming mania of

the day, but with a moderation and
knowledge consistent with the teach,

ings of all experience, whether of an-

cient or modern times, within or with-

out the tropics ; whether as recorded

by Columella and Pliny, in the ba-

lance-sheet of Mr. Mechi, or in the

able and enlightened despatches of

Lord Harris. Economical cultivation,

frugal and careful husbandry, is the

substance of the lesson taught by the

practical farmer throughout, and there

is no other deducible from the facts

and arguments of Dr. Davy. That
these are the means by which West-
Indian produce can be raised and
brought to market with profit, and
that their attainment is the proper ob-

ject of science and skill, are princi-

as we conceive, irrefragably estab-

d in his pages. Without the in-

telligent supervision of the owner, and
the care and economy therein implied,

the freest outlay of capital, even when
guided by scientific knowledge and
mechanical skill, seems to have con-

stantly failed ; while great success has

attended a simple scraping together of
manure. Thus, in Trinidad, where
steam-power is employed on the plan-

tations more freely than in most of

the other islands, and where capital

has been lavishly expended for other

purposes, we fiud the result, as stated

ov Lord Harris, to be "a dead loss of

at least a million sterling. Out of 1 93
estates, about seventeen may be con-
sidered as having given a profit ; about
the same number may have held their

ground, neither gaining nor losing;

the rest have been kept up at the loss

above mentioned. It is also necessary

to take into view some- of the* pecu-

liarities of these seventeen profitable

estates. On examination, it is found

that most of them belong to resident

proprietors who have sold their sugar

mine island, who have adopted few, if

• Davy, p. 322.

any, improvements, and thus saved
any outlay of capital, and who have
exercised the strictest economy. " * In
St. Christopher's, " attention to ma-
nuring constituted the basis of a for-

tune which exceeded any that has been
acquired in the leeward islands forages.

It amounted to Jt80,0(J0 or ^100,000
in the funds, and four or five conside-

rable estates. The person who accu-

mulated this wealth had the lease of

an estate contiguous to a town, where
large quantities of dung were always
to be met with, and were always ne-

glected. He turned scavenger, and
covered all his land with the nasty and
precious heaps. In a very short time

his industry and judgment were abun-
dantly rewarded. From sixty acres

of land he has often made 240 hogs-

heads of sugar, and from some of his

caue- pieces, the scarce credible quan-
tity of six hogsheads an acrc."f

The measures by the aid of which
Dr. Davy hopes that the vast produc-
tive capabilities of the West Indies

might be worked with profit to the co-

lonists, and with advantage to the mo-
ther-country, follow, for the most part,

naturally, us inlerences from premises

we have laid before our readers, and
are already, no doubt, obvious to their

miuds. He would carry out the ma-
numission of the negroes and coloured
race by education, for which he con-
ceives they possess considerable natu-

ral aptitude ; but which all of them,
rich and poor, greatly need. He
would render education practical in

the case of the lubouriug classes, by
forcing them into a position of respon-

sibility for their own support, which
they do not hold while they are per-

mitted to squat on waste lands, or, in

the condition of the old Irish cottier,

upon the estate on which they are
employed ; while they are not paid for

their labour in money, but in cottages

and provision-grounds, held at will.

The introduction of sanitary measures
he deems of great importance, and he
is of opinion that their adoption would
bring with it a collateral benefit, in

opening a way of mental cultivation

and elevation for the coloured Creoles

above the rank of labourers, who
would thus be induced to become me-
dical practitioners, and who at present

have no liberal profession open to them.
As an auxiliary to this plan, Dr. Davy
proposes that Codrington College

t Ibid. p. 452.
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should be rendered available as a school

of medicine.' We have already had
ample evidence that Dr. Davy consi-

ders estate-management to be like

marriage, "a matter of more worth
than to be dealt with by attorneyship,"

and, upon this point, it may also have
been gathered that we entirely agree
with him. It cannot, however, be pru-

dently dealt with by direct legislation,

no more than can some other evil habits

which it is most desirable to abolish,

but with respect to which, any imagin-

able legislative remedy would be
worse than the disease.

Upon two or three subjects of a
broader character, Dr. Davy's facts

press very strongly— so strongly as

to contrast remarkably with the ex-

treme moderation of tone and language
in which they are stated. The pro-

priety of a thorough change of colonial

policy in the high matters of govern-
ment, defence, and revenue, is the

conclusion to which Dr. Davy's pre-

mises inevitably lead, and at which
every reflecting reader, who reduces

the proposition to terms, must arrive.

That the author has not himself done
this in distinct form is, we think, to

be regretted, and the more especially

because it has given to some of his

views the appearance of a reactionary

character, which does not belong to

them. It is not possible, we think, to

read "TheWest Indies Beforeand Since

Emancipation," without being forced to

the conclusion, that a federative union

should be established among these colo-

nies, and that the numerous, inde-

pendent, but powerless petty states

which they now form, should be asso-

ciated, as" free municipalities, under a
single, responsible, constitutional Go-
vernment. There are at present five

Governor-Generalsf employed in the

possessions of England in the West
Indies, all perfectly independent of
each other; and two of the Govern-
ments— those of the Windward and
Leeward Islands—are again sub-divided

into several dependencies under Lieu-
tenant-Governors or Presidents, almost

equally independent of each other

and of their nominal chiefs. It would
be simply ridiculous to attempt the

formation of a responsible ministry in

connexion with each of these little

legislatures ; but we have the success-

ful experiment in Canada to encourage
the adoption of such a course, if

the executive be connected with an
Assembly sufficiently numerous and
authoritative as the representative

of a large community. It is very
plain, that the perpetual intermed-
dling of the Colonial Office with
the details of colonial government,
has been productive of great evil,

and of no good, in the West Indies

as elsewhere. If it were only for

sake of a change, it would be advis-

able to make trial of another system.

The proposal has the support of the
maxim, Fiat experimentum in corpore

vili ; it would be difficult to devise any
scheme that could bring these colonies

lower than the combined exertions of
philanthropists and monopolists, pro-

tectionists and free-traders, negligent

proprietors and active agents, have
brought them. On the other hand,
there are facilities in the way of the
establishment of a federative union
among the islands ; and, as far as we
can see, few or no obstacles opposed
to it. Steam communication exists,

and could readily, and we suppose
profitably, be extended and rendered
more perfect. The expense of the
government would be lessened both in

the executive and judicial branches.

One Governor-General, with his ac-
cessories, would be substituted for

five ; one or two superior courts of
justice might perform circuits, and
one penal establishment would suflice

for the whole union. Any obstacle

that would be raised by an invasion of
local interests might be evaded, by-

leaving the existing local legislatures

untouched, by supplementing the pre-

sent system with a general federal

Assembly, and by not substituting

centralisation for localisation. The
main difference from the condition of
affairs as it now is, would, in principle,

be a transfer of the power vexatiously

wielded in Downing-street, to a West
Indian executive, controlled by a West
Indian Commous ; and a restriction

of the authority of the Colonial Office

• Codrington College was founded in Barbados, by Colonel Codringtou, a nativs of
the islam!, who died in 1710, l>equeathinp, for that purpose, an estate worth £3,000 a-year to

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. The object of the founda-
tion is missionary, and the studies are shaped accordingly. Its site, about thirteen miles from
Bridgetown, is deicrihed by Dr. Davy as being very beautiful.

| la Jamaica, th« Windward and Leeward Islauda, Trinidad and British Guiaua.
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to matters of Imperial concernment.

Were such a frame of government
conceded, the liabilities properly be-

longing to it should, of course, be ac-

cepted with it. The combined colo-

nists should provide for their own
aril and military expenditure, being

permitted to do so in the manner most
advantageous to themselves. The
employment of officers and men of the

regular army in the West Indies, Dr.
Davy shows to be in a high degree
injurious. The mortality among such

troops is very great, and the circum-

stances in which they are placed are

very unfavourable to discipline and
military morality. On the other hand,

the number of deaths in the black

repments do not exceed those among
British troops at home ; and they have-

been found, upon many trying occa-

sions, trustworthy and efficient. To
these, then, increased in strength,
" either alone, or in conjunction with

a native militia, composed of men of

colour," Dr. Davy would entrust the

defence of the West Indies ; and he
would ensure their fidelity by officer-

ing them from among the sons of

planters, and by opening to the blacks

a way of promotion similar to that

available to the native troops in India.

That the fiscal dealings of England
with the West Indian colonies were
wrong from the beginning is not, we
believe, doubted either by protection-

ists or free-traders; that to reverse

wrong is not to do right, is, we think,

proved by Dr. Davy's facts. The
English Governments have not, how-
ever, confined the errors of their

policy to so simple a blunder. They
have almost systematically halted be-

tween two opinions. They have
abolished protection, without estab-

lishing free-trade ; emancipated slaves,

and encouraged slavery
;

abrogated
differential duties in favour of the

foreign planter, and maintained them
in injurious action upon the colonists.

The way out of this slough of mis-

eovernnient is, indeed, not easy to

find. That ad valorem duties, dis-

couraging the production of refined

sugar on the plantations, arc opposed
to all sound principle and highly

injurious in practice, is a self-evident

proposition ; that they should be re-

tained, is, we would say, manifestly

impossible, were it not that a fiscal

absurdity is not possible merely, but

of common occurrence. But the

colonists seem to be strongly of opinion

that, while such dillercntial duties

should be removed, others, discrimi-

nating between free-labour and slave-

labour sugars, should be maintained.

That the partial removal of these

duties (to be completed in the present

year) has been a crushing blow to the

colonial interest, the facts of Dr.
Davy's book demonstrate ; and he
inclines to the opinion that justice to

the planters, and the cause of the

abolition of the slave trade, require

that they should still be continued.

The question is one of extreme diffi-

culty, involving a consideration of our
relations with the United States, no
less than those with Spain and the

Brazils, and affecting commerce in the

important article of cotton as well as

sugar. We do not, therefore, propose
to enter into its discussion at the close

of an article already protracted be-

yond ordinary limits. \\ c will only ven-
ture deferentially to express ouropinion
that the perils of advance seem to us to

be less than the perils of retreat. The
advantage that would be gained for

the West Indies by maintaining

differential duties in favour of free la-

bour, would be merely a postponement
of the evil day— a protraction of the

agency of ruin, and also, in all probabi-
lity, a procrastination of the process of
reconstruction. We doubt, too, whether
a crusade against foreign slave-dealing

is the proper mission of England, and
we entertain no doubt that the cause

of humanity to the African would have
been forwarded more effectually had
no armed intervention for the sup-

pression of the foreign slave trade ever
been engaged in. In whatever mode
this particular question may be decided

upon, we trust we have done enough
to evince our hearty concurrence in

Dr. Davy's concluding aspiration, that

some way may be hit upon whereby
the connexion between these important
and most interesting colonies and the

mother country may be preserved un-
broken—each beneficial to the other

—

the one not enacting the part of a
harsh step-mother, but of a kind,

considerate parent ; nor the other

that of burthensome spendthrifts, but
of industrious, dutiful, and loving

children ; out of leading-strings, in-

deed, self-supporting and self-controll-

ing ; but not the less bound to the old

home by the ties of rational affection

and honest pride.
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THE POET'S ASPIRATION.

I.

Pass forth, ye thoughts of beauty, into light,

—

Forth from your palace in the poet's soul

;

Where ye have been a glory and delight,

Swaying all senses with your sweet control

:

Therefore, ye thoughts, speed on your winged way—

.

Your life greets song as Meuinon greets the day.

ii.

Long hast thou dwelt within my soul, O song,

Like the sweet music in an ocean-shell

;

Making life sweet amid the senseless thronj,

With the fair magic of thy deep-loved spell

:

Therefore my hymn, O 1 Hebe of the soul,

Queen of a realm where death hath no control.

in.

E'en as a vouth, blue-eyed and golden-locked,

Watcnes the midnight in a holy fane

—

Watches until the weary eye is mocked
With the rare glories of each pictured pane

:

For lo I behold ! the arms of knighthood there

—

The heart to win them and the soul to dare.

IV.

Thus do I watch within this world's wide fane

The laurel-wreath that crowns the knight of song

;

Making my life one vigil of sweet pain-
Chanting a song-march to the grave along

:

Living with one hope clasped around my heart,

That fame may greet me ere from life I part.

v.

But yet, alas 1 it is a fruitless task,

Fruitless as were the homeward tears of Ruth ;

A sun in which our young desires do bask

—

A painted fly upon the path of youth :

Once in each lifetime is tho heart's-harp strung

—

Once to the soul reveals the ever-young.

VI.

Memories of old will ever rule on earth,

Nestling serenely in the poet's heart

;

Bringing htm draughts all joyous as the birth

Of some creat thought beside the sculptor's art

:

Memories of childhood are the thoughts of God,
Clothing the past like flowers on Aaron's rod.

ATI.

Thus do those memories flash across my mind,

Bright as the spear-blades of an armed host

;

Flinging a glory where the past is shrined,

E'en as a Pharos on a sca-beat coast

:

Thus doth the mind twine garlands evergreen,

To deck the haunts where beauty once hath been.
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Visions there are like sunsets steeped in gold,

Where the rich past has crowned some glorious scene,

Whose spirit lingers on the sands of old,

Fair as a syren by the sea-marge green :

Lo ! they arise before my tranced sight,

The soul's creations in their robes of light.

xx.

The Lesbian isle, the flush of eventide

—

The white-robed singer leaning on her lyre ;

The placid look where love has been denied,

Veiling the throbbings of the heart's desire :

Bright on thy cliffs, oh, Lcucas, sets the sun—
Sappho, arise ! the Parcce's task is done.

The dreary moor, the bleak and barren hill,

The break of day adown the rugged pass

;

The gorgeous Persian gazing long and still

On Sparta's child, the dead Lconidas

:

The living slaves, the dead alone the free—
Such were thy guests, thou gray Thermopylae.

XI.

The banquet hall, the lion-headed kings,

Gazing for ever with the same mute stare;

The Jove-locked Roman toying with the rings

That clasped the wealth of Cleopatra's hair

:

" Blest be the gods I for me earth has no charms
Save the love-couch within mine ^Egypt's arms."

XII.

Day's royal hour, the war-ships on the sea,

The leaguered city Hashing in the sun ;

The battle-shout, where throng the Osmanli,
To gain the wall San Marco's lion won :

The steel-cloud parts, the war-flag waves, and lo !

Their foremost toe the Blind Doge Dandolo.

XIII.

Swiftly they pass upon their lustrous wings,

Those lofty pageants time shall ever know
;

The battle-march of bronzed Assyrian kings;

The maids that went o'er Sion's overthrow :

—

Swiftly they vanish in the Past once more,

Those gods who guard the deathless banks of yore.

XIV.

Rich are those iris-bucd thoughts to me

—

A bow of promise o'er the prostrate soul

;

Sweet music gushing from their melody,

Like nectar drops from Ganymede's bowl.

Thus do they leave for aye my heart's recess,

To feci the chills of this world's loneliness.

J. J. W.
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WHAT I LIVE FOB.

•Y 0. L1HH r US BAMKk

I.

I live for those who love me,
Whose hearts are kind and true

;

For the heaven that smiles above me.
And awaits my spirit too :

For all human ties that bind me

;

For the task by God assigned me ;

For the bright ho|>es left behind me,
And the good that lean do.

n.

I live to learn their story

Who've suffered for my sake

;

To emulate their glory,

And follow in their wake

:

Bards, patriots, martyrs, sages,

The noble of all ages,

Whose deeds crowd History's pages,
And Time's great volume make.

in.

I live to hold communion
With all that is divine;

To feel there is a union
'Twixt Nature's heart and mine :

To profit by affliction,

Heap truths from fields of fiction,

Grow wiser from conviction,

And fulfil each grand design.

IV.

I live to hail that season
By gifted minds foretold,

When men shall live by reason,
And not alone by gold

:

When man to man united,

And every wrong thing righted,

The whole world shall be lighted

As Eden was of old.

v.

I live for those who love me,
For those who know me true ;

For the Heaven that smiles above me,
And awaits my spirit too

:

For the cause that lacks assistance,

For the wrong that needs resistance

;

For the future in the distance,

And the good that I can do.
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THE HISTORY OF A BACHELOR.

- L* rr.arijge t*i one chose tre» •frirou j on n'y peut p«i trop ptnttr. Ilcnrrux mux qui 7 penie&t tooU
leur riel"

—

Bachelor*' Coxsolatuhy Kkklrctio5.

It has always been a puzzle to his very
Urge circle of acquaintance, that my
old friend, Charles Dashwood, is not
married. And although, out of my
superior wisdom, I do not share this

astonishment, I must confess ittobe rea-

sonable enough in the ordinary and su-

perficial observer. Thus, I did not at-

tempt to contradict my wife's voluble

friend, Mrs. Babington, when, only a
day or two since, she favoured ine with
her sentiments on this subject.

For the last ten, fifteen, ay,

twenty years,'* she began, while my
thoughtful friendship mentally thanked
heaven that Dashwood was safely out of
hearing of such a cold-blooded calcu-

lation, " I have been in daily expecta-
tion of the intelligence that Mr. Dash-
wood had taken unto himself a wife.

Every successive season that I have
returned to town from the sea-side or

the Continent, I have examined mv
pile of letters and billets, in the anti-

cipation that one of the highly-glazed

envelopes would yield forth the wed-
ding-cards, and ' at home ' of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Dashwood. You
know, be is the very man of all one's

acquaintance that you would naturally

suppose most likely to marry. There
is nothing in the world to prevent it

;

everything, on the contrary, tending

to render it the most desirable consum-
mation possible. Ever since I have
known him, be has been entirely his

own master, with a liberal income, a
handsome house, of which any woman
might be satisfied to be the mistress

;

in fact, with every attendant circum-
stance to render matrimony most desir-

able. Then he himself is young (at

least he was, and indeed twenty years

seems to have made small diflerence in

him), quite good-looking enough for a
man—clever—kind-hearted—very po-

pular in society. Que voulez vans de
plus f I declare 1 should stare very
wonderingly at the woman who could

refuse such a combination of attrac-

tion?. Shouldn't you?"
Here she took breath, and stopped

for an answer ; so I bowed assentin^ly,

although I had happened to with-
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out staring, one or two females an-
swering her description.

*« Well, then, it follows, of course,

that since the fault does not lie on the

other side, it must be all his own ; and
yet he has the name of being a great
admirer of the ladies ; and, indeed,

during all these years that I have
known him, I remember he has always
had some one lair object of his atten-

tion at the various parties, balls, and
pic-nies where we are accustomed to

meet. There was that pretty Clara
Vandeleur (you knew her, surely— a
tall girl, with black eyes, and beautiful

eyebrows?) — everybody used to t;)lk

about Clara Vandeleur and Mr. Dash-
wood ; everybody said that would be a
match. But she married Captain
Allan, and went off to Gibraltar; and
next season there was our friend com-
pletely en prise, to all appearance, by
the golden-haired beauty, Miss Dun-
das. She suddenly vanished from
among us (didn't she go into a nun-
nery ?) and Mr. Dashwood consoled
himself by a tre-mendous flirtation with
little Rosa Sunningham. I confess I
never thoroughly fathomed that mys-
tery ; and why, when, as every ono
said, she might have had the handsome,
brilliant, affluent Charles Dashwood,
Rosa quietly went and married that

sober, matter-of-fact country cousin of
hers, I don't comprehend to this day.

Well, after that — let me see — who
came next?"
But although I was compelled to lis-

ten to my guest's verbose resume of
these long gone-by incidents, I have
no intention of wearying my readers

by its repetition in full. Her thought-

less chatter, however, with its usual

ingenious mosaic of truth and fiction,

set me thinking on the fate of one in

whom I have taken a considerable in-

terest, ever since we were first thrown
together as boys at school.

From that time, Dashwood and I

have been friends and intimates. At
that Mime school—(and well and fondly

we both remember the old brick house,

with its huge mulberry-tree, and slop-

ing lawn, and dear Doctor Kirby,
E
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etern-browed and kindly-hearted 1) at
school we were classmates, and partners
together in every boyish frolic ; at
College we were chums ; and when
uiy profession called me into active life,

and he, happy fellow 1 as I thought
then, with a ready-made income, and
no one to control him in the spending
it, set off for the tour of Europe, sepa-
rating us fur some two or three year-?,

even then we corresponded, with a re-

gularity and a length of manuscript
more befitting the letter- writing powers
traditionally imputed to young ladies,

than the bearded, broad-clothed "men
of the world," as we began to consider
ourselves.

When again we met, our friendship

resumed itself, and I was soon called

upon to enter on the duties of the post
he had assigned me— that of his sole,

exclusive confidant. And I had no
sinecure. His nature was impulsive,
mercurial, and unreserved. It was
more as a safety-valve to the exceeding
candour of his disposition than any-
thing else, 1 believe, that he poured
out to mo his thoughts and feelings.

Certainly, it was not for the purpose
of gaining advice, for which he never
troubled ine; and, indeed, when on
some occasions I volunteered a little in

that respect, my counsel was uniformly
and at once rejected. That was not to
be wondered at, so unlike as we were.
Temperaments like his are the surest

to be soon iulluenced by love. And
his experiences dated from his school-
days, when littlo Ada Kirby nearly
broke his heart by preferring a bigger
boy's bigger oranges to his, accom-
panied, though they were, by an inge-
nious impromptu^ which we had both
lain awake half the night before com-
posing.

Then, at Oxford, how hardly I fought
to prevent his marrying a younu mil-
liner there, with nothing to recommend
her but her bright eyes and glossy hair,

and whom, I veritably believe, he would,
in snite of me, have made Mrs. Charles
Dashwood, had she not put such a step
out of the question by eloping one
morning with a very youthful baronet
in an adjacent college.

His long letters during his travels
were chielly filled with the same bur-
den. Such agonies of admiration as
he suffered in Paris, Vienna, liaden,
Rome, Venice, Florence, Lisbon, Ma-
drid, and even St. Petersburg, were, I
should think, seldom endured by mau.

Till I grew familiar with his peculiar
traits of disposition, I was in constant
alarm with regard to my friend's ma-
trimonial prospects. I looked for the
announcement of his marriage with the
expectant faith of Mrs. Habington,
though, to be sure, with not quite the
same" assured satisfaction in the ex-
pectancy. His taste, with regard to

women, was so catholic—he was so ho-
nestly and unconventionally indifferent

to all considerations of rank, fortune,

education, or position—that I remained
in perfect suspense as to whether I
should be haply called on to greet as

his wife a Spanish gitana or an Ita-

lian prima donna, a French marquise
or a Parisian grisette, a Russian wi-

dow, rolling in gold, or a Welsh milk-
maid, to whom shoes and stockings

would bo a novel luxury.
" I never thought to look upon thy

single face again !" I observed to him,
some time after his return, when I had
been gently rallying him on the high-
flown strain of devotion in which he
used to write to me concerning various
of his foreign beauties.

M Ah ! all that is past," he replied,

with earnest emphasis; "those were
boyish feelings, keenly felt, but soon
forgotten. It is very diflerent now.
When a man loves, it is an irrevocable,

irredeemable destiny, whether for good
or evil."

I divined the coming "confidence."
I believe I am a very good listener—,

certainly, I have always been so to

to him—and on this occasion I was a
patient auditor to his eloquent descrip-

tion of the lady's attractions and his

own devotion. I forget at this mo-
ment whether it was Jane WT

ilmot or
Clara Vandeleur that had now en-
slaved him. His attachment to one
demoiselle followed so closely on the
other, I may be forgiven the slip ofme-
mory. However, I know that both
affairs ended in nothing. I scarcely
know why ; but I must confess that my
knowledge of the concluding passages
in Charles' love adventures was always
of the vaguest. He was less confidential

on those points ; it was with regard to
their commencements and rapid growth
that he always placed me au fait.

I remember one morning, when I
had not seen him for some time, he
came to my chambers, and threw him-
self into a chair opposite to my writing-

table, with a face of the most radiant

ecstacy.
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"Congratulate me, ray dear fellow!
I'm the happiest man in the world I
am accepted !"

" My congratulations have long been
awaiting you,'' I answered, lieu; lily

shaking his hand. "I am truly happy,
my oi l friend, in your happiness. .But
toll me, I added, dubiously, remember-
ing we had not had any confidences
for & considerable period," " who is the
lady ? II as Clara Vandeleur — or
Julia ?-

" Clara!—Julia!" he repeated, with
an air of supreme disdain, vastly un-
complimentary to those ladies—"what
are you dreaming of, Staunton ? No,
indeed ! This time I have not been
deceived by the meretricious attrac-
tions of a mere ball-room young lady.
My little Lucy is as pure,' unsophisti-
cated, and inexperienced as a child.

She is little more than a child, indeed,
in years, though she has all a woman's
depth of soul and boundless capability
of loving. She is not 'out* even.
She is still under the care of her go-
verness ; she knows nothing of the
world except from books nothing of
mankind, of society."
" Then how, 1

' 1 interposed, " did you
meet her ?"

"By the most romantic accident
possible."

Now, I am ashamed to confess, I have
long forgotten the particulars of this

;

I only remember something about a
thunder-storm in a field, no shelter
bat the perilous trees, an umbrella, and
a cloak chivalrously brought to the
rescue by Dash wood—gracious accept-
ance of the same—a3 also his escort-
ing home the two ladies, &e., &c.

" Mrs. Tremaine, a clergyman's wi-
dow, is intrusted with her education by
my Lucy's father, who is a colonel on
service, now with his regiment at
Most fortunately, my father knew (he
late Mr. Tremaine, so I am kindly
received at her cottage at Fulham ; the
only unmarried male visitor, I believe,"
he added exultinglv, "they live so very
much retired, by Colonel" Forde's ex-
press desire."

" And how does the colonel like the
idea of his son-in-law elect ?"

"The news is now on its way to him,
if, indeed, he does not return to England
ere he can receive the letter, lie is

about to come home on sick leave ; but
Lucy—oh, Edward! you must see her!
such a simple-minded, single-hearted
being, her innocence shining in her

face! — her loving eye?, blue eves
(don't you think women's eves should
never be any other colour ?) ami her
fair, delicate clu cks who.>e deep' st
blush is the faint pink of an apple-blos-
som

; then her hair, which she wears iu
long curls, floating about her face and
neck like a golden eloud."
And so on. I had certainly never

seen my friend so enthusiastieallv in
love. For reasons of my own, 1 could
entirely sympathise with him, and
bore even the proverbially wearisome
"lover's raptures " with every indul-
gence. And when he departed, elate
and eager to go and spend the evening
at Fulham, it needed the exercise of
all my friendship to prevent a feeling,
half of envy, mingling with my felicita-
tions to the fortunate lover.

A las ! poor Dash wood was not Ion"
destined to be an object of envy on
this score. A few weeks passed" by,
and again he sought me j but this time
it was with a haggard look, and a dis-
tracted air, that alarmed me even be-
fore he spoke.

"For heaven's sake, tell me what
has happened to you ?" I exclaimed,
as he threw himself, in a kind of aban-
donment, on my sofa, and covered his
face with his hand.

" 1 have lost her !" he said, at length,
in a tone ofcalm despair, very diiferent
from his usual passionate grief; " they
have taken her from me !"

His last words relieved me from the
apprehension 1 had entertained, that
poor little Lucy was dead. But even
had that last, worst calamity occurred,
he could not, it seemed to me, have
regarded his situation more hopeless! v.

It appeared that Colonel Forde had
returned home sooner than had been
anticipated, and (hiding his only child
in the society of, and cngagetl to, a
young man of whom he knew nothing,
his wrath had been perfectly over-
whelming. Without allowing any ex-
planation or remonstrance, he had,
with true military promptitude, at
once removed his daughter from Mrs.
Tremaine, and had carried her off, no
one could tell whither. Mrs. Tremaine
was too much overcome by dismay at
being thus suddenly deprived of her
charge, to be able to assist the unhappy
lover with her advice, even had she been
disposed to do so.

" Which she is not," said Dashwood,
as he strode to and fro along the room,
the recital of his woes having aroused
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him out of the dull lethargy he had be-

fore suffered under, " for she looks

upon me with disfavour now, as being

the cause of bringing her into this

trouble. Unjust; but all the world is

unjust 1 As if my wretchedness was
not the hardest to bear I — as if any
misery could be put in comparison with

mine l"
" But, my dear Dashwood," I said,

soothingly, " surely your case is not

really so desperate as you imagine.

Colonel Fordc is like many men of his

class, madly unreasonable while he is

in a passion ; but his senses will surely

return when his blood cools. He "

" You talk admirably," interrupted

Dashwood, with impatient bitterness,

"as all lookers-on can. You know
nothing about it

—

you are not in love."

I was silent. He went on heatedly-
" You don't know what it is to set

your whole soul on one being, to con-

centrate all your life's sunshine in one
face, to merge all that your ear can
drink of music in the sound of one
voice 1 She is gone from me, I may
never sec her more, and you talk of
consolation. You have never been in

love—.you do not understand what I

feel !"

Still I was silent, till his heart, a
generous heart always, reproached him,
perhaps, for he turned to me and
grasped my hand with compunctious
cordiality. Then he sate down and
besought me to advise him ; so I began
over a««iin to argue the probability of
the colonel's anger subsiding, when he
surely might be brought to listen to the

overtures of a man of Dashwood's po-
sition for the hand of his daughter.
" You must follow them directly

—

see the colonel—convince him."
" But, my good fellow," interposed

he, " how am I to find them out ?

—

there is not the slightest clue."
" You— a lover !" I cried, in very

sincere astonishment, "and can't de-
vise means of finding out your mis-
tress 1 "Why, if she were in England,
in Europe, in the world even, I'd force

my way to her."

He looked somewhat surprised at

this sudden warmth in his usually phleg-

matic and self-possessed friend. How-
ever, he listened to me, resolved to

take my advice, and, with only a few
more passionate parentheses about
Lucy, he expressed himself ready to

exert himself to the utmost to recover
her.

So we set to work in a business-like

manner, to ascertain whither the co-
lonel had conveyed his daughter ; and
after a vast deal of trouble, we disco-

vered that he had borne her off to
Pari*, and that they were visiting at
the fashionable hotel of some friend or
relative residing there.

To Paris, accordingly, my friend
rushed incontinently. I saw him off".

As he pressed my hand, thanking me
for my sympathy and help, his face
was flushed with eagerness, his whole
manner full of a sort of chivalrous ex-
citement.
" I will find her— tear her away

—

bear her off—though she were guarded
by her tyrant father's whole regiment!"

These were his parting words, and I
turned to my own abode with sincere

admiration of his energy.

I waited with great impatience for a
letter from Paris. It came. He was
in despair. They had left Paris the
very morning after his arrival ;— is

it possible, thought I, that he passed

a night without stirring heaven and
earth to see her ?—and he had not yet,

even with his utmost diligence, disco-

covered their retreat. '« But I will,"

concluded the epistle, with numberless
blots and agitated flourishes. " They
shall not, with all their arts, keep me
from my beloved Lucy. Life shall

leave me ere I submit. What is life to

mo without her?" &c, &c.
Another letter followed quickly on

the first. Joy ofjoys ! — he had seen
her, though only in public, and at a
distance. Directly after ho had des-

patched his depressing intelligence to
me, he had adjourned to the Grand
Opera. There, between the -acts of
"La Juive," happening to cast his

eyes around the audience part of the
gorgeous theatre, he beheld, seated in

a private box, au troisihne, the object
of all his waking thoughts and dream-
ing fancies, fair and fresh, and with
the same innocent blue eyes as ever,

save that there was a pensive shade in

them, he thought. But was that to

be wondered at ? The rest of the let-

ter was so perfectly unintelligible in

its ecstasy, that I could not at all make
out whether he had gaiucd any advan-
tage from this accidental rencontre,

besides the rapttire of beholding his

adored one. But, to be sure, I

thought, all will be right now. He
will have discovered her abode, made
friends with the colonel, and his next
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letter will contain an invitation to the
wedding.

I solaced my friendly anxiety thus,

tor »me weeks, during which I re-

ceived no tidings from Dashwood.
Happy lovers are proverbially forget-

ful or everybody and everything, save

each other— a fact I knew, though,
ahis ! not from personal experience ;

and I knew, also, that Dashwood es-

pecially was never oblivious of his

confidant when he had any woes to

pour forth into his sympathising ear.

Believing, therefore, that my friend

was happily established asfiance to the

colonel's fair daughter, and sunning
himself in her smilesat Paris—O blissful

fate 1 though t. I, this dismal November
weather— imagine my utter astonish-

ment when, on my way down the

Strand one morning, recovering from
a twentieth concussion against a pass,

ing street passenger, I looked up, and
distinguished Dashwood's familiar face

beaming on me through the yellow fog.

lie appeared half abashed by my
unequivocal expression of surprise.

The smile passed from his features,

and be became singularly confused,

and even constrained in his manner,
as I linked my arm in his, and drew
him with me to my chambers.
"And now, Dashwood," said I,

when we had reached my sanctum,
thrown ourselves each into an easy-

chair, and each also taken a turn at

the poker—his intimacy qualifying him
even for the dear privilege of stirring

my tire— " now tell me, what has

brought you to London ? How long
nave } ou oeen nere f

And I poured forth a string of in-

terrogations, at each successive one of
which he looked yet more uncomfort-
able than before, his handsome face

flushing visibly, till at length he ner-

vously grasped the sacred poker, and
inflicted sundry hammerings on the big
lumps of coal.

There are some things the most pa-
tient man cannot submit to, even from
bis dearest friend. I confess to the

weaknesses common to my sex, and
that I was equally annoyed by my
questions being unanswered, and my
poker being brandished thus uncere-

moniously. To allow any other human
being to interfere at all within the so-

lemn precincts of your fender is, as every

nun wflJ feel, a tremendous proofof the

strength of friendship. But there is a

limit even to the closest attachment;

/

and I maintain, that when another man
takes up your poker, and deliberately

breaks your big lumps of coal, he passes

that limit, and altogether exceeds the

privileges of intimacy.

This consideration possibly caused
some accession of asperity to the tone
in which I repeated my questions.
" Leave the lire alone, Dashwood,

and condescend to speak, to satisfy the

anxiety I have, as you know, long

been in on your account. When did

you leave Paris ?"

" About—about three weeks ago."
11 Three weeks 1 and you never let

me know,—-never "

"My dear fellow, the fact is, I was
distracted — maddened past endur-
ance."
" How was that ? Your last letter

bore good news of the object of your
journey. Nothing has happened since,

I trust?"

"Nothing!" he repeated. "Oh,
Edward ! a whole world has happened
—counting by feelings, not events."

I could not understand him at all.

The expression of his face was exult-

ing rather than depressed ; his evident

embarrassment, even, was not that of

a man labouring under any misery. I

put another query

—

** How is Lucy ?"

At this the colour rushed into his

face, and he stammered something in

reply, which was quite inaudible.

" I don't want to force your confi-

dence," said I, coldly. " 1 will ask no
more questions, since it appears un-

fleasant to you to answer them. Shall

oflor you a glass of wine?"
" Don't be foolish," he cried, with a

laugh, and an etfortat throwing off his

restrained air ;
" I'm not such an un-

grateful dog as you deem me. Ouly

—

to tell the truth
"

" Ah 1" I exclaimed, a sudden light

bursting upon me, " I see it all—you've

eloped, you and Lucy ?"

" No, no, no !" said he, quickly and
emphatically ;

" nothing ot the kind.

Miss Fordo is, I suppose, still in Paris,

enjoying herself among the frivolous

gaieties naturally attractive to her

youth and—and intellect.*'

Miss Fordc—frivolous gaieties I" I

murmured to myself, beginning to

comprehend, and, sooth to say, be-

ginning also to feel rising in my mind

a certain disdain for my friend's incon-

ceivably volatile nature.

However, I could not but presently
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admit that hi-? philosophical resig-

nation of his beloved was at least a
proof of his wisdom. The iee onco
broken, he was voluble in his explana-
tions. In a few minutes he had in-

formed me how he followed Lucy
Lome from the opera ; how he had
bribed her maid to convey a letter to

her; how a meeting had been ar-

ranged, to be effected by tho roman-
tic adjunct of a rope-ladder ; how said

rope-ladder broke, and precipitated

him into the shrubbery beneath (he
rather skimmed over these detail?) ;

and how the old colonel overtook him
as he was making the best of his way
with a sprained ancle out of his do-
main ; now the eolonei upbraided
him with secret and underhand beha-
viour ; how he rejoined, by saying,

that were it not for his grey hairs, and
the fact of his being his daughter's fa-

ther, &c, &c. Finally, it seemed that
while poor Dashwood was laid up with
his sprained ancle, the shrewd colonel

had taken the opportunity of letting

his young daughter see something of
the world. She went about to balls

and parties, and speedily the new Eng-
lish beauty became tho rage among
the Parisians — none the less that she
was said to be a rich heiress.

" So," concluded my friend, " when
next I met her at a grand assembly,
the young lady scarce deigned me a
look, and passed along, surrounded by
ber crowd of adorers, as if she had
never seen me — never known mo.
Ungrateful—heartless ! but what could
I expect from a school girl— a miss in

her teens?"

lie went on in this strain for some
time, confounding his own folly, and
congratulating himself on his escape.

Still it seemed to me that this was not
all he had to divulge. And, in short,

not to wearj- the reader with the con-
tinued suspense in which his embar-
rassed hesitation kept me,—the injured

lover had already found consolation,

and the reign of Lucy and innocent
unsophistication was succeeded by that

of a lovely widow—a Frenchwoman

—

whose talents equalled her beauty,
both being excelled by her devotion to

the fortunate Dashwood.
I listened in grave silence while his

tongue, as if rejoiced to be freed from
its unnatural restraint, pursued, con
umore, the theme ofMadame du Ches-
ne—hisirresistible, adored, aud adoring
Valentine.

"Her gracefulness, her piquancy,
such as we never see in any but a
Frenchwoman I Out of France they
do not seem to comprehend that inde-

scribable espitglerie, which is so ex-
quisitely fascinating—you never find it

in an Englishwoman 1"

" No, thank heaven 1" I muttered,
parenthetically.

" You, with your artist's eye, would
admire her, Edward," he continued.
" Such perfection of form, such rich-

ness and warmth of colouring. The
clear, olive complexion, the dark eyes,
floating in an ocean of light and lustre,

the rich bands of jetty hair ! — who,
after gazing on such a picture, would
care to turn to our fair-haired, pale-

eyed, neutral-tinted beauties ? After
all, I always thought there was some-
thing very insipid in a blonde."

This happened to touch me nearly,

and I started from my quietude.
*' Come, Dashwood, you are too

bad. It is not a month since you were
raving about the surpassing attrac-

tions of a blonde. And I remember
that you even said women's eyes should
never be any other colour but blue

—

azure blue."
" Well," he rejoined, half pettishly,

"one can't go on thinking the same
thing for ever. Besides," he added,
with a piteous look, " you will admit
I have good reason for—for——"

*
' For your change ofopinion ? Cer-

tainly ;" and I threw aside my ill-hu-

mour, and laughingly shook his hand.
" I congratulate you on your philoso-

phy, Dashwood. You are a fortunate

follow."
" I feel myself so," he said, with

emphasis ;
'* to have gained the love of

a woman like Valentine du Chesne is

a fate worth living for. A woman
high born, talented, accomplished, she
paints finely, sings exquisitely, plays

the piano, harp, guitar, to perfection ;

dances— ah 1 what docs she not do ?"

and his parenthesis floated off into aa
ecstasy of rapture.

But here, I confess, ended my in-

terest in Charles Dashwood's love

affairs. I listened passively, though
perhaps not quite so patiently as here-

tofore, to his eloquent praises of the

fair widow. I even went to see her,

and, to his entire satisfaction, admired
her beauty, her air of fashion, her

agreeablo conversation, and her per-

fect taste in dress. But my earnest

sympathy in my friend's attachment

>
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was gone, and my deep anxiety for
him -was alleviated for ever. And,
though it was impossible to find any
fault with Madame du Chesne—charm-
ing and accomplished Frenchwoman
as she was—ray feelings towards my
friend's future wife were always of the
most mild, polite nature, at all compati-
ble with that admiration which every
man has for a fascinating woman.

Therefore, I had some trouble in

concealing, under a decent mask of
condolence, the innate satisfaction I

could not help experiencing, when a
hurried, blotted scrawl from my friend

summoned me to his bedside—he being
prostrated, distracted, beyond every
former precedent, by the announced
marriage of Madame du Chesne with
Lord Greenfield.

*« A boy—a mere boy, whom I my-
self first introduced to her 1 A brain-

less dolt—a gawky lad, scarce released

from bis mother's apron-strings.'*
** But wealthy, 1 conclude," was my

remark ; " and a peer of the realm,
remember. And if she loves him

—

love U blind, vou know."
" Love him'! She doesn't love him,"

shrieked poor Charles, in a convulsion

of anguish— ** she loves me

—

me f She
has alwavs said so—even now she con-
fess it." Look—this letter!"

He fiung me a small packet, consist-

ing of ten or twelve tiny sheets of pale

rose-coloured paper, closely written in

a slender, delicate hand.
The French are renowned for their

talents in letter-writing—the epistle of
the fairValentine did no discredit to the

national accomplishment. It began by
an appeal to ciel—went on to express

the ardent desire she had to find that

peace and rest in the grave which life

bad never afforded her—briefly gave the

outline of her history from the earliest

chilihood till now: "Now, when the

short space is over, during which I

have enjoyed the only real happiness of
xny existence, till I beheld you—oh 1

mon trap cher ami!—I had never loved,

and now all my dreams of bliss arc

rudely cut short. The sun of my day
rinks for ever ; I am plunged into the

dark night of despair." Family rea-

sons, sighed forth the gentle sufferer,

made it incumbent on her to accept the

offer of Lord Greenfield. She had
always been the victim, always been
the sacrifice for the good of her family.

Her mother, her aunt, her grandfather,

her great uncle, and a numerous tribe

of youthful cousins, all were to be be-
nefited by her marriage with this

Knglish peer. ** I yield, I submit,"
wrote she. " I renounce my life's hap-
piness—assured that that life will not
be of long duration." And the letter

ended with a plentiful sprinkling of
impassioned valedictions, and the assur-

ance that ever—ever—ever—she was
his heart-broken amie devouee jiuqu'
d In mort et apre* I

** Have you read it ?" asked Dash-
wood, in a hollow lone.

I assented mutely.
" Is it not soul-rending, agonising?

Not only to suffer for myself, but
for for. O, Valentine ! poor angel I"

In my simplicity, I thought it might
console him could I succeed in per-
suading him of the unworthincss of the
woman who had thus shamelessly
deceived him. Hitherto he had always
evinced u most commendable resigna-

tion with regard to the disappointment,
the lost lady generally ceasing to be
desirable when she ceased to be his.

But now it was different, and I dis-

covered with surprise, and some little

amusement, that the healing balm to
his woes, despite his frequent declara-

tions to the contrary, rested in the
belief that Valentine was a victim, an
injured angel, and that she adored him
still.

Poor Dashwood ! heart and soul ha
is entirely that rarity—a gentleman

;

and few men are less of a coxcomb.
And yet, to this day, the ci decant
Madame du Chesne's attachment to

him is his ret illu>ion. And I have
seen him, when some turn in the ever-

moving wheel of fashionable dissipation

has brought them together, I have
fcen my friend move aside with a
species of complacent melancholy, from
where Lady Greenfield (handsome and
bewitching as ever, and wearing her
broken heart with unexampled grace)

has formed the brilliant centre of a
circle of worshippers.

That was the last of his passions.

Ue appears now to be thoroughly

settled into bachelorhood, and as-

sumes to be thought quite content

with that condition. He delights in

quoting cynical observations respecting

matrimony, of which that at the head
of these papers affords a fair specimen

;

he has a malicious satisfaction in dis-

covering when a menage is not so en-

tirely happy as it might be ; and rubs

his hands, and thanks his stars he has
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fio fidgetty wife or tiresome children

to interfere with his comfort.

All this is hollow enough. Like
every good man, his instincts are

domestic ; and, disguise it as be will,

he keenly feels the solitude of his fire-

side, the loneliness and lovelcssness of
his destiny. I can quite understand

the moaning of the sigh he sometimes
breathe?, as if unconsciously, when ho
forms one of the party round my well-

peopled hearth.
" Oh 1 you're a lucky fellow, Staun-

ton," he said, only the other day,

being more than usually frank and
open-hearted, "a very lucky fellow.

I wonder why," he went on, thought-

fully, "the blessing of a loving wife ia

given to one man, while another "

" Ay, butfought for—not altogether

given," corrected my wife, with a rising

colour. " People who gain such bles-

sings (as you are polite enough to cull

us), are not quiescent in the matter,

believe me. Remember Edward's un-

complaining patience during all those

long years, till he was rich enough to

marry. Remember his energy, his

industry, and above all," she added,
with a wicked smile, " his constancy,

Mr. Dashwood."
Here my modesty interfered, and I

stopped Kate's lips from indulging in

further wife-like praises.

As for Dashwood, he only laughed
— somewhat tunelessly though— and
turned his attention to ray youngest
boy, who was vigorously tugging at

his coat, and entreating a ride on his

knee.
" Never mind what my wife says,"

I cried, feeling for my friend, *' mar-
ried women have such a violentesprit du
corps, they are not accredited witnesses

on the subject."
" But she is right — quite right,"

he rejoined, in a subdued tone; "it is

all very true what she Bays. And
Charlie, my boy I" he exclaimed, to
his bright-eyed little namesake, " you
shall not follow your god-papa's ex-
ample—when you are a mau, you shall

win a wife."
" Yes," broke in the child, all his

military propensities aroused, •« like

mamma says, me fight for herl"

THE HYACINTH.

When the vernal zephyrs waved the leafage

Round Ionic column, frieze and plinth j

Loading that delicious air with odour,

Clung thereto the stately hyacinth.

n.

And the maiden priestess, pensive-hearted,
Chanting some antique Homeric hymn ;

Wreathed its blossoms in her floating tresses,

Standing shadowy by the fountain's brim.

hi.

Now on English lawn of mossy velvet,

Far from murmur of JEgean surf,

Blooms that perfect flower, in dusky purple,

White and crimson, 'gainst the cool green turf.

rv.

Let it sleep upon thy bosom, Mabel,
And its blossom in thy fair curls twine

;

Not the prettiest of Greek priestesses

Laughed through deep brown eyes so sweet as thine.

Mortimer Collins.
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GERMAN EPICS AND ENGLISH HEXAMETERS.

II lbs are three poems—two of which
have been, for the last half-century,

the admiration of Germany ; and the
third, as far as we can judge from
translation, seeming to us to have a
rightful claim to be admired— pre-

sented to the English public. We are

not sure that their chance of atten-

tion may not be increased by the fact

tU-*t they are written in what is called

hexameter verse. At the time that

the " Luise " of Voss first appeared
in Germany, the metre, though often

adopted, could not be said to be natu-
ralised in German literature ; it, how-
ever, has made its way, and some po-
pular poems have been written in it. In
Eogliidb the experiment has also becu
made, with less perfect success.

To discuss the subject of metre
would be beside our present purpose.

We may, however, state, that we see

no reason to think that verses, equally

pleasing to the ear, may not be framed
on the principle of introducing dac-
tyles into rank and file, instead of
iambics. In English, it is less easy to

do so than in German, as wo have lost

the inflected forms both of nouns and
verbs ; but to frame the line in Eng-
lish is no very difficult accomplish-

ment- In so framing it, accent, not
quantity, must be chiefly attended to,

though we think the latter cannot be
safely neglected. When Southey made
the words " westernmost Withsop

"

the concluding dactyle and spondee of
one of his lines, he, no doubt, regard-

ed the first syllable of his dactyle as

equivalent to a long syllable, because

on it the accent fell ; the second, not-

withstanding its cluster of consonants,

he would say was short, as being unac-

cented, and in the same way would deal

with the last, disregarding the fact of

its secondary accent, which, in com-
bination with the position of the vowel

before two consonants (the last cir-

cumstance sufficient in itself to make
the syllable long in Latin or Greek),

does something to interfere with the

dactylic movement. The line may be

constructed on the principle of accent

alunc, and be a line of verse ; but to

be z line of musical verse, quantity

mint also be regarded.

Whether, however, the movement
of the line be dactylic or iambic, is a
matter of comparative unimportance.
The question which the writer of Eng-
lish hexameters has to ask himself is

one wholly different ; it is this, whether
a succession of lines, in each of which
there are six beats— no matter whe-
ther the lines, like the closing Alex-
andrine of the Spenserian stanza,

consist of six iambics, each of two
syllables, or, like the dactylic hexa-
meter, of an uncertain number of syl-

lables still measured by six beats—
can be produced so as not to be dis-

pleasing to the ear. Our objection is

not to the dactylic hexameter, as such,

but to a succession of lines of six feet.

Let any one make the attempt to string

a number of iambic Alexandrines to-

gether, without interposing lines less

fatiguing to the breatn of the reader,

and thus enable himself to judge of the

effect. If the dactylic hexameter is

more tolerable in such an experiment,
the cause, perhaps, will be found to

consist in this, that the dactyle and
spondee, with which each line closes,

are the only parts of the line that ap-

proach metre, and thus the four first

feet—which we cannot well distinguish

from interposed prose— give some
relief. The length of the line is

the objection. In the Spenserian

or iambic hexameter, it breaks into

two lines, equally divided. In the

dactylic hexameter, the two last feet

are too distinctly separated from
the rest, to give it this advantage.

While we think, then, that there is

nothing absolutely to prevent the con-

struction of such verses in English, we
think that the effect of even two such

lines in English would be unhappy,
and to increase the number would be

to increase the discord. The parti-

cular objection which we have stated,

in no way applies to imitations of

the classical elegiac metre—the com-

bination of hexameter and pentame-

ter. In Greek and Latin poetry, the

inconvenience which we have men-

tioned, of the latter part of the verse

being too distinctly marked, was felt,

and the attention ofthe poet was direct-

ed to the arrangement of the four first
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feet, and the position of the cajsura,

the great object of which was to pro-

duce something of harmony in what
was felt to be the part of the verse most
requiring every artificial support which
could be given. We transcribe from
the only treatise on La»in Prosody
which happens to bo at the moment
within our reach : — "II faut bicn

comprendrc 1'intontion de la cestire.

Ou la demande, parco que 1'oreille

exigc un enchainement entrc les pre-

miers pieds d'un vers ; si cet enchaine-

ment existe, clle est satisfaite, quoiquo
cependant les regies generates no soient

pas rigourcusement respcetces."

But we are passing into a discussion,

which we had better postpone till at

least we have made our readers ac-

quainted with tho books which sug-

gest it.

Mr. Cochrane has, within the last

year, published four volumes of verse.

One is composed of original poems

;

another is a translation of Voss's

"Luise;" a third is, "Herman and
Dorothea," from Goethe ; and a fourth

Hannah and her Chickens," fromis.

the German of Eberhard.

The original poems are, for the

most part, of the class which, in tho

early days of Southey and Coleridge,

those poets used to classify as, " Moods
of my own mind.'* There is no very

distinct subject— the fancies suggest-

ed to an amiable man by accidental cir-

cumstances are pleasingly expressed—
and the poem is published, because cal-

culated to give pleasure, alwavs of a

pure, and often of a very high kind.

We do not know whether we should,

if this volume were published alone,

make any effort to call attention to it.

To describe a volume of modern poetry,

making no peculiar claims, where

the writer has the good taste not to

deviate from established models, and
where his chief distinction is to have

expressed feelings shared by every

one at his fire-side, more happily

than one man in a thousand could

have done, would, in our day, be of

little use. " In a community of bakers,

every one," says Johnson, " must eat
his own bread." In a nation of au-

thors, men must consent, not to the

hard penance of reading their own
works— Dante never imagined any-
thing so bad for his condemned spi-

rits — but to knowing that they will

be little read by others. Even the

compulsion of a reviewer's office can-
not make him open a new volume of
poems. Why the fact is so, we cannot
explain, but so is the fact.

We ourselves are not altogether an
exception. We do sometimes, how-
ever, open a volume of modern poetry,

and we have our reward. In this case

of Mr. Cochrane's it so happens, that

we read his volume with little thought
that we should ever make it, even in

part, the subject of a review ; but as

we undertake to speak of his trans-

lations, it is fit that we should first

state something of his original works ;

for except a man be a poet, we feel

little inclined to encourage him as a
translator ofpoetry. In proof, however,
that Mr. Cochrane may be welcomed
in that character, we may mention
that we have read his volume of
original poems* with much pleasure,

and have among his sonnets found
several of exceeding beauty.

The volume is divided into four

parts. The first, sonnets illustrative

of the seasons and nature; a second
series of sonnets is suggested by recol-

lections of a tour on the Continent ; a
third consists of poems cast in the same
form, but which do not relate to any
common subject; the fourth and last

division of the volume is given to mis-
cellaneous poems.
When we read tho volume first, we

marked with pencil many of these

poem?, that we might read them again

;

and such of them as we have read more
than once appeared to us, on every re-

perusal, more beautiful. We shall

enable our readers to judge, by giving
from each of the three first divisions oi

the book a single poem :

—

*' SUMMER MORNING:

Eye nevor looked npon a pcono more fair,

Save in a dream, or in the Goldeu Ape :

The mountain top* as ou an embassage
To Heaven appear (like priest* who may repair

Unblamed to the high altar) in the aic

• " Sounets and Miscellaneous Poems." By James Cochrane. Edinburgh t Johnstone and
Hunter. 1853.
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At home, the empyrean air ! The trees

In leafy stolon, wooing in vain the breeze

1 hat sleeps, stand breathless as a soul at prayer.

The lake too sleeps from shore to inland knoU,

"Where all these beauties cleur redoubled lie;

Yea, Heaven and earth are blended into one,

For deep within the water rests the sky !

Gazing on such a scene o'erwhelms the soul
;

'

It thinks, and must be sad : this Bin hath dot e."

"MOUNT BLANC.
" Brr chiefly thee, O so\Tan Blanc ! I greet,

Lifting thy head far up to dwall apart

;

Who scest Hyperion's coursers, ere they start,

Arching their necks and pawing with their feet

;

And latest seest bis lessening wheels retreat:

Who with the streamers from the polus that dart,

And with the stars o' nights, familiar art,

Holding with them, as friends, communion sweet

:

The clouds who seizest in the empyrean blue,

To robe thyself withal in their white folds,

Hurling them forth to pay thee homage due
As brooks, yea rivers, in thy plnev wolds

:

"Whose vast snow fields, by Cvntiiia's light surveyed,

Seem Cynthia's self upon the earth low laid."

"OCEAN.
" I love to stand upon the billowy shore,

What time the tumbling waves with sparkling crest

Come rolling in, and hear the distant roar

Of Ocean as ho rocks himself to rest

;

For then 1 hear a voice that speaks ofyore,

That opens Memory's cells with gentle sway,
And his far voice is a symphony
My thoughts to bound, or, wandering, to restore.

His voice is awful, when from land to laud

Their monstrous heads the foaming billows

Like Alp o'er Alp— appear and disappear

;

Or break with deafening thunder on the strand

:

But these lulled tones are like the curfew's peal,

They pain, yet please me, hurt me, and yet heal."

These extracts are sufficient for our
present purpose. The two first lose

something by being separated from the

series of which they form a part. The
whole series may be regarded as one
poem, and each particular sonnet a
stanza, or little more. The key-note
is to be looked for beyond itself ; and of
many such stanzas all that can be
said, all that can be desired is, that

they assist the progress of the poem,
without disturbing the general vein of

sentiment. Take Wordsworth's series

of sonnets on the River Duddon ; some
arc of singular beauty, some of no other

beauty than their appropriateness for

the place which they occupy gives-
mere indications of Place—but without
which the plan of the work would be
often unintelligible, or, if intelligible,

exhibit the delect of imperfect execu-

tion. In the same way his series of

ecclesiastical sonneta. Points of Time

must be indicated ; but whole centuries

may pass without presenting, in tho

poet's way of viewing his subject, such
topics as he may wish to bring promi-
nently forward, or as he finds harmo-
nising with his theme; and in such
circumstances it is unreasonable to ex-

pect more than such a selection of
incidents as may enable him to come
to what he wishes to exhibit in fuller

detail, without the appearance of
abruptness. We remember that, in one
of the editions of Shakspearc's poems,
which we knew in our boyhood—
(Dublin, Ewing)—several of his son-

nets were so printed as to appear parts

of one poem. We know not on what
authority this was done ; but we be-

lieve that in Mr. Browne's modern
edition something of the same kind of

arrangement is adopted. In these

cases it is only an editor's commen-
tary; and, if a theory is to be sustained,
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is a thing to be regarded with distrust,

except some distinction of type guards
the reader from confusing the editor's

arrangement with what is properly the

author's work. Poems may, with a
lit tle dexterity, be so re- arranged as to

exhibit anything but what the author

intended. Our impression however is,

that many of the sonnets ofShakspeare

arc portions—stanza*—oflargerpoems,
and that, regarded in this way, the

beauty of particular passages is more
fully brought out. We however think,

that by such criticism it is idle to expect

the discovery ofthe incidents ofhis life

;

and that the expectation of this which

seems to have led to the minuto ex-

amination of every phrase, arises in a
false conception of what poetry is, and
ever must be. Shakspeare was not

bound, any more than the humblest

ballad.singer, to swear to the truth of

a song. The truth of nature, of feel-

ing, of sentiment, we have a right to

expect, but to read such poems for the

verification of facts—with a view to

establish scandals against Queen Eliza-

beth, or to impeach the character of

some innkeeper's wife—is, we think, to

read them amiss.

Modern writers were fond of fol-

lowing the example set them by
Wordsworth, and which he adopted

from the Italians. Among the poems

of the late Sir Aubrey de Vere, is

more than one series of sonnets, in this

way illustrating a single subject, each

[July,

part wrought out in separate detail.

There is one of twenty-two such stanzas
on the Lord's Prayer, parts of which
are exceedingly affecting, andman v pas-
sages of which are conceived in winded
words, which we can well imagine
sustaining the contemplative spirit in.

its efforts to realise a better world.
These poems might, we think, be use-
fully detached from the volume of
which they form a part, and printed
separately. The "Shadow of the
Pyramid," by Robert Ferguson, • is
another poem in which this form is

adopted ; a visit to Egypt suggests
the poem, in which the fates of the
country, from earliest antiquity to our
own days, are shadowed out. We do
not think Mr. Ferguson has taken
entire advantage of the form in which
his poem is cast, as the advantage of
that form is, that while each sonnet
must be regarded as a part of the
entire, it has also an individual life of
its own; and if separated from the
rest, has its own unity and distinct

meaning. It is best, when considered
in subordination to the whole; but it

is not a part of the whole in the sense
in which a limb is part of the body.
Mr. Ferguson's sonnets run too much
into each other; each successive one
assumes that you are familiar with
that which precedes, and we have some
difficulty in finding one which we can
detach from the series.

" THE KILE.

" How sweet the breath ! how calm the voice of night

!

How soothingly her gentle fingers sweep

O'er the worn brow in zephyrs soft and light,

And charm with magic touch the soul to sleep !

Oh 1 then to wake ! and feel how full and deep

Tho pube of Nile throbs round thee, and to hear

No voice but his, low breathing on the ear

;

Then iu a thought of Him who still doth keep

His watch o'er earth, a moment's space upon
Yon sky to gaze, and in that moment sec

The gleaming dart of the unsleeping One,

Flash through the sky against his enemy if

And then to muse till, melting into dreams,

The murmur of theNilo some friend's loved accents seems.

But Mr. Cochrane and his own of Voss, as being the first of these

poem have led us away from our pro- domestic narrative poems, and that

per subjects the poems which he has out of which the others may be said to

translated ; and first, of the " Luise " have grown.

* " Shadow of the Pyramid." By Robert Ferguson. 1847.

f The Moslems believe tliat a falling star is the dart of the Almighty thrown at an evil

spirit

—

Author's Note.
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The " Laisc " of Voss has been for

more than half a century before the

German public, and has continued to

have some popularity. Of Voss him-

self let us state the facts of his life, or

rather such part of them as we can

give in a sentence. He was born at

Lommerdorff, and sent to Penzlin, in

the Duchy of Mecklcnburgh ; there he

remained till bis fourteenth year, where
he was well-grounded in Latin, and
had taught himself some Greek and
Hebrew. His father was a farmer,

but by the seven years' war reduced

to entire destitution. The son made
his way to New Brandenbcrg, where he
was admitted into the free school.

This gave him food and shelter, but

no provision was made for clothing the

young student. He gave lessons to

school-fellows less destitute than him-
self, and was thus enabled to dress

himself. A book-club was got up, and
a sort of gymnasium for debate and
mutual instruction. Klopstock's works
were among the books, and Voss
began the fabrication of German Hex-
ameters. He continued to live on, partly

as private tutor, and partly in the sort

of charity which at that time, in Ger-
many, it was not felt humiliating, in

one who was called a " poor scholar,"

to receive; and in 1772 we find him at

Gotlinger, attending Heyne's lectures.

He was admitted, through Heyne's ex-

ertions, to a Philological Seminary, in-

tended to prepare young persons as

schoolmasters tor the Hanoverian ter-

ritory. This gave him food, and hopes

for the future.

The strange wild boy was not as

deferential to Heyne as the professor

expected, and had perhaps a right to

expect. Voss declaimed against some
propositions advanced in Heyne's lec-

tures, and " attacked his opinions, in

exeat part with the very arguments
Heyne was accustomed to produce, and
to refute in his own lectures." This was
too bad. Heyne and his friends com-
plained. Voss, in his turn, got offended

—begged and borrowed four gold Fre-

derics (Heyne's fee), and sent them in

J)ayment, somewhat insolently, for the

ectures which he had been gratuitously

attending. Voss was removed from the

Philological Seminary, and had to look

for his bread elsewhere. Aftersome task-
work for the boooksellers, we find him,

in 1778, married, and in comparative

comfort. About this time he published

his first translation of the Odyssey.

In 1793, he printed a new edition of it

so altered as to be, in truth, a different

work. The first is said to be greatly

better than the second ; but on such a

subject, particularly in the case of trans-

lation, we should have strong double.

In the case of Cowper's Homer, where
the changes in the second edition of

his Odyssey are very considerable,

Southey and Cary, the latter capable

of forming some,opinion on the sub-

ject, have each reprinted, in their re-

spective editions of Cowper's works, his

Homer from the first edition. Of
Voss's Odyssey we happen to have the

edition printed in 18*21, whether from
his first or second edition we do not
know. After his quarrel with Heyne,
there appears to have been a period of
dissoluteness in the life of Voss, but it

may have been little more than the
•permitted license of a German student.

He and a number of friends contributed

to periodical publications—were paid
for what they wrote—and the proceeds

were expended in social entertainments,

of which wild and improbable stories

were told. Whatever were his irrezu-

larities, he soon passed into the decen-
cies of domestic life. For the last

twenty years of his life he resided at

Heidelberg.

We have read parts of the Odyssev
in his translation

; but, to our ear, his

hexameters are not very skilfully

framed, and the tone of the entire is

altogether un-Homeric. There is,

through all the domestic scenes in the
original, a playfulness of tone which
we do not think any translator has
caught ; which, though by no means
unlike the tone of Cowper's original

poetry, Cowper is the furthest of all

Homer's translators from preserving—
and which, though in speaking of a
German translation, we do so distrust-

ing our own judgment, we think Voss
has altogether lost. The best account
of the humorous parts of the Odyssey
is given by Colonel Muir, and we have
read the Odyssey with infinitely more
pleasure since we met with Colonel
Muir's book.

OP'Luise" (Louisa) there arc se-

veral editions ; and from a sentence in

one of Mr. Cochrane's prefaces, it

would appear that there are differences

of opinion as to the best. Ours is of
Vienna, 1816, and, it would appear,
differs a good deal from that which
Mr. Cochrane has used. The poem
was first printed in 1781, and the
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adoption of the hexameter appears to

have been suggested by his translat ion

of the Odyssey f in which he adopted
that metre. Voss, we should say, in

all his translations— and lie was for

ever translating— regarding form as

of the essence* of any work, as no
doubt it is, thought the best mode of

reproducing its eikct was to imitate, as

closely as he could, j£s form, and thus

without much reference to the powers
or the proprieties of the language
into which he was translating, sought
to echo the sound as well as the

thoughts of the ancient poets. Ho
is said to have made the effort not
alone to translate Homer into hexa-
meter?, but to give dactyle for dac-
tyle, spondee for spondee, and, in the
passages we have examined, the at-

tempt seems to have been made, but
abandoned as impracticable. But,
then, what dactylcs and spondees are
the German I

We transcribe a few lines, opening
the book at random. The first lines

of Vo«s's "Eleventh Book of the
Odyssey" are:

—

"Aber naehdein wir zur scliini- ^elangteon. und zu deni meere
Zosjtii zuerst wir d.14 srhilF hinilt in die hcili^o s.dzQut

:

Stellteii dan n must und segd liiueiu in da* dunkele meerschif," &c.

Before reading the corresponding
lines from Homer, endeavour to scan

the German lines. Having ascertained

each three syllables which Voss calls

a dactyle, and each two which he calls

a spondee, ask yourself, on what prin-

ciple, either of accent or quantity, he
proceeds—what is to determine a syl-

lable to be long, or whatever other
name is to designate the first syl-

lable of a dactyle, and to distinguish

it from the two last ? We believe that

in the lines we have quoted, he in-

tended the flow of the verse to be the
same as is found in the original :—

At'Top iftti ft i'^a KanjA&Htrr, r
t
$l ffti\arr<rav,

N>ja fi<f ap' vthi Tpwrof tpvaaajitv tis aAa Haw

To our car, read the German as wo
may, do what we can to humour the

tune, it would appear us if it had a
foot or two more than we find in a
Greek hexameter — or, rather, as

Southey himself somewhere says, as if

it was measured, not by the foot, but

by the yard. We wish that the dac-

tylic hexameter were naturalised in our
language, if it were only to escape

these discussions on the form of poems,

of which we should rather discuss the

substance.

The story of " Lui?e " is a short

and simple one. The scene is laid in

the village of Greenau. The most im-

portant of the fixed residents are the

pastor and his wife, with thcirdaughter,

Lui.-c. A dowager countess inhabi's

the neighbouring Hall; her family are a
daughter, Louisa's friend—a son, about
to be sent to the University, and a
young Lutheran minister, Walter, the

son's tutor, for whom the countess has

obtained an appoihtment as pastor to

some neighbouring congregation—his

engagement with Tier son being at an
end.

Walter is the hero of the story. He
lias fallen in love with Louisa, and
from the first, we know him as ac-

cepted by her parents in the character

of her future husband. There seems
no probability that she will not be as

well pleased with the arrangement as

they can be.

Louisa's eighteenth birth -day has

come, and Walter is invited to pass it

with them. The poem is divided into

three idyls: the first is entitled "The
Repast in the Forest.

"

It would appear that the birth-day

guests are received at the parsonage

house, and after an early meal, there is

some discussion how the day is to bo
passed ; Louisa is the heroine of the

day, and has to determino it. Her
mother asks here

—

'* Shall we away to the forest, Louisa, or wouldst thou rather,

Seeing the sun is so bright, in the cool honeyauckle-deck'd arbour—
Down by the streamlet, thy birth-day hold ? Bat why art thou blushing ?•

" Not in the arbour, mamma, for the scout of the pale honeysuckle,

Minnled with gr^en of the meadow and lilac, at evening is heavy ;

.And moreover, I lie midges in myriad* co;ae from the waters;

Sweetly the bright sun shines, and the skirls of the forest are
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To the forest, then, they go. In the ther. A boat has to be borrowed for

opening of the poem we have the the day's excursion ; every one is

fowl feeding from Louisa's hand, and equally desirous to gratify Louisa,
glimpses of her character are seen The answer to the application for the

through conversations with her mo- bout i

" Boat, and whatever I can lend you, arc all at the lady's disposal '."

Charles is "Walter's pupil, and has Louisa described in the following pas-

all the playfulness of a boy. V/e have sage, surely very gracefully written:

—

44 Spoke thus kindly the steward, and handed the key. But the maiden,
Charles now ursine; them on, took hold of the arm of her lovor,

Leading delighted the way to the foam-fringed sluice of the corn-mill,

Down in the valley. On this side and that, nt the feet of the maiden
Lightly her white frock Happed, tucked neatly with rose- coloured loopstrings.

Kich silk gauze, scarce hiding her bosom, enveloped her shoulders,

Fastened in front with a brooch in the form of a ruse ; and a straw hat,

Decked with a corn-flower, shaded her countenance, smiling and friendly.

Under the bonnet, her ringlets of dark hair streamed on her shoulders,

Carelessly tied in their glossy profusion with rose-coloured ribbons.

"White, from the band of her brown kid glove, shone sweetly her right hand,
Holding a fan, which she sometimes used in the heat to refresh her

;

And as the left on the arm of the youth confidingly rested,

Softly he held in his hand the beloved girl's delicate fingers.

Gushing? of rapture he felt at his heart : thick breathing and speeches
Pressed be her small hand, trembling himself as he played with her fingers.

M Thus both wandered slow through the grass, thick studded with wild flowers,

Lively with grasshoppers chirping around, while something within them
Kept them from speaking, or raising their eyelids to look at each other."

A -walk on the hill is happily de- mountain strawberries, and the scat of
scribed. The scenery is admirably the lovers under the hazels, while their

brought out. and everywhere the nar- young companion is preparing a basket
rative is bright with incident. The of rushes—

4
* Scarce had he finished, when off to the low swamp scampered the stripling,

leaving the lovers alone, who, with hearts fast beating, and timid,

Sat down under the shade of the nut-tree.*, close by each other,

Talking of common affairs to conceal their inward emotion.

Kre long, back with a well-formed basket of rushes tl;« workman
Bounded, delighted to hear his perform. nice applauded as skilful.

All then set to, plucking, and vieing the one with the other ;

Laying the strawberries down in the basket, and bribing of large one?;

Tasting at times, and presenting each other with some of the choicest.

S^n with delicious berries the basket was filled to the edp-s,

Sending around from the cov'ring of leaver most exquisite fragrance.

Lifting the basket, the boy on his arm thcu laid it, and went on."

As they descend the hill they meet old man is singing a hymn ; he re-

- T*e old w«Tcr of .cent, winter.,"
CC>I

Y
CS froUl^all

«f * ^rth-day present,

and some eheeriul conversation foi-

a figure that wanders among tbe hills lows. Another trait of Louisa s cha-
like Wordsworth's leech-gatherer. The racter is most naturally brought out

—

" Thanks, sir
;
quaffed shall a glass be to-day to the health of the lady,

And to yourself, and to her who, kind as an angelfrom heaven,

Vint* our

They part, but we must give Mr. Cochrane's words, which are surpassingly

beautiful—

4i Parted tbe friends ; but the old man gazed long nfter the lovers,

Inwardly moved, while the tears on his light gray egc-lashes IreniNcH."
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adoption of the hexameter appears to

have been suggested bv his translation

of the Odyssey, in which he adopted
that metre. Voss, we should say, in

all his translations— and he was for

ever translating— regarding form as

of the essence of nnv work, as no
doubt it is, thought the best mode of
reproducing its triect was to imitate, as

closely as he could, j^s form, and thus

without much reference to the powers
or the proprieties of the language
into which he was translating, sought
to echo the sound as well as the

thoughts of the ancient poets,
is said to have made the effort

alone to translate Homer into b<

meters, but to give dactylo for
tyle, spondee for spondee, and, i

passages we have examined, t

tempt seems to have been ma*':

abandoned as impracticable,

then, what dactyles and spon
the German 1

We transcribe a few line-

the book at random. The
of Voss's "Eleventh Bool
Odyssey" are:

—

" Aber nachdein wir zur w!>ifl> pela!)^t<*fn, and za dem mecre
Zogcn xuorst wir das hill' himl> in <lie beilige salzdut

:

SteUttd danu must und segclhineiu in das duukcle lueerschif," 5.

Before reading the corresponding

lines from Homer, endeavour to scan

the German lines. Having ascertained

each three syllables which Voss calls

a dactyle, and each two which he calls

a spondee, ask yourself, on what prin-

ciple, either of accent or quantity, he

proceed:*—what is to determine a syl-

lable to be long, or wl

name is to designate

lablc of a dactyle, and
it from the two last? \

in the lines we have
tended the (low of tin

same as is found in 1

1

Arrop rwti p* rrt vr\a. KftrqAfloim-, fj&i BaAtunrap,

Nrja piv ap' stuiTpwro* *(>vavapi«P ci« oAa &ia»

To our car, read the German as we
may, do what we can to humour the

tune, it would appear as if it had a

foot or two more than we find in a

Greek hexameter — or, rather, as

Sou they himself somcwhero says, as if

it was measured, not by the foot, but

by the yard. We wish that the dac-

tylic hexameter were naturalised in our

language, if it were only to escaj>e

these discussions on the form of poems,

of which we should rather discuss the

substance.

The story of " Luise " is a short

ami simple one. The scene is laid in

the village of Grecnau. The most im-

portant of the fixed residents are tho

pastor and his wife, with thcirdaughter,

Luise. A dowager countess inhabits

the neighbouring Hall; her family area
daughter, Louisa's friend—a son, about

to be sent to the Unirersity, and a

young Lutheran minister, Widter, the

sou's tutor, for v. n ; . , countess has

obtained an appoin

some neighbourin

engagement with

end.

Walter is the h<

has fallen in 16^

from tho first,

cepted by her
|

of her future

no probability

well pleased w

they can be.

Louisa's i

come, and V*

with them,

three idyls:

Repast In

It would

guestfl ar A

house, at J
„._. is,

....J . i

" Shall

Seein
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n
>ft

mo
•od,

j the

. and
ich to

d when
pliant,

jould bo
,er would
our early

nfavourablo

who would
.incc with the

nguages. Its

pronunciation

a manner as to

:ther. The loss

d upon us a num-
and small unac-

;h must be very

of a writer who
metre depending on

jantity. From this

causes, we too are

ed to use the article

I not appear in other

J this, too, cannot but
on metre. Where there

I, and where the latter

ord is inflected, you have
vllables annexed to the ori-—the root—giving the poet

le dactyles or trochees. Tho
t'the language is with him
writes in metres requiring

i, and he is not, as in modern
b, striving against the stream ;

>rds which, in Chaucer's time,

in our poetry lengthened out so

to exhibit a dissyllabic tcrmina-
ns, ending in ton, &c. ; and which,

> u so late as Dryden'sday, were still,

rhaps, reluctantly obedient to the

nvenience of the poet, are now, by
economical people, kept within the nar-

rowest limits. We have lost, for tho

most part, the marks which, in other

languages kindred with ours, still ex-

press the degrees ofcomparison. A mo-
dem poet would be regarded as guilty

of some affectation, if, like Spenser, he
i k spoke of his M beautifullest " bride ;

v
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We regret that we have not the op-

portunity of seeing; the edition of the

original from which Mr. Cochrane
quotes In ours the whole scene of

the interview is somewhat different

from Coehrane's, each being, in some
respects, better than the other. In
this passage we have—

" Aber der Alte

Segnete beiden nach und cs bebte die thran', an der Wimpern.'

They have now got to the foot of the

hill, and find the old people landing

from the boat.

We have the arrangements for the

repast, a substantial one, it we can

believe Mr. Taylor, who feonie fifty

years ago translated parts of the poem
from a copy which seems to have been

different from cither Mr. Coehrane's
or ours.

Coffee is prepared by the mother,
and when it is ready, Louisa has to
produce her good things.

Quickly Louisa uplifted the lid of the
basket and took out cups of earthen

ware, and a pewter basin of sugar—

" But when all bad been emptied, tbc butter, the rolls, and the cold ham,
Strawberries, radishes, milk, and the cowslip wine for the pastor,

Archly Louisa observed, Mamma has forgotten the tea spoons 1

They laughed, alto the father; the good old lady she laughed too—
Echo laughed

%
and tht mountains repeated the wandering laughttr.

Walter presently ran to the birch-tree beside them and cut off

Short, smooth sticks wi^h his clasp knife, offering skewers for stirrers."

— Taylor's Translation.

We should be glad to see the edition

from which Taylor translated, and to

ascertain whether it contained the line

which we have underlined in italics.

The line, whether Taylor's own, or

Voss's, seems to have suggested the

passage in Wordsworth's poem of "Jo-
anna's Rock,'* in which the sound of

the lady's laughter is described as

echoed by the surrounding mountains.

There is nothing corresponding with

it, or likely to suggest it, in our copy of

the original, or, it would appear, in Mr.
Coehrane's.

There is a passage in which, when
the old pastor is refreshed with the

contents of Louisa's basket, he begins

to speculate on a future life. It is not
a very happy one in the original, and
we wish that Mr Cochrane had re-

garded it as within the privilege of a
translator to have omitted altogether.

Homer, "the lovely," is mentioned
in the passage, probably a misprint

for "Homer tho loving." "Homer
dem licbendem M

is in our copy,
return of the party home in the

ing is admirable :

—

The

" Faint in the West now evening glowed : stept forth in the twilight

One atar after another, and twinkled aloft in the heavens,

As by the gnarled old oaks on the margin the hurrying shallop

Grounded, which liana made fast by the painter, according to orders.

Sweetly the fragrance arose from the meadow ; but quickly they hastened

On through the mown grass, wisely avoiding the swathes that were dewy.
Carefully walking, Louisa, her gown tucked up by the border,

Showing her snow-white stockings aud petticoats dim in the gloaming.

Then by the mouth of the bog where lonely the beetles were humming,
Close by the wall of the village, with tbonis overrun, and with briers,

On they proceeded, the grasshoppers chirping around them, and glowworms
Shining with pale light. Now through the wicker-work gate of the village

Leisurely went they, saluting the folks in the front of their houses,

Neighbourly met to advise with each other, and gossip and tattle.

Hans now handed the key to the steward's industrious servant.

Who at the court's wide entrance the clear-ringing scythe on the anvil

Busy was hammering, fre.sh green clover to cut on the morrow.

Hooted the owl in the belfry, and eve-like quiet the clock clicked,

As with a wag of his tail by the dog at the door they were welcomed."

In the second idyl we have a visit from
the countess and her party. They are

removing from their country residence,

and come for the purpose of having

tho wedding take place before they go.
This part of the poem docs not seem
to us in any way equal to the first;

and in the edition from which Mr.
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Cochran© quotes, would appear to

have been very injudiciously extended.

In ours it is but half the length of

the first, and yet it is too long. The
third idyl is, in Mr. Cochrane's edition,

divided" into two part*, the marriage

and the marriage festivities. Ours
gives it the name ofthe "Brautabend,"
and though very much longer than

the first, is undivided. It would appear

that the author was foud of touching

and re*touching a favourite picture.

There would be no object in our tran-

scribing more of the poem. It will be

read with pleasure of the same kind
that Longfellow's " Evangeline " has

given. It is not improbable that it

would have been impossible to trans-

late it with the same effect in any
other metre than that which Mr.
Cochrane has adopted, and which ho

has often rendered not unpleasing.
The poem is, however, somewhat te-

dious, and we think that without va-

rying its peculiar character— without

omitting one trait of manners, or even
one expression of feeling— it might
have been easily abridged into a more
effective poem. In a passage of it,

translated by Mr. Taylor, he says ho

omitted "some lines which appeared
trifling or superfluous adding, how-
ever, that he gave a " faithful notion

of the spirit of the piece, which may,"
be says, " be compared with the

works of the Flemish painters, in

which a housewife, surrounded with
kitchen-furniture, forms the main ob-

ject, and in which all the minute arti-

cles for domestic use are as elaborately

painted as the human individuals."

In Mr. Austin's » Characteristics of

Goethe " is a translation of a review

by Goethe, of Voss's works, from
which, had we room for it, we should

wish to make extracts. It is written

with the generosity which distinguishes

Goethe's writing whenever he wrote

of true men— the praise being some-
what higher than those less capable of

appreciating what Voss had done for

the literature and the language of
Germany would concede.

Mr. Cochrane's books have imposed
a more severe duty on us than we bad
proposed, and yet we cannot fully

discuss some subjects, which, in ex-

amining them, it is not easy altogether

to avoid. The general principles of
translation, and the question whether
fidelity to the form, as well as to the

meaning and purpose of tho work
VOL. xxrv. WO. CCLTX.

translated can scarcely be avoided—nor
the further question whether, even ad-

mitting the desirableness of such fide-

lity in most cases, we should think of
exacting it when it would lead to the

introduction of a metre unfamiliar to

our literature ? The possibility of pro-

ducing, in our language, effects similar

to those produced by that metre in

other languages, is one which almost

forces itself upon us, and yet is one
which cannot be incidentally discussed,

as it would involve an inquiry into the

elementary principles of metre, and
the peculiar circumstances which so

fixed our language at a period when
it was still in growth nnd pliant,

and when, no doubt, it could be
easily moulded into whatever would
most suit the purposes of our early

poets, as to be singularly unfavourable

to the purposes of those who would
now force it into accordance with the

system of the ancient languages. Its

inflexions are gone—its pronunciation

is compressed in such a manner as to

crush its syllables together. Tho loss

of inflexions has forced upon us a num-
ber of prepositions, and small unac-

cented words which must be very
much in the way of a writer who
adopts a system of metre depending on
accent, not on quantity. From this

and from other causes, we too are
constantly obliged to use the article

where it would not appear in other
languages ; and this, too, cannot but
have an effect on metre. Where there

are inflexions, and where the latter

part of the word is inflected, you havo
the weaker syllables annexed to the ori-

ginal word—tho root—giving the poet
ready-made dactyles or trochees. Tho
current of the language is with him
when he writes in metres requiring

such feet, and he is not, as in modern
English, striving against the stream

;

and words which, in Chaucer's time,

were in our poetry lengthened out so

as to exhibit a dissyllabic termina-
tions, ending in ton, &c. ; and which,
even so late as Dryden'sday, were still,

perhaps, reluctantly obedient to the

convenience of the poet, are now, by
economical people, kept within the nar-

rowest limits, ^'e have lost, for the

most part, the marks which, in other

languages kindred with ours, still ex-
press the degrees ofcomparison. A mo-
dern poet would be regarded as guilty

of some affectation, if, like Spenser, he
spoke of his « beautifullest " bride

»

I
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and though "eth," as the sign of

present tense, is not absolutely driven

out of good society, we think it can bo

scarcely said now to exist: *' ed,"

in its uncontracted form, as the sign

of the past tense, is gone. All this

is hard on the hczametrist ; and it

is harder on the man who would
employ an unusual metre in transla-

tion than on an original writer ; for

the translator undertakes to express

thoughts in a language already form-

ed and existing, and over which he

can assume no privileges. An original

writer may indulge in caprices of

whatever kind. What he wishes to

say, we endeavour, if he be in any
true sense an original writer, to under-

stand. We allow him a power over

language which no translator can

claim.

In translating " Herman and Do-
rothea," Mr. Cochrane has undertaken

a more ambitious task than in the
" Luise." Voss's is a pleasing idyl,

descriptive of the manners of a class

—

descriptive of local scenery— true, no
doubt, to the actual facts of German
life, in a particular district of Ger-
many, but making no higher claim. It

is a poem, as being thrown into a

poetical form ; but it most probably,

even in Germany, would not be given

as high a place us a successful transla-

tion of Bloom field's *' Farmer's Boy "

would have a ritrlit to demand. Bloom*
field's " Richard and Kate," or Hec-
tor M 'Neil's " Waes of War," would
indicate to those who have read those

poems, which were once very popu-
lar, the height to which Luise rises.

Herman and Dorothea," though often

mentioned with it, and though, it would
almost seem, suggested by it, is Goe-
the's most perfect narrative poem ; and,

if we except his " Iphigeuie," j>erhaps

the most perfect of all his poems. W e

regret that Mr. Cochrane has dimi-

nished the chance of the poem being
popular, or even known in England,
by not translating it into blank verse,

rather than hexameters. There can
be no doubt that in our language the

natural flow is iambic— that in which,
except violently forced from it, the
current would move. Freedom of ex-
pression and propriety of language is

sacrificed to produce an injurious ef-

fect. In poetry, everything depends
on a writer being able to carry with
him the unconscious sympathies of his

reader ; and here, at every line he is

roused into distinct consciousness.

We are almost provoked into passing

over any mention of Goethe's most
beautiful poem, in spite of our admi-
ration of it, so little possible is it to

speak of it as it ought to be spoken of,

if we are at the same time to be af-

flicted with the necessity of agitating

these contested cpaestions of metre.

The story is the simplest than can
be conceived. The landlord of a vil-

lage inn has an only son, who, he
intends, shall succeed him in his busi-

ness, and who, he is anxious, shall

many a person who may add to their

means. The revolutionary war has
driven from their homes a number of
helpless fugitives, to afford assistance

to whom Herman his son is sent He
is struck with the appearance and the

conduct of a young woman, one of
the fugitives, whom, after some resis-

tance from his father, ho marries.

The characters in the poem arc

taken from what would seem the hum-
blest ranks of life— the village inn-

keeper, the apothecary, and, not so-

cially classed above them, the village

pastor. Yet in these Goethe finds the
elements of all that we call society, and
has executed a poem which, in many
respects, stands higher than any other
which we could name, and which
brings to our mind the freshness and
the power of— shall we say it ?— and
yet it is impossible not to say it— of
the Odyssey itself. Through the Odys-
sey, however, there is a vein of hu-
mour with which we can more easily

sympathise than with any similar ele-

ment in Goethe's work. What is

felt to be mirthful, and is intended

to excite feelings that express them-
selves in gay laughter with the Ger-
mans, is not unlikely, even without

passing through the process of transla-

tion, to be thought dull enough by an
Englishman ; and what John Bull

esteems as dull, is not likely to be
regarded as lively by his Irish and
Scotch neighbours. We must be par-

doned, then, if we cannot see all that

we are told to look for in the splenetic

remarks of the apothecary, and if the

pastor's discourse falls heavy upon us.

In the original, some of the dialogues

are, we think, rather tedious, and the

translator has not regarded it as among
his privileges to abridge them. Where
Goethe has most succeeded, is in the

descriptive passages, and in the skill

with which he has interwoven a dra-
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matic story with the public incidents

of the period in which it is placed.

The social position of the characters of
his story ^ives him the great advan-
tage of being able to picture the in-

dividuals in a way which would be
Altogether impossible had his heroes

been princes, or leaders of armies, or

bishops, or any of those existences

which, though called persons, are, in

truth, corporations, and represent large

ajr^regatea of men—bodies of conven-
tional thought—anything rather than
the direct and instant power of tho

single mind. The epic poem must, al-

most from its nature, belong to an early

period of society. Armies, where armies
consist of paid soldiers and man has
become a mere machine, are a very dif-

ferent thing from what we suppose the
boik-!? of men bruuerht tojretherbv such
a.u impulse as animated the nations
wboro Homer assembles; and if in-

dividual portraiture, and the exhibition

of man's proper nature be the poet's

object, he will, probably, select his

heroes from spheres of life that are, or
seem, removed from the powers that
rule the modern world.

Goethe's poem opens with Herman
going to the assistance of the sufferers.

He is shown driving the wagon, in

which are packed wine, and food, and
clothes- HiB mother's earnest care
in providing these is exhibited. Sun-
pose a higher class of life— imagine the

exercise of similar benevolence— the
whole would be done by sending a money-
order— the detailed picturing would
be impossible. We do not say that

the movements of the higher classes

do not afford subjects for the poot.—
perhaps, even higher ones— but, then,
they are such as pass into pure ab-
straction — are not direct pictures of
actual occurrences.

The highest order of poetry will, in

many respects, be identical with pure
science. In true poetry it always is

jk>. as far as the poet is concerned ; but
what we mean is, that in his repre-

sentations to others— in his commu-
nications with his hearers— narrative

must cease to be his mode of mani-
festation. To be distinctively a poet, he

still deal with tho world of the

i; and if the religion of his coun-

try be such as it was among the na-

tions of Greece and Rome, he will

probably use the popular mythology
as a language in which to communi-
cate thoughts far beyond any which
the popular mind had before received

from it. In a Christian country,

allegory would, in tho same circum-

stances, most probably be adopted.

Even among the ancients, the use of
machinery in epic poetry seems to havo
arisen from a desire to assert a unity

of purpose which the actions of men
did not furnish, and to this can be traced,

almost with certainty, the use of alle-

gory by Dante, by Spenser, and, in more
modern days, by Goethe. The first

part of Faust, where he has to re-

present only the individual mind, is

without any allegory ;* the second,

where society and its modifications are

presented, is wholly allegorical.

In a volume which we brought be-

fore the notice of our readers a good
many years ago, and which we believe

has done more to aid in reconciling

classes to each other, than any other

book of our time—we speak of " The
Claims of Labour'' — the writer

dwells upon the tendency of mo-
dern society to separate men moro
from each other. The poor and rich

no longer meet as they did of old. Is

it through a consciousness of not being
what the men of old time were, of
individual power being less, that there

is a shrinking and an isolation at the

heart of man— that each insists on
rights which he will not suffer to be
examined — that wo have no enjoy-

ments in common— nothing in which

man speaks to man in the feeling of

their common equality — of their

one nature ? We do not believe that

the village differs essentially from the

city in this ; but if there be a diffe-

rence in this respect, it would be, that

probably in the village each man,
knowing every other, and all being

less influenced by the changes of arti-

ficial life, which go on more slowly

among them than in larger commu-
nities, the poet may find it more in his

power to show the direct dealings of

man with man. The village inn-

keeper would not seem an incon-

venient character for his purpose.

M
I do not beKeve that in the first conception of Faust, any allegories of any kind were

; I have not, then-fore, rx-rplexod myself or my readers with thos«

FatutM, xxvi.
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He must know every one— he must
be the great man giving employment
to numbers in every line of life— be
must have intercourse with all of every

rank— the customs of the Continent

making such persons who reside for

any time at his house members
of his family, living at the same
table with him, will raise his position

above what, with our habits, we would
at first assign to it ; and we can well

imagine that in the domestic epic, such

man might be, with less inconvenience

to the poet, made the hero of a poem,
than a person embarrassing him with

conventional claims of any kind. In the

same way it may be said of the apothe-

cary and of the pastor, that their edu-

cation and their intercourse with all

classes of men, gives the poet such
advantage in selecting them for the

characters of his romance, or idyl, or

epic—the name by which the Germans
love to designate this poem—as Words-
worth had when he made a pedlar the

hero of his great work. Conventional

feeling is for a moment disturbed, but

the advantage gained is well worth
the sacrifice.

We are unable to give an analysis of
the poem. The parts of the work are

so woven into each other that, under
any circumstances, passages are not

easily separable from the context ; and
though we perhaps might attempt it,

were the English translation in any
other metre than the hexameter, wo
do not think we could do so usefully,

when a double discussion should be
carried on, one relating to the subject

of the poem, and the other to the

structure of the peculiar form of

verse. We can only say to our readers,

that if they study the poem, they will

probably receive as great a pleasure as

it is in the power of narrative poetry

to give, and that the more they think

over it the more beautiful will it ap-
pear. Without, however, actual study,

such as any great work of the human
mind requires, we think they will, if

they merely look over it, fcol only a
sense of disappointment.

These hexameters are queer things,

and we sometimes think that wo must
be making some strange mistake in our
modes of reading them. The first

great difficulty in framing such, in such

languages as form their systems of

metre on accent not on quantity, is

this, that of every two syllables coining

together, one is accented—it has either

what is called a primary or a secondary

accent. If an accented syllabic be, as

we are told, equivalent to what is

called a long one in the Latin or Greek,
then, unless the secondary accent be
disregarded entirely, it will be impos-

sible to form a dactyle at all ; the foot

substituted for a dactyle will consist

not of a long syllable followed by two
short, but by a long syllable, then a
short, then a long. Such, wc believe,

is the real nature of the difficult v, over

which we do not expect future English

writers of poetry to triumph. If they

do, it must beby attending to the length

of sounds, and not to accent alone, as

is the present practice, in obedience to

a theory, that accent is to be exclu-

sively considered, which theory we
think demonstrably wrong. The Eng-
lish hexameter metre, if the secondary

accent is to be regarded at all, consists,

when analysed, of feet essentially dif-

ferent from what the ancients called

dactyles and spondees—a matter, no
doubt, of but little moment, if musical

effect is produced; but against the

chance of the metre ever satisfying the

ear, is its having been tried and found

wanting by the Elizabethan poets. Con-
siderations which embarrassed Sidney,

and which made Spenser regard the

fabrication of hexameters in English

as nearly impracticable, were felt as

nothing by Stanhurst ; and we believe

that in some libraries a translation of

Virgil, executed by him in this mea-
sure, is still to be found. We have
never been able to get sight of a copy,

but from extracts, not unfrequentlv

printed, it seems a curiosity worth
looking at. Southey thinks it ought,

from its oddity, to be reprinted. In
Todd's.Life of Spenser, we find someex-
tracts from a correspondence between
him and Gabriel Harvey, in which the

poet tells his friend some of the incon-

veniences of the metre. In such a
word as ** carpenter , the middle syllable

being used short in speech, when it

should be read long in verse, sccmeth
like a lame gosling that draweth one
leg after her ; and heaven being used
short as one syllable,when it is in verse

stretched out with a diastole, is like

a lame dog that holds up one leg."*

• Letter from Spenser to Gabriel Harvey, " Todd's Spenser," vol. i. 35.
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As far, however, as we can under-
stand tho passage, which is very in-

accurately printed, his notion is that

hexameters may be framed on the

principle of accent— that the object

may, however hopeless it seems at lirst,

" b<- won by custom, and rough words
subdued with use." We do not think

it accurate to say that the failures of
the Elizabethan poets to establish the

hexameter in our language, arose from
their endeavouring to construct their

verses on the principle of quantity, not

accent. They constructed them on the

principle of accent, but they did not

disregard quantity, which cannot safely

be disregarded by any writer of verse,

no matter what form of metre he may

adopt. If the reader takes the trouble

of examining Sidney's verses, even

those selected by Sou they ("with whom
the mistake originated), in theappendix

to his "Vision of Judgment," he will,

we think, feel satisfied that accent, not

quantity, was the principle on which

his lines were framed. The mistako

arose from the discussions on the sub-

ject, which were confined to the only

part of the Question which was in dis-

pute—namely, whether quantity should

be regarded at all. Hence Spenser's

case of the word " carpenter," &c. In

the preface to one of Mr. Cochrane's

books, he complains of a review of his

hexameters, in which he says that the

line

41 Night came down, as tho tide still rose, swept on by the south wind !"

is stated to be inharmonious. We
do not know whether the line is

Mr. Cochrane's or not; we should

suppose not. We have not seen the

review of which he complains, and can-

not judge by what Mr. Cochrane says

of the case as between him and the

reviewer, as the harmony of a line

would depend on its position in a pa-

ragraph or a stanza, and could not

ever be determined except with re-

ference to a something with which it

cither was or was not in harmony. Mr.
Cochrane says—" Now, leaving out of
view the question of hexameters, wo
would appeal to any lover of poetry

whether the line is not a beautiful one.

Divided into two lines thus

—

" 1 Night came down, as the tide still rose,

Swept on by the south wind !'

and it would grace any of the Percy
ballads, but written in one line, it

scares our critic as asix-footed monster,

and makes his hair stand on end."

This passage makes us think that we
read these hexameters with some dif-

ferent cadence from Mr. Cochrane,

for sorely the line is read with a wholly

different emphasis and accentuation

when we read it as a hexameter, from
that which we use when read as two
ballad lines.

In Schiller's correspondence with

Humboldt, we find Humboldt express-

ing his gratification that, iu translating

Virgil, Schiller adopted stanzas of the

ordinary iambic How, instead of hexa-

meters. In the correspondence with

Korner there are similar passages in

which great doubt is expressed as to

the suitableness of the hexameter to

the German language. Mr. Coch-
rane has said, no doubt inadver-

tently, that Schiller has written " his

own most beautiful poem iu this mea-

sure." This is a mistake. As far

us ire know, Schiller has written no

poem in hexameter*. Tho "Walk"
is in hexameter and pentameter—

a

metre essentially different—as, if there

be anything in what we have said in

a former part of this paper, wo have
proved. That a single line of six feet,

whether the movement be iambic or

dactylic, may be musical, is perfectly

consistent with the proposition that

many such lines cannot exist in se-

quence without fatiguing the ear. The
converse of this proposition is what
Mr. Cochrane has to prove ; and it

does not give him much help to be

able to show that Schiller never writes

a line of six feet without immediately

following it by one of different length,

and differently constructed. Neither

in theory nor in practice did Schiller

give any encouragement to the home-
made hexameter. The question of

metre is, however, one which we can-

not now discuss. We will only say,

that absolutely nothing is determined

by exhibiting "the flow of single lines

without considering them in their com-
bination with others. Take Gray's
" Bard ;" the opening lines are

—

" Ruin pciitf tl.ee , rutlikM Ung,
Confu»inn on tUy tanner! Walt."

Suppose Mr. Cochrane, or any one
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else, to tell us that, had Gray writ-

ten

—

*' Ruin wlie thee, ruthlcM monarch,"

it would have been a musical line. He
would have said, what we should never
think of contradicting ; but fiuch line

could not be read in connexion with
that which follows. The two would
be absolute discord ; and such discord

to us, at least, do the sequences in

Souther's hexameters— for wo think

rather of his than of those of anv living

man—often, we do not say always, but
often, most often, make.
We fear that our readers may be

led to think that we do not feel tho

great beauty of many passages in Mr.
Cochrane's translations, which, in spile

of what we think a false theory of ver-

sification, are often quite admirable.

We have read his «' Louisa," and
"Herman and Dorothea," together

with the originals ; and this justifies us

in the conviction that the poem of

Eberhard, which he translates, and
of which we have not seen the original,

is faithful to its author. We should

not be surprised if it give more plea-

sure to the reader than either 01 the

other poems. We ourselves are in-

clined to place it below " Herman and
Dorothea," and above " Louisa."

Still it must always be remembered
that •* Louisa " was the first of the

class. As far as Mr. Cochrane is con-

cerned, the order of his translations

was, «• Herman and Dorothea," then
" Louisa," and, last of all, " Hannah
and her Chickens." His own hand has
acquired, with each successive elTbrt,

more skill ; and in " Hannah" his hex-
ameters have almost the flow of Long-
fellow's, whose ••Evangeline" would, if

anything could, reconcile us to the me-
tre.

Eberhard's poem opens with the

following passage, which will give a
favourable idea of Mr. Cochrane's
manner:

—

44 Under the SchlossbergV wing lies safely protected the village,

Like the sequestered flock, stretched out by the tent of the shepherd.

Covered witli flowers, and a vine to the thatch roof sending its tendrils,

Stands by the road side youder a cottage of modest appearance.

There, as the shadows of evening were falling apace, in the room sat

Martha, the minister's widow, the trustful, though sunk in misfortune

;

Hannah, the minister's orphan, the pious and dutiful maiden :

Both with industrious lingers engaged with the dintatf and spindle

;

Both with a sorrowful look upon bygone days deep musing:
When, on the liudtn-oVr.-hadowod, retired road suddenly rolled past

Glittering carriages, posting along with caparisoned horses,

Gentlefolks sitting within, sires, young men, matrons, and maidens

;

All to the castle proceeding with faces that beamed with enjoyment."

It is Hannah's early friend returned

from a visit to Rome. Hannah anti-

cipates nothing but delight in the re-

newal of their intimacy. Her mother
has fears and misgivings. Hannah's
feelings, however, have not deceived

her. Her friend is delighted when
they have again met at the castle, for

Antoinette is
« 4 the lady of the land."

Hannah soon observes that among the

party is a young man, whom she had
not at first seen, but whom sho soon
learns to be engaged to Antoinette.

Death and distress have been in Han-
nah's household since she and her friend

have last met—her father and her bro-

ther have died ; and •'she has had other

trials." These other trials are the subject

of the second canto of the poem which is

called the " Confession." In a conver-
sation with her mother, we learn that

Gotthold, the young clergyman of the

parish, has been attracted by Hannah's
beauty and goodness ; that Laura, the
daughter of a person who seems to be
agent or father to Antoinette's estate,

has some design on his heart, and does
what she can to undermine Hannah.
The opportunity of doing Hannah se-

rious mischief in Gotthold's mind soon
arises, and is not lost bv her malicious

*

rival. We find Hannah thus telling

the story to her mother :—

44 Well, as you know, on my father's beloved grave flowers I bad planted,

Where all fragrant they flourished, and garden besides I may truly

Say I had none, and to me 'twas the holiest spot in the wide world.

Thinking aloue of the dead, there, far from the noise of the village,

• Cartle Hill.
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Used I to water the flowers with affection, and linger beside them,

Grieving and praying by turn*—none seeing me, fondly believing.

Keeping my eyes on the ground, and without ever tbinking of looking

Over the hedge, by the well known wide-spread ciders I sauntered,

Now ranch grown, which the minister's garden divides from the churchyard.

Once, however, enticed by the fragrant odours they breathed forth,

Towards the hedge, half dreaming, I went to the gap at the comer,

Where as a child full often I skipped light-hmrted and merry :

Joyously warbled the larks, and the dawn tdione brilliant and rosy;

Lovely the garden appeared in its spring drt>^, smiling so sweetly.

Like to the way-worn man who refreshed himself at the fountain,

Gazing I stood 'mong the dowers, and never was weary of gnzing
;

Something enchanting there was which lured me on in the garden.

And I, entranced with delight, skipped happy and gay, as in childhood.

Iturhes saluting, and trees as acquaintances old and rcmemUTed :

But the delightfulcst far of the whole waj the shadowy arbour,

Planted around long since by myself w ith admired honey-suckles.

Gladly, mcthought, the familiar, beloved arch kindly embraced me

;

That the uuoccupied seat*, where oft 1 had sat in my childhood,

Aaked me to kit ; and the whispering leave* there seemed to my fancy

Voices of father, and mother, and brother, that weut to my bosom,

Telling of bygone days, no more to return in their fre>hne»s :

Thus, forgetting alike whence coining and whitherward going,

Longer and louger I mused, deep, deep in a reverie sinking.

" Soon I was roused from my vision by footsteps plainly approaching:

Flying waa out of the question ; so, hoping the step* would perhaps turn

Sidewards up the ascent, thus happily avoiding the arbour,

Breathless, I stood still, hiding myself in the shadie«t corner :

Bat I waa wrong in my hopes ; ere long, with a book in his hand, there

Looking me straight in the face, stood, fixed in astonishment, Gotthold.

Scarcely a word could I utter on finding myself thus taken
;

Soon to my rescue, however, he came, with a kindly expression,

So that I quickly again felt easy, composure regaining.

Every word waa delightful he spoke, but I could not but sometimes

Blush when I thought what might, after all, be the meaning intended.

Afterwards, further he led me, to show how everything yonder,

Which we ourselves had arranged, stood still there, just as we left them :

Even the violet* which I had planted niyaelf on the Iwrder,

Every one he minutely could tell, and the circle had fenced round,

Just, as he said, that if ever I came to revisit the garden

—

Which he had long wished—all my select ones still might uttract mc.

While I was giving him thanks for his trouble, he quickly my hand seized,

Lifted it silently up to his closed lips, pressing it gently.

Not long sib nt he stood, but with eloquence greater than ever

Warmly he spoke ; the industrious hand that supported the mother

Praising and praising the pious remembrance I showed for my father,

By my affectionate care of the ilowers which grew on his lone grave.

Also he praised me as good, and of every happiness worthy
;

Said that from this day forth, still dearer than ever the garden

Would be to him, as already the churchyard was from my visits
;

Said— I forget what further he said— forget it entirely.

One thing only I know, that it pleased me at once, and bewildered,

And though wishing to tly, like one chained fast, I entranced stood.

Easy it was not to stir, but with heart all beating I hastened

Over the churchyard, never, for once, of the dear grave tbinking

;

Here to my chamber I flew, and in tears gave vent to my feelings

—

Meant to inform you of all, but before this never had courage."

The story would be too long to tell

how I>aura continues to give circum-

stances of suspicion a colouring apainst

Hannah. She is seen in Gotthold's.

garden, and Laura represents her as

trampling, in spite, on a bed of carna-
tions— Laura's gift to the young pas-

tor. Gotthold writes to Hannah, but

sends the letter by I^aura. It is never

delivered, and he misunderstands, as it

is impossible he should not, the fact of
receiving no answer. In this state

things are when the castle party are

rives.

The next canto is entitled, " New
Griefc." The incident which gives it
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its name is the loss of their fowl ; the
" slide of the hencoop" has been left

open, and the polecat has killed all.

The canto, however, is not confined to

griefs. Hannah and her mother visit

ut the castle. We are introduced to

the party there, all of whom are fa-

vourably disposed to Hannah and her
mother. On the whole, this canto is of
happy omen.
Ihe fourth canto carries on the

story. The mother is anxious for an

explanation with Gotthold, to which
Hannah sees insuperable objections.

The canto is called "Resignation."
The fifth, entitled, " The Nest,"

tells us that one of the hens has es-

caped. Hannah has found her nest.

A visit from Antoinette concludes this

canto. The conversation is coufiued
to the incident of the discovery of the
nest, but readers experienced in ro-

mance will infer something from the
closing lines :—

" Antoinette strx>d earnestly looking, as if there were something

Troubling her heart ; but the cheerful demeanour of Martha and Hannuh
Pleased her so much, that she soon joined both in their laughing and jokiug.

" Dark cloud j, threatening rain, now lowered as evening descended.

Quickly she farewell took, nt the door-step saying on leaving :

' Hannah, I've something important to say, and at present was only

Passing the house, but will certainly come back early to-morrow.' w

plai

Lai

In the next canto we are told of An-
toinette's bridegroom being suddenly
summoned to see his mother, supposed
to be dying, and that Antoinette and her
mother are to follow on the next day.
On their way they pay a hurried vL»it

to Hannah
;
inquire about Gotthold's

letter, and find it had never been de-
livered. Time, however, flows on, and
no more is heard on the subject. The
following passage is, we think, very

The visit in the fifth canto is ex-
)lained by the sixth, entitled, " Trust.''

mra had told at the castle, with

every exaggeration of malice, how
Hannah had trampled tho pastor's

flowers. Her account is disbelieved

by Antoinette and her mother; and
Antoinette determines to make out the

truth, which has occasioned her visit.

Gotthold is now at the castle, and
learns tho opinions of its inmates as to

both Laura and Hannah.

" Day after day passed quietly on, when both to the castle

Kiudly to dinner were asked one day by the courteous baron,

There, in her absence, to hold the beloved old baroness' birthday.

Hannah, o'erjoyed, blushed sweetly : the pleasure of meeting the

Vividly rose to her view, nnd of asking himself at the castle

Something regarding tho loug-Iost letter, and telling him frankly,

That she tho coldness he lately hod shown much felt, and deserved

Deeper and deeper she blushed, for already a long conversation.

Sunk in a dream, with tho pastor she mentally held on the subject,

More confidential by far than that in the blossoming garden

!

Soon in the magical glass of the soul rose sweetly hi* picture,

Angry nt first, then reconciled quite, and so speaking and life-like,

That she was startled before it, and waved it away with upraised hand* I

Quickly the young girl's hopes now changed into fears, and she trembled,

Full of anxiety, wishing to speak of the letter and garden :

Fearing, however, it would not accord with her vow, which obliged her

Antoinette's much longed-for arrival with patience to wait for."

Oor readers, we hope, have not for-

gotten the nest. On the very day of

the party the young chickens come
into life, "and Hannah relinquishes the

party sooner than leave them to chance.

Her mother goes alone.

The party does not proceed cheer-

fully. Hannah's mother hus to endure

pome impertinence from Laura. Got-

thold speaks to her kindly, and inquires

tilTectionntely, it woidd seem, for Han-

nah ; nay, surprises her, by his know-
ing the outgoings of their little house-
hold, which he nas learned from An-
toinette. All this would seem to show
a continuing interest in Hannah.
While, however, thev are conversing,

Laura carries him of/ to the piano to
join her in a song. Martha returns

home discontented.

The dying lady recovers, and An-
toinette and party return. Antoinette's
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wedding day is fixed, and Hannah is

happy thinking to prepare the bride's

wreath of myrtle. Laura continues to

interpose di&culties. First, there are

delays ; next, it is fonnd that she has her.

selfprepared the bridal wreath, and has

given orders—her father bein^ in au-

thority over gardeners and all other

servants of the place— that no one
shall be given one sprig of myrtle.

Hannah is heart-broken at her disap-

pointment :

—

** • Only,' she sadly complained, ' once only the garland of myrtlo

Sweetly the maid's brow circles in life ! just once, at her bridal!

But 'tis not Granted to me to adorn dear Antoinette's, though
Mo she would chose for the rite, and for none would I sooner perform it

!

What can I give dear Antoinette now ? What for the brideseve ?

Long uncomplaining I've suffered, and none, no, none have I envied,

Whom kind heaven a happier lot tlmn my own has accords

:

Now first feel I alas! stem Poverty's hateful restrictions V
"

She remembers the nest of chickens,

and determines that this shall be her

gift.

The close of the noem is exceedingly

beautiful. Gotthold visits the cottage.

Among the misfortunes of Hannah's

family, one was the destruction of
most of their little property by fire.

Antoinette has furnished the cottage

with a new piano, and Hannah was
engaged in playing the music of the

great German masters :

—

** Praying awhile sho remained ; then turned, and with quivering finders

Struck the piano, with lips all trembling, the name of her dear friend

Often repeating the while, with a joyous and grateful expression.

44 Martha exclaimed now :
' Sec, from the ashes the Phoenix arises,

Much more lovely, in truth, than before when consumed by the lierce flames !'

" Whereupon Hannah replied :
4 Oh ! had but my father beloved

Lived to behold my delight !* But her voice here failed her entirely,

1111 she relief to her warm heart found In a mournfully sweet strain

Brought from the chord*, which seemed from her own pure bosom to gush forth.

Full and harmonious sounded the notes, still rising in fervour

;

Sorrow in them seemed telling her tale, and appealing to heaven !

Silently listening, Martha and Gotthold stood low breathing,

Till in a grand, loud, choral response she exultingly ended.

Whereupon Martha exclaimed : ' Thai ever to him was the sweetest

Air in the hymn-book ; oft on his death-bed, even, he hummed it.'

Then, quite softly, and hardly herself well knowing it, sung she

Sweetly the beautiful, well-known stanzas of Luther's admired hymn.
Soon, with her eyes tear-filled, and her countenance looking to heaven,

Like a Cecilia, Hannah began, too, singing in melting,

Exquisite accents—her tender, devont heart thrilling with rapture

!

But, overpowered with her feelings, she dared not attempt, though she wished It,

Singing the woTds of the aire which her dear old father had rclfched.

Stopt were piano and voice, and aside now Hannah in tears turned

Like a bedewed flow'r, showing its closed cup drooping at evening,

Stood she with countenance lovely, and tear-filled eyes on the ground cast."

This is the hour for Gotthold's declaration of love :—

" * Hannah,' in tones of alarm, said Gotthold, 'tell, dost thou love me?'
Whereupon Martha, with gentle exertion, herself from her child tore,

Answering thus in ber stead : 'Oh I do not the heart misinterpret,

Welcome and much-loved son, which long has unconsciously loved you !'

M
' Me long loved !' he exclaimed, in a rapturous accent ; and Hannah
Bashfully breathed out, 4 Ye?,' in a whisper that scarcely her lips passed

:

But, in the ears of her lover, it seemed like the music of bright spheres.

Fondly his arms he extended his own sweet bride to encircle,

Who, with a heart overflowing with love, sunk down on his bosom."
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This, surely, is very beautiful. We
wish we could have expressed our ad-

miration of the poetrj* without saying

one word of Mr. Cochrane's adoption
of this peculiar metre. It is one of
the worst effects of the introduction of
any great change of the kind, that we
cannot but direct our attention to the

form, and thus risk losing something
of the substance. It would appear, how-
ever, that the metre gains ground. Mr.
Cochrane says, that two translations

of Homer— one in 1846, another in

1852—have appeared in it. We have
not happened to see either. Mr.
Cochrane 's own works in this metre
arc the best, or among the best, speci-

mens of it which we have seen. Our
impression, however, is, that it will be
impossible for it permanently to take
anv root in the language.
While we are writing, a volume has

reached us, which we may as well

mention, though it is neither to be
classed with German epics nor English
hexameters. It is a translation of the

Iliad of Homer, by Mr. Barter, into

Spenserian stanzas. The translation

professes to be more literal than any
former one. The spelling of the Greek
names is restored. Ulysses is Odys-
seus, Jove is Zeus, Juno is Here. The
epithets are carefully translated.

Achilles is always " Swift-foot Aga-
memnon, in a less familiar combina-
tion, is " Broad-rule ;" Apollo is " Sil-

ver-bow." The epithets are not incon-

venient when a Spenserian stanza is to

be eked out ; but we can scarce con-

ceive any metre less suited to such
parts of the poem as have to deal

with rapid and animated action. Many-
passages of the volume before us are

executed with felicity, and we do not
quarrel with such unimportant points

as the preservation of epithets so fa-

miliar as, in truth, to be part of a
name. A serious fault, however, is

the constant omission of the English

article. Take as an instance, and wo
open the book at random ;

—

" Mcnictius brave son strako

Just as he tnrned, Ar*ilycus wight
On thigh with keen-edged spear, and brass he thrust through quit*.

Brake bone the spear. To ground he fell on *s face.

• •««•«
Phylides did Amphiclus rusbing eye,

And forehand witb bim, smite at end of thigh.

Man's muscles there be thickest. Spear point sheer.

Thru' tendons cut, and darkness clouds hi* eye.

Of Nestor a sons, Antelocbuswith spear

Atyiunius smote. Thro' flank did brazeu lance career."

It may be a prejudice, but we prefer Pope.
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A RAJ1DLE IN CHARLES COTTONS COUNTRY.

When to n»*lf I art, and trail?,

With pleating thought* the time L.

By * hrook-iide, or wood *o Brctii,

Unheard, untought for, or unseen
A thounod plt*»ure« do me Mi**,

And crown my aoul with happi *—BCUTO.l.

Natubx is all-powerful ; and so many
hearts have been touched and allied

ly the refreshing description in that
bappy pastoral, "The Complete Ang-
ler, " that its scenery has become as
widely interesting in England as that
of " The Gentle Shepherd- in Scotland,
while a due sense of its beauties is

daily extending, and likely to endure
evermore. Thus it always is, sooner
or later, with the true and beautiful,

however it may be obscured for a
time by neglect or ridicule. An
amusing essay might be written on the
effects of Walton and Cotton's coun-
try on different minds. It is remark*
able that Dr. Johnson, who more than
once visited the Dove or its neigh-
bourhood, never seems to have had a
thought of either of these delightful

writers. We rambled thereabouts,
with a congenial companion, in a far
different mood ; and the enjoyment,
alio, of one of our angling excursions,
to the Derbyshire Wye and its tribu-

taries, was doubled by the company of
just such another friend as Isaac Wal-
ton would have loved.

The exactness of Cotton's descrip-

tions is as remarkable as if they had
been written by a topographer, rather
than by the possessor of the exube-
rant fancy displayed in the " Ode to

Winter," one of the most delightful of
Cotton's poems, and an admirable ex-
tension of Walton's text, where the
contented and thankful heart of the
j^ood old man overflows for the boun-
tifulness of the earth ; and especially
" for the fruitful vine, of which, when
I drink moderately, it clears my brain,

cheers my heart, and sharpens my
wit.*' After all, if the meek possess

the earth, honest Isaac Walton must
have been a great landowner

—

And flavin* nothing, jet hath alL"

.Shirley-common brook—.the com-
mon is now inclosed— is the stream

described as running *' at the foot of

this Bandy hill, three votes from Ash-

born." It has been made sluggish by
some dams, for a little waterfall and
fish ponds in a neighbouring gentle-

man's grounds. When we rested near
the little bridge, after walking from
Derby, and breakfasting at Brailsford,

it was one of those calm, bright, and
lovely autumnal days, which holy
George Herbert has celebrated, and
all nature seems to enjov, more espe-

cially the wayfarer, lull of " gentle

thoughts and calm desires," gladden,
ed by the poetry of " The Complete
Angler"

—

" Oh. how happy here"* our lclture

!

Oh, how ionoccnt our plcaaur* 5

O ye valley* ! O yc mountain*

:

O ye grove* and crj »tal fountain! '.

How I love, at lihrrty.

By turn* to come and yi»it ye 1"

The fields were covered with green-
sward, and the banks and hedges were
still smiling with some familiar wild
flowers, such as the blue campanula,
the white and blushing yarrow, the
red licorice, the yellow St. John's-
wort and rag-wort, the purple fox-

glove, and Walton's especial favourite,

the honeysuckle. Gnats wantoned in

the air; the saffron butterfly and a
little bronze-coloured congener flitted

gailv abroad, and the interesting water-
ouzle winged his rapid way, like a
sprite, along the surface of the brook.
Nor were rural sounds wanting ; for

the pastoral scene through which we
rambled was animated by lowing kine,

bleating sheep, rumbling wain, and
music of birds. And if this last was
not like the full choir that wakes the
universal grove in spring, it was very
pleasing to us, and in delightful con-
cert with the river murmuring by.

The throstle greeted us with a carol

as we passed Mackworth Castle, pro-

voking the rivalry of a blackbird at a
neighbouring cottage door. The ear
was also cheered, at intervals, by the
pink, pink, and soft melody of the
chaffinch, the low pipe of the starling,

the variable chant of the water-ouzle,

and the charming, easy, joyous song,
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iu descending scale, of the willow-

wren ; the repeated double chirp of

the chiffchafF, and sweet, tender twit-

ter of linnet and twite; the harsh,

doleful ditty, with its concluding

drawl, of the common bunting and yel-

low-hammer ; the pretty chit, xcink,

and spittle, of the goldfinch; the lively

grating notes of the great and cole

tits; the short plaintive lay of the

hedge-sparrow ; the monotonous notes

of the greenfinch; the shrill, rapid,

merry warble of the wren, and the

gentle, pensive trill of the robin.

Next, and above nil—
" Kmltc prl-k-»ong ! who li't now we hear 1

None but the lark, to eltrllt i»nd cic*r

JIow at he«von'« g«te iho clop* her wingt,

The morn not w»klng till ill* ring*."

Although herjoyous minstrelsey was

brief, and wanting its summer ecstasy,

yet it was sufficient to recal to mind
Walton's beautiful observation :

—"As
first the lark, when she means to re-

joice, to cheer herself and those that

hear her, she then quits the earth and
sings as she ascends higher into the air,

and having ended her heavenly em-
ployment, grows then mute and sad,

to think that she must descend to the

dull earth, which she would not touch
but for necessity."

Proceeding about two miles from
Shirley Common towards Ashborn,
you come to Hardy's Hill turnpike

gate, whence a road to the left leads

to Spital Hill gate, less than half a
mile from Ashborn, and on to a green
terrace, from which there is a footpath

intothe town. From this elevation there

is a good view of Ashborn, with its

graceful church spire, and red brick and
blue-slated houses, in the valley before

you. Immediately behind the town is

Low Top Hill; in the mid distance

Thorp Cloud and Bunster Hill ; Moor
Top appears beyond and between
Thorp Cloud and Bunster ; and to the

right the Dovedale Hills and Thorp
Pasturage, crowned with plantations,

end the prospect. And a pleasant in-

troduction it is to Cotton's country,

seeming with his and Viator's pre-

" Like •ociety—
Convening with the mind, and giving It

A livelier lmpulw and a dance of Uiought."

The newer or cart road from Spital

Hill to Ashborn is steep, and partly

cut through a soft ruddy stone

—

Down thy ttccptlope, romantic Athborn, glide*

The De»l>y Dilly, carrying »lx imWe»."

Moore lived in tho neighbourhood,

at the pretty StoneclHf or Mayfield

Cottage, which stands on a knoll, with

its neat garden, amid elm, ash, fir, and
lilac—fit retreat for the poet, busy there

from 1813 to 1825 with his " Melodies"

and "Lalla Rookh." In a letter to his

mother he says :
" We have just suc-

ceeded in taking a cottage; just the

sort of thing I am likely to like—se-

cluded and among the fields, nbout a
mile and a-half from the pretty town
of Ashborn. We are to pay twenty
pounds a year rent, and the taxes
about three or four more." In sub-
sequent letters he adds: " I have taken
such a fancy to the little place, and the
rent is so low, that I really think I
shall keep it on as a scribbling retreat,

even should my prospects in a year or
two induce me to live in London. . .

To-day, while my dear Bessy was
presiding over the workmen, little

Barbara and I rolled about the hay-
field before our door, till I was much
more hot and tired than my little play-

fellow. . . . September 29, 1813,

We arrived between five and six in the
evening, aud the cottage and garden
in their best smiles to receive us. . . .

Our cottage is upon a kind of terrace.

It is a very sweet spot. . . . 1815,—.
Tell Sir John that he must positively

pass the next summer at this cottage
with us, if he loves a beautiful coun-
try, where every step opens valleys,

woods, parks, and nil kinds of rural

glories upon the eye."

But these were summer feelings.

The red brick chimneys, contrasting
with the sober stone of the cottage,

gave us some hiut of the too common
and prosaic inconveniences of these

little rural retreats ; and we find the
poetcomplaining, in due time, of damp
and smoke, and making his escape
accordingly.

Not above four miles off, David
Hume provided lodging for Rousseau
and his gouvcrnante in 1766, at WooU
ton, where the eccentric Frenchmen is

said to have composed his " Confes-
sions." How he quarrelled here with
his frieuds, may be read of in Mr. Bar-
ton's interesting Life of the Scotch phi-

losopher.

As you enter Ashborn, through
Compton-strcet, by a bridge of two
semicircular arches over Henmore or

, Schoobrook, which is a pretty trouty
looking stream, rather larger than that

nt Shirley Common, and enters the
Dove at Churdi May field, scarcely

two miles below Ashborn. The
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brook runs through the grounds of the

house where Dr. Taylor lived, when
he was so often visited by his friend

ar.d schoolfellow, Dr. Johnson ; and
where there is a little waterfall, pro-

bably the very one mentioned by Bos-
wel!, when he represents the great

moralist, one sunny morning, poring

with placid indolence on the water,

and then trying with a pole to tumble
a large dead cat over tho cascade

—

on which the biographer reminds us

that JKsop at play is one of the in-

structive apologues of antiquity. The
Green Man and Black's Head, now
kept by Robert Wallis, is the inn

where Boswell took his chaise in Sep-

tember, 1777, and where the landlady,

Mrs. Killingsley, subjoined to her bill

& note in her own handwriting, ex-

pressing "her most grateful thanks,

and eincerest prayers for his happiness

in time and in a blissful eternity."

He and Johnson attended divine

service at tho church just sixty-eight

years before our visit. Johnson was
at Dovedale, Ham, and Hawkstone, in

July, 1774, when he climbed the high

rocky caves called lleynard's Hall and
Kitchen, at Dovedale, and bore the

fatigue of the day's walk without in-

convenience. He even thought that

the heat and exercise mended his hear-

ing, and remarked the pleasant mur-
muring of the water among the stones.

He said the place, though worthy of a
visit, did not answer his expectation?,

especially the " clear, quick brook "

instead of a larger river. He thought

the pastoral virtues, and nymphs, and
swains might find a fit abode at Ham

;

and that it should be described by Par-

nell, and the severer scenery of Hawk-
stone by Milton.

The monument by Banks to Pene-
lope Boothby, in Ashborn Church, is

one of those happy works of genius

of which any town might be proud.

The model may be seen in Sir John
Soane's Museum. The lovely child is

represented in the calm and sweet ex-

pression of tenderness and sleeping

ease, though with the effects of suffer-

ing, in a brief interval of pain and
weariness ; the image of death, soon

to end in the reality :

—

*' Sweet roee.fair flower, untimely pIuek'a,aoon faded,

Flutk'd in tlie hud, and fa ted In live taring 1

Bright orient peer 1. alack ! too timely (haded t

Fair creature, kiU'd too toon Uy deaths sharp

aUng r

Which lines of Shakspere may have
impressed Milton, when, in his seven-

75

ticth year, he composed his " Ode on
the Death of a Fair Infant," begin-

ning—

" O faire»t Howe*, no jonner Mown but 1 lasted,

Soft »ilkcn r'-mrorc, fading time!i»»ly.

Summer'* chii-f luinour if thou h; Id nutlm-ttd

Blc-ik winUr'a force that inudo Mir Idttnora dry |

For he beinjj &m»r<>u« of th.il h vc-ly d«e
That did ihy cheek ciivcrrucil.tli >iiht to ki»»,

But kiird,nl*», aui then bewui'.ed h s fatal bliu."

But if poetry be not vain to weep
such loss, perhaps Coleridge's " Epitaph
on an Infant" might be most soothing

to the feelings of a parent

—

" Ere tin could blight or »orrow fude,

Death came with friendly care ;

The r.jMiiln:; liud t<t Heaven conveyed,
And bade it Lloasom there 1

'

The Talbot Inn, where Piscator

calls for a llagon of ale to welcome
Viator to the Peak, has long since

disappeared, and on its site a largo

brick house uow stands, formerly oc-

cupied by Mr. Langdale, and at pre-

sent by Mr. BritUebank, a solicitor.

It is on the north-east side of tho

market-place, and to your right as you
go out of Ashborn, with locator and
Viator to Low Top, mentioned in the

dialogue as "the hill out of the town."
From this hill tho inclosed green

fields of the valley, and the highlands

which excited Viator's surprise, pre-

sent a fine pastoral view. These Kills

are the same, with the addition of
Backiuoor, which have been already

mentioned as forming the background
of the landscape, seen from Spiial Hill.

" But what pretty river is this we am
going into ? Why this, sir, is called

Bentley Brook, and is full of very

good trout and grayling, but so en-

cumbered with wood in many places

as is troublesome to an angler." It is

a rivulet only, like the others which
you cross between Derby and Hanson
Toot, about two miles from Ashborn,
and still much encumbered with wood.
The travellers had to ford it ; but it is

now crossed by a little bridge of two
arches, and runs in a delightful valley,

pleasantly decked with trees and hedge-
rows, to How into the Dove about a
mile westward of Ashborn, and the

same distance above the mouth of
Ilenmore Brook.
The road pursued by Piscator and

Viator is much less pleasing than tho

parallel and grassy walk of the right

or Derbyshire bank of the Dove,
through Dovedale. This is the cele-

brated pass of the river, about two
miles in length, between the pictures-

que hills, studded, on the east, orDerby-

A Ramble in Charles Cottons Country,
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shire side, by a profusion oflarge whim,
sical rocks, with as whimsical names,
and on the opposite or Staffordshire

side by plantations of birch, ash, and
pine. The effect is exceedingly beau-
tiful, often curious and romantic, and
always interesting- Hut, like the
pleasant scenes described by Cotton,
it wants the grandeur of sublimity.

The river is but small. Nor do we
recollect a single crag or mountain that
is truly magnificent ; though thegorge at

the north end of Dovcdale, as you Took
down the stream, is not altogether des-
titute of splendour; especially from
the Nabs, a sort ofmimic Khyber Pass,
through which we descended after a
day's ramble over the Bailey Hill.

However vast the features of the
scenery of the district may seem at
first sight, you soon perceive that it is

but a mountainous country in minia-
ture

—

'* Yet dear to faney*» eye the ruled tccne
Of wood, hill, date, and •parkllng brook between!"

Tt10

dialogue,

sportive exaggerations in the
as when \ lator exclaims of

the prospect from Low Top—" Bless
me! what mountains arc here!—are we
not in Wales?" and further on, after

all the pleasantry about the steep but
by no means stupendous Hanson Toot,
his calling it by the name of Penmen
Maur, one of the most remarka-
ble promontories on the north coast
of that principality, have led some
readers to expect exalted grandeur
where the prevailing character is sim-
ply elegance and beauty, greensward,
the dress of the land, diversified by
fantastic and steep rocks, often like

large ruinous walls, and swelling into
numerous grassy hills, with most of the
varying arid delightful appearances,
save the severe majesty or magnitude,
of mountain scenery.

In this frame, the swift, translucent,

silver Dove is so gracefully set as to
charm the heart of the beholder—
'* A thing of beauty is a joy for ever."
Ascend Thorp Cloud ; see the lovely

river winding through Bunster Dale,
and the verdant meads below

; and,
as you descend the mountain, look up
the bright crystal stream inlaying

Dovedale, and say, Amen And con-
sider your happiness doubled, if time
and w'eather permit you to exclaim,

with Shakspearc

—

" Full many a glorious morning have I i

Flatter the nvunUin toi»i with sovereign eye,

Kiming with golden face the meadoi
Gliding pal* stream with heatealy

Unlike rivers which rush from moun-
tains by shores of shingle, the banks
of the Dove, even in rocky Dovedale,
are verdant to the very brink of the
water. It is generally rapid, now
sweeping quietly and smoothly on-
wards, ever and anon broken by irre-
gular rocks, and by many a little artifi-

cial cascade, often purling and trotting,
with ripple and dimple on its way, and
occasionally slackening into compara-
tive repose in deeper pools, where,
like Allan Hamsay's Howe Burn"

Beneath, at clear a« glut,
whirU the borderingIt kbfCD wi'

The characteristic swiftness of the
Dove is maintained, even at the end of
its varied and romantic course, where
it glides— for it is here too deep to
brawl— through the tame, flat, rich
meadows, opposite Newton Solney, to
join the Trent, about a quarter of a
mile from the pretty old church. Even
for some distance "after the junction,
the rapid stream of the Dove is in con-
tact, and yet in singular contrast with
the slower and majestic current of the
Trent ; while the Dcrwent runs into
the Trent twelve or fifteen miles lower
down, at Wildon Ferry, without any
perceptible difference in the pace of
the two streams.

Though so much haB been said and
sung in praise of rivers, we must no-
tice the beauty of the silent ground-
swell to be seen hereabouts, and in
which this and other large deep streams,
as the Shannon, (lifter from the Dove
und such smaller currents. An idle
hour, mayhap not idly spent, may be
pleasantly passed in watching the ed-
dies rippling and welling up from the
depths of the stream, reflecting the
varying hues of the atmosphere, and
gracefully curving and expanding iuto
the surface, and ever forming and dis-
appearing, like those placid duties of
which the succession and pleasure are
endless in this life.

The Lathkill, commended by Cotton
for the puritv and transparency of its

stream, and the redness and excellence
of its trout, receives the Bradford near
Alport, and flows into the Wye in
Roweslcy meads ; and though the
two former, as he remarks, are not to
be reputed rivers, " being no better
than great springs," they are still very
full of trout ; while it is remarkable
that they contain no grayling, save »
small stray one or two, near the mouth
of the Lathkill, notwithstanding the
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Wye abounds with this fish. The
iweet, sequestered valley of the Brad-
ford, with the romantic and precipi-

tous village of Youlgreave on tne hi^h

north bank of the rivulet, will not

soon be forgotten by any one who has

lingered with rod anil line in tliis* rocky,

wooded, quiet, troutv nook. The scen-

ery of the Manifold, too, is very

lovely, with its " hill, dale, and shady

woods, and liquid lapse of murmuring
streams," and Thor's cave, near Wot-
ton, and about four miles south-west

from Cotton's " pretty moorland seat

"

of Bere*fortl Hall.

The Wye, which has its source on
Axe Edge, near Buxton, Cotton tells

us, " becomes very soon a delicate, clear

river, and breeds admirable trout and
grayling, reputed by those who, by
living upon its banks, are partial to it,

the best of anv." Though wanting
the rapidity of the Dove, the Wye has

many a charming stream dancing
along

" Like ehSldhoo-l bugUtng as It vent j

Thru through th* pUin in tranquil wandering creft,

Ue&iTt'ivq crtty herb and droopiof bod
Th*t overhai* iu quictnew.''

In its course through Monsal Dale

and Taddington Bottom, and from
Bakewell by Haddon Hall to its mouth
in the Derwent at Kowsley, the Wye
is not only beautiful itself, but has so

many accessories of beauty in rural

footbridges, bold hills, narrow glens,

green ravines, *' bosky bourne?, din-

gles, and bushy dells," old feudal man-
won, and verdant fertile leas, as to

rival the scenery of the Dove. The
Wye, '* wandering at its own sweet

will " through the meads, as seen from

a hill about a mile eastward of 1 Sake-

well, is a liner 9cene than the mean-
dering of Cotton's river, " like a

snake," as he describes it, through
the vale near his house.

The bridge across the Dove ns you
go from Hanson Toot to Alslonfitld,

and which Viator thought was " cer-

tainly made for nothing else than a
wheelbarrow," is now of stone, with

two arches, and four feet broad. Had
he not been so terrified with the de-

scent to it from the hill, " as steep as

a penthouse," he might have seen Al-

st oufield Church, with its tower and
cheering evidence of his not being " a

stage or two beyond Christendom,"

before he crossed over to Stafford,

shire.

Beresford Hall " stands prettily,"

as Viator remarks, on an eminence
near the river. " Here's wood about

it too, but so young, as appears to be

of your own planting." To which Pis-

cator replies, " It is so." It is a plain,

stone house, occupied for farming pur-

poses ; ami its oldest part is in a ruin-

ous state. There is still a large wains-

coated room, with Cotton's arms in

the window ; and a smaller adjoining

room with the Beresford arms embla-

zoned in like manner. These rooms
are in the front, commanding a fine

view of Narrowdale Hill. We saw in

the house some oak, carved with Cot-

ton's arms, and the date 1656, and a
similar carving in his pew at Alston-

ficld Church.
"The brink of the hill" mentioned

by Piscator, the same which he and
Viator climb, and from its top go
directly into the house to dine, is

between it and the river, and has a
narrow passage, just large enough to

admit a man, through the rock into a
chamber called " Cotton's Cave," and
of which they have a tradition, that he

used to hide himself therein from his

creditors. The bowling-green was on
this hill, between the house and the

Dove. He seems to have liked the

amusement of bowling, and remarked

—

" To give you the moral of it, it is the

emblem of the world, or the world's

ambition, where most are short, over,

wi le, or wrong biassed, and some few
ostle to the mistress, Fortune I And
ere it is as in the court, where the

nearest are the most sighted, and all

bowls aim at the other." But " Tho
Complete Gamester," second edition,

l"2mo, London, 107o\ in which this

passage occur;*, has not Cotton's name,
though attributed to him in the cata-

logue of the library at the British

Museum.
The little foot-bridge, which the in-

terlocutors saw from the fishing-house,

no longer exists ; and the path under
the roek, where Piscator tells Viator to

take heed of slipping into the water,

has been made broad and good. There
are beautiful streams between the hills

and rocks below the fishing- house ;

and about two hundred yards from it

is a wooden foot-bridge, just above
which are " the slippery cobbling,

stones," by which Viator crossed to tho
" fine stream at the head of this great

pool." And about fifteen yards lower
down is Pike Pool, with which, Cotton
says, "young Mr. Isaac Walton was
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so pleased, as to draw it in landscape,
in black and white, in a blank book I
have at home." The Pike is a gro-
tesque, spire-like rock, rising from the

middle of the dark deep pool, where
the river passes between and through
the cliff*.

About three hundred yards above
the hall is the fishing-house. It is of
stone, and situated where the delicate,

clear river, bending by the little penin-

sula mentioned by Viator, becomes
deep and sluggish. Cotton fondly

alludes to it in his " F.pistle to J.
Bradshaw, Esq."

—

" My river (till through the same channel slider.

Clear from the tumult. »alt, and dirt of tide* j

And roy poor fishing-liouic, my teat'* best grace,

standi firm and faithful In the telf fame place

I left it four month* »lneei and ten to one
I go a ilihlng ere two day» arc gone."

The motto, " Fiseatoribus Sacrum,"
and the cypher of the intertwisted

initial letters of Walton's and Cotton's
names, are perfect over the doorway,
or at least were so in the autumn of
1845, to which period the observa-
tions in the present paper refer.

Within the house there is a bluish

circular stone table, flagged floor, and
plain whitewashed wall— no longer
"finely wainscotted," as Viator no-
ticed in admiring the exceeding neat-

ness of the interior. This pretty and
interesting building is in much better

preservation than Cotton's " moor-
land seat." In front of the fishing-

house arc two lime-trees, and on its

sides some firs or other allied conifers ;

and as these were all probably planted

by Cotton, according to his remark in

the second chapter, it is to be hoped
that they will be carefully preserved.

That he was fond of arboriculture may
be supposed from his " Planter's Ma-
nual," an octavo volume, published in

London in 1675.

How he delighted in the place during
the angling season, may be gathered
from the dialogue, and more especially

from his poetry :

—

" O, my beloved nymph, fair Dove,
Prince** of river*, how I lore

Upon thy flowery bank* to lie,

And view thy silver stream,

When glldwl by a summer'! beam :

f Cotton't Country. [Juty*

And in it all thy wanton fry,

Ploying at liberty

»

And with my angle v\x>n them.
The all of treachery

I evir karn'd, industriously to try
!'*

But the situation of Beresford Hall*

at a distance from any town or village,

in a bleak moorland district, where
stone walls replace the cheerful hedge-
rows, must have been very dreary in

the dead months ; and, considering
Cotton's love of society, sufficiently

distressing to his feelings at that time.

As justly remarked by Sir William
Temple, "The restless humour so

general and so natural to mankind, is

a weed that grows in all soils and
under all climates, but is raised easier

by the more sprightly wits and livelier

imaginations, than by grosser and
duller conceptions ; and the more in-

genious men are, they are the more
apt to trouble themselves." How
Cotton was led to trouble himself, and
to exhibit his petulance, has been
made rather too well known, and with
but little allowance for the manner of
the times, and the refinement and
irritability of his temperament; while
a just and liberal estimate of hispoetry,
and a generous biography of him, are
yet required. He died in St. James's
parish, London ; and though all that
is mortal of him is said to have been
laid in the burial-ground at Piccadilly,

we have in vain sought for his grave
about that great tide of human exis-

tence, notwithstanding his death oc-

curred two or three years after Wren
had completed the church. But it is

to his own quiet rural scenes that his

beautiful touches of nature carry our
minds. And let all who truly love
" to angle for a trout or grayling in a
clear stream," join in the ejaculation,

ascribed by Walton to Sir Henry
Wotton, and by Sir Egerton Bridges
to Sir Walter lialeigh—

•* Blcss'd silent grove*, oh, may you be

ror ever mirth's beat numry I

May pure content*
For ever pitch their tenia

Upon these downs, these meads, the** rocks, the**
mountain*,

And peace sttll slumber by these purling foun-
tain* i

Which we may every year
Meet, when we come a fishing here-
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MR. CURZON'S ABMEMA.*

Hid this modest volume nothing to

recommend it beyond its literary

merit, it would, no doubt, have won
the favour of the public, and gained,

a* it has already done, the rapid ho-

nours of a third edition; but it must
be confessed that it comes forward

with some adventitious aids, and cer-

tain positive advantages of an impor-
tant character. It has the prestige of

being written by the author of a well-

established favourite, the "Visits to

tbc Monasteries of the Levant." It

appears at a moment when there is an
ca™r feeling for information on the

subject of the countries to which it

refers ; and, above anything, it is

enabled, from the position and expe-
rience of Mr. Curzon, to touch upon
topics connected with our actual war
and possible peace, with an emphasis
which cannot but prove impressive,

and, we are persuaded, most highly

useful.

The mountainous region ofArmenia
has been for ages a prey to border

feuds. The great exploit of the Ana-
basis of Xcnophon, was his march
through this country, not only because

of its physical difficulties, but on ac-

count of the same robber-tribes which
haunt it to the present day ; and the

language of Tacitus paints its people

as they are. " That nation," he says,

has been, from days of old, unsettled,

from the character of its people and
its position,"f The Turkish Koords are

for ever making inroads upon Persia,

and the Persians are as active and as

unrelenting in their forays. " The in-

vading party," says Mr. Curzon,
"always on horseback, and with a num-
ber of led horses, which could travel

one hundred miles without flagging,

manage to arrive in the neighbour-

hood of the devoted village one hour
before sunrise. The barking of the

village curs is the first notice to the

sleeping inhabitants that the enemy
was literally at the door. The houses

are fired in "every direction ; the people

awake from sleep, and, trying in confu-

sion to escape, arc speared on their

thresholds by their invaders. The place

is plundered of everything worth
taking, and one hour after sunrise the
invading bauds arc in full retreat,

driving before them the flocks and
herds of their victims, and the children

and girls of the village bound on the
led horns, to be sold, or brought up as

slaves, thereat having—young and old,

men and women—been killed, without
mercy, to prevent their giving the

alarm ; their victors frequently coming
down upon them from a distance of
from one hundred to three hundred
miles." Such is the tableau vivant of
Armenia—such its traditional histories

and native traits. There was in conse-

quence no travelling in the country,

and but little commerce. The Turkish
and Persian governments, slowly awak-
ing to a perception of their own
losses, made application to Russia and
England to draw up a definitive treaty,

and fix the boundaries between the
two empires. A commission was
therefore directed to proceed to Erzc-
room, consisting of a Persian, a Tur-
kish, a Russian, and an English ple-

nipotentiary ; and Mr. Curzon, who
had been for some years private secre-

tary to the distinguished personage
who was then, and happily is now,
our ambassador at Constantinople,

was the commissioner for England.
This was in 1842 ; but the discussions

between the Governments were pro-

tracted, and it was not until 1847 that

the treaty was signed, and the bonier
questions adjusted. As, however, the

places named had never been sur-

veyed, and were only known from an-

cient maps, it was considered advisable

to verify them in a scientific manner,
and for this purpose a new commis-
sion was appointed. This, on which
Colonel ^V'iUiams of the Royal Artil-

lery acted on the part of England, left

Bagdad in 1848, and, surveying that

rude region inhabited by Koordish and

fi. c

By the Hon. Robert

Ambi^ua gens ca, antiquito*,

56.
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original Christian tribes, which ex-

tennis to the cast of Mesopotamia,
finished their dangerous task at Mount
Ararat, in 1852. The survey thus

made is, under present circumstances,

of itself, an important result ; and
we are led to bono that Colonel Wil-
liams will give the public the informa-

tion which he had such rare opportu-

nities of amassing, and which, in

addition to its more immediate influ-

ences, may bring to light much that is

interesting in reference to the Chal-

dean, Maronite, Nestorian, and other

early Christian Churches.

In 1842, Mr. Curzon embarked at

Constantinople for Trebizond. The
Black Sea has not, it seems, gained

an inauspicious name without reason.

Of the 1,000 Turkish vessels which
tempt its waters every year, .500, we
are told, are wrecked. The wind blows

at times from all quarters within the

space of a couple of hours, making
the sea like a boiling caldron ; and in

the thick fog9 which cover it in winter,

the Turkish vessels constantly mistake

the entrance of a valley called the

False liogaz for that of the Bosphorus.

From the dead bodies which he saw
floating in that part of the sea, Mr.
Curzon became acquainted with the

fact that the corpse of a woman floats

upon its back, while that of a man
floats upon its face. On coasting the

northern shores of Asia Minor, between
the Bosphorus and Ileraclea. our au«

thor observed boundless fields of coal

cropping out on the sides of the hills,

which no nation but the Turks would
have so long neglected, but which,

happily for themselves, are now being

worked under the direction of English

engineers, and the coals sent to Con-
stantinople. Beyond Sinope there arc

forests— miles of trees— of such tim-

ber as we have no idea of in these

countries; stags and other game
abound in these primeval woods,

where, thanks to jungle, fever, and un-

healthy swauips, they, for a great part

of the year, are secure from the short

rifles, which arc tho constant compa-
nions of the Turks of these parts, and
of the Circassians, and which, it is a
satisfaction to know that they all handle

with dexterity.

Trebizond, as seen from the sea, has

a middle-ages look. It rests on a rocky
table-land—whence its Greek name,
T£«tn*« ; and with its ancient cita-

del, fortified monastery, Byzantine

churches, romantic walls and towers,

steep mountains in the back ground,
and the lon£ rau^c of Circassian Alps
to the left, it makes an imposing pic-

ture. On landing, however, and
coming close, this beauty, as in many-
Oriental towns, vanishes. The streets

are but lanes between blank walls,

above which arc occasionally seen
branches of fig-trees, roofs of houses,

and orange or lemon boughs. Tho
bazaars, however, present some ap-

pearance of animation, and here are

seen the genuine costumes of the old-

fashioned Turks— a race now waning
fast—their turbans as large as pump-
kins, of all colours, and the everlast-

ing pipe. The only memorable cir-

cumstance connected with our author's

stay in this place, is his visit to Abdal-
lah Pasha, the governor, and this in-

deed owes its interest to the lively

manner in which it is described. The
Pasha resides in the citadel, and as
the English and Russian commissioners

approached, they were struck with the
absence of those guards and soldiers

which arc usually paraded on such oc-
casions. They were received by a
number of servants and officials, and
with their assistance they scrambled up
a large, dark, crazy wooden stair, anil

were shown into a spacious, lofty

room, where they beheld the Pasha
seated on the divan, under a range of
windows at the upper end of this se-

lamlik, or hall of reception. Tho
bows, inquiries after each other'*

health, and formal civilities, were car-

ried on in a mechanical manner,
" neither party even pretending to
look as if he meant anything he said."

Then followed pipes, coffee, and tho
bows again, until all were tired, and, wo
suspect, most of all, the Pasha. He
is, however, a character, and worth
knowing:

—

" What the Pasha looked like, and what
manner of man he was, it was not easy to

make out. feeing that to the outward ere

he presented the appearance of a large green

bundle, with a red fez at the top, for he was
enveloped in a great furred cloak ; he seemed

to have dark eyes, like everybody else in

this country, and a long nose and a black

beard, whereof the confines or limits were

not to be ascertained, as I could not readily

distinguish what was l»card and what was
fur. Every now and then his Excellency

xnufttcd, as if he had got a cold, but I think

it wa* only a trick ; however, when be lifted

up his voice to speak, the depth and hollow
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K>uud was very remarkable. I have heard
several Turks speak in this way, which I be-
lieve they consider dignified, and imagine-

that it is done in imitation of Sultan Mah-
mood, who, whether it was his natural voice

or not, always spoke as if his voice came out

of bis stomach instead of his month. Ab-
dallah I*asba paid us his compliments in this

awful tone, and, till I got a little used to it,

I wondered out of what particular part of
the heap of fur, cloth, &c, this thorough-
bass proceeded. I found, to my great admi-
ration, that the Pa^iia knew my name, and
almost as much of my own history as I did

myself ; where he bad gained bis very im-
portant information I know not, but an inte-

rest so unusual in anything relating to

another person induced me to make inquiries

about him, and I found he was not only a
man of the highest dignity and wealth,

possessing villages, square miles and acres

innumerable, but he was a philosopher ; if

not a writer, he was a reader of books, par-

ticularly works on medicine. This was his

great bobby. In the way of government
he seemed to be a most patriarchal tort of

king ; be had no army or soldiers whatever

;

fifteen or sixteen cawasses were all the

guards that he supportod. He smoked the

pipe of tranquillity on the carpet of pru-

dence, and the pashalic of Trebizond slum-
bered on in the sun ; the bouses tumbled
down occasionally, and the people repaired

them never; tbe secretary of state wrote to

the Porte two or three times a-year, to say
that nothing particular had happened."

—

pp. 20-21.

This Palace of Indolence seems to

have been undisturbed even by a
thought of that tribute which is the
perplexity of most Pashas, and which,
come what may, must go to Constan-
tinople.

Trebizond is not defensible by land
or sea. It has no harbour, not even a
bay, and the approach to it is dangerous
during the prevalence of nortlicrly

winds. The trade of this place is in

the hands of the Greek merchants, and
might be easily extended. The steamer
from Constantinople is constantly laden
with goods, and we are told that more
would be sent if there were additional

steamers to convey it.

The two surpassing marvels of Mr.
Carzon'a book are, first, how he got
into Armenia, and next, how he got
out of it. The dangers of the moun-
tain range which divide it from the

pasb.ilic of Trebizond are, too truly,

matters of fact. There are no roads,

and almost no passes, but what are

nearly precipices ; and the cold in

winter u so extreme, that it is quite a

common thing to see dead frozen

bodies brought into Erzeroom ; and
every summer, on the melting of the

snow, numerous corpses of men and
bodies of horses are found, who had
perished in the previous winter. It is,

in consequence, a custom in the moun-
tains of Armenia, that every summer
the villagers go out, and searching the

more dangerous passes, bring the dead,

which they are sure to find. They
have, in recompense, a right to their

clothes, arms, and the accoutrements
of their horses, on the condition of for-

warding all bales of merchandise, let-

ters, and parcels to the places to which
they are directed. When Dr. Wolf
was at Erzeroom, and anxious to pro-

ceed on his journey to Bokhara, Co-
lonel Williams one day rode out on
the Persian road to see whether it was
passable, when he met a number of
horses, each laden with two frozen

bodies of Persian travellers, one tied

on each side of the pack-horse. As
Mr. Curzon was crossing from Trebi-

zond, he was shown, at the mountain
of Zigana Dagb, before arriving at

Beyboort, a place where a whole cara-

van, accompanying the harem of the

Pasha of Moush, had been overwhelm-
ed in an avalanche, over the icy blocks

of which he and his party made their

way, the bodies of the poor ladies and
all the rest lying buried below. In
the same route, between Beyboort and
Krzcroom, " the greater part of the

artillery of the Turkish army is," says

Mr. Curzon, " at this moment buried

in a ravine, from whence it has no
chance of being rescued till next sum-
mer." These ure but some of the tales

which show the perils of these passes ;

and if, as our author observes, they

were imminent to oue who came with

only a few followers, and assisted by
the firmans of the Sultan, how exceed-

ingly great must they prove to n gene-

ral in command of an army, and with

artillery and baggage. «* It is," we
are told, " the like inaccessible nature

of Circassia, even more than the bra-

very of its inhabitants, which has

enabled them to resist the overwhelm-
ing power of Russia for so many years."

It was, too, the impassable character

of the very mountain range which we
are about to ascend, and the treache-

rous habits of the robber tribes of Koor-

distan, which, as our author observes,

made the retreat of Xenophon and tho

Ten Thousand, through these regions,
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the wonder which it has always been
considered.

Leaving Trebizond, in company with

the Russian commissioner, Mr. Cur-
zon set out to cross the mountains into

Armenia. They had, for the first mile,

what was supposed to be the advan-

tage of a road, the only one known in

that part of the world, and the pride

of their city engineers. It goes right

up the mountain side, but being in

some places nearly as straight as a lad-

der, it is " more convenient for rolling

down than climbing up." Once at the

top, however, you nave done with

roads, for there is no other, as far as

Tabriz. The way is then a track, wide

enough for a loaded horse, passing

through streams and mud, over rocks,

and mountains, and precipices, such as

one might suppose a £oat could hardly

travel upon. «' Certainly," it is added,
" no sensible animal would ever try to

do so, unless upon urgent business."

44Those ladies and gentlemen who, leaning

back in ea«y carriages, bowl along the great

roads of the Siroplon, may imagine what
travelling there may have been over the

Alps, before the roads were made, while the

nature of the ground is such, iu two or tlirce

places, that, unles3 at an incredible expense

in engineering, and a prodigious daily out'ay

to keep them clear of snow, no road ever

could be made ; ret this is the only line of

commnnication between Constantinople and
Persia. Through these awful chasms and
precipices all the merchandise is carried which

passes between theso two great nations. The
quiet Manchester stuffs, accustomed to the

broad-wheel wagons of Europe and the

railways and canals of England, must feel

dreadfully jolted when they arrive at this

portion of their journey. How the crockery

bears it, is easily understood by those who
open the packages of this kind of ware at

the end of the joumcy, when cups and
saucers take the appearance of small geologi-

cal specimens, though some do survive, not-

withstanding the regular custom of the

muleteers to set down their loads every even-
ing, by the summary process of untying with

a jerk a certain cunning knot in the rope

which holds the bales in their places on each
side of the packhorse: these immediately
come down with a crash upon the ground,

from whence they are rolled along and built

up into a wall, on the lee side of which a tire

is lit, and the muleteer* sleep when there is

no khan to retire to for the night."—pp.

26, 27.

In this journey, Mr. Curzon learned

the true value of tea. The Russian
commissioner produced, twice a-day,

delicious tumblers of caravan tea,

sweetened with sugar-candy, and a
thin slice oflemon floating on the top.

"No pipe,'' he says, " possesses the

agreeable qualities of this tea, and no
other beverage or contrivance that he
knows of, produces, iu so short a time,

so soothing, refreshing, and invigorat-

ing an effect. It is brought to Russia

by caravans, overland from China,
through the deserts of Tartar)', and
costs a guinea a pound."
On the second day from Trebizond

they reached the snow. Then, pulling

a hood over his head, tying his bridle

to the pommel of his saddle, and put-

ting his hands into his pockets, Mr.
Curzon let his horse gallop, or go
along as he pleased. This, it appears,

is the great secret in mountain travel-

ling, as, if you try to guide your horse,

you only put him out. In difficult

circumstances, horse or mule does best

when left to himself. " In some dread-

ful places,'' says our author, "I have
seen a horse smell the ground, and
then, resting on his haunencs, put one
foot forward as gently as if it were a
finger, cautiously to feel the way.

They have a wonderful instinct of self-

preservation, seeming quite aware of

the perils of false steps, and the dan-

gers by which they are surrounded on
the ledges of bleak mountains, and in

1>assing bogs and torrents in the val-

eys below.

"

The second night they rested at

Beyboort, near which there are silver

mines ; and next day they arrived at

the main difficulty of their route :

—

" Beyond Gumush Hane rises tho moun-
tain of Hoshabounar, which is a part of the

chain that bounds the great plain of Erze-

room. This was the worst part of the whole
journey : we approached it by interminable

plains of snow, along which the track ap-
peared like a narrow lino. These plains of

snow, which look so even to the sight, are

not always really so; the hollows and inequa-

lities bring tilled with the snow, you may fall

into a hole and be smothered if you leave the

path. This path is hardened by the passage

of caravans, which tread down the snow into

a track of ice, just wide enough for a single

file of horses ; but while you think you are

on a plain, you are in fact riding on the top

of a wall or ridge, from whence, if your horse

should chance to slip, you do not know how
deep you may sink down into the soft snow
on either side.

"At the top of the mountain we met
thirty horses, which the Pasha of Erzeroora

had sent for oar use. We had above thirty
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of our own, so now there were sixty horses in

oar train. The liussian commissioner and I

!t-fi all these Whind, and rode on t"g<'ther

*ilh two or three guanls, accompanied hy
t!i* chief of the village where we were to sleep.

At last we came to the brow of the hill—we
cou! 1 not see to the bottom from the bhow
tr at was falling—it was as «te«"p as the roof

of a h<Mi?e, and the road consulted of a series

of holes, about six inches deep, and about

eighteen inches apart, tho track being about
sixteen inches wide. To my Burpri.*:e, the

chief of the village, a man in long scarlet

robes, immediately dashed at a gallop down
this road, or ladder, as the}* called it ; the

Ku.^sim commissioner followed him ; and I,

thinking that it would not »lo for an Eng-
lishman to he b-?at by a Russian or a Turk,

threw my bridle on my horse's neck, and
galloped after them. Never did I *ee such a
placp to ride on ! Down anil down we went,

plunging, sliding, scrambling in aud out of

the dei-p holr?««, the mow flying up like spray

around u*, to meet its brother snow that was
falling from the sky. It was wonderful how
the horses kept their fct

;
they bur*t out

into perspiration as if it had been summer.
I wo* as hot a<? fire with the exertion. Still

ilown we weut, headlong as it seemed, till at

liit I found myself sliding and bounding on
l.vel ground, and, rushing over some hordes

whlh were standing in an op-n space, I dis-

covered that I was in a village, and was pre-

sently helped off my panting horse by the

gentleman in the red pelisse, who showed me
the way into a cow-stable, the usual place in

which we put up at uight. Thus ended the

moat extraordinary piece of horsemanship I

ever joined in. It was not wonderful per-

haps for the rider, but how the hor»es kept

their feet, and how they had strength

eci'Ugh to undergo such a wonderful scries of

lespjj and plunges, out of one hole into

another, a p] •eared quite astonishing to me.

The next day we proceeded to F.rzeroom,

and at a village about two hours* distance

we were met by all the authorities of the

city on horseback. Some horses with mag-
nificent housings were sent by the Pasha for

the principal personages, and wj rode into

the town in a sort of procession, accompanied
by perhaps 200 well-mounted cavaliers ca-

racolhng and prancing in every direction."—

pp. 31-33.

They were now in Erzcroom, the
capital of Armenia, but could hardly
see it, as, whichever way they looked,

the view was wrapped in snow. The
tops ofthe houses being flat, the snow-
clad city looked like a vast rabbit- wnr.
ren.andmany ofthehouses being wholly

or partly subterraneous, their doors

had the appearance of burrows. Very
few of the inhabitants were about, as

most of them were hybernating in

their strange abode*. The bright

colours of the Oriental drosses struck

our travellers us strangely out of place

in the cold and snow ; scarlet robes,
jackets embroidered with gold, and
brilliant green and white costumes,
haying a more natural affinity with
bright suns and warm weather. The
sun, indeed, was bright, but its glare

brought on snow-blindness, and so

great was the cold, that the breath,

out of doors, congealed upon the mus-
taches and beard, constantly producing
icicles, which prevented the possibility

of opening the mouth.
Erzeroom rests on a plain, about

thirty miles long and ten wide, at an
elevation of between 7,000 and 8,000
feet above the level of the sea. All
around it are seen the tops oflofty moun-
tains, many of which arc covered with

everlasting snow. The city is said to

number from 30,000 to 40,000 inhabi-

tants, but Mr. Curzon thinks they

do not exceed 20,CO0. It was more
populous previous to the disasters

of the last Russian war. The original

town is nearly a square, with quaint
towers, twenty on each side, except to

the south, where the walls are down.
The palaces of the Pasha and of the

Cadi are within its circuit, and in there,

as in the other houses, the doorways
are the only parts of the edifice in

which anything like architectural or-

nament is atiectcd. These are often

of carved stone, with inscriptions in

Turkish, well cut above them. There
are some baths, a good many smallish

mosque*, and some Greek and Arme-
nian churches, none ofwhich are large.

The most striking of the old remains

are tombs, described as " circular

towers, from twenty to thirty feet

in diameter, with conical stone roofs,

beautifully built and ornamented."
There are from twenty to thirty of
these singular buildings, and, guessing

from a comparison of their ornamental
work with Saracenic buildings in other

parts of the world, Mr. Curzon would
refer their date to, from about the

twelfth to the sixteenth century. Ho
does not state their height, and we
wish he had given us drawings of one
or two of them, as it might be interest-

ing to compare them with our own
round towers. Our author also speaks

with high praise of two ancient me-
dresscs, or Mussulman alms-houses,

built for the accommodation of certain

Mollnhu, whose duty it was to pray
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around the adjoining tomb of their

founder. These graceful minarets are
of fine brick, fluted-like Ionic columns,
the edges of the timings being com-
posed of turquoise-blue bricks, which
have, on the capitals, or galleries, and
shafts, the appearance ofa bright-azure

pattern on a dark-coloured ground.
The delicacy of the arabesques, cut in

a hard stone, and in many places in

alto-relievo, would, we are told, excite

admiration in India or in Italy. Erze-
room, however, was never destined to

be a nursery of the fine arts, and the

dilettante travellerwho is so unfortunate
as to get there, will bless his stars when
he can leave it. The buildings which
will interest our readers most, arc the

houses in which its people live. These
are the antipodes of regular architec-

ture, and defy order ofany kind. The
residence prepared for the English
commissioner, which must be taken as

a favourable specimen, wus of solid

rough stone; the roof flat, and covered
with green turf; the windows small,

like port-holes ; the entrance a lar^e

arch, through which the visitor rides

into a gloomy hall, having kitchen ami
offices on one side, stables on the other,

and in front,between them, a dark stair-

case of square stones and heavy beams,
which gave access to the upper floor.

The walls of this upper floor are not
exactly over those below, but were sup-

ported by great beams, some of which
had given way, leaving the principal

apartment leaning over in a somewhat
alarming manner. The walls of the

rooms were all whitewashed, and the

ceilings were of wood, carved and
painted. The floors were covered
with blue cloth ; but in some houses a
thick grey felt, over which are laid rich

Persian carpets, with those beautiful

Koordish rugs which last for ever, co-

vering the divans that stand on each
side of the fireplace, give these wild

halls a semblance of comfort. In the

lower part of the house, sheep and
poultry, and various animals are kept.

Mr. Curzon had nineteen lambs which
grazed on the top of the house, where
they were carried up, except when
there was danger of their being blown
away. He had, besides, stores of large-

tailed sheep ; these were walked out

every day by a shepherd, who also

took chargo of the sheep belonging to

other inhabitants of that quarter of the

town, leaviug them to eat what they

could get upon the mountains,andbring-

ing them home, a few to every house,

in the evening. The great difficulty

of housekeeping was the commissariat.

Except meat and bread, every article

consumed by our commissioner came
on horses from Constantinople. Wood,
too, is expensive, as there are no trees

within a distance of thirty hours from
the city ; not that the climate is too
cold for them to grow, but that the
people are not provident enough to

plant them. Earthquakes are among
the incidents of life in Erzeroom, and
Mr. Curzon describes a very serious

one which took place while he was
there.

Our author's main object at Erze-
room was the settlement of the boun-
daries between the Persian and the
Turkish territories ; and for the pur-
pose of giving the needful information,

many of the chiefs of these border-

lands were brought up to be examined
before him and the other commissioners.

Being called upon to meet these very
original individuals, Mr. Curzon pro-

ceeded to the residence of Enveri Ef-
fendi, the Turkish authority, and saw
at his door a fine marc, held by a negro,

while a Bedouin Arab sat on the ground
near it. " The headstall was made of
a red silk garter, which went over its

head, and was attached to tho bit by a
piece of green leather strap ; the saddle

was a common Arab saddle, but the
housings, made of wadded red silk,

ended in two immense tassels, one on
each side of the horse's tail, and almost
as large ; the shovel stirrups were
beautifully embossed, and inlaid with

silver, and there was a heavy mass of
the tame workmanship under the right

flap of the saddle." This horse, we
were told, belonged to Sheikh Thamir,
chief of the Chaab tribe, and ex-so-

vereign of all the land at the mouths of
the Euphrates. On entering the selaui-

lik, or reception hall, Mr. Curzon was
introduced to this chieftain and two
others, being, he says, tho three most
picturesque i>eople he had ever seen :

—

" The first," says our author, in his gra-

phic sketch of the interview, "wasOsman
Pasha, late Governor of Zohab ; the second,

Sheikh Thamir, whose horse I had been look-

ing at outside ; the third was yclept Abdul
Kader Kflemli, chief secretary to the govern-
ment of rhuaorah. These jkjsous were
dressed in flowing robes of various colours

;

thoy had long beards, and enormous turbans
of Cashmere shawL AU three were remark-
ably ugly, strange-looking men, and I can-
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not describe to you the peculiar way in which
their clothes were put on, and the wild and
almo*t magnificent appearance they pre-

sented. There wotc, besides these and cur-

sives, B Pa«ha and four other gentle-

men, in the modern Turkish dresa. The
three commissioners and their two drago-

mans sat on the divan under the window,
all, except my«el£, with their legs sticking

out, like people waiting for an operation in

an hospital. Enveri Effendi sat on a cushion

on the floor, in the right-hand corner, and
the othe rs were ranged on the two aides of

the room. As we were fourteen people, ou

a sudden fourteen servants rushed into the

room with pipes; then one brought crflVe

en a tray, the brocade covering of which

was thrown over his left shoulder ; aud then

came a man bringing to each of us n cup,

well frothed up, and in a zarf, or outer cup,

of a different kind, according to the rank of

the person to whom it was presented. En-
veri Effendi and the three commissioners had

cups of enamelled gold, the rest of the

P&ttiaa, &c, of hilver. When this ceremony
was concluded, the door was shut, the ser-

vants disappeared, a curtain was drawn
across the door, and two chaoushe*, with

muskeU, put to guard it outside. Then En-
veri Effendi lifted up his voice, anil, after

swinging himself about, and grunting two

or three times he told us that the gentle-

men in the turbans had brought up a num-
ber of oW firmans, teakeres, and other pa-

pers relating to the lands between Zohab and

the Persian Gulf; that he examined them,

and that now he begged the commissioners

to put any questions they chose to the

worthies before them respecting the lauds,

tec
44 Then we all looked at each other for a

little time, then they all looked at me. Then

I took up my parable, and desired the dra-

goman to ask Gvraan Pasha who he M as.

4
1 am Osman Pasha,' said he ;

' and 1 and

my family have been sovereigns (or hcrcdi-

ditary governors rather) of Zohab for seven

generarions.' Having asked him a great

many questions, and written down his an-

swers, whkh made him somewhat nervous, I

turned to Sheikh Thamir. 4 What is your

fortunate name T said I, upon which Sheikh

Thamir opened hi? eyes, then ho opened his

mouth, then he looked at Abdel Kader, then

he shut his mouth again, and said nothing.

So I asked him again wbo he had the ho-

nour to be. Upon thi.«, Abdel Kader, who
appeared to be his mentor or adviser, came

and sat down by him, and said, ' He is

Sheikh Thamir.'
" Sheikh Thamir upon this

shouted out, at the top of his voice,
4 Yes : L

am Sheikh Thamir, the son of Gashban, who
was the eon of Os-man, who was the son of

.' 4 Thank you,' I said,
4
1 only wanted

to know from your own lips who you were,

Lut am not particular as to the names of all

your respected ancestors.' However, Sheikh

Thamir was not to be stopped in that way

when he had once begun, so he shouted out

a long string of names, and when he got to

the end he said he was Sheikh of the Sheikhs
of the great tribe of Chaab, and commander
of the district of Ghoban, which his ancestors

had held before him for one or two hundred
years — or more, or less, as I pleased. In

answer to other questions, which Abdel Ka-
der always acconi|>anied with his own notes

and commentaries, he said, 4
1 have no pa-

pers ; wo do not understand such thing*.

What do I know ? 1 am an old man. I

am forty- five years of age; let me alone.'

In course of time 1 did let him alone, and a
diilicult thing it was to draw out any infor-

mation from this wild desert chief. Every
now and theu somebody else put in a word.

At about four o'clock the meeting broke up."

The Koords, with every vice, have
but the single virtue of courage. They
live by theft and deeds of violence;

nobody tells truth, and though they
profess to be Mahometans, the laxest

Iinaum would be ashamed to own them.
Yet are they strongly superstitions, and,

as the following circumstance shows,

they hold the Mussulman tenet of fatal-

ism with a very practical orthodoxy.
A certain Koord, who had become re-

markable for his daring robberies, aud
the number of murders he had com-
mitted, stole a horse in a valley near
Erzeroom, leaving the traveller, from
whom he took it, and whom he had beat
about the head, as he thought, dead.

A day or two afterwards he ottered the
horse for sale, when the owner, who
had recovered, saw him selling it, and
gave him in charge to the guard. Ilia

conviction for horse-stealing was cer-

tain, but his punishment for that alone

would not have been severe, and no-
body in Erzeroom was acquainted with

the fact, that he was the notorious of-

fender for whom the Pasha's agent had
been so long looking out. This he
knew quite well, but when brought for

judgment for the horse stealing, and
asked by the Pasha, " Who are you ?"

After a silence, the man said—" There
is a fate in this, it cannot be denied.

I am .... whom you have been
searching for, these three years. My
fate brought me to Erzeroom, and novr

1 am taken up for stealing one poor
horse. I felt when I took that horse

that I was fated to die for it. My time
is come. It is fate." And so he went
to be bung without a murmur more,
and was hung before the windows of
Mr. Curzon's house. He was a young
and very handsome man, with long
black hair. No one knew him by
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night at Erzercom, and there was no

occasion for his making known his

name, or confessing that he had com-

mitted outrages aud murders repeat-

edly. Our author says that he will

always regard his case as a remarkable

instance of the power of fatalism, on

which, as it affects the Turkish cha-

racter at the present day, his observa-

tions deserve attention :

—

" Fatalism, in other cases, hia a powerful

influence over tho true b«levers in tho

armies of Islam. The soldier go to battle

with the firm belief that, if hi* hour is not

come, the cannon of the enemy can have no

power over him ; and that if hi* hour is ar-

rived, the angel of death will call him,

whether he may be seated on his divan or

walking in full health in his garden at home :

just as readily does lie bow his hi\»d to fate

in one place as in another. By this institu-

tion of the Koran, the wonderful g<>nius of

Mohame 1 ha-? gained many a victory by the

hands of bis trusting and believing follower*

for the caliphs and sultaas of his creed.

Some of the reforms of Sultan Mahtnuul,

by treating lightly many of th<* ancient

prejudices of tho Osmaulis, have shaken the

throne under his feet. The progress of in-

fidelity, which has begun at Constantinople,

is the greatest temporal damr-jr to the power

of the Turkish empire. Tho Turk implicitly

believes the tenets of his religion; he keeps

its precepts and obuys its law* ; he is proud

of his fa th, and prays in public when the

hour of prayer arrives. How different, alas !

is the manner in which tho divino laws of

Christianity are kept ! The Christian seems

ashamed of his religion ; as for obeying tho

doctrines of the Gospel, they have no per-

ceptible effect upon the mass of th<> people,

among whom drunkenness, dishonesty, and

immorality prevail almost unchecked, ex-

cept by the fear of punishment in this world
;

while in Turkey not one-tenth part of the

crime exists which is annually committed in

Christeudom."

We arc disposed to think that the

military value of this Mussulman tenet

is, as regards the Turks, overrated.

They unquestionably possess, in a high
degree, physical courage, and do not
need it. Besides, as Colonel Chesney*
remarks, it tends to make them care-

less. We suspect that Turkish tee-

totalism, their rigid abstinence from
spirituous liquors, is the practice from
which their troops derive the most ad-
vantage. Colonel Chesnev's book,
however, affords another and an amus-

ing example of Turkish fatalism, which

occurred at the fatal battle of KulewU-
cha, in 1829:—

*• During one of the intervals which oc-

curred between the attacks made during the

battle of Kulewtscha, a Turk who was on

the opposite side of the ravine, but within

musket range of his opponents, deliberately

walked along parallel to a Russian battalion,

making insulting grimaces. A dropping fire

was kept up the whole time nearly from one

end of the line to the other, which, strange

to say, failed to bring him down."—Ru$*o-
Turkish Campaign, p. 36G.

The visit and labours of Mr. Curzon
and his fellow-commissioner were not

without cll'ect. Owing to their ex-

ertions, the border outrages havo been

kept down for more than ten years,

during which time commerce has been

extended, the roads have been safe,

and the agricultural population, from

Uuttora to Mount Ararat, have had
an immunity from oppression, and an

actual prosperity which they never

knew before. Mr. Curzon, too, has

the deep satisfaction of reflecting, that

he has been tho means of putting

down the infliction of torture in the

pashaiic of Erzerooin, and probably,

to a great extent, through Kurdis-

tan. This savage practice had been

general, but the earnest efforts of Mr.
Curzon, in some cases which came
within his knowledge while residing

at Erzeroom, led to its abolition.

There is, too, reason to hope, that

his intercourse with the pasha has

directed attention, with like success, to

other abnormaties iu the administra-

tion of justice. A woman's evidence,

for example, was never taken, and
that of a Christian or a foreigner was

of no avail against a Mahomcdan.
Krzeroom being between 7,000 and

8,000 feet above the level of the sea,

the cold in winter is extreme, usually

sixteen degrees below zero of Farn-

heit, and often colder. The summer,
though short, is hot. Theupper lands

in its neighbourhood, and in Armenia
generally, ure healthy, but the valleys

are infested with the most fatal fevers.

Near tho dark lake of Torloom Mr.
Curzon saw, mid a grove of peach-

trees and in a lovely valley, a village of

striking beauty ; but every soul, or,

* " The Russo- Turkish Campaigns of 1828, 1829." By Colonel Chesney, R.A. Smith
and Elder. London. 185-1.
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a« he fays, every body, was (load ; one
only man survived to tell of the fever

which had killed the rest. One day
as Mr. Curzon was dining with the

pa?ha, he was, in a moment, pros-

trated by fever, and remained insen-

sible for twenty-seven days. A fa-

vourable change, which led to his

rapid recovery, took place, and under
circumstances which arc certainly re-

markable. There was a fearful earth-

quake ; the house creaked and trem-
bled like a ship in a gale of wind ; the

noise increased to a roar, of a howl-
ing, rumbling sound, while the air

was still. An immense beam which
was above his head, split with a re-

port like a cannon ; two chambers in

his house fell in, while the crash of
falling buildings without increased the

uproar. It was on that day that the

ice was taken from his head, and the

fever left him. He had afterwards a
mora tragic instance of the effect of
fever in Armenia, in the case of one of
bis native servants. It occurred on
his return journey, and is well told :

—

44 At Kale Khan I had given leave to

ooe Mustapha, my kawass bashi, or captain

of the kawasses, to go and see his family,

who lived in a village a short distance off

th^ road ; he hod not seen them for a long

time, and went on his way rejoicing. At a
place called Porda Bakchelari, where I was
rating on the 3rd, he made his appearance

again ; be was so altered in looks that I did

not know him at first ; so much so, that I

aaked him who he was, and what he wanted
with me. His history, poor fellow ! was as

" When he arrived at his village he rode

up to the door of his own bouse, thinking to

give a happy surprise to his wife and chil-

dren, whose names he called out as he stop-

ped his horse in the little street. No one

answered, when he called again, and knock-

ed loudly at the door several times. At
last an old woman put her head out of the

door of another bouse, and screamed to him
to know what he was making such a noise

about
44 - 1 want such a one/ said he, naming

b.s wife.
44

' What, Eyeaha?' said the old woman :

* who are you ? You must be a stranger

to this place not to know that she died of

the fever and was buried two weeks ago.'
44 4 And where is Hassan V said the poor

kavTass, asking for his eldest son.
4 * * Ob, be died three months ago.'
u 4 And the two Uttle ones ? he asked.
44 4 Thev were buried, I forget how long

it is since,' said the old woman ; »the fever

got into that house ; the people are all

dead. Ywti had belter not go in, stranger,

fur it has been lacked up by th^ cadi, and
the owne r. Mu»taphn Ag.i, lives n long way
oft" at Erzeroom. ln»hada ! he will coma
some dav, and the cadi will deliver the key
to him.'

44 Mustapha kawass never dismounted
from his horse in his native village; he
turned .slowly away, and rode back to the

traek of the mules und horses of my followers

till he caught us up at Bakchelari Khan.
44 4 Allahkcrim !' ((iod is merciful

!
) said

his companions, when he had told us this

sad history, liis family was swept from the
face of the earth ; there was not a servant left,

not one old well-remembered face to greet

him in his visit to the village where he had
pa-?.'d his childish day*. He had heard
nothing of the fever or of the infliction which
had fallen upon his hnus , and suddenly
he found himself iilone in the wide world.

Wc were all gr'eved for him, but what
could we do? Everyone looked grave as we
plodded on again through the snow and ice,

and smoked the pipe of reflection in silence,

on our weary way."

What, then, it may be asked, is

the political importance of Erzcroom,
and of its barren and fatal neighbour-
hood ? Erzeroom is an entrepot for

the trade, and especially of the corn
brought from the richer countries

around it. It is the only place on the
route from Persia to Turkey, where
caravans can recruit their horses* and
procure provisions. The number of
camels and bea«ts of burthen assem-
bled there at times is immense ; and
it is singular to see the Arabian camel
tramping through the snow, and bear,
ing well the exceeding cold of these

elevated regions, From Georgia, Per-
sia, and Trebizond, there is no other
city where an army could rest to col-

lect supplies. It is the key to these

districts, and in the hands of an active

power, would, as our author states,

hold the fate of this part of Asia.
Russia has been long aware of this.

In 1829, it was occupied by her troops,

but evacuated in pursuance of the
treaty of Adrianople. Still she has
her eagle-eye upon it, and is stea-

dily advancing in that direction. In
Persian-Armenia she has gained
possession of Erivan, Mount Ara-
rat, and Etchmiazin, and, if un-
opposed by Persia, might send sup-
plies to her forces by the Caspian Sea.

She has also heavy mortgage claims

on Geilane and Mazeaderaun, the
best Persian provinces in the neighbour-
hood of the Caspian.
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In was in 1828 that Russia ac-

quired Erivan, the capital of Persian-

Armenia, Mount Ararat, much venerat-

ed by the Armenians, and Etcbmiazin,

the residence of their patriarch. They
are, none of them, unimportant, and
the last has a political significance

which our j>ensive public is not very

generally aware of. Etchmiazin is u
fortified monaster)', where, as we have
said, resides the patriarch of the Ar-
menians, who is also looked up to,

as not alone the spiritual, but also

the temporal chief of that scattered

nation. Whatever be the professed

nature of his authority, his influence

is certain, and it may be easily diffused

through bishops, priests, and deacons,

in Turkey, Persia, India, and other

countries of the East. The Arme-
nians are an active and industrious

people, aud, as is well known, are

very commonly found throughout the

East as juvclla boaka, or confidential

clerks, in commercial establishments.

The possession, therefore, of the resi-

dence and the person of this Armenian
Pope, opens to theCzar another element

of obvious power, which ho knows how
to apply to the furtherance of his own
interest in Bombay, Bushir, Madras,
or any other eastern centre.

We have read in some recent works
of the improvement observed by tra-

vellers, in regard to their protection,

and the safety of the public routes in

certain Asiatic districts, since they

came under the dominion of Russia.

This may be ; but. we believe there is

no reason to doubt that the rule of

Russia is abominated by the people,

and that of their old and milder mas-
ters longed for, owing, in addition to

other causes, to the tyranny of the

Russian underlings and their ruthless

conscription. It is well known that

the Nogai Tartars gave up the Chris-

tian religion, and migrating from Rus-
sia, became Mahometans, in the hope
of securing the less painful protection

of Turkey, and probably feeling, like

the Mexicans who rejected the religion

of the Spaniards, that they could not

believe in a heaven where they were to

meet with such oppressors. It is also

known that, in 1771* a Kalmud tribe,

who had emigrated from the confines

of China to Kussia, unwilling to en.

dure her injurious rule, fought their

wav back to the far-off home of their

fathers, and received from the Empe-
ror of China the protection which they

asked for, and large tracts of lands for

the pasture of their flocks. In the
year 1829, sixty-nine thousand Chris-

tian Armenian families, relying on the

professions of the Czar, left the Maho-
metan dominions, and placed themselves

under his protection. " Over their

ruined houses," says Mr. Curzon, "I
have ridden, and surveyed with sor-

row their ancient churches in the val-

leys of Armenia, desecrated and in-

jured, as far as their solid construc-

tion admitted, by the sacrilegious

hands of the Russian soldiers, who
tried to destroy those temples of

their own religion, which the Turks
had spared, and under whose rule

many of the more recent had
been rebuilt on their old foun-

dations. The greater part of these

Armenians perished from want and
starvation ; the few who survived this

sharp lesson, have since been endea-

vouring, by every means in their

power, to return to the lesser evils of
the frying-pan of Turkey, from whence
they had leapt into the fire of despotic

Russia."

These circumstances may encourage
us to hope that crippling the power of
Russia is no impossible achievement.

This must be done, or, east and west,

she will be the ruling power. At present

all her objects are subordinated to the

great one of the conquest of Constan-
tinople. Absorbed by military views,

she derives, as yet, but little revenue

from her Asiatic accessions, and ne-

glects resources within herown control.

Attention to the navigation of her
great rivers, would bring more money
to St. Petersburg than any territorial

extensions, excepting only that of Con-
stantinople. Mr. Curzon says that the

simply cutting a canal from Tzaritzan,

on the Volga, to the nearest point

rt the Don—a distance of not more
thirty miles—would be the means

of bringing, with all facility, to the

Black Sea, the silk of the northern
provinces of Persia, and would develop
the rich resources of the two great dis-

tricts of Geilaun and Mazenderaun,
which are at present virtually Russian ;

and that Russia would gain more by
the construction of that canal than by
the conquest of Armenia. Dazzled,
however, by the gains of war, she is

inattentive to the surer wealth of peace.
Once, however, in the possession ofCon-
stantinople, she will become not merely
a military, but a commercial power,
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and thus immeasurably increase ber
influence. To preclude the eventual

occurrence of so fatal a catastrophe, it

may be well for the English public to

watch not only the war, but the peace.

The Crimea must be restored to

Turkey, or that peace will be an una-
vailing truce. Turkey must be reim-

bursed the expenses of the war, or she

will be shackled for a length of time
to come, and Persia must be released

by the Czar, for what he calls her
debt to him of two millions sterling,

or else she is a Russian serf. These
must be among the terms of that

peace, which, as matters look at pre-

sent, is, to use a phrase of Locke's,

rather to be hoped tor than expected.

These are our views on present po-
litics, and we have said what is sub-

stantially the same in previous papers ;

but what is of more consequence, they
are the views of Mr. Curzon. It is to

hira, and Mr. Layard, and persons

who, like them, have bad peculiar op-
portunities of knowing the states, sta-

tistics, and people of the East, that

the country had best look for informa-
tion to be relied on.

We are conscious that we have

done less than justice to Mr. Curzon *s

Armenia, that we have dealt but im-

perfectly with its topics, and have
left unnoticed one of its striking

features— its anecdotes— those tales

of the East, which are at once
well told, and characteristic of
life there. The preface tells us that

the work was written in a few days,

and at a time when the author was
pressed by other engagements. It

wears, perhaps, the marks of haste.

There may, possibly, be one or two
expressions of opinion which, had the

author leisure for these second
thoughts, said always to be best, he
might have qualified. The style, too—
the costume—may be undress : yet

whatever it may «rain by this, it loses

nothing of that easy, Horace-Walpole
manner, which few can reach without

the possession of high literary talents,

and the advantage of having had early

intercourse with the best society. It,

however, we compare Mr. Curzon to

Walpole, it is but right to say that,

with all his liveliness, he is without

that levity on serious subjects which
taints the humour of the- hermit of

Strawberry Hill.

SPECIMENS FROM THE SPANISH POET ZOIIRrLLA.

Ik a review of Kennedy's tf Modern
Poets and Poetry of Spain,"* in a late

number of this Magazine, though tho

name of Zorrilla was mentioned, no
translated specimen of his poems was
given. We are, therefore, desirous to

offer a few ofour own translations from
this poet, who has been popular in

Spain since his twentieth year. He is

now about thirty-six, having been
born at Valladolid in 1817. Living
on his patrimonial estates in ease

and independence, he devotes him-
self to " Belles Lettres" as equally his

occupation and his amusement; and
since 1837, has published many vo-

lumes of his works in quick succession.

Mr. Kennedy, in his book, has confined

himself to the first volume of Zorrilla's

poems, and with his translations we

• See "The Spanish Poets Garrotted."

1853. No. CCXL1V.

shall not interfere. Our specimens

shall be made from amongst those

compositions that we have not seen in

an English dress.

It is difficult to make selections

from Zorrilla, suitable to the pages ofa
periodical, for his best pieces are ge-

nerally very long ; and it is also dif-

ficult to abridge them sufficiently (in

translating for such purpose), without
injury to their effect. They contrast

strongly with the closely-condensed

but exquisite little poems of Mrs. He-
mans. The genius of our Spaniard is

of an order the very reverse of that

which inspired the old poets of the

Greek Anthology, who expressed one
fine thought in a few—a very few

—

simple Hues. Their beautiful brief epi-

grams are like rings of plain, but pur-

Dubijn University Magazine for April,
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est gold, set with one rich jewel. But
Zorrilla, thou-h frequently inclined to

prolixity, is not tedious; he wisely

and skilfully varies the metres in diffe-

rent divisions of his lyrics (like the va-

riations in the strophe, antistrophe,

andenode of the Greek choral odes),

and thus avoids fatiguing the ear by
the monotony of a long continuous

rythm. He has many beauties ; his

descriptions are vivid, his verse fluent,

Ids imagination fertile in ideas, his

thoughts often brilliant and original,

and he is thoroughly national ; he is

of Spain, Spanish. We regret that

we cannot here offer the best of his

poems, on account of their unmanage-
able length ; but we will select as well

as we cau, premising that the reader

has already seen two of his shortest

lyrics in Tub Dublin University Ma-
gazine, translated by our pen—viz.,

a " Moorish Ballad," in the paper en-

titled "A Brisket of Autumnal l* ruit,'"

and "The Captive" in the "Flowers
of the Affections, "f
We shall commence with a poem,

suggested to its author by the fine, old

City of Toledo, fraught as it is with
the reminiscences of Moorish chivalry

and splendour; his admiration of
which seems almost to overpower his

patriotic feelings and his religious con-
victions as a Spaniard and a Catholic
He laments the inert degradation in

which his countrymen are now content

to vegetate ; he recalls the activity

and energy of body and mind that

their ancestors exhibited in the old

Morisco times, and the polished tastes

tbey learned from their conquerors

;

and he contrasts them mournfully with
the present decadence in Spain. He
remembers that, though the Moors
once subjugated the Spaniards and
" gave them chains," they also "gave
them crests ;'* for it was by heroes, to
whom the Moorish wars afTorded an
opportunity of signalising themselves,

that the proudest blazomngs in Spain
were won ; and from those heroes some
of the noblest families in the Penin-
sula originated :

—

TOLEDO.X

" Xcgra, ruinow, tol* y olvicUda," Sec.

J.

Rain'd and black, deserted and forgot,

Half «unk 'mid sands around her gather-

ing fast,

Toledo lies—a world-abandon'd spot,

Smote by the storm-wind, shattered by
the blast.

Now in the mantle that her dead Kings
wore

Scant clad, her wasting brow to sight re-

vealed,

A slave that Arms and Laws can boast no
more,

She slumb'ring rests beside her ancient

shield.

"What hath she left her now?—an empty
name,

A parody wherewith her shame to hide,

Wlu-rcfrom may men divine her former fame

;

Toledo ! Once a Queen in wealth and pride,

What hath she left?—a temple, bridges

twain,§

An old AlcazarJ that doth frown on high,

Where wrecks and scutcheons of the Past

remain

—

Beneath, inert, her soul-less people lie.

At times above the dark and louring ni^ht

Of that vast heap of dust and memories,

Amid the shadows streams a pallid light,

And sweetest music floats upon the

breeze.

Above the moan of winds, the voice of

prayer,

Then loudly sounds the Organ's rolling

tone;

An hour hath passed—then what remaineth

there ?

A Cross, an Altar, a Sepulchral stone.

There, when the moonlight steals with tardy

beam,

Through painted panes of gorgeous bla-

zonry,

Scarce can it see the small lamp's feeble

gleam
That by the altar glimmers, soon to die.

Through open'd window peeping that dim
ray

Shows that some Being suffers—watches—
weeps—

While a dull race that knows not yesterday,

Nor heeds to-morrow, in supineness sleeps.

• No. CCXXXVIII. for October, 1852.

t No. CCXLIX. for September, 185.^5.

% We have found it necessary to abridge this poem.
§ Of the two bridges over the Tagua, that of Alcantara was built by the Moors.
U The Alcazar, or Palace, is on a height over the Tngus and stands on the site of the

oM Moorish Palace. It was almost wholly rebuilt by Charles V., but is now much
di caved.
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And as the moon in sihnt flight

The dark blue skk-a moves nightly o'er,

She whitens with her silver light

The spoil* of raryiads now no more

;

Those pages, without date or name,

The cyphers of an age unknown,
Wrought by man's hand to be the shame
Of man, in feebler ages shown.

That vast Cathedral*—sacred pile !

Whose capitals and columns grey,

Whose frtttcd vault and pillar'd aisle,

Whose painted windows' rich display,

Whose cloisters, solemn, dim, and old,

(Where silence reigns, so deep and dread),

Need for their pavement but the cold

Sepulchral stones that hide the dead.

And o'er those stones the Living sing

In loud-voie'd choir their hymns to

heaven

;

And with the golden censer's swing

The hallow'd myrrh's sweet breath is

given.

At midnight hour, 'mid storm and rain,

There sounds mysterious harmony

;

A deep ton'd, sad, and awful strain,

That pleads for one about to die.

—

The 3/uerere—solemu sound

!

It fills the dome ; and on the air

Forth bursting, unto all around

Tells that Religion's voice is there.

Then the loud peal of tolling bell,

That emulates the Psalmody,

Oe'rpowers the dying mush 's knell

With chime of hour that's fleeted by.

III.

Sleep, then sleep, Toledo ! by the turbid River

That with hollow murmurs past thy feet

doth glide

!

While its yellow current wastes and wears

for ever

The walls that cast their shadows inglo-

rious o'er the tide.

Ah ! for thee asham'd, thy stain the River

weepetb,

;

Mourning thy lost treasures, thy pride,

thy beauty fled

;

But telleth not the nations (its Fity silence

keepeth),

That all thy crests and blazons are buried

in its bed.

Sleep, then sleep, Toledo, 'mid the mimick'd

glory

Of thy once wealthy masters in their

palmy day

:

Thy treasures all have vanish'd, existing

but in story

;

Thy golden crown lies hidden deep in the

sordid clay.

IV.

Toledo once had days of fame ;

What now remains to her ?

Vain memories of the Past that claim

A sigh for glories past— a name—
An old Zocodover.f

Once, when a Moor of noble race

Would to the lists invito

A Christian Chief, the barrier'd space

Did broad Toledan tapestry grace,

In hangings richly dight.

The balconies seem'd summer bowers,

All twin'd without, within,

With wreaths on wreaths of sweetest flowers
;

And painted windows dock'd the towers

Of proud Miramoulin.$

Beneath an open balcony,

(The Sultan's), stood a band
Of guards, his brilliant Cavalry

;

The Horse-tail standard waving high,

The pennon'd lance in baud.

Behind their lattices conceal'd,

Did Moorish Beauties gaze

;

Yet by their Hashing eyes reveal'd :

—

The skies no light had seem'd to yield

Without those sun-like rays.

How lovely were those Eastern Fair!—
Their fans of plumage light

Play'd o'er the shawls that waverM there,

As delicate as woven air,

As sea-foam soft and white.

For this the jealous Moslem threw
Around their charms the fold

Of costly veil, with tender hue,

More exquisite than heavenly blue,

With fringe of massive gold.

From turrets high a fragrant rain

Of perfum'd waters pour'd,

With freshness dew'd the sandy plain
;

Then on the breeze of morn again

The odours heavenward soar'd.

And nets of silk and gold were hung
From the three chiefe^t tow'rs

;

OVrjoy'd with air and sun-light, swung
Gay birds within ; nnd hopp'd, and sung

With all their vocal powers.

The bliss of Eastern hearts wert thou,

Proud City ! many a year

;

Ah ! little hast thou left thee now,
But dust upon thy wrinkled brow,

And in thy bosom, Fear.

• The Cathedral stands on the site of an old Moorish mosque, aud was founded in 1258,

by Ferdinand III., of Castile; it consists of five naves, supported by eighty- four colossal

columns, and is paved with white and blue marbles : it is 404 feet loug and 204 feet wide.

t Zocodover, the Moorish market-place.

X The usual title of the Moorish Princes
;
corrupted fom Emir el memunin, i. e. f Chief of

the Faithful.
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The Arabic Zocodover,

Decay'd and mould'ring all,

Scarce seems the memories to bear

Of what its days of glory were

—

But totters to its fall.

Where are the sports of Moorish Canes ?*

How ill their place supplies

The Bull-light with it* bloody stains-
How ill exchang'd the Tabor's strains

For the shrill market cries.

And Time, with greed that would not spare,

For pride or solace aught,

Hath stripp'd the old Acazar bare,

stolen its broideries rich and rare,

Of silken tissues wrought.

v.

There is a Gothic pile—its mighty space

Holds fragments without history or name;
Wreck of the Past, that to a mortal race

Their sentence of mortality proclaim.

There stilt are stone-hewn pages, where tho

grave

Decyph'rer yet may read, with studious

pains,

The Era w hen a people rashly brave

(Or nobly) ceas'd to give us crests and
chains.

There still are tapestries gay, and sweet
perfumes

;

And *mid the sheen of silk, and gems, and
gold,

Fancy can picture (e'en 'mid present glooms)
What Arabic Toledo was of old.

These arc tho sumptuous obsequies of grace.

And beauty, wealth, and splendour, now
no more.

Tho Moorish songs are hush'd—but in their

place

To Heaveu the strains of holy Anthems
soar.

vr.

Moorish Tournaments have vanush'd
;

Voice of Arab Song is still

:

Flowor-deck'd silken Blinds are banish'd,

Windows all lie ope at will.

Caftan'd Forms no more are glancing

Towers and battlement* amid :

Eastern maids no more are dancing
In thdr Garden's foliage hid.

Now no gilded roofs are shining

In th' Alcazar's proud saloon

;

Nor on velvet couch reclining

Bests the Moor at sultry noon.

Now no bright-hued Birds disporting

In their cage of golden wire,

Sing, delighted Echo courting

—

Hush'd is now their tuneful choir.

Ah ! there is no age of pleasure,

Like the Moorish era— none !—
With it none their joys can measure,

Of such age can be but one.

Yet there is on high suspended,

In the tower of Christian shrine,

Giant Bell, whose summons blended

With the air, seems voice divine.

On a hundred pillars resting,

Still a Gothic Fane is ours

;

Crosses tall, the altars creating.

And Beligion's sacred powers.

Still there is a people kneeling

In devotion 8 earnest prayer

;

And within their bosoms feeling

Faith's warm flame enkindled there.

There is an Epicedium, or funeral

poem, of Zorrilla'8, the plan of which
(so to speak) is artistically conceived.

First, a solemn metre expresses the
shuddering sensation of the mourner,
and where is the recently bereaved
who has not experienced it, especially

in inclement weather ? that the beloved
dead has been put forth from home,
left in the cold earlh amid snow and
rains, and abandoned to the destroying
worm. There is the involuntary pity,

ns though the dead were conscious of
the grave; there is the longing, but
confessedly useless, desire to perform
yet some helpful labour of love for the
departed. Isext come, with a change
of rythm, reflections on the apathy
with which men in general look, un-
improving, upon the death of others.

Then, the remembrance of the Blessed

inspires a cheerful, and almost triuni.

phant tone. But at the conclusion,

the recurring feeling of the poet's be-

reavement in the loss of the good and
pure, depresses him to ajnore
strain.

ON THE DEATH OF

•ota en el

• • •

How far'st thou in thy pond'rous sepulchre ?

No friend to speak to thee amid its gloom !

Would my remaining days, whate'er they be,

I might but pass with thee,

E'eu in thy gelid tomb

!

My frame should shelter thine, when the

bleak rain

Dripp'd through the humid stones that hide

thee now

• The Moorish
fidl gallop.

of hurling Canes, or blunt spears of Canes, at a mark, while in
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From my food gaze ; nor should the breath

unliind

Of the rode Northern Wind
Come near to chill thy brow.

The tall, rank grass, from the deserted spot

Where there art laid, the*-; hands should

pluck away

:

And fling afar the vile and creeping worm,
That dar'd to seek thy form

In greediness of prey.

But O, my heart's Beloved ! now may the foul

Destroyer 'mid thy golden tresws lie,

Unebeck'd. unbarra'd—and strangers hasten-

ing past

Thy tomb, shall on it cast

A cold and careless eye,

II.

If, watching o'er the body's rest,"

The fv>ul may dwell in converse blest

With kindred Spirits of the Dead—
If with Heaven's curtain o'er thee spread

Thou softly sleep's*, nor beed'st a sound

From mundane tumult echoing round
;

If the fund love the Living cherish

Hid in the silent grave must perish
;

If of onr world no thought bo dear,

Or known within yon other sphere—
But ah ! cme\ day in even* year

To thy lone tomb shull men draw near,

With heartless words, and pomp, and show,

(How useless to the Dead below !)

With vanity each bosom fraught,

The world and life in every thought

;

Thev come, nr>t there to smooth thy pillow,

Nor sire*- Love's flowers nor memory's
willow;

Not speak thee consolations kind,

With holy words and earnest mind
;

Nor in the spoil* of Time confess

The proof* of their own nothingness

;

Nor read the solemn truth in thee,

That as thou art themselves shall be

—

What though the tomb be mirror true,

Men its reflexions hide from view

With marble screen, and veil of gold.

Whose heavv shade and close-drawn fold

Let not the chrystal to the ray

its humbling imagery display, —
The dust that lies the grave within,

At once Man's end and origin. —
Why seek they then thy tomb ? Alas !

Is it to tell thee as they pass.

That when they laid thee with the dead

Their "sleep in peace" was falsely said !

III.

Still stilL above you heaven
Whose azure tints we see,

There is a blissful Eden
For those that die like thee

;

There with thy guardian angels,

That tend so faithfully

Thy blest and holy Quiet,

Immortul shalt thou be
;

Dwelling in bowers of radiance,

The stars thy canopy

;

From every sad remembranco
Of earth for ever free.

Yes ! when the grave doth open
Its gate of mystery,

To life and bliss <A«y enter,

Those who can die like thee.

IV.

Pure and lovely, like a lily

Blown in Eden's bowers art thou

;

Balmy airs, so soft and ?>tilly,

Breathe thec health and gladness now.
Bent ! 'mid tlowers by angels strew'd,

Flowers with heaven's own tints endued

—

Best!—thy sacred quietude

i^oving spirit* tend.

Best ! a hidden fountain springing,

To thy soothed ear is singing
;

While from distance sweetly ringing

Seraphs' harpings blend.

With my mournful fate complying,
While in darkness here I stray

;

Like the Blind his progress trying,

To thy home I seek my way.
Ah ! my life wears to the grave,

Like the cold and troubled wave,

That when wintry tempest* lave

Doth so wildly flow
;

Like the bark by loud winds driven,

Like the fragile flower that ln-aveu

But to bloom and die hath given
4Mid the ungeuial snow.

In a Toom on Youth, Zorrilla takes

a view of the subject different from
that of poets in general, who usually

represent youth as deceived by ex-

ternal circumstances, or by the in-

ternal influences of hope or fancy.

But the Spaniard depicts Youth as

being himself a deceiver— a false ma-
giciau ; and his enchantments are

described in a cheerful metre that

changes to a plaintive cadence, in re-

cognising the emptiness of these illu-

sions ; and then alters to a more di-

dactic measure, which, however, is

somewhat too desponding :

—

YOUTH.
•* Quan Jo a \n» pucrUa dcV naccr Uamamot," Sir.

I.

When first in the portals of life we have
enter'd,

With flow'rets begemm'd lies the path at

our feet

;

• This division Is nn-rhymed in the original, having only the assonance of vowels,

f Alluding to the Anniversary Commemoration of the dead in Catholic countries
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Then, turn where we may, on our young
faces ccnler'd

The fond looks of friend* and of parents

we meet.

To stretch out for aid when our weak arms
have ventux'd,

A kiss is our guerdon, so pure and so

sweet.

Thus move we on, pkas'd with what earth

seems to give

;

To live we're content since we feel that we
live.

When we view from oar cradle the world as

it seemeth,

No thorn meets our eye 'mid its flow'rets'

gay sheen

;

Its oceans are calm, and its moon silvery

gleamcth,

Its fountains are crystal, its meadows
are green ;

Its fortune is steadfast, its sun ever beam-
ed),

And Fairyland's phantoms inhabit the

scene

;

And bright starry canopy sparkling on high,

Lends a thin floating veil to embellish its

sky.

Conducted by Peace, on our calm childhood

waiting,

We advance o'er a cheerful and smooth
beaten way

;

And as we speed onwards, our pupils di-

luting

Are eager for light, though half shaded
its ray;

But soon for our ripening age Pleasure creat-

ing

False joys, to an idol-shrine lures us, her

prey

;

Where with hands ever full, she still lavishes

all

That men in their weakness " the life of
love" call.

In his magic home there ardent Youth dwells,

admiring

The light joyous phantoms he revels

among

;

Fair forms to his visions he gives ; and de-
siring

To rule as a Monarch that world and its

throng,

He feels, to accomplish an aim so aspiring,

He needs all that's beautiful, valiant, and
strong.

Thus his region's false splendour, and all its

vain rays,

To our senses o'erdazzled, he featly dis-

plays.

Ah ! there are the minors of phantasy
glowing

With figures illusive, deceiving the sight;

And there a mock sun on the dimra'd
glasses throwing

Its tints and its radiance of metcor-like
light

;

In the distance Love's shadow voluptuous
allowing

Hid flowers artificial, all scentless thongh
bright.

A fountain of bli?s seems Youth's realm to
our eyes

;

And Beauty the spring of that fountain
supplies.

To Vice, then, our credence with simple mind
lending,

We take its foul quagmire for Virtue's
pure well

;

But we learn, as afar from the right path
we're wending,

How unreal the scenes where Youth lures
us to dwelL

And our day once so brilliant there mourn-
fully ending,

We sink down the abyss, and diasolv'd is

the spell.

We fancied a garden with flowers blooming
fair

;

A region of thorns—and thorns only— is

there.

ii.

Youth ! thy easy Balance swaying,
See how doth Life's weight prevail

!

Life, alas ! light hope outweighing,
Sinks with fast-descending scale.

Ah ! how soon do Forms Elysian
Vanish, and for ever, hence

;

Forms that once in joyous vision

Pleas'd our cluldhood's innocence.
Youth, thou glids't away wliile weaving
Spelb for hearts thou art deceiving,

Only dust and ashes leaving

Where we look'd thy gold to see.
Yonth 1 that flowers from spring dost borrow,
All thy lights are shades the morrow,
All thy pleasure is but sorrow,

All thy grace is vanity.

Yonth ! thou giv'st us eyes that see not,

Thoughts that ne'er inform tho brain

;

We believe iu things that be not—
We idealise in vain.

We existence enter dreaming

;

And our every day of life

In thy sphere of specious seeming,
More and more with dreams is rife.

Deem we, by fond Hope affected,

Eden in thy glass reflected ?

Reason rends the veil—detected.
Then thy emptiness is shown

;

Then the torch of Truth discloses,

'Stead of all thy blushing roses,

'Stead of flowers where Love reposes,

Wilderness of thorns alone

ni.
Glory and Fame, achievements we

Exult to chum in youthful day

;

Alas ! the thorns of memory
The canker-worms of Hope are they.
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Th<x« sweet, false nair.es whc?e magic soothes,

Friendship, and Love, andTrust, are thorns

;

And thorns alike are human Truths,

Rude spines that not a flower adorns.

Thorns are the Hope* of early years,

And thorns are Science, Wisdom's power :

Tell me, dark Fate, amid thy tears,

Of all these thorns where is the flower ?

Youth * season of fantastic shades.

That vanish where Truth a light has shone,

Lives not one flower amid thy glades ?

—

One, though unheeded and alone V

Though false thy wreaths of bliss and lore,

True thorns of grief are felt each hour

;

Ah ! where lies hid in Heaven above

Of all these thorns the guerdon flower !*

Zorrilla had been struggling on to-

wards literary distinction, chiefly as a
writer in periodicals ; while Larra, a
man of brilliant but eccentric talents,

engrossed the attention of Madrid.

But Larra, whose temper was hot and
uncontrollable, excited beyond sanity

by some unexpected vexation, com.
mitted suicide by shooting himself

through the head, in February, 1837.

Zorrilla rose suddenly to fame by an
epicedium on the unfortunate Larra,

which he recited beside his grave at

the time of his interment. We do not
give the poem, because it is generally

allowed to be inferior to Zorrilla's

powers; though, from the circum-

stances of the time and place, and the

state of public feeling when recited, it

was received with enthusiastic ap-

plause. But there is another poem of

bis, of which the memory of Larra was

the inspiring cause, which we much
prefer to the epicedium. A lady

having requested Zorrilla to inscribe

some lines in her album, among the

contributions of other poets, he found
that the page on which he was about
to write was immediately preceded by
one filled with a beautiful and pathetic

romance, from the pen of the departed

Larra. His feelings on this occasion

he has recorded in the effusion which
be left in the album, and which he
entitled—

THE DOUBT, t

" Qnaado «J etcriblr en ell**," &r.

Ere on these fair leaves writing,

I gaze in silence long

;

Lady ! I doubt me whether
To pour forth tear or song.

Such memVies here arc trcasur'd,

My mournful heart they wound
;

The more, that 'mid sweet blossoms

These lurking thorns are found.

The lay of tearful lover

Invites (with feeling deep),

Less in his strains to mingle

Than with his tears to weep.
So plaintive are the numbers
Of him, our honour'd dead,

That in my eyelids tremble

The drops they fain would shed.

Since thus while others chaunted,

One hath been weeping here

;

Lady ! I doubt me whether
To pour forth song or tear.

Would from my pen that roses

Instead of words would spring

!

Their fragrant forms entwining,

A votive wreath I'd bring.

But here must flow'rets wither

Beneath the cypress tree

:

Here, where the dead hatit spoken,

Mute should the living be.

The dead !—to this hit record

Be reverence duly paid ;

Terhaps around us hoveis

E'en now his watchful shade.

I know my indecision

Hath well deserv'd thy blame;
My conscious fault is dyeing

My check with flush of shame.

Yet, O forgive that gazing

On these fair leaves so long,

Lady ! I doubt me whether
To pour forth tear or song.

That thou sweet song dost merit,

So fully all agree,

That e'en a doubt implying

Would be but flattery.

Nor less we feel remembrance
To Aim is justly due,

Whom as an ardent lover

And child of grief we knew.
My mind, by both divided,

Decision strives to gain

;

Be his sad mem'ry's homage

—

Be thine the poet's strain.

All that of honour claimeth,

Thy gentle sex's bloom,

So much in tribute asketh.

His mournful shade, his tarnb.

• We have abridged this division of the poem.

| In the original this poem is without rhyme ; but each alternate line has the

of the vowels. We omit the second i

TOL. XLTV.—HO. CCLXX.
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Between the dead, the lovely,

"lis meet this doubt should be,

" What means the poet's measure,

Or song, or elegy ?"

In a poem descriptive of a rivulet,

Zorrilla institutes an allegorical com-
parison between the course of the

rivulet, and human life, death, and
immortality. We have found it ne-

cessary to condense so much in some
parts, 'that our English version is more
an adaptation from the Spanish than a
translation ;

—

VI.

It needs not envy Art's cascade,

The marble urn, the jets* parade

That spout in glittering pride :

The flag-flowers bright in nature's gold,

Their guardian sword-shap'd leaves unfold,

To grace the rivulet's tide

VII.

It envies not the briny sea

The ships that sail so gallantly,

With shout and trump?t*B tone ;

Nor sheltered ports, nor beacons high,

That flash upon the sailor's eye

Their flames afar, alone.

I.

THE MARGIN OP THIS RIVULET.

" Que dul<* rtw raaellcmcntc

D* un olmo k U tie** •ombro," »c

X.

In some calm hour, at rest when laid

Beneath an elm's refreshing shade,

Is it not sweet to see

The murmuring riv'let's lucid tide

Between its banks of verdure glide,

So bright, so peacefully ?

ir.

Tall reods, close rushes, crown its edge

;

The tender grass and fringing sedge

Its limpid waters lave
;

And cluster'd violets, blue and sweet,

Beud down their modest heads to meet
The coolness of its wave.

m.
Here gaily-tinted insects come,

And with their loud and busy hum
Cheer all the rural scene

;

And wilding flowers and weeds amid
The stream, by water-lilies hid,

Flows on its way unseen.

IV.

The happy rivulet needeth not

To envy aught the gayest spot

In proud and trim parterre

:

Along its course its own blest power
Gives life to many a lovely flower,

And shrub, and blossom fair.

vnx.

For this wild stream liath quiet pool,

Where spreading elms and willows cool

Sigh to the zephyr's wing

;

And strains, more sweet than trumpet's

sound,

Or sailor s shout, are breath'd around

By birds that blithely sing.

IX.

'Tis sweet the rivulet's wave to see

Steal on to kiss so lovingly

The feet that press its bank

;

'Tis sweet to trace its murmuring flight,

And follow till it siuks from sight,

'Mid sedge aud osiers dank.

x.

'Tis sweet to mark the crystal rill,

The sportive ripples, never still—

The ceaseless, ouward flow ;

The small smooth pebbles shifting (driven

With impulse by the eddies given)

Along their bed below.

XI.

The sand that on its surface yet

Retains the print of fisher's net,

Spread out when noon was bright;

Sun-streaks, like silvery ribbous' sheen,

And rainbow tints reflected seen,

In bubbles dancing light.

XII.

The spider on her viewless thread

Slides down from some green branch o'er head

To view that pageantry

;

It wrinkles at her touch—she starts,

Scar'd at the motion there, and darts

Back to her web on high.

It needs not envy statelier streams,

Their massive bridge or tower, that soeras

A burden they must bear

;

For the deep shades of bridge and tower
With more of gloom than beauty lour

1 >£rk o'er the waters there.

Along the stream an insect skims

—

Half fly, half fish, it leaps and swims ,

There all the livelong day
;

Nor ever doth it wax the leas

Alert in active eagerness

For pleasure or for prey.
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XIV.

Here where the ambient air is balm,
Tb nreet to feel a drowsy calm,

Each soothed sense pervade

;

The soul, as if in dreams, doth hear
A sound like music to the ear

By rippling currents made,

xv.

Then in some quiet hour, when laid

b- cKith an elm's refreshing shade,

1* it not sweet to see

Ttie murmuring rivulet's lucid tide

Between its bauks of verdure glide,

So bright, so peacefully ?

Soon will thy green herbage,

And thy violets blue,

And thy faded lilies,

Lose their scent, their hue.

Then the wither'd bulrush

Low his head will stoop,

And the reed* and sedges,

Brown and dry, must droop.

To a thread diiniuiah'd,

Must thou surely wtud
Down to sandy valley,

There tby course to end.

Ah ! 'tis sad, dear streamlet,

By thy side to be,

And think that life is hasting

To its end liko thee.

n.

Yet 'tis sad, fair river,

By thy side to be,

And' think how life but basteth

To its end like thee.

Sow along thy margin
Flow'rvts scent the breeze

;

Now thou bast the shadow
Of thy friendly trees.

Now from thy dear waters

Sips the linnet free

;

And to greet thee warbles

Love's own melody.

Now the sun looks on thee

From his glorious sphere,

And the hues of Iris

On thy tide appear

;

Yet 'tis sad, dear streamlet,

By thy side to be,

And think how life is hasting

To its end like thee.

Yes ! like thee are living

Mortals who must die
;

Now their bliss enjoying

While its hour fleet* hy.

Summer's scorching fervor

Swiftly draweth on ;

Soon will all the beauty

From thy banks be gone.

XXI.

Yet still, thou gentle rivulet, stray

Along thy grassy woodland way,
With flowers and verdure blest

;

Glide on ! though in yon valley be

The hollow pool tbat waits for thee,

Within its depth to rest.

n.

Though flowers .shall spring for thee no more,

Nor wild birds sing along thy shore,

Beneath the morning's

Unchanging ever, fre*h and pure,

Tby limpid waters shall endure

Still, whether lake or

m.
Since such thy lot, still, streamlet, glide

Between thy banks with lucid tide,

So briyht, so peacefully
;

And still, in sonic calm hour when laid

Beneath the elm's refreshing shade,

I'll gaze with love on thee.

M. E. M.
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THE FBOTESTANT REFUGEES OP FRANCS.*

Though we thought ourselves prettv

well acquainted with the subject this

work treats of, we had no idea it was
so full of striking, interesting, and im-

portant fact 8. M. Weiss has opened
a rich mine of history, which, though
familiar in name, and generally to

every one, has been hitherto, as a
whole, and in the multitude of its most
instructive details, not only unex-
plored but almost neglected. Just at

this time of a revival of Popery and ul-

tramontanism in France, and in some
degree in England, too, his work can-

not fail to have the effect of a most
powerful reply to all the renewed pre-

tensions of Rome. And this the more
effectually, as it is neither contro-

versial, polemical, nor theological ; but
a plain and pre-eminently impartial

statement of a loug and connected
series of facts, so graphically put to-

gether, that they speak, as it were, to

the very eye of the reader, without in-

volving him in any puzzling questions

at all. We have met with no book
that so strongly, without advocacv,

recommends Protestantism, as seen in

its social and political results; or, that

so strongly, without ire, condemns
Popery from the same point of view.

It is refreshing in these days of fan-

tastic literature and romantic phi-

losophy, to read so sound a production

—sound in style, sound in thought—
a great and conscientious labour, di-

rected to a great and beneficial end.

For this publication cannot fail greatly

to promote the cause of the Reforma-
tion in France just at this critical

juncture, when there are so many
Frenchmen of the highest class of in-

tellect and character in that country,

seeking anxiously for some safe medium
ofmind (which Protestantism affords),

that, nationally or widely prevailing

among them, may at once gurantee
progress, and bar out revolution.

Undertaking to make good these

assertions as we proceed, we will come
now to close quarters with the work
before us ; and the remark that first

strikes us as singular and important is,

that that which makes its excellence

was the cause itself of the downfall of
French Protestantism, and is likely to
bring Protestantism, paradoxical as
this opinion may appear, again into
favour with the French people; wo
mean the well-nigh exclusively social

and political, that is, mundane, tern-

Eer and tendency, both of M. Weiss's
istory of the refugees, and of the first

establishment of the reformed creed in
France. Leaving one branch of tins

argument for consideration, should
space permit, towards the close of this

paper, we will now show how the se-

cular character stamped from the
beginning on the reformation by
Frenchmen, whilst it produced its mo-
mentary success among them, led
speedily to its total discomfiture.

The special causes of this discomfi-

ture of Frotestantism^in France havo
always struck us to be principally

the following :— 1st, the want of de-
votional piety among the chief of the
French Reformers ; 2nd, the too
early adoption of the Protestant doc-
trjne bv the nobility; and 3rd, the
establishment of Protestantism as a se-

parate temporal power within the State.

With respect to the first of these
causes, we have only to muster before
our mind's eye the great leaders of the
Reform party, to be convinced that
they were much more emphatically
warriors, statesmen, and courtiers than
religionists. High meu though they
were, and among the first heroes of
the French nation, Coligni, D'Andelot,
La None, &c. — with the exception,
perhaps, of Duplessis Mornay— speak
to us much more of chivalry than of
Christianity. Sully and De Thou
were, the one a statesman, and the
other a philosopher. Henry IV. was a

* " History of the French Protestant Refugees, from the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes
to the Present Time." By Charles Weiss. Edinburgh : William Blackwood and Sons.

1854.
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vise, amiable, libertine prince, royal

thoroughly, but a Christian not skin

deep. The rest were, for the most
part, all honourable men;" but no*

^bere do we find a single champion of
purely spiritual truths. We impute
this partly to Calvinism. Acknow-
ledging that system to be rigorously

true, we are disposed, nevertheless, to

think that, merely as a system of theo-

logy, it may, from its very complete-

ness and conclusiveness, be adopted
exclusively by the reason, and regard-

ed only as a beautiful problem of reli-

gions philosophy solved; and under
this aspect we think it was that the

Reformation was first presented to the

French people, and entertained by
their divines. Protestantism under
Calvin had reached its climax. It had
lost its original ardour and enthusiasm,

and had stiffened—especially at Gene-
va.—into a kind of academic theology,

a kind of Sotbonne, without a fixed lo-

cality. How, otherwise than by the

supposition that the warm and moving
sptnt of religion had become frozen

under hard questions of controversy,

can we account for the fact, which we
have taken pains to ascertain, that there

are absolutely no Protestant works of
devotional piety within the whole com-
pass of French literature of the period

we allude to ? This fact explains sa-

tisfactorily the slight hold which the

Protestant doctrine took on the French
mind ; but it cannot itself be account-

ed for, as might be supposed, by the

religious wars and persecutions which
the French Protestants suffered ; for

works of the kind we refer to have
tx-trn rife, under similar circumstances,

in other countries; and, besides the

devotional feeling, where it exists, will

find a vent as certainly and by the

same means as the controversial feel-

ing does. With reference to the se-

cond cause above specified, the adop-
tion and almost absorption of the Re-
formation by the nobility, it had these

bad effects : it prevented the reformed

creed from becoming popular ; its

duets were not of the people, neither

could they sympathise with the people

;

bytheni the preachers, from whom the

^rrand national impression should have
come, were cast completely into the

shade
; history has not delivered a

ringle one of their names, as particn-

Isjfj eminent, down to posterity. The

fliiaraJ order of things* too, seems to

have been reversed ; for, in moral re-

volutions, unlike political ones, reform
should mount from the people to the
nobility, and not descend from the no-
bility to the people. The first pro-
mulgation of Christianity proves tnis

;

and all history shows, that however the
higher ranks may possess philosophy,

independent of their humbler fellows,

religion must always grow upward,
from the base to the pinnacle of socie-

ty, or that otherwise it passes away, as
it did in France. By tho direct re-

verse of this happening in that coun-
try, the Reformation was at once and
inevitably converted into a great ques-
tion of national politics. This has cer-

tainly, in a measure, occurred among
other people ; but never, except, per-

haps, m the Netherlands, so complete-
ly, never, before Protestantism had
time to strike its roots into the soil

;

and the result in the two countries,

where it has been so thoroughly ab-
sorbed in political views, has been the

same. The great cause of all, bow-
ever, of its utter discomfiture in France,
was its apparent triumphant success.

By secular means it attained to a se-

cular establishment, and this was its

ruin. The Edict of Nantes effected

this. To the reformed party was given,

by this Edict, a great show of stability.

They had their cities, their garrisons,

their revenues, and governments of
their own. They formed the complet-

est imperium in imperio that ever ex-
isted in any kingdom. They were, to

all outward appearance, a Protestant

republic, existing within a Catholic

monarchy. They formed an establish-

ed national religion, torn from the en-

trails, and co-existing with another

established national religion, which
possessed the vantage ground. Their
spirit had become perfectly material-

ised and secularised. Questions of
peace and war and other great state

matters occupied almost exclusively

their attention. They were a great

national council erected in a parallel

line with the regal council, influencing,

disputing, and controlling the deci-

sions of the latter, and ever ready, by
force of arms, to assert with it an equal

and joint authority. This state of

things seemed to justify Richelieu in

the war he waged on tho Uuguenot
power, and its strength being mainly

material, it naturally succumbed.

In order to understand how formid-

i
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able and imposing this power was, we
will now give a brief discription, from
the volumes before us, of its organi-

sation, which was divided iuto two
branches—religious and political.

The religious organisation consisted

of consistories, colloquies, and provin-

cial and national synods. Tho consis-

tories, chosen by popular suffrage, were
little democratic councils, composed of

ministers, deacons and elders, who met
weekly ; the colloquies were formed of
two deputies from each consistory of a
district, and assembled quarterly ; iu

the provincial synods, holden every

year, each colloquy was represented by
two deputies, and the general or na-

tional synods, composed of lay and ec-

clesiastical deputies from all the pro-

vinces of the Kingdom, were convoked
triennially. The government of the

Reformed Church was, we may thus

see, entirely framed on the representa-

tive system, all its assemblies growing
out of, and being subordinated to, each
other, and the lowest grade of this

hierarchy coming into immediate con-

tact with the people. Ecclesiastical

and theological matters were alone dis-

cussed in these several convocations ;

but every question of this description,

from the distribution of alms to the

appointment of ministers, from repri-

mands to excommunications, from the

minutest points of discipline to the

highest doctrinal decisions, came within

their attributes, and the edicts of the

National Synods had the force of law
in all the churches.

"The political constitution of the Reformed
was as democratic and representative as

their religious constitution. It was based

on provincial councils, dUtricl (or circle)

ataemblitt, and general assemblies.

" The provincial councils were composed
of notables from every province, whose duty
it was to keep a watch over the strict main-
tenance of the rights and privileges that

had been conceded to their party. This
body examined the complaints of their co-

religionists, and transmitted them in a suc-

cinct report to the general deputies, who had
an express mission to obtain the redress of

their grievances from the court. The dis-

trict assemblies, or circles, established in

1611, consisted of representatives of many
provinces. Each of the provinces of tho

circle had a right to convoke a district as-

sembly when any imminent peril threatened
the churches, and this assembly hesitated

not frequently to encroach upon the roval

prerogative by convoking a general political

assembly. The general assemblies were held

very irregularly. They were sanctioned by
the Edict of Nantes, under the express con-

dition that they should be authorised by the

King ; without this authorisation they lost

their legal character. Four out of the nine

times they were convoked their meeting was
illegal, the hist time giving immediate oc-

casion to the civil war in which the Reformed

lost all their political liberties. Their legi-

timate object was at first merely the election

of the general deputies, and afterwards the

designation of candidates for the general de-

put ition, among whom the Ring chose two
Protestant commissioners to reside at hia

court ; but in reality their assumed functions

embraced all matters in which their party

wus concerned. Whilst Henry IV. lived,

they remained within their prescribed li-

mits, but under the reign of Louis XIII.,

they usurped the attributes of sovereign as-

semblies, in Imitation of the States General

of Holland."

When we add to this account of
their complete and serried organisa-

tion, that French Protestants virtually

possessed at this time some ofthe most
important and strongest cities of
France— La Rochelle, Rimes. San.
mur, Montauban, &c, nearly all

Bourn, and that in Poitou, the Dau-
phiny, and the southern provinces of
the kingdom, their political power and
influence was predominant that they
numbered among their chiefs many of
the brightest names of the wealthiest

and most powerful famines belonging

to French history— not to speak of
the apostate king— the Condes, the
Robans, the Bouillons, the La Tre-
mouilles, the La Force, Le Degnieres,

Chatillons, &c. ; that all the great

captains, statesmen, and philosophers,

Coligni, Turenne, Schombero, Sully,

Do Thou, &c., and almost all the in.

tellect and ability of the country were
on their side, with a grand and good
cause, civil and religious, to stand upon,

and to back them, one can hardly help

being astonished, though the reason

of their overthrow is patent, that all

these elements of strength should have
been so suddenly crumbled into the

dust— especially that so many great

men should have preferred, against

their convictions and consciences, beiug

courtiers aud sycophants, to remaining
the patriots and champions of humani-
ty, with the sure prospect of bequeath,

ing eventual success to their posterity*

and of acquiring a deathless renown
for themselves.
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What a contrast do these reflections

exhibit between the effects of a deep,
inward, spiritual religion, and the
moral power of the principle of ho-
nour ! Tins chivalric nonour, with the
glorious Henry IV. at its head, ruin-

ed France, while Puritanism, despite

all its eccentricities, saved and sowed
tbe seeds of all the glory of England ;

and the effects of both are felt, and
are being reaped abundantly, in the
two countries respectively down to the

present hour.

For, not to speak more particularly

of England, who can help seeing that

if Protestantism in France, under the in.

spiration, not of honour, but ofthe Gos-
pel, had not conquered, but first morally
prevailed, it must, especially considering

its early legitimate progress and the
political advantages it had thereby ac-

quired, have so leavened the nation

with the spirit of practical reform and
of Christian philosophy, that such an
elemental and atheistic revolution as

that of *89 could never have happened.
Even if, after Richelieu had broken
up the political power of the Reformed,
no religious persecution had followed,

the same assertion may be safely made.
The deputies from the South to the

National Assembly, and the Girondists

of the Constituent, would, in that

case, have been assuredly, most of
thttn, Protestants of a sound and
healthy description, instead of having
become, through Popery, from Vol-
tarian scoffers, fanatics in the deifica-

tion of man. The immense difference

this would have made in the whole
course, and in all tbe results of the

Revolution, may be seen from the cha-

racter of all the proceedings of the Re-
formed whilst tney possessed power.
Their ecclesiastical and political con-

stitution, to which we have adverted,

s-how, that in their struggle for civil

and religious liberty, they had no
thought of realising any abstract theo-

ries, that they invoked no first prin-

ciples, but repudiated them, and also

that they bad, solidly, in principle and
practice, obtained, though force over-

threw it, a representative government
consistent with monarchy, aristocracy,

order and progress, which the Revo-
lutionists of '89 aiming at, could never

attain, because they liad no rational

and spiritural creed— a foundation in

tbe depths of human nature — on
which to rest it, but sought to rest it

upon those heaving and tempestuous
depths themselves. Thus, Protestan-

tism quenched, the hope of France
was quenched— the beacon-light that

might have guided her through her

future destinies put out I

Little did Louis XIV. think, and
little did his abetting people think,

that by extirpating the Protestants,

and hunting them out of the kingdom,
they were sowing that revolution,

which, from its first breaking out to

the present day, from Robespierre to

Louis Napoleon — with a long pros-

pective future— has kept, and is likely

to keep, the French nation in alternat-

ing convulsive throes of anarchy, of

febrile, impotent agitation, and or des-

potism. Yet of all the demonstrations

and lessons of history, there is none
more conspicuous than this.

After the reformed nobility in

swarms, and nearly the whole of the

petite noblesse of the same party had,

almost in a body, renounced their

creed from no other motive than to

obtain court favour, Protestantism in

France began to show itself under its

genuine aspect. M. Weiss devotes

many pages to proving that in indus-

try ofevery branch—agricultural, com-
mercial, and manufacturing—the Pro-

testants had become, in a very short

time after they were relieved, by the

desertion of their noble leaders, from
political conflicts, the most prosperous

and progressive body of men in that

kingdom. And not only in industry,

but in the liberal and learned profes-

sions, they were equally distinguished

above their compatriots. As military

heroes, their names are somewhat fa-

miliar to us ; and M. Weiss has now
brought to light their eminent merit in

law, medicine, and literature. The
works ofHenri Basnage, Valintin Cou-
rant, Gui Patin, Pierre de Moulin,

&c, are, to be sure, hardly known to

us at all ; but this is because the imi-

tative classic school founded by Riche-

lieu's academy soon expunged, as it

were, from existence all the sound,

healthy, and original, though compa-
ratively unpolished, literature that

preceded it. In pulpit eloquence, too,

the Huguenot ministers excelled ; and
there can be no doubt, as our author

says, that it was a spirit of emulation

between the two religions that made
Bossuet, Massilon, Bourdaloue, and
Fenelon even excel them. Since this
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emulation has ceased, there has been
no eloquence in the Romish Church.

That, however, which most particu-

larly and honourably distinguished the

Protestants, was the moral integrity,

the trustworthiness of their characters,

which is proved more signally than

any of our former assertions, by the

fact that Richelieu, Mazarin, Colbert,

and Fouquet, all of them avowed ene-

mies of the heretics, invariably cm-
ployed them in the administration of
the finances, and in farming, as it was
called, the royal domains. Previously

and subsequently to their employment
in this department, the public revenue
was exposed to such enormous pecu-

lations, that this is one of the principal

causes to which the revolution of '89

has ever been attributed. So indis-

pensable in this line did Colbert esteem
their services, that when a royal edict

deprived him of them, he made every

eflort to get it revoked, upon which he
incurred the popular reproach, <f that

he cared so much fur money, that he

he cared nothing for souls," Whilst

thus prospering, and the nation pros*

pering with them, the Reformed had
become as remarkable for their loyalty

to the crown as they had been, under
the guidance of the nobility, for their

disaffection, and their perpetual recur-

rence to arms. In vain the Due de
Montmorency— in vain the Prince de
Conde, in the wars and intestine divi-

sions of tho Fronde, strove to shake

their fidelity by promising them the

restitution of their "cities of safety."

In these contests they invanably took

part with the King ; so much so, that

at the termination of a campaign
against Conde, the Count d'Harcourt,

replying to a deputation from Alont-

auban, declared — *' The crown wa-

vered on the head of the King, but
thanks to you, gentlemen, it to now
made firm." Indeed, Huguenot loyalty

had passed into a proverb. The par-

tisans of the different factions used, at

that time, to salute those they met by
calling out, "Vive les Princesf "Vive
la Fronde /" but the Huguenot reply

always was, " Tant s'en jaut—vice U
Roil" by which the whole party got

the name of Tant s'en Fauts. And
Mazarin declared -- acknowledging, at

the same time, his aversion to their

heresy—that " ni sa calotte, ni son ecu

ractere" (neither his robe nor his

priestly cluiracter), had hindered him

from remarking their fidelity, adding,
" I have no complaint to make against

the little flock ; if it browses on bad
herbs, at least it does not stray." In
a word, the French Protestants were,

just at this happy moment, the most
quiet, orderly, industrious, enlightened

and thriving people of France, enrich-

ing the nation both materially and
morally, and, in both these senses,

promising to it, by a diffusion of bene-
fits, of which they alonehad the secret, a
future prosperity which it has ever since

been seeking, but has never attained.

We are now to show the sudden
reverse of this picture, and in so doing
we shall do little more than abridge

M. Wciss's narrative ; for though the
details he gives arc not new, they have
become almost forgotten ; and to pick
out from them here and there A
striking fact, would give no idea of the
long, varied, and unrelenting persecu-

tion to which French Protestantism at

last succumbed. As these persecutions,

too, were all perpetrated in cold blood
— deliberately, from principle, and
gloried in—against a completely un-
offending and unresisting people, and
as they cannot be ascribed to political

motives, they exhibit much better than
the Irish massacre and the massacre of
St. Bartholmew (when political pas-

sions on both sides were in the highest

state of exasperation) can do, the true

character of Popery, which also we
have almost forgotten.

The first signal violation of the re-

ligious rights of the French Protest-

ants took place in 16C2. They were,
at that time, to all appearance, en-
joying the approbation of authority,

and, as to their loyalty, the entire

confidence of the Government. The
King and Madame de Maintenon had
both formally expressed the royal

purpose to respect their liberties and
to confine their proselyting efforts

merely to denying the heretics, such
advantages as it was within the pre-

rogative of the Crown either to grant
or to withhold at pleasure. But Popery
could not long keep itself within these,

notjust and impartial, butprudent and
moderate bounds. At the date above
named, twenty-two temples were, by
the King's orders, demolished in the

county of Gex, under the pretext that

the Edict ofNantes did not extend to

that district. This being submitted to

almost without remonstrance, an act
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soon followed, which allowed Catholics

in various localities, where Protestants

abounded, three years to pay their

debts, a privilege which was ex.

pressly denied to the heretics, except on

the condition of their conversion ; then

came a decree which exempted all

convert* to Popery from the payment

of any debts due to Huguenots; and
this was immediately succeeded by an.

other, which forbade the Huguenots to

bury their dead, except at the dawn of

day or at nightfalL A little time

after, the priests were authorised to

attend at the bedsides (despite all op-

position on the part of the family) of

any sick or dying Calvinists, to exhort

and, if possible, to convert andconfess
them ; when if, by an inclination of the

Lead, or by any sign on which they

mi^ht put their own interpretation, a
dyin<j man should be supposed to sij*-

mfy a wish to change his religion, his

corpse was carried off and buried by
the Catholics, and his children dragged

to the mass, and brought up as mem-
bers of the Romish Church.

Once began, the rigours of the Go-
vernment against the Huguenots went
on rapidly increasing. InjlGGG, they

were forbidden to tax themselves for

the support of then* ministers; and
their churches having been destroyed

in Poitou by Papist mobs, they were
not allowed to reconstruct them, or to

preach in the open air. During the

same year, schoolmasters were pro-

hibited from teaching heretics anything

more than to read, to write, and to

cipher. They were not suffered either

to have more than one school and one
schoolmaster in places where the ex-

ercise of their religion was permitted.

A little later, Greek, Hebrew, phi-

losophy, and theology were struck off

the list of studies at Montauban,
Nimes, Saumur, and Sedan ; and the

flourishing colleges ofthese towns were
themselves eventually suppressed. Fur-
ther, a proclamation of the King, in

1680, forbad Catholics to embrace the

Reformed creed under the penalty of

the galleys for life, and ministers and
elders of the consistories to sutler them
to enter their temples under the

penalty of forfeiting all their religious

rights, and the confiscation of the

whole of their property. Every

temple, also, where a Catholic had

abjured Romanism, was condemned

to be razed to the ground. Children

who had for some time been allowed—
boys at fourteen, and girls at twelve

years of age—to renounce the Protes-

tant and embrace the Catholic wor-
ship, were now authorised to do so

(their parents not being suffered, under
any pretext, to interpose the slightest

hindrance) at the age of seven ; so

that any priest, by cajoling an infant

to make the sign of tho cross, or to

kiss an image of the Virgin, was em-
powered, under the pretence that the

poor little thing had abjured, to carry

it off from its parents, making them
nevertheless pay for its maintenance,

an act which was of very frequent

occurrence. Synods were at the same
time deprived of the liberty to receive

bequests or donations, the doing which
involved their perpetual suppression ;

and the law, in courts of justice, was

so openly violated against Protestants

and in favour of Catholics, that it was
a common thing for the Catholic

party to cry out, at the commence-
ment of a trial, " I am pleading

against a heretic ;" and when the poor
heretic complained of tho unjust sen.

tence, the judge would cooly reply

:

" You have the remedy in your oum
hands—why do you not tnrnCatholic t"

These, however, and many such like

acts of oppression and persecution, do
not appear to have produced many
conversions to Romanism, though they

very effectually hindered the diffusion

of Protestantism. Other methods were
therefore resorted to. The King had
for several years devoted a secret fund
expressly to bribing Protestants to

renounce their creed. This mode of

proceeding he had found, in numerous
instances, successful, and he was en-

couraged thereby to practise it on a
large scale. Ho soon discovered a
fitting instrument for his purpose. An
apostate Protestant, named Pellisson,

undertook to supply his Majesty, for

ready cash, with as many converts as

he could desire. To execute his mis-

sion, he travelled through all the

provinces of France, and, addressing

nimself to the bishops, found in them
ready tools, whose unscrupulous zeal

even outstripped his own. No means
were thought too base to accomplish

the end in view. Surprises and pious

frauds (money bein» often offered to

the victims under false pretexts, and
when once received, its real object

avowed, leaving them no retreat ex-
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cent to the galleys, as relapsed heretics)

effected many, as they were named,
conversions ; and, among the lowest
class of Calvinists, great numbers of
poor wretches were easily induced to

make the sign of the cross, for, to

them, a large sum of money, not
knowing the full consequences of this

apparently venial act, till they were
claimed by the priests, and found they
had no choice left them but the Church
of Rome or a martyrdom of punish,
ment worse than death. Many, too,

of course, received the bribes, know-
ing well what they were about. Upon
the whole, Pellisson's mission was suc-

cessful beyond the most sanjruine

expectation. Every day, huge packets
of written conversions, with receipts for

the sum paid for each attached to

them, reached the King, and the wholo
Court, ad exemplar regis, were in

transports of joy at these miracles, as

they were called, of divine grace. All

now were exhorted to become con-
verters. The conversion fund was
greatly augmented. Madame de Main-
tenon boasts of having, from this

source, converted many ; and writing

to one of her old Calvinist friends (9he

herself having been originally a Cal-
vinist), " Become a convert," she

says, " like so many others ; convert
yourself with God alone ; convert
yourself anyhow, in whatever wav you
please ; only convert yourself, that is

the essential point.

"

Theverygreat majority ofProtcstants
remained, nevertheless, true to their

faith. Neither the cruelties ofarbitrary
laws, made expressly to oppress them,
nor the frowns nor promises of those in

power, nor pecuniary corruption, were
sufficient to move them from their

steadfastness. How to deal with these

stubborn masses was a perplexing

question ; for Louis XIV. had now
gone so far, had met with so much
success, that he determined not to draw
back till he had extirpated heresy from
the soil of France. In this dilemma,
Louvois, who was jealous of Madame
de Maintenon's influence, aud wished
to surpass her in the <rood graces of
the King, by promoting the cause

which be knew nis Majesty had most
at heart, suggested a new mode of

converting. " //font y'meler du mili-

taire," said he ; " turn the soldiers into

converters," he advised, and his advice

being adopted, the great work of de*

straying Protestantism fell, as he was
at the head of the war department,
into his hands.

His plan (which, from dragoons
being chiefly employed in its execution,
has £0t the name of the Dragonades)
consisted nominally merely in quarter-
ing soldiers on every Huguenot family
who refused to become Catholics, but
was really, as it was carried out, about
the most refined and torturing species

of persecution human, or rather dia-

bolic, wickedness and cruelty has ever
devised. Those who abjured at once
were exempted from the visitations of
the soldiers for two years ; but on all

the refractory they were quartered in

great numbers, as many sometimes as
a hundred in a house. It was usual
for the priests to go before the military

when they were taking up their quar-
ters, and to cry out—" Courage, cou-
rage, my brave fellows, it is the will of
the Kinor that these dogs of Huguenots
should be pillaged and their houses

sacked." And whilst there was any-
thing to plunder this injunction was
zealously obeyed, and no further harm
done. But as soon as all the money
was gone, and all the furniture, trin-

kets, and dresses of the women had
been sold, then began the real effec-

tive work of conversion. Everything
short of murder, the soldiers openly
proclaimed, was permitted them, and
they went to the full length of the long

tether ofcrime their sovereign not only

granted, but exhorted them to take

full advantage of. The barbarities they

now practised exceed almost belief.

One would think it would have been

cruelty enough to subject every Pro-
testant family in every province, city,

town and village, all over France, to

the familiar, brutal, and domineering
companionship of picked-out ruffians,

whom they were compelled to entertain,

as long as they continued Protestants

;

but when we add to this, that they

were 6rst robbed of every particle of
property these ruffians could lay their

hands on, and afterwards exposed to

the most atrocious personal outrages,

some of which towards females are too

revolting even to be hinted at, wo
must forgive them that tbey could not

hold out against torments and tortures

so great, a few ofwhich we shall briefly

specify. It was a favourite pastime

with these missionaries of the Popedom
to roast the hands and then the feet of
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women at a slow fire, till they con-

sented to make the sign of the cross,

upon doing which they were at once
regarded as converted. The lips of
others they used to burn with a red

hot iron ; and great numbers they
threw into subterranean dungeons,
leaving them there days and nights,

till, on the point of death, they would
rield, as they said, to the will of the

king. As for broken ribs, arms, and
legs, both male and female, they were
things of daily occurrence. A drunk-
en soldiery, encouraged in violence,

could hardly help breaking such fra-

gile things, even in sport. But the

most successful of all their means of
conversion was the following, which
was invented by the intendant Fou-
cault, and may, without exaggeration,

be said to have been practised in every
Protestant house in France, where the

inmates did not, after a day or two, re-

nounce their creed. The soldiers, by
orders of the chiefs, would— relieving

each other from time to time — keep
up, day and night, the roost discordant,

riotous, and stunning noises in the

abodes where they were quartered.

The constant beating of drums, break-

ing and throwing about of furniture,

clattering of kitchen utensils and fire-

irons, songs, shrieks, blasphemies, &c,
would keep their wretched victims, for

days and nights together, in an agony
between sleeping and waking; or if

nature at last proved too strong even
fur this opposition, and the eyes of
any closed for a moment, their con-

verters would prick, pinch, and vex
them in every waX» pun tobacco-smoke

into their nostrils, or suspend them to

the ceiling with ropes, till, quite over-

come, they would promise anything to

be free from their tortures. But it is im-
possible to recount all the atrocities of
these comparatively innocent agents

of the Church of Rome, the least of
which was perhaps the wanton destruc-

tion of all the merchandise found in

the magazines and warehouses of rich

Protestants. Louvois called out, ne-

vertheless, for increased severities on
those, to use his own words, " who at-

pired to the stupid glory of being the

last to profess a religion displeasing to

his Majesty.

"

It is not to be wondered at, though

persecutions still severer have often had
the very opposite result, that these mea-

sures had an apparent triumphant suc-

cess. Conversions were now no longer

counted by heads, but by whole cities

and districts. Nearly the whole of the

province of Beam became Catholic;

and Louvois wrote at this time to his

father the Chancellor:—"Sixty thou,

sand conversions have been made in

the generality of Bordeaux, and twenty
thousand in that of Montauban ; so

that throughout the whole of a district

where last month there were 150,000
Protestants, there will not be next
month, should abjurations go on at their

present rate, 10,000." The Due do
Noailles announced, too, to the war mi.
nister a few days later, the complete
conversion of the cities of La Rochelle,

Nimes, Uzes, Alais, and Villeneuve
;

adding, with reference to the Ceven-
nes, "The number of religionists in

this province is about 140,000. I re-

quired, in a late despatch, till the 25th
of next month thoroughly to convert
them, but I think now that I shall

have completed the work by the end
of the present month." And as he
said, so he did.

It was now the persuasion of the

Court, and the full conviction of the

King, that Protestantism was totally

rooted out of France. Louis XIV.
therefore hesitated no longer to com-
plete what he considered the most glo-

rious achievement of his reign, by re-

voking the Edict of Nantes.
By this act it was decreed that all

the Protestant temples, 800 in number,
should be razed to the ground, and
that every attempt to practise the Re-
formed worship should be punished, in

the first instance, with confiscation of
property, and the galleys for life. The
ministers who refused to abjure were
ordered to quit the kingdom within the

term of fifteen days, failing to do which
they were sentenced to the galleys.

All the Huguenot schools were closed

;

all children were to be henceforward
baptised by the parish priests, and
brought up in the Romish religion.

Those even who were born before the
publication of this law were torn from
their parents, because the law itself

expressly declared that " heretics could
not but make a bad use of the authority

nature had given them in the education

of their offspring. " Four months were
granted to the refugees to return to

France and abjure. After this delay, if

they did not return, all their property
was confiscated. Lay Protestants were
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placed under an interdict not to quit

the kingdom ; an attempt to do which
involved the forfeiture of all tlicy pos-

sessed. Any of the King's subjects

who gave assistance ofany kind to any
minister, under any pretext whatever,

were condemned, ifmen, to the galleys

for life, and if women, to perpetual

imprisonment. A recompense of5,500

francs was offered to every one who
should be instrumental in the capture

of a minister ; and finally, the penalty

of death was pronounced on all those

who might be present at the assemblies

of the desert, or participate obstinately

in any act of the proscribed religion.

Space for further details fails us;

we, therefore, in concluding this part

of our subject, have only to say, that,

according to the computation ofSimon
Sismondi, France lost, from the begin,

ing of the persecution to its close, in

emigrants and in fugitives, from be-

tween three to four hundred thousand
of the choicest of her natives, who, in

every country where they found a re-

fuge, were received, not as objects of

charity, but as most valuable members
of the community that adopted them,

bringing with them, in their industry,

talents, and morality, sources of wealth

and prosperity which have, in fact,

issuea in benefits, widely and nationally

felt, even to the present day, wherever
they settled.

Let us now see, not merely what the

great authorities of the Church of

Kome, but what the great lights ofthe

French nation, the most illustrious

men of France, who hold the highest

place among her sons in learniug, lite-

rature, eloquence and philosophy,

who are yet unsurpassed, and one of

them unapprooched, in all the gifts of

intellect, the purest and brightest

names to be found in the annals of
liomanism, the undimmed glory still

of the French language, and justly

and highly admired for their genius

wherever their works are known—the
most moral, the most enlightened and
most favourable representatives of

Popery that all history can furnish

—

let us see now what these renowned
persons thought of the hideous immo-
ralities and cruelties of the persecu-

tion, of which we have given so brief

a sketch—of the great achievement of
the grand monarch ; and then let ua
ask ourselves — " Are our Wisemans,
and Newmans, and Irish bishops,

more enlightened, more tolerant, and
more Christian in spirit than were
Massillon, Flechier, Bourdaloue, Ar-
nault, and Bossuet,* in the time of
Louis XIV. ? and, if not, or, if they
fall short of, instead of reaching, the
stature, in these respects, of theirprede-
cessors of the seventeenth century, how
can we say, as we are apt to say, that

Popery has changed its character ?"

Our first extract, with the purpose
in view, shall be from the letters of
Madame de Sevigne, that perfect fe-

male creation of French society, whose
exquisite sense, taste, wit and judg-
ment in all things pertaining to a
court-world, made her the most amia-
ble of the amiable in that world.

Writing to her cousin, she says:-~
" Father Bourdaloue is going, by or-

der of the King, to preach at Mont-
pcllier, and in those provinces where
so many people have become converts,

without knowing why. Father Bour-
daloue will tell them why, and make
good Catholics of them. The dra-

goons have hitherto been excellent

missionaries ; but preachers are now
required to finish the work." And in

another letter, speaking of the act re-

voking the Edict of Nantes :—<• No 1"

she exclaimed, " never was anything
so noble as all that it contains ; never
has any King done anything so memo-

The famous Chancellor, Le Tellier,

on affixing the great seal to this fatal

act, declared he would never seal an-
other, and blasphemously ejaculated—
•' Lord, now lettest thou thy servant

depart in peace, for mine eyes have
seen thy salvation I"

Massillon, too, celebrated the great

victory of Louis XIV. over heresy.

•'To what an elevation," he breaks
out, " did his zeal for the Church, the
prime virtue of sovereigns, who have
received the sword and power to main-
lain her altars and defend her doctrine,

raise him ! Specious reasons of state

!

in vain you opposed to Louis the timid

• It is somewhat consoling and cheering to 6nd both Pascal and Fenelon—the only two
real Christians that wo can recollect among the illustrious men of the Church of Kome—
quite silent, perfectly dumb, on the subject of the iiugueuot persecution.
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views of hnman wisdom—.the mo-
narchy enfeebled by the evasion of so

many citizens, and commerce stagnated

by the privation of their industry, or
the furtive removal of their wealth.

Perils inflamed his zeal. The work of
God fears not men. lie was convinced
that be was strengthening his own
throne by overthrowing that of error.

The profane temples are destroyed

;

the pulpits of seduction are thrown
down ; the prophets of lies are banish-

ed from their flocks. Heresy has fallen

under the first blow from the arm of
Louis ; it has disappeared, and is re-

duced to bide itself in the darkness

whence it issued, or to cross the seas,

and carry, with its false gods, its rage
and malignities into foreign countries."

The enthusiasm of Flechier on the

same subject, is expressed in equally

glowing terms. In a discourse ad-
dressed to the French Academy, he
exclaimed, alluding to the destruction

of the Temple of Charenton—" Glo-
rious ruins I the noblest trophy France
has ever seen. Triumphal arches and
statues raised to the glory of the King
illustrate it not more than this temple
of heresy demolished by his piety.

This heresy, which thought itself in-

vincible, is entirely conquered; and
its vanquisher Las gained such
strength from this conquest, that the

very thought of it strikes a PJ«"C into

the hearts of his enemies. The fable

of the strangled hydracan alonegivean

idea of the victory we so much admire."

Boasuet, still the wonder of French
literature and eloquence, spoke in the

same strain, "Profoundly moved,"
says he, "with so many marvels, let

us pour out our hearts in praise of the

piety of Louis. Let our acclamations

rise to beaven, whilst we proclaim to

this new Constantine, this new Theo-
dosius, this new Marcian, this new
Charlemagne, that which the six hun-
dred and thirty Fathers proclaimed

formerly in the Council of Chalcedon:

you have fortified the faith; you have
exterminated the heretics ; this is the

work worthy of your reign, this gives

it its distinctive character. By you,

heresy is no more. God alone could

accomplish this marvel. King of Hea-
ven hold in thy keeping tho King of

the earth ! This is the prayer of the

churches, this is the prayer of the

bishops."

We should at present accompany

M. Weiss, with his refugees, into the
foreign countries where they met not
only with a cordial and fraternal re-

ception, but with every kind of aid and
encouragement, and with special advan-
tages and privileges not accorded to

natives; but we cannot contemplate
the success of these happy fugitives

till we have cast a look back on their

wretched brethren whom they left be-
hind them.

All our knowledge of these perse-

cuted Christians, from the dragonades
and galleys to the latter part of the

reign of Louis XVI., is, to be sure, of
a negative kind. It furnishes, never-

theless, a dreadful picture of suffering

on one side, and ofunrelenting tyranny
on the other. Protestantism was, in

fact, blotted out of existence, as far as

the law could do it, in France. With-
out churches, without pastors, without

the legal rights of marriage and of se-

pulture, the Reformed were a scattered

and bunted flock, who could only wor-
ship God, as they expressed it them-
selves, in the desert. In some wild

tracks of the Cevennes, and some gorges

of the Lower Alps, almost inaccessible

to a cruel police, who made them its

prey, a good number of them (the rest

conforming themselves of their posi-

tion, had got the real pariah character)

still continued, in defiance of danger,

to assemble together, from time to

time, for the purposes of worship.

Their pastors, few, poor, and obscure,

but devoted men, whose names have
not been recorded on the earth, tra-

versed these regions, incurring truly

apostolic hardships, and at intervals,

months apart, celebrated the Lord's

Supper in rocks, and caves, and dens

of the earth, and exhorted to Christian

virtue and patience those who flocked

by stealth to hear them, and returned

to their own homes in a like clandes-

tine manner. This state of things

lasted more than half a century. Tho
venerable and most excellent Males-
herbes, whose green old age preserved

all the warmth and more than the en.

thusiastic benevolence of youth, was
the first whose voice was heard in fa-

vour of the persecuted race. Kuhliercs

followed his noble example, and pre-

sented a petition in their behalf, from
which we shall borrow an extract, to

Louis XVI.:—

" The twentieth part of the natives of tU
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kingdom," says this petition, u retained by
force shut up within its frontiers, remain

without religious worship, without civil pro-

fessions, without the rights of citizens, with-

out wives, though married, without heirs,

though fathers. They cannot but by pro-

faning the public worship on the one hand,

or by disobeying the laws on the other, either

be born or marry, or live or die. More than

a million of Frenchmen are deprived in

France of giving the names of wives and

legitimate children to those whom the law of

nature, superior to all civil institutions, re-

cognise as such. More than a million of

Frenchmen have lost, in their own country,

rights which all men enjoy in all countries,

civilized or savage, and which in France are

not denied to malefactor*, branded with the

most infamous crimes. We deplore the state

of the Catholics in England ; they may be

unhappy, but they are not marked with in-

famy. England lias never gone so far as to

inflict on all their families the desolating

names of bastardy and concubinage. Their

children may inherit their property. Their

noble families are not reduced to the impos-

sibility of proving their nobility otherwise

than by clandestine acts, inadmiseable before

the tribunals ; and if they find their condi-

tion intolerable, they are permitted to emi-

grate— the ports of the three nations are open

to them."

This petition had the effect of pro-

curing for the Reformed the rights of
marriage,baptism, and Christian burial.

The Revolution afterwards placed the in

on an equality with all 1 renchinen

;

but this equality, though proclaiming

religious liberty, was nearly as hostile*

as soon appeared, to everything that

bore the name of religion, as Popery is

to the Gospel. To Napoleon, it was,

that French Protestants owed the pre-

sent respectable and permanent esta-

blishment of their creed ; and that this

great man was induced to do them this

justice as much from conscientious

reason as from political motives, we
think apparent from the energetic

answers he made to a deputation of

Protestants who came to thank him
for the benefits they had received from
his Government :

—

"Take this opportunity," said he, "of
declaring to the pastors of the Reformed
Churches my firm determination and will

to maintain religious liberty in its fullest ex*

tent. The empire of the law ceases where
the indefinite empire of conscience com-
mences. Neither prince nor law can regu-

late the latter ; and if any of my family who
may succeed me, deceived by the dictates of

an unenlightened conscience, should attempt

to do so, I devote him to public execration,

and authorise you to give him the name of

Nero."

To return to M. Weiss's history.

Its object is twofold : to exhibit, first,

Catholicism, and then Protestantism,

in their secular characters. Having
done this, as we have shown above, for

the Church of Rome, our author pro-

ceeds, uuitc as strikingly, and alto-

gether from original materials, to do
the same for the Reformation. As,
however, we have left ourselves but
small space to comment upon this part
of his work, we must content ourselves

with but very few examples in illustra-

tion of his argument.
There can oe no donbt, as he inti-

mates, that the great influx of French
Protestants into Brandenborgb, shortly

afterwards Prussia, had immediate
and national consequences in that

country of the most beneficial descrip-

tion. Just at the time of the emigra-
tion. Brandenburgh, liko many other of
the small stutes of Germany, lay, by
dint of long wars, and the internecine

struggles of the petty princes of the
empire, exhausted, impoverished, and
supine ; there was no symptom of life

or progress in her. But, fortunately,

she had a prince at her head— her
great Duke — who saw, at one keen
glance, th:it all his own territories

wanted might be supplied from France,

both in quantity and quality superior

to what could be hoped from his own
people for a long time to come. Hence
his invitation to the Huguenots to take

shelter under his wing, and the extra,

ordinary privileges conferred upon
them to induce them to do so. By
this means every branch of industry,

imported by French refugees, began
suddenly to flourish throughout nis

dominions — agriculture, commerce,
manufactures, the mechanics, and the

fine arts, and literature, and science.

Not to enter into details, we may,
without the least exaggeration, affirm,

what every attentive student of this

portion of history will readily assent

to, that Prussia, by the Protestant

persecution of Franco, made a cen-

tury's advance in the course of a few
years. Indeed, for a time she, in one
sense, became almost French ; for the

French language was, till after the

death of the great Frederick, the Ian-
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piage of the Court, and of all tho

upper class of society. But this even-

tually, too, had a good effect, inas-

much as it provoked German literature

to emulation, whereby it rapidly rose

far above French competition, became
national, and forms at present the chief

bond of unity between the Germanic
States, especially of the north, where
Protestantism mainly prevails. It was
in Holland and in England, however,
that the great and glorious results of
the persecuting policv of Louis XIV.
were most fully manifested ; from these

coantries, too, came its mighty shat-

tering recoil. For there can be no
doubt that the exhibition of the true

character of Popery, by the drogonades

and the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes, was the main, the efficient

cause of the dethronement of James
II., the military successes and final

triumph on the throne of England, of

William III., and the prostration of
all the former glories of Louis XIV.
in the dust. Had it not been for this,

it is not likely that the states of Hol-

land would have stood by William of

Orange as they did, and still less likely

that the English people, who, since tho

Restoration, had become more and
more wedded to the doctrine of pas-

sive obedience to the divine right of
kings, would have been roused up
agaiast a monarch who could have so

effect ually deceived them (as he did,

indeed, for a long time) with respect

to his purposes. The fate of the French
Huguenots opened the eyes of both

nations to their danger. And as

to Louis himself, though the most fatal

effects of his policy were bequeathed
to posterity, yet he reaped from it,

during his own lifetime, defeat after

defeat, humiliation after humiliation,

and the bitter mortification of seeing

the cause he thought he had crushed

for ever, flourishing— not as it might
have done to the strengthening of bis

own kingdom— but to the strengthen-

ing of his enemies, and to the detri-

ment and disgrace of France all over

the world.
From the revocation of the Edict of

Nautesto the great Revolution, French

history is but the melancholy story of

the rapidly progressing demoralisation

of a whole people. There was nothing

to break the descent. Between the

Court and the encyclopedists—between

Louis XV., with his pare aux serfs,

his Pompadours and Du Barrys, to
Voltaire and Diderot, there is* not a
single element or symptom of moral
health to be discovered. Perversion
of intellect and corruption of manners
went hand-in-hand together, mutually
ahetting each other. The sole object
of knowledge, learning, wit, and ge-
nius in that nation (this is not decla-

mation, but fact) was to destrov Chris-
tianity ; and the great pursuit of life

was to make pleasure the finest of the
fine arts. Hence Paris became the

capital of the earth for all the delights

(provided they were godless) of intel-

lectual and social refinement ; and
hence the sequel that broke out in '89,

the dreadful comment, for the instruc-

tion of all future generations, on the
hiitory of France for the whole pre-

ceding century. The French rejected

Protestantism, and they got Infidelity

;

they rejected the Reformation, and
they got the Revolution.

It was a happy thought that of fol-

lowing the course of Huguenot glory

into foreign lands. As English, Ameri-
can, Dutch, or German, Protestantism
has never captivated the attention or

interest of Frenchmen ; whilst they
have always said that in France it had
had its trial, and had failed. And
this failure they have—since the in-

tellect of the nation cast oft* Popery-
attributed, not to its roal cause, but to

the presumptuous assumption, that

however good the Reformed creed or

any creed might be for less enlightened

countries, there was that in the Infidel

philosophy of their own, which was
destined to soar above all creeds, and
to realise, in perfection, in the present

world, that which these superstitiously

postponed to a world to come. It was
this blind and passionate conviction,

succeeding to the Voltarian school of
scoiling denial, that gave so intensely

its spirit to the Revolution of '89
; it

was this that made fanatics even of its

purest, most rational, and patriotic

men— the Girondists. And through
all the subsequent manifold phases of

French history—from the Ideologists,

who could yet breathe under the iron

rule of Napoleon, down to the Social-

ists and Communist* of tho present

day, with many grades between—we
see the same spirit still at work in

France, constituting the belief, as it

were, of an infidel people, and pointing

all these hopes and desires which belong
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properly to a future state, towards

speculations as to what mankind may
attain to on the earth ; and thus, by
this inversion cf man's being, baffling

themselves, making the realisation of

the temporal advantages they aim at

impossible, by identifying them with

spiritual aspirations, which, directed

in this manner toward^an earthly in-

stead of towards a heavenly bourne,

are like lightning coming into collision

with matter—destroying whatever they

strike. Now, however, the French

seem to be well-nigh wearied but of

their faith in Infidelity ; for they must
needs begin to see that it has been

more disastrous and fatal to them thau

even Popery, which engendered it—
the main difference between the two
being, that the one retains its captives

in bigotry, ignorance and degradation,

and the other plunges its votaries into

anarchy, crime and open rebellion

against the circumscribed conditions

ot terrestrial humanity. Indeed, there

are strong symptoms that a great

change is coming now over the national

mind of France. The want of a re-

ligion more distinct and positive than

that of an infidel visionary philosophy,

to insure the safety and progress of

society (further their thoughts do not

carry them), is felt by every serious

roan in the empire, and with so much
urgency that, in lieu of it, they even

favour and encourage Romanism, be-

cause, though antagonistic to their

long-cherished hopes and aims, it may,
they deem, in a measure counteract

all they fear from a fresh breaking

forth of their own expiring creed in

man. The time, therefore, of the ap-

pearance of M. Weiss's book is a very

propitious one for its good effect. It

presents to his countrymen what they

really, without acknowledging as much
to themselves, feel the need of—Pro-

testantism ; and presents it under two
signal recommendations— 1st, as being

not foreign, but French ; the history

of persecuted Frenchmen who, where-
ever they went, reflected honour on
their country, and of whom their

country must*be naturally proud ; and,
2ndly, as a religion of admirable secu-

lar working, whose internal doctrines

(which they could not yet bear) are
not intruded, dogmatically or other-

wise, on their acceptance ; whilst its

external social results are brought
prominently forward, challenging, un-
der the most unfavourable circum-
stances, comparison with those of any
other system that has ever prevailed

among any people, at any period of
time. Under this point ot view, Pro-
testantism may now attract the atten-

tion of Frenchmen, though, whilst

they were in their altitudes, they would
have scorned so low a descent for in-

struction. If so, whilst there is no
fear of its ever again becoming a tem-
poral power— the rock on which it

originally split—we are happy to know
that in spiritual life, on which its out-

ward prosperity must greatly depend,
it never was so flourishing, if not in

the national temple, at least in tho
unsalaried churches of Paris and the
French provinces, as it is at this actual

moment. On the whole, we cannot
help thinking that the philosophers

and statesmen of France, who are at
present earnestly seeking to discover

some medium point in morals between
superstition and irrcligion, which may
afford an anchorage-ground for the
popular mind, will at last come to
perceive that the Protestant form of
Christianity alone gives the desidera-

tum ; and that they will, therefore, if

only on account of its virtues in re-

lation to politics, promote its diffusion

as widely as possible.
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AMERICAN AMBITION AND EUROPE'S DILEMMA.

Is these times, "when the influence of
Race is becoming so acknowledged in

the world's historv, and is assuming so

much importance in the present com-
plications of European politics, there

is little probability, we should think, of
any one undervaluing the bond of rela-

tionship which links the British nation

to their fellow-race of Anglo-Saxons in

America. The same in blood, we are
the same also in the spirit of our insti-

tutions. For the last seven years, also

—ever since the famine and the com.
mencement of the Exodus—our people
have been settling in myriads on the
western side of the Atlantic, creating

new ties between the kindred peoples

;

•wldle the triumphs of mechanical ge-

nius have kept pace with the wants of
men, and are yearly shortening the

time of transit, and virtually bringing

nearer and nearer to each other the

British and American shores. New
York is as near to us now as Dublin
and Edinburgh were to London in the

boyhood of our fathers. Commerce
and emigration flow between the kin.

dred shores in ceaseless and rapid

streams; and, were the eventualities

of war to demand it, a military expe-
dition— thanks to the increased speed
and still more greatly augmented size

and number of our vessels — could

cross from the New World to the Old
with as little difficulty as our fathers

equipped the expedition to Flanders,

twice as easily as we sent Wellesley
and his army to their field of future

fame in the Peninsula, and three times

as easily as Abercrombie's force was
landed to re-conquer Egypt from the

Providence never does anything
without a purpose. Things move
abreast of one another in this world
of ours, in a way full of the deepest
significance. And if one will but look

back upon these last few years, which
have thus drawn closer to each other
the two great Anglo-Saxon empires,

he will perceive that, simultaneously,

there has been arising a peril for Free-

dom and Civilisation, which it may be
doubted if anything short of a union

—NO.

of the*e two Powers will suffice to re-

sist. In 1848 wc had a year of Re-
volutions— an unripe, and in some
places unhallowed, but in others as-

suredly a most noble effort for liberty.

But in 1849, as was natural, came the

year of Reaction ; and, since then,

Absolutism has gone on strengthening

itself, until now it overshadows almost

the entire Continent. Britain alone,

free from the madness of 1848, has

escaped likewise tho cold fit of reac-

tion, and has proceeded unwaveringly

in the path of increasing freedom and
social amelioration. Day by day the

Continent, swayed by its despots, is

becoming more alien to us in spirit;

and, year by year, under the influence

of those causes which we have speci-

fied, the two free Anglo-Saxon em-
pires are being placed in a position in

which they can more effectually render

that mutual support which is their

due, which they must render sooner

or later, and which the earlier they do
the better for both.

On this midsummer day of 1854,
when from East and West alike come
murmurs of war and disquiet, " dis-

tress of nations, with perplexity,"

aroused by the troubled medley of in.

telligcnce that every hour flows in

upon us, let us endeavour to rise above
the shifting accidents of the moment,
and, widening our views until the

entire scene is before us, endeavour to

discover some of the leading landmarks
of the question, and the course which
events are most likely to take.

The first glance at the troubled

scene assures us that, as the last age
was the age of colonial extension and
the maritime supremacy of Great Bri-

tain, so the present is that of the march
of empires and the extension of their

power by land. In the New World,
as in the Old, the phenomenon is the

same ; and any one must be struck

by the singular parallelism at present

exhibited by the two great rising

Powers of^either^hemisphere. Russia,

the great military power of the Old
World, has of late been rapidly ex-

tending her frontiers. North, south,
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cast, and west simultaneously has she

been pushing forward her outposts.

Finland, Poland, Bessarabia, and the

Persian provinces on the Caspian,

have successively felt her appropriat-

ing hand ; and now she is mustering
the whole forces of her immense em-
pire, with the daring project of march-
ing over the crumbling empires of
Islamism in the East, and of simulta-

neously bidding defiance to the banded
strength of Western Europe. In
the New World the United States

have been progressing in a similar

manner, though in a somewhat diffe-

rent spirit. Surrounded by compara-
tive solitudes, they have rather had to

subdue nature than to conquer men ;

and yet they have been about as good
at the latter process as at the former.

In the Boundary questions, they so

bullied and overreached us, as to force

from Britain a considerable sacrifice

of territory both in New Brunswick
and Oregon. They fought the Indians

out of Florida* the Spaniards out of
Texas ; and compelled Mexico, at the

point of the bayonet, to cede to them
her golden province of California.

Russia conquers by her massive
battalions and her Machiavellian di-

plomacy,— America by her roving

•'squatters," at once the pioneers of
Civilisation and the traillcurs of the

all-absorbing Republic. Overflowing
the frontier-limits of the Union, these

men squat upon the unoccupied lands

of neighbouring States ; band after

band they pour in, until the territory

becomes half American ; — theu come
differences with the authorities of the
country, followed in due time by an
open rupture, at the end of which the

territory is annexed by the victorious

Yankees, and the Union finds a new
"star" added to its mighty constel-

lation.

Thus the great despotic Power of
the Old World, and the great demo-
cratic one of the New, are embarked
on a similar career of conquest— each
bearing southwards upon the territo-

ries of empires once powerful, but now
sapless and effete, and which at once
awake the cupidity and invite the
attack of their colossal neighbours.
Siugularly enough, the motives which
now prompt these ambitious Powers
to action are not less kindred in cha-
racter. With Russia, it is a dread
of seeing a strong Greek or Turco-

Greek State establish itself in Turkey,
which would no longer leave an ex-

cuse for the Czar's interference*, and
which might be able to set his power
at defiance. With the United States

the apprehension is lest Spain, acting

in conjunction with England and
France, should proclaim in Cuba a
gradual emancipation of the slaves,—,

and so a bar be put to the acquisition

of that coveted island by the American
Republic, in consequence of the whole
Negro race, 600,000 in number, being
ready, if so emancipated, to fight to

the death rather than yield to invad-

ers who would mercilessly reimposo
upon them the fetters of slavery.

As long as the strong States border
upon weak, and the young jostles

with the effete, there is no hope of
lasting peace : the territorial system
which embraces such arrangements is

necessarily transitory in its nature, and
can never exist otherwise than in a
state of unstable equilibrium. We do
not wonder, therefore, that the tot-

tering aspect and internal disunion of
the Mahommedan empires of the East
should tempt Russia to exert her giant
strength against them, nor that the
filibustering order of the Lone Star
should cast the eyes of a bandit upon
the American possessions of effete

Spaiu. This was to be expected. Bo
it right or be it wrong, no rising em-
pire has ever acted otherwise, from the

days of Persia and Rome to the con-
quests of our own East India Com-
pany. But leaving the prospects of
Europe to be treated of on some future

occasion, let us give our attention to

the probable results of American am-
bition upon the external and internal

fortunes of the Union, and as most se-

riously complicating the imbroglio into

which the whole civilised world seems
on the point of falling.

In Autumn last it was quite visible

to thoughtful observers that a feud had
broken out between the eastern and
western States of Europe which would
not easily be healed. No such incen-

tive as this was ueeded to set Young
America on the move,— fur its ambi-
tion is chronic, and ever on the look-

out for opportunities ; but once a new
Grievance against Spain was found, the

knowledge of Europe's dilemma could
not fail to strengthen the hands of the

Annexatiou istparty.Thisnewgrievance
presented itself, or was made to pro-
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lent itself, in the "Black Warrior"
affair, — originally a perfect trifle,

and moreorer ooe in which the Ame-
rican skipper was unquestionably in

the wrong. The seizure of this

rase! at Havannab, for an infrac-

tion of the revenue laws of the port,
famished all that was wanted— a pre-
text. And as the affair is likely to
prove one of historical importance,
from the results which it promises to
induce, we place on record an account
of it, as furnished by a New York
journal :

—

w The Black Warrior is an indifferent ship,

orned mostly in Mobile, bat partly in New
Tork, and is worth some 125,000 dollars.

She has run nearly two years between this

port and Mobile, touching regularly at Ha-
vaanah on her way coming and going. She
has Wn allowed to enter and depart from
Rivannah without reporting her cargo to
the authorities of that port, for that cargo
his always been carried direct from New
Tork to Mobile, or vice versa from Blobile

to New Tork. The steamer has never landed
at Havannab, nor received on board at that

rt any commodities of commerce whatever

;

her sole object in touching there having been
to land or to receive passengers. The revenue
authorities at Havannah have always per-
fectly understood this. It is not ber case
alone, but the case of the other steamers
running from this city to ports on the Gulf
of Mexico and to the Isthmus. To preveut
contraband trade, all these ships have always
rx*n pnt under surveillance from the time of
their arrival till their departure. It has
been perfectly well known that ths Black
Warrior and the other steamers carried
cargoes, but they have been invariably
passed through the Custom-house as 'in
ballast.' This kind of entry has been per-
mitted, notwithstanding a revenue law hns
always existed, requiring that a duty should
be paid on the cargo of all vessels entering
and departing from the port, although tho
vessel should neither land nor receive on
board anything while there. The course of
the I! lack Warrior and of our other steamers
baa, therefore, been in direct violation of the
letter of the revenue laws of the port of Ha-
vannah. These laws, however, not having
been enforced against the Black Warrior
during the thirty voyages she has made to

that port, notwithstanding the knowledge
of the authorities of the notorious violation

of them, her owners and agents had some
ri-ht to suppose, and to act upon the suppo-
sition, that there bad been an actual suspen-
sion of them in respect to that ship. The
law requiring the transit dues on the cargo
having been totally suspended in practice, it

was fair to expect that some notice would 1>a

given that the law would be revived, in case

it were the intention of the authorities to
revive and enforce it. If no such notice was
given, the seizure of the Black Warrior and
the confiscation of her cargo, are acts of fla-

grant injustice. But, on the other hand, if

the authorities promulgated the fact that the
law would be enforced, then no blame can
attach to them for the seizure of the ship
for further violation of it The whole case
turns therefore, upon the fact of whether or
not due notice was given of the revival of an
obsolete law on port regulations in its appli-
cation to the Black Warrior, which law by
its sudden revival has resulted in the seizure
of the ship and the confiscation of her cargo.
The report from Mr. Robertson, the acting
consul at Havannnh, affords good ground for

the conjecture that the Spanish authorities

intend to allege that such notice was given.
On the other hand, the same document and
the statement of the consignees of the ship
go to show that such notice was not given."

This affair of the Black Warrior has
been seized upon by the American Go-
vernment, backed by the whole fillibus-

tero party in the States, as a seasonable
opportunity for advancing its preten-
sions over Cuba. M. Soull, an influen-
tial slaveholder and annexationist, as
well us a fiery and high-handed diplo-
matist—a good deal in the Menschikoff
style, indeed—has been appointed to re-
present the Union at the Court of Ma-
drid ; and recently a demand was made
through him, that means ofredress shall
be afforded to the Cabinet of Washing-
ton, in all disputes between it and the
American colonics of Spain, without
having to incur the delays inseparable
from an application to the Government
of the mother country. If such a de-
mand were conceded, and the Ameri-
cans became entitled to negotiate
directly with Cuba, it is easy to foresee
that unreasonable demands would be
made upon the luckless " Queen of
the Antilles;" and that, failing to ob-
tain satisfaction in any case from the
Cuban authorities, the Americans
would proceed to enforce their claims
by the law of the strongest. In the
second week of May last, the Spanish
Government returned an answer to M.
Soule s last note, declaring that tho
demands of the American Ambassador
were destitute of foundation, and
wholly inadmissible ; and although
they conjoined with this answer certain
offers of concession, so categorical a
reply wascalculated to bring the dispute
to n crisis. President Pierce is satd to
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be preparing an energetic address to

the Senate on the subject. And to

show the temper of that body, we may
state that on the 1st of May, Senator
SHdell, of the slave-state of Louisiana,

delivered a fillibustero speech in re-

ference to Cuba and the alleged
" Africanisation" of that island con-

templated by the European Powers

;

ending with a motion to the effect that

the President be authorised to suspend

the Neutrality Laws, should he see (it,

during the approaching recess of Con-
gress : the real object of the proposal

being, that the President shall have
power to order an attack upon Cuba
of his own authority, the instant such

an enterprise is deemed expedient.

And the Senate marked its tolerance

of such a design, by referring Mr.
Slidell's motion to the consideration of
the Committee on foreign relations.

Having thus picked a quarrel with

one of the Western Powers of Europe,
the Cabinet of Washington has since

been every day showing stronger

symptoms of a leaning towards Russia.

As if in prospect of going to logger-

beads with Spain and her allies, the

Washington Union, the organ of the

Government, has published a series of
articles against the interests of Eng-
land and France, And favouring those

of Russia in the Eastern Question

—

one of the last of which articles occu-
5ies no less than five of its columns,
he Union and Pennsyhcadan are de-

cidedly Russian in their politics. The
former opeuly likens Cuba to Turkey,
saying that the island is the "sick
man " of the West ; and the latter

journal, which is semi-official, closes an
article in favour of Russia, and against
England and France, as follows :—
" With no fear for any, there is danger

to us from France and England, and

hence the cause of American sympa-
thies for Russia, whose successes can

portend us no evil, and whose power,

however aggrandised, contains no me-
nace to our fortunes, no poison to our

repose." So zealous and pertinacious

is this advocacy of Russian interests,

that charges have been openly made
against certain of these journals, of

being subsidised by the agents of the

Czar, and charges upon which a well-

informed writer in the Morning Chro-

nicle remarks :— " We have no great

belief in rumours of newspapers being

bribed andJournalists subsidised ; but

certainly there is something remark-

able in the convictions of all well-in-

formed Americans respecting the ac-

tivity of Russian corruption in their

country ; and there is one widely-cir-

culated Northern newspaper, now sid-

ing with Russia, which would lose no
character by having a bribe brought

home to it."

As might be inferred, from the con-

duct of the Government journals, the

Government itself at present inclines to

the side of Russia ; and circumstances

are not absent to indicate the want
of friendliness towards the Western
Powers. We are informed that ^Ir.

Spence, the United States Ambassador
at Constantinople, is about to be re-

called, because "the Administration

disapprove of his unqualified declara-

tion to the Sultan in behalf of Turkey
and her allies." The differences, also,

between us and the Union regarding

Central America and Honduras are

unfortunately not yet wholly at an
end, and the representatives of the

Republic in those quarters seem to

have a special love for creating embar-
rassing riots and disturbances.* And

• "There is some anxiety with regard to a new treaty with Nicaragua, sent to Washing-
ton by Mr. Borland. So far as its provisions are concerned as a treaty of commerce, it is,

probably, unobjectionable ; but it is said that Mr. Borland has agreed with Nicaragua so to

define the boundaries of the state of Nicaragua as to extend them over the Mosquito terri-

tory— the United States to guarantee Nicaragua in such boundary. If this objectionable

clauso be submitted to the Senate, it will lead to a hot debate, in the course of which more
of General Cass's amiable war speeches against England may be expected, and other violent

speakers will be invoking the Monroe doctrine. But neither Mosquilia. England, Honduras,
nor Costa Rica, all interested parties, have been consulted in the drawing up of the treaty,

and all deny the right of Nicaragua to a single inch of the coveted territory—nay, England
lias held a protectorate over it for nearly three centuries ! For the United States and Nica-
ragua thus to claim and seize the territory, would be about as rational and just as for France
and Turkey to negotiate away a part of the kingdom of Persia. Corretpondent of Morning
Chronicle.

This Mr. Borland, who is the United States minister at Nicaragua, is quite a firebrand, as
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by the last mail which has arrived
from New York, we learn that the

underwriters now insert the " war-
clause " into all marine policies, in

erideot anticipation of a collision

with some of the maritime Powers of
Europe.

We regret to see the free Republic
of the Lnited States taking such a
coarse, both for our own sakes and for

hers. We regret it for our own
sakes, and for the sake of civilisation,

because we believe that this Old.World
war, and the strife of principles to

which it is leading, will not be fought
out without the intervention of Ame-
rica. There may be truces and armed
peace for a year or years—breathing-

times for the antagonistic Powers to

r.-cruit their strength ere thev continue
the contest ; but when we look at the

forces of Liberty, and distinguish be-

tween those which are genuine, and
which consequently may be perma-
nently relied on, and those which are

factitious, and which, under altered

circumstances, may go over to the side

of Absolutism, we believe that no
satisfactory solution of the present

crisis will be reached without the co-

operation ofour transatlantic brethren.

That such intervention on the part of
America will

—

must take place, when
the real hour of need arrives, we make
no doubt. By that time the real

character of the struggle will have
unmistakably revealed itself; and
even should the American rulers desire

to hold back from the strife, the people

will then compel them to " draw and
strike in,"—just as the popular voice

in this country compelled the Aber-
deen majority in the Cabinet to take

up the gage of combat thrown down
by the Czar. But America, we re-

peat, ere she win those new laurels,

seems inclined to sully her past fame.

Self-interest and honour, unfortunately,

now beckon her in different directions j

and we apprehend that the leaders of
the United States, instead of showing
themsever. those champions of liberty

which they affect to be, or even assum-
ing the defiant air which they did in

the Kossta affair with Austria— will

prefer " minding theirown business" at

Lome, and regard the war in Europe
simply as a means of improving their

own position.

Let us be just. Until a people be-

come warmed in a struggle—until the

higher principles of their nature are

called into play by the whirl ofexciting

events

—

self-interest is invariably the
sole pole-star of a nation's policy. It

is thus with the Americans at present.

They are mere onlookers at the war in

Europe. They do not see that it con-
cerns them. As yet, it is not a strife

of principles. Russia, indeed, boldly

and shrewdly appeals to the German
Courts as the champion of Absolutism,
without whose support they could not
stand a day against the slumbering
wrath of their people ; but the Wes-
tern Powers make no corresponding
appeals to the popular feelings of Eu-
rope ; and so the contest is proclaimed
by us one of mere territorial arrange-
ments, in which, of course, the Ameri-
can people can take little interest.

With so good an excuse for apa-
thy, we need not wonder that the
calculating Cabinet of Washington
should content themselves with turn-

ing the war in Europe to their own
account—nay, that they should eagerly

seize upon it as a hitherto unequalled
means ofcarrying into effect their own
projects of ambition.

Any lasting alliance between the
United States and Russia is irnpos-

may be learnt from the following details of an unfortunate occurrence near San Juan, Grey-
towa. It appears that the authorities attempted to arrest one Captain Smith, commander
of the American river-steamer, Kouth, when alongside the New York steamer, Northern
Light. This was resisted, and Mr. Borland, being on board, interfered, and aaid to the au-

thorities, that " no authority recognised by the United States existed at Greytown to arrest

any American citizen." A riot ensued, and Mr. Borland himself was for some time nnder a
kind of duress, and struck by a glass bottle thrown at him from the crowd. No one else was
bort; and although fifty Americans armed themselves, yet there was no actual mischief.

Further advices say that, during the trouble at Greytown and Mr. Borland's interference,

the American consulate was mobbed, the consul fired at, and the destruction of the property

of the Nicaragua Steam Company at Punta Arenas threatened. A force from the American

^araer Pampero was sent to protect the property. But why should Mr. Borland have in-

terfered to screen from the law a uiau charged with murder? Is that the business of a

minister, or of justice ?
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lible, owing to the antagonism of the
fundamental principle of these two em-
pires ; but it is not difficult to discern

the causes which now induce the Ca-
binet of Washington to listen to the
overtures of the Czar. The Russian
Emperor has sent Count Medem as

ambassador-extraordinary to the Ame-
rican Government ; and it is reported,

says the New York Herald, " that

overtures have been submitted, on the

part of Russia, to our Cabinet, pro-

posing a new commercial treaty be-

tween the Czarand the United States,—-

comprehending a great reduction of
duties upon articles entering Rus-
sian ports from American vessels,

and such arrangements with the neu-
tral ports of Prussia in the Baltic as

will secure the transfer of legitimate

goods between the two nations, with-

out the risk of seizure and confiscation

by the Allies." The Herald adds

—

" It is very certain that Russia, pend-
ing this struggle, is extremely desirous

of keeping ' right side up' with the

United States ; and if, in doing it, she

is willing to confer upon us certain ex-
traordinary advantages in trade, why
should wc not accept them, as far as

they may not involve us in her
quarrel with England and France?**

As Prussia cannot much longer main-
tain her position of neutrality, such a
treaty— like most others offered by
Russia— would be merely illusory;

and moreover we question if the

Western Powers, with all their tolera-

tion for the rights of neutrals, would
consent to recognise so transparent

a subterfuge in favour of Russia as

this. Probably not the least influ-

ential motive with the Czar in pro-

posing such a treaty, is his expecta.
tion that the Western Powers will

interpose their veto upon the arrange-
ment, and so be brought into open
collision with their natural ally on the
other side of the Atlantic,

Another overture which the Czar
is reported to have made to the Ca-
binet of Washington, is the cession of
the American portion of his empire at

a great bargain. This news is pro-
bably correct. The Emperor knows
that we can seize upon that territory

whenever we choose; and, if we are
rightly informed, instructions have
already been despatched to our squa-
dron in the Pacific to capture the
southern and most valuable portion of

that territory— namely, theSitka Is-

lands and adjacent coast, forming a
narrow strip of territory interposing

for six hundred miles between our Bri-

tish possessions and the sea. No time
should be lost in taking this step—
else we may find ourselves as much
behindhand as we were fifty years ago
in thecaseof Louisiana, which Napoleon
sold to the Union as soon as he heard
that we were fitting out an expedition

against it. A land expedition too—

.

and a single regiment would suffice—
ought to be despatched with the same
object from the Canadian frontier.

The Canadians sympathise most hear-

tily with the mother-country in the

war against Russia ; and we have no
doubt, that if a hint were but given
from head-quarters, the powerful Hud-
son's Bay Company would, as a mere
matter of profit, organise an expedi-

tion of their own, to capture the few
Russian ports scattered over the terri-

tory, and extend the Company's do-

mains quite up to the Straits of
Behring. Half-a-dozen years ago,

the whole population of Russian-
America amounted to only eight thou-
sand, of whom hardly six hundred
were native Russians ; and once this

country were annexed, the mere visit

of a sloop of war at intervals, to de-
stroy any craft that the Russians might
collect on the opposite side of the
Straits, would sufllcc to keep our new
territory beyond the reach of distur-

bance. We observe that several of
the United States journals are strongly

urging that the Czar's offer of sale

should be accepted— first, as a means
of " hemming in

M
the Hudson's Bay

Company, and of giving a great ad-

vantage to their own hunters and fur-

traders ; and secondly, because •« the
addition to British Oregon of the is-

lands and sea-coast lying north of
latitude 54°, would make that colony

so valuable to its owners, as to render
its ultimate acquisition by the United
States impossible, except from tho

chance of external war, or internal

revolution." What a thirst for annex-
ation has this young Republic 1

Although such overtures, unmet by-

others from the opposite side, will

doubtless have some weight with the

calculating Americans, we should at-

tach but little importance to them were
it not that they are seconded by the

lively jealousy, if not animosity, with
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which the Western Powers are at pre-

sent regarded by a portion, at least, of

the American Government. Covetous

of Cuba, and incensed at Spain, the

Americans look upon England and
France as standing between them and
their destined victim; and the idea

naturally suggests itself, that no time

could be so opportune as the present

for braving the displeasure and hostility

of these powers. Brother Jonathan
sees England and France fettered and
forced to strain every nerve in a gi-

gantic contest at home ; and though
loath to drive things to extremity with

such powerful maritime states, it is

certain that he will persevere in his ef-

forts to possess himself of Cuba. The
Kew York Herald states that, upon
the reassembling of Congress, Presi-

dent Pierce intends to send in a message

representing the critical position of

the relations with Spain, and proposing

that two special commissioners be de-

spatched with an ultimatum to Madrid
to assist M. Soule. "It is not be-

lieved that Spain will asquiesce in these

demands, but it is supposed by the

Administration that, by adopting this

deliberate course, taken in connexion

with the proclamation against the filli-

busters, it will demonstrate to the

world that the United States were not

the aggressors ; and when that is ac-

complished, war with Spain and the

acquisition of Cuba will be a popular

and extremely moral consequence.*'

Despite the Government proclamation

against illegal expeditions, we learn

that it is " a known fact that men are

nightly drilled at or near New Or-

leans, where a powerful secret expedi-

tion is said to be preparing against

Cuba ; and it ia supposed that George

Law's barque, Grapeshot, now lying at

the Belize, at the mouth of the Mis-

sissippi, filled with arms and munitions

of war, has some connexion with the

enterprise.** Even supposing, then,

that the irascible M. Soule was to be

gained over to the side of moderation,

and peace be preserved between the

Spanish and American Governments,

there is still a great hazard that the

Lone Stars" and extreme party in

the Southern States will take the mat-

ter into their own hands, and attempt

to gain possession of the Queen of the

Antilles by a buccaneering expedition.

Mr. Lyon, of New York, lately ad-

vised in the House of Representatives

that they should take prompt
possession of Cuba, and negotiate

afterwards." The enterprise, we can

assure him, is not so easy a one as he
thinks, and every week is adding to its

difficulties. From Spain we learn that

a squadron is forming at Cadiz, com-
prising nearly all the vessels of war at

present in or near to the Spanish ports,

destined to carry out a reinforcement

of six thousand men to the troops in

the West Indies, and to ward off any
naval attack that may be attempted

upon these colonies. A small portion

of these troops has already been de-

spatched in two post-office steamers, and
tne rest is to sail this month (June). The
Madrid correspondent of the TiiM$

lately furnished the following infortna*

tion as to the defences of Cuba:—

" The Spaniards declare themselves deter*

mined to make a good tight in defence of

Cuba. The reinforcement about to be de-

spatched will raise the strength of the army
in Cuba to nearly 30,000 men. Under the

ministry of General Lersundi a very krg«

number of Paixhans guns were sent out to

strengthen the defences of the island, and

great reforms were introduced in the arms of

the infantry, previously of an antiquated

and nnserviceable description ; I am assured

that some of the best troops in the Spanish,

army are now in the island of Cuba. I am
far from overrating the value of Spanish

troops, having seen enough of them both in

the field and in quarters to estimate them at

what they are worth, and I do not believe

that they could cope, on anything like equal

terms, with English or French armies, nor do

I think they would have much chance in the

long run against the ill-disciplined but well-

armed, utterly fearless, intelligent, self-rely-

ing volunteers with whom the United State*

are wont to operate when at war with their

Spanish- American neighbours. But it were

erroneous to confound Spanish troops with

Mexicans the most cowardly and worthless

of soldiers— or to doubt that the former will

fight well upon occasion, and would always

do so if properly trained and officered.

I think it extremely likely that a stout de-

fence would be made, and that the possession

of the forts especially, would cost the Ameri-

cans very dear. A good deal would depend

on the artillery practice of the Spaniards, of

the excellence of which they express them-

selves confident— a confidence by no means

unlikely to be well-founded, since artillery

is au arm to which great attention is paid in

Spain, and much pains are taken with the

education of its officers. The chief defence

must be made by the land army ; as to the

naval squadron, although in numbers it ap-

pears respectable, and is to be reinforced by
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a portion of the vessels now in the Mediter-

ranean, and although some people here ex-
pect great tiling from it, most of it* vessels

are small, and the Americans could quickly

muster a force that would sweep it from the

seas if it ventured from under the puns of

the land batteries. Admitting, however,
that the garrison of the island docs its doty
gallantly, but finds itself overmatched, it is

not improbable that the Spaniards would
arm first the Mulattos, who are numerous,
and ultimately, if driven to extremity, a
portion of the Blacks, the whole of whom
they talk of setting at liberty, if all hope of

preserving Cuba to Spain be extinguished.

Another means upon which the Spaniards

reckon for annoying and grievously injuring

the enemy, is the cloud of privateers which,

under the Sj>anUh flag, they expect would
quickly cover the seas. It is possible that

the consideration of the injury that might
thus be done to their commerce may have
weight with the United States, and combine
with more elevated motives to make them
pause before they drive a feeble enemy into

a corner, and compel him to stand despe-

rately_at,bay.
f'

We sincerely trust that the pacific

settlement of the dispute which the

writer here so hesitatingly hints at,

may be attained—not for the mere sake
of Cuba and Spain, but for the world-

wide complications to which any other

course must give rise. For, linked as

England, France, and Spain are against

Russia and her allies, it is impossible

that the two former Powers can keep
aloof if an attack be made upon the

colonial possessions of their weaker ally.

At the time that the Spanish Govern-
ment returned its final answer to M.
Soule's demands, the Madrid corres-

pondent of the Morning Chronicle

stated that "the correspondence on
the Black Warrior affair had been com-
municated to the English and French
Governments, and had drawn forth ex-

pressions of approbation from both of
them of the conduct pursued by the

Spanish Government on that subject

;

and that it was said that an intimation

had been given ofa willingness on their

parts to guarantee Cuba to Spain under
all circumstances, provided the latter

sent a corps of 20,000 troops to co-

operate with those of England and
France in Turkey." We do not place

much reliance upon the accuracy of this

report, nevertheless we incline to think

that it indicates pretty correctly the
spirit in which England and France are

inclined to regard the question.

d Europe's Dilemma. [July,

The French Government makes no
secret of its intention to support Spain
in the event of any attack upon Cuba;
and it is a month and more since the
Washington Union announced that the
French admiral, Count Duchesne,
would shortly arrive at Havannah—ad-
ding, ** it is said that he has pledged
himself to the Captain-General ofCuba
to render him the use ofhis entire fleet

in the event of any difficulty breaking
out with the United States." A few
days later we read, in an Englishjour-
nal, " All Cuba is quiet. The Cap-
tain.General has given several dinner-
parties to the French Commodore, and
the aid of France is relied on to defend
the island against the United States.
A great state ball was to be held, and
all the French and English officers were
invited." The French Emperor, indeed,
has declared his resolution to stand by
Spain, and to offer the same resistance
to unjust aggression in the New World
os in the Old. Circumstanced as he
is, it is hard to see how he can do
otherwise. If he, the champion of
Turkey against Russia, refuse to assist
his own neighbour and ally, Spain, in
repelling a similarly unjust aggression
on the part of the United States, Spain
will undoubtedly secede from the West-
ern alliance

; and, however insignificant
may be the value of Spain as a fight-
ing ally against Russia, she would
prove a most perilous thorn in the cide
of France were she to give heed to the
ever-crafty overtures of the Czar. Im-
perial France, then, must join Spain
and go to war with the United States,
in the event of the latter attempting to
seize upon Cuba; and the next and
vitally important question is, what will
Great Britain do ? It is little more
than two years since, in union with
France, she proposed to America a
Tripartite treaty for securing Cuba
to Spain,—will she be able now, when
doubly linked to her neighbour Powers,
to confine her intervention simply to
phrases and negotiations, and " paper
pellets of the brain?" When our power-
ful and indispensable ally. Napoleon
III., declares that he finds it necessary
for the interests of France and of his
throne to side with the Court of Ma-
drid, and calls upon us in the spirit of
the offensive and defensive alliance be-
tween the two countries, to take a si-

milar course, what reply will the British
Government make ?
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This is a grave dilemma fur the

Western Powers—it is a Gordian-knot
which requires delicate handling. It

is a serious matter to go to war with

the United States when we have already

a most formidable foe upon our hands.

We are as yet only at the outset of
this war in Europe, which we fear is

destined to assume still more formid-

able proportions. And if Britain and
France are to maintain the faith of
treaties in the New World as they are

doing in the Old, they will need to

get ready new fleets, new armies, and
a new transport-service—things which
most certainly may be accomplished,

but which are so arduous and costly as

may well make us pause and scan

carefully all contingencies. To break
with the United States would be to

break with the only genuinely free em-
pire in the world save our own, and
one upon which, we believe, we shall

ultimately have to rely for support in

our struggle with Continental Abso-
lntism ; yet would it be a less se-

rious thing for us, in the outset, to

break up the alliance of the Western
Powers, and see France and Spain
withdraw from the struggle with the

Northern Colossus.

Before looking further into this di-

lemma, it is necessary to glance at the

state of affairs in Spain itself—for it

seems to us that changes are approach-
ing in that country which, if they do
happen, cannot fail to occasion a total

revolution in our alliances. The re-

volts which have been occurring in the

Peninsula since autumn last, though
unsuccessful, suffice to show the chronic

state of discontent which prevails. In
Spain, particularly, things have been
steadily going from bad to worse ; and
although the Government may attempt
to arrest the decline of its influence by
coupa-detat, such violent and unna-
tural remedies will only bring matters

to a more decisive crisis at last. In
many respects there is a striking paral-

lelism between the present state of
Spain and that which, in 1807, in-

duced Napoleon to invade the country
and drive the Bourbons from the
throne. The same licentiousness reign,

ed in the palace then as now— only at

present it exists still more shamelessly

and notoriously. At that time, there

was but one favourite, Godoy— but
now there is a succession of them

;

and the very rabble of Madrid point

the finger of scorn as the Queen and
her sister pass along the streets. The
spirit of loyalty is the deepest and
most ardent feeling in the breast of a
Spaniard ; vet so unbridled and undis-

guised is the licentiousness at Court,
that though amids,t the royal profligacy

of 1807 the people's loyalty was hardly

at all impaired, at present it is all but
extinct. There was a King then

—

weak-minded, indeed, but still a King

—

around whom the loyalty of the coun-
try might rally ; but there is only an
imbecile King- consort now ; aud the

fortunes of the throne hang perilously

upon the character of a female Sove-
reign. Moreover, there was then a
grown-up heir to the throne, the

Prince of Asturias ; whereas now there

is only a female child of three years
old, whose legitimacy and right to the
throne would not fail to be questioned
were the Carlist party again to unfurl

the standard of rebellion. And besides

all this, the old, but now proscribed
Salic law of succession is still regarded
with favour by a large portion of the
community, who, so far as the dignity

of the Crown is concerned, have any-
thing but gained by the opening up of
the succession to the female line.

By their coup-d'etat and dissolution

of the Chambers last spring, tho
Spanish Government succeeded in

gagging the powerful opposition which
was preparing against them in the
Legislature ; but the unpopularity of
the Cabinet is at present greater than
ever. Financial embarrassments are
the most fertile of all causes of revolu-

tion, by at once discontenting the
people, and weakening the Govern-
ment's power of repressing disorders.

In Spain this most fundamental of all

species of embarrassments is at present
pretty near a crisis ; and the recent
"run" on the Bank was not more a
measure of opposition to the Ministry,
than a natural consequence of the em-
barrassed and very unsettled state of
the country. The Heraldo, the organ
of the Prime-Minister, M. Sartonus,
declares that the Government will

" burn its last cartridge" before yield-

ing to the exactions of the u rebels,"

whatever form they may assume,—
but the unpopularity of the Cabinet is

universal ; and a letter from a good
authority at Madrid says : — "It is

impossible to exaggerate the universal

hatred in which the Ministry is held.
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This is so great that 1 doubt whether
Spain will be a possible residence for

the members of the present Cabinet
when it shall be dissolved, and whether
they will not be compelled (no matter
who succeeds them) toquit their country
and their places at one and the same
time. They have contrived to disgust

and offend everybody, even many of
their own partisans."

But Spam's dangers are not all inter-

nal. The discontent within is fomented
from without. The more we study Rus-
sian diplomacy—and we have studied it

und watched it closely— the more it

appears at the present crisis to be ubi-

quitous. We find it represented by
dozens of agents in the United States,

spying out the land, fitting out pri-

vateers/ and whispering into the

ear of the young Republic at once

of fresh profits and of new power.

We find it—do not start, good reader,

for this is a fact— pretending to fra-

ternise with the Red Republicans of

Italy, in order to raise them against

Austria, should the bold-hearted young
Emperor dare to cast off the dictato-

rial influence of the Czar. Within
the last three months these ubiquitous

emissaries of this most Machiavellian

Despotism that ever cursed the world

have made their appearance both in

Spain and Portugal, in such numbers
as to be generally alluded to, though
apparently but little thought of, by
the press. It is not difficult to divine

the object of their mission. Our
readers cannot have forgotten the

swarm of Russian nobles and officers,

including several members of the Czar's

own family, who in June last began

to take up their quarters at the various

German Courts, at Paris, and in Eng-
land. Health, the baths, change of
air, was the excuse generally made for

these unusual visits, and they were al-

most universally regarded at the timo
as omens of peace ; but the whole
movement is now seen to have been a
ruse, and for purposes of intrigue and
diplomacy. We need have no hesita-

tion in ascribing the presence of these

Russian visitors in the Peninsula to
still more decidedly sinister motives.

The Czar, we dare say, does not ex*
pect to gain Spain in such a way as to
obtain direct military assistance from
her in the struggle— nor is she ca-
pable of giving such ; but he perceives

that she may be made the means of
distracting the attention and energies
of France. The outbreak of a Car-
list war, or commotions in Spain, would
weaken the power of the French Em-
peror, either for attack or defence, by
compelling him to assemble an army
along the frontier of the Pyrenees,
either for observation, or for actual in-

terference in the distracted Peninsula.

That there are elements for such a Car-
list rising in Spain, will be seen from
the following editorial communication
in a Barcelona journal :

—

41 A person who has jost arrived from
France, and who, we believe, relates faith-

fully what be has seen, has given ns the

information which we are about to publish,

as it coincides with the accounts given re-

cently on the same subject by some of the)

Madiid journals.

" Various Carlist emigrants who were in

Italy have entered France. The person al-

luded to has seen a considerable number
entering who came from Nice and its neigh-

bourhood, and, perhaps, much further off:

• We hear, by the last intelligence from New York, that certain vessel* have been pur-

chased by the agents of Russia, and sent to some place to be fitted out as privateers, and

that vessels of that questionable character are now on the ocean. The writer udds, " that

as there is no port to which they con carry prizes," they will confine themselves to the sei-

zure of specie and tho destruction of property ; in other words, should one of these pirates

have the good fortune to meet an unarmed Australian treasure-ship, it would take the spe-

cie, scuttle the ship, and, perhaps, make the crew and passengers walk the plank, to pre-

vent any disagreeable evidence from ever turning up. It is further said that these vessels

will sail under American colours, in the expectation that, if a British cruiser made a

capture of them, the national jealousy of the American people would be offended, and a

cause of difference would be opened between England and the United States. There is only

one way of dealing with the question, and that is by following the example set by tbs

American Government in 1846, when President Polk, in his annual message to Congress,

declared that he would treat all privateers, whether commissioned or not, as pirates aud

robbers. We therefore hope, should any of these Russian pirates, sailing under American

colours, fall into the hands of our cruisers, that they will be taught a lesson which may
deter similar attempts from being ever again made.
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he spoke with some at Draguinan and other

Frrcch towns. Although the French Govern-

nenc generally sends them into the interior,

acd destines them to Valence, some of them
oaotrire to remain at Avignon. Marsal is

at J he latter place ; be has a More of hempen
goods, and goes frequently to Montpelhcr,

and sometimes as far as Perpignan.
u All the Carlists who enter have the com-

mission of officers and also certificates, which
th-v call rewards for valour and sufferings.

Jh-i-m documents have the signature of

A rrvak>,who entitles himselfCaptain-General

ofAragoo, Valencia, and Murcia, and ad ta-

term of Catalonia,
u In the conversations which some of them

had with him, they stated that they bad
orders to approach Spain, because the Eastern

war will offer an occasion to the Carlist

party to take advantage of the aid which
Russia will give it

** This is what has been related to us. We
are cot of those who think that a Russian

army may come to place Montemolin on the

:tm ne, nor of those who conceive that the

krm an army. "Whoever reflects on the

number of Carlists who have been able to

rvmain in France, considering those who
took refuge there when their forces were
dissolved, and those who, with the know-
ledge of the Government, have returned to

their country, will know that there might,

pertaps, be a nucleus for a future organisa-

tion, bnt not an invading force.
u But if we do not fear those who may

return from Italy, we think that the Govern-

ment ought not to lose sight of certain Abso-

lutist organisations and plans in the interior,

with ramifications abroad ; that there are

vast affiliations in all countries against the

cause of liberty, and against the representa-

tive system ; that money can do a great deal

it the present epoch ; and that certain pro-

pagandas, which assuredly do not desire to

maintain the Constitution, dispose of large

Mmi This is what inspires us with mis-

trust—although, in truth, it would give us

little care, if nnfortunately we had not ob-

served for years that the Government does

not seek to prevent terrible evils which

threaten for the future,"

It is now six monthe since these

remarks appeared in the Spanish jour-
nal from which they are extracted.

They attracted little attention at the

time; bnt the whole tenor of subse-

quent events—the increasing unpopu-

larity of the Queen and the Ministry*

the embarrassment of the national

finances, the influx of Russian agents,

and the revolts at Saragossa and Bar-
celona, which the latest accounts re-

present of a Carlist complexion, and
on the eve of again breaking out—
may enable our readers to appre-

ciate the significance of the above
statements of the Spanish editor. In-

deed a despatch from Madrid has just

been received, to the effect that serious

apprehensions are entertained of an
etneute in the capital itself.* We have

said that any convulsion in Spain can-

not fail to subserve the interests of
Russia, by distracting the attention

and military forces of the French
Emperor. But any such revolution

must, as events indicate, be a Carlist

one, — for Spain is royal to the heart,

and will not part with one sovereign

without getting another of the same
line. Now, were the Carlists, backed
by Russian gold, to prove successful

over the lukewarm adherents of the

present uninspected Sovereign, the

Count de Montemolin, son of Don
Carlo*—a prince in the prime of life,

being in his thirty-sixth year—would
indubitably mount the throne. The
state of Spain always does, and always

must deeply affect its neighbour,France,

and a different regime cannot long
exist in the two countries without pro-

ducing a rupture. It was a percep-

tion of this truth that made Louis
XIV. engage in the long and bloody

War of the Succession, by which he
strove to establish a Bourbon dynasty

and regime in Spain ; it was a similar

feeling that made Napoleon dethrone

the Spanish Bourbons, and attempt to

establish his own family in their stead;

and finally, it was the same cause (a

regard for his own safety) which com-
pelled Louis XVIIL to invade Spain
in 1823, to put down the revolution,

and re-establish the tottering cause of
Legitimacy and Absolutism. If, then,

a Carlist revolution be accomplished in

Spain, the effect upon France cannot
fail to be most detrimental to the for-

tunes of the French Emperor. Legiti-

macy—backed by the priests, who at

• «• Madrid, June 8.— Alarming rumours of an outbreak for to-day have been spread

daring the last two days, but everything has been perfectly tranquil. It is now said that the

rising has been postponed for a week. It is said, also, that some arrests were made last night

amongst the officers of the garrison, but this b not true."
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heart support it to a man— is still

strong in France ; and should anything
befall Louis Napoleon (which may
Heaven forbid), a Bourbon will cer-

tainly rc-asccnd the throne. For, the

French people, frightened to death bv
the lied spectre ofanarchy and Social-

isin,will accept any form ofgovernment
rather than relapse into the horrors of
revolution ; and the Count de Cham-
bord is the only man of mark, vice

Louis Napoleon, to whom the coun-
try can turn its eyes; and he will,

moreover, be backed by the whole influ-

ence of the Absolutist Courts on the

Continent; and, if any one doubts
as to what would be the policy pur-
sued by Henri Cinq, let him recollect

(what we pointed out in the opening
article of last number) that the last act

of Charles X., before he was driven

from the throne, was an agreement
with the Emperor Nicholas, in virtue

of which Russia teas to take possession

of Turkey—and France, with Russian
help, be aggrandised at the expense of
Britain I

Do not let it be imagined that these

are speculations reaching too far into

the future to be ofmuch immediate mo-
ment. They are inevitable deductions

from the events and influences which
we see in play around us at this very
hour. They are the very first elements

to be considered by our statesmen, in

the present unparalleled dilemma of
Europe. If the United States attack

Cuba, France must join Spain,— and
then what are we to do ? Bound as we
are to France by the closest ties of alli-

ance and self-interest, how are we to

sever from her on so vital a point as this,

without breaking up the alliance against

Russia ? Are we to frustrate the pros-

pective natural alliance and help of
America, or are we to abandon our
present and indispensable allies of
France and Spain ? Such is the choice

presented to us ;—was there ever one
more fraught with peril and embar-
rassment? A Carlist revolution in

Spain would put a new complexion on
the matter, and justify our non-inter-

ference ; but the position of France
and England, though relieved of the

American difficultyby such a revolution,
would be made proportionably worse
as regards the European difficulty, by
the secession of Spain to the cause of
Absolutism and Legitimacy. The
Emperor Napoleon's is a life as pre-

carious as'it is valuable, and it behoves
us to take care how we enter upon un-
dertakings from which France would
recede as soon as she has lost the re-

markable man who now directs her
counsels.

Such is the dilemma in which Europe
and the cause of freedom are now
placed by the ambition of the Ameri-
can Republic. And ifwe believed that
this were all the truth, if we believed

that nothing remained to the Western
Powers but an appeal to the generosity

of America, we should indeed consider

the dilemma a most hopeless one. But
the case is not so ; and it is clear to us
that if the Americans persevere in their

present design—if they are resolved to
win for themselves, for all time, the ig-

nominy of the sarcasm, that Freedom**
extremity is America's opportunity—it
will be at a heavier cost to them than
mere loss of character. Nothing, in-

deed, could be more propitious than
the external relations of tne Union at
present in this respect : to use a French
phrase, it is completely " master of the
position." But its internal condition

presents a very different aspect. If a
mingled terror ofAbsolutism on the one
hand, and Red Republicanism on the
other, now paralyses the strength of
Europe, and threatens only to be ex-
changed for an actual and barbarising

struggle between theseopposite powers,
America, on her side, is not free from
corresponding elements of strife and
convulsion. Slavery is the Gordian-knot
of the New World ; which must be

solved some day ; and there is too much
probability that it will be violently cut
rather than quietly unloosed. Three
millions ofa coloured race— not igno-

rant Negroes, fresh from the sands of
Africa, but who have lived for several

generations in contact with civilisation,

and in the veins of a large proportion

of whom runs the best blood in the
Union ; not all with the sooty-black and
blubber-lips of the Negro, but passing

through every shade of colour, feature,

and intellect, and not a few of them
rivalling, in all respects, the best speci-

mens ofthe Caucasian race ; and hence
not leaderless, but abounding in men
of talent and resolution, whose hot
passions boil at being trodden under
loot by men whose blood is hardly dif-

ferent from their own ;— such a race,

we say, cannot be kept for ever in their

present state of galling servitude. The
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southern planters—and from theirpoint

of riew they are probably right—are

resolved to make no concessions to the

slave population. At present their po-

lio-, in this matter, is reactionary;

tb-ir measures more stringent than

ever—a course which must lead to a
more violent solution of the question at

last.

Now, whenever such a crisis comes,

it will paralyse the United States. Be
they as ambitious as they may, as co-

vetous and resolved on foreign conquest

as it is possible for them to be, no
sooner does the crisis of the slavery

question approach, than it will paralyse

their strength for external effort. As
to the ultimate effects of this eventu-

ality upon the fabric of the Union, we
now speculate nothing. We content

ourselves with affirming that, when it

comes, it will temporarily paralyse the

whole external power of the United
States. And such an event, we shall

now show, is sufficiently visible in per-

spective to form a vital element of
consideration in an estimate of the

present position of the Union—especial-

ly as regards the contemplated attack

upon Cuba, with which it seems to us

to be closely connected.

Before noticing the indignation and

Sroular irritation which the Nebraska
ill is at present producing in the Nor-

thern States, or the danger with which
any attack upon Cuba is fraught to the

South itself, let us understand the re-

lative position of political parties in the

Union. And here it is important to

observe, that the "Whigs and Demo-
crats of America are really Northern
parties ; and that the Southerners are

a separate interest, as absorbed in sup-

port of slavery as the Irish Brigade m
oar Parliament is in behalf of Koman-
ism, and coalescing with either of the

other parties which bid highest for its

support. It is by steadily acting upon
this principle that the slave-holders

have repeatedly managed, since the be-

ginning of the century to win a losing

game. Hardly had the Union fairly

started on its career, when it became
evident that the Free States were ra-

pidly distancing in point of wealth and
population, and consequently represen-

tation, their slave-owning competitors.

A few years more, and a feeble band of

Southern representatives might havo

found themselves contending in Con-
gress against a powerful majority of

Northern opponents, eager to accom-
plish the abolition of slavery. The
peril, however,was averted by the coun-
sels of a series ofpolitic leaders, the last

of whom was that most remarkable
of modern American statesmen, John
C. Calhoun. To counterbalance their

weakness, the Southern delegates took

advantage of the political dissensions

of the North, and put up their votes to

the highest bidder,— the price being

respect for Southern institutions, or,

in other words, tolerance for Slavery.

Both Whigs and Democrats have con-

stantly competed for thispowerful ally ;

and in this way the Missouri Compro-
mise was effected in 1820, in virtue of

which slavery was allowed to establish

itself in any new State south of a cer-

tain latitude (36° 30')» on condition

that all new States to the north of that

line should be "freesoil.'' A great

strife arose, twenty years later, when
California (which lies half to the north

and half to the south of this line) came
to be added to the Union ; but ulti-

mately it was resolved that that State

should be allowed to fix its own consti-

tution. In this matter the freo-soilers

only held their own ground,—but now
they are totally worsted by the success

of the Southerners in carrying the fa-

mous, Nebraska Bill, which has just

passed through both Houses of the

American Legislature.

The purport of this measure is to

abolish the Missouri Compromise, by
extending the limits within which sla-

very may be established. The terri-

tory of Nebraska is a vast tract of

land, extending from Missouri to the

Rocky Mountains, which has lately

been cleared and settled on to such an
extent as to entitle it to be recognised

as an integral part of the Union. By
its position to the north of the Com-
promise-line, it belongs indubitably to

the region of freedom, and accordingly

the Abolitionists demanded that it

should be formed into a Free-soil

State. But the Southern delegates

made a desperate and ingenious on-

set—alleging, that in the case of Cali-

fornia the Compromise was virtually

abolished, and all States, whether

north or south of the line, left free to

choose their own constitution. The
Free-soilers deny that such was the

case, and moreover affirm that the

proposal to allow Nebraska to choose

its own constitution only presents an
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appearance of liberty of choice, while

in reality it is a coercive measure.

The bill, it seems, virtually places the

form of Government at the disposal of

Congress, by giving to the President

(who is a strong pro-slavery man)
the power of appointing the first

governor and judges of the new State,

and by so limiting the right of suffrage

as to place all who are not naturalised

on a level with slaves as to political

rights. And thus, it is alleged, looking

at the character of the territory, the

election of the representatives of Ne-
braska will fall into the hands of the

planters— the emigrants not being na-

turalised— and, consequently, having

no right to exercise the franchise.

Tbat some such result is contemplated
may be inferred from the eagerness ot

the slaveholding party to carry the

measure.* In the House of Represen-

tatives it gave rise to the most violent

altercations ; and so great was the op-

position of the minority that the majo-
rity adopted the despotic, though per-

haps excusable step of bringing the

debate to a compulsory close. To give

an idea of the fierce animosity of (he

proceedings, wo may quote the fol-

lowing :

—

" In a sitting which lasted from noon on

Thursday (11th May) to twenty minutes to

twelve on the Friday night, such a violent

dispute arose, that but for the interference of

the Sergeant- at-Arms, a fight would in-

stantly have ensued, and probably would
have become gener.il. The Washington cor-

respondent of the Tribune states that several

members now wear arms in the House. In

the sitting on the loth a quarrel arose be-

tween Mr. Hunt and Mr. Craigie, and it

was expected that a hostile meeting would
take place, but when the packet left they

had not been able to settle who was the

person first insulted. According to the cor-

respondent of the Tribune, one of the deputy-

speakers (for the Speaker cannot retain the

chair during a thirty-six hours' sitting) has

begun to limit those who address the House
to half the usual time, and 'exact from

them a promise to make no motion for ad-

journment as a consideration for his giving

them the floor.' On the 15th a resolution

was agreed to, by 114 against 59, that the

debate be closed on the following Saturday

at noon."

A conviction that in gaining this

point they gain not only additional

strength, but a precedent for future
measures of the same kind, induced
the legislative Halleys and Legrees to

put forth their whole strength ; and
they have succeeded— the Nebraska
Bill now only awaiting the assent of
the President (which will be readily

given) to become the law of the land.

The Northern State* are naturally

much exasperated at the passing of
this Bill. It is an affront to their in-

stitutions,— an open violation of the
Act of Compromise,— and a fresh op-
portunity for slavery to extend its

baleful dominion. The temper of the
people is far from quiescent, and
Fugitive-Slave-Law riot* have broken
out with increased bitterness and de-
termination. The most remarkable of
these were those which took place at

Syracuse and Boston on the 26th May.
At the former of those places, the
Abolitionists, learning that a fugitive

would pass through the town in cus-
tody of a United States' marshal, the
bells were tolled, and a crowd of some
thousand persons assembled at the
railway-station to effect a rescue. The
slave, however, had escaped from his

gaolers into Canada, and the crowd
retired, " evidently disappointed." At
Boston it was a much more serious

business, — blood having been shed,
cannons planted in the streets, and the
whole scene being one more suited to

the worst-governed countries of the

Old World than to Anglo-Saxon Ame-
rica. A local authority thus narrates

the affair:

—

" The Abolitionists hearing that a slave

named Burns had been arrested, called a
meeting at Paneuil-hall, at which a resolu-

tion was adopted, to attend at the court-

room when the examination took place.

While this was going on in FanueU-hall, a
large crowd of negroes collected about the

court-house, and an emissary was despatched

to the white men's meeting, informing them
that the building in which the slave was con-
fined was about being stormed. The mob
at this time had reached several thousand,

when a desperate assault was made upon the

building, a huge piece of timber serving the

purpose of a battering-ram in demolishing

* Bv the last mail we learn that, » according to the Western journals, the emigration of

laveholders to Nebraska was very extensive."
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the door. Stones and other missiles were
freely used, and pistol shots fired; but just as

the storming party were on the point, of

forcing an entrance into the court-house, a
body of police rushed upon them, captured

about a dozen of the most active ringlead-

ers, «nd finally succeeded in dispersing the

icob and restoring order. During the riot

one of the special officers of the United

States' marshal was shot dead. At midnight
two military companies reached Court-

square, and were quartered st the City-hall

end at the court-house. A large force was
detached for duty during the night, includ-

ing an entire regiment of the Massachusetts

liilitia, which had been called out for duty.

On the 29th the excitement continued to

be very great. An association from Wor-
cester, called the ' Freedom Club,' was in

town all that day, and held a meeting at the

Trennrnt Temple in the evening, where se-

veral highly inflammatory speeches were

nude. At five o'clock in the afternoon it

was estimated that not less than 10,000

pt 'pte surrounded the Court-house. The
military remained on duty. Theodore Par-

ker preached a discourse on Sunday, in which
he denounced the commissioner. A handbill

was in circulation in Boston, stating that the

sum demanded for the purchase of Burns,

the fugitive, had been raised by subscription,

but that Colonel Suttle refused to sell the

** In spite of the proved a/iW, the victim

»as surrendered. The square was cleared

by the military, and cannon planted. The
mayor would not permit the tolling of the

Wlls in the city ; but the country towns and
villages thus sounded the dirge of the liber-

ties of Massachusetts. Placed within a hol-

low square of armed police, and guarded by
marines, infantry, and artillery, the poor

negro, whose name will live in history, was
removed to the harbour, escorted by twenty

thousand citizens. Persons thronged the

wharves who bad come eighty miles from

the interior to see one who will probably be

found to have been the innocent occasion of

the greatest events that have befallen the

Union since it* formation. He was embarked
about three, p.m., on Friday, June 2nd, and

the steamer immediately dcjMirted for Vir-

ginia. The standards of the troops were

hissed, and tbe American flag was bung out

in Court-street, draped in mourning. Every
newspaper shows that tbe excitement is

spreading, and that the free states are vigi-

lantly oa their guard against kidnappers."

The correspondent of the Morning
Chronicle thus shows the connexion of

those formidable riots with the recent

policy of the slave-holdiog party:—
"This sueMen and powerful hostility

agaioat the Fugitive Slave Law has been

called into action by the passage through

Congress of Senator Douglass's very impru-

dent Nebraska Bill, which not only permits

the existence of slavery by a vote of the

people in Nebraska and Kansas, but it ab-

solutely and for ever annuls the Missouri

Compromise to the eftect that there should be

no slavery in any new territory north of la-

titude thirty-six degrees thirty minutes.

How true and unanswerable is the remark of

anti-slavery statesmen, who contend that if

the Missouri Compromise could be thus easily

broken, they should claim a revocation and

abrogation of the later compromise which
contains the obnoxious Fugitive Slave Law !

Besides, tbe North feels that it has made
humiliating concessions to the South on al-

most every point, and that it is time for

Northern policy to bo recognised and re-

spected. The feeling between the two sec-

tions of the Union is stronger than it ought

to be, and should the South push their claims

much further, it will soon be found that the

Boston fugitive slave riot is but the beginning

of the end."

It is not to be wondered at that the

Anti-slavery party should feel thus

alarmedand indignantat the progress of
their opponents. They not only see the

Slave- party at present in the ascend-

ant, and resolved to push their success

to the utmost, but they know, too, in

regard to Texas, that a clause was
caused to be inserted in the treaty of

annexation by Mr. Calhoun, pledg-

ing the Government of the Lnited

States to create three or four States

out of Texas, as soon as the territory

should be sufficiently populated ; and
although no one supposed at the time

that the South would ever be strong

enough to exact the fulfilment of that

stipulation, the Free-soilers now begin

to look with alarm at the prospect of

this great addition to the strength of

their domineering antagonist*. The
general feeling is, that the Slave- party

will be content with nothing short of

absolute supremacy ; and, even before

the passing of the Nebraska Bill, Mrs.

H. B. Stowe, who is probably as clear-

headed an observer as she is an ani-

mated and gifted writer, thus expressed

her sentiments to a friend in this coun-

try, as to the apparently approaching

crisis between the North and tho

South :

—

" Andover, March 16, 1854.

" In regard to the prttent »Ute of the Anti-tlan ry

cante, you matt hare perceived ere thii from the

American prints, that a eritlt of gnat magnitude
has arrived which it arouting tbU country to itt

lowett deptht.
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" The Infamoni Nebraska Dill, by which !n effect

the whole unoccupied territory of the United St nte*

it irlvcn up to slavery, has now panned the Senate,

and will soon Lc btf»rc the House. No event since

the time of our revolution hai produced such a sen-

sation, or proroi,** to thoroughly to arouse the whole
northern States to the real nature and plana of the

southern slave po"™'. It if now pUiny seen that

the policy of slavery itexteution, and that thia move-
ment it nothing leas than a plnn to extend this deso-

lating rurac over the whole country. All parties in

the northern State* are arousing, conven:i'in* and
msss-meetings, without respect of party, are con*

ttantly hcing held, and remonstrance* , prtitlom, and
memorials being tent l y every tn&ll. The clergy of

New KngUnd, of all denomination*, have lent to

Cnogreft a mammoth protest, having three thoufnnd
signature*. Ueftidc* thl«, various religious bodies

have protected, and the clergymen of New York city,

of all di nomination*, have united in a protest, and.

In *ome eaie*. couventiun* of clergymen have been

called for the special purpose of coniidcring what I*

to be done.
" In thia state of thin;* it is impoHlhle to speak de-

flniuiy of the results. We can only ice that a wide
and vast agitation i* coming up, whose re*u)U are of

incalculable importance, and wboae extent no mortal

eye can foresee. The whole force of the slave power
It now concentrated on the on* design—to eeite the

whole power and influence of the nation, and ute

them for the upholding of slavery ,• to avert the In-

tolerable pretsure of pulilic sentiment by spreading it

over the whole country, and using all the material

wealth and prosperity which freedom ha* given a* a
cloak and sanction under which slavery may, for

year* to come, prolong it* existence.
" Never was liberty more seriously and more de-

liberately menaced » but God U on the side of right,

and right at last must prevail. My trust is, that this

agitation shall precede the final destruction of the
evIL—Very truly your*,

"H. B. SrowE."

The Free-soilere say truly, that the

ambition of the Slaveholders is in-

satiable. Not content with this tri-

umph in regard to the Nebraska Bill,

and the prospective addition to their

strength from the new States to be
created in Texas, the leading men of
the South are bent upon annexing
Cuba as a fresh trophy of their power.
The island is large and populous
enough to cut up immediately into

three or four Slave States ; and besides

a teeming soil and luxuriant crops, it

bears on its surface a population of
slaves whom it would be most profit-

able to capture. The annexation of
Cuba, indeed, would secure to the
South the same superiority in actual

strength, which the passing of the Ne-
braska Bill has restored it in moral
position. For this most sufficient

reason it is that the sagacious politi-

cians of the Southern States are fore-

most in adding fuel to the fast-spread-

ing popular excitement against Spain.

The North is far from viewing such
projects with indifference ; and one of

the most powerful organs of the Abo.
litionists in New York, in some judi-

cious remarks on this subject, warns
the South " to mind its eye but un-
fortunately nothing short of the most
pressing emergency will suffice to unite

the factions of the North against their

united and energetic rivals: and, as

in the case of Texas and of the Mexi-
can war, the plans of the South are
generally accomplished before the feel-

ing of the North is effectually roused

to resentment and resistance.

The very success of the South, how-
ever, is now endangering its position :

it is challenging a crisis— and a crisis

will come. And we believe that, if the

Annexationists succeed in their con.
ternplated rape of Cuba, the event will

infallibly be followed by a reaction

against Slavery which will shake the Fe-
deration to its centre. The filibusters

of the South need not expect to find an
easy conquest in Cuba ; and, as we have
shown, rather than yield the island

to the invaders, the Spaniards have re-

solved to set free the Negroes, who will

fight to the death sooner than submit to

American Planters. No one who
knows the history of St. Domingo, and
the exploits of Toussaint l'Ouverture

and his blacks against the best troops

of France, will think lightly of such a
struggle. And once this slave-war is

commenced, who is to guarantee that it

mil not spread f Is King Soulouque
and his black subjects—so enamoured
of fighting, that nothing but foreign

intervention keeps them from constant

warring against the European portion

of St. Domingo— to remain apathetic

while the neighbour-island of Cuba is

being conquered by the enemies of
their race ?* And what forbids—now
that, under the pressure of the war
in Europe, we have withdrawn our
wonted garrisons from the West Indies

—that the Negroes in our own colonies

should rise in support of their brethren
fighting in Cuba ? Nay, in such cir-

• The restless men of the South do not confine their projects to Cuba alone, but have
already cast covetous eyes upon the territory of King Soulouque. By the latest news, it is

confidently reported that sn agent has beta sent to the republic of Dominica, in the island of

St. Domingo, to treat about annexation. If such agent succeed, the entire island will won
follow, as the Emperor Soulouque's sceptre would probably be stricken from bis grasp.
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cumstances, may not the flame of re-

volt extend to the mainland, and a
slave-rebellion arise in the heart of
the Southern States themselves ? And
finally, in such a case, what degree of
help can the South expect from the

North? and are the Abolitionists and
Free-soilers in a temper just now to

aid heartily in putting down an insur-

rection which, if let alone, would
effectually make an end of slavery in

the New World ?•

Such considerations, it seems to us,

ought to teach all parties in the United
State?, and especially the hot-headed
men of the South, to consider well be-

fore they rush into a war with Spain,

or seize upon the inviting but perilous

opportunity for "annexation," now
afforded by the war in Europe. They
fancy, doubtless, that by so doing they
will steal a march upon the Western
Powers—but a calm inspection of the

facts leads rather to the supposition

that they will only be overreaching

themselves. There is a Nemesis in

human affairs, and at present it seems
hoveringover the destinies ofthe Anglo-
American States. Let them ignore the

ties of blood and the sympathies of
freedom—let them turn from their

Mother.country and her allies, and
seek only to wring a profit from our
necessities—let them, the champions of
liberty, play into the hands of the des-

potic Czar, and, intent only on their

own aggrandisement, snatch at the

colonial possessions of Spain ; and in

that very hour, we believe, they will

themselves be stabbed to the heart.

In that very hour, and in the very act

of seizure, their strength, like the out-

stretched arm of the idolatrous king
of Israel, will be blasted by the fiat of
Divine vengeance.

We have reached the limits of our
space—yet there is much that we ought
to say. We have great faith in Ame-
rica. We know that sooner or later

her people will perceive their true role,

and demand with one voice to stand

up for freedom and Anglo-Saxonism
throughout the world. It is for the
outset of their career alone, in this

strange crisis, that we tremble. Rus-
sian despotism has resolved to acknow-
ledge no law but the law ofthe strongest,

and will accordingly have to wade to

her conquests through the blood of
myriads, and amid the unspeakable
horrors of a whole continent in war
and commotion ; but let not American
freedom follow so ignoble and so si-lf-

pernicious an example. To the calm
contcmplator ofevents, the New World
is already seen destined to be hers from
the Canadian lakes to the Isthmus of
Darien. Let, then, America go but
honestly to work, and the triumph will

be hers without a blow. Let but her
overflowing settlers spread peacefully

among the indolent populations of Cen-
tral America ; let her deploy among
them her energy, her wealth, and the
marvels of mechanical invention and
industrial civilisation ; let her show to
them the usefulness as well as true no-
bility of free institutions, and even the
somnolent offspring ofSpain will awake
from their long torpor, and grow de-
sirous of imitating so noble an exam,
pie. Aud so at length, tired of the
alternate anarchy and despotism to
which they have been subjected, and
inoculated alike with American blood
and American feelings, the Spanish
States will willingly enrol themselves
as component parts of the Union, and
thus bring the frontiers of the vast con-
federacy to the southern limits of the
North American continent.

England is not the rival of the
United States. The blood of the two
nations is, in reality, not more akin
than are their interests. Look at India
and Australia, with Aden, the Ionian
Islands, Malta, and Gibraltar, like

connecting links between, and it will

be seen that it is the Eastern, and not
the Western isthmus of the world, that

is the true quarter for B itish jealousy,

the true polestar to direct the future

efforts of England. Let not, then, the
two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon
race be jealous and quarrelsome for

nought. We have no interests in Cen-
tral America to compare with those at

stake in the Old World. Let both
parties be frank and open. Let us
explicitly renounce all intention of
pushing our own interests, or thwart-
ing those of the United States, in Cen-
tral America; and our transatlantic

brethren, jealous though they be, will

cease their superfluous intriguing and
foolish rhodomontades against our tiny

* At least in ha present form, which ia a system of caste the most rigid the world ever saw.

vol. xliv.««o. cclix. a
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settlement of Honduras. The time may
come, even, it seems to us, when it will

be for our interest to part with such
settlements to our southward-moving
brethren in the States, on condition of

assistance to be rendered us in advanc-
ing our interests in a quarter which
more nearly concerns us.

One word more, and our remarks
upon this momentous dilemma will be
ended. '* Are we to wait, then," the

Americans may say, " indefinitely, un-
til the Cuban pear drop ripe and mel-
low into our hands ?" Certainly, we
reply, for your own sakes as much as

for others. Spain's hold upon that

colony is relaxing ; and we mistake not
if the present great exertions she is

making to retain it will not, by drafting

so many troopsand so much money from
the mother-country, facilitate a revo-

lution at home, which will wholly

prostrate her strength for foreign enter-

prise. In such a case, Cuba—like the

South American States in 1810— will

break off from the mother-country,
and, as it must lean on some stronger

neighbour, will by-and-byo fraternise

with the Union. The great object of

the Americans ought to be, to get it

quietly, and with the consent of the

inhabitants. Even then, if the South-

are not prudent, its acquisition

may prove a source 01 emoarrasament

;

but the most pregnant danger, at least,

will thereby be escaped—namely, a pro-

tracted servile war.
This article has not been penned as

a mere exertion of the intellect. We
earnestly desire to arouse the attention

ofour countrymen—and of the Ameri-
cans also, if our feeble voice can reach

so far—to the subject under considers-

tion ; convinced that the interests of

both nations do not clash, but har-

monise,—that each can assist the other

without detriment to itself,—and that

in the mutual interchange of such aid

depend the best hopes o? the civilised

world, as from the antagonism of the

two peoples must spring its direst dis-

asters. For reasons which we have in-

dicated—but from obvious motives, not

enlarged upon, we fear there is a pro-

bability that, as the present war rolls

on, England will fina herself wholly

severed from her Continental alliances.

In such an hour of isolation she will

need the support of her colonies, both
old and young,—and we know that she

will have it. But then—and this is the

great object of our anxiety,— let not

our own present policy, or that of the

United States, be such as to render

that future alliance impossible, or too

id it *
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TUB 33&D REGIMENT AT QUATRE BUAJ. f

We regret that on expression justly offensive to the old officers of this gallant

corps should inadvertently have found its way into the pages of our May Num-

ber. Our contributor, on discovering the mistake, has frankly acknowledged

his error ; and we trust the subjoined apology and explanation will be satisfac-

tory to tho regiment, and the surviving officers who signed the remonstrance.

Their esprit de corps commands our warm sympathy and respect

TO THE PUBLISHER OP THE DUBLIN UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE.

40, MelTille-«tre«t, Edinburgh, 26th May,

Sib,—I hope the accompanying letter will bo admitted into the June

Nuicber of tho Dublin University Magazine. It is signed by Major-

General Parkinson. Lieut.-Colonel Harty, Lieut.- Colonel Trevor, Lieut-Col.

Whanncll, Lieut-Colonel Westmore, Surgeon Sir George Ballingall, and by

lieutenant Pattison, and myself.

We have no controversey, you will observe, with cither publisher or editor.

Our sole object is to vindicate our old and respected regiment (the Duke of Wel-

lington's) from a most unfounded charge, and this we think the more incumbent

upon us that the corps being now employed on active service cannot be supposed

to be in a condition to watch with jealous care its former laurels and reputa-

tion, though we have no doubt of its adding to both.

Your most obedient servant

(Signed) S. A. Pagan.

TO THP. EDITOR OP THE DUM.IN UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE.

Sdi,—You must be sufficiently acquainted with the spirit which pervades the

British army to know that next to an officer's personal honour, that of his regi-

ment is nearest his heart

Our attention has been directed to an article in yourMay Number, purporting

to be a " Memoir" of the late Colonel Cameron, of tho 92nd regiment. We have

no intention or desire to detract from the praise so plentifully heaped on the

Gordon Highlanders, or any other regiment ; but, as old officers of the 33rd, who

served in itduring the campaign of 1816, and long after, we feel ourselves not only

entitled but compelled to deny, in the most explicit terms, the accuracy of a

passage in which that corps is said to have disgraced itself, by stripping, not only

its Highland neighbours, but its own officers, who were killed or wounded at

Quatrc Bras. We content ourselves with asserting this to be a most unfounded
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charge, from whatever quarter it may have come, and we remain, air, your

obedient servants,

(Signed)

E. Parkinson, Major General, late 33rd regiment.

J. M. Harty, Lieut.-Col. late 33rd regiment

A. H. Trevor, Lieut-Col. late 33rd regiment

G. Whannell, late Lieut.-Col. 33rd regiment

Richard Westmore, Lieut-Col. late 33rd regiment

Geo. Balungall, Surgeon, late 33rd regiment

Fredk. Hope Pattison, late Lieut. 33rd regiment.

S. A. Paoan, late Lieut. 33rd regiment.

With reference to the Memoir of Colonel Cameron, K.T.S., in the May
Number of The Dublin University Magazine, in which a passage occurred

which proved unpleaaing to the 33rd regiment by stating that its soldiers at

Quatre Bras had stripped some of the killed and wounded; in justice to the

Editor of the Magazine, and to the few survivors of that gallant corps, the

Author of the Memoir feels it his duty to state, that after an interview with

his informant—an officer who was severely wounded at Quatre Bras—he deeply

regrets to find that he has fallen into an error and misconception, as the strip-

ping in question was perpetrated by the fatigue parties who buried the dead

after the action.

The Author feels it but just and due to the soldiers of the 33rd regiment to

make tins retractation, and begs to assure them, that he has no wish to take

one leaf from the laurels they so gallantly won on the memorable 16th and 18th

of June, 1815

The Author of the Memoir.
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WHO 18 TO CAItRT ON THE QUEEN S GOVERNMENT

It is now exactly nineteen months
since Lord Derby surrendered the

seals of office and the responsibilities

of Prime Minister to thy noble Earl
who still reigns in Downing-street,
although he has long ceased to govern
in the new Palace of Westminster, or

to lead public opinion anywhere in the

country. The period has l>een uu
eventful one for England and lor the

world; vet who can doubt that it will,

in all likelihood, prove to be but the

premonitory stage of a revolution in

human affair?, such as has not been wit-

nessed for generations ? At home, the

convulsive energy of the Government
ha* sufficed to complete an organic

change in our financial system, and lias

fixed among us, to all appearance per-

manently, a mode of taxation opposed
in its nature to the spirit of British in-

stitutions, and which never previously

was resorted to but as an exceptional

resource in cases ofemergency so urgent
as to justify a temporary subjection of
the principles of the Constitution to

the necessities of the commonwealth.
The income-tax, in former times re-

sorted to only to meet the exigencies

of war, was employed by .Sir Hobert
Peel professedly as a temporary expe-
dient to evade the difficulties involved

in the derangement of the fiscal sys-

tem caused by his free-trade measures.

Extended to Ireland, ami supplement-
ed by the succession tax, it has been
endowed with a character as permanent
as any Chancellor of the Exchequer
could confer upon it. The principle

of direct taxation it includes has been
thus so far established ; and that prin-

ciple is impossible of application apart
from details, impolitic, uuju.>t, and
in direct contravention of the most dis-

tinctive theories and the mo>t time-

honoured practices of the Constitution.
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All that Mr. Gladstone could do has
been done towards fixing upon a small

portion of the people the burthen of
the support of the State, towards the

creation of a privileged class exempt
from taxation, and towards the fencing

about of the newlv-created privileges

of that class— the lowest and most i*;-

norant of t he nation— by the imposi-
tion of penalties upon industry, and
the addition to our criminal code of
the new od'enee of possession of pro-

perly. Sir Robert Peel, in his anxiety
to enlarge the Manchester loaf, and to

give ten hoops to the Glasgow pot,

did, indeed, take the initiatory step in

this process of placing the peace-taxa-

tion of the country upon a war estab-

lishment ; but to hi* pupil and suc-

cessor is due the credit of havinjj «iiven

to that transitional expedient a charac-

ter of permanence which will scarcely

be obliterated without a revolution.

Henceforth, all praise to Mr. Glad-
stone, his malt-tax, his succession. tax,

and his extended income-tax! the

pot is again reduced to its six hoops
;

the acquisition of a permanent stake

in the soil is prohibited under heavy pe-

cuniary penalties ; a line of £4 3s. 4d.

is imposed upon every artisan who* shall

presume to earn two pounds a-week ;

and the small tradesman who shall be
found guilty of the more heinous crime
of raising his gross profits to the figure

of £\5i) yearly, is thereby rendered
liable to the enhanced mulct of £8 15s.
44 Property is a theft," was a barren dog-

ma in the mouth ofM. Proudhon : Lord
Aberdeen's Chancellor of the Exche-
quer has registered the maxim in the

code of Uritisli statute law, and has

confirmed and realised it by the sanc-

tion of specific |>en:ilties. This, in

truth, i:* the opus .>r>eraiutn of the Co.
uiition Ministry—the grand product of
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the season of activity, during which,

in their first Parliamentary session,

th:»y proved, to a circle of admiring

ey/ophants, their irresistible claim to

tlie exclusive possession within them-
selves of all the wisdom, all the libe-

rality, all the moderation, ami all the

patriotism of Britain. Hut every pa-

roxysm has its after- stage of collapse;

and, as this is often more dangerous
to the natural body than the violent

energy of fever, so did the exhaustion

of " all the talents," after their do-

mestic exertions of last year, bring

upon the body politic the worst of
perils— the grievous calamity of war.

Warned in every shape and from every

quarter— in the despatches of their

own ministers, in the weighty argu-

ments of tho independent press, in the

caricatures of Punch, from both sides

of the woolsack and of the Speaker's

chair, by soldiers and Peace-Congress

men—Lord Aberdeen and Lord Cla-

rendon yet held on their course of in-

trigue, until a ridiculous squabble about
the holy places of Palestine has been
ripened into a fierce contest, involving

the safety of every European state. It

is no teaching of wisdom after the

event to pronounce that, as surely as

the war noiv begun has followed upon
the feeble diplomacy of last year,

so surely would peace have been the

result of an impression upon the mind
of the Czar—made while yet it seemed
to his barbarous sense of honour pos-

sible to retreat—that England really

believed in the practicability of main-
taining the independence of the Porte,

and that she honestly and truly in-

tended to give her eflicient aid to up-

hold it. Unless the common opinion

of all Englishmen be erroneous—unless

all experience of human nature teach

falsely—unless history be really no more
than an old almanac, it seems not to

be doubtful that the surest mode to

encourage a lawless bully in a course

of violence and rapine, is to assure him
of the weakness of his intended victim,

and of the disinclination, and faint,

heartcdness. and hopelessness of suc-

cess with which the cause of the latter

will be taken up !>y professing friends.

{Such, in word and deed, was the na-

ture of the pacificatory intervention of

our coalition ministry in the Itusso-

Turkish dispute. Every despatch,

memorandum, and note of Lord Cla-

rendon breathed in each line a confes-

sion of belief in the overwhelming
power ofRussia, and inthc irremediable

exhaustion of Turkey: every stir and
stay of the British tlect was a fact in
proof of the childlike sincerity iu which
that creed was held. The faltering:

advance of our ships—their slow and
hesitating progress from Besika to
Beicos—their shameful pause upon the
disaster of Sinope, were all so many
" material guarantees" to the Czar that

England deeply felt, and fully, though
perhaps unwillingly, acknowledged the
vastness of his ow n strength, and the
depth of the prostration of the sick and
dying Turk. The beginning of the
end of that policy is a war more por-
tentous of calamity in the signs of its

outset than any the world has yet seen ;

the consummation of it will, in all hu-
man probability, be a dismemberment
of Europe. Months and months ago,
all that has occurred was foretold to
our ministers— in Parliament, in the
public journals, in the common dis-

course of every class of society. The
warning was of the eve ; and now, on
the morrow, we are justified in asking,

what worse result could have occurred
—what so bad—had that warning been
hearkened to ? The answer is to bo
found in the history of the years that
followed upon the activity displayed

under analogous, though, in many re-

spects, dissimilar circumstances at Na-
varino and Syria, and in the proved
pacificatory operation of those " unto-
ward events." Had the fleet anchored
at Constantinople, on the requisition

of Colonel Rose, in March, 1853, its

advance, if successful, would have been
but an " untoward event" easily ex-
plained. If the effect had been to add
excitement to the pugnacious disposi-

tion of the Czar, the actual result

would have been, as it is, war ; but
the proverbially great advantage of a
first move in the game would have been
gained. Had the " untoward event"
of capture or destruction of the Rus-
sian fleet followed hard upon the disas-

ter of Sinope, it would, indeed, have
been an earlier act of war; but should
it not have induced that disposition to

peace which is the proper object of all

such acts, it would, at least, have
saved many an anxious thought when
the assault upon Sebastopol, now de-

clared to be a step necessary to tho

actual situation, should have been un-
dertaken.

But why need we speculate upon
what might have been the result had
jK-rils obvious to all eyes been avoided,

and cautions uttered by all tongues
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been attended to? We chnllengo no
discussion upon the doctrine of chances.
It is enough for us and for the public,

that we have in horrid reality before

us, the doubled income-tax and the

Russian war. We will not further

attempt to disturb the faith of trusty

allies and loyal followers who see hi

the obscure limbo of contingent possi-

bilities a vision of worse things that
might have happened to us than war,
double taxes, aud the Coalition. We
will candidly admit, that had the policy

which the nation concurred with us

in approving been followed out, the

avoidance of the two first might have
cost the loss of the last blessing. We
will even grant (in our desire to avoid
controversy) that although fleets,

armies, and tax-gatheiere, might have
been rendered less prominent objects

in the field of the national vision, the
horrid spectres of Ix>rd Derby and Mr.
Disraeli might have loomed in Down-
ing-street, had the common sense and
British feeling which ruled the opinion

of the nation during the last fifteen

months, been suffered to guide the po-
licy of the State. As it is, however,
we enjoy at once the helium and the

status quo ante ; we have some 70,000
men in arms, taxation doubled, a fall-

ing revenue, and Lord Aberdeen
First Lord of the Treasury. Wo have
pointed out shortly two notable reasons
lor thankfulness for the last mercv ; it

may not be a misuse of the small* por-
tion we can spare of time and space to

consider briefly the chances for and
against a continued enjoyment of it;

the advantages of the existing state of
political afmirs ; and the visible indi-

cations from which it is safe to specu-
late as to the future.

There are three dials commonly vi-

sible, upon which the advancing or
receding shadows denote, with suffi-

cient accuracy to an observant eye,

the true position and strength of a
ministry. Over the broad plate of
public opinion the motion is slow in-

deed, and often so imperceptible that

the quickest eye can discover no more
than that the shadow of favour has

gone, or that it has grown into a defi-

nite and well-marked outline. Yet it

never ceases to move, and by its course

the indications which the ministerial

face itself exhibits, and the shadows
that pass over the disc of the friendly

journals, are always sooner or later

sympathetically regulated. It is not

necessary for us to determine or to

describe tho position in public opinion

which tho Aberdeen ministry now
holds. Kvery reader can judge of that

for himself by examining his own
thoughts, and by calling to mind the

sentiments he has heard expressed in

every assemblage of people, great or
small, high or low, in which he has
mingled during the past year. lie

may be a Free-trader or a Protection-

ist, in any sense in which either of
these obsolete terms can now be sup-

posed to define political character ; he
may be a man of war or a man of
peace, a bagman from Lancashire, or
a country squire from Essex ; he may
meditate or talk in steamer or railway

carriage, in country parlour or city

saloon, in club or cotfee-house—where-
soever or whosoever he may be, we
venture to say he will at the present

moment find" himself in wonderful
unanimity with his associates ; and
should he enjoy the honour of being
included among the friends of the

ministers, he will, in all probability,

not object to join in the formula by
which the common opinion was tho
other day solemnly communicated to

Lord John Russell in a duly convened
assembly of such, lie will own that,

" he must say that, under the circum-

stance?, it is unfortunate that Lord
Aberdeen should be in the situation of
Prime Minister." This is the showing
of the dial of public opinion just now
— of that broad public opinion which
has no exponent leagues or agitators,

and whose course, therefore, has as

yet produced but little influence upon
chance elections. The signs of it have,

nevertheless, become visible, and they

have been plainly enough reflected by
the other indicators we have figured.

What the Coalition ministry think of
their own situation and prospects was
made patent to all at the meeting of

friends we have already alluded to,

which was convened on the 17th June,
and attended by 180 members of tho

House of Commons, including all the

ministers who hold seats in that as-

sembly. The mere fact of calling out

ban and arriere ban of a ministerial

party upon an occasion so trifling as

that of an absolutely necessary vote of

£17,000, wan in itself sufficient to show
the true position of affairs. The de-

monstration was scarcely rendered

more complete by tho spokesmanship
ofMr. Bright, when, in the name of that

assembled Commons, he declared that

tho majority of tho House is Conser-
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vative, and that Conservatives, there-

fore, ought to be in office ; that the

Government, as such ridiculously weak,
might nevertheless make an effective

Opposition, and that in opposition they

should nt once place themselves. Kar
ratives of the proceedings now before

us, and which we believe to be accu-

rate, do not state that any dissent from
Mr. Bright'.* judgment was signified

by Lord John Russell, who n>sumcd
the leadership of the group of officials,

and the noble lord's address was, in

fact, throughout, framed upon the

idea so plainly expressed by the ho-

nourable member for Manchester. The
ostensible theme being a defence of the

appointment of the Duke of Newcastle

to the Secretaryship for War, it was,

in substauce, an apology for his own
Conservatism in Church and State :

—

44 With regard to the Iteform Bill (we
quote from a semi-official report in the

Morning Chronicle), which he had been

compelled to withdraw, he could ouly say,

as he had said before, that he had been per-

sonally extremely anxious that the measure

should pass in the present Session ; and he

believed he might venture to say, that he

had never done any act whatever, in the

whole of his political life, with so much re-

luctance and regret as that of withdrawing

the measure which had been proposed for

the amendment of the representation of the

people. Some misapprehension also appeared

to exist with regard to the conduct of the

Government on the question of Church rates.

It had been thought by some that he had
expressed an opinion that the hereditary

monarchy of this country was tied up with

the maintenance of Church rates, lie had
certainly never intended to say anything of

that kind"; but he had said that if American
institutions wore quoted, they might be very

useful where they existed, but that it did

not follow, because certain things were dono

In the United States, the same things could

be done with safety and wisdom here."

And so he proceeded ;
finally, con-

cluding with a significant hint that
" he did not know what combinations
might be formed ; he did not know
whether Lord Derby or any other per-

sons might be able to form a Govern-
ment. " The noble lord, in short, made
it plain to the meanest capacity that

it was his opinion that " something
must be done;" and if the gossip of

London be trustworthy, the action he
personally desires to see is a breaking
up of the Coalition, and a new organi-

sation of an official party. As to

the principles upon which the lat-

ter might be effected, Lord John
Russell gave no intimation of his

views. The words of his hint as to

combinations possibly fell upon the ears

of Mr. Bright and Mr. Scully, as well

as upon those of Mr. Chambers and
Mr. Wortley; Mr. Goulburn heard
them, and so did Mr. W. J. Fox.
The antecedents of the noble lord leave

little room for doubt that if he cannot
ship a good crew, he will sail with an
indifferent or a bad one rather than
lay up in ordinary. There is every
reason to believe that the chief and
leader of the remnant of the old Whigs
is by nature, habit, and conviction, a
Protestant Constitutionalist of the true

British breed ; but there is, on tho
other hand, every reason to fear that*

in the breast of one of the high contract-

ing parties to the Lichfield House com-
pact, the love of office may prevail over
the prejudices of race and education.

Could the elective affinities of constitu-

tional principles combine a sufficient

party out of the incongruous and dis-

cordant materials indicated by the
names we have cited above, it is to be
hoped, and, as we think, confidently,

that Lord John Russell would at the
present moment gladly cast in his lot

with it. If the pressure of the times
and the patriotism and moderation of
true men be not exerted successfully

to bring about such a combination,
what security is there that the cham-
pion of the appropriation clause, and
the hero of the Reform Bill, the whole
bill, and nothing but the bill, will not
ally himself with Mr. Bright and Mr.
Fox, with Sergeant Slice and Mr.
Bowyer ; ay, or with Mr. Lucas and
Mr. Duffy? All that is obvious at pre-
sent is, that the ministerial leader of the
House of Commous knows that the
present combination cannot long en-
dure, and that he is ready to enter into

a new one. These facts lie upon the
surface.

And now what is the sign shown by
the public journals friendly to the
Coalition ministry ? We need not go
further in search of this than to the
most constant and, at the same time,

the most able and judicious of the ex-
isting organs of the Government. The
Spectator of the 15th July delivers

the oracle thus :—

" Should the war be brought to a prema-
ture concluaiou, by any caprice of Austria,

and our more important and nearer ally,

ministers would be lea in a position more
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lo.iiCToo.-k faW perh»[« than that of any
.:•>. trarnent in Knglwh history. The war is at

"tiT tii'-ir egression ami their excuse. Not-
i .• I j'lvi] in their programme of measim*, it

our- the -uhstitute f»r all; they hue
! .«» i th» nai>. :.al «'an lard, mid devoted

i. ni.-iKerial life, for the S-ss^n nt h\i>f,

1 *J--C ai> a.\ The bti'lg' t <f incisures with

Jli-y started at the comneiheinent,
i •! wh'.-h they Loiiuil to Itrin^ forward.

i£< i >t*'yi:i,- the ere it uiven to th<tn in ad-
v in re from the public, are now triMt'daa
lnm!».r. ami thrown overboard. The intro-

d.vti n <>f ihtse bilU was an admission that

!», i-!atj'->D w is neec-ssary ; the re*ult is an
.I'-iNUi that mii;L»ters are nut -strung

n.v^h for the duties of th.ir po«ts, as mark-
»<J

.
i;t l.\ th- m-elvcs. Sli'uiUl the war be

a-.M|itly l-r^u^lit to a close, then fure. the

mil iary will be le!t with actually nothing
l<> <!rt— n. thing to stand tijion — nothing to

rt?t its r putc upon—during the reee-.s.*'

Yet there is balm in Gilead. The
journalist derive* hope from the pro-
bability that " war will continue next
S*sion, and the next, and so on, in-

avfiuit^ly.- But—

"Whereas they (the ministers) com-
menced the present Session with a large

»iare of public confidence, and no small
Mrt >ant of anticipated succea*, next n
tli*y moit commence without that credit,

*Lich U capiul us much in politics as in

commerce. No mercy will be shown ; the

»*r Las already interrupted trade; the bur-
<ifn of taxation is increased

;
people will

W discomfort, and will lay it all to the

-linUtry. Among other disagreeables, i
h

- re

*i'L in all probability, be an anti-ministe-

rial agitation ; and as an unhealthy s»-a=on

brings out all the latent disease* of a weak
constitution, ministers will probably iind

ntxt session fatally unwholesome for them."

That hope which the Spectator
draws from the war, he supplements
and gives substance to by the proposal
of an appeal to the country. It is

better to dissolve than to resign, " and
it is only by such an appeal that mi-
nisters seem likely to attain an issue
out of the difficulty which must meet
tbero in encountering, with the same
measures, during the same war, the
-Mine obstructive House of Commons."
We need not go further. The Coa-

lition, condemned by the country,
^paired of by itself, and doomed by
its familiar friends, cannot long exist

unchanged. The public advantages at
present attendant upon its existence
we to some extent made apparent in
the remarks of the candid and friendly
critic from whom we have just quoted.

135

"In one way or other (the Spectator con-

tinues), by withdrawal, by rejec tion, or by
a modification which amounts to rejection,

we have the most important mei-ures of the

ini:ii«ferial programme pla-el upon the li=t

i'f dead and missing. Ttie I ills on 1'ar-

liam.-ntnry Ibpresentati' n, Parliamentary
J'.tl-.-i, Jtr'beiy L'a^tig.tlioii, G.utruverUd
l.l-'i lions, I'ni.lic K tnc itioii, I'atipr Remo-
val and Settlement, !•'<•<

l- *i istic d Omit-.,

lfivorce and Matrimonial Cans s. 1'i-stamen-

tary .lun-alii ti >ti— bills on !er all these heads
have cither been withheld, withdrawn, or

d- f.-ated."

He sums up thus :

—

They have so far f til< d tn the two grrat

objects for which the ministry was formed;

for thou-h they have retrieved the character

of the Executive Administration as to its

personal honour and individual ability, they

have exposed it to U-conie f•
• l>!e to helplc«a-

n. ss b'fote r«rliaim nt; and they have not

carried on approved reforms."

This is the judgment cf a partial,

though honest friend, and we desire

not to udd to its pc verity. It is tit,

however, that we slnjuld inter|>o»e a,

word or two of discriminating com.
inent, lest the views of the tuinistei iul

journal should be taken as in all re-

spects our views. We entirely concur
in the opinion that the Coalition has

shewn itself to be feeble and helpless,

that it has lost nil credit and con.

fidenee with the public, and that this

result was in a great degree due to

the recklessness with which it promised
measures, and the levity with which it

withdrew them. But we do not admit
that the s|>eci!ie measures withheld,

withdrawn, or rejected, were generally

of such a character as to cause any
considerable share of the regret with

which, we acknowledge, a large section

of the public witnessed the failure of

their promoters. Most of them, on
the contrary, were abandoned or de-

feated because the country did not

desire, or would not tolerate them.
The very first on the list, the Reform
Bill, was notoriously the subject of

disagreement within the cabinet itself,

and formed the matter of that quarrel

which exploded in the temporary re-

signation of Lord Palmerston. The
Bill was abandoned, because it was
well known the feeling of the country

would not suffer it to be carried. And
so it was, also, in the case of the mea-
sure next in importance, the Pauper
Kemoval and Settlement Bill, and of

the Parliamentary Oaths, and of other

TTho w to carry on the Queen's Government ?
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Bills, into a pnrticularisation of which
it is unnecessary for us to enter. No

;

the sins of the Coalition, in the eyes of

the nation, are not of omission, but of
commission. It is not for having
failed in their purpose of dist urbing the

ancient ways of the Constitution, or

even for having found the time unsuit-

able for the carrying out of approved
reforms, that the ministers are con-

demned ; their offence and weakness
lie in their accomplished deeds, and
in the apprehensions these justify with
regard to their future doings. It is

known, or (if cavillers please) univer-

sally believed, that the mischievous
intriguing of Lords Aberdeen and
Clarendon have plunged the country
into a war, out of which a more manly
and straightforward policy would havo
kept it. An income-tax of fourteen

pence in the pound, a novel succession

duty upon land, and largely increased

malt and spirit duties, are irrefragable

facts. They illustrate the prowess of
Mr. Gladstone; and light is cast upon
their own meaning by the additional

facts, that there has been a decrease

upon the revenue of the quarter ending
the 5th of July, 1854, as compared
with the like quarter of the previous

year, to the amount of £8 12,7^9, and
that in the items of customs and excise

—so often appealed to as tests of the

prosperity and tax-paying power of the

people— the falling off amounts to

£539,103.

" Looking (says the same friendly jour-

nalist we have already borrowed from) —
looking at the probable effects of war upon
trade, we cannot expect that the downward
progress will stop herc.

n

This is precisely what the whole na-

tion believes aud fears. What has

been effected during the reign of Aber-
deen's diplomacy aud under the finan-

cial administration of Mr. Gladstone,
is known and felt. There has been
already a downward progress tolerably

deep into the national pocket. The
outlay and commercial disturbance of
war are very sensible ; but no security

is felt that the end of war— peace— is

in course of being brought nearer to

the sight. While we write, new nego-
tiations are on foot, and a warcstimato
for new millions is simultaneously laid

on the'table of the House ofCommons.
Peace and war together, in the most
costly and harassing mode of each, are

the advantages of the present state of
political affairs, and, whether right or

wrong, the common opinion is, that as
long as that state shall continue, so
long will busy diplomatists and idle

soldiers worry and consume the coun-
try. Their name is legion, of whom
Mr. Horsman constituted himself the
mouthpiece, when ho told Lord John
Hussell at the meeting of the 17th July,
that " a large number of his lordship's

usual friends could not from Lord
Aberdeen's well-known views, antici-

pate that the war would be carried on
with the power and dignity of this

country so long as the noble Earl held
the chief place in the Government."
And now what looms in the horizon

of party politics to which we can look
to guide us in hoping as to the future ?

The prospect, we confess, is obscure
and gloomy. It was no very hard
task to show that some change must,
before long, be eflected in the ministry,

the constitution aud performance of
which arc satisfactory neither to friend

nor foe ; but what that change is to

be is a question involving much dim.
culty. if tho^ ministry be weak and
disjointed, so, in truth, is the opposi-
tion. If the flag of the coalition be of
motley, and its chief untrusted and un-
trustworthy, the opposing host displays

no standard and follows no loader. In
these facts, and not in a dissolution of
Parliament, the only hope of safety for

the present government dwells. In
one of his recent squabbles with Lord
John Russell, Mr. Disraeli expressed
himself in these words:—"When the
coalition Government was formed I was
asked how long I thought it would last?

I ventured to reply, that I thought it

would last uutil the public character
of every one of its members would
be irretrievably injured." Bitter and
pointed, and, perhaps, true, as this

prediction was, it wanted one condi-

tion of completeness. It is not impos-
sible that the Coalition government
may last until the public character of
every one of its members shall be ir-

retrievably ruined ; but it will not die

even then until a possible successor

shall be apparent. This necessary con-
dition of the change is yet a wanting,
and it becomes of importance to in-

quire why ? We have, like the Crar,
a sick mail upon our hands—who is to

be his executor and heir ? The answer
to this last inquiry that will naturally

arise in the thoughts of many of our
readers will, probably, be the name of

Lord Derby ; and in the old days of

party no other would seem possible.
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What now is the cause that presses uj>ou

many men's minds an instinctive percep-

tion that no name is now fitted to be the

successful rallying-cry of a party, the

word of power, able in its mere utter,

ance to create a cabinet ? An inves-

tigation of the depths of this question

would lead us away from our present

purpose, and it is no part of our de-

*i<m to enrrajre in it. The truth it

implies will, nevertheless, we thnik, be
admitted, and the admission, we ven-

ture to hope, will go some length to-

wards opening a way for the removal

of the pressing evil. When Lord John
Kussell resigned, in February, 18.32,

the step was manifestly neither ex-

pected nor desired by Lord Derby,
whom it forced into office, unprepared

either with a policy or with a cast of

parts which could be permanent. The
result was to place that statesman in a
false position— false, both as to the

principle of which he was thrust for-

ward as the exponent, and as to the

colleagues with whom he was to work.

Protection was a flag which then syra-

holled no certain or sustainable idea of

party combination, and yet he had no
other to hoist ; his men were undrilled

in any other tactics than those of a
guerilla warfare, and the inexperience

and want of steadiness ofmany of those

whom he placed in prominent positions

soon produced their natural effects.

He had no policy in reserve, and the

unprincipled hostility of the Peelitea

again drove him from office, before it

was possible for him to mature a plan

intelligible to the country. It is mat-

ter of regret that he has not employed
the time that has elapsed since, either

in disciplining his force into habits of

united action, or in arranging the

scheme of a future official campaign.

We are unwilling to enter upon the

invidious duty of constructing a black

list, but the memory of every reader

will suggest the names both of general

officers and captains of troops in the

official army of 1852, in company with

whom no wise commander would ever

again yen tare to march through Co-
ventry. Yet we have heard of no new
list of promotions or appointments in

Lord Derby's army; and what is worse,

wc have witnessed no strategic manoeu-
vres calculated to introduce better dis-

cipline, or to define with more exact-

ness the base and the object ot his

operations. The general himself has,

upon two recent occasions— on the

Canadian Legislature and Oxford Uui-
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versify Bills— courted most unneces-

sary and damaging defeats upon his

own ground. The officers have too

often waged petty wars, each forhisown

hand, inconsequentially, as in the case

of the attacks upon the National Edu-
cation system and the Incumbered
Estates' Court ; or piratically, as in the

advance of sham and mischievous land

bills, and measures for the demolition

of the parish churches of the metropo-
lis. If Lord Derby had been agaiu

forced into office by the maturation
of recent intrigues within the cabinet,

or by the open mutiny of a section of
the supporters of the coalition upon
the vote for the war ministry, he would
again have been under the necessity of
entering Downing-strcet without a flag,

and with no certain declaration of

principles; and again, no doubt, his

antagonists would have raised over his

head the worn-out and now utterly un-
meaning banner of Protection. Again,
would that manoeuvre be found suffi-

cient to accomplish his destruction t

And then, indeed, we might ask, what
next? Mr. Bright is, he says, willing

and anxious to follow Lord John Rus-
sell into opposition. If Lord Derby be
again driven into office by the intrigues

of antagonists, and again driven out of
it by the folly of friends, and through
the inefficiency of his own plans, the

next turn of the game will, in all hu-
man likelihood, seat a Manchester
ministry upon the treasury benches,

with the hereditary leader of the Whigs
nominally at its head, but really in

menial service as its tool and stalking-

horse.

And now to return to our search for

the sick man's successor. It is evident
enough that claimants for the inherit-

ance are not wanting within the do-
mestic circle. Lord John Kussell, no
doubt, has his own consent to be second
heir to his noble friend; and Lord
Palmerston's name is a familiar word
in many months, suggested pointedly
by the peculiarities of the occusion, al-

though rather in connexion with the

onerous and now all-important ma-
nagement of our foreign and hostile re-

lations, than as chief of a ministry. The
intrigue, in the 00111*50 of which Lord
Granville was degraded and Mr. Strutt

discharged, and the bringing in of Sir

George Grey to the colonial office, are
facts in themselves sufficient to give
colour and consistence to the reports

current as to the nature of the divi-

sions within the cabiuet ; and it seems

Who is to carry on the Queen's Government ?
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scarcely possible to doubt that the se-

paration of Kussellitc and Peelite fac-

tions, which wns naturally to be ex-
pected from the beginning, Ins at

length actually t iken place. In the

patching process the former has been
strengthened ;

ati>l, as Mr. Hume
is said to have remarked at the

meeting of friends of the ministers,

already so often mentioned, an at-

tempt has been made to revive* " the

old principle that no one could inter-

fere with the government of the coun-
try except a Kussell, a (ircy, or an
Klliott." It seems hijhlv probable,

therefore, that the Lord President of
the Council has made up his mind
again to push for leadership ; and,

taking the circumstances of the hour
and the men into consideration, it

appears to us to be of extreme ami
urgent importance that the Conserva-
tive opposition should at once most se-

riously examine the chances of his suc-

cess, and the possible combinations ne-

cessarily involved in it, or to which it

might open a way. A main element ne-

cessary to the formation of any conclu-

sion upon these points, must, of course,

be a knowledge of what the country

absolutely requires, as essential princi-

ples of ministerial policy, and what
limits of deviation it would tolerate in

other matters. With regard to the

former, wc believe, the labour of in-

vestigation need not be great. The
country requires a ministry that will

avow a manlv, vigorous, and straight-

forward foreign policy, and that will

carry it out in measures, of which the

design and tendency cannot be mis-

taken. The country will not bo

satisfied unless secret diplomacy and
intrigue be unmistakcahly abandon-
ed, and the war be carried on with

energy, and with a distinct and ac-

knowledged purpose of bringing it to

an end as soon as possible, in a secure

and honourable peace. Secondly, the

country requires the avowal and the

practice of a firm, Protestant, and
British policy ; it will not be satisfied

unless all truckling to ultramontane

influences be formally renounced upon
the one hand, and a complete freedom

ofopinion—which i s Protcstan t ism—be
secured upon the other. A confession

and practice in accordance with these

two principles if, we believe, all that

the country at this moment looks to

as essential to the policv of a ministry

;

and if satisfaction be given upon these

two points a very large latitude for

difference of views upon other matters

will not be denied. With respect to
the first, it would be supcrlluous to

offer a word in proof of the universality

and stringency of the public opinion

in regard to it. If any one doubts as

to the correctness of our view in rela-

tion to the second, wc would confi-

dently r» fer for conclusive evidence in

its support to the division li*ts of the

House of Commons during the present

session. Large majorities, upon even
the smallest questionsevinced, through-
out, the anti-Koman feelings of the

people, unmistakeably exhibited in the
votes of their representatives of all

classes, parties, and sections; while

their sympathy with every form of
Protestantism was demonstrated with

equal clearness in the amendments
carried in the Oxford University Re-
form bill. In the committee upon that

bill, a majority ofnincty-oue in a house
of more than 400 members, carried the

first step towards the admission of Dis-

senters to a participation in the rights

of education in that national school,

azainst the strenuous opposition of the

coalition, seconded, we regret to say,

upon this occasion, by some of the

leading members of Lord Derby's mi-
nistry. The hint was taken by the

Government and the House of Lords,

nithough not by Lord Derby and some
of his immediate colleagues. On the

third reading of the bill, another step

in the same direction was taken, and a
majority, increased to 154, determined

that the degree of Bachelor of Arts, of

Oxford, should no longer be unattain-

able by the Dissenting youths of Eng-
land.

* This decision was sanctioned in

the House of Lords, on a division in

Committee of "X to 47. It is scarcely

possible to overrate the importance of

the-e facts, testifying, as in truth they

do, to the ratification of a solemn league

and covenant between the Church
and the various sections of British

Protestantism, whose unanimity is so

essential at this moment to the safety

of the common liberties of all. That
some ofthe truest and most distinguish-

ed of our Irish Conservative represen-

tatives joined heartily in this work is a

(woof of its soundness ; that it should

mve been obstructed by any such was

a mistake, which we hope the decision

of the Upper House has done some-

what to expose and to correct.

Whoever would come boldly forward

now with these two principles inscribed

upon his banner, might, we have little
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doubt, unmake and make a ministry,

whether his antecedents were Free
Trade or Protectionist, Tory or W big.

Any combination of which a sincere

acknowledgment and profession of thoe
should Iks the basis and bond, would,

we are jtersuuded, hold together, not-

withstanding minor differences, against

any coalition, no matter how many
** Talents" it might include. We can

pretend to no knowledge of the secrets

of parties, or acquaintance with the

designs or intentions of statesmen. It

is not for us, therefore, to say whether
any leader so bold or so politic is likely

to apj>ear ; or whether any disposition

to follow such an one prevails among
the various herds of aspirant*" to office.

It is enough for us to have endeavoured
to fix the position of the vessel of the

State among the shoals of party, to

mark the dangers around, and to point

out the course which appears to be
practicable and safe.

We believe that it is above all things

the duty of honest public men, at the

present conjuncture, to take council

for the rescue of the public interest

ucasia. \3'j

from the perils in which it is involved,
through the weakness and infirmity of
purpose of the Coalition. To this pa-
ramount object all schemes of party
advancement should be held as secon-
dary ; yet precaution is needed lest, in
escaping from one irtM, we should fall

inlo another. A little lnisenuception

of public opinion, a little neglect ofjust
claims, a little obstinacy might prove
fatal to country and parly ; while a
frank avowal of purpose, and a stern
repudiation of all shams, would open a
way to serve both. It would be a poor
antu-limax of Conservative patriotism,
to force a mixed mob of liussellite«,

Manchester men, Tenant Leaguers, and
Human agents into a portion from
which they could dictate terms to the
Sovereign. It would be small party-
wisdom to hold back from any com-
bination possible to be farmed up

m

the two principles of home and ibreign

policy we have indicated, and which
should possess such elements ofstrength
and abdity as would afford promise of
competency to carry on the Queen's
Government.

TRANSCAUCASIA.*

Thk very title of this book shows us

on which side it is written. Georgia
and Armenia are only beyond the

Caucasus to one in the Russian Em-
pire ; to us, unless we go through
Russia, they are on this side of it.

This fact it is necessary to notice, be-

cause it explains to us much which is

contained in the book that might at

first appear puzzling. The book is

written with Russian predispositions—

we will not call them prejudices,—and
the sketches have been taken from a
Russian point of view. To our minds,
this enhances the value of the book.

It is an inherent quality of our hu-

man nature, that if we become involved

in contention, whether it be individual-

ly or collectively, we can hardly avoid

looking at all the actions of our oppo-
nent in the most unfavourable light.

Anything which enables us to guard
against this species of unfairness must

be welcome to a candid mind. But
candour itself may sometimes lie car-
ried to excess; and it occasionally
happens with some men, that, in their

great anxiety to guard against judging
unfairly of an opponent, they fall into
the opposite error, and give him great-
er latitude, and make more allowance
for him than they would for a friend
or an iudiflerent person.

Iiaron Von 11 ax thausen's book is

useful even here, for we are told in the
preface, that " not only was the book
written, but the manuscript was in the
hands of the translator long before the
war which now gives a [>eculiar in-

terest to the sceues described in it,

was anticipated." We may, therefore,

look upon this account of Georgia and
Armenia as an unprejudiced one, or,

at least, prejudiced in favour of Russia
rather than against her, inasmuch as
the author's travels in Russia were

' " Transcaucasia. Sketches of the Nations and Eaccs between the Black Sea and the
Caspian." By Baron Von Haxthausvn. lVmdoji : Chapman uud Hall. 1854.
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made under the auspices and even by
the especial invitation of the Emperor
Nicholas.

Baron Von Haxthatiscn is a WVst-
phalian nobleman of distinguished ta-

lents and reputation, and his principal

object in travelling was to make in-

quiries as to the tenure of land, and tho

relations of the }>easantry with the

soil, more especially in those regions

where serfdom, or anything resembling

it, was or bad lately been the prevail-

ing condition of the country.

However valuable such inquiries

may be to the statesman, the philoso-

pher, or the philanthropist, they are

not those with which we shall attempt

to weary our readers. We will, on the

contrary, merely endeavour to cull

such passages or abstract such informa-

tion as shall serve to give them some
more preciso ideas about the districts

immediately south of the Caucasus,

the people that inhabit them, and the

nature of the treatment the latter re-

ceive from the Russian authorities.

Of the physical geography and ex-

ternal form of the countries he tra-

versed, M. Haxthausen docs not tell

us much, and our best maps are, we
know, very imperfect and incorrect

representations of nature. The very

range of the Caucasus itself is quite

untruly represented, as was once ex-

plained to us by the celebrated Russian

traveller, Abich. We do not, how-
ever, know how far that gentleman's

labours have yet been published, and
are quite sure that they are inaccessi-

ble to us at this present writing, if

they have been.

Lvery one knows, however, that the

Caucasus is a lofty and broken moun-
tain chain, which, after skirting the

north-eastern shore of the Black Sea,

strikes across to the centre of that

great and singular depression occupied

in part by the Caspian. As the latter

is believed to be 1300 feet lower than

the former, the mean height of the

Caucasus is, of course, increased by
that much beyond what it would have
if the Caspian were on a level with the

ocean or the latter had access to it.

The boundary between Europe and
Asia, after traversing the Caspian Sea
from the mouth of the river Ural, sud-

denly turns nearly north-west, along

the watershed of the Caucasus, to the

Black Sea. The country north of the

Caucasus partakes of that low and
level character which is common to all

the vast plain of Russia in Europe;

that to the south of it is much more
broken and diversified, the plains con-
sisting of lofty table-lands, separated
frequently by bold ranges and groups
of mountains, such as characterise the

neighbouring countries of Persia and
Asia Minor.
The loftiest peak of the Caucasian

range is Mount Elbrouz, the height of
which Baron Haxthausen gives as

18,500 feet, or nearly 3,000 feet higher

than Mont Blanc. A very striking

sketch of the snow -clad summit of this

mountain will be found at page 86 of
his book, token from one made by his

travelling companion, Prince Paul
Lieven, though this sketch was taken
from the plains on the north side of
the Caucasian range, and not from the

more broken country on the south.

We can, indeed, at once accord the

meed of high praise to theeight coloured

lithographs which the book contains.

They do great credit to all concerned
in their production.

Like most border countries, espe-

cially when mountainous, the Cauca-
sus shelters a multitude of different

races and tribes of men. There is said

to be not fewer thau seventy original

tongues spoken in its neighbourhood,
some languages being confined only to

a few villages.

With the Circassians, however, and
all the tribes that inhabit the recesses

and northern slope of the Caucasus,
we have now nothing to do. Our
author leads us through Mingrclta,

Immiretia, and Georgia. After stay-

ing for some time in Tiflis, the capital

of the latter, ho takes us into the

northern corner of Armenia, the por-

tion now belonging to Russia, staying

some time at the cathedral town of

Echmiadzin. He then returns to Ti-

flis, and, after an interesting excursion

to the country of the tribe called the

Ossetcs, and some notice of the pro-

vince of Karabagh on the shores of the

Caspian, he retraces his steps to the

shores of the Black Sea.

At the very outset we meet with a

story utterly startling to our European
notions, and showing how entirely

ideas and feelings change with the

change of circumstances aud condi-

tions :

—

" Tn the harbour of Bambor lay a small

Turkish vessel, which had been seized by

the armed boats of a Russian man-of-

war steamer, manned by Cossack*. On
board this vessel, beside the Turkish pio-
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prietor and some sailors, was a Circassian

Prince, as a guest, from the neighbourhood

of the fortress, accompanied by two of his

noble vassals, and some servants, a young
•woman, and six Circassian girls, from twelve

to fifteen years of age. The master of the

vessel was probably a smuggler, conveying
food and ammunition to the Circassians, and
taking as return freight Circassian girls for

the flare-market at Constantinople. This
Circassian Prince might have wished to make
a voyage to Constantinople from political

motive*. The charge of smuggling am-
munition, which the Turk denied, could not

be proved ; but the forbidden traffic in girls

was palpable, and by the Russian laws the

vessel was confiscated. I inquired of the

General how he intended to dhposc of the

Circassians; he replied, tbat they belonged

to a race with whom Russia was at peace,

and he should therefore s~t them free, after

interposing some triBiug difficulties and ex-
hortations.

44 Meanwhile the son of the Prince had ar-

rived, to beg the liberation of his father.

I accompanied the Circassian within the

rayon of the fortress, where an interesting

scene followed. In announcing to tho girls

their liberation, the General ordered them
to be informed that the choice was open to

them to be sent back to th^ir homes with

the Prince cf their own race, or to marry
Russians and Cossacks of their free choice,

to retam with me to Germany, whero all

the women are free, or, lastly, to accompany
the Turkish Captain who would sell them
in the slave-market at Constantinople.

The reader will hardly credit that, unani-

mously and without a moment's consideration,

they exclaimed, 4 To Constantinople—to be
sold!' There is scarcely any people more
proud and jealous of their liberty, and yet this

was the voluntary answer of these women

!

*' If; however, we investigate a little deep-

er the views, thoughts, and habits of this

Eastern people, the answer will appear not
unnatural, but, in fact, accordant wiih their

notions. The purchase and sale of women
is deeply rooted in tho customs of the
nation : every man buys his wife from the

father or from the family. On the part of
the women no feeling of shame is attached
to the transaction, but rather a sense of
honour

;
aud, indeed, before we can pronouneo

on the subject, we must bo intimately ac-

quainted with the circumstances, and 'must
be able to place ourselves exactly in the
position of the Circassians. In her own
country a Circassian girl lives in a state of
slavish dependence on her father and bro-
thers ; her position is therefore raised when
a man demands her in marriage, and stakes
his fortune to obtain her, at the same time
that he liberates her from the servile con-
straint of her family. Among Europeans,
a rich man who marries a poor girl, generally
appears actuated by compassion ; she is con-
gratulated on her good fortune, which is

somewhat offensive to a woman's pride. If,

on the contrary, a rich girl marries a poor
man, the purchases her husband, and this is

humiliating to him. When two marry who
are equally well off, the match has, more or
less, the air of a mercantile transaction ; so

that it might also appear as if genuine and
disinterested affection could only be found in

a marriage between two poor persons. But
here again the motive is often either one of
mere passion, a need of mutual assistance

and attendance, or a wish to establish a
separate household. The Eastern girl sees

in her purchase- price the test of her own
value,—the higher the offer, the greater her
worth. The purchase of women being the
common practice among the Circassian
tribes, slave-dealers to whom they are aold,

are to bo regarded simply as agents, who
dispose of them in marriage in Turkey.
Their parents know that a better lot awaits
them there than at home, and the girls wil-

lingly go to Turkey, where, as this traffic

has existed for centuries, they constantly

meet their kindred. In their own homes,
moreover, the Circassian men are rough and
imperious, and the women are slaves to all

kinds of drudgery aud menial labour;
whereas tho Turk is a patient and kind
husband, and a tender father."—pp. 7-10.

The shores of Mingrelia, between
Redout Kale and Anaklia, afford us
glimpses of a noble country, for which
nature has done everything, and man,
of late years at nil events, absolutely
nothing. In riding along them, Baron
Ilaxthauscn says :—

During the whole day our road lay
through forests, and what noble forests ! In
the southern acclivities of the Caucasus the
tree-vegetation of the north is found together
with that of the south ; and I have rarely

seen finer beeches, oaks, elms, fir-trees, in-

terspersed with planes, chestnuts, walnuts,
olives, laurels, and cherry-trees, tho native
habitat of which last is said to be Mingrelia.

** Where thes? forests are not too dense to

allow underwood to grow, especially when
composed of elms, vines have twined around
the trees, festooning them from branch to

branch. It is impossible to conceive a more
luxuriant and charming sight : for miles all

the trees were hnng to their very tops with
red bunches of grapes,— for I nowhere ob-
served any white grapes. This fruit is said
to be very sour, and scarcely eatable. The
vines appear to grow perfectly wild, no one
caring to cultivate them, or laying claim to

their possession."—pp. 17, 18."

In the interior of the country again
we get the following glimpse of the
neighbourhood of a little town called

Khori :—
41 Here is a panoramic view of wonderful

beauty : to the north, the majestic range of
glaciers of tho Caucasus, tinged with the
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rosy morning hues', the summit* of the

F.lbrouz and Ka*bek overtopping the lofty

tuountain-ran^e of Akhalzik on ttie south.

The spurs of the mountains are everywhere

covered with picturesque ruins of castles : in

the foreground, upon a lofty steep hill rising

isolated from the plain, stood the extensive

ruins of the castle of Chori, which the town
adjoins in n kind of amphitheatre. At tho

foot of the castle hill runs a wild mountain
stream. The immediate environs of this

place are fertile, and boast the richest vege-

tation ; whilst around, small hamlet*, scat-

tered in the midst of trees and underwood,

with strongly-fortified towers, exhibit a fa-

vourable specimen of the agriculture of the

country."—pp. 83-36.

No loss interesting is it to have era-

phieally depicted to us the city and
population of Titlis, a city whose name
hardly one of us, two years ago, ever

had occasion to pronounce, and the

situation of which most of us would
have been puzzled to recollect on the

spur of the moment. Yet it is tho

metropolis of a country in which all

Europeans should leel interested, as

having been long, though perhaps
erroneously, reputed to be the head-

quarters of our race :

—

*' Thin town has a peculiar aspect : on the

side from which we cnteix-d, the quarter in-

habiud ly Russians, it has a perfectly Euro-

pean look : straight t-tiet H, rows of modern
houses, elegant shops milliners, apothecaries,

even a Ix.iokscUer, with cafes, public build-

ings, a Government palace, churches with

cupolas and towers; tho various Kalian
military uniforms with French paletots and
frock-coats, quite transited us back to

Europe. But where this European town
end*, one of a perfectly Asiatic, character

logins, with bazaars, caravansaries, and long

streets, in which the various trades are car-

ried on in open shop". In one part is seen

a row of smithies, the men all hammering
away on their anvils, heedless of the crowds

of passers-by. Then follows another row of

houses, where tailors are sealed at work, in

precisely the same fa.shion, and with the

same gesticulations and agility as with us.

After these succeed shoemakers, furriers, Sic.

" The population is no less varied and in-

teresting : here Tartars in the costume from

which the so-called Polish dress is evidently

derived ; in another part, thin, sunburnt Per

-

bians, with loose flowing dresses
;
Koords,

with a bold and enterprising look
; I^-sghu

and Circassians, engaged iu their trathe of

horses; lastly, the beautiful Georgian wo-

men, with long flowing veils and hi^h-heeled

slippers; neruly all the imputation displaying

a beauty of varied character, w hich no other

country can exhibit, — an effect heightened

l v the party colouml, picturesque, and Ijeau-

tiful costume*."— pp. id, 4G.

In travelling south from Tillis into
Armenia, Baron llaxthnusen men-
tions incidentally mountains, and bills,

and lakes, till he comes to the borders
of Lake Goktschai (Blue Sea), called

in some maps Lake Levan ; and short-

ly after leaving it he enters on a plain,

over which rose the magnificent Mount
Ararat, to a height of more than
16,000 feet, and more than half co-
vered with eternal snow. On the
west side of this plain, at the foot of
gome other mountains, called Ultmisch-
Altotem, lies the city of Erivan, from
which the plain stretches north to

Ararat.

Over all this plain are found traces

of volcanic, or at least of igneous ac-
tion, in lava and basaltic rocks, with
fragments of which the ground is co-
vered. Baron llaxthnusen indeed says,

that the country would be an uninha-
bitable steppe, were it not for a vast

and complicated system of canals,

which irrigate every part of it, and
give rise to cornfields and gardens in

every direction. Of the origin of this

system of irrigation there is no memo-
rial, and it must have been most ancient,

inasmuch as in the very remotest a^es
ofantiquity, of which even the tradition

has come down to us, this country is

spoken of as rich, fertile, and popu-
lous. The canals derive their sup-
plies from Lake Goktschai, ten leagues

distant. They arc curious, not onl^-

iu themselves, but from their antiqui.

ty. We may safely say that their

construction could not have been the

spontaneous work of scattered and dis-

united tribes of people. Before they
were begun tho country must have
been reduced to a state, with some
great and powerful central authority,

having the intelligence to design one
great plan, and the power to carry it

out. If we judge from anything wo
know in our own day, into how vast an
antiquity must not our thoughts bo

led, first, for the gradual conversion

of the primitive wandering savages
into a union of tribes, for the fusion

of these i l. a state, for the increase

of some neighbouring population to

such a pitch as to make it advisable to

extend their cultivation over previous-

ly barren tracts, and for these to have
been reclaimed, and settled, and be-

come the seat of a gnat population,

ami all to have occurred before history

began. Are we not almost inevitably

led to the conclusion that Armenia
might have been a great country, bun-
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drcda, perhaps thousands of years be-

fore the first solitary savage set foot

among the wilds of our own remote
and inhospitable islands, the toto divi-

not orbe Britaanos of the Roman
poet?

Baron Haxthausen had the advan-

tage while in Armenia of the friend-

ship of one of the native gentlemen,

whose name was Abovian, the then
head of a family, highly respected by
his countrymen. Through his means
he became intimately acquainted with

the people, and we will nuw endeavour
to put together the most salient points

of his account of them. f

The Armenians, very different from
the (Jeorgians and Circassians, and
the other tribes of the Caucasus, are

an essentially democratic people.

"There are a «mall tmml>er of ancient fa-

milies of distinction, named Pnrschan (lite-

rally freemen), who arc exempt from taxa-

tion; a few of these, like the Abovians, are

hereditary heads of their respective villages,

which may not improbably have been ori-

ginally founded by their ance-tors. They
jvissess no seignorial rights, and receive no
dues, or service from the other villages. In

Armenia there is no trace of serfage, which
is wl,|r,m found in countries mnlor Mahom-
medan rule; in these states personal rdivery

prevail.1

*, being sanctioned by the Koran,

which enjoiiw. however, that slaves should

}>e regarded and treated a« meiuber* of the

family, children of the b ut. The class of

Armenian noble*, to which I hive alluded,

enjoyed high distinction nnd honour, ac-

corded to them by national custom, but

were in no other way rat.-ed above the rest

of the people; in contracting marriages, for

in-tance, none of the prejudices of rank pre-

vailed."

Similarly, in their domestic life, the

rjrroatest freedom and equality pre-

vails ; the young women going un-

veiled, and mingling on e*|iial terms of

honour and respect with the- nun. Fa-
milies live together in great union, and
in the most patriarchal manner, so

that not tmfrequently a venerable old

gentleman may be seen presiding over

a household of three generations,

"perhaps four or five married pons of

fifty or sixty, grandchildren of twenty

or thirty, and again their children."

If this custom were to Ik; adopted
with us, a man might look forward in

his old age to being the head of a
«* model lodging-house," all peopled

by his own family.
* The B-Jtron takes can*, h'wwr. to

obviate one objection to this •* happy-
family " mode of existence, namely,
how would it be possible to introduce
harmony among the several married
ladies? It appears that newly-married
women have to go through a discipline

admirably adapted to train the temper
and disposition to reserve and self-re-

straint :—

44 The young unmarried people, of both

sexes, enjoy perfect liberty, within the re-

cognised limits of manners and propriety.

Custom is lure precisely tho reverse of what
prevails in the surrounding countries : whilst

in the latter the purchase of a wife is the

only usu.d form of coin raiding a marriage,

until which time the girl remains in perfect

» seclusion, — among the Armenian*, on the

contrary, the young people of both sexes

enjoy fre« social intercourse. The girls go
where they like, unveiled ami bareheaded

;

the young men carry on their love-suits

freely and openly, and marriages of athctiou

are of common occurrence. Hut with mar-
riage the scene changes : the word which
the young woman pronounces at the altar,

in accepting her husband, is the lout that is

for a long time heard from her lips. From
that moment hhe never appears, even in her

own house, unv, il-d. ;$he, is never seen

abmad in the public streets, except when
she go-s to church, which is only twic in

the year, aod then cloudy wiled. If a
htranger enters the house or garden, she in-

stantly conceals herself. With no person,

not even her father or brother, is she allowed

to exchange a single word ; and she speiks

to her husband only when they are alone.

With the rest nf the household she can ordv

communicate by gestures, and by talking 04
her fingers. This silent reserve, which cus-

tom imjierativcly prescril>c*, the young wife

maintains unril she has borne her lirst child,

from winch period she becomes gradual 1\*

emancipated from her constraint : she speaks

to her new-born infant ; then her mother-
in-law is the first person she may address ;

after awhile she is allowed to converse with

her own mother, then with her sister* in-

law, and {dtcrwurds her own sisttrs. Now
she begins to talk with the young girls in

the huuse, but always in a gentle whisper,

that none of the male part of the family may
hear what is said. The wife, however, is not

fully emancipated, her education is not com-
pleted, untd after the lapse of six years!

and even then she can never sjteak with any
strangers of the other sex, nor appear before

them unveiled. If we examine closely into

these social customs, in connexion with the

other phases of national life in Armenia, we
cannot but recognise in them a great know-
ledge of human nature and of the heart."

—

pp. 22ti, 227.

Wheth'-r in como'iience of* their po-
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laical and domestic customs or not,

this fooling of union and brotherhood

extends to the whole Armenian nation.

They have been conquered and op-

pressed by every one of their neigh-

bours in turn ;
they are dispersed often

to the ends of the earth, but they have
never had their nationality educed, or

become absorbed anion i; the peoples

whom they sojourned with. In this

respect they greatly resemble the

Jews.
This intense nationality partly re-

sults, in each case, from each people

having a peculiarly national form of
religion. This will, of course, apply

to the modern Armenians only, or to

the time subsequent to the establish-

ment of the Armenian Church. The
Church of Armenia is coeval with that

of Rome and Constantinople, and in

doctrine bears more resemblance to the

Latin than to the Greek Church. The
Patriarch or Catholicos of Echmiadzin
is the head of the Armenian, as the

Pope is of the Latin, and the Patriarch

of Constantinople is of the Greek
Church. On this point Baron Hax-
thausen relates an interesting conver-

sation he had with the present Patriarch

at Echmiadzin :

—

" The convent of Echmiadzin was founded

in the year 305. Dioelot'an was then em-
peror of Rome, and Tiridntes the Great,

king of Armenia. The outer wall of the

church is of that period, as well as the sub-

terranean fishpond which lies in part beneath

it. The first church had a roof like an in-

verted boat : this was never restored, but

replaced by the present liyzantinc cupoh,

probably by architects from Constantinople

a thousand years ago. The Patriarchal

chair on the left of the altar, was presented

by one of tho Popes, between 1G97 and
1699. The Patriarch and hU clergy had

been grossly calumniated to the Pope by
Latin monks ; he therefore wrote to the

former, disclosing their intrigues, and re-

questing him to send an impartial and

trustworthy agent to inquire into the state

of things at Echmiadzin. The Porte sent

Father Christopher (a Capuchin) with pre-

sents ; he found everything as the Patriarch

had asserted, and the friendly relation be-

tween the Pope and the Patriarch was re-

stored. Among the presents sent on this

occasion was this chair, winch has been

highly prized ever since, as a testimony of

reconciliation and honour.
" I ventured to ask the Patriarch to ex-

plain to me his position with regard to the

Po|w : he did so without reserve or embar-

rassment. ' The Pope,' he said, ' is the first

Patriarch of Christendom, and takea the

first place in Councils: but all Patriarchs,
properly so called, are his equals. The only
true patriarchs are those at Home, Jerusalem,
Anti >ch, Alexandria, and Constantinople,

aud the Catholicos at Echmiadzin. The
so-called Armenian Patriarchs at Jerusalem
and Constantinople have no better claim to

patriarchal rights and authority than those
of Lislxm and Venice; tbey may be deposed
by the Catholicos, or even by the people

;

Inn the Catholicos, being anointed, cannot
be deposed. On the whole we are in har-
mony with Rome : the Armenian Patriarch
usually sends a notice to the Pope of his

elevation to the Patriarchate; we are nor,

however, always in harmony with the Ro-
man Catholic missionaries ; there is also a
special quarrel between the Armenian Pa-
triarch at Constantinople and the Roman
Catholics, but the Catholicos of Echmiadzin
Beldom takes part in it. There is no essen-

tial difference in doctrine between the Ar-
menian aud Latin churches ; indeed perfect

agreement has been repeatedly attained.

Jealousies and disputes have been much
more frequent with the Greek Church. The
Armenian ix the most tolerant Church, ro-
cn^nising all baptised persons as Christians,

and bestowing on them her blessings and
sacraments without requiring that thoy
should be actual members. I once adminis-
tered the Sacrament of the dying to two
Roman Catholic Poles at Erivan.

'* 4 Armenia has been for many centuries

tho theatre of cruel and destructive wars

;

and the poor inhabitants and their Church
have always been subject to tierce persecution

from the Turks and Persians. For two
hundred years we have been looking to

Russia and hoping for salvation from her.

Before the Persian war, when I was the vicar

and confidant of the Patriarch Ephraim,
some English missionaries from India pro-

posed to me that we should unite with them,
and they would found Armenian schools,

which might be placed under the protection

of England and North America,—a measure
which would gain the protection of those

countries for tho whole Armenian people.

I would not consent, fearing internal strife ;

I could see safety nowhere but in alliance

with Russia.

" 4 My people are deficient in culture ; but
they have excellent natural abilities. I have
long been convinced that what they most
need is knowledge. Once I proposed to es-

tablish a school at Tillis, for eight hundred
pupils; the plan received hearty support

from the people ; the school was set on foot,

and soon numbered about four hundred.

At Echmiadzin, the centre of my Church,
1 conceived the idea of founding a great
academy for all tho Armenians scattered

throughout the world, with a college for the

higher kind of spiritual and secular educa-

tion : this institution I hoped would prove

a bond of union. The number of students

was to have been two thousand. All pre-
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Primaries were ready ; the locality was de-

ter, nhied, and the architectural plana were
<k*ijnfd.

" 1

1 could not refrain from asking the Pa-
triarch whence the pecuniary means for such
colossal undertaking would have been ob-

tained. He replied :
* The Armenians are

animated by an intense desire to advance
t * ir natural culture, and are ready fur any
sacrifice to attain this end. Although hut a
pir monk, I am the head of that national

Charch which the Armenians prize above
ever v thin £, and hence am richer than many
kings. It only required a summons from me
for millions to be collected for such an object

:

I had even then received offers to an etior-

Mi amount, especially from India. I was
ai'le to assure the Russian Government that

I $ou^ht nothing more than its sanction

;

the funds I could myself provide, and the

institution of the school at Tiflis would
show how readily I could obtain pecuniary

tear* for larger enterprises. But intrigues

and suspicion arose : the permission was re-

fused, and I was sent into a kind of exile, as

Archbishop of Kischenau, in Bessarabia."—

pp. 292-296.

Of the people, our author"tells us
tint they are one of the handsomest
race* in the world, dark-complexioned,
but gentle, modest, and remarkably
courteous. In their own country they
are remarkable for their honesty and
simplicity, but when abroad they be-

come, like all subservient people, un-
trustworthy and cheats.

The Armenian language has both an
ancient and a modern form, the former
remarkably pure, perfect in structure,

and flexible, but excessively difficult

;

the latter, also, not remarkable for the

facility with which it can be acquired.

Baron Haxthausen speaks very highly

of the intellectual abilities of the Ar-
menians, and their anxiety for mental
culture and education.

The present Patriarch, Narses, has
made many efforts to improve his

people in this respect, and been urgent
with the Russian Emperor and Govern-
ment to secoud his endeavours by their

(auction. In this he has not succeeded.

The whole Armenian nation seem to

have looked up to Russia as their pro-

tector, and to feel so much gratitude

to her for the little favours they have
received, as to be her faithful and obe-
dient subjects. "The Russian occu-

pation of their country was regarded
by them, not as a conquest, but a do-

liverunce. They are the only people
in the countries south of the Caucasus
who are really faithful to the Czar—

a

OL. Xi.IV.—KO. CCLX.

fact too little regarded by Russian offi-

cials."

Instead of taking advantage of this

favourable predisposition to treat with

liberality a people from whom they had
so much to hope and so little to fear, it

is pretty clear, from many passages in

Baron Haxthausen's book, that the

Russians have treated them with se-

verity, and even with contumely. The
Patriarch Narses, apparently the

darling of his people, looked up to by
them with as much reverence a* love,

although he hail long lived in Russia,

and regarded the Emperor with all the

devotion of u subject, yet complained
to our author of the treatment he met
with. Now, it was but the other day
that we saw a report in a newspaper
that this very Narses, from some sus-

pected or some fancied disaffection to

the Russian cause, had been seized and
imprisoned, and, it was believed, was
on his travels to Siberia.

The Georgians are a very different

people from the Armenians. Their
polity is as essentially feudal as that of
the Armenians is democratic. The
Chevalier Gamba gives the following

sketch of them :

—

"The Georgian is tall of stature and
strong, with handsome black eye*, and an
aquiline nose, but more of the JewUh than
the Human cut ; he is born a warrior and a
horseman, but is more practised in guerilla

warfare than in regular fighting. In the

Persian armies they formerly constituted the

reserve guard, who usually decided the fate

of the battle. They are brave, but loo oftea

cruel ; hospitable, but reserved in talking
;

clever, but ignorant. The population is

agricultural, and engaged in trade, but it

despises commerce and speculation. The
beauty of the Georgian woineu is famed all

over the world."

The Georgians are still, nominally
at least, Christians, having been pre-
vented from lapsing into Mohamme-
dans chiefly, as it is shrewdly surmised,

by their unwillingness to abstain from
wine and pork. The churches, how-
ever, have greatly fallen into ruin, and
it is pretty clear that the priesthood do
not exercise much influence on the
people. The people themselves seem
to be divided into nobles, gentry, and
peasantry; the Russian ollicials de-
prived the first of these of their autbo.

rity, and attempted to reduce the latter

to serfdom. On this point, Baron Hax-
thausen is led into the following gene-
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ral remarks, which agree so entirely

with our own notion.*, that we quote

them at length :—

4

1

The tendency which prerai Is everyw h ere,

among the large class of the bureaucracy.

—

and perhaps in Russia in an especial decree,

—

U toward centralisation, and the reduction

of all relations of society to a certain unifor-

mity. Life in its individual forum is radically

dista-teful to this class. Nor is this by any
means peculiar to the officials In monarchical

states; the Governments of the school of the

French Republic understand this principle

more completely, and carry it out with more
energy, than any others. Now this essen-

tially anti- Germanic djiirit acts as a solvent

oil the element* of popular life in the German
and Romanic nation*. Popular life in Eng-
land, which is completely embodied in the

system of the government, forms a single

atui noble exception in Europe, and, in

p.irt, in North America, the offspring of

England. It cannot however b<« denied,

that centralisation and the generalisation of

all forms of social and state polity — that

Procrustean bed of popular character and

life— greatly facilitate* government, and
admit* of much more efficient means of de-

veloping the external power of the State.

Tin* is the great secret iu France. The
French people do not at all want freedom,

—in fact they cannot tolerate true freedom ;

they want only internally equality, and ex-

ternally pn>rer. For this reason centralisation

will always prevail hi Paiis whatever cla-

mour may lie raised against it iu the Depart-

ment*.
" In Russia the system of government is

derived singly and simpiv from the theory

and practice of modern bureau racy. It is

undeniable that centralisation and general-

ised forms of government in the higher de-

partments of a Iministrati n, periettlv cor-

respond with the character of the Slavonic

race, and are peculiarly adapted to Kussh.

But as there is a deep seated contrast 1-ctwecn

the native character of the Germanic and
Slavonic races, a system which is qnlte

adapted and even nrcewiry to Russia, and
is felt to be ao by the mass of the people

themselves, is wholly nnsuitcd, and perhaps

fatal, oil the shores of the Baltic and in the

provinces of the Caucasus.
" It is, a* I have before observed, probable

that serfdom did not formerly exist among
the peasantry in Georgia and Miugrclia, and
was not Introduced until the occupation of

these countries by Russia ; — not by law,

which would never have been sanctioned by
the Emperor* Paul, Alexander, and Nicho-

las, but in the ordinary course of administra-

tion. The Russian officials were accustomed

to regard the peasants in their own country

a* serf*, and naturally looked upon those

living under the nobles and princes in Georgia

in the same light. The Crown peasant* in

Russia have bean emancipated since the time

of Alexander, and the same class in Georgia

are consequently free likewise.

" The existence in all these countries of a
certain system and constitution in family and
communal life, arising out of manners and
customs, and even sanctioned by law, how-
ever defective (in Georgia indeed by the

Vakhtang code of laws), was entirely dis-

regarded by the Russian officials. They
were far too indolent to study the existing

social condition of the people, and followed

only the law* and principle* of administra-

tion to which they were accustomed and
which they brought from Russia ; whilst

their rule was not a Utile marked by arbi-

trary conduct, with occasional extortkm and
spoliation ; the superintendence and control

being naturally much feehlur and more inef-

fectual in tbe Caucasian provinces than eUe-
where. The entire administration was at tlta

same time of a military character j and «U
complaints, even those of a merely civil na-
ture, were referred to the general in com-
mand.

*' As a natural result of this state of things,

a bitter animosity to the Russians and the

Russian Government grew up amongst all

these Caucasian tribes."—pp. 68-70.

One very curious, and to us quite

novel, fact is described by our author,

and tliat is, the recent settlement in

Georgia of several German colonies,

Suabians, principally from Wirtein-
bcrg, who emigrated about the year
!8I8, deeming their religious opinions

and rights invaded in their own country.

It «cems probable that these Ger-
mans may, alter all, only have returned
to the seats of their remote ancestors,

since ethnologists, formerly at least,

looked on tl;o Caucasian race us the

probable source of the great fndo-
Genuanie race, of which Celts and
Saxons are alike a part. Dr. Latham,
indeed, looks upon the synonomc "Cau-
casian" lor this race as an unfortunate

and mistaken one, and attributes it to

the accident of Blumcnbach having
a remarkably fine Caucasian skull in

his cabinet. Baron Haxthausen, how-
ever, evidently leans to and favours

the idea throughout ; and in a journey
he makes to the north of Tiflis to visit

the tribe called the Ossctes, he brings

forward many curious facts in support
of a very ancient connexion between
the two, however it may have arisen.

These people inhabit the hills and
valleys at the southern foot of the Cau-
casus. The following are some of the

most strtkiug points as to their resent*

blance to the Germans :—
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u The booses are all arranged on the tame
plan. First there is an open hall, with a
threshing-floor on one side, upon which tl>«

cum is trodden out by oxen, not threshed

by a machine as amongst the Georgian*.

There is something quite German in this

custom of having the threshing-floor inside

the house r with all the other Caucasian

tribes which I visited, it is in the open air,

in or near the villages. From the hall you
enter a Urge dwelling-room, terminating in

a kind of wooden chimney, with a square

aperture in the roof. The hearth is placed

beneath this opening, upon tho ground, be-

tween two lar^e stones : over it, fastened to

a cross-beam, is an iron book, from which
bangs a kettle, precisely similar to those in

the peasants' cottages of Westphalia and
Lower Saxony. The stalls for the milch-

cows are on each side of the dwelling-room,

that they may be under the eye of the mis-

tress, who, as in Westphalia, can overlook

them from the fireplace. There are no win-
dows in the houses, only small square open-

ings. The wooden chair assigned to the

head of the family is always placed beside

the hearth; it is either threc-leggei, with a
round back carved and ornamental, or stand*

upon fiMir legs connected by cross- pieces

which form a back and arms. In one bouse

I saw also a sofa- shaped bench, about live

feet long, prettily carved. Against the walls

stand three-legged benches, which, when
requited for use, are brought to the fire-placo

beside the arm-chair ; these are however only

for the men ; the women, including even the

mistress, almost iuvariably seat themselves

on the floor. The Ossetes never sit cross-

legged, like the Orientals, but always u|>ou

chairs, benches, or blocks of wood. Tbev
have abo low three-legged tables, which I

have never seeu amongst any of the other

Caucasian tribes, who even at their meals

merely spread a carpet on the ground. Iron

fire-shovels and ton^s lay on th>: liearth, ami
a roasting -spit with four long forks rested

on & three-legged stand and was turned. A
kneading-trough, hollowed out of the trunk

of a tree, and a chtfrn, resembling those used

io the North of Germany, were placed on

one side of the ti replace. When the churn

is used, it is placed obliquely upon a rocking-

stand of wood, and shaken about till the

butter is ready, butter made from cream

in this way is not found among any of the

other Caucasian tribes, nor even among the

RuM>iana, whose butter is merely a sort of

grease prepared from the cream.
'• I observed can- ilea, quite different from

those in other parts of the Caucasus, but

similar in form to European ones. The Os-
eetes are, I believe, the only Caucasians who
have bedsteads ; these are frequently placed

in a niche, and together with the beds,

bolsters* and coverlets, exactly resemble

those we have in Europe. Even in Russia,

the peasants stretch themselves out on the

stove, a bench, or the ground, where they

spread out their pillow and e-ivetlet; whilst

in the houses of the nobility, In the interior

of the coun'ry, tjedsteads are unknown ; the

beds are laid at night upon sofas, and re-

moved in the morning.

"On shelves fastened to the wall beside

the hearth are placed the cooking utensils,

of copper and Iron, with vessels of wood,

glass, and even earthenware, which is pur-

chased atTiflis; all are bright and clean,

showing the pride taken in them by the
Ossetian housewife. The Ossetes, like the

Germans, brew beer from barley, and give

it tho same name ; the other Caucasians

hardly know of its existence; even the Rus-
sians have only the qvat, a sort of drink re-

sembling beer. They use drinking-horns

like those of the Georgians, and, to my as-

tonishment, wooden beer- cans, and on par-

ticular occasions wooden beakers, exactly

like those used from time immemorial in

Germany. Their festive customs likewise

have quite a German character. The beaker,

fnsh tilled with beer, Is passed from one
gnest to another ; and after each has quaffed,

he says, ' I drink to your good health
!

'

While ono is drinking, the it-it sing an an-
cient drinking-song, accompanied by a clap-

ping of hands :

—

'*
' Dan** ! na kuchu furetti 1

Bania : bunas ! tana* t'

the word bantu! being repeated until the

person sets down the beaker.
" Among the agricultural implements, the

plough struck me as being quite different in

construction from all others 1 had observed

among the Caucasians : it resembles the

Meekleuburg hoeing-plough. I noticed also

here the common German hoe, which I had
not seen elaewhere. My companion. Prince

Paul IJeven, who travelled through Vladi-

kaukas before he rejoined me at Kertsch,

penetrated into the interior of the country,

passing through several villages of the nor-

thern Ossetcs, where he made many charac-

teristic sketches; some of these represent

mediaeval towers and fortresses, which indi-

cate traces of a power and a chivalrous age
concerning which history is silent The
farms in the highest mountain districts are

even now quite like castles; whilst those in

the valleys are mere log-houses. Those on

the hills are built of stone, and surrounded
by a wall, with a lofty tower in the centre

three stories high : the lowest story is as-

signed to the cattle ; in the middle one,

wluch is reached by a staircase on the out-

side, reside the family ; and in the top story

are kept the stores. At the very top a
watchman is placed, who announces all

strangers, friends or foe. The walls of these

buiMings are remarkably compact and linn,

although no mortar or cement is used in

their construction, in the court-yard there

are several houses, and invariably one set

apart for guests When supper
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was ready, a low table was placed before us,

on which was spread a tablecloth with a
pattern of blue flower?. Mutton broth, con-

taining pieces of the meat, was first served

to us in a wooden bowl. Knives and wooden
spoons were then handed to us, with a cake

made of cheese, butter, dough, and onions,

which tasted extremely well. A similar

cake is said to be common among the

Thuringian peasants. Our table was lighted

by a burning piece of pinewood stuck in the

wall, and a wick placed in a little bowl of

tallow. Bread-cakes were bnked in the

ashes. It is remarkable that all these arti-

cles are quite unknown to the other Cauca-
sian races, and are entirely German, or at

lea.st European in character

The majority of the Ossetes are nominally

Christians, and belong to the Greek Church :

but there are some dwelling on the Circassian

frontier who are Mahomedana ; neither

Christianity nor Mahomedanism, however,

appears to make much impression on them

:

they are, in fact, semi- |tagans. indeed, some
arc wholly and avowedly heathens. They
oner sacrifices of bread and flesh upon altars

in sacred groves. .... The physi-

ognomy, figure, and whole outward appear-

ance of the Ossetes, form a perfect contrast

to the surrounding Caucasian tribes, es-

pecially the Georgians, who are characterised

by a tall slender figure, a noble bearing,

regular features, aquiline nose, finely formed

mouth, dark complexion, black eyes aud

hair, in short, exhibiting the truest type of

form and beauty. The Ossetes, on the other

hand, arc short and thickset, being rarely

above live feet four inches in height, and
have broad, haggard features, usually blue

eyes, and red or light brown hair. The
women ore seldom pretty

;
they are short,

stoutly built, and mostly flat-nosed. Kohl
mentions the extrordinarily small and well-

formed feet of the Ossetes: I can neither

confirm nor dispute the statement, for it was
rainy weather, and their thick clumsy shoes

rendered it impossible to judge of the t-ize of

their feet. The women and girls are nimble

in their gait, but the men have the heavy
tread of the German peasant : as Peter Ncu
walked beside them they quite reminded mo
of the Swabian countryfolks. . . . The
language spoken by the Ossetes, according

to the celebrated Russian philologist Sjoru,

belongs to the Indo Germanic stem; at the

fame lime it is an independent language,

and more nearly allied to the Persian than

to the German, resembling the Finnish in

the use of postposition* : it has no pre-

positions. ... A mythological tradi-

tion of the Scandinavian Germans say*,

that the later diviue race of the Asa? emi-
grated hence with their people northward;

but the accredited story informs us that, iu

the great wanderings of the Teutonic races,

especially the Goths, these peoples migrated

north to the foot of the Caucasus, established

themselves there, and founded a powerful

kingdom, from which they were afterwards

expelled by Eastern races, the Huns, and
driven toward the West. The only certain

fact is, that some of them remained in these

parts. Many of the Goths settled in the
mountains of the Crimea, and traces ofthem
existed there until a recent period. It la

indeed possible that a branch of this Teu-
tonic race may have settled permanently
among the mountains of the Caucasus.

41 To which of these sources can we ascribe

the similarity of institutions, and the inter-

mingling of blood between the Germans and
Ossetes? If the latter were the original

race from which the Germans descended, a
greater affinity would exi«t between their

languages, whereas, in fact, the Ossetian is

more nearly allied to the Persian. It may
perhaps be said that the German, Persian,

and Ossetian, are sister-languages, deriving

their origin from the same Indo-Germanic
stem, from which they blanched out simul-

taneously. The emigration of the A ess, the
second source of consanguinity which I have
pointed out. seems to me too mythical and
obscure to build upon. The accidental simi-

larity of names, such as Owen, Assen, who
are said to have founded Azof, on the Maeotis,

proves no connexion with the northern Awe.
Moreover, the Ossetes call themselves by the

name Ir and Iron ; the name Ossetes is

only given them by otheT nations. The
third conjecture is, that the Ossetes are de-

scendants of the Goths, or other Germanic
tribes allied with them. Here again the

entire difference of language would appear

to raise a radical objection. But it was a

peculiarity of the Germanic emigrating

tribes, that in their new homes they firmly

adhered to their old judicial institutions and
habits, their social and domestic customs and
modes of life, which they imparted to the

people they subjugated. At the same time

in mingling with the conquered race they

thus formed a new people, preserving all the

habits and customs, both legal and social, of

the mother country, whilst they lost their

own language, retaining merely a slight simi-

larity of construction and a few German
words. It was the same with the Franks

and Burgundbms in Gaul, the Goths and
Vandals in Spain, the Lombards in Italy,

and the Normans in Gaul and Italy. Is it

not possible that some tribe of the Goths
may havo wandered or been driven iuto the

Caucasus, have fallen upon the original race

of the Ossetes or Alani, conquered and
mingled with them, and thus formed a new
race ? The language of the conquerors may
have disappeared, but the German blood,

physiognomy, characteristics, institutions,

habits, and social customs, may have been

so perfectly engrafted and adopted by the

conquered country, that no European can

travel through it without instantly observing

their German origin—pp 386-419.

Of the position of the Russians
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among the Georgians generally, some
notioo may be gained from the follow-

ing parages :

—

u The Russian army in Transcaucasia, in-

dependent of that division opposed to the

mountaineers, has a different position from
that in Russia Proper. For many years past
it has hero merely an army occupying a con-
qnend country. The entire administration,

»» I have oiievrved, is upon a military foot-

ing; the country groans under this system,

but the annv, and especially the officers,

adhere to it resolutely, tl>eir interest being

too much implicated in its maintenance.

The brave and noble General Zizianow, who
I beliere fell in the war with the Persians,

-wis the first who expressed an energetic

opinion that the civil administration ought
to be separated from the military, in order

to prevent the rankest abuses. For instance,

if a military man of inferior rank w<:re to bo

appointed head of a civil office, he could not

resist the orders of bis superior military offi-

cer. The latter arrogated the powers of the

Khans in the Maltomedan districts, and this

has infinitely increased the oppression of the

people. The Khans were hereditary
; they

k*»ked to the future, and consequently, for

their own interest, their rule was not op-

pressive ; whereas the military officers thought

only of the moment. Even Field- Marshal

Paskiewitch reported his opinion to the same
effect. Two senators were sent from St,

Petersburgh to investigate the matter, and
found the greatest abuses prevailing. Baron
on Hahn was then sent, and it has been

already seen how all bis efforts failed, and
matters 'neat on a* before. It was too

agreeable to the military officers to have the

disposal of millions without rendering any
account. The consequences are however
truly melancholy : notwithstanding a st ite

of peace, the fertile lands of Georgia make
do prog ess in cultivation: the peasant only

tills just as much com as suffices for his

food,—if he grow more it will be taken from

him ! nay, he is even obliged to carry it

himself to his oppressors ; and hence, in spite

of the richness of the soil, the army is pro-

visioned by importations from Russia."—pp.

100-102.

Among a people so warlike as the

Georgians, treatment such as that in-

dicated in these extracts could only be

tolerated while they were under the

pressure of an overwhelming force.

Let but their military oppressors find

149

themselves engaged elsewhere, so that

this whole force cannot be at once ex-
erted, and it requires but some leader

equal to the occasion, or some incident

appealing to the popular feeling, to set

the whole country in a blaze of insur-

rection. We have no certain intelli-

fence how far present circumstances

ave yet had this effect, or have paved
the way for it ; but should it arise, we
have before declared our opinion that

Europe should henceforward steruly

resolve that Russia should have no
Transcaucasia. The Caucasus should
be the Switzerland ofthe East, with the

additional advantage over Switzerland
of having a sea- board in the Black
Sea, which should be free and open to

all comers, by which assistance the yet
unbeaten tribes of the Caucasus should

be united by the reoonqucst of the

Russian territory which now separates

them, and Russia should have her bor-

der removed altogether to the valleys

of the Terek and the Kuban, and all

her pillage of tho last fifty years re-

stored to its proper owners, lielore

the year 1802, she did not possess a
foot of land on the south side of the

range of the Caucasus; it was only
twenty years before that that she stole

the Crimea, and the country between
the Sea of Azof and the Caspian ; she
has not yet acquired a title by any suf-

ficient "length of occupancy;" she
holds merely by the strong hand of
rapine, and there can be no possible

injustice in a stronger than she forcing

her to let go her hold.

These, however, arc questions which
are not treated of by our author, al-

though they inevitably arise from pe-

rusing his work at the present junc-

ture. We can say, in conclusion, that

we have derived much information

from his work, and that his informa-
tion is imparted in a manner which
gives it the charm of amusement. His
book is the work of an able observer,

a calm and judicious reasoner, and a
graphic and agreeable describcr ; and
as such we can confidently recommend
it to the more careful perusal and study

of oar readers.

Transcaucasia,
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MY BROOCH.

I hate in my possession an article of
jewellery which costs me many an un-
comfortable twinge, though it was cer-

tainty not stolen. Neither was it begged,
borrowed, given, or bought; yet looking

at it, I often feel myself in the position

of the old man in the nursery tale, who,
having peculated from some church-
yard a stray ulna, or clavicle, was
perpetually haunted by the voice of
its defunct owner, crying, in roost un-
earthly tones, " Give me my bone."
Now, the ornament that has unluckily

fallen to my lot—I picked it up in the

street— is a miniature-brooeh, set with
small garnets, in heavy antique gold. It

is evidently a portrait of somebody or
other's great-grandmother, then a fair

damsel, in a rich peaked boddiee and
stomacher, and a heavy necklace of
pearls; her hair combed over a cushion,

and adorned with a tiny wreath— a

•wcet-looking creature she is, though
not positively beautiful. I never wear
the brooch (and on principle I wear it

frequently, in the hope of lighting

upon the real owner) but I pause and
•peculate on the story attached to it

and its original, for I am sure that

both had a story. And one night

lying awake, after a conversazione, my
ears still ringing with the din of many
voices— heavens! how these literary

people do talk !—there came to me a
fantasy, a vision, or a dream, which-

ever the reader chooses to consider

it.

It was moonlight, of course ; and
her silvery majesty was so powerful

that 1 had drawn th*e " draperies ofmy
couch " quite close, to shut her out

;

nevertheless, as I looked on the white
curtains at the foot of the bed, I saw
growing there— I can find no better

word— an image like— what shall I

say ?—-like the dissolving views now so

much the rage. It seemed to form it-

self out of nothing, and gradually

assume a distinct shape. Lo I it was
my miniature-brooch, enlarged into a
goodly-sized apparition ; the garnet

setting giving forth glimmers of light,

by which I saw the figure within, half-

human, half-etherial, waving to and
fro like vapour, but still preserving

the attitude and likeness of the por-

trait. Certainly, if a ghost, it was the
very prettiest ghost ever seen.

I believe it is etiquette fur appari-
tions only to speak when spoken to

;

so I suppose 1 must have addressed
mine, liut my phantom and I held
no distinct conversation ; and in all I

remember of the interview the speech
was entirely on its side, commnmcatcd
by snatches, 1 ike breathings ofan .Eolian
harp, and thus chronicled by me :

—

How was I created, and by whom?
Young gentlewoman (I honour you by
using a word peculiar to my day, when
the maidens were neither " misses" nor
" young ladies," but essentially gentle-

women) , I derived my birth from the
two greatest Powers on earth—Genius
and Love ; but I will speak more plainly.

It was a summer day—such summers
one never sees now—that I came to life

under my originator's hand. He sat

painting in a quaint old library, and
the image before him was the original

of what you see.

A look at myself will explain much \

that my creator wasayoung, self-taught,

and as yet only half-taught, artist, who,
charmed with the expression, left accu-
rate drawing to take its chance. Hit
sitter's character and fortune are indU
cated too : though she was not bcauti-

ful, sweetness and dignity are in the

large dark eyes and finely-pencilled

eyebrows; and while the pearls, the

velvet, and the lace, show wealth and
rank, the rose in her bosom implies

simple maidenly tastes. Thus the like-

ness tells its own tale—she was an Earl's

daughter, and he was a poor artist.

Many a time during that first day
of my existence I heard the sweet
voice of Lady Jean talking in kindly

courtesy to the painter as he drew.
"She was half-ashamed that her fa-

ther had asked him to paint only a
miniature ; he whose genius and incli-

nation led him to the highest walks of
art." But the artist answered some-
what confusedly, " That having been
brought up near her father's estate,

and hearing so much of her goodness,

he was only too happy to paint any
likeness of the Lady Jean." And I

do believe he was.
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" I also have heard of you, Mr.
Methane," was the answer ; and the

lady's aristocratically pale cheek was
tinged with a faint rose colour, which
the observant artist would fain have
immortalised, but could not for the

trembling of bis hand. " It gives me
pleasure," she continued, with a quiet

dignity befitting her rank and woman,
hood, "to not only make the acquaint-

ance of the promising artist, but the

good man." Ah 1 me, it was a mercy
Korman Bethune did not annihilate

my airy existence altogether with that

harried dash of his pencil ; it made the

mouth somewhat awry, as you may see

in me to this day.

There was a hasty summons from the

Earl, •« That himself and Sir Anthony
desired the presence of the l^idy

Jean." An expression half of pain,

half of anger, crossed her face, as she

replied, 44 Say that I attend my father.

I believe," she added, •« we must end
the >itiing for to-day. Will you leave

the miniature here, Mr. Bethune?"
The artist muttered something about

working on it at home, with Lady
Jean's permission ; and as one of the

attendants touched me, he snatched

me up with such anxiety that he had
very nearly destroyed his own work.

"Ah! 'twould be unco like her

boouie face giu she were as blithe as

she was this morn. But that canna
be, wi' a dour father like the Earl, and
an uncomely, wicked wooer like Sir

Anthony, liccb sir, but I am wae
for the Leddy Jcau 1"

I know not why Norman should

have listened to the " auld wife's

davers," nor why, as he carried me
home, I should have felt his heart

beating agaiust roe to a degree that

sadly endangered my young tender

life. I suppose it was his sorrow for

having thus spoilt my half-dry colours

that made him not show me to his

mother, though she asked him, and
also from the same cause that he sat

half the night contemplating the in.

jury thus done.

Again and again the young artist

went to the castle, and my existence

slowly grew from day to day ; though

never was there a painting whose in-

fancy lasted so long. Yet I loved my
creator, tardy though he was, for I

felt that he loved ine, and that in

every touch of his pencil be infused

into me some portion of his soul.

Often they came and stnod together,

the artist and the Earl's daughter,

looking at me. They talked, she

dropping the aristocratic hauteur,

which hid a somewhat immature mind,
ignorant less from will than from
circumstance and neglect. While he,

forgetting his worldly rank, ros>e to

that which nature and genius gave

him. Thus both unconsciously fell into

their true position as man and woman,
teacher and learner, the greater and
the less.

44 Another sitting, and the minia-

ture will be complete, I fear," mur-
mured Norman, with a conscience-

stricken look, as he bent over me, his

fair hair almost touching my ivory.

A caress, sweet, though no longer

new to me ; for many a time his lips—
but this is telling tales, so no more I

My painted, yet not soulless eyes,

looked at my master, as did others, of

which mine were but the poor shadow.

Both eyes, the living and the lifeless,

were now dwelling on bis countenance,

which 1 have not yet described, nor
need I. Never yet was there a beau-

tiful soul that did not stamp upou the

outward man some redox o! itself; and
therefore, whether Normau Bethune's

face and figure were perfect or not,

matters not.
44 It is nearly finished," mechanically

said the Lady Jean. She looked dull

that day, and her oyelids were heavy

as with tear*—tears which (as I heard

many a whisper say) a harsh father

gave her just cause to shed.
44 Yes, yes, 1 ought to finish it,"

hurriedly replied the artist, as it' more
in answer to his own thoughts than to

her, and he began to paint ; but ever-

more something was wrong, lie could

not work well ; and then the Lady
Jean was summoned away, returning

with a weary look, in which wounded
feeling struggled with pride. Once
too we plainly heard (I know my master

did, for he clenched his hands the

while) the Earl's angry voice, aud Sir

Anthony's hoarse laugh ; and when
the Lady Jean came back, it was
with a pale stern look, pitiful in one

so young. As she resumed the sitting

her thoughts evidently were wander-

ing, for two great tears stole into her

eyes, and down her cheeks. Weli-a-
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day ! my master could not paint them ,-

but he felt them in bis heart. His
brush fell—his ehest heaved with emo-
tion—he advanced a step, murmuring
" Jean, Jean," without the " Lady ;"

thcu recollected himself, and, with a
great struggle, resumed bis brush, and
went painting on. She bad never

once looked or stirred.

The last sitting came—it was hur-

ried and brief, for there seemed some-
thing not quiLe right in the house

;

and as we came to the castle, Norman
and I (for he had got into the habit of
always taking me borne with him)
heard something about " a marriage,"

and " Sir Anthony." I felt my poor
master shudder as he stood.

The Lady Jean rose to bid the

artist adieu. She bad seemed agitated

during the sitting at times, but was
quite calm now.

" Farewell," she said, and stretched

out her hand to him with a look, first

of the Earl's daughter, then of the tco-

man only ; the woman, gentle, kindly,

even tender, yet never forgetting her-

self, or her maidenly reserve.
" I thank you," she added, «« not

merely for this (the laid her hand on
roe), but for your companionship;"
and she paused as if she would tain

have said friendship, yet feared. " You
have done me good ; you have elevated

my mind ; and from you 1 have learn,

ed, what else I might never have done,

reverence for man. God bless you
with a life full of honour and fame,
and, what is rarer still, happiness!"

She half sighed, extended ncr hand
without looking towurd him ; he clasp-

ed it a moment, and then— she was
gone I

My master stared dizzily round, fell

on his knees beside me, and groaned
out the anguish of his spirit. His only
•words were, " Jean, Jean, so good, so

pure ! Thou, the Karl's daughter, and
I the poor artist !

*' As he departed be
moaned them out once more, kissed

passionately my unresponsive image,
and fled ; but not ere the Lady Jean,
believing him gone, and coming to

fetch the precious likeness, had silently

entered and seen him thus.

She stood awhile in silence, gnzing

the way he had gone, her arms folded

on her heaving breast. She whis-

pered to herself, " Oh I noble heart 1—

[Aug.

Oh i noble heart 1
" and her eyes

lightened, and a look of rapturous

pride, not pride of rank, dawned in

the face of the Earl's daughter. Then
she too knelt, and kissed me, but
solemnly, even with tears.

The next day, which was to have
been that of her forced marriage with
Sir Anthony, Lady Jean had fled.

She escaped in the night, taking with
her only her old nurse and me, whom
she hid in her bosom.
" You would not follow the poor

artist to wed bim ?" said the nurse.
" Never answered the Lady Jean.

" I would live alone by the labour of
my hands ; but I will keep true to

him till my death. For my father,

who has cursed me, and cast me off,

here I renounce my lineage, and am
no longer an Earl's daughter. '*

So went she forth, and her place

knew her no more.

For months, even years, I lay shut
up in darkness, scarcely ever ex-
posed to the light of day ; but I did
not murmur ; I knew that I was
kept, as you mortals keep your hearts'

best treasures, in the silence and aecresy

of love. Sometimes, late at night,

pale wearied hands would unclasp my
coverings, and a face, worn indeed,

but having a sweet repose, such as X
had never seen in that of the former
Lady Jean, would come and bend over
me with an intense gaze, as intense as

that of Norman Bethune, under which
I had glowed into life. Poor Nor.
man I if he had but known.

All this while I never heard mv
master's name. Lady Jean (or Mis-
tress Jean as I now heard her called)

never uttered it, even to solitude and
me. But once, when she had shut
herself up in her poor chamber, she
sat reading some papers with smiles,

oft c nor with loving tears, and then
placed the fragments with me in my
hiding-place ; and so — some magic
bond existing between my master and
me, his soul's child—I saw, shining in

the daik, the name of Norman Be-
thune, and read all that Lady Jean
had read. He bad become a great
man, a renowned artist; and these

were the public chronicles of his suc-

cess. I, the pale reflex of the face
which Norman hod loved— the face
which, more than any other in the

My Brooch.
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wide world, would brighten at the echo

of his fame—even roy faint being be-

came penetrated with an almost human
joy.

One night Lady Jean took me out

with an agitated band. She had dolled

her ordinary dress, which now changed
the daughter of an earl into the likeness

of a poor gentlewoman. She looked

something like her olden self—like me

;

the form of the dress was the same

;

I saw she made it scrupulously like

;

bat there was neither velvet, nor lace,

nor pearls, only the one red rose, as

you may see in me, was once more
placed in her bosom.
" I am glad to find my child at last

won out into society," said the nurse,

hobbling in ; " though the folk she

will meet, poor authors, artists, mu-
sicians, and such like, are unmeet com.
pauy for the Ladv Jean."
" But not for simple Jean Douglas,"

she answered, gently smiling — the

smile, not of girlhood, but of matured
womanhood, that has battled with and
conquered adversity ; and, when the

nurse had gone, she took me out again,

murmuring, " I marvel will be know
me now ?"

I heard her come home that night.

It was late ; but she took me up once
more and looked at me with a strange

joy, though mingled with tears ; yet the

only words I I heard ber say were those

she bad uttered once before in the dim
years past — "Oh J noble heart 1 —
thrice noble heart I " and then she fell

on her knees and prayed.

My dear master I—the author of my
being 1— I met his eyes once more,

lie took me in his hand, and looked

at me with a playful compassion, not
quite free from emotion.
" And this was how I painted it ?

It was scarce worth keeping, Lady
Jean."
" Mistress Jean, I pray you ; that

name best suits me now, Mr. Be-
thone," she said, with gentle dignity.

I knew my master's face well. I

had seen it brighten with the most
passionate admiration as it turned on
the Lady Jean of old ; but never did

I see a "look such as that which fell

on Jean Douglas now—earnest, ten-

der, calm—its boyish idolatry changed
into that reverence with which a man
turns to the womau who to him is

above nil women. In it one could

trace the whole life's history of Nor-
man Bethune.
" Jean, " he said, so gently, so

naturally, that she hardly started to

hear him use (he familiar name, " have
you in truth given up all ?"

"Nay, all have forsaken me, but I

fear not ; though I stand alone, hea.

ven lias protected me, and will, ever-

more."
Amen 1" said Norman Bethune.

" Pardon me ; but our brief acquaint-

ance—a few weeks then, a few weeks
now—seems to comprehend a lifetime."

And he took her hand, but timo-

rously, as if she were again the Earl's

daughter, and he the poor artist. She
too trembled and changed colour, less

like the pale serene Jean Douglas, than

the bonnie Lady Jean, whose girlish

portrait he oncodrew.
Norman spoke again ; and speaking,

his grave manhood seemed to concen-
trate all its subdued passion in the

words :—
" Years have changed, in some mea-

sure, my fortunes at least, though not

me. I—once the unknown artist—now
sit at princely tables, and visit in noble

halls. I am glad ; for honour to me is

honour to my art, as it should be."

And his face was lifted with noble

pride. " But," he added, in a beauti.

ful humility, " though le?s unworthy
towards men, I am still unworthy to-

wards you. If I were to woo you, I

should do so, not as an artist who cared

to seek an Earl's daughter, but as a
man who felt that his best deserts were
poor, compared to those of the wo-
man he has loved all his life, and ho-

noured above all the world."

Very calm she stood—very still, un-
til there ran a quiver over her face

—

over her whole frame.
" Jean—Jean 1" cried Norman Be-

thune, as the forced composure of his

speech melted from it, and became
transmuted into the passion of a man
who has thrown his whole life's hope
upon one chance, " if you do not scorn

me—nay, that yon cannot do—but if

you do not repulse me—if you will for-

get your noble name, and bear that

which, with God's blessing, I will make
noble— ay, nobler than any of your
Earls!—if you will give up all dreams
of the halls where you were born, to

take refuge in a lowly home, and be
cherished in a poor mnn's loving breast

—then, Jean Douglas, come."
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" I will I" she answered.

He took her in his protecting arm?

;

all the strong man's pride fell from him
—he leaned over her, and wept.

For weeks, months afterwards, no.
body thought of me. I might have
expected it ; and yet somehow it was
sad to lie in my still darkness, and ne-

ver be looked at at all. But 1 had
done my work, and was content.

At last I was brought from my hid-

ing-place, and indulged with the light

of day. 1 smiled beneath the touch of
Lady Jean, which even now had a lin-

gering tenderness in it—more for me
than for any other of her best trea-

sures.

" Look, Norman, look !" she said,

stretching out to him her left hand.
As I lay therein, I felt the golden
wedding-ring press against my smooth
ivory.

Norman put down his brush, and
came smiling to his young wife's side.

"What!—do you keep that still?

Why, Jean, what a boyish daub it is I

The features nearly approach Queen
Elizabeth's beau ideal of art, as she

commanded her own portrait to be
drawn. 'Tis one broad light, without

a single shadow. And look how ill.

drawn are the shoulders, and what an
enormous awkward string of pearls."

Jean snatched me up and kissed me.
" You shall not, Norman—I will hear
no blame of the poor miniature. I

love it, I tell you— and you love it,

too. Ahl there." And she held me
playfully to my maker's Hps (which
now I touched not for the first time,

as he knew well). " When we grow
rich, it shall be set in gold and garnets,

and I will wear it every time my hus-

band ceases to remember the days
when he first taught me to love him,

and in loving him, to love all that was
noble in man."
And then Norman But I do not

see that I have any business to reveal

further.

I did attain to the honour of gold

and garnets, and, formed into a brace-

let, I figured many a time on the fair

arm of Jean Bethune, who, when peo-
ple jested with her for the eccentricity

of wearing her own likeness, only
lauohtd. and said that bIil did indeed

love the self that her husband loved,

for his sake. So years went by, until

fairer things than bracelets adorned the

arms of the painter's wife, and she

came to see her own likeness in dearer
types than my poor ivory. So her
ornaments—myself among the rest-
were slowly put by ; and at last I used
to lie for months untouched, save by
tiny baby-fingers, which now and then

poked into the casket to see " mam-
ma's picture."

At length there came a change in

my destiny. It was worked by one of

those grandest of revolutionists— a
young lady entering her teens.

" Mamma, what is the use of that

ugly bracelet i" I heard one day.
" Give mo the miniature to have made
into a brooch. 1 am sixteen— quite

old enough to wear one, and it will be
so nice to have the likeness of my own
mamma."

Mrs. Bethune could refuse nothing
to her eldest daughter—her hope—her
comfort her sisterlike companion.
So, with many an anxious charge con-
cerning me, I was despatched to the

jeweller's. I hate to be touched by
strangers, and during the whole time
of my sojourn at the jeweller's, X shut
up my powers of observation in a dor-
mouse-like dose, from which I was only
wakened by the eager fingers of Miss
Anne Bethune, who had rushed with
me into the painting-room, calling on
papa and mamma to admire an old

friend in a new face.

"is that the dear old miniature?"
said the artist.

The husband and wife looked at me,
then at one another, and smiled.

Though both now glided into middle
age, yet in that affectionate smile I
saw revive the faces ofNorman Bethune
and the Lady Jean.

" 1 do believe there is something
talismanic in the portrait," said young
Anne, their daughter. "To-day, at

the jeweller's, I was stopped by a dis-

agreeable old gentleman, who stared

at me, and then at the miniature, and
finally questioned me about my name
and my parents, until I was fairly

wearied of his impertinence. A con-

temptible, malicious-eyed creature he
looked ; but the jeweller paid him ail

attention, since, as I afterward learnt,

he was Sir Anthony A , who suc-

ceeded to all the estates of his cousin,

the Karl of
Mrs. Bethune put me down on the
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table, and leaned her bead on her
hand ; perhaps some memories of her
Touth came over her on hearing those
long -silent names. Her husband
glanced at her with a restless doubt

—

some men will be so jealous over the

lightest thought of one they love. But
Jean put her arm in his, with a look

so serene, so clear, that he stooped
down and kissed her yet scarce-faded

cheek.
«• Go, mv own wife—go and tell our

daughter all."

Jean Bethune and her child went
out together. When they returned,

there was a proud glow on Anne's
cheek—she looked so like her mother,
or ruther so like me. She walked down
the studio ; it was a large room, where
hung pictures that might well make
me fear to claim brotherhood with

them, though the same hand created

tbem and me. Anne turned her ra-

diant eyes from one to the other, then
went up to the artist and embraced
him.

" Father, I had rather be your
daughter, than share the honours of
all the Douglases."
Anne Bethune wore me, year after

year, until the fashion of me went by,

till her young daughters, in their turn,

began to laugh at my ancient setting,

and— always aside— to mock at the

rude Art of "grandmamma's" days.

But this was never in grandmamma's
presence, where still I found myself at

times ; and my pale eyes beheld the

face of which my own had once been
a mere shadow—but of which the sha-

dow was now left as the only memorial.

*' And was this indeed you, grand-

mamma?" many an eager voice would
ask, when my poor sell was called into

question. " VVere you ever this young
girl ; and did you really wear these

beautiful pearls, and live in a castle,

and hear yourself called ' the Lady
Jean V "

And grandmamma would lay down
her spectacles, and look pensively out
with her calm, beautiful eyes. Oh 1

how doubly beautiful they seemed in

age, when all other loveliness had gone.

Ihen she would gather her little flock

round her, and tell, for the hundreth
time, the story of herself and Norman

Bethune—leaning gently, as with her
parent-feelings she had now learnt to

do, on the wrongs received from her
own Hither, and lingering with ineffable

tenderness on the noble nature of him
who had won her heart, more through
that than even by the fascination of his

genius. She dwelt oftener on this,

when, in her closing years, he was
taken before her to his rest ; and
while the memory of the great painter

was honoured on earth, she knew that

the pure soul of the virtuous man await-

ed her, his beloved, in heaven.
"And yet, grandmamma," once said

the most inquisitive of the little win-
some elves whom the old lady loved,

who, with me in her hand, had lured

Mrs. Bethune to a full hour's converse

about olden days

—

" Grandmamma,
looking back on your long, long life,

tell me, do you not feel proud of your
ancient lineage? and would you not
like to have it said ofyou that you were
an Earl's daughter?"
"No I" she answered. " Say, rather

that I was Norman Bethune's wife.''

I waked, and found myself gazing
on the blank white curtains, from
whence the fantasmal image of the
Lady Jean had all melted away. But
still, through the mystic stillness of
dawn, I seemed to have a melancholy
ringing in my ears—a sort of echo of
Gylbyn's cry— " Lost—lost—-lost 1**

Surely it was the unquiet ghost of the
miniature, thus beseeching restitution

to its original owners. " Best thee,

perturbed spirit 1" said I, addressing

the ornament that now lay harmlessly

on my dressing-table—a brooch, and
nothing more. " Peace i Though all

other means have failed, perhaps thy
description going out into the world of
letters may procure thy identification.

Ha!— I have it— I will write thy
autobiography."

Reader, it is done. I have only to

add that the miniature was found in

Edinburgh, in August, 1849, and will

be gladly restored to the right owner,
lest the unfortunate author should be
again visited by the phantom of Lady
Jean.
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MEMOIR OF SIR SAMLEL GREIG.

Sir Samuel Greic, Governor of Cron-
stadt, Admiral of ail the Russia*, and
commonly called the Father of the

Russian Navy, was a Scotsman ofhum-
ble but respectable parentage, and
was born at the ancient seaport town
of Inverkeithing, in Fifeshire, on the

80th of November, 1735. He was
educated by the parochial schoolmas-

ter, who lived long to boast of his

pupil, for the Dominie would seem to

have been still alive when the old sta-

tistical account of Scotland was pub-
lished in 1794.

When very young, Samuel Greig
entered the British navy, and at an
early age obtained the rank of lieute-

nant. In 1759, he served with the fleet

of Admiral Sir Edward Hawkc, C.B.
(afterwards Lord Hawke), when block,

ading the harbour of Brest, where a
fine French fleet lay, under the pen-

nant of the Marquis de Conflans. At
that time a double invasion of Britain

(one by the way of Scotland, the other

on the coast of England) was threat-

ened ; but Commodore Boys blocked

up Dunkirk, and Rodney bombarded
Havre-de- Grace, while the French
transports and flat-bottomed boats lay

inactive in Brest, with the fleet of M,
de Conflans; till a violent storm in

autumn, having driven the ships of

Sir Edward Hawke into Torbay, the

Marquis put to sea with twenty-one

sail of the line and four frigates, and
threw all England into consternation.

With twenty sail of the line, Hawke
left Torbay, and came up with the

French fleet between Belle-isle and
Cape Quiberon, close in on the coast of

France, and in the desperate conflict

which ensued, " young Greig," though

a subaltern, is said to " have eminent-

ly distinguished himself." The battle

began at two o'clock, p.m., on the

20th of November.
Sir Edward, in the Royal George,

1 10, lav alongside De Conflans in tne

Soleil Kovale, 80, which was soon

driven ashore and burned. He then

lay alongside the Thesee, and sent her

to the bottom by one broadside. La
Supcrbe shared the same fate ; the

Juste was auiik off the mouth of the

Loire ; the Hero was burned ; and
thus M. de Conflans was totally de-

feated. Nothing saved the rest of his

fleet from irretrievable ruin but the
shadow of a tempestuous night, in

which two British ships of the line

were lost. Lieutenant Greig served
with the fleet in all its operations, dur-
ing the long cruise off the coast of
Bretagne, and the blockade of the
river Vilaine, to prevent seven French
ships which lay there from joining

Conflans, whose battered squadron
had reached Rochefort; but so dan-
gerous were the storms, and so inces-

santly tempestuous the weather, that

the fear of invasion passed away. Sir
Edward Hawke was at length recalled,

and the thanks of Parliament and a
pension were awarded to him. In
this war the British destroyed, or took
twontv-seven French ships of the line

and thirty-oue frigates. Six of their

vessels perished. Thus, in all they
lost sixty-four sail, while Britain, by
every casualty, lost only seven linc-of-

battle ships and five frigates.

The next scene of Greig's service

was at the capture of several of the
West India Islands.

War having been declared against
the Spaniards, an attack on their set-

tlements in the West Indies was ar-

ranged, and Martinico, St. Lucia, St.

Vincent, and Grenada were taken.

Then Cuba was assailed. Greta was
with the fleet, consisting of nineteen
sail of the line, eighteen frigates, and
150 transports, which had 10,000
soldiers on board, and sailed for Cuba
under Admiral Sir George Pocoke,
K.B., whose commodore was the Hon.
Augustus Keppel, raised to the peer-

age in 1782.

The energy and exertions of Lieute-
nant Greig, during that tremendous
cannonading which preceded the siege

and capture of the Moro Castle, eli-

cited the praise of his commander ; but
no promotion followed, for the time
was unfavourable for either Scotsmen
or Irishmen rising in the British ser-

vice. After incredible exertions, diffi-

culties, danger, and slaughter, Havan-
nah was captured, with 180 miles of
coast ; the Puntal Castle, the ships in

the harbour, three millions sterling of

booty, and an immense quantity of
arms, artillery, and stores were sur.
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rendered to the British. Greig's share

of this enormous pru;e-raoney was very
small, being somewhere about .£80.

Lieutenant Greig served in many
other engagements during that success*

ful war ; and his braver)', activity, and
skill as a seaman had so frequently

elicited particular attention, that after

the treaty of peace which was signed

at Paris in February, 1763, under
Lord Bute's administration, when the

Court of St. Petersburg requested that

a few British officers of distinguished

ability might be sent to improve the

Russian fleet, Greig was one of theJive
who were first selected, and his rank
as lieutenant in the navy of Russia was
confirmed by the Empress Catherine

II., in 1764. The only stipulation he
and the others made was, that they were
to have the power of returning to the

British service whenever they chose.

Russia, since the beginning of the

seventeenth century, has ever been an
excellent field for Scottish talent and
valour. Thus Greig, by his superior

skill in naval affairs, bis intelligence

and diligent discharge ofthe duties en-

trusted to him, soon attracted the spe-

cial notice ofthe Imperial Government,
and the Empress appointed him a cap-

tain in her fleet. He drew many other

Scotsmen around him, and, with these,

he was at incredible pains to teach the

half barbarous and wholly unlettered

Russians the science of seamanship and
the art ofgunnery, in all of which they

were very deficient, «« and he rapidly

raised the Russian naval service to a
degree ofrespectability and importance

which it never before had attained."

In 1769, when he was in his thirty-

fourth year, a war broke out between
Russia and Turkey, consequent on the

civil strife which religious intolerance

had kindled in Poland. The Czarina

marched in her troops; and while pre-

tending that her sole object was to

rescue one body of Polish citizens from

the tyranny of the other, she secretly

sought to enslave them all, and render

their country a province of the Russian

empire.
The growing greatness of the latter

bad alarmed its old hereditary enemy,
the Grand Seignior, who required

Catherine immediately to withdraw
her troops from the Polish republic.

Evasions were given, and conflicts be-

gan between the Russian and Turkish

outposts, on the borders of the Otto-

man empire, until the sack of Balta,

in Lesser Tartary, and a general mas.
sacre of its inhabitants, by the soldiers

of the Czarina, procured the committal
of her ambassador to the Castle of tho

Seven Towers, in October, 1769; and
hostilities which were only suspended
by the rigour of the season, began early

in the spring of the ensuing year.

Captain Greig was appointed com-
modore of the fleet which was to sail

for the Mediterranean, under Alexis
Count Orlofl'; and in that ample arena
of service he had an opportunity of dis-
playing his zeal and intrepidity in such
a manner as led to his immediate pro-
motion to the rank of flag-officer.

A partial breaking up of the ice in

the Baltic enabled some of the fleet to

sail; and so early as the 14th of Janu-
ary, 1770, one part of the armament,
under the Scottish admiral Elphin-
stone, consisting of one seventy gun-
ship, two of sixty guns each, and five

others, arrived at Spithead, en route

for the Archipelago.

The other division, of twenty-two
sail of the line, reached Port Mahon,
in Minorca, as early as the 4th ofJanu-
ary ; and by the 6th of March, appear-
ed off Cephalonia, the largest of the
Ionian Isles, and, with a fair wind,
bore away directly for the Morea. At
Minorca, they left some vessels to wait
for Elphinstone, who left Spithead on
the 14th of April, passed Gibraltar on
the 4th of May, and before the end of
July, had twice defeated the Turkish
fleet— on one occasion encountering
throe times his force, and destroying

eight ships; on the second occasion,

with nineteen ships, encountering Gia-
far Bey, with twenty-three. Giafar's

ships were destroyed, and his fleet

routed.

In the great battle of the 6th of
July, Greig, Mackenzie, and other
officers in the Russian fleet, had an
opportunity of eminently rendering
good and gallant service ; and by
their energy and skill the world now
saw a naval force, which, as Cor-
mick says, had issued from the foot of
the Baltic, able "to shake the remotest
parts of the Mediterranean, to inter-

cept the trade of the Levant, to excite

and support the insurrection of the

Greek Christians, and to leave nothing
of the vast empire of their enemies
free from alarm and confusion.'"

The united squadron of the Admi-
rals Count Orloff, Elphinstone, Spirit-

off, and Commodore Greig, followed
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the Turkish fleet, which consisted of fif-

teen sail ofthe line, twelve frigates, <fee.,

into the Channel of Scio, which divides

the island from Anadoli, or the Lesser

Asia, where the Turks were at anchor
in a most advantageous position, at

the foot of the Gulf of Liberno, where
their rear and flanks were protected

by rocks.

Eurly in the morning of the 5th,

Commodore Greig wns sent to recon-

noitre the roads between Scio and the

main ; and in the afternoon he signal-

KmI the enemy in tight, consisting of

thirty sail in all. OrlofT, the admiral-

general, held a council of war, at which
Greig's opinion was specially asked, and
his advice followed.

On the 6th, at ten in the morning,
Orloff signalled to form line, and the

Russian fleet approached the Turks.

Orloff was in the centre, with three

Birnates ; Commodore Greig led one
division, and Elpbinstone the other—
in all, ten sail of the line, and five fri-

gates ; and they each bore down with
ensigns flying, all their ports open, and
decks cleared for action. There were
many French officers on board of the

Turkish fleet, which had been joined

by al>out thirty lieutenants, who had
received the permission of King Louis

to enter the Sultan's service. A ter-

rible scene of carnage ensued, and the

whole conflict is admirably detailed in

a letter published in the Scot's Maga-
zine for that year, by a Lieutenant

Mackenzie, who served on board of her

Imperial Majesty's ship the Switostoff.

At eleven o'clock the battle began.

Admiral Spiritofl' ranged up alongside

of the Turkish admiral, who was iu the

Sultuna, of ninety brass guns, and
thus they fought yard-arm and yard-

aim together, pouring in and receiving

cannon-shot, chain-shot, hand-gre-

nades, and musketry. SpiritolTs top-

masts were shot away, his bulwarks
battered down, and blood ran from his

scuppers into tbe sea. He led his

sailors in an attempt to board the Sul-

tana, and tore the banner of the cres-

cent from her stern ; but the boarders

were repulsed, and obliged to sheer

off, for the Turk took fire, and his

burning mainmast fell on board of

Spiritoff's ship, which also became
wrapped in flames; and in ten minutes
both ships blew up. " I leave you
to judge," says Mackenzie, " of the

dreadful scene of seeing so many hun-
dreds of poor souls blown into the air,

[Aug.

while the rest were hotly engaged."
Spiritofl* and twenty-four officers saved
themselves in the barge.

The remainder of the Turkish fleet,

after being seven?ly mauled by Elpbin-
stone and Greig (Orloff was little of a
seaman), cut their cables, and ran into

the harbour of Chismeh, a small town
in the Sanjak of Siglah, at the bottom
of a bay one mile broad, and two
miles long. Across the mouth of this

bay the fleet, under OrlofT, Elpbin-
stone, and the Commodore, lay for the
whole night, firing round shot, and
throwing in bombs. The fire of Greig 'a

ship was particularly destructive ; bus
on the Turks getting batteries estab-

lished on the height between Scio and
the coast of Anadoli, be and the two
admirals were obliged to haul off. Two
fireships were prepared on the 7th, un.
der the direction of Elpbinstone and
Greig ; and a council of war was held

by the principal officers in tbe cabin
of Count Orloff. It was there suggest-

ed by the Commodore, and rerolved

upon, that at midnight four ships of
the line, two frigates, and the bomb-
ketch, should enter the harbour, and
while attacking the enemy, send the
fireships on their errand of destruc*
tion ; but volunteers were required to
lead, and three officers at once step-
ped forward. These were, Commodore
Greig, Lieutenant Mackenzie, of the
Switostoff, and Captain-lieutenant
Drysdale (or Dugdale, for* this officer

is called alternately by both names in
many accounts of these wars), and they
made every preparation for the despe-
rate duty before them. At half-past

twelve at night tbe signal was made
to weigh anchor, and bear into the
little bay ; Drysdale and Mackenzie
had the fireships

; Greig led the ships
of the line ami the two frigates, which,
at four hundred yards' distance, can-
nonaded the Turks, while the bomb-
ketch plied its mortars. Greig sig-

nalled the fireships to bear down ;

Drysdale and Mackenzie answered it,

and, favoured by the wind, ran right

into the LlliU of tbe Turks, whoso
centre shin was at that moment set on
fire by a fortunate shot from the Com-
modore.

Drysdale's crew uufortunately left

his ship before the proper time. In-
deed, the Russians were so overcome
with terror by the darkness of the

night, tbe boom of the Turkish shot,

and by the fireships, of which they

Memoir of Sir Samuel Greig.
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were unable to comprehend the use,

that it was only by dint of his sword
and pistols that Drysdale kept them to

their duty; but when near the enemy
the helmsman abandoned the rudder,

the whole crew sprang into their boat,

and abandoned the brave Scotsman on
board of the fircshipl

In this terrible situation his native

courage never deserted him ; he lashed

the helm, and (though a boat full of
armed Turks was pulling alongside)

held the ship on her course, till, with

hi* own unaided hands, he hooked the

grapnel-irons to the anchor-cable of

the nearest ship, which proved to be a
lar^e Caravel la. He then fired the

train, by discharging a pistol, and in

doing so, was severely scorched by the

explosion. Just as the Turks boarded
him on one side he sprang into the sea

from the other, and swam from the

blazing ship. Many a shot was fired

after him, but he escaped, and was
saved with difficulty by the boats of

Greig.

The fireships blew up with the most
admirable eflect, and the result was,

beyond Greig's utmost expectations,

decisive and disastrous, lor in five

hours the whole Turkish fleet was
burned to the water-edge, and totally

destroyed— all, save one ship, Giafar

Bey's, of seventy guns, four row-gal-

lien, and some gilt barges of twenty-

fwur oars. The morning sun, as he
shone upon the Isle of Seio and Ana-
dolian shore, saw a scene of unexam-
ined devastation—every Turkish mast
Lad vanished from the bay, and pieces

of charred and floating wreck aloue

remained ! The following were the

ships destroyed by Greig:—

Opitan AleW, 84 gun*.

Bashaw, 90 gun*.

Patrooa Ayckrece, 80 guns.

Beala Mustapba, 90 gun*.

Muknsi Achinet, 81 guns.

Emir Mustapba, 84 ^uos.

A< hmet, 8»i guns.

Hsmifli, fiO guns.

AH Randtoto, GO guns.

Bletehin, 80 guns.

Knpfelan Bashaw, 64 guns.

Zetirbe, 84 guns.

La Barbarocine, sixty - four guns,
was towed out of the harbour by his

boats. Two other large ships (names
unknown^ were burned, with four fri-

gates, eight forty-gun ships, eight

galleys, and several row-boats. He
rescued 400 Christian slaves, hauled

close in shore, bombarded the town,
blew up the Castle, and reduced] the

whole place to a heap of rubbish before

nine o'clock in the morning, by which
time more than 6,000 Turks had been
shot, burned, or drowned.

For this brilliant service Greig was
at once made a rear-admiral by Count
OrlofT, while Lieutenants Drysdale
and Mackenzie received the rank uf
captain, all of which appointments
the Km press was pleased to con.
firm. Though the unfortunate Capi-
tan Pacha, who commanded, was se-

verely wounded, the Sultan ordered

his head to be struck off, and appointed
Giafar Bey admiral in his place. As
Rear- Admiral, (ireig's pay amounted to

2160 roubles per annum. Immediately
after this victory Admiral Elphiustone

sailed with his squadron for the Isle of
Tenedos, to block up the Dardanelles,

where he captured forty vessels des-

tined for Constantinople, forced most
of the Isles of the Archipelago to de-

clare for Russia, and levied contribu-

tions everywhere, taxing Mitylene in

150,000 piastres. Greig accompanied
Count OrlofT to the siege of the Castle

of Lemnos, which proceeded slowly,

the only troops they had being revolted

Greeks, who were afterwards cut to

pieces by Hassan Bey, and then the

Russians bent all their efforts to force

the passage of the Dardanelles; but so

strongly was it fortified by the Cheva-
lier Tott, and other Frenchmen, that

every attempt proved futile.

I it the winter of 1770 Greig's com-
mission was further confirmed by a
letter from the Empress, and in his

ship, the Three Primates, he brought
the nominal commander-in-chief, Count
OrlofT, to Leghorn, on the 7th of De-
cemlier, as the fleet was leaving the

Archipelago for want of men, and the

batteries of the Dardanelles were daily

becoming stronger under the skilful

eye of Tott, to whom the grateful Sul-
tan paid 100 scudi daily, as the sa-

viour of his capital.

At Leghorn the Sieur Rutherford,
Commissary of the Russian Court,
sold all the prizes taken by the

fleet. Having secret views of his own
concerning the unfortunate Princess

TarakanotT, the Count OrlofT, who is

styled ministfr plenipotentiary general

of the Russian troops, and admiral-

general, proposed to spend the winter
partly at Pisa, and partly at Leghorn,
"in order to take cure of the Russian
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squadron," as peace was expected.

Greig is said to have demurred ; Ad.
miral Elphinstonc expressed dissatis-

faction, and when ordered to sail on
"a secret expedition" he bluntly de-

clined. An altercation ensued between
him and the Count. He put him
under arrest, and reported him to the

Empress, who recalled him, and he
retired from her service in disgust.

On his presentation to Catherine he

appeared in the blue uniform of the

British navy, on which she turned

coldly away, saying to one of her fa-

vourites, "It is high time this Scot

was out of my service, when he has

laid aside my uniform I"

Meanwhile the fleet was not inactive,

for Mackenzie, Brodie, and other offi-

cers, who served under SpiritofF, were
very zealous. Thus, by the 20th Jan.,

1771. they had destroyed nineteen

dulcignotte Tartans, and exacted from
the Isles of the Aehipelago the same
tribute which they yearly paid the

Sultan. At the same time the Russian

troops had taken the city of Sinope,

on the Black Sea, the fortress of Giur-

gievo, and other places in the Turkish

provinces. A squadron, commanded
by the Knights of Malta, joined Or-
loflf's flag, Scio was again ravaged by
the Russians, a large dulcignotto dc>

stroyed, and the fighting among the

fertile and beautiful isles of Greece
was incessant ; Greig was constantly

employed, and daily added to his re-

putation as a brave and skilful officer.

He had assisted in the destruction

of all the magazines which had been

formed to supply the Turkish capital

;

at the bombardment of Ncgropont,

the capital of the ancient Eubcea,

where the troops were landed to de-

stroy tbe stores of corn and llour ; he
had cruised along the shore of Mace-
donia, been at the bombardment of

Cavalla in Romelia, and the destruc-

tion of the storehou«es at Salonica,

and in the gulf of Kassanderah, while

Count Theodore, the brother of Count
Alexis Orloff, scoured all the shores of

Anadoli, and cannonaded Rhodez.
The united Russian fleet, under the

three Admiral*, Orloff", SpiritofT, and
Greig, made sixty-six sad in all on
the 1st of November.

Thf. Issidorum, 74 guns ..

The Mironfitz, 74 pint

St. Alexander Ncwski, 64 guns
Demetrius Donald, 64 guns

St Paulas, 80 guns

While the Russian army by land
was making daily successful attacks

on the Turks, and had crossed the

Danube under General Komanzow,
and twice besieged Silistria, pushing
the war round the shores of the Black
Sea, and into the Crimea, the naval
squadrons had many desperate encoun-
ters in the Archipelago, and one very
sharp action off the Isle of Scio, when
seven Russian ships of the line and
two frigates engaged ten Turkish ships

and six large galle} s, on the 10th of

October, 1773, and, after fighting them
from ten in the morning until long
past mid-day, entirely defeated them,
tiking five sail, sinking two, and put.

ting the rest to flight. In one of these

encounters a ball struck Admiral Greig,
and bent one of the points of his cross

of St. George, carrying away a piece

of the enamel. Every captain of the

Russian navy then wore the military

order of St. George, the badge of
which is a knight and dragon, at-

tached to a black ribbon.

A descent was made upon the Isle

of Cyprus; another on Candia, and
elsewhere ; but the Russians were re-

pulsed, and four sacks filled with their

scalps were sent from Stanchio as a
proof of the reception they had met
with in that island.

In the end of 1773, Greig returned
to St. Petersburg, and, with Admiral
Sir Charles Knowles, made every ex.
ertion to have a better and more efficient

squadron dispatched to the Dardanelles.

With this under his command, he
sailed again from Cronstadt, and after

touching at Portsmouth bore on for

the Mediterranean on the 17th of Fe-
bruary, 1774. With his flag flying as

vice-admiral, he reached Leghorn,
where, for purposes of his own, Alexis
Orloff was again loitering. On this

expedition Greig was accompanied by
his wife, for whom every accommoda-
tion had been made in his ship, the

Issidorum ; but being of course unwil-

ling thnt she should risk the dangers
of the Turkish war, he landed her at

Leghorn, where the house of the Rus-
sian consul was assigned to her as a

residence. The ships composing his

fleet were—

... Captain Surtninoff.

... C iptain Mou?kin Pouskin.

... Captain Voronari.

... Captain Pajaskoff*.

Captain Palovski.
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During Greig's brief sojourn at Leg-
horn there occurred one of those atro-

cities which so frequently blackened
the reign of Catherine II.

Alexis Count OrlofT, a man of the

most inhuman character and brutal

propensities, had conceived a passion

for the young and beautiful Princess

TarakanofT, daughter of the late Em-
pties* Elizabeth, by her clandestine

marriage with the Grand Veneur. This
princess had been conveyed to Rome
by the artful Prince Ratlzivi), beyond
the reach of Catherine's intrigues and
tyranny. But Orloffhad been ordered
to decoy her back to St. Petersburg on
the first opportunity. Accordingly,
during one of his visits to Leghorn, he
laid a snare for her, by sending an
Italian, named Signor Ribas, after-

wards a Knight of Malta, to visit her.

This vile person, who found the poor
princess in a mean lodging, told her
that he " bad come to pay homage to

her beauty and misfortunes, and to

deplore the destitution in which he
found her." Ho then offered her
money, adding, that he " was com-
missioned by Alexis Orloff to promise

her the throne her mother had filled,

and at the same time bis sincere love,

if she would honour him with her
hand." After some hesitation she

was overcome by the apparent since-

rity and brilliance of the proposal,

which seemed the more splendid by
her destitute condiiiou, and accepted
the offer of Orloff. He visited her re-

peatedly ; a feigned marriage was per.

formed by two Russian officers, dis-

guised as Catholic priests ;
villany

completed the imposture ; for a time-
two or three months—he placed her in

a magnificent palace at Ptsa, and then
brought ber to Leghorn. It was at

this crisis that Admiral Greig entered

the port, and his wife* is mentioned
tm being among the first to visit the

young princess, who was far from sus-

pecting the terrible snare laid for

her—a snare ofwhich the English con.
sul is said to have been cognisant. De-
luded by the caresses and feigned love

of Orlotr, she begged to be " shown
the large and beautiful ships of the

Russian fleet," which was ordered to

prepare for her reception.

On ber arriving at the beach, she

was placed by OrlofT in a handsome
boat, screened by a beautiful awning ;

the second barge conveyed the vice-

admiral and other British officers, who
for many years after were all uncon-
scious of the villany of Orloff'. Music,
huzzas and salutes of artillery wel-

comed the unhappy daughter of the
Empress Elizabeth on board the near-
est ship ; and the moment she stood
upon its deck, she was handcuffed with
heavy irons, and thrust into one of the
lowest cabins. She threw herself at
the feet of Orloff, and implored pity as

his wife ; but was answered by laugh,
ter and mockery, while the anchor was
weighed, and the ship sailed for St.

Petersburg, where she was shut up in

a fortress on the Neva, and never heard

ofagain I

Rumour adds a darker tinge to this

talc of Russian cruelty, by asserting

that, two years afterwards, when the
waters of the Neva rose ten feet by an
inundation, they filled the horrid vault

in which she was confined, and drowned
ber. Her body was then flung into the

stream, and swept by its curreut into

the Gulf of Finland.

But to return. As the wind conti-

nued fair, Greig bore away for Paros,

a beautiful isle of the central Cycludes,

which was the rendezvous of the fleet

under Spiritoff, and where a great

many small vessels, of an entirely new
construction, were prepared for the

purpose of embarking and landing

troops.

Here the Russians had seized and
sold a number of Venetian ships, con-

sequently the senate ordered all their

vessels of war to be prepared to resist

the new armament of Greig, and in

March rigged two shins of 84 guns
each, and two more of 75 ; but theso

ultimately came to blows with the

Turks, and defeated them of! the Isle

of Candia.

On the 10th of March, tidings hav-
ing come to Paros that the 'I urkish

fleet were about to surprise the Russian
garrison at Sc'iros, a 50-gun ship and
lour frigates were despatched to op-

pose the attempt, but signally failed—
for they were all burned or taken but
one. The general head-quarters ofthe

Czarina 8 forces were at the isle of

Paros ; and there, during the spring

* Tooke affirms that Mrs. Greig was not at Leghorn ; but the French authorities affirm

that she >cas, and place this event in 1774.
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of 1774, the Admiral Spiritoff and
Greig anchored their armaments at

Port Naussa, on the northern shore

—

one of the finest harbours in the Ar-
chipelago, and in the channel between
Paros and the bold and lofty coast of
Naxos. Their regular troops occupied
Mamora and Zimbido, while their Al-

banian allies were at Bachia. Greig
and Spiritoff made every effort to refit

the old ships, and prepare them for

hostilities in summer, and when their

cruisers joined them from Patmos and
Tasso ; but before anything of impor-
tance was achieved, the Empress con-

cluded a peace with the Turks—

a

peace, says Frederick the Great, " re-

splendent with glory, by the success

which her arms hud met with against

her enemies during the war and bv
this peace, the treaty of Kutchuk-Kau
nardgi, Catherine stipulated that the

Crimea, which had hitherto been under
the subjection of the Turks, should be,

in all time coining, an independent so-

vereignty under its own Khans, thus
lessening the power of the Porto.

Admiral Greig now returned to Rus-
sia with the fleet, and for many years
devoted himselfentirely to the improve-
ment of the Russian marine, and the
development of the naval resources of
the empire— remodelling its code of
discipline, relaxing its barbarity, civi-

lising and educating its oflieers and
men, by training the marine cadets on
board of two frigates or floating aca-
demies, and thus justly earning for

bimself the honourable and endearing
sobriquet of the Father of the Russian
Navy. For these and other valuable

services the grateful Empress bestowed
upon him the government ofCronstadt,
and a commission as high admiral of
all the Russias, at the same time deco-
rating him with the orders of St. An-
drew, St. George of the second class

;

St. Vladimir, which she instituted on
the 22nd September, 1782 (her twen-
tieth coronation day), and St. Anne
Holstein, which is always the gift of
the Grand Duke. His great assistant

was Mr. Gordon, director-general of
the ship-building, who at one time bad
building, under his own immediate
care, two ships of 100 guns each, three

of 90 guns each, six of 70 guns each,

and ten of 40 guns each— all of which,
for their skilful construction, strength,

swiftness, and beauty of mould, had
never been equalled by any previous

effort of Russian naval architecture.

The admiral's pay was now 7,000
roubles per annum.

In accordance with the custom of
the Russian nobility, who add the
Christian name of their father to their

own, with the termination ovitch, which
signifies the son of, we find the Scottish
admiral signing and designating him.
Keif " Samuel Carlovitch Greig." He
was ever treated with the greatest con-
sideration and honour by the Empress,
who, in the year 1776, paid him
the compliment of a visit— then es-

teemed an unparalleled act of conde-
scension for the crowned head of Rus-
sia, who, among many absurd and
hyperbolical titles, had (and perhaps
still retains) the blasphemous one of
" Chamberlain to Almighty God."
On the I8th of July the Empress,

attended by all the great officers of her
state and household, went in a nia^ni-

fitment barge from Oranienbaum to Ad-
miral Greig's ship, the yards of which
he had manned. As soon as he had
banded her on board, the imperial

standard was hoisted, and the whole
fleet fired a salute, which was responded
to by nine hundred pieces of cannon in

Cronstadt. Dinner was set in Greig's

cabin for the Empress and a hundred
guests, who were the principal officers

of her marine and other departments.

The whole fleet then weighed anchor,
and Catherine, accompanied by the

infamous Orloff, Field- Marshal Count
Galitzin, aud Count Bruce, the adju-
tant on duty, was rowed round in ber

barge along the line amid another salute

of cannon. Before returning to Orani-
enbaum Bhe placed oo Greig's breast the

golden and eight-pointed star of St.

AlexanderNewski, with the red ribbon,

which is worn over the left shoulder.

During the peace, Greig was unre-

mitting in his efforts to draw British

officers into the service, and the num-
ber who offered their swords and ser-

vices to the Czarina soon conduced, by
their skill and talent, to render her
navy for the first time respectable and
formidable in Europe.

Thus it was that, in 1799, in Lord
Duncan's line of battle, August 24th,

at the Texel, we find among the

Russian ships of war, the Ratisvan,

commanded by Captain Greig; and
in September, under the same gallant

admiral, the Scottish captains Scott,

Dunn, Boyle, Maclagan, Ogilvic, and
Rose* commanding the Russian ships

Su Alexander Newski, 74 ; Neptune,
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54 ; Rafaill, 44 ; Revel, 44 ; Minerva,
38 ; and St. Nicholas, 38, embarking
the Russian troops at Revel ; and thus

it was that when Russia, fifteen years

before, projected a new war against

the Turks, in consequence of their in.

terference with the affairs of the inde-

pendent Crimea, the Empress found
ner fleet to consist of upwards of ninety

sail at Cronstadt, Revel, and iu the

Sea of Asopb.
By the 1 1th of October, 1783, Ad-

miral Greig had ready a fleet for the

Mediterranean consisting of twelve

sail of the line— viz., one of 70 guns,

two of 74, three of 70, four of 64, two
of 60, four frigates, a sloop, three

storc.«hips, two liresbips, two boinb-

ketches, and two galleys. The vice-

admiral of this fine armament was his

old brother-officerfwho had shared with

him the glory of that night s desperate

work in the Bay of Chismeh. All

these ship- were in the best condition,

and British officers were judiciously

distributed among them; but the poor
Khan of the Crimea, Sahim Gueray

—

the last of the lineal descendants of
the far-famed Ghengiz Khan— abdi-

cated his power, which he transferred

to the Czarina, and his valuable terri-

tory on the Black Sea was quietly con-

firmed to her by a treaty with the

Saltan in 1784. Since then it has

formed a part of the Russian Empire,
together with part of the Kuban and
all the land between the Boog, the

Dneister, and the Black Sea.

The next scene of Admiral Greig s

active service was against the Swedes,
who became implicated in the dispute

which ensued between the Porte and the

Czarina, agaiii?t whom they rashly de-

clared war. Hostilities ensued; the

Swedish troops advanced into Finland,

and recaptured several towns.

Alexis Count OrlofT, appoiuted to

command the Mediterranean fleet, has

declined that honour, and left the

court," says the Gentleman's Magazine
for April, 1788 ; " and Admiral Greig,

on whom it in course devolved, has

pleaded the necessity of a journey
to his native country, to be excused
from that service.*' The armament
offered Greig by the Empress was on
a magnificent scale; it consisted of
twenty-eight ships of the line, three of

them carrying 100 guns and 800 offi-

cers and seamen each ; six of 90 guns,

with 660 seamen each; four of 80
guns, with 600 seamen each; eleven

of 74 guns, with 500 men each ; two
of 64 guns, with 400 men each; two
hundred and forty-eight sail of frigates,

sloops, and transports, containing eleven

battalions of infantry ; two carracques,
with 1000 ho^e, and seven of marines

;

twenty-five victual and hospital ships,

mounting in all 1 194 pieces of cannon,
and having 28,000 men on board.
But the Admiral does not seem

either to have visited Scotland or sail-

ed with this armament to the Mediter-
ranean, as he assumed command of
the Imperial Baltic fleet, destined to

oppose the Duke of Sudermania, bro-
ther of the King of Sweden, who put
to sea with twenty-one sail, consisting

of the Gu>.tavus, 111, Sophia, Magda-
lena, and Prins Gustaf, of 70 guns
each ; nine 60 gun ships, six 40-gun
frigates, and three smaller vessels.

Count Wachdmeister led the van,
Captain Linderstedt the rear. Sweden
made incredible exertions in this war,
the object of which was to retake Fin-
land ami Carelia; four 40-gun frigates

were fitting out at Gottenberg, and
nine ships of the line at Carlscrona.

The news of these and other arma-
ments filled St. Petersburg with some-
thing very- like consternation ; but
Greig prepared for sea with all the
vessels he could collect, and the ut-

most activity prevailed at Riga, where
Count Brown, a veteran Irish general,
was governor. Greig declared, how-
ever, to the Empress, that if the United
Kingdoms of Ureat Britain engaged
in this war antagonistic to Russia, he
would feel himself under the painful

necessity of resigning his high rank,

and returning to his former position

of lieutenant in the Royal Navy

;

"that he would always exert himself
to the utmost against any other power
who might be in alliance with the

enemy, but that he would never fire a
shot in the face of his native country."
He ordered the calibre of the ship guns
to be altered, directing that all from
24-pounders downwards should be of
less weight with a larger bore.

In May, 1788, while war and pre-

parations were pending, a dispute en-
sued between the Empress and upwards
of sixty British ollicers of her fleet, on
occasion of a rumour being spread
abroad, that she meant to receive into

her service Paul Jones, the celebrated

Scottish renegade. These gentlemen,
nearly all of whom were Scotsmen,
waited on the President of the Admi-
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ralty, and resigned their commissions,
delivering, at the same time, a mani-
festo, «' whereby they not only refused
to serve under, but even with that
officer. Tho French officers who
were paid by the Czarina displayed
the same repugnance to have this fa-

mous privatcersman for a comrade

;

and by this dispute, which, however,
was soon arranged, ten sail of the line

were for a time completely unofficered.
To the satisfaction of Admiral Greig
and bis compatriots, it was arranged,
that "Mr. Jones should never be ap-
pointed to command in that part of
the ocean where they were employed."
In the meantime, a scandalous adven-
ture of the Chevalier Paul with a girl

of loose character, ended his hope of
employment even under Catherine II.

Greig now received from the Em-
peror of Germany a present of 10,000
roubles and a valuable estate in Livonia.
This was just before be sailed from
Cronstadt with the fleet, which con.
sisted of one three-decker, eight 74-
gun ships, eight 66-gun ships, and
seven frigates, to oppose the formidable
force of the Duke of Sudermania, with
whom he fell in between the island of
Schten Seaker and the Bay of Cabo de
Grund.
The Duke of Sudermania states,

that with thirty.one sail he was cruising
in the Narrows of Kalkboden and
Elkhomen in a dense fog, with an
easterly wind when, early on the morn-
ing of the 17th of July, the report of
alarm guns ahead summoned his crews
hurriedly to quarters, and almost be-
fore order of battle could be assumed,
amid the dangers of a lee shore, enve-
loped in the morning mist, the fleet of
the Scoto- Russian Admiral, consisting
then of thirty-three sail, all in close
order, were within gunshot, his van
being close to the Prince's centre.
After considerable manoeuvring, in

which the skill of Greig is praised by
the Prince in his dispatch, they were
within musket-shot by five p.m.", when
the battle began in all its fury,
and sixty-four ships, twenty-nine of
which were sail of the line, engaged in

all the carnage of a yard-arm conflict

;

and so thickly did the smoke of the
Russian fleet settle down upon the
Swedes, " that it was impossible to
make or answer signals," says the
Duke of Sudermania, " or even to dis-

tinguish our own line."

The Duke was in the Charles Gus.

[Aug-

tavus, a three-decker; Greig fought
his own ship, the Kotislaw of 100 guns;
and the operations of the day are thus
detailed by him in his dispatch to the
Empress :

—

" I most humbly beg to inform your Im-
perial Majesty, that on the 17th of Julv,

about noon, we fell in with the Swedish
fleet, consisting of fifteen ships of the line,

carrying from sixty to seventy guns ; eight
large frigates (carrying 24-pounders), which
were brought into the line owing to their

weight of metal ; five smaller frigates, and
three tenders, commanded by the Prince of
Sudermania, with an admirals flag, and
having under his command one vice and two
reur admirals. I immediately signalled to
make sail towards the enemy

; they formed
line and awaited us— our fleet, as it came
up, funned also. The weather was clear,

with a light breeze from the south-east. Wo
bore right down on the enemy's line, and
my flagship, the Rotislaw, engaged the
Swedish admiral about five p.m.

" The engagement was very hot on both
sides, and lasted without intermission till

six. Twice the Swedes attempted to re-
treat, but as it fell quite calm during the
contest, and the ships would not answer
their helms, the two fleets fell into some
contusion, but the fire was kept up on both
tides till dark, and then the Swedes, assisted

by their boats, got to a distance from our
ships. In this action we have taken the
Prince Gustavus, of 70 guns, which carried

the vice-admiral's flag.

"She was defeuded with great bravery
for more than an hour against the Rotislaw,
and we had above 200 men killed and
wounded on board before she struck. On
board of her was the Count Wachdmeister,
A.D.C., General to the King of .Sweden, who
commanded the van of the Swedish fleet,

lie came on board of my ship with an officer

whom I sent to take possession, and deliver-
ed to me his flag and sword. In consider-

ation of his gallant defence, I restored to him
the latter.

" I am sorry to inform your Majesty, that
in the night, and after the battle had ceased,

the Wadislaw dropped astern of our line and
fell among the Swedish fleet, by whom she
was taken, as the darkness of the night and
the thickness of the smoke concealed her
from us. I received notice of this disaster

about midnight from a petty officer, who
WHS dispatched to me before the enemy took
possession. In this engagement several of
your Majesty's ships have received consider-
able damage, and the whole fleet so much in

masts and rigging, that I was not in a con-
dition to pursue the enemy, who, favoured
by the wind, crowded all the sail they could
to reach the coast of Finland, to the east of
Cabo de Grund, and we lost sight of them
steering north-east. This action began be-
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twwn the island of Schten Seaker and the
Hay of Cabo de tirund, the former bearing
S;>£. distant three German miles, and the
Litter NWW. about the same distance, seven
and a half miles east of Ilohlang. I subjoin
a list of the killed and wounded. The
whole fleet are now repairing sails and

"I most say, on this occasion, that I

never a*w & battle maintained with more
spirit and courage on both sides ; and we
hare nothing to boast of but the capture of
the commander of the vanguard, and that
the enemy left us m j>ojsession of the field

of battle. All the Hag officers, and the
greater portion of the captains gave proofs

of the utmost courage and firmness; and
the bravery of the subaltern officers in gene-
ral is entitled to every praise ; but it is with
grief, that I am obliged to declare myself
very much dissatisfied with the conduct of

certain captains, whom I shall be under the

necessity of superseding. This will be done
after a more particular inquiry, the account
of which I shall transmit to your Majesty.
If they had done their duty like good ofn%

opts and faithful subjects, this action would
have be**n more completely decisive, and
have produced consequences equally satisfac-

tory to your Majesty and your glorious em-
pire. I roust not fail, at the same time, to

make a special report of those who, on this

occasion, personally distinguished themselves

by their courage and conduct. (Here follow

the lists.)
M Sam. Cablovitch Grkio.

"H. I. Ship RotiaUw,
"July Iblh, 17SH."

The Duke ?avs that bis fleet was
swept round by the current) and every
ship was thus raked fore and aft by
those of Greig ; that after a lull in the

conflict, it was renewed at 8 p.m., when,
after another, desperate encounter, the

Swedish fleet, with lights at the mast-
heads, bore away for Uelsingfors with

all sail set, leaving the Prins Gustaf,

of seventy guns, lying disabled and
without a flag ; that many of the Rus-
sian ships were severely mauled, but

the Swedes were riddled; for masts,

spars, and even the rudders of some
were knocked to pieces, while most of

them had received perilous shots be-

tween wind and water.

The Wadislaff, which they took,

was a copper-bottomed 74, carrying

32 and 42-pounders, with 738 men.

It was ten at night before the last shot

was fired. The Russians remained

masters of the channel, with all their

colours flying ; but had the officers all

done their duty, the Swedes would

not have escaped so easily, if at aU.

Greig had 6,000 troops on board

;

their presence in close action greatly

increased his list of casualties, for he
had 319 killed and 606 wounded,
whereas the Swedes had only eijrht

ofiicers struck, and the number of sea-

men is not known.
Admiral Greig was soon after rein-

forced by four ships of the line ; but
as the Duke of Sudermania received
six more of 70 guns each, the fleets

remained of nearly equal strength.

Count Wachdniester bad yielded his

sword to Greig, who returned it to

him, saying, " I will never be the man
to deprive so brave and worthy an
officer of his sword-.! beseech you to

receive it."

After making a suitable reply, the
Count sheathed it, and said, "that
neither he nor any other person in

Sweden believed that the Russian fleet

was in so admirable a condition as he
found it."

The Russian seamen had fought
with incredible ardour and bravery

;

when the wadding ran short, many of
them tore off their clothing to clean
and charge home the cannon ; but all

the officers were by no means partners
in their glory ; for Greig found him.
self under the painful necessity of plac*

ing under arrest two captains, two
captain-lieutenants, and thirteen other
officers, all Russians, and sending
them to St. Petersburg in the frigate

La Kergopolte, of 24 guns, charged
with having u abandoned Rear Admi-
ral Bergen, when he was surrounded
by four Swedish ships, and defending
himself against them for two hours
with the greatest bravery, and was
compelled to strike, when his ship, the

Wadislaw was completely shattered."

Sir Samuel Greig added, that he
had repeatedly signalled to those ofii-

cers " to advance and support the com-
mander of their division, but that

either from not understanding the said

signals, or from some other reason,

they remained where they were, and
saw him taken." Concerning their

misconduct, and the battle of the 17th
July, the Empress immediately wrote,

with her own hand, the following cha-

racteristic letter to her gallant Scot-

tish Admiral :

—

"to the most worthy AN1> brave, &c.

44 We should be wanting in that gratitude

anil po!itenew which should ever distinguish

sovereigns, did we not with die utmost speed
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convey to you our approbation of your ex-

emplary conduct ; and the obligations which
we owe you for your intrepid conduct in

your en^a^ement with the Hoot of our enemy,

the Swedish king. To the constant exer-

tion of your abilities, and your ztxil for the

glory of the common cause of ourselves and
the whole Russian empire, may, under God,

be attributed the very signal victory you
have gained \ and we have not the smallest

doubt, but that every part of our dominions,

to which this event shall be transmitted, will

l>ebold it in its proper view. It is with grief

we read the record of those poltroons, who,

unable to catch fire from the spirited exer-

tions of their brother-warriors, have so sig-

nalised themselves in the annals of treason-

able cowardice 1 and to that cowardice the

Swede has to boast that any ship of their

fleet escaped when so encountered.
" It is onr pleasure that the delinquents

mentioned in your despatch be immediately

brought to Cronstadt, to await our further

displeasure. We sincerely wish you, and all

with you, health, and the most signal assist-

ance of the Almighty God, whose aid we
have invoked, and of whose assistance we
cannot doubt in a cause so just

•'Your services will live perpetually in

our remembrance ; and the annala of our

empire most convey your name to posterity

with reverence and with love !

" So saying, we recommei.d you to God's

keeping ever. Done at St. Petersburg, the

28rd of July, in the year of grace, 1788.
,4 CATUKliLNl^.

,,

The punishment of the seventeen

unfortunates was peculiarly Russian in

its barbarity, for thev were placed in

chains, with iron collars around their

necks, and doomed to perpetual slavery

in the hulks at Cronstadt, though many
were cadets of the noblest Muscovite

families.

For nearly a fortnight Greig busied

himself in thoroughly relitting his fleet

;

on the 6th of August he signalled to

weigh anchor at dawn, and on the 7th

arrived off Sveaborg, where he found
four Swedish ships at anchor in the

roads ; but they cut their cables, and,

under a press of sail, retired into

port in confusion. Greig followed

them boldly, and just as his leading

ship came within musket-shot of the

stcrnmost Swede, the latter struck upon
a sunken rock ; her mainmast went by
the board, and alter maintaining a
short cannonade with Admiral Roslui-

now, she struck her colours. Tho
other three escaped into shallow water.

Greig's boats took possession of the

bilged ship, which proved to bo the

UustaYUS Adolphus, of 04 guns, com-

manded by Colonel Christierne, who
was taken prisoner, with 13 officers

and 530 men, after which Greig or.

dered her to be blown up. He next
seized a ship laden with cables, sails,

medicine, &c, for the Swedish fleet.

Meanwhile the Duke of Sudennania
remained a quiet spectator in Svea-

borg, where he was completely blocked

up by Greig, although he had under
his command 1G ships of the line aud
eight frigates.

Till the 9th, Greig remained off

Sveaborg, which is strongly fortified

by nature and art, and then, in tho

hope that the Duke would come out,

as the wind was favourable for his

doing so, he sailed slowly across tho

Gulf of Finland towards the opposite

coast of Ilevel, and on his approaching

the isle of Margen, placed his cruisers

towards the west, so as completely to

cut off the Swedish fleet from all sue.

cour by way of Carlskrona, and to

prevent them forming a junction with

five ships laden with stores, of which
they were in the greatest need.

Here Greig was joined by two 04-

fun ships; and on the 14th of August
e was off Revel in EsthoniA. Mean-

while the Swedish and Russian troops

had many fierce encounters in Finland,

but the former were unsuccessful, and
this expedition ended in defeat and
disaster.

The indefatigable Greig continued to

cruise in the gulf until the month of
October ; and, though suffering from
a severe illness, he completely blocked
up the Swedes in Sveaborg, cut them
off from succour, and saved St. Peters-

burg from alarm.

On the 2nd October, the weather
became exceedingly stormy, and the
Russian fleet were all dispersed. Then
the Duke of Sudennania thought he
might essay something against Greig ;

but, though sick and infirm, the latter

soon collected all his ships, and the

blockade was resumed more strictly

than ever ; but, unhappily, his illness

terminated in a violent fever, and, on
the 26th of that month, the brave
admiral expired, in the fifty-third year
of his age, on board of his flag-ship, .

the Rotislaw, to tho great sorrow of
every officer and seaman in the fleet,

where, by his bravery, justice, genero-
sity, and goodness of heart, te had
indeed won for himself the honourable
title of the Father ofthe Russian Navy.
The tidings of his death were the
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•:?n*l for a general mourning at St.

Petersburg; and, while Admiral Spi-

ritofF assumed the command of the

fleet, the Empress ordered the funeral
of ber favourite officer to be conducted
with a f)orup, solemnity, and magnifi-

cence never before witnessed in Russia.

The funeral took place on the 5th
of December. Some days before it,

the body lav on a state bed in the hall

of the Admiralty, which was hung with
black cloth ; while the doors were fes-

tooned with white crape, and the vast

apartment was lighted by silver lus-

tre*. Under a canopy of crape, the

body was placed on three small arches,

dressed in full uniform, the head being
encircled by a wreath of laurel. At its

foot^stood an urn. adorned with silver

" S. G. Hit. d. 30 Not.. 1735-obit «L 15 Oct.,

J7S8."

The coffin stood on six feet of massy
silver. It was covered with black vel-

vet, lined with white satin ; the handles

and fringes were of pure silver, and
the pillows of blonde lace. On three

tabourettes of crimson and gold lay

hia five orders of knighthood— one of
them, the St. George's Cross, muti-
lated by a shot in the Archipelago—
and around were twelve pedestals, co-

vered with crape and flowers, bearing
twelve gigantic candles. At the head
of the bed hung all his fla<:9 ; and two
staff officers and six marine captains

were constantly beside it until the day
of interment, when Lieutenant the

Baron Vanden Pahlen pronounced a
high eulogy in honour of the brave
deceased.

The cannon of the ramparts and
fleet fired minute-guns during the pro-
cession from the Admiralty to the

Cathedral of St. Catherine, through
streets lined by the troops. The fu-

neral pageant was very magnificent and
impressive.

Swartzcnhoup's dragoons, with
standards lowered ; the grenadiers of
the Empress, with arms reversed ; the
public schools of the capital ; the
clergy of the Greek Church ; General
Lehman, of the marine artillery, and
two marshals bearing Greig's adniiral's-

stafl* and five orders of knighthood ;

eighteen staff officers, and three bear-
ing naval standards, preceded the
body, which was borne on a bier drawn
by six horses, led by six bombardiers,
and attended bytwelve captains ofships,
followed by their coxswains. Then
came General Wrangel, Governor of
the city, with the nobles, citizens, the
manihals with their staves, and a regi-

ment of infantry with arms reversed,

and its band playing one of those grand
dead-marches which are peculiar to

Russia. So, with a band of choristers

preceding it, and amid the tolling of
bells, the remains of Admiral Greig
were conveyed to the Great Cathedral,
and there lowered into their last rest,

ing place, amid three discharges of
cannon and musketry from the ram-
parts, the troops, and the fleet, where;

he was so well beloved and so much
lamented.
Every officer who attended had a

gold ring presented to him by Cathe-
rine II., with the Admiral's name and
the day of his death engraved upon it;

and a magnificent monument has since

been erected to mark the place where
he lies—a man " no less illustrious for

courage and naval skill, than for piety,

benevolence, and every private virtue."

His estate in Livonia is still in pos-
session of his descendants.
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A VASE OF LIUKS.

Who docs not love the Lilies? Other
flowers there are more rich in perfume
and more splendid in colours, and some
there arc as graceful, but none more
stately. Other flowers seem to chal-

lenge our admiration, or to claim our
affections as a right, but there is an air

of calm dignity about lilies. While we
love and admire, we feel that we also

respect them. Other flowers display

themselves in various pleasing atti-

tudes; some meekly bending, some
timidly seeking support, some grace-

fully reclining, like maidens of divers

characters ot loveliness ; but there is

something statue-like in the proudly

erect form of the lily. The name
* % liiium" is derived from the Greek
lirion (Au;i«v), signifying slender and
elegant.

A vase full of lilies is like a casket

of floral gems. There are those large,

pure, spotless pearls, tbe white lilies

and the seed pearls, the little lilies of

the valley, all the various shades of the

topaz, from the yellow day lily to the

deeper tinted water lily, and the still

darker orange; the amethyst and ruby
of the purple and rich red martagon
lilies ; and the emerald diadem of the

Lilies may be styled religious flow,

ers : they were the symbols of purity
and of benediction, wherefore they
were figured on the pillars of Solomon's
Temple and on the great candlestick

(as seen on the Arch of Titus in

Rome) ; thev are used as similes of
beauty in the Canticles; they have
been honoured by being made a vehicle

of instruction by our Lord in his Ser-

mon on the Mount; the Scriptural

name, Susanna, signifies a lily ; and
the cup of the white lily furnished to

the Church the model for the conse-
crated silver chalice.

The pure White Lilt (Ulium can.
didum), though not so magnificent as

many of its sisters, is the most beauti-

ful and the most dear to the feelings.

At night, in the garden, when the rest

of Flora's children are closed, or droop,
cd, or scarcely visible among the gloom,
the spotless lily shines conspicuous, un-
sleeping and dignified. Among the
foliage upon earth, it is like what the
silvery moon is among the clouds in

the sky. We may term it the Moon
of the Garden ; it is pre-eminently
the flower of the night, the flower of
the feelings.

•'crown imperial

THE LILT AT MIGHT.
M. K. M.

"When toilful day hath pass'd, how blithe at night

Is dance and song ; then buuian hearts grow light,

Forgetting care in leisure's joyous hour

;

Forgetting then to shed

One tear-drop o'er the dead

—

The dead ! who thinks of them in pleasure's bower ?

O mother Nature ! thou more faithful art

Than pleasure's vot'ries ; thou the mourner's part

Dost nightly for the buried ones fulfil—

•

Casting bright hues away,
And donning black array.

Thou wand'reat forth in tears and silence still.

Amid the churchyard graves thy footsteps pass,

Thy tears of dew fall thickly on tbe grass

;

Thou glidest weeping o'er tbe heathy steep

—

Weeping amid the fair

Flowers of the trim parterre

—

Weeping 'mid sombre woods and valleys deep.

Gay flowers shrink from thy sorrow
;
closely roll'd

Hound them they draw their mantle's silken fold,

Or hang th' averted head but one, tbe pale,

Pensive, and pure, and meek,
With pious care doth seek

To gather those bright drops that gem thy veil.
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See ! the White Lily gracefully holds up,

Like chalice consecrate, her silver cup
To catch the balmy dews. Well doth she know-

How precious and how dear

Is pious mourner's tear

That faithful to the unforgotten flows.

Flower that doth show such tenderness! with thee,

Her friend, weeps mother Nature lovingly,

And whispers to thy lisfning ear her sighs;

Thy hue, so clearly bright,

Serms like a moony light

That shines as though to cheer her humid eyes.

Erect and fair she sees thee 'mid the gloom,

Like Parian statue plac'd upon a tomb,

But sculptur'd marble hath not charms like thine

;

Thou art a form of life,

With living beauties rife,

And filled with fragrance like a breath divine.

As the emblem of purity, the white
Ely was dedicated to the Virgin Mary,
in whoae hand it is often placed by
painters. It is also frequently repre-

sented in pictures of St. Dominic, on
account of his zealous devotion for the
Virgin.

As the flower of the Virgin, the
white lily has been made more than
once the badge of an order of Spanish
knighthood. Garcias VI., King of
Kavarre, was lying dangerously ill at

Najara," his native city. At the time
"when he appeared to be at his utmost
extremity, a miraculous lily was said
to be found growing near the city, in

the flower of which appeared, as if is-

luing from the calix, an exact repre-

sentation of the Virgin Mary with the
Infant Saviour. Irom the time of
this discovery, Garcia began to recover;

and in gratitude to the Virgin, whose
interposition in his favour he believed

to be evidenced by the supernatural
flower, he founded, for the reception

of the latter, near the spot where it

was seen, a monastery for monks of
the order of Clugnv, and a church
called St. Maria Neale de Najara,
where miracles were said to be wrought
by the lily, in whose further honour he
instituted, in 1048, the " Order of the
Lily," consisting of thirty-eight knights

of the noblest blood of Navarre, Bis-

cay, and Old Castile, who were bound
by their vows to peril to tho utmost

life and possessions in warring against

the Moors. The medallion of the
order was an oval, bearing a lily of
gold and white enamel, springing from
a green stalk, and having on the head of
the flower the initial of Mary in the
Gothic character (like the Greek phi,

f, but that the middle stroke is not
prolonged), and the letter itself sur-

mounted by a regal crown. The chain
was in two rows of gold, linked to-

gether by Gothic M's.

We are strongly of opinion that
King Garcia planned the discovery of
this miraculous lily, and the subse-
quent institution of the order, to divert

tne minds of his subjects from the me-
mory of a revolting stain on his cha-
racter by his conduct in former years
towards his mother. His father, Don
Garcia the Great, when going on a
military expedition, recommended es-

pecially to the attention of his Queen,
Elvira of Castile, a noble horse of sin-

gular value ; for in those days the
most highly prized possessions of the
Spaniards were their arms and their

horses. After the departure of the
King, Garcia, his eldest son (then In-
fante, and afterwards Garcia VI.)
begged of his mother to give him the
valuable animal, a request with which,
in her indulgence, she was inclined to

comply but for the advice ofDon Pedro
Sesse, a knight of illustrious birth, who
filled the office ofmasterofthe horse, who

• Najara, or Najera, lies on the boundaries between Old Castille and Navarre, at the foot

of a bill, and on the banks of the river Nagarilla. It was the ancient Triburitium, from
whose ruins it is said to have been built by Uoncalo Gustos, mentioned in the 14 Dinner of

Herbs," Dublut Ukxvkb&itt. Magazlnk for July, 1863. It belongs to tho Manriques de
Lira.
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recalled to her mind the special charge

her husband had given her respecting

his favourite steed. The young Prince,

enraged at his disappointment, and in.

dignant that the representations of
Don Pedro should have more weight

with the Queen than his own solicita-

tions, determined on a base, malig-

nant, and unnatural revenge. lie

accused his mother, a lady of known
virtue and discretion, of a criminal in-

trigue with Don Pedro Sesse ; and in

order to support his allegations, he in-

duced his next brother, Don Ferdinand,

to join bim in the accusation, persuad-

ing him that it was well founded.

The King was overwhelmed with sur-

prise and griefwhen the charge against

nis wife was conveyed to his cars, and
he hastened home to investigate it.

On one hand the long-proved excel-

lence of the Queen prompted him to

disbelieve it ; on the other, he could

not suppose that his eldest son, the

heir of nis crown, would call in ques-

tion the honour of his own mother
without the strongest evidence. He
interrogated his son Ferdinand, and
the evasive answers of that young
prince turned the scale of doubt against

the unfortunate Elvira. A council of
nobles was called to deliberate on the

cose ; and a decree was promulgated,

that unless some knight would under-

take to maintain the Queen's honour
by force of arms in the lists, she should

be burned to death at the stake— a
cruel fate, but doubly cruel when pre-

pared lor her by her own relentless off-

spring.

King Garcia the Great had, by a
Navarrcse lady of rank, a natural son,

named Don Kamiro, who, compassion-

ating the miserable Queen, and detest-

ing the savage obduracy of her sons,

came forward as her champion, and de-

fied the Infante Garcia to mortal com-
bat in her cause. The King was in a
state of the most painful perplexity :

let the combat unto death between his

sons end how it would, his heart would
be rent by the loss of whichever fell.

In his anguish, he remembered a man
of holy office and character (whose
name we have not found recorded, but
there is reason to believe ho was a
Clugniac monk), and applied to him
for assistance. The pious recluse un-

dertook the task of conferring with the

young princes, on whom he urged
with moving eloquence the unnatural

wickedness of their behaviour to their

mother, arguing, that even were she
guilty, it was the part of children only
to weep and pray over the frailties of
their parents, and to draw an impene-
trable veil between them and the eyes
of all, save their Creator. He remind-
ed them of their mother's care and
love, and at length awakened their

dormant filial feelings. Ferdinand re-

lented, Garcia gave way ; and throw-
ing themselves at the feet of their

tat her, they confessed their own sin,

and declared their mother's innocence.

Don Garcia could scarcely be pre-

vailed on to pardon them ; the Queen,
however, with genuine maternal ten-

derness, granted them forgiveness, but
required, as the punishment of Garcia'a

criminal plot, that he should be de-

prived of part of bis inheritance ; that

Arragon (then attached to Navarre)
should be given as a kingdom to Don
Ramiro, who had shown for her the
affection and loyalty of a true son

;

and that Ferdinand should succeed to

Castille, which otherwise would have
fallen to Garcia at his lather's death,

in right of his mother. As soon as

peace was restored to the royal family

of Navarre, the young Garcia set out
for Rome, to visit the Holy Places, as

a pilgrimage after his transgression.

During his absence his father died,

and he succeeded to his crown, but de-
spoiled of some of its jewels. In after

years he sought to hide his shame
under the flowers and leaves of the
miraculous lily.

Don Ferdinand, surnamed the Just,

the Infante of Castile (son of John I.

of Castile), raised to the throne of
Arragon curly in the fifteenth century,

to succeed his maternal uncle, Don
Martin, founded the Order of the Jar
of Lilies, in honour of the Virgin Mary,
and in memory of his having, in 1412,
taken the city of Antequera, in Anda-
lusia, from the Moors, who lost 15,000
of their best soldiers. The medallion
of the Order was charged with a vase
or iar of two handles, filled with lilies,

and ornamented with griffins. ThisVase
of Lilies was the armorial ensign of An-
tequera ; and is frequently blazoned
in the churches in Spain as the Arms
of the Virgin.

Don .Ferdinand, the hero of Ante-
3uera, and the founder of the Order of
ic Lily of Arragon, was of a character

far superior to that of Dou Garcia, in-

stitutor of the Order of the Lily of
Navarre.
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With the lily of Spanish knighthood
w* will associate a Spanish romance of
chivalry :

—

NT AT
MANCE. *

— A RO-

T«*»«.ATEO r«OM TR* SPAXISH OF THE M RO-

- Et ml I « rnrUnd* bell*

Drl critftlllna

Alumbrarfr. si

Almar,

I.

Br.ght aj taring of lucid pearl

The stream in sunshine lay

;

Unclouded smiled on sea and shore

The warm meridian ray.

Tin.

Avftloa§ Chief a murrey scarf

Mingled with green did show,
To symbolise the braise itnf

By disappointment's blow.

zx.

Baxnn bore mirrors sparkling o'er

A robe of azure dye

;

His motto ran—" Mirror and Snn
Of Love and Jealousy."

z.

Selvaje'sl) crest was fading leaves
;

Of blighted hopes they told ;

The lady whom he served had
Too thankless and too cold.

n.
And Tunis' streets were gladsome then

;

in balconies above
The evii of Eastern beauties shot

like darts of love.

Aliator, chafd by
.

(Though poor, of lineage proud),

Appeared in linen mantle clad

That wrapp'd him like a shroud

:

in.
Gallants to tilt the ring were met

;

They rein'd their steeds with
Before the stately Alfaquff
Of old and royal race.

XXI.

The motto—" He that, poor in gold,

Wealth but in blood can boast,

Shroud-like should wear bisJourneys dress,

His glory 's but a ghost."

IV.

On steed in red and yellow (light,

Greeted by trump and drum,
Did Cokce* Lord, with sprightly air,

The brave Lindaro come.

Bravonel^f chose a surcoat green,

Of hopes and leaves the hue

;

Hopes frail as leaves by wild winds swept
i they grew.

v.

Mid Spam's Monaco bands he rode,

The Challenger to be,

For joy Granada's valiant King
Hid gain'd a victory.

XIV.
A silver F he bore, to tell

That, soothing pain and dole,

Bright faith suatain'd and cheer'd him still

;

His motto— " Firm and sole."

VI.

The tOter* made the plain full rich,

So gorgeous was their garb

;

Clear amber, gold, and gemsbedeck'd
The rider and his barb.

VTI.

With ensigns white and black adorn'd,

Ayala'sj wealthy beir

To mark his lover-hope turned pale,

xv.
The poppy's glowing colour flam'd

On the two Zayde's vests,

And countless emeralds' sheen illum'd
Their caps and haughty

XVI.

A sable Cupid their device,

Who golden arrows bore

;

The motto—" Though be offers gold,

To black coal turns the ore,"

* The original is without rhymes, having only the assonance of vowels,
t A dignitary among the Moors.

t Ayaia, a town in Spain, which has been erected into an earldom (for a branch of the
se of Toledo) by Philip III.

$ The Avalos, Moors of Ronda, in Andalusia.

I He was a Moot of the Zegria, who from love of a lady of the hostile family of Abenesr-
ragei, retired for a long period to a cave, whence he called himself Selvaje, or Salvage, the
lavage.

1 Bravocel, a Moor, named from Bravo (brave); he is often mentioned in the SpaaLh
He was of Saragosaa, and his lady-love was Guadalara.
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xvn.

The rainbow groups passed to the Hats;

Prizes and ring within

Were bung ; the judges gave the sign ;

The hautboys call'd,
44 Begin."

XVIII.

can 'gainst Spain's Rindaro rode;

The Moor the first prize won ;

He gave it to his i

Centura's loving

But from the Moor Ayala's bdr
Took the next prize, and gave

The jewel to the fair Ingrate

That did his heart enslave.

xx.

Celina, she whom Bsxan lov'd,

Griev'd at the victor*s pride

:

14 Ayala ! thou hast pierced my soul
!"

Ayala I" Echo sighed.

XXI.

Poor Aliator then the ring

From Moslem Chief did take.

Well matched in skill the Zades play'd

:

A lance Selvaje brake,

XXII.

Bravonel spurred his palfrey good,

But ill his fortune sped :

He turned him from the lists, and thus

With eyes o'erflowiog said:

xxni.
" Contemn'd by her I fain would serve,

No marvel that I flee

:

For cruel as the panther's self,

, As obstinate is she,

XXIV.
14 The sad no festival beseems

:

My faith did me deceive

;

Too like the forest's denizen

Is she for whom I grieve."

xxv.

New skill, new feats were duly tried

;

With all Rindaro strove

;

And prizes rich good Lances won,

And Moorish ladies' love.

XXVI.

Night stopp'd the sports; light javelins fell

All shivered to the earth.

Where is the feast that hath no end,

Nor cross amid its mirth?

According to O'Halloran (" Antho-

logia Hibernica," vol. i.), the armorial

bearing of the ancient Kings of Meath
was, on a field sable a king enthroned

in majesty, holding in his hand a lily.

The arms of the town of Wiesba-
den, in Nassau, are three silver lilies,

on a blue ground, said to have been
granted by Charlemagne.

Mild and peaceful as is the lily, its

name has been given to an implement
of war. Stakes clustered together, and
half buried in the earth in a ditch (to

keep off or injure cavalry), were called

lilia, from a fancied resemblance to

the stamens of the lily in the midst of
the flower.

Formerly the white lily was esteemed
an antidote to poison, and distilled or
in decoction as a febrifuge ; its scaly

root is still highly recommended by
herbalists, as a beneficial application

(sometimes boiled, sometimes chopped)
to bruises, wounds, &c.
The Greeks made from the lily a

perfume called susinon ; but they did
not wear it in garlands at banquets so

much as other flowers, believing that
its odour affected the head, and made
it heavy ; therefore they preferred, in

their festal wreaths, the scentless yel-

low day-lily (hemerocallisJiava).

Anacreon has taken an uncommon
and fanciful similitude from lilies (so

generally the attributes of youthful
female beauty), comparing them to

the white hairs of his old age, and ar-

guing for their meet association with
the rosy charms of the young and lovely

maiden whom he addresses. Not hav-
ing Moore's " Anacreon'* at hand, we
must request the reader to receive, in-

stead of Moore's, our own translation

of the ode in question :—

ODE.

FROM THE GREEK OJ ANACRXON.

Mi) m« $vyg«, optKra

O, fly me not 1 though Age has

HU hoary winter o'er my head

;

O, fly me not ! though vernal flower

Of youth adorns thy beauty's power
j

But see, how sweet in wreaths unite

The blushing rose and lily white.

When the ancients personified beau-
ty, they represented her crowned with

white lilies and violets, as emblems of
purity and modesty.

The lily was the flower of Juno,
by whom it was fabled to have been
created; and the Venus Urania, or

the heavenly Venus (as distinguished

from the less pure goddess of love and
beauty) was represented surrounded

by a glory, having her head veiled with
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clouds, and holding in one hand a globe

and compass, and in the other a white

lily. This flower was also an attri-

bute of Hope, who was depicted as a
lovely nymph, in an Etruscan robe of

thin tissue, holding the lity in one
hand, and with the other raising her

train, that it should not impede her

movements ; for Hope was always re-

E
resented as walking forwards. The
ly that the painter associates with

Hope is tbe cheerful sun-born blossom

of the present ; but it sometimes

changes (when the present becomes
the past) into the pensive night-blow-

ing flower, wet with the dewy tears of
disappointment and mourning.
Though the white lily was adopted

by the I* rench (under their kings) as a
national emblem, and was used at the

temporary restoration ofthe Bourbons,
in allusion to them, yet it was not ori-

ginally the real fleur-de-lis ; that was
(according to French herald?) the com-
mon yellow Flao Flower of the marsh
(iris pseudacorus). Favine says, in his

•'Theatre of Honour and Knighthood,"

that the arms of Pharamond, founder of

the French monarchy, about 4*20, were

a golden fleur-de-lis, on an azure field,

the yellow roarsh-Iily, or flag flower,

signifying the ancient origin of the

French from the fens of Westphalia

and the swampy nooks of tbe Rhine.

It is, however, admitted that it is un-

certain whether tbe figure seen on an-

cient sculpture, ornament*, blazonry,

&c, as the national emblem of France,

was a fleur-de-lis, a spear- head, or a
cluster of bees ; for all these supposi-

tions had their partisans. Napoleon
tbe First adopted the bees, of course,

rather than continue the fleur-de-lis of

the kings.

In the olden time French heralds

and divines agreed that it was just and
reasonable, nay Scriptural, that the

Salic law should be in force, excluding

females from the sovereignty in France,

because, as that was the kingdom of

the lilies, and as our Lord had said that

the lilies toil not, neither do they spin,

the royal Gallic lilies could not sloop

to the distaff, but must pass, as a male

heritage, " from lance to lance." To
fall to the distaff" (tomber en que-

nouille), is the French phrase, when
an inheritance passes to the female

line ; and the lozenge shape of an
heiress's shield was originally inteud-

ed to represent a distaff.

The fleur-de-lis in armorial bearings

is represented as having one largo leaf

between two smaller, which, says Fa-
vine, is allegorical, denoting the Ca-
tholic faith— the large leaf, between
justice and nobility ; the smaller leaves,

the two estates of France, under the

old regime.

Louis VII. (first husband of Elea-

nor of Aquitaine, queen of our Henrv
II.) adopted the purple fleur-de-lis

(iris snsiana) as his cognisance at

the first crusade, on account of the

resemblance between the words lis

and Louis, as though the flower were

Jleur.de-Louis or delys, as it was then

written. He was the first king of
France who used a signet or couuter-

seal, marked with the fleur-de-lis.

The first French coin that bore the

fleur-de-lis was the crown-piece of Phi-
lip VI. (He Valois), struck about
1336. It represented Philip seated on
a throne, holding in his right hand a
sword, and in his left a shield sprinkled

with the flowers.

The French have claimed the in-

vention of the compass, and point in

evidence to the circumstance of the

north being marked by a fleur-de-

lis. The compass certainly was not
unknown (though not of common use)

in France in the thirteenth century,

before the time of the reputed disco-

verer, Flavio Gioia, of Araalfi, near
Naples, in the fourteenth century ; but
Gioia at least made important im-
provements in it. The mark, how-
ever, was not originally a national sig.

nature. The flower was considered

in the East a type of blessing ; and
was therefore very commonly added as

a finish to the points of crosses, form-
ing what is called in heraldry, a "cross
fleury," or flowered cross. On the

compass the fleur-de-lis was, most pro.

bably, intended as denoting the invo-

cation of a blessing on that useful in-

strument.

From religious induction it is still

customary among the peasants in the

South of Ireland, to strew the floors

and thresholds of their dwellings, on
St. John the Baptist's day, with the

flowers and leaves of tbe yellow flag.

This marsh- flower was dedicated to

St. Nicomede, who, in the persecu-

tion under Diocletian, was beaten to

death with clubs at Rome, for having
buried the exposed corpses of mar-
tyrs. His day is the 5th of September.

His tomb is said to be on the road from
Rome to Nomenti.
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In heraldry, the fleur-de-lis is a
bearing of great dignity. It is an
emblem of wisdom, fidelity, and cou-
rage, and is assigned as a difference to
the sixth son of a House, to remind him
of his duty to his country, and his
loyalty to his sovereign.

Among the classical ancients, the
purple flag was the symbol of elo-

quence ; and from its blended hues of
shaded purple, white and yellow, was
dedicated to Iris of the rainbow-scarf,
the ambassadress of Juno. The river
gods were crowned with the yellow
water flags.

The fleur-de-lis, with its sword-
shaped leaves, and its flower like the
head of an ancient spear, has a martial
look. We will place beside it a few
stanzas in accordance with it

ter:_
PRAT FOB THEM.

X. B. M.

Pray for them who draw the glaive
As befits the free and brare,

Bat to right the wrong'd, and save

From oppressor's sway.
Pray fur them who onward tread

Where St. George's banner spread
Leads them on to slaughter red

;

Think of them and pray !

Pray for them who on the Main
Cope with angry Giants twain,

Wur and Storm, and all the train

Of perils these display.

Pray for them in fevcr'd camp,
Where, 'mid fugs of reeking swamp,
Feebly gleams life's waning lamp

;

Think of them and pray !

Pray for them on whom shall beat

Fiery rain and iron sleet,

When like full-charged clouds shall meet
Foes in stern array.

Think of cannon's thunder- crash,
Of the sabre's lightning Hash,

Of the lance's deadly gash

;

Think of these and pray

!

Think of pangs the flesh must foul

(Spite the soul'a heroic zeal),

When it meets the home thrust steel

In the fierce affray.

Truehearts piere'd, bright eyes grown dim;
Noble form and stalwart limb
Mangled all, distort and grim :

Think of these, and pray

!

Pray for those at home who dwell
Sadly on the last farewell

Breath'd by one whose funeral knell

May be toll'd— to-day !

Toll'd ? Ah, no ! a trumpet note.

And a sharp and ringing shot

—

> the knell of that wild spot

Where none can kneel to pray.

Pray for those at home, who
On the death -list glance of haste,

While the heart that beats so fast

Doth its dread betray.

Does one name there catch the eye ?
( )h, the shrill despairing cry
Of that utter agonv !

Think of this, and pray!

Te whose hearts arc not of stone,

Ye that human feelings own.
Now let human lore be shown,

E'en as best it may

:

Give your prayers! for prayer has worth
In the saddest hour on earth

;

For the armed hosts gone forth

For their lov'd ones, pray

!

The Lilt of Jerusalem (amaryUis
lutea) is thought by Sir J. Smith to be
the lily mentioned by our Lord in his
Sermon on the Mount. It is abun-
dant in the fields of Palestine; and
has long, dark-green, satin-like leaves,
of a colour and texture uncommon in
the leaves of bulbs, with gold-coloured
flowers resembling in form those of the
crocus. In Palestine it is an early
autumnal, but in our gardens it is

later in blooming.
The honour of being the lily of our

Lord is, however, adjudged by many
botanists to the Chalcedonian Lilt,
formerly called the Scarlet Masta-
oon (lilium Chulcedonium), a flower
of common occurrence in the East,
Jts gorgeous hue is more appropriate
thun that of the yellow Syrian lily to
a comparison with the royal roses of
Solomon—" Consider the lilies of the
field, how they grow; they toil not,
neither do they spin : And yet I sav
unto you that even Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like one of
these.*'

With the lily of the Gospel, from
which, as from a text, trust in the
Creator was inculcated, we will asso-
ciate a strain of confidence and

BEYOND THE RIVER.

*. K. M.

I.

Time is a river, deep and wide

;

And while along its banks we stray,

We see our lov'd ones o'er its tide

Sail from our sight away—away.
Where are they sped—they who return

No more to glad our longing eyes ?

They've pass'd from life's contracted bourn
To land unseen, unknown, that lies
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11.

TU hid from view ; but we mav guess
Uow beantiful that realm must be

;

For gleaming* of its loveliness,

In visions granted, oft we see.

The very clouds that o'er it throw
Their veil, unrais'd for mortal sight,

With gold and purple tintings glow,

Reflected from the glorious light

Beyond the river.

m.
And gentle air«, so rvveet, so calm,

Steal sometimes from that viewless

sphere

;

Tli« mourner feels their breath of balm,
And sootbe'd sorrow dries the tear.

And sometimes list'ningear may gain
Entrancing sound that hither floats;

The echo of a distant strain.

Of harps' and voices' blended note*,

Beyond the river.

rv.

Vitre axe our lov'd ones in their rest

;

They've cross'd Time's River—now no
more

TVy hef<l the bubbles on its breast,

Nor feel the storms that sweep its shore

But tkert pure lore can live, can last

—

Tbey look for im their home to share
;

When we in turn away have pass'd,

What joyful greetings wait us Mere,

Beyond the river.

The Cboww Imperial (fritillariu

imperialis) was introduced in 1576 from
the East into the garden of the Em-
peror Rodolph II., at Vienna ; hence
it obtained its popular name. It is

supposed to be the lily mentioned in

the Song of Solomon, verse 13, when
the Spouse says of the Beloved—
" His lips are like lilies, dropping
Bwoet-smelling myrrh ; " for it fre-

quently exhibits a clear, dew-like drop
at the bottom of each ruddy petal.

In floral hagiology it has been dedi-
cated (for what reason we do not re-

collect) to Edward, King of the West
Saxons, murdered at Corse Castle by
the treachery of his stepmother, El.
frida, to procure the crown for her
own son. His life had been one of
{Treat innocence, und miraculous cures

were supposed to have been effected

at the lowly grave at Wareham, in

which he had been laid with little ce-

remony by Elfrida's order. On this

accouut he wa.s canonised by the style

of St. Edward tbe Martyr ; and bis

Minster" i^aLTTbree gears' afteHui

assassination. The translat ion is com-
memorated on the 20th of June.

'I he lovely and modest Lilt of the
Vallet (convalltirin rnaiaHs) cannot
be the " Lily of the Valley " mentioned
by Solomon in his Song, for it is not a
native of Palestiue

; and, in fact, will

not flourish in hot countries. It loves
shade and coolness, and is said to be
common in the Western parts of Nor-
way. Solomon's " Lily of the Valley

"

is apparently the same flower as the
"Lily of the Field," in our Lords
Sermon, of which we have before
gpoken.

The distilled spirit of our lily of the
valley is said by Culpepper, the old
herbalist, to strengthen the brain and
recruit a weakened memory, as well as
" to comfort the heart and vital spi-

rits," and to possess sundry other
virtues. Tbe roots and leaves are of
a medicinal bitterness ; the flowers are
narcotic, and, when dried and pow-
dered, induce sneezing.

Besides « Lily of the Valley," it

bears the pretty names of Lily Con-
stancy and May Lily, by which appel-
lation it is known in Germany, where
its flowers are made into a kind of
wine, and where it is used in spring
among rural brides as a wedding gar-
land, for which it seems peculiarly

adapted, looking in the screen of its

large leaf like a gentle bride hidden
within her veil. Wherefore let us
translate for it an appropriate German
poem:

—

THE FAREWELL TO A BRIDE ON HER
WEDDINO DAT.

from Tux osbmab or pbbd. w. ootvbk.

" Nene Bande, n«u« Fmiden
Mftcben Trtuiiuni dtr «ur PSIchf

New-made ties now bid thee leave us

;

New-sprung hopes now crown thy lot

;

Shed no farewell tears to grieve us,

But forget—forget us not

!

We shall miss thee long when parted

;

But 'twill soothe regrets to rest

That we know thee happy-hearted.
In tho home that love hath blest.

Fondly think at evening's leisure

On our past together spent

;

Each light dance, each simple pleasure,

All our quiet merriment.

'Mid our groups thine image dwelleth

Still, with mild and cheerful mien,
That a guileless spirit telleth,

Loving, trustful, and serene.
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Hopeful go, through life prozrestong,

All to speak thee blUs combine
;

Take with thee our earnest blessing

—

Leave behind, to cheer us thine.

New-made tie* hare bid thee leave ua,

New-born hopes have crown'd thy lot

;

Shed no parting tear to grieve ua,

But forget—forget us not.

The Bella Donna Lily (anwryllis

bellti donna) is a native of the West
Indies, and was brought from Portugal
to England about 1712. It is a great

favourite in Florence, where it is sold

in great quantities in the market. The
partiality seems to arise from some re-

semblance between this pinkish- purple

or purplish- pink flower (for we have
seen both shades) and the armorial lily

of Florence, which was a red fleur-de-

lis, doubly flowered, on a silver ground.
The arms were granted byCharlemagne.
The Mexican Lilt (amnryllis re-

gime) is of a bright-red copper colour,

but the bottom of the flower a whitish

green. It is a hot-house plant, and
was formerly called Queens Lily, be-
cause it is in full bloom on I st March,
which was Queen Anne's birthday.

The Orange Lily (lilium bulbife-

rum), which is a native of Austria,

has become an historical and political

flower associated with the House of
Orange, from the circumstance of its

hue being the same as the colour used
in liveries, uniforms, &c, by that fa-

mily, which has numbered among its

scions many gallant soldiers, and can
boast of a long descent. The cradle

of the race, Orange (the ancient Arau-
sia, corrupted into Auransio and
Orange), in the ci-devant province of
Provence, and now in the department
of Vaucluse, possesses more Roman
relics than most French towns; and
among them, a noble triumphal arch,

part of a theatre, and the remains of
an aqueduct, Its fine amphitheatre
was pulled down, piece by piece, to

build houses with the materials. In
the time of Charlemagne (9th cen-
tury), Orange had a celebrated Count,
named William of the Cornet (or

Hunting-Horn), from his love of the

chase. His hunting-horn is borne on
the arms of Orange.

Louis de Chalon, Prince of Orange,
in the 15th century, was a renowned
warrior. He sided with Louis the Dau-
phin (afterwards Louis XI. of France)
and the Duke of Burgundy, against
Charles VIL

Philibert de Chalon, Prince of
Orange, and great-grandson of Louis,
commanded the Imperialists, for the
Emperor Charles V., at the famous
siege and sack of Rome, 1527, after

the fall of the celebrated Constable de
Bourbon ; he forced the suburbs, and
then took the sacred city itself. Ho
was killed at the siege of Florence,

1530, and, dying unmarried, left as his

heir Rene, of Nassau-Orange, who
took part with the Emperor Charlea
V., in his quarrels with Francis I. of
France, and died of wounds received at
the siege of St. Dizier, in Champagne,
1544, leaving as his heir William,
of Nassau and Orange, that celebrated
prince, who made so conspicuous a
figure as the champion of Dutch li-

berty, in the 16th century. He was
brought up a Lutheran, but at a very
early age conformed to the Church of
Rome, and enjoyed the peculiar favour
and confidence of the Emperor Charlea
V., who, at his abdication, leaned
on the shoulder of William, then but
twenty-three years old, and intrusted

him with the mission of conveying the
imperial crown to his brother and suc-
cessor Ferdinand. William of Orange
subsequently embraced Calvinism

;

withstood the tyranny of Philip II. of
Spain, in the Netherlands; defeated
the Spaniards, under their savage Duke
of Alva ; founded the civil and reli-

gious liberty of Holland, and was made
stadtholder by the States-general, but
paid the price of his life for his ex-

Eloits. In his own bouse he was shot

y Jauregui, an emissary of Spain,
in 1582 ; but the almost mortal wound

cured by the most unwearying
care, and the utmost exertion of sur-

gical skill (under Providence), yet in
two years afterwards he was assassina-

ted at Delft, by a pistol shot, fired at
him by another Spanish agent, named
Balthazar Gerard.
An original portrait of the Princess

Mary of Nassau-Orange, his daughter,
is at Dromana (county Waterford),
the seat of Lord Stuart de Decies. It
is on panel, and painted by Zucchero.
She is represented in a black velvet

dress, embroidered with gold ; the body
tight, the sleeves full ; a large Elizabe-
than ruff of lace round her neck; a me-
dallion necklace of gems, with a very
large centre-medallion pendant ; her
dark-brown hair is turned back, and
rolled round the face, in a style resem-
bling the present fashion called a Vim.
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peratrice ; her bead-dress, resembling

a Mark- Stuart cap, is of some kind of

p U tissue. Her eyes are dark, her

r,o?c coarse-looking, and thick at the

en.), like what the scientific in nasal

futures call a cogitation nose; lips

th ; n and compressed ; chin rather

pretty ; a clever- looking but not hand-
some f;icc ; the hard lines about the

mou'h indicate that the lady was about
fifty when the portrait was painted.

The Dutch inscription on the back of

the picture mentions that she died in

Puma, in 1616.

Mary, daughter of William, mar-
ried, in 1595, the Count of Hohenlohe-
Langenburg, an ancestor of the prince

of that title, married to the Princess

Feodore, half-sister of Queen Victoria,

This princess was grand-aunt of our
King William III. (who was grandson
of her stepbrother Henry Frederick).

Maurice, William's second surviving

•on, by his second wife, Anne, daugh-
ter of Maurice, Elector of Saxony, was
made stadiholdcr on his father's death,

though but eighteen. He was a con-

summate soldier, and extended the

glorv and success of Holland; and
Spain was tardily compelled to recog-

nise its independence. But his pri-

vate character was selfish, violent, and
cruel ; and the Dutch, seeing through

bis views ofobtaining sovereign power,

changed their admiration of his mili-

tary ahilities into personal hatred. He
died \625.

His brother Henry Frederic (son of

William, by Louise de Coligney, his

last wife) succeeded as stadt holder,

and equalled his predecessors in mili-

tary skill and bravery. He died 1647*

leaving a son, William, who married

Mary of England, daughter of Charles

L, and died of small-pox, at the age
of twenty. four. His posthumous son,

born t ight days after the death of his

father, is known to fame as William
III. of England.

Notwithstanding the obligations of
the Netherlands to the House of
Orange, the Dutch were often in-

censed at the attempts of the princes

to change the republic into an heredi-

tary dominion (they hated Maurice on
that account, and had a severe struggle

with William III. in his youth). On
these occasions the republicans used to

wreak their vengeance on the orange
lilies, which they plucked up and de-

stroyed wherever they could. On the

other band, the partisans of the princes
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cherished those flowery and adopted
them as badges.

The most magnificently-beautiful of
lilies is the GrKnssEV Lily (amarylHs
sarnieii*is). In its prime, its bloom
looks like a gold tissue on a rosc-co-

loured ground ; in the sunshine, it

seems as if studded with diamonds ;

and seen by candlelight, it appears as

ifsprinkled over with gold dust. When
the petals begin to wither, they change
to a deep crimson hue. A vessel from
Japan, having a quantity of the bulbs

of this flower on board, was wrecked
on the coast of Guernsey, in the seven-

teenth century ; the bulbs cast ashoro

grew, found the soil favourable, flou-

rished, and attracted attention. Somo
specimens were brought to the neigh-

bourhood of London, and cultivated

about 1659; but the lily was known
in France somewhat earlier.

A competitor in gorgeous beauty
with this flower is a compatriot,

brought some few years back from Ja-
pan to Antwerp by Dr. Siebold— the

Lilium Specioscm. Lindley speaks
of its petals as being of a clear, deep
rose colour, rugged with rubies and
garnets, and sparkling with crystal

points, like a specimen of the most
costly and exquisite jewellery.

There is a recently-discovered lily

which, though less splendid than those

last named, is more interesting, from
the peculiarity of its formation. It is

said to be found on the Isthmus of
Panama, but only on one part, near

Panama, It is called by the Spanish
name of the Espirito Santo lily, and
sometimes the Paradise flower; and is

described as having a bulb root, long

oval leaves, and a stem four feet lon».

The outer part of the flower, which is

the size of a pigeon's egg, is formed
like a curiously-shaped vase, on raising

the lid of which a perfect and beauti-

ful image of a dove, with its head
turned over its back, is found within.

It is said to excite great wonder and
admiration in those who are so fortu-

nate as to see it. For the companion of

this dove-like lily we translate an aspi-

ration after
PEACE.

FROM TttK FRKSCH OK MADAMR l>K OK.fLIfc

" Fruit tie la Sogr»«« ctrmeir.
Present rtii cltl, O douce pjiix.**

Fruit of immortal wisdom's treo !

Sweet Peace, thou gift divine!

Pure souls and true receivo from thee

The fulness of felicity

;

Oh ! make my heart thy shrine.

o
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The days, the nights, bow stilly here

They pas.«, in this embower'd dell

;

My wishes, bounded to its sphere,

Ask mily Lere with Peace to dwell
My native home ! lone, lovely scene,

If I should quit thee, where, O where
Are stars more kind, skies more serene,

More verdant glades, or flowers more fair?

Oft doth the summer day's decline

Gleam, as the dawning, mildly bright

;

Thus may for me life's sunset shine
With tender ray, like morning's light.

Unvcx'd by storms of earthly wo?s.
So may my deep'ning age be blest

;

Like cloudiest eve, that at its clo-c,

Brings the calm hour of nature's rest.

Fruit of immortal wisdom's tree

!

Sweet Piace, thou gift divine !

Pure souls and true receive in thee

The fulness of felicity
;

Oh ! make my heart thy shrine.

Cold and ungenial as is frozen
Katntschatka, it has its own peculiar
lily, the saranne, or Kamtschatkan
lily (lilium Camtscatcense), with Ian.

ceolate leaves, like the martngons, and
a red flower, resembling the Persian
futillarin in size and shape. And a
benignant lily it is; for it not only
adorns with its beauty the wilds of its

native country, but also, from its root
(which is providentially abundant)
supplies an important article of food
to the inhabitants, especially during
the season in which fish is scarce. At
that time the sar.innc is in dower, and,
therefore, more easily found. The
Kamtschatkan women gather the roots
in August, dry them, and store thctn
up. Wheu pulverised they yield a
flour, which is added to soups and
stews, and made into bread. The
fresh roots, which have an agreeable
bitter taste, arc often boiled, and eaten
as potatoes.

As a companion to this kindly lily

we shall translate

—

A LOVER'S LAY.*

TROH TUB rOKTDODRSB Ot JOS* B. A]»nHAOA.
** Aden*, ilea U «m pas, Aldna aro»d«."

Farewell, dear maid ! still may'st thou know
All peace and bliss, though we must sever

;

Fate, our fond hope's relentless foe,

Hath bade ua part, and part for ever.

Soon shall these eyes no longer meet
Thy face, where lilies blend with roses;

Thy swan-like neck, thy smile so sweet,

Thy lip, where pillow'd love reposes.

But cruel fate decrees in vain

That I no more shall linger near thee

;

Nor gaze upon thy charms again,

Kor, when thou'rt softly speaking, bear

thee.

For 'spite our parting, and its deep.

Deep pangs, within my heart I'll set thee
;

Thy name imprinted there 1*11 keep
;

While life endures I'll ne'er forget thee.

The savoy lily (anthericum Ulirts-

tram) has a flower closely resembling
that of the white lily, though smaller.

It grows wild on the mountains of
Piedmont and Savoy ; and both from
its native country, and its love of soli-

tary places, it has been called by the
French the Lily of St. Bruno, in allu-

sion to the two solitude-seeking saints

of that name ; St. Bruno, a native of
Asti, in Piedmont, who, though bishop

of Segni, relinquished his see, from his

inclination to a lonely life, and went
to reside in the secluded monastery of
Monte Casino, but was commanded
by Pope Gregory VI [. to return to

his episcopal flock, who had loudly

lamented his absence ;—he died 1 120.

The other St. Bruno (who lived in the
eleventh century) was a native of Co-
logne, and founded the Chartreuse in

Duuphiue, so well-known from the
austerity of its rule (instituted by St.

Bruno), and from the peculiar sombre
and awe-striking aspect of the desert

in which the monastery is built.

The effusion of one disenchanted
from the delusions of the world may
accompany the lonely mountain-lily of
Savoy

—

SONNET.

FROM TOR ITALIA!* Or BI.1O0 BOMCMl.f

MeolbU, mondo, ch' V t' ho conwclato," ftc *C

World, thou has lied !—I know thee, Feasts

of thine

Lure me no more ; nought of thy cates I'll

eat,

That prove so bitter, while they seem so

sweet

;

Nor will I quaff, as once, thy treacherous

wine

;

* We have taken a liberty in altering the form of this poem, which, in its original Portu-
guese, is a sonnet.

t He was a native of Sienna, of a noble family which baa been long extinct. He died
about 1337.
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Thy sports, thy pletsnre*, henceforth I re-

sign.

Fair dent thou promise, but dost ill per-

form ;

Tli v fleeting 4unheain« herald hut a storm
;

Who loves thee moat thou makest most re-

pine.

Wisdom's the gift of heaven ; and blest is he
Who hath not, asks not, more of earthly

things

Than needful
;
nor, like bubble, fain would

be

Borne, filled with sir, on zephyrs' fickle

wings.

Greed U insatiate;—its desire enjoy'd

In dream*, on waking leaves a painful void.

What lovely ornaments of pond and
quiet river are the Water Lilies, appro.
priately called by botanists, Nymphse

!

aquatic nymphs with their stiver or

golden urns.

Among heathen nations Water Lilies

have ever been highly venerated. The
classic poets fabled that the nymph
Lotis, flying from the unwelcome love

of Priapus, was changed into a blue or
purple water lily.* Dryope plucking
a flower for her child, the plant bled,

and l>ryope, in punishment of her saer-

lege, was metamorphosed into the fruit-

bearing lotos tree. Homer calls the

lotos water lily the first among the

plants that grew for the pleasure of the
gods ; and Theocritus represents it as

forming the garland woven in honour
of the beautiful Helen at ber uuptials

(Idyl, 18)
The Egyptian Lotus (Nymphaa

Iolo$) was of three kinds, the blue,

the white, and the red, but the lat-

ter is no longer extant. It is the red
that is spoken of by Athenseus in his

Deipnosophists (book xv., chap. 21,
Bonn's edition). He says that at

Alexandria was a garland, called the

gfarland of Antinous, made of a rose-

coloured lotos, which grew in the

marshes during the summer. "And
a man of the name of Pancrates made
a great parade of showing a rose-

coloured lotos to Adrian the Emperor,
when he was staying at Alexandria,
saying, that he ought to give this

flower the name of the Flower of An-
tinous, as having sprung from the

ground, where it drank in the blood
of the Mauritanian lion, which Adrian

killed when he was out hunting in that

part of Africa, m ar Alexandria — a
monstrons beast which had ravaged all

Libya for a long time, so as to make a
very great part of the district desol ite.

Accordingly, Adrian being delighted

with the utility of the invention, and
also with its novelty, granted to the
poet that he should be maintained for

the future in the museum at the public

expense." This invention of a new
garland, formed of the rose-coloured

lotos, and named after Antinous (cele-

brated for his extraordinary beautv),

was a piece of covert flattery to the

Emperor, with whom Antinous was an
especial favourite, and who deeply
lamented him when he was drowned in

the Nile. Some write, that he drown-
ed himself as a votive sacrifice to pro-

pitiate the pods for the welfare of
Adrian, who built a city to his honour
in Egypt, calling it Antinopolis, erect-

ed a temple to him, and wished to

have believed that he had been made
a constellation.

The blue Egyptian lotos was sacred

to the deity Osiris, on whose head it

is often figured. It is represented,

with its stalk as a sceptre, in the
hands of Egyptian gods, and was
painted or sculptured on vessels ap-
propriated to religious purposes. It

svmbolised the sun, because rising at

the dawn to the surface of the water,

and sinking again at sunset. Its seed
was the mystic bean of Pythagoras,

which he forbade his disciples to eat,

because symbolising the vital principle.

On the philosopher's return to Greece,

finding none of the true lotos-bean

there, he substituted for it (in his pro-

hibition) the common bean.

The lily seen in the hands of the an-

cient Egyptians at their banquets (as

represented on the monuments), is the

common white (not the sacred) lotos;

of its acid seeds a kiud of bread was
made.

There is another lotos, the beautiful

water lily of India, the Nklitmbo
(mjmpfuea neluwbo), which is highly

venerated by the Hindoos. In their

mythology, a child (the emblem of
twilight) is represented as seated in its

cup-shaped flower. They believe that

the Indian love, or Cupid, Kama, was

• ".'Hand procul a stagno, Tyriot imitata colore*,

In spam baovarum flocebat aquatica Lotoa," *«•

Ovid, MKTAMOKrn.
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first seen floating down the Ganges on

its leaf; and that Brahma sat on it

when he made the world ; hence it is

an emblem of creative power, and also

of fertility. The nelumbo is thought

by the Brahmins to be a very significant

flower. Floating on the waters it sym-

bolised the earth ; its calix represented

the mundane boat or ark; the four

large leaves, Europe, Siberia, China,

and Hindostan ; the eight smaller, the

intervening islands ; the pistil, in the

centre, the sacred diluvian Mount of

Paradise, whence flowed in opposite

directions the four holy rivers.

The blue species of nelumbo is dedi-

cated to Vishnu, whose distinguishing

colour among Indian gods is blue, the

colour of the waters. The red species

(in Northern India) is fabled to have

been originally white, but was stained

red by a drop of Siva's blood, when

he was wounded by Kama, or Love,

from whose dart even the stern Hindoo

gods had no exemption. Thelndian
representation of their Cupid is very

pretty. His bow is of sugar-cane ; its

cord is a string of bees, and his darts

are tipped with flowers. He is mar-

ried to Reti, or Affection; and his

faithful friend is Vasanta, or the Spring.

He rides on a brightly-plumed lory, or

a parrot, in a garden by moonlight,

preceded by dancing nymphs, one of

whom carries his standard, whose de-

vice is a fish (the symbol of dignity)

on a red ground.

The nelumbo is also revered in Ja-

{>an, where the gods arc seated on its

eaves. China, too, has its sacred ne-

lumbo, with gigantic pink or yellow

blossoms, and broad peltate leaves,

shaped like those of the nasturtium,

having the stalk inserted near the mid-

dle of the leaf. Its flowers are offered

in the temples ; it is sculptured on the

joo-e, or emblem of friendship, which

is a kind of sceptre made of thejade

stone, about eighteen inches long, and

bent a little in the form ofan S ; it is

presented as a token of good-will. The
name joo-e signifies "as you wish."

A river in Deraerara gave to Europe

that most wonderful of water lilies,

which has now become so well known
as the Victoria Kkcia. How would

the Greeks and Romans have reve-

renced a lily with flowers fifteen inches

in diameter, and leaves *ix and a-half

feet across, and so thick and strong as

to be capable of supporting (each leaf)

the weight of a man standing upon it.

without sinking below the surface of
the water. Such, at least, is the ac-

count we have read of it.

Beside these water flowers wo will

place a lay of an ancient river.

THE PILGRIMS TO LETHE.

M. K. M.

Pilgrims to Lethe's river wending,

They sought oblivion of their care

;

The Naiad o'er the water bending,

FiU'd cups for every suppliant there.

Those who had felt the spirit sinking

In Penury's tyrannic lot,

From vase of new-found gold then drinking,

Stern Need and all its pangs forgot.

The world forgot the pale dejection

That marrM so late each haggard brow,

And heeded bat the bright reflection

The precious ore bad lent it now.

And those who for the Dead lamented,

And those who moum'd o'er blighted Love,

Drank from the cup by Time presented,

Around whoso edge new wreaths were
wore.

The wither'd flowers that once they cberish'd.

Forget-me-not and Immortelle,

Dropt from their hands, in Lethe perish'd—
Time's fresh-wreath'd cup had wrought it*

spell.

Then disappointed Hope repining,

Took goblet, in whose crystal bright

A thousand iris-hues were shining

With new and ever-changing light

;

And on its brim the bubbles playing,

Each after each succeeded fast,

While Hope, their novel charms surveying.

Forgot the phantoms of the Past,

Ambition mourn'd his visions vanlsh'd,

But qunff'd from simple rustic bow],

Bore it to rural shades, and banish'd

The proud aspirings of his soul.

Each mourner found at Lethe's river

A cup that spell appropriate bore

—

Drnnk, smll'd upon the Naiad- giver,

And thought of former ills no more,

But one stood there—so sad, so lonely

—

Wasted and wan with voiceless pain

:

Of all the Pilgrim group, the only

Had tasted every cup in vain.

In vain the crystal's rainbow gleaming

—

In vain Time's blossoms new and gay

—

In vain the gold's refulgent beaming

—

They could not wile her grids away.

Alas ! a mother's woe can borrow

No soothing draught from Lethe's wave;

There's no oblivion for her sorrow

Till Mem'ry slumbers in the grave.
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lilies it will contain, and we thus tako

our leave with a coucluding and alle-

gorical strain :—

.

THE MI.IEfl.

Sweet flowers of creation! 'tis pleasant to seo

Tour fresh blooming beauties, how varied they be.

There are fair ones tbat charm with their statue-like grace,

And those deeper tinted, with bright glowing face

;

The dusky complexion 'd, with markings of jet*

Like a raven-hair'd, black-eyed, but lovely brunette

;

And she that doth seem like an Emperor's bride,

With her emerald crown, and her crimson robe's pride

;

And she, too, the gentle and delicate one,

Whose cheek caught a faint yellow tinge from the sun
;

And the nymph that is radiant with soft mantling flush,

Like the witness of tenderest feeling—a blush
;

And the dear little fairy, so prvtty, so pale,

That modestly*hides in her ample green veil

;

And they that mid waters their blossomings show,

Like friends that bring solace where tears darkly flow ;

—

All, all are so sweet, 'tis enchantment to gaze

On their loveliness smiling in summer's young days.

Enjoy, in your innocent sweetness, dear flowers,

The light and the life of the brief genial hours.

Look gratefully up to yon calm azure heaven,

For the dew atid the sunshine to cherish ye given

—

With a smile for the happy, a tear for the sad,

Live blessing and blest, and mnke human hearts glad

;

Live lovely and lov'd, live bright while ye may,
For your season of blooming is passing away.

Ye* ! summer will wane, and when winter draws nigh,

Then, flowers of the world, ye must wither and die.

Ah ! dear as ye are to the soul and the eye,

Beautiful flowers, ye must die—ye must die

!

41 E'en so let it be !—though our forms must decay,

And leaflet by leaflet our charms drop away,

We shall die unrepining, and lie down to rest

On the spot that we sprang from,—our Mother Earth's breast

'Tis but for a time that we pass from the view-
It is not for ever we bid you adieu :

We die in the light that Hope's suubeams can give,

For we know that again we shall rise—we shall live V
M. E. M.

• Virgil, Eclogue ii.
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Fortunately, perhaps, for ourselves,

we are not in a condition to advance
any claim to that mysterious power
possessed by the gentleman without a
shadow, who is described in " Peter

Schlemihl " as being able, by the sim-

ple operation of extracting from his

pocket a scrap of cloth, to raise there-

with a splendid and commodious tent

capable of entertaining an almost inde-

finite number of guests. Manv, there-

fore, of the volumes of light literature

which are constantly crowding upon
us, must necessarily wait for space,

and patiently abide until their turn

comes, if, indeed, that auspicious mo-
ment should ever arrive. But some
there are whom it would be out of the

question to pass over— fellows of a
mark and likelihood, who win their

way at once to our favour ; and even
these are sometimes so numerous, that

it is not at all times an easy matter to

find accommodation such as we would
desire. The fields of literature, like

the face of the countrv, have become
traversed and intersected by almost

every description of thoroughfare, from
the railroad, which leads straight to

that terminus when: the temple ofFame
is supposed to be situated, down to the

rugged and tortuous by-road, where
the wanderer loses his way. There
is so little ground that can be termed
unbroken—so few fields which contain

new pastures—that we often pause and
wonder what will come next. But the

trade still thrives briskly : publishers

make fortunes, retire from business,

and calmly spend the evening of their

lives in some handsome villa, the well-

earned reward of their industry and
enterprise. The author, too, flourishes,

even in these hard times. Notwithstand-
ing the tightness of the money-market
and the taxes upon paper, books are

written, sold, read, and—what is, per-

haps, more to the purpose— paid for.

"Whether all of them are worth these

complicated and sometimes painful

operations, is another matter. The
great fact exists, or we should not at

this moment be seated, pen in hand, in

our easy chair— that throne of judg-
ment whence Poplar the Infallible

issues those great literary edicts which

ENGLAND AND FRANCE.

are the admiration, and sometimes the

awe, of the whole world.

The literature of these countries,

with all its failings and shortcomings,

is distinguished beyond all question by
an earnest endeavour to express and
embody the wants and the peculiarities

of the times. This appears to us to be
the characteristic of modern fiction in

all its forms. But the thoughtful and
philosophical exposition of theories,

whether they be of remedy or of re-

construction, which will often be found
agitating energetic minds, as we have
hinted in a former paper, are not al-

ways the most judicious topics to be
enforced in the shape of a novel. The
Smolletts, the Fieldings, the Richard-
sons, and the Burneys, who, if any
ever possessed it, were thoroughly fa-

miliar with their art, contented them-
selves with simply painting the men
and manners or their times—drawing
out the lessons from the life which ex-
isted around them, and illustrating it

by social problems of daily experience.

They confined themselves within the
legitimate range of their craft, and
were satisfied with reproducing such
pictures of social life aj presented them-
selves to their view. The infinite va-
riety of ends which the novel has been
recently made to serve, is calculated,

we fear, rather to depreciate from its

literary value. The rivers of medita-
tion must of necessity, sooner or later,

discharge themselves into the grcat
ocean of print. The man who thinks

will write, but it by no means follows

that the result of his reflections, in

order to find favour with the public,

must be served up to them in the shape
of fiction, or that grave theories should

be insinuated through the medium of
popular stories, as raspberry preserves

in our schoolboy days were used as the

vehicle for administering some useful

but frequently unpalatable drug. The
tendency to which we advert is little

better than an attempt to mingle ele-

ments which refuse to combine, and,

undoubtedly, had far better be kept
apart. We have, therefore, peculiar

gratification in presenting to our read-

ers two modest and unpretending vo-

lumes which ore what they profess to
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be the reflections of a gentleman and

a scholar upon some of the topics of

the day.* The Essays of Mr. Sykes are

written with great ability and skill;

his illustration* are those of a man of

the world, as familiar with men and

manners as with books ; his language

that of a graceful scholar; and the re-

flection^ especially those connected

with foreign politics and literature, are

not less remarkable for their justness

and sagacity, than for the benevolent

and genial spirit which pervades them.

This is undoubtedly high praise; but it

is well deserved, for it is long— very

long, indeed—s*inee we have met with

any papers from which we have de-

rived an equal amount of pleasure as

well as instruction, as some of those to

be found in these volumes. In the

courso of an acute biographical frag-

ment, which serves as a sort of preface

to the Essays, the author gracefully de-

scribes the various phases of his life.

From this we would gather that, like

the immortal Spectator, the>e Essays

are written by some gentleman who
enjoys the combination, than which

human life can present none more de-

lightful, of domestic leisure with lite-

rary pursuit*. lie mingles in the

world less as an active participator in

its reverses and struggles, than as a

quiet observer, who watches with phi-

losophic eye the figures as they dance

across the glass, or the puppets as they

wrangle in the booth. In a quiet way,

he has seen much both of men and of

countries. There is a shrewdness as

well as a quiet humour in his glance ;

and if we are unable to dwell upon his

Essays at the length we would desire,

we are consoled by the hope that our

readers will avail themselves of form-

ing an opinion of their own from the

volumes to which we thus direct their

attention. The Essay upon Fopular

Amusements occupies a conspicuous

place in the first volume. It affords,

perhaps, as good a specimen as any

other of the genial heartiness of the

author's nature, as well as of his

powers of observation :

—

" By thus viewing mankind in action around

us, we hear the actual oracle—literature

gives us but the whispered response. It is

in this sense that a man's life ha* been said

to be the most indubitable po«-m, for we be-

hold there In action the principles of which

poetry whose province is the analysis of

the human heart—seeks to convey the copy.

Yet many who set a hi^h value on learning,

and would start with surprise if you doubted

their attachment to literature, despise this

most obvious means uf knowledge— the

mingling with our fellow-men in the varied

walks of life, or the cultivation of human
sympathies. It is the indulgence it has

afforded to our thirst after this knowledge,

which has rendered coach-travelling to us

more than a pleasure of free air and rapid

motion. ... An English

coach was a fragment of the actual world

—

a crumb of society broken off, plai d I uj>on

wheels, and sent bowling over a portion of

the terrestrial globe, earning within itselfan

integral |>ortion of mankind, with all tbeir

hop**, fears, and interests. It is this ready

heartiness of sympathy, and its cultivation

through the obvious channel of actual inter-

course with mankind, which forms the cha-

racteristic of that delightful writer, Charles

1-auib. In spite of the unavoidable factory-

labour, and tte unequal pressure of taxation,

the wants of the lower classes are more than

ever an object of interest with tbe higher

;

and this increased and increasing sympathy

between the extremes of society we hail as an

augury of the happiest omen. But between

these extremes much remains to be explored.

Charles Lamb looked at mankind steadfastly,

heartily, and lovingly ; and though our lite-

rature "may boast of many mightier names,

there is scarcely one iu whose page we cau

trace more clearly the flow of human sym-

pathies. He loved his race— all he wrote

bears witness to this predominant f. cling

—

and shall not this love l>e reflected back in

the minds of kindred spirits on the author

himself?
u There is another advantage, too, which

the kuowledge we derive from actual com-

merce with mankind possesses over book-

learning—it carries a charm in its very ac-

quirement, and bears the physical energies

in full play along with it. Sedentary ap-

plication may exhaust the fnrao, and unfit

us for either the active business or pleasure

of life. Oar head throbs ; we look on all

nature with an altered eye ; the light of the

sun seems alien to us ; the voice of a friend

sounds strange and startling in our cars ; wo

are disjointed, as it were ; our limits have

been broken on the rack of abstraction. But

no such drawbacks attend the acquisition of

knowledge from mingling with our kind.

Here we have no mental dislocation ; on the

contrary, we brace and invigorate every

energy of our compound nature—the mind is

enriched by new stores ; its field of inquiry

has been enlarged, aud the body, in the free

play of its energies, is hearty and vigorous.

We' are what we should be—men of action

and digestiou, not bilious bookmen. We are

• "Selected Essay* in IW and Verse." By Joseph Sykes. 2 vols. Fleet and Son. 18M.
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far from willing to undervalue literary avo-

cations, and the result* of a solitary study
;

but surely that knowledge brin-s us the

fulUat return which we gain by mingling

with mankind. Fifty yean* ago, a man who
talked seriously of the systematic education

of the |»cople as a national object, would
have been deemed a fitting candidate for

bedlam. The maxima of policy then in

vogue regarded the people aa an instrument,

or mechanical power, necessary for taxation

or war, but as partaking little further in the

interests of humanity. Succeeding events,

especially the development of the French

Involution, opened the eyes of rulers and
legislators to the power of the people when
combined in masses. Finr succeeded to in-

difference. It was seen that the machine
was not invariably passive, or guidable at

pleasure, but sometimes dangerous to its

masters. Thence came to be considered the

means of directing the popular mind. Edu-
cation, although in the first instauce taken

vp as a party measure by the Liberal?, pre-

vailed, and took root : schools were founded,

education-committees sent in their reports,

and we were henceforward to be the most
moral and best-educated people uudt r tbe

sun. To examine how far these institutions

have answered their destined end is not our

present "purpose. Dismissing the question

of popular education, thut of popular amuse-
ments, as a subject for legislative enactment,

naturally fo'lows. Under the old system of

oar goven.m nt (the Continental nations

could have read us a lesion in this resjiect),

such a fcubject would never have been

thought of; and the same argument which
dismissed education from the field would
here have had nn a furliori force. The
lower orders paid their taxes and swelled our
urmies

;
they were too w ell employed to have

time for education ; and as for amusement,
they might well be supposed to have no
leisure for that."

The author then proceeds to cast a
glance back upon the past, and traces,

from the guinea and festivals of old

Rome and Greece down to the tourna-

ments of the age of chivalry, the

course of populur amusements. He
then proceeds to contrast our present

age of civilisation with that of those

remote periods ; and the conclusion is

by no means so favourable to us as

might be supposed. Under the feudal

system, the peasant was little better

than an appanage to his lord ; but if

he was, his wants were more cared for.

Social lefinements, it is indeed to be
feared, instead of knitting rich and poor
together more closely in the bonds of
brut he) hood, have but served to widen
the interval between them.

" With us," says Air. Sykes, "the march

of civilisation has lavished upon the upper
classes all that can embellish and adorn life,

while a great portion of our population are

doomed to the ceaseless toil requisite for their

production ; and, if the stipulated price be

paid, we imagine we have fulfilled our por-

tion of the contract Society thus becomes
a vast mart, and in this hard reciprocation

of bargain and eale but few breathing mo-
ments are given to the labouring claases.

There is another grade— the point of onion
between the labourer and the middle classes

—whose fate dots allow them some intervals

for social rccreatian. 1 would urge that pub-
lic facilities should be provided for the fur-

therance of this end. Means of recreation

should be cheap, and available to alL Such
establishments are a direct corollary from
that consideration for the people which is

beginning to form a leading feature iu prac-

tical politics."

Wo have not space to follow the au-
thor in the development of his views
upon this subject, lie enforces them
by every variety of illustration which
an extensive reading and a habit of
acute observation can bring to bear
upon this important subject. Where
multitudes are gathered together in

crowded dwelling-houses—where drain,
age and ventilation are alike insuffi-

cient, and from foul air and foul habits

of living, spring those scourges, in tbe
shape of typhus-fever and pestilence,

which are but their natural conse-
quences— it becomes a consideration of
the highest practical importance, if

these evils cannot be wholly got rid of,

to mitigate them, and to neutralise their

banefulelfectsas much as possible ; those

out-of-doorrecreations,which Mr.Sykes
insists should be promoted by the es-

tablishment of tea-gardens, and other
open-air places of innocent and invi-

gorating recreation, could not but be
attended with tbe happiest results

;

and it those whom fortune has placed
in a position of life which gives them
that power over the happiness of his

fellow-mortals which a great employer
of labour must always command, would
attentively consider the humane sug-
gestions contained in this admirable
essay, they would reap their reward
even in this world, which they do not
inhabit only to enjoy.

The subject of university education
is one which is treated by our essayist

at considerable length, and with much
ability. Some of the questions which
he raises have since been agitated and
very fully discussed. Wo need not,

therefoie, travel over the ground which
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has been taken op by the Oxford Com-
mission. In his observations, however,
upon the credit system, which has been
r>Ti*l active of so much mischief, we
find a fact stated, in the form of a note,

which, in any future scheme of legisla-

tion, mi^ht be turned to useful ac-

count. There is in existence at Oxford
what is called a university court, in

which a debtor can be summoned to

appear before the vice-chancellor, and
in case of non-payment he becomes
disqualified for a degree ; but it would
appear that this court otdy takes cog-

nizance of a certain class of articles

—

we presume, the mere necessaries of
life—and that those items which swell

the bills of the undergraduate, and not
unfrequently cripple his resources for

the remainder of his life, are not within

the ranpe of its jurisdiction. So that

the court, as it at present exists, is al-

most inoperative, so far as checking ex-

travmgance is concerned. It appears

to us that the question might be very
satisfactorily adjusted by extending its

jurisdiction, as in the case ofthe county
court*.

" Oxford," says our aothor, " is one of the

dtareat towns in Europe ; and the tradesman

abuost universally did business on the long-

credit system— that is to say, a price far

above tbc average was charged, and indul-

gence for two or three years was readily

granted to those whose means offered any
probability of ultimate payment. We could

mention many cases of very heavy debt

which fell within our own observation. Suf-

fice to say, that a great proportion of the

undergraduates were, on taking their de-

greet, decidedly in debt. To how many, whose
difficulties have ended but with their lives, has

the germ of the evd arisen from college extra-

vagance ! Uow mauy wounded spirits in that

ultima tkulc of fa*t livers, the Bench, can date

the foundation of their embarrassments to

their university career ! Another bad conse-

quence of this system affects even the most
pnni mt. To cover the bad debts and long-

deferred payments to which the credit sys-

tem in this' form gives rise, the tradesmen

are obliged to charge nearly every commo-
dity at an advanced price."

The picture of college-life which fol-

lows these observations is admirably
drawn, and copied evidently from life.

We wish we could make room for it

;

but we must refer our readers to the

Essays, where he will find it in the first

volume.

But, perhaps, among these Essays
there is not one which shows more

185

completely the acute, but at the same
time the kindly, power of observation

possessed by this writer, than his article

upon the tendencies of society as it

exists. Into this difficult and delicate

topic he enters, boldly discussing it

with the knowledge of a man of the

world, and with the temper of a Chris-

tian and a gentleman. Life is sketch-

ed from a serene point of view, but
with all the boldness and gentleness of
a mind equally above flattery and un-
charitableness. It is obvious that a
world far more extensive than that

busy little one of meanness and preten-

sion, which every provincial circle

more or less displays, and one more
varied than is to be found in the classic

realms of May Fair or Belgravia, has

come within the range of a vision keen
in analysing those subtle emotions by
which the human heart is swayed.
Those vulgar peculiarities which at-

tract tbc notice of the coarse or the

carnal observer, and which fill so many
fictions professing to represent the
manners of the day, are passed over
entirely by Mr. Sykes. II is eye goes
deeper tnan the surface ; and not one
of those many springs of action which
give society its vague and shifting cha-
racter is left undetected. The indus-

try of the systematic lounging idler,

the melancholy of the vapid fribble,

the insouciance of the brilliant good-
for-nothing, the selfish considerations

by which so many aro led astray, are
all judiciously observed upon, and il-

lustrated by this acute-minded essay-

ist. The habitual tone of conversation

he asserts—and he is justified in the as-

sertion—is the most certain test of the

state of moral feeling which exists in

society ; for that does not so much ex-
press an individual's sentiments, as it

reflects back those opinions which are
permitted, encouraged, and approved
of by the society at large. How true
is this, and how admirably put. We
must, however, conclude our observa-
tions upon the first volume, which we
cannot do better than by the following

extract upon a theme which will soon
become one of the past :

—

"The day is brilliant without being op-

pressively sultry ; not too intense a sun, but
the sky diversified with those fleeting clouds

which add so much to the beauty of an Kng-
lish landscape. The team is harnessed, the

artist 1ms one foot on tho box, the reins ga-
thered up, ready for action. Out, pause a
momeut, and survey the team— they are
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well worth the inspection. That near wheel-

er— what a noble animal 1—colour, the real

blood bay, descended no doubt from the old

Cleveland breed, unrivalled for heavy draught,

adapted to the pace of modern travelling by
a crow with our pure racing blood. He
would be an ornament to the most aristo-

cratic tab that ever descended Bond-street,

were it not that his temper is a bit queer,

and be sometimes shows a will of bis own.

. . . The artist is now seated on a goodly

throne of coats and capes ; at the appointed

time we start ; a sharp turn clears the pre-

cincts of the inn ; and the team glide gra-

dually into a trot of at least ten miles an
hour. About five minutes disposes of the

suburb*, and you are presently bowling

along one of the finest roads in the world,

the fresh morning breeze fanning your

cheek, and a lovely vista of meadow and
woodland, undulating alone and romantic

dell, opening upon your delighted eye. You
arc seated, of course, in the frout, the lug-

gage ou the roof affording as complete a sup-

port to your back as ever was afforded by
the most luxurious library reading-chair.

Beside you sits a girl, whose gracefully

rounded form indicates all the freshness of

yruth—a glance at her face, as It inclines

towards you in answer to some question of

commonplace politeness, is satisfactory. True,

bhc is far from beautiful, nor are her features

remarkable for their regularity, but their

expression is animated and joyous ; a pair of

bright eyes spurkle from her clustering

tresses, and the warm hues of youth and

health are flashing like the glow of summer
over yonder undulating pasture-land. You
soon become acquainted ;

you learn she is

going upon her first visit to the metropolis,

to be the guest of her uncle at Islington.

She tells you many particulars of her un-

eventful hfe, with an engaging frankness

which wins your heart at once. She nar-

rates her rustic coquetries and triumphs over

the hearts of rural swains; and with a half

blush she is proceeding to narrate an adven-

ture with a certain Mr. , who was try-

ing to kill time and partridges at the squire's

house last September, when suddenly the

shrill voice of a ftarch prim-looking female,

of a certain age (whom you had scarcely ob-

served seated behind the coach) is addressed

to your companion, and nips the budding

confidence. But never mind, a pelting

shower, such as will cross even our summer
skies, rattles down ; the old lady is shifted

inside. There is nothing like a coach for

sentiment after all.

" The box-seat is occupied by a gentle-

man, whose costume, scrupulously correct,

and the somewhat supercilious air which de-

forms an otherwise handsome countenance,

denote the coach-traveller of pretension. HU
patronage gives an aristocratic tone to the

whole concern 4 Well, sir, I mu^t admit

the train of smoke that flits across me proves

that your weed is of unexceptionable flavour.'

Generally speaking, the society to be met
with on a good coach forms a happy medinrn
between the aristocracy, par excellence, and
messieurs the great unwashed. It compre-
hends the body of the middle-classes— the
majority of those who travel for business

and a majority of the pleasure-hunters ; but
more or leas includes nearly all ranks. Some
of the aristocracy are noted patrons ofcoach-
ing ; and on the Brighton road it is well
known that many of the whips are as well
bred as the best cattle in their teams. If,

indeed, you wish to limit your society to the
elite of high life, go and sweat in the salons,

where every square foot contains its male or

female occupant of unexceptionable fashion.

If your fancy run in the other extreme, visit

the Rotunda, Rag Fair, or Oldham, on the
market- day ; but if you are desirous of see-

ing the middle, and all but the highest class-

es, as they live and move in every-day life,

be a constant visitor on the roofs of our best

coaches. There, if you have eyes, you may
discern numberless hidden springs of social

life ; while abstract speculators and cobwtb-
spinning philosophers, enouncing from thtir

civets dogmas on life or morals, err grievous-
ly in their calculations from a lack of this

knowledge. And, now, returning from out
digression, we come to the whip himself

—

the artist, par excellence— the moderator of

the fiery steeds. Calm in conscious power
he sits aloft, one hand firmly yet gracefully

grasping the reins; from the other one, of
' Skinner's best,' hangs pendant the finish

to bis equipment, although not often called

into active service. His countenance beams
with a celestial effulgence, from being ever
fanned by the breeze of heaven; his eye
embraces the Ion? vista of the road with an
eagle's ken. To drop all metaphor, the
whips attached to our first-rate coaches are a
right good set of fellows, jolly companions,
well-informed and intelligent men. Inebriety

has long been banished from the bench, and
many of the accessory accomplishments of a
finished gentleman have fast succeeded. And
now forty miles are gone and passed. The
scene has changed, and we are dashing across

a picturesque and extensive common—one of
the few nhes of the olden time which mo-
dern enclosures have left. The turf extends
on cither side as far as the eye can reach.

How fivshlv the breeze blows across the
heights! This is the true elixir vii*. What
au intense pleasure is existence now ! Ju>t
look at the pacing of the team— is it not a
perfect picture? Three cbesnuts and a grey;
all are in a gallop, for it is a five-mile stage,

and burning wheels are the order of the day.

Sec ! there is a turn in the road, and a

sweeping descent. Look how the nags ga-
ther themselves up into a trot at the slight-

est hint from the reins. The stable is near at

hand, and our fresh team stands under those

shady elms. And now one word more to

you, oh, hypochondriacs and nervous subjects,

who, in your carpettod chambers, mourn
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over imaginary sorrows ; thou miser, who

art gazing over the heaps of gold, so soon to

1* left behind thee
;
unhappy victim of am-

bition, clamping thy throbbing temples in the

rain hope or rest;"deluded gamester, watch-

ing the turn of the dice with corrugated

brow, cease tout weak and vicious habits

:

go and book yourselves to-morrow by a post

coach, and you will descend at the close of

your journey wiser and better men."

In the second volume of this inte-

resting work we have a series of Essays,

if not of a more striking, yet of a more

varied character. It contains, besides,

a number of translations from the

French poets, executed in a peculiarly

graceful and flowing style. But it is

in some critical disquisitions upon the

writings of one or two of the leading

writers of fiction that the author has

displayed those varied powers of mind

which so greatly distinguish him

as an essayist. His review of the

writings of Monsieur Balzac, in parti-

cular, is distinguished by great acute-

ness of perception and knowledge of

French literature. It would be diffi-

cult to convey by an extract any ade-

quate idea of the merit of this masterly

piece of criticism. The following is,

perhaps, as good a sample as we can

"Of great extent (the edition of 1846

amounted to nearly twenty volumes), the

writings of M. Balzac are remarkable for

their concentrated observation, whether of

outward life or mental workings. Every

page is a picture highly wrought of itself,

and indiwolubly connected with other por-

tion*. This intimate cohesion of the paru of

his entire works was evidently a matter on

vhkh the author greatly prided himself. It

undoubtedly does exist to a remarkable de-

gree, and is owing, probably, to the long

and fixed attention with which his mind

dwelt upon the accessories to bis stories. He

aimed at a high mark— nothing less than

the entire portraiture of French contempo-

rary society, from the most exciting phases of

Parisian life, to the slowest moving drones

of provincial existence; and his characters

range from the sprightly aOres* to the coun-

try curate or doctor. Without awarding to

Balzac the palm of entire success in so im-

mense a range of subjects, it is probable that

posterity will be of opinion that no French

writer has given so many truthful portraits

of society, and of types of individual exis-

tence. He dug his foundations deep, by an

immense deduction from observed facts. His

errors and failures appear to have arisen from

two causes—a dogmatic adhesion to precon-

ceived systems, and a natural deficiency of

moral sensibility, in spite of bis elaborate

portraits of virtuous heroines, there are

scenes which show that his miud failed to

distinguish the boundaries between vice and

virtue. To the young and unformed mind

bis writings may therefore prove in some

degree dangerous—not as stimulants to pas-

sion, but as delineations of the bard selfish-

ness and coarse pleasures of certain so-

Next to this in point of merit will

probably bo considered Mr. Sykes'g

" Essay upon Beranger," from which

we must indulge our readers with a

short extract :

—

" Moore and Beranger have many attri-

butes in common. Both have appealed, ia

the range of their works, to the sympathies

of many classes ; the politico-satirical poems

of both have been appreciated by all who

felt the cause of freedom was more efficiently

advocated by the weapons of polished wit

and cutting satire, than coarse and declama-

tory invective. Their sentimental songs

(and here Moore has the pre-eminence both

in number and quality) have become as

much the language of the tender passion

as ever was the flower-alphabet in eastern

climes. Their convivial songs, in which the

French chansonnier has the advantage, have

been adored in meetings where mirth and

good fellowsliip abound, and have added,

times out of mind, an extra charm to the

circling glass. Both have occasionally risen

to the sublime, in thought and diction, as in

Beranger's 4 Sainte Alliance des Peuples,'

and ' Les Enfaus de la France and Moore's

well-known lines on the termination of the

Neapolitan revolution of 1821, 'Ay, down

to the dust with them, dastardly slaves as

they are.' Of these, the former for a grand

simplicity of diction, the latter for thrilling

and impassioned vigour, it would be diificult

to surpass. But, as poets for the people, the

parallel cease*. In spite of all Moore's ar-

dent feelings and real attachment to his

country, the Irish peasant could have little

or no sympathy with the re6ncd graces which

abound in his
4 Melodies.* Beranger can be

homely and forcible, and speak plainly when

he chooses. Ireland has never had its

Beranger. But to bear the airs of his

country in drawing-room dress, which Moors

has clothed them in, would have seemed as

strange to the quick but uncultivated Mile-

sian, as if one of his Norahs or Kathleens

had been shown him in costume en regU at

Almacka. The epicurean chansons of Be-

ranger are very diversified in their character

;

some are as French and friaky in their ani-

mal spirits as the first glass of a bottle of

champagne ; others are specimens after a

fashion which we meet with in the Latin

classics, imbued with a deep-searching gak ty,

-which has always a vein of melaucholy in

iu comixttition. It seems the oflapring of a
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vigorous mind exerting its powers against

some antagonistic force. We meet with this

frequently in tbe Epicurean philosophy of the

ancient*, which seemed to cherish that

thought of extinction, which, in tpite of the

smile of beauty and the wine-cup wreathed

with flowers, has to close the scene. Perhaps
the classic writers of this school, with their

fine conception of artists, deemed the gloom
thus produced available as an effective con-

trast to the more glowing colours of the

picture."

With this graceful piece of criticism

we must take our leave of this charm-
ing essayist, whose kindly and genial

sentiments have made us linger long

in his company ; nor can we part with
him now without the expression of our
hope, that before long we shall hear

more of him.

From tbe Essays we have just been
discussing, to the subject which now
awaits us, the transition is a natural

and an easy one.* Commencing with

a bird's-eye description of the capital

of France, Mr. St. John proceeds to

portray tho characteristics of the

French people, under that new phase
of political existence on which the

country has entered. Nor is the pre-

sent moment an inappropriate one for

a literary undertaking of this kind.

The country, so long a prey to poli-

tical agitation, is at last tranquil, and
not unprosperous. She has gained the

sovereign of her choice ; his position is

recognised by tbe great European
powers ; and the immeuse trust com-
mitted to his hands he seems disposed

to use for the social amelioration of all

classes of his subjects. It must be
admitted that never, during the early

stage of a new regime, has Frunce en-

joyed so much tranquillity and pros-

perity. How lon£ this state of things

may continue, it is not so easy to de-

termine ; but if history teaches us any
of the results of experience, we can
scarcely avoid the conclusion, that a
country which, within the space of
sixty years, has passed through every

form of government—from the wildest

democracy to tbe sternest republican-

ism—can scarcely be fit for a liberal

government, at least such a constitu-

tional one as exists in this country.

For what has taken place in France,

the people are without doubt answer-

able ; the despotism under which they
live, and to all appearance flourish, is

one of their own choice. "Wholly un-
able to appreciate the influences of a
milder administration, it would seem
that a strong one is tbe best adapted
for their peculiar character. And the
merit of the Imperial policy consists

not only in having laid the turbulent
spirit of revolution, but in disarming
its fury, by turning its energy to social

uses ; the war-horse is broken-in to the
plough, and the sword of rebellion and
anarchy converted into tbe sickles of
industrial employment. And all this

has been accomplished by the deter-

mined will of one single man. Judging
by the vigour and energy of his govern-
ment, it may. safely be predicated
that, so long as health and his present
powers of intellect are spared to Louis
Napoleon, he will continue success-

fully to repress and controul revolu-
tionary spirit. But how much, what
awful consequences hang upon the life

of one man ! If he were taken away,
or stricken by disease to-morrow, no
mortal sagacity could foretel the result.

Tbe present phase of social existence
in France, therefore, cannot but prove
an interesting subject of examination.
The purple tint it wears now may not
prove a lasting colour ; but, while it

remains, it is well worth an accurate
examination. The national character-
istics, as they exhibit themselves at
present, are treated by Mr. St. John
under the usual heads of State of Far-
ties— Social Regulations, Literature,
Politeness, Wit, Gaiety, Frivolity, &c,
all of which he seems to consider more
or less modified by the existing form
of government. He also enlarges on
predominant influences, under the bead
of Influence of Women, Social Im-
morality, &c. In this arrangement
there is an obvious defect. Many of
the subjects which he discusses being
more or less the same thing under a
different name, necessitates consider,
able repetition, which, indeed, is the
chief fault of the book. In such a
treatment of his subject, it must bo
obvious that the author is compelled to

deal too much in generalities—to dissect
and systematise, in order to render his

facts subservient to his reasoning upon
them. There is apparent, also, a cer-

• " The Purple Tints of Pari*." By Hayle St. John, Author of 44 Village Life in Egypt,"
•* Two Year*' Kesideuce in a Levantine Family," &c. London : Chapman and HalL l&i.
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tain want of objective truth—the pro-

position!*, or ml her the inferences,

being accurate in a certain sense only,

and to n certain point, in reference to

the medium through which his subject

is viewed by the author. The moral

to be drawn from his work is an indis-

putable one. Summing up in a few

words, it would appear to be this—
that at the bottom of national insti-

tutions there exists the influence of

national temperament, a particular

physical organisntion, which gives a

peculiarity to all the phenomena— a

conclusion as practically important as

it is theoretically true. The doctri-

naires in morals and metaphysics owe
most of their blunders to overlooking

the facta. Man is a specialty— there

are few propositions concerning him
absolutely true under all circumstances.

Habits are engendered by tempera-

ment, and to habits institituttons owo
most of their efficiency. There is no
form of government absolutely the

best ; and if, in borrowing the laws of

foreign state", the legislator neglects

what is peculiar and special to his own
country, his transplanted tree must
inevitably perish. If nothing can be

improvised for a people—if everything

must arise out of a careful observation

and development of national habits and
ideas the government which isfounded

npon such a basis must, of necessity,

have an influence at once deep and
strong ; for nations are but aggregates

of individuals, and national habit the

sum of individual habits. But it is

no less true that master-minds have
worked the most decided changes in

the habits and feelings of countries,

and have been at the bottom of some
even of the greatest revolutions in the

condition of Europe ; more especially,

there are causes in operation which

must, to a certain extent, neutralise

the influence of national temperament,

and render it a less important item of

political calculation. And although

each nation receives this influence in a

form more or less modified, all are, to

a certain extent, yielding to it, and
obeying the impulse. "If," says Mr. St.

John, in his preface, " there be classes

permanently desirous of overthrowing

a government, that is a plain proof

that the government must be very bad
indeed." It seems fashionable among
persons who are fonder of rhetoric than

of fact, to conjure up hideous monsters

from mythological Faubourgs— men

whose business is revolution, whose de-

light is in eineutes, who appear only

when society is in peril, and who are

ever ready to tear it to pieces. All

this is very childish. Any one who
attends for a moment to the mode of
life of a workman in full employment,
will at once understand that he cannot
find time even for supporting laudable

schemes. The necessities of the day
absorb nine-tenths of his attention. If,

however, by a wasteful system of go-
vernment, and an unjust distribution

of taxation, you weigh so heavily upon
him, that, with the utmost willing-

ness, he cannot avoid miser}-—if you
answer his complaints by quotations

from political economy, which always

goes on the supposition that there are

no artificial laws by favour of which
some arc comfortable, and others not

;

if you excite and take advantage of his

enthusiasm one day, and then restrict

political power to the classes which
nc regards as his natural enemies ; if

you surround him by every restriction,

every difficulty, every annoyance that

a police composed of thief- takers can
invent; if you give satisfaction to none
of bis ideas, and base your policy on
principles which he detests—why, then,

it is absurd to complain that he should

seize the opportunity of toppling down
a dynasty— in 1848, and for some
time afterwards, tormented by vague
desires, fears, and jealousies, which
those in power excited rather than al-

iaved— bo ready to appeal to arms,

with or without reason. However, the

restless classes were at length tamed
down, though still none of their opi-

nions were complied with. They pre-

pared to exert the privileges which tho

constitution had given them, and be-

gan to educate themselves in the ma-
chinery of elections. Instead of making
any concessions, the Reactionists in

France struck off the list of voters

nearly three millions of the men who
had elected them, and announced their

intention of carrying on the govern-
ment with the purified lists. What
people affected to anticipate with so

much alarm as the fatal year 1852,
was nothing but a chance that the

excluded classes should carry out their

threat of voting in spite of the law,

which had robbed them of a right

gained by hard fighting. On this stu-

pendous blunder was the success of
the present Emperor based. With
wonderfal knowledge of the French
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character, he assisted in passing the

disfranchising law ; and then, at a
moment chosen by himself, proposed to

repeal it. At the last hour wisdom
came not to the governing classes in

France. They persisted, and were
deservedly punished. Every working
man who did not vote for the Empe-
ror from fear, did so from a respecta-

ble though unenlightened gratitude ;

and this is partly the reason, combined
with Socialism, why he has become the

instrument of the wrath of the lower
against the upper order of society.

The people, at any rate, find some con.

6olation in beholding the politicians,

who believed that without them the

world would not go round, entirely set

aside, banished, or punished by the

ignominy of pardon.

Mr. St. John, who bad resided in

the East, appears to have taken up his

abode in Paris shortly after the estab-

Hshtnent of the Republic, lie describes

very graphically the state of things as

they existed at that time. The sounds
of civil strife were echoing over the

whole country. The capital was in a
state of siege; shattered houses, with

broken windows, were visible at every
turn, and the aspect of the population

was mournful and dejected to the last

degree. From what fell within his

observation, he seems to have arrived

at the conclusion that the Republican
party, with whom he evidently sympa-
thises, was rendered by various causes

incapable of eny resolute or long-con-

tinmil scheme of action, while the

Monarchists were rendered effete by
timidity, as well as corruption. The
sanction of oaths had ceased to exist

;

the nation was panic-struck and demo,
ralised ; coteries of conspirators were
active at the clubs, and every feature

of society afforded indications that

some great event was at hand. It

came at last, ami the Empire was
raised upon the ruins of the Republic ;

" because, " says Mr. St. John, " the

French nation never took its aspi-

rations towards liberty, for liberty

itself." But the natural inference, if

any inference can be drawn from
what professes to be a volume of
sketches, would be, that the French
nation was iucapable of any noble as-

pirations at all. *' The character of
the people," we quote the author's

words, a page or two further back,
" is compounded of the qualities of

the monkey and the setter-dog. Droll

and frisking like the monkey, like it

he is malicious ; caressing and licking

his master like the setter, when beaten
and chained. "What they chiefly want
is faith in themselves and others ; pa-
tience to wait for the slow results of
events, and that respect for some of
the domestic virtues without which
legislation has no basis, and life no
haven." We doubt, therefore, if, upon
the author's own showing, a nation
in such a moral condition ran be pro-

perly supposed to have noble aspira-

tions of any kind whatever. But in

truth, all through these volumes there

is a remarkable want of close reason-
ing. So many topics are repeated,

and so much dissertation indulged in,

censure is so much qualified by praise,

that it is not an easy task to arrive at
any clear conclusion upon the whole
state of facts which they disclose. In
our previous observations we have en.
deavoured to express what we think in

a condensed form. But containing,

as it undoubtedly does, very vivid and
characteristic sketches of the French
people at a remarkable time, this book
must be admitted to have very consi-

derable merit. We give the following

extract as a specimen ofMr. St. John's
appreciation of the present aspect of
events in Paris :

—

" It is not uncommon to meet in society

an elegant little old gentleman, who has
gained a reputation in his small circle for

wit and learning, on the strength of a few
axioms, a few smart sayings, and a few ce-

lebrated friends. He descends from the an-
cient aristocracy, but has taken tints from
the first empire ; I like to analyse him. In
every circumstance of life, at all the turns and
comers ofconversation, he has a pretty phra*e,

an anecdote, a quotation pat to the pur-
pose ; and he has been so accustomed to
speak with applause, that every arising sen-

tence is feathered and gilded, as it were, by
a witty smile, and a peculiar twinkling of
the eye. What he says is not humorous,
and, therefore, he does not laugh ; but he
sometimes emits an elegant chuckle, that

never fails to produce the effect. I have
heard him speak on politics. He bail n pe-

culiarly sarca*tii! way of taking his pinch of
snuff, as he

t
.i enounced Albion to be perfi-

dious, and explained how it emancipated its

slaves for the pleasure of ruining its neigh-
bours. His philosophy is that of the eight-

eenth century, and his morality that of
courts in all ages. When he blasphemes, it

is always in a judicious way ; he disapproves

of fanaticism, even in infidelity. Now and
then he informs young peopta from the
country that he has discovered an irrefutable
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argument against the immortality of the

soul. He knows a few who have told him
that the Pentateuch, like the Iliad, is a
collection of rhapsodies hastily put together,

from which it is evident there is no such thing

a* a future state of existence. This pleasant

old gentleman sometimes makes little quo-

tations, of course .sparkling with vcrhal wit,

on people who invite him to dinner, and re-

peats them just at the nick of time as im-

provisations, which they may be in France,

where the word improvisation is applied, not

enly to eloquent written speeches, but to

elaborate books. It is astonishing with how
little wit the world is amused. An old gen-

tle-mao of the class I am describing had long

l»e»?n in the habit of writing little fables to

read in salons. He composed a work of

this kind, and went out into the world to

l^ivf currency to it. A chair was set in the

middle of the room, ladies and gentlemen sat

or stood around, the author put on his gold

spectacles, and produced a bit of paper about

four inches square. I forget the words but

the idea dereloped was— that in a forest

there were oaks and brushwood, from which

it followed that aristocracy was a good
thing. There was also an insult to 1/ouij

Blanc, who bad ju><t gone into exile. I

was perfectly ashamed to hear the frenzied

applause which this trash excited amongst
people, every one of whom, in another mood
of mind, would have nevertheless declared

it tf* be a damnable sin to deny that nil men
were descended from a single family— all

brothers, with immortal souls of equal

value When I tirst began to

study the aspects of society in France, after

the Revolution of February, nothing struck

me more than the constant state of uneasi-

ness in which the upper elegant classps

lived. One of its manifestations was the

wonderful facility they displayed in invent-

ing theories of spoliation and outrage a^ain^t

themselves. There is nothing so ingenious

as fear ; it is far more ingenious than ha-

tred, especially when its concern is with

the preservation of money ; it then assumes

the proportions of madness, and prepares

for the commission of crime.

*

A considerable portion of the first,

as well as a part ofthe second volumes,

is taken ap with a sort of narrative of
the life and loves of a student named
Agricola, in which a younjr laundrc**,

one Mademoiselle Fifine, figures as the

principal heroine. Now, there is tole-

rably fair ground for the presumption
that many such incidents as are thus

described are of no uufrequent occur-

rence in every great city throughout

the world. They might have happened
in London, in Rome, in Vienna, and
can no more be described ns the result

of the influence of the Imperial regime,

than the publisher of the bmin« of ma-

trimony between any two respectable

citizens who entered into that estate

in the course of the present year. We
could point out many similar episodes

in these volumes. They are related

always in a very graphic and amusing
manner, but they have little or nothing
to do with the ostensible object of the

book. Upon the somewhat doubtful

subject of Lorrettes, Grisettes, &c.,
the author is also equally diffuse, and
the same criticism applies. This class

has existed since France was a nation,

ami since Paris was a city; and we
cannot for the life of us discover how
their condition is in any way affected

by the form of government which at

present exists. We need not, however,
dwell at greater length on this objec-

tion—it is apparent at the first glance,

and may be applied to many subjects

discussed by Mr. St. John. The prin-

cipal source of the attraction which
Paris has in the eyes of every stranger

consists, we think, in its social changes.

Should one leave the capital of any
other country for a few years, he will

probably find, on his return, pretty

much the same sort of people, leading

the same sort of existence as they did
when he took his departure. Now, to

have traced the progress of these alter-

ations, and shown how many of them,
as must be the case, arc more or less

influenced by the Imperial dynasty,
would have been far more pertinent to

the matter in hand than descriptions,

however graphic, ofa plan of life upon
which no form of government, from
the sternest Despotism to the wildest

Republicanism, can produce any, the

remotest effect. We gather, however,
one important fact, or rather inference,

from the statements of our author—,
viz., that whereas in former times po-

litical, scientific, or intellectual emi-
nence carried its due proportion of
weight in social affairs, mere wealth,

glitter, and ostentatious display, are
now more highly prized. The man
with a large balance at his banker's, no
matter by what means it may have
been acquired, is regarded with a spe-

cies of veneration amounting almost to

idolatry. Such a fact is very signifi-

cant ; in every aspect of society it is

more or less apparent. Let us see its

results even in the salons

"Nothing can lie more brilliant and fas-

cinating than the outride of French manners,

and the forms of French socety. A stranger

who di vesta himself of vulgar national pre-
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judices, cannot fail to be strode with admi-

ration. TIip first impre**'on, indeed, is that

of hi;>,h ensure, and gnat int-Uectu.d m\>o-

riority. Escaping from hotel life, or from

the serious atmosphere of the study, we onti-r

with delight into circle?, where rules brought

to the highest perfection, and enforce*! by
good taste and a general sense of propriety,

keep cverytwdy in his right place, and yet

produce an up|>earance of |>erfect liberty and
ease. Nothing of the kind can surpass a
Parisian soiree. An hour or two after din-

ner i>e<>p)o begin to collect, or rather to drop

in. The valet announces them at the door

of the *nlon, and then all ceremony apparent-

ly ends. The new-comers go up and salute

the mistress, |«rliaps chat a moment or two

with her, ami then form or join groups here

and there. If any topic be stirred that in-

terest* them, they remain an hour or so, and
then depart, without saluting either the host

or hostess, unless they happen to be near the

doors— a formal good-night might suggest

to others the necessity of retiring. Some-
times a visitor remains only a few moments;
there ia often an entire change of persons

once or twice in the course of the evening.

The conversation is seldom loud, and there

is more pleasantry than discussion. It is

curious to observe the remarkable change

in fashions and taste that has taken place

since the Empire. Nearly all the exquisite

simplicity which was the characteristic of

female dress in France has disappeared.

Gorgeous ornaments and vivid colours are

the order of the day. I saw on one occasion

a lady, noted for the elegance of her costume,

appear at a soiree in a toilette very much
resembling that of a savage queen. Her
gown was of li^ht red, her bracelets and
necklace of coral bead*, larger than hazel

nuts, and her head was decorated with pieces

of coral and feathers. Had she been even

beautiful, hhe would have appeared ridicu-

lous. The ladies say they are compelled to

this sacrifice of taste by the adoption of bril-

liant uniforms laden with gold and silver

embroidery by the courtiers and all public

functionaries. The change is curious, be-

cause Frenchmen have long struggled suc-

cessfully against the national taste, which is

all for show and gorgeousness, as is evinced,

says one of their writers, by the immense
popularity of the dahlia flower. The Em-
pire has not yet had much influence on male

costume, except by the re-introduction of

frock-coats wiih long skirts. But it was once

seriously contemplated to make an entire re-

volution in this respect—to suppress mous-
taches, and enforce tight breeches and a sort

of top-boots. The Emperor, however, did

not think it would be expedient, on recon-

sideration, to make Paris picturesque in this

fashion, and contents himself with betting a

good example at Compcigne, where, with a
true appreciation of elegance, he re-sorts

sometimes to the costume of the last century,

and shames his court into magnlHcence by

wearing fine frills and pendant wristbands
of Maliucs Ice*. To return to the soiree, it

i* the custom, even in the smallest, fun very
man to miiv * hi* hat all in his hand,'

a

most uncomfortable practice, it is true, but
founded partly on economy, partly on the de-
sire to avoid appearing to have come with
the determination to lemain a long time. I

know a man who maintains that the distinc-

tive sign of a gentleman is never to abandon
his hat under any but the most pressing

circumstances. He must never set it down
on a chair, or in a corner, unless he bo re-

quired to dance ; and then he must lay it on
the chair his partner has vacated, and take

it up when he hands her back. In taking
tea the hat must never be bid aside. I was
once at a dinner party, and obstinately kept
hold of my weapon of gentility until the soup
was on the table. My friend gave me an
approving glance, and said I bad all the in-

stincts of a gentleman.''

As a specimen of the author's light

manner, we must make room for one
more extract, in which he remarks on
the unfavourable impression too often
made on the Frencn by English tra-

vellers :

—

" A regular green Cockney, who has, per-
haps, made his last meal off" that indescribable

mess called beefsteak and oyster-sauce, in

some villa overlooking Battersea FieUls, when
he first sits down to a table d'hote, thinks it

necessary to grumble at everything set be-

fore him— partly, it is true, "to
1 overbswe'

those rascally crapeaus. That he may be

perfectly understood, he expresses himself by
pantomimic display, pretends to be very sick,

calls for a glass of 4 ho* to wash his mouth
after some infernal mess, and so contrives to

convince himself that he is a very humorous
fellow, and the company that be and his

countrymen are all brutes. Of coarse, this

is not the conduct of all English travellers;

but the mild and gentlemanly pass unper-
ceived, whilst all the others attract attention,

and are taken as typea of our character. The
French are only too much inclined to despise

us ; they seize on these examples with de-

light. It is a common saying amongst them
that, in manners and everything that consti-

tutes civilisation, we are the most backward
nation in Kurope.

In the course of dinner, Cockney will pro-

bably refer to his pocket vocabulary
; and,

guided by the hints it gives him of Parisian

pronunciation, will playfully call the waiter

a ' patty conchon? When h« has got a little

merry, he wants to take wine with the ladies

according to our regular custom. They un-
derstand that he means to be polite, and de-
cline with a smile that puts all sort of fan-

tastical fopperies into his head. He calls

them 'jollyfam$i and gets into better repute

by sending champagne glasses all round the
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tabic to the tarn of 4 the experne.' At
dessert h« volunteers a song, and deliberately

gives 'Rule Britannia,' to winch some com-
mercial traveller retorts by i Jamais em
Fnrxce, CAuglait me nyncra"— meanwhile,

Cockney grunt* painfully as be fumbles with

bis book. Having caught Lhe word Anglaie,

be t bulks be is listening to a compliment;

but not finding word* to express his delight,

like an insane animal that be is, be »UrU up,

an>l seizing the singer in his ami*. aliouU
' I "toe la Frmce.' The company with great

tact respond, ' Y'ite TAntfletrrre' ; ami Cock-

ney sits down wiping his brow with his nap-

kin, and thinking he has effected a lasting

reconciliation between the two count ries. It

is worth observing, that our most staid coun-

trymen— even prudent and pious Presbyte-

rian*, who would shun Creraorne Gardens as

a «ort of antechamber to the infernal regions,

and who are clamorous for the observance of

the Sabbath—hasten in Paris to inquire after

those famous dancing-places they have heard

of, and mix in all their boisterous merriment.

As th*>y are to be seen in their greatest glory

on Sunday, that day is generally chosen ; so

that the "same men who charitably excom-
municate their fellow- creatures for endea-

vouring to give the working classes the op-

portunity of seeing the Crystal Palace, with-

out an improper sacrifice of time, trusting to

the incognito of distance, promenade their

portly forms through crowds of half mad
atndenta at Mobile, or the Chateau des

Flenra, on the mellow Sabbath evenings of

summer. I may here remark, that if, among
the dancers at those places, you observe any
more indecent than is consistent with the

rules of the place, who imitate all the coarse

^^stures of the Brindejonos, without being

able to catch one atom of their grace, he is

sure to be an Englishman. ' I am not a
virtue,' said Mademoiselle PapiUon, pushing

away a fat, red-faced Cockney, ' but I am a
_____ i >i

The chapter upon education is one
of the best in Mr. St. John's book.

His observations as. indeed, in all

cases where he discusses a subject with

which he has made himself thoroughly

familiar, arc full of interest. The edu-
cation of the boys is conducted partly

in the government colleges and partly

in institutions and reunions— two dif-

ferent kinds ofboarding-schools. Tho
pupils are chiefly taught in classes by
special lectures— a fact which may
serve in some degree to account for the

superficial nature of a Frenchman's
knowledge on almost every subject.

Kvery collegian wears a handsome uni-

form, consisting of a cap, a military

frock-coat bound with red, and trousers

similarly decorated. The pupils, al-

though boys in appearance, it would
appear arc mentally as well as physi-
cally precocious. They decide magis-
terially on everything—have opinions
on morals as well as politics

;
judge of

what is good and what is bad ; pro-
nounce on the beauty of women, on
the value of books, on the styles of
actors ; dance with careless indiffe-

rence ; boast of being already weary of
the number of their successes ; and to
give a final touch to this ridiculous

picture, they sometimes commit sui-

cide. This opinion our author illus-

trates by a fact which has come within
his own knowledge. A young girl, we
{>resume of the grisette class, is un-
lappy. She is likely to become a mo-
ther for the second time, when her
labour is scarcely sufficient for her own
support ; but her friend has promised
to assist her, and do what is honourable
as soon as he escapes from school, and
is established in an independent posi-
tion as a student. So much for the
results of the French system of educa-
tion. As to the tone of the literature

of the day, upon which, we should have
thought, there could be but one opi-
nion, Mr. St. John seems to think that
its immoral tendencies are exaggerated

;

but he adduces no shadow of reasoning
in support of his views, except, per-
haps, the suggestion which we will not
attempt to deny, that nothing could be
so bad as the abominations of Voltaire.

With reference to the fair sex, about
whose position in France so much has
been said, our author is more than
usually discursive ; but as he tells us
nothing which our readers did not pro-

bably know before, we shall not follow

him in his disquisitions upon this in-

teresting subject. His description of
the mode in which a French marriage
is brought about is a very amusing and
by no means a highly-coloured sketch
of that important negotiation. We
cannot, however, make room for any
further extracts, and must now draw
our notice to a close. The objection

which we have taken in limine is a
palpable one ; but with that exception,

a more amusing collection of essays,

sketches, and opinions, it would be
difficult to find than those which are

furnished for our entertainment in the

"Purple Tints of Paris."

VOL. XLIV.—-NO. CCLX.
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THE WARS OF RUSSIA AND TURRET.

When the late Sultan Mahmoud, in

18*28, ventured to brave the gigantie

power of Russia, without a single ally

on his side, and with rebellion raging

in his own empire, he had fearful odds

against him, and scarcely a chance left

in his favour. Good reason had he for

paying to his vizier, " Keep your wits

together, for, Allah knows, the danger

is great." That he was badly pre-

pared for the war, which he could not

avoid, is less surprising than that he

was prepared at all, while the efforts

of the Turks, during the two years of

the struggle which terminated by the

treaty of Adrianople, were worthy of
their early days of energy when in the

full tide of conquest. The finances of

the Ottoman Government were sadly

embarrassed ; their commerce was pa-

ralysed ; the Russian armies stood

ready for invasion on the frontiers both

of Europe and Asia ; the French held

the Morea ; the Greek flag was free ;

the subjects of the Sultan were partly

in open revolt—and all were discon-

tented. The Turkish fleet had been
annihilated at Navarino, the old army
of Janissaries had been destroyed at

Constantinople, and the new levies,

disciplined after the European faction,

were stilt in their noviciate, and could

scarcely be relied on as effective sol-

diers. Turkey was then in reality the

"sick man," apparently stricken with

a mortal illness, which the Emperor
Nicholas supposed that enigmatical

country to be more than twentv years

later, when he projwsed his Machia-
velian partition treaty to the British

Government
;
yet, notwithstanding s\\\

these accumulated disadvantages, the

Turks fought bravely for two years,

closed the first campaign at least on
erpual terms, and submitted, under per-

nicious advice, to a crippling peace,

at the exact crisis when the desperate

advance of Diebitsch had so compromis-
ed his army that retreat was impossible,

and he lay completely at their mercy.

The French military aphorism, " daiis

la guerc l'audace est presque toujours

prudence," was never more thoroughly

illustrated than in the operations of

the " Balkan. passer," and their conse-

quences. His passage of the mountain

barrier, and still more hazardous ad-

vance to Adrianople, deserved success

from the bold decision with which
they were planned and executed ; while

the Turkish authorities merited dis-

comfiture for not seeing and profiting

by the unhoped-for advantage which

the rashness of the enemy ottered to

their acceptance. But Paskievitch was
pressing rapidly on the Asiatic side

;

the Sultan dreaded an outbreak at

Constantinople ; his mind and tempe-
rament, usually so firm, gave way
under the pressure of increasing difficul-

ties; the foreign ambassadors chimed in

toadd to his terror; and, in anevil hour,

he consented to receive terms, when a
week or two more of stout resistance

would have enabled him to dictate

them. All this was imperfectly known,
or utterly misrepresented at the time,

but has since become as clear as the

sun on a cloudless day, from many his-

torical documents which have succes-

sively appeared. Diebitsch finished

the war well, at the precise moment
when it was imperative for the inte-

rests of his master that it should end at

any price. He played a desperate game
for high stakes, and won them, with

the reputation of an able diplomatist

as well as a succet*ful general. The
Emperor Nicholas foresaw the coming
storm in Poland, and wanted all his

forces disengaged for that emergencv.
Moreover he desired to close the Turk-
ish quarrel with an outward semblance

of moderation, before the other Euro-
pean powers were roused to take part

jn it. His long-cherished dream of

the subversion of the Ottoman Em-
pire in EurojKJ was not abandoned,
but only postponed to a more conve-

nient opportunity.

Two leading points are particularly

remarkable, as regards the conduct of

the Russians in the war of 1 828-9, when
compared with that in which they are

at present engaged. Paskicvitch seems

to have been disposed to follow the line

of ojierations adopted by Diebitsch, al-

though under very different circum-

stances, and with much less chance of

a successful issue ; and both in the last

contest and the present the means cm-
ployed by the Russians are as totally
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inadequate to the result as they are

incompatible with the supposed re-

sources of this overgrown empire,

which has so long terrified its neigh-

bours with the dark shadow of irre-

sistible power. The plain fact is,

Russia nas not, and never had, the

vast military means imputed to her,

which have been outrageously exagge-
rated by weak governments, who nee

everything through a false medium,
and have no far-reaching depth of
c&pacitv to penetrate beyond the sur-

face. &ot a French or Knglish soldier

as yet has drawn a trigger, while

during an entire year, the Turks,
single-handed, have held the enemy
at bay, proved their own renovated
strength, and demonstrated to the

world the weakness of the tyranny
that aims at universal conquest. Barou
Von Moltke's work, which has lately

been translated into Knglish,* is a
most valuable contribution, published

bvtbe author (who died lately) in 1845.

lie was a major in the Prussian engi-

neers, and was despatched by order of
his own sovereign, at the express re-

quest of Sultan Mahmoud, to the

Turkish army, with which he served

throughout the campaigns he has

described. He possessed the technical

knowledge to analyse all the operations

of war accurately, and does ample jus-

tice to the extraordinary and obstinate

valour with which the Moslemites have
always defended themselves behind
stone walls and intrenchments. His
account of the two sieges of Silistria,

in 1828 and 1823, will be found
doubly interesting at present, from the

glorious defence which that frontier

fortress has lately made with such

marked success against the utmost
efforts of the Russian army, although

the battering cannon of the assailants

appear to have been (after their usual

custom) alternately loaded with iron

balls and gold. The treachery which
sold Varna, in 1828, was a miserable

episode ; but there is little danger of

its being; emulated at Silistria, or else-

where, in 1854.

The Russians forced the Danube at

Satunovo on the 8th June, 1828, in

presence of the Emperor, who arrived

in time to witness the passage. It was
a brilliant and daring movement, ef-

fected by means of a temporary bridge,

not unlike that thrown by XapoU- m
across the same river from the island

of Lobau, near Vienna, in 1800, and
by means of which he extricated his

army, and placed it on the Hank of the
Austrian?, previous to the great day of

Wagrain—thus completely retrieving

the heavy cheek he had received at

Essling and Asperne. But there was
this difference between the two opera-

tions—that in the case of Napoleon, his

was absolutely necessary; while the

Russian general selected an extremely
hazardous point, in preference to others

much more eligible, and succeeded in

consequence of a resistance so feeble that

it amounted to nothing. The con-

struction of the bridge ought to have

been rendered impossible, had the

Turks directed an effective fire upon
the spot, which they had the means of
doing, but did not; and that 10,000

men, chiefly cavalry, should be seized

with a panic, and run away at the ap-

proach of a handful of newly-landed

cossacks and chasseurs, was hardly a
thing to be reckoned upon.

The Russians entered on the cam-
paign very slowly, and with numbers
far inferior to what the Turks had ex-

pected. In cavalry, the latter exceed-
ed them. The Turkish declaration of
war had appeared before the end of
1H27 ; and yet the Russian operations

up to the end of May, 1828, had been
limited to taking possession of the Da-
nubian Principalities— a preliminary

measure, in the execution of which no
opposition was to be exj>ected. From
the date of passing the Danube at Sa-
tunovo, they could only reckon on five

months during which the weather would
allow them to keep the field ; and yet

the advance to Constantinople must
have been the object in view, and the end
contemplated lor the campaign, before

it commenced. The distance exceeds
480 miles, and the time was hardly suf-

ficient for the march of an army, with
the necessary artillery, stores, and am-
munition, even in the absence of eflec-

tive opposition. The speculating the-

orists, who discourse eloquently on

* " The Russians in Bulgaria and Rutnelia in 1828 and 1829, during the Campaigns on

the Danube, the Siege* or Brailow, Varna, Silistria, Shumla, and Uie Passage of the Balkan

by Marshal Diebitacb." From tho German of Baron Von Moltk«, Major in the Prussian

Servioe London: Murray. 1854.
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paper, and writo long articles on the

dilutoriness of commanders, should see

a little ofactual war, and learn " to set a
squadron in the field;" they would then

find that moving large armies across

uninhabited mountain range?, and
along impracticable roads, is a more
complicated matter than taking pen in

hand to indite a critical notice. The
Russians in 1828, as in 1 854, advanced

by the Dobrudscha, a country (if that

can be called a country which is in

effect a desert) wherein little is to be

found except fever and ague, which

appear to bo its only indigenous pro-

ductions. They thus multiplied their

own difficulties ; but they preserved a
communication with the fleet, from
which, as they proceeded onwards,

their commissariat stores were to be
derived. If they could take Varna
and Silistria, their left and rear were

secured, and a base of operations es-

tablished, near at hand, and safe to

retreat upon, in case of reverse or

check. These two fortresses were of

much more importance than Shumla,

as the course of events subsequently

demonstrated.

No supplies of any kind were to bo
looked for in the Dobrudscha—a bar-

ren waste of great extent, and such as

could scarcely be supposed to exist in

populous and cultivated Europe. The
inhabitants are thinlv scattered, the

towns are few, and villages there are

none. The soil, in summer, is nothing

but fine grey sand, which instantly ab-

sorbs all moisture ; nor is it stopped by
the limestone-rock beneath. The val-

leys are entirely without springs or

streams, so that there is no water even

to drink, save the scanty supply which
is drawn with ropes of bast, out of

wells oue hundred feet deep, and at

widely-scattered intervals. There is

a total absence of cultivation, for the

grass is completely withered by the

middle of the summer, and nothing is

to be seen but a boundless expanse,

covered with tall dry stalks waving in

the wind. Tho numerous flocks of
sheep and oxen are driven to pasture

on tne marsh lands by the side of tho

Danube, and on the islands in the river.

Not a single tree or shrub is to be
found, even in the close vicinity of
human habitations. Troops passing

through this district have to struggle

with the total want of all the necessa-

ries of life, during a march of about
120 miles. The Turkish plan of ope-

rations, or rather the course which the

Porte was compelled by circumstances

to pursue, was exclusively defensive.

The Sultan Mahmoud seems to have
been impressed with the idea, that the

Russians, taking advantage of their

absolute command of the Black Sea,

might land close to Constantinople.

For this reason he kept the bulk of his

forces in the immediate neighbourhood

of the capital until late in the summer,
while the Balkan, Varna, and Shumla
were almost undefended, and only the

fortresses on the Danube were supplied

with adequate garrisons. Had the

Russiansmoved more rapidlyon the line

they selected, they might have struck

heavy blows at the very commence-
ment of the campaign : and why they

did not at once pour down on Con-
stantinople from the sea, is as unac-

countable as their not doing so last

year, before the French and English

fleets could hasten to the rescue, or
from auy quarter receive orders to act

in time. Again, the only obvious an-

swer is, they were not ready with the

available means, as most certainly the

inclination was not wanting. As long

as Russia holds the Crimea, with the

great depot of Sebastopol, the Sultan's

capital is not safe for eight-and-forty

hours, and no treaty of peace can be a
sufficient guarantee for his independent

sovereignty. This is a case ofDclenda
est Carthago, which the allied powers
should never lose sight of for a mo-
ment, until the end is accomplished.

When the present war began, Sebas-

topol was open and defenceless on the

land side, and there was no body of
troops in the Tauric peninsula equal
to resist a strong army, well supplied

with battering cannon. What they
have effected since, in anticipation of
attack, it is difficult to ascertain exact-'

ly ; but we have no reason to suppose
they have been idle : and if their en-
gineers arc but moderately skilled in

their business, with the heavy guns
that might be spared from their now
useless ships, and the crews to work at

the fortifications, enough may have
been done to prevent that great arsenal

from falling an easy prey. But we
know what French and English soldiers

can effect, and the prize is worth the
toil and danger which must be encoun-
tered before it can be won. Badajos
and Sebastian cost manyvaluable lives;

but the advantages were greater than
the inevitable sacrifice.
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The plans which accompany Baron
Moltke'swork are valuable appendages,
and enable even the unmilitary reader
to understand clearly the operations
described. The siege of Brailow was
the first important enterprise of the
Russians alter the passage of the
Danube. Here the Turks made an
honourable defence, under favourable
circumstances. The place, unprovided
with outworks, held out against a re-

giilar attack twenty-seven days after

the trenches had been opened, but only
two after a practicable breach had been
effected in the main wall. The con.
quest cost the Russians 4,000 men.
The garrison were allowed to march
oat, with bag and baggage, with full

liberty to serve again ; and, according-
ly, the greater number went imme-
diately to reinforce Silistria. Such a
capitulation was equivalent to a pro-
tracted defence ; the men were of more
value than the fortress, which was too
far in advance to be held with advan-
tage. It is sounder strategy to con-
centrate on one or two leading points

than to leave large garrisons in insu-

lated posts. Could Napoleon have
brought together on the field of Leip-
zig the many thousand veterans he had
left cooped up in the frontier towns of
Prussia, he would have fought on sonic-

thing like equal terms, and might very
probably have won that great battle,

the result of which proved the turning
point of his destiny. Viewed in this

light, and taking into the estimate the
loss they inflicted on the enemy, the

Turks were gainers by the fall of Brai-

low. The Russians advanoed, and the

smaller towns yielded on their ap-
proach. The belief that they were in-

vincible preceded them, and up to the

middle of July everything had gone in

their favour. With a force scarcely

exceeding fifty thousand men, they en-
tered Bulgaria, and proceeded simul-

taneously to attack Silistria, Shumla,
and Varna ; while their means were in-

adequate to more than one of these en-

terprises at a time. They failed in the

two first, but succeeded in the third,

which saved them from the humiliation

of retreat, and gave their campaign the

appearance of success. During the

whole of the months of August and
September, the Russian army was in a
must critical position ; and if the Turk-
ish generals, Hussein Pacha and the

Grand Vizier, had shown greater ac-

tivity, and their troops had been more

to be depended on, the 1 result would
have been signally disastrous to the

Muscovite invaders. Several actions

were fought in the open field, in some
ofwhich the Turks were victorious, al-

though the Russians invariably denied
the defeat, and reduced their losses al-

most to a cypher. Varna was invested,

in co-operation with the fleet, on the
6th August. The garrison consisted

of 15,000 men, and the available guns
in the fortress amounted to 162. The
place is not commanded within any-
thing like range ; and the enciente of
the works embraced a circumference
of two miles and a-half. It was the

key of the Turkish positions, and u
most obstinate defence was naturally

expected. The city contained 25,000
inhabitants, and was amply furnished

with water ; for although the conduits,

by which the fountains were filled,

might easily be cut off, an abundant
supply could always be obtained from
wells aud the river Devna. The Rus-
sian army, commanded by Prince Men-
schikofl", was supported by the fleet,

under Admiral Greig, which consisted

of eight sail of the line, five frigates,

and some cutters and gunboats. The
investing force in uctual numbers fell

below the garrison ; but they were ani-

mated by the presence of the Emperor
and the Grand Duke Michael ; and it

was understood, that, after the usual

formula of Russian tactics, the place

was to be taken at any cost. They had
no regular battering- train, and were
compelled to land cannon from the

fleet, which were served by artillery-

men belonging to the ships and by the

sailors. The Emperor having seen the

operations commenced, and not feeling

confident of their result, retired to

Odessa, but returned on the 8th of

September, by which time his army
had received reinforcements, which,
allowing for intermediate losses by
death and sickness, carried it to an
available force of near 20,000 men.
Breaches were effected, mines were
sprung, and on the 6th of October a
bastion was stormed. In the mean-
time, Oraer Vrione, by order of the

Grand Vizier, advanced to the reliefof

the place. He fought a battle, won it,

and retired, most unaccountably, with-

out effecting the object evidently with-

in his reach. It has not been proved

that he was treacherous, but his inabi-

lity iu command pro luced the same

disastrous effect, and he allowed the
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decisive moment of the whole campaign
to slip through his fingers. During
tho afternoon of the 10th October,
Jussuf Pacha, who, up to that date,

had discharged his duty nobly, accom-
panied by a portion of the garrison,

went over to the Russian camp, and
threw himself upon the mercy of the

Emperor. That he was bought is cer-

tain, but the details of his infamy have
never beeu correctly known. Tho
grounds of his treason arose from some
palace intrigue. His dismissal, and
the confiscation of his property in Ru-
melia, had been decided upon, while

he was still valiantly defending Varna.
On the day following, after a free exit

had been allowed to the Capitan Pacha,
and three hundred of his followers, the

fortress was surrendered. The place

bad resisted cighty-uine days after the

investment, seventy days after the be-

ginning of the regular siege, and twen-
ty-seven days after the first practicable

breach had been effected. The sur-

viving garrison, who were sent prison-

ers, with Jussuf Pacha, into the Rus-
sian territories, amounted to 7000; aud
the total loss of the assailants cannot
be estimated at less than 6000 men.
Varna is now much stronger than it

was in 1828; and the defects of the

new works, whatever they may be, will,

doubtless, be remedied by the French
and English engineers serving with the

allied armies. Silistria, which was be-

sieged, or rather invested, from the 2 1st

of July to the 10th of November, held

out resolutely against a powerful army

;

and there can be no doubt that this ill*

planned, badly-executed, and wholly
unsuccessful attempt, was not only dis-

reputable to tho Russian arms, but
the cause of much heavier losses than
they ever found it desirable to acknow-
ledge. The entire campaign had cost

them at least 50,000 men ; but the
fall of Varna gave the whole eastern

portion of Bulgaria into their power,
and enabled them to place some of their
troops in winter quarters on the right

bank of the Danube. Opportunities
had been lost on both sides, and
more bad than good generalship dis-

played. The Russians were indebted
to fortune rather than to the skill of
their commanders. The Turks failed

to relieve Varna, through the utter in-

capacity of Omcr Vrione. Had they
succeeded in holding that post, the
advantages would have been all on
their side ; aud they ought to have held

[Aug.

it, as they provided sufficient means
for the all-important purpose. On sum-
ming up the events of 1828, it is

difficult to say who were the victors.

It remained, as Baron Moltke observes,

for a second campaign to decide the

value of the first.

Xhe Sultan Mahmoud as yet evinced
no disposition to yield, and, considering

the unexampled embarrassments of his

country, it was next to a victory not
to be crushed completely, and at once,
in the unequal contest in which he
was engaged. Although he had lost

Varna, he neither despaired, nor trem-
bled for Constantinople. The Russian
Emperor, on the renewal of hostilities,

remained at home, and left the com-
mand to Marshal Diebitsch. In this

he acted wisely. Military abilities in

the field he had none, and his presence
acted as a clog rather than an impulse.

The Sultan also changed his generals,

and reiuforced his armies as well as he
could. During the winter the Rus-
sians suffered severely from the plague,
and tho unusual severity of the wea-
ther. It has been computed that
through these causes alone they lost

forty thousand men, and nearly all the

horses. The latter were the more dif-

ficult to replace of the two. Of all

the implements of war, the Czar rates

the human machines at the lowest
value. Baron Moltke says, the infan-

try bore traces of the hardships they
had undergone in their miserable win-
ter-quarters, and adds

—

" According to the testimony of an eye-
witness, the men's faces wore an expression

of sadness and pain. After all that they had
suffered in the former campaign, they looked

upon themselves as martyrs to their*religion

and their Emperor. Nowhere in the Russian
cantonments could be seen or heard the

jokes that never fail amongst German sol-

diers when in tolerable plight Singing was
the only expression of joy that was heard,

but the songs had tho melancholy character

diers were much given to religious ceremo-
nies, and crossed themselves at every meal

;

in every camp a tent was fitted up as a
church, and mass celebrated daily.*

As the Russians had comparatively
failed in 182c), from the weakness of

the forces employed, it was naturally

expected that in the following year
they would pour into exhausted Tur-
key with such overwhelming masses
that resistance would be swept before

The Wars of Russia and Turkey*
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them. The means at the disposal of
Count Dicbitsch were again inade-

quate to the exigencies of the war,

and the coveted object. II is actual

combatants did not exceed sixty-eight

thousand men. During the month of
February, the Russian admiral took
Sizeholi, and kept it, although the

Turk*, aware of the importance of
this maritime post, made a vigorous

attempt at a recapture. In case of an
advance beyond the Balkan, the Rus-
sians bad thus anticipated a valuable

appui for their left flank. No great

operations were commenced until the

middle of May, 1829. Dicbitsch felt

that he could not with safety make
any movement in advance until Silis-

tria was taken, and had, therefore, to

open his campaign with a siege which
ought to have been ended the year

before. His artillery amounted to

ninety-six pieces. The first investing

force numbered about fifteen thousand
men, while the garrison were probably

over-estimated at thirteen thousand,

with eight thousand armed inhabitants.

Relief appeared impossible, but they

were well supplied, and full of courage

and confidence. Time was conquest

to the Russian general
;
accordingly,

he pushed his measures with the utmost
vigour, yet Silistria did not fall until

the 26th of June. The Russians lost

three thousand men, and occupied

seven weeks, but the general gained

the base that he required, and was
now ready to undertake offensive mea-
sures in the open field. On the 1 1 th

of June preceding, he had fought the

battle of Kulewtscha, which the im-

prudence of the Grand Vizier forced

upon him, and gave him the opportu-

nity of winning, and the Turks ren-

dered an easy victory by running away.

The loss on cither side was compara-
tively trifling, but the moral effect

was decisive. A few days after, the

Russians advanced to Shumla, which
again kept them four weeks under its

walls. Dicbitsch then resolved to pass

the Balkan, leaving a corns to watch
and occupy the Vizier in his formida-

ble intrenchments. The force with

which he undertook this bold measure
never exceeded twenty-five thousand,

but they were magnified by the fears

of the inhabitants as they passed along,

and the Turkish commanders suffered

themselves to bo blinded into the be-

lief that he commanded at least one

hundred thousand men. "It were

easier," said an officer, sent by Osman
Pacha to reconnoitre, " to count the

leaves of a forest than the heads of the

enemy." The Russians themselves

began to be alarmed at the little re-

sistance they encountered, and when
they reached Aidos, fully expected

the attack of a numerous army,
held back until they had advanced
so far that retreat was impossi-

ble. Missivri and Aidos fell after

slight skirmishes ; at Jamboli and
Slivno the Turks fought with no better

success, and on the 19th of August,
just one month after tho passage of
the mountains, the army or I)iebit«ch

encamped on the plain of Adrianople,

and the ancient capital of the Ottoman
empire lay expanded before them.
The view was wonderfully beautiful.

As far as the eye could reach on the

boundless landscape, it saw nothing but
a magnificent city glittering in the sun,

surrounded by fertile fields, groves of

fruit trees, and flourishing villages.

Such a sight was enough to make the

Russian serf forget the toils, suffer-

ings, and dangers he had undergone,
and dream only of comfortable quar-
ters, aud well-supplied markets.

The exertions of two campaigns, an
expenditure of one hundred millions

of roubles, and the sacriGce of some-
thing like eighty thousand men, had
brought twenty thousand Russians to

the gates of Adrianople. The town
contained eighty thousand inhabitants,

the greater part of whom were Mo-
hammedans, who were called upon to

defend their property, their wives,

and their faith. But everything seemed
to prosper with Dicbitsch, for the city

surrendered without a blow, when re-

sistance would have discovered his

weakness, and have reduced him to

the alternative of a storm or a retreat.

The Russians were well received, but
Adrianople became their Capua. Thou-
sands fell sick, and their ranks, already

thin, diminished daily. Some military

writers have blamed Dicbitsch for his

lengthened sojourn in Adrianople, and
maintain that he should have marched
at once upon the capital, which was
still one hundred and fifty miles dis-

tant. His position, although to out-

ward appearance it presented that of

conquest, was a very precarious one.

The Pasha of Scodra, in Albania, had
hitherto taken no part in the war ; he
arrived too late to defend the Balkan,

or to save Adrianople ; but when Con-
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stantinople was threatened with an at-

tack, he came on to the rescue, at the

head of forty thousand Arnauts. The
main body had reached Sophia, while

his advanced troops scoured the coun-
try as far as Phihpnopolis, only nine-

ty miles from the Russian head-quar-

ters. It was impossible for the Russian

general to march on the capital without

leaving at least a respectable force to

protect his hospitals at Adrianople, to

maintain order, and to watch the move-
ments of the Albanians in his rear.

If six or eight thousand were appoint-

ed for this duty, his available army
would not number above ten thousand
when he arrived at the point of his

dest ination. The defences of the "City
of the Sultan " are pretty much in the

state in which they were left after the

successful assault of Mahomet Gazi in

1453. The land front extends about
eight thousand paces ; the top of the

wall is four or five feet wide, in tolerable

repair, and might be occupied by rifle-

men with destructive effect against an
advancing enemy throughout the whole
extent. The projecting towers, built

by the Emperor Julian, are not calcu-

lated to resist artillery ; but to escalade

a walled town, containing five hun-
dred thousand inhabitants, principally

Moslems, with such a handful of men
as Diebitsch commanded, would have
been an act of hopeless insanity. The
great danger to the city lies in the

want of water, which is scarce and bad
within the fortifications; but as long

as Constantinople is only attacked from
the land side, an abundant supply can
be got from the Asiatic coast— from
Scutari, Tchamlidje, Kara Kulak,
and, above all, from the inexhaustible

springs of Sultanies, close to the sea-

shore, at which whole fleets take in

their supplies. A simultaneous attack

by land and sea would soon force

Constantinople to surrender at discre-

tion. Why the Russians have not
perceived and acted on this, while they
had opportunities which they will

never be permitted to hold again, is

an enigma which they themselves must
explain. According to Baron Moltke,
who looked with the eye of an engi-

neer, to invest Constantinople com-
pletely, it would be necessary to have
two armies in Europe, a third in

Asia, and a fleet in the sea of Marmo-
ra. The elements appear to second a
naval force proceeding from the Black
Sea. An almost uninterrupted nor-

therly wind throughout the summer
months, and a current which flows

towards the south at the rate of two
miles and a-half an hour, are sure to
carry the ships right down to Constan-
tinople. The condition in which they
would arrive there would, of course,

depend on the opposition they received

in forcing the narrow passage of the

Bosphorus. The batteries are suffi-

cient to arrest the progress of sailing

vessels ; but whether they could not
be passed without much damage by
the swifter operation of steam is a
very doubtful question. The channel
is nineteen miles long, and varies in

width from two and a-half to consider-

ably less than one mile. At the nar-

rowest point, one hundred and sixty-

six guns are so placed, that they can
concentrate their fire, and support each
other.

When Diebitsch threatened Con-
stantinople, there existed a powerful
faction within the city, who had been
watching for a favourable moment to

raise the standard of revolt. Sultan
Mahmoud was fully aware of this,

and took prompt measures to suppress

the dangerous conspiracy, by which,

while the guilty fell, many hundreds
of innocent persons were involved in

the punishment. The discontent was
stifled for the moment, although not
eradicated ; but if anything could re-

concile the opposing parties to a feeling

of loyalty, or rouse their national pride,

it was the appearance of a Russian
force before the gates of a city which,

for four centuries, had not beheld a
foe.

What the malcontents desired was,

the abolition of recent reforms, and the

return to the old state of disorder ; but
none contemplated the rule of unbe-
lievers. Without counting the armed
inhabitants, the Sultan had still an
army of fifteen thousand men to op-
pose to the Russians. These troops

he could have posted in front of the

walls, or might have stationed them
behind in defence. If the invaders

were repulsed, their utter destruction

would become certain, as the winter
was drawing near, and Mustafa Pasha
with his Arnauts was advancing from
Philippopolis. There was nothing left

for Marshal Diebitsch but to make
demonstrations, in the hope of over-

awing the Turks. This be did, and,

fortunately for himself aud the cause

of his master, with complete success.
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The European ambassadors estimated

the Russian army at Adrianople at

sixty thousand men ; but a march upon
Constantinople would have dispelled

the illusion at once. At this moment
the Sultan was persuaded, by mistaken
or interested advisers, to believe that

his affairs were in the last gasp of des-

peratioo, and to yield up every point

for which he had so bravely struggled*

and had made such exhausting sacri-

fice*. The Russians had been reputed
at Shumla; Diebitsch was surrounded;
Widdin, Nicopolis, Sistorvo, Rust-
chuck, and Giurgevo still held out,

and the communication between these

places by the Danube was restored.

Resistance now would have insured

chimate success; but the exact posi-

tion of affairs was unknown or little

understood, and the daring passage of
the Balkan had spread as much terror

as the course of an uncalculated comet.

The Sultan Mahmoud was the last

man in his empire to submit. He re-

sisted, for a long time, the pusillani-

mous advice of his ministers, who
trembled for their heads, and the pres-

sure of foreign powers, not one of
whom had extended a hand to help

him in his hour of extremity. With a
broken spirit, he shut himself within

his palace for weeks in solitude ; and
when he signed the treaty of Adriano-
ple, acknowledged that the reforms to

which bis whole life bad been devoted,

were falsified by the event, and that he
had mined his country through the

means by which he hoped to work her

regeneration. In actual territory he
lost little; but his weakness was in-

contestibly proved, the independence
of Greece acknowledged, and his ex-

chequer reduced to an imperceptible

minimum by the fine of eleven and
a- half million of ducats, which was
levied upon the Ottoman Empire as

compensation for the war. Silistria

was to remain in the hands of the Rus-
sians as a security until the heavy sum
was liquidated. To the astonishment of

the whole world, the Sultan contrived

to pay the money, and redeemed his

fortress. It is devoutly to be hoped
that the Turks will remember this

mercantile item with compound inte-

rest when the next day ot reckoning

arrives. In this single-handed contest,

which lasted nearly two years, the

Russian loss, in the field and by sick-

ness, is not overrated when placed at

one hundred and fifty thousand men,

or considerably more than half the
number employed. Although they
succeeded, it is certain that they were
near failure, and won through an ex-
aggerated estimate rather than an ac-

tual exhibition of their power. Their
actual strength was more than doubled
by the political as well as military mis-
takes of their opponents.

Baron Moltke sums up his remarks
on this series of events in the follow-
ing passage ; written, it must be re

collected, several years before the
breaking out of the renewed hostili-

ties :

—

"Taught hy the experience of the last

campaigns, the Kitssiaiis will probably in

their next war enter Bulgaria with a much
larger force. If the army were to cross t.'ie

Danube at Hirsova with a real effective

force of 120,000, to invest Silistria with
20,000, Varna with a like number, and to

place 30,000 before Sliumla, it \i not im-
possible that the remaining 60.000 men,
based upon the seaporta of the Black Sea,

might at once cross the Balkan. But then
it is by no means certain that Admnople
would fall into their hands without resist-

ance
;
and, at any rate, the final decision of

the question must at least take place under
those ancient walls which delayed the fall of
the lower Roman Empire for a whole cen-
tury."

These arguments, like those of Mar-
shal Marmont and other writers, are
founded upon the popular belief that
the military resources of Russia are in

reailty as great as they are pretended
to be by themselves ; and, without the
most remote anticipation of the cordial

union now existing between England
and France. We can almost forgive

Nicholas of Russia for the mad ambi-
tion which has, to his utter consterna-
tion, produced this unexpected result.

A year has now elapsed since the Rus-
sian armies crossed the Pruth. They
evidently intended at first to penetrate
into the heart of the Turkish empire
by the right flank instead of the left,

but they found Kalafat unassailable

;

and after much expenditure of time,
and losing many thousands of soldiers,

determined to follow, in 1854, the

course adopted by Diebitsch in 1829.
The generalship was at fault, as the

result has been disastrous. In 18*29,

they held Varna and Sizcboli, with the

undisputed command of the Black Sea.

In 1854, their keels no longer furrow
that reputed " Russian Lake," and the

futile attempt to establish a base of
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operations, by taking Silistria, has
proclaimed their weakness to the whole
world, and settled the fate of the pre-

sent campaign before the chosen sol-

diers of France and England have had
time to arrive on the scene of action.

The Turks may proudly exclaim with

Coriolanus, " Alone we did it 1" We
trust we shall hear no more of the

galvanised corpse." The expiring in-

valid, whom the tender mercies of
Nicholas would have dispatched with-

out ceremony, has started to his legs,

and thrown away his crutches, as mar-
vellously as did Pope Sixtus, when the

conclave of cardinals popped him into

the vacant apostolic chair as a stop-

gap, speculating on his immediate
demise. It was a sad chance of war
which carried otf the brave and incor-

ruptible Moussa Pacha in the moment
of his triumph ; but his name will live

gloriously, and his defence of Silistria

may fairly rank as a noble feat of

arms, worthy to be compared with that

of Gibraltar, Saragossa, Genoa, or

Gerona. Gortsohakoff and Paskie-

vitch, whether following their own
plans, or acting under orders from
their master, have shown no skill,

while Omar Pasha and his subordinate

generals have proved themselves most
able practitioners in the trade of war.

Hitherto we can trace no mistake in

the combinations of the Ottoman ge-

neralissimo. He has never allowed

himself to be led away by success, or

afforded his opponent the chance of

taking him at advantage by an impru-

dent advance, although tempting op-

portunities have presented themselves

more than once. He sees that a great

stake is on the cards, and will not

throw away a trick, or risk the possi-

bility of a defeat, for the personal am-
bition of gaining a battle, which, even

if won, might interfere with the great

result now almost within the reach of
realisation. This self-restraint is one of

the highest qualities which an able ge-

neral can exhibit, and was remarkably
exemplified by the late Lord Hill during

the Peninsular war. While exercising

a discretionary and separate command,
he might have fought actions on his

own account, and gained brilliant

laurels for himself; but he abstained

from doing so, lest he might interfere

with the deeply-organised plans of his

superior. The Turks have proved
themselves worthy of the coalition

which has sprung up in their support
;

and we may truly wonder how a na-
tion, constitutionally indolent, and
averse to physical exertion, should
exhibit such persevering, energetic

bravery, when called into the field of
action. They have been greviously

misjudged, as well by their friends as

their enemies. Why the Russians
should hold them in contempt, after

their defences of Brailow, Varna, Si-

listria, and Shumla, in 1829, seems
somewhat unaccountable ; but the
prestige of their own superiority in

arms is now rudely shattered, and fal-

sified dispatches will not restore it. If
we mayjudne by the great number of
superior officers who have fallen in the
late actions, leading on the Russian
columns, the private soldiers have not
shown that H alacrity of spirit," and
dogged determination, which, in the
days of SuvarofT, carried them over the
walls of Ismail, and snatched the
glories of Trehbia and Novi from the

not valour of republican France.
When generals rush to the heads of
their columns, and perform the duty of
regimental officers, it looks very much
as if the soldiers were casting glances

to the rear rather than to the front.

Ciesar's renowned tenth legion were
clearly running away at Munda, when
he cried out—" Will you allow your
§rey-headed commander to fall into

le hands of boys?"
The Russians, no doubt, will attri-

bute their retreat to any cause but
the true one

;
they will publish mani-

festos, declaring that their retrograde

movement is a triumphant advance,
and will altogether ignore the rou^h
treatment they have mot with at the

hands of the Turks ; but the eyes of

the world are opened, and the iuflated

bugbear is reduced to his true pro-

portions. Whether Austria is really

to be depended on, or is playing a

double game, is still a problem which
circumstances only can solve ; nor can
we readily understand why her armies

should be permitted to occupy the

Principalities, when the troops of

Nicholas retire, which they must do,

before the united forces of France,
England, and Turkey, even if Austria

continues to preserve the dodging neu-

trality which has so justly rendered

her an object of suspicion. Under
any circumstances, an important, per-

haps a decisive, crisis has arrived in

the course of the great struggle with

the Northern giant.
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Those impatient spirits, who ima-
gined that the present contest would
be a short and easy one, are beginning
now to discover their mistake; wc
would still further recommend them
to restrain their indignation, even if

the rammer of 1854 should close, and
the Russian flag be still flying on the

ramparts of Cronstadt and Sevastopol.

It will not do to undertake great enter-

prises in a hurry, because the news-
pipers are clamorous for material, and
the public desire to hear the Park and
Tower guns heralding the gazette of a
decisive victory. France and England
are emulous of mutual glory, when,
for the first time, fighting side-by-side ;

but they are fully aware of what would
be the consequences offailure, induced
by undue precipitance. The Russian
autocrat will not yield until he is well

beaten ; that this will happen, we feel

assured ; and we also remember that

it is necessary to move with caution,

as, in the great operations of war

—

" Wt work by wit, and not by witchcraft,

ad wU depend* on dilatory time."

Russia is not only colossal'as the

elephant, but, like thatv unwieldy
animal, is more formidable in de-

fending herself than in attacking

others. With an empty military

chest, a nominal commissariat, and
neghrcted hospitals, her armies can-

not bring long and distant cam-
paigns to a successful conclusion, ac-

cording to the ordinary calculations

by which the movements of armies are

regulated. But the foe that follows

her into her interminable wastes will

place himself within the horns of a di-

lemma, which Napoleon discovered too

late, when he penetrated to Moscow.
A small invading force Russia can
overwhelm— a large one will over-

whelm itself. We are not likely to

give her this chance, while we "possess

the power of utterly annihilating her

commerce, with no risk beyond the im-

mediate expense, which, in due time,

her Emperor must reimburse, either

from his boasted gold-mines of the Ural
Mountains, or from the hides and tal-

low of his unfortunate subjects.

I.

Up with our flag t let it flutter and brave
Over the Black Sea's stormy wave ;

Let the wind bluster— shall we not be
Lords of the lordly Euxine Sea ?

The white-maned vassals he holds in store

Shall billow our barks to his farthest shore

;

And the wind shall lull, and the surges sink

Where our deep keels grato on the distant brink.

ii.

Russian lord of the wild Black Sea,

Lord of the Euxine—where is he ?

Whither have fled his white-winged ships?

Where is the voice of their iron Hps ?

Shall they not welcome us, rival lords,

With the boom of their guns and the edge of their swords ?

Would not the signal be blythe unto us
That spoke of the oncoming fleet of the Russ

!

in.

Sinope o'erwearied them 1 Faint with their toil,

Glad they seek refuge from battle and broil,

Under the mouths of Sebastopol's thunder.

Shall they rest now from their bloodshed and plunder?
Yet shall their batteries splinter and crumble !

Yet shall their cannon be silent and bumble !

Abroad on the Euxine there shall be

No flag save the flag of the Lords of the Sea I

Caledonian.
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HADFIELD'8 SOUTH AMERICA.*

In one of our recent articles on mo-
dern books of travel, we had occasion

to remark on the superiority of those

written by scientific travellers over all

others. This is, perhaps, in great
measure due to the object of their in-

quiries, which, being the enduring
features of nature, have a permanent
interest for us all. It is, however, still

more due, perhaps, to the power of
accurate observation which scientific

men acquire, and their habits of pre-

cise description ; so that even when
they turn aside to describe transient

scenes and occurrences, their sketches

become more graphic and life-like than
those of other men, their equals, per-

haps, in natural ability, but not having
had the same advantages of training.

The book which we have now under
examination, and to which we shall be
indebted for some of the matter of the

resent article, forms a case in point,

t is written by a commercial man, or
man of business, one who seems first

to have visited South America as an
employe of a Liverpool commercial
house, and who is now secretary to the

South American and General Steam
Navigation Company.
We might have expected that a man

of business would be likely to go di-

rectly to the point ; to Bay what he had
to say with as little circumlocution as

possible, and tell us where we might
find further information if we wished
it. Here, as elsewhere, however, we
observe that practical men become the

most unpractical of beings the moment
you take them out of their own jog-

trot routine. They are invariably the

wildest theorists and the most desul-

tory describers, introducing all sorts

of irrelevant matters, and " riding oft
"

continually in all manner of direc-

tions.

Mr. Hadfield is not free from these

errors of his class, and he has, in ad.
dition, their not uncommon accompa-
niment, a very incorrect and inelegant

style. Ue is frequently ungrammati-
cal, often cumbrous aud involved, and

it is only when he bos really something
new or interesting to tell us, that he
lets his pen run into a natural, unem-
barrassed, and therefore pleasant style

of writing. His book opens very
badly. In the very first page of what
is called the •« Explanatory Preface,"

occur the following sentences :
—" The

old process of sailing-ships, and a
monthly sailing-packet from Falmouth,
conveying mails, were the only me-
dium ofcommunication"

—

i.e., a " pro-

cess" and a " sailing-packet" were
joined to become a " medium of com-
munication." In the next senteuce

we are told that " the Royal Mail
Company entered upon the service

they had undertaken with govern-
ment," and just afterwards, that their

vessels " performed the voyage with
regularity, and iu a space of time
which reduced to one half that ordi-

narily occupied by the sailing-craft
;"

or, in other words, that the time occu-
pied by the Company's vessels made
the sailing-craft go one-half quicker
than usual.

In the next page a note begins as

follows :
— «' In the original prospectus

of the Company, whose calculations,

apart from two wrecks, as to the per-

formances of their vessels, have since

been so well verified by experience, it

was slated that," &c. Why did they
make their calculations apartfrom two
wrecks? and what had the wrecks to do
with the performances that were veri-

fied by experience ?

Farther on we have—" Hence the
ramifications of such enterprises as

steam are most interesting in their re-

sults to mankind. '* Henceforward,
we shall look upon our tea-kettle as

full of enterprise every morning and
evening, and only hope its ramifica-

tions will not be very outrageous or
destructive. Then the author aavs of

himself, " He is no bookmaker

;

though he ventures to hope that his

book will, in some degree, fill a va-

cuum left by certain recent accom-
plished professors of that branch of

5

• " Brawl, the River Plate, and the Falkland Islands/' &c. By William Hadfield. Lon-
don: Longaiaus. 1854.
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the fine arts in this department of tra-

vellers' information for the untravelled

public." To which, all we can sny is,

that if the bookmakers did not make
them of better stuff than such a sen.

tence as that, we think they would
hardly have persuaded any bookseller

to run the risk of printing them.
Meeting with such clumsy attempts

at using the English language as these

in the first seven pages, we felt

strongly inclined to pitch the book into

a corner, as worthy of no further no-

tice or attention. Urged, however,

by our sense of critical duty and jus-

tice, we proceeded in our task, and we
roust say that it has not been without
its reward in other portions of the vo-

lume.

We have gained some information

and instruction, even if we did not
derive much pleasure or amusement,
by the operation. The very next
chapter, styled an " Introduction," is

a very great improvement, both in mat-
ter and manner, on that we have just

noticed, so that we doubted almost if

they had been written by the same
hand. Ifthey have, they must have been
done at different times, and under dif-

ferent circumstances.

We have, then, four chapters re-

spectively headed " Liverpool to Lis-

bon," "Lisbon to Madeira," "Ma-
deira to Cape Verd," and " Cape St.

Vincent to Pernambuco."
From these four chapters we learnt

only one new fact—namely, that they

have lately established at Funebal, in

Madeira, a kind of sledge, drawn by
oxen, for the conveyance of passen-

gers up the steep hills of that beauti-

ful island. When we visited it, we
certainly never saw anything so drawn
except a wine cask. We are, there-

fore, happy to bear of the improve-
ment.

There is another novelty, also, which
is not a fact, for by a curious mistake
in several of the headings, and in the

table of contents, the island of St.

Vincent, forming one of the Cape do
Verd group, is confounded with Cape
St. Vincent, which certainly in our
day, as in that of the first Earl
St. Vincent, used to form the south-

western extremity of Portugal. In
the fifth, and five following chapters,

we have a rather desultory account
of Brazil, and of some of the prin-

cipal cities and rivers of that great

Empire, which have so much of inte-

rest as belongs to the news brought by
the most recent observers.

The great improvement that has
taken place during the last few years

in the policy, the mode of government,
and the whole internal and external life

of that country, renders Brazil most
interesting alike to the statesman and
the philanthropist. We shall, there-

fore, extract from this portion of the
work such passages as contain any-
thing new to ourselves, in the hope
that they may prove equally novel to

most of our readers.

We will first let Mr. Hadfield de-
scribe his earliest landing at Pernam-
buco :

—

" After a lapse of more than thirty years,

the sensations I experienced on my first ar-

rival here are as fresh in my memory as if

occurring only yesterday. The voyage,

which occupied no less than fifty-six days

;

the eager anxiety for a sight of land ; the

first view of the foreign port and outlandish

looking craft ; and then the pilot coming on
board with a crew of blacks, seen for the

first time ; the debarkation amongst strange

faces of every possible shade of colour;

with the curiously formed streets and singu-

lar houses, filled with a population of hues
so different from that left behind—every one
apparently shouting at the top of their

voices; whilst hundreds of rainbow-tinted

parrots, and harlequin-skinned animals,

more numerous than the menagerial know-
ledge of a boy of fifteen believed had ever

appeared out of the Ark, all helped to ag-
gravate the preternatural and perpetual

din—the whole scene, as may be Imagined,

being such as to become indelibly engraven
on such a spectator for the remainder of his

life."—pp. 100-101.

The present state of Pernambuco is

thus described :

—

" The town, or city, of Pernambuco is di-

vided into three compartments :—tho first,

called the Recife (literally Reef), being that
directly opposite the reef, and where most of
the foreign commercial firms are located

;

crossing a wooden bridge, is St. Antonio,
inhabited chiefly by shopkeepers; and a
well-built and extensive compartment, fur-

ther on, is Boa Vista, to which you cross by
another long wooden bridge, but protected

with a light iron railing at the sides. The
river runs under these bridges very rapidly

at times, and with a snake-like course, al-

most insulating the two first divisions.

From Boa ViBta good roads branch off to

the country, and a new one has latterly been
made to Olinda along the margin of tho

river, lighted with lamps, Ac, a very useful
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and praiseworthy undertaking on the part

of the Government.
*' The town is generally well-built

;
lofty

houses whitewashed, with red tiles, and
plonty of verandahs, and windows to admit

the cool breezes ; and for miles in every di-

rection, towards the interior, are comfortable

villa*, some very large and constructed with

considerable taste. When I first came here

in 1821 only two or throe carriages existed

in the place, old-fashioned ones belonging to

equally old-fashioned Portuguese, and I

should suppose something like the * dor-

meusc' of the Grand Prior of Alcobaca, so

graphically described by Beckford, when he

travelled with that dignitary to the grand

aU>ey of ttatalha [vide Lisbon, page 3f>]
;

now there are some 200 vehicles, of all sorts

and sizes, aud many very good ones for

hire, besides those belonging to private in-

dividuals ; and no doubt taste and luxury

would be still more extended in this direc-

tion if it were not for the narrow archways
through which the Recife is traversed.

" In all respects, Pernambuco has been

not only a thriving but an improving place,

so much so that one who would visit it now
for the first time could hardly believe it to be

the same town of which Koster, a compara-

tively short time ago, said that the shops

were without windows, light lieing admitted

only by the door, and that there were no

distinctions of trades, and no municipal re-

gulations worthy of being so called. Ex-
tensive waterworks have been constructed,

which bring good water some distance to

the town ; and doubtless, in a few years, it

will be lighted with gas. A bank has been

established on a safe and respectable looting;

and the merchants have their news-room, as

a sort of rendezvous for business, instead of

an exchange, whilst extensive quays have

been formed on the margin of the rivers that

would serve as models for the conservators

of « Father Thames.' "—pp. 102-3.

Mr. ITarlfield gives an interesting

description of the country around Per-

nambuco, which has n natural division

into two districts, called the " Matta,"
or forest country, and the "Catinga,"
or " Sertao,"—Catingal>eing the name
of a peculiar kind of herbage abound-

ing in that district and Sertao, mean-
ing "desert," in allusion to its bare

and unwooded appearance. The
" Matta," or forest land, occupies a
belt of some fifty miles next the coast,

moistened by the sea-breeze, the hu-

midity of which is condensed and de-

posited by the comparatively low tem-

perature of the woodland. The Sertao

is subject to droughts, lasting some-
times two or three years, which have
lately increased in frequency in conse-

quence of the felling of the few belts of

timber that were to be found. It is

nevertheless good and fertile soil, and,
on the occurrence of rain, vegetation,

soon springs to life again. Speaking
of one of these droughts, Mr. Hadficld
gays :

—

" On the thin! year copious rain fell, and
although the young plants of former years

had been literally toasted, and the leaves, to-

gether with those of all the trees and grass

throughout the country, had long fallen to

the ground, and might be discerned in heaps

where they had been whirled by eddies of

wind, looking more like mounds of scuff'than
foliage of trees, the rain had hardly slaki*t

the thirsty ground, when all the plants, even
those longest in the ground, showed sitrns of

vigour in green buds that developed them-
selves ; and pasture land that bad been con-
verted iuto bare earth by the incessant rays

of a scorching sun, was, as by magic, from
one day to another, converted into fields of

the most delicate verdure."—p. 107.

To compensate for these droughts,
the Sertao is much more healthy than
the Matta, and, during the prevalence
of the yellow fever in the latter, it

proved as " fatal to the Sertaneios
who came down to the coast, as to Eu-
ropeans freshly arrived by sea from
cold climates." It appears, too, that

the Sertao is wonderfully sanatory to

pulmonary complaints, and seems ab-
solutely to cure consumption.

Of the improvement of Iiahia, both
in its trade and in its local and muni-
cipal arrangements, Mr. Hadfield

speaks equally strongly, as he says

—

"The streets have, since 1845, been
generally repaired, the roads leading

to the upper town being put in an ef-

ficient state, so that carriages can
travel them safely ; new quays, ex-
tending along the margin of the bay,
are in process of erection ; also a new
custom-house, with many other much-
needed improvements, chiefly owinj? to

the personul activity of Senor Gon-
salvez Martins, formerly President of
Bahia, and late minister of the empire,
who is a native of the place."

Of Rio Janeiro, however, so much
cannot be said, although it is the ca-

pital of the country, as it seems to be
still left in its old dirty and disrepu-

table condition. This is the more to

be regretted, inasmuch as the situation,

as every one knows, is one of the most
beautiful and magnificent of all the

cities of the world.

It is probable that great improvo-
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ment, will shortly take place in the sa-

natory and other regulations of the

city, as the Emperor and his ministers

seem to be fully alive to the necessity

of it-

"Speak not evil of dignities," is a
command we are bound to observe,

and it is not very often we can with

truth speak well of them. The pre-

sent instance, however, we believe to

be an exception, and we can quite

concur in the following description :

—

" The present Emperor is in every respect

admirably fitted for his high station. Horn

in t iie country, without the advantage of a

knowledge of European life, and that tiuished

t»ne of education it affords, but possessed of

natural endowments of an exulted order, and

having turned to the utmost advantage the

opportunities of a studious and virtuous

vouth, he carries with him the full national

sympathies of the native Brazilians, the re-

spect of the old Portuguese party, and the

esteem of the whole foreign diplomatic body,

to whom he dispenses the honours and hos-

pitality of a prudently managed court. As
the sovereign of a constitutional country,

content to abide within the strict limits im-

posed by hia coronation oath, his reign has

been prosperous and happy. In his private

capacity he is kind and attentive to all

around htm, as well as a close observer of

passing events. Possessed of a benevolent

heart, and actuated by a noble singleness of

puxj>o#e, he knows how to direct the reins

of government, without undue interference,

or an injudicious exercise of his prerogative.

It has often been emphatically said that the

Emperor ia not only the highest, but the

bvst man in the country, both from his

pu'dio conduct and his private virtues. The
value of such a compliment in not enhanced,

or probably we should say is not impaired,

by any universal laxity and corru|.tion

ar<mnd him, as in the case of another empire

nearer home, wherein it is aaid that the prin-

cipal personage is not only the most honest,

but the only honest man in his own doini-

r/i ns. Prohity and high-mindedness of every

kind in public life are as gem r I in Brazil

a* in any part of Europe, England itself cer-

tainly not excepted
;
consequently the stan-

dard the Emperor is measured by is one by
no means conventional or equivocal, but is

such as any sovereign in the w<-stern world

might feel proud of having applied to him-

self. Certainly, in the matter of truthful-

ness, the rarest of all monarchic virtues be

has set an example to the royal brotherhood

of kings that might be followed with infinite

profit to the reputation of the regal race, and
with corresponding advantage to their sub-

jects in numerous instances. His Brazilian

Majesty is admirably supported by an excel-

lent and high-minded partner, who, like her

husband, is beloved by all classes in the

empire. The imperial couple frequently

attend public halls, and mix in social parties

with citizcus and foreigners, taking also the

wannest inten-st in all local improvements
or measures calculated to benefit the coun-

try, and to raise the character of their sub-

jects. When the kind of life they are com-
pelled to lead is fairly considered, and the

extent of court intrigue necessarily prevail-

ing where parties are so much divided, and
respectively so potent, too much merit can-

not Ik? ascribed to the Emperor and Kmpreas
for the manner in which they conduct them-
selves, and the controlling influence they

exercise over others. Everv one who has

been in Kio well knows how exceedingly po-

pular he is, and how otrong is the convic-

tion that that popularity is most ju>»t and
most deserved, though he never goes out of

his way to obtain it by any ad captandum

arts, or any conduct whatever that is not

the resuU of sound judgment guiding an es-

timable nature—pp. 148-53.

From this high personal character

of the sovereign, and that of the mi-

nisters he has chosen, and who have
been in office for the last five years,

it results that great improvements
have been effected in the general

state and condition of the empire.

Its foreign debt now stands at only

£5,900,000, and the interest has al-

ways been punctually paid even in

times of the greatest difficulty. On
this point Mr. Hudfield says :'—

" Ten years ago the finances of Brazil

were in very great embarrassment. Under
all circumstances of distress and difficulty,

Brazil had, indeed, paid, as she continues re-

gularly to pay, the interest on her debt,

thereby honourably distinguishing herself

from other South American, ami not a few
European states. But, at that time, her

expenditure largely exceeded her income.

Gradually Brazil has reversed tins state of

things ; instead of a heavy deficit, she has
now a steadily increasing surplus, has been
able to reduce the rate of interest on part of

her foreign debt, is slowly retiming its ca-

pital, and is in a position to comjmtc in the

money-market of London with the most fa-

voured European governments. Ten years

ago Brazil was not a little embarrassed by
the fiscal restrictions she hud imposed on her-

self by her commercial treaties with other

countries. Now she is free from all such
embarrassments, has full powers over her

own trading and financial system, and has

no treaties at all with other states. Inter-

mediately she raised for revenue purposes her

tariff of custom duties ; hut now that she

has a surplus to dispose of, her Government
is engaged in reducing those duties, to the
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enlargement, of course, of her commerce.

The total funded domestic debt of the em-
pire on the 31st of December last, amounted
to 57,701,200,000 reis, and the funded

debt of the province of Rio Juneiro to

8,910,000,000 reis. The total revenue for

the present year, 1854, is estimated at about

32,353,000 "milreis (£3,501,700), and the

expenditure at about 29,0:53,706 milrm
(£3,292,630). The income h chiefly de-

rived from the rvl valorem duty charged on
all articles imported into Brazil, amounting

in. 1851-2 to £2,814,443; a low duty

charged on the articles exported, amounting
in the same year to £503,070 ; and rents,

royalties on mines, &c. The estimated ex-

penditure for 1853-4 is thus distributed :

Ministry of the Interior, £412,355 ;
Justice,

£•250,020
;

Foreign Affairs, £60,000 ;

Mariue, £452,138 ; War, £813,935 ; Fi-

nances, £1,304,162 ;
total, £3,292,630.

"Ten years ago the Brazilian navy wa3
small : it is now rising into importance ; its

courage and capacity were lately seen in the

Plate
;
many of its younger officers have

been reared in the British service, and from

British yards it is yearly adding to its steam

flotilla. It now consists of 1 frigate of 50
guns, 5 corvettes, 5 brigs, and 9 schooners,

carrying together 188 guns; and 4 smaller

vessel*, carrying together 27 guns ; 10

steamers, mounting 36 guns ; with various

unarmed ships and steamers, and several

others are building. The Brazilian army
has established its reputation at once for

success, bravery, and humanity. Ten years

ago Brazil had little external influence;

now Brazil is obviously at the head of

South American states, and has a distinct

and separate part assigned to her in the des-

tinies of the human race. Then she had but

slow and dilatory intercourse with Europe

;

now she has two monthly steam services

from England—another is being established

from Lisbon ; and Rio Janeiro is now only a

month's distance from London and Paris.

"Whilst London, Liverpool, and Lisbou

arc thus sweeping its coasts with steam, Man-
chester is lighting Brazilian cities with gas.

Messrs. Peto and Jackson (the members for

Norwich and Newcastle-uudcr-Lyno), whose

capital and connexions are interlacing Ca-
nada and the British North American pro-

vinces with a magnificent net-work of rail-

ways, are also, with other capitalists, about

to bring their vast resources and long-prac-

tised experience to bear in a like manner in

several of the Brazilian provinces, and
doubtless with a like result, within as brief a

period as the circumstances of the country

and the obstacles to be overcome will pos-

sibly permit. The Government is opening

up new roads, clearing away impediments in

rivcrs,$'and is arranging the internal im-

provement of the empire on a large and
comprehensive system. A great and a hap-

pier future is opening on Brazil—one calcu-

lated to advance and extend moral improve-

ment and political freedom, as well as to

promote material comfort."—pp. 179-81.

Brazil, indeed, seems destined, in
spite of many drawbacks and de-
ficiencies, to take the lead in South
America in the great march of civilis-

ation and improvement ; and she has
before her, in the development of her
vast and rich territory, a grand future,
if she only progress steadily in the
path she has so worthily begun.

Mr. Hudfield gives us several chap-
ters on Monte Video, Buenos Ayres,
the river Parana, and the country of
Paraguay. These arc all more or
less, interesting, not from his manner
of treating them, but from the interest

attached to the places themselves,
and to the latest account of them.

Nothing can well he more dry and
paltry than Mr. Hadfield'a method of
description. His materials seem to have
been collected on the "scrap. bag
principle, with every now and then
a rag derived from the note-book of
Sir W. Gore Ouseley, or other persons
which, though not a very "purpureus
pannu*,'' just sufficiently attracts os
to complete the examination of the
whole bundle.

Wo have seldom met with a more
desperate " hash" of words, objects,

ideas, and metaphors, than in the
following sentence, commencing the
chapter called, " Up the Parana:"

—

" The important light in which England,
and yet more especially those portions of
England to whose mercantile wants the Com-
pany I represent administer, regarded tho
opening of the great confluents of the Plate,

particularly those leading to the famed fairy-

land of Paraguay, so long guarded by the
wondrous Ogre, Francio, naturally rendered
me anxious to follow, for however trifling

a distance, in the wake the French and Bri-

tish ministers had so lately pursued toward
the capital of that mystic country, which,

after almost half a century's totsi isolation

from the rest of the world, they have brought

into commercial relationship with Europe.'*

The only distinct idea we get out of
such a haze of confusion as that, is

one of the French and British minis-

ters "pursuing their own wake," and
Mr. Iladfield following after them—
somewhat on the principle of a merry-
go-round at a fair, we suppose.

Some little interest attaches to the
account of the home voyage, arising

from the mention of the punctuality
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with which the ocean steamers per.
formed their voyages from Liverpool
to the river Plate, and the consequent
probability of a steady and regular
traffic arising hereafter.

The book closes with a chapter on
the Falkland Islands, and their ca-
pacity for settlement, and for a con-
vict establishment, in which there is

nothin? new.O
The work is illustrated by wood-

cuts, taken from the drawings of Sir
W. Gore Ouseley and Sir C. llotham.
Whatever may have been the charac-
ter of the original drawings, some of
these cuts are very good, and some
very poor indeed. There are also

se%eral maps, one, a very slight and
indifferent one, of South America, is

spoken of in the work itself in the
highest terms, as exceeding any other,

whereas we cannot call to mind a
map of South America containing so
little information, not half the places

named in the work itself having any
notice taken of them in the map.

Altogether, we have seldom met
with a book professing so much, and

p i-forming so little, as Mr. Hadfield's.

There is no country in the world more
interesting to the physical geographer
than South America, since there is

none which combines so much variety

of feature with so grand a simplicity

of structure. Stretching from the

centre of one tropic through the whole
of the other, and extending very nearly

into the region of perpetual winter
that environs the antarctic circle to a
greater distance than the arctic, it has

almost every variety of climate, but
all in a tempered and modified degree.

It has the longest and most connected

chain of volcanic mountains in the

world, stretching from the snowy cone
of Mount Darwin, in Terra del Fuego,
through the whole line of the Andes to

Caraccas, on the Caribbean sea, a dis-

tance of more than 4,500 statute miles.

The peaks of this vast range, even under
the equator, rear their heads far above
the fine of perpetual snow, which
shows upon them like a perfectly level

horizontal line, all above which is

perfect white, while all below is arid

and bare rock. This huge embattled
wall has in places a double or triple

line, the loftiest eminences not being

on that which forms the water-shed,

but on one of the lateral ones that

is breached through and traversed

by the water- channels.

VOL. XLIV,—NO. CCLX.

In consequence of the great mean
height of the Andes, it is hardly pos-

sible for a moist wind to blow across it

without having all its humidity con-
densed and squeezed out of it by the
cold of the higher regions of the atmos-
phere. From whichever sea the wind
may blow, it is so effectually drained of
its moisture in crossing the mountains,
that it rarely, if ever, is able to deposit

any on the country beyond them.
Now over the larger part of the

continent, or that included within the

tropics, the principal wind, or that

which traverses the higher part of the

atmosphere, is almost invariably from
the east. The trade winds blow homo
upon the whole shore of Brazil, and
keep it bathed in moisture throughout
the year. Hence the belt of forest-

land, fifty miles wide, known as the

Matta, in the neighbourhood of Per-
nambuco. Having deposited this much
of its superfluous moisture, however,

the lower stratum of air becomes
heated and dried as it proceeds into

the country, though rain is still depo-

sited on the tops and sides of the

sierras and mountain chains which
traverse the northern portion of Brazil,

or run between the Amazon and
Oronoco. These keep the country

moistened and refreshed, and give rise

to the many streams which form the

lower tributaries of the Oronoco and
the Amazon, and the chief part of those

of the Paraguay, the Parana, and the

Uruguay. Still, if that were all, this

amount of moisture would become un-
certain, and would probably undergo
a gradual diminution, which would
ultimately result in the desiccation of

the country. Against this calamity

the Andes are the great safeguard.

Making a bend, so as to keep on tho

very western edge of the country, they

receive into the hollow the last and the

highest breath of both the N.E. and
S.E. trade winds. Rising there to

their greatest altitude, they forbid tho

passage of these currents of air until

they reach such an elevation and such

a low temperature that all their

moisture is precipitated either as rain

or snow ; and the former at once, tho

latter when melted, is rolled back to

the ocean, along the myriad streams of

the Amazon and Oronoco, and the

western branches of the Paraguay.

The ever-falling ever-melting snows of

the Andes, are most effectual in keep-

ing up this perpetual stream of mois-

4
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lure, which clothe* all the centre of

South America, with its boundless

forests and its verdant plains, so dif-

ferent from the burnt-up deserts of

other tropical countries in the dry sea-

sons. The rains would rush off in

torrents and disappear, but the vast

magazines of snow upon the Andes are

most melted in the hottest and driest

weather, and thus come in to prevent
total dryness and sterility at tne very
period they are most wanted The
whole of this notion combines to keep
all the tropieal part ofSouth America,
cast of the Andrs, a well-watered and
fertile country, traversed by innume-
rable rivers, among which is the largest

river of the world, namely, the river

Maranon cr Amazon. Pass now
across the Andes to the seaboard of
Feru, and what a contrast do we
instantly meet with—an arid and rain-

less desert, with hardly a drop of water,
and where, as at Arica, that necessarv

of life is obliged to be kept under lock

and key by the inhabitants, and doled
out by measure, as in other countries

is the case with wine or spirits.

Let us now shift our latitude well

out of the region of the tropics, to the

country between 30° and o0w of south
latitude. Here we are in a region

where westerly winds blow almost as

constantly as easterly winds do within

the tropics. The consequence is, that

with the reversal of the wind, the wet
and dry sidesof the Andes arc reversed,

and with the moisture go the forests

and the verdure.

Instead of the dry deserts of Peru,
we have the green and fertile shores of
Chili, the island of Chiloe, where the

rain is ceaseless, and the dark and dank
forests that clothe all the lower slopes of
the Andesand sea-border thence to Ca|>e

Horn. Instead of the forests of Bra-
zil or the green plains of the Pampas, we
have the stony steppes of Patagonia

—

treeless, herbless, and waterless—a vast

plain of pebbles and shingle, through
which a few rivers roll their waters
from the Andes to the sea, without
receiving a single tributary, or the ac-

cession of so much as a spring of water.

The westerly wind here finds the Andes
as inaccessible a barrier as the easterly

wind does farther north ; or if it itself

succeeds in scaling the heights, it is

only after depositing the burden of all

the moisture which it carried.

In thus sketching out the great

features of the physical structure of
South America, we do not wish it to

be supposed that there are no others.

A multitude of minor local circum-

stances produce local variations in the

heat, the moisture, the fertility, and the

healthiness of particular spots, or par-

ticular districts. We desire chiefly to

call attention to the fact, that an
equally simple and true description

cannot be given of any other of the

great continents of the globe.

South America consists, in fact, of

but one great range of mountains,
rising almost directly from the sea, on
the west, and having one great plain

to the east of them, this plain being

materially affected by only one minor
range of mountains, namely, the coast

ranges of Brazil.

1 he high lands forming the border
between Brazil and Guyana have no
effect upon this plain, for the rivers on
each side ofthem—namely, the Amazon
and Oronoco— are, most singular to

say, united by a natural canal, called

that of Cassiquari, so that there is no
watershed between them. That the
basins of drainage of two such largo

rivers should be so united, is a circum-
stance of which there is no second ex-
ample in the world, and it is of the

utmost raritv to find one even on tho

smallest scale. We do not know of
one, for instance, even in Ireland, al-

though so many of our rivers traverse

the same plain.

The coast ranges of Brazil, although
they do form a watershed between tne

basin of the Amazon and that of the

Plate, yet do not greatly affect the in-

terior, where the head waters of the

great Rio Madeira and that of the

Paraguay, appear to overlap, if not to

interlace.

A country having the extent and
the structure thus briefly described,

thus favoured by natural position, and
traversed in all directions by natural

highways, must, sooner or later, be
the home of millions of the human race.

The few quarrelsome and indolent

people that now loiter over its plains,*

* A Creole young lady, in one of our West Indian islands, who exhibited all the superabun-

dant energy and activity of her race, being asked one day how she managed to pats ber tuna,

replied with a kind of languid astonishment at the question, that she " lay upon tho sofa all

day, and let the time pass its own self"
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or vegetate on its river banks, or

;Met the time pass its own self in

its cities, are as nothing to the crowd*
that some time or other will cover the

whole land with industry, activity, and
wealth. It is probable that South
America alone could, if properly cul-

tivated and turned to account, contain

and support in comfort the whole
of the present human race. There is,

therefore, no a priori reason why its

inhabitants should not ultimately reach
that amount.

This, which appears now but as a

magnificent dream, is possible and not
improbable, and the attempt to open up
its rivers and its ports to tne agency of
steam navigation, and the enterprise

of the great Anglo-Saxon race—Eng-
lish and American — is one calculated

to bring it about.

Therefore it is that wo have thought
it worth while thus briefly to bring the

subject before the reader's attention,

and therefore it is only that we have
thought Mr. Hadfield's book worthy
of our own.

MOSSES UPON CR A VK -8TON E 6.

CHAPTER V.

Again to the ghostly tapestry ; again

to the silent chamber—to the old Vene-
tian mirror and the midnight moon

;

but not again to dreams. I felt too

much excited to sleep. The whole house
seemed heavy with mystery. The very
air seemed to be thickening white with
phantasmal forms ; phantom voices

seemed to float through the open win-
dow ; the white, dumb moon looked
wise, as if it knew strange things, and
hooked its spiteful horn at me ; faint

footsteps seemed to flutter up the stairs

;

faint footsteps in the garden below;
such devilry did fancy play with me.
At last the wakeful night ebbed

off to morning, and the haggard skirts

of the dark sky began to be ravelled

with uncertain light in the east. I

dressed myself, and went down stairs,

and out upon the terrace. The land-

scape was still misty and gray. There
I watched the night— a great scroll,

written with stars— rolled slowly up,

and withdrawn by God till evening.

Slowly uprose the amber sun through
clear, cold skies, pearl-white, and
dewy ; I watched him pause above
the breathless hills, and break the great

seal of the day. Then the courts of
heaven were filled with light, and the

sleepy fields seemed to unclose their

misty eyes, and get thoroughly awake.
Here I paced the still hours away

till breakfast- time. Morton did not

appear, but sent me a message to say

that, as ?oon as I bad breakfasted, hc
would be glad to see me.

When I entered his room, I found
him sitting at a little table, with a
small iron box open before him. He
was tossing papers out of the box ;

the floor was strewn with them—some
he retained, some he discarded ; a silver

casket was open on the table; there

was a long soft tress of silky golden
hair in it. He seemed pale and lan-

guid, with a fatigued look in the eyes,

as though he, too, had passed a sleep-

less night.
" Pray sit down, Arthur," said he;

" it is time that I should relieve what-
ever curiosity you may feel respecting

what you saw and heard last night. I

told you, you may remember, yesterday

in the churchyard, that all should

shortly be explained. Providence
seems to have suddenly thrown you
into the inmost circle of my life ; it is

well that you should know all about
it— and if you are not disinclined to

hear a long story, and a somewhat
strange one, I will relate it to you
now."

I pressed him to do so, and Morton
then began this narrative of his life,

which I shall endeavour to record, as

nearly as I can remember it, in his

own words :

—

Morton's storv.

Many years ago, towards the close

of a warm May evening (ah I those

old summers had twice the warmth of
these), I entered the little village which
you see from these windows, on foot,
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in company with my friend Coant
C » a young German nobleman,

who had been brought up in England,

and whom I had, as a boy, been at

school with.

He was about to leave England
shortly, and being very anxious to see

our lake country before doing so, had
proposed to me to join him in a pedes-

trian excursion there. Glad of an
opportunity to escape the dust and din

ol a London season, I readily assented,

and it was in the course of this expe-

dition that we found ourselves in the

little market-place of , knapsacked
and dust-covered, just at sunset, and
the topmost ^reen of those tall elms

just on the quiver with breezy tints of

evening; and the window-panes down
the street all a twinkle to the west

;

and such a length of yellow light over

the glaring highway which we had
left.

I think that there had been that

day a sort of village fete here, for

merry groups were lingering in the

market-place; old men and women,
and cats, were sunning themselves in

the doorways ; and the girls, in holi-

day attire, gay-ribbanded and gar.

landed, were trooping home along the

glimmering fields, and singing as they
went. These new sights of pleasant

faces, with the speedy prospect of din-

ner (which it had been the first care of

C to order duly at the Golden
Lion), made me glad at heart.

While I was standing at gaze, thus—
in such a mood as welcomes every-

thing— there issued from the ivy-

muffled gateway of the little church-
yard an old man, venerable, with
silver hair, and pastor-like appearance,
leaning on the arm of a young girl,

who seemed to be his daughter. It

was such a good and graceful sight to

eee them, as they walked, these two,

that I blessed them in my heart.

I longed to see their faces, and soon
they drew near us, and I was able to

observe them clearly. He, the father,

as I took him to be, was of such bear-

ing as would win reverence from a

clown ; well stricken in years, but not

infirm ; trim, too, in his sober suit—
breeches to the knee, sleek stockings,

glossy blaek, and burnished silver shoe-

buckles, that twinkled as he went.

Now nod then he flourished his gold-

headed cane pleasantly, and he had a
warm grey eye full of lively kindness.

But the young girl, oh!

Arthur, I swear to you she was fairer

than all painters have painted ! Yet I
cannot describe her features; it was
the expression, so sound and sweet,

and seeming fresh from such a true,

pure soul, that lit them up, and made
them beautiful. Purity I oh, yon know
how often a calculating callousness, or
worthless insipidity, usurps the praise

of it, and souls that cannot feel are

nicknamed pure ! But there was none
of this, Arthur, in that young face;

but deep, warm woman- feeling, yet
all vestal, and chastened by sweet
thoughts that kept a constant calm
upon the pensive hps. Ah, well ! but
you laugh ; and so did C when I
plucked his sleeve, and made him look
at her. His was a sneering, comfort-

less laugh always, and I thought it

most so then.

"Hungry stomachs arc not love-

creating," said he, " except it be, in-

deed, to a brunette in the way ofa mut-
ton-chop ; and I shall starve, if yoa
don't make haste to dine."

Back we went to the inn. C
was either too hungry or too sulky to
talk ; and I did not feel the want of
words. He was so occupied with his

brunettes, and I with the thoughts of
my blonde, that we did not speak to
each other all dinner-time. After din-

ner I proposed that we should stroll

out again, and look at the town. C
made excuses—said he was tired, and
would rather lie down ; so out 1 went
alone* It struck me that there was
something strange in the manner of
my companion, but I did not think
much about it. Nursing sweet fancies,

I wandered on, heeding little where I
went, as one who walks in a dream, se-

curely guided by some strong thought.
Now, do you not know that there

are some faces that come to us with
doom ? We know what meanings are
laid up in the eyes of them for us ; and
the heart receives its sentence from
them meekly, before they speak. They
flash a great look into the soul, and
draw it after them. Then we cry
aloud, " this is what I have been
dreaming of, this is what I have been
waiting for my whole life long I Wel-
come at last ! lead on, for I must fol-

low 1" So did that face meet me mid-
way in my life, with authority, as it

were. I could not 6hake off the re-

flection of it from my spirit.

He never really loved who should
deny the truth of what that poet has
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scrag, who, in the aisles of Santa Clara
Church, received his fate there, athwart
the mist of tapers at the hoiy shrine,

from one glance of a kneel ing woman.
You— if you have ever loved— bear
witness that I speak the truth ! For
love, whether he creep into the heart
by lonely musings and solemn reveries,

or leap into it at once with one wild
and sudden impulse, instructs us in his

universal tone ; and we then know
what all the generations have felt since

Adam pined for Eve in Paradise, or
Jacob stood with Rachel by the sultry

fountain, at sunset, in a new land.

Well 1 I must have wandered far with
such fancies before I found myself, I

know not how, in a meadow of deep
grass, part of which was fenced away
by a wooden pale, for hay-making.
But where I stood the cattle had gone
to sleep for the night, muffled up to

the head in dewy buttercups. The
field was only divided by a sunk
fence, or ha-ha, from a little garden,

choked with roses, and shelving up to

the low windows of a house, white-

washed and straw-thatched, and over-

crept by honeysuckle and Virginian

creepers. I cannot tell why, but a

'trance certainty suddenly possessed

me, that this must be the home of those

two persons whom I had seen that

afternoon. It looked so like the home
they ought to have I

It was so still, and dreamy— the

quiet evening closing over it in deep
peace ! An impulse came upon me,
an<i, hartUy knowing what I was about,

I leaped the ditch. The windows were
closed, and curtained lights streamed
through them. Shadows flitted athwart

them. I felt she was there. All the

place seemed holy. The tall lavender
stood still in the stately garden-squares;
tiger lilies hung heavv over the walks

:

the peonies burned together in clusters

;

the glowworm crawled out upon the
walk*;—this was all that I saw. «' How
foolish !" I said to myself. " And to-

morrow I shall be far away ; and, most
probably, never in life again shall I
behold that face. Well, my blessing

go with it, whatever happens !" Then
I bethought me how long a time had
elapsed since I left the inn, and that

C—— would be wondering what could
have become of me ; then, too, I had
no recollection of the way by which I
had reached this place. I might find

some difficulty in returning ; and no
one was likely to be about of whom to

inquire the road. ** I had better get
back as soon as possible," I said,

and returned to the ha-ha. Strange
enough, although I had before taken
it with such ease, I now felt shy of the
leap. However, there was nothing
else to be done, and over I sprang;
but— crash I -— my foot struck against
the stone on the opposite side, and
down I came, flat on my face, to the
ground. When I tried to get up again,

I suffered violent pain, and could not.

I had sprained my ankle badly. How
long I might have lain there Heaven
knows, had not some one, attracted
probably by the sharp cry of pain
which I uttered in trying to rise from
the ground, come to my assistance. I
remember nothing distinctly. 1 re-

collect a voice inquiring what was
the matter; I recollect attempting to
explain, and attempting to get on my
le^s, and then swooning from the
pain.

CHAPTER VI.

Whex I returned to consciousness,

continued Morton, I found myself
stretched upon a bed in a chamber of
the Golden Lion. A meek-eyed waiter,

slippered and sleek of limb, crept, cat-

like, to and fro, with sponges and
lotions ; a chambermaid, red-handed
and red-haired, with gown unfastened,

slovenly, redundant of bosom, goggle-

eyed, and all agape, halted, curious, in

the doorway. Two other figures were
there by the bed. One I could see,

with half an eye, to be a doctor—pur*y

in appearance, and of manner porten-

tous, haw-ing and hum-ing, wise-look-

ing, snuff-taking, lip-fingering, chin-
rubbing, as he should be, and all in

his metier ; the other, whom of all men
should you think, but the very self-

same reverend, grey, old gentleman
whom I had before seen issuing from
the churchyard with his daughter, and
who was, in fact, the " irritamenta ma-
lorum," the beginning of all my ill*.

I gave him a half-look of pleased in-

quiry, and he came up to nie at once,

and taking my hand, i>aid, " I am iv-

joiced, my dear sir, to see that sow are

so far recovered, and 1 trust sincoivlv

that you will soon be greatly better.
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But I must entreat you to take great

care, and to adhere strictly to the

directions of my worthy friend. Dr.
Jenks. You have a bad sprain ; likely,

I fear, for some time to cause you
pain, and to preveut your moving ; but
the Doctor thinks it need not be a per.

niament one, if properly treated."

"Can it be to you, sir," said I,

" that I am indeed indebted for find-

ing myself here, and thus kindly cared

for, instead of being half- dead in the

meadow ? You must let me say how
grateful I am ; a little pain, indeed,

would be a privilege, if it should have

obtained me the acquaintance of one
so

"

*• Hush 1 hush 1" interrupted the old

gentleman ;
" the pleasure of the ac-

quaintance is mutual, my dear air. I
have done no more than any other

human being would have done, under
similar circumstances.

"

I was about to reply, when the vil-

lage JEsculapius, who had been all this

time regarding my unhappy ankle,

musingly, and with a pleased look*

nursing, no doubt, the notion of future

profit, and a long bill, " in linked lines

of sweetness long drawn out," hereaf-

ter to accrue therefrom, suddenly gave
the swelledjointan enthusiastic squeeze

between his finger and thumb, causing

me such exquisite torture, that I roar-

ed out lustily, thereby exciting a choral

shriek from the slatternly housemaid,
and a grin from the meek-eyed waiter.

" Humph ! a little pain we seem to

suffer ; I think there— just there"
(pricking the place with the point of
a silver pencil-case), said the doctor,

still musingly. " A little pain ; to be
sure—to be sure I Ab, yes ; yes, that

hurts us a little, eh ? We must apply
the lotion constantly—constantly, sir"

(rubbing his chin, as though that were
the seat of wisdom), " and the draught
we must take at bed-time, that is in an
hour or so; then we shall see— we

[Aug.

shall see ; 1 have no doubt we shall be
better by-and-bye— much better, I
have no doubt ; but we must not ex.
pect to be well all at once— of course

not ; we can't expect it. 1 think we
shall send some pills to be taken to-

morrow morning— a slight aperient,

sir ; a slight aperient will do us no
harm, I think. And now we shall wish
you good night, sir, I think. Wo must
try and get rest, sir; we want rest. And
a very good night to you, Mr. Rush-
brook (turning to the old gentleman) ;

we shall see our patient to-morrow.

We shall leave directions with James,
the waiter. Our patient will do very
well, I think ; might have been much
worse ; quite providential, sir t Glad,
very glad, we were called in in proper
time— nothing like taking tilings in

time, Mr. Rushbrook."
" You hear what he says, ray dear

sir," said the old gentleman, still hold,
ing my hand. " I trust, sir, you will

have a good night's rest ; and that you
will permit me to avail myself of this

casual introduction, which I could wish
had been a more pleasant one to you,
to call from time to time to see how
you are getting on, sir. I shall leave

my card on the table, and I trust that
if you can think of anything that
would make you more comfortable,

you will send to my house for it."

Here the two took their leave, the
doctor giving me another squeeze of
the foot ; in return for which, had it

not been for the reverend presence of
the old gentleman, I should have cer-

tainly hurled a sound, round oath at
him, as he went out. << Well," thought
I, when they were gone, "it's an ill

wind that blows nobody good ; see

how easily I have stepped into this old
gentleman's acquaintance with a broken
ankle, and thereby, perhaps, to that of
his daughter ! But what can have be-
come of C ? I am surprised not
to see him here."

Mosses upon Grace-Stones.—Chap. VII,

CHAPTER VII.

Upon making inquiries of the waiter,

he informed me that Count C had
suddenly ordered post-horses, and left

the inn not long after I had myself

gone out, leaving a letter for me, which
he now gave me. I tore the seal and
read:—

"Mr dear Morton,—Don't think
me either niad or very churlish. I

have just received most important in-

telligence, which obliges me to return
to London at once. I fear I may not
see you again before leaving England,
and am sorry to take such a hasty
farewell. I shall certainly write to
you the moment my plans are settled ;

and for the present, my dear fellow,

you must forgive brevity, which, if not
here the soulof wit, is at least the ue-
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cessity of the soul, for the horses are

waiting, and I am in a deuce of a
hurry. Good-bye. Don't be bewitch-

ed by that Hamadryad you have found
here. You know the men who follow,

ed the Napse went mad ; take care of
yourself.

" Ever yours, faithfully,

**C *•

I knew C *8 character too well

to be so surprised, as 1 might otherw is»e

have been, by this sudden move of his.

He was a man who followed a whim
as energetically and scrupulously as

other men follow a duty. I did not l>c-

lieve a word about the important in-

telligence; nevertheless I was not sorry

that my companion had gone. In the

mood I then was in, such a companion-
ship as C 's would have been most
irksome. That you may better under-

stand the things which I shall after-

wards have lo relate, I may as well, I

think, give you a sketch of this man's
character at once. C was young,
very rich, very clever, and very good-
looking. His mother was a celebrated

woman — able, ambitious, intriguing,

whose name now figures in modern po-

litical memoirs. She was supposed to

possess great influence in the cabinet

of Vienna, to many of the members of
which she was personally related ; and
a certain distinguished counsellor of a
now fallen dynasty in France was well

known to be her lover. Thus the boy-
hood of the young Count was lounged
away in the antechambers of palaces,

and fed upon the gossip of politics and
the scandal of society. He was a man
before he was a boy, and blaze from a
child. As all his talents, which were
considerable, were devoted to society,

he was no less popular among men
than admired among women ; and his

cynical humour, combined with great

apparent good-nature—his reckless ex-

penditure, and a nameless charm of
manner which he was able to assume
at will, gave him an especial influence

over young minds. Never was a man so

brilliant on the surface, so rotten at the

heart. His was a mind once by no
means uncommon, but now, I thank

God, becoming to be considered old-

fashioned, and behind the times, in the

fresh, healthy, vigorous activity of this

wholesome age,—a mind formed upon
Condillac and the French school of

philosophers, assuming scepticism in all

things which men reverence, as a proof

of superiority, and ssiturated and pene-

trated, moreover, with such booksas the

"Liasou Dangereuso" of Lajclos, Do
Grammont's Memoirs, and the Adven-
tures of Chevalier de Faublas. Above
society he beheld no object, and recog-

nised no law ; his life did not move
upon a single principle but that of self-

gratification; and, like all great egotists

—who are ever free from those grave
and honourable sorrows that arise from
consideration for others, and often give

a sweet severity to the character— he
was what is called "a most good-
natured, easy fellow." Nevertheless he
boasted of crime, and avowed selfish-

ness to be the crown of philosophy.

Such was C ; such were fifty others

of that day ; such may society, I trust,

never grow to generate again. Theso
men are of that life which is born of

corruption, and can exist only in a
rotten body.

I innuired of the meek-eyed waiter

as to the grey-headed gentleman who
had left me nis card, and found that

he was, as I had surmised, the parson

of the parish ; and that the young lady

whom I had seen with him was his

only surviving child, his youngest

daughter having died suddenly about
a year ago. Both father and daughter
were, I heard, universally beloved in

the little village.

I was for many weeks a prisoner to

sofas and couches, and given over to

be tormented by Doctor Jenks. Good
old Parson Rushbrook came to sec mo
almost every day. He was a charming

old gentleman—full of kindness, and
with the manner of a man whose world

had been always in books. He had
all the gossip oflearning at his fingers*

end ; aud would talk in a merry fami-

liar way of " that fellow, Alcibiades
" Merry Chrysippus ;" '* Diogenes,

and that pompous way of his, you
know ;" •« Augustus, oh 1 the greatest

take in, sir ;—alwavs before the public
" You remember that good thing which
the wag Horace said to Vir«il at the

baths, when he was complaining of his

eyesight;" and such chit-chat, as though
these men were his intimate fellows,

and be had just come from lounging

under the Portico, or idling at the

Therina?, to speak to you. Such a
man as might have clapped Tully on
the back at Tusculum, or taken a spade

with Flaccus at his farm. We praised
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the Greek Idylists together ; we talked
of pure Simonides—[of the exquisite

fragments of Sappho—of the fire of
Alcseus—of the nonsense of Apuleus
—of the dreams of the Platonists—of
the inspiration of ^Eschylus—and of
the women of Euripides.

The summer was deep into the heart
of June before I was able even to

hobble about upon crutches. I bought
a mongrel cur, with a cock tail and
a snub nose, of the meek-eyed waiter,

to be my companion ; and before I

was able to walk myself I had taught
him to stand on his hind legs and beg
for biscuits. Oh 1 the joy of the sum-
mer air, and the green grass, and the

thymy hay, and the flowing woods I

When I got back to them again, how
they welcomed me : the woods seemed
to clap their hands together, and the

wind walked like a herald before me,
to say to the flowers, " he is coming
because Nature knew in her deep heart,

that I had loved her from boyhood. I
was invited to spend my evenings at

the parsonage. I went with a flutter-

ing heart—1, and my cock-tailed cur,

who wagged his tail, and snapped at
the moths, and tumbled the hay-cocks,

for very wantonness of caniue pleasure,

as he went—we were both invited.

There I met Madeline Rushbrook.
Why, Arthur, should I attempt to

dissect the sweetness of those happy
days, which yet, while I speak, seem
trembling before me through a mist of
tears? Of love, the proverb has it

that, if true, it runs roughly in its

chanuel, yet was the course of mine
most smooth — smooth, but sweeter
for sweet doubts aud happy fears, for

tearful thoughts at sunset, and wakeful
hours below the summer moon. Shall

I speak of tender words, and of silence

expressing more than all words ? Of
how the season as it passed seemed to

touch her, in all its changes, with some
new beauty, and unfold from day to

day some self - involved and hidden
grace in her ? Or, more, of how my
passion deepened with the deepening
year, and from little things at first

—

a star, a flower, that touched us with
the selfsame thought, I grew to behold
her image and hoar her voice in all

things. Then each little thing in na-
ture, because they all loved us well—
the buds, and the bees, and the birds,

and the iuseets—came to our help, and
were interpreters between us. For,

when gazing at the dreamy, westering

sun, the selfsame sadness fell upon us

both ; or if in the wing of a butterfly,

or the note of a bird, or the hum of a
bee, or the eye of a flower, she re-

joiced with me, then I knew that there

were other deeper feelings than these

which we had in common, and of which
these were but, as it were, little hinta

and whispers to the soul—feelings too

fine and delicate for sound, yet which

needed not sound to be understood

;

to which all language seemed coarse

and common, and which would not be
caught, and framed, and glazed in

speech, but from which, as they sub-

tilely escaped, all finest-woven word-
chains fell down—a confused, rattling

heap, and senseless noise !

The world, with all its noisy trifles,

which I had taken for realit ies, I now saw
dwindling away, and departing from me
into dis tauce—-a hollow shellw ith hollow

shapes ; love remained the sole thing

real. The sum of all earthly beauty
and earthly worth was for me gathered

up into those large, deep, thought-

ful eyes, and pensive lips. All other

men and women whom I saw, or had
ever seen, became as shadows dancing

on a wall—or shapes that we jostle in

the street— a wave of heads, a tramp
of feet, and nothing more 1 For me
they had no life, but quaint shows and
tricks ; they did not touch my soul, or

stir a wave of my spirit as they passed

me by. Who shall say that God does

not give us love to make us good?
Love, oh man, and straightway heaven
and eternity are opeued unto thee ; the

world is folded from left to right in

darkness, but where thou gazest an-
gels go up and down the ladder of God.
Then dost thou know the riddle of life

—the reason of thine own being, and
wherefore pain and suffering have sweet
and sacred uses in the great plan of
things—already immortality lies about
thee I The Creator is three times

adored in the creature—that which lie

made so beautiful and good, to type
H is own consummate goodness and
beauty, and that man's dust might be
quickened with motions of God's di-

vinity. At that time I blessed God
from my whole heart, morning, noon,

and night. I felt him in every wave of
wind that went over the grass ; I saw
him in every daisy that peeped from the

sod ; but more than all, in every look

of those sweet eyes, and every whisper
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of those pure lips, that haunted me.
Life was touched as by the finger of
an angel, and, gushing from all the
mystic fountains of the soul, arose an
endless upspringing and welling forth

of blessing and devotion. Whoever
has not felt this, let him not dure to

say, " I have loved I" For true lovo

shall be known by its fruits, whether it

be of God, or of the earth, earthy.

Now all these sensations which I
am attempting to analyse, were then
fused and melted, as it were, into one
golden haze of light. I was too happy
to know that I thought of the future

;

the future seemed welded into the pre*

sent. 1 was jealous chiefly of the past

—of that time in which she never saw
or thought of me, but when others

were about her. I sought to picture

to myself her childhood ; I was never
wearied of hearing all about it ; and
fancied that I could trace how, year
by year, through infant griefs and
maiden hopes, her soul had grown up
into its stately height of womanhood.
And sometimes if I complained that

among those peaceful memories my
shadow never moved, one long, earnest

look seemed to answer me, and say,
M Ah, yes 1 thus I ever lived apart
from childhood, and the flowers and
the birds were my brothers and sisters

;

but now — " At least so I inter-

preted it. Yet this hope even that so

deep and full a love as mine could not
be wholly without return, was dashed,

too, by wandering fears ; for I whis-

pered to my soul, " O soul, art thou
worthy to be loved by her ? " All this

was a dream. All dreams have their

wakings ; mine came at last.

One day I received a letter from
London. My uncle, the sole relative

I had— for father ami mother I had
not—was ill—dangerously, and, as it

was feared, dying. I was entreated to

hasten up to town if I wished to be
with him in his last hours. This was
a terrible shock to me. I loved my
uncle deeply. That was a quiet affec-

tion that had grown up under the roof-

tree, and was dipped in sweet instincts

of home ; but this other love, so dif-

ferent from all other. To leave her,

and all so uncertain I—I could not bear
the thought of it. Then at once the

picture I had suffered myself so long
to gaze at rose up before me, fearfully

distinct — the picture of long, long
happy days with her, secure of change.

To be the first to wake from happy
dreams at morning, that I might kiss

those dear eyes awake ; to pace the

self-same quiet paths together, and feel

that every hour in the day I could see

her ; to linger hand in hand, at eve,

among the ripened, rippling corn,

knowing, as the summer sun went
down below the hills, that the night,

which crept so softly over us, could
not separate us. And then, again, to

start from sleep, awaked by too mnch
happiness, and feel that soft hand in

mine, and know it was indeed no dream
I dreamed—that she was near

!

And, oh, day by day, to grow nearer
and closer into her heart; to feel a
whole lifetime before us to express all

those tender thoughts and delicate fan-

cies, which seemed to need a lifetime

for their expression. To love the same
things together ; hope the same things

;

pray to the same God the self-same
prayer, kneeling at the self-same couch

;

uplifting each other, to grow strong
and worthy, year by year, feeding on
all high thoughts and lofty longings

;

to see strauge lands together, and
wander, hand in hand, across the world!
This was the picture I had drawn

:

then the reverse was turned upon me
suddenly, and the picture which fate

might draw was shown.
She— another's— and I, far away

and forgotten, or at best remembered
sadly in lonely hours ; this thought
summed up all. That that hand, which
I trembled to touch, whose lightest

pressure thrilled my whole being, he,

that other, should take between his

own hard palms, feeling nothing. I,

that held my breath in a finer air when
near herl He, that, perhaps, would
care no more to press her lips than
those of any other 1 To me she was a
fairy ouecn, not all human, or rather

divinely human I To him, perhaps, she

would be no more than the merest wo-
man that treads the general ground.
And he, this man of the gross and
common clay, to step into my fairy

circle, too coarse of fibre to feel its

subtle spells, and so possess her I To
call her wife, and be lord of all the

rights and duties in that name I And
all those fine and delicate fancies, those

nice and intangible Hhades of feeling,

those holy and lofty motions of the

spirit, which to me were so exquisite a
source of love and wonder— to him
they would be inconvenient and iucom-
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prehensible. He would know none of

them ; he would brush off the bloom
of her soul's beauty with one careless

touch ! Then I pictured her first sad-

ness, and all its disappointment ; and
then the painful slow degrees by which
she should prow to veil her nature even
from herself, and shrink back into her

own cheerless and smileless heart.

Then the necessities of life would grow
over her, and slowly, but surely, day
by dav» she would sink down to his

level ; lier sense would become blunted

;

she would be no longer shocked and
pained ; she would have lost the power
of being so ; her soul's wings, from
long disuse, would be able to rise no
more ; and they two, a common woman
and a common man, would crawl to-

gether to the grave I And I, Arthur,

—I that could have risen so high with

such a soul

!

From such reveries I broke away
with a shuddering start. It seemed
that I must see her at once to satisfy

myself that she was still the same, and
that this fearful change which I had
conjured up had not already passed

over her.

I found her alone in the garden ; I

walked beside her silent for some time

;

I began to talk of other things ; by
degrees it all oozed out. When the

great fact was fully before her, she

turned deadly pale ; she said not a
word. In one wild moment all the

barriers of reserve were broken away

;

we were sitting in a little summer-
house: I flung myself at her feet, and
throwing my arms about her, hid my
face in her lap, and sobbed. She did

not stir ; I felt as though I were crying

my heart out. Then I felt a gentle

arm about me, and a low voice falter-

ing,. " Clarence ! Clarence ! " One
look into her face; one long, long

kiss ; one great beat of the heart I

Oh, Arthur! there are moments in life

like precious stones in the eyes of an-

tique statues, that shine for ever, even
along; the darkness of the tomb.

"Clarence, dear Clarence !" she said,

choking with her tears, " I must speak

out ; yet my heart is full I You know
me better than I do myself ; and all

you know— how I am gathered up in

you and yours—ay, even though this

should be the last time we meet ; yours

still, through life and in death. But
my father, Clarence, he—oh, you know
I had a— a sister— his dearest one—

and had you seen her, you would surely

have loved hert and not me ; for I—

I

am but a faint reflection and weak echo
of what she was. But she is gone—,
gone—and I the only one left to him

;

and without me, oh, he could not live

without me, I think. You understand
all now. I cannot leave him

; spare

me Clarence ; I will die in my duty.

See bow my heart is shaken 1"

" Dear, noble, generous woman," I

cried ;
" no 1 no I— a thousand times

;

Jrou shall not leave bim ; we will not
eave him

; why should we ? But add
me to his love; let him take to his

hearth a son also. I shall return soon
— oh, soon, dear, and then we will

never leave . My world is where
you are ; and not a grain of dust upon
these old walks that is not hallowed by
your footsteps."

And this is what the slang of society,
I suppose, nicknames "proposing,"
and " being accepted "—.what young
ladies are brougnt up in boarding-

schools to learn the science of ; what
young gentlemen live in a fine fear of
being betrnved into ; what friends and
relatives discuss in the corners of draw,
ing-rooms, and across dinner-tables;

what miserable married victims repent
of duly in the leisure of their after-

life. Yet no ; Arthur, is there out of
a hundred, one married man and woman
that have sought each other thus ?

" I trust there may be," I replied.

That same evening, he continued, I
spoke with Madeline's father ; and all

was settled. At night, as I walked
home, I halted every moment in the

happy grass, and again, and again,

turned back to gaze at the shining

window of Madeline's room in the

Rectory, and bless the little ray which
streamed out from it, fair and far,

over the silent dark, with tiding9 of

her, as it were ; as though it would
have said, if it could, "Now she is

watching—now she is praying—now
she is weeping joyous tears—now she is

murmuring thy name." The mighty
moon herself seemed to dilateand palpi-

tate with a strangeand sudden joy—the

grateful grass sucked up the moonshine
—the dew, as I brushed through it,

fell off in tremulous sparkles— the

rich warm earth seemed steeped in deep

and full content. When I reached my
little chamber in the inn, I flung myself

upon my knees by the bedside, and
blessed God fervently. I could not
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sleep all night, but hung over the

window-sill into the balmy air without,

weaving sweet fancies below the silent

summer stars ; and when, at last, the
dark was dipped in grey, and the morn-
ing came blowing over the fresh and

219

happy hills, I was again upon my
knees. It seemed that a joy so deep
and solemn had been given to me, that

I must rampire it about with strong

and steadfast prayer, to keep it fast and
sure from all evil chances.

Mosses upon Grave-Stones.—Chap. Vlll,

CHAPTER VIII.

I havb dwelt at length upon those

days, because they were so happy, and
1 wished, as it were, to draw strength

from the memory of them before 1

ventured once more, in thought, upon
the most dark and solemn period of
my life.

My uncle died : I sorrowed deeply
and long ; but my grief was balanced,

as it were, by the new hope vouchsafed
to me. I returned to ; I was
married to Madeline Rushbrook. I

took a little bouse, then to be let, near

the parsonage ; continuous happy days
passed silently away. Then a new joy,

and a new fear, bocran to grow over our
serene and tranquil hopes ; for I began
to look forward to the time when
another little Madeline should be given

to us. Yet, as that time approached,

and the sweet face beside me grew
paler, and the sweet form weaker, a
thousand anxious cares possessed me.
One day as we were lingering over

the breakfast table, the postman's

knock startled us—for it was not with

us, by any means, a common occur-

rence, that knock. I had but a small

correspondence ; my wife none at all.

The letter was for me—the post-mark

a foreign one: the handwriting I re-

cognised atonce—it wasCountC 's.

The letter had less flippancy than

C——'s communications were usually

marked by. " I think," he said " I

must have onee seen your wife's sister

at , when I was staying with the

Rosevilles—a very pretty girl, but I

don't remember her well. Well, I hope,

my dear fellow, sincerely, that you will

be happy in your 'woods with your
Hamadryad. I sometimes wish I were
less of a nomad myself. You know
the old proverb of the rolling stone

—

it gathers no moss. I trust that I may
some day make your wife's acquaint-

ance ; and that 1 may be able to make
her like me. I feel as though I knew
her already, partly from having seen

her sister, whom, I hear, she was like,

and partly from my knowledge of you,

which helps me to picture tolerably well

the sortofwoman that would please you.

For myself, I think that women are like

cigars—too many of them spoil the

taste, and we don't know the difference

between a good and a bad one: my
own taste, 1 am afraid, is very degene-
rate. Well, I have pleased myself in

trying to fancy what she is like-
whether dark or fair, and that sort of
thing; and whether a bracelet which
I have chosen (in the hope that she

will receive so slight a token of good-
will from an old friend of her husband's)
is likely to suit her. I have told my
bankers in London to forward it to

your address ; it should have reached
you in time to be more appropriate;

but, being abroad, the news of your
marriage did not reach me till lately.

I hope, nowever, that good wishes won't

come too late, and that you will be-

lieve in those of your aflectionate, &c.

"P.S.—I am so constantly on the

wing that it is no use writing to me.
I think I am as restless as Noah's
dove, and can't find a pied A terre any-
where, though I am sure I bear the

olive-leaf about with me. Good-bye,
you, and your ark, and your dove ; and
fair sailing to you.

I asked my wife if she had ever

heard of Count C , and if she

were aware of his having known her

sister. When she heard bis name her

colour changed at once; she grew
deadly pale, and in great agitation

faltered out some incoherent words,

and suddenly left the room. An hour
passed, she did not return ; I knew not

what to think. In great alarm I sought

her in her chamber, and found her

weeping convulsively there.

It was long before I could gain any
clue to the cause of Madeline's suffer-

ing; broken exclamations and sobswere
all she seemed able to give vent to, as

I clung to her side in agony ; every

sound she uttered went through my
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heart. I knew how fearful an effect a
violent shock like this, at such a time,

might have upon her. What pain I

suffered it is impossible to say. Oh !

Arthur, if you have ever felt what it

is to watch the effect of sorrow in one
beloved, and feel impotent to console,

what you would gladly have given up
your life to have saved that person
from ; and the agony of feeling—even
though the pang be but for a moment—
that, while it lasts, the unity of love

is severed, you can conceive, dearest

friend, what I then felt.

And oh, such fearful doubts came
upon me, in that strange and horrible

uncertainty ! but I thank God that

they did not sully for more than one
wild instant my deep faith in one
whom I had loved so devotedly and so

unselfishly. I thank God for it, I say ;

but my heart swells, and my cheek
tingles, now while I speak, to think

that by one solitary thought (and it is

the only one in life which shames roe

to remember) I could have wronged
that dear and noble heart that now
will never beat again beside me.
Morton dropped his head between

his hands, and was silent for some
time.

The circumstances (he at length

continued), which my wife afterwards

informed me of, I shall endeavour to

relate to you as briefly as possible.

You are already aware, that Madeline
had a younger sister, who died sud-

denly, about a year before my arrival

at . There was not quite a year's

difference of age between the two
sisters ; but Madeline, from a certain

sweet seriousness of character which
she had always possessed, had been
almost from chilhood the sister-mother,
as it were, and Geraldine, the sister,

daughter of the two. Madeline was
indeed a woman, while Geraldine was
still a child ; her genuine unselfishness

of character, and that organ of high
reverence, which is an essential prin-

ciple in all affectionate natures, and
perhaps chiefly so in women, made
her, unconscious as she was of her own
good qualities, somewhat exaggerate
those of her sister.

Geraldine was a mixture of all sweet
and varying impulses, which tears had
not yet nourished into principles. She
was less reserved than her sister, and
her girlish griefs and joys, as they were
less shadowy, and yet less steadfast

than Madeline's, she was never forced

to hide in her own heart ;
they moved

within the range of general sympathy,
and were lightly told and easily shared.

Her's was thus a more popular charac-

ter, because it was more generally

understood. Commonplace observers

would have called it the more affec-

tionate disposition, for it was one
always claiming sympathy, and glad

to receive it from every source.

With Madeline it was different.

Her character having more early ma-
tured itself than that of Geraldine,

she had been from childhood com-
paratively isolated ; she knew that the

deep self-absorbing affection which she

felt for her sister could never meet
with an equal return. There was a
hoplessness about that affection which,

upon the very threshold of life, had
excluded self.

Thus, motherless both from infancy,

the two girls grew up together in their

quiet home.
It was a great event for the little

village whenever Lord and Lady Rose-
villc, who were then, the owners of

this old mansion, returned from town
to pass the shooting season at .

No sooner did the heavy travelling-

carriage, with my lord's gentleman and
my lady's lady on the top of it, rumble
into the courtyard, than Milverton

Manor House started into strange and
sudden life, like the sleeping palace

awakened—lights in the windows ; feet

on the floors ; voices in the balls

;

wrangling on the stairs ; doors slam-

ming ; bells ringing ; dogs barking ;

my lord swearing loud ; my lord's

gentleman swearing low ; my lady

plaintive ; my lady's lady objective in

a high tenor ; my lady's spaniel que-
rulous in all diapason ofcanine music ;

the villagers aghast in groups.
«• The quality are come," say ther,

as if" the twilight of gods" were at

hand, with the end of all created

things.

Lady Koseville was what people call

"a charming woman "—"so natural,

so good natured." She lived in a con-

tinuous fuss of affected sentiment. "I
love flowers," she would say ; yet
could she not leave a lily on its stem*
" So fond of roses," she sighed, as she
crammed them into her porcelain vases,

there to wither at will. She would
clasp her hands— "I adore talent I"

yet would she have been garrulous if

Socrates himself were by. " No one
appreciates me," she complained ; yet
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did she daily explain to all the world
what fine susceptibilities she possessed.

" What is like nature ?" she demanded,
as though she were the high priestess

of its divinity, knowing no more of it

than that grass is green and trees have
leaves in summer. She shook bands
in a way which said, "we will be
friends for life." " I hate the world,"

the said ; and came home every night

in the season sweating from its feted

parties; by means of which observa-

tions, she succeeded in taking in her.

stlf, and many other people.

No sooner had she duly arranged
her boudoir; plucked all the flowers

in the garden ; choked her parrot with

par ; caged a nightingale to sing to

her ; rifled the library for novels ; and
instructed the keeper to tie up a deer

in the paddock, that she might tame
it—than she began, as was natural to

so sensitive a disposition, to pine for

congenial female companionship. The
nightingale was not enough ; a human
being had yet to be caged for her s and,

as high destiny would have it—Provi-

dence being graciously willed to satisfy

the longings of her sympathetic na-
ture— she suddenly discovered that

Geraldine Rushbrook was the person
ordained by fate to share her boudoir
and her heart. Geraldine must come
and live with her.

" What ?—no ? Oh, then, a month
at least she must spend at the Manor
House ; we are all so fond ofher—can't
live without her— impossible. Oh,
Mr. Rushbrook, you can't be so cruel

;

it will do the girl a world ofgood, too ;

and we will have some nice people
down. Now, my dear, none of those

wise looks ; your sister would like to

come I am sure ; and Madeline shall

come and see us every day. Eh ?—then
it's settled— that's a good creature.

What a pretty rose is that ! I must
have it—thank you. I want to show
you my nightingale—did you ever see

one ? he sings like an angel. Such
a pretty room for you, too. We
agree about everything. Jourons nous
Vamitie."

So Geraldine was led captive.

In due course of time arrived the nice

people spoken of by Lady Roseville

—

men and women, plenty of them ; each
representing all varieties of niceness

;

and, among the nicest of the nice,

Count C
Geraldine remained at the Manor

House, and was declared by all the
" nice people " to be " exceedingly

nice." "She has charmed us aft,"

said Lady Roseville ;
" the dear thing,

we could not live without her ; she is

the only person that I ever saw Rose-
ville decently civil to—you know what
a bear my husband is."

" Ah !" says one of the "nice peo-

ple" thereupon, " that a heart so

sensitive, a mind so exalted as yours,

should
"

" No, no I" sighs my lady, with an
air of Christian resignation, " a very
common lot, I fear. Why should I

repine? I appreciate Roseville's good
Qualities; he cannot understand mine

—

it is not his fault. Whoever meets the

man," &c, &c.
In the midst of which dialogue,

apropos of" the man," &c, up comes
Count C , in his lounging, easy

way, with a rose in his hand. *' This
is the last rose in the garden," says he;

I IX.

" I offer it to your ladyship, because I

hear that whatever is rare and un-
common has a charm in your eyes."

This is said with a half sneer, and a
half smile, as the Count bows over the

rose ; and Lady Roseville turns crim-
son as she takes the flower in silence,

without even reminding the world how
passionately fond of roses she is. So
that all the nice people present consi-

der themselves justified in supposing

that the Count must be " the man," &c.
"Where is that dear girl?" says

Lady Roseville, after a pause.
" I have just been remonstrating

with her," replies the Count.
" You remonstrating ? — What

about ?"

" She has allowed the nightingale to

escape ; and I can't make her under-
stand how the bird will miss being
miladi's prisoner."

" Tliat beast of a dog of Roseville's

will eat it up," says my lady, in terror,

" But the race of nightingales is not
extinct," suggests the Count. " Be
consoled ; another nightingale will sing

as sweetly next summer."
Madeline does not see her sister

very often; but when she does see

her, she is pained. A change has
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grown over Geraldine ; she has lost

her old gaiety ; her manner is reserv-

ed — confused even, at times, and
hurried and incoherent. She is paler

and thinner, and seems suffering, but

declares that she never felt better.

Madeline does not know what to think

;

she winds her arm about her sister's

waist, and presses her to her heart

—

that tender true heart that never beat

false.

" Geraldine is unhappy ; there is

something ; will she confide it to her

sister?"
41 No, nol— she is happy, very

happy, " Geraldine says. ** Lady
Koseville is very kind ; everybody, in-

deed, is so kind."

Madeline is grieved to the heart;

she gazes wistfully at the Dale young
face; the hand she holds is hot and
feverish ; tbe late hours, the new life,

the heated excitement, are preying
upon her sister's health, she thinks.

Would she not be happier in their old

quiet home ? Oh, yes I she will re-

turn, will she not ? and all will be as

before — the peaceful walks, the
happy tranquil evenings. " And our
dear father misses your sweet voice,

darling ; you know how be loves to

hear you sing; and now it seems bo

strange never to hear the old songs.

And the little children at the school—
they all ask, every Sunday, if you will

soon come and see them again ?"

Geraldine does not answer ; her face

darkens; her lips grow quite white
sometimes ; Madeline draws her closer

to her own pure bosom, and bursts

into tears.

So the months pass away ; — and
Lady RoseviUe is still disconsolate for

the nightingale.

CHAPTER X.

At last the Roeevilles are returning to

London for tbe season. Lady Kose-
ville says she cannot part with Geral-

dine ; old Parson Rushbrook shakes

his head. To the surprise of every-

body, Geraldine herself begs hard

to bo allowed to accompany Lady
Koseville to town. Madeline opens

her largo blue eyes very wide; her

father is vexed and disappointed ; he

is loath to consent; Madeline inter-

cedes, with a heavy heart ;— at last it

is agreed to that Geraldine shall go for

a short time. Once more the sisters

part. Madeline looks long and mourn-
fully at her sister, through her tears ;

she cannot read the look iu Geraldine's

eyes ; she sighs heavily, as they wave
their hands, and the heavy travelling-

carriage rumbles and rattles out of
sight along the dusty highway. Then
her father comes up to her, with red,

tearful eyes ; and so she smiles again

her old sweet, quiet, unwavering
smile.

Time passes. The hollyhock grows
tall in the little garden of the quiet

parsonage ; the green sheaths fall off

the lilies, and the snowy buds rise,

folded, on their stately stalks, like spin-

dle-heads of whitest wool ; the meadow
is a-blaze with buttercups ; the grass

waves, long aud green ; and, by-and-

bye, the mowers whet their scythes

amongst it, and sing cheerily on the

fresh summer mornings. An occa-

sional letter from Geraldine — short,

hurried, with an unnatural effort at
gaiety, and different from her usual
style—-is the only event that marks
the quiet months, as they deepen to

the heart of summer, in that still

place.

These letters throw a painful sad-

ness over the evening conversations of
the old man and his daughter, as they
sit in the little ivy porch, and talk of
her who is absent. At last even these

letters cease, and Madeline's long,

tender, reproachful expostulations re*

main unanswered. The old clergy-

man has grown greyer lately, and his

sight is getting dimmer than it used
to be. iEschylus remains upon the
shelf ; and Moscus and Bion, he never
looks at them now ; the Greek charac-
ter, he says, hurts his eyes ; but the
old black family Bible, with the
silver clasps, is oftener open on the
table, and sometimes the sacred page
is blotted by a tear. At last there

comes a letter from Geraldine, full of
tender npnlnr-ies; she had been un-
well for many days, and unable to

write; but is now, thank God, she
says, quite recovered. And they are

not to be alarmed ; it was only a pass-

ing indisposition, brought on, she
thinks, by a cold, caught some time
ago. She is quite well, and Yery happy,
she adds.

The old man shakes his head, and
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looks wistfully at his daughter ; Ma-
deline is growing a poor consoler, her

heart is so heavy. Then they write

to Geraldine long letters ; Madeline's

are crossed and blotted— the parson's

precise and scholarlike hand is shaky
ami almost illegible. Tbey entreat

her to return to the fresh country air,

and the quiet fields, and to their

anxious hearts. And weeks pass by,

and no answer ; and other weeks, and
other letters, and still no answer.

Then comes a letter from Lady Rose-
ville. The dear child, she regrets to say,

is very unwell ; she has had the best me-
dical attendance to be found in London

;

there is no cause for the least alarm ;

the doctors all agree that it is merely

a nervous attack from which she is

suffering ; but she is too weak to be
moved yet. She is very anxious to see

her sister ; the dear chdd has such an
affectionate heart. Lady Roscville has

sent her own maid and a man-servant

to , to accompany Miss Rush-
brook, if she will come up to town

;

and she trusts sincerely that Geraldine

will soon be able to return with her.

What can Madeline do ?—she tries

to hide her own fears, and put on a
hopeful face.

*' We will go together," says her

father ; he says nothing more.

The next day Lady Roseville's ser-

vants appear at the parsonage. My
lady's lady has a letter for Miss Ma-
deline, which she delivers myste-
riously ; it is from Geraldine. When
Madeline is alone in ber own room,
she opens it with a trembling hand. It

contains but a few words, hurriedly

written :
—" Madeline, dear Madeline,

come to ine ; my heart is breaking."

That is all the letter says. The poor

girl bides it in her bosom, and sinks

upon ber knees by ber pure bedside.

The old man steals iuto the room, and
touches her. " Let us send away
these servants," he says ; " we will go
together."

The broad day is dying slowly out
over royal London. The trees in the

park wave fresh and green above the

dust ; the bright harness of innumera-

ble passing carriages blazesand twinkles

between them ; little boats dart here

and there, and skim tbo flashing Ser-

pentine. On the hither side, the long

green slopes ore populous with fair

equestrians. Up Rotten-row go and
come the splendid equipages, glowing

with busy, beautiful faces
;
boys are

flying kites upon the hills ; and nur-
sery-maids, with little children, tread

down the dusty daisies, in the distant

fields high up; dyspeptic statesmen
amble forth on slow, sure horses, and
brood over the coming night's debate.

The ambassador's brougham is just

turning the corner of Downing-street

;

the great man pulls the check-string

suddenly— '* Mon Dieu ! there is

C 1 Ah 1 ha ! comment ca vat U,

mon cher Comte f"

**l leave town this evening," says

the Count.
" Indeed 1"

"I am sick of London, and am
going to trv the waters at Ems ; I hear
wonders of them."
They shake hands, and on goes

the brougham. Smart cabriolets, with

bushy-beaded foreigners and languid

life-guardsmen inside tbem, ore trot-

ting homeward, or standing at the

club-doors.

A dusty hackney cab draws up be-

fore a fine bouse at Grosvenor-gate.

It is Lord Roseville's mansion. The
street is strewn with straw ; the knock-

er on the door is muffled ; the blinds

are drawn in the windows ; idlers ns

they pass by look at the dark house

with curiosity. A sleek and soft-eyed

man in black, with black kid gloves,

no shirt-collar, and lanky hair, is slid-

ing out of the door. Madeline and
her father reel up the steps, with tot-

tering feet. They inquire nothing,

but pass the speechless servants in tbo

hall, and mount the stairs in silence.

The drawing-room door is open ; the

drawing-room is empty and dark

;

they pass from room to room, and see

no one. Again they mount the upper
stairs ; all the rooms are open, save

one ; they totter towards it instinc-

tively. Tbey push open the door ;

tbe room is dark, but one stray rav of

fading yellow light steals through tbe

shutter, and is splintered upon bottles

and classes that stand upon the table

and the drawers ; the stifling smell of

sickness is heavy in the air. There is

a bed in the middle of the room ; tbe

curtains are drawn quite close about
it. A woman is sitting on the floor

beside it ; her head drooped— it is

Lady Roseville. They creep to the

other side of the bed ; the old man
pulls aside tbe curtain, and peeps

through. Madeline does not raise her

eyes from the ground, but ber hand is

tight upon her heart. Then the father
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eits down in the empty chair by the

bed-side, quite silently, and the daugh-

ter kneels beside him. The door

creaks ; and the soft-eyed man in

black slides in, with a measure in his

hands. Lady Rosevillc shudders, and
waives him back; and he slides out

again, with an humble smile and a
low bow. Silence, unbroken—stifling ;

not a sob— not a word. At last Lady
Roscville draws the hand of Madeline
between her own, and bursts into

tears ; but the two others remain tear-

less, and quite still.

CHAPTKR XI.

" She shall not, I say," says Lord
Rosevillc. His voice is husky, and
there is a tear in his eye.

" I have been crying too much ; I

am too ill to quarrel about it," says his

wife.
" Her dust shall not stifle and reek

in a London burial-ground ; she shall

go down to ; and her grave shall

be among the grasses, near her own
still home in the littlo churchyard."

" If you think they can bear the

journey," suggests my Lady ;
" they

will not speak, or eat, or anything else.

Ob, Rosevillo I I wish we had never

brought her here."
" Most of your good wishes, madam,

unfortunately come too late," says her

husband.
" I shall never survive the dear

child's loss, and you will kill me, Rosc-
ville." Her ladyship wiped her eyes,

and fluttered her handkerchief as she

said it.

"For God's sake," cries her hus-

band, "forget your cursed affectation

of sentiment, and be genuine, if you
can be so, for one moment."

Lady Roseville turns deadly pale,

but says nothing.

The father and daughter were led

out of the chamber of death. Through
"

the silence of the next room, they

could hear, knock by knock, the nails

being driven into the coffin.

Geraldine Rushbrook was buried in

the churchyard of

It is useless to describe the effect of

long-surviving grief.

Madeline had discovered amongst
some papers in Geraldine's desk, a
little journal, in which the poor girl

had attempted to describe some of her

feelings. It was begun, as was apparent

from the dates, at Milverton, and con-

tinued up to within a week of her

death. It seems that she died in sleep,

quite suddenly. She had gone to bed,

feeling better than usual, but complain-

ing ot great drowsiness. The next

morning she did not appear at break-

fast. Hours passed away. Lady Rosc-
ville begau to be alarmed, and went
into Geraldine's room to inquire if she

felt unwell—she found her dead.

Portions of this journal I shall now
read you, because it will explain, bet-

ter than I can myself do, much of
what was strange and mysterious in

the conduct of Geraldine.

Morton read to mc the greater part

of the journal ; it was somewhat vague
and incoherent ; it dealt less with facts

than thoughts ; it described a change
of feeling— a new sadness ; it spoke
much of one person who would seem
to be tho cause of this, and whose
name it was not difficult to guess from
the context ; it spoke of petty harass-

ments without, of great inward grief

;

it was full of self-accusations, the poor
girl lamenting bitterly over her own
ruined heart and her lost peace of
mind ; here and there were snatches

of poetry, of which Lady Roseville

used to say, "the dear child had a
talent that way." Parts of the journal

it is in my power to transcribe, and I
shall now do so :

—

Extractsfrom Geraldine's Journal.

Milverton, day, 18—A shudder
comes across me when I think how
great a change (how imperceptible,

yet how great I) must have taken place

in me, that I should bear to write, even
in secret, these poor thoughts, which
but a week or twq ago I dared not
confess even to myself. Yet it seems
that I must speak, or my heart would
break ; and 1 have none to speak to

but myself. How bitter is the differ-

ence from the old time, when I had
not a sorrow that I could not share

with all the world. Now I cannot
speak even to Madeline ; yet she
would pity me, I know ; but 1 cannot
—cannot speak to her, all is so changed.

Have I really left my old self so far

behind?
——day, 18—Ah, why did he so fix

me from the first with that look? He,
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the spoilt dnrling of the world ; all

that men admire, that women love.

What can he want with me? What
can I be to him ? I—so dark, so low,

so foolish

!

day, 18—Is not this wrong ?

Have I allowed myself to think ofJiim

so often ? And yet I know not if even

one solitary thought of me has ever

crossed his idlest hour. Yet that look,

that voice, that seemed to say so much.
No, no! I must not think even this.

There is no hope any way. No hope.

Beat not so loudly, poor heart. There
is no hope for thoe— lie still

!

day, 18—I hear them talk ; I

know not what they say. I seem to be
walking in a dream ; all things only

shadows; I—.most a shadow. Then
some one speaks to me ; and I know
that it is he that I have been thinking

of all this time.

day, 18—Last night they prats,

ed him ; they all spoke of his wit, his

talents, his charm of manner. Lady
R appealed to me. I could not

answer. How foolish I am! How should

he ever think of me ?

day, 18—He was talking to her

when I came into the room ; he danced
with her afterwards ; ha-held herhand ;

she looked so proud. He bent down
low, and whispered in her ear, as he

led her to her seat. Her colour

changed. How wrong ofme to observe

all this. What is it tome? How I

am changed. Oh, that I had never,

never, seen him

!

——day, 18-—Yes, she is beautiful

;

all men praise her ; it is no wonder.

But all is wrong. Can I look unon
these things unshamed ? I start ; but

I should have fled before. God for-

give me ! God lead me back again._day, 18—1 have read till tho

page is blistered over with tears ; but

the words seem Ho smite me rather

than console; in all, I read my own
rebuke. " He leadeth his sheep by
the still waters of comfort." A
voice hisses in my ear, " Ay, but
this is not spoken to thee. They fol-

lowed him. Go thine own ways." O
my God, am I indeed forsaken, and

f'ven over ? The lamp is burning out

;

cannot write; my eyes ache, yet I

shall not sleep to night.

day, 18—They were all about
him with praise ; he seemed the soul

of all— the cynosure of eyes to-night.

They said he was never more brilliant.

He did not look at me onco. I sat

VOL. JCLIV.—NO. CCLX.

down in a little corner, and watched
him all the evening ; my heart was so

heavy. He would not look at me.
" How should he think of mo ?" I said.

Then he turned suddenly round. He
seemed to see me for the first time.

He looked so surprised, so happy ; he
camo near, and sat down beside me.
My heart beat so loud that I feared

lest all tho room should hear it.

"Will you not speak to me?" he
said. He" said, " I am sick of these

solemn humbugs, these shadows of life.

Speak to me, you my sole reality." O
the change, the happiness, the foolish

pride ! He sat near me all the rest of

the evening. She looked angry, I
thought, as she bid me good night. Is

it wrong to be so happy ? Ah, onco I

knew what is right and wrong; it

seemed so easy to be good ! now all is

confusion.

day, 18—Madeline is coming;
I dread to meet her.

day, 18—Sometimes at dinner

I feel obliged to look at him. I look

np ; that bright, earnest eye is fixed on
mine. I dare not meet it ; at times I

feel impelled to go towards him. I rise,

my steps falter, then I remember my-
self suddenly, and return. All is so

strange. This cannot be love; it is

not what I have heard love described

to be. It is something else—but what ?

I feel myself the sport ofsome strong

invisible power, which it seems impos-

sible to resist. What is it ? God help

me—save me.
day, 18—To-day he met me;

he looked sad. " I have been harass-

ed to death," he said, "by that wo-
man." I knew whom he meant, and
shuddered. " Ah, why," he murmur-
ed—"why is there no one in the world

like you?"* Can I believe all this?

Yet his voice trembled, and he seemed
so sad.

day, 18—Sometimes when he
speaks to me I am terrified. He seems
to see all things so differently from the

way I have always looked at them. He
speaks so highly of what is wrong, so

mockingly of what is good, I cannot

find out what he really believes in.

When I trv to speak to him seriously

on these things—when I implore him to

be more earnest—he only sighs, and
says that he does not wish to disturb my
faith. He seems to have none of his own
— this is terrible. Why do I let him
influence me ? I feel myself sinking,

and have no power to raise a hand.
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No ! it is not love ! —not love ? What,
then ?

day, 18—Last night, as I sat

alone in iny room, a strange sensation

seized me, unaccountably horrible. X
felt drawn to the door ; it seemed as

though some one were pulling me out
of the room. I could not sit still. I

walked across the room, and opened
the door; I felt drawn up the corridor.

Horrible 1 I clung to the door-handle,
and dropped upon my knees, and pray-

ed. The feeling passed away.
day, 18

—

44 Dream of me," he
said, when he bid me good night. " I

am jealous of your dreams. Ah J that

it were mine to watch them !" This
is infatuation ; I think 1 am going mad.

day, 18— Madeline eaiue to-

day ; her toars fell upon my hand like

drops of burning lead. What am I

doing ? O my head, my head !—how
it aches I

day, 1 8— Madeline has been
here. Oh, that I should shrink from
her ! I felt so guilty, it seemed that

1 should pollute her. AH is ruin and
loss for me in life. And once I was
like her

!

Then follows more, which I need not
detail. It speaks of the ungenerous
manner in which the jwrson above men-
tioned seems to have made use of his

power over the poor girl, in displaying

it on all occasions in public ; of

strange sensations, growing daily more
oppressive ; unaccountable drowsiness

at times, languor, and heart-burning

;

of sudden fits of restlessness, and the

feeling of being drawn in different di-

rections, as though by an invisible

hand.

Then the dates change, and are writ-

ten from London. Here mention is

made of Lord Koseville. It seems that

Geraldine has at last been so little able

toconceal the strange influence exerted

over her, that Lord Koseville has been
induced to speak to her about it—to

inquire, to advise, to remonstrate; that

this has been done with kindness, but
that she feels hurt and wounded by it.

I shall now only quote one other

passage in this journal. It is the last,

dated only a few days before her death,

and runs thus :—
London day, 18 — Yesl I am

resolved. All is over— the weary,
weary struggle ! It is useless to strive

any more. I will obey htm ; I have
no longer any power to refuse. Fare-

well, Madeline, sweet sister ; and you,

dear, dear father—dear to the last; so

loved, so wronged 1 My heart breaks in

this long, last farewell! and the still

old happy days, and the quiet garden
walks, and our old home, and tlie smil-

ing village faces, gone forever!

All is dark— a long, uncertain fu-

ture—strange lands—a doubtful hope
—an undying, sorrowful memory I

Smile, sad faces ! Hands wave, and
beckon me from the ghastly future

years ; I come to you. I will follow

him ; but I would to God that I might
die to-night 1

SILURIA.

SrLoniA, dear reader, is not the title

of a fashionable novel, headed by the

newly. coined name of its heroine;

neither is it an account of any fur-away

district in or near the seat of war. We
do not in this article intend to analyse

for you the subtly-depicted character of

any gentle and romantic specimen of

feminity ; nor to introduce you to any
hitherto unknown race of interesting

semi-savages ; nor to affright your soul

by graphic descriptions of scenery, or

horrible adventures of travel ; nor even

to amuse you by the plan of a cam-

paign, or other martinet discussions of

the tented field. Siluria means simply,

a district ou the borders of England
ami Wales, which was formerly inha-

bited by a tribe of ancient Britons,

whom Roman authors speak of under
the name of Siluros. Shropshire and
Herefordshire, Montgomeryshire and
Radnorshire, may be taken as the main
part of this district.

This tract of country is one of the

most beautiful and diversified, and one
of the most pleasant and enjovable,

portions of the British Islands, ft has,

• "Siluria : the History of the Oldest Known Rocks containing Organic Remains." By
Sir R. I. Murchison, G.C., St. 8., &c, &c London : Murray.
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indeed, no great lions to attraet a full

stream of touri>ts rushing along u few

certain routes, in crowded conveyance."*,

converting inns into barracks, and
bringing the thronged gaieties of the

city into the secluded haunts of the wil-

derness. It has no great mountain,

no terrific pass, no wonderful lake, no
magnificent precipices, to be '* done,"

as the phrase is, simply in order that

the doing may be boasted of hereafter.

But if it wants single objects, that may
become famous as wonders, it has

other charms which amply comj>cn-

sate for their absence, besides the

grand one of not being overwhelmed

Vfith crowds of curious cockneys.

It is a country broken by wild

heather-clad hills, sometimesdescrving,

from their form rather than their alti-

tude, the name of mountains, none of

them producing ranges of any great

height or extent, but having every

variety of feature, from broad un-

dulating moorlands, sinking into open

smiling valleys winding in long sinu-

ous folds, to sharp peaks, rough with

jutting crags and rocky precipices, and
furrowed by dark and abrupt ravines,

down which foaming waters Hash in the

sun, as they leap from one black ledge

to another. In and among these moun-
tainous hills sweep broad and fertile

plains, thickly covered with wood,

1mm which peep, here and there*

village spires or old massy towers, not

unfrequently noble ruins of castles or

of abbeys, still oftener the modern
mansion of the wealthy, and most fre-

quent of all, the clean, white cottage

of the industrious poor.

Old, substant ial, half-timbered farm-

houses, with their chequers of black and
white, abound through the whole re-

gion, sheltered under their ancestral

trees ; and rich corn-fields alternate

with broad emerald meadows, or acres

of orchard, snowy with blossom in the

spring, and ruddv with fruit in the au-

tumn. Besides the plains and the hills,

there are miles after miles of abruptly

undulating ground, with grassy dells

traversed by clear rapid trout-streams .

and out upon the plains themselves ri>e

here and there single peaked and lofty

eminences — mountains in miniature,

serving as beautiful objects at a dis-

tance, and affording magnificent pros-

pects to any one, when seated on their

summits. We have but to mention

the Wrekin, the Glee Hills, the Ab-
berley Hills, and the Malverns, to re-

call to all those who know the district

spots such as those we allude to; while

farther in its recesses are the Breid-

dens, the Berwyns, the Corndon, Caer
Caradoc, the Longmynd, the Stiper-

stones, Wenlock Edge, Clun Forest,

KadnorForest, and the hills near Builth.

The rivers that water this beautiful

land are, first and chief, the Severn,

with its tributaries, such as the Forked
Vernwy, and the clear Tanad, and the

lovely Teinc, that seems to linger lov-

ingly round the walls of Ludlow Castle;

secondly, the Wye, into which flow

the Elan and the Yrfon, the Arrow
and the Lug ; and the banks and
sccnerv of which, from Hereford to

Chepstow, have often been said by good
judges to surpass the Rhine in every-

thing but size. But it is not, as we
have said before, the larger features of

the Silurian land that are its chief

charm : it has hundreds of hills and
valleys, and dells and woods, and hun-

dreds of brooks ami brooklet-', each

one of which is loved by tho^e that

dwell near it ; and any one of whfeh.

might suificc a man weary with the toils,

or sick of the strife of the world, to

take into his heart as a dear object of

love and reverence, and be happy to

spend the small remainder of his life

peaceful by its side. Many, many
pleasant days have we spent in our
early youth, with knapsack on the

back, wandering in the region of Si-

luria, before yet its old name had been

restored to it. Many a pleasant day-

dream has passed through our brain

while seated on one of its grassy knolls,

or strolling by some of its brawling

streams, "under the shade of melan-

choly boughs." The days have long

passed by, the dreams have vanished,

without one ever coming true. The
very memory of them rarely visits us

now, in this work-a-day world, in which
every morning brings its care, and every

evening leaves us sore from some in-

jury, or fretful from some annoyance.
Would that we could look forward
with any certainty to a few years of

solitude and peace, before the grave

closes over us, in some quiet cottage

in Siluria 1

Header 1 of the land whose external

features we have thus endeavoured
brielly to depict to you (not without a
pang of recollection), we are going

now to talk to you of matters that re-

late to the internal structure.

It was in the year 1831 that Mr.
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Murchison (now Sir Roderick) first

determined to attack this district, and
endeavour to unravel the details of its

geological formation. He had pre-

viously done good geological work
both in Britain and on the Continent,

chiefly in company with, and at first

under the guidance and instruction of,

Professor Sedgwick, of Cambridge.
Professor Sedgwick was, in those days,

almost the only man who had any true

insight into the physical structure of

the older rocks ; and had learnt from
his studies of them to discriminate

between the characters due to their ori-

ginal formation, and those which had
been superinduced upon them by sub-

sequent agencies. Professor Sedgwick
was the first to teach geologists the

difference between " cleavage " and
" stratification," if we may be allowed

the use of technical terms ; was the

first to introduce these and other terms
now daily in the mouths of geologists,

such as "strike," " anticlinal," &c.

;

and, moreover, was the first to unravel
the*phy»ical structure of great moun-
tainous districts, such as North Wales,
and Cumberland, and Westmoreland.
Under such an instructor, Mr. Mur-
chison rapidly became a first-rate ob-
server and field geologist. He gave
up fox-hunting, as he had previously

given up soldiering, and devoted him-
self, heart and soul, warm and earnest

as they both are, to the science of
geology.

It is true, he had many advantages
both personal and adventitious. He
had the gift of independent fortune,

enabling him to command his own
time, and to be unrestricted in his

means of travelling and conveyance

;

and the gift of that station in life which
entitled him to easy admittance on
equal terms into all ranks of society ;

while his personal qualities were such
as to gain him active and enthusiastic

friends and assistants among many of
those most competent to give him help,

and to forwnrd and complete his work.
All these, however, would have been
of little avail without his own industry

and resolution, which enabled him to

devote years of toil and of patient and
sagacious observation to traversing the

whole district in every part and in

every direction, noting its order where
order prevailed, and disentangling its

perplexity where that order was broken
or disturbed. The result was a large

and handsomely- illustrated quarto vo-

[AuS .

lume, with another of plates, and a large

coloured map, published in the year
1839, under the title of the «« Silurian

System."
This work has ever since been the

text-book of geologists, for their in-

vestigation of the parts of geology of
which it treats j and the classification

and nomenclature used in it have been
extended to all parts of the world. Sir

K. Murchison has himself, in conjunc-
tion with Count Kayserling and M.
Edouard de Verneuil, brought out an-

other large work, descriptive of the

Silurian and associated rocks of Russia
and the Ural mountains;—and many
observers and describers have publish-

ed books, memoirs, and papers, de-
scriptive of the same rocks in almost all

regions of the globe. Seeing, then,

that his work had thus become estab-

lished, and generally adopted and
used, Sir R. Murchison has determined,
very wisely, to give us " a condensed
and, as fur as practical, a popular view
of the oldest sedimentary rocks, and
of their chief organic remains ; and
thus to throw, into one moderate- sized

volume, the essence of his large works,

as sustained by the publications of
many other authors," and to make this

small work, now published under the

title of " Siluria," a " wde mecum for

geologists."

The second titlo of the work—" The
History of the Oldest Known Rocks
containing Organic Remains "—is one
which will claim a few preliminary

observations from us. From the time
of Werner and Mutton down to the

present moment, there have been two
fundamental theoretical notions in the

science of geology, opposed to each
other, and always tending, in some
form or other, to* divide geologists into

two sects, taking now one designation

and now another, but each being based
on, or springing out of, its own pre-

conceived idea.

The one notion maintains not only

the fixedness and the unalterableness

of the laws of nature, but that their

intensity of action has remained un-

changed from the earliest period of
which we can find any geological record

or evidence, down to the present day.

This notion sees " no traces of a be-

ginning, and no prospect of an end,"
in the geological structure of the

earth, or in the history that can be
deduced from the study of that struc-

ture. It sees, indeed, the record of a
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constant succession of changes, both in

the living and in the inorganic world,

but refuses to believe that these changes

were ever more rapid in their succes-

sion, or ever greater in amount in equal

periods of time, in one part of the

earth's geological history than in an-

other in the past than at the present

day.

The supporters of the other notion,

on the contrary, believe that they can

point to a period when the earth was

in a very different state from what it is

now perhaps to a time when it was

gaseous, perhaps to another when it

was a molten mass ; but at all events,

and to a certainty, to a time when the

inorganic forces at work in modifying

the crust of the globe, acted with far

greater power and energy, and much
more rapidly, than at present; when
the abrading action of water was

more strong and swift, and the dis-

turbing action of heat more intense

and widely-spread than they are now

;

and also when life, whether ani-

mal or vegetable, had not yet begun

to exist upon the globe. They believe

that no living being existed at the time

when the " oldest Known rocks " were

deposited ; that vegetables and animals

then came into existence of a low order,

and in small numbers— small both in

the variety of kinds, and in the num-
bers of each kind ; and that from that

early time, which they consider as

the dawn of organic existence, races

of animals and plants have gradually

increased in variety, in numbers, and

in complexity and perfection of struc-

ture, up to the present epoch.

They believe that we have in the

geological structure of the globe dis-

tinct evidence of a beginning, both in

the organic and the inorganic world.

As the most eminent of the support-

ers of the first-named notion, we may
place Sir C. Lyell. Sir 11. Murchison

is one of the, perhaps, more numerous

body who cling to the latter idea.

The latter idea has always had in its

favour the preponderance of observed

facts, so far as the organic world was
concerned, and also the most obvious

explanation ofthe facts of the inorganic

world. The highest class of fossil ani-

mals are found in the newest rocks,

and the oldest rocks are, for the most

part, those which are most unlike any

we can observe now in process of for-

mation.

This balance of evidence in its fa-

vour, however, has been constantly

undergoing the process of diminution,

bit by bit, by the action of fresh dis-

coveries. Almost every year brought

to light some new fossils from the older

rocks, leading us to look forward to

still further and larger discoveries, and
inducing in many men's minds a sus-

picion or expectation, that, could the

contents of these rocks be thoroughly
known, many varieties of organic life

might be found in them which had hi-

therto been believed to have been ex-
clusively characteristic of the upper
rocks.

Similarly, as to tha rocks them-
selves, the difference between them
was explained to have arisen, not

from any difference in their original

constitution, or in the causes con-

cerned in producing them, but from
tbeir having been altered from their

original condition by causes which
were equally efficacious in changing
the character of the newest rocks that

happened to be exposed to their in-

fluence. Any argument, indeed, to

be derived from the different lithologi-

cal character of the older rocks, when
compared with the newer, has been
long given up as unfounded, and by
no one more completely than the au-

thor ofSiluria; so far, at all events,

as the Silurian rocks are concerned.
The argument as to the traces of a

beginning, derived from the consider-

ation of organic existence, however,
still remains; and we must here re-

mark, that if the observed facts prepon-
derated on the one side, all "a priori"

argument was in favour of the other.

What possible reason could there be,

it might be asked, for a small crusta-

cean animal called a trilobite, not es-

sentially different from some of our
living crabs, shrimps, sea- lice, <Kr<\,

and a small bivalve shell called a lin-

gula, the congeners of which are rooted
in the mud of our present sens ; or a
polype, allied to a sea-pen, and called

a graptolite, or a zoophyte, like Old-
hainia (whether it be a liryozoon or a

Sertularian)—what possible reason can
there be assigned for these being the

first animals created on the globe.

They are neither top, bottom, nor
middle of the great series of animal
existences. As detached members to

complete and fill up the gaps in a great

cycle of life, they may be necessary

beings, but as comprising a whole crea-

tion, or even the major part of one, the
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notion seems almost an inault to the

human understanding. No amount of
negative evidence could ever force such
a supposition on our minds* at all

events. We must indeed confess that up
to the present year we have always felt

strongly inclined to lean towards the
idea which utterly denied any geolo-

gical evidence of a beginning, and to

be imbued with the notion, that with
the single exception of man* the world
and all that was therein had existed

pretty much as we now see it from the

pre-Silurian times to the present day.

Of course we mean to speak generally

;

we think only of classes or orders of
organic beings, not of genera or spe-

cies ; we s()cak only of continents and
and islands, seas, lakes, and rivers,

tides, and currents, without at all

supposing them to have been in the

same places, or in the same forms as

any of those now existing.

We have, however, this year had
our former notions (we cannot call

them by so strong a term as opinion

or belief) as to the geological history

of organised beings, much shaken by
readiug the anniversary address of
Professor Edward Forbes, delivered

last February from the Chair of the

Geological Society of London. In
that address he throws out quite a new
idea, an idea which may hereafter work
several great changes in geological

classification— one of these changes
being, that it seems to involve the sup.

position of a beginning for animal life

within known geological epochs, or at

all events within such as we may rea-

sonably expect to become acquainted
with in future. It is an idea that can
only be explained and illustrated in

technical terms, aud we will not, there-

fore, puzzle our readers with it any
more than to say, that it divides all

geological time into two great epochs,

each characterised by certain great

features in the organic life contempo-
rary with it. The animal life on the

globe, therefore, is not an endless

chain, or a chain the two ends of

which cannot be traced; it is rather

to be represented as two definite spaces,

having a common boundary where

they overlap; but inasmuch as they

have each a boundary in one direction,

they must almost necessarily have one
in the other also.

With this idea in our heads, it ap-

pears to us that Sir R. Murchison'a

assumption of his lower Silurian forms
being really the earliest created forms

of animal life upon the globe, becomes
much more nearly an a priori possibi-

lity than before, however much subse-

quent discoveries may upset it as re-

gards those particular rocks, and these

particular organic remains.

We allude more pointedly to this as-

sumption of Sir Roderick's, because

he appears to us to consider it so com-
pletely established, as not only to look

on his lower Silurian fossils as the

lowest or oldest known, but to think it

impossible that any can hereafter be
found below them. This is shown by
his not only denying that his lower

Silurian rocks are Cambrian, but re-

pudiating the term Cambrian altoge-

ther, and calling everything below bis

dearly-beloved Silurians, as " bottom-

rock," the bottom-rock of the Silu-

rian, that is to say. Now this appears

to us to be quite unwarranted ; or, at

least, to be pushing mere negative

evidence to an unwarrantable extent*

Wo will not attempt here to enter into

the controversy between Cambrian and
Silurian. It is a contest, after all, ra-

ther about names than things, and one,

accordingly, that can never be settled

to the entire satisfaction of the dispu-

tants, while posterity will settle it by
forgetting all about it. We will con-

fine ourselves here to saying that, in

our opinion, the best way of treating

the question, and the one most likely

to prevail, is that adopted by the Geo-
logical Survey of the united Kingdom
under Sir Henry de la Beche. This

method is to take the terms Cambrian
and Silurian in their original meaning,

the meaning first given them by their

inventors, namely, to call all rocks cha-

racterised by the fossils figured and
described in the "Silurian system"

(and those that might hereafter be

found associated with them), " Silu-

rian rocks ;" and to give to the next

* Neither should we be inclined to quarrel with any one who chose to dnte back the ex-

istence of man himself to a period far anterior to that of the commonly-received chronology.

We believe that the vast antiquity of the human race, counted in generations of men, is not

at all inconsistent with the proper interpretation of sacred history, while it makes much more

easily intelligible all that we know, aud still more, all that tct do not htow, of profane.
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group or formation below those rocks,

whatever it might be, and whether it

contained fossils or not, the term
" Cambrian rocks." To refuse the

term " Cambrian " any existence at all

because these lower rocks are un-
fossiliferous, is no more right than it

would have been to have left the Old
red sandstone without a name, had it

t>een altogether as destitute of fossils as

it is over a great part of it* extent.

Having thus briefly discussed two
preliminary subjects that required ex-

amination, we can now devote our at-

tention more particularly to the work
before us. The plan of it is as fol-

lows :

—

After an introduction, giving a little

history of his geological researches,

and explaining the design ofhis present

work, Sir Roderick gives a chapter de-

scriptive of the lowest sedimentary
rocks, and the base of the Silurian

system. He then describes, in four

chapters, the whole Silurian series from
below upwards, as it is seen in its

most typical form, and in the best de-

veloped districts.

The next chapter is descriptive of
the British Silurian districts outside of

the typical ones, and after that follows

two chapters descriptive of the organic

remains of the Lower and Upper Silu-

rian rocks. He then devotes a chapter

each to the Devonian, Carboniferous,

and Permian rocks of Britain ; and
then, in four chapters, describes briefly

these formations as they are found in

Scandinavia, Russia, Germany, Bel-

gium, and other parts of Europe, and
also in America, and other ports of
the world. We then have a chapter

on the formation and distribution of
gold, which leads us to the concluding

one giving a return} of the entire sub-

ject discussed.

In his second chapter, Sir Roderick
briefly alludes to the very remarkable
fact, which Professor Ramsay was the

first to call attentiou to, namely, that

in the lowest or oldest known sedi-

mentary rocks of Xorth Wales are

conglomerates, the embedded pieces of
which are fragments of slates and grits,

exactly such as are found in that for-

mation itself. Before the time, then,

when these oldest hnoven rocks were
being formed, there must have existed

other sedimentary rocks similar to them,
which have been either destroyed and
removed, covered up entirely from
sight, or so altered arid metamorphosed

as to be no longer recognisable. It ap-

pears to us that this fact goes some
considerable way in diminution of the

opinion entertained by Sir Roderick,

that certain crystalline rocks were
" formed at a period when the heat of
the surface 01 the earth was antago-

nistic to the existence of living beings."

We by no means intend to deny the

possibility, or even the probability, of
there having been such a period, but
only to assert the improbability of
any given mass of crystalline rock
having been produced at that time.

The fact alluded to enlarges our no-

tions of the action of denudation, or of
metamorpbism, or both ; for, finding it

probable that large masses of sedi-

mentary rock have been entirely re-

moved, or entirely converted into semi-

crystalline or wholly- crystalline rocks,

we sec the possibility of any given
mass—of granite, for instance—instead

of being part of the priraseval cooled

crust of the globe, being part of an
intrusive mass that had been thrust

into the rocks that have been removed,
or even having been part of those very
sedimentary rocks themselves that had
been re-absorbed, as it were, into the

intensely-heated mass of the interior

of the globe.

Sir Roderick likewise describes in

the same chapter the equally note-

worthy fact ot the unchanged condi-

tion ofsome ofthe rocks of very ancient

date. «* Startling," as he says, " as it

may seem to young geologists, the hil-

locks of slightly coherent mud, marl,

and sand, near St. Petersburg, are

truly of the same age as some of the

hard slaty mountains of North Wales.

"

This is a fact well worthy of the recol-

lection of all young geologists, as it haa

more than once occurred to ourselves

to meet men who were firmly con-
vinced that all Silurian rock must ha
«* blue slate." It may, indeed, sur-

prise a beginner in the science when
ne is told, that the age or the relative

superposition of great mountainous
masses, in all their sinuous folds and
flexures, may be more certainly ascer-

tained by a little obscure-lookiujr fossil

than byany accumulation of lithological

characters. There is a small fossil

found in the Silurian rocks called a
graptolite; it looks, in the black

earthy slates in which it is usually seen

in Britain, like the pattern, stained in

pale grey, of a little saw, two or thrco

inches long and about the tenth of au
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inch in width. It is believed to have
been a small polype, like a sea-pen,

that inhabited the muddy bottom of
deep seas. Wherever a man finds one
of these little fossils embedded in the

rock, he may be absolutely certain that

that rock is of Silurian age. But still

more than that, the whole Silurian

series has a thickness of several thou-

sand feet divided into two principal

groups, each of which groups is charac-

terised by having particular vai icties

of graptolites peculiar to it ; so that a
man, when he finds one of them, may
know in which part of the Silurian se-

ries he is. If, for instance, he finds

one like a saw, with teeth on both sides

of it, he may know he is certainly in

the Lower Silurian.

That rocks of vastly different ages

may often strictly resemble each other

in every character except their fossils,

is seen from the following instance

mentioned by Sir Roderick in a subse-

quent chapter, when speaking of a
portion of the uppermost member of
the Silurian system, the Upper Ludlow
rock :

—

" I have elsewhere compared this member
of the Upper Ludlow with tho Macigno of

Italy, and particularly with those dark

greyish portions of it which occur between
Perugia and Florence. This close lithological

resemblance of bo old a rock to so young a
deposit (for the Italian macigno ia no older

than the London clay), ia cited to show how
similar sandy, muddy, and calcareous mate-
rial*, collected at the bottom of a sea, often

necessarily resemble each other when formed
into atone, though originally deposited at

such very widely separated periods. In

this comparison it is also to be especially

nuted, that the 4 macigno,' a young Italian

rock, is infinitely more hard, compact, and
durable, than the ancient stoue of Ludlow."

These general facts are of a kind
that the amateur, and even the gene-

ral reader, can take an interest in. It

would, however, be of little use for us

to follow Sir Roderick in his minute
and technical description of the sub-

division of the Silurian rocks, as they

arc exhibited in different localities.

All this part of his work is of world-

wide reputation among geologists, and
is so entirely established as a main part

of the science of geology, as to make
our praise needless, and any cavilling

impossible. It is a kind of detail of
description, however, which is useful

only for reference in tho field, and can-

not be made interesting to those who
arc not acquainted with the country
which is spoken of.

Unfortunately, too, for the general

reader, Sir Roderick is too intent ou
the matter of what he has to say,

to take much pains with mere man-
ner, whence results a dry and ra-

ther uninteresting style, rarely relieved

by any graphic or forcible word-paint-

ing. His carelessness in some few
instances has consequences even worse
than this, because his sentences some-
times express his meaning but " in-

different well." Take the following

case :

—

" Though it is not compatible with the

nature of this work to expatiate upon the

structure in rocks called slaty cleavage, I

may state that it is a crystalline determina-

tion and arrangement of the line particles of

mud of which the rocks were originally

composed, into a countless number of thin

plates, precisely parallel to each other, and
which usually cutting across the original

lines of deposit, indicate (when observable)

the true bedding or stratification."

The latter part of this sentence con-

veys a meaning so exactly opposite to

what was intended, that we should

have suspected a misprint, had it not
been for the large list of errata, and
the very long time that the work has

been announced, and the consequent
opportunity afforded for correction.

Ihe sentence ought to run "precisely

parallel to each other, and usually

cutting across the original lines of de-

posit, which indicate (when observable)

the true bedding or stratification."

These slips of the pen are only note-

worthy, as indicating the little atten-

tion that has been paid to elegance of
style, or to rendering that matter at-

tractive by force of language, which
has no inherent fascination lor the ge-

neral reader.

One portion of the subject there is,

however, which it is easy to make in-

telligible, and which, the more it is

considered, becomes the more surpris-

ing and interesting, and that is, the

occasional vast thickness of the Silu-

rian rocks.

The whole of the sedimentary por.

tion of these rocks bad been accumu-
lated by the slow aud tranquil deposi-

tion of earthv sediment at the bottom
of the sea. Thin film after film, layer

after layer, and bed after bed, of mud,
and sand, aud clay, have been from
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time to time dropped upon the sea-

bottom, not continuously, but at inter-

vals—not universally, but in patches,

until the total thickness of such depo-

sitions has amounted even to miles.

In some districts great sheets of igneous

matter have been poured forth among
these aqueous accumulations ; flows of
molten lava, or piles of dust, ashes,

and scoriae, have been ejected into tho

air and fallen into the water, and thus

given an occasional stimulus to the

rate and the amount of deposition.

On the other hand, long intervals

probably occurred, during which no-
thing was deposited, and some periods

in which prior accumulations were par-

tially destroyed.

On this subject Sir Roderick says:

—

" We have, as yet, no means of accurately

estimating the thickness of the older deposits

of Scotland and Ireland, which have been

treated of in this chapter; but I find, on
consulting with Profeasor James Nichol, tliat

the Scottish section given at p. 162, can
hardly represent leas than 50,000 feet, al-

though we have no indication that the bot-

tom of the sedimentary series is reached, nor

have we anything like a completion of tho

upper Silurian rocks. With the extension

of the geological survey to Ireland (a benefit

which it is hoped Scotland may also soon

enjoy) we may, ere long, be furnished with

the requisite data respecting the sister isle.

" In the meantime, reverting to the typi-

cal region of Wales and the adjacent Eng-
lish counties, as described in the earlier pages

to chapter five, inclusive, wo can appeal to

the admeasurements of the Government sur-

veyors. In Shropshire, the Longmynd or

unfossiliferous bottom rocks (the Cambrian
of the survey) are said to have the thickness

of 26,000 feet, or about three times that of

the same strata in North Wales ; whilst my
original Lower Silurian strata of Shropshire,

to the west of the Longmynd, exhibit a width

of 14,000. On tho other hand, in the region

between the Menai Straits and tho Berwyti

mountainSjWhercthe bottom rocks are so much
less copious than in Shropshire, the fosailife-

rous Lower Silurian, from the base of the lin-

gula Hags to the top of the Llandeilo or Bala
formation (including the stratified igneous

rocks), swells out to abont 19,000 feet ; and
the Caradoc sandstone, on the borders of

Radnor and Montgomery, has a thickness of

from 4,000 to 5,000 feet. Taking the great-

est dimensions, we are, therefore, presented

with tho prodigious measurement of about

50,000 feet of sedimentary strata, in the

lower half of which no fossils have been

found ; the upper part, as above described,

bearing a group of fossil*, to which allusion

has already been made, and whose chief cha-

racters will be specially considered in the

sequel. Although of such vast volume in

parts of the region described, it must be ob-

served that the l»wer Silurian rock* of other

tracts, though precisely of the same age—as

proved by their imbedded oiganic rcmuins

—

are often comparatively of very small dimen-

sions. Though more replete with fossils than

the inferior group, the Upper Silurian rocks

attain nowhere a greater thickness than from

5,000 to 6,000 feet, the Ludlow rocks being,

for the most part, more developed than the

Wcnlock formation. In this way the whole

of the fossiliferous Silurians of England and

Wales, measured from tho lingula beds to

the Ludlow rucks, inclusive, have the enor-

mous maximum dimensions of about 30,000

feet ; and if we add the conformable underly-

ing sedemcntary masses of pretty similar mi-

neral asj>ects, but in which no fossils have been

found, we have before us a pile of subaqueous

deposits, reaching to the stupendous thickness

of 50,000 feet, or upwards of ten miles."

How vast a period of time are we
compelled to assign to the production

of such an enormous accumulation of

earthy matter by any conceivable ac-

tion of watery deposition.

Whatever modifications the progress

of discovery may introduce, it is no
small honour for one man to have been
the first to introduce order, and a sys-

tematic classification, into so large a
portion of the external crust of tho

globe. It is an achievement which will

for ever identify the name of Murcbi-
son with the history of the science of

geology, and render his name coeval

with the science itself. It would hardly

be right that we should omit all notica

of this classification from an article pro-

fessing to give an account of the Silurian

system. We will, therefore, briefly de-

scribe it as follows.

The Silurian system of rocks is one
-which lies next below that which used
to be looked on as the base or begin-

ning of order in the Geological world—
the Old red sandstone. It is charac-

terised by a great assemblage of pecu-
liar fossils, by far the larger portion of
which arc found in no other rocks.

These are distributed in such a way
as that some are found only in the

upper, some only in the lower, and
some in the central portions of the sys-

tem— so disposed that, while there is

often a complete local separation be-

tween the several assemblages, there

is a sufficient general blending to

link the parts together into a whole.

The entire series of beds of rock is,

first of all, divided into two great parts.

Upper and Lower Silurian. Each of
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these is likewise divided into two
gi-oups of beds, which receive their de-

signations from the places where they
are best developed or may be best seen.

We thus get—

UPPER SILURIAN.

1. The Ludlow rocks.

2. The Wenlock rocks.

LOWER SILURIAN.

3. The Caradoc sandstone.

4. The Llandeilo and Bala rocks.

The subdivision is still further car-

ried out in particular districts, so that

each of the four groups may be subdi-

vided into two or more sub-groups. It

is now believed that there are about
100 species of fossils common to the

Upper and Lower Silurian— a fact ou
which Sir Roderick greatly depends,

as supporting the unity of the whole as

one system.

We have, however, seen quite

enough of the uncertainty and liability

to change in the specific determina-

tions of one paleontologist when these

species come into the hands ofanother,

not to give our faith too implicitly on
any man's determinations ; and we
cannot avoid remembering that Pro-
fessors Sedgwick and M'Coy give the

number of common fossils at a far

smaller amount in their work entitled,

" The Palaeozoic Fossils of the Cam-
bridge Museum." Still there is a suf-

ficient common resemblance among the

whole to give them a distinct ana pe-

culiar " facies," so that any one fami-

liar with Silurian fossils would recog-

nise an assemblage ofthem even though
the precise species were unknown to

him. It is this peculiar '« facies" which
has enabled observers to recognise Si-

lurian rocks over so large a portion of
the earth's surface; and it has been
found that over the two continents of
Europe and North America, however
the smaller subdivisions may vary, may
disappear, or become more numerous,
there always remains the possibility of
dividing the rocks into two great

portions, Upper and Lower Silurian.

The American geologists, indeed, have
made their subdivisions very numerous
—their Lower Siluriancontaining three,
and their Upper four principal divi-

sions, each consisting of several subor-
dinate ones, sets of beds named from
the places* where they are best seen.

In both countriea the general con-
dition of the Silurian rocks is the same.
In Europe they dip to the east from
the flanks of the Welsh and Scottish

hills, under the eastern part of Eng-
land—are brought up by strong undu-
lations to the surface, from beneath
their covering of newer rocks, in va-
rious parts of France, Germany, and
Belgium, ami on the borders of Scan-
dinavia ; and then rise slowlv out into

the great steppes of Russia, where
they spread in vast horizontal sheets,

till they again become crumpled up,
broken, contorted, and metamorphosed
on the Hanks of the Ural mountains.

In North America, after having
suffered flexure, fracture, and contor-

tion throughout the Apellachian moun-
tains, they subside gently to the west-
ward, into the great plain between
these mountains and the Mississipi,

and forming the floor of all that great
region, sometimes covered by wide
expanses of carboniferous rocks ; some-
times rising gradually to the surface,

both in the interior of the States and
on the borders of Canada.

In both continents these rocks sup-
port others called Devonian, of which
the Old red sandstone is one modifi-

cation ; and these again are covered
by another great rock formation,

called the Carboniferous, from its

upper portion containing those great

beds of fossil fuel, known to us as

coal. One good, practical result of this

generalisation is this, that wherever
.Devonian and Silurian rocks form the

surface of the earth, there all digging
and mining operations in search of
coal are utterly useless. And yet, in

spite of this well known fact, a fact as

well known to every tyro in geology

as the verb " rvrvm " to a well-flogged

school-boy, men can be found, and
men with money in their pockets aud
brains in their heads, who arc yet fools

* These places being, as usual in America, named haphazard, give a peculiarly odd and
bizarre appearance to a scientific classification. Indian words—Mich as Niagara, Onondago
and Oriskanny, being mingled up with Lutiu—such as Uticn, and Marcclluo, and Tully, and
modtrn nainw of widely-separated places— such as Potwlam, Hamilton, Ludlowville, and
1' -9W.
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enough to listen to the advice of
" practical " men (shallow-pated as

that class of men always are), and to

throw away their money and their

time in search of coal in the Silurian

rocks, on the strength of some bed of
black shale, or other equally flattering

and equally worthless "indication."

Examples of this folly are mentioned
in one or two places by Sir Roderick
Murchison. When, we wonder, will

it be considered a necessary part of a
gentleman's education to be taught

some little of the nature of the things

that every day surround him ? "When
shall our young men be allowed and
required to open their eyes, and to

have their powers of observation

strengthened, and sharpened, and
brought into play, and thus be enabled

to form a correct and independent judg-

ment for themselves on such simple

matters as these, instead of being left,

as they are now, in most of the prac-

tical affairs of life, the prey of every

ignorant quack, and the dupes of every

shallow pretender ?

We teach our youth the literature

of Greece and Rome. What did the

Greeks and Romans teach their youth ?

Were they not instructed in the na-

ture of things, as well as the use of
words? Were they not educated in

all the science that was known in their

time ? — and should we not do a little

more wisely in following their example,
instead of cramping ourselves down to

the study of their languages ?

To return, however, to our author.

His chapters descriptive of the spread
of this great Silurian formation in the

countries just spoken of, and its rela-

tions to the superjacent rocks, and
the relative mineral contents of each,

arc most valuable. They arc valuable,

both from their practical results and
from the data they afford for scientific

speculation. One thing is especially

remarkable as regards the fossil con-

tents of the rocks—that, whether wo
examine those of Silurian age, or of
the subsequent Devonian and carboni-

ferous periods, we always find, along
with a general resemblance, and a
certain amount of identity, a local

variation in the types of the organic

forms, as we trace the beds eastward
into Russia on the one hand, or west-

wards through North America on the

other. A few certain fossils, generally

those most abundant and most charac-

teristic of our own strata here at home,

are found, and are, perhaps, almost
equally abundant and characteristic,

both in Russia and America; while
many others, abundant in Western
Europe, are found onlv rarely, or not
at all, in the other localities, their places
being occupied by allied species and
genera, which aro rare or wanting
with us. This shows us, that the
great laws which regulated the distri-

bution of animal life, even in those
very early geological periods, were the

same laws which govern the geogra-
phical distribution of animals at the
{)rcsent day. There seems never to

mve been a time when the whole
earth was everywhere inhabited by the
same species of living beings. There
is a sufficient resemblance and affinity

in the forms to enable us to refer

each assemblage to its proper epoch,
and to recognise the fossils as belong-
ing to the Silurian, the Carboniferous,
the Volitie, or Cretoseous periods

;

while at the same time there is a
specific diversity which enables us to

see that the fossils of each period vary
in species, according to the country in

which they arc found. We may reason
from this fact directly to the conclusion
that, from the earliest times of which
we have any record, there has been a
diversity in climate, a variety in the
physical geography of the earth, such
as we find around us at the present
day.

If wo were to take the existing fau-

na of our globe, and reduce them to

the state in which we find the relics of
the past, the vertebrata to fragments
of skeletons, the mollusca articulata

and radiata to colourless forms, to

impressions, or casts, we never could
have said, a priori, which were inha-

bitants of the tropics, and which of
the arctic or temperate zones. Simi-
larly, then, of the ancient fauna, more
especially as regards thoso species of
which we have no very close living

analogues, no man can tell how great
was the diversity of climate adapted
to the habits of the different species.

Had there been no geographical dis-

tribution at all in the species of any
era, then, indeed, we might have
reasonably concluded there was no
diversity of climate ; but when we do
find this distribution, we cannot argue
from the small amount of the variation

in the species, that the difference in

the climate was equally slight. It may
just as well have been as great as we
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now find prevailing over the globe.

No naturalist could have told from the

skeleton of the mammoth that it was
an elephant, adapted to live in a cold

climate ; it was only from the remark-
able accident that preserved its skin,

and from finding that skin covered

with short wool under long hair, that

this conclusion was arrived at.

This probability of a varied physical

surface, and a variety of temperature,

and all the other causes which go to

make up what we call climate, in the

most ancient period of the earth's his-

tory, the records of which have come
down to us, is much more in harmony
with the ideas of those geologists who
hold bv the absence of any signs of a
beginning to that history, than of

those who take the first chapters pre-

served to us as the first that were ever

written. Like Dr. Buckland's cele-

brated argument from the eyes of tru

lobites to the nature of light, it points

to an identity in all the physical cir-

cumstances of the globe, from pro-

Silurian periods down to the present

day.

These are views combated by Sir

Roderick in his concluding chapter,

but they nro such as naturally occurred

to us on reading his former ones, and
we leave them therefore as they were
written.

The chapter on " the original for-

mation of gold," &c, is not one, at

first sight, appertaining strictly to the

subject of Siluria. It is, however,

linked on to it, by the fact of gold

being usually found in connexion with

either the true Silurian rocks, or those

still older ones which Sir Roderick

iucludes under that term. This is a

subject on which we have already

treated to some extent formerly ; we
shall therefore confine ourselves here

to stating, as briefly as possible, the

known facts as to the occurrence of

gold :

—

1st. " While all the stratified forma-

tions are composed either of crystalline

and palaeozoic rocks, or of secondary

and tertiary deposits, gold has never

been found in any appreciable quantity

in either of the two last-mentioned

classes of strata."

2ndly. Gold is almost universally

distributed over the earth, wherever

crystalline and palaeozoic rocks have

been found. In old times the Tngus
and Pactolus had their golden sands

;

Spain and Portugal on the one hand,

and Phrygia on the other, together
with Thrace, were the California and
Australia of the Greeks and Romans.
The latter even worked certain tracts

in Britain. We do not know the ex-

act situation of Ophir, but it was not
improbably in Malaya or Sumatra,
where, as in Borneo, gold is still found
in the neighbourhood of granitic rocks.

In the middle ages, Bohemia, and
subsequently central America, were
the great treasuries of gold. Lately
the Ural mountains were so, till the

auriferous tracts of California and
Australia were brought to light. In
all cases, however, wnether in the an-
cient gold-bearing localities that are
known to us, or those of the present

day, whether in the scantily-furnished

spots of Gogofau and Dol-y-frwynog
in Wales, of Poltimore in Devon, the

Lead hills in Scotland, or Crochan-
Kinshcla in Wicklow, or in the more
richly endowed districts of more dis-

tant lands, the same general pheno-
mena, called by Sir R. Murchison
" constants," are to be found. There
are always Silurian, or rocks of nearly

the same age, and these are always
more or less penetrated bv eruptive

and intrusivo igneous rocks, which
have more or less altered aud ** mine-
ralised" the sedimentary rocks.

3rd. Gold has been found lately by
the labours of Dr. Pcrcv and others,

in minute quantities in almost all lead

ores, and in almost all specimens of

iron pyrites, and very frequently in

copper and silver ores. This leads to

the suspicion of its almost universal

distribution in minute and inappreci-

able quantity, throughout the rocks

where such ores arc found.

4th. When found in large quantity,

it is almost invariably found either "in

quartz vein?, or in fragments in the

immediate neighbourhood of such
veins, and along with their fragments,

showing that even in this case it came
out of such veins.

5th. "Sometimes, however, gold is

also observed to be diffused through

the body of rocks, whether of igneous

or of aqu^ou3 origin,"

6th. The "drift," or "superficial

accumulations" — gravel, sand, and
clay, in the neighbourhood of aurife-

rous rocks, are much richer in gold

than the rocks themselves.

This fact, however, requires a little

examination, because there may be a
possible error in the use of terms. One
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mass of earthy matter might be much
richer in gold than another, and yet be

far less profitable to work, because the

extraction of the metal from the richer

mass might be much more difficult,

and, therefore, much more expensive

than from the poorer. It is obvious,

that it is much easier to remove and
wash a quantity of sand, gravel, and
clay, than it would be to quarry out,

crush, and wash an equal bulk of the

bard and solid rock. It is also much
easier to follow out, dig, and extract

the richest beds, or portions of a mass
of gravel, &c, than it would be to

follow out, and mine, and extract a
quartz vein in the solid rock. The
bed lies horizontally, never at any
great depth, and may be got cither as
" open work," by removing the cover,

ing, or by pits or galleries. The quartz

vein is more or less perpendicular, soon

reaches a considerable depth, and re-

quires much more skill and more ex-

pensive machinery to work.

Still, making allowance for all these

circumstances, it is probable that the

fact remains as a fact, that, bulk for

bulk, the 41 drift" of the rock is richer

than the rock itself. Even, then, it

docs not necessarily follow, that the

portion of the rock removed to form
the drift was richer in gold than the

part that remains near the surface.

This " fact " would result simply from
the action of denudation and removal
of earthy matter having been far

greater than at first sight appears.

Vast quantities of earthy matter have
been broken off, ground down, and
utterly swept away, the gold from
every portion having, from its superior

gravity, remained behind, to enrich,

beyond its due proportion, the remnant
of the drift that was left.

7th. It is generally believed that the

upper part of an auriferous vein is the

richest. This, however, we are not

inclined yet to receive as an established

fact. We have just seen that the com.
parative richness of the drift docs not

necessarily prove it ; and, as the result

of mining operations, we should be
glad of more precise information, as to

how far the increased expense of work-
ing the vein as it descended had had an
influence in giving rise to the idea.

8th. The period at which the gold

was imparted, either to the rocks or to

their quartzose veins, in its present

abundance. This Sir It. Murchison
believes to have been a very modern

geological period, in the Ural moun-
tains at all events ; founding his suppo-
sition chiefly on the older gravels of

the neighbourhood, the conglomerates

of the Permian and other rocks, not
containing any gold. Giving full

weight to that argument in that par-

ticular locality, it yet remains to be
confirmed by observations in other

regions, before it can be stated as a
general fact in the history of gold.

9 th. The exact method of the pro-

duction of gold, that is, of its being
located where we now find it in its

present quantity, either in auriferous

rock or in the quartz veins traversing

rock. This is a matter of which we
really know so very little, that the less

we say about it the better.

In the concluding chapter of the

work, Sir Roderick not only sums up
the result of his descriptions of fact,

but expounds and defends the theore-

tical philosophy which he derives from
them. We will allow him to state some
of these results in his own words :

—

" Reverting to the main object of this

work—the history of the primmval rocks-
let as now see what inferences may be drawn
from data established by the researches of

the geologist. Passing rapidly over tbo

earliest stages of the planet, which are ne-

cessarily involved in obscurity, our sketch

of ancient nature began with the first at-

tainable evidences of the formation of sedi-

ments, composed of mud, sand, and pebbles.

It was shown that the lowest accessible of

these deposits, though of enormous dimen-
sions, and occasionally less altered than stra-

ta formed after them, are almost entirely

azoic, or void of traces of inhabitants of the

seas in which they were accumulated. Ona
solitary genua of zoophytes has been alone

detected in such bottom rocks, the heat of

the surface during those earlier periods hav-
ing been, it is supposed, adverse to life.

u Proofs were then adduced to demon-
strate that, in the next formations, scarcely

differing at all in mineral character from
those which preceded them, observers in

various regions have detected clear and un-
mistakable signs of a contemporaneous ap-
pearance of animal life, as shown by the

presence of a few genera of crustaceans,

molluscs, and zoophytes, occupying layers

of similar date in the crust of the earth.

Proceeding upwards from this protozoic zone,

wherein organic remains are comparatively

rare, we then ascended to other sediments,

in which, throughout nearly all latitudes, we
recognise a copious distribution of submarine
creatures, resembling each other very nearly,

though embedded in rocks now separated

by wide seas, and often raised up to the sum-
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mitfi of high mountains. Examining all the

strata exposed to view, that were formed dur-

ing the first long natural epoch of similar Hie,

termed Silurian, we found that the successive

deposits were charged with a great variety

of forms— of the trilobitc, a peculiar crus-

tacean ; of the orthoceratite, the earliest

chambered shell—as well as with numerous
exquisitely - formed molluscs, criniods, and
zoophytes, the genus graptolite of the latter

class being exclusively found in these Silu-

rian rocks. In short, my contemporaries

have assembled from those ancient and now
desiccated marine sediments or rejKwitoriu!

of primaeval creatures, examples of every

group of purely aquatic animals, save fishes.

The multiplied researches of the last twenty

years have failed to detect the trace of a lish,
•

amid the multitudes of all other marine

beings, in the various sediments which con-

stitute the chief mass of the Silurian rock*.

Of these, though they are the lowest in the

scale of the great division, vertcbrata, we
are unable to perceive a vestige until we
reach th« highest zone of the Upper Silurian,

and are about to enter upon the Devonian

period. Even on that horizon, the minute
fossil fishes long ago noticed by myself are

exceedingly scarce, and none have since been

found iu strata of higher antiquity. In

fact, the few fragments of cartilaginous ich-

thyolitcs of the highest band of Silurian

rock still remain the most ancient known
beings of their class.

44 Looking, therefore, at the Silurian sys-

tem as a whole, and judging from the collec-

tion of f.;cts gathered from all quarters of

the globe, we know that its chief deposits

(certainly all the lower and most extensive)

were formed during a long period, in which,

while the sea abouuded with countless in-

vertebrate animals, no marine vertebrata had
been called into existence. The Silurian

(except at its close) was, therefore, a serua

in which there appeared no example of that

bony frumework of completed vertebra?, from
which, as an approach to the vertebrate

arrhi type, the comparative anatomist traces

the rise of creative power up to the forma-
tion of man.

u Whether, therefore, the term of 'pro-

gressive,' or that of 4
successive,' be applied

to such acts of creation, my object is simply
to show, upon clear and general evidence,

that there was a long period in the history

of the world wherein no vertebrated animal
lived. In this sense the appearance of the

first recognisable fossil fishes is as deceive a
proof of a new and distinct creation as that

of the placing of man upon the terrestrial

surface at the end of the long series of ani-

mals which characterise the younger geolo-

gical periods.
44 Nor have we been enabled to disinter from

the oldest strata of this long period of inver-

tebrate life any distinct fragments of land
plants ; but just in the same stratum, where-

in the few earliest small fishes have been

detected, there also hare we observed the

first appearances of a diminutive, yet highly

organised tree vegetation.

Yet, however they admit the facta, some of

my speculative contemporaries think that

they con so explain them, as not to justify

the inference of progressive creations. They
suppose that nearly all the strata of date

antecedent to those In which the first signs

of life have been detected, are often in so

crystalline a state, that if they originally

contained remains of animals, the traces

of them must have been obliterated by
changes since effected in the structure of the

rock. Now, if this supposition had been

supported by the researches of late year*, we
must doubtless have admitted, that the origin

of life in the globe was buried in hopeless

otweurity ; but the hypothesis has been set

uside, as before explained, by the fact of the

existence of deposits many thousands of feet

thick, and scarcely at all altered, which,

made up of sand, mud, ami pebbles, consti-

tute the very foundations of the fossil-bearing

strata.
44 In these huge lower sedimenta a zoo-

phyte only has been detected, but immedi-

ately above them, in various and distant

countries, we perceive the oldest-known small

group of animals. If the opposing argument

had been derived from the evidences collected

in one region only, it might have been sug-

gested, that as the same formation which is

barren in life over one district, teems with

signs of it in another, so the infra- Silurian,

or bottom rucks (the Cambrian of the geolo-

gical surveyors), may still prove to be fos-

silifcrous. But even if a few types should

hereafter be discovered in those lower strata,

the reasoning would In nowise change its

character if such infra* Silurian fossils were

not found to pertain to higher forms of life

_ a result which would be in manifest con-

tradiction to all ascertained facta respecting

geological succession. Nor can we allow

this hypothesis, founded on an exceptional

possibility, to countervail the universal data

that have been registered, and which de-

monstrate in many countries the unfosailife-

rous character of the lowest sedimentary for-

mations. . . . This prevalence

of a widely spread primaeval ocean, and of a

surface which had not yet been subjected to

those innumerable variations of outline w hich

have since changed and modified the different

climates of the earth, when connected with a

belief in the former greater radiation of heat

from iu onciiur, are the chief data required

to satisfy us that physical oonditione then

prevailed with which the nature and exten-

sive spread of the earlier groups of animals

are in harmony
44 The unifonnitarian, who would explain

every natural event in the earliest periods,

by reference to the existing conditions of

beings, is thus stopped at the very threshold
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of the |nilacc of former life, which he cannot

deprive of its true foundations. Nature her-

self, in short, tells him through her most

ancient monuments, that though she has

worked, during all ayes, on the tame general

principles of destruction and renovation of

the surface, there was formerly a distribution

of land in reference to the K-a^ very different

in outline from that which now prevails.

That primeval Btate was followed by the

outbursts of great volume* of ipneous matter

from the interior, the extraordinary violence

of which is made manifest by clear evidences.

Fractures in the crust of tbe earth accompa-

nied by oscillation!* thut suddenly displaced

masses to thousands of feet above or beneath

their previous levels, were necessarily pro-

ductive of such translations of water, as to

abrade and destroy solid materials to an ex-

tent infinitely surpassing any change of

which the historical era affords an example.
" I would here cite the works of Leopold

Von Buch, Elie de Beaumont, Sedgwick,

Studer, and numerous other geologists, for

countless proofs of this grander intensity of

former causation, by which gigantic masses

were inverted, and strata forming mountains

have been so wrenched, broken, and twisted,

a* to pass under the very rocks out of whose

materials they were constructed.

w The numerous positive evidences of a

former wide distribution of similar animals

and plants enable us fairly to bring before

our mind's eye tbe physical geography of

these great epochs, when such large portions

of our present continents were under the

waters, and forests of tree ferns occupied very

extensive low lands, subjected, during a long

period, to numerous oscillations. Not less

clearly do we infer from other physh al evi-

dences how eruptive forces subsequently

acted, breaking out with grent violence after

the close of the carboniferous era, and throw-

ing the strata into those grand undulations

and contortions, accompanied by stupendous

fractures, which have given to the coal ba-

sins their curvatures and limits.

" Thenceforward was continued that long

series of additional and repeated emissions

of volcanic matter from within, of elevations

of the sea bottom, and corresponding depres-

sions of land, combined with the metamor-

phism of the strata (these changes being

often accompanied by corresponding new

creations of animals suited to the existing

conditions) during tbe secondary and tertiary

periods. By these great physical operations

our planet was eventually brought to possess

the climatal relations which have for so long

a time prevailed. That these elevations aud

depressions finally produced a state of things

altogether distinct from that of the earlier

eras, is in short registered by a multitude of

well attested data.
»' From the effects produced upon my own

mind, through the study of these imperish-

able records, I am indeed led to hope that

my readers wdl adhere to the views which,

in common with many contem|H>raries, 1 en-

tertain of the succession of life ; for he who
]<«>ks to a beginning, aud traces thencefor-

ward a rise in the scale of being, until that

period is reachtd when man appeared U[>on

the earth, must acknowledge in such works

repeated manifestations of design, and un-

answerable proofs of the fcuperiutendence of

a Creator."

We leave the?e passages to baar

with all their own weight upon the

reader's mind, simply remarking that

whatever decision may be come to as

regards the origin and progress of ani-

mal life upon the globe, we can never

subscribe to the doctrines here promul-

gated with regard to its ancient physi-

cal geography, and the inorganic forces

at work on it. 1 1 can be clearly shown
that the erosive action of water was
never greater than at present ; that

the old ejections of igneous matter

were not one whit more or less exten-

sive, or more or less violent than those

that have taken place within the his-

toric period ; while with regard to the

uniformity of surface and the slight

elevation of land and little depth

of sea so inconsistently supposed to

have prevailed, as the result ol the most
violent and convulsive internal agen-

cies, it can be proved to demonstration

that old surfaces that had once existed

as dry land, had subsequently been

depressed many thousands of feet

below the sea within the early palae-

ozoic period, and a corresponding

and contemporaneous elevation of land

thus made in the highest degree pro-

bable. With regard to the closing pa-

ragraph, also, we may observe, that

it is one thing to deny a beginning al-

together, and quite another to say

that our earliest geologic records do
not give us any account of it. These

are points which, as they are not mat-

ters of fact, but merely of inference

and deduction, men will differ upon as

long as their minds are differently con-

stituted and variously trained. Theo-

ries, however profound, and specula-

tions, however brilliant, dazzle and

amuse for a time, and then often pass

away, and are heard of no more

—

*' A breath unmake* them,m a breath hath mada i"

but he who has with patient labour

added one set of new facts to the
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knowledge of mankind, has conferred

upon them a lasting benefit. However
posterity may decide as to theories

and speculations, however nomencla-

ture and classification may be changed,

Sir Roderick Murchison is one of those

men of whom it may be said, without

irreverence, " By their works ye shall

know them." lie has for many years

been a zealous worker in the lield of

geology, sparing neither money, nor

time, nor labour in its advancement,

and the result has been a very large

extension of the boundaries of the sci-

ence, and the establishment of a high
and lasting reputation for himself. We
welcome this volume of Siluria as a
most useful condensation of his former
works, the value of it being enhanced
by the addition of many fresh facts,

and the stating of several new views,

the result of his own labours, or of those
of his friends and contemporaries ; and
we feel quite sure that it must for

many years be what it aspires to be—
a vade mecum for geologists.

HEXAMETERS AT PONT ADEROL A JLL I N.

Pontahcr>la*Uyn, in rocky North W»tc,
Fumed for salmon and artlita, black cattle and filea."

Turee or four wandering artists wore dining at Pontaberglasilyn

(Bridge o'er the dark blue pool ; for glas is blue in the Keltic-
One of the etyms. of glass ; while glaciest ice, is the other).

There were these wanderers dining, with lots of cold grouse from their

knapsacks

—

Ham, tongue, massive Bolognas cylindrical, claret and whisky ;

Pink Curacoafrom Amsterdam, forth from its flask most agacive,

Pouring like oil. So dined they ; and one with a bugle the echoes

Roused from the mighty precipitous hillsides starting by thousands

;

One dashed down a sketch of the scene ; another, the idlest,

Watched the wild clouds fly past, and puffed his fragrant havana.

Twilight apace stole on. And when the hills in the twilight

Darkened the mystic glen, there came a spectral procession

Over the narrow bridge, a line of abbots aud priors,

Headed by Jocelyn, Bishop of Wells in the ages departed-
Bishop of somnolent Wells, the sleepiest city in Europe.

" Nineteenth century, riffraff!" exclaimed the rubicund bishop;

In my city of Wells ye have dwelt, have eaten its peaches,

Dined with its prandial Canons who sleep in the shade of the Minster,

Rambled about its downs, talked poetical trash to its ladies,

All without reverent thought of my antique glory and greatness.

Palace and Minster remain—my aviaries, apiaries, deerpark,

Orangeries, pineries, heronries, rookeries, fisheries, gardens,

Time and barbaric men have swept them away into chaos 1

Artists ye call yourselves, eh ? And where's your {esthetic, conceptive

Power, that the Antique Time can cast no gleam on your canvas

—

But that in linns and chasms of Wales vou must hunt for a subject ?

Go—ye are Vanity's priests. Doctor rusey and Ruskin the fluent

(Pusey the arid and mystic, and Ruskin the loud and sonorous),

They are the only men who redeem this villanous era."

Lo I the bishop was gone. The artists ended their pic-nic,

Having to sleep at the Tan y Bwlch ; but the torrent for ever

Thunders down to the sea, without pause for bishop or painter.

Mortimer Collins.
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A PASSAGE IX THE LIFE OF TERENCE.

BY JOUJf riSIlEH MURRAY.

Ssripeit com.* Mm sex j ex qnibo* primam Andrlam cum asdlUbtii daret, Jqmu* ante CaeUio reel tare, ad
eaenantcm earn reolMel, dlctui e*i tnltium quliero tabula, quod erat contemptior* rctlitu, aabeclllo Juxta
lectuluu rctlden* leglwe i poat paucoe rero ycp»o», Snritatu* ut aecumberet, canitM una : delude cwt«ra

percuxrUee i nea eioe maxoa CeKelU admtnUlone."—P. Tsjuc*. Ar. Vita xx Sueto*.

The crowning apple speaks the finished feast

—

With deep debauch of dinner, sore oppressed,

On gilded couch each sated guest reclines

;

A favourite boy his brow witn chaplets twines

;

The fragrant censer's slowly circling wreath
Exhales on high its aromatic breath

;

Obsequious here and there the attendants move
Mirth rules below, and music reigns above

!

To all the gods devout libation paid,

The generous host gives welcome to his friends

;

With studied pride, disparages his board,

And praises most where most he discommends.
" Now choose," he cries, " to chase the lingering hours,

The dancer's skill, or the magician's powers

;

Or if with wine, wit proffers better cheer,

Command his genius—there's a poet here I"

in.

Behold the poet lingering near the door,

Shabbily clad in garments old and poor

;

His swarthy cheek the suns of Afric dye,

But fires diviner lighten from his eye

;

And manly charms unconsciously worn.
The liberty they gained for him adorn.*

horn not their wealth ennobles, but their wit.

By menials beckoned to a lowly chair,

As one not of the invited guests, though there,

The bard begins, first, diffident and slow-
Free and more free at length the numbers flow :

With Roman strength, nor less with Attic grace

Where all of force and finely turned had place,

Changes the various scene, excursive, new,
Still true to art, because to nature true.

* P. Terentiu* Carthasiocnsis, ob ingenium et formam libertaU donatu*.—Hieron in

Chronica. Ofymp. 165. Ann. 8.

I.

II.

IV.
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v.

Silenced the hum of conversation round ;

—

One nods attention, and one looks profound ;

One from the crested lip uncurls the sneer.

At length, when words like these salute the ear-.
" i know tugs much, myself a mam to be—
All that pertains to man, pertains to me,"
The world-wide kindred of the heart addressed,

Responsive echoes startle every breast.

VI.

Then from the roof resounds the wild acclaim-
Guests crowd on guests to hear the honoured name ;

Wreaths upon wreaths from noble temples torn,

The modest poet's blushing brows adoru.

Where now the tattered robe, the empurpled state,

The poet *eemmg poor, the seeming great?

There is no rich, no poor, the heart grown wide,
" I am a man " admits, and nought beside.

VII.

Then thus the host—" Ascend and take thy state,

Whose lips gods touch with fires uncreate.

Thine be the seat of honour ; let us share

So much with thee, to see thee honoured there.

Glorious the land. the poet makes his own ;

Through him 'tis honoured, and by him 'tis known.
Slates, nations, empires, flourish, fade, and fall—
The bard survives, and sanctifies them all

!"

BUYADIN AND HIS SONS.

[translated from tbr •krtia*.]

Thus a maiden blames her eyes of beauty

—

" Deep, dark eye.«, 0 lose your light for ever !

You, the never- failing, now have failed me;
When the Moslem from the mountain forest

Brought the Haiduks* 6n to Bosnian Livno,

Buyadin with both his sons, the heroes.

Grand, they say, were all the heroes' garments

:

Buyadin, the ancient one, the Haiduk,
Bore, they say, a mighty scarlet mantle,

Such as in Divan the Pasha weareth.

Of the sons of Buyadin, the elder,

Militsch, wore a garment still more glorious.

Of the sons of Buyadin, the younger,
Bulitsch, bore a cap of wondrous beauty

;

In the cap were twelve most lovely feathers,

Every feather worth two golden Zt/ro*."

Meanwhile all the heroes came to Livno.

t
.—— —

• m *• « at

* Servian klephts or robber*.
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When they see afar the cursed Livno,

Whence upsoars a tower white and slender,

To his sons the senior thus outspeaketh :

—

" O, my sons, my gray and flashing falcons,

See you there the cursed fort of Livno ?

See you there the tower white and slender ?

They will smite us there, and rack us sorely

;

Hand and foot they'll wrench away and shatter

;

From our brows they'll tear the bleeding eyeballs.

Yet, my sons, O gray and noble falcons,

Be ye not, like orphans, aspen- hearted

;

Be like heroes all of soul unshaken.

Tell the names of none of our companions,
None of all our friends and our concealers,

That have kept us from the winds of winter,

Yea, and hid our booty in the cellars.

Tell not of the fair young tavern-maidens;

Who bestowed upon us wine of redness,

Wine renowned, which we drank in secret."

When they came before the fort of Livno,
Soon the Kadi drave them to a dungeon,
Held them there three days all dark and dreary,

Till he should take counsel with the Moslem
How most cruelly to slay the Servians.

When the third long day had drawn to evening,

First he led the father out before him,

Made them cleave his hands and feet asunder.

When thev came upon his sunken eyeballs,

Thus the Livno Kadi pressed the hero :

—

"Tell me now, O Buyadin, 0 lover!

Tell me now the names of all thy comrades :

Name thy friends who ever gave thee shelter,

Thy concealers, they that hid thy booty

;

Tell me now the fair young tavern-maidens
Who bestowed upon thee wine of redness,

Wine renowned, which ye drank in secret."

Thereupon the gray old hero answered :

—

" nave I told thee for my feet of swiftness—

Feet that flew in rival course with horses ?

Have I told thee for mine arms heroic,

Arms that broke atwain the strongest lances,

Ay, and fearless griped the whetted sabre?

Shall I tell thee for these eyes accursed

—

Eyes that were to me so false and faithless,

Looking downward from the mountain summit,
Looking downward on the spacious highway,
Where toll-gatherers and traders journeyed;

Yea, and never saw the brutal bailiff?"

And the sons died firmly like the father.
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LICE.

1.

There Mt a lady in an ancient room,
Amid an odorous garden's zolden bloom,

The Lady Alice ; and her bair was dark
As dusky forest pool

Beneath the branches cool,

Far from the choral gladness of the minstrel lark.

u.

Bright were her eyes with visions. Yet more bright

Streamed through the casements the sweet sunset Tight,

In which the chamber quaint shone crimson-clear;

While Lady Alice saw
Across the open shaw,

Down to the forest fountains troop the fallow deer.

in.

There came a youth, with lilies ever-fair,

And ruddy roses in his clustering hair,

Into the chamber. With his azure eyes

Pie gazed on Lady Alice-
Bearing a brimful chalice

Of sapphire, brighter than the cloudy sapphire skies.

IV.

" I am the Spirit of Summer, maiden tender,"

He said. " To thee, O lovely one ! I render

Homage ; for sprites to mortal maidens ever,

W hen beautiful as thou,

For purest worship bow.
Into this goblet look, and fathom Time's dark river.

,•

v.

Therewith in that blue vase the magic water
Sparkled and leaped. Earth's vision-loving daughter

Gazed, hoping for a happy future there

;

Gazed, hoping that the time
Would echo Love's wild rhyme,

And fill with high delight the fragrant i

n.
What saw she there ? The blushful face of him
AVho held the sapphire goblet ? . . . Shadows dim

Crossed the lair lymph ; and a weird form of eld,

Crowned with a coronet
Of ice and hoarfrost wet,

Pale with an unknown woe, the maiden there beheld.

vn.
" The Spirit ofW inter !" cried the youthful shade,
And from the lady's vision did he fade.

Sweet Alice, when the summer came again,

Those dreamy eyes of thine

Saw not the sunset shine,

Nor watched the fallow deer wind slowly down the glen.

Mortimer Colltmi.
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MOUNTAIN MUSING*.

Tns lordly merchant, in his hall,

Recounts his gains with pride ;

His bales of spice, his gems of price,

And wharf, and warehouse wide.

He feastcth aye on dainty fare.

He quaflii the blood-red wine ;

And yet his lot I envy not,

Nor would I change for mine I

With bosom light, and spirit free,

To wander where 1 may,

Up to the hills, and couched on heath,

To view the hamlets spread beneath,

And blue lakes, far away.

Oh, lowland marts, and marble domes,

Still craven vassals gave

;

But never yet on mountain top

Was born or dwelt a slave.

On mountain peak the prophet first

God's awful mandates bore ;

On mountain peak the dove did rest,

That flew the Delude o'er.

Then ye, whose hearts doth weary beat,

With care or sorrow riven,

Come, climb with me SlieveCallan's brow

;

And let your thoughts, like Titans, now
Ascend from thence to heaven I

The scholar hath a quiet look

Within his cloistered cell

:

He poreth o'er somo goodly book

Till peals the vesper bell.

But though his life unruffled flows,

Like gentle streams, that glide

All smooth and still through level plains.

With sunshine on their tide,

That student pale I envy not

—

Such guiae ill suiteth me.

Oh, better far the wave-toss'd lake,

The pine-crown'd crag, the forest brake,

And step o'er heather free !

The trickling rill that cools your lips,

Soft flowing through the glen ;

Or else the spring that bursts from rocks.

Like tears from rugged men

:

Hath Cyprus wine such flavour sweet,

Or stoup of Malvoisie ?

Preach'd ever abbot, like those hills,

So true a homilie ?

Then in their Sabbath solitude,

Go, often meditate

;

And when their lesson right is read,

The valley slope then boldly tread,

A wiser man, in heart and head,

To wrestle with your fate I
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THE PLURALITY OF WOULDS ASD SIB DAVID BREWSTER.

Within the last few months a remark-
able controversy has arisen on a sub-

ject by no means new, but on which,

until now, it was supposed that there

was scarcely room for a second opinion.

Amongst the distinguishing characteris-

tics of this era, indeed, we may remark,
not the least significant is the opening
up of old questions, and the re-exami-

nation of the foundations of theories,

on which the massive structure of a
world's belief has been gradually built

up. This is a necessary consequence
of the forward march of scientific

knowledge, and the removal, or ab-

sence, ot those restrictions which so

long forbid men to travel, under any
plea, out of received opinions into

what were assumed to be the dangerous
debateable lands of original specula-

tion. One by one we shall have all

old beliefs, apart from those of revela-

tion, rigidly overhauled ; and while

some of them, we are confident, will

stand the test, there is as little doubt
that others will have to be modified,

restricted, or relinquished, as a fuller

light shows them to be imperfect, ex-
aggerated, or erroneous.

Long before the day of the French
philosopher Fontenelle—in fact, as soon
as the telescope had revealed the pla-

nets as spherical bodies presenting discs,

and the Copemican theory had assigned

us our true place in the system of the
uni verse—the poetical ideaofaplurality
of worlds became a scientific doctrine.

That philosopher, by the charms of
his elocjuent style, advanced it from a
scientific theory into a popular belief

—

first in France, and eventually in Eu-
rope ; so that, up to last autumn,
there were few persons at all accus-

tomed to speculate on such matters
who did not subscribe to the general

conclusion, that all true analogies

pointed in the same direction as the

poetry of antiquity and the received

interpretation of Holy Writ ; that we,
the intelligent inhabitants of the earth,

were, in fact, but one small commu-
nity out of countless others, equally

favoured with ourselves, if not more
highly gifted and more familiarly vi-

sited with the light of the Divine pre-

sence.

Up to last autumn, we say ; for in

the month of October last appeared a
book,4 which has given to the question

a new aspect, and by its intrinsic merit

as well as by its subject, imperatively de-

manded that the whole question should

be reconsidered on fresh grounds.

This book bears a title almost identf-

cal with Fontenelle's—an infelicitous

choice, since its scope is the very re-

verse of the French philosopher's,

namely, to show that there exists no
true scientific analogy to warrant the

inference that the heavenly bodies are,

any of them, the abodes of intelligent

life.

As soon as this remarkable anony-
mous work appeared it attracted

general notice, and the reviewers set

to work at once upon it, very generally

according it the praise its execution

seemed to deserve. We held back
from design ; for we felt certain that

the scientific could not surrender a
belief it had so long cherished with-

out some one being found to do battle

for it. The result has justified our
forbearance. A champion has at last

entered the lists— no stripling, but
that veteran philosopher, the length

and brilliancy of whose scientific ca-

reer have not in this instance led

him to claim exemption from a task,

which, without disgrace, he might have
left in younger and more unpractised

hands. Sir David Brewster has un-
dertaken to overthrow the arguments
of the Essayist on the " Plurality of
Worlds;" and in a volume entitled

"More Worlds than One/'f has cer-

tainly done damage to many weak
points in the argument of his oppo-
nent.

Were we dealing with either of these

• " Of the Plurality of Worlds : An Essay." London : John W. Parker and Son, West
Strand. 1853.

t " More Worlds than One. The Creed of the Philosopher and the Hope of the Chris-

tian." By Sir David Brewster, K.H., D.C.L., F.R.S., V.P.R.S., Edinburgh, and Associate

of the Institute of France, London : John Murray, Albemarle-street. 1864.
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works separately, we doubt whether
we should not hesitate in undertaking

the office of criticism at all. 'J he stores

of learning and the richness of logical

deduction with which both abound, se-

verely tax the capabilities of the re-

viewer. Our creed has ever been, that

while it is Bervile to assent ignorantly

to statements and inferences, merely be-

cause they come recommended by great

learning and an imposing style, it is

still more presumptuous to oppose,

question, or impugn what is com.
mended to our notice, from a platform

less elevated than that of the author's

own attainments. To fawn like a dog
upon talent, or to bark at its heels, is

almost equally deserving of the lash.

To embrace it as a friend, or wrestle

with it as an enemy, implies equality

in mental or physical resources, to

which, in the present case, few could

justly lay claim. But from distrust

of this kind the fact of our having both

sides of the question before us in a
great measure relieves us ; and we feel

our task lightened, exactly in propor-

tion to the ability brought to the en-

counter by the combatants. To arbi-

trate upon a case fairly and fully stated

by such advocates as these, needs com-
mon sense indeed ; but not the powers
that could have been called for had we
been either one or other of the con-

tending parties.

Let us in the outset remind our
readers of the object proposed by the

anonymous writer of the Essay which
has originated the controversy. It is

simply to show that the usual argument
in favour of a plurality of worlds

from analogy, is losing its force with

every new scientific discovery ; in other

words, that the apparent analogy, de-

rived from the figure, motions, &c, of

the celestial bodies of our system, be-

comes less of a real one as we see closer

into the system, and beyond it.

He voluntarily restricts himself

within these limits :—

" When," he says, " certain positive pro-

position*, maintained as true, while they are

really highly doubtful, have given rise to

difficulties in the minds of religious persons

;

other positive propositions, combating these,

propounded and »upi>orted by argument,

that they may be accepted according to their

evidence, may, at any rate, have force enough
to break down and dissipate such loosely-

founded difficulties. To present to the rend-

er's mind such speculations as 1 have thus

Indicated, is the object of tho following

pages."—p. 23.

An excellent object, if not overstep-

ped ; and if the author has involved

himself in some difficulties, and pro-

voked some puzzling rejoinders, it js

because he has, in the pt ogress of his

argument, lost sight here and there of

the wise limits he had originally as-

signed to himself, and followed a theory

he has fallen in love with somewhat too

far.

It is easy for the mind to conceive

the existence of animated beings on
other bodies in the universe. There is

nothing of religious or natural difficulty

involved in the idea. But when we
come to reason from thence to the
existence of intelligent beings such as

man, the case becomes very different.

Man, such as we know him now, is

not what man was originally, or what
he could have become at once. His
career has been a progressive one, of
which the record is found in his his-

tory. Herein he differs specifically from
all other animals. And even if a
creature resembling man existed on
another planet, with all the capacity

and ability he possesses, in a rudimen-
tary state, still, unless he were also

gifted with the progressive energy
which belongs to but few even of the

races existing on the earth, his mind
would be a blank as to knowledge ; he
would be no better than the Tartar,

the Esquimaux, or the Fueguan.
Now, whereas the existence of tho

lower animals may go on for ever, as

it has done, and docs now, without any
change affecting the general character

or condition of the species, the exis-

tence of man, essentially progressive,

implies, or at least suggests, a begin-

ning and an end. He is not only sub-

ject to the general guidance of God
by his natural laws, but is so likewise in

right of his progress, which is admitted
to be providentially regulated under
his peculiar governance and direction.

And this becomes more remarkable
and exceptional, when we view him as

not only thus circumstanced and thus

privileged, but likewise endued with
the sublime faculty of knowing, ador-

ing, obeying, and assimilating himself

in a certain degree, to the Deity who
has created him. This is altogether

peculiar, and lifts him finally out of
the category of those things which
have been formed by laws of universal

application throughout the realms of
nature. It stamps him as a being sui

generis, who, although partaking in

part of the nature of those beasts
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which live and perish around him, and
which hnve been his predecessors as
well as his colemporarics upon earth

;

exhibiting, like a large family of them,
the vertebrated type; possessing, in
common with them, earthly and pe-
rishable bodies; being supplied with
similar senses, &c—must, as far as he
is a human being—that is, as far as he
enters into the argument at all— bo
reasoned upon on other and special
grounds, having no reference, or only
a subordinate reference, to those gene-
ral ones founded on the common prin-
ciple, that where there is matter there
is life.

Now, we are bound to say, that on
this, the main and cardinal proposition
of the Essayist, no satisfactory answer
has been given by Sir David Brewster.
Ho has actually, in order to make out
a case, gone the length of asserting
that the evidence of progress in the
human race is either obscure or alto-
gether wanting I and concludes his
argument by asking certain ad captan-
durn, but rather irrelevant questions,
as to the possibility of loftier intelli-

gences than our own existing in "the
spheres," bringing to his aid (as we
regret to find he does in too many
instances), not the arguments, but the
names of various celebrated men, such
as Huygcns, Bentley, Isaac Taylor, Sir
Humphry Davy, and Chalmers :

') Why," he exclaims, «« may not the in-
telligence of the spheres be ordained for the
study of regions and objects unstudied and
unknown on earth ? Why may not labour
have a better commission than to earn its

bread by the sweat of its brow ? Why may
It not pluck its loaf from the bread-fruit
tree, or gather its manna from the ground,
or draw its wine from the bleeding vessels
of the vine, or inhale its anodyne breath
from the paradise gas of its atmosphere ?

n—
p. 153.

^
The best reply to these interrogator

ries is contained in the observations of
the Essayist, where he endeavours to
deal with the prevalent belief, that a
general Divine Plan for the benefit of
moral beings, embraces other bodies of
the universe besides our own planet:

"Since," he says, "many persons find
great difficulty in conceiving such an opera-
tion of the Divine Plan in a satisfactory
way; and many jiersons also think that to
make such unauthorised and fanciful as-
sumption* with regard to the Divine Plans
for the government of God's creatures is a

violation of the humility, submission of
mind, and spirit of reverence which religion

requires; it may be useful if we can show
that such assumptions, with regard to the
Divine Plsns, are called forth by assump-
tions equally gratuitous on the other side

:

that Astronomy no more reveals to us extra-
terrestrial moral agents, than Religion re-
veals to us extra-terrestrial PJaus of Divine
government"—p. 4if.

Up to this point, the Essayist has
clearly the best of it. He has the best
of it, for he makes out his own case with
clearness and precision ; he has the
best of it, inasmuch as he obliges his

opponent to take up, for refutation, a
position he never contended for
namely, that we learn from modern
science that, in point of fact, there are
no such things as intellectual, moral,
and religious beings in other worlds
his real argument going no farther than
to show, that as far as we can jurigp
from analogy where direct evidence is

wholly wanting, there is no proof that
there are. So fiir, then, the anonymous
writer of the treatise before us is, we
think, warranted in his conclusions

;

and his argument is very materially
strengthened and corroborated by the
mode in which he makes use of the
discoveries of geology, in reference to
the history of man upon this globe.
He starts from the earliest records of
change upon its surface, and exhibits
proofs to his readers of the vast and
immeasurable periods of time during
which these changes hnve been work*
ing — of the interference of a creative
energy during these changes, and of
tiro comparatively recent period at
which man has entered upon the scene.
Here he altogether opposes himself to
that theory of development which has
been put forward so plausibly bv the
author of the " Vestiges of Creation."
He says:

—

" There is no transition from man to ani-
mals. No doubt, there are races of men
very degraded, barbarous, and brutish. No
doubt, there are kinds of animals which are
very intelligent and sagacious; and some
which are exceedingly dU|)osed to and adapt-
ed to companionship with man. But by
elevating the intelligence of the brute, we
do not make it become the intelligence of
man. By making man barbarous, we do
not make him cease to be man. Animals
have their especial capacities, which may be
carried very far, and may approach near to

human sagacity, or may even go beyond it

;

but the capacity of man is of a different

kind. It is a capacity, not for becoming
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sagacious, bnt for becoming rational; or ra-

ther, it is a capacity which he has in virtue

of being rational It ia a capacity of pro-

gress."—p. 81.

In one of these chapters, in which
the author has deGneu with remark-
able force and perspicuity the lines

which separate toe highest brute in-

tellect from the lowest human faculties,

he takes occasion to illustrate what be
says by an affecting instance, derived

from hia own experience :

—

" Perhaps," he says, " it may have happen-
ed to others, as it has to me, to know a child

who had been both deaf, dumb, and blind,

from a very early age. Yet she, as yearn

went on, disclosed a perpetually growing
sympathy with the other children of the fa-

mily in all their actions, with which of course

she could only acquaint herself by the sense

of touch. She, sat, dressed, walked, S9 they

did ; even imitated them in holding a book
in her hand when they read, and in kneeling

when they prayed. No one could look at

the change which came over her sightless

countenance, when a known hand touched

hers, and doubt that there was a human soul

within the frame. The human soul seemed
not only to be there, but to have been fully

developed
; though the means by which it

could receive such communications as gene-
rally constitute human education, were thus
cut off". And such modes of communication
with her companions as had been taught her,

or as she had herself invented, well bore out
the belief, that her mind was the constant

dwelling-place, not only of human affections,

but of human thoughts. So plainly docs it

appear that human thought is not produced
or occasioned by external circumstances
only ; but has a special and indestructible

germ in human nature."—pp. 87, 88.

This doctrine the author expressly

states to be subsidiary to the doctrine,

that the human epoch of the earth's

history is different from all preceding
epochs : and he goes on to show that

this epoch is quite recent ; that, ac-
cording to geological evidence, man is a
novelty upon the earth, arriving finally

at the conclusion he has been aiming
at :—

M Here, then, we are brought to the view
which, it would seem, offers a complete re*

ply to the difficulty, which astronomical dis-

coveries appeared to place in the way of
religion— the difficulty of the opinion that
man, occupying thb speck of earth, which
is but as an atom in the Universe, surround-

ed by millions of other globes, larger, and,

to appearance, nobler than that which he
inhabits, should be the object of the peculiar

care and guardianship, of the favour and go-

vernment, of the Creator of All, in the way
in which Religion teaches us that He it For

wc find that man (ttie human race, from its

first origin till now) has occupied but an
atom of time, as he has occupied but an atom
of space—that as he is surrounded by myriads

of globes which may, like this, be the ha-

bitations of living things, so he has been

preceded, on this earth, by myriads of ge-

nerations of living things, not possibly or

probably only, but certainly ; and yet that,

comparing his history with theirs, he has

been, certainly has been fitted to be, the ob-

ject of the care and guardianship, of the

favour and government, of the Master and
Governor of All, in a manner entirely diffe-

rent from anything which it is possible to

believe with regard to the countless genera-

tions of brute creatures which had gone be-

fore him."— p. 99.

We are not able to follow our author

into the details which hero help to

strengthen his position, and obviate

possible objections; but we may re-

mark that his reasoning tends to show,
as a grand result, that the general

Bcheme of nature presents differences

rather than analogies, variety rather

than resemblance, change rather than
constancy ; and that, as in time it ex-

hibits progress and a climax, so in

space it may be expected, even before

investigation, to point to some exalted

spot or centre from which creation

snail shelve and slope away, as it were,
on every side into inferiority. Man,
he holds, is, with all his imperfections,

a being worthy of this paramount and
central position ; his capacity for hap-
piness and immortality renders him,
in the Divine estimation, deserving of
a special plan as of a special destiny :

—

••With such capacities," he concludes,
" and such practical exercise of those capaci-

ties, wo can have no difficulty in believing,

if the evidence directs us to believe, that that

part of the creation in which man has his

present appointed place, is the special field

of God's care and love
;
by whatever wastes

of space, and multitudes of material bodies,

it may te surrounded
;
by whatever races it

may have been previously occupied, of brutes

that perish, and that, compared with man,
can hardly be said to have lived."— p. 112.

We will now turn to Sir David
Brewster, and see what he oilers in

refutation of these doctrines. And
here again we have to lament the

over-eagerness with which speculations

and possible theories are grasped at as

weapons in an argument of this kind,

which can only be legitimately met by
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facta—or, at least, by admitted analo-
gies, deserving to be dealt wjth as
facts until they shall have been taken
out of the domain of uncertainty. In
spite of the now generally received
opinion of geologists that Lyell's

theory of the past is the true one,
and that the phenomena are explicable

by the tranquil, gradual, ami long-

continued action of existing forces,

Sir David Brewster has sought to over-
turn his opponent's arguments ground-
ed on this assumption, by entering
upon elaborate details, tending to im-
pugn the received doctrines, and to

prove the possibility (for he can do no
more) that the transitions of the pre-

Adatnite world may have been com-
paratively rapid, violent, and parox-
ysmal, and that the geologic period
may not, after all, have been so very
disproportionate, in point of duration,

to the historic ! and, after telling us
that—

" Plants and animals which, in our day,

require a century for their development, may
in primiiive times have shot up iu rauk lux-

uriance, and been ready, in a few days, or

mou t h8, or years, for the great purpose of

exhibiting, by their geological distribution,

the progressive formation of the earth

—

(pp. 40, 47)

he actually expresses himself as follows,

on the assumption, apparently, that he

had been adducing the received doc-

trine, and his opponent the novel or

exploded one :

—

" There are other points, in geological

theory, whicb, though mere inferences from

a very limited number of facts, have been

employed, as if they were absolutely true, to

support erroneous and dangerous theories;

and but for this misapplication of them we
should not have called in question opinions

iu themselves reasonable only when viewed

as probable truths.'
1—p. 47.

The "other points" reduce them-
selves to this one, that man did not

exist during the period of the earth's

formation—a point, though, like every

negative proposition of the kind, hard

to settle, yet conceded on all hands to

the geologists, and surely the legitimate

property of him who does not seek to

dogmatise upon it, but designs merely

to open, or reopen, questions too has-

tily considered as disposed of. Sir

David Brewster, however, will not

give an inch of tether to the most
reasonable or received deductions from

known facts. We have, he admits,
gone deep, and found no vestiges of
humanity, except close to the surface

;

we have reached the embryos of vege-
table existence, the probable terminus
of the formation which has buried
them. «' But who can tell what sleeps
beyond 1 Another creation may lie be-

neath f" This goes beyond the pourquoi
non; this is the quien sabef — tcko

knows f—of the Andalusian, the argu-
ment under which nothing is probable,
because everything is possible 1

Here the veteran philosopher quits

the subject,—but it is only for a time ;

for, before the close of his book, he
seems to begin to feel that geology,
after all, lies awkwardly in his rear,

and he accordingly returns to lay siege

to it. This time he does discover a
weak point, and at once attacks it

:

let the reader judge with what success.

Admitting for the moment that the

earth was, during successive ages, in-

habited by intelligent beings, he states

his opponent's conclusion as this—
that all the otker planets may be occu-
pied at present, with a life no kigher
than that of the brutes, or with no li/e

at all ; to which he adds his own pa-
raphrase of the proposition :— ** that

is " he Rays, " that there is not a plu-

rality of worlds inhabited by rational

beings." Now we put it to the reader,

is this a fair rendering of the Essayist's

meaning, even if that had not been else-

where more positively defined ? The au-
thor says, " may be ;" the commenta-
tor says, "is." The one considers it

as by no means certain that other

worlds arc inhabited ; the other repre-

sents him as asserting that they ore

not. Is this inadvertence, or design ?

We wish to lean (o the belief that it is

the former. And here we do not wish

to conccid from the reader, that the

Essayist himself has been too ready to

lose sight of one important fact, in

connexion with the history of this

earth, and man's appearance on it—

.

namely, that though his advent was
an event of a different character from
anything which preceded it, and by
no means formed a necessary natural
" development" of terrestrial organisa-

tion, yet it was evidently in contempla-

tion from the first, judging not merely
from the archetypal structure on which
he was formed, but also from tbo va-

rious provisions for bis future wants
and comforts stored up for him through
successive ages against his arrival ; aud
although he has, for another purpose,
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dwelt at great length, and with much
originality and power, on the design

visible in the general economy of ani-

mal organisation on the earth* he does

not seem to have perceived how all

this may militate against his own main
argument, insomuch as it connects

with the origin of terreuic life by a na-

tural sequence. No doubt, he gives

prominence to the distinction between

the animal and human nature of man,
and insists, that even if it should be

made ever so apparent that animal

forms have gradually approximated to

that type in which the human form is

included, still

—

M The evidences of the peculiar nature and

destination of man, as shown in other cha-

racters than his anatomy, — bis moral and

intellectual nature, bU history and capaci-

ties,—stand where they stood before ; nor is

the vast chasm which separates man, as a

being with such characters as these latter,

from all other animals, at all filled up or

bridged over."—pp. 216, 217.

Put admitting this, it is still to be
borne in mind, that unless he can

show, or render probable, a connexion

of subservience, on the one hand, and
benefit, on the other, between the

other bodies of the universe and the

earth, analogous to that of adaptation

and use between the successi ve races of

our globe and the ultimate dynasty of

man, the case of parallelism cannot be
considered as exact. It will be seen by-

and-bye that, in speaking of the other

bodies of the universe, the Essayist and
his commentator mean two very diffe-

rent things. For the present, however,

we need not define the phrase more
accurately. There is much weight in

Sir David Brewsters objections to this

particular course of argument, resting

as it docs on a fancied rather than a
real analogy, and tending to confuse,

rather than convince, tho mind that

tries to grasp it. Besides, even if we
admit some subservience to the wants
and requirements of man in the nearer

celestial bodies, or infinitcsiraally in the

remoter ones, or in all the visible ones,

collectively considered as a pavement
or roofing to the celestial vault, yet we
cannot confine the limits of the universe

within those of the utmost telescopic

vision ; and are forced to acknowledge
the probability that there are bodies

from the first, and for ever, beyond the

cognisance and concern of man. What
were these made for, if the universe is

to be supposed to point convergingly

towards the earth ?

It is the apprehension of ?omc such
difficulty as tuts which has led thw writer

of the Essay before us into the most
serious error he has committed in the

course of his investigation— an error

of the same class as tbat we have al-

ready pointed to in the responsive trea-

tise, but of vastly greater magnitude.
Sir David Brewster has, as we have
shown, by falling back upon an ex-

ploded theory for an incidental pur-
pose, left the reasoning grounded upon
it open to easy and instant refutation.

The original Essayist intrusts the sup-

port of bis main argument to a similar

hazard, and nourishes the delusion

that he can, for a purpose, and paren-

thetically, persuade the world out of
a settled belief, grounded on indepen-

dent and long-continued discussion.

This is the consequence of falling in

love with a theory. He could have
maintained his case without it ; but
as it gives it apparent impregnability,

he could not resist the temptation of
pressing it into the service.

The argument from astronomy he felt

it difficult to deal with, as long as tho

bodies of the solar system were as-

sumed to be habitable, and those be-
yond it possible centres of similar sys-

tems.

By slurring over the points of re-

semblance in our planets to the earth,

and exaggerating the points in which
they differ from it, he fancied he had
disposed of the solar system ; but still

the main difficulty lay beyond. Until
the late resolution, as it is called, of
certain of the nebula) into stars by
tbe powerful telescope of Lord Rosse,

a certain theory, once a favourite one,

had continued to have its supporters in

some quarters, though daily declin-

ing in estimation among tho best as-

tronomers. According to this theory,

the visible universe exhibits various
stages of development, from the raw
material of which stars are made to the
perfectly fabricated and habitable
planet. The unwrought elemental sub-
stance is called star-dust, and may bo
seen surrounding several of tbe re-

moter heavenly bodies, but exists in its

greatest mass in the unresolved and
(according to the theory) irresolvable

nebula;. The mode in which this hy-
pothesis was overturned resembled Sir
Edward Parry's way of showing the
non-existence of a mountainous ob-
struction to the north-west passuge.
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The navigator sailed through it; and
in the same way Jx>rd Ilosse "resolved"
those obstinate irresolvable nebulae—
that if, he divided the elemental "star-

dust" into stars; thereby, as might
be supposed, setting the question at rest

for ever.

But a purpose was to be served by
reviving the controversy. It was of
a double importance to restore the thin,

vaporous star-dust to the universe. It

shed a cloud round the confines of the
visible heavens, increasing with the

distance from the central earth, which
argued something like an exhaustion

of the realms of nature beyond that

circle ; and it did more, it enabled the

controversialist to hazard a further

conjecture, yet more bold than that

founded on an exploded theory. Find-
ing the analogy between our sun and
the fixed stars considered as suns, a lit-

tie hard to deal with, involving as it

docs the probability of their being the

centres of systems of planets, which
would extend the possible field of animal
life, he boldly suggests—fortified by the

assumption of rudimentary star-light,

and a chaos ofnebulously luminous mat-
tcr of exceeding tenuity, speckled, it

may be, here and there with "shining
points,"—he boldly suggests that, for

all we know, the fixed stars, even the

brightest of them— Sirius, Capelln,

Aldebaran, Proeyon—may likewise be
nothing more than "shining points,"

nearer this central system, and there-

fore of greater brilliancy. He says,

and says truly, that we have never

seen one of these. A disk has never

been observed on any of them, and a
disk is the evidence of a body. No-
thing but a ray— a shining, a splen-

dour— has revealed itself to the eye,

however optically assisted ; and so he
argues ho has a right to assume, until

proof to the contrary, that there is no-

thing there but light.

It is scarcely necessary to enter upon
a serious refutation of doctrines like

these, so manifestly ^opposed to the

whole course of modern scientific dis-

covery. They really resemble nothing

so much as those " snags" and " saw-

yers " which, in the Mississippi, barely

keep their points above water; and
seem, indeed, to serve a similar pur-

pose, by damaging the vessels which
carry on their legitimate traffic on the

body of the stream. Sir David Brewster
disperses the " star-dust" in a single

page. In another, he restores their

true value and dignity to those mighty

and mysterious bodies, the fixed stars,

which reflect so fully and resplendent*

ly on all sides of us the solar pheno-
menon of our own little system, and
so solemnly preach to us our own insig-

nificance. Herschel had long ago
showed us the probability that our sun
existed within the circumference of
one of those ring-shaped nebula;, of
which there are so many types in the

distant depths ofspace—the milky,way
forming the projection of it on the

visible heavens. If this be so, or be
probable, why are we to assume, even
as a probability, that our sun alone is a
body, and all the other apparently si-

milar suns are only " shining points ?**

The probability is the other way ; and
no arguer, even though as little dog-
matical as the author in question, has a
right to make use of bare possibilities

in a case like this. In doing so, he
must necessarily come himself to the
" why not?" and the «• who knows?"
at last.

It would, no doubt, have been a
great achievement to demolish the

whole of the universe outside our own
system, or at least to reduce it to a
labyrinth of •« dots" and " dust." For
then there would have been only the

system itself to be dealt with ; and as

it was easy to show how unfit the sun
was for reasonable inhabitants; andaa
the comets needed very slight conside-

ration— as Mercury and Venus were
too hot and dry to be lived in, the As-
teroids too small to be lived in, Jupiter

and Saturn too wet to be lived in,

Uranus and Neptune too cold and dark
to be lived in, and the moon too bare
and biscuit-like to be lived in, it re-

mained that one planet alone, besides

the earth—namely, Mars—was in any
condition to support life such as ours.

And then Mars was a trifle. In short,

the Essayist seemed inclined to make
the reader a present of Mars in the

controversy, to make a plurality of
worlds out of— if he could.

To these absurdities are sensible men
reduced when they quit the domains of
legitimate inductive argument, and
wander into conjecture. We may
have made too little of a course of rea-

soning, certainly managed with ex-
treme subtlety, and recommended with
profound learninganda strikinggrace of
expression. But we really feel that the

chapters relating to the fixed stars and
nebula; sum themselves up in what we
have succinctly put together; and we
have deemed it the more necessary to
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bring the resultant absurdities promi-
nently forward, as Sir David Brewster,

though entering into details which
serve as materials wherewith to refute

the sophistry ofhis antagonist, has not,

we conceive, where he might have done
so with the best effect, brought them
to bear with any degree of combined
force upon the fallacies they were meant
to expose.

A subject like this grows upon the

inquirer. Sir David Brewster origi-

nally meant his observations for the

pages of the North British Review.

They swelled under his hands until

they became a book. In investigating

the matter, wc already feel that wc are

but at the threshold of the inquiry.

There is something analogous to the

vastness of the system of the universe

itself in the thoughts its contemplation

engenders. They multiply and extend
illimitably. New lights shine before

us as we apply new powers of vision,

and no sooner is one difficulty resolved,

than another appears unresolved in the

distance. Short as has been our sur-

vey, we bad better have done;—but
before we take our leave of these

books, there is a point which we would
willingly have passed by, but as it in-

volves questions of a more serious and
practical import than any yet adverted

to, we deem it a duty to bring it, with

some degree of prominence, before the

reader.

It will be remembered that the lead-

ing argument of our original Essayist

involves the ignoring ot size or space

as an element by which to judge of the

importance of God's works. To Him
who has bestowed such lavish care on
the creation and preservation of those

countless tribes of beings which the

microscope reveals in a drop of water,

or on an atom ofmatter, it can be of lit-

tle consequence whether the field of his

operations be a planet, a satellite, or a
eun. The redundance of His creative

and sustaining energies is not limited

by dimensions on either side ; and it is

probable that, in the sense in which
man understands it, the word has no
significance in the Divine counsels.

Here we quote the words of the au-
thor of the «* Essay on the Plurality of
Worlds," having reference in this place

to the solar system :

—

"With regard," he says, "to the diffi-

culty of the greater ministering to the less

;

—if by greater mere size and extent be un-
derstood, it appears to be the universal law

of creation, that the greater, in that sense,

should minister to the lea*, when the less

includes living things. Even if the planets

be all inhabited, the sun (which U greater far

than all of them together) ministers light

and heat to all of them. Even on this

supposition, the vast spaces by which the

planets are separated have no use, that we
can discern, except to place them at suit-

able distances from the sun. Even on this

supposition, their solid globes within, their

atmospheres without, are all merely subser-

vient to the benefit of a thin and scattered

stratum of population on the surface. The
apace occupied by man and animals on the

earth's surface, even taking into account

the highest buildings and the deepest seas,

is only a few hundreds, or a thousand feet.

The benefit of this minute shell, intenupted

in many places for vast distances, every-

where loosely and sparely filled, is ministered

to by the solidity and attraction of a mass
below it twenty millions of feet deep

; by
the influence of an atmosphere above it two
hundred thousand feet high at least, and it

may be, much more. And this being so, if

we increase the depth of the centre twenty
thousand times; if wc carry the extreme
verge of air and vapour to thirty times the

radius of the earth's orbit from us, how does

the construction of the machine become
more improbable, or the disproportion of its

size to its purpose more incongruous? Is

mere size—extent of brute matter or blank

space—so majestic a thing ? Is not infinite

space large enough to admit of machines of

any sue without grudging ? But if we thus

move the centre of the earth's peopled sur-

face twenty thousand times farther off, we
reach the suu. If we carry the limit of air

and vapour to the distance of thirty times

the radius of the earth's orbit, we arrive at

Neptune. Are these new numbers mon-
strous, while the old ones were accepted

without scruple ? Is number such an alarm-

ing feature in the description of the Uni-
verse? Does not the description of every

part and every aspect of it present us with
numbers so large, that wonder and repug-

nance, on that ground, are long ago ex-
hausted ? Surely this is so ; and if the evi-

dence really tend to prove to us that all the

solar system ministers to the earth's popula-
tion, the mere size] of the system, compared
with the space occupied by the population,

will not long stand in the way of the recep-

tion of such a doctiiue."

On the other hand, it is very strongly

insisted on by Sir David Brewster that

the idea of siich vast bodies as those in

the skies above being made for our

use, if they are so, or at all events not

for the use of independent intellectual

beings, militates against our first ideas

of artistic genius in the Artificer of the

universe. Let us give his argument
in bifl own words
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" Everything that is not necessary to the

final effect of a process, or of a machine, is

labour in vain—a species of work in which
man never willingly indulges. Even where
labour is not hallowed by the sweat of the

brow—where it does not earn bread, or U not

exhausted in the great structures of civilisa-

tion—it is never labour in vain. Every act

of the mind, and every motion of the hand
which it guides, is a step in the great march
of social progress*, however frivolous its work
may seem, and however useless its immediate

result. The toy for the child, the telescope

for the sage, the locomotive for the railway,

the steam- ship for the ocean, are equally,

though in different degrees, the result of use-

ful occupation. In the world of instinct

there is the same economy of skill and la-

bour—the spider and the bee, the ant and
the beaver, ore s|>cndthrifts neither of time

nor of toil ; and in all the works of the

Divine artist around us—in all the laws of

matter and of motion—in the frame of man
and of animals, of plants and of inorganic

nature, the economy of power is universally

displayed. Nothing is made in vain ; no-

thing by a complex process which fan be

made by a simple one ; and it has often been

remarked by the most diligvnt students of

the living world, that the infinite wisdom of

the Creator is more strikingly displayed in

the economy than in the manifestation of
power.

" With such trnths before us, is it possible

to believe that, with the exception of our

little planet, all the other planets of the sys-

tem, all the hundreds of comets, all the sys-

tems of the universe, are to our reason made
in tain pp. 184, 185.

In this passage, it must be observed,

the italics are those of the writer. His
drift is, that God, in general, produces

results by the simplest and fewest

means, each of which manifestly con-

duces to the proposed end.

Now, it does seem strange that this

line of argument should be used by the

controversialist as if it had not been
so much as touched upon in the Essay
he is replying to. There is not, in the

whole of that Essay, a more detailed,

clear, or convincing passage than that

in which the author addresses himself

to this very question, which he com-
pletely disposes of; and we hold it so

important, on more accounts than one,

that it should be distinctly understood,

that we venture to give it at some
length.

Speaking of the probability of tho

other planets not having been -deve-

loped into peopled worlds, the Essay-

ist expresses himself as follows :

—

"Perhaps it may be said, that to hold

this is to make Nature work in vain ; to

waste her powers; to suppose her to produce
the framework, and not to build ; to make
the skeleton, and not to clothe it with living

tiesh ; to delude us with appearances of ana-
logy and promises of fertility, which are fal-

lacious. What can wo reply to this ?

" We reply, that to work in vain, in the
sense of producing means of life which* are

not used, embryos which are never vivified,

germs which are not developed; is so far

from being contrary to the usual proceedings

of nature, that it is an operation which is

constantly going on in every part of na-
ture. Of the vegetable seeds which are pro-

duced, what an infinitely small proportion

ever grow into plants ! Of animal ova, how
exceedingly few become animals in propor-

tion to those that do not, and that are

wasted, if this be waste ! It is an old cal-

culation, which used to be repeated as a won-
derful thing, that a single female fish con-

tains in its body two hundred millions of

ova, and thus might, of itself alone, replenish

the seas, if all these were fostered into life,

But in truth, this, though it may excite

wonder, cannot excite wonder as anything
uncommon. It is only one example of what
occurs everywhere. Every tree, every plant,

produces innumerable flowers, the flowers in-

numerable seeds, which drop to the earth,

or are carried abroad by the winds, and
perish, without having their powers unfold-

ed. When we sec a field of thistles shed its

downy seeds upon the wind, so that they
roll away like a cloud, what a vast host of
possible thistles are there! Yet very proba-

bly none of them become actual thistles.

Few are able to take hold of the ground at
all ; and those that do, die for lack of con-
genial nutriment, or are crushed by external

causes before they are grown. The like is

the caso with every tribe of plants ; — the

like with every tribe of animals. The pos-

sible fertility of some kinds of insects is as

portentous as anything of this kind can be.

If allowed to proceed unchecked, if the pos-

sible life were not perpetually extinguished,

the multiplying energies perpetually frus-

trated, they would gain dominion over the

largest animals, and occupy the earth. And
the same is the case, in different degrees, in

the larger animals. The female is stocked

with innumerable ovules, capable of becom-
ing liviug tilings : of which incomparably

the greatest number end as they began,

mere ovules— marks of mere possibility, of

vitality frustrated. The universe is so" full

of such rudiments of things, that they far

outnumber the things which outgrow their

rudiments. The marks of possibility are
rnuch more numerous than the tale of ac-
tuality. The vitality which is frustrated is

far more copious than the vitality which is

consummated. So far, then, as this analogy

goes, if the earth alone, of all the planetary

harvest, has been a fertile seed of creation

;

if the terrestrial embryo have alone been

evolved into life, while ail the other masse*

have remained barren and dead; we hav*
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in this nothing which we need regard as an
unprecedented waste, an improbable prodi-

gality, an unusual failure in the operations

of nature ; but on the contrary, such a single

case of success among many of failure, is ex-
actly the order of nature in the production

of life. It is quite agreeable to analogy,

thikthe solar system, of which the flowtrt

are not many, should have borne but one
fertxtt flower. One in eight, or in twice

eight, reared into such wondrous fertility as

belongs to the earth, is an abundant produce

compared with the result in the most fertile

provinces of nature. And even if any num-
ber of the fixed stars were also found to be
barren dowers of the sky

; objects however
beautiful, yet not sources of life or develop-

ment, we need not think the |K>wcrs of crea-

tion wasted or frustrated, thrown away or

perverted. One such fertile result as the

earth, with all its hosts of plants and ani-

mals, and especially with man, an intelli-

gent being, to stand at the bead of those

hosts, is a worthy and sufficient produce, so

far as we can judge of the Creator's waya by
analogy, of all the universal scheme."—pp.

222-224.

In this striking— indeed, noble pas-

sage— a loftier tone of thinking as re-

gards God's mode of working is forced

upon us ; and nothing bat the utter

omission of Sir David Brewster to no-
tice it would induce us to add, by way
of corroboration, what the author of
the Essay has studiously and expressly

Avoided entering upon— we mean, its

further and final illustration from the

scheme or plan of God's dealing with
man. It will be sufficient to bint this,

in its mysterious significance, to the

reader. Revelation exhibits to the

world the Christian scheme—universal

in its scope, partial in its operation,

holding out salvation to all, promising it

to few. Of the myriad human plants

sown in corruption, how many, or how
few, are to be raised in incorruption?

Let us ponder on this mystery, for it

appears to exhibit the last and most
striking instance of that peculiar mode
of God's dealing with what he has

created in the inanimate, animate, in-

tellectual, and moral worlds.

We have been led into this discus-

sion, so far as Sir David Brewster is

concerned, with regret. We know no
living philosopher who commands more
universal respect than he does ; and we
should be sorry indeed to have it sup-

posed for a moment that we do not

heartily unite our humble tribute to

the universal homage paid to his merits

;

but the blame, if blame there be, does

not lie with us. Any acrimony which

the contest may have assumed is de-
rived from his own mode of replying to

the original Essay. That Essay is con-
ceived in the most dignified, philoso-

phic, and moderate spirit ; and to ordi-

nary readers the last thing that would
be to be apprehended was any damage
to received beliefs on religious subjects
arising therefrom ; yet Sir David
Brewster has placed himself forward
in somewhat of the indignant attitude

of the shepherd youth who heard and
resented the blasphemous defiance of
the reviler of Israel's God. He u.ies

hard words ; he adopts Sedgwick's ex-
pression, and says, that the Essayist's

argument touching the nebulas " bears
upon its point the stamp of folly and ir-

reverence towards the God of nature;"
he talks of his " wild and extravagant
notions ;" he tells him that his theories
" are full of danger and ascribes to

htm "some morbid condition of the

mental powers, which feeds upon para-

dox." Such are a few of the terms
used towards an antagonist, who, how-
ever he may have here and there over-

strained his case, has originated a
theory of the universe certainly in no
possible way calculated to lessen our
idea of the majesty of the Almighty
Creator, or of his care and love for his

creatures; and which, we entirely agree
with the author in thinking, explains

a remarkable number of hitherto unin-

telligible facts. At all events, whether
the positive portions of the argument be
true or false, the general scope of it is

too modestly suggestive to be dealt

with in this manner. We may not be

prepared to admit in the indicative

mood the clauses of the following mag-
nificent passage, but we dare not treat

them either with levity or severity :

—

" Perhaps, when the view of the universe

which we hero present has become familiar,

we may be led to think that the aspect

which it gives to the mode of working of

the Creator, is sufficiently grand aud ma-
jestic. Instead of manufacturing a multi-

tude of worlds on patterns more or leas si-

milar, he has been employed in one great

work, which we cannot call imperfect, since

it includes and suggests all that we can con-

ceive of perfection. It may be that all the

other bodies which we can discover in the

universe, show the greatness of this work,

and are rolled into forms of symmetry and
order, into masses of light and splendour, by
the vast whirl which the original creative

energy imparted to the luminous element.

The planets and the stars are the lumps which
have flown from the potter's wheel of the

Great Worker— the shred-coil* which, in
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tbe working, sprang from lib mighty lathe

—

the sparks which darted from his awful anvil

when the solar system lay incandescent

thereon—the curls of vapour which rose from
tlic great caldron of creation when its ele-

ments were seperated. If even these super-

fluous portions of the material are marked
witit universal traces of regularity and order,

this shows that universal rule* are his im-
plements, and that order is the first and uni-

versal law of the heavenly work."—p. 243.

Let us, then, conclude that the high-

ly-gifted writer of this striking Essay
has shown good grounds for a re-ex.

amination of the belief which has grown
up by such gradual and imperceptible

steps into a religion amongst us, that

there arc men in other worlds ; that

though he has occasionally made un-

warrantable use of conjectures which he
thought might serve his purpose, he has

conducted his argument, in the main,

with discretion and logical precision

;

and, finally, that he has cautiously ab-

stained from anything which might en-

danger beliefs grounded on revelation.

And, as regards Sir David Brewster's

reply, let us express our thanks to

the venerable author for his zeal in

behalf of science, and in particular for

his successful defence ofthe new theory

of nebula against the exploded nebular
hypothesis, even in refusing to admit
that his treatise is a satisfactory or
even a judicious answer to the E&say
itself.

Since the above was written, a se-

cond edition of the Essay has appeared,

with a dialogue* prefixed to it by the

author, in which he answers the various

objections which have been brought
ji gainst his theory since the publication

01 the first edition. Wc should have
been very glad to have seen this dia-

logue before our article was written

;

for while, on the one hand, it might
have led us on certain points to modify
our censure, or give further reasons

for our objections, it would, on the

other, have added the weight of the

author's sanction to some arguments

which we hazarded on our own respon
sibility, and with more hesitation than
we need have felt.

On the whole, however, we see little

cause to retract or alter what we have
said. If there be a doubt as to any
point, it is with reference to the neb a-
lar hypothesis on which the author*of
the Essay (feeling himself most gravely
attacked there) has added some very
striking passages. No doubt, Lord
Rosse tins seen cause to modify the
received views with regard to the re-
lative distances of some of the nebulae,

and some of the fixed stars ; and the
phenomena brought under view by
Herschel's telescope, in the Magellaine
clouds, are difficult of explanation
under any hypothesis which does not
group stars or various magnitudes and
nebula? of various configurations in

one common mass. But all these dif-

ficulties, even with the objection of the
growing discovery of double stars su-

peradded, do not suffice to justify the

extreme conclusion which would alone

complete the Essayist's argument—
namely, that the probabilities lean to

the side that there is no condensed sun,

or a solid and habitable globe beyond
the confines of our own system. We
sincerely hope we have not, either

here or in our earlier observations,

overstated the author's argument.'

At all events, we are glad to find

that in our estimate of the main bear,

ing and tendency of this Essay, as

opposed to Sir David Brewster's view
of it, we are fully borne out by the
author's own words. One of the ima-
ginary parties in the dialogue thus ex-
presses himself: — "Your arguments
are merely negative; you only prove
that we do not know the planets to be
inhabitated.'* To which the author
replies as follows :— " If, when I have
proved that point, men were to cease

to talk as if they knew that the planets

are inhabited, I should have produced
a great effect,"
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A PILGRIMAGE TO THE LAND OF LEIX AND O68OBY.

Ill A LBTTBK TO ARTDOBY P0PLA8, MQ;

'• Who It to sUlfal that, struggling hard with Time in the foggy dark Ma of (Irish) antiquity, he may not

run upon rocki ?**

—

Cam dsn.

Dear Mr. Poplar, — Having rested

for a few months after my literary

rovings amidst the cliffs, lakes, straths,

and mountains of Donegal, I lately

donned anew my travelling habili-

ments, bent on a second exploration,

and as anxious to investigate place,

people, and particulars as if 1 were a
'* Times Commissioner" for the nonce,

or travelling agent for that much,
maligned book, " Lewis's Topographi-
cal Dictionary." In congruity with

my title of " Pilgrim," my garments
were as follow :—-My " amice," a bea-

ver bodycoat of Buckmastcr's ; my
•« wrought Spanish baldrick," a double-

breasted plaid waistcoat, buckled be-

hind ; my "scrip," of that kind vul-

garly denominated of the Bank of Ire-

land, invested in new crisp notes, and
doubled up into acapacious crumcna, or

purse; my "scallop-shell" represented

by a railroad ticket, elegantly stuck in

the band of my hat ; my " aandal

shoon," a pair of double-soled boots

;

and my '* staff' an oak stick, which
had once borne engrailed leaves in tho

bonnie woods of Shillelagh. Thus
supplied and accoutred, I was "all

right," and ready for the start, but
knew not where to go. Was I to turn

northward, like the magnetic needle

—

shoot on the steam pinions of an ex-

press train past Clontarf and its bath-

ing-sheds; Malahidc, its castle and
its cockle-beds ; Balbriggan and its

stocking-looms; Balrothery and its

biscuits— till I came to that "dim,
smokificd" old city, Droghcda, fuligi-

nous and foul, and done black like a
piece of burnt toast, with smoke, and

VOL. XLIV—NO. CCLXI.

damp, and dirt—yet poetical, inasmuch
as she exhibits a "broken wall," like

Ehrenbreiststein, when Byron saw and
sung it; and historical, too, inasmuch
as

"Oliver Cromwell
Ut* did her pummel,

And made a breach In her hatUraent

thence cross, at a snail's pace, tho

awful wooden viaduct which ppans tho

Boyne, and which seems to have been
constructed so as to bring the train

passengers into the closest possibln

proximity with the very most imminent
danger, and give them the fairest con-

trivable chance of being annihilated-

each time of their perilous transit over
its dizzy planks ? There it stands,

lifting its skeleton of slender pole and
slim rafter, like an exhumed pre-

Adamite fossil — some bony megathe-
rium, towering in the air, a monument
of ill-contrived accommodation and
ugly unsuitablcncss— yclept «« tempo-
rary," yet making us each time we
venture over it, think much more of
eternity than time. This wooden con-
veniency creates abhorrence among tho
good people of Belfast, inspires a panic
amidst the folk of Newry, and has
shaken more or less the nervous sys-

tem of the whole northern population.

Thence on through the marshes of
Dundalk and the sierras of Downshire,
and the green bleaching lawns of plea-

Bant Antrim, dotted all with whitest

webs, like oblong patches of snow, till

I reached the ancient forts of the Mac
Mullans, gazed onDunseverick Castle,

and saw the white feet of the strong,

black, Boreal ocean, racing, and run-

T
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ning, uiA In tliOM>,i:.'h up, and
idong, and ever the Giant ? pilaicd

Ci use w.-,y path*. Th;* I Aatf done,

and I did not choose- to do again. Or
was I to descend into Kerry, that land

of high peaks and low ponies— of

Urge creeks and little cows—of heathe r

on the hill and arbutus in the grove*

—

of health in the gale and beauty in tLe

vale (I am, unconsciously, becoming
poetical; — the land of the MacGUli-
cuddy and the O'Donoghoe, and the

O'Mahony and the O'Sullivan, the de-

scendants of Irish princes and chiefs,

living amidst their grand kingly moun-
tain*— the land of Daniel O'Connell
and of Daniel O'Ruark, and the "great
aiglc " of the kingdom of Kerr)*, the

ino*t gentlemanly of all binls on orni-

thological record—the land where the

purple Iveraghs melt away in the far

distance— where the stately Kecks lift

their piercing pinnacles into the blue

heaven for many a romantic mile;

where the wild, Spanish-named " Si-

byl-Head," like a Pythoness of stone,

bends over the vexed Atlantic, as,

towering six hundred feet above its

Burface, she spurns into creamy foam
the blue deep water which welters

round her ebon feet, while all around,

is tos.s, and tumble, and rush, and
wrestle; audthedim "Bl.a^juets," like

castles chained amidst the foam, or

pyramids of the sea, loom like giants

in the misty distance the land .

But hold ! Let me pause. Do I not
hear, in fancy's car, some sound much
resembling " Pooh-pooh I" proceeding

from that editorial glass-house ofyourt*,

Mr. Poplar, at No. 50, where you sit

and deliver judgment on erring contri-

butions ? Mctoinks, or rather niehear

you say, " Did not this man set forth

in his programmic title, that he was to

undertake a Pilgrimage to the Queen's
County for the good of posterity and
the public ; and lo 1 here he is, ranting
and roving— ay, and raving, too

—

down amidst thu cliffs of Kerry ? Is

not this proceeding to Belfast via

Cork?— or like the Irishman who,
wishing to drive a porcine beast to

Dublin, and knowing its retrograde

obstinacy of instinct, faced the cora-

Eliant animal towards Bray, and thus

acked him into the metropolis ?

Dear Mr. Poplar, you must allow a
little for enthusiasm when the kingdom
of Kern* is on the tapis, and an Irish-

man holds the pen. It is now about
twelve months ago that I paid you a

special visit on your return from that

country. You sat, as I remember, iu

the aforesaid Cry stal Palace of criti-

cL-m, where, for your own comfort,

and at the instigation of your many
anxious friends, you have at last estab-

lished a patent gas and asbestos stove,

dependant from your wall, which, how-
ever ingenious as regards the maker,
and enjoyable by yourself, you will

pardon me for savin" has an auto-da-fe

appearance, and looks consumedlv like

a gridiron to roart literary San-Beni-
to? at. On this occasion, you had just
come back from Killarney. You had
been accompanied thither by English
friends, loveable and literary, and had
enjoyed yourself and them, and all

things about you, and above you,
toto calo. You were, in fact, nt
the time, thoroughly Killarncyised,

and might have cried to me, " Ed Io
Bono ancke Pittorel" Never did I
see you, Anthony, so beside yourself.

Your natural gravity had thawed like

frost before the lire ofyour enthusiasm.

The severity of the critic, the dignified

precision of the editor, were ingulfed

in the rapture of your reminiscences.

Your chest heaved, your brow bright-

ened, your cheek kindled, your nostril

dilated like that of a warhorse, your
eye flashed and confiscated. First

you threw out the left hand, a la Tom
Belcher; presently you forked out
with the right; while your whole being
seemed so big with the furor and tho
afflatus of the remembered enjoyment,
that I almost expected to see you ig-

nite, and «o blazing up through the
skylight like a rocket, showering a
golden rain behind you of sparks, and
perhaps setting fire to your respectable

establishment and its contents of price.

Now, as I pardoned— nay, admired—,
your enthusiasm then, so you must for-

give my excuraiveness now, when I
promise that I never more will wander,
save selon regie, but keep as steadily

on the rail as an express train after an
accident; and as " Dimidium facti qui
capit habet ;" so, andiamo—

I will at once begin. In selecting

tho lands of"Leix and Ossory " for

my pilgrimage, by which I mean what
has been called the Queen's County
since Philip and Mary's time, I am
aware that there is not much of what
is striking or beautiful in the natural
landscape of this shire ; nor yet that
the peasantry offer any salient angle

of character or out-jutting peg of pe-
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culiarity to hang my pilgrim's hat on.

The land, too, for the most part is

champaign, save where broken by
the rich forest - timber of the many
noblemen and gentlemen's seats scat-

tered over the soil, or a few ranges of

hills. Among these are the Escars
(quaere from Escarp, a slope?), one
ot which, "The Ridge," rising near
Athlone, intersects the Queen's Countv,
and is seen at Maryborough. This
Escar consists of coal-shale, limestone,

and sand. The Dysart Hills, also

running eastward towards Curlow, pre-

sent one or two bold features, such as

the ancient llock of Dunamace and the

Doon of Clopokc ; while, outtoppimj
all, the Slievc liluimh mountains, with

their mellowing shadows and lights,

run south-west, and divide this from
the King's County, the ancient Oflalia

of Leinster. Amidst these solitary

hills, which even a fastidious Ruskin
would admire for the beauty of their

colouring, rises Ard-Eirin, or the

Height of Ireland ; and amongst their

gorges is a wild ravine, which opens a
bridle-path clear through the moun-
tain called the "Pass of Glandine,"
which I think is visible from Ballyfin.

Lough Annagh, the only lake in the

county, like a jewelled clasp, connects

these two shires. King's and Queen's,
and has a shore in each.

To a traveller proceeding from Dub-
lin, Portarlington is the frontier town,
and first to be visited. Now I remem-
ber when Lien Chi Altangi, the dis-

contented Chinese wanderer, proposed
to make a pilgrimage from London to

Kcntishtown, he discovered that there

were two ways to perform the journey,

"one by coach, which cost sixpence,

ami one on foot, which cost uotning."

So ingoing toPortarlington,whichisthe
frontier town ofLeix, you may travel by
rail, which saves time—by coach, which
shows you the landscape ; or you might
(at all events, some years ago) havo
sailed there in a ditch,"called the Grand
Canal, sitting up on the bench of an
oblong trunk, called a cabin, of a giddy
gadabout Irish gondola, tenned a " tly-

boat," though resembling that insect

in nothing but its fidgetiness; and
thus if you were not drowned, or

smothered, or swamped in passing

through the " locks," you reached Por-
tarlington in about six hours. I pre-

ferred a two hours' journey, so took
the train, and at ten o'clock, a.m., in a
carriage fully equal to those between

Bath and London in equipment and
ecd, we started, passing on the right

e gigantic milestone monument yclept

the Wellington Testimonial, which
evinces nothing of architecture but its

angularities, nothing of sculpture ex-

cept its nudity; and is not a testimo-

nial of anything under the sun but

want of cash, eventuating in want of
completion. Three miles further on,

at Clondalkin, a picturesque round
tower rises ; it stands on one side of

the village street, draperied half-way

up with greenest ivy. In the interior

are modern lofts, by the help of which
and a crazy ladder, I once, in the

days of my injudicious juvenility, at-

tained the summit, endangering my
youthful neck, and enacting on the oc-

casion ** Pate in Peril." Thence on-

ward, shortening the way by pleasant

converse. On the scat of the railroad

carriage beside me sat a tall, emaciated
clergyman from the county of Cork,
with the richest, raciest, broadest

brogue of that fine couutry on his lips

I ever heard ; he seemed a most amia-
ble theorist, and full of fancies, which
he delivered in an extraordinary way
as we rolled along.
" Power," said he, " is the snaro of

the day ; and England has arrayed

herself into sections, each of which re-

presents this Godless system. First,

there is the Aristocracy, or power of
the high-bora, engendering and perpe-

tuating pride, the Devil's sin, and hate-

ful to God. Next, there is the Jiu-

reaucrucy, or power of diplomacy,

generating cunning, reserve, and men-
tal reservation. Then there is the Si-

derocraajt or iron master's power,
whieh, in its production of machinery,

annihilates the natural quality of loco-

motion ordained by God, which is

slowness, and deteriorates manual la-

bour, which is man's original doom for

sin. Then there is Woolucracy, repre-

senting the power of the cotton lords

—

a linsey-woolsey aristocracy, and op-

posed to truth, inasmuch as their eyes

and ears beiug all stuffed with cotton,

they cannot see, or hear, nor under-

stand. Then there is the Ilicrocracy,

or power of rampant Churchism, whose
progeny are Popery, Puscyism, and
illiberal Sectarianism ;

and, lastly,

there is Democracy, engendering rebel-

lion and contempt of order, and acting

out by brute force. There are just six

of them," continued he, repeating the

names slowly ; " and six in the Bible
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is 8atan's number— six cubits in Go-
liah's stature ; sixty cubits in Nebu-
chadnezzar's image ; six toes on the
giant in Gath—while seven is the Lord's
number. Six of these ' ocrasies '—six

of these ' o-crd-sies,' my friends, how
awful to consider them !"

The constant recurrence of the last

two syllables, and the prolongation of
his Cork accent in drawling them out,

had a ridiculous effect among us, es-

pecially when a little bright-eved child,

of about ten years of age, ami who bad
been listening attentively, looked up in

his face, and said— " And to whien of
the ' O Crazys ' do you belong, sir ?"

—

a question which produced much laugh-
ter, the good man himselfjoining hear-
tily in the merriment.

In chatting thus pleasantly we rolled

past "The fcaas," lying about a mile
to our left, with its St. David's Castle
in ruins, and its rath, on which the
states of Leinstcr once held their ge-
neral assemblies. Beyond it, on the
old mail-coach road, one meets an
enormous assemblage of long, moulder-
ing walls. Arches on arches, innu-
merable rows of windows, and broken
doors, and successions of vaults— one
huge ruin, originally built of brick
brought from Holland at vast expense
and labour.

This is Jigginstown, erected by Lord
Strafford, and never completed. The
name is cacophonous, and suggestive
of Irish dancing, but is really derived
from an ancient Irish gentleman, who
synchronised with Alexander theGrcat,
and was called Joughaine-Morc ; and
here he reigned as King of Leinster, in

his capital named after him. Our next
station wasNewbridge, antiphrastically

so named, I suppose, and, more Jfiber-
nico, from one of the oldest bridges in

Ireland being near it: "hence," as

Mr. Pepys has it, to Kildaro. And soon
we glided past St. Brigtd's fane, stand-

ing by the round tower of Kildare
and its ruined cathedral, where reposes

the dust of the stately Geraldines.

Here we were joined by some officers

in the —th Hussars. The conversa-
tion turned on horses, and what they
could do, and the relative speed of a
racer and an express train, when a
gentlemanly youth, who had come with
the officers, and up to this had not
spoken, narrated the following anec-
dote, which, I confess, interested me
greatly. I will strive to givo it in his

own words :—

" It was a bright, cold evening in

the month of March, when my father,

who, in his capacity of agent to Mr.
A., had received a large sum of money,
was preparing to return home ; he tra-

velled in his gig, accompanied only by
myself, then a young lad, and driving

a powerful brown horse, rising five that

May, which had once or twice exhi-

bited marks of an obstinate temper.

The sun was just sinking behind a wide
flat of black, bare bog, through which
the road ran for many a mile, when a
small strap giving way in the harness

comjK'Ued my father to pull up at a
little shebeen house which formed the

half-way station across the bog. The
owner of this tenement was well known
to my governor ; he was bog-ranger

on the projKjrty. M'Mauus was his

name ; an honest fellow, and offered

every help towards repairing the rup-

tured harness ; but while doing so his

manner was so nervous and agitated,

that the governor, noticing it, would
not be put off till he had ascertained

the cause. The country, in fact, had
suddenly become disturbed; agrarian

outrage had commenced, and my fa-

ther, from his connexion with property,

and the duties and necessities of bis

profession, was just at present unpopu-
lar, and bad now to traverse four

miles of a solitary road, his person

known, the night fast coming on,

and three hundred pounds in his gig-

box. My father, though a brave man,
was likowiso fully alive to his danger,

and made all haste to be gone : but
when he essayed to start, the brown
horse absolutely refused to budge.

Some most malapropos fit of ill-hu-

mour bad come over him; and, lean-

ing back on his haunches, his forefeet

planted firmly on the sod, his large

sulky ears laid down on his head, and
his eyes showing all their white, and

squinting into his winkers, he looked

the very incarnation of the Demon
of Dojrgediiess. Conjecturing that

something had gone wrong with the

harness, and that the animal was
being galled or hurt, we examin-

ed our tackle thoroughly, but all was
as smooth as the palm of my hand, it

was a case of pure, unsophisticated

sulk, and seemingly admitted of no
cure, the brute resisting alike coaxing,

patting, speaking, and bullying— for

when the governor tried to lead him
by the bridle, be would shake his bead
indiguontly, and show the white of his
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eye ; and when we gave him the lash,

which we did pretty often, he would
plunge uioi-t wickedly, and back bo

violently, that nothing but a special

miracle seemed to preserve the gig and
its occupants from being canted over

into the deep, black bog-holes which
Hanked the road at either side.

"At last my father, though a good-

humoured man, fairly lost his temper;
and Mime for him,' as the man of the

shebeen remarked. He was a person

of great determination, as most of

you, gentlemen, are aware, when
he had the honour of serving with

your gallant corps in Spain. He
was an old soldier too, and was not

to be bullied this way by a horse. So,

jumping into the gig, he ordered inc to

sit firmly ; and addressing the animal,
' Goody/ he said, speaking slow, and
between his teeth, * Goudy * (this was
the name of the hurse, called after a
rich Monaghan farmer who had sold

him to my governor, and a capital

judge of a horse be is)—-' Goudy,'

said he, speaking to the brute as if he

were an animal rationale, as we say in

our logic, ' this is some of your nor-

thern stitluess ; but I'll take it out of

you,' said the governor ;
' I'll teach

you something I learned from the

muleteers in Catalonia,' said he ;
* I'll

introduce you to St. Dominic— I'll

promote you to the dignity of a Smith-

field martyr," said he ; * I'll give you a
touch of Queen Mar)',' said the gover-

nor. For my father, gentlemen, was
an old-fashioned Protestant, and never

could comprehend how it was that

Miss Strickland makes out this Queen
of England to have been so gentle

and tender-hearted. So he jerked

half-a-crown to the shebeen-keeper,

and cried, ' M'Manus, bring me a

large sheaf of your driest straw, and
put it under the horse's belly.' When
this was done, he told them to fling two
blazing turfs on the straw. In a mo-
inent they ignited, and, (laming un, en-

veloped the horse in smoke and blaze.

Let go his head,' roared the gover-

nor, as the horse, mad with fear, and
uttering a terrified snort, bolted wildly

away, plunging and rearing as the

burning straw fell off from him, and
finally breaking into a furious gallop ;

while my father, sitting quietly up, kept

giving him the lash, cut after cut, most
manfully, till it came to first-rate racing

speed, and no mistake. For three

miles we kept ou at thi* pace ; but now

the road swelled up a little, and a turn

to the left through a plantation would
have been our nearest way home;
while the road we traversed, still

skirling the bog, was at least a mile

round. The horse, now pretty well

tamed, seemed well inclined to follow

my father's guiding hand ; but, at thu

moment he reached the turning, a mau
leaped down from a ditch ou the road,

and the horse, shy ing violently at him,
set oil' more madly in the gallop than
ever down the right-hand road ; and
thus my lather's life was saved, gentle-

men, by the violence of his horse; for

four men, afterwards transported, con-

fessed that they were lying in wait at

the turniug of the road, with the inten-

tion of stopping the gig, shooting my
(governor, and probably myself into the

bargain, and seizing on the contents of

the gig-box. I must add, in conclu-

sion, that Goudy has never since mis-

behaved ; and if he ever is inclined to

be a little dogged, the moment he hears

the governor's voice, he is as gentle as

a managed palfrey."

While hearing this incident, we had
glided pa>t the green and springy Cur-
ragh, which, uprupos des gullupes, is

the most charming spot in the world
for an equestrian run. One of our
military companions made us smile,

when describing a scene he had once
witnessed here. It was during the
time of a fiercely-contested election at
Carlow, that his Excellency the Eail
of M came to the Curragh to

course. On this occasion he was cha-

peroned by P r P 11, Esq.,
whose house was " convaynient " to

the spot, and who was himself a keen

r tsman, and a highly popular man.
his Excellency rode along, he at-

tracted an extemporaneous start' of all

comers—mounted gentlemen, farmers'

sons, and a " tail " as long as a High-
land chiefs, of rabble, which bis

lordship suffered and enjoyed, being
too fond of popularity to act out the
" udi profunum oulgus" on an occasion

like this. The sport was wretched

;

the " nimble greyhounds strained upon
the leash/' but not a hare was to be
seen ; and good-natured Peter was be-

side himself at such a mark of disre-

spect from the feliue race to viccroyal-

ty. Up aud down they rode, and
amidst and around the furze bushes,

till Lord M- , losing all patience,

exclaimed, with a loud voice—
" Mot a hare to be had, I declare I
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Now, Mr. P 11, I s/tould liko to

know where all the hares on the Cur-
ragh are gono to this morning."

While Peter was meditating an apo-
logetic response, a voice answered
from the crowd, in a brogue so extra-
ordinary, so rich, so flat, and so so-

norous, that every one burst out laugh-
ing—

," Perhaps, my lord, it's to Caarlow
they're gone." And the horsemen di-

viding, the speaker, who rode a blood
mare, and was an immeuso fat young
fellow, with a fusby face, and two
greenish grey eyes, where folly, and
fun, and shrewdness strove alternate-

ly, emerged before his Excellency.
Peter was indignant at the intrusion—
" Go home, M'Gomeril ; this is no

place for your folly."

" Oh! I beg—I intreat," said Lord
M , amused beyond measure at

the figure and the voice, " that this

gentleman will not go, till we hear how
it is that the hares have gone to Car-
low, as he says."

y It's some nonsense, my lord, of
this fellow's ; he is an Orange squireen
from Dunlavin, a crackbrained fool of
a fellow, aud not fit to speak to your
Excellency."

"Oh! I assure you, Mr. P II,

I excessively enjoy the little he has
said," said Lord M——, laughing

;

" and am impatient to be further en-
lightened by him respecting our miss-

ing game. Do pray, sir, tell us what
you know of it."

Thus encouraged, the party com-
menced, all present bursting out laugh-
ing the moment he opened his huge
mouth.
" Why, thin, your Excellency, I

said the hares was gone to Caarlow,
and it was Mr. Pcther here who sint

them there, and spiled your lordship's

sport."
" What do you mean, ^ou impudent

fool ?" said P II, frying with vex-
ation, while the Castle party were con-
vulsed with mirth.
" Why, Mr. Pcther, can you deny

to the Lord Liltinint what you said

this morning, and I hearing you ?

Didn't you give out, in the hotel-yard

at Naas, and cracking your whip all

the time, that every living soxel, man,
woman, and child, must immediately
go off to Caarlow, and vote for the

Radical inimber ? and so, my lord, /
suppose the hares went with the rest."

Presently we arrived at Monastere-

van, which simply means the monastery
of, or on the Even, or Barrow. Sir K.
Cox calls this river the Berva, Probably
the ecclesiastics of that day made a
saint of the river in Hindoo or heathen
style. The monastery was founded by
Dermot O'Dempbie, Chief of Offalia,

in the twelfth century, and on its ruins

is built the present handsome house
of Moore-abbey. The occupant aud
owner of this fine place is the Marquis
of Drogheda. Ilia lordship's family

were originally English. Settling in

Ireland, in Elizabeth's reign, Edward
Moore was knighted by the Lord De-
puty, for military service against Ty-
rone, and received a grant of church
and abbey lands near Drogheda (toge-

ther with the presentation right of four

livings still in this family) ; while his

son and grandson, stout soldiers both,

marrying into the wealthy families of

Colley and Loftus, acquired mueh ad-
ditional property (the Colleys were
the progenitors of the " Iron Duke ''

aud all the Wellesleys, and are now
represented by the Hon. George
Colley, Viscount Harberton's brother.

The Loftus family, continued in the fe-

male line, have developed in the Mar-
quisate of Ely). From his marriage
with this family, a. d. 1620, Charles,

second Viscount Moore, obtained

the Abbey and estates of Monaster-
cvan. Tbcy were stout soldiers these

English Moorcs, and such are usually

successful wooers. Their motto ex-
pressed their pertinacity both in mak-
ing love and making war, in courtship

as well as in carnage—" Fortis cadere

cedere non potest,*' which is as much as

to say, " a brave fellow may get a re-

pulse, but he will stick to his point."

Their scutcheon contains, on sapphire,

three mullets, or spur rowels, which
are, in heraldry, the filial distinctions

of a third son ; but to the unheraldio

eye these mullets have the appearance
of stars, and convey the idea of the

family having adopted them from a prin-
ciple of gratitude, as if thanking their

stars for the good things they had pick-

ed up in Ireland ; while over them, as

crest, a negro's head is grinning with

African delight. No doubt, the Mo-
nasterevan property was an original

forfeiture, or rather legalised plunder
from the rightful owner, " The
O'Dempsie," in favour of Adam Lof-

tus, who was Provost of Trinity Col-
lege, Dublin, Lord Chancellor, Arch-
bishop of Dublin, and four times Lord
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Justice; and for this last duty he had
.£33 6s. 8d. per mensem—thus combin-
ing the cassock, and the coif, and the

College cap in his single person. This

gentleman, as ho had a plurality of

offices, so he had a like plurality of

children, reckoning twenty mouths
around his table— a large dividend

from nature for either one man or one
meal. Some men, if we credit Mr.
Jamdyce and his biographer, have

had house, and hall, and lands in*

gulfed in Chancery, and lost them all.

But a happier fortune awaited this Sir

Adam Loftus ; for ho brought Chan-
cery into the bosom of his home, and
lost nothing, but gained much — it

being a well-attested record, that the

High Court of Chancery was held

more than onco in the ancient hall of

Moore Abbey, or rather, as it was then

called, Monsterevan, Sir Adam sitting

up on tho woolsack, and behind the

great seal, on such occasions.

Of the O'Dempsies I shall say more
when I come to speak of I^eix Castle.

The last of them was Charles, whose
name in ballad and legend is " Cahir
na Cophuil," or Charles of the horses,

so termed from his skill in riding, and
—alas ! it must be written—his success

in stealing that animal. He gave a
name to a place near Monastcrevan,
called " Cophuil Wood." Here this

man, outlawed, attainted as a traitor,

and his noble property confiscated,

defended himself with a few followers

against a large force sent to appre-

hend him ; and on his friends being

cut down, he swam over the Barrow,
with his sword in his teeth, and thus

for the time escaped, though eventually

ho was taken, and ignomiuiously hang.

A fine bridge spans the river at Mo-
nastcrevan (which place Cox desig-

nates Roseglass), on which tho Rail is

laid ; and on crossing it, the border is

passed, and wo are in the Queen's
County, and, consequently, the special

part of my pilgrimage is begun.
Ptolemy tells us that this country

was inhabited by tribes called " Bri-

gantes," which appellation, I confess,

has a very suspicious affinity in sound
to tho more modern title of "bri-
gands"— a name, which the recital of
the deeds and manners of most of its

inhabitants, during the reigns of the

four last Tudor* and all the Stuarts,

would seem uuconsciously to imply as

being, on the whole, a very suitable

one. But whether to apply so oppro-
brious an epithet to the wild aboriginal

chief, O'Dempsie, who fought hard to

keep his own, nnd when plundered of

it, thought it no sin to steal it buck
again ; or to the royal O'Morc, Kin*
of I^eix, who, hounded and harried

from throne and territory, from crown
and castle, from the sway of his sove-

reignty and the freedom of his forests

(and the noblest oaks in Lcinster were
the planting of his hand, and now o'er-

shadow his tomb), earned the title of
" arch-rebel," because he was unwil-

ling to abdicate his rightful sceptre.

Or whether to apply it" to the native

chiefs, who plundered the invaders?
"The Munstcrians generally rebel in

October," says Cox,"" and kill, steal,

ravish, nnd murder without mercy "

—

a sort of autumnal foray. Or shall we
apply tho hard name to the same par-

ties, when they spoiled and sacked each
other-—" brother going to war with

brother," such as we find exemplified

in the persons of" O'Neale" and " Lord
Barry" (tho latter English or Welsh
by descent, but " Hibernior ipsis JH-
bernicis")? On this man, in 1399,

O'Neale made nn onslaught, and
"preyed, burned, and spoiled;" where-
upon Barry remonstrated in a letter,

telling O'Neale that he has robbed him
of "tour thousand hive, ami three thou-

sand mares and gerrans." This was
certainly a heavy foray, quite in Scot-

tish border style, and equal to any of
Roderick Dhu's. Or dare we apply
this uncourtly name to the chivalric

Mountjoy, Essex, or Sussex— gallant

soldiers, no doubt ? Or docs the name
suit the more pacific Robert Cowley,
Master of the Rolls in Ireland, tempore
Henry VIII., who, writing to Secre-

tary Cromwell, on the best mode to
" enfeeble the Irishry" advises the go-
vernment " to take away their cattle

and their corn, which is their very liv-

ing" (Raleigh had not appeared yet
with that " noxious esculent," the po-
tato) ? He counsels " to burn and
destroy their corns ; and as for their

cattle, that several armies should pro-

ceed at once, and in one year the

same cattle shall be dead, destroyed,

stole, strayed, or eaten." This is

a charming illustration of the method
of practically producing a " Hibernia

parata." Or may we apply the title to

Oliver Cromwell's Ironsides, who, in

1650, traversed this county, making
" a notable harrying of the Iriahry,"
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and, under Colonels Ilcwson and Rey-
nolds, cannonaded and dismantled with

gunpowder the castles of Leix and
Dunamace, with the loss of many lives ?

Or whether tho name would suit some
at least of the English adventurers,

stout soldiers of fortune, who, after

having " harryed the Irishry," sat

down, themselves, their wives, their

nephews, their nieces, their kinsfolk,

and, in fact, all their small families,

as proprietors and tenants in fee atgue
re of the escheated lands of the van-
quished.

To which of all these various and
contending parties this uncivil term
may be fiuieat applied, let the impar-
tial reader of Irish history determine

:

it becomes not a peaceful pilgrim like

ine to decide on this questiou of bri-

gunderie. What is sufficiently curious,

old Camden deduces this name, Bri-

gantes, from a Belgic word, Briga,

signifying " free hands," and makes it

to be the root of Brigands and Bri-

gandine. He is writing of the people

of Cumberland, Northumberland, and
"the bishoprick of Durham," where
stealing, probably, was fashionable, ac-

cording to "the good old rule " of

border life. Afterwards, when writing

of Ireland, he reverts to the name, and
satisfies himself with deriviug it, with

a Quasi, from Birgus, the Latin name
for the Barrow.
The whole county, anterior to Queen

Mar)', appears to have been divided

into three portions : — first, there was
Leix, where reigned O'Morc ; second-

ly, Ossory (or " Upper Ossory," Kil-

kenny being sometimes styled " Lower
Ossory"), which lay on the south and
west of the county, Tipperarywards.
This was the ancient principality of
tho *' Mac Gillia Phadruig," or " tho

son of the servant of Patrick," a
name first taken by an ancestor in the

days of that great saint, illustrative of

his piety as well as of his courtesy,

and afterwards transmuted from the

roughness of its Celticism, and Nor-
malised and euphonised into Fitz-

Patrick. And thirdly, Clanmalur, or

Glenmalier, which lay around what is

now called Portarlington, and was go-
verned bv the O'Dempsic—a chief or

prince holding under O'Morc. Another
great Irish chief, of ancient blood ami
large [>oss£ssion, was O'Dun, of the

Woods, lie was a kinsman of the

O'Dempste* ; but held his property

better together than that uufortuuatc

house. This old Celtic sept is now
lineally represented by Colonel Dunne,
of Bnttas, the gallant and eloquent

member for Portarlington. All these dis-

tricts abounded in forests and bogs, and
so late as a hundred and fifty years ago,

the way from Portarlington to Mount-
rath was a wild and tangled wood. Old
Camden thus delivers himself of this

county—" Rcgiunculu sylvestris et uli-

ginosa ;" thus done into English by a
young College gib, who is by my 6ide

—

*' ThU region '• opaque with forwt and braka j

And *u highly lymphatic and philo-rhcumatic,
With fen End *1th tog, with marih and with bog,

That 'twould charm a fkog."

Camden is caustic on the O'Demp-
Bies, over whom, together with the

O'Mores and Mac Gillia Phadruigs,
he llings a bottle of vitriol. Hear
how the old fellow libels them all three,

calling them " malelica ct tumultuosa
hominuin genera, qui ad Anglos dc-

turbandos et legum jugum excutien-

duin, nihil non quotidie raoliuntur,*'

which being translated into common-
sense English, and without the help of

the gib, poetical and aforesaid, just

means, " tliat they would not suffer

the English to cut their throats, after

they had taken their cash." What-
ever truth may be in this remark of

Camden's in regard of the families of
O'Morc and O'Dempsic, it is false, and
a betrayal of ignorance in respect of
the Fitz Patricks, who, presiding as

kings, princes, and earls of Upper
Ossory, during more than 1200 yean,
appear to have been on the whole a
wise and politic race, keeping the sun-

ny side of the hedge, standing with the

stronger party, and acting out their

own ancient war-cry for themselves,
" Ceart ladir aboo"—" the just and
the strong for ever." Thus, when
Heury II. invaded Ireland, Douough
Fitz Patrick joined him at once. Four
hundred yean afterwards, Barnaby
Fitz Patrick was the " charissimus et

umantissimus amicus" of King Edward
the Sixth ; and the letters addressed

to him by that noble and pious young
monarch, we hope to insert in the pages
of our pilgrimage, when we come to

treat more especially of Ossory. This
Barnaby Fitz Patrick was Baron Cas-
tletown, an English creation ; his mo-
ther was au Ormond. It was he who
apprehended, in 1579, and slew las

own cousiu, Roderick O'Morc, last king
of Leix (whom Cox makes a monster

of cruelty); so Uie family were alto-
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prethcr in the English interest, to which
they appear to have adhered pertina-

ciously, as far as I can gather, two of
them even serving under King Wil-
liam, of Nassau, in 101)5; and thus,

like the Le Pocrs of Curraghmorc,
Lord Waterford's ancestors, who sail-

ed on the same tack of loyalty (as also

the Orinonds), they preserved their

estate, which now, undiminished and
intact, and retaining its ancient en-

tirety and princely extent, without one
faintest shadow from the Incumbered
Kstates Court falling on the emerald
brightness of its lawns and pastures, is

in possession of their present repre-

sentative, the Right lion. John XV.

Fitzpatriek, late M. P. for the Queen's
County.

In the reign of Mary, this land of

Leix, &c, became a shire, and its

chief town was called, after her Ma-
jesty, Maryborough. During her reign

and her successors', down to the Revo-
lution, many English families came
over and settled in the Queen's County.
Those were turbulent times and dark
days, and men's passions and interests

met and jostled together, and struggled

and fought on the highway, till in the

dust and melee, right and wrong
commingled, and truth and falsehood

became obscured, and men called the

same thing by different names. Thus,
the personal right of the natives to their

own possessions was declared to be ig-

nored, and absorbed in the political

right of their invaders. Wiiat the
Irish called defending their castles, the
English called rebellion ; what the

Irish styled having theirpockets picked,

the English dignified and legalised into

confiscation ; what the Irish described

as pushing a man out of his own hall-

door, and then sitting down in the

easy-chair of the expulsed proprietor,

and ordering dinner for a dozen, the
English expressed bv a milder desig-

nation, and named toe harmless meta-
morphosis—plantation

.

No doubt, on the Irish side there is

much recorded evidence of sanguinary
deeds and unrelenting cruelty, mingled
with gleams of the better traits of the

national character. Yet be it always
remembered that the principle of the

Gael was theirs, ami theyfought for
their oirn. No doubt, on the part of
the English there is indisputable proof
of tyrannous aggression, grasping eo-

vetousness, legalised robbery, ruthless

partition, and unscrupulous spoliation

mingled up with unconcealed scorn of

their victims, and yet cordial apprecia-

tion and close detention of their spoils.

Yet the high hand which steers the

world may have brought right out of

this wrong, and wisely overruled it all

for our moral, social, political, and re-

ligious good, and Ireland may be all

the better now, from the deep lesson of

her conquest, her Saxon colonisation,

her partitions and plantations. Let
by-gones be by-gones. In regarding the

present, let us forget, as a nation, our
past ; and if, at times, our blood begins

to beat in our veins, ami our cheeks to

glow, when we remember how we suf-

fered from Plantagencts and from Tu-
dors— from the legal finesse of the

first Stuart—from the inquisitions and
seizures of his odious successor—from
the blades, bullets, broadswords, bat-

teries, and blowings-up of Oliver Crom-
well—from the ingratitude of the se-

cond Charles, and the treachery and
cowardice of his brother ;— if we are

inclined to resent the Hood of English

Settlers who came in during these

reigns, like a swarm of locusts over the

luud, devouring every green thing, let

us remember that with them came the

beginnings ofour free Protestant insti-

tutions, which are the glory of the

land. With them came the germ of our
industrial enterprize, the mustard-seed

of slow growth, but which is now, at

last, becoming a great tree. Let us

not forget that many of their descend-

ants form the staple of our resident

nobility, and our very best gentry ;

that their blood has mingled with ours

in the veins of contracted and common
affinity ; that we have grasped them by
the hand, slept in the pleasant shadow of

their rooftrcc, sat at their feasts, and
worshipped in the same house of God
with them ; let us consider that their

ancestors, who won these lands by their

bright brand, or had them by royal

boon, but did so in a spirit of gallant

or grateful loyalty to their own sove-

reign, and their descendants are no
more to be charged with the rapacity

of the founders of their families than
many of the ancient English nobility

are to be criminated as partakers of the

military violence or grasping spoliation

of William the Bastard and his Nor-
man adventurers towards the subju-

gated Saxons, Let Irishmen cease to

revile or envy England, and seek to

emulate, if not to equal her. With more
native talent, if prudently directed,

and as much energy, if properly sus-

tained, we have but to try, to perse.
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vere, and to succeed. Let Ireland
plant her young shoots henceforth ra-

ther in the soil ofprinciple than that of
impulse ; let her girdle her loins with
honourable endeavour ; and, above all,

casting aside for ever the whine of en-
treaty and the ra^rs ofher mendicancy,
let her weave for herself the rough but
honest garment of independence— of
the true Dargan pattern— the robe of
self-respect, warmest near the heart, in

which she will walk as a queen and
a lady, amidst the applause of nations,

and will s'.iine forth more " great, glo-

rious, and free," than ever she could

have done had she listened to the voice

of agitation, and unsheathed the wild

but fruitless sword of rebellion.

Into the Queen's County, in the

reign ofElizabeth, came seven families,

commonly called " the tribes of Eng-
land. '* These were Cosbys, ITartpoles,

Bowens, Barringtons, Ruishes, and
Ovingtons or Hovendens. The coun-
try, like the Thane's Castle, "had a
pleasant seat," and the "air sweetly

and nimbly did commend itself unto the

gentle senses " of many a settler from
the fair sister isle, who, by right of
purchase or royal gift, sat down on the

soil in subsequent reigns, and ofwhom
I will speak in the fit place ; so that

the country became almost Saxoniscd,

and this had its natural influence on
the peasantry.

I have said that they were not dis-

tinguished by any peculiarity of na-

tional character. They have neither

the keen acutencss of the northern
half-caste Scot, nor the bright and
rollicking Celticism of the South, or

the Spanish physique of the West.
There is nothing among them of the

MacShane orthcTeasuc of the ancient

comedy ; nor could they be recognised

us the descendants of the " mere
Irish," whom Father Good viliGcs, and
Edmund Campion paints in such lan-

guage as this—"They have learned to

wash their shirts four or five times

a-year." But in order to counterba-

lance this advance in their love for

clean linen, he sketches them as utter-

ly nasty in their victuals. "Shamrotes,
watcrcresses, and other yerbes they

feed upon, and oatmeal and butter

they cram together ; flesh they devour
without bread, asking no dressing

thereto ; the rest boileth in their sto-

mach irith aqua trite, which they swill

in by quarts and pottles." Anything
npproaching to this picture of ancient

savage life, could not now be found

in Ireland, especially in the Queen's
County, where the continued presence

of so large and refined a body of gen-

try has influenced the manners and
bearing of the poorer classes ; so that,

on the whole, they arc rather a gentle

peasantry, especially in the vicinity of
villages or gentlemen's seats. Yet,

on one or two occasions, exceptions to

this state of things have occurred, and
this peasantry have perpetrated deeds
of as dark a dye as any committed by
their Tippcrarv neighbours. Of such
was the assassination of Mr. Edward
White, of Abbeyleix, some years ago,

in the open day, I knew him well,

and esteemed him much. He was a
man of singular benevolence in his as-

pect as in his actions ; rather inclined

to Methodism in his religion, liberal

in his politics, and of a stainless

character. He wa9 unmarried, living

with his sister. He kept a large cloth

and hardware shop in the village, where
he presided, and where he had the

character of being an inflexibly honest

man, as well to his customer as to him-
self ; so that a child or an idiot pur-

chasing from him, would get just the

value of his money, no more and no
less. This man had purchased much
properly, was wealthy, and gave a
great deal of employment on his farms.

Well, in the broaa daylight, and on
the public road, and within half a mile

of tnc village where he lived, one of

his own labourers, with whom he had
some slight difference, fired the con-

tents of a gun into his stomach, as he
sat in his gig, which killed him in-

stantly. The body falling forward

against the splash-board, the hand still

holding the reins, and a well of blood

in the bottom of the gig, in this condi-

tion the horse brought the murdered
man back to the door of his own house

!

This is a dark story. I will relieve it

by one of a different hue, illustrating

the manners of the people, which,

though tragical in its commencement,
had a comic termination. It was just

after the close of a contested election,

and when *' the blood of the county

was riz" that Peter Burton, a decent,

though stolid peasant, was returning

home from a fair at Mountrath, where
he had supped with a friend. I fear

he was a little elated both with pot-

teen and politics. His young land-

lord had been returned for the county,

and Peter was talking loud on the

road, and shouting " for ever I"

when some of the other party came
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behind him in the dark, determining

to spoil his music, and he received, as

his wife told me, "such a crack of a
wattle across his skull," as effectually to

disarrange the harmony of his phreno-
logical development, in the fracture of

that organ. Tie was conveyed home
senseless; but the skilful physician of
the place lifted the broken bones from
off the brain, and successfully trepan-

ned the man ; aud the fellow, having a
constitution like a rhinoceros, recover-

ed ; his wife preserving carefully the

fragments of her husband's skull, and
producing them from her pocket, on
all occasions, wrapped in an old cotton

handkerchief, for the inspection of a
curious public, with a running accom-
paniment, half- whimper, half- boast,
" how the villyains had nigh destroyed

poor Peter ; but little they thought of

nis thick head, my dear 1 and how, of
all the families in tho country, the

Burtons beat them all entirely in the

beautiful thickness of their skulls —
the Lord be praised fur the same—

.

for much good it was to poor Peter,

although the doctor"—.here she re-

lapsed into a whine—"made him wear
a tin-pan (a trepan) under his hat, my
dcarl"

Portarlington, at which we were now
arrived, is antiphrastical as to its name,
lucus a non lucendo. I saw no port

there but a decanter of " very old par-

ticular " wine of that name on a friend's

table. Our national imagination would
often seem to brinjr us in guilty of geo-

graphical bulb in this way. Thus, for

example, in the neighbourhood of
Dublin, we have Monkstown, where is

never an anchorite, save a few " monks
of the screw " among the rich Quakers.
In Kingstown no monarch reigns; no
valley smiles at Glenageary. In Bul-
lock is neither ilock nor herd, the spot
is singularly anti-bucolical ; and no
dark cliff beetles on the wave which
rolls in on Blackrock. In fact, this

town was named by Sir Henry Betinct,

afterwards Lord Arlington, to whom
Charles II. gave the place in 1662, by
private signet, and afterwards con-
firmed the same by granting him, in

1667, a royal charter to enable him to

constitute the place as a town and
borough. The whole property had
been confiscated from Lewis O'Derap-
sie, second Viscount Clanmalier, who
had shortly before been attainted of re-

bellion. Bennet, finding a small land-

ing-place among the thick hazle-trees

which lined tho Barrow (which river

now skirts tho town), dignified it with
the name of a port, and called the

whole concern Port Arlington, after

his own recently acquired title. This
nobleman was tho fourth letter of the

cabal, and tho confrere of the renegade
Clifford, the astute Ashley, the prolli-

gatc Buckingham, and the savage,
learned Lauucrdalo. Arlington was
not a man of low birth, as some pre-

tend ; his father was an ambassador, a
judge, M.P. for York, and knighted
by James I. at Theobald's. His elder

brother, created Lord Ossulton, was
ancestor of tho Earls of Tankerville

;

while Lord Arlington's only child, a
daugter, marrying, at five years old I

the Duke of Grafton, the King's son
by Barbara Yilliers, carried his pro-

perty to the Fitzroy family. Of Lord
Arlington, Burnet speaks cautiously as

to character, Hamilton, in his "De
Grammont Records," unreservedly, and
Sir Walter Scott, rather eulogistieally.

In or about 1668, he sold his Portar-

lington estates to Sir Patrick Trant, of
an ancient Danish family, long resident

in Ireland, and ancestor of the Trants
of Tipperary ; but Sir Patrick being

a Jacobite, and fighting on the losing

sido at the Boyno water, was attainted,

circiter I6t>3, and his Queen's Coun-
ty property confiscated—his southern

estates barely escaping a similar fate,

through the virtue, tho fortitude, and
the tears of his wife. The year fol-

lowing, William III. took upon himself

to grant these lands to his friend and
favourite General, Henry de Massue,
Marquis de Rouvigny, afterwards

created Earl of Galway, which title

became extinct in 1720 ; and the new
inheritor lost no time in inviting his

faithful French and Dutch followers to

come and settle in his recently-acquired

borough. Hence the French settlement

in Purtarliugton, the original lines of

which remain in strong features to this

day. But it appears that William had
exceeded his rightful power in making
this grant ; and his Parliament shortly

after reassuming the lands (with the

exception of a few of the estates be-

stowed by Rouvigny, which, on peti-

tion, the House confirmed to the hold-

ers by special grace), sold them to the

London " Hollow Sword-blade Com-
pany." These gentlemen, enjoying a
monopoly of their craft, were wealthy,

and had probably advanced money to

the Government ; and William, who
was generally, as wo say, extremely

hard up for cash, was glad to pay his
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debts by lands which cost him nothing.

This company, with a name so oddly
fierce, was thus denominated from the

weapons they forged, and for which
they had a patent. The blades of their

broadswords were hollow at the back,

and filled with quicksilver ; on raising

the sword the metal ran down to the

hilt, and on delivering the cut rushed
to the point, giving additional weight

to the stroke. Again these parties

subdivided, and sold this uneasy pro-

perty (which, like a discontented ser-

vant, was always changing its place,

and fidgeting alnrnt in search of a new
master), partly to Mr. Ephraim Daw.
son, the present Lord Portarlington's

progenitor, and Mr. Stannus, his kins-

man ;
partly to the VVarburton fa-

mily, who had been, I fancy, a long
time in the county; and partly to

Edward Smith, Bishop of Down and
Connor, and ancestor of the Mount-
henry family. In 1712, the Bishop
sold the " lordship of Leix " to Hector
Graham, a scion of the noble house of
Montrose. He was grandson to one
of Queen Elizabeth's knights, Sir

Richard Graham, who fought with

great renown against the Spaniards at

Kiusale, in 1500. His brother in

arms, Sir George Flower, ** another

valorous soldier," founded the noble

house of Ash brook, in t his county ;

while Graham was rewarded with largo

grants of land in Cavan and Monaghan,
and was made governor of the Castle

of Maryborough, by patent from James
I., in 1602.*

The revocation of the Edictof Xante*
took place in the year 1685 ; fully

4000 Protestants escaped to these

countries or fled into Holland. It

would, perhaps, interest the reader to

hear something of the Marquis de Kou-
vigny, who had so much to do with

the plantation of Portarlington. Ilia

fathur was a strict Protestant, and
deputy-general of all the French
Churches ; he was ambassador from
Louis XIV. to Charles II., aud Bishop
Burnet gives us a page and a-half of
his folio memoirs detailing the advice,

valiant and wise, which he offered to

the old bigot, his master, in regard of

how he should manage his Protestant

subjects. " He gave the king an ac-

count of their numbers, their industry,

and their wealth ; their constant readi-

ness to advance the revenue ; and that

all the quiet he had with the court of

Rome was owing to them, and if they

were rooted out, the court of Rome
would govern as absolutely in France
as it did in Spain," &c. As " he went
through these particulars, the King
hearkened very attentively ; but the
old Marquis perceived « that they made
no impression' on Louis, who, thank-

ing bim for his zeal for his service,

said— • I consider myself so indispen-

sably bound to extirpate heresy, that

if the doing of it would require that

with one of my hands I should cut off

the other, I would cheerfully submit to

it'" Burnet, who at this time was
in disgrace with tho court at home,
resided then in France, and had much
intercourse with " old Rouvigny,*' as

he calls him, which be details in his

own gossipy, graphic style, remind-
ing one continually, in its egotistical

and self-elated detail, of the desk, pul-

pit, church, choir, and parochial re-

iiirms wrought by " P.P., Parish

Clerk."

The youngerRouvigny wasWilliam's

General till the latter's death, and after-

wards bad a command from Queen
Anne in the Spanish war. He pre-

ceded the track of Wellington in a
slight degree— for at Badajos he lost

an arm, while, in 1706, betook Ciudad
Rodrigo ; but losing the battle of Al-

manza, he underwent a censure from
the Peers of Parliament. He was
connected with the ducal house of Bed-
ford, and was uncle to Lady Rachel—

" That nrect wint who Mt at Ru*«ir« •Mc."

Portarlington resembles tho legs of

a pair of compasses rectangularly ex-

tended. As you walk up the long,

cohl, clean strip of a street which
forms the northern limb of the town,

vou see large and even stately houses,

which contain broad landing-places

inside, and old-fashioned halls, and
lofty back drawing-rooms, looking

down over spacious quaint pleasure-

grounds, garnished with flower-beds

and green walks, and dotted with

forest timber, under whose quiet sha-

dow sat these true-hearted noble old

emigre* in security, " no man making
them afraid;" witness the house once
occupied by Major Champagne (now
Mr. Arthur's school), or that at pre-

sent held by Mr. Des Vceux— both

these gentlemen descendants of refu-

gees from France.

As you proceed, your eye encoun-

• So* » Pncata Hibernls," and LascelW «« Liber Munerum," in loco.
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tors over shop - doors names of un-

doubted French origin— "Champ,"
and "Le Combrc,*' and ••Blanc,"

•which last is gradually Irishing itself

into Blong, and is spelt so by the

worthy butcher who rejoices now in

the name, and whose ancestor fled

from the fierce dragonade, in company
with more distinguished emigres.

I have a little book by me while I

write, entitled « Les Plai'ntes des Fro-
tcstans cruollemcnt opprimez dans le

Rovaumc de France." Printed at

Cologne, chcz Pierre Marteau, 1086."

It is worn with age and handling ; its

pages have probably been often mois-

tened with tears- It is marked here

and there in places which perhaps
awakened memories or associations of

Badness in the reader's heart. This

little volume belonged to rather a dis-

tinguished exile, Rene dc Latablcre, of

Picardy. The certificate of thisgon-

tleman's naturalisation in Ireland, from
the courts, is dated 1709, but before

that he had entered the army at

twenty-eight years of age ; his ensign's

commission in the regiment of Du
Canbon, bearing date 1(»91, is signed

by " Ginkell and a very " cramp
piece of penmanship " it is, all tips

and downs, and flourishes at the end,

as if his pen was going through it«

pike exercise as the general wrote his

name. If the taking of Athlonc was
to have been effected by ealigraphy,

and not by cannon, I am afraid the

Irish would have carried the day
against the gallant Dutchman. This

Rene de Lctablcre died in Dublin in

1729, and his immediate descendants

are some of our best and most respect-

able townsmen — viz., the families of

Litton and of Oabbctt.*
Some of these emigres came to Port-

arlington, built their" French Church,

"

still thronged with their descendants,

founded excellent schools, for which
they had Government grants from
the neighbouring lands, reared hand-
some dwelling-houses, and intermarried

with the first gentry of the country.

Such were the Champagnes, after-

wards baronets and church dignitaries.

The late noble Marquis of Anglesey's

mother was a Champagne. The Des

Vceux also settled in Portarlington

;

their real name was Vinchon de Bac-
quencourt ; the first emigre was a man
of learning, and published a translation

and commentary on " Ecclesiastes.

"

Tho Vignollcs family sat down here,

of which race is the present Dean
Vignollcs. The pasteur of the emigres

was Antoinc Flcury, of an old family

in France, who had been for eight

successive generations ministers of the

Gospel. The familv took its rise in

the reign of Francis \., at the dawn of
the Reformation. In 1686, Fleurie,

or Floury, had to fly to Holland, and
lived for some time at Nassau, whence
ho came to Ireland in 1690, as chap-

lain to William and Mary. His wife

was maid of honour to the Queen ;

and Fleurie rode with William at the

crossing of the Boyne, where he dis-

much courage, as his old cas-

riddled with bullet-holes, and
preserved by his descendants, can tes-

tify. He bad a good living from Go-
vernment—Coolbanagher, near Emo,
Lord Portarlington's park ; and his

tomb may be seen in the French
churchyard, near the vestry - room
door ; and his great-grandson is the

Rev. Charles Marlay Fleury, our

good find gifted townsman, who can

reckon up an anrea catena of ten

successive forefathers, son succeeding

sire, and all of them ministers of

the Gospel, beginning in or about the

year 1540, and terminating at present

in himself, being the eleventh in cleri-

cal descent. Virat mileatf/ue f Around
Portarlington are other respectable

county families deriving from French
ancestry, among whom are the Allo-

Avays, tiic Tibcaudos, the Trenches, the

Sabbatiers, iVrc, &c.

I sat in an humble cottajxc which
stands in the street of Portarlington,

on that limb of it which is next to the

Queen's County. This poor tenement
belonged to two brothers of the name
of Poutort ; their ancestor had been
Equerry to King William, he and his

brother having escaped from near Paris

in 1 680, and crossed the straits of Dover
in a fishing-boat. This man was the

first settler at Portarlington, and ob-

tained considerable property, and his

* An ancient list on my table clasMiiiea the emigres thus :

—

CUryymen—Dean Hroc.os, Dr.

Chenevix, Dm. Champagne, Haurin, Beaufort, IMleasier, Mercier, St. Paul, Sanded, Duhar-

dic, Gruber, Do» Wens, Chaigneau, Muturin, Dabaac, Le Faoa, Fleury, Viridet, Caillurd,

&c, <xc.
; OJUrrs—Vi^m.IL*, Dcsl>ii*ay, Labillicre, Corm-illc, Le Grand, Le IJartli, Adlc-

enrn, La Tablicre, 8tc, «£c ; Mtrdmnts — La Tom-he, Dolu r, Diktat, ttoUcau, Rattier,

Ferrier, Lanauzo, Pag't or HoursiqiMt, Cmmlo, Erk, Vashcii, Lunvl, Maziere, Ber<\ kc. &c.
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descendant now occupies a cabin by
the road-side. The second .settler

was one Mcchinettc ; then came Colo-
nel De la Cour, whose descendants arc
in Cork; and Pierre Durant, from
Gascon v, whose house was where now
stands ^Irs. Stannus's handsome resi-

dence. Tl)cu there was a Count Petit

Baux ; and a Grenier, the latter family
extinct. The old Huguenot's eyes
sparkled when he spoke of these mat-
ter}', and grew dim when he told me
that there were eleven families of his

name and blood now iu Bordeaux, of
a different faith from his. "The
water wears the stone," and all things
decay—the old French church has un-
dergone such architectural revisions,

under the commendable surveillance

of its present pious and hard-working
minister, the Kcv. John Benu, that
it is almost a fecond edition of the
edifice, much enlarged and improved,
to suit a growing congregation. Its

registries, which I have never seen,
must be deeply interesting; they range
from 1694 to 1844, and are full of
historic and romantic associations.

The church plate was a royal gift

from the Princess of Wales, after-

wards Queen Caroline, the wise con-
sort of George II. It consists of a
massive silver salver, two tall heavy
flagons, one cup, and one paten, on all

and each of which is engraven the
shield, motto, &c, of the Prince of
Wales, followed by this Inscription :—

•' Donn* r*r ton Alto«<c Roy»lo
JblaiUmc Wil;.clmlna Carolina,

Princes** dc Uallcc,

en ffcvcur

de 1'EiliK KrancoiM Conformbt«
dc ForUrlintfon.
Lc 1 Mar., 1714 b."

There is likewise the following in-

scription on the church bell

" In usum Kcclesuc Gallics Portarling-
toniensu Campanam banc dono dedit Scre-
niasima ct Piisimn Prinwps, Wilhelmina Ca-
rolina, fcJercnissimi Georgii Whali® Principis
Uxr.r— DHectissima Serenissimi ct Potcntis-
Bimi Georgii Magna? Brittanis?, Fran. Hib.
Regis Nurus meritiasima. Promovcnte II-

lustrissimo Comite Henrico de Galloway,
qui dum pro rege Res in Hib. Administraret
hoc Tcmplum stimptibus sub nxlilicari cu-
ravit, 1715."

This composition of stupid superla-
tives is redeemed by the information
conveyed in the last few lines ; it ap-
pears, then, that the French Church
of St. Paul, Portarlington, was built

at the expense of the younger llouvig-

ny. His was, indeed, a noble charac-
ter, generous and devoted ; and Bur-
net illustrates these points well and
truly, when he tells us that in 1691
"old Rouvigny being dead, his son
oflered his service to the King, who
unwillingly accepted of it, because be
knew that an estate which his father
had in France, and of which he had
still the income, would be immediately
confiscated. But he, Iiourigny, had
no regardfor thai, and heartily engag-
ed in the King's service, <fcc, and is a
man of eminent virtue, capacity, cou-
rage, and zeal for religion."

Kouvigny appears in high and me-
rited favour with the old Whig Bishop.
Another of his master's generals does
not stand quite so well with him I
mean Ginkel ; he tells us how he was
made Earl of Athlonc. and " had noble
rewards for the great service he had
done ;" but he omits to say, that tho
26,000 acres which William granted him
in 1693 (the forfeited estate of William
Dungan, Earl of Limerick), and which
grant Parliament confirmed 7th De-
cember, 1695, they, i.e., tho parlia-
ment, reversed on the \5th day of the
mine tmnth ! on which the family re-
tired to Holland, where they remain-
ed, and no Ixjrd ofAthlonc sat iu par-
liament for fully a hundred years from
that time, when Frederick, tho bixth
carl, took his seat in the Irish House of
Lords, a.d. 1795. Truly, William,
of glorious memory, appears to have
had something like a very stiff-necked
House of Commons.
As I stood leaning over the stone bat-

tlements of the bridge which spans tho
Barrow, musing and revolving many
of the occurrences which are here of-
fered to the public, I could not help
devoutly wishing that the stream of
my country's history henceforward
might more and more resemble the
track and passage of the tranquil river
below me, no doubt at times to be
fretted by rock, or swoln by flood, or
shoaled by drought—uo doubt at times
subjected to windings and to rapids,
and exhibiting foam and bubbles ; but
on the whole, flowing calmly, fertilising

its own banks with its own waters, ana
reflecting their prosperity, their indus-
try, and their peace on its quiet bo-
som, and performing in the sight of
nations its stated and steady course
from fount to fall—fromits rise amidst
the rocks of the cycles of time till its

flow into the broad main of eternity.
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KOtlEI UPON OBiVE.ITOKH,

CHAPTER XII.

O sleek, smiling, unsifted scoundrel!
*' I knew her sister but slightly, " for-

sooth— " Wonder if she is like her ?"

Ho dured to write that to me, her

husband, the brother of his victim 1

But this record of damnatiou had slip,

pcd his clutches, while he blessed

himself in his yet unravelled infa-

my. Ay, he had driven n hard bur-

gain with the devil—this fellow—and
" who/' thought he, "will ever see the

coutract?" buried, as it was, under
such a whitcd wall ; he would yet walk
delicately under the world's eyes, not
too tar-sighted for him, brazen.'browed,

and with sneer for sneer. But the el-

der imp tricked him, and fooled him,

and tripped him up in the end, for all

that, and put hay in his horn !

Morton flung down the papers, with

a spot of hot scorn in his pale, proud
cheek.

It has been impossible to preserve in

all their original vividness the accu-

mulated and rapid pictures with which
Morton, as he went on, in his quaint
eloquence, piled up his story. He had,

indeed, been greatly excited, but now
spoke with more calmness.

These details ( he resumed ) I
learned from my wife, whom the letter

of Count C had thrown into a
state of violent agitation. My own
sympathy, and the knowledge of sub-

sequent facta have filled up the gaps.

One day, when, fortunately, my wife

was away at the Rectory, a parcel ar-

rived from London, addresstnl to her.

From its shape I guessed that it con-
tained the bracelet spoken of by the

Count, and therefore opened it at

once. I was right. In the case was
a serpent dropt with gems of all co-

lours, the bead a single emerald, the

largest 1 bad ever teen—one blaze of
green light ; the coil a twist of knot*

ted gold. It way, indeed, a noble

piece of costly workmanship ; but one
thing about it struck me as strange;

the fangs of the serpent were wide
apart, and the tongue protruded— a
detail unusual in such trifles. But as

though the urtificer had wished to set

a foil against the extravagant magni.
VOL. XLIV.«—WO. CCXXI.

fioencc of the rest of his work, or fol-

lowing out some bitter whim of his

own, had chosen to mix base things

with rich, the little tongue was of
common steel, but worked and cut
with a marvellous minuteness, and so

fine and delicate that it vibrated as I
turned over the bracelet in my hand.

I determined that my wife should not
see this thing, dreading the eflect it

was likely to have upon her mind, and
I therefore locked it carefully up in a
little cabinet in the room, which had
never before been made use of, and
said nothing about it The same even-
ing, when Madeline returned home, I

observed something strangely feverish

and restless in her manner. She was
unusually talkative, but no subject re-

tained her attention for more than a
few minutes. She seemed, indeed,

wholly other than herself, and her old

pensive, thought ful habit, quite gone.

The change pained me; I inquired

anxiously of her if she felt unwell

;

but she replied that she bad never felt

better in her life. Nevertheless, I felt

her pulse, and it was quick and irrita-

ble. On a sudden, as we were talking,

she rose from the sofa, where she had
been sitting with me, and went to the

little cabinet, in which I had locked

up the bracelet. " I have conceived

a great curiosity," said she, " to open
this cab net. 1 never well observed it

before, but it has greatly taken me on
a sudden, and I should like to have it

moved into my bedroom."
1 made some excuses about the dif-

ficulty of moving it, and said that I
should be obliged to look for the key.

Fortunately, before I had done speak-

ing, some new fancy hud taken her,

and she interrupted mc to speak of
other things. For several davs after

that evening, however, I remarked
that she would bit, whenever she could

do so, close to the cabinet; if seated

anywhere else, she became restless,

and would at last leave her place,

and sit down in the recess where it

stood.

Every day sho became less and less

able to move about ; her confinement
IT
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was now imminent ; and with me every
day rose and set anxiously, between a
thousand tender hopes and liars. In-

telligence of* life or death from another
world was at hand. Any hour might
break the seal of a great joy or a great
sorrow. Already from the future

young blue eyes seemed to laugh at

me. Already in still corners of the

dreamy house the phantom of a baby
voice would mock me. Already a joy-
ous confusion of sweet-sounding names
ran over in my mind ; but yet, gather-

ing intensity day by day, an icy, ter-

rible apprehension clung to my heart.

Madeline was so frail a thine, her very
beautv was not of flesh and blood. She
seemed a soul made visible. Thut
pain should revel and have sway in that

fine fragile form, so acutely and deli-

cately finished from head to foot, and
susceptible to the finger-tips, was a
thought that agonised me. A buxom
young woman from tbe village was
installed in the house. I had written

to London to secure the attendance of
an able physician, whom 1 had known
for many years. My recollections of
the native Galen were too vivid for mo
to rely exclusively on his services.

Many and manv a night, too anxious

to sleep, did i hang "over that pale

yonng face, upturned in its pure
dreams, and listen with almost agony
to the low coming and going of the

breath upon the fragrant lips.

Ono night I awoke suddenly from a
strange and met unpleasant dream, in

which it seemed to me that 1 was sit-

ting with Madeline by the grave of

Geraldine. My wife's hand was in

mine, and we were talking of tho dead
girl, when a serpent suddenly sprang
out of the long weeds, and fastened at

the throat of Madeline. 1 started up
in terror to pluck away the reptile, but
»uy foot slipped, and I fell, and fell,

and fell. You know that sensation in

dreams. Well, when the whirl and
eddy of the fall had subsided in my
head, I looked about, and all was
changed. I found myself walking
through pillared streets, in some dim
decaying city of the south. Column
and arch were tumbled on the ground,
and heaped among rank grsisse*. Here
were temples— there palaces— there

prisons. Classicism and feudalism

jumbled together with a desolate

Btrangc beauty, beneath a gorgeous
sky. Walking at my elbow, on one
side, was Count C ; ou the other,

what think you?— the dead body of
Geraldine Rushbrook, stepping in its

grave-clothes. Although 1 had never
seen her, I recognised the corpse as

hers, by some strange dream-instinct.

And I felt no surprise, as though the

dead walked dady, and a skeleton

might have sauntered out of the next
house with a walking-stick, or a lady,

holding up her winding-sheet from the
gutter, tripped into the cashmere-
shawl-shop ; or young babies in swad-
dling - clothes of the chamci, be soon
taking an airing in open cofiins, on the
knees of ghost-like nurses. As we
walked on, C , going up to that

other dead companion, rudely drew
back the head-bands from the corpse,
and cut oil' a long tress of the silky

hair which fell in showers over the
shoulder ; and as he did so, I observed
a frown and a look of pain in the dead
face, as though the body, spite of its

ghastly galvanic scintillation of life,

would have prevented the rude inso-

lence of the robbery, but could not.

Then I observed C thrust bis

hand into his bosom, and draw from
thence a small casket, into which he
tossed the lock of hair ; and under the
half-ojmn lid, as he hastily shut it up
again, 1 just caught the green glare of
a huge emerald, and recognised the
head of the serpent, and thu gems oa
the bracelet, which the Count had sent

to my wife. While 1 was looking over
his shoulder, I stumbled against a loose

fragment of stone, and tell over him,
and out of the dream altogether, and
so 1 awoke.

It was an inexpressible relief to find

myself in my own bed, in my own bed.
room, and to catch, by one faiut ray
of the autumn moon that struggled

through the window draperies, the

shapes of familiar objects about me.
Nevertheless, through all the mist and
numbness of recent sleep, an unac-
countable feeling of alarm and loss op.

pressed me. Instinctively, I stretched

my arms to Madeline, and turned to

see if she were yet asleep. Conceive
my horror, when my band passed over
a vacant pillow and a dimpled empty
place. My wife was not there. I was
thoroughly awake in a moment ; I sat

up in tbe bed, and rubbed my eyes,

and looked all about me, and called her

by her name. No, she was not there ;

aud the coverlid Hung back, as though,

she had risen in haste, and the room
evidently empty. I leaped up, and
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went to the door; it was opcu ; I passed

through it, and like one that follows

the adventure of a dream, all in a puz-

zled wonderment, crept mechanically

down die stair?.

The drawing-room door was stand-

ing wide open, and the moon, that

wanted but two days of the full, shin-

ing through the oriel at the further

end, flooded the floor and galleries

with light. 1 entered, with a wild flut-

ter of the heart, as in some fairy-hall

a prince, treading the chambers of a

charmed castle, dreads in each to light

upon some evil thing. Near the win-

dow, in the recess of the little cabinet,

I found my wife sitting quite still. Her
elbows were resting on the ebony ledge,

and her cheek propped upon one hand.

By her eye, in the light of the moon,
I could perceive that she was asleep ;

and this was sleep-walking. I stood

motionless, and holding my breath for

many minutes, fearing to disturb her,

and casting in my mind some means of

getting her back to her room. But
thus standing, I had rested my arm on
a little table elose to where she was
sitting, and in the abstraction ofamaze-

ment in which I was, I threw all mv
weight upon that arm, drawing back to

look at her. In a moment, over went
the table with a crash more dinning for

the deathly silence of all the house-. I

almost bit my tongue through with

vexation.

All is over, thought I ; she will

awake, and be dangerously ill, per-

haps. This thought Hashed through
me, for I had heard of the danger of

6udden shocks to' sleep-walkers. But
Madeline did not move in her still seat.

There she was, when I looked up, her

head resting on her hand, as though
unconscious of the noise. I was more
than ever alarmed. I touched her

wrist, it was warm, and the pulse even,

though somewhat rapid.

"Madeline!" I bent down, and
whispered.
" l'cs, dear," she answered, in a low

voice.

"What are you doing here?" I

asked, inexpressibly relieved by the

sound of her voice.

" Nothing," she replied.

" But what made you leave your
room at this hour of the night, to sit

here? It is very dangerous, dearest. I

have been so alarmed by your absence."
" I like this little cabinet so much,*'

she answered.

" But will you not return with me
now ? Think of the danger you are

running. If you should have caught
cold already "

" Yes, I will go back with you.

Give me your hand— that is well. I

like to feel your hand."
" And how long have you been

here?"
" About an hour, I think."
" And what makes you so fond of

this cabinet?"
" I don't know ; but do you know

I think that there must be something
belonging to Geraldine in it ; I feel as

though that were to. I wish you
would have it opened, darling. I have
had such strange thoughts about it."

Hoping to obtain some control over

her while she was in this state, which
anything said in her waking hours
might have failed to ensure, I said

—

" Promise me, then, dearest, that

you will not, at any rate, come here

by night again—if not for my sake, at

h ast for the sake of that which is soon,

1 hope, to be so dear to both of us."

"Yes," she said. "It was not
right of me, I think, to come to-night;

but I feel as though some one led me
here by the hand."

M What makes you think," said I,

"that there is anything belonging to

Geraldine in the cabinet ?"

"I don't know; I have only a
strange feeling about it."

Tins is all she would say ; but she

let me lead her back quietly to her
room.

I was agonised by the feiir that she

might have caught a chill by this ex-
traordinary nocturnal walk. She did

not, however, seem materially worse
the next day, though she looked fa-

tigued. I asked her how she had slept,

and she said well. She seemed to have
no recollection of what had taken
place during the night, and 1 did not
allude to it. To my great relief, the

physician, to whom I had sent, arrived

that day at , and I walked over to

see him at the Rectory, where he was
staying. Before going, I went to the

cabinet, and took out the bracelet,

which I resolved to deposit in the par-

son's house. Had I known where
C was to be found, I should have
sent it back to him.

My way lay amid the reeking autumn
leaves, from which the oppressive ex-

halations added a physical dejection

to the mental gloom which weighed
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upon me. I bad time, as I went along,

to turn over in my wind all that bad
lately happened, and shape a thousand

vague conjectures, more terrible, be-

cause so vague, as to the cause of my
wife's sudden .sleep-walking, and her

strange attraction to the cabinet which
contained the bracelet.

I knew how great a sympathy and
tenderness had existed between the

sisters ; I knew what strange pheno-

mena physical ill-health sometimes de-

velops iu highly nervous tempera-

ments such as Madeline's. In this

knowledge I sought to find the gerui

of some satisfactory explanation, but

every thought that could suggest one

was crowded out of my brain by hi-

deous fancies. I called to mind the

strange fascination which all that I had
read in that incoherent journal of Ge-
raKline's seemed to prove, had been ex-

ercised over the poor girl by 0 .

Did not this fascination appear to have
been the result of some mysterious

power wholly independent ofthe love

of the girl for the Count ? The thought

had occurred to me before j now, more
than ever, did it gather probability.

What then if, for some evil purpose
best known to himself, he now sought

to obtain a similar influence over Ma-
deline ? What if this casket contain-

ed some medium of communication ?

But the notion seemed too extrava-

gant for any serious belief. What kind
of influence did this man possess ? and
what could there bo in a gold brace-

let calculated to assist it ? This iancy

was, after all, as wild as that of a pact

with the fiend, and the old tale of sig-

natures in blood, and the Gothic devil

with boms ; and yet—and yet-—what
wero the facts ? Had not my wife

really been attracted to the cabinet ?

Had this strange attraction shown it-

self before the bracelet was placed

there? Had she not walked in her

sleep last night—a thing she had never

done before? Or was all delusion,

and I the only dreamer, after all ?

The smell of the rotting leaves almost

choked me. A mash of hideous

doubts were at riot in my brain. I ran

fast, that I might not think, and the

purple leaves followed mo in eddies up
the dismal gust, with a pattering like

the feet of fearful thiugs in a night-

marc.
When I reached the porch of the

Parsonage, I was glad to see the merry
firelight on the pane, and to catch the

cheery voice of the old man, as he
came into the hall to meet me.
" Madeline well, quite well, my dear

boy—eh ?"

" Thank God, yes. I feared that it

was too damp for her to venture out."
" But you look pale yourself, Cla-

rence, dear boy. How's that ? It will

never do—not it—eh ?"

" No, sir ; this damp autumn wea-
ther pulls me down a little— that's

all. And Dr ? Arrived yet ?"

" Yes, Clarence—yes ; up stairs, un-
packing. Come to the fire, boy, and
warm yourself. Ligna super foc'o large

reponens, and the time is come for that

now. I pass the day by the hearth

like a cat, dulce stuurrans,'purring, you
know. I declare I dread the ugly

black winter, Clarence, inorc than aU
things—

*• * When blood U nlpp'tl, and **y» be foul,*

eh ?—and the church is so damp. I
pray God our Madeline may go
through it bravely, Clarence. You
did well not to bring her. We must
be careful that she catches no cold.

And you have confidence in Dr.—

,

I hope ? I am rejoiced that we have
him nere in good time. By the way, Dr.
Jenks is so angry. But what a merry
christening we'll have, boy I Bless

me, I grow young in the thought of
my grandchildren— suaviswna pro-

Us /'*

There seemed to me something un-
natural iu tho cheerfulness of the old

man. The gloom gathered thicker and
darker about me with the darkening

dav. Everything added to it; I could

not shake it oft. «' If, indeed," thought
I, " Madeline's confinement were well

over, I should have no fear."

Surely there is something on your
mind, my dear son," resumed the par-

son, as I stood moodily looking into

the firelight ; " yes, something, I see.

What is it, Clarence? Why so taci-

turn ? What 'ox on the tongue,' dear
boy ? A very big ox, I am afraid.

But don't you think wo may seud him
to grazo elsewhere ?"

1 was about to reply, when the house
bell rang sharply, and I felt tho blood

tingling in my ungcr-tips, as I caught

a sight through the darkening window-
pane of the lace of the young woman
whom I had left in the house with my
wife.

" Please, sir," said the servant.
" Quick 1 quick I — what newt ?

M
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" Mrs. Morton "

The crisis had come, then, At last.

My heart beat quick— " melitia est

poteor," I muttered. Better any-
thing than suspense. I summoned the

doctor.
" Taken to bed so soon ?" said he,

remembering how that he had not yet

dined.

"Yes, yes— quick !"

So we both hastened back to the

bouse.
" And the casket ?"

Oh, I thrust it on a shelf in the

library of the rectory, and drew freer

breath as I popped the parson's Homer
upon it.

cnAiTER xii r.

I cakkot dwell upon events which I

have now to tell you. Madeline was
delivered of a still-born child. It

would have been a boy ; but there was
jealousy among the angels, ns I, being
childless, love to think. Weeks, weeks,

Arthur, of continued violent suffering

;

weeks, of which every hour quivered
with the poise of life and death, I

watched away by the sick-bed of my
wife. And they cut aw:iy her hair,

her beautiful long noldcn tresses.

Were they not beautiful ? See here.

And Morton sleeked down between his

trembling fingers the little lock of
pi Iky hair, which had been lyingon the

table all this while, and neld it up,

this way and that, and turned it over
musingly in the light, and let it drop
again, with a sigh. And that stately

forehead ( he went on ) ; the pure
pearl temples were blotched and marred
with the purple leech-bites, and those

deep dark eyes of violet seemed to

grow larger in their liquid light day by
day, as the poor cheek sunk below
them. She was for a long time deli-

rious. In that state she raved for

hours about Geraldine, and held long
conversations with the imagined pre.

sencc of her sister. For she would
answer fancied inquiries, and listen to

some voiceless reply, and nod her head,

and laugh and cry by turns. And all

this time she did not recognise me;
but at length she recovered. Sho
lived— the invisible dark angel hud
passed on ! Yes 1 it was life—life ; and
what a blessing, although life and no-

thing more ! So shrunken, and thin,

and wan, and weak was she, one al-

most wondered that from so shattered

a temple the spirit had not altogether

departed. I was heart- thankful, how-
ever, to hold her in my arms, and listen

to her dear voice, though it was so

low and feeble, and boar her about
tenderly, for she could not yet walk.

I believe that her father suffered

little less than myself. Those weeks

were years to the old roan, and had
made ravage among his few silver

hairs. The autumn shrunk into win-

ter. " When the spring comes," said

I, "she shall have change of air."

Wisely ordered is it, things being
what they are, and eternity so dim in

the background, that we have to deal

with the moments rather than the

months.
One night as I was sinking asleep,

with some vague hint of a dream en-

ticing me on, ray wife pressed ray arm
suddenly, and drew close to me.

" Clarence, did you hear that?'' she

said.

"No; what?"
" Listen

!"

"I hear nothing."
" I am sure it will speak again."

"What?"
" There— hist 1"

At that moment a gust of rainy

wind shook the casement, and beat
about the house, moaning.
"Is there anything in the wind ?"

said I, " for I hear only that," laugh-
ing.

" I am sure I heard the voice of Ge-
raldine just now."
" Dearest, you must not give way to

such fancies."
" And it called my name."
«< It was but an old trick of tho

night wind. 1 have been fooled by
him often."
" Three times."

"Dearest— dearest!"

"Three times my namel"
" My darling, do you not see that,

in such a nervous state as yours, the

commonest sounds seem portentous?"
" Amidst a hundred sounds," she

said, " I think I should have known her
voice."
" Yes, but had there really been a

human voice, I too should have heard
it. Think, dear, how impossible this

is."

" I am growing so foolish/' she
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cried, Bobbin?; "feel how my heart

beats!" and it wa« only after a pas-

sionate burst of hysteric.il tears that I

soot lied her to sleep again.

Well, what I have furtlier to say

now 1 shall hurry over. It is very

painful to me.

He held his band tight upon his

heart, and went on—

-

Conceive that these scenes grew daily

more frequent. CJeraldine was never

out of my wife's mind apparently. She
was continually fancying that she

heard her sisters voice — sometimes

that she saw her even. It was idle to

reason with her; that only made her

hysterical. She grew weaker and frailer

visibly; and day by day my heart

grew heavier. 1 would have taken

her away to new scenes, new air, left

England, gone to the south, anywhere,

but she was too feeble to be moved with-

out danger. It seemed tome that she

was ebbing away from me, as it were,

and I could not move a hand to save

her. I, too, was almost out of my
mind with hopeless hoping, and the

burthen of a suffering which i was
powerless to alleviate, however I might
fharc it.

At last one evening—and I remem-
ber well how we were sitting, she on a

sofa and I beside her, near the hearth

in my little library; for I had been

reading' aloud to her— it was Cymbe-
line; I cannot forget— but it had
grown dark before we came to Fulele's

dirge ; and I had let the book drop
(my eyes were aching), and so we
were sitting both silent in the light of

the fire. She rose half up w ith a sud-

den effort, and laid her hand upon my
arm. There was a strange earnestness

in her eye that thrilled me.
" Clarence," she said, with a tremble

in her voice, " 1 have something on my
mind which troubles me— I wish so

much to speak to you— nay, to ask

you some kindness. Will you bear
with me ? Will you listpn to mc seri-

ously ? I have faltered in my mind
till now, fearing that yon would think

mo so foolish ; or worse indeed, worse
— I dread to hpeak for fear you should

believe me mad ; and I feel myself
this is so like madness, that it makes
me shudder ; but by all that is true on

earth I swear to you that I was never

more sane !

"

I implored her to go on. I felt al-

most awestruck : it flashed over me
that this might in reality be madness.

mes.— Chap. XIII. [Sept.

There was something so wild in her
lo:k.

" Promise me, then," sh" said, " that
you will do what I aj«k you ?"

" I promise."
" On your honour as true gentleman

and husband ?"

44 Ay."
"Thank yon, Clarence," she con-

tinued, sinking back on the sofa, and
with a voice almost inaudible. " Listen,

then, to me. I am convinced that my
sister is vet alive."

" CJeraldine ?"

" CJeraldine
;

yes. I feel sure, Cla-
rence, that she is not dead."

"But— but — but," I blurred out,
" if she was buried

"

" But she never was buried."
" How do vou know that ?"

" I feel it."

« Dear "

" Your promise 1"

"(ioong> on!"
" Don't ask me why, for I can't tell

you. There is something here. I have
the knowletljic in me so sure—I know
it— I don't know how, but I do know
it, Clarence—she is nliw.

n

"Then she must be somewhere."
" Ay, there it is."

" And you think, then "

" O listen to me, dear. You hare
given me your honest promise, bare
you not, to do what I shall ask you ?'•

" Certainly, if it be within human
possibility."*

"It is within human possibility;

but 1 fancy you think me half out of

my mind. This is so strange which I

feel, that I could forgive you such a

thought. Now, what I ask you to do
is to prove to voursclf that I am not
mad."
" But I need no proof. If you

"

44 But I myself demand it. You
know that Geraldine is supposed to be
buried in the churchyard here."
" Ay, her grave is not a stone 's-

throw'from the chancel-door."
" Let it bo opened."

"Opened!"
" Opened ; yes — that is what I

ask."
" Opened — impossible !'*

" Impossible!—why ?''

" How can I open it?*'

" My father is a magistrate ; no
other authority but his will be need-

ed."
" True, if the magistrate be satisfied

that there is cause, ne can give
M
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" I will satisfy him, if you will not
thwart me."

" Did I ever thwart you, dear ?" I

said.

She pressed my hand tenderly be*

tween her own wasted finsers.

" If," she said, " you find the body
there, then I am wrong, and this is but
some wild cheat of the brain— some
fancy born of feverish hours, and no-
thing more. But if not!—oh, Clarence,

I feel this strange conviction so deeply
that it is surely worth the proof. Give
me your hand."

I promised to aid this wild wish of

hers to my utmost, and there our
strange conversation ended. You
open your eyes wide enough. Yes,

the thing was strange indeed, and
grew to greater strangeness. Why
detail the results? 1 cannot. I let

Madeline speak herself to her father.

1 left them alone for an hour. The old

man was greatly agitated when he
joined me afterwards. The thing had
taken hold of him I could sco ; Ma-
deline had satisfied him, it seemed.
By night we set about our strange

work. There were only present with

us the old sexton, and one man from

the village, grown grey in his business

among the graves ; he is since dead,

that fellow. He talked wild things in

his dying hour al>out that night ; and
the rumour of it ran out upon the

village, and the gossips are not weary
of it yet, though they have long ago
talked the truth out of it. The cofliu-

lid was so loose, I think one might
have kicked it oil". When it was
knocked open, 1 was the first to look

within ; it was empty, clean, and
white. Not a vestige of corruption ;

not a handful of dust ; not a bone

;

not a speck upon the sleek white

satin, smooth and stainless. The
moonlight filled it up.
" God be praised," cried the parson*

almost with a shout of joy, " she is

not dead !— she lives. Geraldine,

my child, lives !—lives 1"

I trust so," I said. " This is a
most strange thing."

The agitation I had been in for

weeks— the midnight, the surprise,

set my head swimming. It seemed as

though if I bit my arm 1 should awake,
and that all was the bewildering phan-
tasmagoria of a dream. How 1 reeled

home that night I do not know.

CHAPTER XIV.

Madeline had not slept. She was
waiting for me when I entered. I

found her pacing up and down the

room. There was fever on her cheek ;

a strange dry brightness in her eye.
" I was right," she cried, with

almost fierceness in her voice.

"Yes, the coffin was empty."
"I knew it— felt it," she replied.

8he made me describe to her all that

had taken place, often interrupting me,
and speaking rapidly and somewhat
incoherently. She becamo more and
more agitated as we talked, and at

last, hysterical. I could not quiet her.

I felt unaccountably alarmed. She
was hysterical for hours j then she

became calm from exhaustion. I per-

suaded her to go to bed. 1 hoped she

would sleep ; but towards morning,

fever showed itself. I sent for the

doctor. He said it was only nervous

excitement, and gave her calming

drugs; but within an hour she was
delirious. The delirium lasted two
days. Then the fever seemed at ebb

;

and they gave her narcotics to make
ber sleep. She did sleep, and 1 sat

and watched her with a thankful

heart, fool ! As 1 hung over her
face, a shudder passed across her whole
frame, aud convulsed it. She started

half up. I thought I heard a gurgle
in her throat ; the eyes opened and
closed again ; the head fell back
heavily upon the pillow ; I caught her
band ; there was a flutter of the pulse,

and then no motion; her heart, I felt

it— it was still. I rang till the bell-

rope broke in my hand. They came
about me all. The doctor put me
aside, aud looked at her. He shook
his head — I seized him by the arm.
"Too late," he said mournfully, "too
late." That night she was cold, quite

cold, Arthur.
Morton dropped his head between

his hands ; and there was a silence in

the room which I dared not break.

When he looked up, his temples wero
red ami swollen, and the veins knotted
and twisted like cords.

The rest (he continued quite calmly)

is a dream—silence and loss, and that

quiet which is undisturbed by hope;
that dark room ; that icy forehead—

.
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light and darkness, that languidly came
and went through the muffled win-

dows— feet nbout me now ami then ;

and now nnd then a whispering. I

know nothing. All sights and sounds

of life were but as the sinking in the

head dimly perceivable between a
violent blow and the insensibility

that follows it. They came and went
softly, I believe, and whispered sooth-

ing things ; and hud they done other-

wise, who would have eared ? I re-

member a day of rain ; and that in

the morning my clothes were black

;

and they put black gloves upon my
htinds, and led me out; and that there

were people, and some of them that

carried something ; and the grass was
very wet among the graves; and the

rain never stopped ; and we stood

round and looked at each other, while

some one spoke ; and then I heard
the sopping and ralile of the red

mould, and understood it all suddenly,

and knew how flat they had nailed

down the irreverent boards upon her
face.

I saw how that in every word which
Morton spoke, there was "a renewal
of sorrow," and 1 therefore pressed

him to stop, and continue this strange

history at another time. He ro?e, and
threw open the window. It was quite

dusk. A little night breeze was
springing up, and the dry leaves

danced crisply down the walks. Ho
leaned over the sill, and seemed to

drink in the freshness and the dark.

Through tho open window 1 could
hear a voice singing in the garden.
It was not difficult to recognise it, and
it sang:

—

" Where he listeth he bloweth

;

And the dead things dan.*, and the living

Ilcjoiec

—

And whence he cometh, and whither he
gocth,

Is none among them all that knoweth ;

For he kei'putU hU secret, while yet he is

giving

To each one a voto."

" Ay," said Morion, " so is the
spirit."

I wa9 about to speak, when again
the voice continued :

—

41 O, the wind knows well what he is about,

And to no man he letteth hu secret cut

;

He mindeth his business, he works alwny,

He goeth and cometh as God sends him ;

Ho sometimes siugi at the fjll of the day,

Sitting among tiie pine-trees dim."

" O miraculous life-spirit," mut-
tered Morton, 44 thou that givest nnd
takest, no man questioning thee, art

thou not also at work in the dark?
Breathe through me, quicken me, en-
lighten me."

CHAPTER XV.

I have not deemed it necessary to in-

terrupt the narrative which 1 received

from Morton, as often as it was by him
suspended or recommenced ; nor do I
profess either to relate it after the form,

and in the words, in which it was

fiven me. I have nothing to do with

lorton, nor any account to render to

him. Had he been yet living these

pages would never have been written;

out I doubt not he would himself have
given to tho world facts which would
have entirely superseded all that I have
herein attempted to describe. And if

any one to whom I may be now speak-

ing—any one familiar with Morton as

I was myself—should recognise things

and persons, which in this history are

but partially revealed, and so blame
me for having trilled and paltered with

terrible truths and strange secrets,

which he himself, our friend, thought
fit in his lifetime to conceal— to such

I affirm, that whatever has been writ-

ten has been written humbly, and fas

I have letters fully proving) in accord-

ance, so far, at least, as it was within

my power to make it, with Morton's
latest wishes.

For the rest, I have only sought to

put before the reader those events

which I have been attempting to relate

to him, in such a way as shall most lend

to produce on him the same impres-

sions which they have created in my-
self, and which now impel me to relate

them.
It has seemed to me that in this

pause of my talc, it would be well to

make the above explanations ; and so

now 44 let us go back to our withers."
** The mosses prow green upon the

grave- stones,'' said Morton, musingly,

brushing with his stick, as he spoke,

the long-growing daisies.

We were sitting on a little mound
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of grass near the grave of Geraldinc
Kushbrook.

" That superscription," he said,

"was added by her father, some time
after the grave had been opened." Ho
pointed to the verse which I had before

read upon the stone—" Have thegates

of death been opened unto thte, or hast

thou seen the shadow of death 9"

He fell a musing, and I did not care

to interrupt him.
" Arthur," he cried, at last, " they

say that Goethe, when his son died,

began forthwith to study the theory
of colours. Therein Goethe was no
God, but a brute and a drudge ; for I
dare to say that the humblest human
heart, into which a great sorrow, new
from God, has deigned to enter and
abide, is, in the moment of its wildest

anguish, greater than Shakspearc's."

"That is true," I said, " for sorrow
is wiser than Sbakspearu was."

" Not the wisdom — not the wis-

dom !" he cried bitterly. "But all

humanity is expressed in the solitary

man, so strong in being weak, so lotYy

in his debasement, that grapples to the

heart of grief. He is taken up out of
the world, and becomes absorbed into

his sorrow. Its strength is his ; he is

clothed with its divinity ; he is not one
roan, but all men, in a God-like mo.
ment ; for the world must pass through
bim to go to God. He is made to be
a spectacle to men and angels."

"Ay, but," I said, " the fiends will

have their laugh at him, too."

"I know that," he answered, gloom-

ily. " There have been Simeons, and
Anthonys, and Dunstans, and their

like before now, that needed neither

cave nor desert for a sight of the devil,

and a grip of the black claw."

"Poor Morton," I thought—"he
bas cone through it thoroughly." His

was indeed a face with its deep careful

lines, and hueless hollows, and worn-

out weary look, of which one said, at

first sight of it, '* Quelque chose a
paszee par 1<L"

" O, Arthur !" he continued, press-

ing my hand nervously, " in the ut-

most hunger of your soul, when there

were stones instead of bread, say, did

the devil every tempt you to fall down
and worship him ?"

" Perhaps," I said, " we have all of

us cone through that crisis of unbelief

in some way or other. It comes once

in a lifetime, to those, at least, whom

God has dowered with the painful pri-

vilege of thought; for there are many,
I dare say, who believe, after a fashion,

because they do not take the trouble
to disbelieve ; but to most of us — to

you and to me, and to our kind—there
are moments, I doubt not, when the
soul finds that her bouse is dark, spite

of its fine windows. I, too, have seen
the good and evil principle fighting for

the possession of the world in the Val-
ley of the Nile, and deemed it no fable,

but a terrible toss-up, that made one
shudder."
" O 1" he said, " know you what

arc those days and nights of a man
which he spends cheek-by-jowl with
the Arch-Liar, who wheedles and flat-

ters him to curse God, and die ?—when
he feels the eloven-foot under the table,

and knows that a devil's eye is leering

at him over the saltcellar; when, if

ho wakes at night, he shall see Satan,
toad-like, on his pillow, and, if he
dream, he shall have no good visions.

In such a slough as this 1 found my-
self, when the numbness and paralysis

of the first great buffet of grief was
over. Weak and impotent I was ; and
lo! there was the devil to cope with—
the coward fiend, who takes us all at
an advantage. There was no mistak-
ing him, any more than if one had seen
him grinning in at the window, with
a frightful familiarity, and saying—
•God, whom you blessed, has done
this for you; and now, see, you are
thrown over, poor devil, and no better
off than t he rest of us. How say you ?

—try me.'
"

"Frightful," I said; "but remem.
ber, dear friend, how that it is written,

that there arc crowns for those that
overcome."
" And I did overcome !" he almost

shouted, and griped my hand. "Ay,
God be blessed, I have tasted the good
and the evil fruit, and chosen. No
slipshod faith, Arthur. I have fought
for it. Life and death, how precious
a thing! Look you, have not I borne
the brunt as a "man should, strong-
hearted ly ? and bear about with me
yet, I think, somewhat of the scathe
and the blackness of the battle ?

Pshaw 1" he went on, "why dwell upon
those hideous days ? Better linger over
the first dim beginnings of the dawn ;

the first warm tears of hope, dashed
bright with a nobler grief; the first

passionable long prayer. What was
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it to mc to kn^w that God wn* alive

in leaf and insect 7 What love in this ?

For they, to<>, Miflercd. shrivelled, and
crawled, and died. What was in this

but a cold, s-hadowy, abstract intelli-

gence—intangible—not wholly divine,

because not human—afar off, while the

whole creation groaned and travailed

together? No ; it was the blessed hu-

man element that saved me. The
Man-God stretched out hands—warm,
human hands— to lift me up. I tracked

t lie shining feet in Holy Land ; there

was blood upon the paths they trod;

and I found Him weeping alone in

Gethscmane Garden. Ay, and felt

Him, too, through all the darkness

upon Calvary, and heard a dying sor-

rowful voiee, over the dim world, hum-
ming underneath—a dying voice with

life in it. After solemn afflictions

men's genius usually awakes within

them, and begins to work. Then
those that have no longer anything to

receive from earth bethink them of

what they can give, and find giving

the nobler part in life. Great painters,

poets, thinker?, heroes, have done thus.

Circumstances shut mc from such hichO
dreams, and held me bound to an hum-
bler usefulness. When 1 began to look

about me my courage almost failed.

Athwart the threshold of the future

there lay a dead body, and I had to

tread boldly over the corpse of all that

in life had been most dear to me.
Image, Arthur, to yourself this sor-

row ;— that love's dearest one should

be taken away, strangely and sud-

denly, from hira, before their sweet

intercourse has been marred by a single

unkind thought, or chilled by one cold

word ; that she should grow cold in

his embrace, and be lost to him, while

yet the seal of his last kiss is on her,

and his warm arms wound about her.

"When one that sits forlorn by the mute
pale clay can remember that the last

sound of the lifeless lips was true and
tender, the last touch of the cold white

hand was warm and gentle, and that

never linht of scorn or anger had arisen

in the depths of those loving eyes hence-

forth for ever darkened. Not one me-
mory that can defile her beauty, or

lessen his deep loss. Yet this reflec-

tion, in nil its sadness, was my salva-

tion. Had I found her fake, or frail,

or frivolous, and shallow-hearted, or

known her, for one hour, in one word

or look, less worthy than I deemed

her from the first, my grief at her loss

might have been less, but my fall far

more. It is easy to believe in virtue

and all high things, living among noble
types, and ministered to and strength-

ened by nil that is lofty and beautiful

in human intercourse ; but when those

types lie shattered at our feet in the

base and common dust—when a fair

face is a take-in— when the woman
that seemed .so near the angels falls'

Middenly to the level of the animals,
and the sacred circle is broken rudely
through by common feet, and vulgar
gazers are in the temple, and vulgar
fingers have defiled the spotless image
that we set so high— then must there

be a fearful hour in the life of a man-
to such an one what shall be the end ?

For when the belief in all human truth

and excellence is gone, the belief in

that which is divine may as well go
after it— and what is left? Thank
God this has been spared me !"

I was silent, for I knew the truth of

what he said too bittely to answer
"yes" to it. My own life was not

without somo spots. I had a broken
idol or two of my own, that my heart

swelled to remember. But that is

neither here nor there. I could not

speak if 1 would— even if pity were a

pleasant thing, it gives me a sort of

choking in the throat.

Dear old Rushbrook I (continued

Morton) it is a hard thing that sor-

row sticks to us to the last, while our

joys soon sneak off at the first mishap.

Poor old man, he had lived till his

head was silver ; and I— my life was
before me ; yet the same calamity

caught us both together. You may
judge how far I had mastered my own
grief, when I was able to attempt to

console his. I could not say that our

sorrow was the same, for Madeline was

more to me than it was possible she

could have been to any other. What
was I but a miser that had gathered
together into one great bank all his

fortune, instead of wisely distributing

it in lesser sums elsewhere ? One day,

the bank breaks, and leaves him pen-

niless as the spendthrifts whom yester-

day he despised. Many a comfortless

night, by many a dying fire, did wo
watch the winter out together. Some-
times, with trivial words, we spoke of

other things as though we eared for

them { we put our mutual sorrow

aside with a silent consent, as it were,
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on both side, till one would mutter

her twine, or sav "how good, how
beautiful she was !" :m< 1 then we could

speak no more that night. Sometimes
I read to hitn out of that great black

Bible of his, till in some one verse God
seemed speaking to me with hist own
voice, and straightway mine was choked
with tear9. Sometimes, oftencst in-

deed, we both sat silent, in silence

helping each other to bear the weight

of God's finger grazing us. We were
not ashamed to suffer; we chose Christ

rather than Goethe. At last, a desire

grew up in the heart of the old man,
which brought him consolation. That
tenantless "rave from which we had
extorted its secret— was there not

hope in the empty coffin ? He thought

so at least. For myself, I knew not

what to think. I imparted to him
those strange details which Madeline
had revealed to me of the circumstan-

ces that preceded und accompanied
her sister's supposed decease. This

history was entirely new to him, for

Madeline, partly from veneration of

her sister's memory, but chiefly from
a fear to cause her father needless pain,

had never shown him Geraldine's jour-

nal, nor in any way hinted at the fact

which that journal proved unhappily,

but too clearly. These things affected

him strangely, but more with hope than
sorrow, and, as we talked them over, a
new light seemed to break upon the

mystery. The feelings of the poor
child for Count C were not to be
doubted ; nor her helplessness In the

strange thrall of his influence. The
Count's utter want of principle and
systematic egotism were well known to

me. What if this pretended death
were all a cheat, devised by C to

cover the flight of his victim, and di-

vert suspicion for ever from himself?

In this strange drama it was difficult

to guess how far Geraldinc had been a
willing actor ; but the last paragraph
in the girl's journal seemed to indi-

cate some strange resolve to which she

had reluctantly brought herself at the

dictation or persuasion of C .

This notion gathered probability the

more we considered it. Some unna-
tural influence had evidently been ex-

erted upon the unfortunate girl. It

was possible, just possible, that C
might possess magnetic powers and
secrets unknown to me. Then a
trance might so easily have been
caused; the household 'deceived, the

rest was easy to conceive of. If

such, however, had been the case,

it was clear that some one must have
been in the secret. These things could

not have been done without an accom-
plice. 1 half suspected Lady Uoseville,

but more through instinct than from
any just cause of suspicion; and, in-

deed, all the evidence was against the

likelihood of her guilt in this business,

for it was to be gathered from the

notes which had been preserved of
Geraldine's journal, that Lndy Rose-
ville was rather the poor child's rival,

and, consequently, not likely to assist

C in his designs upon the girl.

At this point all was vague. The old

man was more hopeful than myself

;

for, granting even the probability that

Geraldinc was yet alive—and this was
at the most only a probability—I could

not but shudder to think under what
fearful circumstances 6he might now
be existing ; for C , when the ex-
citement of a new pleasure was over,

would not, I felt sure, scruple to fling

away the spoiled thing from him, as

One would a fingered butterfly or a
gathered rose. There was more pity

in death than in that man ; I knew
him well. And the girl's remorse and
disgust—betrayed where her trust wa9
greatest—her ruined life ; I saw it all.

Clear as truth up grew the terrible

icture 1 Death were better than that,

could not help feeling. The old man,
oddly enough, did not seem to appre-
hend these thing* thus ; he was pos-

sessed by the one feeling, that his child

might still be alive, and his mind could
seize no more than that single fact.

I had no heart or wish to darken his

hope, and I kept my own fears to my-
self.

" I will not die till I have seen her,"

he said ; and I resolved to lose no time
in prosecuting a search, the difficulties

of which I could not but foresee.
" It will be well to see Lady Rose-

ville," I thought in my own mind,
" and sound her so far as may be, be-

fore any steps are taken. I will see

her to-morrow, and judge for myself."

So we said "Good night" with stronger

hearts each of us. For me there was
yet an object—a human interest— left

in life, and I blessed God from my
heart. " Stripped and bare at last,"

I said, " that is what the executioner

should be;" for I thought of C ,

and that slow justice of events which
he had set at nought.

f
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CHAPTER XVL

The morning broke through a misty

shower, with a sighing far off, and a
sound of tears in caves and leaves ; I

remember it well, that day, because it

rained till noon, and we had a fire lit

in the library, and tried to read the

rain out. I felt very restless, how-
ever, and could not sit quiet for ten

minutes ; pulled down nfty books
;

hovered about; dipped into all, set*

tied at none ; grew mightily interest-

ed in watching a particular rain-drop

strangling down the window-pane in

zig-za£?, till it bumped its sides against

another big, round, sluggish fellow,

who, with great gravitv, opened his

mouth and cat up the intruder, and
then went on a little faster. Then to

the book-shelves agnin, with a discon-

tented yawn
;
gaped over " Ilesiod,"

and put him back again, upside down,
and pitched at last on the parson's

vellum " Homer." Out I pulled it,

and down fell something—a rattle and
bang. I picked it up ; it was the

casket containing the bracelet sent to

my wife, and which had lain there

quite forgotten since that eventful day
in which I had thrust it on the shelf.

The sight of the thing caused a great

flutter in my heart ; it brought back

the last dark days of the old time so

vividly. I took the casket to the fire-

side, and sat down and opened it.

The great emerald and its little train

of ccins flung out sparkles to the fire,

as I turned it over and over in my
hand. I could not help more and
more admiring the beauty of the work-
manship as I looked at it. I opened

the clasp and fastened it round my
wrist, which it barely spanned. I felt

a great pressure on the pulse, and
every moment the pressure seemed to

increase. It was made for a smaller

wrist than mine," I thought; "how
beautiful it is 1" for the fire-light was
dancing and twinkling among the

gems, and the little glittering eye of

the serpent was really full of expres-

sion, and had a life-like sharpness and
slyness about it. Soon, however, it

seemed to me that my pulse was rising

rapidly. I thought, at first, that this

was fancy, or that the pressure only of

the bracelet rendered the strokes of the

pulse against it more perceptible ; but

still the pulsation seemed to mount and
hurry, and, by degrees, 1 felt a deli-

cious tingling warmth creeping up the

arm, and winding and trickling, as it

were, into my very brain. I can liken

the sensation of it to nothing but that

of a warm breath from some beloved
lips, and the faint but rapturous thrill

it sends before it. I gave myself up
to the delight of it, like a girl to some
first kiss, with a confused wondering
pleasure, as I leaned back in the chair.

A pleasant languor began to weigh
upon my lids, and a desire to close my
eyes, which was not drowsiness. These
sensations increased momently. I re-

solved, however, to test them, and see

whether the bracelet bad, or had not,

any connexion with them. Not with-
out an effort, 1 unclasped it. When
it was off, the feeling liegan at once to

flutter and ebb away. •« This is some
devil's work," I said, and set to ex-
amining the bracelet more carefully
than I had done before. In so doing,
I accidentally caught the little steel

tongue in the cuff of my coat, and, in

attempting to extricate it, I pressed it

back with my thumb. To my sur-
prise, it yielded to the pressure, recoil-

ing hack into the mouth with a sort

of click, and at the same moment a
little gold trap in the pouch under the
throat of the serpent flew open. This
little lid was so delicately worked, and
when shut fitted to the rest with such
fineness and exactness, that I had not
before observed it. In the small ca-
vity within was a tiny lock of soft

bright hair, curled closely round, and
fastened upon a minute coil of blue
steel spring. It was evident that this

coil communicated in some way or
other with the little steel tongue ; and
I remarked that it was so made as to

press with some force against the lid

abovo it, which, when once opened,
could with difficulty be closed again,

on account of this pressure from the

spring inside. Again I clasped the

bracelet on the wrist ; again the same
sensations were produced. I now ob-

served, moreover, that the little tongue
vibrated up and down in exact time nnd
measure with the pulse of the wrist,

and that the pouch of the snake con-

taining the spring was so placed as to

press exactly on the vein of the pulse.

This was all I was able to discover,

but I had no doubt whatever that the

-whole was a contrivance, the principle
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of which I was not acquainted with,

for communicating to the person wear-

ing the bracelet certain magnetic in-

fluences ; and that such was C——.'s

design in sending it to my wife seemed
evident. I had no longer any difficulty

in accounting for Madeline's strange

attraction to the cabinet where the

casket had been deposited ; "and if,"

I could not help thinking, " the effect

is so powerful upon mc, what would it

not have been upon that fragile and
susceptible temperament ofhers?" The
idea half maddened mc, for it was
impossible to know how far this be-

devilled piece ofjewellery might not, as

it was, have h fleeted her health. While
I was gloomily peering into the little

cell containing the lock of hair, I dis-

covered crumpled up in one corner a
tiny paper ball. With some difficulty

I managed to pick this out and care-

fully unroll it ; it contained these

words only, written in a woman's
hand :

" For God's sake, dear, save

yourself, and destroy this bracelet,'' I

had no doubt of the correctness of my
original conjecture ; all was growing

to a horrible clearness. The hair was,
in all probability, Geraldine's. Pro-
bably, too, she bad contrived, unseen
by C , to thrust into the locket this

hurried warning. I shuddered as I
read it, for every word of it seemed to

add a terrible force to the frightful

picture which I had involuntarily drawn
in my own mind of the unhappy girl's

position.

I contrived to disengage the lock of

hair from the steel coil ; I then flung

the jewelled reptile, as though it were
a live venomous thing, out of the win-

dow into the fish pond in the garden.

It sunk with a splash in the lazy

green water, and my heart grew light-

er as I heard it. The little twine

of hair I afterwards showed to old

Rush brook ; he at once recognised it

as Geraldine's. lie supposed that it

had belonged to Madeline, and I did

not think it worth while to undeceive
him. Towards the afternoon the rain

sobbed itself out, and I set forth for

the Manor House, determined, if pos-

sible, to gather something about
from her ladyship.

TUB IB18H INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION OF 1853.*

DortiNO the forty yearsofgeneral peace,

now violently, though but partially

disturbed, a new influence has arisen

among the nations. Its energies are

irrepressible. Oceans cannot confine

them; territorial boundaries, whether
traced arbitrarily or determined by the

barriers of nature, cannot check them ;

and distance scarcely lessens their

power. The Spirit ofIntercommunity is

extending its sway from sea to sea, and
making the whole world kin. It must
advance as facilities of association mul-
tiply, and the habits of different coun-

tries assimilate. Its progress eannot
be resisted by the sword, and the arm
of the despot is nerveless before it.

Changes greater than those of previous

centuries have, within the lapse of a
few years, marked its development.

The short history of its period of rule

is a brilliant record of triumphs, the
beneficial results of which no unto-
ward event can sensibly injure or re-

tard. That era has had its conquerors

—a numerous host of heroes—and their

victories are memorialed in trophies

greater than those of Alexander. More
enduring, more glorious conquests than
Caisar's, were theachievementsofWatt,
and Stephenson, andGalvani—by them
this controlling spirit of modern times

was ushered into being ; by them tho

golden gates of the Ago of Peaceful
Arts were unlocked. The impetus
given by their discoveries to the ad-
vancement of society, which had been
but slowly gradual before, is operating

with continually accelerating force

year after year. What will be written

in another half-century respecting im-

provements of which we boast at the

* " The Irish Industrial Exhibition of 1858 : a Detailed Catalogue of its Contents ; with

Critical Dissertations, Details of Manufacturing Processea," &c. &c. Illustrated by numerous
engravings, Edited by John Sproule. Royal 8vo. Dublin: McGlashan. 1854.
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present moment ? That spirit of uni-

versal progress has found an expression

of its power in these lands— in the

world-mart of Hyde Turk; in the

Irish Palace of 1833 ; and has now
permanently erected its Temple of
Testimony at Sydenham Palace Ci-
vilisation, equality, and happiness are

its gifts. \V ith the evidence of its

existence furnished in this country last

year, we are at present mou directly

concerned.

The palatial structure which stood

BO proudly and auspiciously last summer
on Leinstor Lawn is now a dismantled
and unseemly ruin. Unlike its great

precursor, it is destined to no resur-

rection. We may yet build an Iriah

Sydenham, but the time is distant.

The rich treasures of art and industry

grouped together liencath the domes
of our Exhibition, have ail been scat-

tered—its splendid halls lie waste and
tenantless. As an unsubstantial vision,

the scene has vanished away, leaving

nothing but the remembrance of its

departed glory. That, however, is

ineffaceable. Years hence the magical
picture will steal before us again, as

memory glances retrospectively over
its hoarded wealth. Although unfolded

to view, as it were, for a moment, and
no more, it has impressed itself indelibly

on the mind of the people of this coun-
try, from the critic of refined taste to

the rustic who beheld the spectacle in

bewildered amazement. The beauty
of the Irish Palace of Industry alone

will embalm it in the recollection of
the present generation. "When every
pillar of the edifice shall have disap-

peared, and a new aspect have been
given to its site, the superb magnifi-

cence of the former view will reclothe

the spot with ideal splendours. None
can forget the powerful influence of
that mimic world of surpassing gran-
deur.

Externally, the Irish Exhibition
building was most imposing. The
symmetry and grace of its proportions

arrested the spectator in an in-

stant. Wo think we yet sec its lofty

roof towering upward, joyously and
hopefully, into the clear blue sky,

relieved by the ornamental balcony,

which added to the massiveness of the

facade without injuring the architec-

tural completeness of the whole front.

Even by contrast with the Crystal

Palace, it lost nothing. It may have
been less fairy-like, less spiritual, or

less gorgeous, in its general appear-
ance; but it had more substantial
merit as an unique work of art
Indeed, although the two structures
have been compared with each other,

they were so totally unlike, that tho

latter erection may be claimed as a
wholly origiual conception of the Irish

artist. The interior of the building
has scarcely yet received sufficient

{naise. Wherever the beholder placed
limsclf, the view was satisfying. We
had not, indeed, the splendid effects

of light and shade, which were to the

poet's eye the chief charm of Hyde
Park, and are still more magnificently
apparent at Sydenham. The varying
aspects of the crystal avenues, as

clouds and sunshine by turns flitted

over the face of the uuintereepted hea-

ven, were extremely beautiful. How
was vision mocked by the sickly ray
and the running shadow ! When the

declining sun of evening gleamed
through the arches in a flood of mel-
low light, staining every pane with a
tint of ruby, and mantling every object
with the warm colouring of nature, we
seemed transported to a realm only

known to the fancy, and not to stand
amidst the utilities of a materialistic

age. But if there was less idealism

in our Palace, it had more of the

poetry of fact ; if less fragile, its ap-

pearance of stability was more suited

to its utilitarian character. It was
not so much a vast Museum as a
Temple of Industry, emblematic of

the sternest practicality. The great

Central Hall was a noble theatre in

which to exhibit the products of labour.

Viewed from the main entrance, it

stretched away in a harmonious vista,

its immensity relieved by the light gal-

leries on either side. The northern and
southern courts were tine apartments,

and the hall of Art was, on the whole,

arranged with the most correct judg-
ment and taste. As a work of archi-

tectural genius, the Irish Palace, with-

out and within, was creditable to its de-

designer aud to the country. It cannot
be forgotten. It is spoken of with unex-

hausted interest at the present moment.
As the magnificence of the Hyde Park
Exhibition did not mar its success, so

the greater glory of the marvellous

erection in Pengo Wood will not erase

its memory. At this instant the cheer-

ful sounds of its whirring machinery
seem to fall upon our car, and the

measured click of the shuttle— more
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musical in such a place than the softest

tones of the piano, more spirit-stirring

than the pealings of the organ ! We
re-pass before the paintings of the

greatest artists of ancient and modern
limes, and view them one by one, euch

in its proper position : the landscape

of Turner, with its enchanting perspec-

tive ; the pretty forest glades of Cres-

wick ; the bold, but rude conception

of Etty ; the warm scenes of Tscha-
penny; the deep expressiveness of

litian ; the elaborate accuracy of Ca-
naletto ; the sombre richness of Kenv
brant, and the innumerable beauties of
many others, the princes of Art. The
relics of our ancestral piety and learn-

ing are before us in all their curious

quaintncs«es of style and mysteries of
history. In its courts of Fine Art and
Antiquities, the Irish Exhibition was
peculiar and unique. The whole scene

of last summer will, therefore, long be,

and justly, the pride and boast of ire-

land, on account of its unsurpassed

attractiveness, its noble purpose, and
the novelty of its origin. In our future

annals, the year 1853 will be marked
as a period of singular interest— we
trust as the advent-time of a new state

of things, of which its great event was
rather the iuaugural sign than the

creator. May the suirit then fostered

and extended, grow and spread until

it has pervaded our entire social fabric 1

Considered merely as a brilliant

panorama of artistic and industrial

triumphs, the Irish Exhibition whs an
attractive spectacle ; but in the eyes of

ail practical and discerning men, its

chief glory was found in the strict

utilitarianism of its object. As a noble

and disinterested ellort to promote the

manufacturing activities of Ireland,

and to develop her neglected natural

resources, it elicited the wannest sym-
pathy of all classes and parties. It

was originated at a happy moment.
This country has suffered much from
chimerical agitation. Instead of the

solid purposes of improvement which
animate the Englishman, the Scotch-
man, or the Belgian, the ignorant
Irishman has been taught to seek in

Utopias the Paradise of idleness and
plenty— a sort of heaven of which ho
is too fond to dream. His self-reliance

has been taken away. But the abortive

insurrection, or emeute, or romantic
escapade of 1848—we know not what
to call it— and the trying years of fa-

mine und disease, changed the charac-

ter of the people as much as the aspect

of the country. Out of this period of

distress, notwithstanding all its horror?,

there sprang a new life ; and we really

believe that Ireland is more prosperous

to-day than she ever was. The stage

of transition was just entered upon
when the project of the Exhibition came
before the public, and stimulated into

mature activity the infant efforts of re-

suscitated trade. We say, then, that

it came at the proper time ; and has

accomplished its proper task—the con-

ducting of our revived but weakly
exertions through the difficulties of

first attempts. The Founder of the

late Exhibition is a man of energy-
it is superfluous to add, of liberality

—

and, knowing tin; true remedy for

Irish ills, the country's real want, to

be enterprising and persevering indus-

try, he embodied this in an emphatic
lesson to the nation— for that the Ex-
hibition undoubtedly was. The object

of its originator was accomplished, we
believe, to a far greater extent than

many are disposed to think. An im-
petus of no transient influence was
given to many of our struggling indus-

tries, and a general spirit of emulation

evoked, which is both the pledge and
the harbinger of prosperity.

It is not necessary to recount any
facts to show the value of expositions

of industry in promoting the trade and
elevating the artistic taste ofa country.

We have been slow to appreciate their

worth in these countries ; but the

Quinquennial Exhibitions of Paris have

embodied the idea since 17U7. From
that period to the year 1849, when the

last was held, they have taken place,

but at irregular seasons in several

instances, in consequence of the dis-

turbed political state of France. The
influence of those displays has Iwcn

felt all over the Continent, and to

them is to be trnccd much of the supe-

riority of the French in many branches

of art-manufacture. So far back as

1829, an attempt was made in this

country by the Royal Dublin Society,

to establish an Annual Exhibition of

Specimens of the Manufactures aud
Productions of Ireland, on the Parisian

plan ; but no actual demonstration

took place until 1834. The success,

though not brilliant, was encouraging.

To stimulate producers, prizes were

adjudicated. Those displays then be-

came part of the Society's operations.

Triennial Exhibitions were subse-
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quently fouud to be more expedient

;

and at each successive congress an in-

crease of interest was manifested, and
an enlargedness of scope demanded by
the eagerness of manufacturers. To
render the occasions valuable educa-
tionally, courses of lectures were added
in 1838. The best evidence of the

estimation in which the Triennial Ex-
hibitions were held is found in the

fact that, in 1847, when the country
was prostrated by the potato failure,

and trade completely depressed, the

Exposition took place as usual, at the

special request of intending contribu-

tors ; and the display of this year was
much superior to that of any which
preceded. In 1850, a remarkable ex-

tension of the idea was resolved upon.

Previously, the liberty to exhibit had
been strictly confined to Irish pro-

ducers ; but the Exhibition of 18o0
assumed a cosmopolitan character in

being thrown freely opeu to the com-
petition of other countries ; and the

privilege was eagerly embraced by
English and Scotch manufacturers,

who seldom lose an opportunity of
extending their trade. This attempt
might be regarded as a kind of preface

to the then projected world's display"

in Hyde Park, to be opened the

year following. The Triennial Exhibi-
tion of I860 was unprecedentedly suc-

cessful, both in the character of the arti-

cles contributed, and the attendance of
the public ; and was a fitting precursor

to the far more magnificent spectacle,

which is the immediate subject of these

remarks, and the fruitful topic of the

very beautiful and instructive volume
be Iore us.

We have briefly stated the preceding

facts for the purpose of showing that

the Triennial Exhibitions ofthe Royal
Dublin Society prepared the public

mind in these countries for the great

scene in London, as well as that of
this city, and the still grander effort at

Sydenham. France is the birth-place

of the idea; we adopted it from the

Parisians some twenty-five years ago,

and have carried it out with increasing

success ever since. For this, among
the other reasons before suggested, we,

with a certain pride, claim an especial

interest in the progress of Expositions

of Industry.

But the most prominent feature in

the history of the Irish Exhibition of

last year is the peculiarity—rather the

singularity—of its origin. The Trien-

nial Shows, which had been compara-
tively limited in extent and design,

were managed by a number of persona

acting for an influential society; but
the great display of 1853 was the fruit

of one man's intellect, and erected at

his individual risk. There was a ge-
nerosity in the matter which Ireland

has not forgotten, and cannot forget

;

there was a boldness and an ability in

the project not less worthy of admira-
tion. It required no little moral cou-
rage to undertake such a scheme, when
the Palace of 1851 had just closed its

brilliant career.

It would be impertinent to our pur-

pose to enter iuto any commentary
on the contents of the Exhibition.

Irish manufacturers and traders may
have occupied a less distinguished place

in some departments than we expected,

but it is to be remembered that our
energies arc yet weak. We must
compare what Irish exhibitors have
accomplished with the extent to which
our resources have been developed, our
industry educated, and our opportuni-

ties rendered available. It must have
been frequently remarked by every
person who carefully examined the

Exhibition, that in addition to our
staple manufactures, such as linens,

poplins, hosiery, aud law, many
smaller trades almost new in this

country were well represented, and,
judging from the specimens which ap-

peared, were prosecuted by the contri-

butors with spirit. This we have
always considered as a hopeful indica-

tion of the stirrings of a new life

amongst us. The Englishman amasses
a fortuue in rolling cotton thread, and
splitting congreves— why should we
not also attempt trifling occupations

of a similar nature on the same large

scale?

But, obviously, no matter how great

was the success of the Exhibition, it

would be incomplete without some
exposition of its character, as far as it

illustrated the condition and resources

of the country. Nay, without this, it

would, practically, be confined to the

transient interest of a few months.
But this want— and we have felt it as

such— is well supplied by the " Do-
taiied Catalogue." As no official

publication issued from the Committee,
and as no attempt was made to perpe-

tuate the utilitarian character of tbo

Exhibition, a work of the nature of
that before us was imperatively re-
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nnired. The writers have undertaken

the tn«k of expounding the chief topics

of interest and instructiveness sug-

gested by the objects exhibited in

every department, with the design of

awakening us still more to a sense of

our inferiority in many things, and of

indicating those paths in which we
may hope to excel. Their mission is

a high one, and worthy of all the

labour which has evidently been ex-

pended on the contents of this volume.

The materials of the work are, in part,

from the Expositor— a journal pub-

lished while the Exhibition continued

open, and conducted in an impartial and
encouraging spirit. The aim ofth is paper

was to illustrate by wood-cuts the more
remarkable objects in the display, ac-

companying those figures with remarks

on the materials and products, the ma-
nufactures and arts, of the country

—

in order to keep it prominently before

the public view, that the Exposition

was a direct effort for the elevation of

Irish industry. The work in our hands
extends this idea, and carries it out

more elaborately. Its several sections

have been written by persons specially

acquainted with the various subjects of

which they treat, whether in manufac-
tures, science, or art. We are, there-

fore, prepared to find a mass of va-

luable information, the result of the

co-operation of so many well-culti-

vated minds. The book is not strictly

scientific in any part, or tediously

technical on any topic. It is earnest

and suggestive, but not dogmatical.

Neither is its utility sacrificed to glit-

ter. It is not a cabinet of pictures,

although richly illustrated ; for every

figure introduced into its pages directly

bears on the commentary which it ac-

companies. The arrangement adopted

in the work is that which was followed

in both the London and Dublin Exhi-
bitions, and it appears a convenient
method of systematising the multifu-

rious subjects which the volume em-
braces. Wo can, of course, convey
but an imperfect idea of the style of

its contents, since it extends to nearly

500 pages, and includes a miscellaneous

variety of important treatises, some of

which, if published separately, would
be good books themselves.

Although utility is not sacrificed to

beauty, this volume is highly elegant.

Independently of its minor illustrations,

we have a portrait of William Dargan,
and an admirable chromotypic view

VOL. XI.IV.—WO. CCLXI.

of the Central Hall, most correct in

its proportional features, and artistic

in the minutest detail. The likeness

of the Founder of the Exhibition is

striking, and the engraving very finely

executed. It appears to us that the

artist has caught the precise expression

of the face, and has given the only re-

presentation of Dargan which we have
seen, not a caricature.

We pass over an introductory essay,

a brief history of the Exhibition from
the first step taken in the movement
until its close, and a memoir of Mr.
Dargan, and come to a warmly-writ-
ten description of the building as an
architectural edifice. We think the

writer speaks justly, when he gives

Sir John tienson the merit of produc-
ing a finely-balanced structure, al-

though hampered by serious difficulties

in the site, and a plan not laid at first

for the entire building :

—

" In Paris itself no attempt was made to

render architectural in form the exterior of

the temporary wooden buildings in which
the great Quinquennial Expositions of France
hare been held. In London, also, there was
no architectural effect. In Dublin the de-

signer was placed under the same condition*,

with regard to expense, as ehtcwhere ; hut
hero he did, within limit* narrowly prescrib-

ed, make at leant the nearest approach pos-

sible to the union of grand architectural

effect, with cheapness of cost and simplicity

of material. A comparison of the ground
plan with the front elcvution of his work,

will show how successfully he was ablo to

secure variety of form, though adopting a
plan of Building everywhere the same; and
how he secured that variety, not by the weak
expedient of heaping together incongruous

pettim-ases, having no relation to the body
of the edifice, but by arranging the bulk of

the Building in a few grand masses, differing

greatly in size, but keeping among them-
selves an exact and graceful proportion.

The semicircular form of Sir John Benson's

roofs afforded much facility to such an ar-

rangement ; and in front these roofs present-

ed the appearance of enormous domes, so

many of which naturally suggested the idea

of a Turkish or Saracenic structure. Had
the architect been allowed a larger expendi-

ture upon the ornamental, or in strictness

unnecessary, part of the Building, this idea

might have been well carried out. Viewed
at either side of the centre, the great length

of the roofs as they were, certainly gave the

whole an over-heavy and cumbrous appear-

ance. Had the Eastern mods of decoration,

both in colour and form, been adopted, this

effect would hive given place to one of

boundless brilliancy and splendour. Tall

minarets of different heights, disposed be-
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tween tho vast masses of roof, chiefly along

the front, would have broken the disagreeable

conciousness of the immense height of the

mere roof in pro[K>rtion to that of the walls

on which it rest.nl ; and the use of gay co-

lours on the top as well as the front of the

Building would have removed the impression

of crashing weight, which the vast dark maw
overspreading the light woodwork necessarily

created. Such decorative accompaniments,
too, would have marked a meaning upon
the whole design, and one peculiarly appro-

priate to a gigantic bazaar, which, strictly

speaking, our Exhibition properly was."

There may be grave doubts respect-

ing; the " minarets,*' am! " the gay
colours ;" to our ideas, the bare domes,
in their naked massiveness, would be
preferable to any such fantastical show-
qox adornments.
The plan of this useful work has

four parts—Raw Materials, Machinery,
Manufactured, and Fine Art*. The
first of these sections is, for the most
^art, the compilation of Professor Sul-
van, of the Museum of Irish Industry.

It comprises recent scientific and sta-

tistical information on most of the
subjects to which attention is devoted,
and will, therefore, be valuable for

reference.

The mineral wealth of this country
is extensive, and has of late years been
largely developed. However,! lie work-
ing of iron is still confined to a few loca-

lities, in which it is carried on but
feebly ; and although copper has been
found in twenty-one counties, the work-
ings are restricted to twelve. Lead is

spread through not less than twenty-
three counties, and has been more ex-
tensively worked than copper or iron.

At the conclusion of his summary of
Irish mineral wealth, Mr. Sullivan

says :—

14 The veins in many localities may not
contain ore enough to pay ror its extraction,

or even, perhaps, to be worthy of a search

;

nevertheless there can be no doubt that
there is a wide field for prootablo investment
in Irish mines. Wo must, however, warn
our readers from falling into the usual error

of some of our sanguine countrymen, who
are always talking of our alleged boundless

mineral resources. Our mines, if judiciously

and spiritedly worked, would confer, doubt-
less, a great benefit upon the country ; but
it is time to lay a>ide imaginative pictures,

and content curative* with the reality, which
is simply tJiis. — th.it our mineral resources

are comparatively small. Cornwall alone

produces about tin to twelve times (is much

[Sept.

copper as tho whole of Ireland ; and one

district of Derbyshire more lead. It is be-

yond doubt, that our mining industry is not

yet fully developed ; but in this, as in many
other branches of industry, our progress has

been greatly retarded by bubble speculations

blown in London for stock-jobbing poqwses.

We have abundance of money in Ireland to

develop a prosperous trade, but we are defi-

cient iu enterprise.*'

To the truth of these remarks we
give a full assent. We must refer the

reader to the tables furnished by the

writer, showing the produce of tho

Irish mines from 1848 to 1862, and
indicating the rapid increase of our
mining industry, even within this short

interval. The development of mining
in Great Britain, in reference to the

single ore of iron, since 1836, has been
very remarkable. There were pro-

duced in
Tons.

Great Britain In 1886 1,000,000.

Ditto in 1840 1,806,000.

Ditto in 1862 2,701,000."

Turning to fuel, the great first ele-

ment of successful industry, Mr, Sul-

livan speaks of our peat bogs thus :—

** Highly as we estimate a cheap supply

of fuej, we are far from agreeing with some
of our sauguiue countrymen, who consider

our peat bugs as a true California, and a

special blessing from Providence. Wc look

upon than as nuisances which cool the sur-

rounding country, prevent its proper drain-

age, breed disease, mid demoralise the popu-

lation on thiir borders. We might gladly

forego all the advantages which they could

give us as fuel if we could get rid of them at

once and for ever. As thia cannot be done,

it behoves us to see what way we can utilise

them. That the present system pf working our

bogs to obtain peat does so but very imper-

fectly is evident enough, and is Wfll illus-

trated by the fact, that even in Galway,

which is,' as it were, an inland in the midst

of turf-moors, and where coal is dearer than

on the east of Ireland, peat not only costs

more than coal, but the supply is even pre-

carious."

In the utilisation of peat, he recom-

mends as a cheap and excellent fuel

for various purposes, the compressed

turf, specimens of which appeared last

year, from the works of tho Company
established at Kerry

44 This material is certainly of remarkable

densitv, and possesses the essential requisites

of a first-class article of fuel to as great sa
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extent as any other artificial fuel with which
we are acquainted. For the manufacture el
wrought -iron, and for locomotive steam-
engines, it would appear to be peculiarly

adapted. Its commercial value, in relation

to other kinds of fuel, is a point on which
we cannot venture an opinion, as this

must depend on the price at which the com-
pressed peat can be supplied. That the
quality is excellent there can be no doubt,

and that the demand would be all but un-
limited is equally certain j the only element
in reference to which further information is

required being the cost of production ou a
large scale."

We have little definite information
as to the extent of the Irish coal fields.

They are aeven in number— three in

Ulster, two in Monster, and one iu

Connaugbt; but no accurate survey
of their character or value has been
made. The total quantity of coal

at present raised iu Ireland is about
220,000 tons annually ; but this is far

below what might be produced if im-
proved means of extracting it from the
earth were adopted. Like many other
things in this country, the coal mines
have been imperfectly worked by per-

sons without sufficient capital or com-
petency. No proof of this need be
given beyond the simple statement of
the writer, that in the one district of
Castlecomer, no less than 1200 shafts

have been sunk since the first working
of the field, " many of them not being
more than 100 yards apart!" In
mining, as in many other branches of
Irish industry, there is great room for

improvement ; and the best means of
directly promoting it certainly is, the
diffusion of such practically useful in-

formation as that so industriously col-

lected by Mr. SulU van.

It is not possible within the limits of
a brief article to give any adequate
idea of the amount or variety of the
facts contained in these papers oti

mining ; but even the few sentences
we. have extracted will indicate the
sugge$tice character which is their

most prominent feature. Throughout
bis diversified contributions to the
work, the writer's main object evi-

dently is, to extend that scientific and
industrial education which He* at the

foundation ofa country's manufacturing
and commercial prosperity. Know-
ledge of this kind is very limited and
superficial in this country, and that
is, no doubt, one cause of our general
itiferiority. But while Mr. Sullivan

exhibits a carefulness in detail and
a laboriousness of research which en-
title him to a hearing from every prac-
tical mind, his treatises will prove in-

teresting to the general reader. They
are sufficiently illustrative and popular
to be attractive.

The history of the use of coal has
some curious facts. It was not em-
ployed to any great extent as fuel until

the year 1239, when Henry I J I. granted
a charter to Newcastle traders to dig
coals outside the walls of their town.
From that time its consumption in-

creased, and an export trade sprang
up ; but it was not until the reign of
Charles I. that it came into use ex-
clusively in London:

—

" In 1306 it must have been extensively

used in London, for a noiiou got abroad that

its smoke was productive of the plugue and
many other destructive diseases ; and the

Parliament accordingly petitioned King Ed-
ward 1. to prohibit the burning of coals, as
dangerous to the health of the people. The
King accordingly issued his proclamation,
4 That not only in the city of London, but
all havens, towns, and many places within
the land, the inhabitants, in general, are

constrained to nuke their fires of sea coal or

pit coal, even in the chambers of honourable
personages, ami of nee ssity have devixed

the making of iron, gla>s, bricks, &c, with
the said sea coal.* This proclamation appears
to have had but little effect, and accordingly

a commission of oyer ;ind terminer was issued

for the purpose of punishing by fines ul! who
bunted sea coal within the city or its imme-
diate neighbourhood ; and when guilty of a
second offence, in addition to the tine, to de-

molish their furnaces, and providing for the

strict obedience of the command* to the pro-

clamation for the future. Notwithstanding
these stringent measures, ten shillings' worth
of coal was used at the coronation of Ld-
ward III. From this time its use appears
to have steadily increased ; but still, even as

late as the reign of Elizabeth, it had not be-

come general, for Harrison, in his ' Descrip-

tion of England, published in 1577, states.—
' Of coal mines we have such plenty iu the

north and western ports of our island as may
suffice for all the realine of England ; and
so must they doe hereafter indeed, if wood
be not better cherished than it is at this

present. 1 dare affirm that if woods do go
so fist to decay in the next hundred years

as they have done, and are like to do in this,

it is to bo feared that broom, turf, brakes,

whins, ling, hassock, nidi, &c, and sea coal,

will be good merchandise even iu the city of

1/aidun, whereunto koiiio of them have
already gotten ready passage, and taken

up their iuncs in the greatest merchants'

parlors.*

"
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In an interesting chapter on salt, as

procured by mining and evaporation,

containing an attractive description of
the latter process, there is the follow-

ing reference to the salt-borings lately

made at different places in the north

of Ireland :

—

" Previous to the year 1852 no salt had
been found in Ireland ; our consumption

being supplied by refining English rock-salt,

and partially by the importation of sea-salt

from Portugal, called in commerce bay-salt.

In that year, however, abundance of rock-

salt was discovered near Belfast. The rocks

with which salt is associated lie above the

coal formation, and hence in England coal is

found in some district* beneath the new red

sandstone. This rock being considerably

developed in the neighbourhood of Belfast,

the Marquis of Downs-hire commenced a
aeries of borings through it, for the purpose

of ascertaining if coal occurred there. These
operations were carried on at Duncrue, about

eight miles from Belfast. After boring a
depth of 230 yards, a dark-coloured bed of

rock-salt, forty-six feet in thickness, was
discovered. The boring was carried through

that bed, and, at acme distance below, an-

other bed, scarcely inferior in thickness to

the first, was cut through, the latter being

much purer than the upper bed, and would
probably yield ninety-six per cent, of pure

salt. Borings are also being carried on at

Carrickfcrgus, and some thin beds have been

cut through already, although the two shafts

sunk have as yet only reached the respective

depths of 112 and 108 feet. Tl.is gives hope
that thick beds, like those of Duncrue, will

be found at a greater depth/'

Every one who examined the articles

of manufacture contained in the late

Exhibition with any attention, will re-

collect the various ornamental works
in terra cotta—the figures, vases, foun-
tains, and architectural devices, con-
tributed chiefly by continental artists.

Some of them were exceedingly beau-
tiful. Whatever may be thought of
the applicability of the material to

statuary, there can be no doubt of its

adaptation to the adornment of the

facades of public buildings, and the

making of many ornaments of a minor
character. For this latter purpose it

appears to have been employed at a
very early period of the world's his-

tory. We find urns, symbolical figures,

ami many articles of a miscellaneous

artistic nature, formed in terra cotta,

among the specimens lately brought
from the site of Nineveh. This mode
of baking clay fell into disuse during

the high-art period of Greece and
Rome, but was revived some centuries

ago in Italy. Until lately, however,

the ancient art of producing orna-

mental works in this material did not
flourish. At present, terra cotta is

extensively employed for architectural

purposes in Parts, Berlin, and other

European cities. Its use in columns
and figures relieves the sameness of
appearance which long streets of uni-

form buildings sometimes so disagree*

ably present. The subject is of im-
portance to us, as we possess ample
materials for the manufacture of terra

cotta, and have not yet taken advan-

tage of them to any extent. Even in

the making of bricks and tiles wo are

deficient, although our clays are of ex-

cellent quality, and inexhaustible :

—

" Thoro is scarcely a county in Ire-

land in which superior clay for brick,

draining-pipe, and tile-making, may not be

found. Notwithstanding this abundance of

the raw material, and, we may add, of fuel

in the neighbourhood of bogs, it is singular

to find so many miserable and incommodious

houses (we do not allude to the mud cabius

of the peasants, for which there is a distinct

cause), built of stone, at a cost which would
have constructed excellent brick buildings.

Due attention is not paid in Ireland to the

preparation of the clay used for bricks, and
especially to the separation of limestone peb-

bles, whence most of our bricks are of infe-

rior quality. . . . Irish manufacturers

should remember, that it is not enough to

simply produce an article—. they must pro-

duce it of a quality equal to the best of the

kind to be found elsewhere, else their efforts

will be unsuccessful."

In the section of the work devoted
to " Chemical and Pharmaceutical
Preparations," Mr. Sullivan frequently

contrives to render information most
attractive. As an example of this,

take the following paragraph :

—

" What is the use of these yellow crystals

(of pruasiate of potash) ? We shall recount

a little of their history. Distilled with oU
of vitriol, the salt is decomposed, and prussic

acid formed, the most violent of all poisons

— prussic acid made from woollen rags,

blood, and pigs' toe* ! What more striking

example of the wonderful transformations

effected by chemistry ! This acid, in a pe-

culiar state of combination with iron, forma

what is called ferro- prussic or ferro-cyanic

acid, which, combined with potash, forms

the yeltow salt of which wo are speaking

;

and which, although it may be said to con-

tain prussic acid, is nevertheless quite inno-
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cnous. If iostead of distilling it with sul-

phuric acid, we fuse it at a bright red heat,

the iron separates, and we get a white salt

containing prussic acid iu combination with
potash, and which U to a great extent poi-

sonous. Thus a little iron alone is sufficient

to alter all the properties of this curious sub-

stance. The white salt matte in this way is

largely employed in preparing solutions of

gold and silver for electro-plating ; and the

greater part of the silver and gold with which
the various electro-plated articles in common
use have been coated, has existed at one

period in combination with this white sub-

stance. Another u.«e of thU yellow salt is

to produce prussian blue, which is formed by
adding to a solution of it in water some sul-

phate of iron, or green copperas, when the

ferro- prussic acid will part company with

the potash ; the latter will unite with the

sulphuric acid of the copperas, leaving the

iron of the latter to unite with the fcrro-

prussic acid to form the pmssian blue. This

powder has various uses ; it is used as a

paint, and to make thumb and button blue

for the laundress ; it is used to colour con-

fectionery, and by the Chinese, whom the

Europeans have learned to imitate, to make
green tea. But ita principal use is in calico

printing. When used for the latter purpose,

however, the prussian blue is usually made in

the cloth itself. If we tlucken a solution of

green copperas with gum or with flour, and
print a particular pattern upon a pieceofwhite

cotton, and then pass it through a bath of

the yellow salt dissolved in water, we shall

obtain the pattern in prussian blue so much
admired by ladies. In general, the beautiful

dark blue dresses, with white patterns, are

made by covering the whole of the calico

with prussian blue, printing the pattern upon
it with caustic soda, or potash thickened

with pipe-clay ; the caustic substance decom-
poses the prussian blue, leaving the iron in

the cloth as a bufT pattern ; but by washing
in a bath of oxalic acid the iron is removed,

and the pattern remains of a beautiful white.

Thus may worthless woollen rags and simi-

lar vile things come back again to \u ; at

one time in our tea, while they may have

assisted to make the spoon with which it is

stirred; at another, a* a brilliant-coloured

flower upon our room papers ; or finally, as

the colouring material of a lady's dnss."

The chapters on " Substances used

as Food/' contain several papers of a
suggestive and eminently practical

character, from the pen of the Editor,

which will be rend with interest by all

persons connected with the cultivation

of the soil. Under the same head, we
arc furnished with a historical and sta-

tistical article on tobacco ! James I.,

in his vehement Cvunterblaste to To.

bacco, never anticipated such a use for

the obnoxious weed, although the gal-

lants of his time spent "some foure
hundred pounds n-yeerc on the pre-

cious stiuke 1" However, many will be
even prepared to assert that the pipe
is as indispensable as the trencher. If
tobacco be not an article used as food
by many, what else is it ? It appears
that " this custome, loathsome to the
eye, hatefull to the nose, harmcfull to

the braine, dangerous to the lungs, and
in the black stinking fume thereof al-

most resembling the horrible Stigian
smoke of the pit that is bottomless,'*

is declining, though but slowly. In
1801, about 1 6,000, OOOlbs. of tobacco
were consumed in Britain ; in 1852,
28,000,000lbs. ; so that, the increase of
the population being considered, the

proportionate consumption is some-
what diminished.

Not the least interesting contribu-

tion to the volume is the description of
the manufacture of sugar from the cane
and beet. It is superfluous to argue
that the beet-sugar industry is adapted
to this country, since it has been often

proved, both that the Irish-grown roots

are rich in sugar, and that it can be
extracted as cheaply here as elsewhere,

if experience and activity be engaged
in the task. In reference to this im-
portant matter, it is suid :

—

" The character of the resources of Ireland

is very different from that of England. Our
mines are in general poorer, our coal inferior,

and that fortunate association of the various

raw materials which is required in some of

the must important manufactures that

give to England her chief power U3 a
great manufacturing nation, is much rarer

in Ireland. We mm*, therefore, make up,

by skill and artistic taste, what we lack in

geological wealth. To us, a manufacture

that has gTowu up under peculiar difficulties

iu countries that, like our own, are poor in

those resources which form the real basis of

England's prosperity—tliat requires skill and

perseverance to carry it out— and that can

only succeed by a system of economy un-

equalled, perhaps, in any other branch of in-

dustry, ought to be particularly welcome."

The culture of flax and the linen

manufacture are topics of surpassing

interest, not only because we have

attained a superiority in this profitable

branch of industry, and employ largo

numbers in prosecuting it, but from

the fact that the use of flax was known
in the most ancient times. In the

Scriptures of the Old Testameut we
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have frequent allusions to its growth
and manufacture, in connexion with

the earlier history of Egypt. The
symbolic representations which abound
on the Contic tombs plainly indicate

the general prevalence of the industry

at a most remote antiquity ; and what
is more remarkable, the linen in which
the mummies are wrapped is finer in

texture than any we can produce, al-

though the fibre is not softer in general

at the Nile than in Europe. Flax has

always been cultivated in the conti-

nental countries congenial to its ma-
ture development ; and every year it

is becoming more largely a staple

product of the Irish soil. The flax

industry was probably introduced into

this country by the Phoenicians, and has

continued to make progress through
every vicissitude of our history. At
first the plant was reared by the cot-

tagers in small quantities for personal

use ; but in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries its cultivation was ra-

pidly extended. Within the last ten

years there has been a most surprising

increase in the breadth sown, which
clearly shows that the farmers find it a

profitable crop. In 1847, there were,

in round numbers, 58,000 acres under
flax in Ireland; in 1853, not less than

1 75,000. The whole of the Irish flax

crop is not consumed in this country.

About an equal quantity, of 8,000 tons,

is imported from Belgium and Russia,

and exported by us to England, Scot-

land, and France. The trade with the

United States in the fibre has not yet

attained any importance. There is,

indeed, a wide field for Irish producers

in the growing demand for export to

Great Britain and France ; and the

employment afforded by the growth, as

well as the manufacture of flax, thus

increasing yearly, must form a great

element of our future prosperity, as it

has, to some degree, contributed to

the present high degree of comfort en-

joyed in a part of the island :

—

"When it is remembered that fully 90,000

tons of foreign flax are yearly imported

Into the United Kingdom, 19,000 into

France, and 0,000 into Belgium, it will be

seen that there is a large opening for our

flax, especially as the bulk of the import

into all these countries is of descriptions of

fibre with which our flax can moat favour-

ably compete, both as to quality and price.

It is no unusual thing to see at the quays of

Belfast a British schooner loading flax for

Havre or Landernau, alongside a French

lugger discharging Indian corn from Bsy-
onne, or wheat from Nantes."

Mr. M'Adam, the writer of this pa-
per on the flax industry, pens the fol-

lowing graphic—or pictorial—descrip-

tion of the numerous processes reuuired
to bring the plant to a state of finish,

in ;i uleacbed fabric :—

" The flax plant is grown in Holland in

immense flats, ottering a carious contiast to

the small plots of the Belgian petite culturt.

The aspect of many hundred acres of the rich

green stems, with their delicate blue flowers

waving in the breeze, is a beautiful sight to

the month of June, and leads the reflective

mind to pass in review the various transfor-

mations which the graceful plant must as-

sume before it is spread as a snowy and
tasteful fabric on the tables of the rich ; aS
gauzy cambric, grasped by fair hands, waft-
ing rich perfume through the crowded ball-

room ; as a coarse but serviceable garment,
enveloping the sturdy boor; or a* heavy
canvas swelling its bosom to the embrade of
the boisterous winds, and carrying the gal-

lant bark and her precious freight to di*unt
shores. Before it can assume the>e various

forms, it will be torn from its natal soil

;

drowned in the ditches of a marshy hollow,

It will undergo partial decomposition; then,

freed from its grosser elements, it will repose

on the verdant sward until the last traces of

the muddy and unsavoury pool are wasIked

away by the rain and dew, and evaporated

by the sun. Bruised by heavy stones, and
then beaten by bard blades nf wood, it will

next appear in long and lustrous filaments.

Imprisoned in bales, it will be carried to the

quays of Rotterdam ; steam on the water,

and steam on the land, will alternately trans-

port it across an arm of the sea, an island,

and another watery channel, and it will

again see the light in the midst of a great

Ulster factory, whose whirring wheels and
clanking engines suggest the tortures it has
yet to suffer. Seized by a stroDg hand, it

will be torn through a horrid row of close-

set iron pins; or, severed into lengths, be-

tween the jaws of a devouring monster of

steel, it will be squeezed into clasps, to be
pushed into another implement of torture,

where it will be raised and lowered, torn and
scraped, and, losing a third of its substance,

be carried on to another room. There, find-

ing itself among the gentler sex, it might
hope for more tender treatment, but thb
hope will soon be extinguished. Either by it-

self, or joined with companions in misfortune,

—kindred fibres from the steppes of Russia,

or the green vales of Ireland, — it will be
softly hid on a leathern couch. But this

Procrustean bed carries it between two ruth-

less cylinders, which begin a series of press-

ing and squeezing, of drawing and jagging

tortures, which continue until, sadly attana-
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ated, bat withal firmer, softer, and straipht-

er, it is carried to another machine, where it

is partly twisted, to inure it to tbe next
operation. For here it is forced to pass

through heated water, and, dripping and
swollen, it is caught by a whirling spindle,

whose gr.isp tightens, until our exhausted
fibre becomes a miserable shadow of its for-

mer self, but yet so hardened by misfortune

as to be fitted for taking a useful place in

the world. After some drying, and winding,

and boiling in caustic ley, and drying again,

and smearing with paste, our fibre finds It-

self in a machine, at which is seated a man,
who, by quick and regular movements of

foot and hantl, makes it take an extraordi -

nary flight from one end to another, up and
down, across and aloug, and at lust it finds

itself bound up, with many companion?, in

a close embraro. Although it has yet to

undergo certain ti ials, its fate in life is fixed

and const it nted. The associated fibres, now
inseparable in weal and woe, are boiled in

ley, dipped first in one strange chemical

liquid, and then in another, and afterwaids

once more sea the light of the sun, and once

more repose on the soft grass. This is a

moment of peace, and its effect is evidenced

by the beauty then assumed. All grosser

matter has departed, unable to bear the hard

ordeal undergone, and the purity of what
remains n evidenced by a dazzling whiteness

which covers the green meadow like a wreath

of snow. But this repose is soon interrupted,

for the fabric is carried away to a building

where it is again soaped, and rubbed, and

scoured, and washed, until it absolutely pains

the eye with whiteness. Then it is dried,

and its heaviest trial, though it is the con-

cluding one, is being beaten or beetled, with

heavy wooden beam*, the rapid succession of

whose unremitting blows re-echoes from the

sides of the glen. M;n and muchincs take

it afterwards, and put it through a variety

of manoeuvres, until at last, folded and flat*

tencd, white and shining, it is clothed with

gaudy trappings of gold and tinsel, of purple

and crimson ; and in a few weeks it is riding

on male-back at tbe foot of the Andes, or

carried by snorting river-monsters up the

mighty MUsisippi, or lying in the caravan-

serai of the Moslem, or spread out before the

ga*o of the devout citizens of liome."

By taking advantage ofevery branch
of trade, however apparently trifling in

character, and pursuing it with exteu-

siveness and energy, the English manu-
facturer outstrips the world. We have
not yet folly learned this lesson. In tbe

trifling article of ornamental wrappings
for webs of linen, Irish manufacturers

have for many years paid some £60,000
annually to London and Parisian ar-

tists. A little education and enterprise

would have secured the expenditure of

this sum in Dublin or in Belfast ; and
this is but one of many similar in-

stances which may suggest themselves

to the reader. Our commonest articles

of consumption, which might be made
cheaper at our doors than anywhere
else, are received from other countries

;

sometimes because we want the enter-

prise to compete successfully with our
more active neighbours, but oftener,

we arc inclined to think, because we
are unskilful or unwilling. Practical

education is too much disregarded in

Ireland, and an absurd idea is abroad
that respectability is associated with
idleness or learned leisure. A gentle-

man of fortune never dreams of in-

structing his sons in any branch of
trade, or of placing them in a position

to multiply by industry the compe-
tency they inherit from him. Even
professional men, who know by bitter

experience the difficulty of succeeding
where the aspirants are so numerous,
and have only made their way onward
by a life-long struggle, cause their

children to prepare for the same trying

battle of life, when many opportuni-
ties of securing an independence, and
even superfluous wealth, during tho
energetic years of early manhood, at

little comparative risk or discomfort,

offer themselves in the numberless
avenues of commerce aud manufac-
ture.

We hope that we are not over-san-

guine in believing that this error is

yielding to the progress of a better

spirit in Ireland. Assuredly, until it

is removed, we will not be equal to

competition with British skill and
vigour, no matter what may be our
natural advantages or elements of
superiority. There can be no better

way of encouraging a healthy tone in

refereuce to trade, than by the circu-

lation of such information as we find

in the volume which we are now con-
sidering. We could have no more
emphatic testimony to the value of
intelligent industry, and the success

which must attend the skilful invest-

ment of capital, than the simple fact,

that there are thirty-nine flax factories

in and around Belfast ; and, on the

other hand, what can be stronger evi-

dence of the lack of information and
enterprise in other districts than the

circumstance, that out of Ulster there

are only nine factories— two of these

being but recently erected ? A few
figures will show what northern energy
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has accomplished. In the flax -spinning

trade of L later there are

—

" 58,000 spindles, representing a capital

of 1*2,370,000 sunk in building* and ma-
chinery. Then there is the direct employ-

mem of 23,000 factory workers, earning an
aggregate of £3u0,000 annually ; besides

the indirect employment to iron-found rs,

black iiiiitlLS, tinsmith-, carpenter*, kc , ice.

There are, at Kclfast al<m\ about sixty ves-

sels constantly employed in providing fuel for

the motive- powt-r of such factoriei as nro

driven by steam, which consume fully

200,000 tons of coal annually. Then these

factories yearly spin up 30,000 tons of flax

and tow, value £2,100,000. And lastly,

they produce about 10,500,000 bundles of

yarn, value, say, £2,800,000."

The export trade of Irish yarns to

Great Britain, Germany, Belgium, and
Spain, is large, and increasing yearly.

Thus, in 1852, wo find an increase over
the exports of 1850, amounting to

above 2,000,000 lbs. Certain fine kinds

of handspun are imported from Ger-
many and France, but the quantity is

small. The work before us contains

treatises on the employment of other

textiles, to which reference cannot
here be made.

In an elaborate notice ofthe agricul-

tural machinery presented to view in

the late Exhibition—indicating the pe-
culiar advantages of several important
applications ofmechanical science to the

operations ofthe farmer,there illustrated

—the Editor speaks admonishingly to

Irish agriculturists, and hopefully of
the changed condition of the country.

There can be no doubt that Ireland has

made rapid strides, whatever may have
been the impelling cause, within the

last three or lour years. In nothing is

this more remarkable than in the im-
proved state of our agriculture. Old
notions are vanishing, and a desire of
active progress has been awakened.
Machinery is to a wider extent used
to facilitate the labour of culture ; and
this alone is a good symptom of inani-

mation. A more settled spirit of in-

dustry pervades the peasantry, and the

smaller tenant-farmers are now apply-

ing themselves to their task more ener-

getically. Every person who has tra-

velled through the provinces this season,

or during last year, has found this to

be the case very generally. He has

seen many tokens of greater skill and
vigour than in the " good old times,"

when King Indolence seemed to hold

his court in our fields as well as our
workshops, and to receive homage at

every wayside and under every green
tree. We think the writer of these

papers is fully justified in stating that

the consolidation of farms, and the in-

creased activity and intelligence now
apparent, are of hopeful augury. No-
thing will so contribute to sustain the
impetus given of late to agriculture

as the diifusion of that practical know-
ledge of the science, of which the Irish

farmer has hithert o been almost totally

ignorant ; for in no branch of effort,

perhaps, is superior skill and energy
more quickly requited than in the cul-

tivation of the soil.

In an article on the paper manufac-
ture we lind the following figures,

among other statistics, showing the

steady increase of this branch of Indus'
try in Ireland, since 1844 :—

Year. Amount.

1814 . 4,557,306 lbs.

1845 . 6,662,104 „
1846 . 5,875,775 „
1817 . 5,711,546 f ,

1848 . 6,583,461 „
1849 . 6,272,563 „
1850 . 6,719,502 „

. 6,983,646 .,1851 .

1852 . . 7,373,012 „

But after all, how little we are able

to manufacture in proportion with our
English competitors, let the following

figures indicate: In 1850, the number
of paper-mills in Ireland was 37 ; the

quantity of paper produced, 6,719,502
lbs. ; while in the same year there

were 327 mills in England, producing

105,712,953 lbs. Even Scotland out-

strips us. In 1850, there were 51 mills

in that country, making 28,600,0 1 9 lbs.;

nearlyfour tunes more being produced
in each than in the Irish manufactories.

The greater number of the mills in

Ireland are small, irregularly worked,

and not efficiently managed, although

we have not fewer facilities for this

branch ofindustry than our neighbours.

At present the demand* for paper is

very much increased, and the supply

is scarcely sufficient for the market.

Large premiums have been offered for

the adaptation of a new material to

the manufacture ofprinting paper, and
if the turf- fibre can be successfully

used, we may calculate on a rapid and
profitable extension of the trade in this

country. That material isexhaustless.

We scarcely think that straw -paper
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will ever be made fine enough in

texture to be applied to general pur-
poses; but for particular uses it will

soon be extensively employed.
The sections of this work devoted to

general and ornamental manufactures
are throughout encouraging. Although
in nearly every page we meet stubborn
facts evidencing our very great infe-

riority in Ireland to Great Britain and
some Continental countries, in most
branches of industry, with almost the
same frequency we encounter token? of
improvement. We are no longer de-
scending the hill, or remaining station-

ary in a mean position near the bottom,
but bravely contending for its higher
prominences. The pulsations of a new
life are felt in our social frame. The
late Exhibition contained numerous in-

dications of this returning vigour; and
there can be little doubt that it mate-
rially aided the development ofthe coun-
try's resources, directly, by presenting
to view our unworked wealth, and
showing how in many cases it might be
multiplied by skilful utilisation; and in-

directly, by giving greater strength to

the spirit of industrial enterprise,

whose influences had begun to prevail

over disorganising agitation and cri-

minal inactivity. When, in another
generation, a temple dedicated to the

peaceful arts may again be erected in

our midst, its halls will not be crowd-
ed with the products of other lands,

but occupied by the trophies of our
own victories. There is a tide in the
affairs of nations as of individuals. We
trust it has been " taken at the turn "

in this country's chequered history,

and will bear us forward on its bosom
to wide-spread comfort, generating
that truest national independence
whose strength slumbers in the sinews
of toil, whose rejoicings are the many-
voiced sounds of emulous labour, and
the permanent prevalency of which is

guaranteed by its own energies.

We have yet made no reference to a
part of this record of the Great Exhi-
bition, which to many readers will

prove the most interesting— the sec*

tion on Fine Art. Whatever doubt may
have been originally entertained as to

the propriety of introducing a collec-

tion of paintings into an exposition

plainly intended to promote practical

industry, none can now regret that the

great works of the ancient and modern
masters were assembled for our admira-
tion and instruction. It was meet that

the Spiritual should be acknowledged
with tue Material in a building which
included in miniature the engagements
and aspirations of mankind. It was
necessary to place Art before the peo-

ple of this country in its purity and
power, because they have had no
opportunities of holding communion
wilh its richest beauties, such as those

enjoyed in other lauds by j>easant as

Avell as prince. It was our object,

also, to educate the eye and the mind,
to refine the taste, to elevate the ima-
gination, to exalt that appreciation of
loveliness which our countrymen im-
bibe from their youth upward, as they
gaze on the varied splendours enclosed

within their narrow isle. We rejoiee

that Fine Art found a place in the Great
Irish Exhibition; and we know that

its influence has been civilising, as it

must, indeed, ever be.

The writer of the Essays on Art
which are included in this volume, is

a devoted disciple of all that is true,

and beautiful, and pure. In his ap-
preciation of the mauy remarkable
conceptions which occupy his criti-

cism, he manifests the spirit of an
Artist. He can re-paint with the pen
what the hand he admires has traced

with the pencil ; and while we read some
of his descriptions of scenery, as of
Turner's Italian landscape,—or his ex-
positions of devotional feeling, as em-
bodied in the works of the Masters,—
or his elucidations of the Idea worked
out by the seulptor, in such exquisite

pieces of statuary as the " Eve " of
M'Dowell, Hogan's " Faun," or the
" Sabrina " of Marshall,— we recall

every form and feature, every gleam
of sunlight and shade of repose, every
expressive attitude and line of signifi-

cance. Although we cannot agree
with some of his views, or fully sym-
pathise with the vague mysticism in

which he enwraps Art's Ideal beauty,
we have more than once perused his

reflections with a pleasure which in-

creased with every returning examina-
tion. Whatever exception we might
take to some of the principles here and
there indicated by him, he displays in

his special criticisms an acquaintance

with Art (not that of the mere man-
nerist or affected connoisseur), a power
of close observation, and a generous
impartiality, which entitle his judg-

ments to largo respect. Ho speaks

also as an " instructor " to the Irish

student, and points his ambition to
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the lofty eminences where alone Art is

to be wooed. The Exhibition afforded

ample scope for the judicious critic.

Never before, in these countries, did Ra-
faelle and Rubens, Hogan and Turner,
and the host of great names which lie

within the period of time they em-
brace—the princes of ancient and mo-
dern Art— meet together on the same
stage. The comments of the writer

to whose treatises we have been refer-

ring, were practically useful last sum-
mer in expounding their characteristic

excellences, and in their new form will

be not less valuable.

It is now permitted us to speak of
the Irish National Gallery as a certain

fruit of the late display of Fine Art
in Dublin. Once established with fa-

vourable auspices, and placed under
the control of persons really familiar

with Art—not amateurs, but artists

—

there can be no doubt of its perma-
nent success. That exhibitions of pure
Art have been but poorly attended hi-

therto is no cause ofdiscouragement

—

taste must grow as education improves,

and education will not be improved
until the means are afforded. In ten

years, perhaps, we may see the vic-

tory. At present Art is almost no-

thing in Ireland. It is unpatronised,

undervalued, if not despised. Our
great names adorn the English Aca-
demy ; not that they prefer another

country to their own, but because they

are unappreciated at home. If, how-
ever, the love of Art should spread,

and exercise as wide an influence

among us as in some of the Continen-

tal states, then may we expect to ma-
ture a Barry, a Maclise, a Foley, and
a M'Dowell, and retain them where
all their sympathies are centred, in

tho land of their birth. To cultivate

this extensive and intelligent apprecia-

tion of pure Art we have looked with

sanguine hope to the Irish Institution, us

the germ of a Public Gallery, founded
On a proper basis, and open to all

Classes of the people. But wc cer-

tainly did not anticipate that success

would "follow the exertions of the com-
mittee of that institution so rapidly as

it has'done, and the result, therefore,

js all the more gratifying. The Irish

National Gallery is now legally consti-

tuted^y^an Act, whose provisions seem
to pluce it on a proper basts, and to

guarantee its efficient management. Its

governing body, which is to hold office

for five vears, contains the names of
several Irish artists and well-known
connoisseurs ; and we trust that every
lover of Art will promote their objects
by all means within his power.
Wc rejoice, in conclusion, that the

practical nature ofthe Great Exhibition
of 1853 has found a permanent embo-
diment in the elaborate volume now
before us. The salutary influences and
direct in structiveness ofthe display will

be continued by its means. It will

tend to sustain that healthy tone of
self-reliant energy which pervaded the
public mind last year, and show in

what channels it may be successfully

exerted. It indicates, especially, the

great importance to this country of
those numerous branches of manufac-
ture, ofa minor ktndt which demand no
great amount of capital or superior
skill, and are particularly suited to our

sition and resources. In attending
these, the British producer extends

his trade, multiplies his profits, and
provides labour for the many. Almost
every English county is covered with
largo factories, crowded with workmen
engaged in the manufacture of the

simplest articles of personal or house-
bold convenience, on a scale which en-

sures immense profits ; and these levi-

athan establishments have grown up
without the special advantages whicn
we possess for some of their occupa-
tions, by the power of indomitable

energy alone. The branches ofindus-
try peculiarly adapted to the resources

of Ireland arc numerous. We want
but the same intelligence and activity

to reap like rich rewards of personal

and national prosperity. Let us not,

however, look backward regretfully on
the past, but rather hopefully enter the

path of future improvement Within
a very short period returning life and
vigour have thrilled the life-blood of

our sickly state. The fearful depres-

sion of the years of famine and death

has been succeeded by the most copious

blessings. Everything is encouraging
—the earth yields her increase with

generosity, and the spirit of the toiler

is glad. We are no longer gating at

the Utopia of enthusiasts, or indulging

in the day-dreams of idle folly: we
have found at last the true panacea for

our social ills ; and the time, we be-

lieve, draws nigh when Ireland will be
no longer a by-word and reproach, but
a praise ami an honour in Christendom.
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THE NOTT CORIIESPONDEKCE AND MEMOIRS.

I* has been laid down by received
authority, and adopted as an axiom,
that wars and battles are chiefly com-
pounded of errors; that the best gene-
rals are sometimes at fault, and that

the ablest practitioners in this com.
plicated science, are those who commit
the fewest mistakes. Now, the first

invasion of Afghanistan was altoge-

ther a gigantic blunder: wrong in

conception, unskilful in detail, and dis-

astrous in result. The government
started on a baseless foundation; the

eommanders executed a series of false

movements; and for the first time since

Kngland ranked amongst conquering
nations, an army of her soldiers, nu-
merically sufficient, if well handled, to

hold the country in which they were
unwelcome guests, was annihilated

even to the last camp follower. The
catastrophe parallels with the retreat

of Nicias from Syracuse, and the Might

of Napoleon from Moscow. Yet, so

flattering was the commencement of

the campaign, that the capture of
Ghuznee was pronounced a feat of
arms equal to the storming of Badajo*
or St. Sebastian ; peerages and red ri-

bands were lavishly squandered, where
courts-martial would have been more
appropriate ; and lucky accidents were
laudea to the skies, as deeply-planned
and skilful combinations. 1 ho first

military authority in the world, the

Duke of Wellington, pronounced de-

cidedly against this war, as soon as he
beard it was undertaken; and when he
read of what was called the triumphant
march to Caubul, he observed, "lknow
what British troops can do, and I

never doubted that part of the busi-

ness, but now their real difficulties will

commence." The sequel showed that

he spoke with oracular wisdom.
The second war, the war of retri-

bution, retrieved the errors of the first;

because the Government, when finally

roused to decisive action, and taught

by experience, selected competent ge-
nerals, to whom they delegated dis-

cretionary power, unfettered by the

presence of political agents, envoys,

or bewildering enthusiasts. Had they
done this at first, England would have
saved an army, and been spared a
bitter lesson ; but the double infliction

will not bo without its uses, if our
Indian rulers, present and future,

happen to have imbibed a little pros-

pective wisdom, with the unpalatable
draught of defeat and disgrace which
they prepared for themselves, and were
compelled to swallow in such unmiti-

gated doses. Afghanistan is associa-

ted with the darkest chapter in the

annals of British India ; but when we
turn over the gloomy pages, bright

episodes occasionally present them-
selves, and the names of Nott, Pollock,

Sale, and Dennie, stand boldly forward,

to tell how reverses were retrieved,

and through what gallant agency they

might hare been prevented from oc-

curring. The right men were not
wanting, had they been chosen, and
allowed to act at the critical moment

;

instead of being held back, to repair

the consequences of a blow which
ought never to have been struck.

In modern days, soldiers wield the

pen as dexterously as the sword, and
military writers are as abundant as

military leaders. Accordingly, many
publications issued rapidly from the

press, on these " untoward events,"

in the form of narratives, journals,

and correspondence, in all of which
the authors described what they saw,

felt, and thought, and the particular

events in which each had participated.

They all came under the head of in-

sulated sketches, rather than consecu-

tive history, but every deficiency was
supplied by Mr. Kaye's elaborate and
maturely digested work,* which ap-

peared towards the close of 1851, nine
years after the conclusion of the last

campaign, when passions had cooled
down, prejudices had subsided with
time, and sound conclusions were de~

ducible from authentic sources. This
writer had the good fortune to become
possessed of ample documents, which

• " History of the War in Afghanistan, from Unpublished Letters and Journals." Fy
J.W.Kays. 2 vols. Loadon; Bsutley. 18*1.
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he sifted with a fearless and truthful

spirit, unbiassed by private feeling, or

the trammels of oflicial obligation.

Having no place to lose, and no pa.

tron to offend or flatter, he could afford

to venture an honest judgment, with-

out apprehension of consequences. It

is not often that a contemporaneous
historian, whatever may be his incli-

nation or opportunities, is so situated

that he can venture to exercise the

stern impartiality of Thucydides.
The volumes recently given to the

public by Mr. Stocqueler,* comprise

the personal biography and private

correspondence of one of the ablest

and most successful officers who held

command, both during the temporary
eclipse of England's glory, and in the

subsequent vindication of her power
and prowess. Sir William Nott com-
bined all the requisites of an effective

soldier. He had a clear head, a sound
judgment, a resolute, enterprising

spirit, and no nervous dread of re-

sponsibility, when called upon by cir-

cumstances to act promptly on his

own discretion. This feeling of doubt
and diffidence is a vice engendered by
our system, and has marred the pros-

pects of many English generals, who
fear to strike, and suffer chances to

escape, from the knowledge that defeat

is never pardoned, and a second trial

is rarely accorded after a first mis-

carriage. Lord Wellington, during

the Peninsular campaigns, told the

ministers that his officers lost their

judgment, and became helpless when
left to themselves. On this point, the

historian, Sir W. Napier, has emphati-

cally remarked, that "every officer

knew that, without powerful interest,

his future prospects and past services

would wither under the blight of a dis-

aster; that a selfish Government would
instantly offer him as a victim to a mis-

judging public and a ribald press,

with which success is the only criterion

of merit." English generals are, and
must be prodigal ot their lives to

gain reputation ; but they are timid in

command, because a single failure,

without a fault, consigns them to

shame and abuse. Nott was made of
"sterner stuff" than to give way
under any such apprehensions. He
was confident of his powers, and

ready to rely on them. But it

must be admitted, eveu by his most
enthusiastic admirers, that he was quick
in temper and unguarded in speech

—

qualities more in keeping with the
blunt soldier than the astute diploma-
mist ; and that, as is common with men
of hasty temperament, he said more
under the impulse of the moment than
he himself would have sanctioned on
mature reflection. Let this be reason-
ably weighed in estimating the value of
his opinions. It may also be observed,
that his confidential letters to the mem-
bers of his own family and intimate
friends, were not written with a view-

to publication ; but this by no means
divests them of their intrinsic va-
lue, as leaving a true reflex of the
mind of the writer, or as throwing va-
luable light on transactions the real

colours of which are not often por-
trayed in the public despatches which
supply the material of a gazette extra-
ordinary. English generals have not
yet, according to the Russian rule,

been instructed to compose two ac-
counts of the same event— a flourish

for the world, and the truth for the
Government ; but importantdetails find

their way into private communications
which it would be equally injudicious

and unnecessary to parade iu an offi-

cial document. These become essen-

tial evidence for the future historian,

and assist him in the disentanglement
of apparently mysterious occurrences.

Many of the most remarkable facts

have been established through the
channel of what is commonly called
" secret history ;" but letters written

at the time from actors in the scenes

they describe, are much more to be
depended on than gossiping journals,

compiled at leisure long after the
events, and derived from secondary
sources. Private correspondence which
treats of public characters in their pub-
lic duties, must be considered as cor-

roborative and legitimate testimony of
the most valuable description.

Carmarthen has reason to feel proud
of two such townsmen as Nott and
Picton, and has erected statues and
columns in their honour with patriotic

exultation. There was more than one
point of strong similarity in the career

and characters of these distinguished

* " Memoir and Correspondence of Major-General Sir William Nott, G.C.B.'' By J.

H. Stocqueler, Esq. 2 vols. London : Hurst and Blackett. 1854.
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generals. Tbe promotion of both was
slow, and more owing to personal merit

than incidental interest. Each served

above twenty years before attaining

the rank of regimental major; both

arrived at command in the autumn of

life; both were impetuous, plain-spoken,

frank, and unpretending in manner,
independent in spirit, and fearless in

the expression of their feelings ; both
were decisive in action, and ready to

act when permitted; unpopular with

the superior authorities, but respected

by the men under them, though strict

disciplinarians—for the soldiers felt and
knew that with such leaders there was
little apprehension ofdefeat. The pres-

tige of success has more attractive in-

fluence than stars, titles, and decora-

tions. Picton was descended from an
ancient family ; Nott from a race of
yeomen ; but both were the artists of
their own fortunes, and owed the ho-

nours they achieved exclusively to

themselves. Nott, being a Company's
officer, viewed the Queen's service with

jealousy, and rather undervalued the

commanders who were placed over him,
thron2h established regulations rather

than superior ability. He had been
accustomed all his life to sepoys, whom
he considered quite on a level with Eu-
ropean soldiers, and even better adapted
to the peculiar warfare of their coun-

try. " With five thousand of these

brave fellows," he wrote more than
once, " I would meet twenty thousand
Affghans in the open field, and thrash

them to their hearts* content." On
several occasions he proved that this

was no empty boast, and was fully

borne out in his judgment by facts;

for under his own leadership his faith-

ful followers never failed him. In tho

meantime, his free expressions made
him enemies in the cabinet, frightened

the high officials, and nearly induced

them to remove tho troublesome lieu-

tenant who ventured to oppose some of

their wild schemes, and to act on in-

dependent views. " I am decidedly

of opinion," said he, without reserve

or circumlocution, " that a Queen's
officer, be he ever so talented, is to-

tally unfit to command the Company's
army." This, we must confess, is ra-

ther a sweeping sentence, savouring

somewhat of personal mortification and
bitterness; and, though the conclusion

is drawn on the supposed inexperience

of the individuals preferred, the pre-

mises are not always applicable.

When Lord Auckland in 1838, in

an evil hour, determined that Shah
Soojah was " the desired" of the Aff-

ghans who had banished him, and, is-

suing his famous Simlah manifesto, of
the 1st of October, rushed into the

first war, Nott, who had hitherto only
been distinguished as an efficient co-

lonel of a regiment, was appointed to

the command of a brigade, and subsc-

quently,with the rank of major-general,
to the leadership of a division. He
bad very recently lost his wife, with
whom he had lived happily for thirty-

three years, was in low spirits, in indif-

ferent health, and in the fifty-sixth

year of his own age. He obtained his

first commission as an ensign in 1800,
and with the exception of a short resi-

dence in England of less than three

years, between 1822 and 1 825, tbe whole
of his time and service had been passed
in India. He had scarcely any oppor-
tunities of active employment in the
field, but he was continually occupied
in studying the science of war; and,
when the hour of action came at last,

he quickly demonstrated that his lei-

sure had been profitably employed.
The war commenced, and was car-

ried on under circumstances which,
without the intervention of a miracle,

courted failure, and rendered ultimate

success impossible. We crossed the
Indus, passed into a land, of the nature,
resources, and inhabitants of which we
knew nothing, and entered on a long
and distant enterprise, in a miserably
poor and barren country, with inade-

quate means, deficiency of transport,

and without a safe base of operations

;

above all, without a Roostum at the
head of affairs, capable of conceiving or
executing a great stroke, should the
opportunity arise. The Punjaub and
Scinde, then ruled by Runjeet Singh,
and the Ameers, lay between us and
our Indian empire. These princes
were our ostensible friends, but the
principal bond of amity was tho con-
viction of our invincibility, which a
single reverse might shake, if not de-
stroy entirely. Runjeet Singh proved
faithful under the disasters, but the
Ameers were treacherous. The Indus
has now become, for the present, our
own frontier, and affords something
like a secure line in the event of future

contests, which none can foresee, and
which Russian intrigues are constantly

struggling to engender. It was at first

intended that the " army of the In-
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das," as it was pompously designated,

should be led by General Sir Henry
Fane, at that time commander-in-chief

in India, who had won laurels in the

Peninsula, and was accounted an able

officer. But this plan was given up,

and the command passed over to Sir

John Keane, a brigade general of
average reputation ; but those who had
served under him in America were not
impressed with a very exalted notion

of his capacity or personal resources.

Sir William Napier has observed, with

tru th («
4 Conquest of Scindc ") , that tho

enterprise about to be undertaken de-

manded the genius of a Hannibal, and
that the ranks of the English army em-
ployed, afforded no great master in

the art military, likely to rival the re-

nown of the illustrious Carthaginian.

Our generals in India are usually at-

tended and thwarted by "political

agents," who pester them with advice,

often founded on very little experience

and defective information* while at the

same time they are invested with a
controlling power which reduces the

executive official to a cipher, or pre-

vents him from acting at the decisive

moment. Sad and reiterated expe-

rience has greatly modi tied this system,

but until it is abandoned altogether,

repetitions of the disasters of Caubul
will inevitably occur. To ensure con-

quest and success in distant wars, the

military and civil functions ought to

be united in the same individual. The
Koman pro-consuls who carried the

eagles of the republic to the extremi-

ties of the world, were at once the ge-

nerals of the victorious armies and the

legislative governors of the conquered
provinces.

Before the army moved forward
from the Punjaub, en route to their

projected conquest, a grand review of
fifteen thousand troops of all arms
took place on the left bank of the

Sutlej, as a display of force, for the as-

tonishmen t of Hunjeet Singh, and to

give the officers commanding divisions

and brigades an initiatory lesson in the

practice (to which they had been little

accustomed) of handling troops in the

field. Nott was not much enchanted

with the skill they displayed. " The
whole army," he writes, u was ma-
noeuvred by General Fane this morn-
ing. Oh, now I wished to have done,

in half an hour, what they all bungled

at from six to ten. o'clock." Soon after

the march began, he .says again, " I

have no doubt we shall give a good ac-

count of any enemy who may oppose
us, unless it be the fault of ourgenerals.
Iam sure the troops will do their duty."

He wrote under the disappointment of
seeing men placed over his head by in.

terest or existing arrangements, whom
he could not avoid feeling to be below
his own standard ; but the want of skill,

combination, and correct knowledge
of the country, by which the move-
ments of the advance were regulated,

have been amply testified by many dis-

interested historians. One of the

gravest sins against established military

rules, was sending the cavalry in ad-

vance through a highly intersected

country such as Upper Scinde. This

troceeding more than doubled the de-

ly of operations, the political effect of

which depended most materially op
rapid movement. Of this march
through Scinde, Mr. Stocqueler writes

as follows :—

" The annals of the British campaigns hi

India, or indeed in any other part of the

world, do not furnish a parallel to the mise-

ries and losses experienced by the unopposed
4 army of the Indus.' The marches from

Shikarpore to Dudur, at the foot of the Iio-

lun Pass, lay through extensive sandy de-

serts and dry jungles ; the water was every-

where extremely scarce, and such as was
obtained was muddy, brackish, stagnant,

poisonous
;
forage was obtained with great

difficulty; the camels died by fifties and
hundreds ; the Beloochee mountaineers plun-

dered every opportunity, assassinating strag*

glers and bearing off their burthens ; t lie.-an

was powerful, the glare distressing; com-
munication with the rear was seriously in-

terrupted, for the maraudiug propensities of

the Scinde robbers extended to the dawks
(letter earners), and not one letter in S
dozen ever reached its destination."

During the march, Nott was super-

seded in the command of his division

by the appointment of a load major-
general, and felt so mortified that he
was nearly tempted to resign. Butaftcr
an angry and useless remonstrance with

Sir John Keaue, he fell back, for the

present, to his brigade, or he might
have lost forever the opportunity of

future honours and distinction. In
the meantime he forwarded his re-

monstrance to the governor-general,

the reply to which, after considerable

delay, was a rejection, accompanied by
a sharp reprimand, with an order to

obey or relinquish his command. Uis
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haughty, independent spirit would
have adopted the latter alternative,

only that he was called upon, in addi-

tion, to refund the sum of nine thou-

sand rupees, which he had drawn while

in cliarge of the first division. For the

sake of his family, he bowed to imme-
diate necessity, swallowed the mortifi-

cation, and finally established his claim

to the money, which was justly his own.
Nott, who was burning with the

desire of distinguishing himself in the

field, was much mortified at being left

behind in command at Candahar, when
the army advanced upon Ghuznee, on
the road to Caubul. Hi* clear penetra-

tion soon discovered that we had
placed ourselves in a false position

;

that Shah Soojah was detested ; that

we were most unwelcome intruders,

holding, in fact, only the ground on
which we were encamped, or the few
fortresses that f*:ll iuto our possession

;

and that the ominous clouds, gathering
in every quarter, would shortly burst

in one overwhelming storm. But his

opinions were unheeded, his sugges-
tions rarely followed, and he was
looked upon at head quarters as a
troublesome, discontented man. In

the meantime, Sir John Keane ad-
vanced to Ghuznee, leaving his but-

teriu^-train behind at Candahar, whi-
ther it had been transported through
the passes, with infinite expense and
difficulty, and utterly unavailable for

the chief purpose for which it had been
brought. lie listened to reports from
officers, who snid they had seen Ghuz-
nee, and described its defences as in-

significant. Accordingly he advanced
with light field-pieces against a for-

tress which had never been taken, and
was loudly vaunted by the Aifghans as

impregnable. When he arrived he
discovered his error, and was placed
in what the Yankees call "an awk-
ward fix;" but his commanding en-

gineer, Captain Thompson, blew in a
gate with powder-bags, the columns
of Sale ana Dcnnie carried the place

by storm, and the successful general
became the " hero of Ghuznee," and
a peer of the realm. In his official

record, announcing the achievement,

he declared that the place was, both
naturally and artificially, one of the
most formidable fortified posts in the
world— a singular opinion from one
who bad looked on Gibraltar, Malta,
and Corfu, but not out q( keening in

the desDUtchi'd ut a rh.ms'jdha.1 cam.

mander, anxious to make the most of
the lucky accident which established

his fortune. The fighting was princi-

pally confined to this dashing coup da
main. Dost Mohammed fled from
Caubul, Shah Soojah was solemnly
inaugurated in the Bala Hissar, the

policy of the British Government ap-
peared triumphant in every point, and
it became little better than mutiny to

bint a dissentient opinion, or murmur
a prophetic foreboding. So perfectly

established did the new system of
things appear to those in power, that

the occupying force was reduced, and
several of the principal officers in com-
mand returned to India, laurelled and
rewarded victors. When these changes
took place, and first Sir John Keane,
and then Sir Willoughby Cotton left

Caubul, the commander-in-chief. Sir

Jasper Nicholls, strongly recommonded
Nott as their most eligible successor

;

but he was unpopular with the gover-

nor-general, Lord Auckland, and the

envoy, Sir W. Macnaghten, and was
at that time more likely to be removed
from Candahar than promoted to

higher trust. A mentor, who looked
truth boldly in the face, and openly
proclaimed it on all occasions, was not
likely to be acceptable to a synod im-
patient of advice, and blindly bigoted

to their own opinions. Towards the

close of September, 1840, Nott writes

thus from Candahar, in a private com-
munication on the state of affairs, and
we may reasonably suppose his ordi-

nary conversation expressed similar

views :

—

" We are truly in a delectable situation
;

Sir W. Macnagbten suffered himself to be
deceived, and he in lib turn deceived Lord
Auckland, uud between them they have en-

dangered the life of every European in central

A«ia. I wrote litter after letter, begging

they would not separate my brigade into

small detachments; that if they did so, dis-

aster must follow ; but if kept together every-

thing would end well. They would not
listen, and I know what the result will be.

Had I been allowed to act on my own judg-
ment when Khelat fell into the hands of the

rebels, the fortress would now have been in

my |M>ssession, and the country in compara-
tive quietness; but the authorities are never

right, even by chance, and although most
of them are stupid in the extreme, they

fancy themselves great men, and even pos-

sessed of abilities and talents. They drink

their claret, draw large salaries, go about
with a numerous rubble at their he* Is—all

well paid by John liull (or rather by the op-
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pressed cultivators of the land in Ilindns-

tan) ; the Calcutta treasury is drained of its

rapeos, and goodnatured Lord Auckland ap-
proves and confirms all. In the meantime,
all goes wrong here. We are become hated

by the j>eoph\ and the Kuglish name and
character, which two years ago stood *>

high and fair, has become a by - word.

Thus it is to employ men selected by in-

trigue and patronngc ! The conduct of the

one thoutand and one politicals has ruined

our cause, and bared the throat of every

European in this country to the sword and
knifo of the revengeful AfTghan and bloody

Belooch, and unless several regiments ba
quickly sent, not a man will be left to note

the fall of his comrades. Nothing but force

will ever make them submit to the hated
Shah Soojah, who is most certainly as great

a scoundrel as ever lived. Oh ! they arc a
precious set, and a precious price John Bull

will have to pay for all their fantastic tricks."

It is quite invigorating to road these

honest, though somewhat intemperate
ebullitions, written at the moment, with

on intense feeling of their truth, and
which stand in bold relief when con-

trasted with the guarded, vapid, and
unmeaning verbiage of ordinary di-

plomatic correspondence. Had Nott
been appointed to the command at

Caubul, instead of the poor old worn-
out invalid who was so unaccountably
selected, there can be little doubt that

decisive measures would have been
taken at the first outburst of the in-

surrection ; that the troops would have
been posted in a military position

instead of an indefensible straggling

cantonment; that the small force would
never have been divided, with a river

between ; and that the fatal catastrophe

would have been averted. But the

life of the general would have been an
endless tussle with the sanguine credu-

lity of the envoy, and a perpetual

remonstrance against undue political

interference. Every officer in com-
mand of troops is responsible for the
men entrusted to him, and it becomes
an enigma beyond solution, how any
leader, acquainted even with the

common rudiments of his art, could

have consented to such a disposition of
this force as the military authorities at

Cabul submitted to and sanctioned.

A portion was stationed at the citadel

(where the whole ought to have been
from the beginning, except such as

were necessary to occupy the town),
and the remainder in a flimsy fortifi-

cation hastily thrown up, three times

too extensive for the garrison, com.

manded on nil sides by hills, or more
elevated forts, and with their own
magazine and commissariat stores ab-
solutely insulated and outside the walls.

The fact would be beyond belief,but that
it is mournfully attested by the bleach-
ing bones of our gallant countrymen,
who were thus cruelly sacrificed, by the
pens of the surviving prisoners, and by
the records of the avenging army, who
encamped on the scene of this un-
equalled disaster in the following year.
Up to the end of 1841, the biographer
of General Nott was confined to tracing
his career in a comparatively subordi-
nate capacity, acting, as Mr. Stocqueler
observes, «' under orders from irreso-

lute or ill-advised functionaries, armed
with superior political and military
authority. But circumstances thence-
forward placed him in an independent
position, and established his thorough
capacity of encountering great respon-
sibility, and of acting wisely and
courageously in great emergencies."

in January, 1842, rumours of the
Caubul disasters, without particular or
confirmed information, reached Nott
at Canduhar. He had previously de-
spatched Maclaren's brigade in that
direction, in obedience to positive
orders from General Elphinstone, but
they were stopped by the snow, and
returned. Could they have made good
their march, they might have relieved

Ghuznee, but could hardly have saved
Caubul. They would have numerically
swelled the garrison, but could not be
expected to operate any decisive

change in affairs while the command
remained in incompetent hands. When
the head is paralysed the limbs be-
come helpless. Nott was ever opposed
to the principle of dividing small
forces. Ho sent off this brigade re-

luctantly, and was not sorry when they
returned, which he foresaw would be
the result ; but it does not appear,
although something to that enect is

stated by Kaye, that he gave them
oualified orders, or intendea that they
should not make an honest and vigor-

ous effort to reach the point indicated.

Nott soon found enough to do at

Candahar, for which his division, weak
in cavalry, and utterly unprovided^
with treasure or carriage, was scarcely

adequate when entirely collected,

lonel Palmer was soon comi
surrender Ghuznee. The pf
that he had no water, and the artillery

'

was unserviceable. But the Affghans*
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bad no sooner driven the garrison from
the citadel into the town, than they

poured a storm of fire on them from
the very guns whieh had been useless

in our hands. Hud there bee n amongst
the soldiers any one acquainted with

the use and practice of artillery, it was
thought they ini^ht have held out till

April. It was also said that possession

of the great well might have been
retained, and an ample supply of water

secured, by running a covered way
down the mound. Amongst the offi-

cers of the Cundahar division, the loss

of Ghuznee was considered even less

creditable than the loss of Caubul.
The little fortress, and still weaker
garrison of Khelat-i-Gbilzie, held out
gallantly, and resisted all attacks,

until finally relieved by Colonel

Wyraer. Palmer, when released from
captivity, on the advance of Nott's

and Pollock's armies, was tried by a
court-martial for the loss of Ghuznee,
and honourably acquitted. Sir Jasper
Nicholls, the commander-in-chief, in

confirming the acquittal, added, that

the circumstances under which Colonel
Palmer surrendered Ghuznee to tho

Aflghans, were such as be could

neither control, alter, nor alleviate.

The unfortunate commander may point

to these reasons in answer to all desul-

tory criticism on his conduct.

Nott's letters to Colonel Palmer pre-

vious to the loss of Ghuznee, and to

Captain Craigie, commanding at Khe-
lat-i-Ghilzie, are models of military

penmanship—short, clear, firm, and de-

cisive, indicating the character of the

writer, and his soldier-like perception

of tho resources still at the disposal of

the parties he addressed. In both, he
repeats his firm determination never

to retire unless under the most positive

orders of the Government, encour-

ages the two commandants to hold out

to the last, and declares that under no
contingency will he ever enter into

treaty or convention with the rebel-

lious Aflghans. The sequel soon
showed that he was not to be moved
one jot from his determined purpose.

On the 21st February, 1842, a letter

was delivered at Candabar, bearing the

signature of Major Edward Pottinger,

wno bad succeeded to the political

charge of the Caubul mission on the

murder of Sir VV. Macnaghten,and also

that of General Elphinstone, who still

continued to hold the shadow of mili-

tary authority. The purport of this

vol. xuv.-so. CCLXI.

letter was, that in consequence of a
treaty entered into with the Aflghan
chiefs, the troops at Candahar and
Khelat-i-Ghilzie, were, on receipt of

the order, to evacuate those places at

once, and return to India. Nott con-

sulted with Major Rawlinson, the po-

litical agent acting with him, and they

at once determined to reject the man-
date, as coming from parties incompe-
tent to issue orders under coercion. A
similar letter had been addressed to

Sir Robert Sale and Captain Macgre-
gor, at Jellalabad, and had met with

}>recisely the same reception. It was
brtunate for the future glory of Eng-
land that these resolute officers acted on
their own judgment in this unexpect-
ed crisis. The Government of India
highly approved their conduct, and
expressed the most severe displeasure

at the procedure of General Elphin-
stone, who was immediately sujHjrsed-

ed in his command by Major-General
Pollock of the Bengal Artillery, and
a full military inquiry directed to be
held, to examine and report on all the

circumstances connected with the mis-
management of the troops at Caubul.
The heart-rending tale of the retreat

and massacre has been too often told

to bear another repetition. Nott in

vain, by reiterated iutreaty, repre-
sented that, if reinforced with cavalry,

transport animals, and money, he
would, with the return of spring,
march with his division on Caubul, and
retrieve the honour of the Brit ish arms.
The Government was paralysed by
the untoward course of eveuts, and
knew not how to act, or on what to
determine. Nott being resolved to
hold his post at Candahar under all

contingencies, determined to adopt
every measure of defence that might
strengthen his position. Amongst
others, he expelled from the city the
Aflghan inhabitants, to the number of
six thousand, who were known to be
secret enemies, continually plotting
against the British interests. The step
was severe, but necessary ; and the sa-

lutary effects were soon perceptible.
Being so weak in cavalry, the English
commander was unwilling to issue troni

his walls, which caused the Dooranees
to become rash and insolent, and to
approach the city in large bodies, for

the purposes of plunder, and to pre-
vent the garrison from foraging. About
this time, iu reply to a letter from Ma-
jor Outram, announcing his appoint-

T
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ment as political pgent in Scinde, Nott
wrote one of his characteristic epis-

tle* :—

" fiplieve me, I never for a moment con-

templnted retiring without positive orden
from Government; ami as to treating with

these people, I never will ; and I hope no
Knglishimui will think of doiii- so. 1 have

now p>t tl.e d< terininati) n of Government
to hold on by C'andatvir : and if any nrmy
from Cuiliu! should come down, or any other

crtu.se nris* to m n lie me too w»-ak t<i keep

the field, I will enter the city, and d<ftiid it

as lont; n* one stone stands upon .mother,

and then rut my way to (Juettah. lint I

hope yet to assert the honour of Old Kng-
land in thi* mountain land. If there

was no cli.iuce of r« 'in fore* inrnts, I would

dash at the enemy daily ; but now I have a

card to play, and must calmly keep my eya

on the ultimate object."

At length the general's impatience

was worn out, and he determined to

strike an effectual blow nt the horde*

of marauders by whom he was sur-

rounded. Accordingly, on the 7th of

March, he issued forth at the head of

about 4,000 lighting men, hoping to

bring the enemy to a general action,

and not flaring the result with any
numbers that might be opposed tohini.

The wily Allgbaus, after a slight re-

sistance, dispersed, slipped round his

flank, covered by their overwhelming
cavalry, and made a desperate attuck

on the city, which was stoutly de-

fended by Maj r Lane, who had been

loft in command, assisted by Map r

llawlinson, the political resilient. The
enemy burnt a gate, and endeavoured]

to rush furiouslv through, but they

were driven back with overwhelming
loss, and the assault was abandoned.
Nott, on his return, expressed no sur-

prise at what had happened, looking

upon the attack and defence as a matter

of course, and a part of the inciden-

tal operations, lie forwarded to head-

quarters Major Lane's detail of the

defence, accompanied by approving
comments ; but he wrote no lengthy

despatches, and was neither given to

exaggerate his own exploits, nor to

over-estimate the services of others

which he considered within the line of
ordinary duty. These operations have
been freely criticised. Kayo plainly

taxes Nott with bad generalship, aris-

ing from defective information, says

he was outmanoeuvred, ami that if the

city had been taken in his absence, he

would have been in a very awkward
position, and perhaps his whole force

would have been unable to recover it.

But the city was not taken, and, as the

event proved, Nott had every reason

to believe that the garrison he left in

it would prove sufficient to prevent
surprise or capture. The enemy were
powerful in cavalry, of which he had
scarcely any, and could, therefore, dou-
ble back on his rear, without the pos-

sibility of his obtaining notice of their

plans. Mr. Stocquoler defends the

subject of his biography from the

charge of "a military error,'' by able

reasoning, and denies that the strate-

getic skill attributed to Sutler Jung,
the Aflghan leader, was preconcerted,

or entitled to the praise it has re-

ceived. Military readers must draw
their own conclusions from the oppos-
ing arguments. If events are to be
the test of actions, Nott certainly did

well and wisely. He had seen the bad
effects, at Caubul, of allowing an enemy
to take the initiative, and to approach
and beleaguer a cantonment and city,

lie also knew the value of a sudden
and decisive blow in war. The repulse

at Candahar, and the field movement
produced great moral effect, and re-

stored the impression of British superi-

ority in arms, which had been more
than shaken by recent events.

Early in March, 184*2, the Govern-
ment at last listened to Nott's urgent

clamours for supplies and reinforce-

ments, and General England was de-

tached with men, money, and military

stores, ami with instructions to force

his way to Candahar as rapidly as

possible. Nott impatiently expected
him, and burned to take the field de-

cisively, liut England suffered him-

self to be beaten back on the 28th, in

the pass of ilykulzie, and all offensive

measures were checked in consequence.
This disaster happened from several

causes. The chiet mistake lay in not
crowning the heights with light troops

to clear the way for the main column ;

in over-estimating the nature of the

defences, and the strength of the

enemy; and in not persevering after

the first check. It was a repetition

of what had happened to Brigadier

Wild in the Khyber Pass, in the pre-

ceding January, and the consequences,

for the moment, were even more inju-

rious. Both operations were little

creditable to the officers in command,
and the less that is tmid upon the un-.
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grateful topic tlie better. The events

have passed into history, nnd the page
cannot be expunged. Interest and
rewards may smother up discomfiture,

or gild over defeat, but they cannot
invalidate or set aside the purifying

ordeals of time and truth.

England, on his unlucky repulse,

fell back toQuettah,and ten days after-

wards, announced what had happened,

to his superior officer, in rather a
rambling communication, which he
wound up by gratuitously promising

that, whenever he (Nott) determined

to retreat, he would make an advan-
tageous diversion in bis favour. Nott
was justly indignant, and replied in a
letter, which has been often quoted as

a model of soldierlike reproof and in-

struction. Sir Robert Petd, after the

war was over, when the thanks of

Parliament were voted to the com-
manding generals, speaking, in the

House of Commons, of these transac-

tions, said of General Nott, " that

the mind which, under such circum-

stances, could conceive such fine and
noble sentiments as are contained in

this letter, is one that ought to reflect

the highest honour upon the gallant

individual, and make that country
proud for which his services were em-
ployed with such excellent effect."

Urged bv the peremptory remon-
strances of his senior ofhcer, England
made a second advance through the

Kojuck Pass, in the same direction

which ho had pursued on his former

route, and entered Candahar, with the

brigade that had been despatched

from thence to meet and assist him, on
the 30th of April. This time he
found the defences of Hykulzic as con-

temptible as before they had been dan-
gerous. He had mis-estimated the

value of sepoys, and counted them as

nothing, while, with Nott, who knew
them better, they were considered as

equal to anything. Although the

supplies were scarcely in proportion

to what he required and looked for,

Nott, who had scattered every enemy
near or around him, was now perfectly

Erepared for an onward movement, and
e chafed at the hesitation of the gover-

nor-general, who at this period seemed
determined to withdraw from Afghan-
istan without striking a blow to redeem
our national character. In a letter

to his daughter towards the end of

June, written under the chagrin of

being condemned to stand still with

his hands tied, when ready for decisive

action, with a fine army, he siys ;—

"The troops under my command would

have taken Ghuzncc, and destroved the

Bala Ilissar at Caubul. I told I»rd Auck-
land so in December last ; but what is the

good of talking about it ? 1 begin to be

ashamed of looking an Anglian in the face.

1 am ordered to sneak away, though, with

my beautiful regiments, I could plant the

British banner on the banks of the Cas-
pian. I have Iwcn unwell; and am still

weak : enough to make me, I think, when I

see Old England so disgraced. Well, I will

bring my army safe off, and then farewell to

a red coat"

In this letter he complains of his

despatches, announcing his repeated

successes, having been suppressed, but
it appears that they were intercepted

by marauders, and never reached the

government, who, as Major Outrara
remarked, were not so well provided

with victories, that they could afford

to pass over any military triumph
they could fairly lay their hands on.

At length, on the '22nd July, Nott's

eyes were greeted by a welcome packet

from the governor-general, Lord El-

lenborough, informing him that he wns
left free to withdraw from Candahar
either by the direct line of retreat

through Scinde, or via Crhusnee, Cau-
bul, and the Kbyber Pass, according

to his own discretion. At the same
time, orders to advance were dispatched

to General Pollock, that the operations

of the two forces might proceed simul-

taneously. The garrison of Jellalabad

had previously delivered themselves,

and nothing now remained but to rescue

the prisoners in the power of Achbar
Khan, and to inflict retributive punish-

ment. The result could not be doubt-

ful in the hands to which it was com-
mitted, but the season was bite, and
the delay had been unnecessarily pro-

tracted. Nott, us might bo exacted,
did not hesitate a moment as to the

course he had long desired to pursue.

For months his eyes had been directed

to Caubul, and now his steps hastened

towards the point which,in imagination,

he had already reached. Lord Ellen-

borough's despatch was worded with

great caution ; but it contained all

that Nott had so earnestly desired

—

permission to act on bis own-responsi-

liilitv. Having rapidly completed all

necessary preparations, on the 8th of

August he quitted Candahar, which he
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had resolutely held for three years,

having previously despatched General

England with such a portion of his

force as he did not require, on their

return march to Scinde through the

Kojuck Puss, which they effected with-

out difficulty. On the 30th he scat-

tered the army of Shumsoodeen, who
ventured to oppose him in the field,

and on the 6th September entered

Ghuznee, which the Afghans aban-

doned, when all his arrangements wero
made to carry that formidable hold by
assault, lit re he recovered 327 sepoys

of the 27th Regiment, and blew up the

citadel, utterly destroying all the de-

fensive works. In obedience, also, to

Lord Ellcnborough's strong desire, he

carried off, as tokens of his success, the

gates of the temple of Somnauth from

the tomb of Sultan Mabmoud ; but the

club and mace of that renowned con-

queror he could not find, as they had
been previously abstracted. He also

bore with him the great Ghuznee gun,
renowned through the land as the
*« Zubber Jung." There was an air of
melodramatic absurdity attached to

the affair of the gates, which has been
much commented on, to the detriment

of the governor-general's sound discre-

tion ; neither was the ridicule dimi-

nished when the profound oriental re-

search of Major Kawlinson discovered

that these far-famed trophies, instead

of being the genuine originals, were
spurious substitutes of very doubtful

antiquity. After a halt oftwo or three

days, for the necessary operations of the

engineers, Nott continued his march,

once more defeated the opposing hordes

of Shumsoodeen, and other Affghan
chiefs at Mydan, and reached Caubul
on the 1 7th September, where he found
the army of General Pollock arrived

before him, and the British colours

floating triumphantly over the ram.
parts of the Bala Hi«sar. When the

two divisions encamped upon the plain,

they presented a combined armament
such as Affghan eyes had never looked

on before, and wielded a power, both
in numbers and discipline, sufficient for

the conquest of a mighty empire. Im-
mediately on Nott's arrival, General
Pollock, who assumed the command of
both armies in virtue of his seniority,

requested him to detach a brigade to-

wards Bamecan, to assist in the libera-

tion of the prisoners. It was ten miles

nearer the point in question than the

division of Pollock ; but Nott remon-

strated strongly against the proposed
measure, on the grounds that his troops

were exhausted with fatigue^ and that

there was great danger of incurring &
repetition of former disasters by de-
taching small parties while the enemy
were still in force, and hovering about
in the neighbourhood. General Pollock
yielded to his arguments ; and in a note

in reply, quoted by Mr. Stocqneler,

says, "1 left it entirely at your discre-

tion to detach a brigade ; and as you
seem to think it unadvisable, it need
not be done. Sbakespear will reach the

prisoners to-morrow morning." At the

same time, however, he did detach a
brigade from his own force, under Sir

R. Sale, who was appropriately selected

for the purpose. Mr. Stocqueler sets

forth reasonable arguments to show
thatNott was right on militarygrounds,

and that he was in no way indifferent

to the fate of the prisoners, of which
ungenerous feeling ho has been accused,

and which seems little in accordance
with the honest warmth of his charac-

ter. Mr. Kaye says distinctly that he
lost his temper, and was personally bo
rude to Captain Mayne, the aide-

de-camp of his superior general, that

the young officer withdrew from the

camp, and waited for his answer at the

outlying picket. The accounts of the

two writers differ materially in detail,

as well as in their own observations.

The point is one which, like many
others, will ever be open to discussion.

For ourselves, as acknowledged ad-

mirers of Nott, we sincerely wish he

had marched off the brigade at once,

even though his men were tired, and
his camels sore-footed. Again, there

is great diversity of opinion as to the

measures adopted at Caubul. Nott
chafed at the delay, and thought we
should have moved away immediately

;

that the expeditions against Istaliffand
Charekar were unnecessary ; that the

city of Cautyil should be spared, and
that the Balla Hissar should be razed

to the ground. "With respect to the cita-

del, he was undoubtedly right. Not a
defenceor gunshould have been allowed

to remain, on any political considera-

tion whatever. But Caubul was more
guilty than Ghuznee, and merited a
severer punishment. The inhabitants,

with the exception of the Kuzzil-

bnsbes, joined in the treacherous in-

surrection against the English, and had
a right to share in tbo penalty when
the hour of retribution camo. If the
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object of the second advance was pu-

nishment, any forbearance would surely

be construed into weakness rather than
lenity, which barbarians of that class

neither appreciate nor understand.

They feel but the heavy blow, and
dread only the arm that inflicts. The
operations against Istaliff and Chare-
kar were justifiable and prudent, and
the chance of capturing Achbar Khan
in his last retreat, was, at least, worth
the delay of a few days. As it was,

the army arrived at Caubul on the

15th of September, and retired on the

12th of October. The short interval

was not more than was absolutely ne-

cessary to prove that we were masters

of tho country ; and had the advance
taken place some months earlier, a
more lengthened occupation of the

capital would have rendered it impos-
sible to say, what was loudly repeated

—.namely, that we were in a hurry to

get back from an unsafe position. Un-
safe from the snow and the winter

—

yes ; but these were the only enemies
that could venture to look us in the

face.

On the return of the army to India,

the victorious generals were liberally

rewarded. Nott received tho grand
cross of the Bath, and the highly ho-

nourable and lucrative employment of

resident at Lucknow, which his failing

health did not suffer him long to re-

tain. There he was compelled to vin-

dicate the character of the troops who
bad served under him with such credit

and success in Afghanistan. Some of
the English papers, in opposition to

the fleeting government of the day,

put forth libellous attacks on the con-

duct of the army during the retreat,

charging them with outrage, robbery,

and murder, in passages of unmiti-

gated virulence. The generals were
called upon by Lord Ellenborough to

clear themselves from these slanders,

which they did in the most conclusive

manner. Nott, as might be exacted,
gave vent to his indignation in very
unceremonious terms, which drew forth

a rebuke from the authorities, who
writhed under the concluding para-

graph, wherein he plainly charged
them with having lost their heads at

the exact moment when they most re-

quired them. "It is on record," he
says (in his letter to the adjutant-

general, Luraley), "that I informed
the Indian Government that 1 could
bold the country for any time ; it is

on record that I informed Lord Auck-
land, as far back as December, 1841,
that 1 would, with permission, re-occu-

py Caubul with tuo force under my
command. There was nothing to pre-

vent it, but the unaccountable panic
which prevailed at the seat of go-
vernment. And now I am rewarded
by a certain set of people in England
taxing me with that which would be
disgraceful to me as a religious man,
as an honourable gentleman, and as a
British officer." Nott's letter found
its way into the English newspapers,
who having unguardedly published the

attack, could scarcely withhold the de-

fence. The officials objected to this

also, as an irregularity tending to the

greatest inconvenience. All these

matters are amougst the evils that

public " llesh is heir to" in a free

country, where freedom of opinion is

the order of the day, and must be
borne by wise men with patience, as

they cannot bo remedied by any other
process. It is easier to fret under an
undesirable disclosure than to suppress

the circulation, which probably in-

creases, from the adoption of the mode
recommended by Sir Benjamin Buck-
bite, of distributing a few copies in

confidence amongst the friends of the

parties.

Lord Elleuborough fully appreciated

the straightforward, uncompromising
character of Nott ; and, on his return

to India, in addition to a most valua-

ble appointment, treated him with
great personal consideration. He felt

doubly indebted to the man who, with
infinite perseverance and difficulty,

had placed in his hands the trophies,

which he valued almost as much as the

victory. It was a great day when the

returning armies reached Ferozepore,

and were received in triumph by the

governor-general, attended by all the

paraphernalia of Eastern state. Feast-

ing*, balls, and illuminations now suc-

ceeded to the stern realities of war ;

and, in the enjoyment of the present,

the dangers and vicissitudes of the

past were forgotten. In the following

March, the commanding generals in

Afghanistan, Pollock ami Nott, were
solemnly invested, in the palace of the

Fort of Agra, with tho grand insignia

of the Bath, at a public ceremony of

great splendour and interest When
required to speak, alter the investi-

ture, Sir William, in the presence of

the whole company, told the youn$
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officers who had been invited, that,

from seeing his position on that day,

they might draw encouragement for

themselves ; for that he, a niau without

interest from patronage or connexion,

the son of a plebeian, had publicly re-

ceived an honourable order, which the

first nobles in the laud, ay, the sons of
British sovereigns, felt pride iu wear-

iug. " I stand before you," said he,

in his earnest, unsophisticated style,

"an evidence that in England the

road to the highest honours is not
closed to any individuals, however
humble their original positions, pro-

vided that they have some merit and
talent, and opportunity for their dis-

play."

Nott was eminently a man of simple,

unall'ected mind. lie cared not for the

external pomp of rank and title, and
valued honours only as the reward of
faithful service. The East India Com-
pany may remember, with becoming
pritfo, that the war so unhappily com-
menced, was brought to a glorious ter-

mination by two oi their own most dis-

tinguished officers. There was a little

favouritism displayed in the subsequent
decorations, some of which were ap-

parently given that the Queen's service

might not bo overbalanced. In answer
to an ill-founded application which was
referred to him, Nott replied, with
great justice— "I have always con-
sidered that iu every army in the world,

medals were only given for gallant con-

duct in the field. What value can the

soldier, after a long course of victory,

attach to honours and medals conferred

by an approving government upon
fuin, if they are, at the same time,

granted to those who have not passed
a similar career."

Nott was not permitted long to en-
joy the fame he had so bravely won.
"Declining health made him sigh for re-

tirement. For a long time he in-

dulged the idea of obtaining a grant of
land in Tasmania, and of resuming his

early farming avocations ; but in De-
cember, 1843, he was compelled by ill-

ness to apply for leave to return to

England, and determined to take up
his abode in the quiet, sequestered part

of Wales, near Carmarthen,where many
years before he had purchased a small

estate called Job's Well. Distinctions

were showered upon him on his arrival,

but he was necessitated to decline them.
The Court of Directors invited him to

a public dinner, the Duke of Welling-

ton asked him to Apsley House, and
the Queen commanded his presence at
Windsor. To all he was compelled to

reply by a mortifying negative; buthis
merits were acknowledged iu his ab-

sence, and he enjoyed at least the plea-

sure of reading the speeches made iu

his honour, which he was uuable to hear.

A short residence at Carmarthen, where
he was received in triumph by the mu-
nicipal authorities and the whole body
of the inhabitants ; a painful disease*

alleviated by the atfectionate attentions

of his family ; a few months of suffering'

and manly resignation ; and, on the 1 »t

of January, 1845, the gullaut defender
of Candahar bowed his head in sub-

mission to the common enemy, against

whom resislauce is useless. Though
ripe iu houour, he could scarcely be
called full of years, for he had only

completed sixty-three; but service and
climate had long bleached his hair, and
made him look older than he was. His
remains rest in the churchyard of St.

Peter's, Carmarthen, close to those of
his father and mother, and a bronze sta-

tue, in a new square called after his

name, perpetuates his memory with

this laconic inscription—" Nott, born
20th January, 1782 ; died 1st January,
184J." •« The most elaborate epitaph,"

observes his biographer, " could not
better have told the story of a life ren-

dered brilliant by military skill, unde-
viating virtue, and exalted patriotism."

We canuut rise from the perusal of,

Mr. Stocqucler's volumes without fecl-

iug that we have had placed before us

the biography of a first-rate soldier, a
highly honourable man, a lover of
truth and justice, and a sound prac-

tical Christian. His letters speak the

character of tho individual in every

line. He is ever consistent ; though
unguarded in temper, clear and firm

in principle ; aud always ready to act

up to the system he recommended, and
to oppose the plans he denounced.
What he thinks ought to be done, aud
says he am do, he carries into effect the

moment he is allowed the opportunity.

A valuable and most authentic addition

is here furnished to the true history of
transactions, which will ever hold a
prominent place in the annals of our
Indian rule, and the details of which
have been, in many respects, misrepre-

sented from imperfect information.

Nothing is now wanting to make the

chain complete but a similar account

of Sir George Pollock's campaign, and
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tho general services of that gallant

officer. This we hope to see ; the ma-

terials are abundant, anil there are pens

reaily which can do ample j ustice to tho

subject.

The task of compiling a life, in

which private correspondence forms a

prominent feature, is no eaey one, and

requires both tact and judgment. Tho
difficulty was pointed out, in an article

in the (^narterly Review, us far back as

October, 1840, where, anticipating a

work like the present, the writer says,

most justly, "It would require a care-

ful editor, one well acquainted with

India, and fully impressed with the

conditions, under which alone a man
like Nott would have sanctioned the

publication, either of a private cor-

respondence, or of official communica-

tions of a confidential nature. Such

caution is especially needful in this

case, for the deceased general thought

strongly and felt keenly, and there is

a scorching vehemence in his languago

whenever his bile had been stirred."

During his last illness he himself made

a selection from his papers, with the

intention of publishing it ; and his

daughters, anxious to carry out their

father's wiohes, and to perpetuate a

faithful record of his thoughts, feelings,

opinions, services, and actions, wlule

at the same time they elucidated his-

torical events of memorable import-

ance, have placed the necessary mate-

rials in hands of their own selection,

and which they had good reason to

consider competent to a very interest-

ing, and somewhat delicate undertak-

ing. The book will often be appealed

to as a standard authority, and few

passages deserve to be more frequently

quoted or read, than the author's con-

cluding summary of the character of

his hero ; u portrait which those who
knew him intimately, and judge hitu

fairly, will uot considerovercharged :

—

" In the exercise of all the duties of

private life, no man was mora exemplary

than General Nott. The pure tenets of

Christianity formed the basis of all his

acttous, but hU religion was Always un-

obtrusive. His charity was boundless

—

no belter proof of it can be given than

his instructions to his daughters to follow

his example in society, and pay the greatest

attentions to tho<«, if worthy, who were the

most neglected by others. Children loved

bim — the poor followed hira with their

prayers; he was a ju9t man in nil his deal-

ings but he evertemi ered justice with mercy,

lie loved truth for its own sake, and he held

honour to Le 'above life.' Hi* occasional

strung and bitter denunciation* of tin? poli-

tical and military authorities who misdirect-

ed the affairs of tho Hritish in Afghanistan,

were not the effusions <>f a warm and an^ry

temper, but the overflowing of a heart which

recoiled from tho oppressions, follies, and
dangers which marked the whole courau of

their policy, and the injustice to his own
brauch of the service, of which they are tbn

frequent authors. In lorn? after-years, tho

descendants of the general will cherish his

memory for his many noble public acts, and
his private worth; and in Britioh military

annals he will live for ever, as one of tho

best and finest specimens ever produced of

the Compauy's officer."

The Afghanistan campaigns will

always furnish useful subjects for study

to military men. Our frontier already

extends beyond the Indus, and un-
ealeulated accidents may, before many-
years have passed over, carry it to

Herat, Khiva, and Bokhara. Had not

the present coalition of the Western
Powers, checked the ambition of tho

liussiau Autocrat, and called him to

look nearer home, his intrigues would
ere now have worked up matter for ua

in those quarters, where we cannot

remain stationary, but must make up
our minds to advance or recede. It

is in vain to reason on what is right

or prudent. The course of events,

like an overflowing tide, will bear

down argument, and defy control.

Not many weeks since, Russian gold

had nearly seduced the Schah of Persia

into a war against the Porte. The
first consequence would have been, an
expedition up the Persian Gulf from
Bombay, and the march of an Anglo-
Indian army to occupy his capital.

There they would have lent their hands

to the mountaineers of the Caucasus,

and perhaps have swept round tho

Caspian to aid in the conquest of tho

Crimea and Bessarabia. These events

are far from improbable, and may
assume palpable reality before the sum-

mer is over. I>et us be prepared ; let

us learn lessons from former errors ;

and, above all, let us ttike care to

employ efficient men at the outset,

without regard to station, seniority, or

influence, when dangerous and diffi-

cult undertakings are staked upon tho

hazard.
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MT EXPEDITION TO IRELAND.

nT oeOBOC MO*TAOr.

Wren Ireland had a parliament, there

was stateliness in its Viceregal Court
and in the condition of its Viceroy.

The executive authority had greater

influence assured to it by its association

with the legislature; and even cere-

monial became agjrandised and august,

when regarded as a visible exponent
of the power by which laws are pro-

mulgated and administered. One ex-

tract from the Journals of the Irish

House of Lords will show what we
mean:—

" On Thur*lay, October 22, ia the first

year of the reign of George HI., &c, &c,
King of Great Britain, France, and Inland,

aud in the year of our Lord 1761. . . .

"His Excellency George Dunk, Earl

of Halifax, Lord Lieutenant General and
General Governor of Ireland, being arrayed

In royal robe?, entered the House with

the usual ceremonies of grandeur; the

Earl of Drogheda carrying the sword
of state, and tho Earl of Cavan the

cap of maintenance, two noblemen'i sons

bearing the train of the royal robe. His
Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, making a
conge to tho throne, ascended the same, and
seated himself iu the chair of state under
the canopy ; all the lords spiritual and tern-

poral standing, robed, in their places, unco-
vered, till their lordships took their seats.

"The Lord Chancellor, kneeling, confer-

red with his Excellency the Ixird Lieutenant,

and then, standing on the right hand of the

chair of state, commanded the Gentleman
Usher of tho Black Rod to signify to the

Commons that his Excellency the Lord
Lieutenant commanded their attendance im-
mediately in the House of Peers.

"And the Commons being come, were
conducted to the bar by the Gentleman
Usher of the Black Rod with the usual cere-

monies."

Such was the pageantry of old;

consistent in its various parts,—pomp
and power meetly associated. We
Lave no wish for its revival ; because

we could not entertain such a wish
without inviting the consequences
which would follow were it granted.

Henceforth we must be contented to

pee the work of Irish government exe-

cuted loss ostentatiously, but perhaps
more effectually, through the Consta-

bulary Office, than it was when the

Bank of Ireland was a senate house.

The extract we have made from the

Lords' Journals is pertinent to our
present subject. The Gentleman
Usher of the Black Rod named in it

was George Montagu, Esq., writer of

the reminiscences which the reader

will find subjoined ; and the period to

which his strictures apply was that in

which the Viceregal dignity in Ireland

was sustained by his cousin, Montagu,
Earl of Halifax.

This was a period very memorable
in tho history of our country— a
period, it has been said, of transi-

tion, but to part of which the term
parturition would seem more appli-

cable ; a period in which Ireland was
about to produce, rather than to make
accelerated progress. Nations, as it

were, struggled within her. For half

a century she had been a colony—
what was not of the colony in her was
unregarded. George III. ascended

the throne, and Halifax entered on
the viceroyalty, at a time when the

energy of the colony, perhaps because

of its unchallenged ascendancy, had
begun to relax, when life and enter-

pnse began to quicken in the Ireland

which called itself a nation, and when
great results for evil or for good might
be prognosticated.

A House of Commons which had sat

for thirty-one years was dissolved by
the demise of George II. A tenure

of power or privilege protracted thus,

over, it may be said, a whole genera-

tion of man, could scarcely fail to

cause stagnation in the processes of

political life. That old adage, " Short

reckonings make long friends," may
not be strictly applicable to the ac-

counts which are to be settled between
parliamentary representatives and their

constituents ; but an interval of settle-

ment, of such duration as tho reign ot

George II., was likely to dull the sharp-

ness of scrutiny on one side, and to

allay the fear of it on the other. Po-
pular feeling becomes inert when it

has been so long left in repose. Par-

liaments may well be brought to feel
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that thev owe little deference to con-

stituencies with which their settlements

of account can be so long: postponed.

And thus it is very conceivable, where
political virtue is prevalent and ener-

getic, a legislature freed from the em-
barrassment of ignoble apprehensions
may be instrumental in conveying
blessings to a people who cannot alarm
or coerce it; as it is also conceivable

that, where self-interest sways, the

members of a legislature so disembar-
rassed may feel concern in no higher

purposes than how they can best ad-

vance or entertain themselves. In
such a state of things, stagnation in

the elements of political life will not

be the only evil. Individual and social

extravagancies and disorders will a 1*1 so

out of that waveless sea. The faculties of

mature man in his strength, the exube-
rant life ofyouth, must have object and
exercise ; and if they are not found in

things of public interest, such as con-

cern the well-being of states and peo-

ples, passion and vanity will create

them, and turn them to evil uses.

But if there was little to praise in

the state of Ireland, social or political,

at the time of which we write, there

were premonitions of change which
has since been wrought in our land,

and which might have been looked
ibrward to for years with anxious in-

terest. In the nation there were har-

bingers of a new power and a new life.

A " Catholic Committee " had been
formed in Dublin ; Levellers had been
heard of in Kilkenny. The Celt was
stirring. In the colony, too, there

were symptoms of revival : boroughs,

as if in anticipation of the coming
struggles, in which they were to prove
realities, and representatives of genius

and resolute will were to man them,

began to look up* in the market. Al-

ready Lucas bad opened the campaign
for freedom, or, at least, had disturbed

the repose of irresponsible power, by
his eflbrts to abridge the duration of
parliaments; and a generation was
growing up in whichGrattan, and Flood,

and Hutchinson, and Yelvcrton, and
others not unmeet to be associated

with them, were preparing for their

future distinctions. It was at this pe-

riod of our history, when light and
darkness were about to separate, that

George III. ascended the throne, and
Montagu, Earl of Halifax, came as his

Viceroy into Ireland and it is of the

state of society at this period his Ex-
cellency's cousin and Usher of the
Black Rod— an associate of the cour-

tiers and wits of England, and a cor-

respondent of Horace Walpole— has
left a description in manuscript, under
the title "Mv Expedition to Ireland."

We offer this heretofore unpublished
paper to the reader, prefacing it, as a
meet introduction, by the author's ac-

count of himself :

—

" As I have been impartial in giving
the character of my ancestors, it will

become me to be so in drawing my
own—st least, I will endeavour it. A
little vanity i«7/ handle the pencil ten-

derly, and make the lights and shades
fall favourably on the faulty places

without spoiling the picture.
" I was of a tender, delicate consti-

tution and turn of mind (and much,
therefore, indulged by an affectionate

mother), more adapted to reading than
exercises, to sedentary amusement than
robust play. I had early a passion for

poetry ; and Cowley, as he was my
mother's favourite author, who used to

repeat the most humane lines with
energy and delight, became mine, and
I tasted his works and manner before
I knew I did or why I did. At Eton
School, I remember, in the fifth form,
I presumed to make English verses for

my exercise— a thing not practised

then.
*' Thence I was sent to Trinity Col-

lege in Cambridge, and entered a gen-
tleman commoner. The gay purple
and silver, my great relations, the good
friends I made at Eton, and the com-
pany I kept when I went home, indis-

posed me too much to the study of
the law that I was destined to by my
father and good uncle. Had I pro-
perly reflected, I ought to have been
as much struck with the figure my
ancestors had made in the law, as with
the fortune my uncle Halifax had made
by his polite literature. From this

scene of representation and flattery

(for the society was partial to me, and
fond of all my family), I was humbled
to a student of Coke upon Littleton,

to attend bad commons, and associate

with dull industrious young men, who

* "A borough sold in 1754 for three times as much as was given in 1750."—Mt
Jame$, Earl of Charltmtmt, VOL i. p. 8?.
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had patience and talents to push their

fortunes in a lucrative profession. No;
I stole away to the naughty end of

the town, like a thief in the night;

I found Lord Halifax, Lord Sand-
wich, Mr. Gurrett, Mr. Walpole, Mr.
Conway, Lord Luston, birds of too

tine feathers for my goose-quill. They
were rejoiced to have ine with them
again. This was too much for my
rain romantic turn of mind. I

could not hear to be an inferior where
I was used to be a companion.

" Here I innst declare my opinion to

be contrary to the received one, that

great schools and great acquaintances

are of service to young men. Tew can

bear the mortification of being reduc-

ed ; they set too nice a taste* and if

they have a prospect of a tolerable

subsistence alter the death of their

parents, they cannot bear the drudgery.

"I was unfortunate in not having an
acquaintance in the Temple proper to

excite me to take off my fool's coat,

and array me in a more seemly and
decent attire. The law profession is

much slighted, to say no more, by all

our female kin, and the practice of it,

though, perhaps, laudable, has a tinc-

ture of craft not altogether reconcil-

able to the notions of justice, that

young people arc apt to be dazzled

with, and a certain air of uncourtliucss

and barbarism quite distasteful to a
young spark, with any degree of va-

nity or partiality to his figure or ca-

pacity.
" My uncle died, after I bad been a

hypocrite for two or three years at the

Temple. I am now going to declare

a great and most unpardonable fault

that i was guilty of. I sold my cham-
bers without acquainting my father,

and took lodgings, to be near my sis-

ter, not far from him. My lather

was austere and stern in his deport-

ment ; I never was in his favour ; so

I was sure 1 had none to lose, but I

ought to have declared my intentions.

I own I dared not to accost him, nor,

indeed, did any of his children without

trembling. Had I not had anything

to tremble for, but fairly owned I
could not study the law, 1 should have

told the truth, but have been never

the nearer.
'

' Twos ull allotted for
me ; my uiicle had given me chambers ;

my ancestors had been judges ; I had
parts enough to be one too.' This

would have been my answer, and ' get

you gone back again.'

" I went abroad, with no prospect of
improvement, 1 honestly own, hot to
avoid my father's anger and innVxibi.

lity. I Maid there between two and
three years, the happiest and pluasanU
est of my life. Some men are born to
honour, to riches, to benefit them-
selves; and others are not. Some
men, too, born indolent, unambitious,
whimsical, if you please, and good-for-
nothing—-I am one of these. This is

frank enough, surely, to satisfy malice*
and thrift iUelf.

" Were all men equally ambitious,
bustling and industrious— are there
scats enough on the bench for five

hundred judges? Can there be bi-
shops for every parish ? and so on.
There arc vessels of honour and dis-
honour in Fortune's kitchen ; I am
conteuted to range as a trencher.
Well— to return— 1 came home just
before my father died ; there was a de-
sign of getting me to be with the se-
cretary of Lord Waldegrave, at Paris,
but that was never prosecuted ; not
through my fault. I took a house, in
order to help to maintain my sisters in

the way they had been brought up, and
who were slenderly provided for. Here
I lived some years iu great tranquillity

and happiness.
" There was a vacancy at Northamp-

ton, on the death of Mr. Wilmer j

and the Comptons very honourably
informed Loru Halifax there was a
turn due to him by an old composition
between the families, upon my fathers

being given up by the ministry to

oblige Lord Wilmington ; my cousin

as honourably made me an offer to

bring me in, and pay half the expense.
I was chosen very cheaply, and with-

out contest.

" Here again, improper notions and
scruples fdled my head and influenced

my conduct. I felt myself the grand-
son of John Hampden, and nephew to

Algernon Sydney. Ishould have taken

udvantuge of being second cousin to the

mighty Pelhams. I would act according
to my opinion (one must not use the

word conscience there, no more than
in a court sermon) : luckily it tallied

with my lord s system, who was, vir-

tuously, an opponent of the minister

;

and for some time I was right to be

in the wrong. But when Mr. Pelham
and the Duke of Newcastle came into

the plenitude of their power on Lord
Grcuvillc's dismission, after a transi-

tory German administration, I could
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not iuduce myself to lean upon Mr.
Pelhani's arm in the House of Com-
mons, and was regarded by him as a

Uper. I was applied to to join the

party of the Priuce of Wales, with

his choice retinue, but there I thought

I should become one indeed.

" So I continued near three sessions

acting as I thought fit, but blamed
by all my family. At length 1 de-

clared my resolution to my cousin, of

retiring trom an expense that was too

great ior me, and giving him an op-

portunity of choosing a fitter person

for him, as he had been some time in an
employment that he administered with

great reputation to himself, and real

benefit to the public, and, indeed, no
one in that office behaved so well,

perhaps no one may. I then quitted

my house in town, and came and
settled at Grasarth, with my dear

sister, whose health had been long

declining with a severe illness. Here,
if anywhere, I behaved well by my
care and attendance on the most de-

serving of women, by alleviating her

melancholy hours, by doing all in my
power to prolong so precious a life,

or make it more supportable. For
three years I should have been com-
pletely happy had I the consolation of

seeing her easy ; but it pleased God to

receive her into heaven, who lived free

from fault on earth, and put a period

to her sufferance.

"Since that melancholy time, I be-

lieve there has not passed a day that

I have not regretted her loss, and
felt the insipidity of my home de-

prived of her. She had the sweetest

disposition, the best understanding,

and the truest friendship for me I ever

experienced, and there never was, from
her infancy, an action or thought of
hers that displeased me, or could be

blamed by the most severe observer.

Such a love of truth and integrity of

heart, such a courage to profess her
opinion and regard for persons and
things worthy of regard, that was, if I

may so say it, according to my own
thinking ; for, amongst all my errors,

faults, ami vices, I had a love for truth

and justice, though I have not always
followed it. I hope my insignificancy

in the world has atoned for deceiving

my father. I am sure I never reflect

upon it without shame and confusion ;

I wish it could be deemed an adequate
punishment.

*' I make this acknowledgment with

sincerity, and would own my other
faults and frailties. Tbey may have
their alleviations—.this has none. This
has none, and will torment me when-
ever I think of it. i desire not to be
excused. Can I be pitied? *Tis all

I could wish for."

Such are the confessions of George
Montagu, Esq., nephew to the first

Earl of Halifax, whose life was written

by Johnson, lineally descended from
the first Earl of Manchester, who was
an eloquent senator and an uncorrupt
judge, in the reign of James I., and
who, in the honourable discharge of
the duty of his office in the succeeding
reign, carried oil' the great seal, when
about to be seized on by the republican
party, and, at much peril and with great

fatigue, rode as its bearer, until he
reached the Sovereign's camp, and de-
livered it to his royal master.

Montagu's censorship of himself is

in many respects worthy of attention,

and not the less so for its unsuspi-
cious, because unconscious, revelations

as to the principles, or rather absence
of principle, religious and political,

which influenced the characters of gen-
tlemen at the period of our history in

which he aimed unsuccessfully at ad-

vancement or distinction. His poig-

nant sense of sorrow for the offence

against his father ; his hope that the
"insignificancy" to which he had
been condemned would be accepted
as atonemeut for the wrong ; his naive

apology for permitting recollections of
ancestry and hereditary feelings of
honour to prevail against temptations

to win power and place, by an aban-
donment of principle ; and the marked
absence of allusion to any hopes, or
fears, or obligations of graver moment
than those of what was called " natu-
ral religion," remind us how little re-

velation entered into " the religion of
a gentleman " in the days of Horace
Walpole and George Montagu, and
forbid us to be surprised at the extent
to which those days were darkened by
infidelity. Well fared it forEngland, in

that season of eclipse, that among the
agencies which contributed to the
power of her " natural religion," there
was in her aristocracy a pride of birth

and family *' which felt a stain severer

than a wound ;" and that there was,
throughout tho masses, a respect for

old nobility and old institutions, and a
love of old England, which made her
whole peoplo patriot.
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The altered estate of parties conse-

quent upon the accession of a new
monarch had the effect of withdrawing
Mr. Montagu from his retirement.

Under what influences, and with what
views, he emerged into such publicity

as an oflice of state in Dublin Castle

opened to its bearer, can be best learn-

ed from himself. The enterprise upon
Irish ground was, it would appear, his

last political venture. The failure of
it rankled long in memory, and fre-

quently furnished matter for his pen.

The paper which we subjoin, on this

irritating subject, is entitled by the

writer, "My Expedition to Ireland."

Jt proceeds thus:

—

" Lord Halifax was appointed Lord
Lieutenant. I had been on cool terms
with him for some years. However,
he had bumbled himself, after many
painful neglects of me, to invite me,
with many more of his relations, to

dine with him, and was particularly

civil. Me had been appointed that

day. My aunt C was among the

company. 1 bad spoken to her a day
or two before, that if her nephew
should be nominated, and she would,
from herself, move bim to take me
with him, / would willingly allow her

a hundred a-year out of my salary,

and wished the place to be Usher of
the Black Rod. Lord Fitawilliara's

son had held it— Lord Lanesborough
before he was a peer, and always peo-

ple of family and distinction.

"After dinner we went to cards,

and she look my lord aside, and he said

ho was extremely glad to oblige me.
It was the only thing he had at com-
mand, and he should be glad to have
so near a relation, and an old friend

in whom be could confide, with him.
" I set out for Dublin, and got safe

to Stephen's-green, where my brother,

General Montagu, had a house, and
lived in great splendour, for so, in-

deed, he did, and was much respected

there, which was a great, if not one of
the chiefest, reasons for my undertak-

ing this new scene of life ; for by this

means I had a sure and independent
home, and could live as I pleased. I
landed some three weeks before my
cousin, and this last name I intended
to be my passport through the king-
dom. 1 would not appea- his creature,

nor the attendant upon favour. If he
rovided for me, so much the better,

f he did not, still the revenue of my
place would heal my finances, and put

a few supernumerary hundreds in tot

purse, and make me easy in my cir-

cumstances for some years to come.

At the worst, I had reason to belies

my lord would provide for toe a* nobly

as others in bis station had done for

more distant relations.

"I was visited by the Chancellor,

the Primate, and the chief people of

rank in Ireland (for all were willing,

for their private ends, to be acquainted

with, and civil to, the Lord Lieute-

tant's nearest relations) ; the Primate,
to iinform himself, to recommend him-

self, to spit his venom ; the Chancellor,

to drive a dirty trade, and cheat me,
which he had done before I came over.
" The Lord Lieutenant came over.

We were invited by the lords justices,

archbishops, chancellors, speaker, and
grandees of the place to meet him at

all their dinners, for near three weeks
running. Nothing at first more cor-

dial, more communicative, than his

Excellency— really more than I de-

sired. I knew enough of the world,
to be assured that the person to whom
you impart your secrets is either your
master or your slave; I loved my
freedom and independency too well to

be either. It was a painful pre-emi-
nence at best, and a dangerous em-
ployment ; and when he ever began to

disclose his sentiments of persons, or
his designs of government, I apjwared
inattentive or unfit ; I would have none

of his secrets or confidence. It was
too ticklish a commodity for me. I
need not have been so cautious. Soon,
very soon, that ray of sunshine was
obscured. He could shine by himself,

and wanted not a paltry star of infe-

rior ray or hue to rise or set with him.

He grew cool, took state, and every
day hid his diminished light from me.
" He needed not have been so re-

served, for I was a true friend to his

glory, and wished and strove to aug-
ment his lustre, and make every one
sensible of his influence and fire.

" The Primate, who was eclisped by
it, was always for interposing some
cloud, or raising some envious storm,

to obscure it. One Sunday— a pro-

perer day he could not have chosen to

brew a tempest— he invited me, and
many more of his Excellency's family,

to dine with him. He lived like a
spiritual prince. Everything was in

profusion, but nothing was elegant

nor with propriety, and the rake took

the place of the archbishop. Well, we

1'
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sat down to Lis pontifical repast, and

drank till late, perhaps ten. Dr.

Cumberland, who was my lord's chap-

lain, and his son, stayed on j so did

Smith, and Hamilton, tho secretary.

They were williug to gather up the

crumbs that fell from his table. I

liked my wine, and my jolly host, for

an agreeable companion he is. The
goodBisbopof Kiidare was his Grace's

croupier. Still we drank on. The
canonical hour of twelve struck. All

left the room, but the two prelates,

and Smith, and I. A deal had been

said to excite and urge conversation

between bis Grace and me, but now
he unmasked his batteries, and began

an open attack upon my Lord Lieute-

nant, derided his strength, and threa-

tened blowing him up, showed what

succours he could bring, and that with-

out him he could be easily blown in the

air.

" I, who knew how strong the town
was, and how perfidious the ally, ral-

lied him for his protiertd supply,

and disdained his forces. Tho war
grew hot, and we were forced to re-

fresh the garrison with frequent bum-
pers ; so that we were to man the

walls, and recruit our forces till four

in the morning, when the Bishop of

Kiidare, who seldom sallied out, drew
me off in his chariot. This attack and
this defence made much noise in the

town the next day, and the victory

was assigned to me— great praise for

bearing an assault so vigorous and so

unexpected. My lord was pleased

with it, and owned it was of service to

him, and opened his eyes upon the

conduct of his grand enemv—who had
discovered, in this night, his chief stra-

tagem unwarily, by which he meant
to batter and destroy him ; and this

defeat made the Primate hate me, as I

had found his weakness and malice.

He never could pardon me, and we
had many little skirmishes afterwards;

but, as I knew the weakness of my
enemy, I despised his attacks, and
laughed at his menaces. However,
when I went to England, he endea-

voured to lessen me in my lord's opi-

nion, and do me ill offices.'

'

Here we beg to interrupt, by a few

brief remarks, the continuity of Air.

Montagu's narrative. The incidents

by which he was initiated into soino

knowledge of the policy to which the

evils of Ireland have been mainly as-

scribable, he has detailed in another

paper, in terms somewhat more ex.

pressive and picturesque ; and this

more unceremonious description of the

aflair is worthy of recital:

—

''I stayed lute after dinner one day
at the Frimate's. His Grace bad sum-
moned tho Bishop of Kiidare to help

forward a scheme he had conceived of

intimidating my lord, and began ex-

patiating on the power he had of mak-
ing his administration easy or ignomi-

nious ; for. at a word, he could have

my lord held in abhorrence, and pelted

with dead cats as he passed aloug. 1

replied I was glad to know from what
hand such insolence would come, and
I would be the first man to throw his

Grace into the Liffey* The conversa-

tion, sometimes in this style, sometimes
bantering with good humour and bad,

was kept up till four in the morning.

All Dublin talked of this scene. My
lord was told how I had fought his

battles with the crafty churchman,
who often betrayed, never served him
sincerely, and whom be really hated

and despised. He thanked me, and
that was all."

Lord Halifax was appointed Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland in a spirit, wo
have reason to believe, of pure good-

will towards our country. It seems
strange, that the traditions of a system

which had wrought so much evil, should

have prevailed against him, or should

have been permitted to oppose and
thwart his best intentions. We have
seen, in times more recent, viceroy and
secretary arrayed against each other

—

Mr. Grant set up as "viceroy over"
Lord Talbot, Mr. Goulburn counter-

poised by the Marquis Wellcsley. It

is curious to find the reign of George
III. commencing in Ireland with disso-

nances like those in which it closed.

His first representative, and his un-

dertaker " for the English interest,

opening the campaign of government
atdeadly feud with each other; the Lord
Lieutenant's accomplished and most
eloquent secretary silent when his chief

was so audaciously inveighed against

and threatened, and the viceroy's de-

fence left to the volunteer championship

of his Usher of the Black Rod. Such
was the first move in Irish politics in

the reign of George HI. ; the conclud-

ing incident was in keeping with it :

—

Earl Talbot recalled, for indulging a
Protestant corporation, by toasting

the glorious aud immortal memory;
his secretary recalled, for having con-
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ciliated Roman Catholics into an in-

aurrection, which convulsed some rural

districts with agrarian outrage and
sanguinary disturbance, and threaten-

ed the metropolis into apprehensions

of a ru«tic invasion, and into the erec-

tion of barricades, as a kind of extern-

pore fortification. It is scarcely ne-
cessary to atld, that the government of

Ireland, from the opening to the close

of this long and eventful reign, was all

of a piece.

It would be not without deep inte-

rest to unravel some of the intrigues to

which the postprandial disclosures of
the i*rimatc (Stone) have directed our
attention ; but we forbear, and |>ermit

Mr. Montagu to resume his narra-

tive:—
" I stayed in Ireland about seven

months, and on the whole passed my
time agreeably. I found the people of

distinction civil and courteous, very
professing and attentive, but had al-

ways their interest in view, and were
not to be depended on — extremely
illiterate and uncntertaining. They
study only the powers of wine, and
effect most of their purposes by it.

They drench a man till he brings up
all he has, which they greedily swallow
and digest, and turn to their own pro-

fit, dregs and all. They are generous,

profuse, dissipated and giddy ; and the

great employments are idled with
arrant Trincnlos. Such pinchbeck
grandees* made me smile. I could
not despise them, for they set no va-

lue on themselves, any more than how
much money it would bring.
" The women were not near so hand-

some as I had boon led to expect ; and
those few of the country that were of

quality or handsome, were truly no
better bred or educated than the wives
of corporation men in our great towns.

Not that they were debauched or vi-

cious. No -1- one heard nothing of
them.f they were nobodys. One
strange woman there was that figured

as the most considerable among them,
the Countess of , who was so dig-

nified by the Duke of Bedford, and to

support that rank begged a pension of,

I believe, three hundred pounds.
"Indeed, this same Duke of Bed-

ford was a fit Excellency for such a
people, and humbled them to his own
low standard. None ever acted so

absurdly. He made a drunken fellow
of the college provost, though a lay-

man, J ami the first of that kind that

had ever been admitted, against their

statutes, then Privy Councillor. He
was member of Parliament before for

the university, and the college is the

university. One might write volumes
of his Grace's deeds, but this is only
en passant. They will never l>e forgot

bv the sober ones of that kingdom,
though I believe, scarce wrote ; for

that Cquere the art or practice of

writing') and reading is not the turn

of the" gentlemen of the university or
kingdom.
"And since I have named the tlni-

versitv, I will add a few lines. I was
there when they received the Lord
Lieutenant. Never was such a farce

and ridicule upon learning. The young
gentlemen who had a few verses to re-

peat were prompted, § that a schoolboy

* Thore was a diss of advent urers, high and low, in Ireland to which the description of

Sir. Montagu could be applied with much propriety. It was an observation of, we believe,

the Duke of Lr;n*ter, a very few years later than the vieeroyalty of I»rd Halifax, addressed

to a pci -on about to make a tour through the country, that he must carefully distinguish be-

tween lri>h gentlemen and Iri.-»h
14 )iuck»"— a name thtu given to persons who might have

sat for the likeness drawn by the Gentleman Usher.

t Not a b;id repute in such a state of society. It was a homage paid to female virtue that

the names of Indies were not heard at entertainments which were orgies.

X Mr. Mnntiigu'a 44 drunken fellow" was no less a personage than the Right Hon. Francis

Andrew.-*, a man ofwhom Hardy, in his 14 Life of Charlemont," has recorded, that 44when in Italy

he no less charmed, and almost astonished, the learned professors of Padua by his classical

attainment*, and the uncommon quickness, purity, and ease with which be addressed and re-

plied to them in the Latin language, than he captivated our young men of rank, then resident

at Home, by his lively and accommodating wit, his agreeable, useful, and miscellaneous know*
ledge." 44 His manners," Hardy says,

44 were not refined— Sir Kobert Walpole would have

relished them more than Lord Chesterfield; but they were frank and open, accompanied with

so much good-humour, good- nature, and real bcucvolenoe, that he had few, if any, personal

enemies. He was fond orand indulged in the pleasures of the table, but he added to the uum-
ber of his friends," fcc , kc.

§ Had Mr. Montagu been aware that the university took no part in preparing these young
gentlemen for the public part of their exercise, he would have seen that its reputation was in
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at Eton would bo ashamed of. They
go to the play in their gowns, and, tho

year before I came here, with their

swords, which were out on all occa-

sions. There was but one remarkable
duel of theirs while I was there, be-

tween two young lads of the college

and two young members of parliament,

brothers, with pistols. They were most
of them wounded, but no notice was
taken, and not above one murder that

I heard of. Murder, indeed, is little

regarded there. In short, it is a law.

less race of people.
*' I seldom attended the House of

Lords, lor there was little business

done there to amuse a stranger. Much
panegyric, somo without book. The
Primate once and long, lull of en-

comiums on the Catholics, was for

raising some regiments of that sect of

people— whom, though I would never
wish to see persecuted, I would never

encourage. His grace was pleased to

advance many fibs. Lord Hillsborough

called them lies, downright ; and his

grace replied his lurdahip had said the

thing that was not. This wjis the only

debate ; and you may imagine how
others would have been managed, by
this specimen.

" The Primate was, indeed, a man
of most indecent character and de-

meanour*— sensible, however, good-
natured, free from revenge, and had
often an opportunity of exerting it;

generous and agreeable, but false, am-
bitious, and a disdainer of his superiors,

many of whom he humbled, and made
to know his influence ; fawned over
them to work them to his own pur.

poses, and then laughed at them for

their easiness and simplicity. My lord

set him at a distance, hated him, and
was not governed by him ; but lived

to see him soon after much careRsed

and consulted by Lord Hute and the

King— a tit person for such people.

He is now declining in health, and will

leave many people in Ireland much
grieved for him ; but Ireland will be a
great gainer by his death.

" I think 1 have not named my good
lords, the bishops. Truly they are the

non-pareiU of their order, and deserve

as much to be rooted out as the

Jesuits. Such greedy bellies— such
dumb dogs are no where else to be
found, and contribute much to the
growth of Popery and irreligion in the

kingdom, f
•« Dublin is a handsome city— the

no respect involved in the failure of their memories. The verges mar have merited the dis-

tinction cinNircd upon them, and the author or authors may have be»-n deficit tit in the confi-

dence and .self- possession which are essential to unembarrassed utterance. The want of disci-

pline which he stigmatises deserved severe reprehension, and might be regarded, perhaps, as

among the most convincing proof* that public opinion was generally astray.
* 44

lie (Karl of Kil 'arc) presented a memorial to the late King ((icorge II ), which, in

respectful but spirited language, stated the grievances of Ireland, and particularly the mal-
administration of Primate St' me. It occasioned much surprise, and gave great oQeucc to part

of the English Cabinet. '*

—

Life of Charltmont, vol. i. p. 167.

f An interval of more than a century and a-half had elapsed between the date of Edmund
Spenser's "View of the State of Ireland" and that oftiorge .Montagu's 44 Expedition C
and in that long period our eccletiastical system would seen to have experienced but little

improvement. In tin' great port's day *' the clergy there (excepting tin- grave fathers which
are in high place about the State, ami some few others which are lately plmiud in their new
College) are generally bad, licentious und most disordered." !n that day also '* the bene-

fices themselves were bo meane, and of >o small profite, through the ill husbandry of the

Irish people, which doe inhabite them, that they will not yeelde any competent maintenance
for any honest minister to live upon, scarcely to bye him a gowne." In that day " the

IrUh bishops had their clergy in such awe and subjection under them, that they dare not

compUine of them, so as they may do to them what they please, for they, knowing their own
unworthncsse and incapacity, and that they are therefbrc still removable at their bishop's

will, yeeld what pleascth him, and he tukcth w hat he listetli
; yea, and some of them,

whose dioceses are in remote parts, somewhat out of the world's eye, doe not nt all bestow the

benefices which are in their owne donation upon any, but keep them in their own hands,

and set their own servant* and hone- boys to take up the tithes and grantes of them, with
the which some of them purchase great lands, and build faire castle* u[k>ii the same."

Look well upon that picture and on this— on Spenser's representation and on Montagu's.
They are not mueh unlike. Compare them both with the aapect of the Church in Ireland at

this ilay. How great and how satisfactory the difference. That Hishop of Kildare, whom
Mr. Montagu represent as one 44 who seldom sallied out" at the Primate"* table, seems to

have united in lib own person the attributes of the two eras. He shared in the spirit of im-
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air mild, plenty of provisions, and ad-
mirable fish, tbe airings about it beau-
tiful, and tbe roads good— some very
pretty villas. They are ingenious in

their manufactures, and, were they
properly encouraged, would be a
wealthy, considerable people. Tbey
are vain, and love show — are very
cheerful and generous. A covetous

person is a strange phenomenon
amongst them. Tbey love politics.

Tbe very tradesmen pass most of their

time at the House of Commons, not in

the gallery, but intermixed with the

members ; and though tbey are slaves,

yet they have an abborrenee to slavery;

but tbey seldom have time to think.
" The members of parliament, who

axe tbe chief leaders among them, arc

insufferably vain, and have about as

much knowledge of elocution* as an
attorney's clerk. Yet they talk of the

speakers of our parliament as babblers

to themselves. Nothing can be more
ridiculous than their Speaker, house,

and members ;—no order—no dignity

— no debate— worso than their Privy
Council, where boys, lawyers, dull

Lord C and A have a seat."

So closes the " Expedition to Ire-

land." We owe it to the solicitude of

the author for bis reputation. His
unkind cousin, he imagines, may assail

his memory when he is dead, and be

would provide a defence for it by an-

ticipation :

—

" He will, when I am cone, shuffle,

and load my memory, as he has done ;

and I shall be believed, from ignorance

or cowardice, the person to blame, and
not aggrieved. Let my few friends,

therefore, vindicate me — that I am
poor George Montagu—not from indo-

lence, not from humour, but from want
of help, from want of affection, from
want of sincerity. Had I submitted
to a thousand provoking indignities-,
had I been of the stuff they make great
men and favourites of, I might nave
been both."

If the subject were one of any inte-

rest to the reader, it would be no diffi-

cult task to show that Mr. Montagu
has himself assigned a far more ra-

tional explanation of the neglect he
complains of. His cousin, the Lord
Lieutenant, acknowledged the bonds
of relationship, and desired to take
the Usher of the Black Rod into his

confidence. He would disclose to him
his policy of government, and his opi-

nion of persons in power. Montagu
writes that he discouraged all such
overtures, and shrank from them.
What more natural than that they
should cease to be made to him, and
that the confidence which he repelled

should be given where it was better

welcomed ? Why should Montagu
complain of the consequences. His
dissatisfaction, however, had its uses

in stimulating bim to the production
of those sketches, in which, although
the colours have gall and vinegar min-
gled with them, we can discern inter,

nal evidences of an "ugly likeness"
to their subjects.

Some of the disclosures in Monta-
gu's papers would serve to show that,

in the days when they were written,

there was no great fear of committees
of inquiry :

—

" He [Lord Halifax] loved syco-
phants, and bestowed the chief of his

favour on the most abject of that kind
of wretches. One C , a creature

provement which characterises the modern epoch, and, to some extent, In the spirit of do-

mination which belonged to the old. After tbe death of Stone be was elevated to the primacy.

Cumberland, in his " Memoir*," has described his active, discriminating, and princely benevo-

lence, in which he might rank almost with the present munificent and upright occupant of

tbe see ; but in graciousness of character, in tbe easy and amiable intercourse which, with-

out any violation of the honour due to station and character, now subsists between the su-

perior and the subordinates, and by which the efficacy of tbe Church establishment is greatly

augmented—here is a characteristic which the age we live in may number among its happiest

distinctions.
* And yet there were at this time good speakers in the Irish House of Commons. Perry

was a member ; so were Tindall, and Flood, and some others, of power and promise ; Ha-
milton (incorrectly styled single-speech Hamilton) was also a member, and more than once

delivered orntions of the highest order of eloquence, Terry, to whom he had replied on
some important occasion, arose when he sat down, not to answer his arguments, but to say

they had convinced him. To some extent, however, Montagu is justified in his censures.

It would havo been hazardous to predict such a parliament as afterwards agitated, if it did

not sway, Ireland, from such prognostics as might have been witnessed when Lord Halifax

was Viceroy.
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of the primate, his spy, his everything,

he made his secretary when he took

the seals. lie sent him oar minister

to Denmark, and got him* a grant for

a hundred and fifty pounds on the Irish

establishment, though the Duke of

Bedford had before obtained a pension

of two hundred a-year for him. This
worthy person had not been more than

a year about my lord in England— in-

deed seven months. He bad waited

as a gentleman at iarge at the Castle,

an office that did not entitle him to a
nearer access than walking before his

coach bare-headed, or waiting in his

antechamber. He was the scorn of the

family, but the favourite of Mrs. D.
*Twas a pitiful connexion."

There appears to have been some-
thing like corruption or embezzlement
on a larger scale, and under circum-

stances of greater peril :—
" He [Lord Halifax] consulted my

brother [General Montagu] concerning

proper persons to prefer to the many re-

eimentsthat were to be raised, and gave
him some commissions for his friends.

Indeed they were scarce gifts, for they
were not likely to stand long, and the

Chancellor's, Cook's, son was made an
officer. Col. G. had given in samples

for clothing for his new regiment to

the Board of General Officers, that

Charles would upon no account pass.

Twas my Loru Lieutenant's order

they should. 'Then he must sign it with

his own hand, or I will not.' It was
signed. Charles then signed it, as at

the command of the Lord Lieutenant,

but not as an approbation. This was
not long before the General went to

Clonmel, but a great while after Lord
Halifax came to Ireland— perhaps a

month or two before he left it."

His Excellency was sworn in Lord
Lieutenant, October 6, 1761. He left

Ireland in April, 1 762.

The part which Mr. Montagu him-

self bad in the merchandise of patron,

age does not appear to have been either

large or fortunate, but he describes it

in a spirit which shows that he had no
disinclination to have been more deeply
concerned :

—

*' The Chancellor had tricked my
lord out of a place that was in myjiift.

I knew nothing of the transaction;

had put a person in, and received

a hundred guineas — / was forced to

refund them. My lord heard of the
affair. I got a pair of colours in a
new-raised regimentfor a young spark;

he was broke afew months after. That
was all the preferment I obtained,

or indeed solicited, for any of my
friends, "f
The business-like manner in which

Mr. Montagu mentions his sale of a
place (which was in what he calls his

" gift") for a hundred guineas, naming
the price because he was put to the

indignity and distress of refunding it;

his selection of a young spark, " who
was broken a few months after," to

carry the colours of a regiment, be-

trays, in its manifest unconsciousness

ofshame or wrong, the state of public

principle and popular opinion at the

time when the "Expedition to Ire-

land" was written. The antagonism
between the heads of the State and of
the Church Establishment, of which
Mr. Montagu gives so picturesque a
notice ; the absence of interest in the

tameness of all parliamentary proceed,
ings ; and the Scythian compensation
of those disorderly banquets at which
the measures formally ratified in the

Senate, were contrived or decidod under
the inebriating influence of flowing

bumpers, are, we believe, not untruly

described by the exasperated writer.

What a manner of government this—
to conduct the affairs of a country
where the people had begun to learn

that they had the elements of strength,

* Mr. Montagu wakes this matter worse by explaining it as he does at a subsequent

page in his revelations:—•* If he broke into the resolution ofobtaining pension

—

why nonefor
mef I verily believe, to do him justice, this some grant in C 's name is tor bin mistress,

or his child by her ; but what an action— how is he fallen, from the refusing, disinterested

Lord Lieutenant, to the tool of an old woman !"

f Mr. Hardy has written a brief notice of this " trickster -
1 — " Lord Bowes, the Chan-

cellor, was a man of considerable ability. He was a native of England, but panned the pro-

fession of tlie law in this kingdom ; having passed successively through the offices of Solicitor,

Attorney*General, and Lord Chief Baron, he was, on the death of Lord Jocelyn, promoted

to the peerage and custody of the great seal He presided in the House of Lords with

dignity; and bit eloquence, whenever be had occasion to exert it in that limited sphere, but

particularly when he attended at the bar, was applauded by the best judges,"— among
whom Mr. Hardy names Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyue.—Lift of Charlemont, voL 1. p. 167.
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and where agencies had commenced to

•work by which these elements were to

be organised and directed. The ini-

quity of such a system of government
had now come to the full ; the punish-

ment of feebleness and distraction came
upon it, and it had never since been
adequate to the task which the diffi-

culties of Ireland have assigned to it

as its honourable but too arduous
duty.

We will not say that the tempta-
tion to enter upon a discussion of the

subject thus presented to us, is with-

out its force ; but we can, because we
roust, withstand it. We turn to a
topic which permits us to be brief.

The papers from which we have of-

fered these extracts to the reader were
found in an English mansion, in the ma-
nuscript department of an English no-

bleman's library. They are not the only

papers having Ireland as their subject

which that library has preserved, nor is

that the only library in which it has

been our fortune to peruse mannscripts

illustrative of our country's history.

It is very desirable that those who are

Eossessed of such relics would consider

ow far it might prove expedient to

make the public acquainted with them.
In mativ instances, we believe, they

would furnish the most authentic and
trustworthy intelligence as to the cha-

racter of the times in which they were
written, and would thus enable us to

measure and estimate our social pro-

gress.

Whoever takes the trouble to com-
pare the strictures contained in Mr.
Montagu's "Expedition" with the tes-

timony borne by Arthur Young seven-

teen years after, will feel amazed that

in so short a time so much improve-

ment could have been effected ; and
even under all the disasters and dis-

couragements which have fallen upon
us in these latter days, there are still

discernible indications of continued ad-

vancement.

RATHJttORE AND ITS TRADITIONS.

In the rural parish of Itathmorc (ba-

rony of Luuc, county of Meath), about
two and a-half miles from the small

town of A thboy, are the ruins of a
church and a castle, with which are

connected some curious oral traditions

that are not without corroboration

from old monuments, records, and pe-

digrees.

Of the castle, which was once ex-

tensive, there is now extant but one
high, square, massive tower, with

many loopholes, few and irregular

windows, and small door-ways, cell-

like rooms, and the narrow stone stairs

leading to the top. Midway of these

stairs is a miserable dark little den,

with a vaulted roof and one window,
and so confined that with outstretched

arms you may touch both side-walls at

once. Yet this is said to have been

the accustomed sleeping-room of the

1as t lineal inberitor of Kathmore. Some
few yards from the castle are the relics

of the square Keep.
The church, once a handsome struc-

ture, stands amidst a recent but close

plantation, above which ri^es a grace-

ful square tower, lighted at top by

arched windows, and looking, amid the

young trees, like a patriarch surround-

ed by his grandchildren. The interior

of the roofless church is filled with

grave-stone?, long grass, and sapling

trees. The walls are nearly entire.

In one of the half-dilapidated turrets

is the sacristy (entered from the chan-

cel), within which a heap of rubbish

marks the operations o! a treasure-

seeker, who some years ago dreamed
that the church plate and a sum of

money were buried here in a corner.

He came hither alone at midnight, and
setting his lantern on the floor, com-
menced digging; but suddenly he

heard an unearthly noise near the

hearth, looked up, 'and saw, to his

horror, the spectral form of a robed
ecclesiastic frowning on him with a
most threatening visage. The digger

dropped his spade and fled, not daring

to look behind till he reached the shel-

ter of his own cabin. He never re-

newed the search, and his report suf*

ficed to deter others from a similar

attempt.

In the chancel is a large and beau-

tiful window, its shapely stone niul-
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Hons forming quatrefoils above ; with,

out, it is surmounted by a finely sculp,

tared bead regally crowned—two grace-

ful female heads finish the base, one at

each side. Beneath this window, in

the interior, is an ancient altar tomb
with the recumbent effijjy of a knight.

Near it lies an old sculptured and in.

Scribed stone, and the sculptured frag-

ments of an elaborate monument are
built into the south wall. To these
tombs we shall hereafter refer.

The church was dedicated to St.

Laurence the Deacon, martyred at

Borne, a.d. 261, by being broiled to

death on a gridiron. Patent rolls as

early as Richard II. make mention of
the church of Rathmore. Near to it

a holy well was venerated as under
the patronage of a later saint of the
same name, St. Laurence O'Toole

Archbishop of Dublin (twelfth centnrv)
to whom also is dedicated a rude rock*
with indentations on its surface, said

by the peasantry to be the marks of
the prelate's fingers.

The name Rathmore

—

i.e., the great
Rath— is said to be derived from a
royal rath occasionally inhabited in

this locality by Kintr foeil Olun Dm
(Neil of the Black Knee, who reigned
from 910 to 919, a.d.)

In the early part of the fifteenth

century the Lord of Rathmore was
6ir Christopher Cruys (in modern
spelling. Cruise), who had beside

many large possessions, and among
tbem the castleB and estates of Cruise-

town and Moydorragh, lying near each
other in the barony of Morgallion in

Meath. Of Sir Christopher and his

family a singular history is orally pre-

served among the descendants of the

rural denizens of Rathmore in the

olden time.

According to the tradition, Sir Chris-

topher Cruys lived to a mature age
unmarried; his nephews, therefore,

entertained hopes of succeeding to all

his large property; but late in life the

good knight, losing his tasto for celi-

bacy, married a lady with whose beauty
and amiable disposition he had been

captivated. This marriage enraged
his kinsmen, some of whom resided at

Robertstown and others at Brittas,

seats in the vicinity of Cruisetown.

They testified peculiar hostility to

Lady Cruys, whose conduct in all re-

spects was most exemplary, and who
lived in perfect harmony with her hus-

band. In due time she gave promise
of presenting Sir Christopher with a
direct heir ; and the disappointed ex-
pectants wickedly determined On de-

stroying both the knight and the lady
before the birth of the child.

It happened that Sir Christopher
and his wife went to spend some days
at the Castle of Cruisetown, which is

no longer extant, but it was then a
strong edifice, and stood beside an ar.

tificial mound near the now ruined

church,t and in view of a small lake.

One fine sunny day Sir Christopher

induced his lad^, for the sake of exer-

cise, to walk with him to Moydorragh.
Unfortunately they took no attendant;

for though well aware that the kins-

men were much displeased at their

uncle's marriage, the latter had no sus-

fricion of the extent of their malevo-
ence. The movements of the knight
and lady had, however, been watched
by spies ; and on their return from
Moyaorragh an ambush was set for

them near the Castle of Crnisctown.

Just as they came in sight of the castle,

Lady Cruys perceiving the brightness

of the day to be suddenly overcast by
some peculiar kind of obscurity, looked

up, and saw in the sky a terrific phe-
nomenon, like the well-defined and
dark figure of a giant, looking down
upon them with a fiend-likc aspect.

Alarmed at such an unusual apjiear-

ancc, a nervous apprehension seized

her mind, and she exclaimed in Irish

(then the vernacular), Oh, Sir Chris-

topher! look up! see! some dreadful

danger threatens us. That sign is a
warning ; let us hurry home— haste

!

haste
!"

Sir Christopher tried to smile away
her fears as mere superstition, telling

her that the apparition was ouly form-

* This stone formerly stood near the castle, but has been moved to about half a mile

farther.

f Id this dilapidated church is a sculptured and emblazoned tomb of a branch of the

Craysesof a later date than the epoch of the story, bciug of tlie latter part of the seventeenth

century. It commemorates Walter and Elizabeth Cruys, and their son Patrick, ami his

wife, Catherine Dalton. The two latter are also commemorated by a rude stone cross in the

churchyard.
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ed by a cloud, though he must own it

was a singular one ; but even sup-

posing it supernatural, why should

they believe it directed to them rather

than to any other person in the neigh-

bourhood? But Lady Cruys replied,

'It is 1 it is, indeed, lor us. See ! the

dark shadow of the figure has fallen

upon us, cold and black. Hasten
home 1 hasten home !"

As she was hurrying her husband
forwards, several armed men, led by
his relatives, sprang from a thicket, and
rushed towards them. The knight was
armed with the small sword commonly
worn. He drew it ; and setting his back
to a tree, defended himself as well as

he could from the murderous attack,

and said to his wife, " Run now ! run
for life— for my life as well as your
own. On to the castle* and send me
help.'' Lady Cruys fled with the

speed of one who did run for life, but
two of the assailants sprang after her
with drawn swords, She had, how-
ever, a few paces' advantage, which
she kept, for terror winged her feet.

Her cries as she approached the castle

had been heard, and the gate was
opened at the instant she reached it-
one moment longer of delay had been
fata), for the pursuers were then so

near (.says traaition), that just as the

Sate closed on the fugitive, one of
aem, making a blow at her, cut off a

part of her mantle that streamed be-
nind.

The poor breathless lady was scarce-

ly able to give her orders to the do-
mestics ; but they quickly compre-
hended her; and hurrying out at a
postern, they sped to their master,

whom they found left quite alone

under the tree that had supported him,
pierced with wounds, and covered
with blood, but still alive, and in

possession of his faculties. They
stanched tho blood, and conveyed
him gently to the castle. But he was
mortally wounded ; and only lived

long enough to receive the rites of his

Church, to give some directions, and
bid a tender farewell to his disconso-

late wife, in who5e arms he expired.

The new-made widow felt that her
husband's life was not the only sacri-

fice sought ; she knew that her own,
and that of the unborn heir were at

stake, and she resolved to do her ut-

most to save both, and defeat the cu-
pidity of her enemies. To this end
she determined on flying to England

for safety, and securing the title-deeds

of Sir Christopher's property, and as

much of the family plate as she could.

All of the latter that was at Cruise-

town she placed in a strong oak chest,

with heavy stones in the bottom, and
bad it conveyed secretly by night out

of the castle, and sunk in the neigh-

bouring lake. To save the plate and
papers at Rathmore were her next

object ; to attain which she must leave

Cruisetown by stratagem, lest she

should be intercepted. She kept the

castle closely barred from all intruders,

and despatched a messenger to Rath-

more, requiring the attendance of the

domestics at the funeral of their late

master in Cruisetown Church. She
then caused it to be reported that the

was dangerously ill from agitation aud
over*exertion.

By torchlight the relatives and te-

nants of Sir Christopher Cruys crowd-

ed the small church to witness the ob-

sequies of the murdered man, whose
widow was then announced to be dead.

While their attention was thus en-

gaged, another funeral train, com-
posed of trusty men of Rathmore, is-

sued silently from the postern, bearing

a coflin covered with a pall, but pierced

throughout with holes to admit air to

the poor trembling mourner, who lay

within as a corpse. To any who ques-

tioned them on their road they replied,

that they were conveying the remains

of Lady Cruys to Rathmore, as she

could not bo interred with her deceased

husband on account of the family

feuds.

Gently, but speedily, was the jour-

ney performed ; the coffin was taken

into the castle of Rathmore, and its

faint and cramped inmate lifted out,

and tended by eager hands. But no
time was to be lost— scarcely was she

recovered from her fatigues, when she

hastily selected the principal parch-

ments, and packed them for convey-

ance ; then collecting the plate, she saw

it nailed closely down in the coflin,

which was carried into the Church of

St. Laurence, and laid in a ready-

prepared grave, amid the tears of those

who believed it to contain the corpse

of their beloved lady.

Day had not yet dawned when Lady
Cruys, closely disguised, stole away
from Rathmore, accompanied by one
female domestic, and bearing with hex

the title-deeds, her jewels, and a sum
of mouey. She reached Dublin, and
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embarked on board a vessel bound for

London, where she arrived in safety.

And there she gave birth to a daugh-
ter, whom she named Mary Anne ;

and immediately notified, in due form
the facts of her own existence, and the

birth of her child, to the kinsmen of
Sir Christopher, and asserted the right

of his posthumous heiress. Hut strong

in the possession of the property they
had usurped, they laughed to scorn the

claims or a helpless widow and infant

in another country.

Lady Cruys endeavoured to obtain

redress from the English courts of law ;

but her resources were soon exhausted,
and her exertions were barred by po-
verty. Years elapsed ; the young girl

grew up, the heiress of large estates,

but inured to an inheritance of unmi-
tigated want and care. Mother and
daughter were reduced to so low an
ebb that they were compelled to sap-

port themselves by the labour of their

nands. But Lady Cruys had instructed

Mary from childhood in all her rights,

teaching her the names and descrip-

tions of the several portions of her es-

tates ; and the dispossessed heiress had
amused herself at her toils by compos-
ing on the subject of her inheritance a
simple song in Irish, in which lan-

guage she and her mother always con-
versed, as their native tongue.

At the period to which the narrative

has now reached, Sir Thomas Plunket,
of Killeen (Meath), happened to be
in London. He was the third son of
Christopher Plunket, • first Baron of
Killeen. Sir Thomas belonged to the
legal profession, and when in London
frequented the Temple. One day,
when in the Temple Gardens, and
leaning over the parapet that divided
them from the strand of the Thames,
he observed a young and lovely girl,

in poor attire, but with an air of gen-
tle blood, washing clothes in the river,

and then spreading them on a large

stone. She was singing to a plaintive

air a song, the words ofwhich he found

to be Irish, lie listened with surprise

and attention, and soon discovered

that the singer was describing her own
circumstances.

This is nofiction. A portion of the

song has been preserved, solely by oral

tradition, for upwards of 400 years.

We have collected it in fragments from
among the Rathmore peasantry, in its

native Irish, from which we have made
the following translation, adhering as

closely as we could to the metre of the

original. As a poetical composition

this song has no merit ; but the de-

scriptive epithets attached to the dif-

ferent names are even still applicable.

Of the places mentioned in it many
are recorded in patents, inquisitions,

&c, as being held alon?; with the

Manor of Kathmore by the descend,

ants of Mary Cruys.

THE SONC OF MART CRUT8.

FROM THE OUOIXAL IRISH.

Ah ! blessed Miry ! hear me sighing,

On this cold stone mean labours plying;

Yet Itathraorc's heiress might I name mc,
And broad lands rich and many claim mc.

Gilstown, Rathbeg, names known from child-

hood
;

Fair Johnstown, hard by bog and wild wood

;

Ra-taane (Blackwater near it floweth),

And liarton, where the white wheat groweth.

Kilskier, with windows shining brightly
;

Teltown, where race the coursers sprightly

;

Balreask, abundant dairies showing,

Full pails and churns each day bestowing.

Thee, Ballycred, too, mem'ry prizes
;

Old Oristown to mind arises

;

Caultown, near bogs, black turf providing

;

Rathconny, in its "Baron" priding.

The Twelve Poles, Armabregia, follow

;

Kilmainham, of the woody hollow
;

Cruisetown, with lakf: by sunbeams greeted

;

Moydorragh gay, mid fair roads seated.

Still could I speak of townlands many

;

Three score along the banks of Nanny ;

Twelve by the Boyne, if it were pleasure

To dwell on lost and plundered treasure, f

* He obtained the lands of Killeen by marriage with the heiress, Genet Cusack. The
Plunkets, descended from a Danish family, settled in Ireland before the twelfth century.

f Of the places named in the song, Gilstown and Rathcoiiuy are near Kathmore ; the al-

lusion to the " Baron " of Rathconny is forgotten. Kataaffe, Balreask, Caultown, and Bal-

lycred (now Knightstown), are in the vicinity of Navan, but not all iu the same direction.

Rathbeg, near Trim ;
Johnstown, near Clomnellan (Barony of Fore). Near Kelb are Oris-

town, Kilskier, and Teltown ; the latU-r, the ancient Tailtean, was famous for horce-races

from the reigns of the pagan kings for many centuries. Kilmainham, Cruisetown, Maydor.

ragh, Armabregia, and the Twelve Poles (a plot of ground), near Nobber. The Nanny
ft at iii \ Lii> § i o ^ c*\ t li*
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Such was the song of the di?po9-

sehscd heiress of Baltimore, sun; on
Kugliah ground, in the fifteenth cen-

tury ; aud, by a singular coincidence,

brought round in the revolutions of
time, the same sung was again sung-,

on English ground, uuder similar

circumstances, in the seventeenth
century, by a second unfortunate

heiress of Bathmore, a lineal deeen-

dant of Mary Cruys. But let us not
anticipate.

Sir Thomas Plunket, being himself

a native of Meath, was well acquainted

with the story of the Cruys family,

and with the names of the principal

lands, and at once guessed that the

young singer must be the lost heiress,

ile courteously addressed her in Irish

(thus conciliating her confidence at the

outset), told his name, intimated his

suspicion of her real rank, and offered

his services, l'oor Mary, delighted

with this gleam of hope, brought him
to the humble dwelling of her mother;
who, eager to interest in her cause a
man of his importance, showed him
all her parchments, and gave him
proofs of the identity of her daughter

as heiress of Sir Christopher Cruys.

Sir Thomas undertook to exert himself

for the restitution of the estates

;

stipulating, however, that if his efforts

proved successful, he should be re-

warded with the (no longer empty)
hand of his fair client. It were to be
wished that he hail wooed in a less

busiucss-likc and more gallant man-
ner ; but he was past the heyday of

youth, and was a widower.
lie conducted the cause with so

much ability, that he brought it to

a triumphant issue, and married the

enriched heiress. He attained the

dignity of Lord Chief Justice of the

King's Bench, in Ireland ; and he and
his lady fixed their resideueo at the

Castle of Bathmore, which thence-

forward became the family seat of
their descendants, known as the Plun-

kets of Bathmore. Doubtless, the

plate submerged at Cruisetown, and

buried at Rathmore, soon saw the
light again, after the restoration of tlie

right owner. A memorial of a visit

(perhaps the bridal visit) of Mary and
her husband to the seat of Lord
Killeen (ancestor of the Karl of
Fingal), the father of Sir Thomas, is

still extaut in the demesne of Killeen.*
It is the base of a cross, sculptured
with ecclesiastical figures; bearing no
date, but iucribed with the names of

domas Plunktt.

jearta tfuujs.

It was the amusement of I -

Plunket, after her happy settlement at

Bathmore, to sing for her friends and
family the simple Irish song that had
attracted the attention of Sir Thomas,
and had been (under Providence) the
means of her good fortune. Thus it

became popular in the neighbourhood,
and was long preserved in memory,
though now extant but in fragments,
never before (we have reason to be-

lieve) committed to writing.

Sir Thomas died in 1471. In the
churchyard of Athboy is a sculptured

tomb, without date or inscription, but
bearing the eftigies of a knight and a
lady : it is said to be the monument
of Sir Thomas Plunket, and his wife,

Mary Cruys. They were the parents
of two sons and three daughters : of

the latter, the eldest, Israay, marrying
William Wellesley (or Wesley, as theu
spelled"), has the high, though posthu-

mous, honour of being a direct ances-

tress of the great Duke of Wellington,
who was tenth in descent from her,

and eleventh from Mary Cruys, whose
story derives an additional interest

from her illustrious descendant.!

The eldest son (of Sir Thomas and
his wife Mary) died childless. The
second, Sir Alexander, succeeded him
at Bathmore, and became Lord Chan-
cellor of Ireland, in 1492. A royal

grant to the (then) Corporation of
Kavan, in 1494, bears date from his

Castle of Bathmore. He was three

times married; first, to a daughter

• Killeen Castle, the seat of the Earls of Fingal, was founded by Ilugh de Lacy, in 1180.

It is two and a-half mile* from Dunshaugblin.

f The pedigree runs thus: Ismay Plunket and William Wellesley, of Dangan, Meath,

had a daughter, Alison, who married John Cosackof Cufcington, and had a ?on, Sir Thomas
Cusaek, Lord Chancellor of Ireland, whose daughter, Catherine, married Sir Henry Colley,

of Caatlecarbury, and their son, Sir Henry, marrying Anne, daughter of Adam Loftua,

ArchbUhop of Dublin, had a wn, Sir Henry, whose m>ii, Dudley, left a son, Henry, whose

son, Richard, took the numc <>f Wellesley, by the will of Ins cousin, William Welleiley, and

had a son, Garrett, Earl of Moraiugton, father of the great Duke of Wellington.
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of Marward, Baron of Skreen ; se-

condly, to a niece of the eighth Earl of
Ormonde ; thirdly, to a daughter of
Gerald, Earl of Kildare. Decides
three daughters, he had nine sons, who
filled Meath with Plunkets, and even
spread into the neighbouring counties.

Three of his sons succeeded, in turn,

at Rathinore (the two eldest having no
posterity) ; the others became heads
of houses. A MS. roll of the gentry
of Meath (in the library of the Royal
Dublin Society), dated in the latter

part of the sixteenth century, gives a
list of fifteen Plunkets (besides the
Lords Killeen and Dunsanv), all es-

tated men ; of these, ten were descen-
dants of Sir Alexander ; and all were
relatives. There was an old Irish song
on the subject of the multitudinous
Plunkets, which commenced as if with
the inquiry of a simple-minded pcasaut,

what is the meaning of the famous
word " Plunket"? (which, in Irish,

is nearly identical with "blanket"). In
answer to the query, a loug descriptive

catalogue was given of the different

Plunkets, their alliances, lands, &c &c.
The first Hues were to this purpose :

" What is this word so talk'd of? Plimket

!

What does it mean ? is it a blanket ?
"

** No ; 'tis a family, great and grand,

Spreading abroad through the beat of the

land.'"

It is natural to suppose that Sir

Alexander, looking with pride on his

numerous and prospering offspring,

might have deemed the line of Rath,
niore secure for many centuries. Alas 1

for human calculation : in less than
one century and a-half from his de-
cease, his descendants were cast out;
strangers took their lands; and the
castle, where they ruled in life, and
the church, where they slept in death,
fell to decay, before the second century
from his burial bad been completed.

Sir Alexander died, 1503. tVarc,
in his Annals, calls him " a person of
great account." The broken altar, tumb
beneath the chancel window of Ralh-
more Church is his : the sides are orna-
mented with tho interfacings that

heralds call fretty, with fluting*, and

prominent bosses. The knight's effigy

is clad in that mixed armour of plato

and mail that was worn in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. His visor is

open ; and his feet rest on a dog, tho
emblem of fidelity. Round the ledgo

of the tomb runs a black-letter in-

scription, much defaced, and in very
contracted Latin ; but the name of
Plunket is distinctly legible. The
figure of a lady once reclined beside
the knight, but it was broken to pieces

by the female peasants, and ground
into scouring sand.

Sir Alexander's eldest son married
the Lady Catherine Preston, daughter
of Lord Gormanstown ; but was child-

less. His tombstone lies near Sir
Alexander's monument : its black,
letter Latin inscription records his

death on 5th March, 1531. The stone
bears two shields, one impaling Plunket
and Preston ; the other Preston and
Molyneux (the parents of Lady Ca-
therine, whoso name is on the tomb,
but no date of her death). At the
corners are the emblems of the four
evangelists ; and in the centre, the
instruments of the crucifixion, tho
seamless garment of our Lord, and a
skull and cross-bones. Here are the
blazonings of haughty ancestry; the
symbols of death, the leveller of dis-

tinctions; and the emblems of religion,

the tamer of pride, and the comforter
in death.

On the south wall, near Sir Alexan-
der's tomb, is a slab, formerly placed
over the north door of the Church,
where its vacant place is visible. It
has a black-letter inscription, in ab-
breviated Latin, of which the following
is a translation :

" Pray for the souk
of Christopher Plunket of Rathmore,
Knight, and of his wife, Catherine
Preston; who built the stone cross
below this town, before the cemetery,
and also this porch. And to all who
shall say a rater noster, and Ave
Maria, before the said cross, for the
souls of the said Christopher and
Catherine, and their parents, two hun-
dred days of indulgence have been
granted by five bishops, in Provincial
Council, f as ofteu as they shall say it,

* This song is lost, since the death (thirty years ago) of a certain old Patrick Daly, of
Athlumaey (by Navan), the last person who was able lo repeat it.

f Tbi* Council was held iu Dublin, by Thomas Rokeby, Archbishop of Dublin, and
formerly Bishop of Meath, iu lol8 ; in which year the abovc-uiUueU cross and porch were
hi progress. Sir Henry Spelmau has published iu acts.
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for ever, Anno Domini, 1519." Of
the cross here mentioned nothing re-

mains but the base (in the churchyard),
with a mutilated inscription ; in which,

however, the above names and date
are legible.

Under the slab are the fragments of
theelaboratemonumentwhichwe before

alluded to. There is neither name nor
date. Its sculptures consist of a row
of figures (each figure within an orna-
mental pointed arch) between two rows
of shields. There are the angel Gabriel

and archangel Michael, with their

trumpets ; St. Laurence with a book
and a gridiron, the instrument of his

martyrdom ; two bishops, one with a
pastoral staff, the other with a cross of
Calvary (perhaps representing the pre-

lates of Dublin and Meath) ; and St.

Patrick, with a rich crosier. The
shields show the castle and bend of
Plunket, the saltire of Fitzgerald (Earl

of Kildarc), the martlets of Golding,
the fi-etty of Bellew, the indent of
Birmingham (Baron of Athenry), the

cheeky and vair of Fleming, Baron of
Slane, &c, alluding to alliances form-
ed by the Plunket?. There is a shield

bearing the symbols of the crucifixion

;

another, a mitre transfixed, per fess,
by two swords (the spiritual and tem-
poral jurisdiction), and a small es-

cutcheon, borne by an angel, is charged
with a plain cross.

The house of Kathmore continued
to flourish till the time of the fourth

in descent, but sixth in succession,

from the great Sir Alexander, Richard
Plunket, who fell into great difficul-

ties, aud alienated many of the lands

for various sums of money. Yet he
seems to have had strong interest with
Queen Elizabeth, who in 1.51)9 granted
to him and his son, by virtue of her
prerogative, her royal protection* for

a year and a day, against all suits,

seizures, executions, <&c. ; and fur-

ther, that his son, " who being bound
for his father, was in prison, should
be released."

The last Plunket of Rathmore was
Robert, descended from a younger son
of the great Sir Alexander (in failure

of the elder branches), from whom he
was tenth in succession ; he came to

the diminished estate in 1639. Of

[Sept.

him and his family there is a remark-
able tradition, which we shall relate

as delivered to us.

In the eventful year 1641, Robert
Plunket was in the prime of life ; he
bad married at a very early age Tho-
masina Bathe, of Syddan (Meath),
and was the father of several sons and
one <laughter, the latter the youngest

of the family. Just at the breaking

out of the great civil war in 1641 some
English troops were stationed at Alb-
boy. One day five of the soldiers went
out together into the country to pur-
chase provisions; they were seen pro-

ceeding towards Girley (part of the

Plunket property adjoining Rath- «

more), but at roll-call in the evening
they had not returned to their quar-

ters. Parties were sent out in quest

of them, but in vain : the country peo-

ple pertinaciously denied knowing any
thing about them ; and after some
day8 the search was abandoned as use-

less. But as the officer in command
had no reason to believe that they bad
deserted, but on the contrary, feared

something unfortunate had occurred to

them, he published a large reward to

be paid to any person who would give

information relative to the missing men.
Some little time elapsed. Air. Plun-

ket (the knightly title had ceased)

hired some labourers to dig a field for

him, and had a dispute with them
about wages ; they requiring an in-

crease of payment, and he refusing

more than the rate then customary,

twopence halfpenny a-day to each.

After the labourers had reluctantly

consented to take the small sum ten-

dered by Mr. Plunket, he left them,
and returned home. They continued
digging for a while, silently and sulki-

ly ; when one of them suddenly throw-
ing down his spade, and snapping his

fingers, exclaimed

—

" Boys, all of ye I what's the fun of
our slaving our four bones for two
pence halfpenny, when we could be
rich enough this night ?"

" Ay, indeed ; and where would
we find the riches?"
" Wouldn't we get them from the

great Sassenach officer at Athboy if

we went and told him where to look

for his men that he lost ?"

Rathmore and it* Traditions.

• A copy of this protection is preserved in a MS. book of collections, in the library of

the Royal Dublin Society ; in the margin it is styled M an extraordinary and illegal protec-

lion."
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" And get our heads in our hands
for our pay ?"

" Hasn't he promised a fistful of
goold for the news ? And sure we
need not tell anything to hang our-

selves. We'd have the first story, and
could turn it round on some one else

in the way that would answer us

best."
" True for you ; and then maybe

some people won't stand so stiff to-

morrow as they do to-day, grinding

down poor men with their twopence
halfpenny. It's but small gain we get,

anyhow, for holding our tongues."

At nightfall these men slunk secret-

ly into Athboy, and had a private con-

ference with the commanding officer.

At its conclusion the latter ordered out

a detachment ; with two other officers,

mounted his horse, placed the infor-

mers in the middle of the party, well

guarded, and gave the word to march
to the Bog of Girley.

The military had a weary scramble
in the darkness, through that black,

dreary, broken, plashy bog, under
the guidance of the guarded labourers.

At length, at a tract of firmer ground,
in the heart of the bog, the guides

stopped, and said, in low tones,
" Here 1

" Torches were lighted,

spades were put into the peasants'

hands, and they began to dig. The
armed soldiers stood around in surprise

and awe ; their steel caps, and breast-

plates, and bright weapons glittering

in the red glare ; and many a stern

face looked paler than it had ever
looked before. The earth was quickly

thrown up — a body was partially un-
covered—it was in military attire.

" Lift him up I" cried the command-
ant.

The light ofthe soldiers' torches fell

full upon the livid face of their missing

comrade— his eyes staring, his teeth

set, his dress and skin discoloured by
the bog-mould. The corpse was sorely

mangled ; he had desperately resisted

h i s murderers. There was a murmur

;

the English disciplinarian checked it
" Dig again 1"

Four times the ghastly spectacle was
repeated; there lay the five soldiers,

bearing marks of a brave defence,

and a brutal murder. Then the com-
mandant spoke aside to his officers.

" These peasants have sworn that

our poor fellows owe their fate to

Plunket of Rathmore ; that he incited

his tenants at Girley to rise against

and cut off ' the English enemy.' A
party must proceed at once to Rath-
more to arrest Robert Plunket, and
bring him to Athboy. His name is

against him; all the Plunkets have
joined the rebellion."

The military divided into two par-

ties ; one bearing to Athboy the corpses

of their murdered fellow-soldiers, on
rude biers, hastily constructed of bog-
wood ; the other marching briskly to-

wards Rathmore.
We have discovered no kind of data

whereon to found any opinion as to

Mr. Plunket's guilt or innocence. The
testimony against him proceeding from
such a suspicious quarter as persons
who must themselves have been deeply
implicated in the crime, and dictated

by cupidity and malice, would have
been received with hesitation in these

days of cool reasoning and impartial

investigation. Hut those were the

times of prejudice and passion— of
hasty judgments and rash acts; and
Robert Plunket's name teas against
him. The rolls of the Irish Confede-
ration were crowded with Plunkets.
In Meath alone they numbered Plun-
kets of Dun?any, of Killeen, of Bal-
rath, of Tara, of Gibstown, of Castle-

kieran, of Derrypatrick, of Flessell's-

town (now Fletcher's-town),and others,

who all forfeited their property in the
subsequent confiscations.

Robert Plunket, who had no idea of
his danger, might have been arrested
in his bed, but for timely warning. A
young boy, one of those stunted, sal-

low, keen-featured "gossoons," pecu-
liar to Ireland, with weasel-eyes, hair

in elf-locks, and a countenance twenty
years in advance of his real age ; look-
ing like a fairy changeling, shrewd,
inquisitive, nimble, and stealthy; such
a boy as this had watched the de-
tachment leaving Athboy ; had crept
after it noiselessly and unseen, in the
manner of a North American Indian,
and had followed to the bog of Girley,

wondering where the «• Sassenach
Packs" were going, and what they
were doing with Paddy, and Mickey,
and the other " boys." From his

hiding-place, behind a heap of turf,

he saw the exhumation of the bodies,

and heard the order to arrest Mr.
Plunket. Swift as the wind he sped
on his thin bare legs to Rathmore,
right across the country, over bog,
stream, ditch, and field, straight as

the crow flies; and, reaching the
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castle, called, hallooed, and flung up
stones at Mr. Plunkct's window, till

that gentleman awakened, opened it,

and asked what was the matter.
•« Oh 1 master dear 1 mount your

best horse, and away with you 1 You'ro
sow Id ! — you're sowld 1 Your men
have dug up the dead soldiers in the

bog, and have sworn you killed 'em
(small blame to you, and more power
to your elbow, if you did that same)

;

and the Sass^enachs are coming tor

you ; and they'll hang you at your
castle-gate, if you wait for them."

Whether Robert Plunket felt per-

fectly innocent or not, he knew the

part bis kinsmen had taken in the

civil war; he knew the temper of the

times, and judged that his best scheme
for safety lay in flight. When the

military arrived at llathniore, they
found only weeping women and terri*

fied children.

Mr. Fluuket was denounced by the

government authorities as a rebel and
a murderer, and his whole possessions

declared confiscated. Where he took
refuge, while the pursuit after him was
hot, does not appear ; but it seems that

after the troops left Athboy, and the

chase had slackened, hedid as many poor
forfeiting gentlemen at that timedid, he
went back privately to his old home,
and lived there in strict seclusion, in a
state of watch and ward, and in very
impoverished circumstances, chiefly

depending on the kindness of such
friends as were still able or willing to

assist him. Though the confiscation of
Rathmore appears in the Book of

Forfeitures of 1641, yet, by an in-

quisition at Clonee (Meath), in 1643,

we find Robert Plunket still designated
u of Rathmore i" an evidence that he
still resided there.

Eight years elapsed. The date was
1G49. The sous of Robert Plunket
were striplings, handsome and high-

spirited ; and the daughter, a lovely

gentle girl, was about eleven or twelve
years of age. Tradition makes no
mention of his wife at this period

;

there is reason to believe she was dead.

Cromwell, that ruthless man, had come
to dye Ireland in " the hue of his

slaughters ;" Droghedu had fallen into

his blood-stained hands, and he was

[Sept.

moviug towards Trim with his men of

iron. Local tradition afliruis, that

as he approached the Hill of Ward,*
he chose to ascend it, to reconnoitre
the country. He saw beneath him
rich lands, and many an
in its strength, now sunk in ruins ; he
took note of them, with the intention of
levying contributions on their posses-

sors ; and his glance fell upon the

Castle of Rathmore.
" Who lives there ?"

" Robert Plunket."
" Plunket I—the name of an impor-

tant family ; but all rebels. My list 1

Plunket of Rathmore — I have him
here, a murderer aud a confiscated

rebel ; but he is contumacious, and
keeps his ground, does he ? Well, he
must pay us contribution now, and
at our leisure wo will reckon with him
more closely on other matters. Send
a guard, and bring him hither; and
tell him not to come empty-handed.

"

" But he is now very poor."
" Tush, man ! he cannot be quite

destitute. Bid him bring hither any-
thing of value he has at hand."
The stern troopers f'ouud Mr. Plun-

ket and his children at home, and in-

formed him that he must attend their

General, at the Hill of Ward, and
bring with him all his treasure. Plun-
ket was surprised and alarmed; but
resistance was useless. A sudden idea

shot across his mind . he vainly thought
of softening the hard heart of Crom-
well by the sight of his numerous,
youthful, and handsome family, in

which he felt no ordinary pride. He
bade his children accompany him

;

and, collecting horses for them among
his neighbours as quickly as he might,

aud mounting his lovely daughter on a
palfrey, that amidst all his poverty he
kept for her, the party set out— Mr.
Plunket riding first, his children, in

the order of their birth, following him,

and the troopers closing the procession

—a gallant cavalcade ; for Plunkefs
face and form were still uninjured by
the band of time, and his children

were remarkable for personal beauty.

Cromwell was at the foot of the

Hill of Ward, where he had halted his

soldiers ; they were an ill-omened sight,

those grim men just fresh from the

Rathmore and its Traditions.

* This eminence, which is near Athboy, was the ancient Tiacht-ga, or Royal-seat of the

Pagan Irish kinga, nnd a stronghold of Druidisra, where annually, on the Last night of Oc-
tober, the sacred tires were Lighted, and victims sacrificed.
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butchery at Drogheda. The Plunkets

rode up. Cromwell abruptly re-

proached Mr. Plunket for his contu-

macy in remaining ut his castle after

forfeiture, upbraided him with the

murder of five soldiers at Girley, and
insisted on his paying a large sum as

a fine. Robert Pluiiket attempted a
remonstrance; Cromwell interrupted

" Bandy no words, man 1 Your life

is forfeited for murder, as well as your
lands for treason. We are mereiful

in permitting you to purchase a re-

prieve. You can pay it if you will

;

Plunket was always a rich name."
44 1 thank heaven 1" exclaimed the

harassed gentleman, "the last Plun-

ket of Rathmore, though fallen from
the estate of his forefathers, can still

boast that he is rich — that the best

of his treasures still remain to him."

Cromwell, with a short laugh, de-

sired him to produce his treasures.
«* You may not value my treasures,"

said Robert Plunket, "because they

are neither silver nor gold ; but I am
thankful that I can prize them as Hea-
ven's best gifts. I will but show them
to you ; for I would not give you the

smallest part in them, were it to save

my life a thousand times. There,*'

pointing to his family, M there are my
treasures— good, dutiful, loving chil-

dren— therein am I rich, though poor

in all beside.''

" The rebel mocks us," cried Crom-
well in a rage. " Seize him at once,

and hang him up for murder and con-

tumacy.''

"Seize our father, and we hercl"

cried the young Plunkets, hastily pro-

ducing pistols and hunting-knives.

Away, father, away 1 while we keep off

the bloodhounds ;" for the troopers

were closing round them.
H I leave my boys?—no ! We will

stand or fall together. But Kate,
dearest child, ride— ride for life and
death, and raise for us what help you
can."

Poor Kate urged her palfrey to a
gallop, in the hope of finding succours

tor her father, and was soon out of

sight. The ironsides hemmed in the

brave little band, Cromwell shouting

—

" Take them alive, and hang them up
as traitors!" But the devoted gentle-

men resolved to die as became their

blood, and to sell their lives dearly.

Bravely, desperately they defended

life, liberty, aud honour
; but, opposed

to fierce and long-trained warriors,

their struggle was brief, aud the con-

test fatal to them ; the poor striplings

were mowed down, protecting their

father, and he, combating fur them,
fell dead upon their corpses.

But where was the fair young girl ?

She had vainly endeavoured by tears

and entreaties to induce any ofthe pea-
sants to hasten to her father's rescue ;

the terrible memory of the massacre at

Drogheda was too strong for their cou-

rage. From that fatal hour Kate
Plunket disappeared, and no trace of
her could be discovered. It was, how-
ever, remarked, that her fond and
faithful nurse, who had continued to

live with the family, disappeared the

same day. Years passed, and nothing
was heard of the fugitives.

At the pcrioj of this tragedy, there

was in Rathiuore a young English
subaltern, of a respectable but not
wealthy house. He had been quartered
for some time in Moath ; had acquired

a perfect knowledge of the Irish lan-

guage, then commonly spoken ; had
become acquainted with all the history

of Rathmore, and was familiar with

the song of Mary Cruys. The fate of
Mr. Plunket and his children had made
a deep impression on his mind ; aud he
felt a strong interest in the poor orphan
girl, whom he had often seen, and
whose retreat he endeavoured to dis-

cover, in order to place her under the

protection of any of her surviving kin-

dred who might be able to receive

her. But his researches were abor-

tive ; and the castle and estates of
Rathmore passed into the hands of

strangers.

Our subaltern (whose name tradition

has not preserved) left Ireland, was
promoted to a higher rank in his pro-

fession ; and, after some time, was sta-

tioned in the north of England, at a
town, the name of which has been also

forgotten. It happened that, one fine

sunny evening, he walked forth alone

into the couutry for recreation ; and
striking into a by-path, he found him-
self in a lonely and secluded scene. He
sat down to rest under the shade of a
crag, on the bank of a clear stream
{>artially fringed with consewood. Ere
ong he heard, at the other side of the

crag, a plashing sound, as if some one
was filling a vessel with water. Then
a sweet but most melancholy voice be-

gan to sing. To his astonishment the

song was in Irish— a language never
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cultivated in England, and he heard
the well-remembered lines

—

" Ab, bleeael Mary t hear ino lighinx

!

On thW colli ftone memo labourt pljing [

Yet Rathmore'* huirea* might I name me j

And brood Uada, rich and many, claim me."

Ho listened attentively, and heard the

whole sonjj of Mnry Cruys. He looked
.stealthily round the crag, and saw a
young female in the garb of a peasant,

pale and sorrowful, but very handsome,
bhe wus resting a bucket of water on
a stone ; her face was turned towards
him, and notwithstanding the change
from childhood to womanhood, he re-

cognised the long-lost Kate Plunket,

and at once perceived that, placed in

similar circumstances with her ances-

tress, she was applying to herself, as

justly she might, the old ancestral

ditty. Thus, after the lapse of two
centuries, the lay of Mary Cruys was
again sung on English ground by an
ill-fated Irish girl, the second dispos-

sessed heiress of Rnthmorc, the lineal

descendant of the first.

The officer gently approached ; and,

accosting the maiden in Irish, to her

joyful surprise told her that he recog-

nised her, and expressed so much sym-

f>athy for her bereavement that he won
ler good opinion ; and she imparted

to him that, immediately on the

slaughter of her father and brothers,

the faithful old nurse, alarmed for her

nurseling's safety, hurried her away to

the coast, where, under feigned names,

they embarked for England. After

landing at a northern port, they moved
far into the country, to seek a solitude

where they might live unmolested.

Their sole means of subsistence had
been their own industry. The old

woman had recently died ; and now
she, the daughter of a time-honoured

house, stood alone in the world, friend-

less, helpless, and poor.

The Irish maiden and the English

officer often met again. He declared

himself her lover in all honour, at-

tracted by her beauty and her sorrows.

He was (says tradition) a handsome
man, and of pleasing address ; and he

found favour in Kate Pluuket's admir-

ing eyes and grateful heart. They were
married, and she was rescued from des-

titution and menial toil ; but, unlike

herprototypeand progenitrix, she never

became possessed ofRathmore.
And here we shall bo expected to

say of this romantically-united couple,

in the conventional phrase of story-

tellers, "they lived happily together
all the days of their lives." But we are
not writing fiction ; we are but chro-

nicling what tradition affirms to be
truth. And tradition has preserved a
rumour so disheartening that we would
omit it, but that it is so true to human
nature we should not feel justified in

the suppression. Reluctantly we add
the rumour— that, in wedding Kate
Plunket, the English officer, who did
then feel attachment for her, cherished
some latent hope that she might yet
obtain the estates to which, on the fai-

lure of her brothers, she was heiress,

and might thus react the whole part of
her ancestress. But finding his hope
vain, disappointment soured and
changed him. He soon perceived faults

in his wife to which he nad previously

been blind—not in her person, temper,
or disposition, they were above censure,

but in the rustic, unpolished habits and
manners which, he complained, she had
contracted in her peasant life, and from
her plebeian companion, the poor old
nurse. In this respect Mary Cruys had
been more fortunate, for she had the
advantage of the society of an accom-
plished mother. Kate Plunket's hus-
band began to feel ashamed of her, to

watch every word and gesture of hers
with prejudice, and to chide her for

them with moroscness.

It is the cunning of evil to hide itself

where least suspected, among good in-

tentions, till it gains time to mar them.
Amiable as were the feelings of this

officer at first, the small leaven of co-

Tetousness that was suffered to mingle
with them, soon leavened the whole.

Kate Plunket found it impossible to

please him; and at length, for then-

mutual peace sake, they separated. A
provision was, however, made by him
for this woman of sad vicissitudes ; and
wherever she ended her days, let us

hope it was in a quiet haven, where she

fonnd consolation from One more just,

more merciful, and more stable in his

ways than man.
Some kinsman of the last Plunket

long lingered about Rathmore, perhaps
in the vague idea of substantiating

some claim ; for in an inquisition held

at Trim, 1691, it appears that one
Angel (Angelo?) Plunket, who for-

feited his lands of Scurlockstown (near

Kells) for adherence to James II., was
then resident at Rathmore. The last

person who, by pedigree, was consi-

dered to be head and representative of
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the riunkets of Rathmore, was con-

cerned in the Irish rebellion of 1798.

He escaped to Belgium, where his pos-

terity still reside.

To conclude the story of Rathmore.
About 1654, the estate was obtained

by purchase from Government by Mr.
John Bligh, citizen of London, in whose
descendants it continues vested. He
died 1666. lib broken tomb, with his

arms and a Latin inscription, is in the

ruined church beside the south wall.

It was in the time of his son and heir,

Thomas, that the castle was destroyed

by a fire originating in the kitchen.

The eldest son of the said Thomas was

created first Earl of Darnley. The
monument of General Bligh, brother

of the first earl, is just over the broken

tomb of his grandfather, John Bligh.

It is a white marble tablet, recording
the services of the deceased in the Bri-

tish army at Dottingen, Fontenoy, Val,
and Mell. He died 1775, aged 80. He
used to take peat pleasure in the me-
mory of Dettingen. At his residence,

Brittas (near Jobber, once a seat of
the Cruys family), he planted a field

with groups of trees representing the
disposition of the troops he commanded
at Dettingen. It is still called " The
Soldier's Field."

And here we conclude our subject

—

observing that, in recording the history

of the Plunkets of Rathmore, it is im-
possible not to recall, hacknied though
it be, the trite saying, " Sic transit

gloria mundu"
M. E. M.

LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF AN OPIUM-EATER.

Another volume of the works of

De Quinccy has just appeared, calcu-

lated to strengthen the claim which, as

in our April number we sought to im-

press upon our readers, their author has

to hold high rank among that class of

intellectual men who, from one cause

or another, have preferred exercising

their talents in the wide field of pe-

riodical literature to formally illus-

trating some one subject in elaborate

works. It may humble the pride of

those who have adopted the latter

course, seemingly the more ambitious,

to remember that almost all which is

permanent in our prose literature has

had its origin in what is called occa-

sional writing—that the Addisons, the

Swifts, the Johnsons, the Goldsmiths,

have in this way produced their

best works ; that in the generation

immediately before that to which

Dc Quincev is now communicating
his collected works, the case was not

essentially different. Lamb, Southey,

Coleridge, and Jeffrey, have left us

nothing in prose which does not seem
at least to have grown out of the

exigencies of the moment. It was the

same case with the great German
writers who most influenced the public

mind— with them, if possible, more
than in England. We do not know
any one prose work of Schiller's which

wad not written for one of the periodi-

cals which be conducted. The corres-

pondence between him and Goethe
shows how entirely Goethe's prose

works, even his more ambitious novels,

grew out of the demands upon him to

supply his proportion of matter to such
publications. In France, in Scotland,

and in Germany, the professorial sys-

tem of teaching secures a good deal of
this " easy writing," which, no doubt,
is often " damned hard reading," but
still it aids in forming a healthy public

opinion, and every now and then a
good book turns up.

De Quinccy 's is far from a profes-

sorial tone ; still there is rather more
about him than we quite like of the

lecturer— something that if not pe-
dantry, has the worso fault of imma-
ture and ambitious scholarship. He
is more than a learner— less than one
who has thoroughly learned: hence
the parade of doubtful derivations;

hence the odd claims affirming his ori-

ginality in matters familiarly known to

all men. The new information which
De Quinccy would give us is often

founded on total or partial mistake.

Now and then he throws light from
some old lexicon on passages that
schoolboys or even schoolmasters had,
some thirty or forty years ago, been in

the habit of mistranslating. He is, no
doubt, a man of very extensive reading,

if not of very accurate information.
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The new volume of his works— or,

rather, of "Selections Grave and Gay"
from his works— is entitled " Miscel-

lanies, chiefly Narrative," and consists

of six articles, the names of which are

"The Spanish Military Nun." "The
Last Days of Immanuet Kant," "Sys-
tem of the Heavens as revealed by
Lord Rosse's Telesco^s,'' "Joan of

Arc," "The Casuistry of Koman
Meals," and "Modern Superstition."

The volume which immediately pre-

ceded this in the order of publication,

entitled " Autobiographical Sketches,"

contained, besides two papers more
immediately connected with the resi-

dences of his family in his own early

manhood, the following—" Early Me-
morials of Grasmere," " Samuel Taylor
Coleridge," " William Wordsworth,"
and " Robert Southey.*' Of the papers

connected with his family, wc gave in

a former article some account. Those
which relate to the poets of the lake

circle are of more general interest, and
we are glad to find them printed in a
way which, if it does not give them a
more extensive circulation than they

obtained through Tail's Magazine,
where they first appeared, will at least

introduce them to another class of

readers; while in the course of our

article we shall make such selections

as are best fitted to give our readers a
faithful representation of the book.

We must state that this often becomes
very difficult from the difijusencss of

Mr. De Quincey's style. There is

nothing that be can write about which
does not bring to his mind, by some
accident of association, a hundred other

things, and then comes parenthesis

within parenthesis of thought ; and it

would be well that the involutions of

language always followed or expressed

those of thoug'ht, but, on the contrary,

he rolls his ball of worsted along the

ground, allowing the yarn to evolve

fbr ever. The total absence of anv
control over what presents itself to his

mind, makes his style, in spite of num-
berless thoughts all seeking for utter-

anee, often exceedingly wearisome*

With infinitely less knowledge, with a

thousand times less of talents and of

genius, he would have been a more
effective writer ; ho would then have

entire command over his faculties;

and the subordinate powers, instead

of each in its turn claiming rule, would
have been held under due discipline,

and been usefully ministerial It will

not do for a writer of any class to

endeavour to startle and surprise his

readers with displays of artificial fire-

works and untimely exhibitions of

skill ; to tell us in an essay on the

planetary system how much better he
knows the way of writing an epic poem
than Homer, or a tragedy than Shak-
speare, though, somehow or other, he
has never thought of exemplifying his

doctrine by accomplishing the feat.

In Mr. De Quincey's papers about
Wordsworth and the other poets, the

best parts are the narrative. We wish

that we had skill enough to separate

them altogether from his speculations,

either on subjects of poetical criticism

or his general views of society. His
descriptions of scenery are also occa-

sionally very beautiful.

We have read more than onoe, and
each time with increasing pleasure, his

description of Easedale, which he con-

nects with a tragic narrative of a
family lost in the snow :—

" The little valley of Easedale is, on its

own account, one of the most impressiva

solitudes amongst the mountains of the Lake
district, and I must pause to describe it.

Easedale is impressive at a solitude, for tbe

depth of the seclusion is brought out and

forced more pointedly upon the feelings by

tbe thin scattering of houses over it* sides,

and over the surface of what may be called

its floor. These are not above six at the

most ; and one, tlio remotest of the whole,

was untenanted for all the thirty years of

my acquaintance with the place. Secondly,

It is impressive from the excessive loveliness

which adorns its little area. This is broken

up into small fields and miniature meadows,
separated, not — as too often happens, with

sad injury to the beauty of the lake coun-

try—by stone walls, but sometimes by little

hedgerows, sometimes by little sparkling,

pebbly ' becks,' lustrous to the very bottom,

and not too broad for a child's flying leap;

aud sometimes by wild self-sown woodlands
of birch, alder, holly, mountain ash, and
hazel, that meander through the valley, in-

tervening the different estates with natural

sylvan marches, and giving cheerfulness m
winter, by the bright scarlet of their berries.

It is the character of all the northern Eng-
lish valleys— and it to a character first no-

ticed by Wordsworth— that tboy assume, in

thdr bottom areas the level, floor-like shape,

making everywhere a direct angle with tbe

surrounding bills, and definitely marking
out the margin of their outlines ; whereas

the Wekh valleys have too often the glaring

imperfection of the basin shape, which allows

no sense of any flat area, or valley surface :

the bflia are already commencing at tbe
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very centre of what Is called the level area.

The little valley of Easedalc is, in th*w re-

spect, as highly-finished as in every other

;

and in the Westmoreland spring is the most

verdant that it is possible to imagine. JUit

there is a third advantage possessed by this

Eased ale above other rival vnllcys, in the

sublimity of its mountain barriers. In one

of its many rocky recesses is seen a * force

'

(such is the local name for a cataract), white

with foam, descending at all seasons with

considerable strength, and, after the melt-

ing of snows, with an Alpine violence.

Follow the U-adiog of this 4 force ' for three-

quarters of a mile, and you come to a little

mountain lake, locally termed a 4 tarn,' the

very finest and most gloomily sublime of its

class. And far beyond tbia ' enormous bar-

rier,' that thus imprisons the very winds,

tower upwards the aspiring heads (usually

enveloped in cloud and mist') of Glaramara,

Bow Fell, and the other fells of Langdale

Head and Borrowdalc. Easedale, in its re-

lation to Grasmcre, is a chamber within a

chamber, or rather a closet within a cham-

ber— a chapel within a cathedral— a little

private oratory within a chapel."—pp. 104-

107.

In 1807 De Quincey first met Cole-

ridge. He had before known of him

as the author of the " Ancient Ma.
riner,*' which waa first printed with

the poems which Wordsworth pub-

lished in 1799 under the title of

" Lyrical Ballads. " Coleridge s name
was not given in the volume, and

J)e Quincey did not learn it for some

rears. It became, however, known to

him through publications of Southey's,

and he sought out with enthusiasm

every thing he could find of his. At
lttst he was told of the poet as one who

had given bis whole mind to meta-

sica and psychology—"which," says

Quincey, «' happened to be my
own absorbing pursuit." A personal

Acquaintance was now anxiously de-

sired by our author, but Coleridge was

at Malta* and to Malta De Quincey

thought of going ; but Coleridge re-

turned, and his admirer instantly made

* pilgrimage to his place of residence.

It happened that at this time Cole-

ridge's nead-quarters were at the house

of Mr. Poole, at Nether Stowey, among

the Quantock Hills. When De
Quincey arrived he found that Cole-

ridge was away on a visit of a few

days, and he remained till his return.

Poole took him to see Wordsworth,

whose acquaintance he thus made,

and on their return they bail a good
rvf fnnvprsnfinii about Colerulee.

Among other things discussed between

them were Coleridge's claims to origi-

nality, with respect to which it would

seem grave doubts were entertained

by his friends. It seems plain that he

now and then communicated to Poole

and others matters which they had not

heard before, but which, from the very

nature of the subjects, must have been

assumed to be known to every regu-

larly educated man. To state a man's

own peculiar conceptions, it may be

often necessary to commence by Btating

something which is not in any way pe-

culiar. Of Coleridge's originality, in

the true sense of the word, there can

be no doubt ; there is just as little

that his friends now and then ascribed

to him, as if he had originated it, much
that he was the first to communicate

to them, and this without there being

on either side any moral fault. De
Quincey seems to have thought that

Coleridge wished to be thought to

have originated some of the trifles—
for trifles after all they were— which

Poole regarded with admiration ; and

this view is amusingly expressed :

—

44 Did the reader ever see Milton's account

of the rubbish contained in the Greek and

Latin fathers ?—or did lie ever read a state-

ment of the monstrous chaos with which

an African Obcah man stuffs his enchanted

scarecrows ? — or, to take a more common
illustration, did he ever amuse himself by

searching the pockets of a child—three ycur*

old, suppose— when buried in sluuilicr after

a long summer's day of out-o'-doors iuleti.se

activity ? I have done this ; and, for the

amusement of the child's mother, have aua-

ly>ed the contents, and drawn up a formal

register of the whole. Philosophy is puzzled,

conjecture and hypothesis are confounded,

in the attempt to explain the law of selec-

tion wluch can have presided in the child's

lihours : stones remarkable only for weight,

old rusty hinges, nails, crooked skewers,

stolen when the cook had turned her back,

rugs, broken glass, tea-cups having the

bottom knocked out, and loads of ftiniil.ir

jewels, were the prevailing articles in this

proces verbal Yet, doubtless, much labour

had been incurred, some sense of danger,

perhaps, had been faced, and the anxieties of

a conscious robber endured, in order to amass

this splendid treasure. Such in value were

the robberies of Coleridge ; such their use-

fulness to himself or anybody else; and such

the circumstances of uneasiness under which

he had committed them."—pp. 152, 153.

While Coleridge was away, Lord

Egmont called with a present "of suufi*

for htm. tie pressed on Poole to try
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and engage Coleridge in the creation

ofsome "monumental work that might
furnish a sufficient arena for the dis-

play of his various and rare accom-
plishments,'' and he suggested a his-

tory of Christianity. " But at any
rato," he added, "let him do some-
thing, for at present he talks very

much like an angel, and docs nothing

at all. What a pity if this man were
to vanish like an apparition ; and you,

I, and a few others, who have witness-

ed his grand bravura* of display, were
to have the usual fortune of ghost-

seers, in meeting no credit for any
statements that we might vouch on
his behalf."

From something Lord Egmont said,

De Quincey learned that Coleridge

was at Bridgewater ; and that though
he had appointed to return to Poole,

his habits of procrastination were such

that they could not make any guess

when they might see him. The Opium-
Eater now for the first time learned

that Coleridge, too, took opium. This

accounted for all his irregularities. To
write to him would have been worse

than foolish, for he never opened a let-

ter ; so De Quincey took his leave of

Poole, and made his way to Bridge-

water :

—

" I had received directions for finding ont

the house where Coleridge was visiting, and
in riding down a main street of Bridgewater,

I noticed a gateway corresponding to the

description given me, Under this was stand-

ing, and gazing about him, a man whom I

will describe. In height, he might seem to

be a I out five fort eight (he was, in reality,

about an inch and a-half taller, but his fi-

gure was of an order which drowns the

height) ; his person was broad and full, and
tended even to corpulence ; his complexion

was fair, though not what painters techni-

cally style fair, because it was associated

with black hair ; his eyes were large, and

soft in their expression ; and it was from the

peculiar appearance of haze or dreaminess

which mixed with their light that I recog-

nised my object. This was Coleridge. I

examined him steadfastly for a minute or

more ; and it struck me that he saw neither

myself nor any other object in the street.

He was in a deep reverie, for I had dis-

mounted, made two or three trifling arrange-

ments at an inn-door, and advanced close to

him, before he had apparently become con-

scions of my presence. The sound of my
voice, announcing my own name, first awoke

him. He started, and for a moment seemed

at a lose to understand my purpose, or hia

own situation; for he repeated rapidly a
number of words which had no relation to

either of us, There was no maucaiae honie

in his manner, but simple perplexity, and an
apparent difficulty iu recovering bis position

amongst daylight realities. This little scene,

over, he received me with a kindness ofmoa-
ner so marked, that it might be called gra-
cious. The hospitable family wilh whom he
was domesticated were distingiushed for their

amiable manners and enlightened under-
standing; they were descendants from Chubb,
the philosophic writer, and bore the same
name. For Coleridge they all testified deep
affection and esteem — sentiments in which
the whole town of Bridgewater seemed to

share, for iu the evening, when the heat of
the day had declined, I walked out with him

;

and rarely, perhaps never, have I seen a
person so much interrupted in one hour's

space as Coleridge, on this occasion, by the

courteous attentions of young and old.

"All the people of station and weight in

the place, and apparently all the ladies, were
abroad to enjoy the lovely summer evening,

and not a party passed without some mark
of smiling recognition ; and the majority

stopping to make personal inquiries about
his health, and to express their anxiety that

he should make a lengthened stay amongst
them. Certain I am, from tho lively esteem
expressed towards Coleridge at this time by
the people of Bridgewater, that a very large

subscription might In that town have been

raised to support lihn amongst them, in the

character of a lecturer or philosophical pro-

feasor."—pp. 166-7.

De Quincey tells us that in the com-
mercial towns of England be has met
more taste and information, and more
natural eloquence in conversation on li-

terary topics, than in places professed-

ly learned. He ascribes this to the

better division of time in such places.

The day is given to business ; the hours
which are not employed in business

given to the enjoyments of society.

Mere literary men meet with the feel-

ing of having a character to sustain

;

and this occasions either pretension or

reserve, each almost equally destruc-

tive of all comfort in intercourse :

—

"Coleridge led me to a drawing-room,
rang the bell for refreshments, and omitted

no point of a courteous reception. He told

me that there would be a very large dinner

party on that day, which, perhaps, might bo

disagreeable to a perfect stranger ; but if not,

he could assure me of a most hospitable Wel-

come from the family. I was too anxious

to see him under all aspects, to think of de-

clining this invitation. That point being

settled, Coleridge, like some great river, the

Oreliana, or the St Lawrence/ that having
been checked and fretted by rocks or thwart-

ing islands, suddenly recovers its volume of
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waters and its mighty manic, swept at once,

as if returning to bis natural business, into

a cont inuons strain of eloquent dissertation,

ccrtainlr tbe roort novel, the most fin«-lv il-

rostrated, and traversing the most spacious

fields of thought, by transitions the most juit

and logical that it was possible to conceive.

What I mean by saying thai his transitions
4 were just,' is byway of contradistinction

to that m<>de of conversation which courts

variety through links of vtrbal connexions.

Coleridge, to many people, and often I have

heard the complaint, seemed to wandt-r ; and
he BCemed then to wander the most when, in

fact, his resistance to the wandering instinct

was greatest — viz., when the compass and
huge circuit by which his illustrations moved
travelled farthest into remote regions before

they began to revolve. Ix>ng before this

coming round commenced, most people had
lost him, and naturally enough supposed that

he had lost himself. They contiuued to ad-

mire the separate beauty of the thoughts,

but did not see their relations to the domi-
nant theme."—pp 158-9.

Mr. De Quincey appears on this oc-

casion not to have seen more of Cole-
ridge. In the following January he
attended a course of lectures at the

Royal Institution, London, delivered

by hitn on poetry and the fine arts. It

would appear that Coleridge's lectures

must have been failures, lie seldom
attended on the days that were an-

nounced ; then there were pleas of ill-

ness, and an entire absence of all proper

Iireparation. He relied on his xnow-
edge of his own powers in health ; but
those powers were paralysed or sus-

pended by the use of the accursed
dru«r, which, perhaps, rendered him
unat>le to know the extent of his fai-

lure, a rid of tbe disappointment created.
" No heart, no soul was in any thing

he said, no strength of feeling in recall-

ing universal truths." . . . "All
was a poor faint reflection from jewels

once scattered in the highway by him-

self, in the prodigality of his early

opulence."

There is a minute account of the

publication of "The Friend," origi-

nally printed and circulated as a kind of

magazine. It was printed at Penrith,

a town on the verge of the lake-dis-

trict, twenty-eight miles from Cole-

ridge's residence ; and the distance

trebled in effect by the interposition

of " Kirkstone, a mountain which is

scaled by a carriage ascent of three

miles long, and so steep in parts that

without four horses no solitary travel-

ler can persuade the neighbouring inn.

VOL. XLTV.—NO. CCLXI.

keepers to carry him." Between Cole-

ridge and Penrith there was no post

;

and how the communications between
him and bis printer could be managed
without ruinous expense, is inconceiv-

able. The topics of " The Friend,"
whatever their permanent value may
be, were of a kind certain to repel the

class of persons from whom subscrib-

ers were to be expected — discussions

on metaphysics, in a terminology which
at that time was wholly new, though
now it is probably only too familiar in

our popular literature. Coleridge had
to complain more of those who sub-

scribed than of those who declined to

take the work ; for the subscribers

either did not pay, or sent their sub-

scriptions in such a way that the cost

of carriage was more than the sum
sent. The printer failed. The paper
contained, in addition to what Cole-

ridge supplied, articles by Wordsworth
and Wilson.

Coleridge's habits were bad. Per-
haps every studious man prefers tho
quiet of the night; but if De Quincey
be right, he never appeared till about
four o'clock in the afternoon ; then sate

up for the whole night, and when every

one round was rising for the business

of the day, retired to rest, or to rest-

less dreams.

De Quincey has put together a sort

of life of Coleridge, stating all that ho
himself knew, or had learned from
others. This biography closes with
Coleridge's leaving trie lake country,

to which he never returned, in 1810,

in company with Basil Montagu, with
whom he resided for a while. Monta-
gu had always some foolish crochet or

another in his head, and was now a
water-drinker. Some friend visited

and dined with Coleridge, who got
wine for him, and this produced a
quarrel. Such is Do Quincey's story,

most probably originating in some
mistake.

In 1807, De Quincey first saw
Wordsworth. A few weeks after he
had first seen Coleridge he again met
him accidentally at the Bristol hot
wells. Coleridge was removing his fa-

mily to Keswick. De Quincey offered

his services to escort them in a post-

chaise, ami his services were accepted

;

and at the end of October the party

set out— Mrs. Coleridge, her two
sons, her daughter, aged five years,

and De Quincey. The chaise in which
John Gilpin's family were packed was
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not so heavily loaded ; and to com-
plete the picture, we have only to

imagine Coleridge " on horseback after

we." That part of the picture, how-
ever, did not exist ; he was on his

way to deliver lectures at the Iioyal

Institution. The party passed a week at

Liverpool, and then proceeded north-

wards. On the evening of the second

clay they are at Wordsworth's. J)e

Quincey mentions, his confusion at

being about to meet the great poet

was such, that he forgot to hand Sirs.

Coleridge from the carriage :

—

"Through the little gate I pressed for-

ward ; ten steps beyond it lay the principal

door of the house. To this, no li nger clearly

conscious of my own feelings, 1 pa-sod on

lapMly ; 1 heard a step, a voice, ami. like a

Hash of lightning, I saw the tigure emerge of

n talli.-h man, who held out his hand, and

painted rae with most cordial expressions of

welcome. The chaise, however, drawing up

to the gate nt that moment, he (and there

needed no Roman nomencl.itor to tell mc
th.it this he was Wordsworth) felt himself

gammoned to advance and receive Mrs. Cole-

ridge. 1 therefore, stunned almost with the

actual accomplishment of a catastrophe so

long anticipated and so long postponed, me-
ch.inic.illy went forward into the houc A
little semi- vestibule- between two doors pre-

faced the entrance into what might b: con-

sidered th<» principal room of the cottage. It

wus an ol long square, not above eiglit and a-

half feet high, Mxt-eu feet long, and twelve

broad ;
very prettily wainscotted from thu

floor to the ceiliug with dark ]>olishcd oak,

alightly embellished with carving. Ono
window there was —a perfect and uupreteud-

ing cottage window, with little diamond

panes emboweied at almost every seitun of

the year with ruses, and in the summer nnd
autumn with a profusion of joamiuo and

other fragrant shrubs. From the exuberant

luxuriance of the vegetation around it, and

from the dark hue of the uainscottinp, this

window, though tolerably hirge, di 1 not fur-

nish a very powerful light to one who enter-

ed from the open air. However, 1 saw suffi-

ciently to lie aware of two ladns juat enter-

ing the room, through a doorway opening

njton a little staircase. The foremost, a tal-

lUh young woman, with the most winning

expression of benignity upon her features

advanced to me, presenting ber hand with

so frank an air that all embarrassment must

have fled in a moment, before the native

goodness of her manner. This was airs.

Wordsworth, cousin of the poet, and, for the

last five years or more, his wife. She waa

now mother of two children, a son and a

daughter."—pp. 235-6.

lie then describes Wordsworth's

sister, and says of his wife and bis sis-

ter

—

" They were both, I believe, about twenty-
eight years old ; and if the reader inquires

about the single point which 1 have left un-
touched in their portraiture— viz., the style

of their manners— I may say that it was in

some |>oinLa, naturally of a plain household
simplicity, but every way pleasing, unaffect-

ed, and (as respect* Mrs. Wordsworth) even
dignified. Few persona had seen so little as

this lady of the world. She had seen no-
thing of high life, for she had seen little of
any. Consequently, she was unacquainted
with the conventional inodis of behaviour

prescribed iu particular situations by high
breeding. But as these modes are little

more than the product of dispassionate good
SeiiSi', applied to the circumstances of the

ca»e, it is surprising how few deficiencies are

perceptible, even to the most vigilant eye

—

or, at least, essential deficiencies-—in the ge-
neral demeanour of any unaffected young
woman, acting habitually under a sense of
sexual dignity and natural courtesy. Miss
Wordsworth had seen more of life, nnd even
of good company

;
consequently, she ought

to have been the more polished of the two

;

and yet, from gr. ater natural aptitude for

refinement of maimer in her sister-in-law,

and partly, perhaps from her more quiet

and subdued manner, Mrs. Wordsworth
would have been pronounced very much
the more lady-like person."—pp. 240-1.

Wordsworth's personal history is told.

The family were for a considerable
time in pecuniary difficulties— the re-

sult of a disputed account between bis

father's representatives and Lord Lons-
dale, for whom the father had been
employed an attorney or agent. During
the liie of the then Lord i/onsdale, the

claim, which the Wordsworths never
abandoned, wus not admitted. After
his death, a different view was taken of
the matter, and the debt paid. This
essentially varied Wordsworth's poai-

tion.

Of Wordsworth's person there is a
minute sketch. We have not room for

it, nor is it of moment, for such de-

scriptions are never remembered. De
Quincey mentions what some of our
readers may thank us for repeating,

that the portrait of Milton, in Rich-
ardson's Notes on Milton, was so like

Wordsworth, that it might seem to

have been done as a likeness of him.
In a paper, which follows that on

Wordsworth, and which latter one is

entitled " Wordsworth and Southey,"
our author recurs to his first day's
visit to Wortlsworth :

—
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•* About fonr o'clock, it might be, when
we arrived. At that hour in November, the

daylight soon declined, and in an hour and
a- half, we were all collected about the tea-

table. This, with the Wordsworth?, under

tho simple rustic system of habits wtiich they

cherished then, aurl for twenty years after,

was the most delightful meal in the day—
just as dinner is in great alien, and for the

same reason—because it was prolonged into

a meal of leisure and conversation. That
night I found myself, about eleven at night,

in a pretty bedroom, about fourteen feet by
twelve. Much 1 feared that this might
turn out the best room in the house; und
it illustrates the hospitality ofmy new friends

to mention that it wus. Karly in the morn-
ing I was awakened by a little voice, Usuing

from a little cottage bed in an opposite cor-

ner, soliloquising in a low tone. I soon re-

cognised the words, 4 Suflered under Pon-
tius Pilate, was crucifkd, dead, nnd buried

and the voice I easily conjectured to bo that

of the eldest amongst Wordsworth's children,

a ton, and at that time about three year*

old. He was a remarkably tine boy in

strength and size, promising (which has, in

fact, been realised) n more powerful person,

physically, than that of his father. Miss
Wordsworth I found making breakfast in

the little sitting-room. No urn wus there,

no glittering breakfast service; a kettle

boiled U|miu the fire, and everything was in

harmony with these unpretending arrange-

ments. I rarely had seen so humble a ma-
nage ; and contrasting the dignity of the

man with this honourable poverty, and this

courageous avowal of it, hit utter absence of

all effort to disguise the simple truth of the

case, 1 felt my admiration increased. Thus
thought i to myself, is, indeed, in his own

•• • PUIb Hvltif. and high thinklog.*

This is, indeed, to reserve the humility and
the parsimonies of life for its IwlUy enjoy-

ments, and to apply its lavishueas ami its

luxury to its enjoyment* of the intellect.

So might Milton have lived ; so Marvel.

Throughout the day, which was rainy, tho

same style of modest hospitality prevailed.

Wordsworth and hi* sister—myself being of

the party — walked out in spite of the rain,

and made the circuit of the two lake?, (iras-

inere, and its dependency, Kydal, a walk of

about six miles. On the third day, Mr*.

Coleridge having now pursued her journey

northward to Keswick, and having, at her

departure, invited me, in her own uame as

well as Southey s, to come and see them,

Wordsworth proposed th.it we should go
thither in company, but not by the direct

route, a distance of only thirteen mites. That
route we were to take in our road home-
ward ; our outward bound journey was to

be by wav of Ulleswater, a circuit of forty-

three mile?."—pp. 816, 317.

Wo find it impossible to make room
for Mr. Do Quincey's descriptions of
tho lake scenery, and we pass on to

Southey and Greta Hall :—

" Both the house and the master may de-

serve a few words more of description. For
the master, hia hnir was black, and yet his

complexion was fair ; his eyes I believe to

be hazel and large, but 1 will not vouch for

that fact; his nose aquiline; and he has a
remarkable habit of lucking up into the air,

as if looking at abstractions. The expres-

sion of his face was th:it of a very aspiring

man. So far, it was even noble, ns it con-
veyed a feeling of a serene and gentle pride,

habitually familiar with elevating subject*

of contemplation. And yet it was impos-
sible that this pride could have been offen-

sive to anybody, chastened as it was by tho

most unaffected modesty ; and this modesty
made evident and prominent by tho con-
stant expression of reverence for the really

great men of the age, and for all the great

patriarchs of our literature. It moved the

nieers of some prople, that even Sou t bey's

poetry was composed according to a prede-

termined rule— that so ninny lines should

be produced by contract, as it were, before

breakfast, so many at such another definite

interval. Meantime, the prose of Southey
was that by which he lived. The Quarterly

Revitw it was by which, as he expre?sed it

laughingly to myself, in 1810, he 'mauV the

pot boil.' One single pajicr. for instance

—

viz . a review ( f Lord Nelson's life, which
subsequently was expanded into his own very
popular little work on that subject, brought
him the splendid honorarium of £160.''

—

pp. 323-5.

The third volume of Mr. Do Quin-
cey's Selected Works is the first of a
division which he entitles, *' Miscella-

nies," chiefly narrative. The vol umo
opens with a sort of romance, entitled,

" The Spanish Military Nun'—a story

of wild, strange adventure, which is

managed with sufficient skill to make
the reader now and then believe in its

being an account of real incidents.

There are notes and prefaces mixed
with discussions on important facts,

and criticisms on pictures, which pic-

tures and their painters never had, wo
fancy, any more existence than tho

heroine whose features they are de-

scribed as endeavouring to preserve

and transmit— all of which modes of
mystifying the reader aro managed
as dexterously as they could have been
by Captain Samuel Gulliver, or even
Defoe himself. We do not know
whether we are to class with i-ueli

vouchers as these a very remarkable
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statement— curious, if true— which is

given with the tone of a man most
thoroughly in earnest. Mr. De Quin-

cey says, he at one time gave the "Vi-
car of Wakefield " to an intelligent

girl, in humble life, who not having

been told that it was a work of fiction,

read the whole without a suspicion that

the whole was uot true history. She
thought of the persons as of people

still living ; and when she was unde-

ceived, resented what she regarded as

a deception practised on her by Dr.
Goldsmith, whose name she never

could afterwards bear to hear. Our
author says this was the case of a fa-

bulous narrative believed to be true.

"When Aw story was first published, ho

gays, that its being true history was
disputed, and that this latter case was
distinguished from that of the " Vicar

of Wakefield." Here a true story is

believed to be false. Could we think

of the case between the books as here

represented, it would seem against

our author. Exclude the question of
morality violated by the author of the

"Vicar of Wakefield," as expressed

by the shock to the Cumberland girl's

feelings, when she first learned that the

book was a novel— and think only of

the question of power as between the

two writers— Goldsmith's skill is such

as to make a fictitious narrative be
received with entire belief, while the

modern artist, with a true story to re-

late, so tells it as to compel disbelief.

We suspect that the balance inclines

against the latter; but who is the

writer, after all, that, if an accidental

comparison with Goldsmith be sug-

gested, would not be found want-
inS ?

,We throw aside these prefaces and
notes, and read a romance as a ro-

mance ; and, as manifested iu this

work, we think very highly of Mr.
De Quincey's powers. We nave what
would seem actual impossibilities so

often repeated, as by the very fact of
repetition to acquire at last an appear-

ance of probability. A sort of ex-
perience is created for the persons of

his story, which makes us believe

that what we should know to be impos-

sible with us, may be what would be
but ordinary lil'.j with them. Words-
worth has expressed something that

falls in with what we mean, when, in

describing the adventurer, who has

won the heart of liuth through her

imagination, he accounts for, and by

accounting for, almost vindicates his

rascality :

—

" The wind, the tempest roaring high,

The tumult of » tropic iky,

Mi^'ht well be dongiroui food

For him— ft youth, to whom tu giren

So much of earth, to much of beaveo.

And turb impetuous blood.

" Whatever lu three dine* he found

Irregular in eight and eound
Did to bit mind impart

A kindred impulse—seemed allied

To hit own power*, and Justified

The working* of hie heart."

The story is a short one ; a sentence

tells it. The Spanish nun, born in

the vear 1592, is the child of a good
family, but is unwelcome, and on her

birth is given to a maternal aunt, the

superior of a convent at St. Sebastian.

At fifteen she makes her escape— as-

sumes man's dress— embarks with an
expedition then fitting out for Peru.
The vessel in which she embarks is

wrecked on the American coast. She
contrives to escape, having first made
her own of a sum in ducats and pis-

toles equal to two hundred guineas.

A number of strange adventures oc-

cur, in which she repeatedly saves

herself at the expense of the lives of

others, whom she cuts down or stabs

relentlessly. She enlists in the service

of S{>ain. War is raging with the In-

dians. Most of the officers of the

squadron in which she is are killed,

and the standard is carried off*. She re-

covers it, and is made an alfarez— a
cornet—on the spot. Some inconve-

nience she suffers from yonng ladies—
who do not suspect the secret of her

sex— falling in love with her; and on
one occasion, when she has fallen into

the power of the law, and is ordered

for execution, saves her life by engag-

ing to marry the daughter of a person
in power. She crosses the Andes,
commencing her journey in company
with some deserters, but concluding it

alone, her companions having been
destroyed by the severity of the frost.

After-adventures arise, in one of which
she is wounded, and has to reveal the

fact of her being a woman. The case

is reported to the King, and she re-

turns to Spain. All is exultation ;

Spain thinks it cannot do her sufficient

honour. She goes to Rome, and the

Pope admires her as much as the King.
Restlessness had become a part of her

nature, and she returns to South Ame-
rica, and with her return the story

ends. Her death is clothed in mys-
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tery ; perhaps she is a myth, and, like

to Helen of Grecian fable, that she can-
not die ; at all events she is in some
way or other lost, or has disappeared,

none can say how :

—

" On reaching America, all the expedition

touched at Vera Cruz. Thither a great
crowd of the military went on shore. The
leading officers made a separate party fur

the same purpose. Their intention waa, to

have a guy, happy dinner, after their long
confinement to a ship, at the chief hotel

;

and happy in perfection tho dinner could not
be unless Kate would consent to join it.

She, that waa ever kind to brother- soldiers,

agreed to do so. She descended into the

boat along with them, and in twenty mi-
nutes the boat touched the shore. All the

bevy of gay laughing officers, junior and
senior, like so many schoolboys let loose

from school, jumped on shore, and walked
hastily, as their time was limited, up to the

hotel. Arriving there, all turned round in

eagerness, saying, 4 Where is our dear Kate V
Ah, yes, my dear Kate, at that solemn mo-
ment, where indeed were you? She had,

beyond all doubt, taken her seat in the boat

:

that was certain, though nobody, in the ge-
neral confusion, was certain of having seen

her actually step ashore. The sea was
searched for her—the forests were ransacked.

But the sea did not give up its dead, if there

indeed she by; and tho forests made no
answerto the sorrowing hearts which sought
her amongst them. Have I never formed a
conjecture of my own upon the mysterious
fate which thus suddenly enveto{>ed'her, and
hid ber in darkness for ever ? Yes, I have.

But it ia a conjecture too dim and unsteady
to be worth repeating. Her brother- sol-

diers, that should naturally have had more
materials for guessing than myself, were all

lost in sorrowing perplexity, and could never
arrive even at a plausiblo conjecture."—pp.

90, 01.

It is not possible for us to give ex-
tracts from this story ; but some parts

of it are told quite a9 strikingly as the

best parts of the author's " Confessions
of an Opiurn-Eater."

This publication is well calculated to

show the variety of Mr. De Quincey's
studies, for his next paper is one giv-

ing an account— and a very interest,

ing one — of " The Last Days of

Kant.'' The account is substantially

a translation from a paper by Kant's
agent or house-steward, Wasianski.
How much may have been omitted,

or how much added from other sources,

we are not told ; and throughout this

publication it is very much to be com-
plained of, that on matters where the

strictest evidence is required, we have

none. Inference, conjecture, innuen-
do, we have everywhere. Nowhere
distinct, positive statement ; and Mr.
De Quincey's very style is a disguise:

—

" Thro* aralitcoata, in three d intact perioda Lorn,

The hard in futeri lnttre did adorn :

The flrat In figured broidery eurpaaaod i

The next waa criroaou pluth i and for the lait,

Aj purtc and fancy could no farther go.

To form a third, ho joined the other two."

Now, we do not accuse our author's

style either of the shabby showiness,

or of the virtuous economy indicated

by the dress of tho poet in the epi-

gram ; nor is the waistcoat the part
of a man's habiliments which we are
led to think of. That is succint, short,

and a dress to do business in. nis
style reminds us of a figured Babylon-
ish robe— the plunder of some eastern

city— something that looks well at a
great distance, but which somehow or

other we are led to fear may have
been plague-tainted, and which it

would have been better to have burn-
ed than sold to the Jews. But, if he
will wear it at all, why not have pre-

served it intact ? — Why cut it into a
freemason-apron ?— Why walk about
with it all alone in his glory, at proces-

sion pace, if not in actual procession?

Ossian's poems, if cast in something of
the same mould with our author's style,

in his more ambitious moods, vet pre-

tended to have been poems in some
original, to which the reader's thoughts
were fur ever supposed to refer; and
Macpherson's mind having something
of the poetical in it, we suspect that

they had first passed through it, mo
dulated by some Celtic metres, to the

tune of which his thoughts moved. It

is odd enough, that while Macpher-
son's English is scarcely endurable, the

restoration of something of metrical

form in Cesarotti's Italian translation

makes the book in that form not alto-

gether displeasing. But to us this

mode of warbling in prose "ditties

of no tone" is utterly execrable. Hud
the conceptions thus brought before

us been in any true sense poetical,

they would have moulded themselves

into metrical language. If they were
even delivered aloud, when each

member of a sentence is sustained by
tho intonations of the voice, we could

have imagined the possibility of their

having flowed from fountains within

the heart, and thus commanding tho

sympathies of a present audience. And
by some reference to the fact of their
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once having been so delivered, we
can imagine (he solitary reader justi-
fying to himself what would seem a
strange style, if supposed merely the
communications of an author from
his closet. Even in his study, or in
his dreams, a poet is compelled to find,
Li lore ho can build his towers and
temples, and create his gardens with
incense-bearing trees, some imaginary
inUfio to which they shall rise up. So
was it when Milton, or the architect
whom Milton engaged iu the task,
built the palace of Satan

" Aftftn, out of the rarl'i. a fa" ri lilij;c

I- -v liW fttl cxlia'atl-.i:i »itli the »> und
Of lul vt inivhu.,ic*, a&J voi«v» iWiCt,
Uuill like a Uiui l;."

So was it when Dante raised up
those concentric bastions, within which
he imagined his Lucifer imprisoned in

everduring cold — so was it, in a day
not far from our own, with that great
poet, from Mr. De Quineey's account
of whom we have given so much inte-

resting detail :—

A <i»m*l, with a dulrirn«r.

In a virion once I »aw ;

Jt was an Abywinian maid.
And on her dulcimer the placed,
Si n,' I u£ f)f Mount Alxira.

Could I revive within me
Her ftvruphouy und miu^
To Kur.h u deep delight 'iwouhl wto mt,
That with niuf'u- louJ and h>i>h'

I would buUd that Uotn* in air."

"Wo think that unless connected
by the conventional links of metre,
which, substituting a severer logic in

all that relates to form, allows, as if

by some compensatory law, the union
of thoughts suggested by very remote
analogies, such combinations of thought
as Mr. De Quineey indulges in ureal)-

solutely intolerable. If he dauces, let

it be to music:

—

" Hollo l thou felon, f. llow here—
To brlvUl-beyl we rhlt

,

And thou »hnlt <!anrca letter danca
Ikf re rue and ruy bride. '

But really this dancing for mere ex-

ercise, like Jeannic Deans' father, is

too bad. To change the metaphor,

De Quineey, in these strange volunta-

ries of his, reminds us of some melan-
choly Oxford student in this our owu
day, inflicting *he di.-eipline upon him-
self, lashing himself in what he calls

practical piety, according to the rule

[Stpt.

of St. Francis, and thinking he has

attained by these devout exercises

something of a devotional spirit, and
that h« sees, and is seen, of angels.

De Quineey is as much of a poet as

such a man — we ascribe to both per.

feet sincerity, perfect earnestness, and
entire devotion to their respective
arts—is of a Christian.

There is less of freemasonry in the

paper on Kant than we might have
expected, for the master-mason is at

work, and has laid aside his dress-apron.

De Quineey— whose paper, however,
was written some tweuty years ago—
tell* us that three causes made Kant's
writings less known in England than
might bo expected from the interest

that has gathered round bis name

:

first, his works were, for the most
part, in German; the second impedi-
ment was, their real or supposed
obscurity ; and the third, the unpopu-
larity of speculative philosophy in

a country all whose tendencies are

practical. To those causes inight be
added—and this in reality outweighed
them all—that the philosophy, as far

as it was known in these kingdoms,
was l>elicved to have no trne claims
to originality. Whether such was the
fact or not we shall not now discuss,

but that such was the opinion of men
best cjualificd by their studies to form
an opinion, may be learned from Du-
gald Stewart's " Dissertation ou the

Progress of Metaphysical Philosophy
since the revival of Letters," ori-

ginally published in the " Encyclo-
pedia Britanuica," and now printed as

the first volume of his collected works,

edited by Sir William Hamilton.*
Mr. De Quineey measures Kant 's power
in affecting the minds of men by the

number of books written against him
—no very good test anywhere ; but as

the books have been chiefly written in

Germany, no test at all. Most of

these essays arise, not from much real

interest in the subject of metaphysics,

but are forms of academic supplication

for a professorship. Kant's life, how-
ever, is not without its interest ; and
the paper is a good one.

Dates arc pleasant things, and be
Time and Space what they may, we
are glad to find biographies begin with

statements intelligible to all. Kant

Life and Aduenlura of an Opium- Eater,

* Dugnli Stewart's " Collected Won;*," (Edinburgh: Constable, 1854), vol. i„ page

&c, ami Xot.-s xx, w. .Sir Wilii.un Man.ilion's tuition of iLe •* Di^crtatiun" con-

tains much, not brjhre i>ttbii»hed
x
fn 'in Stvw art's muuuscripts.
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was born on the 22nd of April, 1724,

at Ktiningsberg. He was educated
there, first, at what I)e Quineey calls

a charily school, and afterwurds at

the University. He supported him-
self first by educating private pupils,

and afterwards in 1770 was appointed
" to the Chair of Mathematics, which
he soon after exchanged for that of

Logic and Metaphysics. On this oc-

casion he delivered au inaugural dis-

sertation (de mutuli mruilrilis atque in-

telligibilis forma et principiis), which,"

adds De Quineey, " is remarkable for

containing the first germs of the

i rauscendental philosophy." From this

essay wo may add, that Duguld Stew-
art quotes largely in his account of
Kant's philosophy in the Kssay wo
have mentioned. " In 1781, he pub-
lished his great work, the ' Kritik der

reinen Vern unfit,' a critical investiga-

tion of the « Pure Reason." On Feb-
ruary 12, 1804, he died."

Wasianski, whom De Quineey de-

scribes as giving the narrative of
Kant's last days, first knew him in

177J or 1774. He attended his lec-

tures, and also was employed by the

professor as amanuensis in 1780. Wa-
sianski took orders, and though con-

tinuing to reside in Koningsberg, was
for the next ten years altogether un-

noticed by Kant. They, however,
then met at a wedding -party, ami
Kant, remembering that Wasianski was
a florist, turned the subject of conver-

sation to his old pupil's favourite

topic. It so happened that at the time
they met, Kant, who had till then dined

at a table d'hote, began to keep house
himself, and each day had a few friends

to dine with him, "his number being

formed on the old classical rule of
** more than the Graces, not more
than the Muses." The readers of
Heine's " Germany" are not likely to

forget Kant's old military servant

Lampe, with his formal regularity
;

and we now have Wasianski telling us

that when dinner was ready Lampe
entered the professor's study with a
certain measured air," and announced
it. Kant had worked hard through
the day, and worked hard now at his

dinner, which he felt he had earned.

Wasianski seems to have seen him eat-

ing as Dr. Johnson would have eaten

in the days when a dinner was a din-

ner. Mr. De Quineey met acquaint-

ances of Kant's, who saw him en-

gaged with more aristocratic ca.se, and
recurring to the business of dinner

of an Opium-Eatet. 34
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only in the intervals of conversation.

The accounts are not irreconcilable,

and Wasianski describes conversation

as going on naturally and cheerfully,

as accident might direct, for some three

or four hours, commencing with one

o'clock, p.m. His conversation was
altogether free from pedantry, or from

any particular reference to his own
studies. Ou every subject he spoke

as a man possessing accurate informa-

tion. To be asked to dine with Kant
was to be sure of a day of enjoyment.

Ho was fond of conversing on the

news of the day, and his perfect know-
ledge of the general politics of Europo
made everything ho said on this sub-

ject instructive.

His parties were formed from such

men of all classes of life as Konings-

bcrg could supply— men in office,

professors, physicians, clergymen, mer-
chants. He always had a sprinkling

of verv young men, students of the

University, Wasianski says, to give

gaiety and playfulness to the conversa-

tion. We should doubt this being the

motive; or, if the motive, should

doubt a successful result of such an ex-

periment. It is added by him, how-
ever, that he had reason to believe

another motive with Kant was, that in

this way Kant relieved his mind from
the sadness which at times he suffered
44 from the early death of some young
friends whom he loved."

The dinner party of the day seems
to have broken up at such an hour as

to allow Kant to take a walk after

dinner, and in these walks he was al-

ways alone. He wished to be alone

that he might breathe " exclusively

through his nostrils, which he could

not if obliged to open his mouth con-

tinually in conversation." " The at-

mospheric air," he thought, "being
thus carried round by a larger circuit,

would be less apt to irritate the lungs."

He thought ho escaped colds and pul-

monary derangement in this way. We
tbitik it probable he was quite right.

He returned from his walk, and read

as long us the light allowed ; then for

a while, till candles came, meditated on
the book he had been reading, or

planned his lecture for the next day.

At this period, during winter and
summer, he kept close to the stove,

with his eyes half unconsciously fixed

on the old tower of Lobenicht. The
tower became almost a pavt of his very

being— so much so, that when some
l>»plur* in a neighbouring garden shot
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up so as to hide the tower, he became
restless, and «• unable to pursue his

evening meditations. " The owner
of the garden heard of the inconve-
nience; the poplars were felled or
pruned, and the philosopher restored

to peace.

Candles came, and with candles bis

books and papers, and he read or
wrote till ten o'clock. For a quarter
of an hour before retiring for the
night, he kept his miud as much as
possible from every class of thoughts
which demanded any energy or atten-

tion, " on the principle that, by stimu-
lating and exciting him too much,
such thoughts would be apt to excite
wakefulness." In this we are sure he
was wise. Coleridge's lines describe
a similar habit—

" Silently, by ilow degree*,

My spirit I to Love compote.
In humble tniit mUie cycltde clote.
With reverential resignation i

No wiili conceived, no thought cxproeed,
Only a Mine of loppllction—
A mom o'er ill ray toul impreU
That I am weak, yet not unbli it,

Sine* In me, round me, everywhere,
£teraal strength and Wiethe* ere."

^
The depth of feeling which Cole-

ridge's lines express are not found in

what is recorded of Kant. It may be,

because Kant had not the poet's gift

of being able to communicate such
thoughts ; but whatever process, with
the purpose of losing, either iu calming
thoughts or in absolute absence of aU
thought, everything that could agitate

him, the German philosopher adopted,
the moment of getting into bed was
one of enjoyment, of almost triumph :

"He undressed himself without bis ser-

vant's assistance. This done, he lay down
on a mattress, and wrapped himself up in a
quilt, which in summer was h1 ways of cot-

ton ; in autumn, of wool ; at the setting in

of winter, he used both; and against very

severe cold he protected himself by one of

eider-down, of which the part which covered

bis shoulders was not Btufted with feathers,

but padded, or rather wadded closely with
layers of wooL Long practice had taught

him a very dexterous mode of netting and
enswnthiog himself in the bedclothes. First

of all, he sat down on the bedside ; then with

an agile motion he vaulted obliquely into

his lair ; next be drew unc comer of the

bedclothes under his ltft shoulder, and, pass-

ing it Inflow his back, brought it round sr> as

to rest under bis right shoulder
;
fourthly,

by a jiarticulur tour tfitdrctoe, he operated

on the other corner in the same wmv ; and
finally contrived to roll it round his whole
!*r«on. Thus swathed like n mummy, or

(as I used to tell him) self-involved like the

silk-worm iu its cocoon, he awaited the ap-

proach of sleep, which generally came ou im-

mediately. For Kant's health was exquisite ;

not mere negative health, or the absence of

pain, and nf irritation, and al»o of mal-ai»e

(either of which, though not 4 pain,' is often

worse to bear), but a state of positive plea-

surable sensation, and a conscious possession

of all his vital activities. Accordingly, when
packed up for the night in the way I have
described, he would often ejaculate to him-

self, as be used to tell us at dinner, 4 Is it

possiblo to conceive a human being with
more perfect health than myself pp.

117, 118.

From his slcepinsr-room to that in

which he dressed, Kant had a rope
placed, by which he guided himself in

the dark

14 Precisely at five minutes before five

o'clock, winter and summer, Lampe, Kant's

footman, who had formerly served in the

army, marched into his masters room with
the sir of a sentinel on duty, and cried aloud,

in a military tone, 4 Mr. Professor, the time

is come.' This summons Kant invariably

obeved without one inomen V$ »1< In v, im a

soldier does the word of command— never,

under any circumstances, allowing himself

a respite, not even under the rare accident

of having passed a sleepless night. As the

clock struck five, Kant was seated at the

break fast- table, where he drank what be
called »«c cup of tea. . . . Imme-
diately after, he smoked a pipe of tobacco,

the only one which he allowed himself

through the entire day, but so rapidly, that

a pile of reliqnes partially a-glow remained

uusmoked. . . About seven he

usually wont to his lecture-room, and from
that he returned to his writing-table. Pre-

cisely at three-quarters before one, be rose

from his chair, and called aloud to the cook,
4
it has struck tlurec-quarters.' The moaning

of which summons w as this : At dinner, and
immediately after taking soup, it was his

constant practice to swallow what he called

a dram, which consisted either of Hungarian
wine, of Rhenish, of a cordial, or, in default

of these, of the English compound called

buhop. A flask or a jug of this was brought

up by the cook on the proclamation of the

three-quarters. Kant hurried with it to the

dining-room, poured out his yuantum, left it

standing in readiness (covered, however
with paper to prevent its becoming vapid),

and then went back to his study, where he
awaited the arrival of his guests, whom to

the latest period of his life he never received

otherwise than in full dress."—pp. 120, 121.

He thought anxiously about his

health, and ascribed the perfect free-

dom from disease which he enjoyed
to his own exertions. He spoke of
himself as a pymnaatic artist, who had
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contrived " for nearly fourscore years
to support his balance on the tight-rope
of life, without once swerving to the
right or the left." lie gave attention

to each medical theory that arose, and
his biographers are unwise enough to

preserve all he said upon a subject of
which he could have said nothing
worth recording.

It is not surprising that his friends

should have been anxious to gratify

public curiosity by giving details of
his life ; but that life was passed with
such uniformity, that they absolutely

had nothing to tell. He buttoned
his clothes, and he unbuttoned them.
He contrived to keep his stockings
and bis uuwhisperables up without
using garters, and used such com-
plex machinery for the purpose as will

remind every reader of Wasianski's
tract of the way in which mothers
deal with boys of six years old in such
matters. To Wasianski's own mind
the process suggested the Ptolemaic
system of the heavens, and its occa-
sional derangements.
Old age came upon him, asit will come

on others ; and it would appear that he
became tedious to his biographic admi-
rers—who feel it a duty to imitate his

tediousness. Like other old men, he told

the same stories ; but unlike other old

men, he had no love of inflicting them
on bis friends; on the contrary, he kept
a note-book, fixing subjects for each
day's conversation, in order to escape
the beaten ground of the day before.

He would repeat long passages from
the poets. He utterly detested— and
in this we admire him— all prose that

emulated verse. This neither Mr. De
Quincey nor Wasianski tells us, but
it is not the less worthy of remem-
brance and of honour— " II avait en
detestation l'art oratoire, et ne voyait

dans les plus cloquens morceaux des

grand orateurs que de la mauvaise
foi plus ou moins adroitement deguisee,

et dans le style eleve de la prose en

delire."* Even oratory in its place ho
thought little of ; and out of place-
as, for instance, when it would intrude

into the domain of poetry, which he
loved, and which he would keep sacred
from anything so profane—he absolute-

ly detested ; as, to say the truth, we do

;

and we are glad to be able to aid our
view by putting the old philosopher

into the witness-box.

His beginning to theorise about

electricity, to which he was disposed to

refer everything, his friends looked

upon as an indication of mental decay.

Cats died in Koningsberg. It was
electricity, no doubt, as cats arc emi-

nently electric. He thought— others

did not see it—that the clonds assumed
some peculiar configuration ;—electri-

city still—nothing but electricity. His

own headaches—this, too, was electri-

city. Somehow or other wo think it

very likely the old gentleman was
quite right in all these cases; but,

right or wrong, the notion of those

about him was, that he was going fast.

Nay, they said he could no longer un-

derstand his own works, in which case

it might be, if practical England is to

have any voice in the matter, that he
was in a much sounder state ofmind than

when he wTote them. He is said by Wa-
sianski to have " lost all accurate mea-
sure of time." Of this no other proof
is given than his exhibiting impatience

when his coffee was delayed. He lay

in bed longer in the morning, and re-

tired earlier at night. He walked less

often, and he sometimes fell in the

street. A lady, on one occasion, lifted

him up ; and he presented her grace-

fully with a rose which he had in his

hand, and which the lady preserved for

many a long year after, as a memorial
of the incident. His medical atten-

dant had reason to fear, from Kant's
occasional irritability, that he should

have an unmanageable patient. The
contrary turned out to be the case.

Kant urged his own view. If unrea-

sonable, it was not yielded to ; but the

philosopher was a gentleman, and
never affected to acquiesce in what
was recommended without endeavour-
ing to carry it out fully and fairly. He
was in all things perfectly honest and
straightforward. His illness and in-

creasing infirmities brought out, as is

often found to be the case, unsuspected
graces of character, and increased the

affection and reverence for his person.

Kant grew old, and so did his ser-

vant, Lampe. Lampe had originally

served in the Prussian army, and from
this service passed into that of Kant,
in which he remained for forty years.

He too grew oil ; and if he was not

too feeble to continue to attend his

master, to whom he thought himself

indispensable, ho yet became a nui-

• Stapkfr—" Biographic Univcr&ellc"—Kant.
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nance from his drunkenness and dis-
honesty. His vice increased with hi*
maker's helplessness. Wasianski now
acted as the manager of Kant's affairs,

and Lampe saw there was an end of
its being possible for him to continue
frauds which had become his every.day
practice. Kant at last dismissed" him,
and another servant was engaged.
Kant could not bear to do what might
be injurious to Lam|x\ He did not
know of his pecuniary frauds, and in
"writing a discharge, felt no scruple in
saying his attendant had "served him
long and faithfully." The paper lay
before him for a considerable time, ami
ut last he added—" but did not display
those peculiar qualifications which
fitted him for waiting on an old and
infirm man like myself."

Dismissing a drunken servant may
seem an easy thing, and it was accom-
plished in this case with less difficulty

than Kant and his agent had feared.
Hut Lampe had been for forty years
in his post, and Kant was now
seventy-eight. The apparition of a
new butler was thought of with as
much of terror by the Professor and
the little circle of servants and friends
that revolved around him, as if it was
some gorgon wife that was to make
her appearance. A penknife mislaid,
a chair out of its place, discomposed
the old man, who had now become a
mere creature of habit.

Wasianski, on the day before the
new servant entered on his duties as
the Professor's attendant, had to put
Mephistopheles in training. lie learned
quickly— almost intuitively. Every
minutest incident of Kant's habits was
noted down on a card ; and then W a-
sianski made Kauffmann—for this was
the name by which the dark cherub
•was known on earth—go through the
whole ritual of his duties. The affair
was accomplished—dinner was served

;

Wasianski dined—admired the execu-
tion of each part of the man.cuvro,
which he directed, and of which he is

the historian.

Nothing but extract can give any
notion of Wasianski, and we must spare
room for a sentence :

—

" One part only there was of the daily ce-
remonial where all of us wire at a loss, "since

it was that part which no mortal tv.-s had
ever witnessed but those of Lntnpe—this was
breakfast. However, thnt wo might do all

in our power, I myself attended at four o'clock
in the morning. The day happened, as 1
remember, to be the 1st of February, 1802.

Precisely at five Kant made his appearance

;

and nothing could equal Lis astonishment on
finding na- in the room. Frv*h from ibo
confusion of dreaming, and bewild.-red alike
by the sight of his new servant, by Lampe's
absenc**, and by my presence, he could with
difficulty be made to comprehend the purpose
of my visit. A friend in need is a friend in-
deed

; and we would now have (riven any
money to that learned Theban, who coal'd
have instructed us in the arrangement of the
breakfast-table. But this was a inyaiery
revealed to none but Lampe. At length
Kant took this task upon himself, and appa-
rently all was now aettl. d to his satisfaction.
Yet still it struck me that ho wus under some
embarrassment or constraint. Upon this I
said that, with his permission, I would take
a cup of tea, and afterwards smoke a pipe
with him. He accepted my offer with his
usnal courteous demeanour, bat seemed tin-
able to familiarise himself with the novelty
of his situation. I was at this time sitting
directly opposite to him ; and at last he
frankly told me, but with the kindest and
most apologetic air, that he was really under
the necessity of begging that I would sit out
of hi* Mght ; for that, having sat alone at
the breakfast- table for considerably more
than half a century, he could not abruptly
adapt his mind to a change in this respect,
and he found his thoughts very sensibly dis-
tracted. I did as he desired ; the servant
retired into an anteroom, where he waited
within call, and Knnt recovered his wonted
composure. Just the same scene passed over
again, when I called at the same hour on a
fine summer morning some months after

pp. 137, 138.

Two years more pass. Each detail
of the sufferings of closing life is given
with particularity painfully minute.
On the 12th of February, 1804, this
great man died.

A review of one ofNichol's works on
astronomical science follows, and then
a paper on Joan of Arc, or rather on
Michelet s account of her in his Dia-
tory of France. Then come'two pa-
pers—one called " The Casuistry of
Koman Meals," and another the last
in the volume—untitled «« Modern Su-
perstition."

The articles on Joan of Arc and on
Modern Superstition are* discussed in
pretty much the same tone of feeling,
and are best read in immediate con.
nexion. It would have been better so
to have placed them than to interpose,
a* Mr. l>e Quineey docs, the paper on
what he calls the casuistry of Koman
meals. This latter paper is one of
considerable interest. It has, besides
its antiquarian value, much higher
claims, and may rank with the best
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essavs in the *« Memoirs of the Academy
of fnscriptions." Not only does the

{>aper bring us new accessions ofknow-
edge ; but, what is more important,

inferences which had escaped former
inquirers, are derived from much that

was familiar. This essay is, through,
out, in Mr. De Quincey's best style—
a style singularly lucid whenever he
chooses to move without putting his

singing robes on.

Micnelet has told the storv of Joan
m

of Arc in that strange dialect which,
we suppose, he regards as eloquence.

He commences by an csxay on the au-

thorship and the inllucnce of the book
known by the name of " Thomas a

Kempis "*( Institution of Christ), and of
those of the French work which was
founded on it, The Internal Consola-

tion and he then tells us that Joan was
this book embodied—was a living lo-

fend—was poetry of the highest kind,

n Mr. Micnelet there never is an ab-

sence ofdiligence—there is often a just

feeling of whatever is good and gene-
rous ; but his style is absolutely the
worst in which a man of genius has

ever communicated with the public

—

extravagant raptures at everything ; no
one scene told in straightforward ear-

nestness—delirium tremens simulating

madness, almost undistinguishable from
it. That the historian should have to

record much that the philosopher would
call insanity— that even the most sober
acts of policy should assume to him this

character, and be commented on with
such view, is quite intelligible. Wc may
agree with or we may differ from such
comment ; but that he who draws up
the record should foci it necessary to

express in his language maniacal sym-
pathy with each of his heroes and he-

roines is, we thiuk, in discord with the

exercise of that calm judgment which
the indolent reader has a light to ex-
pect. Michelet's answer may be, that

the reader has no right to be indolent,

and that the historian's business is but
to give suih pictures as he best can of
the incidents which are brought before

him by his subject ; that the moral
judgment which they call iuto exercise
is rather for his reader than himself;
and that, without the perpetual excite-

ment of the imagination, the narrative

would become languid, and incapable
of in any way animating the reader
into the kind of mental exertion neces-
sary to perform his part. Allowing
great weight to such considerations, we

yet think that between the mere an-

nalist and such a scene-painter as Mi-
chelet, something intermediate would
be better than either,

Mr. De Quincey divides the story of
Joan ofArc into two parts, which cannot
be easily brought info one view— the

first, when, acting under the impulses of

her own strong conviction, she inspired

others with confidence—when, foiling

the important advantage which the fact

of actual coronation would give Charles
VII. over his rival, she succeeded in

effecting this object ; and, this being
done, regarded her mission at an end.

The other,when she reluctantly allowed

herself to be an instrument in the hands
of mere politicians ; and was moved,
not by what she regarded as divine in-

spiration, but by such poor motives as

the exigencies of the moment suggested

to those whose instrument she was.

The first of these periods was exulta-

tion—victory— triumph ; the second,

defeat— humiliation—to her, death

—

to every one else concerned, utter dis-

grace. All this is well told.

The closing essay in the volume is

the best, and one which well deserves

to be read with care. The subject is,

Popular Superstition. A number of
stories, most of them fully authenti-

cated,

" Of calling thapcf and beckoning ahadowidlrc.
And firry tni^uf » that §j liable mcn't namet,
On MtKi*. and than*, ood detert wUdernewei,"

are here brought together, and are told

with the same power and the same en-

tire earnestness of manner that so im-
presses the reader of Scott's ** Demon,
ology and Witchcraft." It is really a
matter of astonishment to us—though,

perhaps, in part to be accounted for by
Mr. De Quincey having brought to-

gether essays written at very different

periods of life—to find such great con-

trasts of style as are exhibited in these

volumes. Hut throughout, even where
we are most dissatisfied, there is the

element of very considerable mental
power; and ifwe feel t hat, using no other
forms than those which elevated prose

supplies, he his sometimes failed to

produce the poetical effects at which
it would seem he is aiming, it must bo
remembered that it is an experiment
in which no man, without the aid of
the forms which poetry demands and
justifies, and the involuntary sympa-
thies which they call up as if by magic,

has ever succeeded.
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THE DEDICATION OF THE TEMPLE.

Ei yap to K»rafiyovn€you £ta &>fo, woAAi ftoAAov to (Jw «r M**.—2 Cor. tlL U.

'* AU pat on a gentle hue,
Hunting in the shadowy air,

I«lke • picture rich and rare.

It wm a climate where they say
The night ia more beloved than day."—CoLIalDas.

Where falls the moonlight fairest ? On tall ships

Seen from the headland of an ocean shore !

Where falls the moonlight fairest ? On the tips

Of trees that stand upon a mountain hoar,

Listening ail night to some blue river's roar

:

Where in his foxglove-boll the -wandering bee
Wraps round ltis golden head right royally

!

But where falls moonlight fairest ? On a fane,

An English Church of medieval mould !

0 1 let me waken at ray will again

A dream of spires, and terraces of gold.

Incense, and cedar, delicately scroll'd,

That pass'd across my heart one summer night,

By such a church, in such a fair moonlight.

Of days I thought when the Crusader gave
His lordly acres to that Gothic altar

;

Hung up the helm, and habergeon, and glaive,

And taught his manly Saxon lip to falter

The dark old tongue of beauty through the Psalter ;

Therewith resigning to the Lord the whole
Long-treasured memories of a soldier's soul.

Of all magnificence of thoughtful stone

Then seem'd I the original to scau

;

Of Time's superbest temples many a one,

Typing the Infinite, though reared by man ;

Mighty cathedrals metropolitan,

To whose high brows, liko many crowns, are given

The stormy pomps, and starry peace of heaven.

1 look'd, albeit 'twere an English June,
On Solomon's temple with amazed eye,

The great round rosy oriental moon*
Tinging the paleness of the immaculate sky

;

I heard the wondrous octave's wassailry.f

Like multitudinous murmuring* alive,

When all the summer hums about the hive.

* " The moon which hung over our head displayed colours of fire and of the rose."

—

Lamartine't Voyage, $c.

t " Solomon held a feast, and all Israel with him, seven days and seven days."—1 Kings,

viii. C5.
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I saw the glorious moonlight raining through
The lateral windows.* What a wealth was there
Of glistering stones of every orient hue

!

What onyxes, and Indian jewels rare,

What rich orfevyry ot barbaric air!f

Brave things, the camel bore a weary road,

Or gallant ship with canvas inoon-besnow'd.

From Gihon,} peradventure, golden-bright,

Or Havilan, whose tropic forests quiver,

Sleepily parleying, in the purple light,

Unto the liquid lyre of Eden's river,

That pantetn forth on its four chords for ever
Sweet sorrow, like the strain a wild bird weaves,
Remembering summer *mid the yellow leaves.

The air was taken with a faint fine sense

Of eastern gums, of cedar, and of nard ;

Cherubs were hanging o'er the frankincense,

Carven to keep eternal watch and ward,

With calm deep eyes, of passionless regard

;

And flowers were there, with half their leaves unroll'd,

Steep'd in the fadeless sunset of their gold

!

A little space, and this magnificat

And profuse beauty, beyond fancy's showing,

Was fill'd with seraph's songs that me and fall

;

Seven sweet blue summer»§ in its silent blowing-
God for the dew, and it the lily growing||

—

Well might it task angelic harps to swell

Up from Shallechethf unto Ariel

Two " holy ones and watchers " of that throng
Fix'd my regard by an attraction sweet,

Standing all radiant, where the angel strong,

Whilome with coining of his stormy feet,

Troubled the red waves of Araunah's wheat

;

The younger seraph first his anthem sung,

And this its import in our mortal tongue :

—

'* Glory to God upon God's holy mountain,

Keep the wild spirit of the world in tune I

Joy, too, be ours, who saw, like column'd fountain,

These shafts spring upward to the sun and moon

;

Not from man's cunning heart the ideal hewn,
But graven first on yon empyreal blue

—

A faultless flower, created ere it grew !ff

* "Windows of narrow li^'hta."—1 King»
%
vL 4. See margin.

t " 1 have prepared with all my might for the house of my God onyx stones, and stones

to be set, glistering atones."— 1 Chron., xxix. 2.

% The curious reader may find, in the first book of 11 Raleigh's History of the World," a
chapter " of the place of Paradise," in which, among a variety of theories, there are somo
given which identify it with the lands reached by the navies of Uirarn and Solomon.

§ " So was he seven years in building it."—1 Kings, vi. 38.

B Compare the imager}* in Hosea, xiv. 6.

\ " Westward with the gato Sballechetb."—1 CTron. xxvi. 16.
*" K<u t* apv^k *T)\<*v Tto<rdpt*y teal irrb tou opiTjA. k. t. A. lxx. ; Ezeh. xliii. 15. The altar

is here called Ariel, u e., the hearth of God ; the same appellation is extended to the city

of Jerusalem.

—

Isaiah, xxix. 1

ft " All this, said David, the Lord made me to understand in writing by his hand upon
me."—1 Ckron. xxviii. 19

;
c./. Ex. xxv. 40; Gtn. ii. 6.
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I raark'd the anointed ginger year by year
Gather the waifs wash'd up by war's wild tide;

What though the old man might not live to hear
His pHihns to-day adown Aloriah's side

Sweep, by the mountain echoes glorified ;

Yet Faith, like Poetry, can bear to be
Ted upon things a blind world cannot see.

And still he stored an appanage that shamed
Imperial spoils—his songs of thought divine,

Gifts of the mu.-e, in Paynimry so named ;

There with adulterous beauty made to shine,

Iiv lust call'd love, idolatry, and wine

;

Here fitlicst embletn'd by a maid who sings,

Moved by the Spirit, to the King of kings.*

And yester morning from the vaulted fire

Uvcr Heaven's crystal storiesf downward borne.

O what a burst 1 heard from lip and lyre,

Jcduthun's harp and Heman's sounding horn ;t

And silver-snarling trumpets bade the inorn

Go tell the godless waves on Gentile coasts

How Salem singeth to the Lord of Hosts 1

" Praise our good God !" on many a tube and chord,

Some sublle spirit inextricably bleut,

Music's dark dream with the interpreting \vord.§

Zcbulon dcem'd his sca,| that strain had lent,

Tuned by some Jubal for an instrument,

To crash with grander touches than before,

His line old endless anthem evermore 1

That measure paled with awe Dan's lion brow,^
And tented Issachar's, the thoughtful-eyed ;*•

And the fair sons of Joseph's fruitful bough
Look'd on a prouder pomp than ever dyed
Their ancient mountain tops at eventide ;|f

And Asher saw the red gold blazing higher

Than all his nightly furnaces of fire \Xt

Then from the Holiest, the brightly dark,

Earth's only reliquary meet to" hold

The ancient, awful, stream-compelling ark,

The living heart, whose pulses manifold

Make this house living—on the Presence roll'd,

And on the brazen scaffold left the King,
Fairer than God of mythic fancying.

* "It is time to baptise poetry in Jordan, for sho will never become clean by washiug in

the waU-rs of Damascus."

—

Coirley, Pi>'j'. to Davidcis.

t Amos, ix. 0. f 1 Chron. xxr. 3, 5.

§ u The trumpeters and singers were as one, to make one sound ; they lifted up their

voitc with the instruments of music, and praised the Lord, saying, for He is good."—

2 Chron. v. 13.

II

44 Zebulon shall dwell at the haven of the sea."—Gen. xlix. 13.

% " Dan i* a lion's whelp."

—

Dtut. xxiii. 22.

"Kejoice, Issachnr, in thy tents."—/)™*, xxxiii. 18. "The children of IsMchar,

which were men that hud understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do."—

1 Chron. xii. 32.

tf
44 Joseph is a fruitful hough."—Gen. xllx. 22. " Blessed of the Lord be bb land for

the chief things of the ancient mountains."

—

D*nt. xxxiii. 13-15.

XX " And of Asher he said, under thy shoes shall be iron and brass.*'

—

Dmt. xxxiii. 24, 26»

iharyin. 44 Brass and iron were hero melted, being in great plenty in this country. —
Bishop rutrick, in locum.

I
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Wiser than wrinkled men, who watch the disc

Of the weird moon from many a turret tall

;

Or trace their dreams on starry obelisk,

Where, white as their own hair, the cataracts fall

Of Egypt's Nile, yet beautiful withal

;

Whose sunny- featured Father's Spirit lies

Saintly behind the Hittite's passionate eyes.

In flower and leaf ho reads a history writ,*

Thousand sweet silent tongue?, one central thought

!

Man '8 life (the theme of Ethnic's moon-blind wit)

Opens its gates to him, and hideth not
Dreams that the very dreamer hath forgot

;

His eye hath follow'd manhood's stormy main
To its far fountain in the baby's brain,f

But still that awful sea of wisdom breaks

To the sweet tune eall'd poetry by men ;

And still for him his darkest thinking takes

A luminous robe of word?, the glory then

Of eloquent tongue and wonder-working pen.

A strange triplicity of realms hath he
Crown'd king of nations, thought, and poesy

!

He spake glad words that trembled into woe ;

He ro<e, and blest the host with happy hand ;

As on an autumn day, those flags of snow
The torrents, motionless on their rocky stand,

The hot mist hides, and half the golden land

—

So hung the cloud before a thousand eyes,

Till fire came down and lit the sacrifice."

Ceased the fair spirit ; and angelic creatures

With choral acclamatiou made consent.

The elder seraph, then, of calmer features,

Exceedingly majestical, that blent

Something like sorrow in their temperament

—

Shadows from amaranthine tlowers of bliss !

—

Spake to a graver argument like this :

—

" Yea, let Magnificats proclaim the birth,

Unto the dwellers in the lands below,

Of this * fair place, the joy of all the earth,*

This dim-bright place, where faintest odours flow

From cedar flowers eternally in blow ;

And faintest hues as from Heaven's windows fall,

In gloried darkness round the ritual.

*' The heavenliest thing of all that is not Heaven 1

Yet worthier far an angel's lauds to reach,

The lamps of worship lighted morn and even-
God's silent witnesses that always teach,

Like day and night, with an unuttcr'd speech;
His visible ark, man's dovelikc soul to win
From earth's great waterflood of woe and sin.

* This alludes to Goethe's beantiful speculations on the idea of the general form of a
plant, which has b<^n considered by competent judge* the leading idea of modern botany.

—

See WhewW* Phihtsophy of'the Indttctite Sciences, vol. t. pp. 80-32.

t In these lines the writer has spoken with soma recolL^ctiou of Cousin's u Critique on
Locke" in his History of Modern Philosophy, lecture xvi.
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How oft from sheaf by shadow standing paly,

Like motionless bout and shadow fancy drawn
;

Or purple-fruited place, like Elcalch ;

Or heather'd height o'er tracts of sunny lawn,
"Wine dark* all day, and iron red at dawn

;

Shall Israel seek this sacramental dome,
Three times a-year to bear high memories home !

But this is not eternal, nor may bound
Time's lofty argument ; thus is but the bright

And luminous centre, whence go orbing round
The advancing circles, that by day and night
Work the stow wisdom of the Infinite ;

Dim, like a blind man's dreaming of the sea,

To angel's ken that great futurity !

Dim, but not meaningless—I heard a strange

Vajjuc voice of sorrow breathing in that prayer

;

I saw the countenance of the young king change,
Till it was touched with something of the air

That the stern features of a prophet wear,
When his thin hand to Heaven he litleth up,

And pours red wine of fury from God's cup.

I heard again a sterner voice of warning,
Borne where " God giveth his beloved sleep ;"f

Over this temple, lo ! the meteor morning
Spreads like a rose on fire ; but tints more deep,
More fiercely beautiful, this shrine shall steep,

When all its carven work, in fiery hail,

Shall smite the foeman's gonfalon and mail.

Mortals shall mourn a beauty pass'd away,
Like journeyers grieving when the darkness mars

The architecture of the dying day,

Though soon shall gleam beyond those fading bars
The moon's white sail amid the isled stars

;

But from earth's changes angels only borrow
Serener thought fulness, which is not sorrow.

Incense may die upon this fragrant air,

The lamp be quench'd, and the oblation cease ;

There is a fadeless beauty yet more fair-
God hath provided better things^ than these,

The pageants of his earthly palaces ;

For this dark ritual, with wondrous art,

Singcth sweet songs to many a heavy heart.

* Poetical truth fiuds its best proof in a self-manifestation, to the emotions that arise

from reflection or observation. Id n chorus, which, perhaps, more than any other passage »n

classical poetry, possesses the colouring of modern sentiment, Sophocles says, w oi***"

avtxovtr* mv'w,—(Edip. Col. 674 ; and Homer repeatedly speaks of olvora trorrov. How far

this epithet truly describes a certain aspect of mountain scenery, the writer is content to

leave to the judgment of any observer not quite destitute of the poetical temperament.

t "And the Lord appeared to Solomon by night, and said unto him, This house, which

is high, shall be an astonishment," &c.—2 Chron. vii. 12-21. Few readers will have for-

gotten Mr. Davison's beautiful answer to the infidel objection, which sets the prophetic

vision of Solomon on a level with the sentiments of the lioinan conqueror of Carthage, when

the sight of that city in flames turned his thoughts to the destiny of his own country.—
Disc, on Proph. t p. 219.

t Heb. xi. 40.
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With doubts whose shadows evermore grow denser,

Behold 1 the pilgrim waiting for the call

Of High Priest kneeling by the golden censer

—

Red steeps the sevenfold lamp the giant wall,

Like sunlight seen behind a waterfall

;

But carven flower and cherub faces cold,

Shall freeze his wild heart with their passionless gold.

And that strange sea that never heaved a wave,*
With liliesf brimm'd that never shed a leaf;

And those twelve dead-eyed oxen,}: grim and grave

;

And that eternal music, like a grief

That seeks in song, but never finds relief

;

And all those words that speak not peace within,

And all that blood that ne'er assoileth sin.

All the sights blend into one vision weary

—

The taint of blood hang? guiltily on the sense

;

The sounds make up one wailing miserere.

O, that those haunting thoughts were exiled hence
By blood of bull or fume of frankincense 1

Well for poor human-kind that Faith's strong eye
Sees o'er the mountain tops of prophecy

!

For I have listen'd many a lon<r night through.

When the Eternal Spirit snook: the clear

Sweet harp of David. In the rosy blue,

The stars upon their courses paused to hear
Wild Cedron wailed in many a silver tear;

And on the watch and ward our cohorts kept
The gladness grew so mighty that we wept.

Wept, as he told the anguish to the chords

Of One who came to conquer, yet to yield ;

Wept as he wail'd Him in eternal words,
All stain'd with blood, but not 'mid sword and shield,

Tramp'd from the winepress of the battle-field,

With the h^ht waxing sick along the skies,

O'er His pale forehead, and His patient eyes.

And then a lovely song of triumph roll'd,

With many a jubilant and lyric burst

;

The earliest melody that ever told

The victory oi meekness to the thirst

That slakes itself in glory—yea, the first

That to the world's mad mood did ever sing

The might and majesty of suffering I

And thus, perchance, this mimicry of Heaven,

§

Cut from a snow of marble by the art,

To type, and sign, and symbolry God-given,

Shall yield that Saviour, witness though in part

Bearing man's sorrow on His human heart,

The wondrous wounded Lamb—the Eternal Son-
Temple, Ark,

||
Priest, and Victim, all in one."

* "Also he made a molten sea of ton cubits."—2 Chrott. iv. 2.

t "The brim of it was like the work of the brim of a cup, with flowers of lilies.

2 Chron. v. 5.

1 u
It stood upon twelve oxen."—2 Chron. v. 4.

9 Tiir iqxitr—6<Tivit vvoSnypart «ai Aarpcvovot tw iimvpavluv 5 «• not " who WrV8
unto the example," &c, but " who attend and perforin their service at that which Is but an
ectype and copy of the heavenly sanctuary."

—

Heb. viii. 5.

\ The typical relation of the Ark, and therefore of the 68th Psalm, to our Lord, is wonder-
folly drawn out by Archbiahop Ussher, in hia sermon on Ephes. iv. 13.

VOL. XI.IV.—WO. CCLXL t B
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Thus on Moriah's mountain sang they twain
A song of triumph and a prophecy ;

And that first Seraph's to the other's strain

Seem'd as the Iliad's passionate sunlights He
To the pale evening-pencill'd Odyssey

;

Or boy's sweet verse, in regular cadence wrought
To a great epic, stern with godlike thought.

Till morning's rosy hand was laid on the eyes
Of the stars dying down the hill of M vrrh ;*

Then were disliran'd those dazzling sanctities,

Like fairy frontispiece without a stir,

Smit by the wand of some dttrk sorcerer-
Dreams, o'er sleep's ivory gatef their wings that shake,
Or hopes that are the dreams of men awake.

And I was standing by the church that link'd

My fancy to that elder glory fled ;

The delicate-traeeried spire stood out distinct,

And simple men along the pathway sped,
Thinking deep thoughts of sacramental bread ;

And the green landscape in the summer air

Was full of the tranquillity of prayer.

Ere long the organ notes shall greatly gush,
The holenin litany plead with wail sublime

;

Who loves our dear old Englu>h poet thrush,

May find an emblem how our mother's chime
Of home-bred ritual blends with every time;

Like common things that are our life of life

—

The eyes of home, the accents of a wife.

And as I look'd regretfully once more.
For ark and altar all ablaze with gold ;

And the blue orient skies that deepen d o'er,

The long procession winding whitely.stoled

To the high pomp the augel's song had told,

(For after thought wild fancy trembles on
As the bough quivers when the bird is gone !)

The old bells, clanging from their ivied nest,

Gave to their iron song a human tone

—

" That great mute prophecy of Israel's rest.t

Impersonated palpably in stone,

Its types are dead, its beauty overthrown ;

Thy better rest is here, till Faith shall stand

Where no shrine shadeweth the sunless land 1"

M.

* Song of Solomon, iv. 6.

| " Sunt genilri* Somnt porta—
Altera candenti perfect* likens clepbnnta,

&ed falsa ad ccclum miHunt insomnia ui&nes."

—

jEncid, lib. vi. 893.

X The Temple itself was a prophecy. The building of it wm directed fox this reason, tfast

God had " given rest to his people."—Davison, Due. on Prop*., p. 215.
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CALDERON.*

Towards the close of the sixteenth

century we find two great names lords

of the drama of the world— Shaks-

peare and Lope do Vega— bolh about
the same age, Lope bcin£ only two
years older than his illustrious cotcni-

porary, and both equally the worshipped
idols of their respective nations and
the flattered, honoured, petted, ca-

ressed favourites of a court. Shaks.

peare was dazzling and delighting the

brilliant Elizabeth of England, whilo

Lope was winning smiles even from
the gloomy Philip of Spain, amid the

chill horrors of the Inquisition, and
the flames of the heretic uutos.

No author of any age or country
ever equalled the Spanish Lope in fer-

tility and fluency. Shakspeare left

but thirty-six dramas ; Lope left a
thousand to the world. They poured
forth from his brain with the facility

of improvisation ; all full of powerful
scenes, broad, reckless fun, and ex-

citing life and force. With such qua-
lities it is not surprising that he lived

adored by his nation, and has remained
ever since the most popular dramatist

with the multitude.

Like most men of his era he began
life as a soldier; nerve in the arm and
fire in the brain. He served in the

great Armada sent against England,
and wrote a long poem while going as

an enemy to the land of Shakspeare.
Tall, dark, and handsome, with bright

loving eyes— so he is de-cribed— full

of genius, warmth, life, and brilliancy;

ever warring or writing, loving or

loved; pouring forth the inexhaustible

fulness of his human heart with exube-
rant joy into the channels of all life:

and thus he stands out like sunlight

thrown upon the dark fanatic spirit of
his age. But sorrows fell upon him

;

he was left wifeless, almost childless ;

then he, too, became infected with

the gloomy religion of his country.

He took orders, was made a monk of
St. Francis, and a familiar of the In-

quisition ; and later in life grew so fa-

natical, that he often fasted till he
fainted from weakness, and scourged

himself till the walls of the room were
sprinkled with his blood.

Spain was ever a loving mother te

Lope— honoured by her in life, and
glorified in death; for when he died,

such a fuuerai train followed him to

the grave that still runs the proverb

in Spain, to express the acme of pomp,
«* It was a burial of Lope."
But let us turn back to the year of

grace 1600, when both Lope and
Shakspeare were in the prime of life,

glory, and mental power. Lope was
then thirty-eight, Shakspeare thirty-

six, and Cervantes, their great cotcin-

porary, fifty-three. It was a bril-

liant literary era, and no doubt the

world thought it impossible successors

should ever rise fit to wear the laurel

wreath when death lifted it from such

brows. Shakspearc indeed left no suc-

cessor; his mantle fell on no second
prophet; but in that year 1000, a
child was born in 8pain, destined for

greater celebrity even than Lope de

Vega, and surpassing him in genius

and power as much as Shakspcnre ex-

cels all who have borne the title of

English dramatist. That child was
Pedro Calderon J)e La Barea. Four
years later the great Corneille was
born in France. So, just as the twin

6tars of the sixteenth century weie de-

clining from the zenith, those of the se-

venteenth century were rising to the

meridian. They might even have met
had an entente cordiulc subsisted then

amongst the nations, such as we have
witnessed lately, when the chief names
of Europe congregated from all meri-

dians to one focus ; and let us supnoso

a dinner given to the congregate lite-

rati at such a time, say about the year
1G15. Cervantes might have presided

in virtue of his age—he was then six-

ty-eight. On either hand arc Lope do
Vega and Shakspeare, in the prime of

life, fame, and manhood ; while the

younger and less gifted poets, Ben
Johnson, Massinger, and Ford, Beau-
mont, and Fletcher fill the sides; last

of all, we see two youths, one fifteen, the

other but ten, yet of both already have

* " Dramas of Calderon. Tmnslnted from tho Spanish." By D. F. M'Carthy, E«q.
2 vob. small *vo. London : Dolman. 1853.
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been heard prophecies of fame. The
elder, with the beautiful face of genius,

dark, lustrous eyes, and flowing hair,

is Calderon from Spain. Though but

fifteen, he has already written a play

which Lope praised. The younger

youth has a low, stunted, shopkeeper

aspect—no beauty in him, only a grave

equanimity and self-possession, that

saves him from being called vulgar.

Though but ten, he has written verses

that men have talked about, and so

people turn the head to look at him

;

he is the young Corncille from Paris

;

his future glory already the vision of

his youth. But one still younger, a

beautiful child of seven years old, with

long golden curls, rests his arm on
Shakspeare's knee, and looks up into

the great poet's face, with large, blue,

worshipping eves — the child is John
Milton ; he who afterwards wrote of

Shnkspeare's works that

—

" King* for inch & tomb might with to d!«."

Now let us just add Rubens in a

corner to sketch the scene, for he was

then too in the prime of life ; and

the whole galaxy, without any ana-

chronism, might thus have been handed
down to posterity. But ifwe suppose

a similar dinner organised the following

year, we find two places vacant that

none dared to fill, and the rilling

course ofcenturies has never filled them
since—Shakspeare and Cervantes were
in their graves.

We are not going, however, to dis-

cuss these vast celebrities of a memo-
rable age, these Titans of literature

with " the large utterance of the early

gods;" our glance rests only on the

handsome Spanish youth ; and of him
let us try to gather from the past all

that is worthy to live in the present.

Calderon came of a good family.

Aristocrats nil of them, and devout

Catholics, who had held office at court

under a succession of royal fanatics.

He himself was educated by the Je-

suits ; hence, perhaps, the serious,

profoundly grave tone of his mind.

While yet a child he learned all, con-

quered all, and at fourteen had written

a drama. Then he entered the army,

as Cervantes, and Lope, and Ercilla

had done before him, and served twelve

years ; but unlike them, he seems to

have been not much of a warrior. We
hear of him still writing, not fighting.

Finally, when Lope died, and the

court found existence impossible with-

out a dramatic poet, he was recalled

from the army, and made superin-

tendent of court festivities at Madrid.
After which, to the end of life, we find

him living, as Goethe at Weimar, the

idol and oracle of a court, that bril-

liant court of Philip IV. of Spain, the

patron of poets, and himself a poet

and dramatist. But all this time there

is no mention of Love in Calderon's

life. Lope loved many times, and
married twice ; Shakspeare married, at

nineteen, a farmer's daughter, eight

years older than himself; Cervantes
married ; Corncille married, and left

six children; and Camoens, though
he remained single, yet it was for the

undying love he bore his lost Catarina,

But Caldcron—did he ever love ? We
know not. Little can be gathered of
his inner emotional life from the re-

cords left of him ; at all events he
never married. Yet his nature was
neither severe nor morose ; rather was
it a serious, mournful nature— full of

grave, calm tenderness, as of one who
sympathised with all human weakness,

yet was himself above all. Very kindly

too, if not lovins ; for we read how he

was wont to gather the young children

round him on his birthdays, and tell

them tales of his own earlv life, or

recite verses to them with tnat sweet
voice of his, which has been specially

eulogised by his biographers. His
writings indeed show that he deeply

studied human suffering and passion-
had laid his hand on the quivering

fibres ofhuman hearts; but then it was
as a physician who notes symptoms, or
as a stern judge who examines to con-
demn. There seems no pity in his

stern justice. With such a nature it

is not surprising that when youth and
middle age were passed, he should seek

the grave, dignified sanctity of sacer-

dotal life ; and so we find him at the

age of fifty-one taking priests' orders,

as Lope had done when heart-crushed

by the suffering that comes of love

and death.

Afterwards Calderon became Court
Chaplain and Grand Inquisitor ; and
thus lived for thirty ^ears, still en-

chanting Spain with his brilliant dra-

mas, and honoured as poet was never

honoured before, by kiug, court, and
nation.

Oh destiny ! what a capricious

weaver of fortunes art thou I Cer-
vantes fought and suffered, lost au
arm in battle* and was sold as a slave
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into Algiers for eight years. Then hav-
ing inaile the Spanish name for ever il-

lustrious in literature, was left to die

by the Spanish nation, poor and friend-

less, in one of the lanes of his native

city. Camocns served his country and
fought her battles bravely during forty

years of a lonely unhonourcu life

;

then wrote a poem that makes the
best literature of Portugal synonymous
with his name. Yet he dies in an
alms-house, blind, poor, starved, and
miserable — one faithful negro-slave

the only friend by his deathbed, the

onlv mourner by his grave.

In addition to his great genius, Cal-
deron had great industry; 500 plays

are attributed to him, and through his

long life we find the unrelaxed labours
of his mind still creating, still pro-

ducing, though in the later years of
his oul age these productions were
limited to pieces on sacred subjects.

He died at the age of eighty-one, on
the Feast of Pentecost, while all Spain
was celebrating his Autos, and he him-
self was composing one ; trying even
in the last death-weakness to finish it

for the Corpus Christi Day. And so,

says Solis, the historian, his friend and
cotemporary, our Calderon has passed
away singing, like a swan.

The great dramatist lies buried in

the Church of San Salvador, at Ma-
drid ; and above the marble tomb, upon
which the great mental deeds of his life

are recounted, is placed a half-length

portrait, life-size, by Juan do Alfaro,

court painter to Charles II. of Spain.

Calderon's personal beauty was re-

markable. The high-domed brow,
bearing " the strong impress of divi-

nity," resembles Shakspeare's more
than any other portrait ofthe age ; and
the countenance is one of wondrous
calm beauty and majesty; it is the

face of a Christian Plato — uniting

philosophy with sublimity. The white
hair crowns the brow, like snow upon
the lofty Alps ; and the large clear eyes
seem to read into the very soul, severe
with thoughtful earnestness ; while over
the entire countenance, features, and
expression is diffused the unmistakable
impress of a lofty, spirit-gifted nature.

His eyes and the melody of his voice

have been expressly^otieed by cotem-
oraries. One writes thus describing
im :

—

" The ^rave, majestic beauty of his face;

The tine capacious brow; the glorious eyes,

And sweet melodious voice."

Before analysing Calderon's plays, it

may be interesting to trace the various

causes which had an effect on Spanish

poetry, and the Spanish drama, the

most national and idiomatic in Europe.
The Arabs, we know, held Spain from
the eighth to the fifteenth century, dur-

ing which long dominion they exercised

an immense influence upon the lan-

guage, customs, and literature of the

Spanish nation. All the Spanish forms
of poetry are indeed derived from them,
except the dramatic. Oriental litera-

ture was narrative, descriptive, ama-
tory, eulogistic, and satirical ; ro-

mances, ballads, and all species of
lyricism, full of love of nature, and
metaphors drawn from her varied

beauty, and adorned with quaint con-

ceits, acrostics, anagrams, antitheses,

and elegant hyperbole, were familiar

to the Moors ; but they had no drama.
The Spaniards merely inwove all these

oriental peculiarities into the dramatic

idea which spread over Europe from
Italy, where the clergy appropriated

that powerful and expressive form of
antiquity for the service of the Church,
and used it as a means whereby to

instruct the people in the history

and dogmas of their faith. These re-

ligious mysteries, in which the holiest

names were freely introduced in a

manner at once irreverentand absurd—
although the intention was by no
means anything but devout—were at

first acted in the churches, with priests

for actors ; but gradually the exhibi-

tion passed from the sanctuary to the

theatres, and hired actors and secular

subjects replaced the sacred legend

and the sacerdotal performers.

Thus the Spanish drama had its

origin and dates from the fifteenth

century. At first the popular repre-

sentations were nothing more than

rude, coarse, amusing, one-act pieces,

performed by strolling players in the

streets and squares of the city. Then
the Court adopted the idea, and pro-

duced dramatic festivals with consider-

able splendour; still, moveable painted

scenes were not introduced until so

lute as the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury. Even up to that period the

comedies were but grotesque buffoon-

eries ; the tragedies ferocious and dis-

gusting absurdities, where all sorts of

verse were mingled, and all extrava-

gances of plot and diction practised

and enjoyed. Yet some of the writers

of that early time have still a celebrity
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in Spain, though foreigners only take

interest in the drama from the sixteenth

century, when the voice of the young
l>ope de Vega began to be heard, and
soon no other voice would be listened

to. After that period the name of

Calderon becomes the fullest expres-

sion of the Spanish drama, and has

thus reigned without a rival up to the

present day.

Lope de Vega improved on the vul-

gar drama ; Calderon made it beauti-

ful ; for still he worked ou with the old

basis; still we find love, jealousy, and
revenge, the leading tragic element of

the Spanish stage, developed with true

oriental passionate excess— such scru-

pulous jealousy as we have no idea of,

but which is natural in the east, where

woman is considered but as property

;

and such savage revenge as we can

scarcely believe credible, did we not

know how lightly human life has ever

been regarded amongst the Oriental*,

when a purpose was to be gained or an

insult revenged. Iu judging, therefore,

the startliug excesses of the Spanish

stage, we must remember the deep

oriental tinting of Spanish blood, which

has n«ven so many beautiful and pic-

turesque elements to the national life,

yet al«o accustomed tho national mind

to ideas of cruelty and ferocity un-

knowu to more northern nations.

Cruelty and fanaticism seem indeed

inherent in Spanish nature—the result,

Itcrhnps, of their Celtic origin and po-

itieal position. Perpetual warfare

with an infidel foe, made them fanatics

in faith and remorseless to the iuvader.

In the conquest of the New World these

qualities again fouud means for exer-

cise ; the victims were Pagan, and
scarcely even acknowledged as human,
while the Spanish conquerors, the

fierce and fanatic products of civilisa-

tion, fancied nil crime pardonable when
shadowed by the banner of the cross.

The expulsion of the Moors, the per-

secution of the Jews, and the establish-

ment of the Inquisition, strengthened

these tendencies. Dark, gjooiny fe-

rocity existed at home against Moors
and heretics, and abroad against ido-

laters and Indians. All crimes, even

the most revolting to human sensibili-

ties, were familiar to men's minds, so

as in any way their purpose could be
connected with the advancement of the

faith. But free thought could not

exist in Spain. Who would dure to

thiuk, with the Inquisition by their

[Sept.

homes and hearths, and the memory of

Torquemada, with his holocaust of six

thousand victims burned at the stake,

present to their minds ?

Thus, while Spanish military glory

attained its highest eminence under
the imperial Charles, and the nation

became intoxicated with pride, con-

quest, wars, wealth, and adventure,
fanaticism was at the same time ex-

hibiting those gloomy terrors which
reached their darkest excess under his

descendants.

Philip II. was a stern, cruel bigot,

who himself witnessed the auto$ of his

heretic subjects. His son, imbecile

and profligate, had no power to infuse

free mental circulation amongst the

people. Philip IV., the patron of Cal-
deron, and he who entertained the

English Charles at his court, was in-

deed splendid, courtly, and magnifi-

ceut; yet also fanatic and profligate

—

the doom that seems fatally heritable

by all Spanish sovereignty. Carlos,

his son and successor, a weak misera-

ble being, died childless ; and so euded
the great Austrian line of Spanish
kings— a race of warriors and bigots,

as if they inherited at once the majes-
tic strength of their great ancestress,

Isabella of Castile, and the imbecile

weakness of her daughter, Joanna.
All civil liberty, all religious freedom
was crushed by them ; yet the Austrian
age still remains that of Spain's highest

military glory and highest literary ex-

cellence. The nation was then first in

power, splendour, dominion, import-

ance, and magnificence. The Bourbons
succeeded. French iufluencc became
paramount, and nothing great has ever

been heard since of Spanish mind or

Spanish might. Every step from that

era has been downward. Indian blood

left it* stain upon the gold of the New
World, and a curse seems to have

rested ever since upon the possessors.

The great Austrian era was especially

productive of dramatic energy. Daring
adventure, romantic novelty, and the

fearlessness ofcouscious power, excited

all hearts ; that full tide of life rushed
through the pulses of the nation, which
makes youth dramatic, for dramatic

vigour requires m great history. Men's
minds are then so stirred, they must
either act or speak in action ; and thus

the greatest political eras are always

succeeded by the highest dramatic, be-

cause the dramatic is the highest ex-

pression iu literature ofmental energy.

Calderon.
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The lyric, pastoral, and philosophic

poets require rest and calm ; but the

dramatist ever follows in the wake of
the storm. Not even could the horrors

of the Inquisition stifle the energetic

life of the national heart. Lope, a fa-

miliar of the holy office, wrote the gay-

est of comedies, and Calderon, grand
inquisitor, the finest secular dramas

;

but fanaticism forced the mental facul-

ties more especially into that province

of literature which deals with manners
and social life rather than with abstract

principles; yet even iu this province,

which, in Shakspeare's bands, became
the medium for the utterance of so

much profound, lofty, and indepen-

dent thought, how little we have ana-

lysed of our mystic and compound na-

ture. The result is given, but not the

mental workings that lead up to it.

Crimes are committed, deep tragedies

of murder and revenge unveiled, but

we are not allowed to see the process

by which the actor justifies the crime

he commits. One would think that

deep inner world, where the two voices,

representatives of our two natures, are

ever questioning and replying, was in

Spain guarded by the Church, even

from the vision of the poetic seer, lest

some of her dogmas might be ques-

tioned, or her dicta impugned.

The artistic form in which the spirit

of any nation becomes manifest, de-

pends on the climate, the customs, the

religion, and the history of that peo-

ple ; and Calderon is completely the

incarnation of his nation, his age, and
his religious faith. He does not reveal

himself in his works no more than

Shaksueare ; but in each poet we read

the minds of two great sections of the

human race— the northern and the

southern—one ever hovering over the

deep abyss of abstraction—ever ana-

lysing the spiritual, the unseen ; the

other ever striving to represent emo-
tions by the most vivid sensuous images.

Feudalism, Catholicity, and oriental

influences made the country of Calde-

ron ; and the whole ritual of thought

and spirit of the three united is reflect-

ed in his works. The old feudal loyalty

to their king—the old chivalric worship

of woman—the old fealty to the ban-

ner of the cross, was the traditionary

religion of Spain ; but eastern blood

made their loyalty slavery, their reli-

gion fanaticism, and their love the sel-

fish jealousy of a tyrant over a beauti-

ful captive. Thus, in Spanish character,

we find the heroism of a nation of war-

riors, the pride of a nation of nobles,

and the fidelity of a nation of Chris-

tians ; yet withal, the Spanish race is

just what Calderon represents them

—

slaves to their king, tyrants to their

mistress, and bigots to their faith.

The period at which Calderon ap-

peared was most favourable to his

genius. He found a perfect language,

the noblest and most beautiful of

Europe, as an instrument ready to

his hand. The national mind had
the vigour and force of conscious poli-

tical power, for Snain had then no
political equal in the world; all the

resources of wealth were at his com-
mand to produce the creations of his

brain with gorgeous scenic effect, and
the most brilliant ofSpanish kings was
his friend and patron. It wa3 the cul-

minating point of Spanish glory, whe-
ther in war or literature, that era of

Calderon; and he had great men to

study, great predecessors, and great

cotemporaries. Cervantes, Lope, Gon-
gora, Quevedo, Mariana, had all ut-

tered the thought that was in them
when he first took up the pen. Saafl

had flourished, and Hafiz had sung;
and all their rich oriental imagery had
wanned the Gothic blood of Spain

;

Copernicus had revealed the heavens,

and Columbus the earth ; Corneille

was rivalling him in France, and Solis

was his friend. Solis, whose history of
the Conquest of Mexico— beautiful

and coloured as an epic poem—might
well make all other historians despair

of rivalling such enchanting eloquence.

Thus Calderon did not create Spanish
literature, as Dante created the Ita-

lian, and Shakspeare founded the Eng-
lish drama ; but he was the last chief

stone that crowned the building. No
great name comes after him ; he re-

mains alone and undethroned, the

summit of Spain's literary glory in the

seventeenth century, when Spain was
indeed glorious. We do not speak of
English authors having had any effect

upon Calderon's genius, for there is no
proof that he was acquainted with our
language, and no Spanish version of
Shakspeare existed in his time.

Besides these high influences of his-

tory and cultivation surrounding the

great poet, there was also the variegated

dramatic life of Spain perpetmdly pass-

ing before his eyes ; its picturesque

magnificence of dress and customs ; the

noble manners, with that stately grace,
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in common things, which still marks
the Spaniard ; the varied dramas
evolved from the tranquillest life in that

age of war, adventure, and intrigue

;

every street-scene was then a picture

framed in the romantic architecture of
their semi-Moorish towns, and vivified

by the gay brilliancy of costume and
the picaresque manners of the lower
classes; while the tournaments and
religious processions, the feasts and
dances, were all dramatic interludes,

acting daily under the blue arch of

heaven. These the poet analysed and
perfected, grouped them with a paint-

er's vision, and produced, finally, the

whole national life, its history, poetry,

romance, action, and superstitions, in

a series of perfect and beautiful pic-

tures upon the stage.

Even the prevalence of the one pas-

sion, love, as the mainspring ot so

much Spanish tragedy, which to us

seems monotonous and tame, is but
another national characteristic, as

marked in Spanish nature as their pride

or their fanaticism ; for to a Spanish

woman love is life, and life is love. She
gives all to it, and asks all from it ; such

love as the snow maidens of the north

can neither feel nor inspire, no more
than they can rival in beauty the warm-
tinted orientalised daughters of Spain.

But of the life of intellect a Spanish

woman knows nothing, and therefore

we find them only endowed, by Spanish
dramatists, with those qualities which in-

stinctively are associated with the word
woman—grace, fascination, all-power-

ful beauty, all-subduing tenderness,

all-conquering love ; and these truly

are the especial gifts of " Spain's dark-

glancing daughters," as if the cestus

of Venus, or the knowledge of some
magic love-philter had been given as

heirlooms to their race—that beautiful

race with the large floating oriental

eyes, flashing with the impulsive pas-

sions of a mortal, or languid with the

seductions of an houri, sucn as the Arab
prophet beheld them in vision ; the ex-
quisite forms, undulating as an acacia,

graceful as a bayadere, yet with the

majesty of a sultana in walk and move-
ment ; and the fairy-glancing feet

-

who has not beard of the Andalusian
foot ? or who can forget, if they ever

witnessed, the amazement, the dismay,

the horror of a Spanish girl at first

beholding one of our northern shoes t

Indeed, Alexandre Dumas asserts—and
his authority is of course perfectly

canonical— that they are accustomed
to make boats of them in Spain, in

which whole families descend the Gua-
dalquiver from Seville to Cadiz. How,
then, can we, of the race of the frost

giants, taking this firm hold of earth

which it is proved we do, alas ! by prac-

tical mensuration, comprehend how
much of fire and electricity, of nassion,

jealousy and crime, these floating,

burning, seductive visions of love and
beauty diffuse through Spanish life

—

this race, blended of the odalisque and
the sultana, in whom the intellect is

ever indolent, and the passions ever in

delirium.

But the great artist himself—he who
fused all these varied elements in the

alembic of his genius, and produced
resultant forms so perfect and inde-

structible— of him let us speak now.
What waves of melody come rushing

on the memory as we think of Cal-

deron— the grave, earnest, believing.

Catholic Calderon— the poet- priest.

In him, too, was blended the Oriental

and the European. This is especially

evident in his style. There is the

occasional energetic laconism of the

Oriental—the grave aphorisms that fall

like ancient oracles on the ear— the
llowing capricious harmonies of his

verse, gorgeous and elaborate as the

gilding and colouring of Moorish
architecture ; while saintly and solemn
comes, mingling with all these, the

grave ascetic philosophy of the priestly

devotee— ever preaching the vanitas,

omnia vanitas, of life, and the grand
cadencod words roll round the thought
like organ symphonies.

It is this blending of east and west
which makes him stand alone amongst
the poets of Europe, so thnt his works
seem to one like a stately Gothic tem-

ple, adorned with arabesques of the

Alhambra. There is also the full

oriental love of nature in him, with

the crowding metaphors drawn rroni

her ever-changing aspects, which were
the delight of eastern poets.

Menzel, speaking of the poet

Ruckert, says beautifully: "He went
forth to wander amidst the flowers,

and from every blossom went up a new
song, till the dreaming poet found him-

self in a strange land, where flourished

a wild, luxuriant vegetation, and na-

tive and eastern flowers twined round
him, and every flower woke a sung

of love, and his pen was never wearv,
for melody was his nature, and its
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utterance his instinct." Thus is it

with Calderon : all nature sings to

bim— the stars in their glory, the

flowers in their evanescence. Amidst
the melodies and mysteries of creation

bis spirit walks freely, as through an

infinite garden, while his language

seems ever striving to imitate thevaried

barmonies of the universe ; sometimes

rising into the most spiritual lyricism—

" A ramie so delicate, soft, mnd intent?,

It is feU u an odour within the KnM."

Then you meet some grand thought

struck out boldly and distinctly from
the mass by the change of measure,

and the words fall on the idea like

regal robes upon a king—you are com-
pelled to pause and render homage

;

or a particular sentiment is woven into

a series of perfectly finished sonnets,

and you come upon them at intervals

like jewelled clasps upon a chain of

gold. In truth, there is no form of

beauty which this wondrous Spanish
language—this compound of Latin and
Arabic, the grandest, most sonorous,

most majestic of Kurope—cannot be
wrought into by the magic might of

Calderon; yea, sometimes, as Jean
Paul says of Schiller, "he strikes the

poetic harp with such a jewelled hand
that, dazzled by the lustre, we half for.

get the strain."

Calderon's dramas are all lyrical,

rhymed or unrhymed, according to

the excitement of the scene : thus, in

passionate passages, the verse always

rises into perfect rhyme. The metre
is generally trochaic, of eight or seven

feet, but a thousand variations ofmea-
sure are to be met with, to imitate

which must be the torture and despair

ofany translator. Mr. M'Carthy, how-
ever, has endeavoured to render into

English all the metrical forms of the

original ; and none but a Spanish

student can comprehend the immense
labour, the amount of poetic skill, the

great mastery of language, the many
High natural poetic gifts requisite to

produce even an imitation such as wo
have received from him. And yettrans-

lations far more powerful might have

been produced, ir, in place of striving

after impossible resemblances in form,

he had given simply the spirit of the

original in ourown natural, strong dra-

matic verse.

All poetry has two elements—
thought and form. The former is in-

destructible, and can be poured from

one language into another without dis-

solution of its essence; but the latter

can never be dissevered from the lan-

guage in which it was bom, without

almost total extinction of its vital

beauty—for each nation has lingual

forms as peculiar and idiosyncratic as

the physical conformation of the peo-

ple. Race is marked in idiom as in

blood : thus, the French cannot endure

or comprehend our blank verse, while

in the kindred German nation Shaks-
peare has been naturalised word for

w ord, measure for measure. Now, the

language of the drama everywhere
should be that in which the highest

passion and excitement of a nation finds

natural utterance ; and as iambic

blank verse approaches nearest to lofty

English prose, therefore is it the most
thrilling in the English drama— for the

drama is meant to represent, not a vi-

sionary world, but intense phases of
actual life. All nations express passion

differently ; in the north it is grave,

measured, and emphatic ; in the south,

rapid, voluble, and always tending to

rise into lyricism. We may observe this

difference even in common life. How,
as an English orator grows excited,

does his language assume an emphatic,

condensed measure, which, if taken

down and slightly arranged, would be

found the instinctive utterance of ex-

citation in the ordinary dramatic form
of blank verse ; while the torrent-like

volubility of the excited southern, the

rapidity with which vowel sounds can

be poured out, the regularity of their

grammatical forms, the similarity of

the verbal terminations, and the strong

accent thrown on them, especially un-
der excitement, all give the sensa-

tion to the ear of a song or recitation

;

in fact, a strongly-marked lyrical mea-
sure. But, in place of the strong syl-

labic accent which makes lyricism so

natural to the south, we have only the

accent of emphasis in English — an
accent not springing from rules of pro*

sody, but intentional and mental in its

origin ; and of all poetical measures,

blank verse is the fittest to convey this

emphasis, the power of the line falling

properly on that particular word which
natural passion would instinctively em-
phasize. Open Shakspeare at any page,

and we find how this leading require-

ment of passionate expression is pro-

vided for by the construction oi the

line— hence the marvellous strength

and power of his verse ; bat open Mr.
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McCarthy's volumes at any page, aud
we find how, by the unfortunate mca-
sui*e he has adopted, the emphasis falls

almost invariably on the most trifling

word in the whole line, annihilating

natural emphasis completely. Here,

for instance, are speeches by a king,

a woman, and a clown, just taken at

random, but which will show how nil

power, force, and character are de-

stroyed by the monotony of these tro-

chaics:

—

Kino.
" J have spent the nijjht in going
All around this city's strvcta,

Wishing thus to know the nature

Of t\w many strange adventures

Which in such a pl.ice as Seville

Happens every ni^ht that falls

;

That I than m.iy know the better

To prevent or punish crime."

• • • • • •

Coquet.
" / have not the tower re-entered

With my master, ainoe I wish

7o And out what say* the public

Of his prisonmen t ; but pause !

For the noblest dog stands yonder

Of the celebrated breed

Of the true Castilian mastiff.

• • • « •

Dona Hencia.
»• The fall was fearful

;

But a little rest will quickly

Ml your former health restore thee ;

And thy bed is now preparing,

Where thou canst repose in safety.

You will pardon me, I pray thee,

For such humble entertainment

;

Though, indeed, I stand excuacd.
n

In fact, these octosyllabics are not

only unnatural in sound, but are often

grotesque, and at all times wearisome

to the ear. The likeness to the original

is but a resemblance to the eye, in

which our harsh, jolting English words
are fitted into lines of equal length.

This 19 the onlv similarity with the so-

norous musical Spanish original. As
in this example from the Constant

Prince, p. 32 ; and there are whole
pages full of such

—

Fkrvaxdo.
*' Valiant-hparted Moor and gallant,

If thon adorest in thin way,

If, as thon speakest. thou dott worship,

If thou dott love as thon dott say

!

If thoa art jealous as thou highest.

If thou cfoaf fear with true dismay,

Jf diiw dott love as thou dott auffer,

Ibou sufferest in the happiest way."

eron. [Sept.

Six " dostt " in four lines. Is

this poetry ?— is it English idiom ?—
is it even English speech ? Mr.
MVarthy says, with apparent pride,

that he has given the original line for

line, with closest fidelity. Granted ;

but imitation is not life. Titian, copied

in a lithograph, or with all his brilliant

colouring given in Berlin wool, is not

the glorious Titian of reality. On
this very subject of form, Frederick

Schlegcl, a srood authority, says, speak-

ing of Calderon, " I am so sensible of

the high perfection of this great and
divine master, that I think he cannot
be too much studied as a distinct and
inimitable specimen of excellence, but

least of all is the external form of the

Spanish drama suitable to us ; to imi-

tate this is the height of absurdity."
Even setting aside national distinctions,

the style of no great genius is imitable,

for style is part of the artist's soul, pe-

culiar, individual, eternally and only
his—the full visible expression of the

energy, melody, force, depth, and ten-

dency of his own genius ; and aCalderon
has not been twice created. Occasion-

ally, indeed, we meet with one of those

Promethean men who can breathe life

into the clay, draw forth the spirit

from another's work, and shrine it in

the form they have copied. Such was

Shelley ; and in his scenes from " The
Great Magician " of Calderon, we for

one instant felt the entire beautv of

the great Spaniard transfused into

English. The dead image spoke.

Ana here, in our own land also, we
have seen that it is possible to give

a translation accurately, and at the

»iine time add to English literature a
work of high poetic beauty and value,

independent of the merit as a transla-

tion. The work to which we allude,

the best and most beautiful translation

from any language it has ever been
our good fortune to peruse, it need
scarcely be said, is Dr. Anster's
" Faust "— a work so complete in its

peafection, that it has rendered all

other past efforts forgotten, and all

future efforts unnecessary. Yet while

allowing that such a translation as Dr.

Anster's is, and could only be, the

work of genius, we must add that, in

transfusing German into English, we
translate from a kindred tongue, all the

forms of which find a natural echo in

our own ; and therefore perfection in

such a task is not absolutely hopeless

;

while the eudeavour to represent
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southern harmonies by English equiva-

lents is a task so difficult, that, even

with genius such as Mr. M'Carthy's,

success might be impossible. We
allow that he is generally very accu-

rate ; and though his volumes cannot

be called poetry, yet they will be found

of immense use to the student of Spa-

nish ; a copy in clHy of the original

marble not beautiful, certainly, but

valuable as giving the English reader

an idea of the celebrated Calderon in

his varied moods, which could not

otherwise be attained. Mr. M'Carthy

has given translations of six of Caldc-

ron s dramas, including The Constant

Prince, The Purgatory ofSt. Patrick,

and The Physician ofhis own Honour;

all of which have an immense celebrity,

both in and out of Spain. With re-

ference to the last, Ocboa says—
When a foreigner speaks of Spanish

literature, his first words are of the in-

imitable Don Quixote, Lope de Vega,

and the « Medico ' of Calderon."

The Constant Prince is a noble and

affecting drama, of which heroism, not

love, forms the interest. Prince Fer-

dinand is the hero, son ofJoam, king of

Portugal, and of an English princess

—

that Pbilippa of Lancaster, of whom it

is recorded, that on her death bed she

presented eachof her sons with a sword,

and bade them use it for God, tbe op-

pressed, and their country. These

sons proved worthy of her : Ferdinand,

by his heroic fidelity to the faith, and

noble endurance of suffering, became

the saint and martyr of Portuguese

history; and Prince Henry, another

ton mentioned in the drama, was the

daring navigator of the fifteenth cen-

tury, whose name still holds a distin-

guished rank amongBt maritime dis-

coverers. In 1437, these two royal

brothers undertook the conquest of

Tangiers from the Moors, but were

defeated, and Ferdinnnd, being taken

prisoner, was kept till his death in

horrible captivity and servitude, refus-

ing to the last to surrender Ceuta to

the Moors, the price demanded for his

freedom. These are the historical facts

on which the drama is founded. First

we sec him, full of hope and pride, pro-

ceeding with a noble fleet to Tangiers

;

then comes the battle and defeat ; after

which he appears as a prisoner, but

still one royally treated. Freedom
waits but on his own word— the sur-

render of Ceuta. The king of Portu-

gal sends the warrant for the town to

be given up, but Ferdinand tears it

with his own hands, and refuses to be-

lieve the king could really mean to

give up the altars of God to the dese-

cration of the infidel. Then he is pre-

sented to os degraded by the revenge-

ful Moors to the lowest slavery ; he

appears denuded of his royal garments,

chained, clothed as a common captive,

toiling at the common work. This

contrast of mind and position, the

cruel degradation and the high philo-

sophy with which it is borne, the sub-

lime resolveof self-sacrifice rather than

inflict the shadow of a stain upon his

country, is a truly noble though a

tragic picture. To his friend, who
wishes nimsclf dead rather than be-

hold these tortures of his prince, he

replies calmly

—

" A roan of noble soul should ne'er com-

plain

Of fate, Don Juan ;

An example should by us be given

Of patience, valour, fortitude, my friend."

To his fellow-slaves, who would still

how him reverence as their prince, he

" Pay me no idle courtesy
;

Death comes to-morrow and make* all

things equal*

The Moorish king's daughter de-

scends to the garden, and seeing him
toiling with the common slaves, asks

how he has fallen so low from such a

height of royalty. He answers by a

beautiful sounet, in which he bids the

flowers preach to her the evanescence

of all earthly glory, beginuiug—

" These flowers awoke in beauty and delight

At early down, when stars began to set

;

At eve they leave us but a fond regret

Locked in the cold embraces of the night."

This sonnet is admirably translated,

with the exception of one line towards

the end :

—

" Tia bnt to wither that the roses bloom

;

Tis to grow old they bear their beauteous

flowers

—

One crimson bud their cradle and their

A moment's reflection shows the last

line to be nonsense. The crimson bud
as the flower itself undeveloped, not

the cradle and grave of the flower ; but
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the green calyx is truly cradle and
grave in one, and to this Calderon

alludes, for he makes no mention of
crimson buds ; his words are—

* Cum jr Mpalcro en un boton i"

and the dictionary of the Spanish aca-

demy gives the very word, calyx, as

the Latin synonyme for boton. But to

return to the prince Still farther cruel-

ties are heaped on him. He is repre-

sented wretched, diseased, starved,

dying, begging by the way-side for a
morsel of bread— a Lazarus full of

sores, and none but the dogs to pity

him. Still to all the insults of the

Moorish king he answers mildly

—

" My patience shall his cruelty exceed."

Finally, the king of Portugal sends

an army to rescue him at any cost

;

but Prince Ferdinand has just died—
his last words a defiance to the Moor,
that he may triumph over him, but
shall never triumph over the Church.
The dead body of the prince is then

shown from the walls, lying in his

coffin, and robed in the dress of the

religious orders of which he was grand
master—this last request of his having

been granted by his enemies. The
next scene is fine and dramatic ; the

dead Fernando appears to the Chris-

tian army, and incites them to the com-
bat ; then, with a torch in his hand,

and clothed in the robes of his order,

leads them on to the walls of Fez,

where they obtain signal victory over

the infidel foe.

The Moorish princess is taken pri-

soner, and the drama ends by her being

exchanged for the corpse of the prince,

which is carried back to Portugal by
the victorious troops

—

•* To the solemn sound and sweet

Of trumpets, and the drum's low music,

Marching in the usual order

Of interment ; and so ends

The Lusitanian Prince Fernando,

Firm and constant in the faith."

There is a slight silver thread of love

inwoven in the plav, between the Moor-
ish princess and tne Moorish general

;

but love is not the interest of the dra-

ma, which rests solely on the firmness,

death, and apotheosis of the victim.

Mere patience is not a dramatic vir-

tue certainly ; but in the patience of
Ferdinand there is inflexible patriot-

ism, high Christian devotion, and the

true heroism of voluntary acceptance

of suffering for a principle. In this

lies the grand nobility of the picture,

not in the mere courage that can en-

dure.

The Physician of his own Honour is

a domestic tragedy, and must be one
of the most fearful to witness ever

brought upon the stage. The scene

is laid in Seville, in the reign of Pedro
the Cruel, called Pedro the Just by his

flatterers ; and Henry, Count of Tras-

tainara, the king's illegitimate brother,

is one of the principal characters. This
Don Enrique was much beloved by the

Castilians, and from his munificence

received the name of Enrique of the

Benefits. The king became jealous,

fancied he would usurp the crown, and
so persecuted him unremittingly. Pe-
dro well deserved the title of cruel, for

he murdered the mother of Enrique,
and poisoned his own wife, Blanche of
Bourbon, in order that he might marry
his mistress ; but at length he fell into

Enrique's power, who slew him with

his own hand, and reigned in his stead.

This gives great force to the slight in-

cident in the drama, where Enrique,

handiug the king his dagger, acciden-

tally wounds him in the hand, and the

king rises up disordered and terrified

at the sight of blood — a foreboding

of the future, highly effective on the

Spanish stage, where the allusion was
at once understood. But the royal

history forms no part of the drama

;

Enrique is only introduced as the lead-

ing cause of a terrible domestic tra-

gedy ; and the king, that he may ad.

minister inflexible justice : yet, know-
ing that such characters and such

crimes as Pedro's were familiar to

Spanish minds, we may wonder less

at the spectacle of swift, implacable,

deadly vengeance displayed by Calde-

ron, which to those unaccustomed to

the fierceness of Spanish revenge,

seems a picture too revolting for rea-

story is one of jealousy and re-

venge. Enrique has been the lover

of the young and beautiful Mencia.
He goes to the wars, returns, and finds

her married. They meet ; with tears,

pravers, and, at last, with the daring

of despair, he solicits her love. They
are alone, for he has bribed the ser-

vant to admit him to Menciu's chamber
during her husband's absence. She
resists with noble dignity ; not even

in thought will she wrong her hus-
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band ; yet gently, pitying the despair-

ing lover, tells him that his love must
ever have been hopeless, for she was

too humble for his wife, too proud to

be his mistress.

The husband returns, and finds the

dagger of the Prince, forgotten bv him
in his flight. This dagger and her

confusion arouse his first suspicions.

On taking leave of her again, sue asks

tenderly why he will not embrace her

;

when be suddenly throws back his

cloak, and she perceives the dagger of

her lover in his hand. As her dismay

becomes evident, he says, as if quite

unconscious of the cause

—

"What makes my Mencia fear?

—

My joy, my treasure, and my tcife."

This is one of the many fine drama-

tic situations which abound in Calderon.

From this onward we have the perfect

innocence of the beautiful young wife

in strong contrast with the dark, re-

morseless purpose of her husband
gathering strength every hour. Still

he makes no accusation— he only

watches. One night he returns

stealthily to bis house, thinking to sur-

prise his guilty wife. He finds Mencia
sleeping and alone, the light beside

her. He extinguishes the light, and
calls her softly by name. She awakes,

and fancving it is the Prince again,

entreats his"highness to leave her, as

he cannot hope every night to escape

the vengeance of her husband. This

is terrible ; her innocence is so spot-

less, her love for her husband so high

and true, yet every word she utters is

her own death-warrant. She calls for

a light, and the husband then advances,

speaking loudly as if but just arrived.

Mencia receives him with rapture, but

he says aside—

" Her false caresses strike ray bosom chill"

She tells him the air blew out the light

as she was sleeping. He answers :

—

•4 1 do not wonder at it, darling mine,

Because the air that killed this light of

thine

Was breathed out by a sephyr wild and
bold.

And then ran circling round so icy cold

That of this you need have litde doubt,

Not lights alone, but live* it could blow

out."

" Can It be jealousy, my lord, you feel 7*

Mencia asks him. He still dissembles,

and replies :

—

"Jealousy!

As the heavens live, I know no pang like

this."

Then he breaks forth in passionate

frenzy :

—

" If I had grounds to fancy what might be

This phantom terror you call jealousy,

Whoe'er the object, I would cruelly tear

Oat bit by bit the warm heart she doth

bear;

Then as the quivering fragments came,

Reeking with blood and liquefied in flame,

I would the red drops as they fell

Drink with delight, and eat the heart as

well."

But, as the memory of past ten.

derness rushes upon him, be changes
suddenly to this wild burst of love :—

" O God ! 0 God ! my Mencia, Menda dear—
My good, my wife, the glory of my skies

!

Dear mistress mine—oh, pardon by thine

eyes

This wild disorder, this strange burst of

grief,

Which, past conception, past all sane be-

lief,

A mere chimera of the brain did cause."

Yet still, convinced of her guilt, he
leaves her, muttering to himself—

" I called myself physician of my honour,

And in the earth shall burymy dishonour."

The third fine scene is where Mencia
learns that the Prince is going to leave

Seville in despair of her love. This
terrifies her j the reason will, perhaps,

become public— her name will be dis-

graced. She resolves, therefore, to
write one line, and entreat him to re-

main to save her honour. She enters

her closet to write, and the curtain falls

behind her. The husband appears,

lifts the curtain noiselessly, leans over
her, and snatches the letter from her
hands. Mencia turns round, sees

him, and faints. He looks at her
as she lies, " a living statue of cold

snow," and writes underneath the let-

ter—

" Thou hast but two hours to live ; save

thy soul—to save thy life is impossible."

Then leaves the apartment, locks the
door, and dismisses all the attendants

on different pretences. Mencia re-

turns to consciousness, reads her death
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sentence, and finds herself a prisoner.

Frantically she tries both door and
window— they are barred ; she calls

her attendants—no voice answers ; and
her exclamations of horror, agony, and
despair are the last words we hear from
Mencia's lips : and the scene closes on
this terrible tragedy of torture, where
yet the victim is innocent of all crime.

The vengeance of the jealous hus-

band is strange and horrible. He re-

turns, bringing with him a surgeon,

blindfolded. In the antechamber he
removes the bandage, and bids him
wait for his return. Then he again

lifta the curtain, and enters his wife's

apartment, where he remains some mo-
ments. What passes in this last mys-
terious interview of the avenger and
the victim we are not told. He re-

turns ; then bids the surgeon draw back
the curtain, and tell him what he sees.

The surgeon answers

—

M An Image

Of pale death—an outstretched body,

Which upon a bed is lying

;

At each side a lighted 'candle,

And a crucifix befure it.

What it is I cannot say,

As the face is covered over

With a veil of taffeta."

" You must kill that living body," the

husband replies. «« Drop by drop let

the life-blood flow ; 1 shall watch you
from this spot, and if you hesitate your
life is lost."

The surgeon enters. The huj-baud

holds back the curtain, and watches

the slow process of the murder. We
hear no cues, or tears, or prayers from
the victim ; no word of pity from the

avenger for her youth, her beauty, her
young lift;—all so ruthlessly destroyed.

His soliloquy as he watches is one of
triumph that he has cleansed his honour
by blood thus secretly and securely,

and a half- uttered purpose to kill the
surgeon as he leaves the house, that
no witness may remain of the deed.
Thus the scene closes.

The next scene, Gutierre, the hus-
band, is leading back the blindfolded
surgeon

; they suddenly come upon
the King with his attendants. Gutierre
flies; the surgeon tears off the ban-
dage, and in the fulness of his terror

tells the King of the murder and the

death. He has no idea of the victim,

only he heard her sob forth her protes-

tations of innocence while dying ; but
on leaving the house he had marked

the door-post with his bloody hand
that he might know it again. By this

token of the bloody hand the house of

Gutierre is recognised, but no punish-

ment falls on him, and the play ends by
the King giving him one of the ladies

of the court in marriage, who says she

does not fear to take his hand though
it is stained with blood.

One can see from this slight sketch

what powerful stage situations, what a
series of dramatic tableaux, unequalled

by any dramatic author, the gloomy
pencil of Calderon has painted and his

brain engendered. Yet the absence

of looe in Calderon 's nature is evident

throughout all his works. The lighter

comedies are all intrigue and gallantry,

and in the higher dramas the love is

lost in the feeliugs ofjealousy, revenge,

and honour, from which he draws such

powerful terrors. Nothing can sur-

pass his tragic effects ; but how diffe-

rent were the souls of the men who drew
Othello and the Medico. Othello does

not care for or thiuk of a conventional

honour ; he is not an outraged " hus-

band"—he suffers as a betrayed lover.

The Medico is insulted, and avenges,

not a wronged heart, but a stained

honour. Poor Othello writhes at the

thought of " Cassio's kisses on her

lip." He does not take a second wife,

or go to the wars—he is wrecked.

The highest excess of dramatic
powers, terror, and gloom has certainly

ueen reached in this drama, and in that

other of Calderon 's, entitled Secret

Vengeancefor a Secret Wrong. Here,

too, the wife is innocent. She fancies

her first lover dead, and marries an-

other; but he returns, and in the dis-

guise of a diamoud-merehant preset! ts

her with her own gift- ring, on which

she promises to meet him that evening

in order to justify herself. The hus-

band discovers the assignation, and

resolves on vengeance. The lover is

just entering the ferry-boat to convey

him across to Leonora's garden, where
they are to meet, when the husband
comes up, and, pretending to know no-

thing of his object, asks leave to cross

with him. They enter the boat, and

the lover is seen no more. How he is

murdered, we know not; but in the

next scene we are present with Leonora

in the garden, from which the distant

screams of the murdered man are

audible, though she little suspects they

are the last agonies of her lover. Pre-

sently the husband jumps on shore,
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and tells her, as if it were a matter of
perfect indifference, how a man called

Don Lope has unfortunately been
drowned while crossing. Leonora
faints ; and he bids them carry her to

her chamber, while he tells the by-
standers to see what a loving wife she

is, who faints at the mere apprehension

of her husband's danger. To kill her
secretly is his next resolve ; in some
way that he shall have vengeance, vet

the world never know of either her
crime or his revenge ; so he sets fire

to his house, suffocates Leonora, and
then appears upon the scene with his

wife dead in his arms, lamenting over
her as if he had vainly endeavoured to

save her from the flames. Thus he has
•* secret vengeance for a secret wrong.

"

In both these powerful dramas of
Calderon it is still the tragedy of out.

raged honour he paints, not of loving

or broken hearts. Nowhere has he
drawn the glad excess of love, or its

deep agonies : he could not, perhaps

—

he who seems never to have felt it j

but the deep gloom of relentless jus-

tice, the stern iron nature, remorseless

even to the suspicion of a crime— this

was natural to the priest, to the ascetic

monk, to the grand inquisitor fumilar

with torture, to the court chaplain who
had listened to many a dread tale of
domestic crime and tragedy at the

confessional. He knew well the deadly
temptations, the fierce passions inci-

dent to our nature, the secret workings
of sin in the frail heart ; he had watch-
ed the writhings of the human spirit

in its agony, as of the human frame
nnder torture, and there seems no
place for pity for either in that gloomy
religion of which he was the minister.

Nothing broken is beautiful save

the heart, says the Persian proverb

;

and us an artist he may have studied

its phenomena through the stormy
agonies of others ; and yet, thus per-

haps the highest souls are best taught

the story of our sad humanity. Omnis-
cient, they read all life, gaze'down into

its gloomiest depths, while they them-
selves stand serene and immovable far

above clouds and tempest. As a poet

has said :

—

" Myriad heart* are pained and broken thai on*
poet may be taught

To di«r*rn the »K»pti of pm-ion, and describe then
aa he oafht."

The Purgatory of St. Patrick be-

longs to quite a different order of

drama from the foregoing. It may

be classed amongst the religious plays,

since its aim is to show how repent-

ance and faith can purify from the

greatest crimes.

The story is founded on a legend

alluded to by many ancient chroniclers

concerning a certain knight, Sir Owain,
who, after leading a life of the most
satanic crimo, is converted by St.

Patrick, and finally absolved, after

passing through the awful and super-

natural terrors and tortures of St.

Patrick's Purgatory.

The scene is laid in our own beauti-

tiful Erin, where the pagan King
Kgerio reigns. A storm flings St.

Patrick, along with the knight of the

legend—called in the drama, Ludovico
Enio— upon the coast. St. Patrick

endeavours to convert the monarch,

who, however, to show his scorn and
disbelief of the Apostle's preaching,

recklessly braves the unknown terrors

of the Purgatory, enters the cave, and

is seen no more. Ludovico relates his

own history ; how he has passed his

youth in Spain, '* a prey to every wild

desire," and as a sample of the crimes

he committed, tells them

—

" To force a tender damsel to my wish,

I slew a noble, venerable man—
Her father. Nay, an honoured cavalier

1 subbed, through frenzied passion for

bis wife,

As he lay sleeping calmly by her (ride,

Bathing bis dearest honour in his blood

;

Making hU bed a fatal theatre,

And mingling there adulter}' and death.......
1 struck a serjeant, killed a captain,

And in my fury wounded *everal more.

I slew a bailiff—much too small amends

Fur all the other evils I had done.
-

Then he finds asylum in a convent,

from whence he carried oil' a nun, who
loves him, forgetting for a while his

crimes :

—

" Altho* were centred in her hapless person

The sealing of a cloister's sacred walls-
Violence, incest, ravishment, adultery,

Towards God himself, since she waa vow'd

His spouse."

But soon tired of her, he endeavours

to repair his lost fortune by making a
trattic of her beauty and honour. After

this, finding himself universally shun-

ned and hated, he embarks for Ireland,

and would have perished in the ship,

wreck but for the blessed St. Patrick,

"who drew him from the poisonous
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wave." This catalogue of demoniacal

acts is given in order to make his sub-

sequent purification by faith alone the

more remarkable. But even after his

miraculous rescue, he continues the

same courso of crime in Ireland. Po-
lonia, the king's daughter, a fierce,

fiery maiden, who is engaged to Philip

de Koqui, be seduces and carries off' to

the mountains, where he murders her,

that he may obtain possession of the

jewels she fled with. St. Patrick

raises her to life, as a proof of his

divine mission ; and Polonia then

appears afterwards in many wild and
beautiful scenes, uttering inspired

words of pleading for the Christian

faith. Years pass by, and Ludovico,

who has been wandering through dis-

tant lands, to try and stifle the re-

proaches of a guilty conscience, returns

to Ireland. All is changed there ; the

country has become Christian, and the

sister of Polonia reigns as queen. Lu-
dovico is still the slave of all fierce pas-

sions, and his first resolve on returning

is to murder Philip de Roqui, bis rival

with Polonia. lor this purpose ho
watches Philip's house ; crouched close

beside it each night to stab him in the

dark as he enters; but for three nights

successively, as he lies in wait, a
mu filed figure interposes between him
and the intended victim, and Philip

passes safe into his house. The next
night he determines to attack this in-

trusive stranger, kill him first, and
Philip afterwards. They meet; Lu.
dovico accosts him, draws his sword,
but the sword only falls powerless on
tho empty air. "Tell me then," he
says

—

41 Are you phantom, man, or demon ?

Are you silent? Then 'tis needful

That your dark disguiae 1 open."

He tears open the cloak, and dis-

covers a skeleton :

—

" Mortal, know you not yourself (it ex-
claims),

Here behold your truest picture

;

I—am Ludovico Eaio."

Ludovico falls to the ground, and
when he recovers the inner change has
been effected. The miracle of saving
grace has begun, and he calls on Ilea-

ven to tell him some means of atone,
ment for his past life.

[Voice* within, and Kusic—
u The Purgatory !"

Nothing in the whole course of dra-

matic representation equals this scene,

with its fearful accessories, its solemn,
awful meaning, its gloom, its terror,

and its truth ; for it is the soul of
Ludovico—that soul dead in sin, that

sepulchre of all unclcanness, that here
stands before him, made visible by the
gaunt and ghastly image of corruption
and death.

In the next scene, his uprisen mur-
dered victim, Polonia, meets him, and
strengthens his resolve to dare the
Purgatory. The boat that conveys
him across the lake to the dread cave is

a coffin ; he enters it alone. The priests

of the island and Polonia watch him
till he disappears within the entrance*
never dreaming to behold him again
in life. But he returns—the powers of
hell are conquered; and he reappears, a
changed, repentant, and forgiven man,
who is henceforth to lead a lonely life

of penance and humiliation in the de-
sert, apart from all the human race.

Then the priests command him in the
name of God to tell of all he has seen.

Upon which he relates his passage
through all phases of this hell, with its

demon tempters and supernatural tor-

tures, where the unrepentant sinner
writhes in eternal agony, till he reached
a vast congregation—

*' Where, although 'twas plain they suffered,

Still they looked with joyoiu faces

;

Uttered no impatient accents,

But with moistened eyes, uplifted

Towards the heavens, appear'd imploring
Pity, and their sins lamenting.

This, in truth, was Purgatory."

The whole narrative is full of Dantcs-
can imagery, and by itself a fine poem,
though too prolonged, one would think*
for the stage. The entire drama is,

indeed, one of wild and singular
beauty ; and passages of sublime and
gorgeous poetry flash through it, that
seem the product of some higher in-

spiration even than genius. Some-
times Mr. McCarthy's translation rises

almost to the level of the original, but
again falls so far below it, that one
wishes for plain common prose, rather
than such nondescript measure as this,

which comes under no prosodaic rule

that English grammar ever heard of:—

" Ludovico, though you are a Christian,

Which I abhor with every other truth,

I so admire your valour, that in you
And Patrick I will now display,
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Even at the self same moment, all ray
power.

As I can elevate, so can I hnmblc
;

As I can punish, so can I reward
;

And tlnw, while unto you I stretch my
arms

In token of protection, unto you
I lift them but to fling you to the earth
Beneath my feet (nut balanced are the

scales)."

Amplification and dilution also,

throughout the translations, sometimes
weaken the force of the original, or
a crowd of supernumerary adjectives
8titles its energy ; for instance, the
speech of Enrique, page 300, vol i. :

"And then the skies

Conspire to darken and tofiet
My heart to-day. Before my eyes
I see my jealous thoughts arise,

With monstrous leer and giant size.

I see them here, and so would fain

Fly from their looks, so dark-and drear.

All the words in italics are interpo-
lations, and of a very tasteless kind.

Again, in the speech of Mencia
(same page) we have:—

" Be not driven by passions stormy tight:'

Passion does not sigh. Calderon
says simply :

—

" Be not driven by passion."

And in the conclusion of tho same
speech the English version gives

" As to the lady, Heaven above
Alone can tell how strong the power
That forced her to forget thy flame :

O ! call her no unworthy name—
Theftchle changeling of an hour."

This is rather Haynes-Bayleish, and
not a word of it in the original. The
Spanish is charming in its brief pa-
thetic music :

—

" Cuanto a* la dama, quizi
Fucrza, y no mudanza fiie"

Oidla vos."

(As to the lady, perhaps 'twas force,
and not inconstancy. Hear her de-
fence.)

Then in the description of the horse

(p. 301) the same tasteless amplifica-
tion occurs ; accumulation of epithets

VOL. XL1V.—NO. CCLXI.

merely to eke out a bad rhyme. The
Spanish description is ;

—

" Broad flank and chest,

Short head and n*ck,

Strong foot aud limb *

The English

" This wondrous prodipy, in fine,

Is quite proportioned, and well made:
Wide in the back, and broad of chest;
Its head and neck, as might be guessed,
Short, and its feet and legs arrayed
In strength, and daring undismayed.
To form this steed, so light and (all,

With its wide chest, and head so small,

The mingled elements conspire

—

Its body earth, its soul of fire

Its foam tbe sea, and windfor all"

The Spanish expression is todo tien-

to. As we say " all fire," to express
spirit, they say, " todo viento " to ex-
press fleetness. But what can be tho
meaning ofa horse having windfor all?

In the same page also, when Coquin
enters, they ask what brought him :—

Coqcin.

" You said,

Hither let the steed be led
;

Well we, my lord, are both the same."

This rather unmitigated and incom-
prehensible identity, unless Coquin
were a centaur, is certainly not stated
in the Spanish ; there Coquin says

" Why, talking of the mare, of course I

came, being her second self."

One more example to show how
simple beauty is sacrificed to gratify

Mr. M'Carthy's unhappy tendency to
rhyme. Page 305, English version,
Mencia says :

—

" Tis thns with men, to-day they prize

The thing to-morrow they may shnn

;

And what was joy to win, when won,
Turns in their hearts to cold despair.-

The original Spanish is so terce and
perfect in the form of expression, so
mournful in tbe fall of the cadence,
that the words at once strike the ear,

and imprint themselves on the me-
mory:

—

*' Oh, qua tales sois los hombres

!

Hoy olvido, oyer amor

;

Ayer gusto, y hoy rigor /"

2 c
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How exquisite are tbc two last lines

even to the mere English ear, that can
only comprehend the music, without
the sense ! Literally it runs :

—

" Oh, thus with all men 'tis the way

!

Yesterday loved, forgotten to-day
;

Yesterday rupture, and scorn to-day
!"

The form Mr. McCarthy has adopted,
requiring thirty words to express what
in the original requires but halt' that

number. This justifies our assertion,

that Spanish metrical forms and music
are not imitable in our language, and
that all a translator can hope for, is to

give the spirit of the original. If Mr.
Al'Carthy, with all his high poetic

gifts, has failed to render back any true

echo of the Calderonic music, it is a
proof, not of his want of power and
genius, but timply of the impossibility

of success. But, as we have already

said, to the student of high dramatic

Spanish literature his volumes will be
found of incalculable value ; while the

mere English reader will certainly gain,

from them a comprehensive idea of Cal-

deron's varied dramatic power, and of

his finest production!*, such as never was
before presented to the English public.

We regret that want of space prevents

our giving an analysis of the remain-

ing plays in Mr. McCarthy's volumes.

Love after Death is a drama full of

excitement and beauty, of passion and
power, of scenes where enthusiastic

affection, self-devotion, and undying
love nro drawn with more intense

colouring than we find in any other of

Calderon 's works. The plot is founded
on a romantic incident of the time

when the Moors of Granada rebelled,

in 1568, and established themselves in

the Alpujarra, under a king of their

own race ; but enough has been said,

we trust, even in this brief sketch, to

inspire the English reader with a desire

to gain some idea, though it were only

from a translation, of this great poet,

who has reigned in Spain without a
rival for above two hundred years.

Shakspeare and Calderon, says

Augustus Schlogel, are the only two
poets entitled to be called great.

Therefore it may not be uninteresting

to note the strong vital difference be-

tween them.
Shakspeare was in the fullest sense

the poet of the Teutonic mind— the

product of the highest mental freedom

and self-assertion; and therefore ho

draws strong definite individualities,

not classes. Each character, as it

were, asserts their own right to think
and do according to the laws of their

own inner nature. He adopts no con-
ventional mode for kings, women, and
lovers to think, speak, and act. Fur-
ther, it is not the incident, but the
evolution of character, that interests in

Shakspeare. We do not weep for the

victims—do not tremble for their fate,

but watch with suspended breath and
tensioned muscles the mental workings
of the chief actors— the combat of the

human with the unseen demon. This
is, in fact, the real tragedy of life—not
the incident of a life ; and this is why,
long after we are familiar with the

catastrophe in Shakspeare, we still

read and re-read, fascinated and ab-

sorbed, for the incident may never be
repeated or paralleled in our own ex-

perience, but the combat of the mortal
and the tempter is ever-during within

and around us, and ever according to

our moods Shakspeare utters some true

phrase— some startling revelation of

the inner mental world. Charles

Lamb was even of opinion that Shaks-

peare was most powerful when not

acted, but read in solitude by the still

heart.

Let memory for an instant rest upon
his finest plays, and we find it is not
the catastrophe that enchains the at-

tention, but the secret workings of one
human soul laid before us. Even in

Othello, where the tragedy is so deep
and the victim so young and lovely, we
think more of the unseeu, intaugible

agonies of Othello's mind, than of the

visible agonies of Desdemona's death.

The mental torture affects more power-
fully than the physical. The tragedy,

to us, lies in the tortures of jealousy,

not in the murder; and therefore it is

the unseen, not the scenic tableau,

rises first to memory when we recall his

dramas.
Indeed there are no pictures in

Shakspeare. What artist could repre-

sent the agony of Lear ; the fatal pride

of Richard ; the strife between tempta-
tion and weakness in Macbeth ; the

wrecked Othello ; the fine poetical

nature of Hamlet, forced into collision

with the drear realities of life and sin ?

In Shakspeare, likewise, quite inde-

pendent ot either plot or individual

character, we find more beautiful pas-

sages on abstract thoughts and quali-

ties than can be met in any other poet
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of the world—passages that will be
loved and quoted to the eud of time,

though the whole dramatic story con.

nccted with them sank into oblivion.

Now we shall see that of Calderon
exactly the reverse in all these things

may be predicated. In not one spe-

ciality does he resemble Shakspeare,

save that each have held paramount
sway over their respective nations for

above two ceuturies

—

" Kings by their own sufficing grace,

In the free realms of the spirit

the relation between Shakspeare and
the free Teutonic mind being as com-
plete and enduring as that between
Calderon and the semi- Oriental, pas-

sive, passionate, catholicised spirit of

the southern.

Calderon is essentially a dramatist

for the stage. In place of strong-defined

individual characters, we have inci-

dent, fine situations, pictures—the most
powerful series of dramatic pictures

ever presented on the stage ; no poet
ever imagined any tiling like them
since JEschylus. lie does not devote
his genius, like Shakspeare, to analysis

of feeling—the hidden thoughts of the

soul, the pensamientos escoiididus del

aluui% are not revealed by him. You
know the soul of his creations only

through acts, results. Sudden, swift,

and fatal descends the tragic destiny.

There is no apparent strite, no inner

combat. We do not walk step by step

along with the temptation, but irresist-

ibly, as if by fatal necessity, the mortal

falls beneath it, and, we are summoned
to look at once upon the crime and the

revenge. For this reason none of
Calderon's speeches are quotable for

an abstract beauty independent of the

plot, such as we noticed is so strong a
characteristic of Shakspcaro's style.

The interest, in Calderon, lies all within

the story and its terrible catastrophe ;

therefore, on mention of any of his

most powerful dramas, what rises soon-

est to the mind is not one great indi-

vidual character standing out from all

the others, by reason of the grand pro-

portions of the character itself ; neither

is it any select passage of sublimity or

tenderness, of depth of passion or

height of lofty reasoning ; but memory
draws back the curtain from some fear-

ful, well-remembered tragedy, at which

we seem to have assisted with our own
eyes, and the deep gloom of which can

never pass from the imagination ; not
the working out of an abstract pas-

sion, not the writhings of an indivi-

dual mind, but some picture, terrible

and startling as a torture scene of the
Inquisition, as awful in its tremendous
meaning as a vision of the supernatural,

just such as a powerful painter would
throw upon canvas in his moods of

highest inspiration.

Calderou loved painting; be even
wrote a treatise in praise of the art

;

bence all his scenes are tableaux.

What a gallery of beauty and terror

might be formed from his works 1 Ono
may judge of this from even the few
scenes noticed here. Think of Men-
cia's murder — the young life-blood

ebbing drop by drop ; her low sobs of
pleading innocence ; and the husband
holding back the curtain, to watch that

pity should not abridge one torture,

nor revenge lose one throb, of her death-

agony. Then the scene between Lu-
dovico and the skeleton. Here Shaks-
peare would have given a grand, deep
soliloquy, in which the workings of the

sin-steeped heart would have been laid

bare to us ; but Calderon, by one bold

stroke, preseuta the whole ghastly

iuia^e to the sensuous organs. That
foul, fierce heart itself is there before

us, visible in all the vileness and loath-

someness, such as the leprosy of sin

had made it, such as the Scripture

metaphors reveal it— a grave of dead
mens bones.

Another speciality of Calderon (not

of his age) is morality. Not a line,

not a phrase, not a word in his dramas
need be cancelled by the most fasti-

dious delicacy. Tirso de Molina, 9
cotemporary, though an ecclesiastic,

is an immoral and shameless writer ;

he it was who wrote the original of all

the Don Juans of the world — there-

fore the exceeding purity of Calderon
is the more remarkable.

Still Spain never at all approached
the grossoess of the French and Eng-
lish cotemporaneous drama, though in

each country the highest minds were
the purest. Shakspeare, Corneille,

and Calderon— these men had nobler

minds than their age, and therefore

speak nobly. Shakspeare is indeed

often unreadable; he could not quite

overcome the tendencies of bis era.

Still, all other English dramatists of

the century are as much beyond him
in coarseness, as they are beneath him
in genius. And before Corneille, the
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French &ta<rc was so coarse, that even

a description of the plot would not

now be tolerated.* But he and Cal-

deron simultaneously effected a revo-

lution in literature, overthrowing the

exhibition of sensuality and licentious-

ness, and uttering, with grave, beautiful

eloquence, noble and heroic thoughts ;

white their lives moved on equably down
the century,with the same calm majesty

and beauty, the same reforming, puri-

fying influence. Grossness and licen-

tiousness tied back into the shades of

night, from the pure light their genius

radiated around them ; and, as if by
special providence, their lives were
prolonged beyond the ordinary term
of human doration, that so their apo?-

tolato of high and lofty thought might
be set as an example to a corrupt, scn-

sualised people. They both beheld

the opening of the seventeenth century,

and almost witnessed its close; and,

in that long career, not one unworthy
action stains their fame, not one un-

worthy word blots the page they left

to the judgment and tho praise of pos-

terity. Well might Calderon, too, have
exclaimed with the aged Corueille, at

the close of his long, pure, memorable
life " I have finished my course—my
destiny as a superior roan is accom-
plished. 'Whatever I was capable of

doing I have done ; the ranfe that I

was worthy to attain I have attained.

Nothing more remains for me to de-

sire."

We would willingly notice before
concluding, if space permitted, a very
interesting volume, which appeared at

the same time with Mr. M'Carthy's
Spanish translations, «* Six Dramas of
Calderon, translated by Mr. Fitz-

gerald, "f Amongst them are four of
the most remarkable of Calderon 's

plays— The Mayor of Zalamea ; The
Painter of his own Dishonour ; Three
Judgments at a Blow ; and Gil Perez,
the Gallician—a strange, wild drama,
of which a notorious robber is the hero.
Unlike all other translators, Mr. Fitz-
gerald has at once abjured the attempt
at imitation of Spanish metrical poems
as hopeless, and boldly given his ver-
sions a complete idiomatic English
dress. He has certainly taken great
liberties with the original — abridged
speeches, tacked others together, lopped
off all exuberances of ornament, when
he could not give the " rainbow play
of brilliant harmou'e which made the
Spanish verse so exquisite, and turned
all the lyricism at once into blank
verse. The result has been a most in-

teresting volume for the English reader,

natural in style and idiomatic in ex-
pression. We hope all future trans-

lators of Calderon will follow his

example. In no other mode or form
can the works of the great Spaniard
become popular ; and Mr. Fitzgerald
deserves tne thanks of all readers for

having presented so excellent a model
for future translators to emulate.

• Guizot's "Life of CorneiuV'

t " Six Dramas of Calderon, freely translated by Edward Fitzgerald." London : Picker-

ing. 1853.
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MY HOME.

Memories, hued like wines of angels, fleetly, sweetly, round me throng,
Filling many a spot with love-light as they gently flit alone ;

All the glories wnich God's finger paints for childhood's holy gaze
Smile to-night, all starred and sacred, through the wild past's ghastly maze.
Oh, I hear them say that Eden on this vile earth dwelleth not,

But an angel-guarded Eden is each bright soul without spot

Which illumes that peerless temple—a fond, fervid, glorious child,

Hobed in all its blessed beauty, joyous, fearless, undented

!

And if with a yearning sorrow I look back upon that time

(As a pale Siberian exile on a glowing poet-clime),

'Tis because long, long are vanished all the beauty and the light—
The sweet May-smile of the spirit in its young unsullied might—
'Tis because by yon drear hearthstone not one lone ray can I trace

Of the love that then was beaming in each dear and happy face,

Save when I o'erleap my sorrows, and on flashing pinions roam
From this voiceless, cheerless desert to my cherished childhood's home

!

Oh, the old spot ! Yes, my mother ! 'tis thy own dear eyes I see,

Speaking all thy true heart's rapture to the child upon thy knee ;

Or with tenderest glances turning to your wild, blithe, prattler fair,

While the sunlight, like the blessing, falleth on his face and hair.

All the warmth and truth of woman in thy young face glowing clear-
Love in its high and taintless glory, joy that knew no chilling tear:

Ah ! that joy was but a phantom, only born to flash and fade

;

But thy love, Time's diademed victor, for Eternity was made

!

Mother ! mother ! 'tis that spell-word maketh " home " a hallowed name,
'Tis she consecrates its roof-tree—lights the strange enduring flame

In our souls, that ever beacons to the fond, old threshold stone,

Till life's weariest pilgrim murmurs

—

" There is my heart's changeless throne 1"

And my father—long-lost father ! through the night of years and woes
Still thy memory, like a lone star, a pure, sweet, sud radiance throws.

How I've loved thee—how I've mourned thee, I should vainly strive to tell

—

Ne'er have man's words truly echoed the wrung bosom's life- long knell.

I was young—too young to prize thee, when deuth's hand upon thee fell

;

Yet upon my brain, O father, love hath stamped thine image well 1

Tby broad brow, the god-built stronghold of high thought's unmeasured mine

—

Thy dark-blue eye, charged and glowing with the genius-fire divine ;

But my memory now rccalleth in that eye a light more sweet,

When around our evening fireside all thy loved ones thou would'st meet.
Love is grandest, love is noblest, lighting up a face of thought,

'Tis the god-sign of the temple with art's rarest glories fraught.

And thy soft smile ! bow it hallowed, how it brightened, how it cheered

Even* face and scene that ever to my heart shall be endeared I

And a darksome place of sorrow has our home been since the day
When that smile of thine was banished—when thy strength was torn away
From thy weaklings, by the death-gripe—and they laid thee 'mong the dead
In the drear and voiceless graveyard—in thy lone unmemoried bed

!

Where to-day are tkey, thy children, thou did'st leave so lorn behind ?

Far from all the scenes which love's might in their spirits hath enshrined

;

Scattered—sorrowing—pining—stricken—on the land and on the deep

—

One whose arm can sway the sabre ; others who can only weep

!
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When I see myself thus hope-wrecked, oft I deem the poor hearts cursed,

Whose gay childhood in the sunshine of unclouded love is nursed,

Never dreaming, in their gladness, of the dark day's blighting gloom.

When they'll read life's sternest lesson o'er the freshly-gaping tomb.
Yet this martyrdom is better than amid this mystery, Life,

Ne'er to feel the bliss, the torture, of its one redeeming strife

;

And that torture will be triumph if we manfully endure

—

'Mid the trying, wondrous conflict keep our hearts high, firm, and pure

—

In the starry sky of glory earn a place for true work done,

Then arise, "on sunlit pinions, to the Home we 've graudly won 1

A PHAXTAST.

Ah 1 fancy, cease thy luring, hope and love are still enduring,

While the glorious vision melts into thy many-tinted skies ;

And I stand raptured under, hoping still some chasm will sunder,

And reveal onec more the wouder to my love-entranced eyes.

When o'er some dark past bending, scarce one fuir gleam interblending,

Up will spring this angel, bearing on her brow a radiant light

;

Before the vision splendid quick my sorrow's dreams are ended,

But, alas ! as soon hath wended the immortal from my sight

!

IT.

Oh ! love, and faith, and duty, mingle sweetly in the beauty
Of the face which in my day-dreams mem'ry bends adoring o'er

;

And round her dark locks twining is the hallowed symbol shining,

Her mystic part assigning in the shadowy land of lore.

Stay, wilt thou, glorious angel—tell me of thy bright evangel,

From that realm where nature's choral hymns in grandest concord roll

;

For thy crown's empyreal sheen and that lyre thy hands between,

Say thou art the Poet Queen to my awe-enchanted soul I

m.

Ha 1 there now, methinks, she springs upon her light ethereal wings,

While transcendant beauties burst one moment o'er my dazzled view

;

'Tis a reflex soul of mine of all the glories which combine
In the spirit land divine above yon dome's eternal blue.

Behold a gorgeous portal opes before the fair immortal,

Who, ascending sylph-like, waves her hand as if to hail me on ;

Come, my soul, we'll soar a flight up to this sphere's resplendent light,

But, alas I the beauteous sprite into oblivion's waste is gone.

H. N. L.
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THE SESSION OF '54.

After a lingering and uneventful life

of six months and twelve days, the se-

cond session of the fourth Parliament
of her Majesty Queen Victoria came
to a close, on Saturday, the 12th of the

month of August just past. The ca-

tastrophe arrived amid an unusual and
ominous calm. No Lyndhurst, no
Disraeli essayed to awaken the con-

sciences of ministers to a sense of their

unworthiness ; no friendly tongue was
Stirred to plead in excuse for the want
of health that was found in them— to

defend the past, or to promise for the

future. The slipping of a knotless

thread, the dying-out of a wasted can-

dle, trite and unsavoury as these me-
taphors may be, convey to the mind
the truest notion of the languid and list-

less character which marked this most
recent case of the periodical separation

of the body and soul of the State. Yet
the Queen attended at the obsequies,

and " the House of Lords was filled by
the large and brilliant assembly which
usually graces it on these occasions."

Nothing of the pomp and circum-
stance of a prorogation was wanting

;

but the weariness which the purpose-

less and unprofitable session had in-

duced was too profound to permit so

much of exertion as belongs to the

customarv explosion of animal spirits,

which seldom fails to celebrate the

event. Every one, whether Ministe-

rialist or Oppositionist, whether in or

out of Parliament, was glad to be rid

for a while of the diurnal annoyance of
vain, carping discussions, of bootless

attacks and futile defences, of ever-

recurring signs of terrific combats,
usually ending, like many of the Italian

battles of the middle ages, in the smo-
thering of champions of both sides, un-
der the weight of their own armour.
Yet so overwhelming in the public

mind was the languor of disappoint-

ment, so feeble the hope of a better fu-

ture, that men lacked the spirit to ex-

press their satisfaction that an end had
come, and that a change might be ex-

pected. "The session (observed a
journalist, in words which correctly

express the general opinion) found us

at peace, and has left us at war. It

found the House of Commons high in

the confidence ofthe country ; it leaves

it shaken in public estimation, and
justly diffident of its power to execute
the functions it has undertaken. Our
Government has suflered. in character,

and no one has gained by its loss.

Both parties are perceptibly weaker,

and the plot of the political drama
seems as far from its catastrophe as

ever." This is the judgment of a
critic friendly to the existing Go-
vernment ; but the Times does not fail

to temper justice with mercy. The
sentence is accompanied by a recital

of extenuating circumstances. If the

ministry has gradually declined in pub-
lic estimation, by reason of its parlia-

mentary failures, these suggest " the

necessity of re-adjusting the gear of a
machine which seems now like nothing
so much as an intellectual treadmill, ex-
hausting attention, and frittering away
intellect, without producing any visi-

ble or tangible result whatever." We
shall probably again revert to the sub-

ject opened in this sentence. It is one
which is of late manifestly much in the

thoughts of a certain class of party
politicians ; and it is not difficult to

perceive that the preparation of the

public mind for its entertainment is

just now a favourite design of some
public writers. But before we con-
sider the question of the abolition of
our representative institutions, or such
a recasting of the constitution of Par-
liament as shall have the effect of re-

straining the " demonstrations of mal-
content parties in both Houses" within
limits convenient for a ministry, we
will endeavour calmly to review the

proceedings of the session of '54, and
to place fairly before our readers a
short summary of its actual results.

On Tuesday, the 31st of January,
the High Court of Parliament assem-
bled, and her most religious and gra-

cious Majesty then submitted to the

two Houses a programme of business

she expected them to perform during
the ensuing session. Looking to the

contingency of a war, which everyone
else saw to be imminent, the Ministers

required, through the royal speech

—

An augmentation of the naval and
military forces of the country, imply-
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ing, of conrse, an enlarged estimate

and increased taxation.

They announced their intentions to

pr jjvj-e me;isures for

The complete repeal of the remnant
of the navigation laws, and the "re-
moval of the last legislative restriction

up >n the ase of foreign shipping

The rcfurm of tlie universities of
Oxford and Cambridje

;

The arrangement of a system of ad-
mission into the civil service;

Tiie reform of tlie ecclesiastical and
common law courts, and the transfer

from the former of testamentary and
matrimonial causes

;

The relaxation of the law of settle-

ment in connexion with the relief of
the poor

;

The reform anew of parliamentary
representation ; and
The restraining of bribery and cor-

rupt practices at elections.

These heads include a number and
variety of topics sufficient to occupy
the legislative energy of a session, but
they do not embrace the whole of the

subjects which the multiform activity

of the Coalition Ministry actually sub-

mitted to the consideration of Parlia-

ment. In addition to the bills pointed

to in the Queen's speech, mid exclu-

sive of the formal annual enactments
and several minor measure.", legisla-

tion was proposed by the Government,
and actually accomplished,^ upon the
important subjects included under the

following heads :

—

Incumbered Estates, West Indies;

Legislative Council, Canada

;

Public Revenue, and Consolidated
Fund Charges

;

Usury Laws Repeal

;

Railway and Canal Traffic Regula-
tion;

Savings Banks

;

Youthful Offenders

;

Gaming Houses

;

Ministers' Money, Ireland;

Convict Prisons, Ireland ;

National Gallery, Dublin;
Towns Improvement, Ireland

;

Registration of Births, &c, Scot-

land ;

Joint Stock Banks, Scotland;

Parochial Schoolmasters, Scotland
;

Episcopal and Capitular Estates

Management

;

Burials beyond the Metropolis

;

General Board of Health.

c whole, no fewer than 101

ial bills were passed into law

—

a nnmber in a single year which, we
venture, with all humility, to consider
as at least sufficient to satisfy a
glutton in statute-making. Here*
surely, is "visible and tangible result"

enough, so far as quantity is concern-
ed, to remove all uneasiness as to the
adjustment of the gear of the machine
or the activity of its directors. One
hundred and" one new laws produced
by the Government in a single half-

year, with some two-and-twenty turn-
ed out of hand by private amateurs,
is, to our thinking, a bulk of legisla-

tion not out of keeping even with the
gigantic material powers of these days
of steam and electricity. We, at
least, find no fault with Ministers for

not having done more, even though
they have failed in carrying through a
Reform Bill, a Parliamentary Oaths
Bill, a Law of Settlement Bill, or a
County Police Bill. In our appre-

hension— and we sincerely believe in

that of the public—their fault is rather

that they have attempted too much
than that they have done too little.

The peril we see in the future is the

inordinate growth of a craving for or-

ganic changes, which quantity of law-

making alone will not appease. In
the quulity of the work undertaken by
the Coalition Ministers, there is evi-

dence, to our fears, that they will not

stick at trifles when party necessities

call upon them to purvey for that

false appetite; and the very reproaches

of their journalist friends are to us so

many confirmations of the reality of
this danger. It is but a new version

of the fable of the frogs and their mo-
narch. King Log? is befouled, when
the hopes of mischievous activity, cre-

ated by his first splashing advent into

the pool, fade with the subsiding of

the waters it troubled. Nay, the con-

demnation of the representative ma-
chine itself is based, not upon an alle-

gation that it has inaccurately or

imperfectly expressed the opinions of

the constituency, but upon the fact,

that in resisting the rapid progression

of the Government it has acted but
too closely in accordance with those

opinions— " the country was intent

upon the opening war, and had no
space for a secona idea." The repre-

sentatives of the country knew that it

was so ; and when the second idea of

the Coalition Ministers was found to

include the germ of a new revolution,

it was contumeliously repudiated. The
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tunes that were got up for the diver-

sion of the popular ear would not
grind— that was all. The stirring

notes of the trumpet drowned the

clap-trap of the Reform hurdy-gurdy,

notwithstanding the prestige of its

success when William IV. was king

;

and the submission of ministers to

their many defeats was but an ac-

knowledgment of the fact

:

" But in defeat*, the pawlre flout

Arc siway* found to »Uuid it out
Muil desperately, and to outdo
The* active, 'g»iD«t a conquering foe."

And so it has proved with the Coali-

tion. Beaten upon three measures of

primary importance in their list, and
forced to withdraw seventeen others,

passive stout, they still hold their

ground in Downing, street, and the old

street-organ and its tunes, carefully

laid up for future use, will no doubt
be brought out, and may do good ser-

vice, should piping daysofpeace return,

and the public ear again incline to such
entertainment.
Of the work actually performed dur-

ing the session, the most prominent,
and yet that which has met with least

opposition, and has attracted but little

of the public attention is, of course, that

involved in the requirement holding
the first place in the royal speech—the

provision for the increased expendi-
ture belonging to the war. In this

direction the activity of the ministers

has been considerable, and it has met
with no check. The general desire of
the nation to seek a permanent and
honourable peace, in the only feasible

way, by the vigorous prosecution of
the war, operated upon their represen-

tatives, and a succession of votes for

militaryand naval expenditure,amount-
ing in the whole to £12,037,798 was
agreed to by the House of Commons.
The extraordinary means of meeting
this outlay were also accorded with
ready, if not cheerful, alacrity. They
include a doubling of the income-tax,
and a considerable increase in the du-
ties on malt, on Scotch and Irish

spirits, and on sugar and molasses, es-

timated in the whole at a little more
than ten millions. The Chancellor of
the Exchequer asked freely, and all he
asked for he obtained. We are not now
dealing with the merits of Mr. Glad-
stone's budget: we merely ofTer the

evidence ot the votes of supply, to

show that the parliamentary machine
was not out of gear, and that it was

by no difficulty in its working that

the production of " tangible and visi-

ble results" was impeded. A necessity

for modifying the representative sys-

tem, on the ground that it impedes
action in the extraordinary crisis in

which the country is engaged, is not
proven. In all necessary operations,

whether they were of ordinary routine

or peculiar to the immediate conjunc-
ture of affairs, the Coalition Ministry
have found the wheels of legislation to

move easily and to their mind ; what-
ever checks occurred, or shocks were
suffered, they were not of a kind that

could in the least degree lower the
prestige of the national power in the

sight of the enemy, or directly hamper
the movements of internal government.
That this latter effect has indeed been
produced by the "gradual decline ofa
Ministry, from which so much was
hoped," we have the testimony of their

own ablest supporter ; and that loss of
character and moral power was the
necessary consequence of their nume-
rous failures and defeats is patent to

the world. And those reverses were,
in all cases, the penalty of the combi-
nation of rashness and timidity, that
is the characteristic vice and weakness
of a political coalition. To keep the

vessel of the State afloat and under
plain sail, amid the shoals of financial

difficulties and the storms of war, was
an enterprise not held to be sufliciently

exciting for the various tastes of the
motley group of supporters, upon
whose shoulders an Aberdeen, a Kus-
scll, a Molesworth, a Gladstone, an
Argyle, a Newcastle, had mounted
into ofiice. Something was necessary

to be done to keep up the steam, and
as Lord Melbourne used truly to ob-
serve, danger is never imminent until

it is discovered that *' something must
be done. " The men of progress were
to be cheered on by the production of
sweeping measures of reform, the old
Tory rump, upon which, after all, the

Coalition rests, was to be tranquillised

by rendering those measures illusory

and inoperative ; Dissent was to be
mollified by concessions, the Church
was to be satisfied with securities ; the

Peace {Congress and Mammon were to

be gratified by carrying out the theo-

ries of free trade in Russian ports, the

feelings of the country and common
sense were to be appeased by a sham
of war. To influences as incongruous

as these, and to the policy they pro-
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moted, and not to any active assaults

from without, the defeats (and some
overlaid victories, worse than defeats)

suffered by the Ministry, must be attri-

buted.

Foremost in the list of these un-
toward events, and a perfect type of
them all, was the Parliamentary Re-
form Bill. Uncalled for by any con-
siderable, or, indeed, by any inconsi-

derable party in the country, this

measure, in its fantastic details, showed
the practical working of the idea, that

"something must be done." Some-
thing was proposed to be done for the

Surists, with whom it is a favourite

leory that electoral corruption pre-

vails in an inverse ratio with numbers,
by depriving nineteen of the smallest

boroughs of their members, and thirtv-

three other towns of one member each,

making a total disfranchisement of
aixty-two seats. On the other hand,
partisans were to be conciliated by en-

franchising three unrepresented towns
— Birkenhead, Burnley, and Staley.

bridge ; by creating a new metropoli-

tan borough of Kensington and Chel-
sea ; by giving the Inns of Court two
representatives, and the London Uni-
versity one

;
by reserving three seats

to bo scrambled for in Scotland ; and
by distributing the remainder broad-

cast over certain counties, cities, and
boroughs of England. To the Radi-

cals, the new Reform Bill offered the

boon of an extension of the franchise,

and a diminution in its rate ; to Con-
servatives it proposed an educational

and a money test. Tax-pavers were
to be rewarded by votes for their forty-

shilling contributions to the exigencies

of the State ; non-tax- payers were to

be compensated for their poverty by
repealing the obligation to pay local

rates, which has hitherto been consi-

dered as the proper complement of

local political power. And lest haply

any one should be omitted from the

scope of this general bounty, a plan

was chalked out for opening to the

beaten minorities in certain towns and
districts a way for a distinct represen-

tation, in the legislative body, of their

feebleness, their perverseness, or, per-

advcnture, of their exceptional patriot-

ism and virtue.
" The child whom many fnthert *harc,

Will KMom know * f»ther'« omre

and so it was with this much-crossed

bantling of the Coalition. It was in-

troduced to the House of Commons on

the 1 3th of February ; and, having many
enemies and few friends, "warmly
opposed and feebly supported, with
nothing but purity and justice on its

side, and every narrow and corrupt

influence against it "— including that

of the greatjournal from whose columns
of a later date we quote these laudator)'

remarks— the Reform Bill was finally

withdrawn on the 1 1 th of April. With
it fell, amid the tears of Lord John
Russell, a collateral measure for se-

curing the tenant-right of the present

occupiers of the treasury-bencnes, to

their heirs, executors, and assigns, by
abolishing that safeguard of the con-
stitution, which, since the reign of
Queen Anne, has obliged members of

the House of Commons, who accept
office under the Crown, to vacate their

seats, and submit themselves in their

new position for the approbation and
re-election of their constituencies.

The Reform Bill, constructed with a
view of pleasing everybody, was with-

drawn. The Parliamentary Oaths
Bill— to substitute one oath of alle

giance for the several obligations now
imposed upon members of Parliament
— was so framed, we again use the

words of a friendly critic, " as to con-

trovert the very principle on which
alone it could be defended, and to raise

up and combine against it opposition

from many and discordant quarters.

The only principle on which the more
important clauses of the bill could be
justified, was the abolition of promis-

sory oaths, as absurd and useless ; for

if such oaths be reasonable and neces-

sary, the public have a right to such

security as they can obtain against

the Pope, or any other adversary of

liberty and good government. If such

oaths be useless, none ought to re-

main." Thus this measure did but
serve to range in hostility to theJews

—

for whose relief it was ostensibly pro-

posed—the determined enemies of the

Pope. It was rejected accordingly,

on second reading, on the 25th of May,
by a majority of four votes.

In the same category—described by
Mr. Cobden, who supported it, as "an
impracticable compromise between the

attempt to separate, and the attempt to

unite, secular and religious instruction"

—falls the Education Bill for Scotland.

It, too, was rejected ; and, on the

question of its second reading, on the

12th of May, the Government was left

m a minority of nine.
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The catastrophe of the Poor Law
Removal and Settlement Bill illus-

trates the nature of a coalition in an-

other phase. The work of a subordi-

nate departmental minister, it was
framed in utter oblivion of many inte-

rests which.not claiming the sympathies

of Mr. Baines or of Leeds, were na-

turally forgotten in " the Commission."
Ireland especially was dropped out of

view ; and while the law was proposed

to be so altered as to prevent the removal
ofpaupers from one parish ofEngland to

another, it was still to be preserved so

as to sanction the shovelling out of

England ofbroken-down Irish workers,

whenever the stock of profitable labour

they originally possessed should be used

up and consumed. The bill was also

a measure of centralisation, but its de-

feat was accomplished by its Irish foes.

That the arguments of these could not

be resisted was frankly admitted by
Lord Palmerston, in the teeth of the

opinion of his colleague, and, after the

ludicrous interlude of the resignation

and restoration of Mr. Baines, " the

Government was defeated for trying to

treat a great question partially and in-

adequately," and the bill was with-

drawn.
A like fate attended the Controverted

Elections, the Canterbury, and four

other Boroughs', Briberv Prevention,

the Testamentary Jurisdiction, the

Counties and Boroughs Police, the

Wreck and Salvage, the Colonial

Clergy Disabilities, the Customs' Ta-
riffActs Consolidation, the Divorce and
Matrimonial Causes, the Cinque Ports,

and the Chancery Amendment Bills.

All these were introduced by ministers,

to be withdrawn in various stages of

their progress. The plan for the im-

provement of the system of admission

into the public service, foreshadowed
in the Royal speech, was never brought
before Parliament. Here, again, " Go-
vernment was in advance of its sup.

porters;" the necessity that "some-
thing must be done " was no more
available with them as a reason for

random legislation, than was the neces-

sity of living admissible as a valid ex-

cuse for the peccadillos of the French
thief, and fortune was not tempted by
a proposal of that " splendid scheme."

Thus, among these defeats, four of

the somethings to be done proposed in

the Queen's speech were negatively

disposed of. The other subjects sub-

mitted by her Majesty to th« wisdom

of Parliament have been positively

dealt with by that High Court, with
what credit to ministers we shall see.

A Coasting Trade Bill has been
passed, opening that trade in the

United Kingdom to the ships of all

friendly nations, and removing the last

legislative restriction upon the use of
foreign shipping, whether for the bene-
fit of her Majesty's people or not, time
will tell.

A Common Law Procedure Bill was
settled by a Committee of the Lords,
and passed that House. It included
many substantial amendments of a
practical kind, and has received the

royal assent in a form iu which it wilt,

we believe, be highly useful. Many
anomalies in the law of evidence are

removed by its provisions, and the

mode of examining witnesses is im-
proved and fixed ; a discretion is

given to judges to substitute an affir-

mation for an oath, in cases in which
the consciences of witnesses forbid

them to submit to the usual custom ;
"

an equitable jurisdiction is given to

courts of common law; the injustice

often inflicted by the ruling of a judge
as to the insufficiency of a stamp upon
a document, otherwise valid, is pro-

vided against ; and many other useful

reforms are secured. The measure
was, however, mutilated in its passage
through the House of Commons, the
law officers of the Government being
absent. The Attorney- General was
specially retained to attend in another
place, and the Solicitor- General was
out of the way, and so the bill wat
curtailed of ita clauses for the regula-

tion ofjuries, among which was one
enabling them to give a verdict with-

out absolute unanimity. Having no
efficient ministerial support, the bill

was thus docked, and its final passing
was, in fact, the work rather of her
Majesty's Opposition than of her Ma-
jesty's Government. It was only upon
the third reading, on the 8th of Au-
ust, that an amendment was carried

y Mr. Isaac Butt, for the extension
of these reforms of the law to Ireland.

A bill for the Reform of Oxford
University, "by authority," was intro-

duced, withdrawn, remodelled, shaped
into a permissive instead of a compul-
sory character, and has received the

Royal assent under circumstances

which, as another friendly journalist

avows, afford " little to credit the Go-
vernment with, beyond the bare fact
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of having brought the subject forward
for parliamentary discussion." The
Act as it now stands has replaced the

old hebdomadal Board by an elective

governing Council, in which the work-
ing elements of the University arc re-

presented. It creates a constituency

for the election ofthe Council ; and al-

though this is not so wide as some
desired, it is much more comprehen-
sive and less sectarian than the framers

of the bill first conceived it. It ap-

points commissioners, who represent

with tolerable fairness the various sec-

tions into which tho body of cives

academici is divided, and who arc en-

dowed with powers full, but not exces-

sive, to settle many College and Uni-

versityquestions hitherto much mooted.

Finally, it has opened the University

and its honours, as far as the Bache-
lor's degree, to students whoso con-

sciences were pinched by the theological

testsformerly imposed. It is remarkable,

that several of these provisions were
carried upon divisions against both
the Government and the leaders of tho

Opposition ; and it is especially note-

worthy, that the abolition of religious

restrictions was so effected in both
houses of parliament. Lord Derby and
Lord J. Russell were both beaten ; and
the latter is gravely accused of having

"misrepresented the opinions of his

colleagues, and miscalculated ihe state

of public opinion in both houses."

The Dissenting leaders persevered,

and Nonconforming Protestants were
admitted, with the very general assent

of bishops and laymen, to the sheep-

folds and pastures of Isis. «* The im-

mediate consequence of this caprice

[of the Coalition] has been (we arc

told) the alienation of an important

body of Liberal members, and a still

more important proportion of the town
constituencies."

Thirdly, a Bribery bill was intro-

duced, according to her Majesty's pro-

mise, and here, we learn, another

success of an equally doubtful charac-

ter was obtained. " Originally a lo-

gical and honest effort of the Commit-
tee, to which its preparation was en-

trusted, this bill created a pro-bribery

party in the house. The declaration

of purity proposed to be made by
members, on which the whole bill

hinged, was expunged, and almost the

only remarkable feature in the mea-
sure was its legalising the payment of

travelling expenses. The Lords again,

in their character as guardians ofsound
constitutional doctrine, struck out this

clause, and the very ministers who had
inserted it strove to prevent its re-in-

sertion in the Commons. This, how-
ever, they were only able to effect by
consenting that the bill should be in

force for one year only, and thus were
ministers enabled to rescue it from the

mutilation they had themselves intro-

duced, by reducing tho operation of

this great constitutional experiment to

a single year."

Such was the performance that

waited on the promises of the speech

delivered from the throne on the

31st of January, 1854. The other

accomplished facts of the session sus-

tain with no less force the opinion we
have already expressed, that the weak-
ness of the Coalition is inherent ; that

it lies in the want of a fixed and com-
mon principle among its members, and
in the fact that their guiding rule

throughout was the maxim, "Some-
thing must be done." The universal

voice of the country condemned the

ministerial arrangements for the con-

duct of the war. Something must be
done—and incontinently, a new secre-

taryship for war was created. What is

the nature of the office, what its duties,

what the capabilities for filling it of the

minister whom chancehas placed behind
the desk, no one can tell. The Public
Health Act Amendment Bill was
thrown out on its second reading, be-

cause every one condemned its ma-
nagement, and because the individual

into whose hands it had fallen had
rendered himself obnoxious to all Eng-
land by his coxcombry and self-suffi-

ciency. Something must be done—
and in a few hours a Board of Health
was created, and made a ministerial

department. The vestry of Maryle-
bonc is a power in the State, and its

representative in the House of Com-
mons has wagged a troublesome tongue
below the gangway. Something must
be done— and Sir Benjamin Hall was
pitchforked into the presidency of the

new Board. The absence of a common
motive or common understanding, was
proved almost daily — every one's

memory will supply instances in point.

We need not multiply them, or add to

such facts as the temporary resigna-

tion of Mr. Baines ; the petty Russian

campaign of Lord Palmerston and Mr.
Wilson ; or the nullification of the

travelling expenses clause in the Bri-
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bery Bill by the Duke of Newcastle.

Whatever else may or may not have

been accomplished during: the session,

at least a demonstration has been made
that "All the Talents" have not been
more successful in governing the coun-

try to its satisfaction, or even to that

of their own partisan supporters, than

the weakest party ministry that ever

occupied Downing- street. A policy

of juggling shifts and small expedients,

ending in a perilous war and double

taxes, is the tangible and visible re-

sult of that vast ebullition of puffing

which astounded the world one short

year since. But it was not only "All
the Talents'* that formed the theme of

those anticipatory pa?ans ; " All the

Purity and Patriotism'* of Britain was
also celebrated in song as the exclusive

attribute of the new pot-pourri of

statesmen. This illusion, too, the

session of '54 has calamitously dis-

pelled, and has shown the virtuous

executioners of W. B. and of Mr.
Augustus Stafford, in the characters of

sponsors for Stonor, and Lawley, and
O'Flaherty. Ah, poor human nature I

how cautious should we all bo in lift-

ing up stones in those days of Crystal

Palaces and fragile reputations.

And now let us not be misunder-

stood. It is, in our view, no fault of

the ministry, as, indeed, we have
already intimated, that miracles of

progress were not wrought during

the session that has just closed. To
us it would have been satisfactory

had a sound course of administra-

tion been followed out, vigorously

and with manly openness as regarded

foreign relations, honestly and fru-

gally, yet efficiently, at home. The
practice of public virtue would have

been accepted by the country as a

sufficient substitute for any amount of

anti - corruption theories, and paper

purity. "We have to record uisap-

appointed hopes, and the gradual de-

cline of a ministry, from which so much
was hoped ;" since the sincerity of their

design of reforming the representation

of the people was illustrated by their

purchase ot the borough of Beverley ;

since their abhorrence of bribery was
shown in their patronage of Mr.
Stonor ; since an exemplar of their

splendid scheme for the purification

and efficiency of the civil service was
supplied in the promotion of Mr. Law-
ley ; and since the value they set upon
the personal integrity of public ser-

vants was elucidated in the catastrophe

of Mr. O'Flaherty. It was these fatal

works which destroyed the efficacy

of the ministerial professions of faith

as to their domestic administration

;

and, on the other hand, their failure

in works deadened the public faith in

the thoroughness of their policy abroad.

To have kept themselves unspotted

from the world of practical corruption

would have stayed their decline more
surely than reams of reform and
bribery bills. One broadside off tho

harbour of Sinope; one thrust of a
bayonet under the walls of Silistria

would hnvo more effectually sustained

their popularity and power than many
hours of speech-making, or many
volumes of diplomatic despatches and
protocols. Thus, through sins of omis-

sion and of commission, death came
upon the prestige of the coalition

;

" the government has suffered in cha-

racter, and no one seems to have gained

by the loss."

The second term of this proposi-

tion, which we cannot in candour re-

ject, leads us now to complete our re-

view of the session by a short survey

of its results in regard to the Opposi-
tion. In endeavouring to accomplish

this task honestly, we shall probably
again bring ourselves within the scope

ot a criticism which we have heard
pronounced upon our treatment of the

same topic, in so far as we had occasion

to refer to it last month in our consider-

ation of the question, " Who is to carry

on the Queen's Government?" We
may not find within us enough of that

stuff of which true partisans are made
to enable us to inaugurate a perfect

ritual of party worship. We may not
think ourselves justified now, any more
than then, in answering our own ques-

tion with precision and confidence. Wo
may be forced to confess that we have
not yet recognised the star of hi in who
is to carry on the Queen's Govern-
ment ; that we do not see a leader,

and an Opposition orgauised as the

constitutional complement of a Minis-
try. And we venture humbly to sub-
mit that if such be the fact, it would
be a gross breach of party allegiance,

no less than of public duty, were we
to conceal our knowledge of it. No
mistake could be more fatal to a party,

whether considered in its personal

character, or as the visiblo sign of a
phase of public policy, than a con-

cealment of the truo condition of its
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internal relations. These in a free

state can never be constant ; and what-
ever may be the value of a name, or

however expressive a particular "cry"
may once have been, the one ceases to

have signification, the other loses all

power, whenever they come to tell dif-

ferent tales to the cars and minds of

leaders and followers. If the trumpet
give an uncertain sound, who shall {ire-

pare himself to the battle? If neither

flag nor uniform be visible, the fight

will be a confused melee, in which
friends will fall by each other's hands.

We confess we do see such faults and
such results of them in the tactics of

the Opposition during the past session,

and, frankly, we hope for no better

strategy in the next, unless the evil be

thoroughly apprehended in the mean-
time by those whose position afiords

them the opportunity of undertaking a
command. If tho Conservative party

shall appear at the opening of the ses-

sion of 1855 in no better state of dis-

cipline than they have shown in the

course of that of 1 854—if they shall be
then ununited in the pursuit of a defi-

nite object—if the captains shall rush

on with shouts the meaning of which
is forgotten—if the hos-t shall find them-
selves obliged in the heat of a fight of

opinion to rally around the banner of

an officer of the enemy, and shall uifi

der it gallantly rout their own com-
manders : should all this happen, the

question of who is to carry on the

Queen's Government will be as un-

certain a year hence as it is now. And
how shall a change be effected, if the

necesMty for it be not known ? It is

on this ground we presume to speak

frankly and fully. We tell of errors

of design and execution with a view
to their being avoided for the future.

We point out examples of miscalcu-

lation and ignorance of the state of

public opinion, in the hope that blun-

ders committed may be corrected under
the influence of knowledge. Thus in-

fluenced, then, we arc forced to admit
that many of the faults of the Ministry

seem to us to have been closely imi-

tated by the Opposition. There was
the same deficiency of definite purpose
or principle, the same failure of unity,

the same fidgety inclination to do
something, right or wrong, and yet the

same faintheartedness at the crisis of

performance. Throughout the session

there was a continual niggling at the

outworks of the Papal power; and,

with suoh results as showed the
strength of the Protestant feeling of
the country to be irresistible, yet no
enterprise worthy of that strength was
undertaken. Roman Catholic gaol
chaplains were hit, and a few hundred
pounds were cut off the Maynooth
grant; but, when opportunities of
taking a firm stand against ultratnon-

tane aggression oflered they were suf-

fered to pass away unused. When
Sergeant Slice made his attack upon
the Irish Church, more might have
been effected towards the consolidation

of a Conservative party, and the raising

of a bulwark of Protestant, ay, and of
Roman Catholic freedom, by tho pro-

posal by an Opposition leader of an
amendment, couveying the sense of
the House as to the true meaning of
the Roman Catholic oath, than could
be cflectcd by a hundred irritating

divisions on convent regulation bills,

or proposals for the impossible restric-

tion by law of priestly influence over
the consciences and estates of dying
sinners.

Again the family jars of the Ministry

were represented on the Opposition
boards with no less damaging effect,

though necessarily without tho noise or

scandal of an official quarrel. The se-

paration of the leaders from their fol-

lowers upon the occasion of the virtual

ratification of a solemn league and co-

venant between the various sections of
English Protestants, effected by Mr.
Heywood in his successful proposal for

the admission of Dissenters to the Uni-
versity of Oxford, was no less remark-
able than the affairs Palmerston a.

Raines ; or Patmerston a. Wilson ; or

the Duke of Newcastle against the field

of his colleagues, in the matter of the

expenses clause of the Bribery Bill.

We can avouch, from personal obser-

vation, that no more absurd, or ridicu-

lous, or humiliating position could

have been occupied by party leaders,

than that whicn was roost recklessly,

and, we must add, ignorantly, taken

up by Messrs. Henley, Walpole, and
T. Baring, upon the occasion of the

committal of the Russian Government
Securities Bill, when the two firsU

named of those gentlemen were oblig-

ed, multum gemens, to walk after

their followers in an ovation, in which
the voices of these latter hailed Lord
Pahnerston as the champion of Britain

against Russia. Surely, men who
could have committed so grave a mis-
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take as this need enlightenment. They
need it not more to all appearance
than does their chief, who, in the

House of Lords, courted a signal de-

feat in an endeavour to reverse that

decision joined in by so many of his

partisans in the House of Commons,
with respect to the admission of Dis-

senters to the University to which we
have already referred. We must not
dismiss this topic without recording
the fact, that some of the truest, and
most consistent, and most prominent
of our Irish Conservative members
kept themselves clear of the blunder
into which the occupants of the first

Opposition bench would have led them,
and, upon the two occasions of Mr.
I leywood's amendment and the com-
mittal of the Russian Securities Bill,

took their places manfully upon the

broad Protestant and British platform,

and in opposition to the Pope, the
Czar, and their own leaders.

Does any one ask for illustrations

of the influence upon the Opposition
leaders of the magic formula, " Some-
thing must be dune;" or of their

faint - heartedness, "letting I dare
not wait upon 1 would"? They
may be found, passim, throughout the

pages of Hansard; and very modern
instances present themselves, in con-
nexion with the vole for the expenses
of the netv Secretary fur War's office,

and with that of credit for three mil-

lions. Upon both these occasions,

arising so near the cud of the session,

it was formally announced that some-
thing must be done, and the party
was called together, but no fight was
made upon either vote. On the

occasiou of the latter, Lord Dudley
Stuart was very shabbily deserted,

after he had been, as we have good
reason for believing, encouraged to

propose an amendment to pledge the

Government to convene Parliament in

the autumn, and thus in effect to re-

fuse to them the confidence of the

House of Commons in relation to the

conduct of the war.

It is very far indeed from our object

to find fault unnecessarily with the Op-
position leaders, or to multiply our ani-

madversions upon their proceedings, be-

vond that point at which it mav be
hoped that useful knowledge will be
communicated, and wrong impressions

as to the state of public opinion re-

moved. It is with pleasure, therefore,

we turn to other occurrences of the

session, in reference to which we can
express a more favourable judgment.
Upon two points of the Opposition po-
licy the public cxponcuts of the hopes
and fears of the Ministry have pressed
very constantly and closely upon every
possible occasion. They have never
ceased to hold up to public odium the

conduct of those who ventured to ques-

tion the soundness of the ministerial fo-

reign policy, or to inquire as to the course

and conduct of the war; and they have
also re-echoed, with cuckoo persever-

ance, the puerile challenge to a vote of
want ofconfidence, so often repeated by
theM inisters. In reference to both t hese

points we conceive the course taken by
the Opposition was the right one, and
we do not doubt that such is the general

opinion of the country. Those who can
Ik; properly called Opposition leaders

in both houses, have most carefully ab-

stained—as indeed we may say have all

independent «nembers—from question-

ing Ministers on matters of practical

strategy. If there have been indis-

creet revelations made of the designs

ofour generals and admirals, the blame
lies not at the door of non - official

members of parliament. It was in

the columns of the Government morn-
ing journal an announcement was
semi- officially made of a plan of at-

tack upon Sebastopol : it was a Lord
of the Admiralty who disclosed Sir

Charles Napier's opinion, that he was
unable to cope with Russia in the

Baltic. On the other hand we main-
tain, that it was no more than the duty
of every member of Parliament to do
what in him lay to obtain for the na-

tion full information as to the diplo-

matic intrigues of the Government

;

and if any fault has been committed,

it has been in the inefficiency and un-

necessary delicacy with which that duty
has been performed. But if so, it may
be asked—it has been asked—why was
not a vote of want of confidence pro-

posed ? Certainly not because it was
not often enough solicited. Brother
Jack was not more importunate in his

entreaties for a " basting" than were
the Ministers, and, no doubt, from like

motives. Had Mr. Disraeli or Lord
Derby responded to those urgent en-

treaties, we should have had terrible

accounts of what had been undergone
for the public good.

•« Observe this stroke," said Jack,
showing his bare shoulders ;

" a plaguy
janissary gave it me this very niorn-

i
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ing at seven o'clock, as, with much ado,

I was driving olf the great Turk.
Neighbours, mind this broken head
deserves a plaster. Had poor Jack
been tender of his noddle, you would
have seen the Pope and the French
King, long before this time of day,

among your wives and your ware-

houses."

Had a broken head been inflicted

upon the Coalition, the demand for

flusters would have known no end.

lad a vote of want of confidence been

carried in the front of the foreign

enemy, what sort of fair play would
the successors to office have had in

their future conduct of the war ? For
an answer to this inquiry, we may ad-

vantageously look back to the manner
in which Mr. Disraeli's attempt to raise

a revenue by the way of direct taxa-

tion, in the only mode in which taxes

can be directly levied with any ap-

proach to fairness— viz., by a house-

tax—»was dealt with. No ; it is time

enough to rid those gentlemen of the

responsibility and difficulties of manag-
ing a war which their own imbecility

has brought upon the country, when
their ability for the work shall have
been proved by the result of at least

one campaign ; and the Opposition

leaders were right in so determining.

And now the session of '54 is at an

i of '54. [Sept. 1854.

end, and the Treasury Bench is no
longer paraded daily in bodily presence

before the nation. Impertinent ques-

tioning is stopped. " All the Talents
"

are set free to work out the salvation

of the kingdom, according to their

own ways and means. They have ob-
tained every aid and comfort they
asked for from Parliament. Their
start is a fair one, and we may hopo
shortly to catch a glimpse of some in-

dication or sign of the course they
mean to pursue— of the end they aim
at attaining. At the time at which
we write, the 25th ofAugust, all is un-
certainty abroad; at home there is

the dead certainty of heavy taxes, and
the dreary prospect that they will be
heavier. But we shall see. On the
other hand, it is not to be denied that
" both parties are perceptibly weaker,
and the plot of the political drama
seems as far from its catastrophe as

ever." The Opposition leaders are in

a position which they cannot much
longer continue to occupy. They roust

push on towards some definite point,

or they must witness the disbanding
of their forces, simply from the weari-

ness of inaction, or attracted to a stan-

dard bearing more decided colours.

Again, we shall see what the recess will

give birth to. In the meantime, we
must wait and hope.
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CLEAMNC8 IK CORN FIELDS.

They are all bare, the corn-fields,

that for so many months have been
full of beauty and promise ; first, with

the silky verdure that, rising above
the ground, whispered and moved in

the genial breeze, like a summer sea ;

next, with the greenish silver of the

filling car.-*, looking " white unto har-

vest ;" ami last, crowned with the

highly-burnished gold of their matured
honours. They are all bare now. Kven
the trophy-like piles of sheaves are

carried away; trophy-like we may well

call them, for they seemed as though
built up to signalise the glory of the

noble corn that had survived the as-

saults of its enemies, bird and insect,

blast, blight, and mildew. But the

trophies are gone—gone like many far

more solid and durable (but not more
valuable) of earth's monuments. And
the wild flowers that relieved the some-
what monotonous majesty of the teem-
ing fields, blossoming on the bead-

lands, |>eeping between the ridges, or

garlanding the hedge*, they have near-

ly all withered. And the busy, merry
groups of reajHirs, gleaners, and har-

vesters, they have all departed: the

scenes lately so cheerful, so animated,

so abundant, so lovely, now stripped

of their wealth and their beauty, are

left silent and deserted—it is a picture

of human life.

Still all is not utter desolation

;

something yet remains, however little.

The wild birds slill find scattered

grains and seeds ; and the sedulous

seareher may still gather a few ehance
gleanings— a neglected ear or two;
and here or there a late-lingering

flower; or at least the leaves, and

stalks, and sced-swoln heads of those

that have faded. And to supnly, in

some degree, the loss of the harves-

ters' cheerful voices, the solitary gleau-

er may repeat some trait, some anec-

dote to Memory, the constant associate

of the lonely ; and sometimes murmur
(half sung, half said) a scrap of desul-

tory song.

Wheat may be truly termed an uni-

versal blessing. It has been widely
diffused in all places, and in all ages

:

we read of it as a staple article of
human food in the earliest records.

The ancient Romans were so convinced
of its inestimable value, that they fan-

cied a great number of divinities must
be necessary to bless the labour of its

cultivators, and to watch over and
protect it in all its stages. And the
priests (and of course the poets assist-

ing) invented a crowd of Arval deities

as the special guardians of the corn
crops. The names and occupations of
these dii minures furnish a curious list.

Sterquilinus pre-ided over the manur-
ing of the land for the reception of tue
seed; Occutor over the harrowing;
Sator over the sowing ; Iiuncinu over
the weeding; Spiuosu.s over I he pluck-
ing up of thorns; i>eij proteeted the
seed in the ground

; St'f*eti(t preserved
the blade when it appeared ; Volusia
(or Volutina) folded the blade round
the young ear ; Proserpine »ua riled the

stalk when forming ; Flora presided
over the blossoms; Putelina over the
green ear; and Laclurtiu over the ear
when it was milky; while Mitura was
the goddess of the ripened ear ; Uo>ti~
linu was invoked when the beard and
car were of equal length.* The god

• The o!d Latins used the word hostire for aovare,
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Robigus, and the goddess NteVa, pre-

served the corn from mildew; F*uc-
tuoseui was the goddess invoked lor a
good harvest ; Huana was honoured
by the reapers ; Deverra was venerated
when the corn was threshed ; Tutclina

watched over the corn in the granary ;

Pilumnus was the god of bakers ; and
Fornax the goddess of ovens. The
names and offices of these frumental
deities arc recorded in St. Augustine's

work, «'/)<? Civitate Dei." The su-

preme divinity over them all was Ceres,

the patroness of agriculture.

Of course there were various festi-

vals in honour of these rural deities.

The principal were the C'ereatia, dedi-

cated to Ceres, and introduced into

Rome from Greece. These solemnities

were held during eight days in April

;

all the persons present, males and fe-

males, wore white ; but the women
only were the celebrants, the men wero
merely spectators. No one in mourn-
ing was admissible ; for which reason

the feast was not held the vcar after

the bloody battle ofCan use (about 216
years before Christ), when Hannibal
defeated the Romans with such slaugh-

ter that he sent to Carthage three

bushels full of the gold rings worn by
the Roman knight*, so groat was the

number that perished there. In the

Cerealia a hog was sacrificed, as an
animal wasting and uprooting the pro-

duce of the earth. The hog is said to

have been the first animal sacrificed to

the gods, and eaten by men.
The Roman fanners likewise cele-

brated two festivals of Ambarvulia, in

worship of Ceres. The first was to

render her propitious ; when a victim

crowned with oak was led round the

lands, that were lust rated with wine

and milk, and the family followed

singing hymns to Ceres. The second

Anibarcolia came after harvest, when
the first-fruits were presented to Ceres,

and the fanner made an entertainment

for his kinsmen and neighbours, like

the harvest-hotpo supper of the Eng.
lish farmers.

There were also the Sementiva* at

the conclusion of the sowing season

—

they had no stated days, but were held

at the discretion of the authorities

;

the Jtubigulia in April, to prevent the

mildew; and the festival of Vacunn,

or the goddess of vacation, at the end

of harvest, &c. tibc. The observances
of the English farmers in days of yore
were evidently relics ofRoman harvest
homes. The first handful reaped was
carried by the maidens home with
great state in the last wagon ; when
leaving the denuded field the tops of
the last reaped ears were knotted to-

ether, and the reapers flung their sic-

les at the knot, and he who cut it

gained the prize of a goose ; and a cu-
rious figure called a kuack (a rudo
Ceres) was made, and hung up in the
bam, to be kept till the next year.

Alma was a name of Ceres among
the Romans, from her nourishing the

seed corn.

Faunus, son of Picns, King of the
Latins, introduced husbandry among
his subjects, and was made a rural

deity.

Annona, a rustic goddess of plenty,

was figured with ears of wheat in her
hand, and the beak of a ship by her
side, to typify a supply by sea.

Abundantia, or abundance, was
figured with a cornucopia, filled with
corn ears and fruit. She held it up-
right to show that she did not mean to

scatter, but to give to Equity (who
stood beside her) to distribute.

July was personified as a youth
crowned with wheat ears, and holding
a basket of tmdberric?, and beside him
was a cornucopia full of money, be-

cause payments were usually made by
the ancients in that month.

Wheat-ears crowned the Arval Bro-
thers, or Priests of Ceres ; and filled

the hand of Fidelity, who was deified

by Numa.
The Greeks had not as many corn

deities as the Romans ; but they, too,

honoured their mythological guardians,

and had their observances. They re-

presented Ceres clad in a garment the

colour of ripo corn, and having her
head crowned with wheat-ears and
ponpies, and they celebrated the festi-

val of Aloa (i.e., threshing-floors),

a kind of harvest-home ; in which they
presented first fruits, called Charisteria,

and in which bachelors were dragged
round the altar by the celebrants, and
well beaten, for their disregard ofJuno,
the Goddess of Marriage.

In Greek weddings a boy u?ed to

come forward, crowned with ears of
corn, holding acorns in one hand, and

• ** Nec Sementiva eet alia reperta diet.*'—Ovid, Fast, I.
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a basket of bread in the other ; and
singing a song, the burden of which
was— "I have left the worse and
found the better;" commemorating
the change of diet, when men left off

eating acorns, and made bread of
com.

It was customary with the ancient

Gauls to parade an image of their

goddess, Bereeynthia (the Gaulish

Ceres), over their arable field?, in a
car drawn by oxen, and followed by
the people singing her praises. St.

Gregory of Tours* met one of these

processions at the moment when, the

oxen having stumbled, the image fell

to the ground. He represented to the

people about to raise it, that if she

were truly a deity, she would be able

to rise of herself. This not, of course,

occurring, he preached to the crowd on
the worthlessness of their idol with so

much unction, that they at once em-
braced Christianity.

Isis, the goddess of Egypt, who was
considered by Herodotus as identical

with Ceres, was believed by the

Egyptians to have first taught the

use of corn. She was represented with

a sickle in one band, and a cornucopia
in the other. At her festival (the

Isia) her votaries carried vessels fall

of wheat and barley. The feast was
observed by the Romans (who bor-

rowed it from Egypt) ; it lasted nine

days; and was so full of impurities,

that the initiated were obliged to take

an oath of sccresy. On this account
the Roman Senate at last abolished

the rites, in the consulate of Piso and
Gabinius. But in two centuries after-

wards (t. e., about 181 a.d.), the de-

testable Emperor Coramod us revived

the festival, and assisted at it in per-

son.

In the Hebrides there was (perhaps

still is) an old superstition on July
23rd. The people dressed up a sheaf

of corn in female attire, and called it

St. Bridget ; laid it in a bed with a
club by its side, and scattered ashes

over the hearth- stone. If they saw
next morning the mark of Bridget's

club in the ashc*, they esteemed it a
prognostic ofgood crops. St. Bridget
was an Irish saint, burn at Faughart,
near Dundalk, about 433. Her con-

nexion with agricultural affairs we can
only suppose to have been founded on
a dream or vision, in which the future

state of religion in Ireland was said to

have been foreshown to her under se-

veral types. She dreamed she saw
white oxen amid fields of dark grain.

These were succeeded by speekled

oxen and spotted crops ; then came
black oxen and dark-coloured grain;

lastly, she saw sheep and swine, dogs
and wolves, fighting with each other in

the fields. It was formerly usual, even
in some parts of England, to make a
cake in her honour cm St. Bridgcl's-

day. This custom is thought to be a
relic of worship of Ceres, transferred

from pagan mythology to Christian

hagiology, as was frequently the case

in early times. Christian missionaries,

finding they could not divert the people

from some favourite custom, thought
to render it innocuous by changing its

application.

Among all nations there have ever
been some observances connected with

bread or cakes. The women of Delos
made large loaves mixed with fat,

and called Achamas, for the festivals of

Ceres and Proserpine. Flat cakes

were offered by the Greeks to Diana,
as Queen of Heaven. In Laconia
there was a festival of Juno, when
cakes were thrown into a lake ; if they

sank it was a good omen, but the re-

verse if they swam. The eating of

pancakes on Shrove Tuesday, occurring

in February, is a relic of the Fornaca-
lia, a Roman festival in honour of
Fornax, the Goddess of Ovens,f At
that feast pancakes were fried in me-
mory of the mode in which people

dressed cakes before Fornax had in.

vented ovens. She was doubtless a
clever housewife, deified for her useful

invention. At the festival of Samhuiu
(a name of the sun), in the beginning
of November, the Druids had their

sacred cake, made of fine flour, spriu-

* He was of a noble family in Auvergne, was made Archbishop of Tours about 572 (or

574), and died about 595.

f " Facta dea est Fornax ; laeti Fornace coloni

Grant, ut fruges temper** ilia sua*.

Curio legitimis, nunc Fornacalia verbis

Maxiuius indicit, nec stata sacra tacit," &c.

Ovio : Fast. 2.
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kled with poppy-seeds (possibly as figu-

rative of the stars), and stained with
saffron to represent the colour of the

sunshine. This festival has been su.

perseded by All - Hallows ; and tho

speckled cake (still so called in M mi-
ster, bairin brcac), now spotted with

currants instead of poppy-seeds, has
still its votaries. In the midland
counties of England, the simnel, stained

with saffron, and rich with currants

and raisins, made its appearance with
Christmas. There were also the plum-
cakes, provided by the relatives of
apprentices, and school- loys and girls

who obtain leave to go home on uiid-

Lent .Sunday—thence popularly called

in England, "mothering Sunday;" a
celebration certainly like a memory of
the Hilaria, or " joyous festival," so-

lemnised by the Romans in honour of
Cybele. Mother of the Gods, about the

25th of March, a period synchronising

with our Lent. The Egyptians made
cakes in honour of the moon, shaping
them like horns to denote the crescent.

The Greeks imitated them, and called

this kind of cake bous or bull— the

accusative case is boun, hence tho

English word, "bun." Hot cross

buns on Good Friday morning arc not
yet obsolete at English breakfast ta-

bles. Among the Saxons, in August,
was the " Loaf-mass" (Maf-mass), the

oblation of bread made of new wheat

;

hence " Lammas Day." Formerly, at

Twickenham and Paddington, on some
particular day in summer, loaves used
to be thrown from the church steeple,

to be scrambled for by the populace
below, in omen of a plentiful harvest.

Pennant describes the Beltane cake of

the Highland peasant as made of oat-

meal, and having nine raised knobs,
each dedicated to some power, propi-

tious or noxious to rural possessions.

The peasant at the Beltane feast (1st

of MayJ, before he ate his cake, broke
off some bits and flung them over his

shoulder, saying " This to thee, O
Fire ! spare my house ; this to thee,

O Fox I spare my lambs," &c, &c.
Beltane, the Druid's vernal equinox,

•was, after the introduction of Chris-

tianity, moved further into the year, to

avoid interfering with Lent.

Wheat was anciently accounted a
good omen in dreams, divinations, &c.
In the boyhood of Midas (afterwards

King of Phrygia), when he was lying

asleep one day, ants were observed to

come and drop grains of wheat into

[Oct.

his mouth; and the soothsayers de.

clared it a prognostic that he would be

a very rich man.
After the death of Alexander the

Great, Eumencs, his chief-secretary,

was made Governor of Cappadocia;
but Neoptolemus and Craterus (Mace-
donians) marched against him to de-

prive him of that province. The night

before Eumenes gave them battle ho

dreamed that he saw two Alexanders,

each commanding a phalanx, about to

engage—one was aided by Minerva,
the other by Ceres— that, after a
fierce conflict, Minerva's party was
beaten ; and Ceres gathered ears of

wheat, and made them into wreaths for

the victors. Eumenes thought tho

omen propitious to him, as he was
to fight for a fertile corn country ; and
having learned that his antagonists

bore Minerva and Alexander on their

banners, he assumed Ceres and Alex-
ander on his ; and ordered his soldiers

to entwine their helmets and weapons
with stalks of corn. He gained a com-
plete victory over the invaders, and
both Neoptolemus and Craterus were
slain.

Corn -ears on coins, or in the hands of

imperial statues, often denote the in-

terest taken by the sovereign in provi-

sioning a country or city. They are
also sometimes emblematic of the fer-

tility of the place to which the corn
belongs. The corn figured on ancient

coins is generally the bearded wheat.
In heialdry, wheat sheaves (techni-

cally termed garbes) are emblematic
of wealth.

The city of Pircnc, in Caria, being;

closely besieged by Alyattes, King of
Lvdia, was in danger of famine. Bias
(the famous sage, and a native of Pi-

rene) conceived a stratagem to mislead

the enemy. He ordered two mules to

be carefully fattened, and then turned
out of the gates. They strayed to the

Lydian camp. The king, astonished

to see animals come out of the besieg-

ed city in such good condition, sent

thither officers, under the pretence of
treating for peace, but in reality to

observe the state of affairs. Bias, who
had expected this, had caused the gran-
aries to be filled with heaps of sand,

covered over with tho remains of the

corn. These the Lydian deputies

were allowed to sec ; and on their

return to their king they reported

to him thtU the city was fully provision-

ed, and able to hold out for a long

Gleaning* in Corn Field*,
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time. Alyattes, therefore, at once
concluded a peace with the inhabitants,

and raised the siege.

When the capitol in Rome was be-

sieged by the Gauls, under Brennus,
Munlius the Patrician threw down
loaves into the Gaulish camp, to de-

ceive the enemy into the belief that the

fortress was well provisioned. lircn-

nu9 accordingly offered terms of peace

;

but while the Gauls and the Romans
were disputing about the sum to be
paid by the latter to the insolent in-

vaders, the veteran General Camillus
arrived, and routed and expelled the

Gauls, on which account the Capitoline

games were instituted.

At the period when Tarquin the

Proud, last king of Rome, was hurled
from his throne, he had reaped the

wheat in a field which he had seized

from the Priest of Mars. The Roman
people would not appropriate the crop
on account of its former consecration

to the god, and therefore threw the

sheave* into the Tiber, whose waters
were then low. Tho sheaves stopped
mid- channel, and in turn arrested tho

progress of floating rubbish. Alluvial

dejwsits collected about them, and in

time an island was formed, which was
called the Sacred Isle, and on which
temples and porticos were erected—
a great increase from a small begin-
ning.

Corn has been highly honoured by
the frequent mention made of it in tho
Scriptures. It has been used for many
beautiful similes. Our Lord has adopt-
ed it in his teaching, to illustrate the pro-
gress of the Gospel, and the separation

of the evil from the just in the spiritual

harvest, at the end of the world,
when the tares are (ullegorically) ga-
gathered out from the wheat, and
when angels are the reapers. It has
been also taken as a beautiful type of
burial and resurrection, and a close

type it is. How wholly is the seed-

wheat divested of all its integuments
before it is committed to the earth, as

mau is utterly stripped of all he pos-

sessed when he is laid in the grave.

The earth is pressed clown over both,

in hope, and they are left buried till

they shall quicken, and rise ajzain in a
future spring ; and the corn is not as

a vain flower— it is full ot'the riches of
great mercy.

With these thoughts of burial and
resurrection, we shall strive to associate

some not unfitting strain :

—

Corn Field*. 3*7

OX A3 OLD TOMB

Sculptured with Armorial Bearing*, Em-
blems of Death and Religion Symbols.

M. E. M.

Rub off the moss from this old tomb,

Lone in the ruin'd abbey's gloom
;

Trace out its time- worn sculpture— see

The blazons proud of heraldry !

Here is the crest-surmounted shield,

With bearings won in foughten field
;

Here is the lordly coronet,

The sheathless swords in saltier set.

Ay, here are emblems that proclaim

The pride of conquest, birth, and name.

But with this scutcheon, half eft* ic'd,

Tho sculptor's hand a skull hath traced,

And carv'd the legend quaint beneath,

That sternly bids " Remember Death !

n

Death !—meetly here Ai» sign surrey,

Who makes the Great, the Brave, his prey,

And levels even with the earth

Trophies of honour, fame and birth.

The tomb, Death's throne! where ail must
bow,

The haughtiest as the humblest brow,
And, grovelling in the dust, lie muto
Beneath the tyrant'* crushing foot.

But look !—the sadden'd eye to cheer

Religion shows her symbols here

;

The Book, the Cup, rind chief tho Cross,

Retrieving Life, man's primal low

;

Yea, here on Death's own regal seat

We see prefigur'd lib defeat.

In vain Death makes the tomb his throne—
A broken and a tottering one

—

He holds not undisputed sway,
1- 'en mid dry bones ar.d senseless clay

j

For Life is here—the living trees

Speak softly to the living breeze;

Here quivers grass instinct with life,

And wild dowers live with freshness rife;

And e'en upon the cold hard stone

Have mosses ever verdant grown.

Thus Nature (handmaid blest of heaven),
To glad us emblems sweet hath given-
Fall leaf and bud in wintry hour?
Spring-time restores each spravand flower;
Life fuilcth not—but Death shall be

O'ercomc by Immortality.

Before the Athenians were able to

cultivate the vine, they extracted from
Barlkv a drink called cicycon, like tho

Egyptian beer. It was only used in

the mysteries of Cere, when a .small

quantity of it was given to the initiat-

ed, to remind them that the [then]

present times were better than the
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past, when man was acquainted with
no beverage but plain water.

In the Galaxia, a Greek festival in

honour of Apollo, the celebrants offer-

ed barley boiled into a mixture with
milk and pulse.

At the festivals in gratitude to the

river Nile for the benefit* bestowed by
its overflowing, the Egyptians, headed
by their king, used to throw barley

into the waters as a sacrifice. To this

day a vestige of the festival remains.

"When the river has risen, the Turks
throw in oflerinffs of fruit and vegeta-

bles ; and the Coptic priests cast in

small crosses and consecrated beads to

sanctify it.

Barley was used by the ancients in

divinations, especially in that kind
called ulectryomancy, in which future

events and secret transactions were
supposed to be discovered by means of

a cock (in Greek, alector), previously

prepared by magic rites. The in-

quirers traced a circle on the ground,
wrote within it the letters of the al-

phabet, and placed a grain of barley

on each letter. The cock was then
turned loose, and the letters from
which ho picked the barley were joined

together to form words, which were
supposed to convey the information re-

quired. During the reign of the

Kmperor Valens, some persons at

Constantinople used ulectryomancy to

discover who (should succeed in the

empire. The collected letters made
T-h-e-o-d, whence they concluded

that the next emperor would be Theo-
dore, a man of rank and of much me-
rit, though a pagan. lie believed the

rediction, and incautiously expressed
lis ambitious hopes, which coming to

the ears of Valens, the jealous despot

caused Theodore to be burned alive,

beheaded the diviners, and put to

death all persons of note within his

reach whose names commenced with
the fatal letters. Among his victims

was Thcodosius, a brave general, to

whom he had been much indebted in

bis African wars. By a singular coin-

cidence, however, the son and name-
sake of this general was actually chosen
to succeed Valens in 379, and became
celebrated as Thcodosius the Great.

Barley was the principal article of
food of the Roman soldiers. The gla-

diators, when in training, were fed

upon it ; hence they were called hor-
dearii, from hardens, barley. In con-
sideration of this military characteristic

of the barley, we will associate it with

a military lay:—
THE SOLDIER'S PABT1SO BONO.

Up, comrades, up ! 'tis the morning drum

;

IJark ! how it summon* us—" Come, come,

come
The barks are waiting beside the strand,

To tear us hence to a foreign land,

To battle-fields where the trumpet calls,

To close-pitched camps, and beleaguer'

d

walls.

But now what sounds around us rise

Of woman s wailing, aud childhood's cries

:

For the hour has dawn'd that bids them
part

From the guardian arms and the loving

heart

:

And we must strive (hard task though it bo)

To speak to them stout aud cheerily.

ur tears away

!

Nay, denr ones, nay ! wipe yo
We shall meet again in happier day.

We'll think of you on our post by night

;

Wll pray for you at the i»cep of light

;

But ye must not melt our firmness now,

Nor send us hence with a drooping brow.

Ye are soldiers' own—then bravely prove

How worthy ye of the soldier's love
;

We. arc Britain's sons—remember, then,

When duty calls we must go like men

:

We may not, must not, hear ye speak

One word to make us, like women, weak.

Drummer, strike up ! and beat round, round,

round

!

Till sobs and sighs in the din are drown'd

:

'Tis enough, with gestures mute to tell

How deeply we feel the sad farewell.

Our time is out—how swift it flew !

—

And we must march to the loud tat-too.

A kiss !—another !—quick ! quick ! quick

!

For the drummer faster plies his stick.

Dear wife !—dear babes !—now the worst is

past,

And we've lcWd them from our necks at

last

Oh ! for their sake* may we come once more
With glad huzzas to our native shore

!

How precious is the car of all kinds

of corn ! how comparatively valueless

its stalk ! Stbaw is a proverb— a
simile for insignificance and fragility ;

vet, humble though it be, it has its

historical reminiscences: it has saved
human life ; it has been the token of
u king's deposition ; it has beeu con.
spicuous*as a political badge.

When Christieru the Cruel, King of
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Denmark, possessed himself of the

crown of Sweden, and oppressed that

kingdom in a mnnner which ultimately

caused his downfall, he seized and im-

prisoned Gtistavus Vasa, because that

noble Swede gave indications of that

spirit and patriotism which afterwards

wrought the deliverance of his coun-

try ; and he would have been sacri-

ficed, like many others, to the tyrant's

suspicions, but that he succeeded in

escaping from his dungeon. lie has-

tened for refuge to the mines of Dale-

carlia. One day, on his furtive journey,

when he was hotly pursued by Chris-

tiero's soldiers, a peasant, whom he

met, concealed him in his cart, cover-

ing him up hurriedly with bundles of
straw. The soldiers came up and
questioned the rustic, who stoutly de-

nied having seen the fugitive. To
satisfy their doubts, however, they

thrust their lances through the straw,

and wounded Gustavus in the thigh
;

yet he had the fortitude to remain

quite silent, and thus avoided disco-

very. But one of the soldiers, observ-

ing a stream of blood under the cart,

inquired the cause. The peasant, with

great presence of mind, said it pro-

ceeded from his horse ; at the same
time adroitly making, unseen, a wound
in the animal's leg with his goad. The
pursuers believed him and retired;

and Gustavus safely reached Dalecar-

lia, from whose recesses he subsequently

emerged to free his native land from
foreigners, and to ascend the throne, to

which he was elected in 1523.

Frederick von Bassan, a learned

Norwegian, who wrote an account of
several ancient Scottish families, says,

that when Macbeth murdered Dun-
can King of Scotland, and seized the

crown, Malcolm, son of the ill-fated

monarch, was closely pursued by the

usurper's soldiers, who were command-
ed to slay him. The young prince

rushed into a barn, where a rustic

named Malcolm, son of Friskin, was
threshing ; and the latter comprehend-
ing the danger, immediately concealed

the fugitive, by flinging over him heaps
of straw with his fork. Maebcth's
mercenaries entered, but saw no one
save the industrious labourer, who an-
swered their questions with so much
coolness, that they departed without
search or suspicion ; and Prince Mal-
colm escaped to England. On the

defeat and death of Macbeth, he
ascended the Scottish throne, as King

Malcolm Canmore ; and rewarded his

rustic preserver with the thanedom of
Conyngham, whence the descendants of
the worthy Thane took the surname of
Conyngham, and assumed in their arms
the pitchfork, with the motto, "Over,
fork over," in allusion to the faithful

peasant forking the straw over the
prince. The male line became extinct

in Henry Viscount Conyngham (of

Ireland), in the latter end of last cen-
tury. That nobleman was succeed-
ed by his nephew, Francis Burton
(county Clare), son of his sitter, Hon.
Mrs. Burton, who took the name and
arms of Conyngham, and whose de-
scendant bears the til lo of Marquis.

Charles King of France, surnamed
the Simple from the weakness of his

actions, disgusted his subjects by mis-

government, and by undue partiality

for unworthy favourites; and they de-
termined to depose him. At nn As-
sembly which he convoked at Soissons,

a.d. 920, the nobles, iustead of deli-

berating with him on state affairs, re-

proached him bitterly for his ill con-
duct, and renounced their allegiance ;

and each one broke to pieces before
him a blade of straw, in token that

they broke their fealty with him. The
deposed King ended his days in capti-

vity.

The Regency of Anne of Austria,

Queen Dowager of France, and the

government of her minister, Cardinal
Mazarin, during the minority of her
son, Louis XIV., gave birth to so much
disapprobation, that a faction called the

Fronde sprang up, headed by the Princes

of Conti, and the Dukes of Nemours
and Vcndome, in order to compel the

Queen to dismiss the Cardinal. As the

anti- Mazarin party attacked the Court
party in the outset with satires and
lampoons, before they took up more
deadly weapons, they were called Fron-
deurs— t. e., satirists or censurers (the

primary meaning of the word being
slingers, from Fronde, a sling). Num-
bers of noble ladies joined the Fronde,
the chief of whom was of royal race,

Mademoiselle de Montpensier, cousin

to the young King. The badge of the

Fronde was a bunch of straw made up
in some ornamental form, a fashion in-

troduced by Mademoiselle, who ap-

peared one day on the public prome-

nade holding a bouquet of straw tied

with ribbons of the Conti liveries

attached to her fan. Thenceforward

the ladies of the Fronde wore bouquets
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of straw, and the gentlemen cords of
plaited straw bound round the arm.
On the 21st of April, the. Roman

peasants celebrated the Pal ilia, feasts

in honour of Pules, goddess of shep-

herds, when propitiatory rites wero
solemnised for the health and fecundity

of the flocks. Part of the ceremony
consisted in setting fire to lame heaps
ef straw, over which the shepherds
leaped, and through the smoke of which
they drove their sheep to purify them.
"We have seen in former years a similar

ceremony practised by the peasants in

the South of Ireland, on St. John's
Eve, when not only sheep, but horses,

and all kinds of cuttle, were made to

leap through the smoke of the custo-

mary bonfires, to guarantee them from
distemper and accidents throughout
the ensuing twelve month. It was a
relic of the old Druidieal Beltane.

The brilliant Poppy was not as un-
welcome in the corn-fields of the an-

cients, as it is in those of the modern
agriculturists. On the contrary, it

was held in high honour, as especially

pleasing to Ceres, by whom it was
fabled to have been created to as-

suage, by its somniferous qualities, the

anguish she experienced when her

daughter Proserpine was carried off

by Pluto, to become the queen of his

gloomy realm. Wherefore the poppy,
instead of being eradicated as a weed,
was even sown in the corn-fields as an
offering to Ceres ; whose yellow robe

was of the hue of ripened corn, and
whose crown was of poppies and
wheat-ears intermingled. The same
chaplet garlanded the brow of Hon us

Eventus, or Good Hap, a god of the

Roman peasants.

Among ancient bas-relirfs there is a

beautiful one of Hope ; she is crowned
with flowers (i. e., pleasures), and
holds in her hand cars of corn (ex-

pected good), and poppies (oblivion of

calamities). Before her stands a bee-

hive (symbolic of the treasure she con-

ceals), out of which issue wheat-ears

and flowers.

The Greek bridegrooms were an-

ciently crowned with poppies, and the

grain called sesame, betokening obli-

vion of past cares, and hope of future

good.

The poppy, of course, crowned
Somnus, the god of sleep, as he lay

slumbering in his cave beside Lethe,

stretched on a bed of ravens' feathers ;

while over his head fluttered the va-

rious Dream- Genii : pleasant Dreams,
with rainbow robes and butterfly

wind's; ill-omened Dreams in black gar-
ments, and vain Dreams, wildly gam-
bolling in fantastic garb. The reader
will recall Ovid's beautiful description

of the Cave of Somnus, in book xi.

of his Metamorphoses. The children

of Somnus were Morpheus, Pbantasia,
and Phobetor (i. e. t the terrifier) ; the
first produced the images of human
beings, the second, the representations

of inanimate things, the third, the
forms of beasts. Virgil represents

Somnus as having two gates for dreams
to pass through—one of horn, the other
of ivory : the truthful dreams pass
through the former, and the delusive

through the latter.

The Compitalia were festivals held
by the Romans in the cross-ways, in

honour of the domestic divinities—the

Lares and Penates. An oracle having
declared that heads should be offered

to them, Tarquin the Proud caused
infants to be decapitated as sacrifices.

But on his expulsion, Junius Brutus
being made Consul abolished the hor-
rid custom ; and, interpreting the am-
biguous oracle in a more innocent

sense, substituted the heads of poppies

as the required oblation.

The poppy is often figured on relics

of antiquity as having the serpent of
iEsculapius twined round its stem, on
account of its medicinal qualities.

The colours of foreign poppies are

much more brilliant than the tints of
ours. In an electric state of the at-

mosphere the red poppy gives out a
bright light of its own hue after sun-

set. The red field poppy was dedi-

cated to St. Barnabas the Apostle,

because- it usually comes into bloom
about his day, June 1 1th (June 22nd,
old style).

The seed-vessels of poppies are

strikingly elegant ; they are shaped so

exactly like the Roman urns that we
cannot but think the latter were imi-

tated from the poppies. These seed-

vessels are remarkable also for their

regularly radiated and fluted lids,

which, by an admirable arrangement
of Providence, they lift in due season,

to permit the scattering forth of the

ripened seeds: a beautiful type of the

resurrection, when every receptacle of

the dead shall open, and give egress

to the seed sown to ripen (typically)

for immortality.

We will conclude our reminiscences
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of the poppy with the translation of a
little poem celebrating the classical

character of the flower :—

TUE POPPT.

TUOX THE LATIJC OF COWL«T.

Si qnii inyirura Cercrl bcuifim
We pulat germeo, vehementer eir»t.")

Think not kind Ceres views with scorn

My flower, whose tints outblush the morn;
A place amid her waving corn

She gives me cheerfully.

"Spring up," she cries, "O, flower and
^rain

!

Te friends of man his life sustain ;

Spring up together, blessings twain,

United lovingly.

" And thou, U ! man, well pleas'd receive

The boons of food and sleep I give
;

Sigh not for more, but learn to live

With these contentedly."

Some pretty corn-flowers have been
introduced into our fields by seeds

mixed in the grain brought from the

Levant. Among these is the Cork
Cockle orCorn Cxupios^ Agrostemma
Githago). Agrosteinma (Aypr*w«)
is literally, the crown of the fields ; and
it deserves the name, for its lurgo pur-

ple flower is very showy, with its green

and brownish veins, and its white

base, and pale-purple arrowy anthers.

Another of these importations is the

Fumitory (fumaria officinalis), having

sea-green, fennel-like leaves, and pink-

purple, or rather lilac flowers, brown
spotted at the throat, and somewhat
resembling little birds, From its rapid

spreading, the French call it fume tie

terre (smoke of the earthj, of which
our English name is a corruption. The
juice of the plant has been esteemed

as an anti-scorbutic, and a decoction

of it is a rustic cosmetic to clear the

complexion. A variety, the noble

fumitory (fumaria iwbilis), a large

white flower, with a yellow edge, and
having its throat black at the top, and
with a scent like that of the cowslip,

has been adopted into our gardens
from Siberia.

Perhaps the prettiest oftho corn-
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flowers we have received from the

Fast is the Blue Cyanus (centaurtu

cyanus), popularly called blue bottles,

blue bonnets, and hurt sickle, from its

being thought to hurt the edge of
the sickle. Its hue is so brilliant,

and the sharply cut and pointed

florets of its corolla arc so elegant,

that it is a general favourite (ex-

cept among fanners). The German
ladies in particular love to wear this

flower (natural or artificial) in their

hair, or in their head-dress. The
juice of the central florets, mixed with

a very small quantity of alum, is said

to yield a durable and transparent

blue, little inferior to ultra-marine.

The name, Cyanus, is derived from
Cyane, a water-nymph of the classic

mythology, who, when Pluto had car-

ried away Proserpine from her flower-

gathering in the pleasant fieldsof Enna,
in Sicily, bravely threw herself in his

way near Syracuse, and tried to stop

his chariot. But he, striking the ground
with his sceptre, opened a way for his

descent with his fair bride to the

lower regions; and Cyane, incessantly

weeping for the loss of Proserpine,

was changed into a fountain highly

honoured by the Sicilian?, who com-
memorated the nymph in annual festi-

vals, and offered beside her waters ob-
lations to Ceres and Proserpine ; and
farther to reward the faithful Cyane,
Ceres bestowed her name on one of
the loveliest of the corn flowers. The
transformation of Cyane is described

by Ovid in his "Metamorphoses,*
book v.

There is another flower of the same
species as the Cyanus, which, coming
from Constantinople, and having been
a favourite with one of the Sultans, is

thence called Sweet Sultan (centau-

rea, or amberboa moschuta), and
blackamoor's flower; the French call

it J^leur du Grand Seigneur. It is

cultivated in gardens for its powerful
perfume ; which, however, is so strong
as to be uupleasant to many persons.

Its flowers are purple, white, or fle*h-

coloured. It is the " centaurea gra-
veohntia" of Virgil.f

All along the beaten paths in the

Gleanings in Corn Fields.

* At Cyane, rnptaraque dcam contemptaque fontts,

Jura sua moerens, inconsolabile vulnus

Mentc gcrit tacita
;
hichrvmisque absumitur omnU :

Et quaruin fucrat magnum modo numen, in illas

Extenuatur aquas," &c.

f Georgic, lib. iv., line 270.
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cornfields we shall find thickly growing
the Great Plantain (plarttago ma-
jor), with its broad, strongly-ribbed

leaf, and its erect seeded spike, not
unlike an car of beardless grain. This
plant has been remarked as having a
peculiar tendency to follow the migra-
tions of men, as if by some sympathy
attached to them. In particular, it

seems to have accompanied English
colonists, though not intentionally con-
veyed by them. Hence, among the

natives in some of the British settle,

ments abroad, it is called " The Eng-
lishman's foot;" being certainly found
wherever Englishmen have trod the

ground. Tradition says, that when a
toad combats with a spider, the latter

provides herself with a leafof plain tain,

and if wounded cures herself therewith.

This herb was at one time believed to

be a specific fur the bite of the rattle-

snake. Country people apply its leaves

to heal fresh wounds. In some places

it is popularly termed " way-bred,"
from its free growth along waysides.

Many kinds of small birds love to feed

upon its seeds : in honour of the birds

we will associate with it our translation

of—
AN AUTUMNAL 80NO.

r«OM TUB QKAKAH Or 1 1ECU.

(" Fdd elnwarti flog tin Vogelelo.
Uod mq£ 1st rauutcrn touiwcmheio," See.)

Along the field, in sunny light,

A little wild bin) wing'd bis flight

;

He sang with note ho sweet aud clear,
• 4 Farewell I 1 cannot tarry here

;

Away ! away !

I speed to-day !"

I heard the simple song—how glad

I felt; and yet, incthought, how gad
;

With mournful pleasure, gentle pain,

My spirit rose, and sank again.

Heart! what is this?

Sorrow or bliss ?

I saw the leaves fall from the bough,

And said, " Alas ! 'tis autumn now.
The swallow, guest of summer sky,

Departs, and Love, like him, will fly.

Time passes on

;

Love will be gone!'*

The sun his rays then round me threw :

The wild bird close beside me flew
;

He saw me weep, he sang to cheer
;

Love knows not winter cold and drear.

Winter ?—no, never

—

Love's spring lasts ever."

An especial favourite with ua is the

[Oct.

Great Bindweed {culystef^u septum),

that beautiful and graceful convolvulus

that adorns the hedges with its large,

purely-white flowers, and clothes them
thickly with its spiral, climbing stalks,

and heart-shaped leaves. All of the

convolvulus tribe arc so lovely in their

forms, so attractive, and so flexible

in their attitudes, that they naturally

furnish favourite subjects for artistic

skill of every description. The great
white bindweed was often represented
as crowning the brows of Bacchus, to

whom it was dedicated. Its roots are

said to yield a medicine as powerful
as the scainmony of Aleppo, supplied

by another of the family, the Syrian
bindweed (convolvulus scammonia),
whose flower is pale yellow.

We find in the arable fields a very
pretty and fragrant little flower, the

Pink Field Convolvulus (concolcu~

Ins arvensis), of delicate rose-colour

and white. But it is the pest of the
cultivator, for its tangled and creeping
roots spread far and wide all through
the soil, and are most difficult to era-

dicate. It is not quite so large as its

maritime sister, the Sea Side Convol-
vulus (calystegia soldanella), that

is pink with purple tintings, and yel-

low rays, and has a pleasant odour.

Its creeping roots and trailing sterna

are useful in binding the loosely blow-
ing sands by the sea. Many of the

convolvulus family, on account of their

far-spreading roots, and closely-cling-

ing stems, have been adopted as em-
blems of faithful and enduring affec-

tion.

There is an Oriental Ipomcea, close-

ly allied to the convolvulus race, called

in the East the Kamalata ; the heaven
of the Hindoo god Indra is fabled to

be perfumed by the delicious odour of

its rosy blossoms. It is called "the
consummates of wishes," " the granter

of desires," and "love's creeper."

We will accompany the Convolvuli

with a lay somewhat in accordance

with their emblematic characteristics.

FAB AWAT.

M. B. M.

O my long lost ! at quiet Eva
I love to sit beneath the tree,

And many a web of fancy weave,

My heart and soul absorbed in thee.

Where art thou ? asks my frequent sigh :

The bird that sings his vesper lay,

The breeze that whispering passes by,

They sadly answer, '* Far away 1"

Gleanings in Corn Fields.
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Since last we met so long her track

My bark hath ploughed o'er life's wild

son,

That MemYy s gaze, cast fondly back,

Scarce gains a faint far glance of thee.

Like lessening sail in sunset'* beam,

Receding still as wears the day,

E'en thus to MemYy dost thou seem,

Fading from sight, far, far away !

At dawning morn along the Main
Looks Hope, some dreamed-of isle to

greet,

Where haply once, e'en once again,

The Mourner and the Mourned shall

meet.

Alas ! not yet, not yet I see

A distant speck, nn outline grey :

Oh, if such blessed isle there I e

On Time's dark wave, 'tis far away !

Still on the ever-heaving tide,

In past, in future, thou'rt afar;

Unseen by Hope, and but descried

By MemYy like a clouded Mar.

Oh ! couldst thou guess, where'er thou art,

How Care doth make my life his prey ;

Oh. couldst thou know my breaking heart,

Thou wouldst not still*be far away

!

Along the path we may find the

withering stems of the little Shep-
herd's Purse {capsella bursa pasto-

ris), easily recognised by the pouch-

like seed-vessels that succeed its small

white flowers, and resemble flattened

hearts in shape. It is renowned in the

rusticpharmacopaca as a vulnerary herb

;

and was thence popularly called of old,

« Poor-man's parmccety, ' or "par-
mecetie," a corruption of pharma-
ceutic. Its Tirtues arc alluded to

bj Shakspeare

—

'* Telling roe the •overelgnwt thing on earth
Via r/trmectty for an inward bruive.''

lit pt. orKiso IIE.1UY IV. Act i. K. 2.

We have known an instance of the

word spermaceti being ludicrously sub-

stituted in the above-quoted passage

for parmecety, the latter being sup-

posed to be a vulgar mistake for the

former. The French dedicate the herb

to St. James, and call it " Fleur de St.

Jacques.'' In some parts of North
America it is boiled as an esculent.

The flowers of the lychnis tribe, the

Wild White Campion {lychnis alba

dioica),and the Kobe Campion {lychnis

diurna), have lost their bloom, but
still show their downy stems, and
ribbed leaves, and fluted lamp-shaped
seed-vessels, denoted by the Greek ety-

mology of their generic name, lychnis,

a lamp The white campion
is more common in corn-fields than the

pink, which more affects grass lands.

Their sister, the Ragged Kobin, or

cuckoo lychnis {lychnis Jlos cucu~

It), loves moist meadows and the

sides of streams. Its popular name is

derived from the jagged segments of

its bright pink petals. The beauty of

these three species has occasioned their

introduction into gardens.

But the most admired of the lychnis

family is the brilliant Scablet Lych-
nis {lychnis Chalcedonicti), that glows
in our garden borders like a fire. Its

ancient and appropriate name among
botanists was jlammea, or the flame-

flower. It was brought to Europe
froni the East by the Crusaders, who
dedicated it to St. John, in memory of

the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem.

Hence it was popularly called by the

French "the Cross of Jerusalem"

( C roix de Jerusalem) . The Span iards

gave it a similar name {Cruz de Jeru-

salem); the Italians termed it "the
Cross of the Knights" {Croce di Ca-
vallieri) ; tho Portuguese name is

" tho Cross of Malta" {Cruz de Mai.
to). Long before it was rendered po-

pular by the Crusaders, however, it

was known to the ancients, who, from
the brilliancy of its colour, fabled that

it sprung from the water in which
Venus bathed. From its association

with Venus, we will lay beside it a

SONNET ON LOVE.

FROM IHK SPANISH OF OIL POLO.»

(" No e* elego Amor, ma* yo lo toy qoe guio

Mi volunUd caraiuo del tormcnto.'")

Love is not blind ; I am, who of free will

Walk in the path of pain and sorrows deep

:

Love is no child ; but 1, who childish still

Can hope and fear at once, and lau-h and weep.

* Author of the " Diana Enamorada," so much praised by Cervantes in 41 Don Quixote."

-
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Why rave of flames and wings ? What is Love's fire,

Unless my bosom's ardent wish be such ?

His wings ? My soaring thoughts that high aspire,

And buoyant hopes in which I trust too much
;

Love hath no chains nor darts to bind the free,

And wound the heart-whole ; he no power doth own
Save what we lend— the Poet's fiction he

;

Unreal phantom, but to dreamers known

;

A god to minds untaught in Wisdom's lore

—

Ah ! what a senseless idol we adore

!

What a pretty (but not common)
corn-flower is the Adonis Flower
(Adonis autumnalis), with its dark-red
petals, set off by their nearly black
centre, from which it is often popularly
called pheasant's -eye." Another
popular name, alluding to its colour, is

" red morocco." On account of its san-

guine hue, the classic poets fabled that
it sprang from a drop of the blood of
Adonis, the favourite of Venus, when
he was slain by the wild boar. Hence
the French call it *' the blood-drop
(goutte de sang), in memory of the
death of the beloved Adonis. This
flower was dedicated to Venus; and
we may therefore associate with it a
little allegory, of which the sou of
Venus, young Love himself, is the
subject

—

THE DKATU AND BURIAL OF LOVE.

M. E. M.

Young Love lay pining, wasting, dying,

For grief that Hope, dear Hope was dead

;

Kindred and friend*, their leechcrnft trying,

Stood anxiously around his bed.

Honour the feeble pulses fainly

Would tpiickeu—weaker grew they still

;

E'en Jealousy exerted, vainly,

To rouse the languid boy, her skill.

Time profler'd aid—Love shrunk affrighted,
" What, thou ! insidious foe ?" he cried ;

His closing eyes one last gleam lighted,

Ttien in the arm* of Time he died.

Nymphs, Graces, all departed weeping
;

Then sordid Interest subtly came
To rob the dead, whose weapons keeping.

He wields in Love's own garb and name.

Love's grave was dug amid a Ruin,
The shatter'd fane of Constancy

;

Variety, the task pursuing,

Wrought with quick hand and roving eye.

Absence enshrtuded Love, and bore him
To slumber in Karth's quiet breast;

Reason, in solemn robes, sung o'er him
The dirge, then left him to his rest.

But oft, beneath the full moon's splendour.
When silence reigns at midnight deep,

One mourner comes

—

one true and tender—
At Love's lone grave to watch and weep.

A wreath of fadeless cypress bringing,

And emblem flow'rets—who is she,

A strain so soft, so pensive singing ?

That mourner foud is Memory.

Wo sometimes, but rarely, 6nd amid
the corn a pretty little flower, long
cherished in our gardens

—

Venus's
Lookinc-class* (campanula speculum),
sometimes called the " corn pink." It
is common in arable fields in France
and Italy. The French call it la dou~
cetle, or 41 the little sweet one." Ita
purple flower is circular, the form of
all ancient mirrors. The fiction of the
old poets says, that Venus having one
day dropped her mirror, it was found
by a shepherd, who, looking in it, to-
tally forgot the maiden to whom be
had pledged his affections, and thence-
forward admired only his own reflected
image. Love, indignant with the vain
and forgetful shepherd, snatched the
mirror from his hands, and broke it to
pieces ; and from the fragments sprung
the flower that bears its name. The
flower of Venus must have a stanza
commemorative of the son of Venus :

EPIGRAM.

MOM TIIK CUKES OF ECBCLUS.

Ttf ijv o ypwpat nyxyros wOpotwv apa,
H m)poit\aumi)(Tai Epw^ tnronAcpov.

Who first was the artist that Love's image
painted,

Orsculptur'd, in form ofalight-winged boy?
He, surely, with swallows alone was ac-

quainted,

And kiu-w not the little god's arts or em-
ploy.

Not lightsome is Love, for he clings to the
heart

That sinks down opprcss'd with the burden
he brings

;

Nor finds it so easy to bid him depart

—

Then why should his godahip be feign'd to

have Mings?

* Called by some botanists Pntmatornrpns Spe&tlvm,
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The Shepherd's Needle (tcandix

pecten), "whose email white flower is

succeeded by a rounded seed-pouch,

ending in a most disproportionnbly

long needle-shaped point, was formerly

dedicated to Venus by the name of
1
* Venus's comb" ( pecteii Veneris). But
English rustics, who cared nothing for

the mythological goddess, attributed

it to a bird familiar in their fields, the

corn-crake (or rail), and named it "the
crake-needle." Though but an an-

nual, and very small, it is sometimes so

abundant in the corn -fields as to be of
serious injurs-. It is one of the few
herbs which nas never (as we believe)

been applied to any use.

That pest of corn-fields where soil

is poor or neglected — the Viper's
Bcui.oss (cchium vulgare)—has flowers

of a very beautiful blue ; but the whole
plant is so prickly, that even the in-

vulnerable mouth of the ass refuses it.

Having the stem spotted like a viper's

skin, and the seed-vessels shaped like a
viper's head, our forefathers conceived

that its signatures (as the peculiar

marks of herbs, &c, were called)

pointed it out as a specific for the bites

of venomous reptiles; nay, some old

herbalists went the length of affirming

that at the very sight of it vipers would
flee away affrighted. The syrup of it

was also said " to comfort the heart,

and expel sadness and melancholy,''

the allegorical vipers of the mind.
Yarrow (achillea millefolium), well

known by its tufted white flowers, and
its finely-cut feather-like leaves, is also

called milfoil. We find it all along

the paths in the fields, and on the tops

of the ditches, and in many other

places. It was long believed to cure

all wounds inflicted by weapons made
of iron ; and was, therefore, called
" knight's milfoil," and " soldier's

woundwort." Classic tradition said

Chiron the Centaur, famed for his

skill in surgery and the knowledge of

plants and herbs, taught its use to his

illustrious pupil, Achilles. When the

Greeks were on their march to besiege

Troy, Telephus King of Mysia,* re-

fused them a passage through his do-

minions. In the contest that ensued,

Achilles wounded Telephus with his

spear ; but a reconciliation being ef-

fected, he cured the wounded man
with the herb, and with the rust of the

spear laid on the wound. Among the

Highlanders, yarrow is still used to

malcc a vulnerary ointment. Among
cmblematists it is a symbol of war.

It is still used among the peasants,

both in Great Britain and Ireland,

in lovers' divinations ; believing that,

after repeating a rude rhyme over it,

the bending of its leaves will show
whether the beloved object be in the

east, west, north, or south. Among
the superstitious in the middle ages, it

was believed to be capable of giving

the faculty of prediction, if pulled be-

tween the mid-finger and the thumb
(but of which hand ?) in the name of

the Trinity, by a person, while kneel-

ing on the right knee.

As yarrow is generally very abundant
in churchyards, it was considered of old

as a Lethal herb ; and to dream of it

was a presage of the death of some
one very near or dear to the dreamer.

Thus yarrow combines the attributes

both of a martial and a funereal flower.

We shall then assign, as its companion,

an

—

EPICEDIUM

On one interred in a Military Cemetery.

M. E. M.

I heard the blithe strains that I knew
Once sounded m> sweetly to thee,

When the future seemed bright to thy view,

And the present was joyous and free.

I heard them, and thought «f the days

When I saw thee in beauty's young bloom
;

Alas ! thou art lost to my gaze,

Thy relics are cold in "the tomb.

But fair is the scene of thy rest

—

There laurels with cypresses wave ;

For Honour thow? precincts hath blest,

Where thou sleepat in the midst of tb«

Brave.

There many a trophy gleams bright

O'er warriors that peacefully lie

;

Still comrades in death they unite,

Aud noue but the valiant arc uigh.

And oft-times sweet Echo b there,

She comes to waft music around

—

The drum's distant boom on the air,

The bugle's afar-swelling sound.

They blend with the voice of the sea

That siyhs round the isle's sandy verjre,

With the low murm'ring breeze— and for

thee

They breathe as in chorus a dirge.

* A small country ia Asia Minor, east of Troas.
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Pure spirt ! though few were thy years,

Mature were thy mind ami thy worth :

And bedew'd with the tcnd»?rest team
Tliy form was consigned to ihe earth.

Hut sweet u thy mem'ry ;_wo know
For thee it was ble*s*»t| to die

;

Thy dust in with heroes l<clow,

Thy soul amid angels on high.

Larkspur (delphinium consolidu) is

sometimes, but not commonly, found
wild in our corn-fields. Its" botanic

name, delphinium, is derived from tho

fancied resemblance of the flower be-

fore fully blown to a dolphin (delphinus)

as popularly, but unnaturally, repre-

sented with' a bowed back. Its com-
mon English name is derived from its

long, spur- shaped nectary; whence the

Germans call it ritter sporn, and the

Spaniards espuela de cabullero, both

signifying kmghtV-spur. The Italians

term it "speronella," or the little spur ;

and some! inies, on account ot its stately

erect stalk, Jiur regiu, or the royal

flower. Some Englbh gardeners for-

merly called it the sceptre flower.

Though rare in our fields, it is common
among the corn in Switzerland, France,

Spain, and Italy. The old herbalist

Gerarde says, th:tt its seeds are pow-
erful against vipers.

The garden larkspur, formerly call-

ed delphinium Ajdcis, U supposed by
some to be the flower fabled to have
sprung from the blood of Ajax Tela-

monius, when he stabbed himself from
mortification and rage that the arms
of Achilles were given to Ulvsses in-

stead of to him. The flower tfiat com-
memorated him was said to have mark-
ings resembling the letters A. I. A.,
designating his name ; and the lark-

spur of the garden shows in its inte-

rior dark spots that may be construed

by fancy into something of tho kind.

Virgil, in his third Eclogue, makes one

of his rustics ask another, in what
country do the flowers grow that aro

inscribed with the names of kings ?

M Die quibus in terns inscri|>ti nomina regum
Nascantur florcs ?'

Some explain these flowers to bo

the larkspur with its interior inscrip-

tion ; others, martagon lilies with

their dark spots; aud others again,

the hyacinths, which, however, have

no markings. On account of the as-

sociation between the dark blao lark-

spur and the baffled wishes of Ajax,
symbolists have sometimes adopted the
flower as the emblem of thwarted
hopes.

DISAPPOINTMENT.

ADAFTKD KHOM Til* PORTOQOK8E Or SA DB
•OTOMAYOR.*

(" Fu o tempo ham brere rottyo
Do torn que cm nioendo mom.")

Time gave me once a bli« to know,

That e'en when newly bora was dying;

Frail a* a bubble's airy show,

Swift as tho summer lightning living.

That time, that bliss, they both are gone,

And I must live so lonely-hearted ;

While Memory fondly muses on

The parted past—because departed.

But ere the past had fled, while yet

From Fate the short- liv'd boon possessing,

Then did my soul all cl*» forget,

Absorb'd alone in that sole blessing.

Time and Uiat Good-in-ill combine
To teach me lessons once rejected

;

I called the joys 1 had not, mine,

And those 1 had, forgot, neglected.

The lovely little Pimpernel (ana-

galis arvenxis) has theGreck etymology
of its name from oayiXaw, for a very
fanciful reason—" because making to

laugh by its efficacy in removing ob-
structions of the spleen." There is

only one British species known, and
that varies in colours— scarlet, blue,

and white. The scarlet pimpernel is

the flower of the corn-fields; the white
is frequent in meadows ; the blue

(which is very beautiful) in marshy
grounds— it is the most rare of the

three. The scarlet pimpernel is

called the poor man's weather-glass,

because it invariably keeps its blossoms

closed in the morning at the approach
of rain. When haymakers or reapers

go to their work, if they see the pim-
pernel open, they expect a fine day. It

is also called " the poor man's clock,"

because, however bright be tho sun, it

shuts exactly at noon ; thus indicating

the hour when the hard-working bar-

Tester may lie down iu the shade, and
recruit his wasted strength with the

refreshment of a short slumber.

And now, lest the reader be growing
over-wearied with our gleanings, we

* He was a bachelor of canon law, and nourished in the sixteenth century.
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will tako our leave of him with an in-

vocation which wo hopo he may never

utter in vain.

TO SLEEP.

FROM TnS ITALIA* OF OIOVANXI B ATTISTA
STROZXt.*

(" DcHnlmo rlpoto

D«1U nottc figlloul, del Mfno padre," &c)

Sleep ! gentle Sleep ! thou child of Night

—

Parent of dreams, that spreadeat wide

Thy dusty wings in viewless flight

Along the darkened air to glide.

Thy faithful servitors are here-
Blind Silence, mute nocturnal Shades

;

No light, no sound strikes eye or ear,

Unbroken calm the scene pervades.

Come then ! and entering at mine eyes,

Cast o'er my soul thy welcome sway ;

And hdl my heart, that darkling lie.*,

And never sees the beams of day.

Come from thy dwelling pure and blest,

Within thine own majestic star

;

Come ! 'tis the holy hour of rest

;

Come, banish wakeful cares afar.

Lo! Night hath drawn, below, above,

Close, close o'er earth, and sky, and sea,

Her ample veil of darkness wove—
Thi n come ! the weary long fur thee.

Nay, linger not ; Time passes by,

Waste not the hours by vain delay :

The sun will rise, and bid thee fly

—

Thou canst not brave the gaze of day.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH KS AND ANECDOTES.
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MARSHAL TDRKS.1K.

Tubenne may be considered one of
the most skilful generals of modern
times, and ranks with Gustavus Adol-
phus, Marlborough, Frederick ofPrus-
sia, Napoleon, and Wellington, lie

was not always victorious, but his re-

putation sustained no blemish by tho

defeats of Mariendahland Rhetel. No
one attempts to deny the abilities of

Hannibal because his army fought

badly at Zama, and suffered their re-

nowned commander to be beaten.

Neither does the discomfiture ofNapo-
leon at Leipzic and Waterloo diminish

the early glories of Marengo, Auster-

litz, and Jena. Turennc was a pro-

found tactician. He treated war as a
complicated science, and trusted more
to strategy than force. It was re-

marked of him, as a singularity, that

he was cautious in youth and manhood,
and became enterprising as he ad-

vanced to age. His system had been
carefully studied by Marlborough and
Eugene, who afterwards conducted
long wars and won many victories by
a steady adherence to his rules and
maxims. His death happened at a

critical moment, and set aside a great
impending battle, which would have
decided the question of relative supe-
riority between him and Montecuculi.
Forty-three years before, anotherprob-
1cm of rival genius was solved on the
plains of Lutzcn, when the star of
Wallenstein paled before that of tho
Swedish monarch, and the latter won
and consecrated his triumph by a glo-

rious death. Otho Venius, the master
of Rubens, published a book on the re-

semblance of the countenances of men
to those of animals. Turcnnc's was
ever likened to that of a lion. The
bravery, magnanimity, and generosity
of the king of beasts, he possessed in

an eminent degree. Only two ble-

mishes have ever been detected in his

character— the ravages which he per-
mitted his troops to commit in the Pa-
latinate, and his apostasy in religion.

His apologists say that the first pro-
ceeded from necessity, the second from
conviction. He himselfin his reply to

the reproaches of the Elector, who
taxed him with ingratitude for having
burnt and ravaged tho very country

* A Florentine ; died 1571. We have here combined two of bis small poems on the same
subject.
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which had given shelter to his father,

admits that his soldiers did it in retalia-

tion, and that he lamented the excesses

which he made no effort to restrain.

It is not possible to exculpate him en-

tirely from this charge. His avowed
admirer and pupil, St. Hilaire, sayB

—

" The violence of the soldiers at no
time whatever knew less bounds. They
set fire to everything, and pretended

to authorise their barbarities by those

which had been practised upon their

comrades in the same country by the

peasants, who came down from the

hills upon them, to which they subse-

quently betook themselves, after they

had cut their throats. But as if to

refine upon the cruelty of our soldiers,

they first cut off the hands of those

poor wretches whom they met with,

and killed them afterwards." Other
writers go further than this, and say

that the country people, when they

caught stragglers, resisted them alive,

or otherwise tortured and barbarously

mutilated them. In our own days,

mutual atrocities, similar to these, were
carried to a fearful extent in 1809
and 1810, in South Italy, by the French
general, Manbcs, and the insurgent

Calabresc. A commander who sanc-

tions the law of retaliation is as cruel

as he is impolitic. If be condemns, but
cannot restrain it, his authority is weak.
Turennc stands more clearly acquitted

for lus renunciation of the Protestant

faith. When Ix>ms XIV. made him
commander-in-chief of his camps and
armies, he said, " I wism you had per-

mitted me to have done something
more for you letting him under-

stand that if he had been a Roman
Catholic he would have given him the

sword of Constable of France. His
enemies say that this speech haunted
him, and that ambition, not piety,

produced his consequent change. But
no never became Constable, although

the King rejoiced in his conversion,

and declared that he looked upon it as

amost honourable event for the Church,
and of infinite utility to the kingdom.
Tho Pope, on this occasion, offered

him a Cardinal's hat, which he refused.

Brotier affirms that conviction alone

prevailed with Turenne. He was fond

of conversing upon the controverted

points of the two faiths with his nephow,
the Cardinal do Bouillon, whom he
loved much, and whose influence over

his mind staggered and satisfied him.

He was also swayed by studying the

works of Bossuet, and by personal

discussions with that zealous prelate

;

who, it has been asserted, wrote his
" Exposition de la Foi " for the parti-

cular benefit of the Grand Marshal.

Turenne spent three years in consider,

ing the subject, and finally performed
his nbjuration at the feet of the Arch-
bishop of Paris. Twice he resolved

to give up his commands and dignities,

and retire into religious seclusion ; and
both times he was dissuaded from his

purpose by the entreaty of the King
and the exigencies of public affairs.

This eminent general was originally

intended by his parents for tho Church,
in spite of his own early predilection

for a military life. The reason assigned

for thus thwarting his natural genius

was the supposed feebleness of bis con-

stitution. Turenne, to show how com-
plete was the mistake in that respect,

at the age of fourteen stole away
one night from his tutor, and was
found the next morning asleep upon a
cannon on tho ramparts of Sedan, the

scat of the court of his father, the Duke
de Bouillon. He was then permitted

to follow the bent of his genius, and
served as a volunteer under his uncle,

Maurice, Prince of Orange, with great

distinction. He rose rapidly through
the subordinate grades, and at the early

age of thirty-two, received from Ma-
zarin the baton of Marshal of France,

and the rank of a commander of tho

armies of that nation. To the greatest

courage and prudence, Turenne added
the most perfect integrityand simplicity

of character; so that Made. deSevigne,
in one of her letters, does not exagge-
rate when she names him as a sample

of those rare men who are to be met
with only in Plutarch's Lives, When
but six-and-twenty, he emulated the

continence of Scipio (which was little to

be expected in a dissolute 0£c), by re-

storing to herhusband a beautiful woman
who had been captured and presented

to him by his troops as a lawful spoil

of war. But ho was not always proof

against the seductions which lost Marc
Antony a world ; neitherhad ho the pru-

dence of Charles XII., who turned his

horse and ran away from the Countess

of Konigsraark. He once betrayed a
state secret to the beautiful Madamo
Coetqucn (one of the ladies attendant

on Henrietta Duchess of Orleans), to

whose fascinations he surrendered him-

self for a time, but never ceased to re-

pent of this weakness. He was accus-
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tomed to say, while be lived, and with
signal spleen, that it was deroga-
tory to a man of honour to lose his

time with a pretty woman. So ashamed
was he of disclosing this confidential

communication of Louis XIV., that

many years after, being pressed on the
subject by one who wished to revive
the discussion, he said, " We will talk

of this matter if you insist upon it, but
first let us put out the candles."

Turenne's most famous battle, in

which he displayed the promptest de-
cision and the best generalship, was at

the Dunes of Dunkirk, where he routed
the Spanish army, although the great
Conde on that dny appeared in the field

against him. The Spaniards arrived, un-
provided with artillery, and encamped
without defences. Turenne saw the
vice of their position, and allowed them
no opportunity to correct it. He at-

tacked with the vigour of a thunder-
bolt, and swepttbem before him. Conde
in vain warned the Spanish command-
ers of what would happen, when they
came loosely up in the face ofsuch a mas-
ter of his art as Turenne. They were
deaf, blind, and arrogant; and paid the

fmaltv of their incompetence. Tho
rench Prince, turning to the young

Duke of Gloucester, third son of
Charles I., who rode by his side, asked
him, impatiently, if he had ever seen
a battle? The youth, at that time
only eighteen, answered that he had
not. "Then," exclaimed Conde, "in
half-an-hour you will sec us lose one."
A British contingent of five thousand
men, supplied by Cromwell, did good
service for Turenne, and assisted ma-
terially to win the action. This was the
last time that the standards of the two
nations fluttered side by side in a vic-

torious field. We trust the next will

be when they float together on the
conquered walls of Sebastopol. Hail
Conde commanded in chief at the
Dunes, he never would have given his

great adversary the advantages which
enabled him to obtain such a decisive

victory. But he was Hubordinate to

the Spanish generals, and could neither
coerce nor mould them to his views.

Unless one presiding genius takes the
lead, and implicit obedience is render-
ed by all under him, great things in

war are not to be achieved. Prince
Eugene was observed one day to be
unusually pensive, and being asked by
his favourite aide-de-camp on what he
was meditating so deeply, "My good

friend," replied he, " I am thinking if

Alexander the Great had been obliged

to wait for the approbation of the De-
puties of Holland before he attacked
the enemy, how impossible it would
have been for him to have made half

the conquests that he did. " Montecu-
culi, another great authority, used to

say, that a multiplicity of generals is as

pernicious to an army as a number of
physicians to a sick man. He cuter-

tertained no very high opinion of the

efforts of allied armies in general.
" They come together," said he, "with-
out properly understanding what each
other means ; they have different inte-

rests to pursue, which they will not suf-

ficiently explain to one another ; their

language is different, their manners
not the same, and their discipline quite

at variance.''

Turenne's last campaign against

Montecuculi, in 1075, consisted of a
succession of manoiuvros between two
consummate leaders, each striving to

bring the other to action with advant-
age, and choosing his own opportunity.

Exactly the same contest occurred be-

tween Wellington and Marmont, one
hundred and thirty-seven years later,

which terminated with the victory of
Salamanca. But in the earlier war,

the battle, which in all probability the

French marshal would have won, was
anticipated and prevented by a cannon
shot, that carried him off, while he
was reconnoitring the enemy's posi-

tion. St. Hilaire (afterwards a briga-

dier-general), from whom we have al-

ready quoted, and who was present,

has given, in» his memoirs, a very in-

teresting account of this catastrophe, a
translation of which may.not be unac-
ceptable to our readers :—

" M. De Bozc had sent two officers to the

grand marshal to request him to come to a
particular spot. Turenne replied to bis se-

cond message, aa if he had some foreboding

of what was to happen, that he was deter-

mined to stay where he was, unless some-
thing very extraordinary should take place.

De Bozc then sent a third time, by Count
Hamilton, to represent to him the nbsoluffi

necessity of his coming in person to give his

orders. Turenne directly mounted his horse

(a favourite piebald, which had loit an ear),

and in a gentle gallop reached a valley,

through which they took him, to avoid the

range of two small pieces of ordnance that

kept up an incessant fire. In lus way, he

perceived my father (who commanded the

artillery), upon a height, to whom (as he

honoured buu with his confidence) ho im-
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mediately rode up. The marshal, when he
had reached the spot where he stood, stop-

ped short, and iuquired where was that co-

lumn of the enemy's troops, on account of

which they had made him come thither. BIy
father was in tho act of pointing it out to

htm, when, unfortunately, the two cannons
fired together. The ball of one of them pass-

ing over the croup of my father's hone, shot

off his left arm, passed through the neck of

the horse, and struck M. de Turenne] in his

right side, near the belly, who rode on a few
paces, and then fell dead from the saddle,

being caught by his surrounding officers.*

Thus died this great man, who never had
his equal ; and I am confident that the par-

ticulars I have related respecting his death

are strictly true. Others who have written

concerning it, bad not tbe opportunity I pos-

sessed of becoming acquainted with all tbe

circumstances. So shocking a sight affected

me with such violent grief, that even at thU
day I find it more easy to renew my sensa-

tions than to describe them. I knew not to

which to fly first, whether to my general or

my father. Nature, however, decided me. I

threw myself on the neck of my father, and
as I was anxiously searching for those re-

mains of life which I nearly despaired to find,

he said those words to me, which the whole
French nation thought so noble, that it com-
pared the heart which had dictated them to

any that had ever animated the breasts of

the ancient heroes of Rome; and I think

will not soon be forgotten : * Alas ! my
son,' exclaimed he, totally regardless of his

own condition, ' it is not for me that you
should weep ; it is for the fall of that great

man,' pointing to the dead body of M. de
Turenue. ' In all probability, you are about

to lose a father, but your couutry and your-
self will never again find a general like to

him who hasjust been taken from us.' Ilnv-

ing said these words, the tears dropping from
his eyes, he then added, 'Alas! poor army,
what will become of you.' Then raising

him?elf, he said to me, ' Go, my dear son,

leave me; God will dUpose of me as he
pleases. Mount yonr horse again — I insist

on you doing bo. Return to your duty ; and
I desire only to live long enough to be assured

that yon have done it well.'

" My father refused all the entreaties I

made, to permit me to stay with him until

a surgeon came, and he could be carried off

the ground. I was under the necessity of

obeyiug him, and of leaving him in the arms
of my brother. 1 galloped away to our bat-

teries to make them open their fire, in hope
of avenging the loss which my country and
myself had sustained. Some officers whom
I encountered afterward*, assured me, that

the person who had fired the cannon so fa-

tal to France, bad been killed on the same
day by a shot from our lines. We, indeed,

soon after the death of M. de Turenue,

heard a great cry on the height on which
the left wing of the enemy was posted, aikd

saw an officer fall, apparently struck by one

of our field-pieces. He was immediately

surrounded by many who took him up, bat he
was unhurt, the head of bis horse only having

been carried off. We were informed that it

was M. de Montecuculi himself (the general

commanding tbe opposing army) who had

possible to imagine the alarm and conster-

nation with which an army is affected, that

loses in the very sight of the enemy, and
when a serious battle appears to be imme-
diately impending, a general in whom it

places the roost implicit confidence, and
-whom it has as much reason to love as to

respect. The first emotion which every

soldier in our ranks felt, or. hearing of tho

death of M. de Turenne, was an impetuous
desire to avenge it by immediately attacking

the enemy. Whatever danger there might

be in doing this, it ceased to be dreaded

;

whatever difficulties might arise, they were

cast aside as of no moment. In the midst

of this ardour, which animated all hearts,

terror and indignation were still impressed

upon every countenance; and that grief

which weighed down the soul, unnerved the

arm, and rendered the body motionless. I

could not pass near six or seven soldiers or

officers together, without seeing that they

were shedding tears. The two lieutenant-

generals, not agreeing well together, were

in a state of uncertain perplexity. One of

them wished to give the enemy battle ; the

other, more prudent, kept him back ; and it

was not until after a hot altercation that

they agreed to attempt nothing on that

day, at lea&t. The enemy were informed of

the death of M. de Turenne by one of our

dragoons, who deserted to them expressly to

be the bearer of the welcome intelligence.

It is well known that M. de Montecuculi

could not conceal the joy be felt at being

delivered from so formidable an enemy, and
that he could not help giving on the spot

too public and too visible signs of that joy,

at which he afterwards was obliged to blush,

when he wrote to his sovereign the Empe-
ror, on the death of this great commander.
After having congratulated him on that

event, he added, that he was still obliged to

regret a man like Turenne, who bad done
so much honour to human nature."

No greater testimony was ever given

to the military merit of Turenne than
that afforded by the great Conde him-

• The death of Turenne, at Sa5sbach, in 1675, resembles that of Duroc at Bautzen, in 1818.
Both were killed by a cannon shot, which had previously wounded another general officer.
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aelf. Previous to some battle in which
he was about to be engaged, a diffi-

culty occurred, which puzzled even
his great powers of resource and com-
bination. " What now," said he to

a confidential aide-de-camp, who was
waiting for orders—" What now would
I give for a quarter of an hour's con-
versation with the ghost ofTurenno ?"

Louis the Fourteenth, when the death
of Turcnne was reported to him, said,

" We have lost everything— M. de
Turenne is no more." He soon after-

wards promoted many general officers

to the rank of marshals of France.
Madame de Cornuel, the famous du
seuse de bons mots of the time, observ-

ed, " Que e'etoit la monnoie de M.
Turenne ;" that they were change for

M. do Turenne. The piebald horse

we have before alluded to, and on
which the Marshal constantly rode,

made him a distinguished mark. The
enemy, knowing this, procured a Swiss
officer in their service, a celebrated

engineer, to single him out, and level

a cannon at his particular person.

When the French soldiery, after his

death, perceived the indecision of the
generals who succeeded to the com-
mand, and that no one knew how to

act, they cried out with indignation,
" Let loose the piebald ; he will nead us,

now wc have lost our father." Turenne
married Anne de Nompar, daughter
and heiress of the Duke de Caumont,
by whom he had no issue. His wife still

continued a Protestant, after his own
secession from the Reformed Church.
He was in his sixty-fourth year when
he was killed. His bodv was trans-

ported to Pans with great funeral

pomp ; and after a solemn service in

the Cathedral of Notre Dame, gene-

rally confined to princes of the blood,

the King caused him to be interred in

the Abbey of St. Denis, in the place

of sepulture reserved for the royal dy-
nasty, and where the Cardinal, his

nephew, erected a superb mausoleum.
In the general wreck and ravage of the
first Revolution, when the Abbey was
violated by the infuriate democrats,
the body of this great national hero
was torn from its peaceful and honour-
able resting-place, and was found to

be entire and perfect.

There are many points of strong re-

semblance between Turenne and Wel-
lington ; but to render a parallel com-
plete, we must look for a commander
who has fought more than twenty
general actions, and won them all.

There was in both these illustrious

men, the same constitutional modera-
tion, steadiness of temper, self-com-

mand, and indexible sense of duty:
the same fertility of resource, untir-

ing perseverance, systematic prudence,
and determined daring when the op-
portunity offered to strike with suc-

cess. Each became alternately Fabius
or Alexander, as circumstances requir-

ed, and each was opposed by anta-
gonists who had reached the highest

pinnacle of fame. Condc and Monte-
cuculi, were at least equal to the most
renowned marshals of the late empire,

although not entitled to be placed on
a level with Napoleon himself. The
surpassing glory of the reign of Louis
the Fourteenth faded when Turenne
and Conde disappeared from the scene.

Luxembourg and Catinat filled their

places for a time, but after them Bouf-
fierSjVillcroy, Tallard, Marsin, Villars,

and Vendome, wero but faint adum-
brations of the great masters -under

whom they had been reared. They
wore, consequently, crushed, when
they grappled with the genius of Marl-
borough, and their defeats serve to

thrust out into bolder relief the tri-

umphs of their predecessors.

The celebrated Menage was a man of
talk, like Coleridge, and discoursed in-

cessantly on many subjects. He wrote
numerous works, critical and philolo-

gical, but is best known to posterity

by " Menagiana," a most lively and
interesting compilation, put together

after his death from notes of his table

conversations, remarks, and anecdotes.

He was born on the 15th of August,
1613, at Angers, where his father was

OK.

king's advocate. From early youth he
was remarkable for the prodigious ex-
tent of hi3 memory, which faculty he
retained unimpaired to the close of a
long life. Being intensely devoted to

learning, he made rapid progress in

classics and philosophy. His father

thought to divert his mind by giving

him masters in music and dancing, but
he never was able to acquire a step or

a tune. He met with more success iu
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the study of the law, and became an
advocate in his twentieth year. In
1632, being taken to Paris by M.
Lovautc, a particular friend of his

father's, he was admitted to plead be-

fore the Parliament; and amongst
other causes undertook one for his in-

structor, M. Scngebere, who wished to

disembarrass himself of his wife on a
charge of adulterv. But ho soon took
a dislike to the legal profession, and
being seized with sciatica, was forced

to retire from practice, and return to

Angers, where he underwent the tor-

ture of the moxas, which cured him
entirely. In speaking afterwards of
his sufferings under this terrible re-

medy, ho says he deserved a statue for

the patience with which he endured
them. After a quarrel with his fa-

ther, he cave up the forum for the
Church, obtained several good livings,

the duties ofwhich he administered by
deputy, and became exclusively a man
of letters. His reputation recom-
mended him to the Cardinal de Retr,
at that time coadjutor of the Arch-
bishop of Paris, in whose family he
became domesticated, and with whom
he ever after lived on terms of close

intimacy. In 1648 his father died,

and left him (in right of primogeniture)
an estate, which he sold to M. Servien,

Superintendent of Finances, for sixty

thousand francs, a sum subsequently
merged in au annuityof threethousand.
In a short time he added to his income
four thousand more, payable on two
abbeys, and comprising a perfect sine-

cure. Thus, before he attained his

fortieth year, he was independent in

income, unfettered in the employment
of his time, and unembarrassed with
the cares of a family. It is not to be
wondered at that his mind was cheer-

ful, his manner sociable, and his pen
prolific. He ranked not with the un-
lucky sons of genius who are con-
demned to toil for daily bread, and to

utter pleasantries with an aching heart.

Menage forms a rare exception in the

starving phalanx of literature. He
felt his own happiness, and said to his

friends, " I may truly call myself vir

supra titulott.''

The life of a secular churchman and
scholar in easy circumstances, is not
likely to abound in " moving accidents

by flood and field," but consists almost
entirely of reflection, composition, and
conversation. So glided on the days
of Meuago, agreeably to himself, and

speculatively rather than practically

useful. In 1650, being then thirty,

seven, he gave the world his ** Origin

of the French Language"— a work
which he continuallvadded to through-

out his life, and which only appeared
in a complete form forty-four years

later, in 1694, and two years al ter his

decease. The book was valuable, and
found many readers. At present it is

forgotten, and lies neglected on the

shelves ofa few musty libraries, whence
it is seldom disturbed, even for an
etymological reference. In 1652 he
{mblishcd, under the title of " Miscel-

anies," a collection of original pieces

in Greek, Latin, and French, com-
prising many that were humorous and
satirical. Three of these excited a
great sensation at the time—- " The
Metamorphosis of the Parasitical Pe-
dant into a Parrot " The Life of
Gargilius Mamurra;" and •« The Peti-

tion of the Dictionaries." The two
first were levelled at Peter de Mont-
maur, a Greek professor, of singular

habits ; and the latter at the learned

associates of the Academy. This last

was considered a perfect chef d'amcre

in its class, but loses much of its point

now, as the personality is no longer re-

cognisable. To these followed Re-
marks in Italian on tho Aminta of
Tasso," and "Notes for a New Edition

of Diogenes Laertius," which took

nine years in going through the press.

No author ever corrected his works
with more untiring diligence. Ten
years be employed in labouring at Wb
" Etymologies of the Italian Lan-
guage," which he quitted for the
" laves of Eminent Lawyers and Phy-
sicians," and was again interrupted by
the heirs of Cardinal Mazarin, who
selected him to edit a compilation of
all the poems that had been written in

praise of that minister— a task which
he executed in a huge folio, and greatly

to their satisfaction. Some time after

he wrote a Latin elegy on the Cardinal,
certain passages in which being mis-
construed, led him into a controversy,

sharpening the tongues and pens of his

enemies, and occupying time which
might have been more profitably em-
ployed. The wise men of that day
busied themselves with points of dis-

pute which appear trifling and absurd
to the utilitarian notions of modern
times. As an example, Menage and
the Abbe d'Aubignac quarrelled fu-

riously on the question as to how many
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hours are included in tbe action of the
JleutUontitnorumenos of Terence. Tlu^s

single point was contested between
them for several years, and produced
mutual volumes of argument and re-

crimination. When such cobwebs of
the brain are spun by well-furnished

heads, we mourn over the abuse of
learning, and remember the words of
King Solomon, when he says, " Of
•making many books there is no end,
and much study is a weariness of the

flesh." The author of " lludibras

"

also reminds us that—
" Learned tionwDM hat * deeper toand
TtiiiacM/ tense, and goet for more profound,

*"

Menace, although a peaceable man,
contrived to get into many other lite-

rary souabbles, with Gilles Boileau,

tbe Abbe Cotin, M. de Salo, tbe Fa*
ther Bouhours, and the celebrated

critic Baillet. His pen was seldom
quiet, either in startingnew hypotheses,

or in defending them when attacked.

These little breezes gave a fillip to

what would otherwise have been an
existence of monotonous enjoyment.
In 1664, he wrote a treatise ou the

dry subject of law, and endeavoured
to recommend it by the seductive title

of «« Amankutesjuris civilis." Home
Tooke seems to have had this in his

mind's eye when he christened his pro-

found philological work the "Diver-
sions of Purley," which has induced
more than one to purchase, under the

impression that it was a new jest book.
The other principal works of Menage
were, the " Lives of Matthew and Wil-
liam Menage" his uncle and father ; of
" Peter Ayrault," his maternal grand-
father ;

" Mescolanze," a collection of
Italian miscellanies ; the " History
of Sable and original " Poems,"
which he valued far above all his other

productions. His writings were all

well received without exception, and
obtained for him much current fame,
although they are now forgotten as

if they had never been. After his

death, unpublished manuscripts were
found amongst his papers, sufficient

to make halt a library, and a wholo
legion of literary reputations. After

the death of the Cardinal de Retz,

Menage held a weekly reunion at

his own house every Wednesday,
which he called his " Lecture." The
most eminent men of letters in Paris,

whether native or foreign, attended

on these occasions, and listened while

he talked. His temper and constitu-

tion so admirably fitted him for Ions
x ©

life that he would probably, with Fon-
tenelle, have readied his hundredth
birthday, but for two successive acci-

dents which shortened his days. On
a Good Friday, while engaged in his

devotions at Xotrc Dame, he fell in

rising from his knees, and broke his

thigh ; and not long after, his foot

slipped in descending a staircase, and
caused him to dislocate a shoulder.

From that time forth he was entirely

confined to his chamber, and being
seized with an inflammation of the

lungs, died on the 23rd of July, 1092,
preserving his faculties and speech to

the last, and being then in the seven-

ty-ninth year of his age. By his will

he left his whole fortune to his ne-

phews, with the exception of a few cha-

ritable donations, and his library,

which he bequeathed to the Jesuits of
St. Louis. A few hours before his

death, the curate of his parish paid
him a pastoral visit, and having asked
permission to question him on the all-

important subject ofhis religious creed,

Menage replied, " I will answer freely

to all you require, and with infinite

pleasure, Li matters of faith the
most eulightened philosopher is little

better than a child." Many who havo
been amused as well as instructed by
" Menagiana," may not be unwilling

to know something of the life and ha-

bits of the man whose recorded wit

and varied conversations have helped

to beguile them of many weary hours.

tKEZ DE CASTRO.

About fifteen miles to tbe north of

Lisbon, stands the royal monastery of

Alcobaca, in a romantic and secluded

village of the same name. It was
Tounded as far back as the year 1 170,

by Alphonso I., King of Portugal, to

commemorate the taking ofthe fortress

of Santarcm from the Moors. A Por-

tuguese writer, in speaking of this

magnificent structure, says, " its clois-

ters are cities, its sacristy a church,

and the church a basilica." On the

retreat of Masscna from before the

lines of Torres Vedras, in 1811, the

convent of Alcobaca was wantonly

given to the flauaes, by express orders
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from the French bend-quarters. In
the transept of the church belonging
to the monastery, thero stood, and still

stands, if time and war have spared
it, a Gothic mausoleum of hewn stone,

in the centre of which are two magni-
ficent sepulchres of white marble.
These contain the remains of Don Pe-
dro I., King of Portugal, and ofDonna
Inez de Castro, his consort. A re-

cumbent effigy of each is placed on
their respective tombs. The monarch
is represented with a long beard, a
countenance of stern severity, and in

the act of drawing his sword. The
lady is sculptured with a mild, inno-

cent, and beautiful expression, dressed
in royal robes, and bearing on her
head a regal diadem. There are

few personages named in history who
have Ijecn more frequently celebrated

by dramatic writers than this unfortu-

nate princess, whose sad fate has fur-

nished the subject of no less than five

tragedies— two in English, one in

French, one in Spanish, and one in

Portuguese. Camoens too has im-
mortalised her in his national epic.

The story supplies ample scenes of
pity and terror, without the aid of fic-

tion, and may be briefly condensed as

follows. Don Pedro, eldest son of
Alonzo IV., King of Portugal, and
heir-apparent to the crown, having
fallen in love with a lady of noble
descent belonging to the court, named
Donna Inez de Castro, determined
that he could not select a more suitable

person with whom to share the crown
that awaited him. She united to all

the charms of personal beauty, the

most amiable disposition and accom-
plished manners. The Prince, waving
all considerations of birth and relative

condition, sought her hand, offered

his heart in exchange, and was pri-

vately married to her by the Bishop
of Guarda. It is difficult to keep a
secret in any royal establishment, and
that of Don Alonzo in particular was
composed of spies, the usual body-
guard of a capricious and arbitrary

Bovereign. The nuptials of the lovers

were performed with all possible se-

crecy; yet the rumour of what had
happened soon reached the ears of the

King, who at that time was endeavour-
ing to negotiate a political union for

his son with the daughter of the Kins
of Castile. He questioned the Prince
ns to the truthofthe report, but dreading
the harsh disposition of his father, the

young man thought it prudent at that

ttfne to conceal the fact. The higher

nobility also received intimation of the

marriage, and the preferment of Inez
awakened their jealousy. They lost no
opportunityofimpressing on the King's

mind that his son had deceived him

;

that the object of his choice was a
woman of unbridled ambition, and
pretended that consequences subver-

sive of the welfare of the kingdom
were to be apprehended from such an
alliance. They also loudly declaimed

against the Prince, as a rash and dis-

obedient son. The King, who was a

man of weak understanding, governed
by violent passions, gave ear to their

calumnies; and by degrees they so

worked upen his temperament, that

he resolved to murder the ill-starred

Princess. Accordingly, he set oat to

pernctratc the horrid deed, accompa-
nied by three courtiers, pliant tools of
his will, and an escort of armed men.
Donna Inez at that time resided at

Coimbra, in the palace of Santa Clara,

where she passed her days in the most
secluded privacy, educating her two
sons, and entirely absorbed in the du-
ties of her domestic affairs. The Prince

happened, unfortunately, to be absent
on a hunting party when the King ar-

rived. The beautiful victim, alarmed
at his approach, and anticipating the

consequences, came forth to meet him,

accompanied by her infant children,

who clung around his knees, screaming
aloud for mercy. She prostrated herself

at his feet, bathed them with her tears,

and supplicated pity ; beseeching the

frowning monarch to banish her to

some remote desert, where she would
ghnlly wander an exile with her babes.

The feelings of nature prevailed for a
moment, and arrested his arm, just

raised to plunge a dagger in her breast.

He thought of sparing her ; but his

counsellors, urging the necessity of her
death, and reproaching him with his

disregard to the welfare of the nation,

he relapsed into his original resolution,

and commanded them to despatch her;

whereupon they rushed forward, re-

gardless of the cries of innocence and
beauty, and nearly severed her head
from her body. The children contrived

to escape, orwere disregardedat the mo-
ment, or were snatched up and hurried

oir by some faithful domestics, who
had been powerless to save their mis-

tress. The King and his myrmidons
departed from the castle, and almost
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immediately after, the Prince arrived.

He found the eyes that were accus-

tomed to watch for his return with

impatience, closed for ever in the in-

sensibility of death. The sight of his

beloved Inez weltering in gore filled

his mind with distraction, and kindled

revenge within his soul. In all the

agony of rage, he called aloud on the

retributive hand of Heaven to punish

the monsters who had robbed him of

his earthly happiness.

As soon as the remains of Inez were
interred, Don Pedro put himself at the

head of a volunteer army, who sym-
pathised with his distress, and made
common cause against the tyranny

by which his domestic happiness had
been 60 rudely broken. Under his

guidance, they carried fire and sword
through the fair provinces of Por-

tugal, and laid waste the estates of

the murderers. The royal troops were
unable to oppose them, but fled in

the consciousness of a bad cause, be-

fore the gallant avengers of innocence.

The King endeavoured in vain to fly

from himself; the cries of his grand-

children echoed incessantly in his ears,

and the bleeding image of their mother
wiu ever before his eyes. Death at

length commiserated his situation,

and he expired, full of repentance for

his accumulated crimes. Alonzo the

Fourth had a fearful account of sin

to answer for, unredeemed by even a
solitary act of humanity or justice.

He was a tyrannical monarch, an un-

dutiful son, a faithless friend, an un-

natural brother, and a cruel father.

The Prince, Don Pedro, ascended the

throne in the thirty-seventh year of his

age. He had no sooner placed himself

in the royal seat, and wielded the so-

vereign power, than he resolved to

carry out to full completion his long

meditated revenge for the death of his

beloved and unforgotten Inez. The
three actual murderers, namely, Pedro
Coello, Diego Lopez Pacheco, and Al-

ar Gonzalez, had fled into Castile,

previous to the death, and during the

mortal illness of the late King. The
new monarch ordered them to be tried

on a charge of high treason, and being

found guilty, their effects were confis-

cated. Next, he contrived to seize

their persons, by agreeing with the

King of Castile, that both should re-

ciprocally deliver up the Portuguese
and Castilian fugitives, who sought

protection iu their respective domi-

nions. Gonsalez and Coello were ac-

cordingly arrested, and sent in chains

to Portugal. Pacheco, more fortunate,

escaped into France. The King was
at Santarem, when the delinquents

were brought to him. He instantly

ordered them to be laid on a pyre that

was previously formed, contiguous to

which he had a banquet prepared.

Before the torch was kindled, and
while they agonised at every pore,

under the most ingeniously contrived

and lingering tortures, their hearts

were cut out, one at his breast, the

other at his back. Lastly, the pyre
was set in a blaze, in presence of which
Don Pedro dined, while the criminals

evaporated in flames.

Having thus far appeased his insa-

tiable thirst of vengeance, he ordered
his marriage with the Lady Inez de
Castro, deceased, to be published

throughout the kingdom. Then her
body, exhumed from the sepulchre,

where it had lain for years, was arrayed
in regal robes, and placed on a magni-
ficent throne, elevated on many steps,

in front of the great altar of the cathe-

dral of Coimbra. A veil of slender

folds concealed the skeleton visage ; a
crown was placed upon the head ; the

fleshless hands were covered by em-
broidered gloves ; one grasped a scep-

tre, while the other was held forth to

be impressed by the lips of the atten-

dant nobles. The King stood on the
right of the throne, incomplete armour,
and bareheaded. The neralds pro-

claimed the style and titles of the de-

ceased, who sat there before that as-

sembled multitude in silent and un-
earthly presence, and then they called

upon all true and loyal subjects to do
homage to their lawful Queen. The
young princes, her sons, advanced first,

in awe and bewilderment. They recoil-

ed, terror-stricken, and shrank back,

until urged forward by the monks, who
sustained and encouraged them. They
then knelt down on the topmost step,

and kissed the lifeless bones of the

hand which was raised and extended
towards them by the officiating bishops.

The clergy, ministers of state, grand
officers of the palace, ladies of the

court, and hereditary nobles of the

land, followed in succession, and each
in mute obedience repeated the cere-

mony. Not a word was uttered, not
a sound was heard ; even breathing
seemed suspended, until the trumpets
with solemn clangor proclaimed that
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the royal ordinance was accomplished

in every point, and the Queen-consort

of Portugal acknowledged by her lieges.

After this unprecedented inauguration,

the corpse, still in royal attire, and
attended by the symbols of sovereignty,
was translated from Coimbra to Al-
cobaca, with a pomp Portugal until

then had never witnessed. The dis-

tance between the two placet exceeded
fifty-two miles, yet the entire road
was lined on both sides by neople

bearing lighted torches. The funeral

procession, led by the King and his

two sons, was attended by all that was
great or distinguished in the country

—

the gentlemen dressed in long mourn,
ing cloaks ; the ladies attired in white

mourning veils. The cloud which the

cruel murder of his wife cast on the

mind ofDon Pedro was neverdispersed.
He enjoyed no sports, entered into no
gaieties, and was never seen to smile.

As he lived in a state of celibacy

throughout the remainder of his days,

according to his vow, he had little to

divert his thoughts from ruminating on
the fate of his adored Inez. Even the

presence of his sons, by recalling her
image, heightened rather than assuaged
his grief. The lasting impression which
the circumstances of her untimely
death fixed on his character, was
strongly exhibited, not only in the

tortures he indicted on her murderers,
but also in the acts of bis government,
which, from their extreme severity,

induced some to give him the appella-

tion ofPedro the Cruel, while by others
he was called Pedro the Just.

LOPE DE VEGA.

Lopb Felix de Veoa Carpio, the

celebrated Spanish poet and dramatist,

was born at Madrid, in 1502, fifteen

years after the birth of Cervantes. He
studied at Alcala, and, while yet a
youth, entered the service of the Duke;

of Alva, who perceived and encouraged
his poetic talents, and induced him to

write his first offering to the Muses

—

the heroic pastoral or "Arcadia." He
married in very early life, but his

partner soon dying, ho embarked as a
volunteer in the armada destined for

the invasion of England. During the

voyage he composed poems, one of

which, entitled the " Dragontea,
"

comprises (as might be expected from

a suffering enemy in a tempest) a furi-

ous invective against our lion-hearted

Queen Bess and her admiral, Drake.
He calls her Majesty a bloody Jezebel,

a second Athaliah, an obduratesphynx,
and the incestuous progeny of a harpy.

Drake he denominates the spawn of
Satan, a tyrant, slave, butcher, and
even coward ; and this the Spaniards
receive and admire as a veritable his-

torical epic. Wo are not so much
obliged to him for composing this poem
at sea, as we are to Camocns for saving

the " Lusiad," when, being wrecked
returning to Goa, he swam to land

with hiB works, as Csesar saved his

Commentaries at Alexandria. Hav-

ing escaped the dangers of storm and
battle, Lope returned to Spain, mar-
ried again, in 1690, and becoming a
second time a widower, entered the
order of St. Francis. Thenceforward
he espoused literature alone, particu-

larly the dramatic branch, and scarcely

a week elapsed without seeing a drama
issue from his prolific pen. He soon
became a national favourite, and ho-

nours and wealth were liberally shower-
ed upon him. He died in 1 635, received

a public funeral, and almost every sur-

viving poetin Europe eulogised hisme-
mory. Lope was, perhaps, the moH
grohfic author that ever lived. Walter
cott composed rapidly, and Voltaire

with railroad speed ; but the Spaniard
wrote like a flash of lightning. It is

stated in an old life, written in Spanish
by Montalvan, and freely used by
Lord Holland,* that no less than eigh-

teen hundred comedies, the production

of his single pen, have been actual ly

represented on the Spanish stage. His
Autos Sacramentales (a kind of sacred
drama) exceed four hundred; besides

which there is a collection of his poems,
of various kinds, and on miscellaneous

subjects, in twenty.one volumes. Has
any one ever read them all ? In the

same biography we find it also said,

that there was no public success on
which he did not compose a panegyric,

* See, " Some Account of the Life and Writings of Lope Felix de Vega Carpio."

By Henry Richard Lord Holland. London. 1806.
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no marriage of distinction without an
epithalamiutn of his writing; no child

ofname whose nativity he did not cele-

brate ; not a prince died on whom he

did not write an elegy ; there was no
saint in the calendar for whom he did

not produce a hymn ; no public holiday

that he did not distinguish ; no litera-

ry dispute at which he did not assist,

either as secretary or president. He
should have lived seven hundred years

instead of seventy-three. He said of

himself that he wrote five sheets per

day, which, reckoning by the time he
lived, has been estimated to amount to

a gross number of one hundred and
thirty-three thousand two hundred and

twenty-five sheets. But to bear out

this multiplication, the ingenious cal-

culator has supposed that, with the

learned Lipsius, he began to compose
from the hour of his birth. He some-

times completed a comedy in two days,

which it would have been difficult for

another man to have even copied in

the same time. Once, at Toledo, he
wrote five comedies in fifteen days.

Assuredly, Lope was the very anti-

pode of the laborious community who,

according to Pope—

•-year.-
**

Rabelais tells us of an anthor who
wrote more than the common average

of two men's lives would suffice to road.

Lope de Vega was a writer of this

class, and entitled to rank very high

in it, seeing that twenty-one million and
three hundred thousand of his lines have

been actually printed.

Luis Perez de Montalvan relates,

that a comedy being wanted for the

carnival at Madrid, and very little no-

tice given, Lope and he united to com-
pose one as fast as they could. Lope
took the first act, and Montalvan the

second, which they wrote in two days;

and the third act they divided, taking

eight sheets each. Montalvan, seeing

that his collaborateur wrote faster

than he could, says he rose at two in

the morning ; and having finished his

part by eleven, he went to look for

Lope, whom he found in the garden,
looking at an orange-tree that was
frozen ; and on inquiring what pro-

gress he had made in the verses, Lope
replied, " At five I began to write,

and finished the comedy an hour ago

;
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since which I have breakfasted, written
one hundred and fifty other verses,

watered the garden, and am now pretty
well tired." He then read to Montal-
van the eight sheets, and the hundred
aud fifty verses.

Montalvan, speaking of the disposi-

tion of his friend and contemporary,
says, " His temper was never ruffled

but with those who took snuff before
company; with the grey who dyed
their locks ; with men who, born of
women, spoke ill of the sex ; with
priests who believed in gipsies ; and
with persons who, without intending
to propose marriage, asked others their

age." These antipathies, Lord Holland
observes justly, may rather be called

quaint sallies of wit, than traits of
character. Lope de Vega possessed
a most inventive imagination. The
plots of his plays have proved a rich

storehouse to the dramatic freebooters

of other nations. Moliere pillaged

from him mercilessly, and Dryden nas
not been ashamed to follow the ex-
ample. The English poet has adopted
many extravagant conceits in more
than one play, from the Spaniard, but
he has stopped short of the high su-
blime of nonsense which the latter

sometimes attains. In the Conquest

of Grenada, Dryden's Almanzor says

of a scarf given him by Almabride:

—

" And If thou Uk'it U after I am •tain,

ru tend my ehort to fetch it back again."

When assailed by the king's guards,
he exclaims—

* Killed by degrees, cnt piecemeal In thi« cauk,
From cv'ry wound I should new vigour take,

And ev'ry limb would new AliDanjor* nuke."

And in another place—

" Fate lUtens to my voice, and then decree*.

Spite of myaelf, 111 flay, fight, lore, despair

;

Aud I can do all this, because I dare."
•

The character is evidently suggested

by the Bernardo of Lope, but sinks in

comparison with that renowned hero,

who, not content with being a noble
savage, " as free as Nature first made
man,'' declares himself his own proge-

nitor. He says (in Lord Holland's

translation, which we presume may be
depended on) :

—

" Since my high birth is by my valour •hown,
And yet my parents are till now unknown,
Hethlnkj Bernardo need* mutt be his own."
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M Al/LMOISLXLK DE MAUFIX.

This lady was one of the most extra-

ordinary individuals recorded in the

annals of the French stage. Her life

and adventures supply materials for a
romance, and bear some resemblance

to the history of that epicene being*

the Chevalier d'Eon, whom she rival-

led in bravery and eccentricity, and
far excelled in personal endowments.
It is also certain that La Maupin, de-

spite her masculine habits, was known
and acknowledged to be a woman,
while the sex of the renowned cheva-

lier remained in dispute until after his

death, which occurred in extreme old

age, in 1810. La Maupin was born
in 1673, of a good family, being the

daughter of the Sieur D'Aubigny, se-

cretary to the Count ofArmagnac. At
a very early ngc she married a gentle-

man named Maupin, of Saint Germain
en Laye ; and, through the interest of
her relations, obtained for him a go-
vernment situation in a distant pro-

vince. During his absence, the vola-

tile lady, who nad a natural disposition

for handling the sword, became ac-

quainted with an assistant in a fenc-

ing-school, and cloned with him to

Marseilles. There sue assumed male
attire, and passed herself as a man.
Necessity compelled her and her para-

mour to exercise the talents which na-

ture had bestowed upon them ; and as

both were gifted with fine voices, they

easily obtained engagements at the

opera-house. They remained there

some time, until compelled to fly from
a prosecution. A young lady of the

city, with whom La Maupin had be-

come acquainted, formed an attach-

ment for her, believing at first that she

belonged to the male sex, an error which
the fair disguised encouraged, from a

whimsical caprice, until the parents of
the damsel, disapproving of the ac-

quaintance, removed her to a convent at
Avignon. Thither the pretended sui-

tor followed ; and, having resumed her

own garb and female character, applied
to be received as a novice, and was
admitted. After an interval, a nun
died, and was buried in the convent.
La Maupin disinterred the corpse with
her own hands, placed it on the couch
of her friend, set fire to the bed and
bed-chamber, and carried her off in

the consequent confusion. As soon
as the abduction was discovered, La
Maupin was arraigned under the name
of D'Aubigny, by which only she had
been known iu the South, and con-
demned to be burnt (par contumace)
in default of appearance. In the
meantime, the young Marseillaise was
recovered by her parents, the delinquent

escaped, and the sentence remained in

abeyance. La Maupin met with se-

veral other strange adventures while

in Provence, and became such a mis-

tress of the small sword, that not even
the ablest teacher was equal to con-
tend with her. For this accomplish-

ment she was indebted to her first

lover, M. Seranne. Returning to Paris,

she assumed her husband's name ; and
being announced as Madlie. de Maupin,
made her debut as Pallas in the cele-

brated tragic opera of Cadmus and
Hermione, written by Quinault, and
composed by Lulli.* Her success was
most brilliant; for, although unac-
quainted with a single note of music,

her ear was good, her voice of great

compass, and her memory prodigious.

She was also extremely handsome, and
well made, with fine bair, an aquiline

nose, and a mouth, teeth, and throat

* This gTeat musician, thinking himself dying, sent for his confessor, who refused to give

bim absolution, unless he burnt the last opera lie had composed, and which was still in ma-
nuscript. Lulli disputed for some time, but all in vain. At last he threw it into the fire

before the priest's face, and received absolution. On his getting better, the Prince de Conde
came to see him, and, reverting to the circumstance, said, " What a simpleton you were to

destroy your finest composition to please a dreaming Jausenist." u Hush," whispered LullL
" I knew very well what I was about; I kept a duplicate, and here it is." lie was not

much troubled with religious scruples, and shortened his life by intemperance. When really

in extremity, the Chevalier do Lorrnino came to see him, and loudly expressing his regret,

" You arc a pretty friend," exclaimed the wife of Lulli ;
" you made him druuk the last

time, and have caused his death.' 44 My dear wife," interrupted Lulli,
44 do not reproach the

Chevalier. He was the last to make me drunk, and he shall be the first to do it again if I

recover this time."
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of exquisite perfection. She came on
the stage seated in a car, from which
she rose with peculiar grace ; and, in

return for the gratulations of the au-
dience, saluted them by taking off her
helmet.

She soon became a general favourite

and subject of conversation. Her so-

ciety was universally courted, and her
portrait exhibited in many windows.
Whenever she desired to indulge in a
frolic, or revenge an insult, she laid

aside the female, and assumed the man.
Having received, as she thought, an
affront from Dumesnil, an actor of the

company, she donned her male habili-

ments and weapon, and, waiting for

him by night in the Place des Victoires,

demanded instant satisfaction. Du-
mesnil declined, whereupon she gave
him a sound cudgelling, and carried

away his snuff-box and watch. Du-
mesnil, on the following day, finding

that his adventure had got wind, re-

lated it to the performers at the

theatre, but with altered particulars.

He said be had been attacked by three

robbers, against whom he defended
himself vigorously, but, being over,

powered by numbers, was finally

beaten and plundered. As soon as

he had finished his gasconade, Made-
moiselle de Maupin, who stood behind
amongst the listeners, stepped forward
and exclaimed, "Fellow, thou art a
ba.se liar and poltroon. It was I alone

who assaulted thee, and, as a proof, I

restore thy miserable property." So
saying, she flung towards him the

watch and snuffbox. On another oc-

casion Thevenard, the celebrated basso

of his day, had the misfortune to incur

her displeasure, and, under dread of

the consequences, concealed himself

for three weeks in thc Palais Royale.

At lenjrtb, being compelled to emerge
from his hiding place, he saved bis

bones by publicly demanding pardon
of thc ofVended amazon. In a short

time, half the beaux esprits in Paris

were afraid of her, while the other

moiety obsequiously courted her fa-

vours. One evening, being at a
masqued ball, given at the Palais Roy-
ale by Monsieur, the King's brother,

and, as usual, disguised as a man, she in-

dulged in some freedoms towards a lady
of rank, which were ill received, and
called forth the indignation of three of

the lady's friends, who invited the in-

truder to accompany them down to the

garden. La Maupin complied on the

instant, drew her sword, engaged the

three champions successively, and laid

them all lifeless on the ground. Then
coolly returning to thc ball-room she

made herself known to His Royal
Highness, and obtained a free pardon.
The exploit and the amnesty remind
us of the heroine in the ballad of
" Billy Taylor " :—

* Then (he callM for nrord and pUtol,
Which did come at her command,

And »he ihot her BlUy Taylor,
With the lady in hU hand.

When that the capUin caroc for to hear on't,

lie very ranch applauded what »he had done,
And he Inttantly umdc her flr»t lieutenant

Ever on the search for excitement
and variety, Mademoiselle dc Maupin
quitted the opera at Paris for an en-
gagement at Brussels, where she be-

came mistress to the Elector of Ba-
varia. In due course that potentate

deserted her for the Countess D'Arcos,
and sent her a puree of fortv thousand

• •
•

francs (about £ 1,600), with an order

to quit Brussels immediately. The
selected envoy happened to be the
complaisant spouse of the countess.

Thc supplanted favourite received him
as if he had been a valet, 'and threw
the purse at his head with many op-
probrious, but well deserved epithets.

She retained, however, a pension of
two thousand francs, which the Elector

had settled upon her, and, returning

to Paris, resumed her position at thc

opera, and an old intimacy with thc

CountD 'Albert, a highly-accomplished
nobleman, who had formerly been her
gratule passion. While D'Alhert was
absent, in the camp of Marshal Villars,

and a battle was hourly expected, La
Maupin addressed him in a poetical

epistle, which was undoubtedly written

by herself, although since attributed

to Benserade, who had been dead for

several years. These verses combine
elegance of thought with warmth of
feeling, and are not unworthy of being
compared with Ovid. They are too

long to insert entirely, but" the con-
cluding lines will convey an idea of
thc style of composition :—
" Parmt tant dc frayeurn, e'ert tol »cul nae J'implore,

Cher emant t toavient toi que roon ame Vndore i

Qnc to do«» de ran pleura faire cc*«cr le court i

Qu'en cxpoaant ta tie, il y t» dc met jour*."

La Maupin was in the full bloom of
her beauty, in the flower of her age,

at the summit of professional reputa-

tion, and in the unrestrained indul-
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gence of an irregular life, when sho

suddenly awoke to a sense of her con-

dition, and became serious and peni-

tent. The causes and details ot this

change of character hare not trans-

pired ; but being determined to reform,

she dismissed her lovers, restored all

the settlements and presents she had
received from them, reserving only the

pension of the Elector of Bavaria,

summoned back her husband from his

provincial avocation (who came obe-

dient to her call), and lived with him
in perfect friendship and honest har-

mony, until her easy helpmate died

in 1701. In 1705, the religious ten-

dency of her mind being still more
confirmed, she resolved to quit the

theatre, and retire altogether from the

world. Previously to carrying this

resolution into effect, she consulted by

letter her former friend, the Count
D'Albert, and laid before him all her

motive*. To his honour it deserves to

be remembered, that, although he

strongly expressed his personal regret,

he counselled her to persevere in her

plan, and encouraged her by sound
reasoning which no spiritual director

could have surpassed. Two years

later, this erring and inconsistent being

died (being still young), with every

appearance of sincere contrition for

the aberrations of her youth. Dr.

Burney mentions her in his " Musical

Tout through France and Italy," in

the following paragraph, which, with
what we have sketched above, contains

all that is known of a very singular

personage :—
" This extraordinary syren of the French

opera, fbupht and loved like a man ; and re-

sisted and fell like a woman. She married a
young husband, and ran away with a feneing-

and became an excellent fencer. Soon after

she set fire to a convent, and carried away in

triumph from it a young lady of her ac-

quaintance who was confined there ; was
condemned for the offence, but escaped
punishment by restoring the lady to hex
friends. She wont to Paris, and became an
opera-singer; caned every man who affronted
her, killed three in duels, and, after many
adventures, qnltted the stage, was seized

with a fit of devotion, recalled her husband,
and passed with him the last years of her
life in a very pious manner. She died in

1707, at the early age of thirty-four."

There are some slight discrepancies
between this short summary and oar
more detailed account, which the in-
dulgent reader is requested to reconcile
by remembering what Sir Benjamin
Backbite says of Crabtrce's relation of
the supposed duel between Joseph
Surface and Sir Peter Teazle— ** My
uncle's account may be correct, but
mine is certainly the most circum-
stantial."

Three are two great artists of this

name, often confounded with each

other, although in .no ways related, ex-

cept as descendants of our common
father, Adam. The first died before

the other was born. Michael Angelo
Buonaroti was the more distinguished

of the two, and equally eminent as a
painter, sculptor, and architect. He
was the son of Lodovico Buonaroti

Simoni, of the ancient family of the

Counts of Canoses, and was born in

the year 1474, in the Castle of Chiusi,

where his father and mother then

lived. Uis nurse's husband was a
sculptor, which gave rise to the say-

ing, that Michael Angelo racked in

sculpture with his milk. Having
evinced from his infancy a strong in-

clination for painting, he was placed at
a very early age under Domenico Ghtr-
landajo, and made such rapid progress,
that at fourteen he was able to correct
the designs of his master. One of these
drawings being shown to him when he
was an old man, he looked at it with
great attention, and observed, " In my
youth I was a better artist than I am
now." The quickness of his glance was
wonderful. He used to say that a sculp-
tor should carry his compass in his eye.
"The hands, indeed," said he "do
the work, but the eye judges." His
advance raised the jealousy of his fel-
low-students to such an extent, that
Torrigiano,* one ofthem, ina'fit of dis-
appointed passion, broke the bridge of
his nose, and disfigured him for life.

• Torrigiano, when in England, designed and executed the beautiful Tomb of Henry VII.,
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This Torrigiano was given to breaking,

and finally paid a heavy penalty for his

violence. Having dashed in pieces a
statue of the Virgin, executed by him-
self, in Spain, he was condemned by
the Inqusition, as guilty of sacrilege,

and sentenced to be burnt ; but he es-

caped the auto-da-ft by starving him-

self in prison.

Buonaroti was warmly patronised by
Lorenzo de Medici, under whose pro-

tection he erected an academy of paint-

ing and sculpture at Florence ; but the

political troubles of that illustrious fa-

mily obliged him to remove to Bologna,

from whence he proceeded to Venice,

and finally to Rome. About this time he

made an image of Cupid in marble,

which he carried to the capital of the

Christian world, broke off one of its

arms, and then buried it in a place

which he knew was to be dug up. The
Cupid being found, was sold to the

Cardinal San Gregorio as a real an-

tique, and highly valued accordingly.

Michael Angelo discovered the fallacy

to him, and proved himself the creator

of the statue, by producing the arm,

which he had reserved for the pur-

pose. He remained long at Rome;
but on the death of Pope Julius IL
returned to Florence, where he
executed that admirable piece of

sculpture, the Tomb of the Grand
Duke, lie also painted a Leda, with

Jupiter transformed into a swan, for

the Duke of Ferrara. This production

not being estimated at its full merit,

he sent it by Minio, his disciple, into

France, together with two boxes of

designs. The latter were dispersed by
the sudden death of Minio, and fell

into uncertain hands. The Leda was
purchased by Francis I., and sent to

adorn the Palace of Fontainebleau

;

but Monsiour de Noyers, his minister

of state, considered the subject inde-

cent and lascivious, and out ofa scruple

of conscience, ordered it to be burnt.

Michael Angelo enjoyed the favour

of four successive popes— Julius II.,

Leo X. v Clement V II., and Paul 111.

;

but he occasionally offended them all

by his overbearing temper and proud
deportment. He died at Rome, a.o.

1564, being then ninety years old.

Cosmo de Medici ordered his body to

be secretly disinterred, and brought to

Florence, where it was consigned to

the Church of Santa Croce, with all

the pomp and ceremony of a magnifi-

cent funeraL His tomb is there to be

seen, of marble, adorned by threo

figures, emblematic of painting, sculp-

ture, and architecture, and said to be
the work of his own hand. If so, they
reflect but little credit on his genius. In
addition to his other rare endowments,
be was a poet of no ordinary inspira-

tion, as may be seen by a perusal of
some of his sonnets, translated by
Wordsworth, and another selection by
Mr. J. E. Taylor. These poems arc

chiefly addressed to Vittoria Colonna,
Marchioness of Pescara, widow of the

celebrated general of Charles V., who,
with the assistance of the Constable
Bourbon, won the field of Pavia from
Francis I. Michael was in love with
this lady, but he never suffered such

feelings to interfere with the more im-

portant avocations of his life. On being

asked why ho never married, as he might
then have children to whom he could be-

queath his great productions, he said,

" My art is my wife, and gives me all

the advantages that a married life

could produce. My works will be my
children. Who would ever hear of
Ghiberti, if he had not made the gates

of the Baptistery of St John ? His
children have dissipated his fortune;

his gates remain." On being one day
asked what lie thought of Ghiberti 's

gates? "They are so beautiful," re-

plied Angelo, " that they might servo

as the gates of Paradise."

The five great works of this mighty
genius — the ceiling of the Sistine

Chapel, the fresco of the Last Judg-
ment, the Tomb of Pope Julius with

the famous statue of Moses, the de-

sign for the Dome of St. Peter's, and
the Btatues in the Church of San Lo-

renzo, at Florence, would each sin-

gly suffice to immortalise any individual

man. The Last Judgment is the grand-

est, the most terrible picture that was
ever painted, as the subject is the most
imposing ; yet is it full of faults, which
have been so often lectured on and ex-

pounded, that to dwell on them here

would be both pedantic and unneces-

sary. Touching this far-famed work
of art, we find the following anecdote

in Lord Bacon's Apophthegms :—Mi-
chael Angelo, the famous painter,

painting in the Pope's chapel the por-

traiture of Hell and Damned Souls,

made one of the damned souls so like

a cardinal that was his enemy, as every-

body at first-sight knew it. Where-

upon the cardinal complained to Pope
Clement, humbly praying that it might
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be dofaced. The Pope said to hiui,

" Why, you know very well I have
power to deliver a soul out of purga-
tory, but not out of hell." Bacon has

fallen into an error here, which Lord
Byron corrected, and Bays it was not a
cardinal, but the Pope's master of the

ceremonies, who was thus disposed of
by the malicious artist.

Buonaroti was careless of money,
and laboured more for fame than lucre.

For his design of the Church of St.

Peter at Rome, ho received only twen-
ty-five Roman crowns, and it was
finished in a fortnight. His rival, San
Gallo, had been many years employed
on his wretched models, and was re-

warded by the large sum of four thou-
sand crowns. This being told to An-
gelo— " I work," said he, "for God,
and desire no other recompense." He
was accustomed to employ himself on
his sculptures by night, with a hat on
his head and a candle in it. This
saved his eyes, while it threw the light

properly upon the figure. He disliked

that any work of his should be seen,

until it was completely finished. Va-
eari came suddenly in on him one even-
ing, to obtain a look at an imperfect

figure ; whereupon Michael Angelo
put out the candle, and Vasari lost his

errand. He was of opinion that im-
provement in art ougnt to continue
while life lasted. In allusion to his

own deficiencies, he made a drawing
when vory old, which represents au
aged man in a go-cart, and underneath
the words, **Aucoraimpara," still learn-

ing. Haughty and imperious to his

equals and superiors, he was ever kind

to those beneath bira. To one of his

servants, who had long waited on him
with assiduity, and who was taken
dangerously ill, just as he had it in

his power to provido for him, he said,

" Alas ! my poor fellow, how hard this

is I You die now, at the very time
when I am able to give you some-
thing.*:

Fuscli, in his lectures, relates the fol-

lowing strange incident, extracted from
the life of Michael Angelo, written by
his pupil or apprentice, Ascanio Con-
divi, and derived originally from the

mouth of the great artist himself:—
Some time after the death of Lorenzo
the Magnificent, Cardiere, a young
improvisator* belonging to the estab-

lishment of Piero dc Medici, his son,

secretly informed Michael Angelo,
with whom he lived in habits of friend-

ship, that Lorenzo had appeared to

him in a ragged pall of black, drawn
over his naked bod}-, and comtnauded
him to announce to his son, that in a
short time be should be driven into

exile, and return no more. Michael
Angelo exhorted him to execute the
commands of the vision ; but Cardiere,
aware of the ungovernable temper of
Piero, forbore to follow his advice.

Some mornings after this, whilst Mi-
chael Angelo was busily employed in

the castle of the palace, Cardiere came
to him again, pale and terrified, and
related, that the night before, when
yet awake, Lorenzo, in the same garb,
appeared to him a second time, and en.
forced his former orders with a violent
blow on the cheek. Michael Angelo
now, with great earnestness, insisted on
his immediate compliance with the
commands of the vision. Cardiere upon
this, set off without delay for Care^gi,
a villa belonging to the Medici family,

about three mUes distant from Flo-
rence. Having scarcely got half way,
he met Piero returning to the city

with his suite, and instantly commu-
nicated to him what be had seen,
beard, and suffered. He was laughed
at by Piero, and ridiculed by all his

attendants, one of whom, Divizio, af-

terwards Cardinal di Bibiena, told
him he was mad to fancy that Lorenzo
would charge a stranger with a mes-
sage he might so easily have delivered
himself to his son. Dismissed in this

manner, he returned to Michael Au-
clo, and prevailed on him to quit
'iorence, and go to Bologna, where

he had scarcely settled in the house of
Gian Francesco Aldrovandi, before
the predicted revolution took place,

and the expulsion of the whole family
of the Mcaici, with all their party,
confirmed the vision of Cardiere, whe-
ther " fancy bred," or communicated
by " a spirit of health or goblin damn-
ed." This is another instance to show
that ghosts make great mistakes, by
not appearing in an honest, straight-

forward manner to the party most in*

terested, instead of seeking a round-
about medium which throws doubt on
their authenticity, while it defeats

their purpose. Sir Joshua Reynolds
in a discourse to the students of the

Royal Academy, delivered in 1560,
winds up a panegyric on Buonaroti,

by exclaiming with enthusiasm, *' To
kiss the hem of bis garment, to cateh

the slightest of his perfections, would
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be glory ami distinction enough for a
moderately ambitious man I"

Michael Anoelo Men tor, com-
mouly called Da Cabavacgio, from a
village in the Milanese in which he
was born in the year 1569, was a self,

taught painter, who rendered himself

famous by an original manner, ex-

trcmcly strongs true, and of great

elTect, which he invented without any
assistance but his own genius. Ho
invariably painted in a room where the

light descended from above. Ho fol-

lowed his models so exactly, that ho
imitated their defects as well as their

beauties, having no other idea than to

represent living nature as it stood be-

fore him. He frequently remarked
that those pictures whicn were not

drawn exactly after nature were but
so many rags, and the figures of which
they were composed but as painted

cards. This 6tyle being new, was fol-

lowed by several painters of his time,

and drew after him almost the whole
school of the Caracci. Guido and
Dominichino adopted it for a time,

but soon repented of their heresy.

His pieces are to be met with in most
of the leading cabinets of Europe.
There are several at Rome and Naples,

and one is in the Dominican Church
at Antwerp, which Rubens used to call

his master. Caravaggio adopted the

evil practice of abusing his contempo-
raries and companions, which involved

him in continual scrapes. Of Giosep-

ptno, in particular, he made a public

jest. One day the dispute between
them ran so high that Michael Angelo
drew his sword, and killed a youngman
called Tomasino, who being Gioscp-

pino's friend, endeavoured to part

them. Upon this, Michael Angelo was
forced to fly to the Marquis Justiniani

for protection. While concealed in

his house, he painted for him two of
his best pieces—St. Thomas's Unbelief,

and a Cupid. Justiniani obtained his

pardon, and reproved him severely for

being so outrageous ; but the irascible

artist, unable to command his passion,

as soon as he was at liberty, went
straight to Gioseppino, and challenged
him to mortal combat. The latter

answered that he was a knight, and as

such not called upon to measure swords
with an inferior. Caravaggio, nettled

at this answer, and determined not to

be baulked of his purpose, hastened to

Malta, performed his vows and all the
prescribed exercises, and received the
order of knighthood as a serving bro-

ther. While he was there, he painted
the decollation of St. John the Baptist,

which still adorns the cathedra), and
the portrait of the Grand Master,

De Vigna-Court. Being dismissed

with the order of Malta, he returned
to Rome, intending to force Giosep-

pino to fight him, but happily for his

competitor, a fever put an end to the

dangerous dispute, with his life, in the

year 1609. The often-repeated story

of Caravaggio stabbing a man, that he
might catch the agonies of death from
nature, while engaged on a Crucifixion,

is not to be received as authentic, al-

though Dr. Young, of the " Night
Thoughts," has written verses on the

subject. This appears to be a modern
application of the legend of Parrhat»ius,

who was said to have purchased a very
old man offered for sale amongst the

Olynthian captives of Philip of Mace-
don ; and when he brought him home
put him to death with protracted tor*

ture, the better to express the passions

of his Prometheus chained to toe rock,

which he was then beginning to paint.

J. W. C.
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A PILGRIMAGE TO THE LAND Of LBIX AMD OMORT.

KCOMD ARTICLE

Dear Mr. Poplar,—Few things have
proved more difficult to a simple itinc-

rator like myself than the power of

obtaining any authentic and continued

history of the parties and places of
the particular region through which I

wend my way. The fountains of in-

formation are numerous and varied,

but often unattainable. If you apply

to the heads of houses long resident in

the county, you are generally referred

to a genealogical tree from •« Betham"
to pick your fruit among its branches

}

or to " The Landed Gentry," from
" Burke," to find your way amidst its

leaves ; or you are directed to the an-

cestral pictures on the wall, or tho

well-conned " Peerage" on the table,

for the information which, for lack of

special family record, they cannot
produce. On the contrary, if you go
amongst the peasantry you will find

much interesting and individual history

of the »pot, for tradition is the cherish,

ed literature of the uneducated Irish

poor ; but all you hear is so blended

up with national and ecclesiastical pre.

judices, that you must riddle it well

through an iron sieve of discrimination

before you can pick the nuggets of

truth out of the debris and dust of le-

gendary inaccuracy, and positive and
unmistakable myth. Again, if you
look for help to 1 parochial documents,
you will, probably, in nine cases out

of ten, receive an answer such as the

following, with which I often have

been favoured :
—" Dear, sir,—1 should

be delighted, &c, &c, to forward

your antiquarian researches, &c, &c,
but unfortunately all the Church books

and registers were destroyed in the

year 1798," &c„ &c. And lastly, if

you turn to municipal records, with a
good many striking exceptions, you
may probably meet the same fate

which betided an old friend of yours

and mine, Mr. Poplar, who one day
inquiring from the parish priest why
the town of Athenry, though so fa-

mous in Irish history, yet was so

meagre in antiquities, received for an-

swer—" The place was so often taken

and retaken by English and Irish, that

it would be hard to expect any re-

mains, except the skulls you see piled in

the abbey ; for, on every one of these

occasions the town was burnt and the

inhabitants put to the sword." And,
how strikingly does this agree with
what Edmund Burke says in his
" Tracts on the Penal Laws " " No
country, I believe, since the world
began, has suffered so much on account
of religion as Ireland, or has been
so variously harassed, both for Popery
and Protestantism."

But to our more immediate subject.

If we turn from the living to the dead,
and seek for information on Irish mat-
ters in what Jean Paul Richter calls
" the sweet, kind, good world of
books," we have Hibernian histories

in abundance ; but how hard to reach
the happy *' Via media" amidst their

opposing records, and how all but im-
possible it is to steer the good tthip

Impartiality, whose figure-head you
would desire to be Truth, along the

tortuous channel of their conflicting

testimonies—the deep Scylla ofEnglish
intolerance and scorn, and the Cba-
rybdis of Irish bigotry and violence.

Thus, you have old Camden exube-
rantly learned, always interesting,

mostly correct, yet, because his gra-

phic quill was plucked from English
goose, O'Flaherty fires off a double-
shotted charge at him, in the shape
of two doggrel Latin lines :

—

" Perhistras Anglos oculU Camdcne duobas ;

Uno oculo Sootos :

—

Cacus JJibemigensis*

Then you have Philip O'Sullivan

Beare, and his "BriefRelation," whom
our great Archbishop Ussher, the
«* Dulce Decus" of our land's learning

and piety, in his " Religion of the

Ancient Irish," designates "as an egre-

gious a liar as any, 1 verily think, that

this day breathelh in Christendom."
Then appears Gerald Barry, the Welsh
apologist for English invasion— elo-

quent, yet pompous, a philo-math and
aphilo-myth; delighting in learning as

in legend, in fable as in fact; now sati-

rising the monks of Britain, and now
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eulogising the clergy of Ireland; him-

self a Saxon, narrating more wonders
of this country than Hibernian inven-

tion ever yet imagined ; himself a

cleric and bishop-elect, yet his motto-

prayer, 11 A mnlitia monachorum li-

bera nos, Domine." And more than

three centuries after him sat down in

Ireland

—

Hint grntle bard,

Choaen by the Muiei for their page of state,

Sweet Spenter, moving through hit clouded heaven.
With the moon', beauty, and the moona soft fact,"*

and gave to theworld his "State oflre-

land," in a dialogue between Irenseus

and Eudoxtis— speculative, yet grace-
ful ; conjectural, yet most interesting in

its soft, graphic, flowing, yet antithetical
style. His description of the uses

and abuses of the "Irish Cloko" is a

Eicture perfect in its nature, and might
ave been a production from the pen

of Shakspeare, in one of his happiest
inspirations. Then we have the " exu-
berant Keatinge,'* and Vallancey, and
O'Flaherty — three generous Celtic-

minded writers, and full of the old

grand days of romance ; and by their

side, the unbelieving, matter-of-fact,

yet inconsistent Ledwich, with his

mind's motto, "Incrcdulus Odi," and
his desire that the three had but one
neck that, Nero-like, he might decapi-

tate them at a blow. Then we have
Hibernian Curry true to the " green
flag," and, no doubt, sincere ; and
Anglican Ware, overflowing with fact,

solid, satisfying, and suggestive, but a
veritable Englishman. Then appear
on the tapis Jacobite Carte, loyal and
landatory, very busy whitewashing
King Charles I., side by side with
Gilbert Burnet, who, with whig paste

and gold leaf is equally industrious in

lacquering up King William of im-

mortal memory. Then we have the

indignant Taafe, ready to break a
spear in Erin's cause with any Saxon

;

and English Borlace, cool and quaint.

We have lianmer and Marleburrough,
with their " Chronicles," of which the

former is delicious reading. Then ap-

pears Sir John Davis, whom James I.

called '« Nosce Teipsitm," from a poem
on the Trinity which that worthy had
composed in the days of his youth.

He is an able writer on the English

side, and had something for his pains,

having been constituted by the royal

gossip, Knight, Serjeant-at-Law, At-
torney-General, Judge of Assize, Chief
Justice, and Speaker of the House of
Commons. We hope that his poetry

was better than his admirer's, Sir

James Ware's, of which we append in

a note, a most ludicrous specimen.f

And near him we would place a his-

tory of Ireland, a.d. 1571, written

by Edmund Campion, Fellow of St.

John's, Oxford—a man of learning and
imagination, but who being a Jesuit,

and behaving as such politically and
clerically, was persecuted in England,
and hounded to the gallows by YVal-

singham, who hung and dismembered
him along with other Popish priests at

Tyburn, December 1, 1581, which is

a blot on the fair Protestant shield of

Queen Elizabeth. His " Historic'' is

delightful, quaint, rich, and erudite.

Then wo have old Sir Richard Coxe,
with his chancellor's bag, of genuine

English barracon, bursting out with

facts, and so full that he had no room
for anything of fancy— the historic

baronet being, unlike Mr.Willet, sen.,

in M Barnaby Rudge," strangely defi-

cient in imagination ; while after him
trudges his shadow, Dr. Leland,

who," though occasionally wearing Sir

Richard's old clothes, is a historian of

weight. Then appears Mr. Thomas
Moore, of whose Irish history we
would say, as of him who compiled it,

"Nil de mortuis nisi bonum." Then
there is Sylvester O'Halloran—frank,

free, and fiery ; with a tine Catholic

and candid spirit, like a high-bred and
gallant Iberian courser, bestrid alike

by both parties, and admired by all

;

while, like voltigeurs in the historical

army, come in the Young Ireland

• Wordsworth,

f Translation of a Lrttin epitaph on Archbishop Talbot :

—

"Talbot hight Richard in thin tomb doth lye,

Arch, sometime prelate, of this reverend see,

Who founded petty canons and the quire.

In fourteen hundred, nine and fortieth year,

< >n fifteenth day of August he resigned.

To whom Almighty God bt> ever kind."

Tratulnttd by Jam*$ War".
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party, MacXevin, Duffy, and Davis,

full of talent and freshness ; wearing

high their verdant shamrocks in their

caps, and seeing all things tinted with

the hue of their fierce national grass-

green spectacles. And, finally, at the

close of the procession, appear two
sober ones ; Christopher Anderson, Se-

cretary to the Society for Highland

Schools— a Scotchman, but a warm
lover of Ireland, a Christian scholar,

and a thorough philanthropist. His

little work, entitled "The Native

Irish," is replete with graceful know-
ledge and generous philo-IIibernicisn).

And beside him in " confraternal feel-

ing strong," is Robert King, A.B.,
Scholar ofTrinity College, Dublin—at
?resent a poor curate in the North of

reland, yet aflluent, and enriching

others, in the wealth of Irish learning

—the lore and the ore which he has

dug with accuracy and with labour

from the dark mine of national anti-

quity. He is the author of " A Primer
of the History of the Holy Catholic

Church of Ireland," a work opulent

in facts, hardly anything escaping the

large sweep of the author's historical

ken. It is a pleasure to find such a
work quoted more than once by the

Young Ireland writers, as granting

that sympathy for the author's learning

and truth which possibly they would
be slow to accord to his political and
religious sentiments.

In this most imperfect list and
sketch of Irish writers I plead guilty to

omitting ancient and venerable names,

such as the courtly Temple, the graphic

Stallbrd, author of the *' Pacata ;" the

Gallic M'Geoghcgan, O'Driscoll, and
"Warner; the noble O'Conor ; the inge-

nious Beaufort ; the erudite Cohjan ;

and Moryson, who accompanied Lord
Alountjoy to Ireland — cum mullis

aliis ; while I appear to have forgot-

ten others of modern days, whom
Fame must still remember, such as

our own Petries, and Hardimans, and
Walkers, and Daltons, and Wildes,
and O 'Donovans, &c. &c. I merely
wished to establish my argument by
giving my list, and to show the dis-

crepancy* in opinion which exists

among the great authorities of Irish

mediaeval history, who have ob?erved
her conquest, and commented on her
condition from headlands of view so

utterly diverse and distinct, that like

Schiller's diver, one must seek for the

golden goblet of Truth amidst eddies

which flow and whirl between opposing
rocks. AuJin. For my part, as an
Irishman— a veritable Erigcna— I am
free to confess I feel myselfcontinually

inclining to espouse the conquered
side, like our ola dull friend of Utica—

" Vlctrbt ea»« diit ptunlt, mA vleU CttacU i"

and to say, sing, and truly feel of
my poor country, in the words of our
national poet, that she is to me—
'
' More dear In her tarrow, her gloom, tad her •hover*.
Than the real of the world la iu h»ppic»t hoar*.**

On descending from the train at

Portarlington, a high mound with
trees is visible on the left hand. This
is "Spire Hill," thickly planted by
some dendrologieal philanthropist, for

the good of the Portarlington public ;

and nere, when «* shaws are green
"

and skies are blue, the old people
walk, the young pic-nic, and the boys
and girls gather nuts and play at

hide-and-seek, which, no doubt, is all

very interesting to the parties con-
cerned. A short half mile's walk brings

you to the hotel, which is in the midst
of the town. It is kept by a Mr. Fle-
ming, whose bills belied his name, as

they did not illustrate a " Flemish
reckoning," and whose manners in no
wise resembled those of " mine host

"

in Fleniing-lande, which Herr Philip-

son suffered from, and Erasmus sati-

rises. Here I met two friends—one a

young antiquarian, a youth of talent

and great agrecablenesa ; we called

him Dryasdust, jun., from his consan-
guinity in tastes to the great and arid

doctor of that name. The other friend

was an English officer, a lover of the

angle, and a reader of Izaac Walton ;

him we called Captain Basil, from his

continually quoting Kcats's «* Pot of
Basil." Another habit of his was a
perpetual and sentimental reference

on all occasions to Byrou's fine and sad
lines commencing with—

" But ever and anon of grief lubdaed i~

and these he would repeat, looking

extremely good-humoured and happy
all the time. He was an inveterate

story-teller, and seemed to possess a
{>ower of associating every thing he
leard with some narrative, sportive

or sad, which ho had cupboarded up
in his memory, and could produce at

a moment's warning, as quickly as a
grocer would hand a pound of tea or

sugar, ready corded and made up, to a
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customer from behind his counter.

We will give the reader a specimen of

one or two of these narratives before

we part, only premising, as iEsehincs

in his banishment said to his auditory,

after he had repeated a speech of De-
mosthenes for them, " Ah ! I wish you
had heard himself speak it." The
Captain was a literary and lively com-
panion, and we were glad to associate

dim with us in a walk to see the old

Castle of Leix, which is tho chief lion

of Portarlington. It well repays the

trouble of a stroll to its ruins, which
lie about a mile and a-half north of the

town. On our way we called at the

Cost-office, when the Captain, who
ad exploded like a cracker, or rather

a Roman candle, in some half-dozen

anecdotes and narratives during the

morning, related to us the following,

which he called a fiscal fact :—
" My cousin, Mr. T , was stay-

ing at a retired glebe-house with the

vicar of the parish, and came down to

breakfast one fine morning with a gi-

gantic packet, which he had been
writing half the night with a truly ux-
orious pen, to his fair young wife, and
for which he now requested the old

vicar to lend him a postage-stamp.

Now, that dignitary, though otherwise

a very generous man, had a decided

antipathy, as many good men have—
nay, a perfect horror of lending pos-

tage-stamps, considering them as um-
brellas or articles unreturnablc and
lost for ever. So after lecturingT
soundly on the excessive impropriety

of his not carrying them with him, he
was obliged to produce, not one only,

but four postage-stamps, which aa

wings were to waft T 's bulky let-

ter to the bosom of his Beatrice. They
lunched, the vicar decidedly cross,

and T awkward ; however, pre-

sently he had to ask his reverend host

a second request before he went, and
this was to change him a sovereign.

To his amazement the vicar at once,

and cheerfully, acceded to this, and
going to his escrutoire returned with

a roguish smile upon his lip, and his

hand full of change, being just twenty
shillings in silver, minus fonrpence,

which he had deducted as the cost of

the stamps—thus losing nothing by the

transaction but his equanimity for half

an hour
;
giving his young friend an

excellent lesson for the time to come ;

and, above all, gratifying his own ec-

centric humour in creating what he

conceived to be a good story, and
which was regularly told and retold

by him till the year of his death."

On leaving Portarlington by the

Dublin road, we soon reached the

Grand Canal, along whose bank we
now turned abruptly to the left, Leix
Castle looming loftily on our vision

about a mile off—a very fine object in

the distance, and, unlike the visions of
hope, more than realising our expecta-

tions as we came near it. It stands

on the Barrow, surrounded by callows,

or river meadows, which were some-
times inundated from the river, and
at other times being neutral land,

formed hunting grounds, whero the

neighbouring chiefs rendezvoused to

chase deer, wolves, and wild ho*9. Hi-
ther no doubt often resorted O'Connor
and O'Coghlan, from Offalia, or the

King's County ; O'Dun from bis woods,

and O'Rcgan from Ibh-Rc^an ; hither

(Mime O'More, the Lord of Laviseach

and King of Leix ; hither came
O'Dcmpsic, of Glanmaliero ; and the

great Mac-Gillia-Phadruig, or Fitz-

Patrick, from his ancient Ossorian

lands, rich and verdant; and other

noble Irish chiefs; and surely now
and then a Butler would be there from
Ormond ; or a stately Geraldine would
merge for a time the national quarrel,

in the enjoyment and good feeling

arising from the common sport. There
arc faithful prints of this Castle in
" Grose's Antiquities," where the mea-
surements of the courts, foss, and bal-

lium arc accurately given, which scarce

would prove interesting: in a sketchy

pilgrimage like this. The history of
the Castle is more likely to be en-

joyed, and this I shall endeavour to

give briefly.

At the arrival of the English, under
Henry II., in 1 170, the whole of Leix
was under the dominion of Dermot
M'Murrough, King of Leinster, whose
daughter, Eva, married liichard de
Clare, Earl of Pembroke, commonly
called Strongbow ; their daughter,

Isabel, married William Maxfield,

Marshal of England, commonly called

Earl Mareschal (because descended

from Walter Maxfield, who had been
Marshal to William the Conqueror).

This William, Earl Mareschal, had
by Isabel five sons—William, Richard,

Gilbert, Walter, Ansclm

—

all of idiom
were carls, and died childless, according

to some curious prophecy of the Lady
Isabel, their mother ; " and so the noble
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shield and buckler of the jzreat Mar-
shals, dreaded by the enemies ofEng-
land, perished and vanished away,"
and their vast seignories and posses-

sions fell among their five sisters ; of
whom more anon. The second of
these brothers, Richard, was slain by
the O'Conors, in a battle on the Cur-
ragh, a.d. 1233, and was buried in

the Black Friars, at Kilkenny, which
house bis father had founded, Henry
III. protesting at his death that he
had * 4 lost the worthiest captain of the

age." Eighteen Norman knights, who
had come over with Strongbow, lay

buried around him; but afterwards, in

some popular tumult, the Kilkenny
folk defaced and destroyed their tombs,
using their coffins as swiue troughs

;

yet one stone remaineth, which the

Cantwell family claim as their own

;

yet the peasantry still name this tomb
as that of " Byddir in Curroghe," that

is, ''the knight slain at the Curragh,"
a fact given by llanmer, and illus-

trating an assertion I have made above
concerning the fidelity of the tradi-

tions of the peasantry. The great
Earl himself was warlike and stout,

and gave himself to spoiling and
burning in Ireland : like Robin Hood,
Guy of Gisborne, Little John, and
other clerks of St. Nicholas, he loved

to rob ecclesiastics; and not being,

like Major Monsoon, " un bong
t
Ca-

thulique," had a peculiar penchant for

the goods and manors of the Church.
Thus, having seized with strong hand
two rich lordships appertaining to a
certain bishop, and despising the ex-

communicatory thunders which the be-

reaved party launched against him, he
and bis sons, who appear in this mat-
ter as grasping and contumacious as

himself, bad a withering anathema
hurled against them, conditional in its

horrors, however, in case of restitu-

tion, which did not take place ; and
hence the decay of the family, as the

chronicle asserts. The story is given

in Hanmer's delightful old fashion,

most pungently. This William Ma-
reschal, in right of his Irish wife, was
Lord of Leix. He had a taste for co-

lonising ; and where the " Heath of
Maryborough " now is, he brought
over English people, and planted them
in a fertile place, called "Magh
Reada," or the pleasant plain, build-

ing the Castle of Dunamacc, which
means the " Fort of Beauty," near it,

to secure it from the natives. This

property his fifth, or first (I can-
not ascertain which) daughter, Eva,
inherited ; bhe married Lord Bruce,
or Braouse ; but Earl Mareschal's

fourth daughter, Sybil, married Wil-
liam Ferrers, Earl of Derby, and by
her had Agnes, who married William
de Vesci, who built the Castle ofLeix
to protect the English Pale, and was
ancestor to the present Viscount de
Vesci in this county. This noble was
descended from Eustace do Vesci,

whose name you will find appended to

Magna Charta, in companionship with
those of Bohun, Bigod, Do Vere,
Mowbray, Mareschal, De Clare, De
Say, De Ros, Percy, Aubignie, Mount-
fiehet, &c. &c. ; the greatest and no-
blest of the Norman barons, and many
of whose long lines perished, when
staining a white or red rose with their

heart's blood in those disastrous days,
" when York and Lancaster drew forth

their battles."

The De Vescis trace their " parent
lake" to Charlemagne, and their

scutcheon is one of peculiarly honour-
able emblazonment and distinction,

being a black cross on a field of gold,
and the old sky-pictured motto of the

Christianised Emperor Constantine,
" Sub hoc signo vinces."

William de Vesci had two sons

;

John, a doughty warrior, who fought
in Gascoigne's wars, was Governor of
Scarborough, and Baron Knapton

:

his second wife was Isabella Beaumont,
a cousin of Queen Eleanor's, His
brother, William de Vesci, was of a
more pacific character ; he was one of

the competitors for the crown of Scot-

land, through his royal descent from
Henry of Plantagcnet. He was Lord
of Kildare, Lord ofLeix Castle, where
he resided and kept state, and Lord
Justice of Ireland ; but dying without

issue, his Irish possessions fell to the

Geraldines, Lords of Kildare, his cou-

sins. One of these turbulent Castellans,

confined in the round tower of Leix
Castle William de Burgh, the Red
Earl of Ulster, giving him post-horse

diet, namely, meal and water, in

order to gratify a personal piaue he
had against him ; but the Parliament

of Kilkenny, meeting in 1311, libe-

rated him without ransom, probably a
good deal attenuated in appearance,

from the remarkably antiphlogistic

regimen he had been enjoying. Af-
terwards, Edward Bruce, with hit

" red-shank Scots," seized and burned
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the Castle. Again, in 1320, O'Dcmp-
sie possessed it, and for upwards of two
hundred years Leix Castle was a causo

of strife between this old Celtic sept

—

O'Moiv, of Leix, who burned it in

1346, and the Earls of Kildare, who
represented the English interest, and
generally had the re-building of it

;

and was often won and lost again by-

one or other party during that period.

In 1560, Sussex subdued the O'Con-
nors and O'Dempsies ; and having
reconquered Clannialier and Leix,

the Castle was seized for the Crown ;

but in 1598, when Essex made his ill-

judged descent into Leinster, O'Demp-
sy took possession of Leix Castle, and
sallying thence, in union with the

O'Duns and O'Connors, they totally

routed the English at Ballybrittas,

slaying so many gentlemen and knights

that the field was strewed with helmet
plumes ; and the place and fight has

since been ever styled " The Pass,"

or "The Pluck of tlumes."
In 1641, the Irish rebels seized the

Canle, and garrisoned it ; but being
retaken by the Government army in

the spring of 1642, the grateful in-

habitants of Leix village planted, in

memorial of their deliverance, a young
ash-tree, which attained to a vast size

;

the trunk was fully thirty feet in cir-

cumference, with ten branches, fifteen

feet long, of great weight, forming a
shade under its foliage more than
sixty feet in diameter, and all but im-
penetrable to the sun's rays. This
stable memorial of loyalty was a libel

on the fluctuating occupancies of the

Castle near to whose walls it grew
;

for in the following year, Lord Castle-

haven, whom the folly and harshness

of the Government had driven into re-

bellion, joined the confederate lords,

and seized Leix Castle. Here he
coined brass money, known by the

name of "St. Patrick's halfpence,"

which were worth about four-thir-

teenths of a penny of our money, but
at that time obtained the value of a
shilling. This coin had on one side

the figure of the Irish apostle, driving

awav the reptiles out of Ireland, with

the motto, «• Quiescat plebs," which,
I suppose, ifrendered Hibernice would
be, "Can't you be ouiet?" On the

reverse of the coin, King David play-

ing his harp diligently, and looking up
at a crown, with a legend, «« Floreat

Rex," which I suppose alluded to

Charles I., for these confederate lords

pretended that they had a royal com-
mission from him to favour their re-

bellion. Numbers of such moneys were
struck by order of the Confederates,

but those coined at Leix Castle had an
L under the figures of Patrick and
David, and are very scarce. The as-

sumed value of this money being so

small, goods rose in price to meet it,

till the coinage found its real value.

In 1650, Leix Castle met with its

worst mishap, for the Parliamentary
army of Cromwell, under Colonels

Hewson and Reynolds, cannonaded it,

till wall and turret went to the ground.

These Ironside artillerymen did their

work weir, and to this day gigantic

detached masses, retaining the integri-

ty of their masonry, torn from the grey
walls and stern old towers, mark how
ruthlessly and powerfully they plied

their shot.

Leix Castle, thus dismantled, ap-

pears to have been a refuge for the

broken fortunes of the O'Dempsy fa-

mily, of whom I will now say a few
words. They were chieftains under
the O'More, and held large tracts in

the King's and Queen's County ; they

were an ancient race, and Mr. Las-
eclles, in his ** Liber Munerum,"
emotes from an old author, "The Pet-

tigre of the 0*Demps>ie is in the Har-
leian MSS." They were Lords of Ir-

rac and Clanmalier, or Clan Malugra ;

the most ancient name of the territory

was Ibh-failge.

About the beginning of the seven-

teenth century Sir Terence O'Dempsy
had his land restored by Government,
and afterwards, tendering his alle-

giance to James I., was raised to the

British Peerajro, by the title of Baron
Philipstown, Viscount Clanmalier. He
was succeeded by his son Lewis, the

second Viscount, and the last who en-

joyed the title. In 1641, this peer
was summoned by Parsons and Bor-
lacc, the Lords Justices, to Dublin,

along with the Lords Gormanstown,
Fingal, Slane, Louth, Trimblestown,
Dunsany, and Netterville. These se-

ven were Lords of the Pale ; but re-

fusing to go, because of his suspicions

of the Justices, his person was out.

lawed, and his property confiscated,

with that of the above noble lords, his

confreres. Still he kept possession of

the Castles of Leix and Ballybrittas,

till they went down before the iron

shot of Cromwell's artillery. After

the Restoration a royal commission
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was issued, and a " Court of Claims "

set up in Dublin in 1662, for the re-

covery of the estates of which tho Irish

nobles had been dispossessed during

thn Commonwealth. The plea on
which these lords based their claims

was, that in fighting against the Eng.
lisli Government, as administered by
Cromwell, they had virtually been
contending for the King. Such as

succeeded were styled innocents ; the

unsuccessful, on the contrary, were
called non -innocents, or nocents.

Among the latter was Lewis O'Demp-
sy, Viscount Clanmalicr. His trea-

son at the Castle of Geashil, which he

had blockaded with a scum of Irish

kern in 1641, till driven thence by
Lord Lisle and the roval army, was
overt, and not to be denied, though
his party contended that they had
royal letters permissory, and that the

Queen was heartily, though secretly

engaged in their favour. But his fair

and ample possessions were tempting
and seductive—his defence of his loy-

alty meagre and questionable ; and the

most profligate of monarchs confiscated

O'Oerapsy's great estate at one fell

swoop, oud bestowed it on a favourite,

of whoso character it is hard to write,

it is so differently painted by different

pens — Bennet, afterwards Lord Ar-
lington.

After his outlawry, Lord Clanraa-

lier still kept up a disreputable exis.

tencc, lurking in the cellars and towers

of the dismantled castle of Leix, and
finally died in great indigence. His
son, Charles O'Dempsy, commonly
called "Cahir na Copliuil," to whom
I have alluded in the former part of
this Pilgrimage, underwent the ban of
outlawry along with his father, and
was a landless man ; the hero of many
a wild ballad and Irish legend. He
was a kind of a gentlemanly highway-
man, or aristocratic rapparee—levyiug

contributions on the whole country,

and plundering on his own escheated

estate, which, no doubt, he conceived

ought still to have been in the family.

He robbed and spoiled for his liveli-

hood ; and, since the English had out-

lawed him, he seemed anxious to show
them practically how well he illus-

trated, for his own benefit, tlieir desig-

nation of him. He was a magnificent

horseman, whence his Irish name,
" Cahir of the Horses," as flattering

to his equestrian prowess as his father's

title was to his ancient blood. There

was not any horse in the whole country

which he would not steal, nor any
which he could not ride gracefully

and boldly. Such a character, some
hundred years ago, would be sure to

be popular among a people like the

Irish. On one occasion, says the

country tradition, when hotly pursued
by some riders, he leapt his horse — a
noble animal— over the ruined enclo-

sure of Leix Castle, and rode him
boldly up a narrow staircase, which
still remains in one of the walls, until

he reached an outjutting stone ledge,

which overhung the court below. His
{mrsuers dismounting, ascended after

lim on foot, and were on the point of
seizing him, when he spurred his horse

over the ledge, and leaped down a
height of many feet. The noble ani-

mai s legs were driven up into his body,

and he was killed on the spot; but
Cahir verified a proverb, as his end
afterwards evinced, and escaped with
some bruises; and, disengaging him-
self from his dead steed, be flung him-
self into the Barrow, and swimming
across, contrived to baffle his enemies,

only to be retaken, and ignominiously

hanged for horse-stealing. I believe

his remains repose in Ballvadams
churchyard ; and I am told that the

patent of nobility, by which his grand-
lather was constituted Viscount Clao-
malier, is now in the possession of a
gentleman of his name, lineage, and
blood, who resides in Liverpool.

The Castle is indeed a noble ruin,

and from what it is, we may well judge
of what it was. Its spacious courts;

its iron bastions ; the thickness of its

walls, which exceed twelve feet; its

ruined portcullis, and filled-up, grass-

grown moat ; its numerous mural and
turreted staircases ; its deep and solid

prison ; its once proud square bawn,
or keep, supported by strong arches ;

its flanking towers, round and massive,

partly in ruin, especially on the west-

ern side, and partly erect in grey mag-
nificence, like ancient warriors stand-

ing up sadly amidst the stricken of the

battle-field they had survived ; and the

green, bright ivy springing there too—

-

the ever fresh friend, always the same,
smiling all the summer, and shining

all the winter, so gently coming up and
growing round these stern old stones,

and clasping them with its soft arms,
and with its tender intertwinings

adorning them, and staying with them
uight and day, as if to comfort and
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caress tbem, like loving childhood

nursing and blessing old age in its hour
of sorrow.

Slowly and pensively we sauntered

from the ruin, till the stream of our
thoughts was diverted from their me-
lancholy channel by the following lively

anecdote, furnished to cheer the way,

by Captain Basil, and which he told

us was apropos to sieges, or rather, as

we thought, " an rien ;"—

" I had been passing a few days with

some friends in Peeblesshire, and had
spent the lost morning of my sojourn

there in a long ramble through the

lovely and romantic hills which girdle

their old Hall, where the sheep on the

steep slope browsing, and the still fi-

gure of the grey-plaided hill-shepherd,

alone give any evidence of life amidst
these green mountain solitudes.

" Late in the evening I hired a phae-
ton from Biggor, intending to reach

Lanark that night, and get to Glasgow
in the morning, in sufficient time for

the midday steamer to Dublin. At ten

o'clock I arrived at Lanark, cold, tired,

and hungry ; and after embrocating
and renewing my being and my brain

with sundry basins of tea and slices of

toast, I ascended to my cubiculutn, under
the paternal guidance of Boots—a raw,

dry, and long-backed Scotchman. On
the way he informed me, with a hideous

chuckle of satisfaction, that the house
was quite full, owing to an annual fair

which was then going on; and that

the Hamilton bus, which came in at

about eleven o'clock, would make it a
bumper; 'and why no' ?' added the

animal, with a look of wisdom, these

words seeming to be the regular con-

clusion of every sentence uttered by
this leather-polishing dignitary. My
room contained four beds ; and, to my
horror, I learned I was to have com-
pany, in case of the aforesaid " boosh"
containing its desired complement. I
got rather angry at the idea ; and sum-
moning my sleepy landlord, I proflered

to pay for all the beds, if I might have
the unintruded possession of the room
for that night. But my host was douce
and cannie, and refused, saying that

•his contract was to sleep the boosh
passengers, who were ceevil Glasgow
bodies; and he could na' affront them
in that fashion.* He then retired, fol-

lowed by Boots, who seemed greatly
edified by his determination, if I could
judge by the successive ' and why

no's ' which I heard in the distance as

he descended the 6tairs.

"Now, I was fully determined to

bolt and bar the whole world out—let

alone, as you say in Ireland, the con-

tents of the bus ; but alas 1 nor lock,

nor hasp, nor staple had the door, but

a rusty latch. Yet having, in the

days of my youth, been a ringleader,

in Dr. Broughton's school in Kent, at

a famous barring-out, and possessing

much taste for defensive engineering,

I dragged out a huge old-fashioned oak
desk, with as little noise as possible,

and made it stand with its flat back to

the door ; and then wedging between
it and the case of my bed a long and
ponderous oak settle, I felt I had com-
pleted a fortification worthy ofVauban
himself, and that nothing short of a
Roman catapult or a petard could

drive in or demolish the door. I then

got into bed, and fell asleep ; but was
awakened at midnight bv tne noise of

the gallant bus, which came lumbering
up under my windows, and which, if

one could judge by the fuss and row
which at once ensued, seemed to be
full of passengers. Presently many
feet were heard ascending the stairs,

and I recognised the Cidedonian accents

of Boots, as he pompously heralded

them to what, no doubt, they vainly

hoped, fond wretches, would be their

resting-place for the night.

"'There is but the a'e man in the

room, Mr. M'Corquodale, and you,
and your son, and your brother may
sleep in the big blue bed ; and the twa
Mr. Duncans may just tak the green
one; and Alderman MacMurdo (he's

no that big) may hae the small sophy-
bed his lane.'

"Presently the string of the latch

was jerked ; then came a knock.
"

' Hoot, man, but he's bolted the

door, and myself thought there was
nae bolttiPt.'

"Knock, knock—push, push—bang,
bang.

"
' Hech, sirs, but he's that heavy

in the head. Eh! sir, wull ye no
wake, and let the boosh passengers

get into bed ?'

" Knock—push—kick—bang.
" ' My oh ! but he must hae clooted

the door up with nails, for it wunna
stir. Try again now, gentlemen

; put
your shoulder to it, Alderman — push
together, and we'll have it in on the

top of the unceevalchiel, please Provi.

dence, and mak him stir."
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" Push — push— drive— shove—
knock.

" ' Wull you open the door ?—wull

you ? (in a prolonged scream). ' My
certes, but he must be deaf, or drunk,
or gotten the happleplexory, or the
collery morpheus ; or aiblins he's dead,
committed shooeycide on himself, the

misguided carle ; so dirma fash your-
sells ony mair—we will go down stairs

till morning, for the muster would be
ill phased if we were to break the

door, or mak mair noise. So we will

leave off rampaging, gentlemen, if you
please.'

" All this time I lay under the sheets,

half dead with laughing, the bedstead
literally shaking beneath me with the

excess of my suppressed cachinations,

as I heard the enemy, amidst a re.

treating fire of heavy grumbling, raise

the siege, and depart ; and as they

descended the stairs, Boots's voice, at-

tuned to accents of consolation, mut-
tering something about ' the kitchen

6re, and three chairs, and the cushions

of the boosh ; and why no'?' &t\, &c.
" Early in the morning I quietly

withdrew all my means of defence, and
then getting back into bed, I awaited
the arrival of Boots. I saw in a mo-
ment, from the ludicrous expression in

his great calf face, that he had fathom-

ed the whole thing, and particularly

when, in answer to a cognoscent query
pf his, as to how I had * passed the

nicht,* I answered that I had been dis-

turbed by some mice scratching at the

wainscot. So slipping a triple fee into

his splay and horny hand, to which he
responded by a grin of most unspeak-

able intelligibility and fun, and bun-
dling myself into the identical bus, I

was half-way to Glasgow before the

Mr. Duncans, or the worthy Alder-

man, or the Mr. M'Corquodales had
awakened from their first sleep by the

kitchen fire."

However we might have been scan,

dalised at the selfishness displayed by
our vivacious companion on this occa-

sion, we could not but smile at his

story, which he gave us with all the

imitations of voice and ludicrous ac-

cent suitable to the characters ; and,

chatting thus pleasantly, we reached
Portarlington.

Next morning we engaged a car to

take us to see the remains of Geashil

Castle, lying a few miles westward of
Portarlington, and which, in 1641,

was besieged by Lewis O'Dempsie, as

referred to above, second Viscount
Claumalier, with a host of "bare- leg-

ged Finians," under the pretence that

he bad a royal commission from Charles
I., " and was employed in his High-
ness'* service for the sacking of Geashil
House." It was this deed of alleged

disloyalty which ruined ClanmaTier
afterwards. When his cause came to
be heard in the Court of Appeals, in

1662, this act cost him his attaint, and
beggared him and his descendants for

over. Yet, though one would be un-
willing to attribute to the unhappy
first Stuart a villainy and treachery
so thoroughly black.hearted, yet, be-
yond all doubt, there are passages both
in Borlace and Clarendon, which would
seem to favour the idea that the Eng-
lish Government were not particularly

anxious to suppress or shorten the hor-
rors of the outbreak, on the principle

that the greater and more extensive
the rebellion, the greater would be the
confiscation, and the larger the booty ;

and the first Charles had many needy
courtiers, as his profligate son had
many necessitous sons, to be provided
for.

*Be that as it may, this Lewis Glan-
maliero, as he calls himself, I believe,

Hibernicising thus his title, sat down
before Lord Digby's " poor house of
Geashil," which was defended, on that
occasiou, by Lettice Lady Digby, in,

her lord's absence— a heroine of no
ordinary 6tamp, and much resembling
the noble Charlotte De la Trcmouille,
Lord Derby's wife (whom one remem-
bers to have met in " Peveril of the
Peak "), and who, shortly after this,

made a similar defence in Lancashire
(and with like success) of her husband's
castle, " Lathome House,*' against the
forces of the Parliament. This Lewis
was a kinsman of the lady's; and even
when swarming round her castle with
an army composed of " O'Connors,
and O'Duns, or Doynes, Vicars,

Molloys, M«Williams, and O'Demp-
sies," without end or number— for
" Con " was there, and " Phelim" was
there, and "Charles," and "Harry"—
all gentlemen, every one of them por-
phyrogeniti, and of pedigree, and all

subscribing their autographs in the
correspondence which took place on
the occasion. Yet even in this mina-
tory attitude, and when he tells her,

in his summons, that unless " she de-
livers up the castle, he will speedily

take and burn the whole town, killing
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all the Protestants, and sparing neither

man, woman, or child," he " sur-

ceases," and " subscribes himself her
loving cousin, Glanmaliero "— a de-

gree of Hibernian gallantry scarce in-

telligible. But the lady had a heart

of oak, and came of the stout Geral-

dinea. her grandfather having been
Gerald, the eleventh earl of Kildare

;

and her piety was great, and supported
her, and her trust and soul's faith was
in her God; and so she quailed not at

his threats. But though she subscribes

herself "Your poor kinswoman, Lettice

Offully " (she was Baroness Oflalia by
creation from James I., and had the

whole Geraldine blood in her singlo

person), yet she was able to say that
" God will take a poor widow into his

protection from all those that, without
cause, are risen up against her."

Whereupon Lewis, the beleaguerer,

waxed wroth, and plants against the

castle. Oh! for one hour of Old Noll's

able gunners, to " teach him a trick
"

of offence—a great piece of ordnance,

to the making of which went, as it was
credibly reported, seven score pots and
pans, which was cast by an Irishman
from Athboy three times, before they

brought it to " that state of perfection

it had at Geashil. " ( Query—Is this the

original of the " Great Gun of Ath-
lone," with a slight change of titular

geography ?) But this unlucky cannon
burst asunder at the first discharge,

scattering the O'Dempsies, no doubt,
and making the clansmen run, and
harming the assailers more than the

assaulted. Whereupon Lewis, who
appears to have been as maladroit with
his pen as he was with his gun, indites

the noble lady another epistle, in

which he tells her to expect no "fur-
ther favour at his hands;" and "so
I rest, your ladyship's loving cousin,

Lewis Glanmaliero !" Another of the

O'Dempsies, namely, Charles, was now
set upon Lady Digby, and addressed
to her a long note of a most insolent

nature. But, in despite of all, she held

the place gallantW and effectually till,

on the arrival or the royal troops in

October, 1642, under Lord Lisle, or

Sir Richard Grenville, the siege was
abandoned, and the O'Dempsie army
separated and fled to their fastnesses.

This Lettice, Baroness of Oflalia, was
lineal ancestress to the representatives

of much Irish talent. Her grandson,
Dr. Simon Digby, Bishop of Elphin,

was a gifted artist. His eldest daugh-
ter married one of Archbishop Marsh's
sons, from whom our Sir Henry Marsh
derives his descent. 1 1 is second daugh-
ter, Lettice Digby, was wife to the
Rev. William Brooke, and mother to

Henry Brooke, the poet, and grand-
mother to Miss Charlotte Brooke, the
Irish bardess. From another child

descended our valued friend, Digby
PilotStarkey, the author of "Thcoria,"
and many a paper of varied literature

and philosophy in this Magazine ; the
poet of thought and refinement a
thoroughly accomplished man and,

mind. From another of Bishop Dig-
by 's children descend the Sadlicr fa-

mily, rich in collegiate honours and
scholarship. I may, be permitted to

relate an anecdote of one of them.
Some years ago, the late Frovost Sad-
lier met a grey-headed peasant beneath
the wall of Geashil Castle, and, engag-
ing him in conversation, he proved tobe
an O'Dempsy. So here, after a lapse

of over two hundred years, meet toge-

ther a descendant of either contending
party—the Saxon lady and the Ccllic
lord—the contending cousins—the as-

sailed and the assailant ; in peace, but
in great difference of condition. A
miniature likeness of this thrice noble
Lady Digby is in the possession of his

Grace the Duke of Leinster ; and her
honoured remains await the archangel's
trump in St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dub-
lin. There is little in the mere ruins of
Geashil Castle to interest ; the history

attached to the place is its only charm.
We should have regretted even having
gone there, on the principle of "Lejcu
ne vaut pas la Chandelle," were it not
for the wit and comicality of our driver,

which kept us in continual merriment,
as story after story escaped from his

lips (interrupted by an occasional ob-
jurgation addressed to his steed.) These
stories he told in a fine, clear, musi-
cal brogue, which sounded high above
the noise of his wheels, and was per.

fectly audible to us, as we sat on cither

side of his Irish car.

We were passing through some bog
land when he proceeded to sound the

glories of his native Bog of Allen. I
had read how in the projector's college

at Laputa gunpowder was extracted

from calcined ice ; and so I was not
astonished that in the alembic of an
Irishman's brain, a droll story could

be furnished from the dull and flat
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materiel of the red Bog of Allen. But very nearly as I heard it from our
let the reader judge ; I give the story driver's lips :

—

AN INCIDENT IN THE BOO OF ALLEN.

It was in the spring of the year
)8—, that we had great election

doings in Ireland, and plenty of hard
knocks and broken heads' at the poll-

booths—the people bating each other

for the love of their country, as was
but natural. Counsellor O'Connell was
then alive, glory be to him, and came
down to our town expriss, in his bot-

tle-green chaise, with the hammer-
cloth, and his supporthcrs on the car-

riage-door, just like a lord, as the

same Dan ought to have been, ifthere

was any justice for ould Ireland.

Well, he dined at the "D. Arms," and
afterwards made an elegant narration

out of the windy of the hotel ; and a
fine spaiker was the counsellor, for he
would turn you, and twine you, aud
wind you which way he plaiscd ; and
then he would make you angry—and
then he make you plaised — and
then he would say something so pay-

thettick that the coarsest and manliest

fellow in the crowd would have the

tears as big as peas running down his

face ; and then again, in two minutes,

he would have the whole of us break-

ing our hearts laughing at his wit and
stories. Well, on this occasion ho
told us we were hurroo - dattery

bondsmen ; that green Erin was a Jim
on the say ; and that we must " strike

a blow," which indeed the boys were
very willing to do, even though the

counsellor had not mentioned it, but

there was nobody there to bate. Well,

my dear, after that there were four

posters put to his carriage, and off' he

went to Tullamore. The boy who
rode the leaders was myself, and in-

deed we galloped the whole stage, the

counsellor shelling out the halfcrowns

like a raal Irish gentleman, and sitting

up in the dickey, for the day was fine,

talking to ould Tom Steele, who was
in his blue military coat and gold-

laced cap, the craythur. Well, it was
back I had to come in the morning,

and when I brought the horses home
again who should I see but the new
dane (Anglice, dean) waiting in the

yard for a car, to cross the seven -mile

bog-road between this and the little

village of B . He was a stranger

in the country, an Englishman—a tall

lusty man, with a long, yellow, flat face,

the colour of a lemon, and a great big

chin, which he kept buried up alive

in his white cravat. He was tutor in

a lord's family, and being all for plaiz-

ing the Government, and doing what
they liked, the Lord Lieutenant, of

course, made him a dane, which
was but natural ; and very like the

same Danes he was, or something be-

longing to them, for he was tall, and
round, and stiff, and rather ould, and
a trifle grey, which, your honour
knows, the round towers of the Danes
arc, whatever sort they might have
been who built them. Well, to make
a long story short, he wanted a car to

cross the bog ; and he cries to the mis-

tress, in his quare English voice

—

«• My good woman, I see your osses

have come, and I cawn't stop longer,

for I'm engaged," says he, " to lunch

at ' the Heronry,' " says he.

Now this was Squire B 's place,

just beyant B ; and all the yard
had it that the dane was going to coort

Miss Annie, the squire's eldest daugh-
ter, a young craythur, aud the pur-
tiest, and sprightlicst, and innocentest

little lady in the whole county ; but
my old mother, Peggy M'Cabe, who
was the squire's own nurse, used to get
angry on hearing such talk, and say,

that " Miss Annie would never take

him, the sheepish ould gomeril.*'

Well, my dear, be that as it may,
there he was, in opprobious personibus,

as the skoolmaster says, a standing in

the yard, and telling us

—

«' I cawn't wait longer."
" You shall have a car in a minute,

sir," says the mistress.

With that she ordered me to rub
down one of the posters, and to rowl
out the ould green car from the shed.

The cocks and hens had been roosting

on it for many a long day, but it was
the only vayhicle to be had for love,

law, or money, the rest being off to

the election.

" Barnc\'," says the mistress, " fling

a couple of buckets from the pump
over the ould car," savs she, "and
freshen it a little," says she, "and put
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down my own drab cushion on one
side," says she, "and be sure," says

she, " that you mind to go aisy with

it acrass the bog," says she, " for

though the road is soft, more luck for

us," says she, " yet the dane is heavy,

and the wheels is rotten."

So off wc went, my dear, acrass

the bog, my gentleman sitting up as

grand on the drab cushion as if he
was an archbishop, and as stiff and
studdy as if it was the Rock of Cashel

be was upon. Tho first three miles

was a good bit of smooth road enough,

and I really began to conceit myself

that the ould car would hould on and
not go to pieces, with quiet driving

and looking out for the ruts. But the

dane, he got fidgetty, for the day was
changing, and it began to drizzle.

" Cawn't you get on ?" says he,

" that's a good strong punch of a oss,"

says he ; " cawn't you make him go
fawster?"

I was turning round to answer him,

when thump came the wheel against a
thief of a stone, and off rolled the

iron shoeing from it, and crack went
spokes, and axle, and all, and down
went the car, pitching the dane and his

pockmanty clanc into the dirty road,

though he was not a bit hurt, only a
scraped shin, and terribly frightened,

and angry, and abusing all Ireland

and the Irish, to be sure, because an
ould car could not carry his own big

four beavy quarters.

"This is a most rascally ewent,"

says he. " Oh dear ! oh dear ! how
shall I ever fulfil," says he, "my
hengagement at the 'Eronry?" says

he, "and my gaiter is burst,"' says

be, " and my shin is all bleeding, and
it's coming on an orrible wet day,"

says the poor craythur.

Well, of coorsc, wc were in the

boith of distress, when who should

come trotting up but my uncle Thomas,
in the low-backed car, with the

old mammy nurse, my mother, and
an empty turf creel, with a young calf

standing in it, which they had bought
at the fair of Philipstown.
" Get on the car," says my mother

;

" it is your only chance, Mr. Dane,"
says she, " of getting to tho squire's,

unless you would like," said she, " to

remain in the bog all night, and be
aitcn by the leeches, and the frogs,

and blind worms, and torpaydos, and
crackowldiles, and the sea serpents,

and other raptiles, who frequent in

vast abundance this Bog of Allen,"

says she ; for ould Molly was a know,
led gable woman, and was wondherful

at the talk, and used to read a power
of learned books when she would be
nursing the squire's lady in her con-

finement ;
" and its coming on across

the bog a black pelt of rain," says she.

So, my dear, up he got on uncle's

car, looking very pale and vexed, and
all brown with the bog-mould, where
he had fallen. My uncle put tho

drab cushion under him, and off they

started, little Kitty, the grey pownev,
trotting out manfully, only she could

not do that, seeing she was a mare,

and of the faymale race. Well, my
dear, they had not gone fifty yards

when the dane roared out to stop.

" Oh !" says he, " I am so shuck 1"

savs he; "are there no springs to

this orrible wayicle ?" says he.

" Sorrow to the spring," says ould

Molly ; " but man alive never fear,

the shafts are strong," says she, and
we won't break down, like that ould

green fiddle-case you came in, lying

there on the road," says she.

" Oh 1" says the dane, putting his

hand on the small of his back, " I

have a touch of the limber-ague ever

since I had the fayvor," says he, " and
the jolting of the 'orrid car is destroy-

ing me," says he. " I cawn't stand

it," says he.

" But stand it you must," says tho

ould woman. "If you stand up, the

joulting won't be so uneasy wid ye,

and you won't feel the limber-ague,"

says she. " Here, get into this creel

with the calf and me. Take hould by
the rail, and just rise and sink on your

toes as the car joults you," says she,

"and you'll be very nearly as aisy,"

says she— "I hone so at all events—
as if you were saited on the cushion

of the squire's curricle," says the old

woman, trying to slewther up the mis-

fortunate craythur, and make him as

happy as it was possible in tho midst

of all his throubles.
'

With that he gets into the creel

;

and, as it never rains but it pours in

the red Bog of Allen, so down came
the thickest and heaviest of showers

beating in their faces, till, in ten

minutes, they had not a dry stitch on
them; and the harder it rained, the

faster went Kitty the mare with the

car at her tail, as if anxious to get

home to her dry stable, the craythur 1

"Ohl" cries the dane.
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" What's the matter nowt" says the

mammy nurse, as she sat in the creel

a-smoking her pipe.

"I'm so c—o—w—1—d," says he,
M and I'm wet to the skin," says he,

"and my back's bruck," says he.

Well, my mother had a bran new
red cloak under her in the straw, which
she had bought at the fair that day,

and was sitting on to keep it dry and
clanc ; and out she pulls it.

" Put on this," says she, " it will

raich near to your knees ; it has an
ilegant hud and strong strings," says

she; "and I will tie it round your
neck," says the ould woman, "and
under your chin, and it will keep the

hait in you," says she.

Well, my dear, the dane got into

the red cloak with difficulty ; yet still

when Kitty would bump the car

against a stone, or splash it into a rut,

he would cry

—

" Oh, my back 1 oh, go heasy ! go
heasy I oh, don't joult me so hard!*'

says he, " for I'm in haggony with my
back."
" Take hould of me," says the ould

woman, for ghc pitied the way he was
in. " Take a grip of me, and you'll

not be so shuck," says she.

So he clutched heir by her cap, and
her head, and her shoulders, the rain

battering in his face, for it was a regu-

lar plump and storm, and a quare
skimming-bowl of a hat he wore was
running down water before and be-

hind, like the chapel spout on a wet
day, the red cloak flying off his showl-

ders, and the foolish omadhwaun of a
calf standing behind him, munching at

his torn gaiter, and rubbing her head
against the calves of his legs. Pre-
sently my uncle cried _ " Hurroo !

there is B Steeple ;" but, my
dear, the word was scarce out of his

mouth when a largo riding party came
clattering up after us; and, to be
g-urc, if it wasn't the squire, and the

children on their ponies, and Miss
Annie herself on ber blood mare, Cin-
dherella—all of them wet, but looking

so well after their gallop, and laugh-

ing as if their hearts would break.

Up they pulled, and my uncle stopped,

too, to speak to his landlord.

" Why, Thomas," says the squire,
" how dare you bring out the nurse,"

says he, "in all this rain ?'• says he.

" But, for goodness sake," says the

master, "who is that in the creel,

with the calf and the red cloak ? Is

it a cardinal yon have brought over
from Rome?" says he, joking; for, my
dear, the poor misfortunate dane was
so ashamed of being cotched that way
by the quallity that he covered his

face in tne cloak, and when at last

ho dhropp'd it, I thought at 6rst the

squire would have died with the laugh-
ing. But ho was the raal gentleman
all out ; and so, rekivcring himself, he
told Miss Annie and the children to
gallop to the house in all haste, and
order out the pony phayton to fetch

the dane home ; and I believe the

same young lady was overjoyed to get
away, for my mother was watching her

out of the creel, and often told me
that she expected every minute to see

her fall out of her side-saddle, with the
fair laughing, and thrying to hide it.

Well, my dear, they got him home in

the phayton to the Heronry, and dried

and comforted him, and the thing was
kept very quiet, for the family were
of the ancient stock, and had too

much of the genteel dhrop in them to

aggravate the poor gentleman who was
under their own roof. But, unfortu-

nately, the daue would be tormenting
Miss Annie by his coorting; and,

though he never had the laist encour-

agemcnt from the same little beauty,

who cared for nothing but her piannv,

and teaching her Sunday-school chil-

dre, and visiting the poor ould cot-

tagers, and reading good books to

them, and then jumping on Cindhe-
rella, and galloping like mad round
and round the lawn, and over the Ha-
ha, too, in elegant style, yet the dane
had that concaite in himself that he
thought she liked him, and so, my
dear, one morning when they were in

the library together (and who should
be behind the big red screen a-dusting

the bookshelves, and, of course, peep-

ing at them, as was but nathoral, but
the old mammy nurse), and my gen-
tleman goes down on his knees on the

carpet to make his projwshals to tho

little lady, when, lo \ and behold you,

she burst out laughing in his face. So
be gets very pale and angry ; and then
she was sorry and said— " Oh ! Mr.
Dane, you must excuse me," said she

;

" it is very rude, and I won't do it

any more," said 6he, bursting out
again. " Pray do pardon me,'' said

she, going off a third time. " But,"
said she, " I never see you look so

mellacolly as you do now," says she,

trying to smother another kink which
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was coming on ; bnt I cannot help

thinking of the turf bog, where we
overtook you, and the creel," says she,
" and the calf, and old Molly, and

—

oh my, oh my—the red cloak. Oh 1

I'll die with laughing," says she ; and
with that up she bounces and runs out

of the room, leaving the dane on his

knees in a great rage, which was
foolish in him, because Miss Annie
was only a young craythur, and little

better than a child, as the squire said

when he was trying to quiet him. But
he left the house that night, and there

was an end of his coorting with us, for

in six months he was married to the

Clerk of the Crown's only daughter,

and died, poor man, afterwards of a
conswimption, which he tuck at the

Queen's crownation iu London, being

always a delicate, donny creature, and
not fit for any hardship. But the car,

and the calf, and the red cloak, and
old mammy nurse smoking her pipe

in the rain, and the poor clergyman
of a dane, dripping with water, and
his teeth chattering with cold, and
joulting up and down in the creel, and
with both hands holding on fast by the
ould woman's cap and shoulders ; that

was a good joke and story with the

poor squire till the day of his death,

when the poor lost a raal friend, tho
family a loving and tender companion,
and the world a good and pleasaut

gentleman.
" That is a fair story of yours, my

friend," said Captain Basil; "but I
think I ought to know one which
would match it."

B.

MOSSES UPON CRAVE -STONES.

CHAPTER XVn.

As mountains are measured by angles

diverging from a single point, so, I

perceive, men span the magnitude of
events by such lines only as shoot

straight from the centre of individual

interest : according as, at this particu-

lar point, the angles be great or small,

is the object in the distance set down
for an alp or a molehill. But I must
not omit to mention, with due solem-

nity, a circumstance which undoubted-
ly appeared with alpine proportions on
the bounded horizon of all the indwel-

lers of . 1 had not set foot far

out of doors, before a certain whisper

in the village was borne to me by more
than one Iris and Mercury ofthe place,

that the great people were leaving the

great house, and for far distant parts,

not soon to return.

There was, 1 dare boldly assert, no
greater hubbub within the gates of
Jerusalem, when it was said, in the

streets thereof, " the gods are depart-

ing," than followed straightway on the

heels of this important rumour through
the lanes and alleys of .

If it be possible accurately to con-

ceive of the fluttering, and sputtering,

and pce-whitting of certain small birds

in some antique Indian forest of cedar

or Bhitlimwood— winged rumour hav-

ing made due way among the jays and
pies that some kingly condor or crown-

ed hoopoe was about to desert the

royal nest, and flap after King Solo,

inon's ivory barge—then the imagina-

tion, by mounting a stride or two
higher, may come, in some measure,
near to the titurbation, topsy-turvey-

ing, and tumult, which now suddenly

arose in , and made storm in all

the village teacups.
" No time to be lost," thought I,

and quickened my steps to the manor-
house.

Yonder old gardens were not then

the dismal waste of weeds which they

have since become. The fountains

played in a city of pinks and verbenas,

with lavender miuarets and red rose-

domes, and cupolas of thick-clustered

flox. The nymphs had their rightful

number of arms, and legs, and fingers

;

peacocks paced the terraces, and llung

up gorgeous rainbows of gold and pur-

ple over the tall white urns. Altoge-

ther, when the sun shone, it was a
pleasant place, rich with lazy hours

and fragrance. And the sun did

sparkle (town with cheer, in random
rainy lights, among innumerable twink-

ling laurel-leaves, as 1 began to ascend

the broad stone stairs that led to the
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upper terrace. As I mounted, I per-
ceived a man in a loose shooting-jacket
sitting upon the ballustrade, about a
stone's throw from the great porch.
He was throwing pebbles into the ba-
sin of a fountain, and a pointer—one
of the large old-fashioned breed—was
lying on the ground at his feet. As I

came nearer to him, I could see that it

was Lord Roseville. We both recog-
nised each other, I think, simulta-
neously ; and, as though wishing to

avoid me, he rose, and turned towards
the house, whistling to the dog to

follow. When I got near the door,

however, he turned sharply round, and
made a sign to me which I did not
quite understand. While I stood de-
bating with myself what might be the

meaning of it, he came up to me.
" Don't ring," he said. I suppose

you wish to sec my wife. I don't think
she's at home."
" I had, indeed, come," said I, " to

make my adieus both to her and your
lordship, for I think of leaving

very shortly."

" The deuce you doP he answered,
somewhat abruptly. "For town, I
suppose ?"

"No; the Continent, I think."
" Indeed I And when are you off?"
" As soon, as I can make my arrange-

ments for a long hegeira. However,
Vhomme propose— you know the rest

of the proverb."
" We are thinking of going abroad,

too," he said, with some hesitation.
" Ah 1 there is truth, then, in what

I heard in the village as I came up ;

there was some talk of this, and I hear
you think ofremaining abroad for some
time."

•« The devil's in it !" he said, " but
everything gets about in this cursed
little hole. When I lost ten thousand
pounds upon Pyramus last year, it was
all over the place here before I got
back from Ascot. I wonder they don't

know what sort oforder one's digestion

is in, and what one has for dinner—
and I dare say they do—and how many
teeth one has in one's head. If a man
had a hole in his boot, they'd know it

before he put it on. They know every-

thing, d—n them I"

"Not so very odd that they should

know of your departure, however, from
the servants," I answered, laughing,

for it was hard to help it, be looked so
" And where do you think ofangry,

going ?

" I don't know, Morton— upon my
soul I don't. Somewhere up the Rhine,
I think, for the present at least. Ems
or Baden I should like, I think. Any-
where where one could get a quiet
rubber, if one wanted it, and where
there are good rides. I shall take my
horses with me. I've not been to Ba-
den since I was a boy. Had twice my
luck when I was a youngster. Broke
the bank there once. Only think of it,

old fellow. Heaven knows how many
thalers. Set off for Paris the next
morning, and never went back again,
one grows such a fool as one gets
older P

This was putting the wisdom of age
in a new light. But he spoke truth ;

he was of a mind whose intellectual
degeneration begins from their last
year at Oxford, and progresses surely.
There are many of them, I think.
Books never refresh them ; neither are
the men they mix with regenerative.
"The worst of Ems and Baden,

and those places," he went on, " is

the cursed Germans one meets there

;

I mean those half-Russian fellows

they are such rips / I hate them alL
There's nothing good about them,
Morton."
" I know but few," I said. " One,

indeed— by the way, I think he is an
acquaintance of yours too, my lord
Count C "

Lord Roseville started as if a ser-
pent had stung him. "C I how
do you come to know him ?" he said.
" I have known him for years ; we

were at school together."

He looked at me keenly—somewhat
suspiciously, I thought. I eyed him
no less narrowly. He seemed about
to say something, but checked himself,

and stooped down, and talked to his

dog. "Flush, Flush— hei, old fel-

low 1 Good fellow, Flush — good fel-

low ! Where is C now ?" he
asked, at length.

"I don't lcnow; and, to say the
truth, that is just the question I was
going to ask you."

Again he looked at me inquiringly.

"So he is a great friend of yours ?"

he said.

" Friend ! No, certainly not."
" The last time I saw him he talked

of going to Paris ; that is some time
ago. Where are you going ?"

" I know no more than your lord-
ship."

" Eh, I thought you might be going
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to join C ; that's why I asked you
about him."

y Humph, ho owes mc a debt," I
said.

"Me, too," he answered, half to

himself, with a husky voice. He rose

as he spoke.
" I am sorry not to have been for-

tunate enough to see Lady Koseville,"

I said ;
" I may not have another op-

portunity of saying good-bye.'*
" The fact 19, she's not very well,

my wife," he said. " Stop, don't go
yet ; there's lunch on the table. Here,
Flush 1" He put his arm through
mine, and I followed him, half mecha-
nically, into the house.

" 1 had meant," he said, "to have
stopped in England for the races, but
you see my poor boy has been ailing

lately ; I don't think the climate

agrees with him. He mopes so con-

foundedly here, and I can't get him to

take to any manly exercise. He's not

fond of shooting or hunting, and those

sort of thins*. The doctors all sav he
«

ought to have change of air, and that

it would do him all the good in the

world to go abroad. That's why I'm
off so soon. I can't bear to see him
looking so pale, poor fellow."

There was something touching in

the way he said this—that rough man,
with a quiver of his strong voice. I

believe he loved the boy well, for ho
had warm human feelings, and was
worth his fine- lady wife fifty times

over.
" Is it long since vou last saw

C ?" he asked, lighting a cigar.

" Lord Koseville," I said, '* we are

both of us fencing too fine. What
you may be anxious to hear from me
about Count C I do not know,
but I will tell you what I desire to

learn from you, and what, my lord, I

think moreover I have a right to de-

mand of you. Was not my wife's

sister acquainted with this man? and
was it not in your house that this ac-

quaintance was made?"
Lord Koseville nodded. " It was,"

he said, coldly, and with a guarded air.

" Facts have come to my know-
ledge," I went on, " no matter how

—

no matter when— which leave me
little reason to believo that, whatever
in his conduct to her may have been
the full extent of his villany, Count
C has acted towards her otherwise

than as, what I have ever known him
to be, a consummate and heartless

VOL. XUV,—KO. CCLX1I.

•coundrel. You know the man," I
said, " as well as I. I am not here

to modify or confirm my opinion of
his character; it is not likely to

change. But bethink you, my lord,

it was under your roof that this unfor-

tunate acquaintance commenced ; it

was under your roof that it was con-

tinued, if not eucouraged ; and, what-
ever its course or its consequences,

theso could not have been—should not

have been— unnoticed by you. It

was, my lord, at your wife's request

that Geraldinc Hushbrook entered

your house, an innocent girl ; and it

was from your house that she was
brought a corpse to her father's hearth.

Now, I have a right to inquire, and I
do inquire, how far you, Lord Kose-
ville, in your high duty, were, as you
should have been, her protector. My
lord, you cannot refuse to answer me

—

Did that dead child go dishonoured to

her grave ? and was your roof, which
should have been an asylum, but a
snare?'*

I paused—my lips were quivering.

Lord Koscville's face was deathly white,

also.

" Mr. Morton," ho replied, slowly,
" you do well to think that uo one can
cast a slur upon that child's honour
without also impeaching mine. Your
question, therefore, was perhaps not
very necessary. But I do not deny
your right to put it, nor do I refuse

to answer it. Upon my sacred honour
as a gentleman, I solemnly believe

that she died as pure as any saint in

heaven. Danger there undoubtedly

may have been— it was not in my
power to prevent it ; that has to do,

sir, with Providence. There are cer-

tain situations which must be always
perilous to young women ; it was with

no will of mine that Miss Rushbrook
was ever placed in such a situation.

Being there—in my house, my guest-
believe me, no right of advice or coun-
sel which, as host and friend, I could

without impertinence assume, was ne-

glected by me, so far as concerned

both herself and that other person to

whom you have alluded. More I
could not do. I reiterate my sincere

and honest belief in what I have stated,

and I believe that when the poor girl

died, no one sorrowed more sincerely

than myself. 1 have answered your

question frankly, sir. I forgive you
the doubt which prompted it. Let us

speak of something less painful."
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For a moment he looked so noble,

standing tbero among his family pic-

tures, and statelier than them all ; and
there was so much emotion in his

voice, that my heart leaped out to him
at once. I sprang forward and seized

his hand-

"Lord Roseville," I said, "you
have spoken like a true-hearted, honour-
able gentleman. That noble pride I

honour and appreciate, nor would I

wound it for the world ; forgive me if

any careless word has done so. Your
assurance I accept, and thank you
warmly for it. Not a word, my lord,

but a'lds honour to these high 'scut-

cheous of yours. Forgive me, how-
ever, if, before I quit the subject for

ever, I ask yet ouc other question.

That sudden and strange death, seem-

ingly so unaccountable and altogether

mysterious—what do you suppose the

causes to have been ?"

" It was very strange," he said

;

" and 1 don't Know what to think.

She ailed from the first, and sank daily.

The doctors said it was on the nerves

;

that such things were not uncommon,
and that they sometimes ended fatally.

Poor child, it is hard to know what to

say ol it."

"But what do you think yourself,

my lord ?"

«* That love and duty broke her

heart between them. Though 1 sus-

pect, too, broken hearts are h11 hum-
bug—women's especially. It was the

bother and worry of the thing that

killed her, I think."
" You, in your conscience, acquit

C , then, of all share in this mys-
tery ?"

" Goo d God I" he cried, " what do
you mean? The thought never crossed

me. O no ; impossible !—he was not

so damned a villain, after all, as that."

I saw that he honestly mistook my
meaning, and 1 was satisfied that no
new light would bo thrown on the

mystery of Geraldine's death, if we
talked of it lor hours. If Lady Rose-
ville had, indeed, at all assisted in the

secret departure of the girl, it was

clear that her husband was ignorant of
the fact.

As I was about to go, a servant,

with a frightened look in his face, as

though he were afraid of delivering his

message, entered the room, and mum-
bled something into the ear of Lord
Roseville, who turned red, almost
black, indeed, in the face as he heard
it.

" Tell her she must wait, then," he
said, abruptly.

" But my lady "

"D—n it, sir, say as I bid you.

What are you standing there lite a
fool for ? Go—do you hear ?"

The servant was out of sight before

his lordship had done speaking.

There was a decanter of brandy on
the sideboard. Lord Roseville caught
it up, and poured no small quantity
into a tumbler, which he tossed oil

with a shaking hand. 1 felt thoroughly
sorry for him. We shook hands.

Just as I was leaving the room, in

came a pale-cheeked, meek-eyed boy,

and crept up to Roseville.
" Papa, dear, John says the pony is

quite ready."
" That's richt, Will ! Come along,

old boy ; we'll take a canter over the

common together. 1 think you look

a little better to-day, Willy. The
riding's doing you good, boy. Come ;

and you do like it after all, Will, eh ?'*

The boy hung down his pale face.

"Yes," he said; "when the pony is

quite quiet, papa, I like it."

Lord Roseville looked as grieved as

a man might look on the death of his

friend. Poor Roseville ! small com-
panionship in wife or son for him.
" Good-bye, Morton," he cried ;

" I

hope we may meet on the Continent.

God bless you."
That was the last time I sjpoke with

Lord Roseville, aud I pitted him
heartilv. 1 doubted, as I left, the

house, whether he were not the more
miserable man of the two.

X suppose, Arthur, that the just

Genius weighs out life for us all in his

balance with the same weights.

CHAPTER XVIII.

As, where rivers widen seaward, the

landscape on either bank stretches out

of all detail into a line of green or

blue, so from this history of mine must
lade, as it closes, certain scenes, just

now minutely distinguishable enough,
and forms and faces of men and women
among them, with whom, erewhile,

we loitered as we went. Conceive now
that something, some fragrance or dis.
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tant murmur of tbo great sea, in which
all things— we, too, and this cockle-

boat of ours—soon or lato will surely

end, is stealing up the waters ; and the

river begins to feel a pulse of the

ocean ; and we slide by fast and faster

—

no time to look at the banks, as we
steady the helm, and steer straight to

the end of our journeyings.

Or, rather than this— following the

fashion of certain of our modern poets,

that love nothing better than to squeeze

into one page as many strange similies

as it may be possible to snatch from
all distances, and tumble in by the head
and shoulders, as old epicures, it is

eaid, delighted to show upon one tablo

oysters from Britain, tongues of night-

ingales from Persia, and brains of os-

triches from Africa, without regard to

digestion— I would have you suppose
that, balloon-like, this soaring narra-

tive, blown up by me for your special

pleasure, and hitherto navigated, I will

assert, under considerable difficulties,

with much zeal and hardihood, is now
about to enter regions of very thin

air; and we must disencumber our-

selves of all unnecessary weight and
tackle, throw away sand- bags and bal-

last—up, up, enough to make one
dizzy ! You shall see what a leap we
shall soon take, and thereafter at

what great speed we shall go on. Yet
first, if the height of this simile have
not set your head swimming in too

great a confusion, pray cast down your
eyes, and let us take one last look at

our present whereabouts.

Down there, in the meadow, stands

the little parsonage, as of old, but with

a snowdrop or two in the garden ;

and the village hedges begin to be
somewhat sparingly sprinkled with
green. The great people have de-

parted, and the glory of Iehabod, from
the manor-house. If you look into

the churchyard, just below, you will

see the two graves side by side among
the lon^ wet grasses ; and already on
the newest the mosses are growing
green. The dear old parson goes into

and out of his still house alone. He
has kind words and fine-hearted smiles

to scatter wherever he goes, as was
always his wont. In the lane he will

meet the postman, and stop him. No
letter for him? Not to-day. Well,
he thinks to-morrow he shall have one.

And so he talks cheerfully to the man
who asks to have his duty sent to

Musscr Morton.

Grand old Parson Rushbrook 1 brave
heart and dear friend, who knows when
we shall meet again, or if ever, indeed ?

For henceforth we shall be walking
graveward upon different paths. And
this raw season of buds hath cramps
and twinges too in its gusty lap ; and
that old cough of thine— ah, it is

getting deeper down, I fear.

Well, hap what may, he will take
the summer with him to his grave, I
think. That was a soul mixed of such
genial elements, one would sav of it#

'* When this man dies, the world musi
grow colder." Fare thee well, old com-
rade in the good fiVht 1 thou, too, hast
borne some heavy blows in it, not un-
worthily. I would that any one banner
ol all the creeds could marshal many
more such Christians to shame the
Devil. Farewell, fare bravely, and—
sh hold hard upon the cordage I

Where are we goin^ ? What a pace

!

Town and hamlet, thorpe aud spire

how they Hit below, all in one green
sparkle of April weather I Ua, I
thought that breeze was surely from
tho sea ; and look, in another moment
we shall be over the channel. Ay,
that must have been Dover Castle,
that grey blot on yonder lino of cliffs.

Look below. Blurf; hardy little steam-
ers are bullying their way across this

raw riband of sea, which nature, for

the sake of us, Celts and Saxons, has
thought well to bind about so many
noble prejudices.

Think of the poor wretches down
there ! But it is already so dark that
one can sec not even one white cap on
those sullen black waves that are roar-

ing below. Those lights to eastward
must be the lanterns of the French
fishing-boats. Aud now—now we are
drifting over the harbour ; and—yes,

if there were daylight one would cer-

tainly sec Calais green up yonder.
How they throng upon the wharves I

How but gently ; here my sublime
metaphor comes to earth in time to let

you get into the San there, though
not before that tall, pale Englishman,
who has just turned through the door-
way ; he has ordered a private room,
and a fire to be lighted therein. I

must tell you who he is, for no hint of
his identitv is to be got from his lug-

gage. I looked at his carpet-bag in

tbe h ill just now, and the name written

thereon was Livingston ; but now, as

he stands looking at the fire, with the
light on his face, it is impossible not
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to rccoguise Lira—it is Morton. And
here I drop my part as ehorus ; and
let the chief actor in this drama speak

for himself, as before.
•* Not a waiter would come to one's

call, charmed one never so wisely,"

said Morton. "I was thrown upon
the barren mercies of a creature— a
sort of link between the male and fe-

male man-animal—with a high French
cap, and a high French voice, and
wooden shoe*. The fact is, there was
a villanous English milord, they told

me, in the Sun—had, indeed, been ly-

ing in state there for some days, with
the miludi and rest of the noble house-

hold, all waiting the last twinge of his

lordship's gout to set on to Paris.

Consequently, all things in the house
must keep up a continual dance of at-

tendance upon my lord's leg, which,

like the belly in the Roman fable,

budged not an inch, and did nothing,

but lay upon cushions in dignity and
ease, padded all over, and keeping all

the bells ringing, all the men running,

all the maids squalling, all the curs

yelping, all the doors slamming, all

the world damning, and scolding, and
bawling, and getting no helping, in

this inn-turned-insidc-out, until every
member had very just cause for com-
plaint.

Soon I knew whom I had to thank
for my share in the general discomfort

;

for they brought a great book for me
to write my name in after those of
other victims ; and half up the page,

in the boldest text, figured that of my
Lord and Lady lioscvilfe, §'c. I was
more than ever glad that I bad chang-
ed my name, lor 1 felt in no humour
to meet these great people. I had
been moved on many accounts to this

change of name. In the first place,

in this new life-birth of mine into a
new worM, as it were, with a new ob-
ject, new sensations, such as they were,

I was anxious, in so far as might be
possible, to get rid of my old identity

and its sad associations. But my chief

motive was in the feeling that C ,

if he were aware that i was hunting

him, as I was, would have very good
reasons for keeping out of my way,
and might possibly succeed in eluding

me ; whereas the name I had chosen

would excite no suspicion in him, even
should he hear of it. It sounded Ame-
rican ; and £ might slip upon him, out
ofthe disguise, without dimculty, when-
ever it should seem good to do so.

Whilst pondering over these con-

siderations, and what might be my
chance of success in the search I had
undertaken, as I sat by the fire that

evening, a knock at the door inter-

rupted my musings.

A person, a servant of Lord Rose-
ville's, was anxious to see the English

gentleman. He had a few words to
say; might he enter? " Let him
come in," I said ; and in walked, or
rather undulated, a thin, slim, sallow

Frenchman, with a serpentine figure,

sly eyes, and white lips. His business

was soon out ; he was Lord Roseville's

valet ; but it was impossible, he said, to

live any longer with my lord. His feel-

ings had been wounded, unfeelingly

so. Doubtless his lordship was sorry

for it now ; but the insult could not
be overlooked. Since milord and mi-
ladi had taken to quarreling with each
other, there was no peace in the house.

He desired peace. IfMonsieur would
take him into his service, he had ex-
cellent recommendations to show. He
had been for years, he said, the confi-

dential servant (this with an emphasis)

of Mon. 1c Comte C .

There was a chance of hearing some-
thing about C . Shall I take the

man i I thought. I disliked his look.

There was something in his tortuous,

slim figure, his white lips, and his small

eyes, that betokened rascality. How-
ever, it seemed to me worth my while

to take him on to Paris ; there I can
get rid of him, if it suits me, I thought
to myself. So I took him.

From this fellow I learned an epi-

sode of the Roseville menage (the

truth of which was subsequently con-

firmed from other sources) which inte-

rested me not a little.

CIIAl'TEB XIX.

Of nil those favoured unions which the

Morning Post "delightcth to honour,"
none ever had its honour's worth in a
larger degree than that of Lord and
Lady Roseville. For, quite apart from

that important fact, that the two young
people belonged to the chosen Israel of
"Good Society/' which, in this land of
high-cast and out-cast, must have been
paramount iu interest, there was a sort
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of fra^ran^e of romance, as it were, in

the extreme youth of the bride and
bridegroom. He, Lord Roseville, was,

indeed, a mere boy ; in intellectual

growth not one whit more advanced
than the majority of those young shoots

of promise, newly transplanted from
the dwarf-flowerpot of an English uni-

versity, and who, having ascertained,

as is clearly to bo supposed, by frequent

application, no doubt, to that reverend

author, the " Eton Latin Grammar,"
this philologically interesting fact, that

lucus is suggested by non lucendo,

have, as it were, to commemorate, in

mournful and bitter humour, their

twenty years of no-growth, chosen, not

without epigrammatic pungency, to en-

title themselves "fast."

Poor boy ! of course he had never

loved anything in God's creation better

than his fowling-piece and his pointer-

dog, except, perhaps, his bay hunter,

when, suddenly haloed about with the

blaze of a London season, a sylphide

emanation of white flounces and white

camelia bouquets whtrles into his be-

wildered head and heart, with the

graceful lest of deux-tems convolutions.

Then she— the young lady— was in

the very blossom of her second season,

and decidedly the fashion ; the best

dancer, the best dressed, handsomest,

cleverest, most agreeable girl in town.

By the death of her father, the admiral,

too, she had a fortune even somewhat
better than her face. All these were ad-

vantages which her mother (who lin-

gered, as she frequently avouched, in

this vale of tears and wickedness, solely

to see "her darling'* properly "set-
tled,*' before rejoining the sainted sea-

man, now, indeed, gone aloft for the

last time) retained, amidst much dove-

like sweetness, quite sufficient quantity

of the commendable serpentine wisdom
to set forth not without profit.

Better bargain was none than young
Roseville, who, his father bavins*; very

gallantly steeple, chased himself out of
existence, was now earl in his own
right. Surely in vain, say you, the

net is spread in the sight of any bird,

to which general truth, however, as to

most other general truths, experience

presents some exceptions.

For, conceive with what emotions

the poor boy must have first embraced
the delicious possibility, nay, probabi-

lity, of being the chosen and beloved

of this goddess, who was certainly fairer

than Miss—, of the Adelphi, bis

first female idol
;
and, moreover, pre-

ferable in many other respects to the
danseuse ; having, indeed, treated even
with scorn, though not unbecoming,
and quite of an angelic kind, Noodlo
of the Blues, the hero of Melton, and
whom Roseville admiringly averred to

be " the very devil at cotillons." That
she, whom everybody called witty, too,

and clever, should bend to him, "a
mere fool," as he declared, and ho-
nestly believed himself to be, not wor-
thy, indeed, to squeeze the tip of her
kid glove—there was a source of end-
less, proud, delightful wonder 1

So came about the marriage ; after

which the young lady's good mother,
very discreetly, and with the most
Christian peace of mind, herself also

died, and rejoined the sainted sea-

man.
The excitement of the marriage,

and subsequently of the funeral, being
over, Lady Roseville, like an Alexan-
der in petticoats, sighed for new worlds
to monopolise. Playing at love-mak-
ing over again with Roseville, now that

all the hazard and excitement were
gone from the game, was, in her opi-

nion, even more stupid than playing at

whist,with double dummy, for counters

or sugar-plums, into which labour of
love she had in days departed been
sometimes pressed by her father, the

admiral. The only sort of excitement
left, indeed, was to quarrel every now
and then with her husband, and re-

mind him of what a fool ho was, and
how incapable of app-eciating her,

which she did, 1 believe, frequently;

obtaining only from Roseville meek
assents to these mournful facts, so dis-

creditable to himself—noteven a hearty-

oath. Thus already even from the

moon of honey descended some bitter

and ominous dews, savouring more of

wormwood than of lily-pollen.

But Roseville, as time went on,

though content to own himself in com-
parison with his wife a very worm, and
no man — though proud, indeed, that,

with benevolent sufferance, the world
should accept him as " the husband of

the handsome Lady Roseville,'* began
at last to feel with certain not alto-

gether unnatural pangs, that there

were more favoured individuals, beings,

as he conceived, of a higher order, that

scrupled not to tread over his toes, aa

it were, to comfort " the handsome
Lady Roseville " herself. At first his

honest, unselfish nature made him
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angry with himself for the pain he
suffered. " How can I hope to be all

in all to such a creature?" he would
think ; and that his wife could ever in

very deed be what the world calls faith-

less to him, was a suspicion that never
darkened his simple con6donce. Nei-
ther, indeed, had such a thought, bo it

spoken in justice, ever occurred to rav

lady. No one would have more shrunk
from doing a serious wrong than Lady
Roseville ; but Lady Roseville was a
woman who could not live without ex-

citement, and whom, naturally enough,
adulation and the sense of power de-

lighted, so that of many " innocent
flirtations " she sipped the honev, car-

ing little if some stings were also left

therein, which fell to Roseville.

The wrong was not in these so much
as in the first sale she had made of her

soul to the Earl's coronet.

Humbug, however, is short-lived ;

and lioseville, stung by many little

jealous pangs, into the painful, and to

him unusual, duty of thought, began
slowly and reluctantly to admit to

himself that there were some spots in

his sun, and that in his wife's very su-

perior nature there was much that,

upon test, looked more like clay than
pure gold. Moreover, a certain devil's

voice within bim, that would not be
muffled, now whispered audibly

—

" Fool or no fool, thou, too, art a
God- created soul ; and moreover a
truth not to be fed upon spoonfuls of
humbug, and better than all brilliant

charlatanisms."

Many bitter bickerings thenceforth,

indeed, began between husband and
wife ; but to all Roseville'* remon-
strances and complaints tho invariable

answer, delivered with lloods of pas-

sionate tears, was, that he did not
understand or appreciate his wife. So
did one bitter day engender many
others.

The husband's rough, untamed man-
liness rose up within him, and strug-

gled against the coil of affectation

which was stifling round him. Daily,

fold by fold, as it were, the beautiful

mask was dropping from his wife's

face, and he began to despise her.

Then came pride to his assistance,

until at last he shrugged his broad
shoulders at the whole affair.

" No doubt," said he, " 1 am a
brute and a beast ; and, as she says,

being a very inferior creature, only
understand dogs and horses. Well,

these, at least, are companions that

never wound one's feelings; so, per-

haps, it is best as it is."

So, in a rhinoceros-hide of indiffe-

rence, the poor Earl wrapped up a

heart not by nature of the sternest

stuff, neither of the coarsest grain,

however seemingly rough. And the

world, which had before exclaimed
that Roseville treated his poor dear

wife like a Turk, now declared that it

had become a very happy marriage.
" See," said everv wiseacre, " what

may be the effect of a su|>erior nature

on a man, and the sacredness of the

marriage tie I"

And here 1 cannot help observing,

that when two married people who,
for some two or three years, have been
living together like dog and cat, are at

last seen to settle down into a very

peaceable, respectable, and orderly

couple, one may be quite sure that

the devil has done his work, and that

there is no longer any hope for them.

So long as they like each other enough
to quarrel—these two-—the world is

shocked and scandalised ; but no sooner
are the spirits, and health, and hope-
ful elasticity of one of the victims so

completely broken and gone, that

the sinews of domestic war can work
no longer— or both mutually despise

each other, and the hideous era of in-

difference has commenced— than the
righteous on-lookers bless God, and
extol the law of divorce. O tempera I

O mores 1 O good Sir Thomas Brown I

doubtless not without reason didst

thou assert, in that dear treatise of
thine, that it were better to be like

trees, bi-sexual, each human animal,

and pullulate babies with placid vege-

table enjoyment, thereby Dealing the
generations without tears

!

So went matters more or less, when,
on a sudden, somewhere about the

third act of the tragedy, a new charac-

ter appears upon the stage. Like
Conquest, he enters bringing destiny

in the very shadow of his brows ; and
this is Count . Educated in

England, but with all that fragrance

about him which, in this country, at-

taches to whatever is foreign, even
Smyrna figs and Seville oranges ; a
German- Russian of the most plausible

race in Europe, aud with every gift of

fortune and favour, now fresh from
Paris, where he has just thrown up his

appointment as Attache to the Aus-
trian Legation. He comes to England
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with the " heigh-ho ** of a blaze man,
and says, " What's to be done?*' Then
he hears of Lady Roseville.

Lady Roseville also receives tho
Count, not without a certain flutter

of the heart ; for she has heard of his

liaison with Madam 13 , and his

three duels; and has moreover seen
him on his celebrated black horse in

the Park. I have no time to show
you each scene in the drama, but you
can easily conceive how the plot goea,

The fact is, Lady Roseville is humbug
from her buckram petticoat to the core
of her heart ; the Count, too, was
humbug from his padded waistcoat to

the false heel of his varnished boot.

The amor propre of -each was some-
what piqued, for both were " the fa-

shion."

But unfortunately for her ladyship,

the Courlander was even a greater
humbug than she was, and had at his fin-

ger's ond the science of the game they
were both playing at, so that at last

he fairly check-mated her. She began
to be alarmed, indeed ; the excitement
was becoming more terrible than she

had expected ; but the more she strug-

gled to extricate herself the more she

fell into the power of this man, who
tiiqued, and irritated, and unconscious-

y compromised her, and played dex-
terously on her amor propre, until,

for spite's sake, as it were, out of sur-

prise, and vexation, and pique, there

grew up in that foolish, empty heart

of hers an emotion which, if not love,

had at least all the fervor and hectic

colour of love, and was no whit less

intense and overpowering than the

real passion itself. A sort of devil-

love, indeed, bringing with it, not
fire from heaven to vivify and glorify,

but rather flame and smouldering, sul-

phurous heats from Tonhet, that scorch-

ed, and wasted, and defiled.

Roseville, if he marked all this, no-

ticed it only with a bitter smile. "She
dure not go further than she has done,"
he said, " and for the rest, bah 1"

So he did not refuse to ask the Count
down to Milverton for the shooting

season, and C , though already

beginning to be bored, accepted the

invitation. There, iudeed, he some-
what won upon the Karl's heart, for

he beat him, as it were, at his own
weapons, and on his own field — rode

harder than ho did, and proved him-

self a no less unerring shot with a fowl-

ingpicce than he was known to be

with a pistol ; and Roseville was gene-

rous enough to like him for it. By
this time, however, whatever pleasure

the Count had hitherto taken in the

slow destruction of his victim, began
to wear itself out; the prize was so se-

cure that he no longer cared for it.

And Lady Roseville, who, while she

dreaded and trembled at the liaison,

dreaded yet more its discontinuance,

was, notwithstanding all her graces,

hardly sufficient woman of the world
to retain his interest.

" I hate your grandes passions," he
said, when she grew passionate, and
yawned in her face. Without doubt
he would have left Milverton and my
lady to console herself as she best

could, had it not been for some new
object which had seized upon his fancy

there.

Now you can guess it all— can you
not ? Doubtless, the freshness and
simple innocence of Geraldine Rush-
brook, then in the first exquisite bloom
of her girl's beauty, contrasted won-
drously with the hackniedsentimentality
and simulated impulsiveness of her la-

dyship. Now began that strange coil

of circumstances, part of which has
been already revealed in Geraldiue's

journal.

It is not hard to conceive Lady
Roseville's jealous anger and vexation
of spirit, her wounded vanity, and her
indignation, which Gnding no outlet,

scorpion-wise, turned inwards, and
stung itself to worse pain. For the
mere sprteta* injuriaforma was further

aggravated by the fact, that she felt

herself set aside for her own plaything,

that human doll she had taken to share

those overflowing sympathies hitherto

squandered upon the pet nightingale.

At first she remonstrated indignant-

ly and passionately with C ; after-

wards imploringly, meekly even — to

no effect. The last appeal, indeed,

on the part ot her ladvahip hastened
the crisis of the tragedy by a terrible

scene.

"I tell you," said C , in his

quiet, intense way, with his low, slow,

sweet voice, and his pale face, even
paler than usual ;

" I tell you that I

never liked you ; that I never could

like you ; and that now I hate and
loathe you with my whole heart. Ay,
you mnst hear it—and more. False-
ungrateful ? l*ooh ! we have both been
playing a game; you chose to begin

it, and you have lost ! Wretched by-
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pocrite 1 do you think I could ever

have been taken in by you ? O, cry 1

it will do you good ! Fret 1 don't fear

that your heart will break 1 Revenge ?

Can you be such a fool ? I defy you 1

Now look : you are wholly in my
power. If I choose you shall bo the

byword at every club in London. Ay,
even Noodle and his like shall have
their laugh at you, and all your right-

eous lady-friends shall snatch up their

skirts with horror, and leave you in

the mire of your own reputation ! O

!

I have not done ! Thwart mo in

word, or deed, or look even, and I

will inform that wretched idiot your
husband of some one or two results of
his wife's superior nature, that

Ha 1 ha! l)o you think I care?
"Well ! well 1 O ! if I were such a de-

vil as you take me to be now, I might
have done all this before; but no!

Even now I havo said a great deal

more than I meant, only to show you
that I can bite as well as kiss. Perhaps
I shall like you a great deal better by-
and-byc for having told you how hear-

tily 1 hate you now. Well, there's no
love between us; we can't talk non-
sense about that any more. What
then ? Something better— if you will

look at it calmly— a mutual interest.

tone*.—Chap. XX. [Oct.

Serve me, and I serve you. listen

now! Pooh! don't be frightened 1

Look here
!"

Then comes that hideous proposi-

tion which it is enough to guess. Why
should one talk of it ? God and hea-

ven, and her better nature— for even
Lady Roseville had what you call a
better nature— were all shut away
from her in that fearful moment.
There lay she prostrate—all her weak-
ness, all her appalling position, all her
helpless, deep degradation, revealed to

her, as it were, by a momentary flash

from the infernal pit, lighting up her
soul, though in red colours of pande-
monium, which thereafter darkened to

utter blackness.

The arch-6end at her right hand-
he whom she had been toying with so

long— no angel in call— O, poor Hu-
man Nature I O, poorer Fine-ladr
nature, with your delicate suscepti-

bilities that lead to the devil

!

That evening the Count put his arm
affectionately round Lord Roseville, and
said, with a tone of congratulation—

" Mon cher, votre jeune femme c'

est un ange
!"

It only remains to show you the last

act of this tragedy in high life. O,
how gracious a thing is Good Society 1

There are some characters that love

once, and only once. Others there aro

whose heart breaks by little bits ; of
such the last love is generally stronger

than the first. Have you ever observed

men, mature in thought and passion,

over whose soul most of the great griefs

of human life have already passed, sud-

denly, in their middle life, fall, with a
terrible earnestness, in love with a mere
school girl, some child whose soul has yet
scarcely begun to bud into conscious-

ness? And have you marvelled greatly

that theso grave gentlemen should be
tripped up thus quaintly, after all their

serious experience, by the tricksy blind

boy-god? To me the wonder is in-

telligible enough. This passion is

their last link to youth ; if that snaps,

they must fall back upon old age at

once. No boy falls in love with a
mere girl— rather will he waste his

heart's first flower and fragrance upon
some hacknied woman of the world,

that can help him in the difficulty of a
first emotion.

a xx.

It is not so with these men. They
love to reproduce their own youth in

that of another, and taste once more,
and for the last time, its old-remem-
bered sweetness. The old sentiment
comes back to them with all its deli-

cious and tender extravagance, and, ga-
thering up the full sum and strength of
manhood's ripened capacities, sheathes
itself in the anguish and strange beauty
of last hope. Now, I do not mean to

say that such was the case with C
in his new passion for Geraldine Rush-
brook ; but of all his numerous amours
I believe this was the strongest. He
was incapable of loving unselfishly,

which is as good as saying he was in-

capable of loving at all ; but without
doubt, whatever his emotions were,

they had for the time all the intensity

that his nature was capable of. No
Indian hunter was keener in the chase

than C in the pursuit of an object

which he desired. And Geraldine—
surely such species of seduction is an
art so easy that it is contemptible. I
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think the common cant would have
done it— " an isle far off, perchnnce
in yet undiscovered seas ;" "the queen
and star of life's last dream;" "the
soul that should redeem his own ;*' a
world of splendour, luxury, ambition

—

all that men prize, that earth honours,

the brilliant goal, life's most dazzling

hues—flung by for one smile of those

young eyes, his loadstars, for one
touch of that girl's hand—his fairy on
this mean and common earth." O, we
understand the vague verbiage 1 But
it would seem that there was some
awkward moral principle that yet held

the devil at bay, still to be ousted by
force or strategy — a heaven-given ig-

norance that baffled somewhat his

world-given wisdom, and broke with a
blind instinct through all the glittering

confusions of that snare of infernal

logic. Then one can fancy the talo

easily devised—.the commonplace ma-
chinery. "A foolish marriage in youth,

the bane of after years;" " the hope
long mournfully abandoned now sud-

denly and cruelly revived, of finding

yet some balm in Gilead— another
truer love;" "was the sacrifice so

great, then ?" " Of a few years only,

till he should be free— he, now thus

unhappily bound hand and foot— to

prove himself, and crown such devo-
tion with what poor gifts of name and
fortune he had in the world's eye.

Till then would she indeed repine to

leavo for a while this poor plaything

of a world, which he for her sake re-

joiced to fling aside?"

And then such trash as this—
" She hesitated. Well, perhaps she was
right. He would not urge what seem-
ed to be so great a sacrifice. Doubt-
less, there was yet somewhere in the

world— some bleak shore, far enough
removed from the birthplace of such
perishable hopes, where he might wear
out the last dark day of a weary life,

not likely long to last without her.

Farewell, then. No, he would not
chide her. It was natural— she was
young— would love again— he had
hoped too high. She wished, then,

they should part— even so. " O liar

!

liar ! liar

!

Was not all this, indeed, as though
a man would take a spear to stab a
butterfly ?

But C—, determined that no
chance ofsuccess should escape him un-
tried, scrupled not to avail himself of
a strange and mysterious power—

a

gift which nature (in a blind mood,
surely) had bestowed upon him.

The effect of this singular influence

was, indeed, darkly to be gathered
from those disjointed portions of tho

poor girl's journal which you have al-

ready seen. By means of this but of
that anon ; I am forestalling surprise.

The scene now changes back to

London, where Gcraldinc, as you re-

member, accompanied the Roscvillcs,

at whoso house the Count was a con-
stant visitor.

The behaviour of C towards
Geraldinc has at last, it appears, be-

come so marked that Roseville thinks

it right to interfere, to remonstrate,

which he does in his bluff, frank Eng-
lish way. I know that Roseville liked

the girl greatly, and had a sort of fa-

therly kind feeling for her.

I can well fancy the Count whiten-

ing to the heart with anger, and it is

easy to conceive his impetuous and
scornful reply. Then come words
quick, abrupt, and bitter between the

two ; and at last C says, with a
sneer of Mephistophelean meaning—

'* Look to your own affairs, milord,

and leave me to mind mine. Keep
that wretched wife of yours from the

devil, and . O you doubt—do you?
Fine words become you, no doubt.

Liar ? No ; in your teeth, Lord Rose-
ville, you dare not call me liar. Shall

I placard these letters over London?
These— ah, can you recognise them,
indeed? and these, and these, and
these ? There ! Bless your fool's

luck, my officious friend, that I de-

spise, and detest too intensely the

writer of these, to make you look more
like an ass than you do now 1 Satis-

faction ! impertinence 1 O yes, as-

suredly— whatever satisfaction you
like. But why should I shoot you,

friend ? Pooh ! N'est voun plus horn-

me du monde i Good service should

have better payment. Are you en-

raged with ine because I have saved

you from being a ; but no matter.

Think it over, and you will judge dif-

ferently. Why make an esciandre ?—
but do as you choose. Dieu me dam-
me ! Qu'est que f'a quefait f If I

understand you English, que le diable

m'importe t"

Poor Roseville! How will he now
act? what will he do?

Less easy to picture the scene be-

tween husband and wife. Without
doubt, his first emotion was man's na-
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tural instinct after wrong: to crush

and smother them all— the insolent

foreigner, the faithless wife — in one
fierce hand -grasp of passion. Could
he not yet put his heel upon the ser-

pent ? In these precious letters which
the Count had given him did he now
read his own name hooked on to every

epithet of contempt, amidst the most
passionate expressions of devotion to

another. A dimness, indeed, came
upon the page, almost humanely, as he

read. Ah, surely, his eyes must have

been aching into tears when he ex-

claimed to himself bitterly, " Am I

truly, then, such a fool and beast ?"

The thickening of the blood in the

throat, the singing of it in the cars,

the rushing as of invisible waters into

some ghastly pit within him—how one
can conceive all that 1 All belief was
now assuredly overthrown, all honour,

all truth eclipsed, and not one star in

the sudden midnight that had fallen

upon him. Yet, was that man of such

a nature and temperament that if, as

he stood there in the loneliness, crump-
ling in his hot hand those hideous rid-

dles, his strong heart in a chaos and
whirl of angry confusion—bis old poin-

ter dog, turning up wistful eyes, had
put a paw upon his knees, and thrust

nis nose into his hands—he, instead of

kicking off the beast, must, without

doubt, have burst into a paroxysm of

tears, and sobbed like a child. Then,
too, if tears once came, much would be
softened. Out of the chaos and black-

ness would, mournfully as it were,

arise the image of his young wife as he
first beheld her. What memories
would rush upon hitnl Their first

dance, his arm yet tingling round her

waist ; his awkward boyish courtship,

itstimid beginning, itsdelicious growth

;

the old dreams and fancies, the time

she used to smile on his boy-bab-

lings, the pressure of her hand in his—
that hand since so cold, now so false

;

kind looks in the eyes he loved so—
the lost poetry of the poor man's life !

Roseville still loved his wife, and in

this lay his bitterest anguish of all.

Even in that forlorn hour, out of his

utter dejection of soul, with those

damning proofs of treachery still in his

hand, with what yearning and teuder-

nesa could the rough-faced, weak-heart-

ed man have thrown his arms about

her neck, and blessed her. But then

came steruest-eyed Duty to his bide,

•with her reproachful, firm rebuke.

[Oct.

There was a hard task set him to be
done, and be plucked up his heart to
go through with it, hoping, indeed,
that heart might break, and so spare
him, before the work was ended. How
should he meet his wife now ?

She was sitting in the little boudoir,
alone with her feverish reveries. It
was time, indeed, to dress for the park,
but the carriage had been sent away
from the door. She thought her head
ached, and the sunshine was failing

unnoticed from the window-pane ; still

she sat there, with her hands clasped
about her knees. Surely it was some
strange foreboding^ at her heart that

made her start with such a wonder-
stricken air, at the sound of so light a
footfall as that which fell between the

heavy curtains at the farther end of
the room. She looked up, and saw
her husband. He had crept in silently,

and was standing there, quite still, with
his eyes fixed strangely upon her. She
would have spoken to him, but an odd
kind of fear clung to her lips, and kept
her silent awhile. It was not his wont
to enter that room ever without knock-
ing. At last she said

—

" What are you doing there, Kose-
ville?"
" Do not stir," he answered musingly,

with a very low voice, though some-
what husky ;

" do not take your head
from the light."

" What do you mean ?" she a*Iced,

with a surprised, alarmed tone; but
he did not answer.

" Why don't you come out of those

curtains into the room, and sit down ?"

•« I was thinking " he said, with-

out moving.
" What of?" she said, with a sort of

laugh that failed and turned into a
nervous cough, for she felt frightened.

" I was thinking," he replied, very

slowly, of that day— in the church—
can you recollect? It was in this

month of June too, was it not?

—

Juno, my birth-month also—when the

orange -flower dropped out of your
hair, as we came back into the porch.

Do you remember, you wore a bunch
of white orange-flowers that day : and

it fell out, and you said I must put it

back. So I wove it again into your

hair ; and some one said it was an

omen, and we both laughed— do you

remember ?"

She stared at him with a puzzled

look.
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" Stay !" he went on, " there, as you
were ! Ay, so. Your hair—I always

said it had a golden tinge in it, not

purple. The sunshine was on your
head just then as it is now—only the

morning sunshine, not the afternoon's.

That is what made me think of it—
and the orauge- flower. Have you
forgotten these things ?"

" What nonsense is this ?" she cried

;

" I have other things to think of be-

sides orange-flowers."
" Then," he said, " you have never

thought what they mean, those flow-

ers ; and why you women wear them
on your bridal day ?"

" What do they mean ?*' she said,

mechanically, not knowing what she

was saying.

"They mean," he answered, "purity,

I think. Yet I don't know either,"

he went on ; " for if that were so, why
should you only wear them the first

day ?"

" What strange notions I" she said.

" Strange—yes. Not long ago," he
said, " I had a kind of dream—a sort

of waking fancy rather—that- we were
there again in the church, as in the

old time, and that the flowers fell

again too, all as it happened that day

;

only, when I put them back into your
hair, they withered up suddenly, each
blossom of them, and blackened, and
fell down a second time, and would
not stay there. A foolish fancy, to be

sure, for why should the orange-flower

wither in your hair ? One, two, three,

four, five—how many years since

then ?"

" Are you ill, Roseville ?" she asked
in alarm, completely puzzled.

" Not very well, indeed," he an-

swered. " Let me sit here with you
a little while, and talk. It is not

often that we talk together now. I
wish to speak to you ; I nave something
to say to you. There, do not move

;

sit still ; be calm. I am quite calm,

am I not? You would not think I
had anything to vex me now, would
you ?—-that any body had wronged me
greatly—any one in whom I trusted.

That, in fact "

"What is the matter?— what do
you mean?" she started up, and
shrieked. "Speak it out— quick!
what have you to say to me ? My
God I why do you keep your hand hid

in your bosom there ?"

" Ay," he said, " to be sure, why ?

They have been there too long—.too

long ! Better cast them all out— cast

them quite away ; they are burning
my heart up, and I cannot rid myself
of them. Take them you— they are

yours 1 Take them—there—and there,

and there !" and he tossed the crumpled
letters into her lap.

In a moment it all flashed upon her.

She caught up the letters— her own,
she knew them at once—and tore them
into fragments, scattering them about
her.
" They are forgeries, garbled for-

geries !" she cried. " Lies, all lies 1

—

do you believe them, Roseville ?'*

He turned upon her, without other
answer, a look of such intense, re-

proachful scorn, that without doubt,
if mere scorn could blast and slay

where it falls, she must have fallen,

with her falsehood in her, shrivelled

at his feet. As it was, she did, indeed,

fall there, her confidence utterly de-
serting her.

" Before God, Roseville," she said,
" I swear to you I am innocent 1"

He did not answer ; he was mutter-
ing something about his mother's
name. He said

—

" We were a proud old family.'*

" Innocent !" she interrupted, " in-

nocent. O my God I not what you
suppose me. Will you hear me, Rose-
ville, before you spurn me ? I have
been very miserably wrong, very miser-
ably deceived ; and, as you see, pu-
nished, too, miserably; for you will

(I can bear it all 1) do whatever your
name of husband gives you the right

to do to me. I have wronged you—

I

confess all ; see, from my heart I do,

Roseville 1—wronged you deeply. But
I am not so bad— so bad. I would
not have been — Roseville, do you
hear me ? I do not ask you to for-

give me—only to
"

" You must, indeed," he said, " be
very, very miserable. I pity you. Do
not be afraid ; I shall do nothing
harsh—only the name must be saved.

Thank God, no one knows of this. I
trust no one knows ; it will be easier-
easier to spare you pain. O," he cried,

suddenly and bitterly, " O, if you had
but loved me !"

And as she lay there, a confused
heap, as it were, in her abject over-

throw, he seemed to her so noble—be,

the wronged husband—by the side of
the faithless lover, for whom she had
so nearly lost herself, that her heart
was lifted up for a moment into a
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higher nature than its own, and it

seemed as if, out of very hopelessness,

she could indeed love him.
" O stay !

" she cried, clinging to

him, for he was going. "Roseville, it

seems as if a better voice than mine
was speaking in my heart at this mo-
ment—in Heaven's name do not refuse

to hear it. I never knew you until

now, your nobleness, your worth—
myself, my own deep unworthiness—
I that thought myself so high 1 If,

indeed, my love could win me back,
at some yet, perhaps, far-distant hour,

your respect, and you would let me
grow to love you as you deserve, as

I never knew I could love till now— a
different kind of love, indeed, from
that which, from this day, is for ever
perished— a higher, a holier one ;—if,

if this could be so—oh, do not cast me
off to perish, back into my old self

again ! Tell me that I may try to

love you, Roseville, my husband !"

He nut his hand upon her head, and
bent down and kissed her cold fore-

head, and raised her sorrowfully from
the ground ; and as he did so his

tears, hot burning tears, fell down
upon her. For a moment it seemed
to him that the gates of Paradise were
opened in the far distance ; but ho
held his hand tight upon his heart, and
knew not whether it were not only a
mirage, a phantasm over a desert.

"No," he said slowly, and with a
deep painful si<jh ; " no, you deceive

yourself. It wdl not last. The emo-
tion of a moment like this exaggerates
all things. Yet if ever, if ever—

O

no ! I must not, dare not hope any
more. From my heart I forgive you,
and pity you, and will save you, if

possible. That is all I can do ; and
now I must go and think for us both
what may be best. I shall do nothing
harsh, you need not fear. The fault

was mine, too— most mine, perhaps.

I should have looked more narrowly
;

but I trusted you so. We must both
suffer ; compose yourself— we will yet
save the name, ray mother's name; and
then what is it to suffer a little?—
noblesse oblige I

"

While this scene was enacting, the
Count met Geraldine- on the stairs, and
hastily caught her hand.
" My heart's own, rov chosen one,"

he whispered, hurriedly; "the last

hour is come now. We must part,

then, I suppose— perhaps for everl

I have quarrelled with Roseville; I
can never enter his house again. To-
morrow I leave England."

Sho turns death-white, and stagsers

back. He catches her in his arms, and
bears her into her room. There you
can conceive easily what their hurried
interview was like : the girl's desola-

tion ; the old proposition ofthe Count,
dexterously reiterated now for the last

time, with all the energy and heat of
apparent despair ; the fatal assent ; the
sealing embrace.
"Have no fear," said C, "I will

arrange all. To-night, then ? The
trance, you know, deceives them alL

And then, O darling 1 beneath softer

summer stars than these, what vistas

of happiness are not already dawning
far away ! Far away 1"

Lord Roseville is suddenly aroused
from his moody self-communings to

learn that Miss Geraldine has been
found senseless in her room. Doctors
are sent for. All other thoughts are

for the moment set aside, in the sudden
alarm caused by the girl's illness. In
the evening, later, comes a letter from
Count C, to say he is about to leave

England on the morrow

—

" When you think the matter over,
mon cher," he says, "you will, lam
sure, see the folly of what you call

* satisfaction.' 1 never refuse an offer

ofthat kind
;
but, ma fail 1 have done

you a real service— the best action I
can remember ever having performed.
As for miladi, believe me that I appre-
ciate her superior nature as highly as

you do yourself. Let us hope, how-
ever, that this lesson may improve it.

For the rest, what can you complain
of? 1 might have done you harm, and
did not. Neither did I bring about
this affair. Remember, mon cher
Lord, vous avez debouche la bouteille ;

ilfautboirelevinl"
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THE THREE MR. SMITHS A SCENE IN THE FAB-WEST.

BY JOSATUAS KREKE SLlSOgnV.

CHAPTER I HOW THEY ALL MET AT THE HALFWAY HOUSE.

Upon a fine, bright morning in this present summer, and about two hours after

daybreak, the neketty old mail-car that plies between Galway and Clifden

wound its way up the steep road by the side of Lough Shindilla, and reached the
Halfway House, or, as it is somewhat grandiloquently termed in the tour-books,

Flynn's Hotel. The driver pulled up his horse, and applying to his mouth a
battered copper bugle, blew thereon a blast consisting of a succession of mono,
tonous brays that went rumbling and brattling up the hill-sides till they were
lost in the distant acclivities of the Maatnturk mountains. After a moment a
man came round the corner of the house, carrying a leathern bag in his hand,
and stepped out upon the roadside. He was a tall, able-bodied fellow, apparently

about five-and-thirty years of age, dressed in the costume of a comfortable

farmer, with an intelligent, placid countenance, and an easy swing of his limbs

that bespoke at once great muscular power with no very great inclination to

over-tax it—a fiuc specimen of a race which in this part of the world borders on
the Titanic.

"Morrow, Mr. Flynn."
" Morrow kindly, Dinny. Have you anything for me from town ?"

"Here's a portmanteau," said the driver, as he swung a small one from the
well of the car into the arms of the host of the Halfway House ;

" the gentleman
will be here for dinner himself at seven o'clock, and desires you have a bed for

him."
The host first looked at the name upon the brass plate, " Mr. J. F. Smith,"

and then, apparently satisfied with the inspection, replied

—

" All right, Dinny."
An interchange of letter-bagB having taken place— for Mr. Flynn kept the

post-office for the district—the carman executed with his tongue and teeth that

indescribable chirp whose tone can be only approximately represented by the
letters hr-kr-kr, and eking it out with an application of his doubled thong to the
flunk of his horse, away once more rumbled her Majesty's mail on its way to

Clifden. The owner of the " hotel " stood a moment or two on the roadside
looking about him— first up the road, then down it, then before him, and then
behind ; and having finally made his meteorological observations along the hill,

tops, he once more passed round the corner, and was seen no more. But a
stranger could not be contented with such a passing survey of the scenery
around. The little wayfaring inu was retired some perches from the roadside—
an humble hostelry, such as might be met with only in wild districts. It con-
sisted of a square thatched cabin, from one of the ends of which projected at
right angles a lower range, which was terminated by a little projecting build-

ing that formed the post-ollice. Two fine whitethorn bushes, built round
with seats, stood at the exterior angle. A Cochiu-China cock strutted upon
an incipient heap of manure hard by, and several noble Aylesbury ducks were
taking their morning bath with an abundance of quacking and splashing in a
neighbouring pool In front, towards the south, might be seen stretching away
the district of Iar-Connaught, with many an intervening hill and lake; to the
westward spread the fiat, marshy ground through which ran the chain of moun-
tain lakes so well known to all the lovers of angling ; on the eastern side lay

Lough Shindilla, and beyond it one might catch, northward, a glimpse of the
skirt of the great Lough Corrib, with the ruins of the old fortress of the
O 'Flaherties, known in the legends of the country as " Cushia-na-Kirk," or the

Hen's Castle; while behind the house rose, to the north, the bold outline of the
Maam rauge of mountains, along whose base wound a wild bridle-road that led

through the defile to the picturesque and lonely lake of Kylemore ; and farther off
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still, in the extreme north-west, a magnificent view of the twelve pins of Benna-
bola opened on the vision— just now, however, the tops of those hills were
crowned with a cap of clouds, which the experienced eye of tbe hos>t of the

Halfway House had noted with a significant shake of his head as he pas^d
into his domicile.

«* Here's Mr. Smith's portmanteau," said the host to his wife.

"That's the gentleman that we got the letter from last night," was lb*

response.

"Of course. Kill a couple of ducks for his dinner ; and have a bed ready in

the little room off the parlour."

Tbe cap of clouds was not upon the head of" the Fins" for nothing. As tbe

day wore on, drizzling showers of rain began to fall—then they passed away, and
the sunshine broke out ; then the rain came again, and then the sunshine, till,

by afternoon, the whole horizon closed round with dull, leaden clouds, and the

heavens wore tbe appearance of an unmistakably wet day. At four o'clock

there was a regular down-pour, just as a chaise and pair going towards Galway
rattled past the house at a spanking pace. It had not passed a dozen perches
when smash went the near fore-wheel—the horses came to a dead stand. The
driver jumped from his seat, uttering an exclamation, half malediction half

prayer. There was a shrieking of female voices from within; and tbe next
moment the door was opened, and out sprang a gentleman, who quickly extricated

two ladies, and all three stood in the rain, looking hopelessly about them. In
such an emergency the shelter of the Halfway House was not to be despised,

and so the travellers and their baggage in a short time were safely deposited
within its walls. They proved to be an English gentleman with his wife and
her sister, and were completing their hymeneal tour in the wilds of Connemara.
To repair the damage in this locality was out of the question, so it was decided
that the party should put up fur the night at the hotel, and get a fresh chaise

from Galway in the morning. Accordingly they took possession of all tbe

available apartments, except the little parlour and bedroom, which were considered

to belong to Mr. Smith by right of his previous engagement. The hours wore
on while the host and his family were busy in making preparations for the com-
fort of the bridal partv, when the cuckoo upon the top of the little wooden clock

beside the dresser in tLe kitchen began to execute a number of convulsive jerks,

like a hen when meditating the operation of egg -laying, and then, with a whir-

ring noise, the hammer of the bell struck the hour of seven. Just at the same
moment a man lounged as leisurely up to the house as if the rain was not falling

in tubfnlls, and entered the kitchen. His legs were cased in a pair of leathern

fisherman's boots that reached above the knees. He was dressed in a coat of

shepherd's plaid, with a sou'wester of oilcloth on his head; a wicker basket
was slun^at his side, and he had a fishing-rod and landing-net in his hand.

" A misty sort of an afternoon, neighbour," said the stranger, addressing the

host
,
shaking himself like a water-dog, and dashing the rain from his hat in a

shower all around him.
" Bedad, you may say that, sir," returned the host, as he helped him off with

his basket, on which was written in black paint the letters J. F. S.

"Just in time for dinner, I see," said tbe stranger, eying a pair of ducks
twisting at the fire, and exuding a most appetising odour.
" We'll be ready for you, sir, before long," replied the host, who had noticed

the initials ;
" you're the gentleman that was to be here this evening."

"Not a doubt of it,*' said the stranger. " Ah J" he continued to himself,
" that was a capital thought of Wilddrake, to give notice of my approach on his

way to Oileanroe ;" and without more ado he seated himself at the nre, took out

his cigar-case, and began to smoke, while the steam rose in rival clouds from his

garments. Before long the ducks changed their locality, and lay upon the table

in the little parlour, and the guest sat down to make acquaintance with them.

He had just made a masterly cut right along the sternum of one of the fowls,

when the grating of wheels was heard on the gravel outside ; then a dialogue

took place in the kitchen between the host and some one apparently just ar-

rived.

" I'm mighty sorry I can't accommodate you, sir ; the only spare room was

engaged yesterday by a gentleman."
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" What's his name?"
" Smith, sir."

" Why, bless me I then 'tis all right. Didn't you get my letter."

"I got a letter, sir, certainly ; but 'twas from Mr. Smith."
"Just so. I'm Mr. Smith.'*
" Bedad, that's dhroll, sir. Sure the gentleman's inside at his dinner this

minute."
" Then, whoever he is," replied the newly arrived, " he's eating my dinner.

Show me the letter. Ay, that's my handwriting. Please take in my valise.

Thereupon the door of the little parlour was opened, and the gentleman
entered, followed by the host, lie was a large-sized, corpulent man, coated

to the heels, and shawled to the nose, which organ had a rich, wine-nurtured

hue, and rose between two cheeks florid and fat, that told of all sorts of good
living.

" My name is Smith, sir—Mr. Joseph Foster Smith," said be, addressing the

man in the shepherd's plaid coat.
" An excellent name, sir," replied the other, still sitting with his knife and

fork suspended over the prostrate duck. " An excellent name for travelling

with : /can surely have no objection to it."

" Then, allow me, sir, to inform you that you have got Mr. Smith's dinner

before you."
" Well, I should think so," said the other; "however, it is quite out of the

question that I could feel otherwise than kindly disposed to one of your name,
especially under present circumstances ; so pray sit down, my dear sir, without

troubling your head any further about the matter ; there's enough for us both,

and just remember there are more Smiths than one in the world."
" So I perceive," said a voice as yet unheard in the room. The two others

turned round, and beheld standing, just within the doorway, a small and rather

fashionably dressed man, who had thrown open bis light oilskin paletot, and ex-

hibited a pair of diced trousers, of rather a gaudy pattern.
" My good fellow, be so kind as to get me my portmanteau, that I sent by

the Galway mail this morning ; you got a message from Mr. John Frederick

Smith about dinner and a bed, didn't you ?"

" In the name of the Blessed Virgin," said the host in utter bewilderment,
" what's the meaning of this at all at all ? Are you all Mr. Smith, or is any of

you Mr. Smith, or am 1 myself?"
" Compose yourself, good Mr. Flynn," said the first arrived ; the whole affair

will be cleared up, I have no doubt, to all our satisfaction iu good time.

Meanwhile, gentlemen, I think we should be all good friends ; so let us sit down
together to dinner, and count it a pleasant chance that threw us three all toge-

ther. 1 can add a few trout to our dinner, which are in my fishing-basket yon-

der, and they will be ready by the time we have discussed the ducks."
" With all my heart," said Mr. Joseph Smith, winding ofT his shawl, and

slipping out of his coat— "I saw a fine tlitch of bacon in the kitchen chimney,

which would make an agreeable addition."
" Especially," chimed in Mr. John Smith, " with half- a-score fresh-laid eggs

nicely fried. 1 saw some capital fowl in the yard ; so here goes," and he was
out of his oilskin in no time, and seated at the table.

" Well, then, all's right," said the fisherman ;
" let us have some more plates,

knives and forks, aud glasses ; and then, gentlemen, we can each fancy that the

entertainment has been furnished for himself according to order, and that the

others are his guests." And so they all fell to work ri"ht merrily.

Yes, indeed, they fell to work right merrily, and right lustily too, their merri-

ment and their vigour increasing each moment, and growing upon that which fed

them. The ducks were speedily reduced to a heap of as dry bones as those which

the prophet saw in a vision in the valley of Jehosbaphat. The trout met a similar

fate, and were picked so clean that the spine and lateral bones very much re-

sembled a number of fern leaves ; and as for the rashers and e^igs, there being

no bones in them, they utterly disappeared, leaving not a trace behind, save a
alight oleaginous deposit in the bottom of the dish.

It is a profound truth, physical as well as metaphysical—and no nation under

the sun is more deeply sensible of it than the English—that nothing makes men
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to be of one mind in a house more sneedily than the process of dining together.
AH your charity. boards do their business upon this principle, and reconcile their

differences as to the economisation of their funds, and the cheapest mode of
conducting their institutions, while they are sitting side by side with their spoons
sipping the same turtle soup, and their legs under the same mahogany. Admi-
nistrations, too, patch up their quarrels at cabinet dinners. How can the man
refuse you his heart who has shared a pate de foie gras with you ? how can be
quarrel about a measure with you, who has drank glass for glass with you out
of the same decanter? I know but one exception to this great principle of eat-
ing yourself into unanimity with your neighbours, and that is the barbarous
feudal practice of starving jurymen into a verdict. I never knew a jury of fat,

bibulous-looking men, that were not quickly reduced to agreement by this pro-
cess ; 'tis only your lean fellows, with small stomachs and bad digestion that
will hold out from the time they are locked up on Saturday night, till they are
discharged in hopeless disagreement on Monday morning. And so it came to
pass, that by the time the three guests at the Halfway House had finished their

dinner they were in the best possible humour with each other, and seemed by
common consent to avoid the subject of the strange contretemps. At length
the cloth was removed, and the host was interrogated as to what he could pro-
duce in the way of fluid.

""What wine have you got?" asked Mr. Joseph Smith.
" Well, sir," said the host, "I'm sorry to say that we're just out of wine at

present. The ladies inside got the last bottle in the house."

"Any brandy?" demanded Mr. John Smith.
" I'm afeard not, sir."

" Whisky, eh ?" said the third guest.

" Plenty of it," was the ready answer.
" What sort f" asked tho other, with a most insinuating and confidential ac-

cent on the latter word.

The host of the Halfway House eyed his guests keenly, one after auother. If
he had any distrust of two of them, tho freemasonry of the other's lace reassured
him ; so ho replied—
" Every sort, sir."

" Well, then," said the fisherman, " let us have a botUe of the right sort, and
another of any sort you pleadc."

Two decanters were placed upon the table ; the liquid in one was of a rich
golden hue that strangely attracted Mr. Joseph Smith ; that in the other was
pale and pellucid as water. The fisherman looked approvingly at it ; Mr. John
Smith appeared to be in doubt, but something in the fisherman's eye determined
him in favour of the latter, and so they got hot water aud went to business.

CHAPTER II HOW THEY MADE A NIGHT OV IT.

The evening had deepened down into twilight, and now the twilight was sink-
ing into night. The range of the Maatn mountains was no longer visible from the
two little windows that looked from the parlour northwards, aud all the interven-

ing space was gloomy and drear. The rain still continued to pour in torrents,

as if no end of celestial laundresses were wringing out all the clouds of heaven
after having washed them. And now the hostess came in with a candle in her
hand, which she set on the table ; then she closed the shutters, and asked if tho
gentlemen wanted anything.

"Why," said Mr. Joseph Smith, "I fancy wo wouldn't be the worse of a
little fire in tho grate ; the rain has made the evening very chilly. What say

you?"
" An excellent suggestion," replied Mr. John Smith.
" And 'twill serve to keep the kettle singing," said the third.

So in a few minutes they had a cheerful blaze ofbogwood and .turf, and
looked as happy and suug as any three wayfaring men could reasonably expect
to be.

" Well, upon my word," said Mr. Joseph Smith, gently sipping from his

glass, " this is a very singular adventure I must say."
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" And, considering everything, we are not as badly off as might be expected,'*

added Mr. John Smith.
" Nay, my friends, for you must permit me so to call you," said the third,

•Met us rather count ourselves singularly fortunate in each thus unwittingly mi-
nistering to the comforts of the other. Believe me it was a happy accident that

brought us three thus together : any of us singly would spend but a sad tiiuo

of it hero on such a gloomy night as this. And so, my friends, hero is your
good health both, and may this bo the first of many pleasant evenings we 'shall

pass together."

The toast was responded to heartily, and the proposer's health drunk in return.
" And now," continued the last speaker, " let us contrive to make the hours

pass as pleasantly as we can. Do you remember Boccaccio's fiction of how the

seven beautiful maidens of Florence retired from the city during the plague, and
amused themselves by tales, and songs, and dancing ? Suppose we endeavour
to do something of the same sort."

"A very laudable notion," said Mr. Joseph Smith, " provided you omit the

dancing."
"Granted," said Mr. John Smith, "in consideration of the difference be-

tween three Mr. Smiths in Galway, and seven beautiful vircins in Florence."
" Well, then, instead of a young lady to be queen of the day, suppose wo

elect one of us to be king of the nijiht, with unlimited power to prescribe the

order and nature of the proceedings."
" By all means, by all means," was the response from the others.

" Gentlemen, let us elect our monarch by lot."

And so they drew lots, and the lot fell upon the fisherman.
" Now, then," said that gentleman, drawing himself up with regal dignity,

" I call upon Mr. John Smith to contribute to the entertainment of our high
court a song or a story."
" I cannot sing upon a full stomach— cantabit vacuus— which means that a

man should have his wind apparatus empty when he wants to sing."

"Well, then, a story."
" Story 1 God bless you I have none to tell, sir. However, 1 11 give you A

little sketch of one ofmy own experiences in life. I'll call it, if you please—

CUAl'TEB ON XNOCROLOCY.

I had jest finished my breakfast— a
solitary breakfast, en gareon—for Mrs.
Smith, with the nurse and baby had
gone for a few days on a visit to her
mother. I wheeled round my chair

to the fire, placed my slippered feet

on the fender-— the slippers and morn*
ing gown, by the way, were resumed
for the first time at breakfast since my
marriage —and resigned myself to the
luxury of an undisturbed perusal of
The Times.

Do you know I felt something of
the feeling of by-gone days steal over
me— a feeling of solitude that had no
sadness in it ; of quiet, unexciting, yet
most pleasurable ease in it. Memory
drifted me back to my bachelor life

in the Albany, and a review of the

happy days in that dear, quaint city-
solitude led me to the conviction that

the life of a single man is, after all,

not 60 wretched a one as young
and their mammas will insinuate.

VOL. XLIV.—NO, CCLXli.

'* I wonder," mused I, " what
Adam would have thought of a bache-
lor's life if he had got a fair trial of it

;

but be wasn't left four-and-twenty
hours his own master, poor fellow, and
then he was seduced, henpecked, be-

devilled, and turned out of Eden into

the wide world, which he found a
datnnosa hereditas, as the lawyers say ;

besides be hadn't such 'friends in

council ' as The Times, or such ' com-
panions of my solitude' BL&this." And—
will you believe it ?— 1 actually draw
forth from my cigar-case, at 10 a.m.,

a real Havannah, forty shillings pur
pound 1

1 had not taken half-a-dozen puffs

when my ear was saluted with a ring

of the hull-door bell — 'twas a rich,

melodious tinkling, that fell plea-

santly upon my car.

"Ah," said I, "'tis not so bad
after all ; the visiter's bell, too ; who
can it be ?"

3 n
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In * moment after, a gentleman
was introduced—a man neatly dressed

in a suit of black, with an inkbottle

and a book in his hand. I rose to re-

ceive hi in ; he made a bow which I re-

turned.
" The last quarter's tax, sir, if you

please," said the intruder, opening his

book, and preparing to draw his re-

ceipt, with a quiet, provoking, busi-

ness like smile. I could have annihi-

lated the fellow with vexntion ; but to

what avail ? I could not annihilate the

tax ; and there he was, having gained
an entrance into the very penetralia ;

so I had nothing for it but to open my
purse, pay the amount, and dismiss

my visiter.

"The deuce take these new-fangled
bells," I muttered, when the fellow

was clear out ;
" this comes of Mrs.

Smith's folly in taking off the good old-

fashioned knocker, and substituting

this d d tintinabulation in its

place. But for the bell I should have
escaped this annoyance for another
mouth at least. I promise you, had tho
fellow knocked, I could have avoided
him — I would know a tax collector's

knock at Imlf-a-mile's distance ; but
now he has stolen in upon me by
means of this villanously uudiscrimi-

nating tinkle, and plundered me una-
wares.

"

My digestion was spoiled— I threw
my cigar in the fire — all my wounds
were opened, and bled afresh, and I
bitterly ruminated over the recent do-
mestic contest, which had ended in the
removal of the knocker, and the es-

tablishment of the bells. The affair

was in this wise :

—

" My dear," said Mrs. Smith, one
evening in the previous week, "I wish
you would have that odious, vulgar
knocker taken off the door."

" Why, my love ?" I asked. " The
knocker is a very respectable one—

.

isn't it?"
" Respectable l'» retorted madame.

"No knocker is respectable now-a-
days, Mr. Smith. There's not a pri-

vate house in the neighbourhood with
a knocker. Everybody has got a bell

;

besides, a knocker quite destroys my
nerves."

I remonstrated ; the lady replied.

I reasoned; my wife grew pathetic.

I can't stand a scene ; so I offered to

compromise.
" You may have a bell-handle, my

dear, if you will, provided tho bell is

muffled 1 telum imbelle sine ictu.'
"

[Oct.

I felt I was getting the worst of it,

when I was forced to assail a woman
with a miserable pun, aggravated by
being uttered in Latin. Mrs. S. fairly

burst into tears at the unmanly insult.

I was at once overcome.
"Well, then, you Bball have the

bell, if you will leave me the knocker.

"

[Sobbing continued—white handker-
chief to the eyes— smelling-salts, and
all that sort of thing.]

"'lie bell be hanged," said I, pet-

tishly.

The lady saw the day was won ; the

bell was hanged accordingly, and the

knecker deposed from its time-ho-
noured position.

And now I betook myself to medi-
tate upon the consequences of this mo-
dern revolution. I hate all revolutions,

from the first revolution of the planets

to the last revolution of Paris. 1 have
seen a great many of them in my days,

and fear I shall live to see a great many
more. I have endured steam -boats,
gas-lights, railways, and magnetic te-

legraphs, and 1 don't understand what
the world is the better of any of them."

I could read by a wax-light or travel

by a stage-coach quite as pleasantly as

by the new lights or new motors, as- the

phrase is, of the present day; and as

to fast news, I always found ill news
travel fast enough by the old convey-

ances, and don't know what good there

is in making mankind miserable by the

medium of an electric wire. But this

last device of the enemv is the worst of

all. A hall-door bell is a leveller of all

social distinctions, and leaves you ut-

terly defenceless, throwing, as it were,

your portals open to the invasion of all

mankind, without enabling you to dis-

criminate between the most aristocratic

finger and the sooty paw ofa chimney-
sweep. The tongue of a bell is like

the tongue of a parrot ; it has but the

one note for all occasions. The same
monotonous "tinkle, tinkle, tinkle,"*

announces the approach of a duke or a
dun_of an archbishop or aft opera-

dancer. Hut a knocker, sir—a knoeker!

ah ! that is an instrument of the most
varied significance , which responds to

and reflects with the most wonderful

nicety the status, temper, object, and
thoughts of the manipulator ; so that

he who is skilled in its language can

know in a moment what manner of

man he is who seeks to gain an en-

trance into the sacred precincts ofyour

dwelling. I will venture to affirm thai

during four-and-twenty hour* I would

The Three Mr. Smit/u.
•
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not be half-a-dozen times astray as to

the character of the man, woman, or
child that moved my knocker. Take,
for instance, that accursed tax-collec-

tor; he would have given a sneaking,

shambling sort ofaknoek, which would
have made the knocker say, as plain as

if it had a tongue, "Not at home,"
and I should have been on my guard,

and dodged him. Then the postman,
what a jolly bang he used to give 1

—first one blow and then another,

as much as to say, " Now, then— let-

ters !—don't keep us waiting." Who
ever mistook a postman's hiock f—who
now ever knows a postman's ring f

Servants and mechanics understood

their places, and never exceeded a
single knock. The footman rained a
succession of smart rat-tat- tats 1 that

said, "My lady's at the door in the

carriage." The half-gentleman al-

ways betrayed himself by commencing
with an effort at a well-bred and self-

assured summons of two strokes, which
invariably died away in a timid, feeble

rattle, as if the knocker fell from his

hand by accident, and so you had no
difficulty in knowing your man, and
desiring yourself to be denied to him.

But above all, your familiar friends

were sure to be known by their knocks.

Every one in the world has a peculiar

distinctive mode of performing on a
door, as ho has a peculiar step, or

voice, or cough, or whistle ; and after

a little time people became acquainted
with it. What was more common, I

appeal to every one's experience, than

to hear the remark— " There's my
husband"— or, "there's Tom,'' or

"Bill; I know his knock"? But who,
pray, would venture to assert—" Bless

my heart, that's my wife come home al-

already—that's her ring " t Ten to one,

'twould turn out to be the laundress,

or the pot- boy with, the servants' por-

ter. Ah! I remember how often, in

my bachelor days, when 1 have been
sitting alone over my pint of port in

the evening, I started with pleasure at

hearing a round, merry, oft-hand clat-

ter upon the door ; and as Susan tript

up to open it, I have said, " Susan,

lay another glass— that's Mr. Dry-
lips ;" to which the girl was certain to

reply, with a smile, " Yes ; sure, sir,

'tis bisself." Could we have told all

that, I'd like to know, had he pulled

one of those unmeaning bells? Not a
bit of us. And then there was another

knock that used to come six nights

out of the seven— a straggling, devil-

may-care, dissolute sort of a patter.

What was the reason, pray, that Susan
always blushed, and got all ofa twitter

when she heard it ? Why, sir, she

knew as well as if she was looking out

of the window at him that it was my-
wild, handsome cousin, " Blake the

Blazer," as we used to call him, and
so the girl had time to be on her
guard, and look demure. The knocker,

I verily believe, was the salvation of

the girl. Had he gained an entrance

by the instrumentality ofa treacherous

hall-door bell, he would have sprung
into the girl's arms before she could

have had time to bless herself.

The recollection of all these things

irritated ine. I imprecated the exis-

tence of the bell; I blessed the memory
of the knocker. The ghost of the dear

departed seemed to ri*e up before inc.

I saw in fancy the bronzea lion's face,

into which it nad been configured, with

the round ring through its mouth, and
I thought I saw a tear in its iron eye
as it gazed sorrowfully and upbraid-

ingly upon me, and seemed to ask why
I had deposed it, the trusty guardian of

my house, from its place of honour.

I could endure no more ; I sprang up
and exclaimed

—

" Thou shalt be restored to thy an-
cient rights, thou much-injured knock-
er. By my manhood, I will screw thee

up again upon the door, beneath my
door-plate, and thy pleasant face shall

grin ui>ou me in my goings out and
my comings in ; and let all the bell-

bangers in the empire pull thee down
again if they dare 1 To-morrow shall

see thee, like the pbecnix, renewed in

thy strength and thy beauty !"

Alas ! Mrs. Smith unexpectedly
came home on the morrow, and—well,

well, there are tongues that are more
easily set a-going and ring longer than
the tongues of door-bells ; so I thought
it better to let the latter wag on, if,

by so doing, I could keep the former

silent. And so, if you should give me
a call, my dear friends, as 1 hope youv

will do one of those days, you must
ring the door-bell.

Mr. John Smith's narrative led to a desultory conversation upon various old-

world fashions, which the so-called wisdom of this generation had abolished.

They all agreed that there wero many pleasant things, especially in the retired
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country parts, which one regretted were no longer to be found there ; and that

railroads and steam-boats if they had improved the social condition much,
nevertheless had made somo inroad on the simplicity and the charm of rustic life.

" Ah, sir/' said Mr. Joseph Smith, " there is such a thing as going too fast

a-head. When 1 hear of a man being in advance of bis age, it reminds me of
what the mesmerists, or biologists, or whatever you call them, tell of sending a
man's soul out of his body ; und they say that the soul sometimes gets such a
start a-head that it i3 next to impossible to get it back again. Upon my word,
I sometimes wish that those people who are in advance of their age would just

go a little bit faster, and get out of sight altogether.

"And so they do sir," said Mr. John Smith ; •* aud where do they go, sir,

do you suppose ?"

" I'm blest if I can tell," said Mr. Joseph.
" Why, sir, to the prison or the madhouse, like Roger Bacon and Taaso."
" Ay, and served them right," raid the fisherman. " What business had

the friar to write his « Opus Mngum/ crammed with heresies, or make a brazen
head full of all sorts of develtries? As to Tasso, he was not only tainted with

the madness of poetry, but went stark-mad in love with the Lady Leonora.'*
" Ah, sir," sighed Air. Joseph, " worse than these things are likely to come

to pass. Take my word for it, Temple-bar will shortly be as traditional as old

Tyburn ; nay, I should not wonder if the next generation should look upon the

Mayor and Corporation of London as mythical personages as King Arthur and
his Knights of the liound Table—beigho !"

" Come, come, my dear sir, don't be so low-spirited. Ill venture to promise
you that the glory of Guildhall will last as long as the lordly merchants of Lead-
en hall-street; and that Gog and Magog shall grin down lovingly upon your
children's children. Come, sir, I shallfine you in a song for this lese-majesty of
sadness."
" I shall obey your command to the best of my poor ability. You must both

fill your glasses, and join in the chorus. Ah !" continued Mr. Joseph, as he
spooned out a glass of smoking punch from his tumbler, " this is somewhat ir-

regular. We should have the juice of the grape ; but you know we're rough-
ing it to-night. Ahem J ahem."

THE SOMO OF THE GLASS.

BY TUB FAT MB, t .

Come, push round the flagon, each brother.

But fill bumper-high ere it pass ;

And while you hob-nob one another,

1 11 sing you " The Song of the Glass."

L

Once Genius, and Beauty, and Pleasure,

Sought the Goddess of Art in her shrine

;

And prayed her to fashion a treasure,

The brightest her skill could combine.

Said the Goddess, well pleased at the notion,
" Most gladly I'll work your behest

;

From the margin of yonder blue ocean,

Let each bring the gill that seems beat."

["Now, then, gentlemen, chorus, if you please." And the two others

chimed in—]

Chorus—Theu push round the flagon, each brother,

But fill bumper-high ere it pass

;

And while
|^

u

J
hob-nob one another,

{ You'll }""« "TheSonjofth.GlM..*
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Beauty fetched from her own ocenn-water
1 he sea-wraik that lay on the strand

;

And Pleasure the golden sands brought her
That he stole from Time's tremulous hands.

But Genius went pondering and choosing,

Where gay shells and sea-flowers shine*

Grasped a sun-lighted wave in his musing,
And found his hand sparkling with Brine.

Then push round the flagon, &c.

in.

" 'Tis well," said the Goddess, as smiling,

Each offering she curiously scanned,

On her altar mysteriously piling

The brine, and the wraik, and the sand

;

Mixing up, with strange spells as she used them,
Salt, soda, and flint in a mass,

With the flame of the lightning she fused them.

And the marvellous compound was

—

Glass t

Then push round the flagon, &c.

rv.

Beauty glanced at the crystal, half frighted,

For stirring with life it was seen,

Ull gazing, she blushed all delighted,

As she saw her own image within.
" Henceforth," she exclaimed, «• be thou ever

The mirror to Beauty most dear ;

Not from steel, or from silver, or river,

Is the reflex so lustrous or clear."

Then push round the flagon, Ac.

v.

But Genius the while rent asunder

A fragment, and raising it high,

Looked through it, beholding with wonder
New stars over-clustering the sky.

With rapture he cried, " Now is given

To Genius the power divine*

To draw down the planets from heaven,

Or roam through the stars where they shine."

Then push round the flagon, &c.

VI.

The rest fell to earth—Pleasure caught it-
Plunged his bowl, ere it cooled, in the mass ;

To the form of the wine-cup ho wrought it,

And cried, " Here's the true use of Glass I"

Then leave, boys, the mirror to woman-
Through the lens let astronomers blink—

There's no glass half so dear to a true man
As the wine-glass when filled to the brink.

Then push round the flask, each good fellow,

Let's capture old Time ere he pass

;

We'll steal all his sands while he's mellow,

And fiU with the grape-juice his glass.
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Mr. Joseph Smith s sonjr was received as men are always inclined to receive a
song an hour or so after dinner. After some chat about music, of which that
gentleman seemed to be a great lover* the plaid-coated gentleman said

•« You were speaking some time ago about mesmerism. May I ask, arc yon
a believer in it ?"

" Well, indeed, 1 don't know what to say about it. I have seen very strange
tbings, and even once I submitted to be operated upon myself, and I protest I

felt very queerish ; but I never allowed a second experiment, though the opera-
tor assured me I was an excellent subject j I have rather a horror of fucL
things."

"If you allow me," said the other, "I will recount to you my own expe-
riences in mesmerism."
" By all means," said Mr. John Smith.
Mr. Joseph looked rather uneasy, but said nothing ; the other cloud his eves

for a few minutes, as if collecting his thoughts, and then began :

—

THE DEAD-ALIVE.

BY THE FIIH1XO MR, • .

It was midnight of the 3 1st day of
October, the vigil of AU Souls, as I
read in the 43rd page of the " Cbro-
nicon Magico-Mysticuin " of Albertus
Vandcrswillenius, as they have Latin-

ised the name of the great Dutch psy-

chologist, the following curious obser-

vations in the chapter " de pneuraato-

logia "
:

—

"Talia perpendenti, necnon, mihi
certum est, quod fons et origo spirit us

(scil Deus) tarn organa spiritualia quam
corporalta hominibus dedit. Unde
aecidit ut nonnulli, missi in somnis
tractatione manuum, transgradiuntur

in statu urr«ri«(, id est, spiritus corum
exsiliunt e corporibus, tanquam via-

tores exeant hospitio ; et in discursioni-

bus ejusmodi, auima vita? incorporea-

la> fruitur, ct organis spiritualibus

utitur, itaque videt audit que invisibilia

et in audibilia sensibus corporis, sicut

animus morientum, angclos, dacmon-
osque in a»rc circumvolitantes——."

" For heaven sake, my dear sir, give

us all that in plain English," said Mr.
Joseph Smith.
" The import of the passage is,"

continued the narrator, " that in the

opinion of the author the soul hath her
organs even as the body hath its

senses ; and that when she expatiates

forth of her bodily lodging, as doth a
traveller from an inn, she uses her

soul-sense, so that she sees and hears

the multitude ofsouls that throng the air
around—the dying, angcls.devils

"

" Lord bless us !" eried Mr. Joseph
Smith, evidently agitated.

It was midnight ; the wind roared
in furious gusts round the house, rat-

tling every bolt and bar, shaking the

crazy windows, and howling down thj_»

chimney-flues, as if a legion of evil

spirits were rushing about and trying

every mode of entrance, and then yell-

ing in disappointed rage; and ever,

between the lulls, sheets of rain came
plashing against the glass, as if the
clouds were suddenly ripped open, and
discharged their contents in one gush.
The fire had sunk lower and lower,
and the last log had ceased to emit a
cheerful flame ; then the red glow
paled away, and the blackness of dark-
ness crept over the charred wood,
then, with a dull sound, it sank down
amid the white ashes for ever. It was
cold, dark, dreary, desolate ; no Hie
within that room, save the audible
pulses of my own heart ; no motion
save that of the flame from the lamp,
which flickered and swilled wildly in

the chill current of the night-air, that
swept fitfully through the lonely room,
making the sbadowsofthe old-fashioned
furniture flutter and move to and fro,

and change their forms as if they were
endued with life. And as the gleani-

ings of the light fell upon that sublime
and tremendous picture of the Last
Judgment (it was a rare copy of the
great Michael Angelo's chef d'auvre),

the forms of the angels seemed moved
as with a ghostly life, and the faces

and bodies of the evil spirits and lost

souls appeared as if distorted with
despair and undying hatred, and wri-

thing in endless and ever-varying
agonies. And then I read these mys-
terious words again, and pondered
over them, and sought to realise their

awful meaning. By degrees I felt my
spiritual life, as it were, contracting
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and condensing itself— calling iu its

diffused energies into the very citadel,

and there concentrating itself in its

entire power. And as my bouI inten-

sified herself more and more, I felt

that I transferred my identity more
and more to her, and withdrew it from
the body. This last became, so to

speak, a mere accident of my being—
a foreign substance with which I had
but an occasional and temporary exis-

tence. At first I felt myself, that is

my soul, curiously wandering about
through her corporeal mansion. I saw,

as plainly as the anatomist does, every

nerve, muscle, and articulation. I

examined the current of the blood,

the functions of the stomach, the action

of the heart, the motion of the brain

;

and understood the whole mystery of

the body as perfectly and as unwonder-
ingly as the mechanician understands

the wheels, and springs, and levers,

which he has put together, and set

agoing. Then when I had gone all

round and through the mansion, and
taken, as it were, an inventory of its

furniture, and seen that all was right,

I straightway felt an irresistible desire

to see it from the outside. First, I

peeped through the windows ; then I

went to the door, and, finally, I was
conscious of passing out through the

portal. One bound, and I wus free

—

tree from the body, the door of which
I left open after me. I hovered in the

air, a spirit clothed in a spiritual body.

How wonderful the change 1 Like
the diver who rises to the surface, I

felt the pressure of the grosser atmos-

phere of corporeity removed, and I

expanded in an atmosphere so pure,

so light, so buoyant, so exhUirating,

that it seemed as if I were plunged

into a bath of oxygen. After a moment
of indescribably delirious pleasure, I

exercised the proper functions of my
new existence— that is, I began to

think. I looked down upon the fleshly

form in which I had so lately dwelt,

with somewhat of the feelings with

which one contemplates the corpse of

a friend who is newly dead. I felt

that what lay before me had once
been very dear to me ; that it had
sympathised with all my emotions

;

that it had gone heavily when I was
. in sorrow ; that it had rejoiced in my
joy ; that it had lived, in fact, but for

me and with me; that it had pined

and died in my absence, as the light

dies when the sun is withdrawn. And

451

there now it lay, outstretched, motion-

less, insensible, inanimate. Then I
sighed, as one sighs at parting from
the dead, ere the coflin-lid is screwed
down ; and I went forth alone upon
my way.

Alone in the dark, ghostly, tempes-

tuous night ; vet X had quickly the

consciousness oT not being alone. By
degrees I became accustomed to the

spirit-world in which I moved, as the

eyes of one who is suddenly thrust

from light into darkness become able

to distinguish objects. In every direc-

tion jets of pale, od) lie light were pro-

jected from the earth, somewhat as

sparks are thrown off from the cylinder

of an electrifying machine. These, I
was conscious, were the souls that at

each moment were taking their flight

for ever from the corpse-homes in

which they bad been dwelling. In
some places the mass of light was
dense and continuous, and these spots

I found were greater cities. I looked
more closely into them, and I could

then discover that the intensity of the

light varied greaily. Here it came up
in a compact mass from lazar-houses

and stitling, filthy lanes and courts by
the fetid river-side. Up out of the

water itself I saw a pale, thin flame

flicker mournfully, hist where a mo-
ment before I haa heard a sullen

plunge, and the next instant I beheld

a whitish garment floating on the

stream. I shuddered as I gazed ou
the corse of a fair, young girl, with

her long light tresses of silken hair

streaming upon the black, sullen water.

I read in a moment all the misery of

her life, the mystery of her death

:

'twas the story of sin and sorrow, told

with such inimitable pathos byHood—

41 One more unfortunate,

Weary of breath,

Rashly importunate,

Gone to her death

!

" Take her up tenderly,

Lift her with care"

;

Fashioned so slenderly,

Young and so fair

!

" Cross her hands humbly,

As if praying dumbly,

Over her breast

!

" Owning her weakrusa,

Her evil behaviour^

And leaving, with meekness,

fi«r sins with her Saviour.**

A Scene in the Fur-We*t.
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And along the lordly squares, and
through the dense streets, many a
spirit - light passed upwards ;— the

young and the old, the gay and the

sorrowful, the hopeful and tbosc with-

out hope—some with difficulty escaping

from the earth-coil, as if they bad been
long struggling for freedom — some
starting forth hastily, as if upon a
sudden summons. In a foul den I
heard a stifled shriek, and struggling,

and curses ; and I saw a strong, full

flame, as if impetuously expelled

through the crashed skull of a mur-
dered man. I fled away to the country
through the suburbs ; but on my way
I heard the moaning of children, as if

through gurgling blood, and I saw the

souls of six little ones, slain by their

own mother, pass into the night.

Far—far away, in a moment of time,

and I was by the banks of a deep and
broad river. Upon its right bank rose

a small town strongly fortified, and the

towers, and walls, and bastions loomed
heavily in the dark night. There was
a deep, deep stillness around it ; so

still that I heard the sullen rolling of
the river as it passed by. In a mo-
ment there was a flame, as from many
furnaces, that lit up the landscape, and
I saw armed hosts beleaguering that

fortress round about, and brave men
lining the towers, and on the battle-

ments. Then came the roar of the can-
non of the besiegers, breaking the

solemn silence, and the quick reply of
artillery and musket from the besieged

;

and the battle raged, and pale ghost-

flames flitted upwards continually, and
within the fort the light of one gallant

soul fluttered, as though it would leave

his body, and I knew that, ere many
weeks, they would mourn the hero in

his green island -home. Lol while

they fought in that lurid light, the

[Oct,

earth was shaken with A rumbling noise,

and then came a booming bellow, as

of thunder ; but it was not the thunder

of heaven, but rather as if it had burst

in hell, and rolled up through the riven

earth, to mock the might of God's
majesty. The torn soil was flung up
high into the air from the exploded

mine, and fell back to earth in a hot

shower of stones ; but it fell not on
those towers, for it was heaved back-

wards upon those whose hands had
fired the match, and it rent and killed

them by thousands, so that their spirits

passed out of that carnage like a sea

of flame. Then I saw the gates of the

town thrown open, and the besiegers

sallied forth, and they slew their foes in

the midst of their confusion and terror,

till they drove them before tbeui as

sheep fly before the lion ; and, as I

bent down, I felt the choking smoke
and the hot flame penetrate my spi-

ritual essence with a sense of intoler-

able discomfort. I sank down for

relief into the deep stream, and felt its

waters dash about me, as a voice, as

of one whom I had known in the flesh,

cried out—
" Oh, dear !—oh, dear !—oh, dear I

I often said it would come to this, if

you would persist in reading in bed."

There stood Bridget beside me with

the water-jug in her hand, which she

had just emptied upon the flaming

curtain with such good effect that she

had extinguished the flame, and almost

drowned the sleeper.

" My dear, Bridget," I sobbed,
" this is most unfortunate ; I must
have fallen asleep while reading ' AU
bertus Vanderswillenius/

**

"Ay, to be sure, you did. One
would think you sat up long enough
reading about the siege of Silistna,

before you went to bed."

The Three J/r. Smiths.

As the narrator concluded, he looked up. Mr. John Smith had a smile on
his face ; Mr. Joseph Smith's countenance was motionless ; his mouth was open,

his eyes staring, and he had an expression of horror, wonder and stupor blent

together.
" Comatose," whispered Mr. John Smith.
" Hypnotised," replied the other, in the same tone.
" Both," responded the former.

"And something in addition," added the latter, pointing to the empty tum-
bler of Mr. Joseph Smith. " Come, we may as well finish him off."

Thereupon the speaker rose up, and made sundry passes with his open palms,
close to Mr. Joseph Smith's person, beginning at the head and down towards
the stomach. In a few minutes the eyelids closed, the head fell forward upon
the breast, and Mr. Joseph Smith was sleeping, as the old phrase used to have it,

as soundly as a watchman.
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" Dear me," said the operator, looking at his watch, " 'tis just twelve o'clock ;

how pleasantly the nteht passed over.'*

" Ay, indeed," replied Mr. John Smith, with a yawn ; I think 'tis time for us
to see about beds. But how are we to manage ? There are but two beds inside

here ;" and he drew back the curtain that separated from the little parlour an
alcove, in which were two small beds.
" Oh, as for that matter, you can take one and I the other ; as for our friend

here, you might hang him up from one of the kitchen hooks by the waistband of
his trousers."
" Faith, I believe so. Well, then, here goes for a turn in."

CHAP. HI HOW THEY ALL WENT THEIR WATS NEXT MOBNTKO.

About five o'clock on the following morning, the gentleman of the shepherd's
plaid arose, and stepping into the little parlour, opened the windows. Twas a
glorious morning; the whole heaven was glowing in the sunlight, and the

landscape laughed out as cheerily as if no rain had ever fallen to dash its bright-

ness. Froin the window one could see the distant peaks of the Twelve Pins,

upon which the sun was now shining, and the whole range of the Maam hills

was just catching the glow, while the valley beneath still looked dim and drowsy
as the white vapour was slowly exhaling from the ground, and creeping upwards
along the hill-side. The man was apparently a lover of nature, for he stood long
at the window, admiring the scene. Then surveying the room, and perceiving

Mr. Joseph Smith still sleeping profoundly, he returned to the alcove, and
touching the occupant of the other bed, said, in a low voice

—

"I am £oin£ to have a stroll in the morning air; just assist me to lid our
friend outside into my bed to finish his nap."
Mr. John Smith arose, and they carefully lifted Mr. Joseph Smith, and de-

posited him in the bed, without that gentleman being in the least disturbed by
the operation. Mr. John Smith then returned to resume his sleep, and the other
made a hasty toilette, and stept out into the kitchen.

They knock up a capital breakfast for you at Flynn'a Halfway House—fried

bacon and eggs, fish, tea, coffee, and excellent hot cake. The three gentlemen
were seated at such a breakfast as this about eight o'clock. Mr. John Smith looked
uncommonly fresh and lively, and addressed himself to the good fare with a fa-

mous appetite. Mr. Joseph Smith looked a little " seedy," and seemed rather
«• peckish" in the way of eating. The other gentleman had nothing particular

to say for himself.
«• VVell, what an uncommonly pleasant night we had of it to be sure, said Mr.

John Smith, as he eame to a momentary pause.
" Very," said the plaid-coat. " My dear sir, you are not making any way

this morning. May 1 trouble you for another slice of bacon and an egg."
" Well, I can't say that I am inclined to do justice to our host's viands," re-

plied Mr. Joseph.
"Ah, perhaps you did not sleep well last night?"
" Oh, yes, 1 slept like a top ; but, to tell you the truth, I don't know exactly

how I got into bed."
" Oh, you took yourself to your repose the first of us all."

" And by that means depnved you of your chance of getting one of tbe two
beds : we ought to have tossed up for them."
" Pray don't mention it, my dear sir. I slept as well as if I had been in bed

the whole night, though, I confess, it is not desirable to lie in one's clothes if it

can be helped."
" No, indeed," said Mr. Joseph, with a confused look, which neither of his

companions appeared to notice.

All pleasure must come to an end, and therefore the breakfast was at last

finished ; then came the supplemental pleasure of paying the bill, which likewise

came to an end.
" Well, gentlemen," said Mr. Josenh Smith, "what are your routes to-day?

I'm going to Cleggan to see my friend Twining's improvements. I hear he has

done a vast deal in these parts."
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" You hare heard but the truth. The energy and judgment of Mr. Twining,
added to the ability which his large means afford, have done much for the dis-

trict in which happily he has become a proprietor. For myself, I shall stroll

through the mountain-pass over to Kylmore."
" And I," said Mr. John Smith," must go to Clifden."

"Then," said Mr. Joseph, "we are all destined to part here; bat, as our

worthy friend and namesake said last night, I hope we may yet spend many
pleasant evenings together. Here is my card, gentlemen, and when either of

you shall t>e in London 1 trust yon will not forget to call upon Joseph Foster

Smith. You will find me in the morning at LeadenhalLstreet, or if you drop
in at Bayswater-terrace about seven o'clock any day, you shall be more welcome
still."

The cards were received with due acknowledgments by the two others, when
Mr. John Smith said

—

" Here's my card ; and whenever either of you knock—I mean ring—at my
door, street, St. James's, John Frederick Smith will be heartily glad to

see you."

By this time the third gentleman had slung his 6shing-basket on his back and
taken up his rod and net. He paused a moment, and then said—
" My dear friends, I lead but a lonely sort of a life in a retired part of the

country ; but should either of you make the tour of our southern counties, which

I strongly advise you to do, and that chance should bring you near my residence,

I shall be delighted to see you."

He shook each warmly by the band as he gave him his card, and then passed

from the room.
It so happened, however, that he loitered a moment in the kitchen, and while

so doing, he could not avoid hearing the observations of those he had just left.

" A capital fellow, that," said Mr. Joseph Smith. " I don't know when I

met a better of the name.'*
" What name?" asked the other.

" Smith, to be sure."

" Why, look at the card in your hand."
Mr. Joseph Smith did so, and they stared at each other, and then they burst

out laughing

—

" Mr. Jonathan Frekb Slingsbt, Carrigbawn."

"Do you know who he is?" asked Mr. Joseph.
" I've a notion I beard the name before," said Mr. John. " The fact of it is.

my dear sir, I'm greatly afraid your friends in Leadenhall- street may hear of
your having sung a good Bong in the wilds of Galway."
"And," retorted the other, "Mrs. Smith may learn your notions of bache-

lor's life."

" Well, it can't be helped now. At all eventB the worst he can tell is, how we
made a night of it in the far west."
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THE SLAVE TRADE, FROM AN AMERICAN POINT OP VIEW.

It is wise to recall to memory, now and
then, the parable of the two knights
and the double shield. Most subjects
upon which men can employ their

thoughts have two sides ; and though
one of them may be formed neither of
gold nor of silver, but of pewter, or of
something else still more vile, yet it

may be an advantage to be acquainted
even with that fact. No doubt it is

much easier to form an opinion upon
any topic, when we take care not to
view it in more than one aspect ; and
this plan may find some favour in these

days of cheap and easy knowledge.
Nevertheless, we boldly maintain our
first position, and do not despair of
finding many readers who will concur
with us in acknowledging the sound-
ness of the moral of the old fable.

Some, also, we venture to expect, will

admit that, among subjects which pre-

sent not merely two, but many sides,

is that of the slave trade, the abolition

of which philanthropic enthusiasts have
at all times found so easy to project,

and so difficult to accomplish. Of
every particular of the case that can be
seen tnrough " Uncle Tom's " specta-

cles, the English public is, no doubt,
well informed ; and the celebrated ad-
dress of the Duchess of Sutherland,
and her many thousands of the women
of England, to their sisters, the women
of the United States of America, has
shown plainly enough what short work
English feeling would make with the
"common crime and common disho-

nour " of the two nations. Neverthe-
less, acting upon the principle we have
recommended above, we venture to

bring under the notice of our readers

another phase of the matter which has
not been taken cognizance of by the
female friends of the negro, and has
apparently been overlooked by some
of the most forward of our male Aboli-
tionists, doubtless in the ardour of
their pursuit of the great object in

view. We must premise, however,
that we are by no means bent upon
beguiling this dull autumnal season

with a treatise upon slavery in general,

or even upon rpusing the public spirit

from the narcotic influence of the Rus-
sian war, by the enlivening incidents

of a Yankee Abolitionist sortie into the

Nebraska territory. Our object is

merely to show how an intelligent

American may see this subject from a
point of view very different from that

chosen by Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe
and our English philanthropists, and
yet be, perhaps, as sincere an enemy
of slavery and the slave trade as any
one of them. No one, indeed, that wo
know of, now-a-days, ventures to pro-

fess himself an advocate of either the

one or the other. In truth, the ques-
tions uppermost in the mind of every
calm thinker are constantly— " How
can the slave trade be most effectually

abolished? How can the slave be most
securely and speedily set free?" But
it by no means certainly follows that

every one will admit that the mode of
solving these questions, adopted by
England twenty years ago, would be
safe and suitable for the solution of
the more complicated and difficult

problem now under consideration in

the United States. The number of

slaves in the American Union in 1850,
was above three and a-half millions

;

those emancipated in the whole of the

British possessions in 1834, were under
800,000. These facts alone very ma-
terially vary the two cases ; but an
American writer,* whose speculations

have lately fallen under our eye, ex-
plores the subject to a greater depth ;

and, examining the causes of slavery*

determines (to his own satisfaction at

least) that it has not been abolished,

even within British bounds, by tho
English Act of Emancipation, and that

it must subsist and grow throughout
the world as far as English influence

extends, so long as the commercial
policy of England shall retain its pre-

sent character. We do not profess to

be converts to all Mr. Carey's views^

and we own to some doubts as to the

logical soundness of many of his argu-

* "The Slave Trade, Domestic and Foreign : Why it Exists, and How it may be Extin-
guished. " By H. C. Carey. London : Sampson Low, and Co. 18&3.
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ments ; but our political philosophy is

of the eclectic school, and we may not
refuse to accept a truth, either because
it is not set before us in the technical

form of a legitimate conclusion, or be-

cause its distinctness may be impaired
by a crowd of concomitant fallacies.

We love, too, to examine both sides of
every shield ; and we see no harm in

turning that now in our hands for the

benefit of some of our respected fellow-

countrymen, who seem occasionally to

forget that " there be livers out of
Britain." It will no doubt be a
strange surprise to many of those who
have been long admiring their own re-

flection in the act of embracing "a
man and a brother black as ebony,
to be shown, by a simple turning of the

mirror, a counterfeit presentment of

the same image ruthlessly tearing Uncle
Tom from his peaceful though servile

Northern home, or, vampire-like, drain-

ing the life-blood of a coolie itnmi-

?ant amid the cane-pieces of Jamaica,
et no less frightful than this is the

picture of the slave-trade, as shown to

us from the American point of view,

which we propose now very slightly to

sketch out.

The root of slavery, black and
white, is, we are told, the commercial
policy of England, which, " adverse to

the civilisation and the freedom, not
only of the negro race, but of mankind
at large, seeks to make of herself a
great workshop, and necessarily, of
all the rest of the world one great

farm." The proposition is startling,

and not the less so, that the primary
design ascribed to England, and to

the carrying out of which so unhappy
a consequence is attributed, has really

been the ruling idea of the most active

and successful ofour politicians of late

years. We do not ask Mr. Cobdeu
to admit that his unadorned but tri-

umphant eloquence has barbarised and
ensfaved, howeverit may have charmed,
the world ; but he will not deny that its

theme has been the wisdom and neces-

sity of drawing food from every quar-

ter of the globe for the supply of the

workers of England. Free trade has

so operated, says Mr. Carey, and in

the course of its operation a quasi sla-

very has been imposed upon every na-

tion within the sphere of its influence

;

the chains have been rivetted upon
the American negro of the United
States, and the domestic slave trade

of America has been stimulated and

extended. The argument upon which
these conclusions are based is easily

stated, when stripped of the illustra-

tions with which it is profusely gar-

nished. The earth is the sole pro-

ducer, and agriculture, consequently,

the basis of all wealth. From the earth

man extracts corn and cotton, which
he can change in form and place—bat
there his power ends ; he cannot add
to their quantity, except by means of
the art of cultivation. The higher
the degree of proficiency attained in

that art, the greater, therefore, will

be the produce of the material of
wealth; but, on the other hand, the
surplus rude produce ofthe land, after

the personal wants of the cultivators

have been supplied, possesses no value
until it be subjected to the skill of the
manufacturer. Thus the conditions

desirable come to be such as shall be
favourable to the largest production
from the land, and to the easiest sub-
jection of the produce to the band of
the artisan. Both will be attained,

more or less completely, in proportion
to the approximation or seoaration of
the seats of agriculture and manufac-
ture with regard to each other. When
manufacturers settle in the neighbour-
hood of fertile and well farmed lands
" they (in the words of Adam Smith)
give a new value to the surplus part

of the rude produce, by saving the
expense of carrying it to the water-
side, or to some distant market

;

and they furnish the cultivators with
something in exchange for it, that is

either useful or agreeable to them,
upon easier terms than they could
have obtained it before. The culti-

vators get a better price for their sur-

plus produce, and can purchase cheap-
er other conveniences which they have
occasion for. They are thus both en-
couraged and enabled to increase this

surplus produce by a further improve-
ment and better cultivation of the
land ; and as the fertility of the land
ha3 given birth to the manufacture, so
the progress of the manufacture reacts
upon the land, and increases still fur-

ther its fertility. The manufacturers
first supply the neighbourhood, and
afterwards, as their work improves
and refines, more distant markets.
For, though neither the rude produce,
nor even the coarse manufacture,
could, without the greatest difficulty,

support the expense of a considerable

land carriage, the refined and im-
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proved manufacture easily may. In a
small bulk it frequently contains the

price of a great quantity of the raw
produce. A piece of fine cloth, for

example, which weighs only eighty

pounds, contains in it the price, not

only of eighty pounds of wool, but
sometimes of several thousand pounds,

weight of corn, the maintenance of the

different working people, and of their

immediate employers. The corn, which
could with difficulty have been carried

abroad in itsown shape, is in thismanner
virtually exported in that of the com.
plete manufacture, and may easily be
sent to the remotest corners of the

world." Thus, the more wheat raised

and the more cloth made, the greater

will be the demand for labour, the

higher the wages of the labourer ; and
the more sought for, and the better

paid the labourer is, the more free is

ne. An exclusively agricultural po-

pulation must be poor, because the

market for their surplus produce is

distant; being poor they are dependent,

and bound to the soil. An exclusively

manufacturing population cannot be
rich and free, because the cost of the

raw material upon which their labour

is to be exercised is enhanced by the

expense of carriage, and because tho

market for their produce must also be
distant. But the policy of England

—

of mixed free trade and protection—,

tends to draw all the surplus raw pro-

duce of the earth into her own lap,

and to force all other nations to sup.

ply their wants of manufactures at her

own shop ; thus impoverishing and en.

slaving the families of the world, and
preventing her own artisans from be-

coming rich and free ; and thus is the

England ofMessrs. Cobden and Bright

the great author and promoter of the

slave trade, domestic and foreign

—

Q.E.D.
The conclusionmayseem tobe hastily

arrived at ; but some of the facts upon
which the steps of the argument arc

laid are curious and worthy of atten-

tion, for their intrinsic value if not for

the effect they may be expected to

produce upon the ci-devant members
of the Anti-Corn Law League. The
manufacturing industry of the United

States may be fairly estimated by the

proportion of its raw cotton retained

for domestic use as contrasted with the

quantity of the material ex)K>rted ; and
that stands but as one to five in a

comparison with the exports to the

whole world, and as two to seven in a
comparison with those to Great Britain

alone. In the year 1840 a thousand
and some odd millions of pounds'
weight of raw cotton were exported
from the Union, of which more than
seven hundred millions were received

by Great Britain. The consumption
in the different manufacturing estab-

lishments in the whole Union during
the same year is believed (according

to Mr. M'Culloch) to have amounted to

about two hundred thousand pounds.
With this enormous quantity of raw
material for the labour of the factory

hands of England, a corresponding
store of food was transmitted for their

support. Great Britain's share of the
bread-stuff of the United States, in the

year 1849, was close upon a million of
barrels of flour, upwards of a million

of bushels of wheat, and more than
twelve millions of bushels of Indian
corn — in round figures a twelve
month's food for nearly two millions

of people. But it is a strange fact,

that this monster development of a
market does not seem to have had the

effect of inducing a more careful cul-

tivation, or of improving the system of
agriculture ; and, coincidcutly with it,

there has been an extensive emigration
from the older States. The average
return of wheat, even in the State of
New York, is not more than fourteen

bushels per acre, while in Virginia it

is only six or seven bushels, against

thirty or thirty-two as the average
produce of the like crop io England.
The wheat-exporting capabilities of

the Union," says Mr. Johuston, in his
" Notes on North America," "are les-

sening, rather than increasing. . . .

The virgin soils are already, to a con-
siderable extent, exhausted of their

fruitfulness, and a comparatively ex-
pensive culture, likely to make corn
more costly, must be adopted if their

productiveness is to be brought back
and maintained." As this exhaustion
of the soil proceeds, farmers migrate
to seek fresher lands and a better crop
elsewhere ; and thus, while the Union
at large doubles its population every
twenty-five years, the increase in some
of the old States is very slow. New
York increased ten-fold in sixty ^cars,

while Virginia barely doubled in tho
same period. The population of North
Carolina did not double in sixty years ;

that of Iowa was multiplied by ten in

a single decade. •« There is, in fact
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(as Mr. M'Culloch observes), a con-
stant emigration current setting from
tho Eastern to the Western States;"
and the explanation of the phenome-
non is, according to Mr. Carey, to bo
found in the maxim, that "a nation

which commences by exporting food

will end by exporting men." It is

certain that men are largely exported
from the older States in quest of more
fertile lands, and the theory proposed
is, that the exhaustion of the sod has

been occasioned by the substitution of

a foreign instead of a home market for

its products ; that in the former they

are consumed, and make no return to

their parent earth, while their con-

sumption at home by a population

nou-agricultural and, consequently, su-

pernumerary to that of a purely agri-

cultural district, would, at the frame

time, stimulate cultivation and afford

the means of improving its character.

The prices of a market close at hand
are more remunerative to the farmer

than those including the cost of a long

transit : a more extended rotation of

crops is thereby invited ; and the ma-
terial for recruiting the principles of
fertility in the soil is supplied in greater

abundance and ehe:ij>er. Practically,

the North American farmer is limited

to the cultivation of grain, cotton, and
tobacco, bv the circumstance of his

market being in Kurope. Were his

r*aw cotton worked up by artisans

living close to him, he would be forced

by the demands of the home market to

grow green crops and to feed cattle

:

he would thereby both rest and re-

plenish his land. As it is, the soil is

worked without intermission or manure
Until it is exhausted, and then new
ground is sought out, to be dealt with

in like manner. Thus "the greater

the tendency to exhaustion, the greater

is the pro-slavery feeling. The man
who exhausts his land attaches to it

but little value, and he abandons it

;

but he attaches much value to the

slave whom he can carry away with

hihi." But more than this, the slave-

holding farmer of an exhausted soil,

if he cannot or will not abandon it,

finds the most remunerative crop he

can raise to be human stock, and thus,

the Virginian proprietor having begun
by raising tobacco, cotton, wheat for

exportation, ends by breeding and ex-

porting slaves—

" The more the planter is forced to depend

Upon tobacco, the lover will be its price

abroad, And the more be must exhaust his,

land. The more rapid the exhaust ion, the"

more must be the tendency to emigrate.

The more the necessity of depending exclu-"

stvely on wheat, the greater the necessity

for making a market for it by raising

slaves for sale ; and in several of the older

Southern States the planter now makes
nothing but what result* from the increase

of stock. The Virginian would manufac-
ture his corn and his wheat into cloth, or

into coal and iron, if he could ; but this he
cannot do, although close to the producer of
cotton, aud ' occupying aland abounding in

all the raw materials of which machinery is

composed ; and having, ton, abundant la-

bour power that runs to waste. Why he can-
not do it is, that England follows the advice
of Mr. Huskisson, and cheapens labour, with
a view to prewnt other nations from follow-

ing the advice of Adam Smith. The whole
energies of the state are, therefore, given to

the raising of tobacco and corn, both of which
must go abroad ; and as the latter cannot
travel profitably in its rude state, it requires

to be manufactured ; and the only branch

of manufacture permitted to the Virginian is

that of negroes, and hence it is that their

export is so large, and that cotton is so

cheap."

The bete noir of your true American
is, of course, Knglund ; and to the de-

termination of England to nuke of
herself the worksbop of the world, and
of the whole world beside one draw-
farm from whence to feed her work-
men, is traceable, in the American
mind, the cause why the citizen of the

Southern States cannot open mines,

erect furnaces, smelt iron, forge ma-
chinery, and build mills. If there was
no free import into Kngland for corn,

he could do all these acts, and induce
their consequences, in an increase of
the home demand for the products of

the soil, and in a multiplication of the

products themselves. The land would
then become more valuable, and, as

population should increase, would be-

come more divided. The cost of rais-

ing slaves would be increased, and
that description of stock would cease

to be remunerative. •« The little black
cultivator of cabbages and potatoes

would then be seen taking the place of

the poor white owner of large bodies of

exhausted land, and thus would the

negro tend toward freedom as his

master became enriched." It would
be altogether beside our present pur-

nose to enter upon a discussion of Free
Trade, either in its sentimental or

commercial relations. We shall not

attempt to examine the question either
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as " men and brethren," or as specu-

lators in cotton or corn, and therefore
it is as unnecessary for us to sustain

the right of the English legislating

manufacturer to do what he likes with
his own, or with that of any one else

who will allow him, as it is "to impugn
the free-born American's right to allow
English or other men to take from him
that which he can keep. Our less

ambitious object is to amuse our read-
ers with a peep at both sides of this

shield ; and truly the variation in the
description of it as seen by the " native
American* Protectionist and the Bri-

tish free Trader, is amusing enough.
Beginning from the beginning, the

American, of course, traces the origin

of slavery in the United States to the
colonial policy ofGreat Britain, which
in 1710 produced a resolution of the
House ot Commons, that " the erect-

ing of manufactories in the colonies

had a tendency to lessen their depen-
dence on Great Britain." Its growth
be follows through a course of legisla-

tion directed in accordance with the
spirit of that resolution and of the ce-

lebrated declaration of Ix>rd Chatham,
to prevent a horse-shoe or a hob-nail

from being made by the colonists for

themselves. In 1732, the exportation
of hats from one North American pro-
vince to another was prohibited, and
the number of apprentices to be taken
by batters was limited; in 1730, the
erection of iron-mills was prohibited ;

in 1765, the emigration of artisans to

the colonies was forbidden; in 1781,
'82, and '85, it was made unlawful to

export to them woollen or cotton, or
iron and steel - making machinery;
and in 1799, colliers were prevented
from seeking their fortunes in the new
empire. Jt was not unnatural that

such restrictions as these should be met
by counter-restrictions in the shape of
protective duties ; arid that policy was
adopted by the Americans, and carried

out, until (as Mr. Carey thinks, in an
unlucky hoar) the " compromise

"

tariff was adopted in 1832, and by it

was introduced the principle of a pro-
gressive reduction of import duties,

until a common point of twenty per

cent, ad valorem should be reached, at

which they were intended in future to

stand, with a view to revenue only.

No sooner was this step taken, says the
" native American," than the growth of
manufacturing industry was stopped ;

cotton and woollen milfs, and furhace*,

and foundries, were closed ; free citi-

zens were enslaved by their want of

employment and fowl, and a brisk do-

mestic traffic in slaves rapidly sprung
up. " Throughout the whole length

and breadth ot the land, there was an
universal cry of * Give me work; make
your own terms— myself and family

have nothing to eat ;' and the conse-

quence ofthis approach towards slavery

was so great a diminution in the con-

sumption of food that the prices at

which it was exported to foreign coun-
tries were lower than they had been
for many years; and thus it was that

the farmer paid for the system which
had diminished the freedom of the la-

bourer and the artisan." Then pro-

tection was re-established; the tariff

act of 1842, bv which high duties were
again imposed upon many articles of
import, was passed, and " wages rose,

and they rose in every department of

labour ; the evidence of which is to bo,

found in the fact that the consumption
of food and fuel greatly increased,

while that of cloth almost doubled,

and that of iron trebled, in the short

period of five years." In an inverse

ratio with this prosperity, Mr. Carey
says (we cannot say we think he ad-

duces facts to prove bis assertion), the

domestic slave trade declined
}
again

to spring into activity when, in 1846,

the American "legislators were smitten

with a love of the system called Free
Trade. They were of opinion that

America was, by right, an agricultural

nation, and that the true way to pro-

duce competition for the purchase of

labour was to resolve the whole nation

into a body of fanners; and the tariff

of 1842 was repealed." Then English

wares being forced, by their compa-
rative cheapness, into the American
market, food and cotton were forced

out to pay for them, land was exhaust-

ed by being devoted exclusively to the

{>roduce of these exportable crops, free

abour was cheapened by the diminu-
tion of home manufactures, and slave-

raising was stimulated by the demand
created for tdave labour in Texas,
Arkansas, and the other new cotton

and corn-growing States. Thus is the

rape of Uncle Tom from his peaceful

and happy hearth, and bis sacrifice

under the brutal hands of Simon Le-

gree, brought home to the doors of
Messrs. Cobden, Bright, and Wilson,

ami their associate philanthropists of

(he Auti-Corn-Law League.
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460 The Slave Trade, from an American Point of View*

Most of the broad facts in this chain
are undeniably true ; but they will be
found to lead to a different conclusion,

when examined from the other side of
tbe shield. The Free- Traders (we may
take Mr. M'Cnlloch as a trustworthy
exponent of their opinions) admit that

the American protective system had
the effect of diverting a certain amount
of the national capital from the pro-
duction of cotton, breadstuff*, and to-

bacco—the equivalents sent to foreign-

ers in payment of manufacturedgoods—
to the direct production of these goods
themselves. They proclaim the con-
tinuous exhaustion of the lands by the

encouraged production of these export,
able commodities. They affirm that

it is a contradiction and an absurdity

to suppose that free settlers could con-
tinue the cultivation of the Southern
States on the same scale and with the
same vigour that it is now conducted
"without the aid of slaves of one kind
or other;' 1 and, not doubting for a
moment that agriculture mutt, for a long
series of years, be the most profitable

species ofemployment in which the eiti-

zens of America can engage, they pro-
nounce authoritatively that cultivation

could not have been '* carried to near
its present extent in Louisiana, Alaba-
ma, and other states of the Union, but
for their all but unlimited command of
slave-labour." Argal, says the "na-
tive American," a free trade which en-
courages and stimulates a branch -of

agriculture that cannot be earned on
without tlaves, is a promoter of slavery
and the slave-trade. Argal, says the
British man and brother, while "we
venture to implore your aid, O Ameri-
cans ! to wipe away our common crime
and our common dishonour,*' to abolish

that slavery in the institution of which
we humbly confess our complicity, no
one who has the slightest acquaintance
with the condition of America cau
doubt that a system of protection,
which should discourage that cultiva-

tion of ex|H>rtable products in which
slavery is a necessity, " is plainly to
force a portion of the industry and ca?
pital of the country into businesses in
which it will be least productive."

These conclusions arc, as we have
said, different, although by no means
inconsistent. It may bo that freedom
of trade is not synonymous with free-

dom of labour; and it may also be
that those businesses in which slave-
labour is required are not the least

[Oct.

productive. If both inferences m&y be
drawn legitimately from the premises,

it must remain with free-trade Aboli-
tionists to strike a balance between
morality and commerce. The question
may be doubled up with that vexed
one between slave -raised and free-

grown sugar. It involves, like the
Abbessof Quedlinbourg's placket-holes,

a case of conscience, ana upon it wo
do notpresume to decide. It may not
be amiss, however, in passing, to con-
tribute such aid to the solution of the
problem, as is contained in the follow-

ing practical commentary upon an
actual result of British philanthropy,
which was no doubt represented in
Mr. M'Culloeh's mind, when he re-

ferred to the absolute necessity in tro-

pical cultivation for the aid of slaves of
one kind or other. The following is an
extract from the correspondence of the
New York Journal efCommerce, quoted
by Mr. Carey t—

" Havanns, Feb. It, 1853.

" On the morning of the 7th arrived, from
Atnoa, Singapore, and Jamaica, the British
ship, Panama, Fisher, 522 tons, 181 days*
passage, with 2C1 Asiatics (coolies) on
board, to be introduced to tbe labour of the
island, pttrchattd for a service of four years.
The loss on the passage was a considerable

per-cenlage, being ninety thrown overboard.
The speculators in this material are Messrs.
ViloWo, Wardrop and Co., who have per-
mission of the Government to cover 5,000
subjects. The cargo is yet held in quaran-
tine.

" On the 8th instant, arrived, from Amoa
and St. Helena, the ship Blenheim, Mol son,
808 tons, 104 days' passage, bringing tu th«
same consignees 412 coolies. Died on the
voyage, 88."

It will scarcely be necessary for us
to inform our readers that the remedy
for slavery and the slave-trade recom-
mended by the native American, is

that indicated in his view of the causes
of the malady. He would restore pro-
tection to native manufacturing indus-
try everywhere, and thus, as he thinks,
brin^ the loom and the anvil in close
propinquity to the plough. "It is need-
ed to raise the cost of man by raising
the price of food ; and that is to be
done by bringing the farmer's market
to his door, and thus giving value to
labour and land. Let the people of
Maryland, aud Virginia, Carolina,
Kentucky, and Tennessee be enabled
to bring into activity their vast trea-
sures of coal aud iron ore, and tt>
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render useful their immense water-
powers— free the master* from their

present dependence on distant market?,
in which they must fell all they pro-

duce, and mutt buy all they consume,
and the negro slave becomes free, by
virtue of the same great law that in

past times has freed the serf of Eng-
land, and is now freeing the serf of
Russia. In all countries of the world
man has l>ecomc free as land has ac-

quired value, and as its owners have
been enriched ; and in all man has be-

come enslaved as land has lost, its value,

and its owners have been impoverish-
ed." To increase the c ost of raising

slaves would, it is anticipated, abolish

slavery ;
41 because the value of the

land and its produce grows more ra-

pidly than the value of that portion of
the negro's powers that can be obtained
from him as a slave, that is, without
the payment of wages." Thus

—

" Money, that, like Ihe fword of kiop,
I* the Uut nwa of all UilafiC

is to be the final arbiter of the negro's

fate ; and so, no doubt, it will ; and
of the question of free-trade and pro-
tection also, let the advocate of each
argue ever so wisely. Jf the views of
Mr. Carey be correct, ihc progressive

exhaustion of the American soil will in

the end be found to be more than a
match for any tariff, home or foreign

;

and even at this moment, we believe,

it is the opinion of many competent
judges, that the power of exporting
products of the soil has arrived :it a
point somewhat beyond its zenith in

the United States. AYhenevcr there
shall be a serious diminution in the
quantity of exportable corn, cotton,

rice, and tobacco, there will be a dimi-
nution in imported calicoes and hard-
ware. In the meantime, philanthropists

and freetraders will learn, from this

slight sketch, what manner of men they
are when reflected in an American
glass.

MISCELLANEA LIT

riAOIAMSU A

"01 Imltatam! terr

TJow much doe* the terrile copyist ti

Accobdino to the metaphysics of
Locke, we are born without innate

ideas, and all our notions, ihoughts,

and impressions, are derived from early

perceptions of external nature ; but
when and how for the first time com-
municated it is impossible to ascertain.

Philosophy cannot decide at what pre-

cise period or from what direct im-

pulse, the first stamp indents itself on
the tabula rasa of the infant mind.

By this rule, man is a constitutional

plagiarist—a creature of imitation, not

originality. Everybody copies from
some one who has preceded him.

Hence, Solomon declared, nearly three

thousand years ago, that there was
nothing new under the sun ; and all

the congregated imagery ofsubsequent

poets has been supposed to be trace-

able in tho single epic of Homer.
There can be no doubt that this vice

of borrowing without acknowledgment
is one of early date, and has been, and
is, most extensively practised. But a

VOL. XLXV.—NO. CCLXII.
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•O IXITATIO*.

m pecui I"—IIobat.

k beneath the originality of ftnlui I

wide distinction ought to be drawn
between palpable robbery and acci-

dental imitation. It is a clear case of
theft to purloin and wear your neigh-

bour's clothes, but there is no great

sin in improving your own by hints

drawn from the superior taste and
fashion of his; at least, if this is cri-

minal, the culprits are so numerous
that few exceptions will be found im-
maculate enough to sit in judgment
on them with :v clear conscience. Tho
world, too, must stand still, if it bo
declared unlawful to adopt or amplify
the suggestions of others. The insig-

nificant germ planted by a single hand,
through the care and cult nation of
many, expands into a stately tree.

Perfection in art, science, or mechanics,

is the progressive growth of many
minds. Laurence Cestar, of Haarlem,
was the first discoverer of fixed wooden
blocks for printing, which the genius

of Gutenberg, ofMcntz, advanced into

moveable metal types. A fii>t idea
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may be crude or trifling in itself ; but
who can tell to what it may lead?

When the air-balloon was invented,

some one flippantly asked Dr. Frank,
lin what was the use of it ? The sage

answered the question Socratically, by
asking another, " What is the use of

a new. horn child? — it may become a
man." The great Harvey was whipped
at school for a somewhat cruel exjieri-

ment on a cat, from which neverthe-

less he drew the foundation for bis

giand discovery of the circulation of

the blood.

Many of our own most eminent
writers (poets in particular) have very

freely indulged in the seductive prac-

tice of plagiarism. The chances of
non-discovery are greatly in favour of

the delinquent. Pope may be quoted
as a leading example ; but as he re-

sorted to the ancient*, or works not
generally known, he has escaped de-

tection, or has been commended whero
he deserved censure, for claiming as

invention that which was merely a
copy. Let the reader turn to No. 63
of the Adventurer for inquiry and illus-

tration. In " Eloisa to Abelard/' the

impassioned letters of the Abbess of
the Paraclete are rendered int.* rhvmc

9

and metre with little variation. The
" E*say on Criticism" was a wonder-
ful production for a lad under twenty;
but grateful and classical as it un-
doubtedly must be called, it is in fact

little more than an ingenious abridg-

ment of •* The Art of Poetry," a Latin
poem in three books, by Marcus 1 He-
ron vmus Vida, of Cremona, created

Pishop of Alba by Pepe Clement the

Eighth. Vida, who flourished in the

sixteenth century, was a very elegant

writer. Amount other works he added
two books to the -Eneid of Virgil,

whieh A (fieri commends as almost
equal to the original. His "Art of
Poetry" is well worth reading, both
for its own merit, and to show the

closeness of Pope's imitation or para-
phrase. The little bard of Twicken-
ham pilfered from Vida without scruple

or avowal, and thought to balance the

account between them by a compli-

ment. He says

—

" Immortal Vida ! on whose honourM brow
Tli* poet's bays and critic's ivy grow

;

Cr.moiia now >h ill ever boast thy name,
A* next in plate to Mantua, next hi fame

!"

The "Essay on Criticism" contains

ana.—No. UL [Oct.

a remarkable bull, which has been
often pointed out :

—

" When first yonng Maro in bis boundless

mind
A work t' outlast immortal Rome de-

siguU"

There are few lines more frequently

quoted than Pope's

" Happily to steer

From grave to gay, from lively to severe

yet much of their merit vanishes when
we find them almost literally translated

from Boilcau's

" D'une voix legere

Passer du grave au dome, du plaUant as
severe!"

Let us now look at the celebrated

description which commences the se-

cond book of the " Essay on Man":—

•'Chaos of thought and passion all con-

fus'd,

Still by himself abus'd, or disabas'd
;

Created half to rise and half to fall,

Gr^at lord of all things, yet a pn-y to all; -

Sole judge of truth, in endless error

hurl'd,

The glory, jest, and riddle of the world."

It is somewhat startling to find every
thought and expression in the " Pen-
sees de Pascal'* written long before,

and which are literally translated as

follows " What a chimera, then, is

man ! what a confused chaos 1 what a
subject of contradiction I a professed

judge of all things, and yet a feeble

worm of tho earth! The great de-
pository and guardian of truth, and
yet a mere huddle of uncertainty ! the
glory and scandal of the universe 1"

To rock the cradle of reposing age,"

is translated from Montaigne, who
wishes, in one of his essays, to find

a son-in-law that may "kindly cberuh
his old age, and rock it asleep."

These lines in the " Essay on Man"
(book iii.)—

•• For modes of faith let graceless sealots

fiybt,

Hi* can't be wrong whose life is in the
right,"

arc borrowed from Cowley, when ex-
tolling tho piety of his friend Cra-
shaw, tho poet, who went over to the.
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Church of Rome, and died a canon of

Loretto, he says

—

"His fuith^ perhaps, in some nice tenets

in glit

Be wrong ; his l{fe, I'm sure, was in tbe

right."

Cowley, again, may have taken his

bint from Lord Herbert of Cherbury,
who wrote before him

—

" Quod credos nihil est, sit modo vita prt>6o."

Addison closely studied Vida, and
used him for Wis own purposes. Fopc
must have been aware, of this, and might
have charged it on him in their quar-

rel, but he was probably afraid of re-

crimination for the same offence. The
simile in the concluding six lines of the

first act oiCato is evidently taken from

a passage in Villa's " Art of Poetry/'

lib. iii. v. 202. Many other passages

in the same play are palpable imita-

tions; here is one direct from Virgil

—

CATO TO JUDA.
Dost thou love watching*, abstinence, and

toil.

Laborious virtues all ? Learn them from

Cuto

:

Success and fortune must thou learn from
Cesar." - Act 2.

JBXEAB TO ASCANI08.
" Diace, puer J Virtutem ex me, veramque

laborem

;

Fortunam ex aliis."

—sEm. lib. xii. t. 435.

Pope and Addison followed the ex-
ample of Waller, and their great pre-

decessor Dryden, who frequently adds
to his own stores the property of others.

Waller's song, "Go, Lovely Hose 1

"

is copied from a Greek epigram of
Plato, preserved by Diogenes Laertius

(book iii-), an English rose being sub-

stituted for tho apple of the Greek.
The thought in Waller's second stanza

—

" Hadst thou sprung

In deserts where no men abide,

Thou must hare uucomuundtd died,"

is adopted by Gray in his "Elegy,"
with a little dilation

—

" Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness ou the desert air."

The first line of the " Elegy"—

* Tba curfW tolls the knell of parting day,"

d Imitation; 4fi3

is almost a literal translation from
Dante's—

" Squilla di lontano

Che paia '1 giorno piauger che hi muore."
—Putrjat.

t
canto viii.

Lord B}Ton accuses Orav of taking

this line without aeknowledgment ; but
he does exactly the same thing by
Collins in " Childe Harold," canto i.,

where he says of the slaughtered at

Talavera

—

"Yes, honour decks tho turf that wraps
their clay."

This is Collins's—

14 There honour comes, a pilgrim prey,

To deck tbe turf that wraps their clay

and should have been marked as a quo-
tation if fair dealing had been scrupu-

lously observed. Again, in the "Bride
of Abydo*," wo find—

u That note fo p'erclng and profound

Will fdiape an J syllable its sound

Into Zulcika'a name."

This is Milton's

—

" Airy tonguea that syllable men's names."

Extensive renders who retain with
tenacity cannot always truce the sources

of their own ideas. As I lay ley has
elegantly observed, iu his " Life of
Crashaw" (Biog. Brit. vol. iv.) :

—" it

is hardly possible for an author at all

times to distinguish the genuine off-

spring of his own imagination from tho

adopted children of memory." Yet
Lord Byron was no systematic or in-

tentional plagiarist, although his ene-

mies have strained instances to prove

that he was. The storm in « 4 Don
Juan" is a poetical description of eventa

that had been previously related iu

prose ; so are Shukspeare's most ner-

vous seenes in Julius Casar and Corio-

hnus dialogues lrom North's transla-

tion of Plutarch, rendered more true

and vigorous by his matchless power
of language} but it would be absurd
to denounce such as examples of pla-

giarism because the sources origi-

nate in fact and not in imagination.
" Verily," says Coleridge, '* there bo

amongst us a sot of critics who seem to

hold, that every possible thought and
image is traditional—who have no no-

tion that there are such things as foun-
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tains in ibc world, small a< well ns

gro.it; and who would thercfotc chari-

tably derive every rill ihey behold

flowing from a* pel foration made in

some other man's tank/' These cen-

sors are extremist", who forget the

canon of Horace, 'est modus in rebus"

—there is a medium in all things. The
talcs of Dryden, written after he bad
pasted his grand climacteric, and in-

imitable for their versification, nre

mostly translations from the prose of

Boccaccio. Instances may also be ad-

duced from his Masque of King
Arthur, where he liberally decks the

British hero with the spoils ofTasso.

Tnsso himself abounds in casual imita-

tions of preceding poets, and was so

little ashamed of the practice, that in

his commentary on his " Rime," he
freely points out these coincidences

whenever thev occur in his own verses.

Milton's " Allegro " and «• Pen-
scroso " arc manifestly suggested by
Burton's forgotten poem, called "The
Abstract of Melancholy." The de-

sci iption of sin in his " Paradise

Lost,'' and the circumstances of Par-

nell's admirable moral poem, 44 '1 he
Hermit," are drawn, with trilling

variation, from an old folio in black

letter, printed by Wynkyn de Worde,
nnd entitled, 14 Y* Floure of the Com-
mandemeutes of God, &r.'' 'J his was
first pointed out by a learned 1 ook-

colkctor of Dublin, Air. Samuel Whyte,
who wrote some extremely ingenious

remarks on the subject we are now
discussing, nearly sixty years ago, and
which have formed the foundation of
the present article- There may be
Dublin literati yet alive old enough to

remember an eccentric and accom-
plished bibliopole of their city, Richard
Edward Mercicr, of Anglesea-street,

who would have died a richer man
had he sold rare volumes alone instead

of indulging in the mania of collecting

them. Harrington, Cuthbert, Con-
way, Furlong (men of book celebrity),

nnd KiehardMilliken,of Graftou-street,

knew him well, and have often dis-

coursed with the writer on his rare

qualities ; but the men are all gone,

and can discourse no more. The
antique folio we have named was
purchased by the said Mereier at tho

sale of tho lie v. Mr. Preston, and
sold by him again to Samuel Whyte,
in whose possession it remained until

death did them' part. W here is it

now? Perhaps on the shelved of

Trinity, or in the more unfrequented

nook of Marsh's Library. It has not

found its way to the li'odlcian or the

British Museum. Wherever it may
be located, it is worth disturbing, and

is probably unique. The curious read-

er will find an account of this book in

Dibdin's rcvisal of Herbert's edition

of Ames's " Typographical Antiqui-

ties," vol. i., article Wynkyn de Worde,
sub nnno 1531. The title goes on to

say, that it was '* lately translated out

of Frenchc into Knglishe ;
imprinted

at London in Fleet e-street, at the sign

of the Sonne, by Wynkyn de Worde,
the xiiith yerc of the reygne of our

most naturell soverayne lord Kynge
Henry y

a Eyght of y* name ;
fynyshed

)•• yere of our Lord xcccccxxi., the

viiith daye of October."

The passage to which Milton ap-

pears to have been indebted is at folio

239, being part of what " a man
named Tongdalus, of the lande of

Irlonde, saw in a trance : of ye

cruell beest, and of the icypoude."

In these visions of Tcngdalus may bo

discovered also the mine whence, by
the alchymie power of poetry, Milton

drew materials for the description of

hell, the torments of the damned,
his Lucifer's mighty stature, his "dark-

ness visible," and his " sights of woe.**

Adam has his Raphael ; Tongdalus his

attendant auvgel. Having passed
" many a region dolorous, o'er many
a frozen, many a fiery alp,

M ** after-

wards they yode into another way
moche horryblc and dysenscful, full o'f

so grete darkness, that they had no
lyght but of the clereness of the

aungcl."

Ben Jonson was deeply read in the

ancients, both Greek and Latin, and
he borrowed boldly from them. In
his Sejanus and Catiline, he has given

wholesale passages, rendered almost

word for word from the Roman au-

thors of those stormy times. At one
moment you are astonished at reading

a translation— as nearly as possible a
literal one— of a satire from Horace.

In turning over a few pages? you meet
with an oration from Cicero, not given

in detached pieces, and in a new form,

but entire sections transplanted with-

out any attempt at change or corrup-

tion. Had it not been for the art with

which these thefts arc managed (the

term is surely not too harsh), the au-

thor of the above-named plays could

only be considered by bis warmest ad-
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mirer as a 'servile imitator. His VoL
ponet indeed, docs not deserve so harsh
a censure; but it is not difficult, even
in this piny, ft* well as in all his other
works, to track honest Ben, ns follow-

ing closely the footsteps of the ancients.

The print he leaves is obvious, but ho
has the merit of pirating openly, and
seems rather to court detection than to

endeavour to save his credit by disguise

or cunning. It will bo urged, no
doubt, and successfully, by the advo-
cates of Ben Jouson, that there are
many excellent copies of the Venus de
Mcdicis and the no less famed Apollo
Belvidcre.

Terence, who so directly imitated

Menander, that he is called by one of
the Romans, dimidxatns Menander,
pleads his own apoloiy in the prologuo
to the JSunuchus. There is both wit

and assurance in his mode of depre-
cating pardon for very ingenious thefts,

lie admits freely :

—

* Nullum ttt jam dictum, quod aon tit dictum
priuf,-

and argues, at the samo time

—

" SI Id ttt peceatam, pecentnm tmprutentla cat

l'oeLb, Don quo furtum fucera tuduent."

In the fable of Pryopc, Ovid obviously
copies this line

—

" Corpore mutato rami caInert rcccntet,"

from the following in Lucretius

—

Corpore mutato iylv» calucre recentc*."

Lucretius, it will be remembered, died
B.C. 54, eleven years before Ovid was
born. Matthew Prior, by his own
confession, was nothing but a copyist.

"I quote his own words," says Dr.
Johnson (Life of Prior), "I hut ho
never made any effort at invention.

His greater pieces arc only tissues of
common thoughts; and his smaller,

which consist of light images or single

conceits, are rarely his own.'' " I have
traced him,'' adds the biographer, "in
the French epigrammatists, and have
been informed that he poached for

prey amongst obscure authors." He
then proceeds to show that the poem
of" The Thief and the Cordelier" is

taken from a Latin epigram (which he
transcribes) by Georgius Sabinus, the
friend ofLuther and son in law of Mc-
laucthon.

Horace Wulpole, Eail of Orford,
vrroto ati inscriptiou under a vase

d Imitation, 465

erected in the gaiden of Mis. C'ivo,

ncur Twickenham. The ct}. tor of his

works announces th s to the world as

an original epigram, composed by his

lordship. Here are the Hues :

—

" Yo smiles and jests that hover round,

Th'n in mirth'* consecrated ground ;

Here lived the laughter-loving d.ime,

A matchless actress, Give her name.
The Comic Muse with her retir'd,

And shed a tear when she expird."

The whole force of this epigram con.
sists in the thought contained in the

two last lines, which we find to be di-

rectly borrowed from the compliment
paid by the learned M. Tercntius
Vnrro to the memory of Plautus

'* Postqnnm mortc captus est Plautus,

Corn i din higct, scenu est deserta
;

Dcinde riaus, ludus, jocusquc, ct nu-
meri

Innumeri simul collacn'murunt."

Dr. Goldsmith, inhisLife of Parnell,

observes, that the Story of the Hermit
is in More's Dialogues and Howell's

Letters, and supposes it to have been
derived from the Arabian—why, ho
docs not say; and, in the absence of
any evidence, we may set down the

conjecture as at least doubtful. The
old volume quoted above, and printed

by Wynkyn de Worde, contains tho

exact tale, wiih all particulars, at folio

cexxvii. It h entitled, "Another
Example that an Ilermytc murmured
ngynstc God fur his dyvcr* Juge-
ments." The subject is fnmi iir to

every reader in the poetic dress of
Parnell, and the more recent prose

of Voltaire in Ziulig. Pmnell says

nothing as to the source front whence
he derived it. Howell names Sir P.

Herbert as his autlioiitv, but neither

Herbert, Howell, nor Parnell appear
to have had any knowledge of tho

black-letter version which seems to bo
the true original.

Gray has been accused of appropriat-

ing nearly the whole of the 44 Klegy in

a Country Churchyard" from a preced-

ing poem ; and some hot controversy

ensued on the subject, in which Peter

Pindar (Dr. Woleott) was mixed up;
who said he had rend the poem, but

could not then recall the name of the

author, nor the collection in which it ap-

peared. The poem in question Lis never

been found, and the elurge is still in

abeyauce. SuCulliu* remembered read-
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ing an Italian novel which contained the
story of Shakspcare'a Tempest, but he
was unable to recollect the title of the
woik, and as lie was flighty, nti^ht
have met with it in a drea:n, after
the manner in which Coleridge com-
posed the psychological euriosity which
lie denominates the "Pains of Sleep."
If any one hud discovered a vcrv de-
cided plagiarism, he is not likely to
Lave forgotten the book in which he
saw it. The similarity may have con-
fisted rather in accidental allusions, or
perhaps in the general plan, which very
possibly might occur to more than one
person, without intentional or studied
resemblance. Thompson's pretty rural
episode of Palcmon and Lavinia, in

"Autumn," is merely the story of
Boaz and Kuth, versilicd; and (irain-

ger's Junio and Theann, in his "Sugar-
Cane," are indubitably the poetical
brother and sister of the haples.? Cela-
don and Amelia. The catastrophe of
the latter is imagined with painful in-

terest ; but an unnecessary simile at
the close, copied from Shakspeare'a
well known description of Patience, is

awkwardly introduced, and greatly
weakens the eflect :

—

" So, faint resemblance ! on the marble
tomb

The well-dissembled mourner stooping
stands,

For cvtr silent, and for ever sad."

— Thompson.

" She sat like Patience on a monument
Smiling at Grief.

"

—Shahspeare.

Sterne, the Rabelais of Britain, as

he has been called, was perhaps the
emperor of Plagiarists, and borrowed
more than half of what he wrote from
Burton, Hall, and other satirical mo-
ralists, who were little read in his day,
and tolerably safe sources to pillago

from. For multiplied evidences, wc
must refer our readers to Dr. Fer-
riar's "Illustrations of Sterne." A
very unblushing instance occurs in the

introduction to his fragment on whis-

kers, in "Tristram Shandy" (vol. V.

c. 1), where he denounces the prac-
tice in these sentences: "Shall we
for ever make new books, as apothe-

caries make new mixtures, by pouring
only out of one vessel into another ?—.
are we for ever to be twisting ami un-

twisting the same rope ? forever in the

6ame track? for ever at the same

pace?" All this is taken, without the
alteration of a word, from the intro-

duction to Burton's *' Anatomy ofMe-
lancholy."

Few authors have been more severe
on others for literary poaching than
Swift, yet he countenances the prac-
tice, and may be convicted in a re-

markable instance, namely, in his
" Receipt to form a Beauty/' address-
ed to Miss Biddy Floyd :—

" Whrn Cnp'd did his pn-andsire Jove entreat
To form some beauty by a mw receipt,

Jove sent and four.tC far in a country scene,
Truth, innocence, pood-nature, look s n-ne;
From which ingredients, first, the dexterous

boy
Picked the demure, the awkward, and the

coy.

The daces from the Court did next pro-
vide

Breeding, and wit, and air, and decent pride;
These Venus gkans from every spuriuus

grain

Of nice coquette, afleeted, pert, and vain.
Jove mixed up all, and his best clay em-

ployed.

Then t ailed thehappy composition—Fijotd."

Ifawkesworth, in his edition of
Swift, adopting the words of the
Dean's relation, namesake, and bio-
grapher, says, in a note, " this poem
is allowed by all persons of taste and
judgment to be such a master-piece in
its kind, that it must abide the test of
future ages.** Whatever may be its

other merits, it lacks that of origi-
nality, and is little more than an im-
proved paraphrase of the following
extract from a preceding poem, in the
posthumous works of La Fontaine,
addressed to Madame de Fontngea,
and printed at Paris, a.d. 1696. —
See page 232. Mercury is supposed
to be describing a rare beauty, lately
created :

—

" Un jour Jupin si tronvant saUefeit

Des vocux quen terre on veooil de liri

icnilre

;

Nous dit a tous
; jc veux rccompenser

De quelquc don la tnmitre dt meure.
Le don fut boau comnie tu peux prnser

;

Mincrve cn fit un patron tout k 1'heure

L'eclat fnt pris des feux du firmament

;

Chaque Decsse et chaque objet chart

Qui brille au ciel avee plus d'avanti

Contribua du aien & cet aurspe
;

Pallas y mit son esprit ei vantc,
Junon son port, et Venus sa beaut 6,
Hore bon teint, et les Graces leura graces.«...
Divln objoit, voila votre
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Perhaps the Frenchman had his eye
upon some beauty of classical birth,

when lie produced t\us chefd auvre, and
the Miss Floyd of Swiff, or the Madame
dc Fontnges of La Fontaine, is but
another name for Pandora, the charm*
in«j Greek, of the many gifts, disguised

with h little rouge and pearl powder,

and tricked out for admiration in mo-
dern drapery. There have been ques-

tions robed as to the priority of the

verses. Fontaine's were printed in

1696; Swift's were not written until

1 707. In the sixteenth number of the

Guardian, a very beautiful song, be-

ginning with, " On Belvedera's bosom
tying," is inserted as an original, and
has been so received by all readers for

something like a century and n-half.

The adapter must have speculated

on the confined circulation of French
writings in his day, for not many
years before, this identical song had
been printed in the works of La Fon-
taine, where it appears as n madrigal,

commencing, " Soulagez mon torment,
disois je a ma cruelle." But if La
Fontaine had been still alive, he could
scarcely, with any show of justice,

have instituted proceedings for the re-

covery of his property ; for, in another
part of the same volume (page 53) he
acknowledges himself an habitual pil-

ferer, and freely confesses that he
" transplants from others whatever ho
6nds of |K?culiar excellence fit for his

purpose, and endeavours to hide it by
giving his own the same air and com-
plexion." This very passage exem-
plifies the declaration, being itself

taken from Vida, of which the classic

reader may be fully satisfied by turn-

ing to the third book of his Poetics,

particularly the paragraph beginning
with the 170th line. La Fontaine
was a rich humorist, and would rea-

dily chime in with the exclamation of
Donatus, as preserved by Jerome—
"Pereant qui ante nos nostra dixe-

runt." May they perish who have said

our good things before us.

Voltaire, who called Shaksneare's
plays monstrous farce*, and held him
op to ridirulo in unmeasured satire,

has, nevertheless, with unblushing ef-

frontery, interpolated into his tragedy

of Brut it* nearly an entire speech

from Julius Cawar;—the artful decla-

mation of Marc Anforv over the dead
body of the murdered dictator, for

which he modestly accepted the high-

est encomiums from Frederick the

Great, who gave bim credit for the

original authorship. In Kntzebuc's
" Nouvellettes," there is a tale called

"The Masquerade," of which the

German writer claims the parentage,

when in fact it is a translation, with

changed names, of the story of Desdc-

mona, in the 117th and 118th num-
bers of the Adventurer, which illus-

trates the danger of assuming the

appearance of evil to bring about

good.
Volumes have been written to prove

that Shakspcure had no learning, and
knew no language but English. Other
volumes have enumerated endless pas-

sages in which his intimate acquaint-

ance with the classics is clearly proved.

The controversy has been pretty well

worked out, and remains, like most
disputed points, exactly where it be-

gan. Yet, though no writer ever pos-

sessed more powers of imagination,

or a higher creative genius, Sliakspcarc

seldom invented his own plots, but took

them from leading points uf history,

Or popular tides. lie did this to save

time and trouble, as he wrote for sub-

sistence, ami to supply the current

wants of the theatre. Two geniuses

may think alike upon the same sub-

ject, atid express themselves nearly in

the same words, and yet neither of
them be indebted to the oilier. Is

the following coincidence accidental

or intended? In Henry IV., part 2,

in the last act, the young king says to

the Chief Justice Gascoignc:

—

** Yon did commit me

;

For which I do commit into your baud

The unstained sword that you lave u«ed to

bear

;

With this remembrance,— that you use the

same
With the like bold, just, and impartial spirit

A* you have done 'gainst 1116."

Here we have the exact idea of the

Roman Emperor Trajan, who, at his

inaugnratiun, when he delivered, ac-

cording to custom, the sword to the

commander of the PruMoriun guard,

added, Hoc pro me si juste impcra-

vero, si perperatn contra me Mere.''

Another remarkable instance may bo
cited, as follows : — Malone, in his at-

tempt to ascertain the order in which

the plays of Shakspcre we e written,

says the Tempest appeared in 1612,

and no better evidence has been found

to show that it was composed before.

The tragedy of Dariu$, by the Earl of
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Sterline, was printed in 1603. If these

dates be correct, Shakspeare undoubt-
edly borrowed the ideas in the sublime
speech of Prospero from an earlier

writer. Let us look at the two pas-
sages, placed side by side :

—

6HAKSPEARE.
" The clottd-capt towers, the gorgeous pa-

laces,

The solemn temples, the great globo itself,

Yea, nil which it inherit, shall dissolve;

And like this insubstantial pageant faded
Leave not a rack behind."

8TERLINK.
" Let Greatness of lior pijs«y scepters raunt

:

Not scepters -no, but reeds, soon biuis'd,

soon broken

;

And let this worldly pomp our wits enchant

;

All fades, and kcarccly leaves behind a
token.

Those gulden palaces, tho%c gorgrous halls,

With funiiture superfluously fair,

Those stately courts, those sky-encountering
walls,

Evanish all, like vapours in the air."

The resemblance here is a* extraor-
dinary as the power with which inspi-

ration improves mediocrity. Lord
Sterline's lines are good, and would be
thought better if Shakspearc's were not
so transeemlantly magnificent. The
generality of readers may place little

value on the detection of these literary

resemblances, which, after all, are more
nmming than important; and the sapient
investigator, after having been at the
extraordinary pains of searching for a
correspondent idea to match with an-
other, may often sit down with the
mortification of being the only reader
of his own sagacity. We conclude
with a few parallel passages, selected
promiscuously from a large collection.

Striking similarity in thought, senti-

ment, or expression, even when the
object of resemblance is within the
writer's reach, may or may not be
positive and premeditated plagiarism.
Poetic bantlings can sometimes lav
claim to foster-fa I hers without any cul-

pable charge of illegitimacy :

—

" This my torch can give to others light,

And Klill, as is his wont, shine perfect

bright."

—Far lie's Emblems, 1C38.

u To direct a w.mdorcr in the ri^lit way
is to li^ht another man's candle by one's own,
which loses none of its proper light by what
the other gains,''—wide/won, in the Spectator.

*' Death borders upon our birth, and oar
cradle stands in our grave. We lamimt the
loss of oar parents ; how soon shall our sons
bewail us !'*

—Bishop Hairs Epitiles, 1608.

44 Our birth is nothing, bat oar death begun

;

And cradles rock us nearer to the tomb,
Lamented or lamenting, all one lot"—Young's Mght Thoughts.

" When sorrows come, they come not single

spies,

But in battalions.

One woe doth tread upon another's heed,

So fast they fallow."

—Shakspeare—Hamlet, Act IV.

" Woes cluster—rare arc solitary woes

;

They love a train, they tread each other's

heels,"

—Young's Night Thoughts.

44 O. therefore doe we plaine,

And therefore weepe, because we weep? ia

vatne.*

—Fitzgefrey's Life of Drake, 159$.

" I fruitless mourn to him that cannot hear,

And weep the more, because I weep in

vain."

—Cray's Sonnet on the death ofMr. West.

"Her sover'd lips seera'd cut in Grecian
stone,

And all behind her flaxen locks were
tlirown.''

—Fletcher's Purple Island.

44 With locks flung back and lips apart,

Like monument of Grecian art."

— Walter Scott's Lady ofthe Lake.

44 O'er the cowslip's velvet head,

That bends not as / tread."

—Milton's Comus.

" E'en the light harebell raised its head
Elastic from her airy tread."

— Walter Scott's Ladg of the Lake,

We could easily proceed in multi-
plying examples, but the reader doubt-
less is disposed to cry, "Hold,
enough !" Let it not be supposed that
the compiler practises what he con-
demns, or seeks credit which is not
lawfully his. Many of these instances
have been pointed out before by more
erudite and more profound researchers

;

others may be considered new ; nnd the
whole are now for the first time collect-

ed together under one head.
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ON CARELESS PUNCTUATION.

Makt writers utterly disregard punc-

tuation, and leave it entirely to the

compositor, or the corrector of the

proof sheets—a dangerous, nay, an un-

pardonable negligence, which cannot

be too much condemned. Let us cite

an exninple or two of the evil conse-

quences ofa misplaced comma. Amaz-
ing as it may seem, it is certainly a fact

that the unfortunate King Edward II.

lost his life from this apparently trifling

cause. His cruel queen, Isabella, the

"she wolf of France," commemorated
by Gray, and with whom he was at

variance, sent to the keeper of the

prison at Berkley Castle, where he was

confined, the following lines :

—

41 To shed King Edward's tlood

Refuse to fear, I count it good."

Had the comma been placed after

the word refuse, thus—

"To shed King Edward's blood

Refuse,*

the sense would have implied that

the keeper was commanded not to

harm the king, and the remainder of

the line

—

* ; To fear I count it good,"

would have signified that it was

counted good not to spill his blood ;

but the comma, being by intention

and most wicked design placed after

the word fear, thus—

" To shed King Edward's blood

Refuse to fear,

the murder seems to be commanded,

together with a promise of indemnifi-

cation to the perpetrator ;
nay, after

this manner of pointing, the remainder

of the line seems to deem the action

meritorious

—

" I count it good."

According to tho punctuation, the

keeper took the lines in the worst

sense, and the captive king was bar-

barously murdered in consequence.

In the priory of Ramessa or Ascllo

(the locality of tho story has been

fixed iu both these places), there once

dwelt aa abbot, of boundless charity

and benevolence, who caused this in-

scription to be placed over the gato of

his convent

—

" Porta, patens esto, nulii claudaris honesto
;"

which may be rendered into English,

as follows :

—

" Be open evermore, 0 thou my door,

To none be shut, to honest or to poor."

But after his death he was succeeded

by another, whose name was Rayn-
bard, ns greedy and covetous as his

{>redecessor had been bountiful and
iberal. He repaired the inscription,

changing only a single point, which

he placed after nulli instead of esto,

so that the sense ran after this man-
ner :

—

" Be open evermore, O thou my door,

To none, be shut to honest or to poor."

Afterwards being driven from thence

for his extreme parsimony, it grew
into a proverb, that for one point

Raynhard lost his priory. These two
instances suffice to show the necessity

of being very particular with respect

to points or stops, since the misplacing

of a single comma occasioned the mur-
der of a king and the deposition of

an abbot. The Viscount D'Orto was
governor of Bayonnc, in the reign of

Charles IX. He received an ambi-

guous order from his sovereign respec-

ting the Huguenots, which might be

construed either way, according to the

bias of the reader. The obvious in-

tention was that he should massacre

them, but that it should not appear to

be done by royal authority. He saw
through the scheme, and returned the

following answer : — " Sire, I have

communicated your Majesty's letter to

the garrison, and to the inhabitants of

this town. I have been able to find

amongst them only brave soldiery and
good citizens, but not a single execu-

tioner." He was not one of those

ready instruments of mischief, those

obsequious tools, of whom Shakspeare

says, in the mouth of King John

—

" It is ths curse of kings to be surrounded

By slaves tliat tukc their liutuours for a

warmnt

To break within the bloody hoiue of lift."
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ANTIPATHIES.

* Some men there tire lore not • piping pig i

Come tluit are mad if thejr btbclJ • cat
"

SUAtiariaftS.

Antipathies arc as various as they
ate unaccountable, and often in ap-

pearance ridiculous. Yet who can
control them, or reason himself into a
conviction that they are absurd ? They
are, in truth, natural infirmities or

peculiarities, and not fantas'ical ima-
gining?. In the French "Ana" we
find mention of a lady who would fuint

on seeing boiled lobsters, and ccrtuin

courtiers arc named who experienced

the same inconvenience from the smell

of roses, though particularly partial

to the odour of jonquils and hyacinths.

Another is recorded who invariably fell

into convulsions at the sight of a carp.

Erasmus although a native of Rotter-

dam, had such an aversion to fi>h of
any kind that the smell alone threw
biin into a fever. Ambrose Pari men*
tionsa patient of his who could never look

on an eel without falling into a tit.

Joseph Scaliger and Peter A bono
could neither of them drink milk.

Cardan was particularly disgusted at

the sight of eggs. Udislaus, King of
Poland, fell sick if he saw an apple;

and if that fruit was exhibited to

Chesne, secretary to Francis I., a
prodigious quantity of blood would
issue from his nose. Henry III., of

France, could not endure to sit in a

room with a cat, and the Duke of

Svhomberg ran out of any chamber
into which one entered. A gentleman

in the court of the Emperor Ferdinand
would bleed at the nose, even if he
heard the mewing of the obnoxious
animal, no matter at how great a dis-

tance. M. de L'Ancrc, in his " Ta-
bleau de Tlnconstance de toutes

choses," gives an account of a very
Sensible man, who was so terrified on
seeing an hedgehog, that for two
years he imagined his bowels were
gnawed by such an animal. In the

same book we find an account of an
officer of distinguished bravery, who
never dared to face a mouse, it would
so terrify him, unless he had his sword
in his hand. M. de L'Ancrc says, he
knew the individual perfectly well.

There are some persons who cannot
bear to see spiders, and others who
eat them as a luxury, as they do snails

and frogs. M. Vangheim, a cele-

brated huntsman in Hanover, would
faint outright, or if he had sufficient

time, would run away at the sight of

a roast pig. The philosopher Chry-
6ippus had such an aversion to exter-

nal reverence, that if any one saluted

him, he would involuntarily fall down.
Valerius Maxitnus says that tkisChry-
sippus died of laughing at seeing an a?s

eat figs out of a silver plate. John Hoi,

a gentleman of Alcantara, would swoon
on hearing the word biua (wool) pro-

nounced, although his cloak was made
of wool.

LITERARY BLUNDERS.

Thr following ludicrous anecdote is

related of Francis I., King of France.

This prince, who was a great patron

of literature, happened one day, on
his return from divine service to din-

ner, to bo presented by Clement Ma-
rot with nn elegant and appropriate

epigram, founded on some court inci-

dent which had recently occurred.

This the king read whilst he was at

table, and declared to those about

him that he had never been more
agreeably feasted than by this epigram.

One of the courtiers hearing his Ma-
jesty make this declaration, slipped

out to the kitchen, and calling the

cook td him, demanded what this epi-

gram was, which ho had drc?scd for

the king, imagining it to be some new
and dainty dish. The cook denying
that he had sent up any new dish, the

courtier was so provoked that he beat

him soundly; whereupon the matter

was brought before the king to deter-

mine, who did not fail to indulge in a
hearty laugh at the stupidity of bis

lord in waiting.

Hieaut, in his " History of the

Turks," says of them, that they con-

found history and chronology to such

an extent as to astert that Job was a
judge in the court of King Solomon,
and Alexander the Great, one of bis

generals.—A monk, who was dischar^-
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ing the office of librarian in a convent
at Vienna, finding a Hebrew volume in

the collection, and not knowing under
•what tide to class it in his catalogue,

called it, " a book, the beginning of
which is at the end."— Romulus Para*
disus wrote a work, which, according

to rule, he submitted to the inspector

of the press. This sapient functionary

struck out with a pen the word " Pa-
radisic," opening that it must by no
means appear in the book, on penalty

of its being inserted amongst the re-

jected and forbidden publications. In

the place of the word, the inspector

made with his pen three points, thus

. . . The author was enraged, but
smothered his indignation, and went
his way. When his book was pub-

lished, with the three points, instead of

his name, one of his friends meeting

Lim, said, " My dear Paradisus, I

congratulate you on your book."
"Hush," said the other, "give me
not my own name, unless yon wi.*h my
book to be reckoned amongst those

which are profane and prohibited."
" What then am I to call you ?" re-

plied his friend. " Henceforth," an-

swered he, "lam Romulus with the

three points, which name the censor

has given me instead of that which!
had before Herman us Contractus,

so called from bis personal deformity,

wrote a book on the six ages of the

world. Ursterius, speaking of the au-

thor and his performance, applies the

term contractus to the latter, and calls

it an epitome. — Madame dc ISevignc

relates of a French nobleman that one

day he attempted to prove to her that

Seneca was contemporary with Henry
IV. To convince her that he was
right, he produced the works of Sene-

ca, dedicated to that monarch, and

Pointing to the titlepnge, "Sec," said

e, " is not here the name of Seneca,

and immediately beneath it, that of

Henry IV. ? What have you to say

now ?"— Urcilius, a man in other re-

spects not ignorant, believed th it Plu-

tarch wrote the life and actions of the

Kmperor Charles V. ; because the

biography of that sovereign, in some
Latin editions of Plutarch's works, is

added at the end.—A Franciscan monk,
resident at Porto Bello, in the West
Indies, exhibited some copies of Ovid's

Metamorphoses, and declared they

were English Bibles. " Behold," said

be, showing his audience the engrav-

ings, "how these abominable wretches

worship the devil while he changes
them into beasts." — Proba Falconia,

a very illustrious lady, wrote what she

termed, " Centones Virgiliani, " on
certain passages of Scripture. By the

blunders of printers she was called,

" Proba Falconia Cenlona," which er-

ror is to be seen in the edition of the

work published in Paris in 1509, the

title of which runs thus :
—" Proba? Fal-

coiv'aj Ccntona? clarissiinac feminoe,"

&c Dr. Johnson, when employed on
his " Dictionary," requested, through
the medium of one of the journals, tho
efymologv of curmudgeon. Some one
shortly afterwards answered the adver-
tisement, by observing that it was in all

probability derived from cctur mechant.
These words he did not think it neces-

sary to tran.slate, but merely put as
his signature, "An Unknown Correspon-
dent." A brother lexicographer, who
was also preparing a dictionary, got to

press before the doctor, and ingenious-

ly, as he thought, forestalled him in

the article curmudgeon, where, to the

no small amusement of all etymolo-
gists, he had thus derived it, «» cur-

mudgeon," from " ccpur mechant, an
Unknown correspondent.

"

Himcrius, the sophist, speaking of
Abaris, the Scythian, says, that "he
was a barbarian only in his dress; for

he spoke Greek, and when he opened
his lips, the auditors imagined they
were hearing an oration in the Acade-
my or the" Lyceum." This, as tho
learned Baylc observes, is a very gross
blunder ; for Plato and Aristotle

founded their schools long after the

time of Abaris.

Naudc (not Philip, the mathemati-
cian, but Gabriel, the physician and
librarian to Queen Christina of Swe-
den) informs us, that during the

civil contests of Italy in the middle
ages, two little towns, Brisiguella and
Imola, both in the district of Bologna,
were remarkably incensed against each
other, although near neighbours. The
inhabitants of the former place, not
being very great proficients in the

Latin tongue, were peculiarly disgusted

with the compliment which they ap-
prehended was partially paid to their

adversaries in the daily service

—

"Qui
Immohitus est nobis;" and with great
patriotism desired that instead of this

offensive paseage, the priest should
chant "Qui lirixiguellutus est nabi*."

It has been said, that a translation

in general exhibits the same sort of
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resemblance to the original as the

wrong side of tapestry does to the right.

In some cases it does not even do that.

Sir John Pringle, an eminent physi-

cian, and president of the Royal So-

ciety, in 173*2 published an admirable
medical book, entitled, "Observations
on the Diseases of the Army," in which
he mentions having cured a soldier of

a violent scurvy, by prescribing two
quarts of the dog and duck water, to

be drunk every morning before dinner.

In a translation of this work by a
French physieian, the remedy is spe-

cified to be two quart3 of broth, made
of a duck and a dog. An error in the

titlepage of a translated book may
sometimes mislead readers, and create

a wrong impression of the whole. The
celebrated treatise of Cicero, " Do
Officiis," is commonly rendered "Tul-
ly's Offices ;" whereas the word "

ties" would much more forcible ex-

press the author's meaning. Every
translator of Marmontel's " Contes
Moraux" has called them "Moral
Tales,'' which could scarcely have been
intended. Moiaux is there derived

from "maaurs,'' and signifies fashion-

able, or popular, rather than moral.

This meaning is still further borne out

by the tendency of the stories. " Los
veillees du Chateau" are presented to

•us as "Tales of tha Castle/' Should
they not rather be designated "Even-
ing .Amusements "? Searron's "Ro-
man Comiquo " is Anglicised into
" Comic Romance." It ought to have
been styled " Dramatic Romance/'
which appears to be the idea that the

author intended to convev. Creech,

in his version of Theocritus, brings

the colloquial names of " Tom, Will,

Dick," and of a certain " "Wolf," into

the same Greek Idyll with Phrynicus,

Cunisca, &e. The ingenious litterateur

who, in 1694, did Busbequius into

English, says of his original, that " his

misfortunes had reduced him to the top

of all miseries." England, however,

by no means monopolizes bad trans-

lators. We read of a French student,

who, finding in a Latin Testament the

verse " Erat homo qui habebat ma-
num aridam," rendered it "11 y cut

un hommc qui avoit unc mechante ha~

riddle" (a worn-out hackney). " That
mechante haridelle," said his tutor,

" must serve to carry you out of the

regions of Luliu science /' and gave up
his charge.

Wheu the opera of Artaxtrxes first

[Oct.

camo oat, the concluding chorus ran

thus:—

" Live to us—to empire live
;

Great Augustus, Ions; may'st thon

From the subject world receive

Laurel-wivutUs to grace thy brow."

This passed off very well for a time

with the public, until a pestilent re-

viewer suggested that it was utterly ab-

surd to style a Persian king Augustus,
and to crown him with laurel. On
referring to Metastasio, it whs disco-

vered that the opera of Adriano in

Siria immediately follows Arlaser$e,
in the first volume of his works, which
very appropriately commences with

this chorus .

—

" Vivi a noi, vivi all' impero

Grande Augusto, e la tua froute,

Su 1 Oriente prigionicro

S' accostumi al aacro ollor."

The ingenious translator, Dr. Arne,
who was a better musician than poet,

not liking Metastasio's finale, took the

opening chorus to the next opera to

supply its place.

Brantome, in his " Life of Don
John of Austria," relates an anecdote,

which comes under the head of a prac-

tical or literal mistake, rather than a
literary one, but which produced very

awkward consequences. As Plutarch,

sometimes parallels opposites, perhaps

we may be excused for an introduction

which has no direct analogy with the

subject. Louis XL, of France, one
day, observing amongst the crowd who
assembled to see him dine in public,

an officer to whom he bore a particu-

lar dislike, made a private sign to

Tristan 1' Hermite, his gossip and
" grand prevost," to dispose of him
incontinently. Tristan, well accus-

tomed to the signal, but unluckily

mistaking the man, accosted a jolly,

well-fed monk, who stood in the same
line with the captain, and was looking

on with great complacency. He al-

lured him into the palace-yard, doubled
him up in a sack, and threw him into

the Seine. Next day, Louis hearing

that the proscribed officer had l>een

seen posting with all speed towards

Flanders, and was already beyond
pursuit, reproached Tristan with his

disloyal neglect. " To Flanders !" ex-

claimed the grand prevo.«t ;
" your

Majesty must be in error. lie has

taken quite another direction. The
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mcnk lias got half-way to Rouen Vty

tins time : J sent him adrift d<wii tho ri-

ver, thd up in a &:c\." "What iiioj k?"
" Him yiur Majesty jointed at."

" Ha ! Pasqnc Dieu !" cried the King,

with his usual oath ; "you villain, you
have drowned mc the best priest in my
kingdom. lint it cnnt:ot he helped

now ; so we will have half-a-dozen

masses said for his soul, and then no
more about him. It was that dog of

a captain, not the poor monk, that I

commended to your rare; therefore,

ro«-sip. be a little more particular in

future."

in the letters of Madame Charlotte

Elizabeth, Duchess of Orleans, another

whimsical mistake is recorded, arising

from misconception, but which, unlike

the foregoing, ended without mischief.

A celebrated physician, named Chirac,

was called in to attend a sick ladv just

as he had heard of a ruinous fall in the
MisMsippi slock, in which he hail em-
barked large sums. Full of this ab-
sorbing intelligence, he entered tho
chamber of the invalid, and feeling her
pulse, muttered to himself, "Terrible,
terrible ! How they sink ! Down,
down, down !" Scared at these omi-
nous words, tho unhappy patient
screamed out, rang her bell furiously,

and summoned all her people about
her. " I am a lost woman," said she,

in tears ;
" the doctor has told me that

my pulse is sinking down to an ex-
treme." " Pardon me, Madam," said

the physician ;
" I spoke of the public

funds : your pulse is in an excellent
state, and you will be well to-morrow
morning."

PARLOUll WINDOW BOOK OF TIIE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Reader, have you ever met with " Les
Uistoircs Prod recuses," of Pierre Boi-

astcan ? This collection was first pub-

lished in 15C0, and soon became popu-

lar. Various editions were rapidly

dispersed. It was reprinted in J 571
and 1576, and, at length, augmented
by the industry of two subsequent

compilers, it appeared again in 1598,

in six volumes, which aro very rare.

There has been no modern reprint or

translation. A glance at some of its

contents may give un idea of the taste

and knowledge of the general reader

of that period.

Boiasteau informs us, in his adver-

tisement, that he was not satisfied with

consulting a few authorities, for the

purpose of collecting strange and ad-

niinible materials, but that he specially

read all authors who have written par-

ticular treatises on prodigies. In the

first history are contained some very

extraordinary illusions of Satan. Hero
are collected a variety of anecdotes of

the ancient oracles, and marvellous

descriptions of Indian idols, all of

which he attributed to the machina-

tions of the evil one. The second

relates the curses and punishments of

God sent to the miserable city of

Jerusalem, with many prognostications

minutely described. The author says

bis facts nre collected chiefly from
Joseph us and Kusebius. There arc

chariots flying in the air, sword9 of

fire, and armies combating in the ekics.

In another book he gives the history
of •* Nebuchadnezzar," with a philoso-

phical discourse, showing what pun-
ishments may be inflicted on those w ho
abuse their powers. This, he says, is

on excellent lesson for voluptuous
princes. He next proceeds to the
origin of monsters, and the prodigious
affections of several ancient philoso-

phers. Here nre introduced indecen-
cies of too gross a nature to particu-
larise. Then comes a chapter on
" Rejuvenescence in certain animals."
The author observes that the hart
every year sheds his horns, the caglo
its feathers, and the serpent its skin.

He believes, with Pliny, that the crow
and phamix live six hundred years. A
long section treats on the virtues of
the viper, the broth of which, he de-
clares, i-cstorcs to old age the vigour
of youth.

Some curious particulars aro col-

lected concerning plants and their pro-
pensities, which, for aught we know to
the contrary, may have furnished Dr.
Darwin with the groundwork of his

whimsical poem. It is certain that
the ancients, particularly the Greeks,
are much given to botanical studies.

Monarchs have written treatises on
these subjects as well as philosophers.

Many plants, formerly, took the name
ofsome sovereign ; such as the Gentian
Koot, from Gent i.is, King of Illyricnin;

the Lymachia, from Lysimachus, King
of the Macedonians ; the Achillea, from
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Achilles ; and the Artemisia, from the

Queen of Caria.' The names were pro-

bably given by students to flatter their

royal patrons ; but it must be remem-
bered that Solomon was as great an
amateur of botany as any fashionable

lady of the present day. Honest Boias-

teau also tells us that if the fire of a
glass-house be kept up, without extinc-

tion, for a longer term than seven years,

there is no doubt but that a salamander
would be generated in the cinders.

This idea was more generally credited

than people ran now believe. Then
follows a receipt to make a basilisk.

" I deny not," says Boiasteau, *' but

that a living creature may be gene-

rated, that shall poison one by seeing

and touching, us if it were a basilisk.

But take heed, um that try to produce
this creature, that you do not en-

danger yourself, which I think may
easily come to pass. Infuse fruitful

eggs, where you have a liquid moisture

of arsenic, or serpent's poison, and
other deadly things, and let the eggs

lie therein for some days ; set them
under hens th.it do cluck, but shake

them not in your hands, lest you
destroy the mischiefsought for. There
is no greater cause to be found to

produce divers monsters than by
Cjrgs." Our own amusing untiquu-

rian, John Aubrey, is quite as credu-

lous, and equally quaint in his narra-

tions. The learned (iodwin, in his

•'Synopsis of Hebrew Antiquities,"

tells us how the Jews of old com-
pounded the toraphiui, a receipt which
may very profitably accompany that

for the formation of a ha*ili>k. These
ter iphitn were a species of image en-

dued by magic art with the power of
prophesying. " The teraphim have
spoken vanity."— Zech. x. 2. Ac-
cording to Rabbi Eliezer, * 4 they killed

[Oct.

a man that was a first-born son, and
wrung off his head, and seasoned it

with salt and spices, and wrote upon a
plate of gold tho name of an unclean

spirit, and put it under the head on a
wall, and lighted candles before it, and
worshipped it."

The narrations of Boiasteau con-
cerning spectres and apparations are,

as may be expected, voluminous, and
have furnished subsequent collectors

with at legist one-halt' of their most
popular stories. On the subject of

echoes ho becomes quite rational, and
for once accounts for an apparent
phenomenon by natural causes. There
arc echoes which repeat more thau one
or two words at a time. These were
supposed to be the voices of demons,
and led to mischievous consequences.

An Italian counsellor lost himself on a
dark night. He came to a river, and
hesitated to pass over. Perplexed, he
cried out, with the usual exclamation
of persons in trouble, Oh ! An echo
immediately repeated the word. The
traveller thought that some one heard
him, and called out, " onde debbn pas-

sarf" The echo answered "jtQvmr"
The man agitated, inquired, «• Qui?"'

(Here?) The echo replied, "Qui.*'
Still doubtful, he repeated, " Debbo
puss'tr gttif" And immediately tho
double echo repeated, " pussur qui."

The poor lawyer plunged into the river

with his horse; after a violent struggle,

and imminent danger of his life, he
got safely over. Arriving at Bologna
he informed the authorities that tho
banks of the river were haunted by a
demon. It was long before the demon
was discovered to be an echo. The
pages of Boiasteau will amply repay
idle scholars who are fond of the mar-
vellous, and have time at their disposal.

J. w. c.

Miscellanea Literaria.—No. III.

— . . —
• See Plin. Hist. Natural.

_ —
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The white stubble-fields arc bleaching

in the sun, for the harvest U all reaped.

It is noon, an Autumn noon, not sultry

and fervid, as the noon of Summer, for

the heat is tempered by the fresh breeze

that drives thu light clouds across the

sky, and the shadows scud down the

hill - side and sweep over the fields.

Look at the harvestmen, brown-browed
and warmed with their manly toil, as

they build up the stacks in the fields ;

and eee the gleeful maidens flinging

the golden shoc ks into the wains, l ite

song of birds is hushed at this hour,

for they seek the deep shady solitude of

^ the woodland* ; but the merry laugh,

and the rustic jest, and the snatch of

song, break the silence pleasantlv.Thcse

are the voices of light hearts—the hymn
of labour—the prayer which man, who
toils, o0'ers up to God with the sweat
of hi* brow and the swing of his arm.

Oh, wonderful mystery of Divine
love, that has thus turned the primal
curse into a blessins ! Speculation is

at fault to imagine how man could be

happy, if his wants were all supplied

to his hand without labour. Hope,
expectancy, desire— all would die in

full fruition. Art, science, civilis-

ation would have had no existence

;

there would have been no progress, no
emulation, no ambition. The sweets

of rest wonId have been un tasted, for

there would have been no toil to in-

duce it. The proud sense of physical

power would have been unfelt, for

there would have been no obstacles to

overcome. The charities of life would
have withered, for they would have
had no objects for their exercise

;

Friendship would have missed its ho-

liest mission ; Love would have lan-

guished without its ennobling sacri-

fices, its purifying struggles ; and Hu-
manity would have been but half de-

veloped, for it would have no foes to

conquer, no triumphs to achieve, no
heights to attain, climbing ever, day by
day, to that still-distant summit which,

though shut out by clouds from the

waytarcr's vision, has the sunlight of

God's glory shining down eternally

upon it. Toil on, then, man, ever

hopefully, cheerfully, steadily— with

your hand, with your heart, with your
intellect. Sow, that you may live to

reap— reap, that you may live to sow
again. Plough the land and plough
the sea— delve, and mine, and forgo.

Philosopher, search out the secrets of
nature, and subdue the elements to

your control. Artist, ply your pen-
cil and your chisel, catching tin light

of God's wisdom, and the majesty of
his creative power, as you reproduce
the gifts of beauty— the harmonies
and contrasts of form and colour—
which he has poured forth with such
prodigal beneficence all around you.

Minstrel, ring forth from your lyre the

echoes of those songs which float from
heaven, and Hood the world— which
are heard in the thunderclap and the

ocean.boom — in the winds and the

avalanche — in the song of the birds

and the chirp of the grasshopper.

Poet, commune with God, with nature,

with your own soul -, and then bring

forth from the treasure- house of your
mind "things old and new." Kevc-
rence your gift and approve your di-

vine mis-ion ; be the minister of art

and l he interpreter of nature. Man,
labour in your own sphere, whatsoever

it be. Forward and higher— forward

and higher still — so shall you at last

bo " as gods, knowing good and
evil."

\V
r
e, too, have our allot led labour

—

not of the brow or the muscle, but of the

thought and the brain. Let us address

ourselves to it. Leaving the harvest-

men to their hot toil in the sunny
fields, let U3 seek the shade of deusc-

lcaved trees and there gather in our
harvest, which many a hand has sowed
—a harvest of varied fruits and varied

qualities, for seeds of many kinds have-

been sown to produce it, and it has

sprung from soils of diverse kinds, and
grown up under the influence of di-

verse climates.

There are many volumes lying be-

fore us, more than we can hope at the

present to discuss; for the press pours

forth its tomes upon us in an affluence

that forces us to the necessity of selec-

tion. To-day we mean to look over

some of the poetical works that for
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months past have been soliciting our
notice.

" Indian Leisure."' What an aw-
ful idea !—what a picture of weariness

and lunguishmcnt ri-es up before us

!

A tropical tun blazing down upon the

parched earth, undimmed by a cloud,

un refreshed by a brci ze ! A vision of
musquilos and misery, cigars and
snfas, ] hiss's pale ale and Guinncss's

XX. porter. Truly, the gallant cap-

tain's leisure must have been uninter-

rupted, his ennui desperate, when he
betook himself to such a task a« a
translation of all that Petrarch has

written in Italian ; sighs without ceas-

ing — sonnets without number— can-

zones, ballads, and madrigals to no
end. We scarcely ever met a man
or woman who would venture to boast

having read them all, and yet here is

one who has translated thciu from
cover to cover. Wo can understand

and applaud the criminal wlto pre-

ferred the galleys to the drudgery of
reading (Juiceiardini throughout—wo
can't understand, though we can pro-

foundly admire, the courage and per-

severance of the warrior who has

struggled day by day through some
three li and red sonnets, and heaven
kuows how many odes, of the evcr-

wailing Italian. Yet, as an Indian

leisure is probably a severer trial on
humanity than years of toil at tho

galleys, we doubt not that he did well

to exchange it for the labour of read-

ing and translating the amorous and
platonic cleric of Vaucluse. One thing

is certain— and we acknowledge it

gratefully—that while the world would
avc lost the labour of the galley slave,

and been nothing the better of his read-

ing, society has lost nothing by our
author's abandonment of his Indian
leisure, and, perhaps, been a gainer by
his literary labour of love. Looking
at the task which he has voluntarily

assigned himself, we are disposed to

judge of its performance with con-

siderable lenity. The sonnet is, under
all circumstances, a difficult achieve-

ment. It is restricted in rhyme — it

demands great nicety of rvthm and
cadence, and much skill in bringing it

to its clo?e. All these requirements

are more dilhctdt to accomplish in our
tongue than in the Italian— so much

K>, that few have been eminently *uc-

cessful in constructing sonnets in Eng-
li^lj ; ami our own Byron did rot hesi-

tate to speak slightingly of it as a
vehicle for the British poet. The son-

nets of Petrarch owe as much of their

success to the harmonious flow of the

line, and the graceful turn of expres-

sion, as to the sentiment, which is often

conceited, and not unfrequcntly exag-
gerated, and even unnatural. And it

is a remarkable fact, that during his

life, and for a considerable period

after his death, his celebrity was mainly
bn*cd upon his Latin compositions.

The lapse of time has, however,
wrought a striking mutation. His
Latin treatises and philosophical dia-

logues are seldom taken down from
their dusty repositories in our public

libraries : there arc few who have not
some acquaintance with his odes and
sonnets. We have qualified ourselves

to pronounce upon Capt. MacGrcgor's
performance, by reading no small

number of his translations side by side

with the originals. In general, he
has rendered them faithfully, though
rarely poetically ; he is often prosaic

in the extreme, and sometimes misses

the spirit and tone, sometimes even
the point, of the original. Take, for

instance, the sonnet addressed to the
River Rhone, when the poet was forced
to stop and rest on his journey down
it ere ho could reach Avignon, where
his mistress resided. Here is the trans-

lation

—

" O rapid river, from thine Alpine source

Who, eating round thee, dost thy name
obtain,

Like mine thy anxious aim the goal to

Rain,

"Where Nature thine and Love directs ray

course

;

Flow ou in strength! thy stream nor thrp,

nor toil

Jmpide! but ere thy waters reach the sea,

Where the calm sky and flow'rv banks in

thee

A charer mirror find, O pause a while!

There is our son of life, whose genial beat

With softer verdure thy bft shore adorns;
Ptrchftnce, vain thought ! e'en note my stag

the mourns.

Kiss htr fair hand, her small and snowy
feet,

And let the kiss instead of language speak
The spirit is trilling but theJltsh is treat"

* " Indian Leisure—Petrarch," itc By Captain Robert Guthxio MacGregor. London

:

Smith, Elder, and Co. 1854.
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The original, which the line we have
italicised purports to represent, runs
thus

—

" Vattene innanzi : fl tuo eorso non frwia
Ne stanchezza ne sonno."

The poet prays the river to precede
him, as neither weariness nor sleep
delays its speed, as they do him. The
translator has missed the point of the
word innanzi, and thus destroyed the
beauty of the passage. Again, the
fourth last line is a weak rendering of
Petrarch's—

" For* (0 ! che epero) il mio tardar le dole."

The poet does not say the thought
is vain, but he hopes it may be true
that his lady grieves at his tardiness
and not his absence. While the con.
eluding line of the sonnet, which
should be full and vigorous, is feeble,
and curt, and commonplace, when
compared with the original

—

" Lo spirto e pronto ma la came e stanca."

Had we "Irish leisure" to under-
take a translation of Petrarch, we
would venture to render the portion
of the sonnet on which we have com-
mented somewhat after this fashion-

Glide on before me—thy unbridled motion,
Nor weariness, nor slumber checks ; but ere

Thou pourest his tribute to the kingly Ocean,
Pause where the greenest meads, the

balmiest air

Are glassed on thee. There, on thy left

bank biding,

Shines my sweet living sun with tender
ray:

Perhaps, blest thought ! even now my slow.
ness chiding

:

Kiss her soft foot or mow-fair hand, and
say-

Each murmuring kiss for lover's words I
give her—

The spirit willing speeds, the weary flesh
lags ever.

Let us at random take another of
these sonnets; it is on the death of
Laura—a very sweet and pensive one,
and withal, full of natural passionate
feeling. Captain MacGregor has ren-
dered it with sufficient verbal accuracy,
but, to our thinking, he has egregiously
fnilud in preserving the plaintive tone
of the original. We shall give the origi-
nal and the author's translation, and let

tho reader judge for himself:—
VOL. XUV,—NO. CCLXZX,

" Alma felice, che soventi torni

A consoler le mie nolte dolentl
Cogli occhi tuoi, che Morte non ha spenti,

Ma sovra '1 mortal modo fatti adorni

;

Quanto gradisco ch' i miei tristi giorni

A rallegrar di tu! vista consenti

!

Cosi incomincio a ritrovar present}

Le tue bellezze a sao' usati soggioroi.
La vc cantando andai di te molt' anni

Or, come vedi, vo di te piangendo' •

Di te piangendo no, ma di miei dannu
Sol un riposo trovo in molti afianni,

Che quando torni, ti conosco e 'ntendo
All' andar, alia voce, al volto a' panni."

" Blest Spirit ! who so oft In pity here
Descendest to console my desolate nights

With star-like eyes, by death unqueuched
and clear,

Which immortality now better lights
\

That still thou deignest my gloomy life to
cheer

W
cites,

thy 8W6el B'8ht
* Joy ex"

For thus thy beauty, ever new and near,
In each old haunt my faithful love re-

quites
;

Those haunts, thine own, in hope and pride,
where late

Of thee I sang, where now I mourn for
thee,

For thee—Ah uo ! but for my own hard
fate.

Yet 'mid my many woes one balm I see,

That I, in these thy visitings below,
From gait, speech, mien, and dress, thy

presence feel and know."

Come, now, let us see if we cannot
at least catch something more of tho
tone and passion of the Italiau, and yet
not depart much from the words of
the sonnet. Here, then, is our own
rendering :—

Spirit beatified! that ofttimes bending
Over thy lover lone, to cheer nay nights
Of sighs and ceaseless tears with those

pure lights

That death could quench not, but new lustre
lending,

Made bright past mortal oibs. How fer-
vently

I bless the vision that doth deign to
brighten

My cheerless days. Thus do I learn to see,

In fancy fond, these haunts thy beauties
lighten

:

These shades, where I have winged the many
years

With song of thee, now echo to my sighs
Mourning o'er thee

; yet, no ! my selnsh tears
Mourn not the blest, but mine own mi-

series.

I know no rest, save when my cheated brain
Gives me thy gait, and voice, and faw^ and

gaib again.

2 K
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Of all the sonnets which Petrarch
ever wrote— perhaps, indeed, in its
way the finest that was ever penned
by any poet— is the 45th, upon his
mistress's death. Its pathos is inimi-
table

; its flow is full of the tenderest
and most plaintive melody. There is

an intensity of sorrow concentrated
upon one thought, undiverted and un-
broken—a completeness and perfection
about it in language and sentiment,
that is unrivalled. One cannot read it

unmoved :—

" Passato '1 tempo omai, lasso ! cbe Unto
Con refrigerio in mezzo '1 foco vissl

:

Passato e quella di ch' io piansi e scriasi

;

Ma lasciato m' ha ben la peria e '1 pianto.
Passato e *1 viso leggtadro e aanto

;

Ma passamlo, I dolci occhi al cor m* a fissi,

Al cor gia mio, che scguendo partissi
Lei ch' avvolta 1' avea ncl suo bel manto.
Ella 'I se ne porto sotterra e'n cielo

Ov' or trionfa ornata dell' allora
Che merito la sua invitta onestato.

Cos"!, disctolto dal mortal mio velo
Che a forza mi tien qui fuss' io con loro
Fuor d«' sospir' fra Tanime beate !"

We fear much the man of war is

"unused to the melting mood," like
another warrior whom iShnkspeare has
immortalised. At all events, be has
contrived, with great fidelity of Ian-
gua^e (with one astounding exception),
to rob the original of all its pathos, its
poetry, its beauty. Jn the name of
sentimentality, what young Miss in her
teens, and fresh from her novel, could
contrive to breathe a sigh or squeeze a
tear, as she reads these prosaic lines:—

" Past is the time, alas ! which ever brought
E'en mid its flames my tortur*d soul relief;

Past too is she for whom I wept and wrote,
Who here has left me but my pen ! and

grief:

Past the sweet seraph face, but era she past
Those dear eyes fix'd my heart, tbif heart

once mine.

Which fondly rollow'd, faithful to the last,
Her whose fair form did all its ho|>cs en-

ahriue.

She bore it hence with her from earth to
heaven,

Where now sho shines with deathless
laurel crown'd,

To her unconquer'd virtue justly given.
Would that I were— this mortal veil un-

bound,

Perforce which keeps me here—at endless

« rest,

Beyond all sighs among the spirits blest
!"

Oh, injured ghost of Petrarch I oh,

[Get

instated shade of Laura I Oh, cap.
tarn, captain I how could you ? In the
name of all that is absurd, what in-
duced you to translate "pena" into pen?
Why didn't you "go the whole animal,"
and write goose at once ? Where was
" Professor Pistrucci, of King's Col-
lege," at the unlucky moment that you
were indicting this traduction, that he
might inform his pupil that pena is af-
fliction, while penna ia a pen, and that
there is about the same difference be-
tween them as between " traduttore
and traditore nay, much more in
your case.^ Come, we will even at-
tempt to give some better idea of the
fine original, though we despair of ren-
dering it to our own full satisfaction,
or that of our readers :—

Gone, oh ! for ever gone from me, those
years

When I have blest the fires within roe
burning

;

And she, my theme of song, my cause of
tears.

Is gone, and left me bat my pain and
mourning.

Gone is that face so fair, and so divine,
But passing—ah ! her sweet eyes pierced

my heart,

The heart o*c* miae, that, following, did
depart

To seek that form that was its earthly shrin*.
She bore it to the grave, and to the skies

Where now she dwells, her angel forehead
crowned

With laurels bright, her taintless virtues

Ah
! would that from this mortal shroud
unwound,

That holds me here perforce, my soul could
rise

To join them 'mongst the blest, where grief
no more is found.

So far for Captain WacGregor's
sktll as a translator of Petrarch. We
do not profess to have read the whole
of his labours in that field. Perhaps
it is all the better for him that we have
not. We cooM instance other eases
in which he has, to our thinking, sadly
marred his original. The task, how-
over, is an ungrateful one, and not
needed. Let us pass to his other pro-
ductions contained in the large volume
before us. These are, '« Agamemnon,"
which he has altered from the Italian of
Allien. It was certainly a " plucky**
thing to meddle with a tragedy of the
greatest poet of modern Italy ; bnt
" brave men were living before Ago-
ruemnon;" and Dryden, Waller, and
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others had the courage to do what the

gallant Captain has dared. For our
own parts we shall only say, that in all

those cases— the *' Agamemnon " in-

cluded—we prefer theoriginal construc-

tion to the re-editication. The trans-

lation of Voltaire's ft Henriade," is a
very respectable performance, but no-

thing more. We are not sure that the

taste of the present day will very much
incline to an epic of Voltaire. The
last fruit of " Indian Leisure" is an
Anthology— chiefly translations from
Italian, with some few from French,
German, and Latin. Of these we can-

not speak in terms of commendation.
Had our author contented himself with

translating sonnets or madrigals here-

tofore unrendered, an abundance of
which he could have found in the
" Parnaso Jtaliano, " and other like

works, he might, perhaps, have escaped
with impunity. He has, however,

W»th the characteristic bravery of his

profession, selected not onlysome of the

finest compositions, and the most diffi-

cult to render, but in so doing he en-

ters into the lists with giants. Take
two or three examples. Every Italian

scholar knows Filicaja's fine sonnets

on Italy. Ever)' man, woman, and
child, knows by heart Byron's nervous
translation of the second of those—

" Italia, Italia, O tu, cui feo la sorte "—

forming the 42nd and 43rd stanzas of
the 4th canto of "Childe Harold." The
Captain has done the Italian, too, and
no mistake. Had this been the first trans-

lation ofFilicaja, we could, perhaps, find

a pardon for the failure in the novelty of
the attempt. Now, the quality of the

performance only enhances our admi-
ration of its author's courage. Zappi
wrote a noble sonnet on the *' Moses of

Michelangelo," and Roscoe translated

it worthily ; but the Captain not only

renders it badly, but filches the honour
from the great Buonarotti, and calls it

the " Moses of Canova!" Clever fel-

low that Zappi, to have written on the

work of an artist who was not born for

half a century after !

One of the most fearfully magnifi-

cent compositions, for its length, that

we ever read is Gianni's sonnet on
Judas. A fiend plucks down the trai-
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tor by the rope from which he hanged
himself, and flings him down into hell

:

there, amid flame and storm, Satan
receives the wretch within, his arms,
and repays the traitor with a kiss 1 The
last lines are terrible

—

" Pot fra le braccia si reco quel triato,

E con La bocca fumyjnnte e nera

Gli rete U baccio che avea dato a Cristo."

How does the Captain render
them ? —
" Within his scorching lap the traitor luid,

And his black smoky mouth to his applied,

Returning him the kiss which Christ be-

trayed."

We are at a loss for words to ex-
press our admiration of the stupidity

which has contrived so utterly to de-
stroy the poetical justice of this fearful

thought. How could Satan return tho
kiss which Judas gave Christ, unless

we entertain the horribly revokiug sup-

position that Satan had received it I

We have seen the sonnet translated

somewhere, and remember the con-
cluding lines, which we think render a
just idea of the original—

" Within his dusky arms the wretch he
caught,

And with smutched lips, fuliginous and hot

,

Repaid the kiss which he to Christ had
given.

We have dealt more at length with
this volume than we had at first in-

tended. Good translations, especially

of poetry, are highly to be prized, as

they are difficult to accomplish. Bad
ones, particularly if they are not only
defective in power but false in the
transmission of the sense of the author,

are not to be passed over without
censure. We trust that Captain Mac-
Gregor will find further leisure to re-

peruse his performance. If he do so,

we think he will make his volume a
reat deal smaller, and we hope a good
eal better.

" Night and the Soul."* If there be
anything in a title, here is something
to arrest us. Wo open the book, read

a page, and find that this is no volume
to skim lightly over ; and so we begiu

at the begiuning, and go straight

Night and the Soul.
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through it. The poem, though in the

dramutic form, has little of the drama
about it—even less than " Faust," or
" Festus," each of which it in part re-

sembles. It is a psychological and
metaphysical poem, the plot of which
is somewhat the same as that of the

great masterpiece of Goethe ; with this

great difference, that the temptations

which assail Alexis are all from within

;

the trials are of his intellect and not
of his senses. Alexis and Ferdinand
are friends whose characters contrast

and relieve each other. The former
is one who is ever looking deeply into

the mysteries of nature

—

" The indestructible and infinite,

The mighty march of the immeasurable

;

The policies of heaven ; and the life,

And soul and centre of all being."

The latter is—

.

44 Enamoured of the liquid grace

And loveliness that ever float and flow

Upon the surfaces of thiugs."

They meet at night in a wood (by
the way, we may observe here, that

all the scenes are at night), and each
describes the wonders and the glories

of nature, according to the peculiar

temperament and hue of his mind.
There is some fine, bold thinking in

this scene, though occasionally ex-
pressed in language rather stilted. Let
uj contrast a portion of the thoughts of
cither friend

ALEXIS.

"Wo stand within the darkness of the

porch

Of being—the Great Temple is beyond

;

And God hath hung up on the vaulted roof

These splendours, but to light us to our rest,

And to prepare us for the blaze to come 1

Nature is still, as ever, the thin veil

Which half conceals, and half reveals the

face

And lineaments supernal of our king,—
The modifying medium through which

His glories are exhibited to man,

—

The grand repository where he hides

His mighty thoughts, to bo dug out like

diamouds ;

—

Still is the day irradiate with His glory,

Flowing in steady, sun-streaked, occan-guah

From His transcendent nature,— still at

night

O'er our horizon trail the sable robes

Of the Eternal One, with all their rich

Embroidery and blazonment of stars.

41 Alas! that mankind see Him not,—
the Great

And Everlasting Fraraer of all worlds

;

Who paints himself upon the leaves of

flowers.

And flings his portrait on the breasted clouds,

And sheds bis syllogisms in the shape
Of suns and moons and planetary systems.

How is it that our fellows see not beauty,

That great thoughts never visit them ?"

A garden-scene introduces as to

Flora, the sister of Ferdinand, who
loves and is beloved by Alexis, and
has a congenial spirit to his. Caroline

is the mistress of Ferdinand, and like

him in disposition. Here are her
night-thoughts :

—

CAROLINE.
"Hark!

The only voices that disturb the night,

Or rather mingle with its solemn hush,

Are two, save ours : — That of the resties*

wind
Gliding about among the trees, as if

The Angel of the Earth were passing o'er

The velvet carpet of her palace-home,

From chamber unto chamber, just to see.

With all the yearning of a mother's heart.

That all her loved ones were asleep and well.

And look her hut on them for this one night.

And take their happy dreams with her to

Heaven ;

And that the motion that we bear was but
The rustle of her garments ; and the other

Is the soft silver-sounding splash of yonder
Moss-covered fountain. How I love the

sound

Of falling water ! It bath something in it

Which speaks of the long past,—of infancy,

And the bright pearl-like days of childhood

;

and
I fancy that I hear it murmuring
Stories of red ripe berries ; and with glee.

And with an innocent cunning, telling of

Those secret nooks where thickest bang the

nuts

From their o'erladen brandies :— Oh ! U

In tones one cannot help but understand,

Of those Car-distant times when all things

Treasures and joys— not to be bought with

worlds."

Flora sees nature with different eyes

;

and yet there is somewhat womanly in

her contemplations :

—

FLORA.
14 The Night is lovely, and I love her with

A passionate devotion, for she stirs

Feelings too deep for utterance within me.
She thrills me with an influence and a power,
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A saddened kind of joy I cannot name,
So that I meet her brightest smile with tears.

She seemeth like a prophetess too wise,

Knowing, ah ! all too much for happiness

;

As though she had tried all things, and had
found

AH vain and wanting, and was thenceforth

steep'd

Up to the very dark, tear-lidded eyes

In a mysterious gloom, a holy calm

!

Doth she not look now just as if she knew
All that hath been, and all thnt is to come?
With one of her all-prescient glances turu'd

Towards those kindred depths which slept

for aye,

—

The sable robe which God threw round
Himself,

And where, pavilioned in glooms, He dwelt
In brooding night for ages, perfecting

Hie glorious dream of past eternities,

The fabric of creation,—running adown
The long Time-avenues, and gazing out
Into those blanks which slept before Time

was

;

And with another searching glance, turn'd up
Towards unknown futurities—the book
Of unbom wonders. ....
Oh yes ! I love the Night, who ever standcth
With her gemm'd finger on her rich ripe lip,

As if in attitude of deep attention,

Catching the mighty echoes of the words
Which God had utter'd ere the earth waa

form'd,

Or ere yon Infinite blushed like a bride

With all her jewels ; and I love the flowers,

And their soft slumber as they lie around
In the sweet starlight, bathed in love-like

dew."

A dialogue between the two young
men in the library still further develops
the peculiar character of each. Alexis
speaks, as Ferdinand says, in soul-pic-

tures. Here is one of them :

—

ALEXIS.
" There is within the soul

A region of still waters, never stirrM

But by the hands of angels,—a sweet spot

Left sacred to the Deity, which He,

Amidst the almost universal wreck,

Hath still reserved in mercy for Himself;

A solemn grove still musical with song,

—

An altar-fire still burning in the waste,

—

A voice within that testifieth still,

In thrills of mute thanksgiving, to His grace.

And in this lake-like region all things bright

Are treasured and reflected, like the stars.

And in this grove all spirit-minstrels sing;

And to this fire, all beauty adds a brand

;

And to this bushlike voice, all that is great

Gives utterance and power."

Next comes a love passage between
Ferdinand and Caroline. It is, how-
ever, to our taste, somewhat faulty.

ItJacks nature and simplicity, and is

full of set phrases. The lady says

smart things ; the gentleman makes
love by the book. In reply to her
chiding his absence, he replies in very
gallaut rhymes :

—

" To those who love there is no absence.

Thine image holds me like the air
;

Whether I wander or I rest —
Goes and rests with me everywhere.

To those who lovo, the universe,

Like a great heart, is ever beating

;

And every strong pulsation keeps

The one dear loved name still repeating.

To those who love, all moments are

Like cloudlets veiling o'er a star

;

And everything iu nature seems

Emparadised in golden dreams.

To those who love, all loveliness

Is but the image of the grace

That mantles o'er the one loved form ;

—

Is but a mirror of her face.

Day sings her name with thousand tongues,

And night the echo still prolongs
;

Flowers breathe it to their mother earth
;

Leaves lisp it by the light winch* shaken ;

Sighs gasp it to the heaving breast

;

Tears tell it when they do but waken

;

Dews hold it in their trembling souls;

Birds thrill it to the morn and even ;

Streams tell it to their flowery banks
;

And star-beams write it over heaven.

All nature is but us a scroll,

With thy name filling up the whole."

He redeems his pedantry, at the end,

by one touch of nature ; ho kisses the

young lady, just by way of illustrating

a sentiment about her lips.

A scene in a subterranean cavern
discloses the evil spirits plotting the

temptation and overthrow of Alexis

;

but his ministering spirit declares that

they shall fail :

—

sinnsTEnrxo spirit.
" But the soul that now is given you
To torment, and tempt, and try,

Shall come from you bright as glance*

From a merry, laughing eye

;

Shall come luminous as moonbeams
Through a rack of clouds and glooms,

And triumphant as bright spirits

Winging upward from their tombs."

Then comes the trial. He is alone

in a room : his soul is filled with dark
misgivings; he begins to believe there

is nothing real except the outward
world: he is disgusted with himself

and his own pursuits; he finds philo-

sophy is vain, as Fuust exclaimed :—
" Habe nun, ach ! Philosophic,

Juri^tcrci uud incdecm,

*
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TJnd lieder iinch Theologie

!

Durchau* studirt mit hei&sem Beinuhn.

Da fitch' ich nun ich armer Thor,

Und bin so 'klug ah wie Zuvor."

So he cries, that he has been plung-
ing into the depths of being, seeking
for knowledge that he never found

M All things have been enigmas unto me.
And I have spent my soid in their solution

;

Leaving them all but unsolved riddles still;

—

Uave gone into the outer world of thought,

And comeback empty-handed, like the rent,

Bearing an unwise blank upon my face—
A look of wonder at the universe

—

Philosophy ! Philosophy ! Deep fool

!

Thou most profound of all inanities 1

Great bankrupt ! Soul-deluding fiend
!"

Then he looks forth into the street,

and sees the stream of human life

passing by, and moralises upon man
and his pursuits and destiny. Finally,

he passes out into the thoroughfare,
and finds man working; against God,
and God counter-working man. There
is much fine thinking in this somewhat
long soliloquy ; but throughout all the

clouds of despair and perplexity there

is an under-current of the true light

that still holds him to his faith in God.
Ferdinand and Caroline are mar-

ried. Alexis shuts himself up in gloom
and misgiving. Flora pines for the

noble nature which she fears is de-

stroyed ; she hears the storv of her
lover's sufferings, and she replies with

the true, trustful faith of woman :

—

FLORA.
14 Ah ! 'Tis a dreary tale, and yet my heart,

My feeble woman's heart, hath faith in Godl
A greater e'en than he bath cried in tears

'Mv God! Oh! why hast Thou forsaken

Me?'
He will not surfer a great, earnest soul

To strtggle with the Enemy alone."

Months pass over—months of men-
tal struggling, to end in triumph.

The progress of his thoughts are fine-

ly developed. Here is a portion of

" The highest truths lie nearest to the heart;

No soarings of the soul can find out God.

I saw a bee who woke one summer night.

And taking the white stars for flowers, went

up
Bnzfcing and booming ia the hungry blue

;

And when its wings were weary with tho

night,

And the cold airs of morn were coming up,

Lo! the white flowers were melting out of

view,

And it came wheeling back—ah ! heavily

To the great laughing earth that gleam'd
below ! [ A fm use.

God will not show Himself to prving eves

:

Could Reason scale the battlements' of heaves,

Religion were a vain and futile thing.

And Faith a toy for childhood or the mad ;

The humble heart sees farther than the sou).

Love is the key to knowledge—to true power,

And he who loveth all thing*, knowcth alL

Religion fs the true Philosophy

!

Faith is the last great link 'twixt God and
man.

There is more wisdom in a whisperd prayer

Than in the ancient lore of all the reboots

:

Tho soul upon its knees holds God by the

hand.

Worship is wisdom as it is in heaven

!

1
1 do believe ! Help thou my unbelief ?

Is the last greatest utterance of the soul

God came to me as Truth—I saw Him not

;

He came to me as Love— and my heart

broke,

And from its inmost deeps there came a cry,

' My Father ! Oh ! my Father, smile on me,'

And the Great Father smiled."

At length restored to his right mind,
Flora and her friends visit him. She
tells him :

—

FLORA.
"Ah! never elsewhere have I been In

thought
I have gone with thee through the tag and

strife

Between the world of darkness and of light.

I never doubted thee—no, not an hour

!

When woman loses faith in him she lot

There Is no other comforter but God,
No time, no place, nor any world but heaven t

I have sigh'd for thee, wept for thee, prnyTl

for thee,

And would have died for thee, believing thee

As worthy of my life as of my love!

ALEXIS (aside).

O God ! in mercy hast thou

Thou hast o'erbrimm'd the

bliss!"

Here the poem should have ended.
But, unfortunately, the author has

made his hero entertain the company
with a variety of lyrical composition*,

which he has written during his seclu-

sion, illustrative of tbe progress of his

feelings. These utterly mar the effect

of the denouement, and distract tho

mind from the contemplations that

should occupy it in silence. They are,

however, intrinsically good, and the

last is a noble piece of writing.

Such is "Night and the Son!,-
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a poem, Undoubtedly, of remarkable

igour of thought, and abounding with

passages of great poetical power. It

has, however, faults which detract from

its merit. The songs, of which there

are a good many interspersed through-

out, nave too much elaboration and

too little feeling. Indeed, the senti-

ment of love is handled with less truth

than any other in the book. There is

nothing like that simple ballad in the

Faust :—

«• Es war ein Konig In Thole \

n

or that most touchingly pathetic song

of poor Margaret:—

" Meine Buh, 1st hin,

Mcin herta ist echwer

;

Ich flnde sie Dimmer
Und nimmermehr,"

that stand out in such exquisite relief

from the deep and more massive poetry

of Goethe. We quote the best ofthem,
because the most natural, though it is

too arti6cial, particularly the conclud-

ing lines :—
CBAULKS.

» Thy hand I Thy band ! Thy lily hand,

It flushes all my brow.

Thy voice ! Thy voice ! Thy silver voice,

It thrills my spirit now.

A joy hath grown up in my heart,

It (ans my life to bliss

;

Jt b the infant of thy lips—

The baby of thy kiss

!

And it hath raffled o'er my soul,

And drawn forth all its powers,

Like July* winds upon the lips

Of golden- hearted flowers.

Bend o'er me with those starry eyes,

Those eyelids milky white
;

Sink on my storm-impasaion'd breast,

Like a peace- giving night

:

Bend o'er me with thy sky-like brow,

Which all the stars might seek :

—

Bend o'er rae t—let tby golden hair

Trail on my burning cheek. *

My heart leaps towards thee, as the sea

Pants at the maiden moon

;

A swimming hare comes o'er my soul,

Like a great sultry noon

:

And all my life is lined with music-bars,

Puck'd with sweet notes that tremble like

the stars!"

A greater fault still remains to be

noticed. The style is not unfrequent-

ly inflated and bombastic ; sometimes
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degenerating into actual rant. For

instance :—
ALEXIS.

" I love to grasp a great thought by the

heel

And plunge it underneath another Styx,

And see it come forth bright, invincible

—

Strong, and yet beautiful— Achilles-like."

And again :—

.

" Oh, to be one of these !—the mighty bards

Who touch the soul to splendour, and who
string

Humanity like harps in sweetest tune

For God to play on as he passes by P*

But these faults may be pardoned—
better still, they may be cancelled

;

and we trust that the public will suffi-

ciently appreciate this poem to enable

the author to correct them in a second

edition.
*' Alpine Lyrics is a little volume,

sent without a minstrel's name into

the world, though the author need not

blush to own it. He seems to have

gone singing ever on his way, through

the mountain passes and over the gla-

ciers ; along the sunny valleys aud the

blue lakes. Ilis songs, too, are plea-

sant, such as any who have wandered

over the same scenes will read with the

relish of a thousand happy memories.

These lyrics are chiefly descriptive of

the scenery of Switzerland, with hero

and there a legend, or tale* or histori-

cal piece interspersed. In point of

composition, or thought, they are not

of a very high order, and they want
variety of measure Nevertheless, they

are evidently the production of a rnah

of taste and education, and are through-

out imbued with a strong tone of piety.

The following will give a fair idea of

these lyrics :

—

THE OCEAN OF MIST.

YALLKV Or TUE AAB.

" Drear and dismal was the day
'Mid the rocks of roaring Aar,

Wet and weary was the way
O'er the wrecks of Time** long war

—

Mists of morning all concealing,

Or but gulfs of gloom revealing

!

" Slippery steeps o'er pools profound,

Where the river waits for prey ;

—

Teeming torrents all around

Swell the dirge of buried day

—

All unseen the worn cliffs clatter-

Wordless moans the mountains mutter.

Alpine Lyric*.

• "Alpine Lyrics." London: Longman, Brown, and Co. 1854.
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" Onward through the stony waste*,

As within a gaping grave,

Sad and silent, traveller hastes—
Lingering look no more to give.

For the darkness may bring danger
To the lone and loitering stringer.

" Toiling up the last steep brow,
Still in mantle of the night,

All bewildered where to go,

—

With one step he gains the light,

As from gloomy cave returning

To the biased mirth of morning

!

" Other regions far and fair,

Smiling in the setting sun,

Open, as in other sphere,

Where the night is all unknown

—

Where the clouds of day have never

Rested on the rock or river.

" Now, behind, the mist no more
Boats in blank obscurity;

For he stands upon the shore

Of a silent snowy t*a,

Rich with summer's golden glowing

—

Wave o'er wave in fulness flowing

;

" Rise the purple peaks above,

Round the margin of the deep,

Gazing, as with guarding love,

O'er the dreams of troubled sleep-
Firm and fixed, when all is motion
In the spreading silver ocean

!

41 There upon the vapour's wing,
Where tho shadow's form is faint,

Iris weaves her silken ring,

Like the splendour round the saint

—

Triumph's zoning type and token
That the doom of day is broken

!

" Thus in voyage vague of Life,

When the sky is seen no more,

When the sternest is the strife,

Man may with his spirit soar,

Far beyond the boiling billow ;

—

Heights where tempests may not follow.

" Only, when his day is done,

Wisdom wakes the slumbering sense,

Then, with speeding setting sun,

From some solemn eminence,

Smiles he on the ocean heaving,

Where have been his years of grieving t

" Hope would then spread out the sail

On the silver shining main
;

Trusting Time again might tell

Hours of past without the pain
;

But another land is looming,

Where the pilgrims all are coming I"

Mr. Warwick Beechwood has writ-

ten a good - sized book, admirably

priated, and on most unexceptionable

paper. The principal composition is

called " The Friends,"* written in un-

rhymed decasyllabic measure, some-
times, as on the present occasion, very

appropriately called blank verse. W e

had not the privilege of being present

at the process of composition ; but we
should suppose it to have been coo.

ducted after a receipt somewhat like

the following :—''Take your subject;

turn it over in your mind ; make a tale

of it ; write it out in prose, using a
reasonable quantity of large words

:

you may add some oi l phrases— the

older the better, provided they are

sweet ; pepper it with a little passion

;

sweeten it with a little love ; stiffen it

with a little philosophy. Stir up the

whole, till you mix the composition well

together, and invert the order of the

words ; then tell it off* in to lines of five

feet, two syllables to the foot; you
can count the feet with your left hand,
while you score them with your right

;

leave it to dry ; read it over ; polish it

off, and then it is fit for use." We
have certainly failed to discover in

" The Friends " any of those qualities

which are ordinarily supposed to be

indispensable to a poem. There is no
fine thinking, no elevation of senti-

ment, no felicitous imagery, no high

colouring—. nothing that touches toe

feelings, that holds the heart, that

clings to the memory. It is simply a
prose tale; and, had it been undis-

guisedlywritten in prose lines, the whole
length of the page, we should have said

—had we indeed been disposed to say

anything at all about it— that it was
a narrative of two very commonplace
lives, told in extremely good language,

but, after all, not worth the trouble of
telling. The Ladye Adeline, the se-

cond piece, stands somewhat higher in

the scale of constructive excellence,

for it is rhymed. It is a tale of a hor-

rible old baron, who killed his wife

with a sword-cut in the head, and then

threw her into a dungeon, instead of
giving her Christian burial. The na-

tural consequences ensue. The lady's

ghost walks tho castle o' nights, and at

length appears to her own daughter,
the Ladye Adeline, whom she leads to

• "The Friends, and Othrr Poems." By Warwick Beechwood. Longman and Co.
1854.
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the chapel, in -which a spectral revel of
all her ancestry is got up impromptu
to receive her. They dance and shout
(we could never understand why ghosts
dance and shout, though we admit the

propriety of devils doing so, on well-

established authority), and then they

" In horrid screams, and frantic fly-

In mazy windings, as they cry
4 Welcome ! greet, with nine times nine

—

Greet the Ladye Adeline !*

"

All the coffins are open, except one.

This she is forced to open—

u The spirits howl ; she must
Lift op the coflin, free the dust."

And so she does, and sees—

44 Nought bnt foul dirt, and earth, and stones,

Some clothes except, but they were red

With human gore."

At breakfast next morning, Adeline
stoutly demands of her father the dun-
geon key. The old gentleman, instead

ofsternlysending her up to herchamber,
and putting her upon bread-and-water
diet for her audacity, as one would ex-
pect an old wife-murdering scoundrel
to have the pluck to have done

—

41 Listens as she speaks,

As if a sword were in each sound.

The blood deserts his hollow checks—
Senseless ho sinks upon the ground

;

They bare him to his stately bed."

Friar Hubert falls down on his knees
before the lady, and adjures her—

" Ladye, I pray thee, go not near

That horrid pit of woe and fear
!"

But Adeline has a dash of good
Queen Bess in her, and so she swears

a lusty oath that she'll have her own
way

—

"
' Nay, bring the key,* the ladye said

;

• I vow to God ! that ere my head

I rest again in sleep once more,

That dungeon's depths I will explore.'

The friar groaned ; he brought the key."

Down they go ; and, sure enough,

they found a heap of whitened bones
on the floor of the dungeon.

" No withered flesh did they display,

The worms had eat it all away
;

A sword, whose edge with rust was dull,

Yet lay there fastened in the skull."

A groan is heard; the friar cries

out, "Jesu, Maria 1" and calls on his

stouter companion to stand to him

—

"Assist me, lady, or I faint."

They put the bones in the coffin, and
the tomb closes with a clap that shook

the castle. Three towers fell crashing

to the ground, thunder and lightning

follow,

44 Voices were heard in merry peal,

Makimr the human blood conical

:

and the Ladye Adeline is saluted by
the ghostly gambollers once more with

"nine times nine." But the worst is

to como. Old Sir Lionel, who had
taken to his bed, is nowhere to be

found ; all that could be discovered

—

"Were the few blackened ashes strewed

over his bed,

All that rested to show old Sir Lionel

dead!"

The lady weeps, and asks the friar—

" If the portals of mercy were shut on the

In reply whereto, the latter " thns

sternly his sentence expressed " in the

following rollicking measure :

—

44 Oh, woe ! that thy spirit should bo snatched from the world,

Thus unshrift, unforgiven, away to be hurled
;

Should be cast to perdition, till masses and prayer

Mny haply release thee from profoundest despair

;

Till purgatory's pangs shall at last make thee whole,

And burn out the blood-marks which redden thy soul

;

"When the Lord may impart to thy purified mind
That repentance thy wickedness never could find."

" Heart Histories "• is a collection With the latter we shall not at present

of poems, and prose tales, and essays. concern ourselves; the former are

• 44 Heart Histories." By Marion Paul Aird.

Hunter. 1854.

London and Edinburgh : Johnstone and
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songs and religious poems. There is

a good deal of lyrical sweetness in

them, and some trite subjects arc

treated with considerable freshness.

Take, for example, the following—

" I stood by a river, when spring leaves were

I saw tbe bud blossom and fall on the
stream

;

The bright wave was glancing around the

grey stone,

Where mam-bells were dancing, and singing

this song

—

* 0 ever ! for ever ! I*rn passing sway

!

And never ! 0 never 1 my waters decay.'

"I stood by the river, In summer's rose-

bloom,

When sunshine was smiling on temple and
tomb;

The noon-beam was blushing in flowret and
tree,

And o'er tbe green valley the song of the

bee

Still sung with the river its soft syren song—
4 0 ever ! for ever ! my waters flow on.'

" I stood by the river, where flowrets had
been;

The sear- loaf was floating like Weed on the
stream

;

The chill breeze around it was sighing •de-
cay*—

The wave, dark and troubled, ran swiftly

away

;

But still this
4
for ever * was heard in its

Though summer was ended and tearful its

44 When winter had lighted her bright even-

ing fire,

And beauty delighted with picture and
lyre

—

When golden thought opened her sibyline

leaves,

And friendship with roses her holly-branch
weaves

—

When the heart to the loved one is

this song

—

4 0 ever! forever! myi

44
1 stood by the river — how silent Its

breath

—

The ice-chain bad bound it in cerements of
death

!

I said, 4 O ! still river, I read on thy wave
A lesson of wisdom, for life and tbe oraee

;

Now where, 0! dark river, thy sunshine and
song?

Thy joyous for ever? thy jewel-like foam ?

u 4 The wind from the mountain has broken
thy harp

—

The sleep of the fountain has frozen thy
heart

—

Now cold as yon statue of marble so pale,

Which mooulight has mantled with gossamer
veil.'

The sound of the river— ah! still was it*

tone,

As the voice

stone.

44 Time flows

decay,

And ever! still ever! it passeth awav,
Hut to the life-dieamer it singeth this *

' No, never ! no, never ! my waters are

44
1 stood by a river— 01 bright was its

flow,

As the crown on the mountain of new-fallen

Or the glory that purples the Caspian Sea,

When sun-down is falling resplendendy.
And Time on that river— a dream of the

night,

A streak on a moonbeam— was lost m its

light;

The music of ocean, a note in its song-
Tor ever! for ever! its waters flow on."

It is one of those little books that

will find many readers, for its subjects

will find sympathy everywhere ; and
its treatment of them is such as all

can comprehend.
What is to be expected from one

who flings his productions thus reck-
lessly upon tbe public as the author of
"Morbida"»does?—

" Most of these pieces were written long
ago. I am quite aware that it is no reason

able plea to state that they were written very
rapidly ; but I venture to mention the fact,

as it is a kind of excuse. The second, third,

fourth, and fifth poems were written in about
a dozen nights ; nnd some of the others, of

considerable length, at a single sitting each.

Several are unfinished, almost all unpoli&hed,

and some much mutilated also.
44

1 am conscious that I ought to endea-

vour to amend much of what I now commit
to the press, and not to ' shoot ' these clear-

ings of my desk there ; but I do not think

it worth while to expend any pains upon
such materials. I fear it would be in vain

to try to make these compositions worth
much :

' the foundations are too sandy.'

"

There is abundant evidence of baste

throughout these poems— indeed, a
great portion of them arc quite incom-

* 11 Morbid*
; or, Passion Past, and other Poems. " London ; Saunders and Otley. 1864.
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prehensible to us. And this is the more
to be regretted, as we find glimmer-
ings of a poetic faculty, and strong
imaginative power, scattered through
them, llere is a good passage

—

" That Hqnid lustre to the lipht of yooth,
And not the light of tears : 'tis bat the dew
Of this thy morning hour. There is no stain

Of team on thee. No stain— no, not a tear's—
la on that holy face ; nor will I deem
That thou, more precious, art in aught leas

pure

Than 1 one entire and perfect chrysolite

And again—
" Art thouj? Art thou,

Thou dark-eyed lady of the sweet, strange

look

Of liquid fire and maiden meditation,

Of mingled mind and heart, and soul and
sense,

Genius and passion, thought and tender-

ness r

** Italy " is a fine, nervous piecC of
writing, and some of the fragments
are full of a poetic spirit. We quote
a few stanzas from one of them :—

"It {.'.the Holy Land that looms along the dawning light;

And.champion of the cross is he, the sad, stern, Templar knight.

• •••••••
And, far from where his fathers fought, from where his fathers lie,

From that fair, glorious land where he had hoped to do and die

;

From thee, thou lovely land of hills, and lakes, and mountain valleys,

Of mingled vast, and wild, and sweet, where exile-spirit rallies

;

And far from her, the fairer one, for whom the champion sighs,

Upon the warring eastward wave his wings of wind he plies ;

All burning for the boundless war, where he knee-deep will ride

In blood adown the hosts that blaze the Soldan's crescent pride

;

All anient in the thought To be where heaven of earth was born,

Where Christ exalted died, to rise in earliest Easter morn

—

The land of hope to him, who comes with spirit sinking, soaring,

To cast him down before the Risen, a rav of life imploring,

To cast him down, with casque and crown, the Throned in heaven adoring

.

He comes to seek the Throned who came to tread the field of blood,

"Who bore the glorious crown of thorns beyond the stars of God.
1*

We could wish the author would
take more time, think more respect-

fully of the public, and do himself

more justice, and then we shall have

better things from the author of

"Morbida."
We have many volumes still before

us, but for the present we must lay

them aside. When autumn is past,

and the nights are lengthening at the
approach of winter, we shall hope to
find in them Companions for our own
fireside, and taking from them what is

good and profitable— what is lovely
and pleasant—send them forth to make-
an hour pass pleasantly away at tbJt

firesides of our readers.
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THE SPASMODIC DRAMA.

*

Mr. T. Percy Jokes is a homoeopathic
poet. While that true " spasmodic
tragedy," the cholera, stalks dread
o'er the scene, he stimulates the droop-
ing energies of the town with a coun-
terirritaut, of a congenial nature, al-

most, but not quite so terriby in ear-

nest. Some " gripes of compassion M

(as Isaac Barrow says) seem good to

divert the thoughts from convulsions,
which take a more selfish hold upon
the feelings; and the globules here
administered by Doctor Jones act

upon the midriff in a manner highly

conducive (if King John be an autho-
rity) to the circulation ; for they set

the blood

—

M Tickling up tod down the reins,
Making that Idiot, Ungbter, keep men'e eyea."

Our author has no respect for schools

(nor, as it afterwards appears, for

schoolmasters), and holds it particu-
larly senseless to talk about " Schools
of Poetry. " He is a scholar of nature,
that nature which is spasmodic, but
yet uncramped by rules ; the same na-
ture, he flatters himself, which pro-
duced Lear, OtheUo, and Macbeth,
and to which you, gentle reader, are

indebted for " Firmilian, " and for all

those to whom you may give the ho-
nour of the poetic name. For in Mr.
Jones's firm opinion, "all high poetry
is, and must be, spasmodic." Yet he
has no call to "the devil." No; he
distinctly renounces that agent and his

black art, scorning the " buffooneries "

of Goethe, and scarcely forbearing to
sneer at Shakspcare's Witches, and
the Ghost in Hamlet, By the spas,

modic energy of his genius he can dis-

pense with supernatural agencies, and
" pile the agony " to any height ever
attained by mortal inspiration.

The result of his efforts is before us,

and all he asks of the critic is to notice

it. He is not greedy of indiscriminate
praise, nor " at all deterred by hostile

criticism. " On the contrary, he thanks
those gentlemen, who, however censo-

rious, have "brought him forward."

His own opinion, however, he frank-

ly avows to be, that " the utter extra-

vagance which some writers affect to

have discovered in his play is traceable

only to their own defects in high ima-

ginative development;" and he con-

cludes his preface with this modest
challenge :

—

" I am not arrogant enough to assert that

this in the finest poem which the age has

produced; but I shall feel very much
obliged to any gentleman who can make
me acquainted with a better.

"T. Pkrct Joxes.
" Streathatn, July, 1854."

And now for the matter ofthis spas-

modic tragedy. " Firmilian ; a Stu-

dent of Badajoz," a "great youth
baptised to song," is urged by the

voice of universal Pan to rise up in

bis might, be great in guilt, and mak-
ing his song a tempest, shake the earth

to its foundation. Accordingly, he
sits down to write a tragedy upon " the

first murder;" but finding, for want
ofexperience, that he can but feebly.

" Paint the mental ijxuvu that tortw'd Cain,"

he concludes that the best way to mas-
ter his subject will be to kill two or
three particular friends, and thereby
obtain the right sensation.

" What do I know as yet of homicide ?

Nothing. Fool ! fool! to lose thy precious

time

In dreaming of what may be, when an act,

J'jisy to plan, and easier to effect,

Can teach thee every thing."

Thus Michael Angelo is apocryphal-
ly reported to have nailed his "moder
to a cross, that he might catch a grace
beyond the reach of art, in finishing off

his great work of The Crucifixion. In
this case, however, a difficulty presents

itself, like that which puzzled Tom
Sheridan when advised by his father

to take a wife. " With all my heart,

father ; but whose wife shall I take?"
Firmilian knows so many who are dear
to him, that he cannot choose all in a

• " Firmilian
;

or, the Student of Badajoz." A Spasmodic Trauedy. By T. Percy J.

Blackwood and Sons.
'
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moment whose life he shall take.

" There's Lilian, pretty maid," who
loves him dearly ; she is entitled to the

preference ; but her uncle, the Inqui-

sitor, might haply set troublesome

inquiries on foot ; " therefore, dear

Lilian, llvel" Then Mariana, his

own betrothed. It is tempting ; but—

" We're not married yet.

It will be time enough to think of her

After her lands are mine."

The respectable artist, Mr. Burke
Kirwan, would have highly appreciated

this spasmodic idea. Well, but there

is yet a third, a black beauty, Indiana

;

of her, however, he is not yet suffi-

ciently tired to afford to give her up.

He, therefore, proceeds with a cata-

logue raisormee of his male friends.

Haverillo, a brother poet, has lent

him a great deal of money, but retains

securities for it, which, in a certain

event, might fall into the hands of

executors, and they would sue for the

debt. Haverillo consequently holds

" a bond of fate," which saves him this

turn, though, as we shall see anon, it will

not always avail him. But there are

three other excellent good fellows, one

of whom, the kinsman of Mariana, he
" loves like a brother." That is just

the sort of victim a would-be Cain
should croak for; so, to make sure

work, he poisons all three after a

brawl at a tavern.

Having provoked the nearest and
dearest of the trio to strike him, a long

altercation ensues, from which we se-

lect a few spasmodic passages :

—

-

FIBMILIAN.
" You struck me, sir

!"

D'AOUILAB.
"I did."

JIBMILIAX.
M And you're aware,

" Of course, of what the consequence

most be,

Unless you tender an apology ?"

d'aguilab.
"Of course I am."

FIR3MLIAN.
" Madman ! would'st thou provoke

The slide o' the avalanche ?"

d'accieab.
" I wait its fall

In perfect calmness."'

Firmilian hereupon demonstrates
" high poetry" to be catching, for he
«« takes" what follows from Zanga and
King Lear :—

" A blow — a blow ! I have received a
blow

;

My soul's athirst for vengeance, and III

have it

!

Come not between the lion and his prey."

OLrVABEZ.

" To the devil with your lions."

With all distrust in our own ima-

ginative developments'' we hold this

to border upon the profane and vulgar.

Bully Buttoms lion could roar louder,

and far more genteely. But, since we
have arrived at the very spasmodic

crisis of Mr. Jones's play, let us not

cramp his genius. Justice requires

that we give the issue of the quarrel

in detail ; and we do so the more wil-

lingly for the sake of a really fine

image which, surrounded as it is,

" strikes fiery off indeed."

FIBMIEIAH.

u My goblet's full. Drink to another King,

Whose awful aspect doth o'erawe the

world

—

The conqueror of conquerors—the vast

But unseen monarch, to whose sceptre bow
The heads of kings and beggars!"

" That's the pope

!

FIB3UEIAN.

" No— not the pope, but he that humbleth

popes.

Drink to Kino Death ! You stare, and
stand amazed.

O, yon have much mista'en me if you
think

That some slight spurting of Castilian

blood,

Or poet's ichor, can suffice to lay

The memory of to-night's affront asleep

!

Death hath been « itting with tut all the

night,

Glaring through hollow eye. holes. To the

doomed
Ee is invisible ; but / have teen him

Point icith his fieshless finger ! But no
more.

Farewell ! I go ; and if you chance to

bear

A passing bell, be it a comfort to you

!

[Exit.

PEREZ.

" I think the fellow's mad

!

What* the matterV
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D AGCILAR.
" Don't ask—rm sick and fajnt.''

OLIVAREZ.
" Tm not drunk, I am sure ; but I have

the strangest throbbing in my temple*. Do
you think you could get a waiter or two to

carry me "home? I feel as cold aa a
Cucumber."

PEREZ*
" BIy brain swims too. Hark ! what is that

without ?

[ The patting bell tolls, and monk* are

heard chanting the Penitential Psalm*.

Sloxc and wailing music as the scene closes.]

Should all this fail to put our hero

in the proper train for his muse, he
must be utterly unimpressionable. But
it does fail, because he knows not the

right way to go about it. Nat Lee
when he desired to conjure a spirit to

aid his tragic conceptions, was used to

sup on raw pork. The visions which
diversified his slumbers after that re-

past were unequalled in horrible ima-

ginings. His Bajuzets, Alexanders,

and Hannibnls were all marked visibly

with griskin. But Firmilian, as soon

as he had paid the sexton and the

monks for their charitable offices over

his throe friends, went fasting to bed,

And all nightlong he dreamed of Indiana."

He had palpably taken a wrong
method of wooing Melpomene, whose
other name is Dyspepsia. Remorse is

still, as before, a stranger to his pillow

and his stomach. He has, in fact , diges-

tion for anything ;
consequently he has

lost his labour, and is about to give his

tragedy up in despair, when chance (for

Mr. Jones, as we have seen, repu-

diates the mere devil) throws in his

way a graduate with Lollard tenden-

cies, and a priest, from whose dis-

course he picks up the information,

that the Grand Inquisitor, Lilian's

uncle, is to preside at a great festival

in the cathedral on the following Tues-
day ; and the good father intimates a

holy fear lest the principles elimi-

nated by the free-thinking graduate
may—

" Drag down the pillars of the Church,

And whelm us all in rata."

Upon that hint our student's brain

'gins to operate, and he resolves to

blow up
" The cathedral,

Priests, people, and bedral,"

leaving the poor sceptic in for all

penal consequences.

Besides the chance of winding him-
self up thereby for his tragedy, two
objects are to be gained by such an
achievement. Lilian's uncle will be
translated to the skies—"an opportu-
nity too rare to be allowed to pass "—
and an ancient raw will be wreaked
upon the priest, whose discipline in

the schoolroom had left traces never
to be forgotten by our hero «« while
memory holds her seat" within his

trews.

u He is my old perceptor, and instilled.

By dint of frequent and remorseless stripes

Applied at random to my childish rear,

Some learning into me. 1 owe him mat
And fain I would repay it. Ha, h,a,

*

The next time we meet Firmilian be
is standing upon the top of the Pillar

of St. Simeon Stylites (in the Square
of Badajoz), where he had appointed
Uaveriilo to meet him for the settle-

ment of their book account, and to be
sure to bring a receipt with him. The
soliloquy pronounced upou that bad
eminence informs us that the deed has
been done j that the cathedral and all

its parts—

II With a S»ngo4 swarm of mortals inter-

mixed,
\Vere whirled in anguish, to the shudder^

stars

;

and $hat «• it was a errand spectacle
but still there he is, fike Marlp Tapley,
too "jolly" to ™ ««go on with his im-
mortal work. * He cannot yet cotnpre-
hend how Cain's punishment was
greater than he could bear. The
reason is that he baa hitherto at-

tempted to buy h|s sensations whole-
sale—

" I've been too

And general in this

He makes up his mind, therefore, to
assassinate his intimate friend/Have-
rillo. Those whom, he had destroyed

" The tag, and rag, and bobjail of mankind,
Whom having scorchVl to cinders, I no

more
Feel ruth for what I did, than If my band
Had thrust a stick of sulphur in the nest

Of some poor hive of droning humt
And smoked them fato "silence."
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After an interesting dialogue then

with his brother poet, who complains,

as he looks down from the dizzy height,

that " there's a strange sensation in

his soles, he hurls him from the co-

lumn, whatever little compunction he

bad felt against the deed, being sud-

denly inflamed into jealous fury by the

feet, which incidentally transpired, that

the poor poet had a third edition in

the press.

11 A third edition !—Atropos,

Forgive me that I tarried."

After this catastrophe we descend

into the square, where Apoilodorus, a

critic, holds discourse through five

pages, first with himself, and then

with a costermonger, who desires him
to "go to the devil and shake him-

self." Hereupon the critic moralises in

a strain, which we think we have seen

before, puree detorta, in "the finest

poem ot its age," viz. :—

" The foul fiend seize thee and thy cauli-

flower* !

I was, indeed, a most egregious ass

To take this lubber clodpole for a bard,

And worship that dull fool."

That he may not fall into such an

error again, he prays Apollo to " send

a poet down ;" and, as a striking illus-

tration of that heathen text

—

1 Di ct optantlbu* lfMli

ToU, eveitm domo»,"

the words are not well out of the

poor critic's mouth, when the body of

Haverillo, which has been for the last

half-hour hovering throu«ji space,
•« flatteus the cock's com^ ofApollodo-
rus."

Afterwards we are treated to the

relation of an au(o 4a fey
performed

upon the innocent graduate, and other

ouenders ; and at last Firmilian him-

self is secretly denounced $0 the holy

office for the damnable crime of being

attended by an enormous hedgehog
j

apropos to which we learn that

—

u The bare recital of such monstrous things

Made each particular hair to stand on end,

Like quills upon the fretful porcupine."

This is coming it rather free, for a
poet who eschews diablerie of all sorts,

and " speciously " the ghost of Ham-
let's father. So original an observa-

tion fails not to strike the old inquisi-

tor, to whom it is addressed, and who
immediately replies

" Porcupines

Are worse thsn hedgehogs."

A highly characteristic remark, we may
be permitted to say, for inquisitors of all

kinds, have a natural abhorrence of
quills.

Meanwhile the unconscious Firmi-

lian is preparing a new kind of ex-

altation for his genius, in a tripartite

marriage, which he proposes to estab-

lish with the three beauties mentioned
at the beginning of this eventful his-

tory. The suggestion is artfully in-

troduced by the plucking of a rose by
his fair bride, from whom he extracts

a confession that she would prefer a
bouquet consisting of that unique
flower blended with a lily and the

"dark, full-scented night-stock."
" Why not ?" says the unwary girl.

"It is by union that all things are

sweet."

No sooner said, than my gentleman
steps into the "summer-house," and
leading forth Lilian, deposits her be-

side his now ruffled rose, whose thorns

bristle in wonderful fashion. He then

draws out his Indiana from among the

rakes in " the tool-house," and the fol-

lowing esclandre ensues :

—

Abominable P

1 A filthy !

" Mercy on me, what blubber lips she has!"

ai a hi a n a (furiously, to Firmilian.)

" You nasty thing ! Is this your poetry ?

1 hate and loathe you

!

( To Indiana.)—Rival of my shoe,

Go, get thee gone, and hide tbes from th«

day."

U My uncle is the chief inquisitor,

And he shall know of this ere curfew toll*,

What ! shall I share a husband with §
coair

INDIANA.
" I shake from head to foot with sore af-

fright—
What will become of me?"

• *

FIRMILIAN.
" Who cares ? Good night.

"
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Last scene of all—our hero, now an
outlaw pursued by alguazils, finds

himself on a barren ana misty moor,
hard by a dangerous quarry-hole, into

which, two years before, he bad wan-
tonly misled a blind beggar. Here he

is set upon by " Ignes Fatui " (devils

in their way, by-the-bye), who bring

all his dark exploits to remembrance,
among which they hint at a catastrophe

not previously recorded :

—

"Firmilian! Firmilian!

What have you done to Lilian ?

There's a cry from the grotto, a sob by the

A woman'* loud wailing, a little babe's

scream

!

How fared it with Lilian

In the pavilion,

Firmilian! Firmilian!"

Not one word says the " villian.*' Si-

milar inuendoes point to the fate of the

black maiden, "deep in the snow."

But before we can discover any more
of his unknown pranks, he makes one
irrevocablefaux pat, and down souses,

with a spasmodic splash, into the pit.

I

Ckrittianity. [Oct.

man be' his dole. In the words of Sir

Boyle Roche, we advise him " to stop

there."

Thero is a long episode apropos to

the tavern victims, where a greedy
father-confessor insists upon a large

fee, and gets more than he bargained
for. But we must leave our readers
to unravel this mystery for themselves.
Enough has been said and sung to make
them acquainted with the claims of
" Firmilian" to be deemed " the finest

poem of the age."

P.S.—Lest the gentle reader should
be mystified wholly, we think it but
fair to state our own grave suspicion,

that " Percy Jones " is a myth ; that
" Streatham '' is situate somewhere in

the latitude of CUrihught ; and "Fir-
milian " a burlesque from end to end.

The wag who wrote it may fail short

of Mr. Bayt in solemn irony, and of

Sir Fretful Plagiary or Mr. Puff in

smart vivacity; but he knows right

well what he is at ; and as for spasms,
never a wink is upon him.

MlLMAS's LATIN CHRISTIANITY.

These volumes comprise the history

of society and of European civilisation

for a period of a thousand years. Mr.
Milman uses the designations of Greek
Christianity, Latin Christianity, and
Teutonic Christianity, to express dif-

ferent portions of the subject with

which he has been for so many years

engaged, and of which his History of

the Jews and, we may almost add, his

edition of Gibbon, are to be regarded

as fragments. He uses the word Chris-

tianity in a wider meaning than is fa-

miliar with Church historians—one, in

some respects, as extensive as the

thought which is expressed by the word
"Christendom." "I use," he says,

" Christianity, and, indeed, Teutonic
Christianity, in its most comprehen-
sive significance— from national epis-

copal Churches like that of England,
which aspires to maintain the doctrines

and organisation of the apostolic, or
immediately post-apostolic ages, on-
ward to that dubious and undefinable
verge where Christianity melts into a
high moral theism, a faith which would
expand to purer spirituality with less

distinct dogmatic system ; or that
which would hardly call itself more
than a Christian philosophy—a religi-

ous rationalism. I presume not, nei-

ther is it the office or the historian to

limit the blessings of our religion either

in this world or the world to come:
there is One who will know His own.
As an historian, I can disfranchise

none who claim, even on the slightest

grounds, the privileges and the hopes
of Christianity— repudiate none who
do not place themselves without the
pale of believers and worshippers of
Christ or of God through Christ.*'

The history of society itself, under the

* " History of Latin Christianity, including that of the Popes to the Pontificate of JTlcoLu

V." By H. H. Milmaa, D.D. London: Murray. 1854.
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influences of the teaching introduced

by Christianity, rather than ecclesias-

tical history, is the proper subject of
the book.

The portion of Mr. Milman's work
which he names Latin Christianity,

opens with an account of the original

planting of Christianity. lie tells us,

that though the great event in the his-

tory of mankind, during many centuries

after the extinction of paganism, was
the rise and the development of Latin

Christianity, yet it must not be for-

gotten that " Christianity was, almost

from the first, a Greek religion." Its

records are all, or nearly all, Greek.

It was promulgated with most success

among nations of Greek descent, or

those which Alexander's conquest had
made Greek. Its most flourishing

Churches were in Greek cities.

The Grecian Churches were, like the

Grecian cities, in their constitution,

republics. Both the polity of the cities

in which they were founded, and that

of the Hebrew settlements from which
the first Churches were formed, was
republican. The system of govern-

ment, though resting on a religious

basis, was similar to that of the civil

institutions, and the boundaries of

each ecclesiastical district followed, for

the most part, that of the ancient com-
monwealths, which were suffered to

subsist under tho administration of a
Roman governor, or were identical

with those of the Imperial dioceses.

The Churches were independent com-
munities, held together by their com-
mon belief, by having the same sacred

books, the same forms ofworship, " and
an hierarchy everywhere in theory, at

least of the same power and influence."

The profession ofthe same creed made
the Christians of each Church received

as brethren by the rest, and it was a

duty felt by all to aid in relieving such

visitations of poverty as might fall on
any. There is no improbability that,

consistent with the theoretic equality

and absolute independence of each,

some feeling of traditional respect

would connect itself with particular

cities. A city which had been the

abode of a king, or the seat of a pro-

vincial government, would have, per-

haps, a claim of precedence not reluc-

tantly admitted. A Church founded

by an apostle would, no doubt, from
such incident, be regarded with dis-

tinction^ « But as yet there was no
subordination, no supremacy : their

OL. XLTV HO. CCUUI.

federal union was a voluntary associa-

tion." Tho internal constitution of
the Churches might in some respects

differ—the bishop might, in some, havo
risen higher above his co-presbyters

than in others ; but such Church was,

as compared with others, on tho same
level. «* The metropolitan, and after-

wards the patriarchal dignity, was of
later growth." There was, in fact, no
city that could make the claim. " The
Roman East, including Greece, had
no capital." Jerusalem, which might
havo called itself the Christian capital,

was a ruin. It was not till a much
later date that it assumed even patri-

archal rank.

At the extinction of paganism, Greek
Christianity had ceased to be aggres-

sive. The picture given of it by Dean
Milman is of its shrinking before Ma-
hometanism ; its patriarchs were but
the administrators, under Mahometan
dominion, of a tolerated religion ; bi-

shops and clergy were alike degraded.

"Sunk in common ignorance, they

yielded to that worst barbarism— a
worn-out civilisation :"

—

" Monasticism withdrew a great number
of those who might have been energetic and
useful citizens into barren seclusion, and
religious indolence ; but except where the

monks formed themselves, as they frequently

did, Into fierce political or polemic factions,

they had little effect on the condition of

society. They stood aloof from the world,

the anchorites, in their desert wildernesses,

the monks, in their jealously-barred con-

vents ; and secure, as tbey supposed, of

their own salvation, left the rest of mankind
to inevitable perdition.

•Greek theology still maintained its

speculative tendency ; it went on defining

with still more exquisite subtlety the God-
head and the nature of Christ ; the intermi-

nable controversy still lengthened out, and
cast forth sect after sect from the enfeebled

community. The great Greek writers,

Athanasius, Basil, the Gregoriea, had passed

away, and left only unworthy successors;

the splended public eloquence had expired

on tho lips of Chrysostom. There was no

writer who laid strong hold on the imagina-

tion or reason of men, except the author of

that extraordinary book, ascribed to Dionysius

tho Areopagite, of which perhaps the remote

influence was greater in the West than in

the Byzantine empire. John of Damascus,

the powerful adversary of Iconocla»m, is a

splended exception, not merely on account

of the polemic vigour shown in that contro-

versy, but as a theologian doubtless tho

ablest of his late age. The Greek language

gradually, but slowly, degenerated; atlength,
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bat not entirely till alter the fall of Constan-

tinople, it broke up into barbarous dialects

;

but it gave birth by fusion with foreign

tongue* to no new language productive of

noMe poetry, of oratory, or philosophy. A
rude and premature reformation, that of

Iionoclasm, attempted to overthrow the

established traditionary faith, but offered

nothing to supply its place, which could

either enlighten the mind or enthral the re-

ligious enactions : it destroyed the images,

but it did not reveal the Original Deity, or

the Christ in his pure and essential spiri-

tuality. Greek Christianity remained how-
ever, and still remains, a separate and
peculiar form of faith ; it repudiated all the

attempts of the feebler sovereigns of the

East to barter its independence for succour

against the formidable Turks : it i* still the

religion of revived Greece, and of the vast

Kusaian empire."—pp. 4, 6.

After describing the languor and de-

cay of what he calls Greek, or Eastern
Christianity, the historian passes to his

proper subject— Latin Christianity.

The Northern nations had scarcely

tuccceded in their conrpicst of the Ro-
man Empire, when thev were them-
selves subdued by the religion and the

civilisation of the conquered countries.

If the early Churches of the Greek
cities seem to have had their system of
government suggested by the ancient
republican constitution of each locality,

much more does Latin Christianity re-

call the linage of the gigantic Roman
Empire. \\ hatever was the original

theory—whether of an universal Chris-

tian church, or of particular churches

—

the organisation soon became a power-
ful monarchy. Co-extensive with the

civil government—independent, or af-

firming itself to be independent of it

—

arose a magistracy, exercising always
equal, asserting, and, for a long time,

possessing, superior power to the civil

government:"

—

"They had their own jurisprudence—the

canon law, — co-ordinate with and of equal
authority with the Roman or the various

national codes, only with penalties infinitely

more ten ilic, almost arbitrarily administered,

and admitting no exception, uot even that

of the greatest temporal sovereign. Western
Dklouasticism, in its general character, was
pot the barren, idly laborious or dreamy
quietude of the East. It was industrious

and productive : it settled colonies, preserved

arts and leturs, built splendid edifices, fer-

tilized deserts. If it rent from the world

the most |»owcrful minds, having trained

them by its stern discipline, it sent them
back to rule tho world. It contiunally, as

it were, renewed its youth, and kept up a
constant infusion of vigorous life, now quick-
ening into enthusiasm, now darkening into

fanaticism ; and by its perpetual rivalry,

stimulating the real, or supplying the defi-

ciencies of the secular clergy. In successive

ages it adapted itself to the state of the
human mind. At first a missionary to

barbarous nations. It built abbeys, hewed
down forests, cultivated swamps, enclosed

domains, retrieved or won for civilisation

tracts which had fallen to waste or had
never known culture. With St- Dominie
it turned its missionary teal upon Christian-

ity itself, and spread as a preaching order

throughout Christendom ; with St. Francis

it became even more popular, and lowered
itself to the very humblest of mankind- In
Jesuitism it made a last effort to govern
mankind by an incorporated caste. But
Jesuitism found it necessary to reject many
of the peculiarities of Monasticism : it made
itself secular to overcome the world. But
the compromise could not endure. Over
the Indiana of South America alone, but for

the force of circumstances, it might have
been lasting. In Eastern India it became a
kind of Christian Paganism ; in Europe a
mora] and religious nationalism, fatal both,

to morals and to religion."—pp. 6, 7.

For ten centuries Latin Christianity

was the religion of Western Europe,
Latin the religious languaze, " and,"
Dean Milman adds, " the Latin trans-

lation of the Scriptures the religions

code of mankind." Tho dominion of
Latin Christianity continued till what
is by our author called Teutonic Chris-
tianity evoked from the Bible " a more
simple faith, which seized at once oa
the reason, on the conscience, and on
the passions of men." The effect of
this new manifestation was, that tha
clergy became less and less a separata

body; that books became " a co-ordi-

nate priesthood;" that " uionastieisra

was rejected as alien to the primal re-

ligion of the Gospel; the family life—
the life of the Christian family—resum-
ed its place as the highest state of Chris,
tian grace and perfection."

There can be no doubt that it is

Dean Milman s purpose, at some fu-

ture time, to give an account of this

further development of Christianity.

Meanwhile, he now gives us, in the

narrative which occupies the three vo-
lumes before us, what former writers

would have called the history of the
papacy.

The prominent object in these vo-
lumes, that to which all else refers, is

the Church and bishopric of Home.
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Tho Chorch planted at Rome was one
of the Greek ecclesiastical republics of
which we have spoken : its language,
its Scriptures, its religious services,

were all Greek. This was fortunate,

as preserving its connexion with the
Churches of Greece and of the East.

A different language would have, at

this period of its existence, isolated it

from other Christian communities. The
importance of the city of Rome itself,

together with the fact of its Church
claiming to be of apostolic foundation,
gave to its bishop a character of im-
portance. It was impossible to exag-
gerate, difficult to form a conception

of what the Imperial city was in the first

days of the Empire. The description

in the " Paradise Regained,'* wonder,
ful as it is, gives but a faint conception
of what Rome in the first century of the
Christian era was, and of " the height
at which it stood above the other cities

of the earth—tho centre of commerce,
the centre of affairs, the centre of em-
pire."

The dream of empire with which
the demon sought to tempt our Lord,
seems to have played round the heads
of the Roman hierarchy. The con-
quest of the world appears to have been
as distinctly, even from a very early

period, the thought of the Bishops of
Rome, as ever it was of the wonderful
people whom they succeeded. The
image which Hobbea has presented
with such force, is one which every-
thing in that second empire over roan,

kind is calculated to suggest and fasten

upon the mind. Tho spiritual empire
which the popes attained is the phan-
tom of the former sovereignty haunting
its old habitation. u if," says Hobbes,
« 4 a man consider the original of this

great ecclesislical dominion, ho will ea-

sily perceive that the papacy is no other

than the ghost of the deceased Roman
Empire sitting crowned on tho grave
thereof ; for so did the papacy start up
on a sudden out of the ruins of that

heathen power. The language, also,

which they use, both in the churches
and in their public acts, being Latin,

which is not commonly used by any na-

tion now in the world, what is it but the

ghost of the old Roman language?''

Mr. Milman observes that, from the

first, it was impossible that the bifhop
of Rome should not have found him-
self almost compelled by his position

to become the judge of a thousand con-

troversies. While Rome was the seat

of empire, it must have been his duty
to watch over the interests of the Chris-
tians, and protect them, as far as his

influence extended—amon? persons ia

authority, it was impossible that he
should not bo regarded as in some de-
gree responsible lor their conduct. The
Church of the city of Rome must have
been the first to receive intelligence of
every edict affecting tho body of Chris-

tians through the whole extent of the
Roman Empire. The bishop's must
have been in every favourable, still more
in every apparently adverse occurrence,
the post of distinction and of danger.
On his conduct, in any exigency,
would depend the glory or the dis-

grace of the Church ; on his prudence
or rashness might hinge, not alone
for his diocese, but for nil Christians

throughout the world, the important

Jiucstion of persecution or exemption
rom persecution. "Tho eyes of all

Christendom must thus have been fixed

on Rome and on the Roman bishop."

Every heresy, every dissension, in

any ofthe Christian Churches, could not
but find its way to Rome, whither and
from which all the world was engaged
in perpetual transit. The East was for

over pregnant with some new effort to

reconcile with Christian doctrine some
oriental fancy or Greek figment $ and
thus, whatever his qualifications might
be for the task, the Roman bishop could
notescapo the perpetual wrangle ofevery
subtle controversialist. Greek seems,
even more than the German of our owu
day, a language framed for interminable

argument. The shades of expression,

which the subtle genius of that lan.

guage so abundantly supplies, tend,

where philosophy, or yet more, where
theology is the subject, to multiply the
questions which they affect to solve.

In both languages, every word seems
disposed to break up into the elements
of which it is composed, and every par-

ticle to claim for itself an individual

life. More fixed languages resist the

process of analysis, and oppose impe.
diments to a very subtle thinker. In
German and in Greek the languages

seem themselves to think for every

chatterer, and hence the schools of
sophists, with which every country
where those languages are spoken is

infested. It is assumed, that for each
shifting verbal sign there is a corres-

pondent reality in the world of thought;

and in languages where the parts of

wordsarc separable, there seems nopos-
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Bible termination of dispute. Our au-

thor remarks, that of the various he-

resies which in the second century

were imported into Rome, all were of

oriental or Grecian origin—" not ono
originated in Italy or in Africa." The
difficulties appear not unlike those

which arc complained of in the modern
German philosophy. Hegel, when
dying, complained that no one ever

quite understood him ; and we find

Mr. Milman saying of these early phi-

losophers, falsely so called, " no one
unfamiliar with Greek, no one not to

a great extent Greek by birth, by edu-
cation, or by habit, could in any de-

gree comprehend the conflicting theo-

ries." The position of the Roman
bishop made all eyes be directed to

him, while he was little likely to be
able to do more, in the perpetual con-

troversies which were agitated by the

Greek or oriental sectaries, than de-

lay decision, till some new topic arose.

The growth of his power depended on
its being as little as possible exercised

in the solution of the vexed questions

which bade fair to reduce Christianity,

from being the directing principle

which was to govern life and conduct,

into something of less value than the

babble of the schools of philosophy,—
nay, even of infinite mischief, as calling

into active exercise more violent pas-

sions among less educated men. This
was the great danger to which Chris-

tianity was exposed ; and the dis-

regard of these subtleties in the first

centuries in the Italian and African

Churches, was of unspeakable advan-

tage in preventing the new religion from
becoming a mere school of barren phi-

losophy. On the other hand, it is im-
possible to say that some mischief did

not arise from the habit created of look-

ing from every quarter of the Christian

world to the opinion which might
be entertained at Rome on any sub-
jects interesting to the Christian com-
munity, as, in the last resort, a tribu-

nal ofdecision. The supremacy which
was almost the natural consequence
of the importance of the city in which
the bishop resided, led to that being
afterwards asserted as a right which
was at first merely the concession of

history of the early Church,

will probably be at all times related

by each successive compiler with some
reference to the views adopted by the

society to which he may belong. The
turn which controversy among the Ro-
man Catholic and the different deno-
minations of Protestants has taken,

renders it all but impossible that this

should be the case, as each has sought

to represent the particular system

which his own community has adopted,

as derived from that of the early Chris-

tians, and conformed to a supposed
apostolic model. Whatever the system
of government, or the arrangements of

the society in the different societies

called by the name of Christian in the

apostolic times was, there seems to be

no reason to regard them, or any one
of them, as ever having thought to lay

down regulations on the subject of

government, which were to bmd fu-

ture bodies of men meeting under cir-

cumstances wholly different. It is

plain, we think, that each of the

Churches was independent of the rest;

while means appear to have been taken
for their giving and receiving mutual
aid in periods of distress; and they

seem to have communicated to each

other such written letters of instruc-

tion as were sent by their founder to

any Church of apostolic foundation.

From Paul's Epistles to the Corin-
thians, and the disorders which he de-

scribes as afflicting that Church, it has

been inferred that a change in its ar-

rangements was early made, and that

the institution of prophets, who it

would appear had abused their power?,
was gradually allowed to drop off. The
miraculous gifts, whatever tney were,
with which these men were endowed,
like all other talents with which God
entrusts his creatures, were subject to

being indiscreetly, or even mischiev-

ously used ; and either owing to such
misuse, or to the circumstance of the

gifts themselves having ceased to be
bestowed, an order of men whom, if

we understand St. Paul rightly, he
discouraged, was got rid of, and the

government of each Church was left

exclusively to its presbyters and bi-

shops— two names, we are told, for

one office.* The necessity of having
their meetings conducted with order,

rendered necessary the choice of a pre-

• For this statement Moshdm (De Rebus Christianis ante ConstanUuum), and Hooker,
Ecc Pol. Book VII., nro quoted.
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sidcnt. The convenience of avoiding
frequent elections soon led to the

appointment of such president for his

life. "It was under these circum-
stances that the lofty title of bishop

began to raise itself above the humble
appellation of presbyter; and while

the latter remained the most natural

distinction for the members of every
Christian senate, the former was ap-
propriated to the dignity of its new
president."* The episcopal govern-

ment was introduced before the end of

the first century, and seems at once to

have been everywhere adopted. " Nulla
eccleria sine episcopo has been a fact as

well as a maxim, since the time of
Tertullian and Irenasus. The bishop

of a Primitive Church was, however,
somewhat different from a medieval
pope or patriarch. His power con-

sisted in ^'administering the sacra-

ments and the discipline ofthe Church,
in superintending religious ceremonies,

in consecrating ecclesiastical ministers,

and assigning to them their respective

functions ; in the management of the

public funds, and in determining such
differences as the faithful were unwilling

to expose before the tribunal of an
idolatrous judge." It is plain that

these two last duties must soon have
confused the boundaries of spiritual

and temporal jurisdiction.

For the first century, and during a

great part of the second, such notices

as we can collect seem to prove that

there was no supreme authority con-
necting these separate and indepen-
dent communities. They were, as we
have said, with respect to each other,

wholly free. They may have differed

from each other in their internal ar-

rangements— some preserving to the

presbyters, of which the clerical part of
the congregation was composed, more
of the original equality which the ap-

pointment of a president could not
but tend to diminish ; others, admitting
or affirming from the first more dis-

tinctly the monarchical character to

which all were approaching; some
thinking more of the teachers, others

of those to be taught ; some feeling

the interests of the laicty all in all

;

others acting as if they believed the

difference between the clerics and the
laiety was in more than metaphor—
as real in kind as that between the

shepherd and the flock he was to feed.

But, however constituted, these eccle-

siastical communities were not con-

nected with each other by any link of
mutual interdepetidency ; none as yet
claimed or thought of dominion over
the rest. Towards the close of the

second century, the Greek Churches
introduced the custom of provincial

synods. This, more than anything
else, created a real distinction of rank
between the bishops and presbyters,

as the bishops attended the synods re-

presenting their respective Churches;
and the same cause gave to the bishop

of any important city something ofthe
dignity of the see which he represented.

The bishop, too, of the city in which
the synod was held, soon claimed, and
was allowed what seemed to be but his

natural right, of presiding in his own
church, to which the others were but
visiters ; and thus arose the patriar-

chal dignities.

For the first two or three centuries

Rome is to be considered as one ofthe

Greek Churches. No peculiar claim

seems to have been made for her,

though even there her bishop could

not out have the kind of authority

which his residence in the imperial

city, and his presiding in a Church of
apostolic foundation, were calculated to

give. The history of what Mr. Mil-

man calls Latin Christianity—that is

of the Papacy, as such—does not pro-

perly begin with these first centuries.

The Primitive Church in Home was
not Latin. The names of the first

Popes, however little authority the

early record can claim, were Greek,
not Latin. What is called Latin
Christianity, is African in its origin.

It cannot be assigned a date earlier

than the time of Tertullian and Cy-
prian. Tertullian repeatedly quotes
the sacred writings ; and Dean Milman
suggests that the early Latin transla-

tions ofthe Scriptures—those on which
the Vulgate was founded— were most
probably African. " I would suggest,"

he says, " as a curious investigation,

if it has not yet beeu executed by
any considerable scholar (which I pre-

sume not to assert), a critical compa-
rison of the Latinity of the old version,

as published by Sabatier, and even of

the Vulgate, with the Latin of Tertul-

lian, Cyprian, Apuleius of Madacara,
and other African writers."

We wish that Mr. Milman, in this

* Gibbon (Decline and Fall), who quotes Jerome.
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portion of his history—for we cannot
consent to regard the part which re-

lates to Latin Christianity as a sepa-

rate work— had been able to fix on
some more settled object, round which
to make the world revolve, than this of
the liomau Pontificate j or, if the Pope
must be the central object, that he had
thought it within his province to ex-
hibit- with somewhat more distinctness

than ho has done, the mechanism of
the great abiding power designated by
that noun of multitude. It is doing
little to say that " Latin Christianity,

from its commencement, in its charac-

ters, and in all the circumstances of its

development, had an irresistible ten-

dency to monarchy.'' More would
have been done hud the writer given

as an account of the system at any one
period. Regarding the Roman Ponti-

ficate as the central object in his pic-

ture, our author undertakes to de-

scribe " the controversies of the East,

in which," he tells us, " Occidental, or

Roman Christianity, mingled with a
lofty dictation, as though the estab-

lishment of its own supremacy was
its ultimate aim "— the conversion of

the Barbarians— Monasticim—Maho-
metanism — the restoration of the

Western empire beyond the Alps—
'* the first struggles of the human
mind for freedom within Latin Chris-

tendom"—the gradual growth of Chris-

tian literature, Christian art, and
Christian philosophy "— all these nro

Mr. Milman's great theme — " all

these momentous subjects range them-
selves as episodes in the chronicle of
the Roman bishops."

We cannot but feel that the unity

which Mr. Milman has thus found, or
seemed to find, is one which can be
only regarded as such either by those

who admit the claims which Rome her-

self advances, or by those who are ena-
bled to form to themselves the concep-

tion ofwhat the late Archbishop Magec
amusingly called, n Church without a
religion. If the central object be the

Papacy itself, the complex system of
government which continued so long

to preserve a Church without a reli-

gion ought to be distinctly exhibited i

norshould webeputofl'by such words as

Latin Christianity, which words them-
selves our author is compelled to ex-

plain by telling us that «* Latin" means
African, and 44 Christianity " anything
that anybody has ever culled by that

name. The interest of Mr. Milman's

[Oct:

epic must be chiefly in its episodes

;

and this is, we think, fatal to its unity

in any proper sense of the word. If the

series of popes be what constitutes the

unity, they seem to have little or no-

thing to say to most of the subjects

treated of. We are told that, among
the subjects of the proposed work,
one is '* the first struggles of the hu-
man mind for freedom within Latin

Christendom." If, as we believe. Mr.
Milman means to say that he will re-

late the way in which Rome dealt with

heretics ; if, as we hope, Mr. Milman
sympathises with many of those whom
Rome called heretics, wc think it would
better represent the case, as far as their

relations towards what Mr. Milman
makes the " centre of Latin Christian

1

history," to uso language expressive of

such sympathy, and not " run with the

hare and hunt with the hounds," as

they say in Ireland.

The title of the work seems, as far

as it can, to repudiate Protestantism.

We who regard the Bishop of Rome
as having no rightful claim beyond the

district ofRome, and who think that the

claims made for Rome not alone justi-

fied but compelled separation, think

that Mr. Milman, agreeing in this

view—and if he does not agree with ii

he must regard the Protestant refor-

mers as schismatics— has greatly in-»

creased the difficulties of his task. We
cannot but think Mr. Milman's lani

guage unguarded ; and that there ii

an implied approval of the Papacy in

this mode of viewing the history 6f
Christianity, We do not Say whether
he is right or wrong ; so many are the

considerations which must enter into

our judgment, supposing the facts on
which a judgment is to be formed per-

fectly ascertained, and so difficult ii

such perfect ascertainment, that we
do think it would have been wise*

to have called the present volumes a
history of the Church, from such si

date to such a date, than give it thd

fantastic name of Latin Christianity.

Had Mr. Milman chosen to call th6

nortion of his work which relates t<*

Mahometanism Arabic Christianity—:

a portion of his work which, let us

say in a parenthesis, we regard ai quite

admirable— we do not think persons

eould, consistently, fall out with the

designation, who regard Islamism as a
mere sect, an accidental variety 6t

Christianity, affected by soil and eH>

mate. For ourselves, notwithstanding
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our present relations with Turkey, we
should not, without some hesitation,

adopt the name.
It is, of course, impossible for us to

follow Mr. Milman over the extensive

field on which he has entered. With
respect to the questions of opinion,

which he says Rome was compelled
to investigate and decide, while it was
as yet little other than one of tho

Greek ecclesiastical colonics or con-
gregations, we learn little from him

;

and, perhaps, little that is quite cer-

tain is to be learned from any source.

The opinions entertained, whether by
heretics or by the orthodox, are but in-

distinctly stated. Our author's records

of the first two centuries are—perhaps
from the effort to crush into as small a
space as possible, and from the wish
to avoid loading his page with pas-

sages familiar to students of Church
history—far from giving as much in-

formation as it was plainly within his

power to communicate. These Church
histories are written too much for

churchmen. It should be remembered
that to the laity, now that books are

the chief medium of instruction, they
are of greatest use ; that men do not
live in libraries, and that it is not
enough to give the notes of a man's
reading, and enable a reader to work
out a narrative for himself; but the

writer should, in every case where he
professes to give a narrative, lcavo as

little as possible to mere conjecture.

One mischief in the choice of the Pa-
pacy as a central figure in this picture

is, that the lights and shades of every
part cannot but be disposed with refe-

rence to it.

Has Mr. Milman no sympathy with
those who struggled against the sys-

tem before the period of the Reforma-
tion ? Was Romanism the form of
Christianity with which he expects us

to sympathise, in the days when, what
Milton calls God's faith, was held by
the

—

" Dwcllcn In Ihe Alpine **\Uyt cold.

WUIe «11 out fotheri worshipped *toek» and itonet t"

Some of what Mr. Milman calls epi-

sodes in his history are quite admirable.

Nothing can be better than his narrat ive
ofthe conversion ofthe Northern tribes.

The peculiar doctrines of the reli-

gion which they adopted are less dwelt
on than those which they abandoned

;

and it could scarcely have been other-

wise. What was called Christianity

—

as fur as it exhibited itself to the his-

4DD

torian of these times—everywhere ma-
nifested dissension. There" was perpe-

tual strife on the subject of doctrines

which have so completely passed away
from the view of society in our day,

that the very language in which con-

troversialists then expressed themselves

is to us with difficulty intelligible; and
we cannot but believe that those to

whom they then furnished what were,

in more than metaphor, war-cries, and
who at times called armies into the

field for their maintenance— or, when
this was found too expensive a course,

fulminated anathemas against their

adversaries— were wrong in thinking
them essential to salvation. "Reli-
gious wars, at least rare in the pagan
state of society, seemed now a new
and perpetual source of human mi-
sery."

While our author states all this in

its fullest strength, he tells us there
was that in Christianity which sank
into the heart, subdued the individual,

and enabled the religion to " pursue
its course of conversion through tho
world," to subject to itself the Roman
world, and gradually to bring under
its influence tribe after tribe of the

" Christianity bad that within it, which
overawed, captivated, enthralled the innate

or at leant universal religiousness of man-
kind

; that which was sufficiently simple to
arrest by its grandeur the ruder barbarian,

while, by its deeper mysteries, it led on the
philosophic and reflective mind through un-
ending regions of contemplation. It had its

one Creator and Ruler of the universe, one
God, one Redeemer, one Spirit, under which
the ancient polytheism subsided into a sub-
ordinate hierarchy of intermediate beings,

which kept the imagination in play, and left

undisturbed almost all the hereditary super-
stitions of each race. It satisfied tha't yearn-
ing after the invisible, which seems insepa-
rable from our nature, the fears and hopes
which more or less vaguely have shadowed
out fomc future being, the fears of retribu-

tion appealed by the promises of pardon, the
hope of beatitude by its presentiments of
peace. It had its exquisite goodness, which
appealed to the indelible moral sense of man-
kind, to the best affections of his being ; it

had that equality as to religions privileges,

duties, and advantages, to which it drew up
all ranks and classes, and both sexes (slaves

and females being alike with others under
the divine care), and the abolition, so far,

of the ordinarv castta and divisions of men :

with the substitution of the one distinction,

the ckrgy and the laity, and perhaps also

that of the ordinary Christian and the monk,

MilnatC* Latin Christianity.
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who aspired to what was asserted and be-

lieved to be a higher Christianity."—pp.
255, 22o,

The historian is as yet only describ-

ing the influence of the new religion

on such of the Teutonic tribes as had
already mingled with the Roman po-
pulation as conquerors. He describes

each tribe of barbarians as remaining
still aloof, in the pride of an armed
aristocracy, from the conquered na-
tion, maintaining their own laws,

their languages and jieculiar habits—in

religion alone becoming one with those
whom they had subdued.

Mr. Milman finds, in the character
of the Teutonic peoples, and in their

own earlier religton, much that was
calculated to prepare them for Chris-
tianity— may we not adJ, much that
was more kindred with it in its true
meaning, than was likely to be com-
municated to thein in the teaching
of th^»ir new instructors? We hare
enough surely to render doubtful the
ntnes* of calling the religion they re-

ceived by the name of I^tin Christia-

nity, as a distinctive designation. The
ancient Romans, who were astonished
to find no images ofa god or gods with-
in the Jewish temple, expressed some-
thing of the same wonder when they
came to learn the religion of the Ger-
mans, who, they tell us, refused to ima-
gine their gods confined within walls;
who would not think of expressing by
anything in the similitude ofman, their

conceptions of the majesty of heavenly
beings, and who gave the name of
gods only to existences which were
invisible to the bodily eye.* There
are reasons to distrust a good deal in

Tacitus's account of the Germans ; and
from him alone have we anything of
moment concerning them before the
conquest of Rome. His very striking

picture was drawn up in intended con-
trast with that which Roman manners
at that time exhibited ; and something
is therefore to be allowed in estimat-

ing its actual value for such exaggera-
tions as a satirist would be likely to

indulge in. If we arc to judge of the

religion of the Germans whom Tacitus
described, by their condition and man-
ners some centuries after, it is cer-

tain that among them were some gross

forms of idolatry. Their idols were

for the roost part shapeless sticks or

stones, and they had human sacrifices.

It would appear that they actually

adored certain trees in their sacred

groves as gods. There are difficulties

with respect to the existence of a

priesthood among the Germans—Cae-

sar seems to say that they had none

;

and that in this they were contrasted

with the Celts. It is probable that

they had not a distinct sacerdotal

caste; that as with the pagan Ro-
mans themselves, the offices of the

priesthood did not separate men from

the ordinary duties of life; and that

this was all that Cajsar meant to

state. Theirs was a warlike faith;

their Odin or Tbor had probably hit

priests occupied only when his votaries

were engaged in the business of war
— Deo imperante, quern adetse beU

lantibus credunt. When they had con-

quered and were settled on the lands

which their swords had won, the bu-

siness of the war-god was done. If

we are to call their observances reli-

gion, it must be remembered that in

all that was of public concern their

priests interpreted the lots by which
the will of the gods was ascertained.

In the business of private life this was
the appropriate office of the head of

each family. Wild fanaticism was
every now and then excited by women
who claimed the gift of prophecy, and
who, probably, in their pretences to

witchcraft, kept alive in their own
minds and those of their hearers ob-

scure recollections of the old pagan
rites. But all this, while no doubt it

modified their views of the new faith*

which they were taught could present

no effectual resistance to the resolute

zeal of a compact priesthood— watch-
ful in season and out of season of

every opportunity of extending their

influence— animated by entire belief

in the truth of the doctrines which
they taught— supported by the real

and substantive truth on which these

doctrines rested, though, so strangely

constituted is the human mind, not

prevented by the feeling which it

seems to men with modern habits of

education, should subsist with any ve-

neration for truth, from adopting

every artifice which could win an ap-

parent assent to their creed, "The
end would sauctify all means, dignify

• Tacitus, Germania, IX.
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all humiliations ; Christian zeal and
worldly ambition would act together in

perfect harmony." There is in every

system of religion which has any estab-

lishment among men, much that con-

nects itself with localities. As far as

it is of social institution it cannot be

otherwise, and here the additional in-

fluence of climate operated. In leav-

ing their primeval forests, and passing

to summer skies, the gods of the forest

were left behind ; and the conqueror,

fixing himself permanently in the

lands which he had won, soon ceased

to contend with the "religio loci."

It is not easy to study any subject

connected with society, and the influ-

ences by which it is governed, without

being reminded often of some part or

other of Scott's works. In his poem
of " Harold the Dauntless," all the

influences of good and evil, the zeal

for truth and the arts with which, in

the early ages of Christianity, it was

assisted— human passions coming to

the support of that principle which,

after all, is to operate on the human
bosom to claim as its own whatsoever

things in man's nature "are true,

whatsoever things are just, whatsoever

things are pure, whatsoever things are

lovely, whatsoever things are of good

report;" and thus to assert itself ulti-

mately as the sole rule of conduct.

We have in every character introduced,

and in every incident, its partial and

gradual triumph ;
society itselfits crea-

tion ; over each member and each

class of which it possesses an influence

which none quite acknowledge, yet

which all obey. The surviving super-

stitions of northern paganism—the su-

perstitions still mingling with the

Christianity of Saxon England— the

domestic affections growing up in

Harold's mind, and winning him at

last by every thing that is best in

his nature, are admirably presented,

though the poem itself, as a work of

art, is less carefully worked out than

most of Scott's poems. The poem is

more just to probable fact, in the cir-

cumstance that there is no mention of

distinct doctrine in it. The wild sa-

vage is reclaimed by his bride's de-

votedness.

" Eivir ! thou for many a day

Hast followed Harold's wayward way ;

It is meet that in the line

Of after-life I follow thine.

To-morrow is St. Cuthbert's tide,

And we will grace his altar's side

—

A Christian knight and Christian bride.

And of Witikind's son shall the marvel

be said,

That on the same morn he was christened

and wed."

We transcribe from Mr. Milman
one of those striking passages with

which his work abounds :

—

" Where the Teutonic nations had pene-

trated more into the midst of the Roman
Empire; where they had settled down, as

they did successively, in all the provinces,

as lords of the soil, they would be more fully

in the preseuce and concentered influence of

Christianity. Themselves without temples,

without shrines, without altars, perhaps

without a priesthood, they would be daily

spectators of the lofty and spacious edifices,

perhaps the imposing processions, the cere-

monials, which had already begun to assume

some grandeur, of the Christian churches;

if admitted, or forcing their way within, or

hearing from without the hymns and the

music, the ordinary ceremonial which they

would witness, and still more perhaps the

more solemn mysteries which were jealously

shrouded from "their sight, would lay hold

upon their unprcoccupied religiousness, and

offer them as almost ready captives to the

persuasive teacher of these new and majestic

truths. Their conversion therefore was more

speedy, and comparatively more complete.

They too contributed much to establish that

imposing, but certainly degenerate form of

warlike and sacerdotal Christianity, which

had been growing up for two or three cen-

turies. No doubt they retained and infused

into the Christianity of the conquered pro-

vinces many of their old native superstitions,

and modes of religious thought and feeling,

but fax less than survived in Germany itself.

There the nature worship lingered behind in

the bosom of Christianity ; and under the

sublime Monotheism of Christianity, as the

old beneficent or malignant deities of pagan-

ism, became angels or spirits of evil. Every-

where among the converted tribes, the groves,

the fountains, the holy animals, preserved

their sanctity."—pp. 268, 269.

The passage is not unlike that in

which Dante, translated to the highest

heaven, describes his astonishment and

overpowering sense of wonder, in find-

ing uimself in the Empyrean, behold-

ing the glories of the celestial king-

dom, by that which he imagines the

barbarians to have felt at their first

sight of Rome :

—

" Si i Barbari venendo tla tal plaga,

Che ciatcun giortio sTElice *i cuopra,
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Botante col svofiyHo tmiPella «?

Veggendo Roma e Fatdua sua opru
Stupefaceatisi, qvando Laterano

Aile cote mortale andi di topra :

/«», che era al dicino dal humano
£ uJFetei no dal tempo venuio

£ di Fiotenza in popoljtuto e mno
Di che ttupor dovea esser compiuto"

•* If the grim brood from Arctic shores that

roamed
(Where Helice for ever as she wheels

Sparkles a toother's fondues* on her son).

Stood in mute wonder 'mid the works of

Rome,
When to their view the Lateran arose

In greatness more than earthly
;

I, who
then

From human to divine had past, from

time

Unto eternity, and out of Florence

To justice and to truth, how might I

choose

But marvel too ?"

—

Cory.

We have not at present space at our
command to give an intelligible ac-

count of a very important chapter in

Mr. Milman's work, and which goes

far to supply a want very much felt

by those who have been engaged in

the study of law. We know that

among persons engaged in communi-
cating information on the subject of
the Roman civil law, great inconve-

nience has been felt from there being

no easilv accessible book giving any-
thing of accurate information respect-

ing the effect of Christianity on the

legislation of the empire. " The In-

stitutes." an admirable text-book as

far as it goes, studiously avoids the

subject. It was drawn up by a pagan.

It consists chiefly of extracts from
jurists of an early day. Its subject

was confined to law ns far as it affect-

ed private life; and thus, though it

was impossible altogether to escape

the mention of the religion of the

empire, it is scarcely introduced.

The very size of the other books of

the "Corpus Juris Civilis" renders it

out of the question to make any use

of them as class-books ; and wc are,

therefore, exceedingly gratified at

finding the books of the code which

exhibit the imperial legislation on this

subject, brought by Mr. Miliuan into

reasonable compass ; and we have no
doubt that this very admirable abstract

will be felt of similar value with the

remarkable chapter in Amold's " Ro-
man History," in which he has given

an intelligible and accurate account of
the laws of the republic, and tbe
chapter in Gibbon's "Decline and
Fall," which is a text-book in the

German schools of law, and published
with the comments of their best jurists.

That Mr. Milman's abstracts of tbe
books of tbe Justinian Code and tbe
Barbaric Laws which relate to Chris-
tian Jurisprudence will be as soon as

it is generally known, we have no
doubt. It is already made a part of

the course of instruction in Dublin
University.

There is a chapter on monasticism
which is of great merit. It perhaps
overstates the importance to early

European society of the institution as

it existed through the West of Europe,
but our author regards it of moment
to bring distinctly to the mind how
contrasted it was, in his view of it, for

the most part, with the strange super-

stitions of the East. It is probable
thnt the origin of monasticism is to be
referred to the belief common to many
of the ancient heretics of the impurity

of matter, and the necessity of living

altogether in the Spirit. From this,

as from a root, arose opposed evils;

some inferred the indifference of all

acts done in the body, and indulged in

profligacy of every kind. Some re-

garded every natural feeling ns essen-

tially sinful, and separated themselves
from society, that they might avoid its

snares, and purchase to themselves, by
mortification on earth, enjoyments in

heaven. Marriage was regarded by
thoni as essentially impure, and a few
passages of Scripture, of doubtful in-

terpretation, were strained by them
into assertions, giving peculiar crowns
of glory in future life to those who re-

fused to encounter the cares of married
life. There can be no doubt that from
a very early period the Church feeling

was against marriage, and that, soon
after the clergy became a distinct body
from the laity, efforts were made to

create this marked line of distinction

between the two classes of men. Tbe
first authentic decretal of tbe Bishop
of Rome interdicted marriage to all

priests and deacons. In spite of this

interdict, the secular clergy through
many parts of Europe continued to
marry ; but wherever the Church bad
power the marriage of ecclesiastics was
prohibited, and in all cases it denied
the character of wives to the females
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united in that relation to clerics, and
of legitimacy to their children.

The monastic feeling everywhere
existed in the rulers of the Church.
The secular clergy, even if they could

organise anything of effectual resist-

ance— which it is not unlikely they
might in some parts of Europe—were
almost coerced into celibacy by the

rivalry of the monks, outbidding them
for popularity by affecting a more
Ascetic piety.

In his account of the monastic life

- in the East, Gibbon commences his

narrative by a quotation from "Pliny's

Natural History," describing a people

who dwelt among the palm-trees, near

the Dead Sea—" Gens sola, ct in toto

orbo prater cseteras mira, sine ulla

femina, omni venerc abdicata, sine pc-

cunia, socia palinarum. Ita per secu-

lorum millia (incredibile dictu) gens

tetema est in qua nemo nascitur jam
fcecunda illis aliorum vita? pcenitentia

est." We quote this rather in the

original than in Gibbon's language,

because he has omitted to state that,

from time out of mind—per seculorum
millia— this strange community had
subsisted, and because, regarding mo-
nasticism as opposed altogether to the

Spirit of Christianity, we are not sorry

to quote a passage of the kind in its

full strength. The monks

—

" BUck, white, and grey, with all their trumpery,"

have, wc think, done almost infinite

mischief—enough almost to justify tho

harsh language of a great man who,
speaking of them in their early stage,

says, " Such are the early traces of

principles and institutions which in a
subsequent age have counterbalanced

all the temporal advantages of Chris-

tianity." It is really wonderful to

compare the good sense and the pru-

dence in which all St. Paul's injunc-

tions on the subject of marriage are

conceived, as applicable now as at the

day they were written, with the strange

vagaries and excesses of every kind
arising out of the fantastic piety of the

early monks, and the despotic regula-

tions with which it was sought by the

rulers of the Church to restrict all but
unmarried men from communicating in

any public ministration the truths of
Christianity, or bearing any other part

but that of spectators in the services

of Christian worship.

:.

503

The parentage of Christian monas-
ticism is traced to Egypt. Anlhony is

described as so ignorant as to have
been unable to read and write. It is

doubtful whether this docs not mean
that he was unable to write Greek,
though perhaps not unable to read

and write in Coptic, his native lan-

guage. He sold what he had, distri-

buted it among the poor, and made
his way into the desert, " three days'

journey to the eastward of the Nile,

discovered a lonely spot, which pos-

sessed the advantages of shade and
Water, and fixed his sad residence on
Mount Colzim, near the Red Sea,

where an ancient monastery still pre-

serves the name and memory of the

saint."* St. Anthony lived to behold
numberless descendants or disciples,

who emulated him. They multiplied

to such a degree, that it was asserted

with pride by the hagiographers how
the number of monks in the desert was
at least equal to that of the rest of tho

population. " Quanti populi habentur
in urbibus tantae pene habentur in de-
sertis multitudines monachorum."
The knowledge of iho monastic life

was introduced into Rome in the year

341, by Athanasius, who brought with

hiin thither some of Anthonys disci-

ples. St. Jerome gives the account.

The sight of these Egyptians first oc-

casioned "horror and contempt;" but
like everything that strongly excites

attention, was soon imitated. There
!b nothing like beginning with a little

aversion. Wordsworth says, that in-

stant admiration is a proof of the

worthlessncss of a poem, and what he
says is to this extent true, that what
is original must have to force its way.
Original or not, this strange form of
religionism did make its way, and
Very rapidly. It, however, underwent
a change, or rather, in lands where
the means of sustenance were wrung
with more difficulty from a reluctant

soil, the monk was compelled to la-

bour.

The Western monks were patterns

of orthodoxy. No heresies arose among
them. If Marseilles was infected with
seini-pel;lgianism, Marseilles, it must
be remembered, was a Greek colony j

its literature, its language, its habits,

to a great extent, were Greek. The
monasteries havo been described by
modern zealots as the asylums in which

Milmartt Latin Christianity.

• Gibbon:
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letters, disregarded by all else, found
n place. At an after period some of

them, no doubt, emphatically deserved
this praise, but this was unconnected
with their original purpose. Jerome
had to flog out of him his love for pro-

fane letters. This was not necessary

in the case of many of the monks.
" Both the ancient Latin prose and
ancient Latin poetry were too repul-

sively and dangerously heathen to be
admitted into the narrow cell or the

mountain cloister."

Mr. Milraan describes with great

power the state of mind which the mo-
nastic life was calculated to nourish.

Gibbon had already expressed the mo-
tives which led men to the desert, and
the dark and implacable genius of su-

perstition never was subjected to so

strict an analysis. The seeming
contrast of seeking solitude, and yet

bein<r sustained in the strange de-

termination by feeling that there was
the sympathy of millions — the im-
pulses of religious hope—the torturing

stings of remorse — the affectation of
irritable vanity— and the fears of un-
affected humility, alike aid in induc-

ing a step, not in the first days of

those institutions irrevocable. The
historian, in speculating on the mo-
tives which had each their influeuce

on different orders of mind, does not
forget to mention the desire of finding

the means of livelihood without me-
chanic toil, which might be often the

inducement, having most power with

indolent and abject natures. To use

the language of St. Jerome :
" Pos-

sident opes sub Christo paupere quas
sub locuplete diabolo non habuerunt."

Gibbou does not sufficiently allow,

however, for the state of surround-

ing society, which, both in the East
and West, was such, till times compa-
ratively modern, that the only security

to peaceful occupation either ofmind or

body, was found in thus flying, as far as

it was possible, from its discord. For
females it presented the only chance

—

often a deceptive one—of escape from
brutality. In numberless instances we
find women of rank torn from the con-

vents in which they had honed to

shelter themselves, and comp*elled to

loathsome marriages. In some parts

of the West— as for instance, Britain

—-the establishment of monasticism was
contemporary with that of Christianity;

and this must be taken into considera-

tion when we seek to investigate the

question of monastic institutions apart
from the more general question. Id
early monachism the monk was not a

Eriest ; he had not the same objects
efore him as occupied the secular

priest. The religious instruction of
others, so far from being among bis
duties, was not even permitted him.
If a monk became an ordained priest*

he immediately quitted the cloister.

Waddington, in whose history of the
Church we have a very interesting ae-
count of the monastic life, quotes a
passage from Jerome, which shows how
entirely distinct the monks were, at

first, from those of the sacerdotal or-
der :— " Alia monachorum est causa :

aliud clericorum. Cleriei pascunt oves
ego pascor. Illi de altario vivunt

:

mihi quasi infructuosa? arbori, securis

ponitur ad radicem si manus ad altarc

non defero. Mihi ante Presbytemm
sedere non licet." — EpisL v., ad He-
liodorum Monachum. There is no
reason to think that St. Benedict him-
self was, at any time, " held in any-

rank in the clergy.*' We think that
Mr. Milinan distinguishes, more than
facts warrant, Western monasticism
from that of the East. In both, at the
first institution, mendicity was prohibi-

ted ; and the monk, thoughhe could have
no property distinct from that of bis

convent, was a man who worked for his

bread. In the East, it was the com-
paratively easy task of weaving palm-
baskets, or such occupation ; in the
West, it was often reclaiming from
wilderness a stubborn soil—but m both
labour was the rule. In both, wealth
and indolence, when wealth rendered
indolence possible, produced on monks
and monastic establishments their na-
tural effects. But the founders of these
establishments never regarded them as
places of sanctuary for men meditating
idleness.

Gibbon describes the motives lead-
ing to the cell ; Milman, the state of
mind of those who find themselves its

inmates. The imagination he repre-
sents as prcternaturally active. The
mind of the solitary was perpetually
occupied with watching its own acts,

and it ascribed to angels or to demons
every movement. We ourselves have
not had the opportunity of studying
this disease of the monastic habit in
the works of any of the class; bat
Blanco White describes it in bis " Lot-
ters from Spain," and says that Roman
Catholic clergymen find it most difficult
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to deal with. We believe that stockjob-

bers, and those whose business it is to

watch small gains, and whose minds
are kept in perpetual agitation about de-
tails which seem individually to be tri-

fles, but on which, at any moment, ruin

or great advantage may depend, suffer

from diseases regarded by medical men
as peculiar to them, and which require

peculiar treatment; and such do we
imagine this disease of morbid religion-

ism to be. In Tasso's account ofhim-
self, the state is better described than
anywhere else that we at the moment
remember. In many of the monaste-
ries, though manual labour was the

daily habit of the monks, yet it was
labour carried on under circumstances

worse for the mind in some of its phases

than* even the treadmill itself. The
occupation of the monk did not inter,

rupt thought; but where unbroken
silence was the rule, thought itself was
calculated to break down the mind.
The solitude, from which if the sight

of human forms was not expelled,

though all rational communication was
prohibited, became populous with an-

gels or demons :

—

" The scenes among which they settled

were usually such as would promote this

tendency—strange, desolate, gloomy, fearful,

the interminable sea or desert, the mountain
immeasurable by the eye, the unfathomed
glen ; in Italy volcanic regions, either cleft

or distorted by ancient eruptions, and still

liable to earthquake and disorder. Their

solitudes ceased to be solitary; they were

peopled with sounds, with apparitions unac-
countable and therefore supernatural.

n

In the great work of Dante we find

the best account— at least that which
gives most pleasure at first, and remains

longest on the memory—ofthe founders

or reformers of the monastic orders.

Whatever may become of the ques-

tion agitated between distinguished

philosophers of our own day, as to the

plurality of worlds, wo have entire

faith in Dante's poetic creations, and
have little doubt of all he tells us ho
saw when translated to the planet Sa-
turn. It was his fortune there to see

several of the spirits who, while on
earth, had passed their lives in con-

templation and retirement. He had
tho advantage, too, of seeing men of

different periods, and the natives of far

distant countries, and escaped the inevi-

table difficultywhich attends the labours

of such poor thinkers as we are, and

which besets even our Milmans and
Guizots in their most successful gene-
ralisations, of not altogether excluding
from tho story of earlier ages much
that, properly speaking, is suggested
by persons and incidents of later date.
A conversation with a monk of the
thirteenth century, and an attack on a
pope living at the time when Dante
wrote, serve to introduce the poet's ac-
of St. Benedict, the founder, in the
early part of the sixth century, of an
order of monks, "which," says Mo-
sheim, "in a manner absorbed all

others that were established in the
West." In that seventh heaven the
poet tells us how he saw

—

«* A hundred little spheres, that fairer grew
By interchange of splendour. I remained
As one who, fearful of o'er much presuming,
Abales in him the keenness of desire,

Nor dares to question; when, amid those
pearls,

One largest and most lustrous onward drew,

That it might yield contentment to my
wish,

And from within it these the sounds I heard

:

44

1

If thou, like me, bobeld'st the charity

That burns amongst us—what thy mind con-
ceives

Were uttered. But that, ere the lofty bound
Thou reach, expectance may not weary thee,

I will make answer even to the thought
Which thou hast such respect of. In old days
That mountain, at whose side Cassino rests,

Was, on its height, frequented by a race

Deceived nud ill disposed ; and I it was
Who thither carried first the name of Ilim
Who brought tho soul-subliming truth to

man

;

And such a speeding grace shone over me,

That from their impious worship I reclaimed

The dwellers round about, who, with the

world,

Were in delusion lost. These other flames,

The spirits of men contemplative, were all

Enlivened by that warmth whose kindly

force

Gives birth to fruits and flowers of holiness.

There is Macarius, Romoaldo here
;

And here my brethren, who their steps re-

frained

Within tho cloisters, and held Arm their

Dante, it would almost seem, him-
self felt the advantage which the plan
of his work gave nim of exhibiting

in one view a system which it took
ages fully to create, and of which he
shows his clear perception of the evil

as well as of the good ; for the disap-
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pearance 0f Benedict is thus de-

scribed:

—

M So laying, to bU Mienihlj back h« drew (

And they together fluttered into one 1

Then ill rolled upward with the eJdying wind."

The monastic societies grow out of

the effort to combine with some of the

advantages of society the seclusion of

the solitary monk; and the story of

each of the great institutions com-
mences with the account of the founder

making his escape to the wilderness.

St. Benedict) the son of respectable

parents, natives of Nursia, was sent to

Rome for his education. It would
appear that his father and mother
fixed their residence in Home. He
lived in their house ; but the youth-

ful school associates among whom he
found himself, were not to his taste,

lie shrank also from the study of po-

lite letters, and, to the dismay of his

parents, fled from the dangerous city.

His nurse accompanied his flight.

The village of Eflidc, about two miles

from Lubiaco, was the place of his

retreat. The villagers admired the

pious boy, and food was not refused by
them to him and his nurse, more par-

ticularly when they found that he pos-

sessed the gift of miracles. A stone

dish fell from his nurse's hand ; it was
broken, but the broken fragments were
re-united as he prayed, lie sought a
wilder solitude, and found a cave,

in a wooded steep that overlooked the

Anio, which is still shown. The shep-

herds mibtook him in his rude sheep-

skin dress for a wild beast. *I Jo spoke,

and they were charmed with feelings

which they never before experienced,

and won to believe in the doctrines

which he taught. The tempter pur-

sued him to the wilderness — it could
not but be he—in the shape of a bird,

.which Happed about his brow. The
tempter— it could not but be he—ap-
peared before him in day-dreams, and
even more distinctly in the dead of
«ight ; and now he assumed the form
of a lovely woman whom Benedict had
known at Rome. Saints have been
often tried by this peculiar wile of Sa-
tan. Strange stories are told of

eases in which the demon triumphed

;

stories still more strange of cases where
the saint gaiucd the victory, by rolling

his naked body in snow. We believe

this is the approved regimen. It is

not every day or everywhere that snow
can be got. But when he cannot get

water, the Mohammedan is allowed to

perform his ablutions with dost—of all

things in the world, dust ; and Bene-
dict rushed from his bed, and rolled

himself on the brambles and sharp

points of tho rocks. The demon and
the saint continued their conflict: the

devil thought the best thing to be done
in the case was to make him an abbot

;

and the prince of this world soon found
means to get him elected by a neigh-

bouring monastery. But Satan was
overreached (perhaps not) ; the saint

subjected his monks to rigorous disci,

pline. Those whom this course did

not improve were hardened by it in

iniquity. They attempted to poison

Benedict. The cup burst asunder in

his hands; he rebuked them mildly,

forgave them, but retired to his her-

mitage.

Twelve monasteriessoon grew around
him, each containing twelve vota-

ries. He considered that less or more
than this number led to negligence or

to discord :

—

" Three virtues constituted the sum of ths

Benedictine discipline. The three occupa-

tions of life were the worship of God, read-

ing. And manual labour.

For the divine servieo the monks awoke
at midnight; they retired again, and rose

after a brief repose for matins. After matins

they did not return to their beds, but spent

their time in reading, meditation, or the,

singing of psalms. From prime to noon,

and alt after the brief meal, and another

period of reading or meditation, was devoted

to labour. At particular period*, as at

harvest, the labouring brothers did not re?

turn home to their religious service ; they

knelt and performed it in the fields. The
ma*s was not celebrated on ordinary days,

only on Sundays and holidays."—pp. 418-
421.

These Benedictine monks were s

different class of men from those of the

desert of the Tbebais, of whom the
stories told would seem to full in rather

with our notions of Brahminical devo-
tion than to anything to which the
name of Christianity can be well as-

signed. It is probable that the legend*

were never entirely believed, bqt they

equally exhibit the kind of dream
which was called religion. Macarius,
we are told, being given a bunch of

grapes, sent it to one of the monks of
his convent, who sent it to a third.

The grapes thus passed on to every
one pf the mqnka, each refusing to
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taste of the luxury. He at one time
thoughtlessly killed a gnat which was
biting him. "To maxo amends for

his inadvertency, and to increase his

mortifications"—we quote " Curxon's

Monasteries of the Levant"— "he
retired to the Marshes of Scete, where
there were flies whose powerful stings

were sufficient to pierce the hide of a
wild boar. Here he remained six

months, till his body was so much dis-

figured that his brethren only knew
htm by the sound of his voice." We
think it by no means unlikely that

among the works intended for edi-

fication among the Western monks,
such tales of their Eastern prede-

cessors were often read aloud in

the refectory during meal-times, and
listened to with such attention as men
occupied at their meals give to the

matters which college statutes require

to be read at what we should think un
unseasonable hour ; but the whole was
felt to be mere religious fable.

The time of the monks of his order

was thus, by the rule of St. Benedict,

divided between manual labour and
devotional studies. The Lord's Day
was wholly given to prayer und read-

ing. Time was so divided as to de-

prive the individual monk of any
choice as to how his occupations should

be arranged. When the employmerit

of any one or more was at such a dis-

tance from the monastery as not to

admit of their return at the appointed

time of religious services, tin y knelt

down where they were, and thus ob-

served the prescribed devotions at the

prescribed hours. Such as were ac-

quainted with any trade might exer-

cise it with the permission of the abbot.

The profits belonged to the monastery.

What they sold was sold at a lower

price than common artisans charged,

"that God might be glorified in all

things." This underbidding the com-
mon artisan looks very like a modern
advertisement to gain an advantage

over rivals.

The original rule of St. Benedict

was free from the austerity of eastern

monasticism. It prescribed tempe-

rance ; but while he expressed regret

that the human frame whs no longer

able to bear those austerities which

were possible in former ajies, when
man was a stronger and healthier ani-

mal, the founder of the Benedictine

establishments did not command rigo-

rous fasting or mortification to his

monks. They were not yet wealthy

;

and the labour of their hands, while it

procured their support, rendered un-
necessary such aids to virtue as these

observances are said to afford. With
increasing wealth, it is observable that

the rules of the monastic orders became
more strict, and the reformers who
from time to time arose, imposed re-

gulations far more severe than any
which the founder thought desirable.

There is in one of Madame I)e Stael's

works an account of a Moravian vil-

lage which would almost picture the
life of these ccenobites of old, as it ex.
isted in the contemplation of Benedict.

The same grave aspect, the same severe

silence, the same effort to realise the

thought of being "ever in the great

taskmaster's eye"—and, alas! the same
danger of the overstrained effort, com-
pelling the mind to sink down, we fear,

in absolute despair. Night and day
the inflexible rule of St. Benedict re-

gulated the lives of his monks. In
their dormitory a lamp for ever burn-
ed, and entire silence was imposed on
them through such hours of tne night
as were intended for sleep. Through
the day every expression calculated to

disturb seriousness of thought, or

wiiich was not calculated to promote
the religious objects which it was as-

sumed broucht them together, was
forbidden. The rule makes no men-
tion of recreation, and it seems so to

dispose of the entire time of the monk
as to leave no interval for it ; yet we
cannot believe that men to profoundly
acquainted with human nature as these

monastic legislators were, made no
provision for this absolute necessity of
our nature. A modern historian tells

us somewhat archly, when speaking on
this subject, that every evening after

supj>er, while the brethren arc still as-

sembled together, one of them is to

read aloud passages from the Lives of
tho Saints. In our day such readings

no doubt would be found amusing
enough, but they were then somewhat
differently regarded. There can be no
doubt that from a very early period the

Scripture stones were dramatised by
the monks—that the devil was felt to

be fair game, and that the element of
fun, " last and furious," often gave
life to the old monastic halls. ^Ye do
not detect in any of the old mysteries

and moralities which, though of a later

date, are, we know, representations of
what the monasteries at all times pro-
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duced, anything of temporary satire.

Their Herod and Judas are never pic-

tures of local tyrants ; but we cannot

avoid suspecting that the Boy-Bishop

and such things are very often attacks

on the secular clergy. Wherever lite-

rature in any form exists— and what-

ever there was of literature did exist

in the monasteries— there is the play

of mind which expresses itself in sa-

tire ; and we entertain no doubt what-

ever that much of the Fescinnine li-

cense which the decorum of modern
society, and its separation of classes of

men from each other, has mischievously

silenced, and each day seeks more and
more to drive out of the world, was
then freely indulged in, and contributed

its share to the amusement of these

communities.

In these colleges the abbot was
chosen by the brethren, and "bound to

consult the seuior brethren on lesser

matters, and the whole body on the

more important contingencies."* He
was not, however, bound to do more
than consult ; the decision rested with

him ; the vow of obedience was re-

garded as obligatory on the consciences

of the others.

The novitiate of a monk was far

from inviting. The effort of the foun-

ders of monasteries was to discourage,

not to welcome, zeal. The candidate

stood for days supplicating for admis-

sion. This, no doubt, was a form, but
a form imposing humiliation. He was
then received into the chamber of

strangers ;—an ancient monk, then, in

the language of dissuasion— probably

adopting some prescribed form of words

—explained the rule of the order, and
the difficulty of observing it. The rule

was again read to him at the end of

two months ; again at the end of half

a year ; and then at the end of the

year ;—if he persevered in his resolu-

tion he was allowed " to make pro-

fession " in public. The profession

was confined to a vow of" perseverance

in the monastic life, correction of moral
delinquency, and obedience.'' The

rule fixed punishments for offences; it

gave the abbot the power of expulsion

;

but provided for the restoration of the
offender on promise of amendment.
The plan of Mr. Milman's work

does not allow him to bring the history

of these institutions far enough down
to exhibit their effects on general so-

cioty ; and we regret this. In some
future portion of his work we trust that

this will be supplied.

Wehave already exceeded our space;
and yet we feel that we have brought this

very instructive book but imperfectly

before our readers. It is not possible

to compress into a few pages the sub-

stance of a narrative extending over a
thousand years ; and much that it sug-

gests cannot even be adverted to. We
nope, therefore, to return to the subject.

We know no writer who, when a pic
tune is to be distinctly presented to the

mind, so entirely succeeds as the

author of these volumes. The move-
ments of societies are often described

almost as perfectly as if the narrative

concerned itself with the fates and for-

tunes of individuals. This wonderful
power Mr. Milmau and Mr. Grote, of
living writers, alone possess in any
high degree. It is, perhaps, from the

circumstance that his thoughts are

more conversant in this work with the

movements of associated men, and
with individuals acting in a representa-

tive character, than with men making
their own felt in defiance of surround-
ing circumstances, that Mr. Milman
seems to us less successful when he un-
dertakes to give the history of opinions.

In this part of his task we do not say

he is inaccurate, but his language is

not for us sufficiently definite. And we
should wish more frequent extracts

exhibiting in their own words— the

only way in which it can be satisfac-

torily done — tbe views of such theo-

logical writers as he gives an account
of. We may, however, be wishing
for actual impossibilities. No single

book can do the work of a theological

horary.

• Wadduigton's Church Hittory, ch. 19.
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PART I.

Until the last twelvemonth opened
a new page in history, it could not have
been anticipated that the battle-field

ofEurope would be a little arid penin-

sula in the remotest corner of the Black
Sea, and that the armies of Britain,

France, Turkey, and Russia would be
concentrated in direst strife around a
fortress, whose very name was hardly

known in this country before the pre*

sent war broke out. It speaks volumes
for the far-seeing sagacity and indo-

mitable ambition of the Czars, that they
should have created in a spot so dis-

tant, a fortress and fleet so formidable,

as to compel Western Europe to an un-
precedented effort for their destruction.

Connected with the barren steppes of

the mainland of southern Russia only by
the narrow strip of flut and sandy land,

not five miles across, which constitutes

the Isthmus of Perekop, the Crimea
stretches out in a nearly southerly di-

rection, in the form of a rhomboidal

or diamond-shaped peninsula, about
one-third the size of Ireland. At its

western point is Capo Tarkban ; at its

eastern, itertch and Kafiii ; and in the

south, the bay, town, and fortress of

Skbastopol.
At least two-thirds of the Crimea

consists of vast waterless plains of
sandy soil, rising only a few feet above
the level of the sea, and in many
places impregnated with salt ; but
all along the south-eastern side of the

peninsula, from Sebastopol to Kertch
and Kaffa, there extends n chain of

limestone mountains, the highest sum-
mit of which is the Chatir-Da^h, rising

to somewhat more than five thousand

feet in altitude. Beginning at Bala-

clava, nine miles east of Sebastopol,

VOX* XXXV.—WO. CCLXJU.

precipices fringe all this south-eastern

coast ; but at the foot ofthese limestone

precipices extends a narrow strip of
ground, seldom half-a-league in width,

intervening between the hills and the

shore, and resembling on a large scale

the under-cliff of the Isle of Wight. It

is in this picturesque and delightful

region that the Allied army has now
established its base of operations. " A
luxuriant vegetation descends to the

water's edge. Chestnut trees, mulber-
ries, almonds, laurels, olives, and cy-
presses grow along its whole extent.

Numbers of rivulets of the clearest

water pour down from the cliffs, which
effectually keep off all cold and stormy
winds. Thickly studded with villages,

and adorned with the villas and pa-

laces of the richest Russinn nobles,

this tract offers a most striking con-

trast to the remainder of the peninsula,

or indeed to any other part of Russia."
The possession of the Crimea, and

the construction of a maritime fortress

of the first order in the magnificent
harbour of Akhtiar (for such was the

former name of Sebastopol), were pro-

minent parts of that vast scheme of
policy by which the genius of the Czar
Peter, and his successors, transformed
Muscovy into the Russian Empire.
The Tartar princes of the Golden
Horn still reijjned in the delicious

gardens of Bakshi-serai, under the ti-

tular supremacy of the Porte, when
the political intrigues of Russia first

penetrated into the peninsula ; succes-

sive invasions followed ; a protectorate

was established by that very treaty of
Kainardji, which Prince Menschikoff
invoked in support of other demands ;

and a few years later the annexation of
8 x
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the province was consummated. The
Empres.- Catherine passed a n'ujht or two
in the- deserted palace of the Khans;
and in preparing the future strength

of Sevastopol, she might, with more
truth than at Cherson, utter that

proud boast, 44 Here lies the road to

Byzantium." In course of time the

Euxine became a Russian lake, owing
to the magnitude of the naval forces

assembled beneath the batteries of Se-

bastopol ; the extensive plains of the

Crimea provided copious and cheap

supplies of food for tue troops ; while

the absence of population and trade

left the peninsula as a sort of natural

fortress, which hardly attracted the

notice of other countries.

The ever-memorable Expedition of
the Allies, designed to wrench this

fortress and fleet from the posses-

sion of the Czar, set sail from Varna
in the first week of September. No
naval expedition ever before equalled

it. The renowned Spanish Armada is

reported to have been numerous ; but

in those days there were no steamers

of 3,500 ton9, and sailing-ships of like

burden, so that no comparison can be
instituted. In the Bay of Baltjik,

where the expedition first rendezvous-

ed, the sea was literally covered for a
space of eight miles long with splendid

snipping. Thirty-seven sail of the

line—ten English, sixteen French, and
eleven Turkish, — about a hundred
frigates and lesser vessels of war, and
nearly two hundred of the finest steam
and sailing transports in the world, Iny

at anchor, in one immense semicircle

nine or ten deep. The great linc-of-

battle ships, with lights gleaming from
every port, looked like illuminated

towns afloat ; while the other vessels,

with position-lights hoisted at the main
and fore, shed a Tightupon the sea, twink-
ling away, until lost in the distance.

Each Division of the army carried lights

corresponding to the number of their

division ; and at night, when every
ship, say 400 in number, was lighted

up, the scene was of the most extra-

ordinary and interesting description.

The sailors called it " Regent-street,"

but llegcnt-strect never showed so

many lights since it was built. Con-
stantinople, during the feast of Bairam,
or the Feast of Lamps, described in

Moore's poems, would have been a
more worthy illustration.

On the 9th, leaving the expedition
anchored off the Isle of Serpents at

the mouth of the Danube, the Allied

commanders proceeded on a tour of
iuFpection to the coasts of the Crimea,
naming along the shore from Kalamita
Bay sou th-eastwards,as farasBal&klava.
At the mouth of the Bclbek they found
an encampment of Russians, and the

Caradoc, with the Allied Generals on
board, ran so near the cliffs that the

Russian officers were distinctly seen,

telescope in hand, observing the new-
comers; and on the English officers

taking off their hats and bowing, the

courtesy was duly returned. On the

morning of the 1 1 th, the Allied com-
manders rejoined the fleet, upon which
the vast armada once more got under
weigh : on the 12th, they first sighted

the shores of the Crimea ; and at three

p.m., next day, the whole fleet came
to an anchor off the clean and well-

built little town of Eupatoria. To the

south of the town were seen innumer-
able windmills ; and several bathing-

boxes, gaily painted, along the beach,

gave an air of Western civilisation to

the place, despite the old Turkish mi-

narets which peer above the walls.

Four or five hundred Russian soldiers,

in their long grey coats and caps, also

sauntered along the shore. The Spit-

fire ran in to take soundings and exa-

mine the place ; and an eyewitness on
board gives the following graphic

sketch of the coup-fail that presented
itself: — "As we passed the Russian
quarter, drifting very slowly and
Bounding every minute, we had ample
time and opportunity to admire the

handsome gardens and houses which
are near the sea. The balconies of the

latter were crowded with ladies and
gentlemen—Russians, of course—who,
sitting in chairs, were laughing, chat-

ting, and talking with a sang Jroid
and good-humour which we were cer-

tainly at a loss to understand. Some
of the gentlemen were in uniform, but
the majority were in the plain morn-
ing-dress of London or Parisian so-

ciety. The ladies were handsomely
dressed,—nearly all of them, however,
in that peculiar melange of costume
which prevails so much at this time of

the year at Southend, Boulogne, or
Margate. Some of them were eating

cakes or fruit, pointing out the colos-

sal line-of-battle- ships, thirty-seven of

which were now in the bay, and occa-
sionally laughing immoderately. The
invasion had no terrors forthem, though
they seemed wrapped in astonishment

at the enormous extent of the fleet.*

Eupatoria having surrendered at
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discretion, tho Expedition made sail

twenty miles further to the south ; and
at daybreak next morning (the 14th)

came to anchor off Old Fort, at which
place it had been resolved that the dis-

embarkation should take place. The
landing of the troops was commenced
without delay. The small war-steam-

ers of the French fleet went much
nearer the shore than those of the Bri-

tish, and a little after seven o'clock the

first boat put off from the French men-
of-war. Not more than fifteen or six-

teen men were on board, and she was
rowed quickly ashore. The crew leapt

out, and, forming into a knot on the

beach, seemed busily engaged for a
few moments over one spot of ground,

as though they were digging a grave.

Presently a flag-staff was visible above
their heads, and in another moment
the tricolour flag was run up to the

top, and fluttered out gaily in the

wind, while the men took off their

hats and shouted, " Vive V Empereur /"

Thus our brave allies were the first to

take seisin of the Crimea. Their
whole infantry, 23,000 strong, were
landed in the course of the day. The
instant a French regiment landed, a
company was pushed on to reconnoi-

tre— skirmishers or pickets were sent

out in front ; and as each regiment
followed in column, its predecessors

deployed, and advanced in light-march-

ing order en tirailleur, spreading out
like a fan over the plains, and asto-

nishing their more slow-going allies by
the rapidity with which they appro-
priated the soil.

The landing of the first British boats

was attended by a somewhat pictures-

que incident, which had well-nigh re-

sulted in the capture of one of our
best officers. An eyewitness from the

fleet has thus described it :

—

41 There was no enemy In sight ; but long
before the French had landed their first

boat's cargo the figure of a mounted officer,

followed by three Cossacks, had fallen within

the scope of many a glass. The Russian
was within about 1,100 yards of us, and
through a good telescope we could watch
his every action. He rode slowly along by
tho edge of the cliff, apparently noting the

number and disposition of the fleet, and
taking notes with great calmness in a me-
morandum-book. He wore a dark green

frock-coat with a little silver lace, a cap of

the same colour, a sash round his widst, and
long leather boots. His horse, a fiuo bay
charger, was a strangi; contrast to the

shaggy, rough little steeds of his followers.

There they were, ' the Cossack*' at last!—

stout compact -looking fellows, with sheep-

skin caps, uncouth clothing of indiscriminate

cut, high saddles, and little fiery ponies,

which carried them with wonderful ease and
strength. Each of these Cossacks carried a
thick Lance of some fifteen feet in length,

and a heavy-looking sabre. At times they

took rapid turns by the edge of the cliff in

front of us— now to the left, now to the

rear, of their officer, and occasionally they

dipt out of sight, over the hill, altogether.

Then they came back, flourishing their

lances, and pointing to tho accumulating
masses of the French on their right, not
more than half a mile from them on the

shore ; or scampering over the bill to report

progress as to the lines of English boats ad-
vancing to the beach. Their officer behaved
very well, ne remained for an hour within
range of a Minic rifle, and while the High-
flyer stood in close to shore, he was coolly

making a sketch in his portfolio of our ap-
pearance.

" Meanwhile the English boats were
nearing the shore, A small boat from the
Britannia, immediately preceding the 7th
Fusiliers of the Light Division, was the first

to land, and disembarked some men on the
beach, who went down into the hollow at
the foot of the cliffs: The Russian continued
his sketching. Suddenly a Cossack crouch-
ed down and pointed with his lance to the
ascent of tho clifT. The officer turned and
looked in the direction. We looked too, and
lo ! a cocked hat rose above the horizon.

Another figure, with a similar head-dress,

came also in view. The first was Sir George
Brown, on foot ; the second we made out to

be Quartermaster-General Airey. Tho scene
was exciting. It was evident the Russian
and the Cossacks saw Sir George, but that

he did not see them. A picket of Fusiliers

and Riflemen followed the General at a con-
siderable interval. Tho Russian got on his

horse, the Cossacks followed his example,
and one of them cantered to tho left to see

that the French were not cutting off their

retreat, while the others stooped down over
their saddle-bows and rode stealthily, with
lowered lances, towards the Englishmen.
Sir George was in danger, but he did not
know it ; neither did the Russians see the

picket advancing towards the hrow of the

hill Sir George was busy scanning the

country, and pointing out various spots to

the Quartermaster-General. Suddenly they

turn, and slowly descend the hill— tho gold

sash disappears— the cocked hat is eclipsed

—Cossacks and officer dismount, and steal

along by the side of their horses. They,
too, are hid from sight in a short time,

and on the brow of the cliff appears a string

of native carts. In about five minutes two
or three tiny pufts of smoke riso over the

cliff, ond presently the faint cracks nfn rifle

are audilile to the men in the nearest ships.

In a lew minutes more the Cossacks are

visible, flying like the wind on the road to-

wards Sevastopol, and crossing close to the
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left or the French line of skirmisher*. When
we landed we heard that Sir George Brown
bad a near escape of being taken prisoner.

He was the first to lar.d, and pushed on

without sending videttea or men in front,

though he took the precaution, very fortu-

nately, to bring up a few soldiers with him.

The Cossacks, who had been dodging him,

made a dash when they were within less

than a hundred yards. The General had to

run, and was only saved from capture by the

lire of the Fusiliers. The Cossacks bolted."

During the passage, Marshal St.

Arnaud had been attacked with such

severe illness that for three days his

life was almost despaired of ; but the

indomitable energy of the man carried

him through, and he never lost sight

for a moment of the wants of his army.
Both Generals, upon landing, issued

orders of the day to the soldiers, strict-

ly enjoining that the inhabitants of the

country should be treated as friends,

and be paid for the supplies which they

brought. A train of bullock-carts,

bound with provisions for Scbastopol,

wns captured during the day,— their

Tartar drivers not appearing at all

averse to the proceeding, and render-

ing all the assistance in their power at

the unloading. These men, like tie

rest of the population, wore circular

sheepskin caps, broad at the top, where
they are crowned by a small round
piece of scarlet or other gay-coloured

clotli—loose trowsers and jackets, and
the expression of their face is good-
humour personified. A few scattered

Cossacks were seen hovering at a re-

spectful distance from the outposts, but
no other symptom of the enemy was
visible ; and before night the camp-
fires of the Allied host were seen blaz-

ing away, over an expanse of five or

six miles of country.

The night which followed the disem-

barkation was a miserable one in the

British array. The French—who ma-
nage all matters of organisation better

than wc do—had got their tents ashore,

but even the general officers of the

British had to bivouac without shelter.

The night, unfortunately, proved wet

and cold; wood was scarce, and the

camp-fires were soon drenched out by
the rain; and to add to the misery,

cholera began to show itself, and some
poor fellows perished under its attack

during the night, amidst circumstances

which excited the lively commiseration

of their comrades. The spirits of the

army, however, were high, and both

officers and men bore their hardships

Not.

bravely. An officer of the Guards
saya :

** I rose long before daylight,

from a lair of di-ep mud, cold and stiff

from wet. ' Twas water, water,

everywhere, bnt not a drop to drink!"

I was dreadfully bitten by musquitos,

and am now wri ling with one eye en-

tirely closed np. The sun came oat

about ten, and tbe whole day was spent

in drying our things." Prince Kd-
ward of Saxe Weimar, when asked

next morning, how he had fared during

the night, replied—" Why, as well as

I could. We got the brushwood and

heaped it together for a bed, and then

wrapped our cloaks round us tightly

;

but, at the best, it was no treat." 8ir

George Brown slept under an araba,

or bullock-cart, and was very r»car

paying dearly for his luxury-. The
bottom of the cart not being in very

serviceable condition, two or three

pickaxes, belonging to the engineer

department, were sent through it, with

the view of breaking it up for other

purposes; and as the brave old General

raised his head, the point of an axe

struck him pretty severely just above
tbe eve. The Countess of Errol,

who had landed with her husband
among the plaudits of the army,
fortunately found quarters in one of

the few native bouses in the neigh-

bourhood.
Next day (the 15th) the landing of

the cavalry and horse-artillery com-
menced ; and on this, as on the pre-

ceding day, the hearty labour of the

sailors of the fleet was past all praise.

Standing half or wholly naked in the

surf, at the bows of the boats, they

with great glee handed each soldier

and his accoutrements down the plank

to the shingle, for fear " he'd fall off,

and hurt himself." Especially valu-

able was the labour of these gallant

blue-jackets in the landing of the

horses and artillery ; and their delight

to have a horse to hold and pat all to

themselves was excessive. When the

gun-carriages stuck fast in tbe shingles,

half a dozen herculean seamen rashed

at the wheels, and with a «' Give way,

my lads—all together," soon spoked it

out with a run, and landed it on the

hard sand. They never relaxed their

efforts as long as man or horse of tbe

expedition remained to be landed, and
many of them, officers as well as men,
were twenty-four hours in their boats.

The Ritles were out on outpost duty,

to prevent a hostile surprise ; and tb«

Hussars, with Lord Cardigan at their

The Expedition to the Crimea.—Part t.
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head, were constantly scouring the

country for miles round, riding along
as lightly and gaily as if it were a re-

view, and not the grim bastions of Se-

bastopol that they saw before them.
It was the 1 7th before the tents for the

British army were got ashore, and many
were the contrivances which the men
hit upon to provide cover in the in.

terim. Some of the officers improvised
tents, by sticking up their blankets

upon a musket and swords. A hole

dug in the sund, and covered with a
great -coat, was contempluted with
looks indicative of great satisfaction,

by many a man who, a few months be-

fore, bad been bored with invitations in

town. But they stood it well, those

English gentlemen, oar antiquum ro-

bur ; ana the Duke of Cambridge was
seen sitting at the door of his tent, en-

gaged very earnestly in discussing a
substantial piece ot salt pork, sur-

mounting a hunch of brown bread.

The only officer who was fortunate was
a Colonel of the Guards, who fell into

excellent quarters—namely, the house
of a Russian colonel of hussars, who
(doubtless with a view of securing his

property from damage) left his house
all en regie, with directions to his ser-

vants to treat any one who should

quarter himself there just as if he were
his guest : so that the British officer

found himself sipping champagne in the

colonel's dining-room, whde his bro-

ther-officers had to make a poor shift

On the sands. Fortunately, after the

first night, the weather— though cold at

nights, with heavy dews in the morn-
ing—became beautiful, and continued

so, without intermission, during the

whole eventful campaign— a circum-

stance hardly less providential than the

fine weather which the expedition had
.it sea ; for, during the wnole march,

the British had to bivouac in the open
air.

Owingtounfortunatebut,wepresume,
unavoidable delays, which allowed the

enemy to concentrate his forces, and
strongly entrench himself in their front,

the Allied army was not ready to com-
mence its advance towards Sebastopol

until the morning of the 19th. Here,

apjain, the superior organisation of the

i rench became conspicuous ;
for, while

the British had to send all their tents

on board ship, from inability to march
with them, the French (who, we be-

lieve, have their tents made so as to bo

carried in pieces by the soldiers) took

theirs with them. A garrison of two

thousand French nnd Turk*, and fivo

hundred marines, were left to occupy
Enpatoria, where they threw up somo
field-works ; and then the advance
commenced. The Turks, six thousand
strong, marched next the sea ; next to

them were the French ; and the British

marched about four miles inland, and
a little behind the rest, so as to cover
their flank and rear. The day was
clear, with a burning sun, and the line

of march lay through a waterless dis-

trict, so that the troops suffered greatly

from heat and thirst, and numbers fell

behind. During the march the Allied

generals rode in company along the
nes of both armies, inspecting their

appearance, and occasionally address-

ing an encouraging remark. As they
passed in front of the 55th regiment,
Marshal St. Arnaud said, " English-
men, I expect you will fight bravely
to-day;" whereupon a voice from the
ranks exclaimed, " Sure you know we
will 1" Frequent halts were made to

allow of recounoissances being made,
which from our small force of cavalry
it was difficult to do ; but in the after-

noon, after an eight-miles march, the
army reached the scanty stream of the
Buljanac, which they crossed and ad-

vanced a little way into the plain on
the other side. The enemy now began
to show themselves ; and a large body
of dragoons and Cossacks, supported
by infantry and artillery, appeared on
a low ridge bounding the plain, about
a mile's distance from the Buljanac.
Lord Cardigan's brigade of light ca-

valry was in front, and sustained a fire

from the enemy's cannon with in-

comparable steadiness. At last Lord
Raglan ordered a field-battery to ad-
vance, whose excellent ball-practice

induced the enemy to retire, but not
until the French had crept up on their

left flank and let fly a volley from a
battery of nine-pounders into the midst
of the Russian dragoons. The whole
Allied army then, leaving outposts on
the ridge, retraced its steps to the
banks of the stream, in order to be
near water, and there encamped for

the night.

It was known that the Russian army
had taken up a position, five miles in

front, on the banks of the Alma ; and
as soon us the allied host, resuming its

inarch next day, reached the top of
the low ridge to the south of the Bul-
janac, the enemy's position came in

view. The advance of the Allies lay

over a wide plain, sloping gradually
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down to the Alma ; and, from the

steep heights to the south of that

stream, Prince Menschikoffcould count
every man of his assailants for three

hours before they came into line in his

front. The Russian position was very

strong, both by nature and by art.

The river Alma runs in a deep bed
with rugged bank?, but in the autumn
season it is fordable by troops in many
places, at least in front of the British

position. Besides these steep and
rugged fords, there was a bridge at

the point where the high-road to Se-
bastopol crosses the stream, about three

miles from its mouth ; and where the

river enters the sea, a narrow ridge of

shingle, banked up by the waves, forms

a natural causeway, covered by a foot

and a-half of water. The south bank
of the Alma rises from the sea-shore

in perpendicular cliffs, about two hun-
dred feet high ; and these, as they run
inland, form a nearly perpendicular

wall along the banks of the river, bear-

ing a few conical mounds on the sum-
mit, and thence spreading away south,

wards in a narrow plateau, from which
the ground again slopes down to the

level country behind. About two and
a-half miles from the sea these heights

curve backwards from the Alma in the

shape of a half-oval, and again ap-
proach the stream two miles further

up, where they terminate in a steep

pinnacle. From the summit of this

curved portion of the heights— which
are about four hundred feet high, and
the furthest point of which is distant

about a mile from the river-side— the

ground slopes down at first steeply, and
then breaks into little ridges and val-

leys, with again another rather steep

descent for a hundred yards at the
banks of the river. All along the line

of heights, from the pinnacle-hill to the
sea, was posted the Hussion army,
forty- five thousand strong, besides six

or eight thousand cavalry, and at least

a hundred pieces of artillery, many of
which were of heavy calibre. Their
right flank rested on the pinnacle-

height, where they had constructed a
breastwork redoubt mounting eleven
32-pounders, whose shot carried

nearly a mile across the Alma, and
ranged over the sloping amphitheatre
on the south bank as far as the bridge
where the highway begins to ascend
the Russian position. Another redoubt
stood on the other horn of the curved
ridge, nearly at the point where the
heights first recede from the Alma. A

third redoubt, and the most powerful

of all, was placed half-way between
the high road and the battery on the

right, a little way down the slope, at

the mouth of a little valley leading to

the heights above, and fully command-
ing the passage of the Alma all along

the front of the opposite British army,
which was drawn up to the sloping

amphitheatre of which we have
spoken. Three other batteries of

minor strength were in position on the

heights facing the British right. Dense
masses of infantry and horse-artillery

stood arrayed on the slopes, ready to

contest the passage of the river, with

the reserves grouped in masses behind

the redoubts on the summit of the

range ; while light troops and riflemen

were posted in the vineyards, and in

the village of Burliuk on the high road,

on the northern bank of the Alma. The
inhabitants had been expelled from the

village— of the bridge only the piers

were left standing— all the willows

which fringed the Alma and the trees

in the vineyards had been cut down,
at once to impede the attacking" co-

lumns and to deprive them of shelter

;

and two trenches had been cut in the

steep bank facing the Allies, which, to-

gether with the low walls of the vine-

yards, opposed serious obstacles to an

advance. The veteran, Sir George
Brown, is said to have declared that

the British never attacked so strong a

position throughout the whole Penin-
sular campaigns; and, to add to the

perils of the assault, it afterwards be-

came known that the Russian artillery

had previously tried the range of their

guns over the field, and had placed

flat boards in various spots to prevent
them losing their range during the

confusion of battle.

The French, with the Turks on their

right, weredrawn up between the British
and the sea, occupying a front about
two and a-half miles in length. Their
left touched the British right, at the

point where the heights begin to recede

from the Alma, and nearly opposite the

heavy Russian battery established on
the seaward horn of the curve. In
their front, as in front of the British,

the gardens and vineyards between
them and the Alma were occupied by
the enemy's riflemen, with the main
body of the Russian infantry drawn up
in masses in the steep ravines which,

breaking at intervals the wall- like face

of the opposite heights, led up to the

plateau above. On the summiu of
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these heights, an octangular stone

tower, strongly constructed, and de-

signed to carry a pivot-gun of the

heaviest calibre, was in course of con.
struction. Fortunately, no gun had yet

been mounted ; the masons were still at

work on it, and quickly removed the

scaffolding when the French approach,
ed. This, and a redoubt facing the

French right-ceutrc, were the only
artificial defence which strengthened

the Russian position in this quarter

;

but the heights were so inaccessible

that Prince Menschikofl' never dreamt
of being assailed there with success.

The fire of the war-steamers of the

fleet, which stood close in to the

mouth of the Alma, and pitched

their shells far up upou the heights,

compelled the Russians to draw back
their left wing to a distance of fully a
mile from the sea ; and at the time the

battle began, Prince Menschikoff had
accumulated by far the larger portion

of his forces on the slopes in front of
the British.

The order of the Allies was as fol-

lows. The French General Bosquet's

division (the second) with two thou-

sand Ottomans, stood next the sea ;

then came General Canrobert's division

(the first) ; then the third division,

under the Prince Napoleon ; and tho

fourth French division was in reserve.

Immediately to the left of Prince Napo-
leon's division stood the British second
division under Sir De Lacy Evans, sup-

ported in rear by the third division under
General Sir H. England ; to the left of
these stood the light division, led by
Sir George Brown, backed by the first

division (Guards and Highlanders) un-

der the Duke of Cambridge. The
fourth division of the British was in

reserve, along with the cavalry, and
posted a good way to the rear, to pro-

tect the dank and rear of the army
from the attacks of the enemy's cavalry,

which had been seen in large bodies in

that direction. The force of tho Bri-

tish was about 26,000 strong, that of

the French about 23,000.

It had been arranged by the Allied

Generals that the enemy's position

should be simultaneously turned at

both flanks, with the view of escaping

the murderous fire of tho Russian bat-

teries, and also of enveloping and cut-

ting off its retreat from the held. The
British General, however, was unable

to make a flank attack upon his side,

owing to the enemy's cavalry, which

hovered upon his left, aud threatened

to take in flank and rear any assaulting

columns which should endeavour to

turn the pinnacle-height upon which
rested the Russian right wing. The
French ably accomplished their part.

About eleven o'clock the French Mar-
shal launched his right wing, consist-

ing of General Bosquet's division of

Zouaves and Turks. Away they went
at a run, with skirmishers feeling the

way in front ; and, passing the ford at

the mouth of the river, rapidly defiled

up a narrow foot-path to the summit
of the plateau. This critical and im-
portant movement was successfully ex-

ecuted under cover of a fire of shells

from the steamers. At the summit they

were met by the Russians, who by-and-

bye brought against them thirty pieces

of artillery and large masses of infan-

try. The division bore up bravely

against these heavy odds, but their po-

sition became so critical, that Marshal
St. Arnaud had to order one-half of

his reserve to their support, while, re-

enforcing Canrobert's division in tho

centre with the other half, he ordered

the advance to be made along his

whole line. With skirmishers keeping

up a rapid fire in front, Canrobert's

Zouaves speedily swept the Russian

light troops from the right bank of

the river, and, crossing at a ford about

a mile from the sea, proceeded to force

their way up the steep ravines. Can-
robert was struck in tho breast by the

splinter of a shell, but continued on
horseback, leading his men, to the end
of the action. Nothing could exceed
the impetuosity of the French attack

;

their energetic movements, their rapid

flame-like spread from crag to crag,

their ceaseless fusillade of tho deadly

rifle, were astonishing, and completely

paralysed the enemy. They reached

the summit, and began to deploy on
the plain, which afforded a magnificent

terrain for cavalry manoeuvres ; but the

Russian horse did not make their

appearance, being occupied, apparent-

ly, in watching the British left. A
dreadful combat now ensued around
the octangular tower, in which was a
body of Russian infantry, supported

by a Russian division drawn up imme-
diately in rear. The Zouaves for a

moment were driven back ; but a ser-

jeant-major of the name of Fleury

dashed ahead, with the tricolour flag

in his hand, right to the base of the

tower. A dozen bullets laid him low ;

but the Zouaves, returning to the

charge, drove back the Russiaus at the
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point of the bayonet, and utterly

routed them. The tower was found

full of dead Russians mostly shot

through the head. The French horse-

artillery dashed up the steep ravines at

a canter ; and so efficient was their

fire, that General Bosquet declared

that he for long fought with twelve

pieces against thirty Russian guns, and
that the latter could not stand against

them. Prince Napoleon's division ad-

vanced simultaneously, and with equal

energy and success. The men haa to

scramble up the heights without a
single path to guide them, and under
a dreadful fire of artillery. A Russian

battalion stood ready to receive them
at the top, holding back from the

brow so as to escape the fire of the

French artillery below, but firing at

each man that appeared. At length

the French, gathering in numbers, and
talcing breath below the crest of the

hill, rose as one man, and, rushing for-

ward, drove back the serried ranks

opposed to them. «' Prince Napoleon's
division," wrote Marshal St. Amaud
to the Emperor, " took the most bril-

liant part in the combat fought on the

hill- plains, and I have been happy to

address to the Prince my felicitations

in the presence of his troops." At
one time the Russians came on in such
strength, that a British battery had to

open upon them, to support their allies

—a service which in the sequel was am-
ply repaid. In the midst ofthe hottest

r of the action, and an instant before

himself was wounded, General
Thomas, who commanded one of the

brigades of the division Napoleon, see-

ing a shell bounding along in the direc-

tion of the Prince, called out, "Take
care, Monseigneur I" and the Prince

had only time to drive the spurs into

his charger and bound forward, when
the shell fell amongst the group, and
killed the horse of the military sub-

intendant Leblanc, wounding its rider

in the leg. The battle was won in

this quarter, and the Russians lost

dreadfully from the frequent engage-
ment, at close quarters, with the

bayonet.

The British were later of making
the attack. Unable to turn his ene-

my's flank, Lord Raglan was doubly
deVirous that the French should have
made some progress on their side be-

fore ho let loose his troops into the

cannon. swept basin in his front.

About half.past twelve the skirmish-

ing began, and the artillery on both

[Nov.

sides soon after opened fire. The shot

from our field-pieces, however, was
making little impression upon the

enemy, while the heavy guns of the

Russians, carrying at least half-a-mile

farther than ours, galled from afar the

British ranks; and it soon became
evident that the heights could only be

carried with the bayonet, and that the

Red- coats of England had before them
an hour or two of as terrible fighting

as ever yet their great strength or

bull-dog courage carried them through.

The word was «iven — the divisions

deployed into line, and the attack

commenced in earnest along the whole
front. The moment this took place,

the village of Bourliuk, immediately

in front of the second division, was
fired by the enemy at all points, creat-

ing a continuous blaze for three

hundred yards, rendering a passage

through it impracticable, and obscur-

ing the front of the enemy's position.

Separating into two portions, the se-

cond division dashed through the

stream, on cither side of the burning
village, under a heavy fire from the

enemy, who now brought every gun
to bear upon the advancing host,

—

Brigadier Adams, with the 4 1st, 47th,

and 49th, holding to the right next

the French ; and Brigadier Pennefa-
thcr, with the 55th, 30th, and 95th,

to the left, next the light division.

The Rifles went out in beautiful order,

keeping perfect line, and loading and
firing with as much coolness and ra-

pidity as they used to do among the

firs of the Chobham ridges. They
got over the Alma in such loose order,

that they escaped wonderfully, in spite

of the tremendous storm of shot which
rattled over them ; but their colonel

had his horse shot under him, and
Major Norcott's was wounded in six

places.

Next, on came the Connaught Ran-
gers, and the other regiments of the

light division. The 7th Fusiliers, led

by Colonel Yea, and the 33d (Wel-
lington's old regiment), crossed the

stream at the same moment, and be-

tween them came the 23d— all suf-

fering dreadfully from the volleys of

grape and canister, but following en-

thusiastically their leader, Sir George
Brown, who rode in front, conspicu-

ous on a grey horse. The light

division led the English attack. In

their advance the troops had to pass

through some vineyards ; and «« here,"

says an eyewitness, "the men gave
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one of those surprising examples of

cool moss and contempt of danger which
forms one of our national characteris-

tics. In tho midst of the most tre-

mendous fire which an army has ever

encountered, with comrades falling

around them, tho men commenced
seeking for and plucking the half-ripo

grapes, which were hanging tempt-
ingly on the hewn vines. When the

river was passed, the fire from the

enemy became hot; and hero Sir

George Brown, seeing the men falling

fast around him, cried out to the men,
* Deploy into line and charge with the

bayonet, and I will lead you myself.'

Gallantly spoken, and more gallantly

done, by a roan of sixty-six. Hun-
dreds fell on both sides, but the stea-

diness and deadly fire of our men told

fearfully on the enemy's ranks. One
of our riflemen, it is said, knocked
over successively thirty-two Russians.

As they approached the first trench,

on the river's bank, the Russian in-

fantry rose from their cover and com-
menced a rapid fire— but in vain.

With a loud cheer, our fellows sent a
tremendous volley full into the enemy's
lines, and advanced with the bayonet.

The Russian officers made a fruitless

attempt to keep their men to the post

and return tho fire, and they broke
and fled up the slope. A second
trench was carried in similar style.

But the cannonade was dreadful—
the 7 th and 33d were being mowed
down in fifties. It was now a pell-mell

advance upon the great central battery.

The colours of the 7th disappeared for

a time, for thrice were the officers shot

down who bora them, and the colours

themselves were torn to pieces with

shot. Eleven officers, nine sergeants,

three corporals, and 206 rank and file

were knocked down. The 33d fared

no better. The Major (Gough), Cap-
tain Fitzgerald, Lieutenants Wallis

and Worthington, and Ensigns Siree

And Greenwood, fell wounded, and
Lieutenant Montague was killed on
the spot. Encouraged by the example
of their Brigadier, Codrington, and
headed by their gallant old General,

the noble brigade rushed up the steep,

strewing the ground with their dead
and dying. The 7th, diminished by
one-half, fell back for a time to re-

form ; but the 23d, with eight officers

dead and four wounded, were still

rushing to the front, aided by the

33d, and supported by the second
brigade of the division under Colouel

Buller, when down went Sir George
Brown, horse and man, in a cloud of

dust, in front of the battery. In a
minute he was up again, and shouted,
1 23d, I'm all right; be euro I'll re-

member this day !' and led them on
again to the attack ; but the regi-

ment, right under the guns of tho re-

doubt, suffered terribly, when thus

momentarily paralysed bv the fall of

their gallant leader. Colonel Chester
fell when planting the colours on the

Russian battery, and the enemy were
driven out at the point of the bayonet.

While the first brigade of the Lights

thus charged up against the redoubt

from the left, Pennefather's brigade of

the second division (Sir De Lacy
Evans's) was fighting its way up to the

right,—was exposed to a similar fire,

and met similar losses. The 95th,

35th, and 30th left long lines of dead
behind them as they advanced ; and
just as they came to the battery a
sheet of lead passed through them like

a sword— they were utterly broken.

It was necessary to retire ; and the

Russians, seeing their retreat, followed

them down the hill with the bayonet.

A similar disaster overtook the first

brigade of the light division. After
the capture of the redoubt, they fol-

lowed up the hill, pouring in volley

after volley upon the retreating Rus-
sians ; but at this moment an immense
compact colnmn descended from the
summ i tof theheigh ts—somebody called

out that it was a French division—and
the British ceased firing. When within

musket -range the column deployed
into line, and before it was discovered

thev were Russians, poured a fearful

volley into the British ranks. The
23d regiment was nearly annihilated—

.

so were the 7th Fusiliers—the light

division was forced to give way, and
the redoubt once more fell into the

hands of the enemy." Another and
more probable account of this repulse

says :
—" Our advance had driven the

grand battery from its entrenched plat-

form ; and on the slopes above them
there stood heavy battalions of infan-

try, that had not yet been in the fight.

Two of these descended slowly, pre-

senting a wedge-like front, and from
their position on the face of a hill,

every man of them was able to deliver

his fire. The ground around and in

front of our advance was beaten up in

dust, rising, as it is seen to do on a dusty
plain when a summer thunder-shower
begins to fall. Overpowered by the
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weight of mas*es, and mowed down by
this terrific lire, our light division was
driven out of the battery, gained by
its bravery, and recoiled in confusion."

The Russians pursued, and our line

was in imminent danger of being
pierced through in the centre.

But the struggle was a fearful one,

and deeds of valour were performed
which may stand comparison with any
in the annals of war. In the melee the

55th crossed bayonets with the Rus-
sians ; and at one point it would ap-

Kar as though neither bullet nor
yonet did their work quick enough.

The blood of the British was up, and
they clubbed their muskets and brained

their assailants. The Hon. Captain
Monck, of the 7th, was pierced by a
ball, which he felt was his death-wound,

but with expiring energy be drove his

sword through the heart of the first

advancing foeraan, while a blow from
his strong arm levelled another with

the ground. A corporal of the 23d
found himself alone in the enemy's
battery, and actually bayoneted three

men before assistance came to him : he
survived, and was promoted. An act

of rare daring on both sides is likewise

narrated, which deserves to be re-

corded : — An Englishman had just

planted a camp-flag, under the fire of
the enemy, in order to mark out the

position to be taken by a division

which was advancing, when a Russian
left his ranks, ran up to the English-

roan, killed him, and took the flag.

Another English non-commissioned
officer, observing the movement of the

Russian, ran in pursuit of him, and
shot htm with bis revolver, recovered

the flag, and ran as fast as he could,

under a terrible fire, back to his ranks,

on reaching which he dropped down
dead, having received no less than

seven balls in his body before he fell.

The battle had now reached its cri-

sis. The first division, under the Duke
ofCambridge, had got across the Alma,
and now moved up in support of the

light division, which was rallying in

the plain. The shattered regiments

of Pennefather's brigade, cheered on
by their brigadier, who was ever in the

hottest of the fire, likewise re-formed

and again advanced. At the approach
of this formidable body, the Russians
began slowly to retire, while the British

rushed on to come to close quarters

with the foe. Then came a general

struggle in the centre with the masses

of the Russian infantry. An eyewit-

[Nov.

ness says : "I saw them charge down
the hill at one time whilst our Tine was
advancing ; tbey were in masses again

for a moment, and then I saw them
scattered on the hill-side like sheep.

Behind them a regiment of lancers

made a movement to check the Eng-
lish advance, but a shell from our guns
was burst amongst them, and they were
off in another direction."

The division of Guards and High-
landers (whose ranks were at first

broken by the retreat through them of

a worsted regiment in front), led on
by the Duke of Cambridge and Sir

Colin Campbell, advanced up the steep

heights opposite our lefr. It was the

most formidable part of the whole po-

sition, and was swept like a glacis by the
enemy's fire. On the summit was an
entrenched earth-work, mounting long

brass 32 and 24-pounders, and occupied

by about 2,000 infantry; while a reserve

of nearly 5,000 were arrayed on the

rising ground behind. The advance
of the Guards and Highlanders was a

spectacle never to be forgotten by those

who saw it. As they marched up the

hill, the lines of the black bearskins

and dark-plumed bonnets were barely

wavering—they were nearly as straight

as on parade ; so that the light divi-

sion afterwards complained that they

lost time in dressing up in parade-fa-

shion, when they should have been rush-

ing on to the support of the exposed
regiments. It was a perilous ad-

vance. They were soon in the thick

of the fire, and the men fell so fast

as they were running up, that the

Duke at last inclined to retire his men
for a moment, but was fortunately

dissuaded from doing so by Sir Colin
Campbell. At this time an immense
mass of Russian infantry were seen

moving down towards the battery.

They halted. It was the crisis of
the day. Sharp, angular, and solid,

they looked as if they were cut out of

the solid rock. It was beyond all

doubt that if our infantry, harassed

and thinned as they were, got into the

battery, they would have to encounter
again a formidable fire, which they

were but ill calculated to bear. Lord
Raglan saw the difficulties of the situa-

tion. He asked if it would be possible

to get a couple of guns to bear on
these masses. The reply was " Yes,"
and an artillery officer brought up two
5uns to fire on the Russian squares,

'he first shot missed, but the next,

and the next, and the next cut through
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the ranks so cleanly, and so keenly,

that a clear lane could be seen for a
moment through the souare. After a
few rounds the square Decamc broken,

and retired up the hill, leaving behind

it six or seven distinct lines of dead,

lying as close as possible to each other,

marking the passage of the fatal mes-
sengers. This act relieved the attack,

ing column of a deadly incubus, and
on they went in their magnificent and
fearful progress up the hill.

The plunging fire of the Russian bat-

tery went through their ranks like iron

hail. The colours of the Scots Fusi-

liers were pierced by twenty.six shot,

and four lieutenant-colonels, and as

many captains of the regiment, fell

wounded in the charge. The Fusiliers

were the corps that retrieved the lost

fight amid fearful carnage at Albuera

;

and it was the Highland Brigade that,

in a somewhat similar crisis, turned

the fortunes of the day at Toulouse,

by carrying with the bayonet the can-

non - crowned summits of the Mont
Rave. Both corps, in this desperate

attack, showed themselves equal to

their old renown. Before rushing to

the final charge, the whole division

lay down in one of the trenches cut in

the face of the hill by the Russians, to

load and close up; and then rising,

they made a dash up the hill. " High-
landers 1" exclaimed Sir Colin Camp-
bell, " don't pull a trigger till you are

within a yard of the Russians !" The
brave fellows did so, though a tremen-

dous fire swept through the division

as it sprang from the trench. The
enemy in the redoubt then ceased fir-

ing, reserving it to be dealt with deadly

effect when the brigade closed j but the

regiments on the hill behind the bat-

tery kept up an incessant discharge of

musketry upon the advancing line.

Still cheering and steady, the Guards
and bonnie Scots moved forward, keep-

ing their line, reserving their fire, and
filling up gaps as fast as they were
made. In a few minutes they were
within twenty yards of the work, when
from every part of it gleamed forth a

murderous discharge. The line of

Guards, which was directly facing the

guns, seemed to stagger and reel under
the fearful volley. There was an in-

stant's pause, when the Duke rushed

to the front, and gave the command to

fire. The three battalions raised their

firelocks, and discharged them with

one stunning report ; and then lower-

ing to the charge, with one wild cheer,
dashed over the works, and were in the
battery. The Highlanders sprang into

the redoubt at the same moment, dis-

charging their fire right into the ene«
my's faces, and with Sir Colin Camp-
bell at their head, shouting, "We'll
hac none but Highland bonnets here 1"

A number of Russians fell in the re-

doubt ; but the horses, ready harness-
ed to the guns, carried them all off but
one long brass 32-pounder.
The battle was now won at all

points. Large masses of Russian in-

fantry still stood on the heights behind
the redoubt; but they were already
shaken by the fire of Turner's battery,

and by a storm of shot which the vic-

torious French—now advanced to the
very centre of the Russian position—
began to send to the assistance of their

allies. The Guards and Highlanders
gave the enemy no time to rally. They
followed them up the bill, pouring in

a murderous file-fire with the ininie

rifles, before which the Russian rauks
melted away like snow. Once the
enemy, attempting a rally, lowered
their bayonets, and advanced a few
steps, as if to charge. With a cheer
ofjoy the Scots accepted the challenge,

and charged at them; but the mere
aspect of the stalwart Highlanders was
enough, and, throwing oft their knap-
sacks, the Russians fled in confusion.

The British horse-artillery now sur-

mounted the heights, and opened with
deadly effect upon the retreating

columns, while the fire of the French
batteries on ^their flank proved still

more destructive. A want of cavalry
paralysed the pursuit of the Allies.

" If I had had cavalry,'' wrote
St. Arnaud to the Emperor, " I should
have obtained immense results, and
Menschikofl' would no longer have had
an army ; but it was late, our troops
were harassed, and tho ammunition of
the artillery was exhausted. At six

o'clock in the evening we encamped on
the very bivouac of the Russians. My
tent is on the very spot where that of
Prince Mcnschikoff stood in the morn-
ing, and who thought himself so sure
of beating us that he left his carriage

there."

A shout of victory ran along the Bri-
tish line as Lord Raglan and the Duke
of Cambridge, attended by the staff,

rode along the crest of the heights, now
covered with tho uniforms of England
and France. Tho generals and soldiers
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of both armies had been worthy of each

other. Lord Raglan was constantly

under fire ; and, at one period of the

fight, he set spurs to his horse, and
galloping over the bridge of the Alma,
remained for some time with his staff

exposed to the full sweep of the enemy's

batteries, as he endeavoured to sec how
his troops were getting on in the steep

and broken ground to his left. Mar-
shal St. Amaud was not less heroic.

The hand of death was upon the brave

French leader, but for twelve long

hours on that battle-day be kept his

seat on horseback, cheering on and
guiding the movements of his troops,

although himself suffering such bodily

anguish and weakness that at one time

he had to be supported in his saddle

by two dragoons. No army could

have executed so well as the French
the peculiar kind of attack and fighting

which full to their share in the battle.

The same is to be said of the British.

Could the French (had they been in

the British position) with their rapid,

running, double-quick mode of attack

been able to storm the central redoubt,

they would probably have done it

with less loss than our men suffered

;

but we do not believe that any troops

in the world but our own could have

advanced successfully into that valley

of death, and triumphed over the iron

hurricane of shot that swept away their

columns. And when we recollect that

this was done by men who had never

once before been under fire, we may
well feel assured that the terrible bull-

dog coumge of the British, so far from
deteriorating by a long peace, never

gave more striking proofs of its vitality

than in that red fight of the Alma.
The Russians, also, fought well—com-
paratively. They stood for nearly two
fiours, in the centre, exchanging close

volleys with their assailants ; but they

would not stand that ultima ratio mill-

turn, the bayonet; and, moreover, they

were never exposed to anything like

the dreadful fire of artillery which our

men encountered. In truth our horsc-

artillcry, owing to the short range of

its fire, compared with that of the

Russian long guns, told little on the

enemy until the fight was pretty well

advanced,— until, in fact, it had sur-

mounted the great difficulties of the

passage of the Alma, and got into posi-

tion on the Russian side of the river.

Its practice, however, was beautiful,

and came to tell with destructive effect

at the crisis of the day ; and nothing

could exceed the gallantry both of the

officers and men, and the enthusiasm
with which they overcame the obstacles

which on all sides obstructed the ad-

vance of the guns. The loss on the
part of the British was close upon
2,000 killed, wounded, and missing;

that of the French, about 1,400 ; and
of the Russians, 1 ,500 are said to hare
been killed and 3,000 wounded, while

several thousands disbanded during the

retreat, but doubtless rejoined the

army during its halt at Bakshi-scrai.

The Allied loss at the Alma was not
great, considering the numbers engaged
in the battle, and the great strength

of the position. Wellington lost 5,000
men in the storming of Badajoz alone.

At Albuera likewise the loss was very

much heavier than at the Alma. At
the combat on the Col de Maya, in

July, 1813, when the total number
engaged did not exceed 15,000 men,
the grand total of killed and wounded
was 2,900; while of the 92d Regi-

ment two-thirds went to the ground.

And in the first battle of Santarera,

where the whole force engaged did not

equal the number of British troops on
the Alma, the total of killed and
wounded on the side of the English

alone was 2,600.

On the night after the battle the allied

army bivouared on the summit of the

heights which they had so gloriously

won,—the French Marshal pitching his

tent on the very spot occupied by that

of Prince MenschiKoff the morning be-

fore ; and the next two days were
spent in conveying the wounded to

the ships, and refitting the magazines
after so obstinately-contested an en-

gagement. On the morning of the

23d the army resumed its march
southwards (the French along the sea-

shore, and the British on the lower
elopes of the adjoining hills)—crossed

the Katscha, which was nearly as sus-

ceptible of defence as the line of the

Alma, and encamped on the left or

southern bank of the river. Next day
they again advanced, and in the af-

ternoon entered the beautiful valley of
the Belbek. Here were found fine

trees, good comfortable houses, hedges
and walls of English neatness, while

all around bore the aspect of comfort
and plenty. On entering one house,

a magnificent grand piano of Erard's

stood open, with the music still upon
it. Some fair performer had eyidently
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been disturbed, and taken to precipi-

tate flight ; for a recently-plucked
peach, and some slight articles of fe-

male attire, lay on the floor close to the
music-stool.

Upon reconnoitring the line of the
Belbek, the allied Generals found that

the enemy had erected a fortified work
which commanded the mouth of the
river, so as to prevent the landing of
the siege-train and other materiel from
the fleet at this place, as bad origi-

nally been contemplated. This cir-

cumstance, probably joined to others

of equal moment, induced the allied

Generals to alter their plan of opera-
tions ; and the ability and celerity with
which this was done is deserving of
the highest admiration. Correctly
calculating upon the paralysis and dis-

organisation of the Russian army, it

was resolved that, instead of advanc-
ing direct upon Sebastopol by the road
which leads to it from tne north, they
should make a circuitous march to the

left, and, passing wholly round Sebas-
topol, arrive at and take possession of
Balaclava, nine miles to the east of
Sebastopol, as a most suitable base for

subsequent operations. The plan of
the Generals was to steal a inarch

upon the enemy, and, forsaking the

highway, take a near cut across the

country, and fall in with the road to

Balaklava at a place called Macken-
zie's Farm. In so critical a flank

movement everything, depended upon
celerity of advance ; and according-

ly, the resolution of the Generals was
hardly taken ere Lord Raglan had
put his army in motion to execute

it.

Leaving the fourth division on the

heights above the Belbek, to maintain

his communication with the Katscha,

the British General began his march
at the bead of the light, first, second,

and third divisions, and the cavalry.

The country to be passed through in

this flank-march presented great ob-

stacles to the march of our army.

'On leaving the high-road from the

Belbek to Sebastopol," says Lord Rag-
lan, " the army had to traverse a
dense wood, in which there was but
one road that led in the direction it

was necessary to take. That road
was left, in the first instance, to the

cavalry and artillery ; and the divi-

sions were ordered to march by com-
pass, and make a way for themselves

as well they could ; and indeed the

artillery of the light division pursued
the same course as long as it was found
to be possible; but as the wood be-
came more impracticable, the batteries

could not proceed otherwise than by
getting into the road abovementioned."
Involved in thick and intricate woods
of dwarf oak, all order was for the
time impossible. The march was a
toilsome one, and the troops suffer-

ed much from want of water. At
length, about mid-day, Lord Rag-
Jan and his staff, preceding the light

division, arrived at the outskirts of
the wood, in the neighbourhood of
Mackenzie's Farm, and, no doubt to

the surprise of both parties, found
himself on the flank of a Russian divi-

sion, retreating from Sebastopol to

Bakshi-serai. Had the Russians been
in sufficient strength and courage to

attack us, the consequences to the

army, inextricably involved in the

woods, might have been very serious.

However, the Russians only thought
of making good their retreat ; and
before any of our cavalry and horse-

artillery could be brought up, the ene-

my had passed by the critical spot. A
few men fell on the side of the Rus-
sians, and some were taken prisoners,

but the pursuit was discontinued after

about a mile and a-balf, as it was im-
portant to reach the Tchemaya river

that evening. A vast quantity of am-
munition and much valuable baggage,
however, fell into our hands. After
resting for a while at Mackenzie's

Farm, where two wells afforded a
scanty supply of water to the thirsty

troops, the march was resumed down
a steep and difficult defile leading to

the vallev of the Tchernaya river.

The cavalry pushed on in advance, and
succeeded in reaching the banks of the

river shortly before dark; but the infan-

try divisions continued to come strag-

gling in until past midnight. During
the night Lieutenant Maxse, of the Ad-
miral's ship, arrived at head-quarters
with despatches from the fleet ; and as

Lord Raglan, quite ignorant ofthe ene-

my's strength at Balaklava, attached

much importance to having the fleet ap-

pear offthe mouthofthat harboursimul-
taneously with the approach ofthe army,
the gallant Lieutenant immediately

volunteered to retrace his steps through

the forest, and communicate the Ge-
neral's wishes to Admiral Lyons—a dar-

ing feat, which he accomplished suc-

cessfully, although the country was of
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the most intricate description, and in-

fested by Cossacks.

Next morning (the 26th) the army
was again on the march, and a few

miles more sufficed to bring them to

the end of their journey. The enemy
did not hold Balaklava in any strength

;

but as some cannon-shot were fired

from an old castle as the head of the

British column showed itself on the

road leading to tho town, the light di.

vision and a troop of horse-artillery

wore sent forward to occupy two
heights which rise on either side of the

road, and flank the place. After a

few shots the little garrison surren-

dered ; and as Sir E. Lyons's ship, the

Agamemnon, reached the mouth of the

harbour at the very time that the troops

appeared on the heights, the British

army was once more in full communi-
cation with the fleet.

The march of the French army,
which followed in the track of the

British, was still more prolonged and
fatiguing than ours had been. They
did not reach the Tchernaya river un-

til the 26th— having passed the pre-

vious night at Mackenzie's Farm,
with hardly a single drop of water in

the camp. It was on this day, from
the bivouac of Menkendie, that tho

brave French Marshal, at length suc-

cumbing to his fatal malady, issued his

last order of the day, in which he took

leave formally of his troops, and re-

signed the command into the hands of

General Canrobert. " Soldiers I" said

this memorable and touching address,

" Providence refuses to your chief the

satisfaction of continuing to lead you
in the glorious path which is open be-

fore you. Overcome by a cruel disease,

with which he has vainly struggled, he
regards with profound grief, but he
will know how to perform, the impe-

rious duty which is imposed on him by
circumstances— that of resigning the

command the weight ofwhich a health

for over destroyed will no longer per-

mit him to bear. Soldiers ! you will

pity me ; for the misfortune which falls

on me is immense, irreparable, and
perhaps unexampled." I\extday(the
27th) tho Marshal was seen entering

Balaclava, " indulging like every one

around him in eating some of the deli-

cious grapes which abound in the vine-

yards of this country. " It is the last

note we have of him. His task was

done ; he could no more lead his army

;

and he sank at once. He is stated to

have embarked on board ship on the

morning of the 29th, and in a few

hours afterwards expired, in the midst

of the officers who accompanied him.

Thus closed the first part of the Ex-
pedition. In his bulletin of the battle

of tho Alma, the brave French Marshal

meted a most generous measure of ap-

preciation to all concerned, and espe-

cially to Lord Raglan and his brave

English allies. To use the words of

the Mojiiteur, in that bulletin the dying

hero "spoke ofevery one but himself."

It well becomes us, then, to do justice

to his memory, to his energy, to his

ability, and, above all, to his sub-

lime death. Many can meet death,

numbers can sustain torture ; but the

power of holding up in action against

the depressing and despairing misgiv-

ings ot internal maladies, is a kind of

resolution which nature confers upon
very few indeed ; and amongst these

very few Marshal St. Arnaud will be
ranked as one of the most distin-

guished. "There is something far

more ^rand," says an English journal,

"in this earnest soldier, worn down by
sickness, yet still fulfilling his duty,—
sitting his horse on the battle-field up-
held by a trooper at either side ; con-

scious that his death could not be de-

layed many days, yet still reluctant to

resign the glory of leading the French
army into Sebastopol ; kept up to the

moment when ho resigned the com-
mand, and then dying because he felt

himself useless ;— in such a death, wc
think, there is something much more
grand than in that of the hero who
falls in the arms of victory. For in

St Arnaud's death we recognise the

fortitude to suffer as well as the cou-

rage to achieve. His last letters and
address are truly noble. Never did a
dyinghero gather his robes around him
more gracefully as he fell."
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A riLCRIMACE TO THE LAND OF LEIX AND OSSORY.

THIRD AflTlCLK.

T1IK CELT AND HT9 CASTLES.

Dear Mr. Poplar,— On our return
to Portnrlington from the expedition
to Geashil, we found that, owing to

some neglect of orders, no dinner
bad been provided for us. This was
the more maladroit, as ire were all

three extremely hungry and carnivo-
rously inclined, especially Capt. Basil,

who had talked most and listened

least ; and it is an undoubted pheno-
menon in physiology, that your great
talkers, like Dr. Johnson, Sancho
Panza, and the Abbe Barthelemy, are

ever trenchermen de la premiereforce.
There was nothing for it but a carry-

ing out of the old Spanish proverb,
"Patience, and shuffle tho cards;"
but having no enrds to shuffle, wo
paced the room like wild animals in a
menagerie before feeding hour, looking
out in most unsentimental fashion for

the advent of the victuals, on which
occasion the Captain behaved the best

of us all, repeating for our comfort in

adversity almost the whole of the "Pot
of Basil" of poor Keats, especially the

stanzas commencing with

—

u Oh, melancholy, linger here a while i

Oh, mtitlc, muaic, breathe dcipomlkngly |

O, echo, echo, from aorac lonely Ule," ftc, ftc

back sentimentally in a chair, and
commence with amazing gust(

Now, the first of these lines was
singularly malapropos, inasmuch as

we were all laughing at our own mis-

fortune. The only response to the

second was " Cheer, boys, cheer,**

sounding from a crazy fiddle played
by a lame negro in the street ; and in

regard of the third line, the sole echo

which fell upon our ear was a hope-
inspiring sound which indubitably

arose from the kitchen, where the cook
was endeavouring to soften the obdu-
rate heart of the steak with her lignean

hammer on the dresser. After we had
dined heartily on the aforesaid extem-
poraneous yivre, we were amused to

see Captain Basil, who during our
banquet bad been much busier with
his teeth than with his tongue, fill

himselfa bumper of sherry, and having
emptied it at a pull, throw himself

VOL. XLIV.

•* Bot erer and anon of grief aubducd.
There cornea a token like a icorplon'a atlng," Are.

We learned two things before leav-
ing Portarlington. One was, that
Sterne's Le Fevre, whom he introduces
with features of such pathos and beauty
into the pages of his " Tristram
Shandy/' was son to a Mr. Le Fevre,
a descendant of a settler here under
the Marquis de Rouvigny. This gen-
tleman was over one of the excellent
French schools belonging to Portar-
lington, and actually had a son in the
army, who died in the manner so
affectingly related by Sterne. Our
other piece of information was, that
the old Irish name for Portarlington
before Charles II. gave it to his

minion, was Cooletetoodra— yes, ac-
tually Cooletetoodral— alias, and by
corruption, said my informant, Coole-
tetooder 1 the meaning or English of
this (thanks to my young friend
Dryasdust) is, "The corner surround-
ed by wood"— a sensible and expres-
sive denomination enough ; vet one
cannot but smile at what mignt have
been the ridicule cast upon Lord Ar-
lington's Irish property with such a
ridiculously-sounding name, among the
mirth-loving courtiers of Charles II.,

and the reason for the change of name
is now evident. However little this

land of Leix and Ossory can boast of
that large measure of historical asso-

ciation which invests with a sad inte-

rest— for sadness is the badge of our
country's whole history—many of our
Irish counties, such as Galway and its

Athenry and its Aughrim—Dublin and
its Clontarl—Kilkenny with its thrice-

noble Ormondes and busy Confederates
— Kildare and its Geraldines— Kerry
and its Desmonds— Armagh and its

ecclesiastics—Tippcrary and its Cashel
and her councils—Derry and its Maid-
en City, proud in her chaste victory—
and Louth, with its Boyne and its

battle j—however deficient the land of
S w
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Leix may be in such spirit-stirring

associations as these, yet indubitably

there are cchos along her ancient

fields, and under the walls of her gray
ruins, and around her green and soli-

tary raths, and beside her flowing

rivers, which, if

" Waked by tome hand lets unworthy than miner

could be woven into a native historic

melody, replete with traditional wild,

ness, and thrilling with legendary in-

terest. Thus, among her romantic

localities is her " Doon of Clophoke,"
near Stradbally, a wild and isolated

rock, perforated with caves, and oa
the summit ramparted all round with

stone, an ancient fort of the O' Mores;
and her "Rock of Dunamaes," of
which we have already spoken. Then
she has her proud castles of the Pale,

built by her English invader—such as

Leix, and Shean, and Moret ; and her

battle- field, like Brittas, once snowed
over with the white plumes which were
shorn by Irish swords from the gilded

helmets of the chivalry of the gallant,

noble, and unfortunate Essex, whereby
the place is still called '* the Pluck of
Plumes/* And many a hi«rh and lonelv

rath has she, among which pre-emi-

nently stands ap '« The Hound Table
of Ossory," with its green and brown
coronet of beech -trees, an object which
is visible for many miles on all sides

from its base; and lovely old ruins,

like that of Killeshin Cnurch, near
Carlow; and solitary round towers,

like that of Timahoe, near Stradbally,

on whose carving our gifted townsman,
Mr. George Petrie, is eloquent—there

was a second round tower at Rose-
nallis, but it was taken down by a
Goth of a parson ; and she has also

the curious Norwegian tower or nidus,

lofty and rotund, like Grantstown,
near to Ballycolla, on the Ossory es.

tate; and many a ruined abbey or

monastery, like Rosstuirc, near the

Slievc Bluimh Mountains ; or storied

A"hmacart. near Durrow, where the

princes of Ossory sleep in their tombs;
or Aghavoe, once the seat of the see

of Ossory till removed to Kilkenny;

or other religious structures founded
by the munificence of some O'Dempsic,
Fitzpatriek, or O'More. And castles

infinite has sh<*, erected long before the

advent of the English, standing up
like gray warders, and reproaching
the devastating hand of Time, espe-

cially those which stud the green plains

of Ossory, once held by a haughty
race, but now—

" All tenantleet, Mti to the cr*nny1ng wind,"

such as Ballagh, near Lisduff; and
Cloriburrin, which means sloping to

the river ; and Barrackmore, and Gar-
ronmaconly, and Killeany, on the

Nore; and Burris-in- Ossory, com-
manding the pass into Munster; and
Gortuaclea, and Ballygihen, and Cos-
tlatown, near Mountrath, dismantled

by Cromwell's cannon— a most noble

ruin, standing in a bright, English-

like village, where are first-rate model
farms, constructed and managed by
John R. Price, Esq., Mr. Fitzpatriek'*

much-respected and most intelligent

land - agent. All the above nine

castles were built and possessed by
the Fitzpatriek family in the lapse

of years, and are now on the

property. Then there is the "Cross
of Errill," near where this county
mears with Tipperary ; it rises from a

kind of pyramid of masonry, all square

and moss-grown, and erected in a spot

where four roads meet; and on the

cross is an inscription in the Irish cha-

racter which refers to Fitzpatriek,

Prince of Ossory, but which it is said

can onhj be deciphered at midtaghi, and
when the round full mtnm is striking

on the monument, and raining her bright

rays on the old cross ; and again at

Furtagh (though a little "over the

bonier " of the Queen's County, yet

still in ancient Ossory), you can see a
round tower nearly one hundred feet

high, and cracked throughout, or

split, as the sailors say, " from stem

to stern," probably by the action of

lightning. Here is an ancient chnpvl,© O a

with two recumbent stone figures, one
a knight in armour and his lady by hb
side—the latter in a state of decapita-

tion ; the former representing a Fitz-

patriek who was killed by a Dane in

the tenth century (so saith the legend),

and whose burying- place this was.

Another most attractive sepulchral

spot, though of a comparatively mo-
dern date, is the Grace Monumental
Chapel at Aries, on the Carlow road,

where is the mausoleum of this family,

who derive lineally from a great Nor-
man warrior and follower of Strong-

bow's, Raymond Le Gros ; and in the

Roman Catholic chapel of Clogh, near

Ball) colla, is to be seen the last work
of skilful art ever perpetrated by that

great medissval architect, Mr. Pugitt,
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and immediately before his final me-
lancholy illness and death. It is a
splendid and gorgeous sepulchral mo*
nument, executed in brass and iron,

in the highly ornate middle-age style,

with shining metal rods and doves, and
gold and purple scrolls on the tomb,
which stands on a floor of encaustic

tiling, in an arched and gracefully

proportioned chapel, and lit by the

dim light which falls from stained glass

windows. The tomb contains the re-

mains of Richard Fitzpatrick, of

Grantstown, a gentleman greatly re-

spected during his life and sojourn in

Ossory — a deputy-lieutenant of the

Queen's County, and formerly a cap-
tain in the Grenadier Guards, and
younger brother to the present Right
Hon. John W. Fitzpatrick. The
tomb is, I believe, a facsimile of his

sister's, Lady Gertrude Fitzpatrick,

which Pugin also erected at Grafton,

near Farming Woods, in Northamp-
tonshire.

Not far from the old Crow of Errill,

on the hill of Kyle, which overlooks

Borris-in-Ossory, are the remains of a
Brehon's chair, where to the whole
country side judgment was given in

ancient days, and probably, if the

truth were told, more judgment than
justice. It is amusing to hear Cam-
den's opinion of these Celtic juriscon-

suls, whom he calls " Breahans," and
irreverently declares to be "an igno-

rant paltry sort of people.*' A print

of this chair is given in " Ledwich's
Antiquities," at page 321. M'Firbis,

as quoted by Lynch, had a worthier

opinion of such institutes, for he says,

in 686, a bishop, a judge, and a poet
made laws, and called them Bratham-
comhadh (I hope they were more easy

to observe than they are to spell), and
sums up their contents in two lines,

luminous enough—
w Quod lit ju derl Mtrape, vatliqae, ftbrlqo*

Necooa Agricol*. liter iMe doocbit abuiule."

I wish we bad such a volume now-a-
days, to supersede the " law's delay " in

our courts of equity. But furthermore,
this Queen's County, which we are tra-

versing, has a large and most respectable

resident gentry, many of whose an-

cestors appear with credit on the page
of history, as having played their part

in other days as stout captains, or wise

castellans, or gentle men of letters.

Of a few of these leading families, in

connexion with the soil and the sec-
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nery, the history and the storied anti-

quity of this land o/ Leix and Ossory,

we will speak in our next and closing

paper, which we shall denominate
" The Saxon and his Halls," as pro-

fessing to give some little sketchy in-

formation of the descendants of Eng-
lishmen — brave soldiers, or favoured

courtiers, or astute lawyers, or plan-

tation undertakers, who settled on the

lands forfeited to the English Crown,
through the rebellion, or the love of
right, or the disloyalty, or the amor
patrue, or the treachery, or the de-

enfsio domus— call it what you will,

for men will have different names
for the same thing — of the original

owners of the soil, such as O'More,
O'Dempsie, or O'Connor. The re-

mainder of this paper we shall devote

to a Celtic family, who appear to have
kept their ground for centuries, and
lost nothing, but contrariwise were the

recipients of successive and most solid

"grants" of land, and honours, and
titles from the English Government.
I allude to the FitzPatricks of Uppor
Ossory. They are certainly the most
ancient historical family in this coun-
ty, both as regards high hereditary and
lonjr-continued position, and the pos-

session of immense property, as well

as from having been blended with the

quarrels of the Princes of Ireland from
time immemorial ; and no less min-
gled up with the English interests

or aggressions, from 1170 downward.
Into their territories, lying chiefly be-

tween Mountrath and the Tipperary
border — a rich and prolific region,

comprehending the ancient principality

of Upper Ossory— I now prepared to

wander ; and, bidding farewell to my
two kind and agreeable friends, whom
I agreed to meet in a week at Marybo-
rough, I ran down to Mountrath and
Castletown station, having been in-

vited to an agreeable house in the very
heart of the land of Ossory, where I

purposed staying a week, and " taking

notes," that vou, dear Mr. Poplar,
" may prent them."
On my way to my friend's house I

passed through a highly civilised coun-

try, the road flanked with ornamental
timber, and some beautiful trees, es-

pecially in Annebroke Abbey Lawn,
which is the property ofMr. Scott. I

passed a stern, square, stone castle,

standing in a valley, on a brook ; it is

cahVd Gnrtnaclea, which mean? " the

field of fhe chiefs," 6r "the wattles
;"
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the former is the more interest ing—it

has a legend. I passed $eme land,

King about the oil ruin of Aghavoe
("described by I^cdwich), where the

cattle were standing over their hoofs

in the thicken softest grass. The old

monks certainly had a notion of pas-

ture and of water. Both are here in

splendid excellence, so that in regard

of the former I thought of what Gerald

Barry says of the pastoral portion of

Kildare, though rather byperphrasti-

cally, I ween

—

" Et ijtinntam kw>ffi rsrpnnt anaenU A\rbxu

E*ijui Ustun ftUdus rv» oocta repooit."

I skirted the base of the " Round
Table of Ossory." I can discover no-

thing of legend in regard of this ob-

ject. 1 passed over a hollow where
stands Grantstown Castle, a noble

ruin, with its graceful green toga of

bright ivy, its woods, and its lake ;

immediately after which I arrived at

my destination.

It is very difficult to give any htsto-

ry of the family ol FitzPatrick, as their

records of themselves, except in the

peculiar instance which forms the ap-

pendix to this paper, are meagre in

the extreme. They were probably too

good soldiers to be busy scribes, and
were too largely occupied in acquiring

power and possession, and retaining

what they had procured from the ra-

pacity of many an unscrupulous neigh-

bour, to have given their time to the

fabrication of pedigrees or '* useless

genealogies." The heads of the family

lor some reigns back, have been ab-

sentees from Ireland, and only occa-

sionally visited their Ossory estate.

Their descendant and representative,

the present lord of the soil, is a happy
exception to this, having two hand-
some residences on his property, " Lis-

dufT'nnd "Grantstown Manor," where
with his family he lives a good part of
the year nmong his tenantry, with
whom he has the reputation of being a
kind and liberal landlord. Mr. Fitz-

Patrick is a Privy Counsellor, and re-

presented the Queen's County in Par-
liament some years ago. He is a man
of blameless personal character, and is

much respected. He has a large fa-

mily, and but one son, who is a minor,

a lad of six years old. Mr. FitzPa-

trick s lady was a Douglas, of the
Queensberry family, and by her mo-
ther, Lady Susan Murray, is grand-
daughter to John, fourth Earl of Dun-
more— a house which, in its own de-
riving?, as well as in its close affinity

with the families of Athol and Gallo-
way, blends the noblest blood of Scot-
land and England, and is lineally de-
scended from the kings of either coun-
try, as well as those of France ; so

that this little Chief, through his mo-
ther, can thus produce a pedigree fully

commensurate to the princely property
he will inherit from his high Celtic

progenitors on his father's side. Of
these worthies Horace Walpole thus
jestingly speaks, in a letter to Anne,
Countess of Ossory, dated August,
1783 :—

41
1 beg George Sclwyn will confine him-

self to lib own province, and concern him-
self only with those upstarts the Howards
and Douglases, and not meddle with the

Fitzpetricks, who are so ancient that the

best Irish antiquaries affirm, that they reckon-

ed many generations before the first man
was creaUd."

In a soberer mood he says ofthem :—

"The very remote date of their preten-

sion is a presumption of the highest antiqui-

ty."— IVt/acc to Edward the Sixth's Letters

to Bamaby Fitzpatrick.

Of a truth, of this old Irish sept one
may quote what Lord Hailes says of
the Earls of Mar, that " the origin of
their nobleness is lost in the clouds of
antiquity." They profess to be derived
from Heremon, second son of Milesius
(whom Pinkcrton degrades to-the ranks,

making him Miles, a mere common
soldier). This Heremon, with bis bro-
ther Heber, old Sir Richard Cox treats

with an unbecoming want of respect,
and calls them, " Two sparks, pa-
tres patria>, who begot children fur the
xchole army." The paternal care of
these gentlemen was exercised about
anno mundi, 3592 ; and in the year
circiter 840, we meet in the Icelandic

MSS. of Landnnmabok with Kiar-
yal, which was the original name of
the race, before piety, or it may be
spiritual pride, constrained them to
assume their latter designation ofMac*

* In like manner the ancient Celtic family of GilcUreest—that is, " the servant of Christ }*

and the old name of Gildea, in, 1 believe, Roscommon—that is,
u the servant of God,"
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Giolla Phadruig, or FitzPatrick, or
" the son of the servant of Patrick."

This Kiarval was an Erse-king, and
reigned in Dublin, or as Campion calls

it, Dyvelin, in the ninth century. His
daughter, Edna, married Jodval, Jarl

of the Orkneys ; and two other of the

young ladies were wedded to stout

Vikings — gentlemen privateers we
should designate them in this advanced
era of the world. Lord Byron styles

them, in his facetious, way " sea- attor-

neys." No doubt the family bad rare

yachting of it among them in those
days, and, perhaps, got up promis-
cuously something like a rude regatta
in Dublin Bay, or amidst the wild and
land-locked fiords of old Norway. The
Sagas of Knytlinga and of inglinga
arc not absolutely silent concerning
our Kiarvai.s. When Thorglitz was
in Ireland, his son-in-law and ward
was " the handsomest of all men ;" his

name was Steinrauder, or lied stone

—

probably so called from his complexion
being ruddy ; he was son to Mel Pa-
trick (the family were evidently be-
ginning to coquet with the name,
which was not formally assumed till

one hundred years afterward by Scan-
Ian, Tiarnach of Ossory) ;

«• he oc-

cupied all Vatnflond" (this word has
a watery sound, but I profess my igno-

rance of its geographical position), and
"colonised Iceland." I am afraid he
had but cold comfort there, especially

if he had spent the "dog-days" in

Ossory, but probably he was iond of
skating. This Thorgrim, or Thorough-
grim, as justly he might have been
called, from our knowledge of his

truculcncy, is no other than our old

acquaintance, Turgcsius, "a turbulent
chieftain of Meath," as some old rhyme
has it, with his Norwegian name
fashionably Latinised. He ruled Ire-

land, and is called on Malachi's regal

list,
44 Flaith na Fleine go Fior Bhuadh.

"

Conceive asking a gentleman with such
a length and oddity of name to take
wine with you across the table of a
corporation dinner. Why this roan's

cognomen in magniloquence surpasses

Aldiboroskophoskophornio in the bur-
lesque, or Cacafaradtetadradaddera in

the Persian Tale, or that Russian ad-
miral, of whom Byron sings myste-
riously when he says :

—

" And latt of all an admiral came,
A terrible man with a terrible name i

A name which you all must know very well,
Which nobody can »ptai, and nobody «atpeU. ,,

lie was the unhappy Lothario, who,
being blinded by love, was entrapped
by a stratagem of King Malachi, whose
daughter he desired to woo ; for fifteen

Irish youths, of each of whom it might
be said, in the language of the Baron
of Bradwardine's song

—

" Qui n'a Baxbe au menton,"

and, therefore, were well suited to re-

present the softer sex, wont to him
disguised in woman's attire, each with
an Irish pike concealed beneath his

gown, and laying hold on the unfortu-

nate inamorata, who was thinking of
anything but fighting, brought him to

Malachi, who dealt with him sum-
marily, according to Lynch, or, per-

haps, Brehon law ; and, hanging a
stone round his neck, instead of a
wedding favour, drowned him like a
kitten in Lough Ainen.

I profess, dear Mr. Ponlar, that in

writing of these matters, I am like one
walking on ice, or scaling the " mer de
glace," expecting every moment that

some angry antiquary will descend like

an avalanche on my head, or some
morbidly accurate philo- Celtic scholar

will jostle me off my perpendicular for

my presumption, and lay me on my
back. I can only plead ignorance if I
have perpetrated errors. A simple
pilgrim can scarcely be expected to be
a skilful archaeologist, and though I
have not failed to consult some of the

best of our Irish literature, yet I am
irresistibly induced to make this appeal
against the 44 Pollix versus" of a criti-

cal public, well knowing what a slippery

field is the arena of antiquity, and
what an army of experienced gladia-

tors in «« Rebus Hibernicis," the editor

of our honoured Maga can call up,

like Clan Alpine's chieftain, at a
whistle.

In the year of grace, 950, Scanlan,
King of Ossory, assumed the name of
Mac Giolla Phadruig, or Paudric.
This Scanlan was killed by Donovan,
King of the Danes, at Waterford, in

975. Walsh and Keatinge speak
highly of his piety, and that of his

father, Donagh, or Donald ; they and
their descendants founding upwards of
two hundred churches, among which
were Aghavoe, and Agmacart, and
Killermough, all three still in the

possession of the family. Lynch, who
wrote in 1662 against Gerald Barry,
in his book which he haughtily calls

"Giraldus Eversus," and which is
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styled by Ledwich "a peevish and
absurd critique," states that " the old

writers pay honour to the Fitz Pa-
tricks, as they give their names while

they pass over lesser princes';" and
Ledwich, who is surly enough on Irish

matters, when enumerating the Church
livings and broad lands of John Fitz

Patrick, late Earl of Upper Ossory,
says, "Patrimonies which descended
to him through a long line of noble

progenitors for more than a thousand
year*, an instance not to be paralleled in

jEurope.''

Gerald Barn- thus speaks of the

nature of these lands, and the spirit of

their population in 1 172, when he was
himself an eyewitness of what he
describes—" Locit tarn nylvis quam pa-
ludibus invite. Qsxyrienue in patrice

defensione non invalidoe mvencrunt."
The pluch of the "Ossory boys" is

till proverbial and unchanged since

the Welshman's visit, but we can
testify to a very happy amount of
drainage through the land since he
was there, seven hundred years ago.

Of the old see and ruined church

of Aghavoe, Ledwich gives the fol-

lowing curious and interesting parti-

culars:

—

" The • Provinciate liomanum,' a cata-

logue of uncertain date, preserves the named
of fifty-three bishops' sees ; among the* wo
perceive that of Aghavoe, under its appro-

priate title of Owinensis for Ossoricusis.

this is distinctly mentioned from that of

Gainicb, or Cainicb, which was Kilkenny,

and it proves that the princes of Ossory bad
Dot relinquished their ancient bishopric, but

resisted die encroachment of papal power.

This circumstance evinces this catalogue to

have been compiled after the year 1102,

for, at that time, Felix O'Dullany died,

whose cathedral church was then at Aghaboe,

in Upper Ossory. It was not until the

legateship of Cardinal Paparo, in 1152, that

the old see of Aghavoe was extinguished,

and sunk in that of Kilkenny, so that

reckoning from the age of St. Canice to that

of Paparo it enjoyed the episcopal dignity

for more than seven hundred years. As
some compensation for this loss, it was made
the head of a rural deanery, and bad under

its inspection the Churches of Oaserlan,

Hordweil, Kathforan, Ratbdowny, Kildelgy,

St Nicholas, KilUhy, ClomanUgb, Aghma-
cart, Donaraore, Killermogb, Skirk, Tubrid,

Caher, Killeen, and Eirk."

It may be interesting to add from
Flanigan's "History" some account
of the eminent man who resided at

Aghavoe. This name, by the way,
signifies "the field of the cow," from
the singular richness of the soil the

abbey stood on :—

" St. Cainecb, Canice, or Kenny (as he is

variously called), was born in the North of

Ireland (in or near Derry), in 616. He
spent some years In Britain, studying with

the venerable Abbot Docus, and afterwards

attended the school of St Finian, of Clonard

;

then preached for some years hi the northern

parts of Ireland, and at length removed to

the south, and settled at Aghavoe, la

Ossory, which afterwards I* came the resi-

dence of the bishops of that see. St Canice

founded the monastery of Aghavoe at .some

|>eriod prior to the year 577, and ruled it

as abbot until the year 599, in which he

died. He was an intimate friend of St
Columbkille, the Brendan s, Comgall, and
other eminent men who flourished in the

same age. It it from him that Kilkenny,

Kvmg't Church) derive* its name."

Now, " mafrni* compvnere puroa,"

in this immediate neighbourhood re-

sided some years ago a peasant named
John Keegan, a man ofsingular talent,

" rustic.™ ubnormii $"pien& ;" he was
deeply versed in any legendary lore

the country afforded, and had some
knowledge of her antiquities; he was
the author of at least four articles, all

ofthem demonstrative of very consider-

able ability, and the highest order of
graphic power. Three of these paper*,

viz., "The Banshee," " The Bewitched
Butter," and "TheSheoge" appeared
in the pages of this our Magn, and
were full of wild, racy, and romantic
sketching. All the scenes he deli-

neates are taken from this immediate
land of Ossory, vix., the valley where
the grey Castle ofGurt-na-Clea stands,

on the brink of the rapid Gully ; the

town and neighbourhood of fair Mount-
rath ; and the daisy-tufted plain of

Aghavoe. His fourth paper, and his

best, " The Buccough Kuadh," I shall

allude to when I am treating of Abbey-
leix. Keegan is, I believe, some time

dead.
But to come back from this digres-

sion : in the eleventh century, Do-
nough, or Donald FitxPatrick, behav-

ed in a wretched way to the sons of

Brian Boru, as they returned with

their Dalgais, or chosen troops, from

the field of Clontarf. On this occasion

the Prince of Ossory opposed their

passage through his territories, when
the wounded men of Brian's army
asked permission that their comrades
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might tie tbem to stakes fixed in the

ground, and thus they might combat.

It is thus beautifully alluded to by
Moore:

—

« Forget not oof wounded companion!, who Mood
In the day of dletrcet. by oar aide :

While U*c mow of tixt rm\\,y grew red with their

blood.

They el I rred not, but conquered and died i

The ran, that now hlreee* our arm* with hi* light.

Saw thrm fall upon OeeoKV'a plain.

Oh ! let h m not blunh, when be leavee tie to-night,

To And that they fell thaw In Tain."

*

Now the cause of thin misunderstand-

ing between the FitzPat ricks and the

King of North Munster was one of

long standing, viz., the abnegation of

a certain tribute demanded by the lat-

ter, and an assertion of independence

of all tax or toll on the part of the

former. In the year 950, we find that

the princes of Osscry were accused, at

the Parliament of Cashel, of withhold-

ing their usual tribute to the powers
that be. Thirty princes of Munster
met at this Council, and among tbem
O'Felan, Prince of the Decies (a ter-

ritory now possessed and represented

by Lord Stuart de Decies, in right of

his lineal descent from the great Carls

of Desmond). It appeared, from the

registry, that for one hundred and
forty-one years—that is, from the first

coming of the Danes—the FitzPatricks

had eluded the payment, or, in com-
mon parlance, cheated the tax-gatherer.

The yearly mulct was certainly more
than a barleycorn, being «« 300 tcarUt

clohes, 500 horses, and their contingent

.of troops when calledfor." (Multiply

these by 141, the number of unpro-

ductive years, and the " mesne rents"

would be rather a formidable figure,

and would set off a modern Chancery
suit !) The Oasory prince refused to

pay this, but was compelled to do so,

and handed over bis son to the Council

as a pledge of future good behaviour.

Too name of the Ossorian prince

who opposed Brian's sons and soldiers

on their way home to Munster, after

the fight of Clontarf, was Donough
FitzPatrick. His army acted more

. generously. He was, by all accounts,

au ill-conditioned fellow, for, in 1027,

be thrust out the eyes of his cousin

Teague, who bad vexed him. His own
son was slain, but left an heir, Fynen-
Fyneene, or Florence (the last appel-

lation U among the ladies of the family

to this day). This Florence wedded
an O'Carol, and was probably father

to Donald who opposed the English

invasion in 1169 ; yet, being won over

by Maurice Prendergast, or, of necessi-

ty, through a " vsa victis " policy, he

joined Henry II. in 1172, and became
bis fast and efficient ally. Of his son,

Campion says, from a bst furnished hy

Lord Dunsany, «• Donnate Clonaghe
MacGil Patricke was a peerlessc war-

rior in anno 1219." Again, his sou,

Donough, according to the " Four
Masters," in 1249. was one of the
" three great plunderers " and killers

of the English, by whom he himself was
afterwards slain. The two others were
O'Melachin, of Meath, and the Mac-
Coghlan, of Ring's County. Donough
FitzPatrick " killed, burned, and de-

stroyed multitudes." He was a hu-
morist too, and went about in Haroun
al Raschid style as a spy, disguised in

various wavs. The following jaiui was

made on htm, and is given by the
«* Four Masters :

M—
M ITe ia a carpenter, likewtae a turner j

Again my horn ia a travelling hook teller t

lie al*o deal* in wlnee and hidel,

Wherever he aeea a crowd.**

In 1312, Sonnethuth FitzPatrick
was summoned to attend Ring Edward
II. into Scotland, along with other

great Irish chiefs, so that probably he
was at the fight of Bannockburn.
More than two hundred years after-

wards, in the days of Henry VIII., a
bluff and eccentric personage struts

across the stage. This was Brien,
Prince of Ossory, who being engaged
in a deadly feud with the Lord Deputy
Ormond, sent over to London a special

messenger in 1522, who, meeting the
Ring as he was going to chapel, deli-

vered his embassy in these words, but
in the Latin tongue : " I stand at thy
feet ; my lord, oh Ring, my master,
the MacGiolla Phaidruig, has sent me
to you, and ordered me to say, thai if

you do not chastise Red Peter Butler,
my master trill make war against you.'*

This bellicose prince married into a
very rebellious house— the O 'Mores,
Lords of Leix, a family who seemed
profoundly ignorant ofthe modern style

of peace-seeking protocols, but were
always for coming to hard blows at

once, especially with the English, and
casting their swords Brennus-fashion
into the scales. Accordingly, the son
of this marriage, Bernard FitzPatrick,
engaged in the rebellion of ** Silken
Thomas" Fiizgerald ; but after the
execution of that nobleman he was
pardoned, on making his submission to
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Henry VIII., tbe 8th October, 1537.
The reader will find an account of him
in the introduction to the annexed
" Letters of King Edward VL," by
Horace Walpole, which account he
has gleaned from Lodge's " Peerage.

"

Mr. Thomas Moore, in his " History
of Ireland "— a work, to be sure, of
very little weight—would intimate that
this prince was " beggarly in his appa-
rel," and so illiterate that he could not
spell or write his own name. All I
can advance against tbe first part of
this libel on our " Tiarnagh's" outward
man, is the supposition that, after
the tremendous subsidy of "Scarlet
Clokes " to the O'Briens, broad cloth
must have been scarce in Ossory ; and
as for the "attack on his parts of
speech," and his " orthodoxy," as Mrs.
Malaprop terms it, we can but appeal
to Lord Chesterfield, who avouches
that the great Duke of Marlborough
could never write correctly ; and Sir
Walter Scott tells us that Claverhouse
" spelt like a chambermaid ;** and we
find Douglas, or Old Archibald Bell-
the-Cat, the sixth earl—

.

" Who coronet of Aopi bore,"

and who was a contemporary with this

very Bernard FitzPatrick, boastfully
exclaiming

—

" Thanks to St. Both well, ion of mine,
8»re Gftw&ln,* tc&rce cupeot lint."

This FitzPatrick married a daughter
of the Earl of Ormond. His third son,
Teague, he sent to Dublin, where he
was executed for his crimes ; his eldest

son was the famous Barnabv FitzPa-
trick, of whom Sir James Ware thus

"Brian, or Barnaby FitzPatrick, re-
turned to liis country, being the eldest
son of the Baron of Upper Ossory, whom
King Edward the Sixth loved so dearly that
he scarce could be out of his company, he
affected him so entirely; and the King
was interchangeably loved of Brian, the
which their letters, written to and fro
while Brian was in France, do abundantly
testify.'

1

Now the few that remain of these
letters, I am enabled, through the
kindness of Mr. FitzPatrick, to pre-
sent to the public at the end of this ar-

The originals are in a fire-proof

chest in London, along with other
valuable papers. In the year 1771,
Horace \\ alpole was a great friend of
the last ennobled FitzPatrick, John,
second Earl of Upper Ossory (as is

manifest from the publication of his
correspondence, ranging from the year
1769 to 1797, with tbe Earl's lady,
Anne, Countess of Upper Ossory, a
book well known, and handsomely edi-
ted by the Right Hon. Vernon Smith,
M. P. for Northamptonshire, whose
lady was a FitzPatrick, and near rela-
tion of the earl.) Horace Walj>ole
procured permission from Lord Up-
per Ossory to print these u Letters of
Edward VI." at his private press at
Strawberry-hill ; but afew copies only
were published, and these entirely for
friendly circulation. One of these is

at " Grantstown Manor," and what I
now subjoin at the end of this paper u
an exact copy of it. I thought it more
expedient to give these letters, toge-
ther with Horace Walpole s "Intro-
duction," a place by themselves in the
pages of your honoured Maga, Mr.
Poplar, than interweave the curious
old golden filigree-work of their rare
texture with the baser metal of my
more modern lucubrations; and as I
do not believe that they have ever been
given to tho world in their unreserved
entirety before, I feel that they well
deserve from your editorial judgment
an independent niche in the graceful
facade of our Maga, from which they
may look down on the admiration of
an interested and intelligent public In
introducing these curious papers to lite-

rary notice, I feel almost that my Pil-
grimage to Ossory is over. I do not pro-
fess or purpose to be the historian of
"The Mac Giolk Phadruig:" I am un-
adapted for such an office. Yet there
is a great deal to interest and instruct
in their annals, and much of local and
literary association connected with the
name, and as yet untouched on by me,
both in this country and in merryo
England. For example, in tbe last
century, General Richard FitzPatrick
was, by the unanimous verdict of the
London and literary world, pronounced
to be " the most agreeable man of the
day." He was made Secretary of War
after his return from the campaign in
America ; was a poet, as was his bro-
ther, Lord Upper Ossory; and was

* He wa« a bishop, and mwt of them can write and spell
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the dearest friend and intimate of Mr.
Fox, under whose marble bust, now
in the dining-parlour at Grantstown,
is a laudatory quadruplet from the

General's pen, as follows :—
" A patriot's even court* he steered,

Mid»t faction's wildest storms unmoved i

By all who marked hie mind revered,

By all woo knew hi* heart beloved."

Concerning which lines I would only

remark that whatever " reverence

'

might bo challenged for Fox's "mind,"
a similar measure could hardly be
claimed for his morals. Yet General
FitzPatrick, who appears to have been
a fine generous-hearted roan, again and
again inscribed verses to his friend in

the «• Temple of Friendship " at " St.

Anneshill," the best among which are

these :

—

" Cheerful Is this sc<|u< stored bower.
From all the storms of life removed t

Here Fox enjoy"d the evening hoar
In common with the friends he loved t

And here these lines he oft would quote.

Pleased, from his favourite poet's lay,*

When challenged by the wot bier's note,

That breathed a song from every spray."

Again, if the reader would enioy a
repast of intense gossip, seasoned with

wit and originality, flavoured with rhe-

toric, and garnished with a liveliness

of style incomparable in its way, he
may survey a perfect tableaux of Lon-
don West-end mind and life in the

volumes already alluded to, " The
Letters of Horace Walpole to Anne,
Countess of Ossory

.
" This lady was a

daughter of Lord Ravensworth, and
was first married to the Duke of Graf-

ton. She was abused by " Junius;*'

but Walpole was her steady corres-

pondent for twenty-eight years, during

which time he wrote to her no fewer

than four hundred letters, and ceased

not till approaching death had palsied

his fingers, and " his hand had forgot

its cunning." It is impossible for a
thinking person to peruse these docu-
ments, brilliant as they are, without a
feeling of sorrow for the mind which
conceived and the man who indited

them. Here is, no doubt, the accom-
plished wit, the scholar, the dramatist,

the man of fashion and of fame, the

noble author of " The Noble Au-
thors;" for though he lived as Horace
Walpole, he died as the Earl of Orford.

Yet here, also—and, alas I too plainly

— is the hard, worldly man, as if he

were pactrydermatized by long collision

with thejostlings of time, recounting

the fatalities of life with a sneer;

dwelling on its jgraver follies with a
panegyric ; treating its serious sorrows
with ridicule, and dilating on its frail-

ties with sarcastic satisfaction : without
the breaking forth of one generous or

noble feeling, or one concern for any
member of God's great universal fa-

mily, savo the circle of which he him-
self was the selfish centre. With a
total exemption of all true kindliness,

his mind seemingly kyanized into hard-

ness by its long immersion in the acrid

waters of his own bitter nature ; ador-

ing the bubbles of life as they rose and
shone, and scoffing at them as they

burst and fell ; admiring the butterflies

of fashion as they chased each other,

though no man knew better than he
that the brightest was but a painted

moth—a poor, old, worn, selfish, sink-

ing man, he appears at the latter part

of these volumes like one of other

days, who resembled him in courtliness

and wit

—

« Meditans nugarum tt totus in Mis;"

his whole soul given to ingenious tri-

fling, with not a solemn thought beyond
the gravity which alarm for his own
breaking health produced; his spirit

trembling on the confines of eternity,

yet ever turning back to gaze on time,

with eyes apparently blinded to all

apprehension of the real and infinite

Good by the glare and the gold-dust

of the high causeway he had so long

trod. To the last he appears to liave

been as consistent to bis present as he
was careless of his future, and with
reluctance to have left that world, be-

yond whose dread ramparts which
girdle in this our life, he seems to

have feared no hell, and wished for no
heaven.

I first saw these volumes in the old-

fashioned library of Granstown Manor,
which is a fair and handsome bawn,
standing on an elevated and smooth-
shaven grassy plateau, and command-
ing the view of a rich and striking

landscape. The house is full of curi-

osities, interest, and vertu. The old

quaint book-room alone has matter
attractive enough to detain a man
agreeably for a day, and mental ali-

ment sufficient to nourish him for a

-

DrytWa " Flower and Leaf."
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century. 1 haveseldom seen so rare and
valuable a collection of books and old

manuscripts on the Roman Catholic

controversy. Beyond the library is a

parage where hang spears— two-

nanded swords of great length and

weipbt, such as Rudolf Donnerhugel
wielded in the castle-yard of Gierstein,

and Sir Philip Sidney wore before he

hung the weapon on the wall at Pens-

hurst, where it now is. Here are cui-

rasses of steel—very old gigantic spun,

with leathers and rowels so sharp and
strong as would convert Rozinante to

Bucephalus by a prod— iron head-

pieces, gnuntlets, dagger and rapier,

broadswords, bilboa and round target,

enormous boots, such as spumed the

hapless " Goose Gibbie " out of their

circumference. Black leathern jacks,

for beer* capable of containing three

or four gallons of that heart-cheering

beverage, and many other articles

military or commissariat, suggestive

of the ancient combat and camp.

Beyond thiB armoury is the chapel, so

used by the late Mr. Richard Fitz-

Patrick, who some years ago conformed

to the Roman Catholic Religion, al-

though almost all his ancestry, from

the Reformation, were Protestants,

commencing with the " Amantissimus

Barnabe " of Edward VI., with a few

rebellious exceptions, down through

Richard FitzPatrick, whose loyalty to

"William III. was so acceptable, and
" his fidelity to the crown, as well

as in promoting the Protestant suc-

cession" so striking, that George I.

made him an Irish peer— Lord Gow-
ran, in 1714— as King William,

of glorious memory, had previously

(in 1696) granted him the lands of

Grantstown, Donaghmore, and Monga-
more, as a reward for his loyalty and
Protestantism.* This chapel the pre-

sent family have converted into a pic-

ture and music-gallery. Some of the

paintings are extremely good. Here
are originals from the old masters—
two of Holbein's; a Venus and Child

by Poggi, very nice, if not so nude j

Lord Pembroke by Borrachioj two

Venices by Guardi, a pupil of Cano-

letti's; and a Boy, in water-colours,

by Guido, most exquisite, &c. &c
In the drawing-room are Sir Joshua

Reynolds's two chef- d'auvres— the

Nymph and Boy, or Venus ; aud Lady

Gertrude FitzPatrick— the former a
legacy left by the great painter to Lord
Upper Otaory ; the latter representing
ber little ladyship as a peasant child on
a heath, a picture full of picquancy
and originality. This Lady Gertrude
was a great collector of beautiful
china, with which she adorned ber
house in Grosvenor - place, and most
of which is now translated to the wilds
of Ossory. I have never seen more
exquisite china, more delicate in its

fabric, more peachy and tnuisfwirent

in its colouring; lovely vases of sea-

green, pink, and white,' the rarest and
richest specimens which Dresden or
Sevres coukl produce; comical little

dull Wedgewood services, charming
minikin Bourgeois teapots, in brown
and grey, and whole rosewood beao-
fets, with glass doors and shelves,

groaning beneath the splendour of this

lovely and elegant material in tinted

ccats ofmany colours—gold and azure,

vermilion, amber, and green.

Among the picture* there was one
which strangely fascinated me. I con-
fess that, both in music and painting,

the literary or romantic association

belonging to the work of art are to my
mind more captivating than the mere
artistic mechanism displayed therein.

This was an excellent picture of Arch-
bishop Laud, probably by Vandyke, or

else a very good copy. There are the

small woman hands, the round delicate

features, the superstitious mouth, half

irresolute, half cruel, surmounted by *
grey mustache ; the eyebrows arched
and well-defined; the cold, serpent- like

eyes, the right one slightly elevated

above the other, as if some passing

twinge of conscience had stung him,

or the ear of his fancy had been for a
moment startled by a shriek or groan
of agony from a Star.Chamber victim;

the whole man, in his lawn-sleeves, his

starched ruff, his college cap and tip.

pet, looking excessively like a human
and very gentlemanlike rat, as far and
as much as a man could ever resemble

a reptile.

In a large, square, ancient, leathern

box are many letters of the last cen-

tury, from people distinguished in li-

terature to members of this family.

Some of Horace Walpole's, some of

Charles James Fox's, some of Lord
Holland's, and many of General Fits-

• Lodges "Peerage."
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Patricks. Three of tbese letters I ob-

tained copies of ; the first is from Sir

Joshua Reynolds to the Earl of Up.

Str Ossory, Grosvenor-place, and runs

0$:

—

" London, Oct. 9, 1788.

" My Lobd,— Having received a
very fine turtle about a fortnight ago,

ana having now eaten it, it appears to

be high time to thank your lordship

for this opportunity of regaling my
friends— and I think I made up for

the purpose a very good party— Lord
Harrington, Sheridan, Courtenay, Ma-
lone, Mr. Fitzgibbon, Captain Jeph-
aon, and the Bishop of Killaloe, with

two or three more, in order to balance

all tbis spirit with a proportionate

quantum of caput mortuum, which I

hold to be a necessary circumspection

in making up a party. Mr. Jephson
is a great treat, though he did not on
that day exhibit—though 1 have heard

bim since with much delight. I bear

tbe postman's bell, so must conclude,

though I do not know whether I had
anything more to say than < Thank
you, ' except to beg my most respect-

ful compliments to the ladies. I am,
with great respect,

"Joshua Reynolds."

The other letter is from the Duchess

of Devonshire (this was the political,

plotting Duchess, a daughter of Earl

Spencer's) :

—

« Rstordey.
M Dear Lord Ossory,—You know

my passion for Chiswick— will you
forgive me if I am very troublesome

to you, in desiring you to give me a

copy of Edward the Sixth's letters for

Chiswick. I am ashamed of taking

this liberty with you, and hope (out

of compassion of mv being a little bit

with books, &c, «c.) that you will

grant my request, or, at least, excuse

it. Believe me yours ever,

G. Devonshire."
•To Earl ofOwory^

The third letter is from the execu-

tors of Sir Joshua Reynolds to Lord
Upper Ossory, and runs thus :

—

My Lord,— I beg leave to inform

you that Sir Joshua Reynolds has left

you by his will, of his own handwrit-

ing, a token of his remembrance ; his

bequest is in the following words: 'I
desire that the Earl of Upper Ossory

would accept of some one picture of

my own painting, and that he take his

choice of those of my paintings which
shall be unsold at my death/

" I have nothing farther to commu-
nicate, and have the honour to be your
lordship's most obedient servant,

" Jamls Martin."
" Em« Court, Tempi*.

Tu«d.y. 2Sth Feb., 17M."

"P.S. — The executors are Mr.
Burke, Mr. Malone, and Mr. Metcalf."

Acting on this, the Earl's choice

fell upon the " Nymph and Boy," re-

ferred to above, and surely not one of
Reynolds's best. The plate taken from
it is well known to the public
Wedroveoneday tosee Tentore House,

a very ancient mansion, with a ruined

grange and stone wall surrounding a
green and spacious croft, in which ia

an antique summer-house on a grassy

mound—a silent and lonely place, with

that peculiar light and air which seems
to rest around these old buildings ; on
an abutment is engraven tbe date of
its erection, 1635. It was built for

Bryan, tbe fifth Lord Ossory of the

first creation, whom Lodge calls "a
noble young gentleman ;" but when he
came and saw the house, and com-
pared it with the castle which his

neighbour, Lord Castle Durrow, had
erected, he would not live there—it is,

certainly, a queer-looking habitation

— but let it go to rack. This Bryan
died young, and his heir, Bryan, the

sixth lord, engaged in the rebellion of
1641. and was at the siege of Burrus
and Ballinakill; but at the restoration

contrived to get his indictment for

treason reversed (this family, certainly,

were always singularly fortunate in

getting ont of scrapes), and shook

hands with the government. His mo-
ther was Margaret, eldest daughter of
the Earl of Ormond, and lived and
died at Watercastle or Dunmore, two
of the family seats, in this county.

Tentore is supposed to have been an
original castle of the FitzPatrtcks,

called so from its having "ten towers.*'

When I saw it, every part of the tinu

ber was crazy through ag^e — stair-

cases creaking and swerving, floors

bending under your weight as you
traversed them, and rafters starting

from their horizontal, and weighed

down ; the walls are immensely thick,

and the windows small. The house has
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now, I am told, undergone a thorough
repair, and has been set with a farm
to Mr. St. George.
One more bright and peaceful after-

noon we passed among the soft sha-

dows of Grantstown Castle, which is a
noble and picturesque ruin. Grosse
calls it a Norwegian nidus (it is so
now for the crows and owls), which
ought to place the date of its erection

in the ninth century, and thus bestow
upon it an antiquity of 1000 years. It

is round, grey, lofty, and richly wrap-
ped in ivy ; at the top of it, and com-
manding the door arc stone pierced
projections, for the pouring of hot lead

on the heads of the assailants, which,
I suppose, was a military satire on the
xcarmlh of Irish hospitality—practical-

ly unpleasant, no doubt, to those who
partook of it. A bright lake shim-
mers by its side ; woods are waving,
and corn-fields are laughing around it

;

and above it stands, coronettcd with

beeches, that singular ruth called "The
Round Table of Ossory." The castle

offers no mark of having endured the

action of assault or shot, though how
it escaped between the two contend-
ing parties— " a plague on both your
houses "—I cannot tell ; for here was
Owen O'Nial, with his storming par-

ties of red Ulster gallowglasses, ram-
paging in a very unscrupulous way
through the county, in 1646; nnd
again, afterwards, in 1650, Cromwell's
generals traversed the shire, and castle

after castle went down before the sal-

vos of their ruthless artillery. Ifever

there hud been war beneath it, all was
peace now. I paced it twice round,
and should pronounce it to be 130 feet

in circumference ; the walls are twelve

feet thick ; and I attained the summit by
a winding stair, of seventy-eight stone

steps. The evening sun shone strong

and clear upon the castle, as I stood to

gaze upon it and its accompaniments

;

a beautiful fallow deer, with his large

timid eyes, was nibbling the short,

sweet grass under its walls, confined by
a long chain, hooked into the castle

stones ; a group of young people were
reclining on a knoll iu the sunshine,

reading and chatting by turns ; near
them stood a groom, with a little gar-

den phcaton and white pony ; further

on sat a fair and very graceful young
matron, of one of England's noblest

houses, who was on a visit at Grants-

town Manor, and was now busy with

her pencil in transferring the whole
scene to her sketch-book ; and from
the shadow of the castle came, like sil-

ver bells, the pleasant voices of chil-

dren at play, among which the heartiest

and clearest was that of the young
chief, the son and heir of the Mac
Giolla Phadruig, a nice and intelligent

little lad, with a bright eye, a frank

temper, and limbs as lithe and agile as

a highlander. He is something of an
antiquary, too, and can tell the legend

of almost every castle on his father's

property in his own childish way.
Now the breese is rising, and curl-

ing the wavelets on the lake ; the

watcrhens are sailing ont from amidst

the reeds ; the dragonflies are alight-

ing on the hedges ; the long ivy waves
and sways in the wind, till the castle

seems a thing of green and jubilant

life ; the amber-tinted clouds sail slow-

ly up the sky; the trout are springing

and leaping, and dimpling the lake

where it is in shelter ; and the castle

stretches a longer shadow to the east

;

and, as Milton says—
u The greyhooded mn.

Like » m4 voUrlrt In palmer'* weed*.
Blvcf from ltludinott wheel of Fbcsbue' vmlo,"

as, standing by this black and profound
lake, and under this grey ruin, I
breathe a farewell to fair Ossory and
its rich plains and fertile pastures,

its bright streams, aud lawns, and
leas, and broad rivers, and many an
ancient cell, and storied window, and
broken archway ; its rath, and tower,

and tree, and shattered monastery, and

Eroud historic castle—would that they
ad an ablerhand than mine to chronicle

their story— and many a kind heart,

and gentle voice, and accomplished
mind—farewell.

I am, dear Mr. Poplar, your faith,

ful servant,

B
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Sttttxs from Jiiirg €btoarb % Sirtfc

TO BARNADT FITZPATRICK.

Copies of Seven Original Lettersfrom King
Edward to Barnaby HtzPatrick.
Strawberry HilL Printed in the year
MDCCLXXIX.

ADVERTISEMENT.
BV HORACB WALPOLB.

" The following seven letters, written by
King Edward VI. to his favourite, Barnaby
FitzPatrick, were first announced to the
public by Dr. Fuller, in his Church History,*

In which he printed one whole letter and
part of another. Strype, in the second vo-
lume of his Memorials, likewise mentions
them, but probably on the sole authority of
Fuller.

" The originals having been carefullv pre-

served in the family of FitzPatrick, the pre-

sent Eurl of Upper Oasory has permitted
me to print a certain number of copies at

my own press.

" These letters and the young King's

Diaryf indicate that application to govern*
merit from which so much was expected by
his subjects and contemporaries. There is

nothing puerile in either, nor the slightest

symptoms of a mind perverted by flattery,

or taught to feel the arrogant royalty of
his condition. He speaks with modesty of
the acts of his government, ss directed by
his guardians, and says, it was settled, it

was appointed, &c . . Perhaps still

more glory is due to his tutors and servants
for not having corrupted him.

** In one point he seems to have missed
an opportunity of conciliating our affections.

I allude to the cold indifference with which
he speaks of the death of his uncle the Pro-
tector, as he has done too in his Journal,
where, with the same unfeeling exactness,

he notes down the condemnation and death

of his other uncle the admiral £ In a
Journal this may be excused. ... In

a private letter to his dearest friend, there

is methinks a strange want of tenderness, at

least of compassion, for so near a relation,

that does not prejudice one in favour of the

Prince. If one may be allowed to form
conjectures on a character from such ad-

vanced blossoms, I should suspect his hu-

manity was not so mature as his under-
standing. It is at least a strong presump-
tion that Fuller had no reason for supposing
that the King's consumption was occasioned

by grief for the death of his uncle,§ It is

more to the honour of the favourite, that
though his hopes were dashed so early by
the death of his royal patron, he proved a
brave, useful, and loyal subject to the two
next successors, and of unshaken attach-
ment to the Protestant cause in his own
country.

" Barnaby FitzPatrick was the heir of a
most ancient and illustrious race, being eldest

son of Bernard Barnaby, or Brian Mac Gill

Patrick, Chief of Upper Ossory, and bead
of a family, who boast a descent from the
lint Milesian King of Ireland. The very
remote date of the pretension is a presump-
tion of the greatest antiquity. This Mec-
Gill Patrick making his submission in 1537
to the King's Commissioners for the pettle-

ment of Ireland, it was indentured with him,
that he should be Baron of Cowhili or Cas-
tleton, and have the Lands of Upper Ossory
granted to him at the yearly acknowledg-
ment of three pounds to the Crown. He
wns created Baron of those of lands, 88rd of
Henry VlII.j|

" By the Lady Margaret, eldest Daughter
of Pierce Earl of Ormond, he had four sons,

of whom Barnaby his heir was the Favourite
of King Edward, and the person to whom
the following letters are addressed.

• 4 We are told by Fuller that he used to

be beaten for the king, when the latter de-

served it : an evasion more destructive in a
royal education than ever in that of a
common child of quality, as leading directly

to that pernicious maxim, 'A king can do
no wrong,' a sure lesson for teaching him
to do a great deal ; and not compensated by
making his ministers responsible, who in

their turn find other proxies to receive their

stripes. To FitzPatrick, at least, the cor-

rection was salutary, nnd laid the foundation

of those excellent qualities, by which he
afterwards distinguished himself. From the

King's own Journal we learn that Sir Ro-
bert Dudley and Bamabe (by which name

• Book vii. p. 409.

t Printed in the second volume of Burnet's " History of the Reformation."

j Also the Lord Ludley, Admiral of England, was condemned to death, and died in

March ensuing. Page 6 of tho Journal in the Appendix of Burnet's " History of the

Reformation."

§ Page 425.

il Lodge's » Peerage of Ireland," voL U. p. 241.
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alone his Majesty always mentions him)*
were sworn two of the ordinary Gentlemen
(of the IVivy Chamber). The latter was
soon after sent to France to accompany the

Lord Admiral Clinton, who was to represent

the King as godfather to a new-born son of

Henry II. At that court King Edward
destined him to stay a year, to learn the

language, to inform bis Majesty of event*,

and to improve himself in the art of war.

The King gave him instructions drawn up
with his own hand, very sober and very
singular, for he allows him to take a pen-

sion from the French King, if it should be

od'ered to him.f
" llarnaby went to France in October,

1551, and in December was presented to the

King, who treated him with distinction, as

may well be believed, since that court was
earnestly seeking to engage Edward in their

war with the Emperor.
" In September of the following year Ed-

ward ordered his favourite to return, hav-
ing in the interim bestowed on him two
abbeys, and confirmed to him the grant of

his father's lands.

" The death of bis royal master did not

enervate the spirit of FkzPatrick ; he dis-

tinguished himself o^ain>t Sir Thomas Wyat,
wlio, I am sorry for the former's sake to say,

fell in as good a cause as that of any more
successful revolution, his insurrection being

levelled against the Queen's match with
Philip II., the must destructive plan ever

formed against the saw* and liberties of

this conn try.

" In 1558, Fitzpatrick was knighted by
the Duke of Norfolk, for his bravery art the

siego of Leith, and the next year was pre-

sent in the first Parliament of Queen Eliza-

beth held in Dublin.
** His behaviour during her reign, in

support of ber authority against the great

liish chiefs, who sought to shake off the

English yoke, is celebrated with the highest

encomiums by the Lord Deputy Sidney. J
His activity and prudence kept the districts

under his care in perfect tranquillity ; his

caution and valour procured the overthrow
and death of the great Rory Oge O'More,
who had given so much disturbance to the
English Government. His disinterested ge-
nerally would accept no reward but one
hundred poouds, which he distributed among
the victorious soldiers of his kerne.

" In 1579, Barnaby, who (I ought to

have said) had succeeded to the honour of

Upper Ossory, marched with the Lord De-
puty against another Irish chieftain, James
FitsMaurice, who had brought over some
Spaniards. For this service he received a

pension from England, and other gifts, and
the Lord Deputy represented him to his suc-

[Nov.

cessor as a model and exemplar of a perfect

Commander.
" He married Joan, daughter of Sir Ro-

land Eustace, Viscount Baltinglass ; and
dying about September, 1581, left only one

daughter and heiress, Margaret, first wife

of James Lord Dunboyne ; his barony de-

scended to Florence, bis brother.
44 1 hese few notices of a man, who made

so great a figure by his merit, after he bad
missed making a more showy one by favour,

would, I thought, be satisfactory to such as

shall peruse these letters. For them, pro.

bably, no apology will be thought necessary

;

on the contrary, I will conclude with a pas-

sage from Fuller, pointed out to me by an

eminent antiquary§ and friend of mine.
44

If Papists superstitiously preserve tho

fingers, teeth, yea locks of hair of their

pretended saints, wonder not if I prize the

smallest reliques of this gracious Prince.
M Horaok Walpolb.

Strawberry BUI, Best, 90, 1771."

ORIGINAL LETTERS FROM KING ED-
WARD VI. TO BARNABY FITZPA TRICK..

LETTER I.

- Bw cl^Mitno^&c^

"TIM ingentea gratlas ago, me clarriwime

Due Harnaba quia ad me scripscris. Verum
etiam ut tibi referrem Literas quauq. Tempos
vlx ffufficut, ne ingrutus viderer ad to scrqisi

literas has, ut actiam libi dieerem me roga-

visse avuneulum menm ut vos accersere

p<«s<% eumq. veils to adesse eras. Saluta D.
or & D. Br. dieasq. Ternput roihi deesse at

nd eos scriberem. Vale 9° Maij, Die mer-
corii vesperi, Mora ortava, seeundo nov»
Lunae. Tui amantissimua.

** E. Rex*
(On the back of this first letter, which

wa* probably written before Mr. FkzPatrick
left England, are these different sentences,

all seemingly in the hand with the letter

and direction ; but Lytere Regis is in

another hand.) W. C
44 Meq. me causa doloris.

*' Meaq mecQ porto.
** Incidit inSyHam qui vultevitare Carybden

To ventre extent* judica de pingui Polent i,

Nonne diavol amor, nonne est mala coda

Cupido ?

Quo fucit savios Hotes tot habere Pazzia^"

LETTER n.
" Edward—
"We have received your letters of the

8th of this present monthe, whereby we un-

derstand how you are wel entertained, for

• Afterwards Earl of Leicester. f Fuller, p. 411. J V. Lodge, Ibid tttpra.

§ The Reverend William Cole, who translated the letters and added the notes.
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Yet if you be
rehemently pro-

cured yon may
go* m waiting on
the King, not •

linrfy teeing (he

ecremonlre, and
to yon loke oa
the m»«*« but In

the meaner anaeon
rente the Scrip-

ture* or mid good
B-Ae end give no
Reverent to the

matte at all.

which we are right glad, and also how you
have ben procured once to gw a pilgrimag.

For which cause we have
thought good to advertise

you, that hereafter if any
such chaunce happen, you
shall desire Leave to goe to

Mr. Picering or to Paris for

your Business, and if that

will not serve, to declare

to some man of estimation

with whom you arc best

acquainted, that as you are

loth to offend the French
King, because you have
been so favourable used. So
with sauf conscience you

cannot doe anything, being brought up with

roe and bounde to obey my Lawe*, also that

you bad coinmandmet from me to the con-

trary.
44 Furthermore you shal remember, whe

you may conveniently be absent from the

Court, to tarry w* S . . . IMkering,

and to be instructed by him how to use

yourself. For women, as far forth as you
ma}*, avoyde their company. Vet if the

French King commando you, you may some-
times daunce, so measure be your mesne.

Els aplie yourself to riding, shoting, or

Tennis, w* you honest Fames. Not forget-

ting sometim, whe you have leasur, your

lerning chefely reading of the Scripture.

This i write, not doubting that you would

have done soe though i had not written but

to ttpurre you .... y ... of

1200 crowiies you shall receive, either

monthly or Quarterly by Bartholomew
Campaign a Factor in Paris he hath warrant

to receive it by here, and hath wrhte to his

Factour to deliver it to you there. We have

signed your Bill for wages of the Chamber
which Fiuwilliams hath. Likewise we have

sent a Letter into Ireland, to our Deputy,

that he shall take surrender of Your Father's

Landes, and to make again other Utters

Patentee that there Landes shall be to him,

you, and jour lleire* lawfully bugotte for

ever, adioyniug thereto tow Religious Houses

you spake for.
44

Little hath been done here sins you
went, but the Duks of Somerset arraignment

of Felonious Treason, and the musters of

the new erected gendarmerie.
44 The Duke the tint of this month was

brought to Westminster Hall, where sate as

Juge, or High Stuard my L° Treaaawrour.

26 Lordes of the Parliement went on his

trial I. Etiditement was redd, wich were

several. Some for Treason. Some for Trai-

terous Felony. '1 he Lawcrs redd how Paul-

mer had confessed, that the Duke once

minded, and made him prevy to raise the

north, after to c;d the Duke of Northumber-

land, the marquis of Northampton, and the

erle of Pembroke to a Feast, and so to have

elaine them, and to doe this thing (as it

was to be thought) had levied men 100 at

his Hmtw at London, which was scanned by
the treason because unlawful assemblies for

such Purposes was Treason by an act made
in the last Sessions. Also how the Duke of

Somen : minded to slay the Horses of the

Gendarmes, and to raise London. Crane
confewed also the murdering of the Lordes

in a Banket. S Miles Partrig confessed the

raising of London. Hammon his man having

a watch at Greenwich of 20 weaponed me,
to resist if he had be arreetid, and this con-

fessed both Partrig and Paulmer. He an-
swerid that who* he levid men at his House,

he met no such thing, but only to defend

himself. Tbe Rest very barly answertd. After

debating of the matter from 9 a cloke to

three the Lordes wit together, and there

waying that the matter seamed only to

touch there Life*, although afterward more
inconvenience might have followed, and that

men might thinke they did it of malice ac-

quitted him of High Treason, and condemn-
ed him of Felony, wich he seemed to have

confessed. He hearing the Judgment fell

down on his knees, aud thanked them for

his open Triall. after he asked Pardon of

the Duke of Northumberland, tbe Marquis

Sec. . . whom he confessed he met to de-

stroy, although before he swore vehemently

to tbe contrary. The next day after he con-

fessid how be had promised Bartiville to de-

liver him out of Prison, if he wold kill the

Duke of Northumberland.
• 4 The Musters was of 1,000 men of armes

the 7 of this Present. They had noe Pages,

Qnestrello, nor Demilaunces, but al wel

armed ; and soe horsed as was never senc,

i dare say, so many good Horses, an>l soe

wel armed Men. We thinke you shall see

in Fraunce none like . . . Thus torn

you well. From Westinyster the 20 De-
cember, A.D. 1651."

[No direction appears to this second let-

ter, which is partly printed by Fuller, from
44 Little hath been done here," to the eud

—

W.C.J

LETTER III.

To our wel- beloved Serraunte Barnabe

Fitzpatrickt, one of the Gentlemen of
our Privy Chamber, 4fc.

44 Edward—
44 We have received your Lettres of the

28 of December whereby we perceive your

constancy, both in avoyding al kinds of

Vices, and also in following al Thinges of

Activity, or otherwise, that be honest and

mete for a Gentlem.su, of the wich we are

not a little gladd<\ nothing doubting your

continuance therein. We understand also

bv certain Letters you sent to the Erie of

Pembroke, and Mr. Vice Chamberlaiu, that

yc have some Lakke of Mulcttis, and that

ye desire to have pent to you some of ours.

Wltereupon we have considered that our

Mulettia being old and lame, will doe you
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but little Service, and at least lessc than

good ones bought there. For wich cause

we have willed Bartholomew Campagnc to

deliver you 800 Crouncs, by Exchaung, for

the biing of your tow Mulettis over and be-

sides your former allowance. Hier we have

little Newes at thU Present, but only that

the Chaleng that ye hard of before your going

was very well accomplished. At Tilte

there came 18 Defendauntis ; at Tournay

20. At Barricres the fought 8 to 8 a

Twelf Night This last Christmas bathe

bene well merely past Afterwards there

was rone a match at Tttk 6 to 6, wich was

very well rone.

"Also because of the L. Riches Sikeucs,

the Bishop of Ely was made Chancellor of

England, during the Parliament.
" Of late there hath been such a Tide here

as hath overflown al Meadowes and Marshes,

al the Isle of Dogges at Plumsted Mnrshe,

al Slieppy Foulnes in Essex, and all the Sea

Coast was quite drowned. We here that it

hath done no lease harme in Flanders, Hol-

land and Zellaund, but much more, for

Townes and Cities have been drowned.
" We are advertized out of Altnaine, that

Duke Moris is turned from the Emperonr,

and he with the ProtesUunts levieth men,

to deliver the old Duke of Saxe, and the

Landsgrave out of Prison.
44 The Cause of our Slowness in writing

this Letter hath been Lake of Messangera,

else we had written before Time.
44 Now shortly we shall prove how you

have profited in the French Tongue, for

within a while we will write to you in

Frenchc. Thus we make an Ende, wishing

you as much good as ourself. At Westrats-

ter, the 25th of January, 1551.
44

1 have since received your Letter of

the 19th of this Instante, assuring you that

i am the gladder, the oftener i here frome

you "

[The address or direction is in the King's

writing. On the outside, in another hand,

is this:—25th of January, 1551, fliom the

King's Matie,]

LETTER IV.

« To our wdbeloved Servant, Barnabe

Fitzpalrike.

" Edward—
44 We have received your Letters, dated

at Paiis, the 12th of this Jnstaunt, and also

Mr. Pikeringea Letter written to our tru&tie

and welbeloved cousin the Duke ofNorthum-

berland, on your Behalf, whereby we per-

ceive both the great Preparation for the

Warrcs wich the French King
makctl), and also how . . . shed of all

things we . . . goe such a journey, so

that ho . . . h, that your Costcs will

not be bo . . under three Hundred Pounds.

Whereupon we have given order to Bartho-

lomew Campaigne for to deliver you in

Paris 800 French Crounes, over and besides

d of Lexx and Oseory. [Not.

al moneys sent you heretofore, and besides

your diet. Also, whereas you seme to find

a Lake for the Moilettis, thcr was appointed

to you 300 French Crownes, for the being
of the same, because they could not be wel
transported. Also order is gevin for your
Horsis to be carrid over to you, wich Dili-

gence wich we trust shal like you weL
44 We . . . more to yon, but to wil

you not to live toe sumptuously, as an Am-
bassadour, but so as your Proporcion of
Living may serve you we meane, because

we know many will resort to you, and de-
sire to servo you, i told you how many i

thought convenient you should kepe.
41 After you have orderid your Thingcs at

Paris, goc to the Courte, and learne to have
more Intelligence if You cane, and after to

tho Warns, to learne somewhat to serve us.
44 Newes from hense i shal write you,

when you send us some, in the meane sea-

son none but that (Thankea be to God).
Al is wel for the Present Fare you weU.
Frome Westmister, the 25th of February,

Anno Dni, 1551."

[This letter is much worn by frequent

doubling and folding : it is directed by the

King himself—W. C.]

LETTER V.

•* To our trustie and vcclbtlovtd Servant
Barnabut Fitxpatrie

44 Edward—
44 The causis whi we have not hitherto

written unto you, have partly be the Lakko
of a convenient messenger, partly because

we ment to have some things worthie writ-

ing ere we wold write anything. And
therefore being now almost in the middel

of our Journey, wich we have undertaken

this Somer, we have thought good to ad-

vertise how, sins our last letters, dated at

Greenwich, we deported from and toward a
thing, far contrary to that wherein, as wo
perceive by your diliget advertisement, you,

and the Country you are in, ar occupied.

For whereas you al have be occupied

in killing of your Enemies, in long March-
ings, in pained Journeys, in extreme Heat,

in sore Skirmishings, and divers assaultes

;

we have be occupied in killing of wild

Bestes, in pleasant Journeys, in good Fare,

in viewing of fair Countries, and rather have

sought how to fortifie our owne, the to spoyla

another man's.
41 And being this determined ca to Gil-

ford, from thes to Pctworth, and so to

Condray, a goodly House of Sir Anthony
Browne's, whero wo were marvelous! v, yea,

rather, excessively banketted. From thea

we went to Halvenaker, a pretty House be-

sides Chichester. From thes we went to

Warblington, a faire House of Sir Richard

Cotton?, and so to Whalta, a faire old great

House, in times past the Bishop of Win-
cheater's, and now my Lo Treaaourour'i
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Hou«c. In alt theis Places we had both
good Hunting and pood Chere. From thes
we went to Portismouth Towne, and there

viewed, not only the Towne itself, and the

Haven, but also divers Bulwarkes, as Cha-
tertous, Haselford, w* other. In viewing of
wich wo find the Bulwarkes chargeable,

massie, wel rampared, but ill-fashioned, ill

flanked, and set in unmcte Place*, the

Townc wcake in comparison of that it

ought to be, to houge great (for w*in
the wallies or faire and large closis

and much vacant Rome), the Haven
notable, great, and standing by nature

easie to be fortified ; and for the more
strength thereofwe have devised two strong

castellis on either side of the Have, at the

mouth, thereof; for at the mouth, the Have
is not past tenacore over ; but in the middle,

almost a mile over ; and in length, for a
mile and a-hauf, hable to beare the greatest

Ship in Christendome From this we went to

Tlchfield, the erle of Southampton's House,

and so to Southampton Towne. The Citi-

zens had bestowed for our coming great cost

in painting, repairing, and rampairing of their

Wallis. The Towne is ansome, and for the

Bigness of it, as faire Houses as be at Lon-
don. The Citizens made great chere, and
many of them kept costly Tables. From
Southampton we came to Beuley, a little vil-

lage in the middel of the new Forest ; and
so to Christchurch, another little Towne in

the Forest, where we now be ; and having
advertised you of all thin, we think it not

good to trouble you any further, w* news of

this Countrye, but only that at this time the

most part of England (thankis be to God) is

clere of any dangerouse or infeciouse sick-

ness. We have received al your Letters of

the 26th of May, the 19th of June, and the

1st of August. Thus Fare you well. From
Christchurch, the 22nd of August.'*

[On the outside of this fifth Letter (which
is printed by Fuller) in another Hand, from
the direction and letter, both in the King's

writing, is this, From the King. W.C.J

LETTER VI.

" To Barnaby Fitz Patrick.
14 Edward—

" After our right harty Recommendations
unto you, this shall be to signifie to you,

how y ' aswel upo consideration of your long

absence from us, one hollo Tere almost being

expired ; as also for divers other causes as

thereunto moving, wich you shall the per-

fectlier know at your coming hither, we havo
thought good to cal you Home again at this

Present, with as much expedition as you
w* your ease can conveniently make. And
for that Purpose, you, or Mr. Pikcring for

you (if you so think good), to declare to the

French King, that wheare you have waited

on his Majesty for this yere past, now con-

sidering the d'eadd Time of the yeare, for

Warns draweth nere, you are determined to

VOL. U.IV.—WO. OCLXm.

repair Homeward to your Count re, to visit

your Frendes, declaring that for your part,

you wil at any other time, whe he shall have
nede w* leave of your Master, searve him w*
al you can make w* other such good wordes,

requiring his Majcstie's good leave for the
frame Purpose, wich whe you have, you shal

repair to our Presence w* as much hast as

conveniently you can mako.
" For occurrences here we leave to write

the, bicauso of your soone acccsse he-
thcr, save only that we, sins our last Letters,

dated at Christchurch, the 7th of August,
we have seen our Townes of Salisbury and
Winchester, Newberry and Reading, and so

returned to this Caatle in good Health. Fur-
ther for sickness, i beare of no Place where
any Sweat or Plage hath reighed, but only
at Bristowe, and in the Countre nere about.

Some suspected it to bo among a few in the

Towne of Poole, in Dorsetshire, but i thinke

rather not. For i was wHn three miles of it,

and lossp, and yet no mo feared it ; and thus

God have you in his keeping. Writte at our
Castle of Windsowr, the 24th Day of Sep-
tember, the Sixth Yeare our Raigne, A0

. Dnl
1552."

[Query if bis Majesty did not make a mis-
take, when he says, as above, that his last

letter, dated from Christchurch, was of the
7th of August? I am satisfied it U dated

August 22, as the original letter is before roe.

It is hardly probable that he continued there

from August 7 to 22 ; and even then the 7th
could not be the last letter, as this of the

22nd was later. On the back of this letter,

btit not in the Kings hand, no more than
the direction, is, The Kinge's Mat,c Letters

by France, y* Post y
r of September. W. C]

LETTER VII.

- To our %oel Moved Servant, Bamabt

u Edward—
" Having now dispacht one of our Em-

ba&sidour for certein our affaires, we have
thought by him to write unto you, how we
hitherto hearing that the French King ra-

ther seekcth to kepe Home the to rescue his

Townes, do now looke for you here shortly.

And we therfore writ this letter to you, bi-

cau*e you might understand that we geave

you leave to cum Ho at such Time, and upon
such occasion, as unto you and our Embas-
sadour shsl be thought.

" Sedc me word, or bring Tidings yourself,

wither our Letter of the lsst Month, sent by
Mons. Villandrv, became to your Handes.

And thus we bidde you Farewell. Fro

Westmister, the 14th of November, A°. Dni
1552."

[On the back of this seventh and last let-

ter, in a diffeient hand from the direction

and letter, both of which are in the Kind's

own writing, From the King's Majostv. The
seal of Red War is rubbed off. W. C]

2 o
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M 08 8 E8 UPOW OR AVE-8 TO N E8.

CHAPTER XXI.

Morton left rae to draw my own moral,

and form my own surmises, from the

episode narrated in the three preced-

ing chapters of this history, and I leave

the reader to do the same. Though
not impossibly the pith and marrow of
such moral may lie in the remark, that
*' Human Nature is a great scoundrel

"

—an observation which Morton him.
self re-echoed, when, not long after his

arrival at Paris, be summarily dismissed

his new servant, the Frenchman with

the delicate susceptibilities, for sundry
little proofs of rascality which he was
not slow in developing.

«* My chief reason for this step, bow-
ever," said Morton, "was, that the

man having several times assured me
that he had no sort of notion where
C , his former princeps atque pa-
tronns, was now living, I subsequently

discovered him to be in close corres-

pondence with the Count. No doubt,

poor Roseville bad causes no less justi-

fiable than my own for slighting my
tine gentleman's feelings, in requesting

kirn, with little or no hesitation, to go
hang himself."

At Paris, I heard, indeed, much of
the Count—his brilliant, extravagant

way of life ; his charm of manner, and
consequent successes ; his dare-devil

behaviour ; his box at the opera ; his

black horse ; his three duels ; bis liai-

sons with Mesdames B——, and
C , and D ; and his more-
than-half surmised league with the de-

vil himself. But the to me important
news was, that ho had not long ago
departed for the land of Pyramids with

a mysterious companion, supposed to

be a lady in disguise, and was to be
found, with many other mysteries, in

the far east.

About the mysterious companion I

made every possible inquiry, but with

no satisfactory result. The informa-

tion 1 received on that head was all

vague, and most of it ridiculous. Some
described the lady or irentleman (sex

being unknown) as a sort of Gulnare;
others averred it was C 's atten-

dant imp, with whom, indeed, the

wicked Count's fate was, after some

mystic method, inseparably united

—

his Asmodeus and bench-fiend !

These fables came, I was, on further

research, given to understand, from
certain somnamhulistio phenomena of
trance and dream, said to have been
often developed by this mysterious in-

dividual
;
but, after all investigation,

I was almost obliged to regard the -

whole character as a myth, such as

have, since the beginning of things,

been associated with all great person-

ages, and was likely, in the end, to

leave C *s very existence as doubt-
ful as that of Theseus, Homer, and
Zoroaster.
" In the east, in the remote eaet," I

said ; " perhaps in the very shadow of

the sphynx—the mystery will now sure-

ly be unravelled.*'

So I wrote a long letter to the dear

old parson, telling him all that I bad
heard, and done, and was going to do;

packed up my small baggage, wrote to

my banker, and set out for the king-

doms of Osiris and J bis.

This, the most adventurous part of
my lile, must, however, form a mere
blank in the history I am relating to

you, for tho details thereof are wholly

extraneous to the great core of its in>

terest. Yet could I. as a Mussulman
his beads, string easily together great

threads of pearl and amber. Rare
things, indeed, did I, in my head, bear

back with me to Europe," enough to

cram whole curiosity-shops of memory

:

— Orange hearts of mighty sunsets;

camel-bells and jatagans ; breeaesfrom
the Golden Horn ; sunshine from the

mosque of St. Sophia ; starlight from
the pyramid of Cheops ; Mumbo-jum-
bo architecture from the Nile ; but,

above all,—for I travelled far enough
to sec it once, on one magnificent mid-
night in the desert,—the great southern

cross itself, the king of constellations

!

Notwithstanding all this, I never

came up with my quarry. Indeed I

began to have some not very pleasant

suspicions that I was hunting an ignis

fatuu. There was, to be sure, ever-

jmore in advance of me some one or

two days' journey, as I ascertained
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from the Arabs, a splendid howadgee,
munificent in his march, and honoured
of all the wild tribes. Hiin I fondly

believed to be roy Lara-Count ; but I

never carae up with him, notwithstand-
ing innumerous urgent entreaties to my
Dragoman and his folk, and very ex-

travagant offers of increased salaries.

Evermore was this Flying-Dutchman
of a howadgee dimly in the distance,

to be heard of as invariably some one
or two days' journey in advance, and
no more.

At Smyrna I was attacked, on my
way back to Europe, with a terrible

fever, which laid me completely pros-

trate, and suspended my wanderings
for many months. By the time I was
sufficiently recovered from this attack

to travel, I had forgotten all about the

howadgee, who indeed was no longer

to be neard of ; and thus, with shat-

tered health and but poor spirits, I be-
gan slowly to retrace my steps west-
ward.

In a golden, warm afternoon of the

soft Italian autumn I arrived at Rome.
Blessed be the day and hour! Home
surely is the city for disappointed men.
There the harshest outlines of this raw
present are evermore blended into the
serene and fathomless azure of the twi-

lit and infinite past, whose ghost-cities

are of stars and clouds, and wherein is

no sound. Who, amid the ruins of
the Colosseum, but forgets the jar and
fret of his narrow, noisy days ? Not a
footsten that falls on a Roman pave-
ment but echoes centuries back into

the past. I had never before been at

Rome ; yet did the whole city seem to

me familiar. Nothing struck me with
surprise. It seemed to me, indeed, as

though, in some forgotten ante-natal

dream, I had visited the place. This
was one of those strange feelings I

never yet accounted for, which often
cling about the mind, and puzzle all

reason.

Suddenly, however, in walking down
that street which leads to the ancient

Forum, it flashed upon me that exactly

such a street had I traversed in that

strange dream which I have already

related to you, wherein I seemed to be
wandering somewhere with the walking
corpse of my wife's sister. The same
sky above, the same ruins around, the

same rilence and desolate beauty 1 Here
had Classicism and the glittering train

of all the Caesars passed and reeled

away—a dying pageant ! Here, too,

had rolled the feudal deluge from tho

forests of the north—barbaric surges

of Hun, and Aleman, and Goth, and
Lombard, and Frank, sweeping bare

and clean the world for Christ's high
creed— fresh ideas, new men. Here
Astolphus, " like a lion roaring" (jcelut

leo /ureas), had threatened the pale

pope, and all but Arianised Rome.
Here had marched King Pipin, with
his black-bearded heroes, to lay at the

feet of St. Peter the keys ofkingdoms.
Here now did I bear the bare-footed

friars chanting hymns under the walls

of the Pantheon. Such things are and
have been here. Then I bethought
me of Gibbon musing among the ruins

of the Colosseum, and how here first

arose within his mind the magnificent

conception of his great work. And
then of all those great sorrowful souls

that had, by instinct as it were, come
to this city of ruins—earth's disinherit-

ed kings I Poor proud Byron, " griev-

ing with the dart he drave ;" and
Shelly, he that spake " with the tongue
of angels."

Thus, I suppose unconsciously, my
thoughts had led my steps; for to-

wards the last hour of yellow daylight

I found myself in the shadow of the

great pyramidal tomb of Caius Sestus,

which overlooks the little English

burial-ground, wherein now moulders
all that was " of frail mortality " in

that starriest of poets.

I entered the cemetery, and sat down
beside the grave of Shelly. Now, in-

deed, that Hat grey slab of stone, un-
der which repose those ashes, is crack-

ed sadly, and defaced, and choked with
moss and weeds ; and near it has grown
up a great sepulchral edifice of marble,

heavy with urns and cupids—a purse-

proud thing, looking all out of coun-
tenance the simple stone beside it.

Is there indeed among all our coun-
trymen and women in that great city

of Rome none that will spare a few
bajochi to do honour to their poet's

grave—even were it but a wreath of

immortelles they gave to lie upon the

tomb ?

As I sat here, in the twilight, think-

ing sweet and bitter thoughts, I was
suddenly startled by the sound of a
woman's voice— a voice of silveriest

melody—singing, in some remote angle-

of the burial-ground, a song of which
I could not catch the words. Tho
notes, however, were most melodious,

clear, and bell-like. It seemed as

though the silence were sprinkled over

with a cool refreshing spray of musical
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sounds. I looked curiously all around,
but could not discover the 6inger. My
eye fell upon the grave beside me.
There I read the worda

—

Nothing of Kim doth fade.

Hut doth differ * #e* ch.njt
Into •oraething rich and ttnage."

I could almost fancy that it was the
voice of the spirit-poet that I heard,

ringing, as it were, phoenix-like, over
bis own ashes.

Soon, however, the music ceased,

and I rose up, and followed the direc-

tion of the sound. On turning an an.
gle in the wall, I perceived sitting on
the grass at some distance, and clear-

outlined against the waning light, the

figure of a young woman. She was
dressed in white, and a large straw
bat concealed her face from me. As
I paused, on beholding her, with a
sudden reverent feeling, she began to

sing again. Now, however, I was near
enough to catch the words distinctly,

and, to my surprise, they were in Eng.
lish. Even if I had not since often

beard those words, I think I could yet
repeat them to you, so clearly did they

rest in my memory. Here, however,
I have them copiea out.*'

Morton then showed me a paper,

written and entitled thus:—

.

" The Song of the Lady whom I heard
tinging in the English burial-ground at

Borne, near the tomb of Cains Sestus.

" SOMO.

*' Out of her heart the snowdrop grows
(Ah ! me)
In sweet green England over the sea

;

And the bramble-rose that o'er her blows

I shall not see.

" The dew that wets the violets,

And the pensive-leaved palo primrose

there,

All thro' the night fulls down so light,

So light, it fret*

No tress of her golden hair.

And neither starshine, nor yet moonlight,

Wake her out of her sleep all night.

She sleeps so well that she forgets

Our foolish care.

" The garden I love, and the cherry-tree,

And the musk-rose that aches to the heart

with the bee;

And the daisies that nod o'er the church-
yard sod

;

And the quiet blue steeple that looks up at

God;
And the book that my father read to me
(In dear preen England over the sea),

When the swallows dipp'd, twittering, by
two and by three,

Thro* the porch muffled up in the sweet
briony,

And I was a little child on his knee,

I shall not see.

" I can only guess how my father looks,

Poring over his ancknt books

;

And the long green grasses bend and wave,

And the violet blows on mv sister's grave;

And the long white lily that swung with the

bee

;

And the swallows—the same old company
No doubt ; and the rose and the cherry-tree

;

And the daisies under the churchyard wall j

And the true, kind people all,

In mv green England over the sea

—

Do they think of meT

Scarcely had she ceased singing,

when a man, wrapped closely in a long

cloak, emerging from behind the but-

tress in the wall, approached the lady,

and, stooping down, entered into con-

versation with her. I did not hear

what was said; but a few moments
afterwards they both quitted the ground
together. I followed them mechani-
cally at some distance, and saw them
enter a close carriage that was waiting

in the road. The man pulled down
the blinds in the windows immediately,

and the carriage turned through the

gate and drove into the town, where I

soon lost sight of it.

A strange apprehension possessed me
that the man whom I bad seen muffled

iu the cloak mighthave been the Count.
There was, indeed, something in his

slight figure, and haughty, impatient

cait, that strongly resembled C .

What then ? In such case, could the

singer, indeed, have been Geraldine ?

How much was there in the words of

the song which seemed to answer yes

to these surmises. The next day I

made every inquiry about Count
C , and ascertained, indeed, that

he had left Rome early that very morn-
ing, en route for Florence. Thither I

hastened to follow him.

CHATTED XXn.

" Have you seen the handsome Cour- were both standing near roe. It was

lander?" said a young lady, with at the Duchesa S'«—a—a's, who, as

agitated ringlets, to her friend. They everybody knows, is the last descen-
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dant of that great Florentine family,

whose early founder full in prison by
his own right uand.

" What?_wbo?" said the other.
" Ob, the celebrated Count C ,

you know, who has done all those

wicked things. Dear me, there ho
is!"

I looked up, and indeed beheld, at

the further end of the room, the wicked
Count himself. He was talking to a
young girl, with soft, brown Saxon
hair and blue eyes, which had a fa-

tigued and somewhat supercilious look
in them. Now and then, however, as

at intervals the Count stooped down
and seemed to address her with a gay
earnestness, they brightened and flash-

ed, those eyes, out of their listless,

languid light.

1 had not seen C since that old

summer evening when, for the first

time, I enteredt he little village down
yonder, a boy, with all the unattempted
golden future lying far off*, as it were,

under the crimson sunset. How the

lost beauty of that scene and time

grew up before my eyes visibly once
more ! I could almost feel the boy's

heart beating in me still. The glit-

tering lights, the perfumed chamber,
the human voices, the white muslin
pinnacles, with foolish hcad3 a-top of
them, even the young lady with the

tremulous curls in never-ceasing emo-
tion— all, as though touched by the

wand of a wizard, flickered strangely,

and forthwith faded out of sight. And
in their stead, on a sudden, came the

broad, bright highway, the merry little

village, the gossips in the doorways,
the whitewashed inn, with the golden
lion swinging over the porch— the

broad, umbrageous limes ; the evening
whispering through them, the sun
going down behind them—.the one
star, steadfast in the regions of the
tender twilight overhead— the ivy-

muffled church— the old man, the
young girl, the pensive glory and
mystery of youth 1 Such visions, like

the tricks of a trcgadour, did memory
create without apparent mechanism,
in one moment of time 1 And then
came back to my mind the many event-

ful weary years ebbed out since then ;

on what a dreary •* bank and shoal of
time " had they stranded me 1 A ship-

wrecked man in a strange land, yet
having, too, in the morning of my
journey, coasted by isles of paradise—,

such Ules, indeed, as those which are

said to sink upon a sudden nto the

bosom of the sea, and, with all their

fruits and fragrance, and singing-birds,

cease at once and for ever. And the

bitter question came to me, as though
a devil whispered it within me—
" Wherefore, poor fool, that hast seen

long ago the sun rise and set among
the Hesperides, dost thou yet linger

in such a desolate, dim Thulc as this

whereon thou art now fallen ?" It

seemed, truly, that my life's account
was ended— signed, and sealed, and
folded, and sent in to the great judg-
ment-hall of Eternity ; and here was
I, empty-handed, foolish, waiting until

to me also a summons should be sent.

Then, as the devil-voice within whis-

pered again with querulous, terrible

impatience, " What dost thou here ?"

back grew the gorgeous walls, the

lights, the human faces good and bad,

and amongst them the colourless, thin,

scornful face of the German. How
that man was altered since I saw him
lastl There was a pallid and weary
look about his eyes ; the supercilious

smile that used to flit over his thin

lips was now wrinkled into perma-
nence. There were one or two grey
hairs among his lustrous curls ; doubt-

less, many more had been carefully

eradicated.

As I looked at him, I felt my heart

swelling and my lips tightening, and
to my rescue came an answer from
the soul to that evil voice—" Even
yet," said the admonishing instinct,

" there is a duty to fulfil, a deed to be
done—some chapter yet to complete

in that blurred and blotted history of

thy life's doings, even though it be but

an episode ; for surely no single hour

of life is vouchsafed without a reason

and a requirement."

And here, if experience may give

authority to speech, I boldly counsel

thee, dear Pilgrim, in whatever Slough
of Despond thou mayest peradventure

have fallen, stand not still demanding,
«• Where is duty that I may know
her?" Stretch forth thv right hand,

though even through the dark, and,

lo ! already her clasp is in thine, and
she is pulling thee forward.

While I was pondering in my mind
whether it would be most advisable to

meet or to avoid C for the pre-

sent, I perceived a not unfamiliar face

making its way across the crowd to-

wards me. It was youn«* Dawson's,

who was attached to the Legation at
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Florence. I had known him from
boyhood, and, deeming that he might
very probably prove useful to me in

the pursuit of the objects 1 had in

view, I had called on him immediately
after my arrival at Florence, and re-

ceived, indeed, through him the invi-

tation which brought me this night to

the Duchcsa's.

"Do you see," said I, our first

greeting over, "that man with the
dark moustache at the further end of
the room ?"

" Oh, yes ; that fellow C , the
greatest rascal in Europe, I think.

Do you want to know him ?"

" Ho ; I indeed know something
about him already—by reputation, that

is; but can you tell me the name of
the young laay he is talking so?"
" With the light hair crepe f Yes.

That is Miss Thornton, the great heir-

ess—the best card in the room; they say
she will have—but heaven knows; I

have forgotten all about it already. It is

rather good fun. I must tell you that

all humbler admirers of this young lady
are kept at a distance—eclipsed, in-

deed, by two brilliant satellites, that

are to be seen hovering and mooning
about her every night. There's C ,

who they say has by this time much
impoverished his great fortune, by the
most unparalleled extravagances—he's

one ; and that little fellow you see

yonder, with the aquiline nose and the

eager black eye—he's tile other ; the

Marchese Giuntini, a character here.

He plays much, and seldom or never
loses—whist, ecarte, picquette, any-
thing topitch-farthingl How he will

come off in this game I don't know

;

but the two men, who, it is not diffi-

cult to see, hate each other with good
heart, have hitherto carefully avoided
all cause of quarrel between them-
selves, as thougn mutually mistrusting

the event. Sometimes, indeed, they
show their teeth, snarl a little, and
then draw back, * avoiding black death'

in Homeric -heroic fashion. Mean-
while the young lady, who, I think,

has as much heart as a pump-handle,
delights to set them dv the ears.

C- , indeed, I think she likes the

best, or at least professes so ; at any
rate he is master just now, and the

Italian fast falling out of favour. He
is a violent fellow, likely to give the

first blow ; and indeed there are such
elements ofcombustion at the bottom of

all this, that I should not be surprised

to hear, soon or late, that a spark had
fallen, and somebody was blown up.

Noiu verrons

!

" What can have become of poor

Geraldine?" I thought, but my heart

was too heavy to inquire.

CHAPTER XXIII.

I was hot, and felt feverish and ex-

cited, as, escaping from the crowded
drawing-rooms of the Duchesa, I burst

into the serene and magnificent king-

dom of the night outside. O the mid-
night of Italy 1 In gulfs and gorges
of purple, sown thick and white with

stars, hung the palpitating sky over

the narrow streets. All was hushed.

My own footfall was the only one that

startled the pavement. The windows
in the Palazzo I had left were ablaze

with light. In long black trains,

under the moon, the coachmen wero
all silent on their carriage- boxes. A
single lamp was hung a-swing at the

bottom of the street. I walked on as

though 1 were in a fever-dream, neither

knowing nor caring where T was going.

After certain wanderings and turn-

ings, such as a somnambule might make
in an enchanted labarynth, so strange

was my mood, I found myself at last

in the middle of the Ponte Vecheo, the

goldsmith's quarter of the town, just

under those flat arches which base the

secret corridor that runs from the

Grand-Ducal Palace to the Uffizzi.

Dark on either side against the costly

star-broidery of the night, stretched

the long rows of irregular quaint

houses and shops of the goldsmiths

—

such shops as, doubtless, under many
a sunset, Benvenuto Cellini used to

sit in, a 'prentice, cursing, perhaps,

his flute-playing. All was death-silent,

save, indeed, where the Arno, draw-
ing, as it were, its waters from the

moon, lipped and rippled under the

arches ot the bridge ; for full in the

middle of the great archway hung the

splendid midnight moon, without a
flaw. The distant mountains were
fused into the silver and airy medium
of the light,- and looked unreal. To
the left, the pillared arcades of the

Uffizzi seemed also to draw in and
suck up the moonshine.
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As I stood gazing at this scene,

framed like a magic picture by the

black and solid arch, a low singing

fell audibly and clear upon the silence.

I should, indeed, have been dull if I

had failed to recognise that voice—the
very same that I had heard in the

burial-ground outside the walls of
Rome. I turned round in amaze-
ment, and perceived, at no great dis-

tance behind me, a light streaming
through an open window in one of the

old houses at the further end of the

bridge—a tall, old house ; if you ever

go to Florence you will easily recog-

nise it. It formerly, indeed, belonged

to the Knights Templars ; and not far

from it, among the rooftops, rises an
old sauare house-tower—one of those

few wnich have survived the Mediccan
era, and preserve to this day some
semblance of old Florence. I ap-

proached the house. A shadow dark-

ened the light in the window, which
was high up, and I could see no more.

The voice ceased, and resumed ; and,

holding my breath, I heard this song

:

SOMO.

I.

" In April's lap I cast a seed-
On tears and smiles she nura'd it

;

June loved the flower yon called a weed,

And half to blossom burst it.

H.
11
1 meant to rear this bud for you
To wear upon your bosom,

Because my tears were with the dew
That kindled in the blossom.

in.

" But, ere the leaves had folly split

Their green-silk cradle even.

An angel pluck'd and planted it

Between the palms in heaven."

Again all was silent, and the shadow
moved. I crept out of the shadow of
the bouse, and looked up. Then my
eyes met—but I could have sworn that

I was surely dreaming. If one had
then plucked me suddenly by the

sleeve, and told mo that my wife was
yet living, and waited me at home,
and was not really dead, but that all

had been a hideous mistake, and that

I had grieved in vain, I should not

have believed him. How, then, could

1 believe the apparition of that face ?

The moon shone full and steadfast over

it. The pale and perfect oval, the

violet eyes, the golden hair, the full

white marble throat I I stood there

gazing wonderingly upwards, and
seemed to be growing full and fuller

of that face. She cast down her eyes—
those eyes 1 They met my own ; and
we remained gazing mutely at each

other, like disembodied spirits longing

to converse, but which had not yet

learned their new heaven -language.
" If I speak, indeed," I thought, " the

dream will break." Yet at last I

could not help myself, and I shrieked

out " Madeline I"

The woman, too, in the window
gave a faint cry when I uttered that

name. It had not passed my lips for

years. It seemed to me natural that

any one hearing it should cry out.

She did not move, however, but re-

mained looking at me trancedly. At
last she said, in a voice almost like

song, so low and musical was it, "Who
calls Madeline ? She is not here ; she

is dead."
" Who, then," I said, " are yoa,

that thus at midnight, in this strange

land, usurp her semblance, to mock
me, and cheat me back into my
grief?"

For I yet felt as though it were
the ghost of my wife that I beheld.

The voice, indeed, was different from
hers— it was lower, and richer, and
yet clearer ; but the face—could earth

hold a face so like Madeline's as this I
was gazing at ?

" 1 1" she answered slowly. " They
called me Geraldine; but all is so

altered 1 Who in it that knew Made-
line? Am I so changed that you
cannot remember me? But neither

do I you, indeed. It has been a weary
while—no wonder ! I am sick of new
faces. Who are you?"
" At last, then," I cried in rapture,

14 the search of years is over I Geral-
dine—if indeed you be Geraldine, and
no spirit from the grave—for heaven's

sake listen to me I I see now clearly

that God himself has led me to you.

And I have been over the world to

meet you ; and now "

While 1 was speaking, a footstep

sounded at the further end of the

street, and seemed to grow nearer.

The woman started—she waved her

hand. I hoard something drop at my
feet. I stooped and picked it up ; it

was only a little nosegay of white
roses. When I looked up, the window
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was closed, the figure gone, the light

darkened. The moon silvered the

rayless window-pane. All was as a
dream. " I shall wake soon," I

thought." But I yet held in my band
the white roses.

Meanwhile as I lingered there, doubt-
ing the very earth I trod on, that dis-

tant footfall continued to approach,
Bounding each moment nearer and
nearer to me. I walked on like a man
who, in some hag-riddeu dream, hur-

ries from the fiend that pursues him
through sleep. The footstep, too,

seemingly increased in speed. I turned
as a beast might do at bay, and a
man, with a large flap-hat of felt, so

slouched over his face as entirely to

conceal his countenance, passed me at

a rapid pace, then suddenly halted,

made a half- step towards me, and
seemed to be scrutinising me care-

fully. I was about to accost him
angrily, when he passed on, and over
the bridge.

There is upon this Goldsmith's
Bridge in Florence an odd-looking
sort of tower, bedded into the wall of
one of the houses that prop the arch
which I have just been describing.

The door of this tower, of massive
oak-beams, striped and banded with
iron, and knotted all over with knobs
and nails, is generally left wide open,

and leads to a narrow stone stairway,

on the first landing-square of which,

however, a second door, which I have
never seen open, forbids a further en-
trance. The use and meaning of this

old porch-tower I never was able to

ascertain, but I believe that it has

some connexion with the covered pas-

sage above, of which I have just now
made mention.

I don't know why I have described

so minutely these little details ; but
the events of that strange night have
stamped them all with permanent dis-

tinctness in my memory. Often, I
doubt not, in your rambliugs about
Florence, should you ever go there,

you will pass that building; often,

perhaps, sit, as I did that night, upon
the steps, to watch the sunset or the

moonrise, for from no other point
does the town open upon a more mag-
nificent theatre of the heavens. If
this should come to pass, remember,
as you look about you, these things I
am telling you of.

1 had movt d back to the arch, and
stood vacantly gazing at the great

moon through it, when I heard the

footsteps again sounding up the bridge.

Again the same figure passed me,
halted irresolutely, and repassed. This
happened three or four times, the man
walking up and down as though he

were sentinel of the bridge. At last

he came up to me, and, with some
hesitation in bis manner, whispered
something into my ear. I could not

catch the words; they seemed to be

in French. I turned round, and the

man, hastily drawing down his hat far-

ther over his countenance, with some
murmur of apology, passed on. I

listened to the sound of his footfall

growing distant and faint, till at last

all was silent again, and not a sound
upon the night but that of the water
under the bridge.

I tried to shake off from my brain a

drowsy sense of wonder that numbed
and oppressed it— a sense, too, of
Bometluug evil and ominous about to

be revealed to me—but in vain. The
moon was shining full up the stairs of

the tower, and I went and sat down
upon the topmost step, for the lower
door was set wide open. I don't know
how long an interval of time may have
passed by— perhaps somewhat more
than half-an-hour— aa I sat thus list-

lessly, when again I heard footsteps

approaching, and, before I could rise,

two men, passing before the open door-
way at the foot of the stairs, stopj>ed

and leaned over the iron bar which
threads and fences the three upper
arches of the bridge. It was now im-
possible to descend the stairs without
being heard and seen ; I had indeed no
inclination to move, but felt rooted

and fastened to the stone where I sat

quietly. In one of the two persons

below I recognised the man who had
but lately accosted me in so singular a
manner; the other, there was no mis-

taking—it was Count C .

" I tell you," said the Count's com-
panion—he spoke in French—** I tell

you, that not an hour ago I saw the

Englishman upon this bridge ; he was

standing not far from this very place.

I even at first mistook him for you,

and spoke to him ; and when he turned
round, the moon showed me his face

distinctly."

There was something in the voice of

the speaker not unfamiliar to me, but

I could not recall where I had heard

it before.

" I dare say," replied the other. «* I
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know he is here, and indeed saw him
to-night. So much the better. You
must see to this. Here is the packet

which you are to deliver into his own
hands, to-morrow, if possible."

The Count drew from his coat, as

he spoke, a little sealed packet, and
placed it in the hands ot his compa-
nion. As the man turned round to

receive it, I caught one glimpse of his

face. It was enough. Whom think

you I recognised ?— my friend, the

Frenchman, whom I had taken into

service at Calais, and discarded at

Paris.

The Count continued

—

" I would have given much, had it

been possible, to avoid this affair, but it

was inevitable. Whatever the event,

it will be inconvenient—must be so on
all accounts. Well, I have considered

the chances ; yet I feel a strange fore-

boding. It is that mad girl, I think,

with her vague warnings and prophe-

cies, that has dashed me so. I was a
fool to listen to her ; now, too, when I

need every energy for this last stake !

What chances—God, what chances-
have I flung away, to tarn fortune-

hunter, now that grey hairs are grow-

ing I What a cursed thing is age ! I
think I ought to have died long ago.

Well, Mr. Nicoll, if I live, perhaps I

shall turn honest, like you, my friend,

for I am sick of knavery and vaga-

bondising. This girl's fortune once
secured—her precious selftoo

—

Sapris-

tie! I don't think I should make a
bad husband. Pooh ! I don't sec why
I should shirk the thing so. How
many times have you seen me put a
ball through a five-franc piece at fur-

thest duelling distance? It won't do
to kill that fellow; though I must
wing him, if possible. Then, if the

mother is shocked, and objects, there

will be no way for it but flight— run
off with my young lady. I have ascer-

tained thut they can't touch the money.
Meanwhile, my good Mr. Nicoll, you
must see to this other affair of the

Englishman : better get it done out of
hand. I have spoken to your mistress

already. You will have nothing to do
but follow my instructions. Ah I I
know what pleasure that always gives

you, my faithfulcst good friend ; and
what a privilege is it not to confide

in an honest man—eh!"
" Have you dono?" said the other,

in a surly tone.

"No," said the Count.

At that moment the great clock in

the Duorao clamoured out one hour past
midnight, and forthwith innumerable
spires and domes gave tongue upon the
flying hour.

" One o'clock," he said. " I have
another hour, my dear Mons. Nicoll,

to give you my instructions in. Don't
be so restless. I wish you to listen

quietly to what I have to tell you, or
you will forget it all."

" Listen to me."
" Patience, my friend."
" I say you must hear me."
"I have no time."
" More reason that you hear me out

at once, and for me that I speak it

clear."

"Ctearl No; that's not in your
way, my honest friend ; nor mine ei-

ther, who both have loved somewhat
too well, if not wisely, the roundabouts
of life and language. Perhaps (who
knows ?) we might have got further by
this, if wc had gone straight ; yet, for

my part, far enough I am come, I
think, to wish to go no farther. I am
tired and sick, I swear. When passion
has survived strength, and performance
limps after desire—ugh—and the wine
and spirit of life turn into a nauseous
emetic, it is better to be worms and
dust. You have read good books,
and shaken hands with the priest, good
Mons. Nicoll : you believe in the devil?"

«• Yes."
" Wish you joy! you have a pleasant

prospect"
" I believe in you, devil ; what's

worse—what> hell to that ?"

" Vous me flattez."

" Now hear me : I am out of all

patience with this infernal union. I
will not be your slave and your tame
pander any more. Fulfil your pro-
mises. I sold myself to you, but not
lor nothing. Let us part ; best do so

before things grow worse than they
arc. Spread your own nets, and the
devil take you in them, with all my
heart. I will not help you in these

things; I wash my hands of it all."

" They need some washing, indeed,

I fear. My dear M. Nicoll—Nicoll?

no ; I think, surely, I have known you
by another name. Ah! one's memory
rusts too. Needs are one should re-

fresh it now and then. Let ine see

Birataux— Birataux ! Ay, so. Was
there not one Jean Birataux ? I have
certainly seen the name on the books
of the police somewhere—who— how
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many years ago is it ?—in the Rue St.

douceur

,

" Let me alone. My memory is as

good as yours. Now, if I had some loath-

some disease upon me—some hideous,

wen, some foul, black spot upon the

body, or putrid sore — which I, con-

cealing carefully from all others, would
gladly myself also forget, why must
you needs be always pestering me with

damnable allusions to it? And this

ulcer of the soul, let it rot and fester

as it is, I say. I won't bear this any
longer. What is the meaning of it

all?— that you can hang me, you
think, if you choose ! What is it ?

Well, I take my chance. Perhaps
you can. I defy you, however, to

your worst, rather than live at your
elbow for ever, poring over this old

sore till the brain reels and the heart

sickens. The gallows is more merci-

ful one drop. Ah! I have thought

it over. I hated him so! and I cut

his throat. There 1 And I hate you
worse, as you have made me do 1 Look
to yourself! You know what sort of

man I am, and knew it when you
marked me then. Why will you mad.
den the devil in mo till he comes out ?

How do we stand ? Are you as white

as any saint? Who singled me out
first with the brand of Cam upon my
soul, because you knew what vile

power that damned secret gave you
over my body ? You say you saved

me. You lie I You found roe when
I had lost my footing, and my brain

was dizzy, and held me up only to

force me lower and lower slowly down
that devil's abyss, which you have
chosen to descend yourself! Why
have you done all this? What do you
ezpect ?"

'« Why ? Because, Mr. Nicoll, I

love to deal with a rogue rather than
an honest man. And you suited me.
And, in fact, because, as you state, I

knew my Dower, and what you dared,

and dared not, do. Now for your
services, my friend.''

" Ay, services. Have I not served

you faithfully and well ? Are you not

content? Is that it? The affair in

Paris. Do you forget? O, my me-
mory is as true as your own to old

events. Let me see— and in London
too. That child of the English priest

that you fancied. What would have

come of that wild scheme of yours but

for me ? Could I not now, ifmy pro-

fession failed, and you turned honest

man, for curiosity's sake, take to the

undertaker's business knowingly, with

more tricks than the trade is up to ?

Not served you loyally ? What 1 and
was I not your espion and informer in

the house of the English Lord ? And
that moody friend of yours, you chose

to dance up and down the world
after you, did I not keep him in a
maze when you fled into Egypt, you
and your sanctefamilie t And now I

swear to you I will not budge a step

further. Find your own tool. I am
getting too dangerous a one for this

sort of li^ht work. Fulfil your pro-

mise. Give me the means of living

without you, and I will not molest

you. But don't dare me ; I say, don't

dare me ! You are not so safe 1 Have I

not certain papers, which if——

"

" They are lies and forgeries I"
" You know they are as true as that

God is in heaven, and you can't dis-

prove them !"

" Humph ! that's a silly simile,"
" Make terms with me, and let us

part to-night."
" Dispatch this business, then, and

you shall emigrate at once I pro.

miso."
" But your word is no bond. I

must have bettor guarantee, you have

lied to me so often."
*' What the devil do you want more ?

Help me to the money, and you shall

have what you want of it. What else

can you do? If you leave me it is to

go to the scaffold. Pooh, I don't fear

you I You are a coward, although you
are a cut-throat."

There was no reply to these words,

but a quick and sudden movement of

the muffled figure towards the Count.
The arm was lifted, and I saw the

keen, sharp sparkle and slitter of a
knife in the moonlight. All this qui-

vered before me like a dream. With
an electric instinct I sprang down the

steps and flung myself upon the man
in time to arrest a blow which, had it

fallen, sure as it was aimed, without

doubt would have closed the tragedy

{trematurely before the fifth act. I

lad no time for thought, however,

upon this, in the close and fell grapple

I had to maintain with the foiled as-

sassin, whose sinuous, spare, and ner-

vous frame was writhing in my grasp

like a snake, the arm still uplifted,

held back indeed by my own, with the

wavering flash and glitter of the knife,

kindling at every moment here and
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there above, in a baffled effort to de-

scend. How this might have other-

wise ended I cannot say, though it is pos-

sible that I should have had the advan-

tage over my opponent, for I was then

a strong man ; but the Count, wrench-
ing back the arm of his good friend.

Monsieur Nicoll, twisted and plucked
the weapon out of his hand, and tossed

it over the bridge. Instantly, with

the suppressed growl of a baffled beast,

the man seemed to shrink up and col-

lapse, as it were. He dropped his arms,

drooped his head, and made no resist-

ance, but stood stolid and inert. All

this while no word had been spoken.

It was not unnatural to suppose that

the Count, thus suddenly rescued from
the fangs ofan imminent death, would
not ungratefully or unrejoicefully have
regarded his preserver. He, however,
turned quietly round to me, and with

an imperious and querulous tone, said

in Italian

—

" And pray who are you, sir, that

play so well the god from the machine?"
" It may be, perhaps, for the pre-

sent enough for you to know, Count
C ," I replied, " that I am a man
who have rescued you prematurely

from the devil's clutches
"

" And I don't thank you for it," he
interrupted, " though, doubtless, vou
think you have done a good action,

haviog robbed me of one excitement,

at least, which I have not yet tried.

"Who made you, sir, the go-between
of life and death? You know my
name, and I your voice. Who are

you ? How long have you been play-

ing eavesdropper here ?"

^
" One to whom you have to account

for much, Count."
Here tho Frenchman laughed out

loud, and C turned upon him a
face white with the rage in it.

" Silence, hound,
1* he cried.

"It is your hour now," muttered
the other ; " but we shall meet again,

and mine may come yet. Your me-
mory— oh, you have forgotten your
friend, I see."
" Clarence Morton !" said the Count.
" I am he," I answered.

Count C fell back a step or so,

and looked at me with apparent sur-

prise.

" I could not see your face," he said.

At that moment the good M. Ni-
coll, on whose arm I had ior an instant

relaxed my^ grasp, leaped back, slipped

under the iron bar at the bridge-side,

seemed to slide or crawl down one of
the piers, dropped with a splash into

the stagnant stiver of the river be-

low, and then struck out and swam to-

wards shore.

We both sprang to tho iron rail,

and hung over it in silence, watching
the dark body of the swimmer cleaving

the light, and breaking it into spar-
kles, till he reached the bank ; and
shaking his fist at the Count, clamber-
ed up the wall, and disappeared among
the houses.
" Let him go," muttered C , I

don't fear him ; and wish I could, for

there is a privilege even in fear more
than in indifference."

Then turning to ine— " So you are
Clarence Morton ? Ah— old times,
old times ; they cling !—Give me your
hand, mine enemy ; I am not sorry to

see you. Oh, neither am I ignorant
of the interest you take in me— your
kind inquiries at Paris, and journey
to the East, where, unfortunately, we
missed each other. Well, I know all

you are going to say, and what you
want one needs not the wit of JEdi-
pus to interpret. Be content; thou
shalt not die, like many better men,
* without thine asking,' though thou
hast ' waited long.' You are going to
demand, I dare say, in very grand
language "

"Very grave explanations, sir," I
interrupted, or else

"

"Yes, yesl I know. You shall

have them as grave as you like. Mor-
ton, I am really glad to see you,
though, after your wildgoose chase,

perhaps you won't believe it. I am
though ; for I wish to talk over old
times with you, and chiefly to re-

move from your mind many impres-
sions about things which 1 know to be
false. My friend, you are a philoso-

pher, or at least of* philosophic cast,

as I remember, and have your own
theory of gods and men, no doubt.
Take my word in aid of an old truism
— 'Be sure that the devil isn't all

black.' Neither am I so bad as you
like to think me. Come to me to-

morrow—let. me see—early ?—No ; I
shall be at Pisa to fight this damned
fellow. Twelve o'clock?—Yes—1 shall

be back by then. Come to me at

mid-day to-morrow, then— I never
fail an engagement ; and you shall ca-

techise, question, and be answered as

you choose. You see I am frank."

"Pardon me, Count," I said, " if I
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have known enough of disappointment
to take occasion, when she comes, by
the forelock. I do not leave you to-

night till I am satisfied."

'tBe it so, then," he answered mu-
singly; "my house is not far from
here. Give me your arm, and walk
home with me."
Then slipping his arm through mine,

he walked on, I with him, both in si-

lence, till we reached the door of the

very house from the window of which
I had but an hour or so ago seen the

[Nor.

face and heard the voice, as I believed,
of my wife's sister.

The Count took from nnder his
cloak a small key, and opened the
door. We passed up a great flight of
stairs, such as one often sees in Italy,

broad- based, with porphyry ballus-

trades ; and C , pushing open an
oaken door that was standing ajar,

led me into a spacious and magnifi-
cent apartment. I cannot but pause
a moment to describe it, so strangely
did it impress me.

Wohey.

WOLSEY.

There is no department in history

more liable to maltreatment than that

which the world has agreed to dis-

tinguish as the biographical. Histori-

cal characters are in danger of misin-

terpretation in more ways than one.

Either a man falls a victim to the dis-

putations of faction, or else his actions

are so evident and his motives so pal-

pable that he descends from one acqui-

escent generation to another, uniform
and undisturbed, till time throws a
rampart around him which even fac-

tion does not care to scale. In either

case the liability to misinterpretation

is great. Indeed it often happens that

to be beyond tho reach of criticism is

a greater misfortune than to be acces-

sible to critics. If the ordeal be some-
times useless—it is always painful—it

sometimes has the effect of separating

the ore from the dross. It is better to

be roused froui the dignified ease of
impunity than to sleep on undisturbed

and misrepresented. It is on this

principle—a principle which our read-

ers cannot quarrel, and Wolsey would
not have quarrelled with us for adopt-

ing— that we venture to undertake a
work of such apparent supererogation

as a portraiture of the great cardinal.

There are few individuals who do
not consider themselves entitled to

form an opinion on this extraordinary

personage, and few personages about
whom opinions are at once so unani-

mous and undivided. Every schoolboy

who has contemplated the massive face,

the arched forehead betokening a spirit

of high and loftv enterprise, the pene-

trating eye, the firm and tasteful

Grecian nose, the eloquent but luscious
lip is accustomed to associate with its

manly contour the priest before whose
gaze the proud heirs of the Suffolks

and the liuckinghams lowered their

own— who counted in his train the

founder of the princely house ofDevon-
shire, who proposed treaties and con-
firmed laws, and who inscribed the
daring synonyme, Ego et rex mi us.

In most minds the name of Wolsey is

connected with all that is proud, un-
scrupulous, grasping, magnificent. He
is known in general as the Bon of the
Ipswich butcher, as the' boy-bachelor
of Oxford, as the favourite of a king.

That he rose from the ranks of the
commonalty when that commonalty
was sunk to its lowest ebb, to superin-

tend the triumphs of tho Field of the
Cloth of Gold, is creditable to his exer-
tions. That he ruled supreme far over
the heads of the aristocracy— of an
aristocracy the proudest in the world
— is a sign of his clever spirit of in-

trigue. Beyond this, few care to give

the greatest man of his age— almost
the greatest diplomatist of any age—
any further praise. Indeed there are

some who nave been uncharitable

enough to begrudge even so small a
meed as this. It has been said, more
for the sake of a brilliant antithesis

than out of regard to truth, it is to be
hoped, 1

« that no man ever attained so

great a dignity by so little ell'ort as
Gurdinal Wolsey, and few have been
thrown down from so CTcat a height
under the imputation of smaller
crimes." We believe that it is utterly

impossible to judge of one man's
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energy or of one man's exertions by
the mere test of conjecture. It is a
poor judgment that would set down
this man's struggles as less painful than
his neighbour's, because they are merely

less palpable and more concealed—
more mental, and less physical. Still

water is deepest. Who can tell that

the throes of the Ipswich butcher's son

in rising superior to his humble station,

the aching moments which a hard-won
scholarship entailed, the consciousness

of lowly birth rendered more vivid by
the sneers of hair-brained courtiers,

the toils of office patiently borne and
faithfully executed, the physical efforts

which took an exhausted frame from
the Court of London to the Court of

Bruges, and back again from Bruges
to London in little more than two
whole days, the revelries and senseless

buffoonery of a profligate court, dis-

gusting to a man of sense, and still

more irritating to a sensitive mind—
who can say that the struggles of the

haughty, passionate Wolsey were not

as painful as the voluntary profligacy

of a Piers Gaveston, or the voluntary

degradation of a Dudley, or the miser-

able chicanery of an Essex or a
Steenie ? In the opinion of ourselves

no man, indeed, rose to so great a
height from so low a station, and no
man ever took more pains or incurred

greater anxieties in the process of ex-

altation.

The ladder by which Wolsey mount-
ed has been mounted by only one else

beside him, and the height which
Wolsey attained has been attained by
no other subject in the realm. In his

rise and gradual progress he has no
superior— he has but one parallel.

He became a favourite by a road which
only one other footstep had travelled

before him, and which no other footstep

has ever travelled after him. He exer-

cised his influence as no other favourite

ever exercised his, and he owed his fall

to conduct the very opposite to that to

which other favourites are indebted

for their rise. Every association which
we are wont to attach to the word
favourite fails us when we attempt to

apply it to Wolsey. Gaveston rose

on the ruins of virtue, Dudley on the

ruins of virtue, Essex and Bucking,
ham by the same ignoble means. The
downfall of Wolsey was a signal for

the triumph of vice.

If Wolsey was grasping, it was that

he might be magnfficent ; and if he was

magnificent, he was so only because it

was necessary to his existence. Risen
from the lowest grade, he had no es-

cutcheon. If he could not stand band
in hand beside the Percies and the

Howards, he would at least stand over

them. Denied a place in the charmed
circle of aristocracy, he moved aside,

and, with a bitter smile of triumph,

saw the mighty ones who had rudely

expelled him before, now grovelling at

his feet. It was one of the peculiar

characteristics of his peculiar station

that he was feared and hated, but
never despised by the nobility whom
he had surmounted. The Great Car-
dinal whom kings delighted to honour
might sneer with impunity at barons,

who considered themselves but little

below the level of kings. He might
even chide with asperity, but not one
of these mailed hands was ever raised

or those unscrupulous lips ever opened
against him to his face. Other fa-

vourites had been despised by the

nobles, and hated by the people.

Wolsey was generally a popular man
among the commonalty. Ko greater

test of his conduct as a favourite, or
of his popularity as a minister, can be
required than the fact, that after his

fall even the kingwhom be had offended
vowed he would not have him die for

worlds, and the people for whom ho
had legislated flocked round his humble
mule with tears of reverence and of
pity. In the midst of all his glory—
glory that might well have intoxicated

a greater stoic than Wolsey—he never
forgot his origin, and the people from
whom he had sprung. His great

wealth had not gone to enrich mis-

tresses. The doors of his regal palaces

had never been closed against the ar-

tizan and the bcmiar. Many a tale of
the noble Cardinal's wondrous gene-
rosity was handed from mouth to

mouth, and many a silent blessing in-

voked on his mighty eminence. Other
favourites had fallen from an excess of
vice ; Wolsey fell from a too scrupu-

lous virtue. And whether Wolsey 's

scrupulousness was feigned—and there

is every reason to befievc it was sin-

cere— the mighty sacrifice which he
made, and the great renown which he
surrendered, must ever redeem him
from the stigma of weakness or the

imputation of want of moral courage.

The man whom kings of the earth had
treated as a brother rather than as an
inferior ; the active mind which Europe
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for years had involuntarily obeyed ; the

zealot whose religion was his existence,

and the reformer, whose sensible ima-

gination boldly rose superior to the

vices of that religion, might well have
fallen from his mule, and raised his

hands in gratitude when he heard that

he had not yet irredeemably fallen—
that his royal master's favour was not

yet irrecoverably revoked. When he
did full, no favourite has fallen with

greater dignity. He did not employ
bis time in sending messages which he
knew would never be answered, or in

making lamentations which he was
aware would never be heard, or in re-

mitting tokens of friendship which
prosperity had sanctified, but whose
virtue he was conscious had gone with

the approach of adversity. He was
above such childish demonstrations.

When all hope had fled, which it was
the property of a prudent mind
to lay hold of, he put on his Cardi-

nal's cloak and fell with decorum.

The wonder is not that he fell from
so great a position, but that he con-
trived to contain himself in so great a
position so long. No master bad such

a daring servant, and no servant such

an imperious master. The Cardinal

aptly described that royal nature when
he said, '* that rather than want any
part of his pleasures, he will endanger
half the kingdom." The person who
undertook to serve Henry must serve

him tooth and nail. If be would vain

any part of hisfavour, he must be willing

to relinquish his own free will, and sur-

renderail hisenergies. Wolsey was never
a mere automaton. After Henry had
dubbed him his Grace of Canterbury

he ceased to be a favourite, and be-

came a confessor. And right well did

he act tho confessor's part. He ab-

solved, instructed, entreated, remon-
strated. The only difference was, he

did not always enforce his lessons in

the closet. He stepped forth into the

world and whispered precepts in the

royal ear, and guided the royal hand,

sometimes with all the firmness of a
master, but more often with all the

gentleness of a parent. In return, fa-

vours were heaj>ed upon him in abun-
dance. Plenty emptied her golden
horn into his lap. But the compensa-
tion was not greater than the services.

His master could not live without him.

If Henry was the first pillar of the

state, Wolsey was the second. At
home he possessed the royal ear, abroad

he was the alter ego of the King. And
great must have been the tact of him,

who, in spite of faction from without
and of slander from within, contrived

to retain so long the ear of so capri-

cious a monarch—that ear which was
too often deaf to the cries of justice,

and too oAen opened to the whispers
of malice.

That Wolsey sometimes abused the

license which was allowed him can-

not be denied. But in the midst of
his abuse he always took care that

his country should sustain no detri-

ment. Indeed, it was more in the

service of his king and his country than
in his own that he transgressed. It

has been the characteristic of all other

favourites to sacrifice their country's

interests to their own. Wolsey always
placed his country's interest above his

own. Ho never demeaned his high

position by cringing to foreign courts.

If he sometimes took bribes, the wel-

fare of the favourite was never allowed
to supersede the duty of the statesman.

He knew himself to be the lieutenant

of a great king, and he refused to

meet Francis at Amiens, unless Fran-
cis consented to meet him balf-way.

When selfish motives did prompt him
to intrigue, it was for objects so splen-

did that no one can blame him. He
was ambitious, almost romantically so.

He had risen by his own exertions

from superintending the quartering of
a lamb, to guide the footsteps and curb
the passions of a lion. As yet he had
thought it no wrong to society to ac-

cept the red hat at the hands of Pope
Leo. He considered that ho bad pre-

judiced no national good, outraged no
national sympathies, broke no national

law. The prize for which he toiled

was indeed a prize worthy of the most
exalted man, both in mind and station.

To sit on the throne of St. Peter, to

be clothed with all the associations of

the papal patriarch, to remit punish-

ments and forgive sins, to bold in bis

hand the keys of heaven and hell, to

wear the mantle of Him who had
given the sacred injunction to " feed

my sheep," was to his enthusiastic

imagination the greatest of all earthly

honours. For this he was content to

plot, even to sin. It is singular that

Historians have recognised in Wolscy's
struggles for the tiara nothing more
than the struggles of an ordinary man
for an ordinary reward. It seems to

us that to a mind of his temperature
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no object could be more tempting, or

more worthy of extraordinary exer-

tions to obtain. For this be laid aside

the character of an ecclesiastic, and
descended from the field of theological

controversy to the field of political di-

plomacy. And here his extraordinary

capabilities stood him in good stead.

Wolsey may be regarded as the

chaperon of the bolder and more en-

lightened system of diplomacy that

came into use about his time, and is

at this very moment the polar star of

statesmen. Before his age the science

of diplomacy had never been under,
stood, in England at least. France,

indeed, as France generally is, was
far a-head of ourselves in her diploma-

tic code. But even in France the al-

phabet of diplomacy had yet to be
learnt. Cardinal Richlieu had not

yet lived, and Mazarine was unborn.

The fundamental axiom, that a judi-

cious balance of power is the ground-
work of European prosperity, and that

all the aims and means of statesman-

ship should be directed towards the

fulfilment of that axiom, was a subject

not yet broached at the council-board

of sovereigns. And when we consider

the state of Europe, as Europe was
while Wolsey was still upon bis mo-
ther's knee at I|>swich, the ignoranco

or oversight of the high and the wide

is easily to be excused. While the last

few years of the fifteenth century were
dying^ out, a great and radical change
was silently progressing throughout the

whole civilised portion ofthe Continent.

Society was just then emerging from
the darkness of a long night of feudal-

ism and serfdom into the light of an
everlasting clay of political ami |>er-

sonal emancipation. But though the

pillar of fire was visible in the van, the

cloudy pillar had not vet disappeared

from the rear. The Imperial Cham-
ber had not yet settled the disputes of

litigious princes, and the recesses of

the Diet bad not yet gone forth as im-

perial decrees. Harassed at home
and in bis own court, the Emperor of

Germany, from the time that Kodolph
of Hapsburg assumed the iron crown,

to the time that Maximilian consti-

tuted the Aulic Council, had little

leisure to eucouragc the disputes of

foreign courts, or fan the hostility of
foreign belligerents. And the Empe-
rors of Germany were but types in a
more emphatic degree of all other so-

vereigns. Even after an aristocracy

had drawn close around the throne, aa

around their own support, after vas-

salage had become an abuse of the

past, and after the vassals had grown
into a democracy of wealth and com-
merce, the governing principle of so-

vereigns appears to have been that

might is right, and that the old and
simple plan was the beat, that they
should take who have the power, and
they should keep who can. It seems
never to have occurred to the sagacious

statesmen of those days that the gra-

dual increase of one empire necessarily

involved the gradual decay of another

;

that if one empire was continually

being aggrandised, other empires must
be continually being absorbed in it (

and that the prosperity of the latter

must be in inverse proportion to the

prosperity of the former. On this

principle of non-intervention, the fact

that Louis was blocked up in Toulouse
by the forces of Henry II., who was al-

ready in possession of more than one-

third of France, gave no more alarm to

Frederick I. than the battle of Creci,

or the battle of Poictiers to Charles

IV. But this mistaken policy exploded
before the sagacious mind of Wolsey.
It was thought that, after all, it was
better to send one skilful diplomatist

to make peace between two bellige-

rents, than ten thousand men at arms
to encourage war. This consideration

began to gain ground in the age con-

temporary with the early part of Maxi-
milian's reign, and it may be said, that

the policy which it suggested was fully

developed in the ago contemporary
with the early part of the reign of
Charles V. When Maximilian pro-

posed and attempted to carry out a
conjunction of the Crown of Spaip
with the Crown of Austria, Henry
willingly entered into a league with

the Crown of France to anticipate his

intentions. When Francis attempted
to unite the Crowu of France with the

Crown of Austria, Henry threw his

whole weight into the scale, and de-

cided the balance in favour of Spain.

Though Francis was a captive in the

tent of Charles, though Charles was
on good terms with Henry, though an
opportunity was oiiered Henry of in-

vading France with success, it was
deemed more politic to break with
Charles, and succour Francis, rather

than that the battle of Pavia should

be followed by a siege of Paris. One
empire, it was considered, might be-
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come too great for the safety of other

empires.

It may seem strange that an eccle-

siastic should have been patron of this

sagacious, but worldly policy. But
when it is remembered, that that ec-

clesiastic was a Romanist, and high in

the ranks of archicpiscopal Rome, and
that Rome herself, long before her

Popes bad been recognised as temporal

princes, had been prominent in those

arts which rather oecome a courtier

than a Christian prelate, the anomaly
will disappear.

But it Wolsey was successful in di-

plomacy during the time of war, he
was equally successful in strategies

during the time of peace. To those

that regard the meeting of the Field of

the Cloth of Gold as something more
than a mere royal pic-nic, the mind
that contrived that hypocritical pa-

geant will indeed appear worthy, if

not of applause, at least of the most
profound admiration. It was no small

triumph, in those days of imperial ab-

solutism, that one great king should

leave his capital to go a long journey

to meet another, and that, in the end,

he should be induced tacitly to ac-

knowledge that other as his feudal lord.

It was an event of more importance

than historians are generally inclined

to assign to it, that Francis, after

treating Henry with almost romantic
sumptuousness, should agree to pay a

personal income of an hundred livres

annually, as a kind of feudatory ac-

knowledgment. It must, we think,

have been an enterprising spirit, and
a spirit as clever as enterprising, that

could have so directed the course of

events, that the obstinate and impe-
rious Charles should have been induced

to hurry all the way to Canterbury to

counteract the influence of a hostile

neighbour. These circumstances—cir-

cumstances, considering the time of

their enactment, worthy of greater

emphasis than has usually been be-

stowed upon them— are, in our opi-

nion, so many triumphant testimonies

to the wonderful mind, and still more
wonderful success of Wolsey.

We are aware we are undertaking

a task ofsome danger when we attempt

to apologise for Wolsey's political du-

plicity. Although we cannot for a
moment sink our disapprobation of the

man in our admiration for the minis-

ter, yet, on the whole, we do not feel

inclined to blame Wolsey's conduct so

[Not.

severely as it has been blamed. It
must ne rememoercti, tnai nonesi> ana

Jolicy never yet went hand in hand,
n the days of Wolsey— days when

every kingdom owned one ambitions

son, to be a diplomatist it was neces-

sary to be unscrupulous. Clement*
Charles, Francis, were proficients in

chicanery. The annals of their reigns

are one continued story of plots and
intrigues, of the most unkingly vil-

lany, and the most nnpapal deceit.

Henry needed some careful head, and
a head whose connexion with the heart
was not too close. This qualification

the butcher's son possessed. We
scarcely know whether to admire most
Wolsey's power of intrigue, or the

nicety with which fie kept within the

bounds of legitimate diplomacy, of
diplomacy as it was regarded in those

days. In no instance of his career, as

minister for foreign affairs, did he ever
transgress these bounds, or set a single

foot within the confines of official dis-

honesty.

If he offered the right hand of fel-

lowship to Charles, and secretly offer-

ed the left to Francis, he was only
doing what diplomatists have done be-

fore him, and have repeatedly done
after him. If his own aggrandisement
was involved in some secret treaty, the
aggrandisement of his country went
along with his own. If Wolsey, in

spite of national treaties, threatened to

form a league with Maximilian against

Francis, it was because some English

cruiser had been plundered, or some
property withheld, or because of French
influence in Scottish affairs, or of
French interference with English trai-

tors, or because the French sovereign

had some design on Italy, and the

balance of power must be maintained.

If a compact was formed between
Francis and Henry, it was only a
compact of passive amity, a compact
by which it was decreed that the two
nations should be eternal friends, and
that the friends of the one should t>e

the friends of the other, and the

enemies of the one the enemies of the

other. If, again, Wolsey sometimes
s uttered himself to be overcome by the

flatteries of Francis, or sometimes
taken in by the promises of Charles, his

conduct was never without an object,

and that object never had in view na-

tional degradation or anything but na-

tional aggrandisement. If it squared
with Wolsey's personal ambition, it

U'ohey.
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was no reason for hiin to draw back
from its attainment. If Henry some-
times favoured Francis, and Wolsey
sometimes favoured Charles, it was
only as each rival alternately gained
the ascendancy, in order that the

weight of England might restore the

equilibrium.

The best test of Wolsey's ability as

a diplomatist is, we conceive, the state

in which he left his country at the

time of his disgrace. The years dur-

ing which he occupied the first place

at the council-board of his sovereign

were vcars full of the most eventful

episodes of European history, and are

certainly, if not the brightest, at least

among the brightest, in the annals of
England. The alliance of England
was the prize, to gain which crowned
beads descended to the most laborious

exertion, and employed the most un-

royal arts. And it is to be remem-
bered, that scarcely a single alliance

which Wolsey proposed and Henry
ratified, was wholly barren of fruit.

Either some province owned the lord-

ship of the King of England, which
had hitherto owned no other master
than the King of France: either the

English standard floated from the walls

of some impregnable citadel, which
the lilies of Franco had just before

waved over; or else German ducats

found their way from the treasury of
Charles into the exchequer of Henry.
We do not think we are saying too

much when we assert, that for success-

ful diplomacy, and for strategic skill,

the Cardinal of York House must be
allowed to rank on an equality with

the Pitts and the Falmerstons of a
future age.

As a statesman, Wolsey was far

above his contemporaries. Jt is sel-

dom that the same man who can con.
trive the preliminaries of a treaty, or
devise the formalities of a league, can
also draw up a statute or eradicate an
abuse. Seldom is the same man at

once a good prime minister and a good
foreign secretary. But Wolsey was
more. He not only ministered to the

sovereign's wants, as, it is to be re-

membered, was the sole duty of a
prime minister of those days, but he
was also minister to the people's ne-

cessities. It cannot be denied that he
was not a whit more patriotic than
other ministers had been before him ;

that instead of opposing his master's

tyranny, he truckled to his will ; that

VOL. XLIV. KO. CCLXUl.

instead of playing the part of a Hamp-
den or a ryni, he played the part of a
Burleigh or a Strafford. But to form
a true estimate of his real character,

we must regard him in two lights—in

the light of a king's favourite, and in

the light of a simple dignitary ; in his

official and in his private capacity. It

is then that we see most vividly that a
king's favourite is not his own master.

It is pitiable to contrast the conduct
of Wolsey as prime minister with the

conduct of Wolsey the prince cardinal.

Placed by circumstances in a position

which did not belong to him by birth,

it was his fate to suffer all the indigni-

ties, and to execute all the invidious

duties which that position entailed.

He was the king's servant : it was
necessary for him to do as other ser-

vants had done, to execute the king's

commands, neglect the parliament's

entreaties, and disregard its remon-
strances. It is evident, that in days

when the parliament was regarded by
the sovereign as little short of a per-

sonal enemy, it wasas utterly impossible

for the favourite of the sovereign to

be, at the same time, the friend of the
parliament, as it is for one man to

serve two masters. Wolsey served

Henry, and served him with a zeal

which might gain him the credit of fi-

delity, but could never win him a nicho

in the noble list of patriots.

The remark, that all the good which
characterises Henry's reign was none
of Wolsey's doing, and all the ill was
only Wolsey's doing, is scarcely worthy
of notice, and could only have boon

prompted by the most invidious par-

tiality. If the observation be true-

with regard to Henry and his minister,

it is equally true when applied to any
other king or any other minister. We
are more inclined to believe the very
reverse to be the truth ; at any rate, it

would be more charitable and more
consistent with history, to give Wolsey
credit for as much good as Henry ; to

excuse Henry, but not to condemn
Wolsey. We know that the Cardi-

nal's influence over his master was ex-

traordinary. "I plainly see," said

Henry to his minister, " that you go-

vern both Francis and myself." We
have indisputable proof, that Wolsey's

foreign administration was the most
brilliant of any other contemporary
minister. We have no reason to

maintain that his domestic legislation

was as vile as that which characterised

8 p
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tbe reign of the Stuarts. 'Till we have
evidence of guilt, we are bound to

presume innocence. We are far from
blaming Wolsey as wo should blame
a man who would, if he could, fol-

low his example at the present day.

We do not consider him worse than
the rest of the race of favourites. We
decidedly place him above Bucking-
ham, and even above Essex. When
we say that he lived in an age of the

most degrading servility on the part

of the people, and the most absolute

tyranny on the part of the king ; that

he did not take extraordinary advan-
tage of his peculiar position to oppress

the people and encourage the King ;

that he was borne to his grave amid
the laments of the one, and with the

regret of the other, we conceive we
are according to him no small degree

of praise.

As a chancellor, Wolsey was far in

advance of his age— as far in advance
in a liberal policy as Bacon was in ad-

vance of his age in a liberal philosophy.

His conduct as a judge is unimpeach-
able. He repressed perjury, an ex-
traordinary exercise of judicial virtue

in those days ; and " to remedy an
evil which troubled the stream of jus-

tice," says Lord Campbell, " with his

usual magnificence of design, he pro-

jected an institution for the systematic

study of all branches of the law."
Wolsey may be regarded as the con-

necting link between an age of dark-
ness and an age of light. If one foot

still lingered on the threshold of the

old continent, the other foot was
planted firmly on the threshold of the

new. If in certain points of domestic

policy he still citing to old and com-
fortable theories, in domestic legisla-

tion he propounded theories and car-

ried them out with the boldness of a

modern reformer. As a patron of
learning, he deserves to be ranked
among the Dorse ts, the Hurleys, and
the Bolingbrokes of his country—nay,

he risked more for the sake of letters

than either Bolingbrokc, Hurley, or

Dorset ever risked. In an age when
to extend learning beyond the pale of

ecclesiastics was considered a neresy

as damnable as the heresy of the monk
of Eislebergh, he founded Christ

Church, instituted lectures, revised

old exclusive statutes, edited Latin

grammars, projected a college of phy-

sicians, and etidowed Ipswich with a
school. In an age when to lay a finger

upon an ecclesiastic was to raise the
indignation and excite the malice of
a taction, to which the factions of
" Greeks and Trojans" were not to be
compared, Wolsey plunged deep into

a system of reform, established a cen-
sorial court, and disturbed swarms of
monks in their loathsome repose.

Hitherto we have treated of Wolsey
as a statesman and as a public patron;
we now propose to treat of him as a
man. The chief sin laid to his door is

his avarice. By avarice, we presume,
is understood the desire of getting

more for the sake of having more. It

is not the amor acquirendi, but tbe amor
habendi, that constitutes the original

sin. All men love money. No man
would rather be without money than
with it. But there are a few who love

gold for the sake of gold, who would
rather possess a hundred pieces in a

ten.times barred-up chest, than be tbe

owners of a thousand pieces which a
few months must disburse. It is the

characteristic of an avaricious man to

be at the same time a niggardly man.
But Wolsey was no miser

—

amor nummi
was no consideration with him* If be
accepted ten thousand ducats from
Charles, in all probability some useful

institution found itself richer at the

end of the year than it ever expected
to be ; some Gothic schoolhouse rose

up in the village plot where the rustics

were wont to crowd around the baited

bear. Or else trade and the arts were
the better for it ; some more massive
salver was added to the sideboard at

York House, or some more costly

drapery adorned the walls of Hampton
Court, or some more costly mule that

might be presented to Campezzio was
added to the stud, or some finer organ
replaced its predecessor in his chapel,

or another statue of St. Barbara or

the Blessed Virgin was purchased at

an enormous price. We cannot com-
prehend how Wolsey can be justly

branded with avarice, like the common
avarice of a common miser. The
motive for all his magnificence was
something .more than the mere desire

of being magnificent. If he displayed

his sumptuous wealth, never stirred

without his knights and his gentlemen
ushers, it was because he found it diffi-

cult to do otherwise and live. It is

the destiny of a favourite like Wolsey,
of a favourite who has risen from the

people to overtop the noblef, that he
can never stand still. He must cither
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go on or go back ; he must always be
devising new scenes of pleasure, and
new stimulants to profit. He cannot
rest a moment. He has, as it were,

two masters to serve ;—he must either

please the king and not offend the

nobles, or offend the nobles and keep
above their malice. This conduct
Wolsey always contrived to carry out.

There are some respectable persons,

not on the whole inimical to the Car-
dinal, who have dignified his love of

grandeur with the name of ambition—
who have, in fact, deduced his ambi-
tion from his grandeur ; and reasoned,

that beause he was the richest man in

the kingdom, he must have been,

therefore, the most ambitious man.
We are of opinion that it is quite con-

sistent with a magnificent man to be
at the same time the very opposite to

an ambitious man. Wolsey's conduct

to our mind is clearly reconcilable with

the conduct of a mere man of the world.

It appears to us to be necessary to go
no farther than this to find a motive for

all his magnificence and all his so-

called avarice. We should, we fancy,

have been very much astonished if we
had read that he bad declined the gifts

of Henry, indignantly refused the pre-

sents of Francis, or turned his back on
the gold of Charles ; that, instead of

keeping a brilliant table and an open
house, he had shut himself up in a
cloister of York House; and when he
appeared in public, rode on a bare and
ill-favoured mule, with no other atten-

dant than a musty Carthusian. We
should be still more inclined to set it

down as the result of avarice, had we
read that he greedily accepted the dou~

ceurs of Charles, Francis, and Henry,
and then went about saying that he
was a miserable wretch, that ho was
the poorest of God's creatures, and
that he should die a hcjigar. As it is,

we can fully understand how he re-

ceived freely, and spent generously.

So far from his possessing a money-
loving spirit, we are inclined to believe

that he treated money as he sometimes

treated Cromwell, as the necessary

means to a desired end. We can
scarcely reconcile the conduct of the

man who raised and endowed colleges,

and maintained a court in no way in-

ferior in splendour to the court of his

master, with the conduct of such a
man, for instance, as Bacon. The
fact is, Wolsey considered his houses

and his jewels not as so much power,

but only as so many steps to nower.
That he appreciated them at no higher
value, we nave bis own words for as-

serting. " Were it better for me," he
said to Dr. Barnes, who had preached
a sermon at him at Cambridge, '* being

in this honour and dignity that I am,
to coyne my pyllers and poll-axes, and
to give the money to five or six beggars,

than for to mayntainu the common-
wcale by them as I do.'' He clearly

saw that he could not be Cardinal

Wolsey and a poor man at one and the

same time ; that if he would be Car-
dinal, he must be roaster of Hampton
Court.
We- readilv grant that Wolsey'was

ambitious—that be loved to possess the

car of his sovereign, to exhibit his in-

fluence sometimes with culpable osten-

tation before the eyes of the haughty
nobles, to preside at such meetings as

the Field of the Cloth of Gold, to be
one of the principals in such revelries

as those of Amiens, to stand arbiter

between foreign monarchs, and to dic-

tate to his own monarch ; but, at the

same time, we believe that ho was all

this, not for the sake of wealth and
grandeur, but owing to his wealth and
grandeur. If Wolsey 's ambition was
a guilty one, we should be glad to

know what ambition is free from guilt,

and to what extent a man may be am-
bitious without being criminal. As an
abstract rule, the highest prize is ac-

cessible to the meanest competitor.

So long as the successful candidate

does not abuse that prize, he is morally

and intrinsically not criminal. Wolsey
never did aught to the prejudice of the

state over wnich he ruled—never le-

gislated without having some precedent

for his legislation— never corrupted

the nobles, or bribed the people—uever

did anything which can be set down in

the category of extraordinary crime ;—and, therefore, never laid himself

open to the charge of illegitimate am-
bition. That be was no better than
his fellows were, or had been—that he
did not rectify old abuses, which time

had rendered venerable— that he did

not refuse to grant monopolies, or ex-

tort supplies, or that he used the same
means of intimidation that other minis-

ters had employed before him, and
employed again after him— that be
did not instigate another conference

at Runnyincdc, or head a grand ro-

monstrance,or propose a bill of rights

—

that he whs a Shaftesbury or a Boling-
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broke, rather than a Sydney or a More,
are surely no signs of special crimina-

lity against him. If we blame him for

these disqualification?, we must blame
nil those who went l>eforc him, and all

those whom he immediately preceded.

He was less guilty than Kmpson or

Dudley ; he was not more guilty than

Walsingham or Burleigh. Indeed,

when we contemplate the extent of
Wolsey's power, the haughtiness of
his mind, and the opportunities which
wore continually offered him for the

unrestrained exercise of the one and
tho unrebuked exhibition of the other,

we wonder not that he was not a Do
Montford or a Somers, but that he did

not imitate ratherthe conduct ofaCran-
mer or a Laud—not that be was not

more of a constitutional reformer, but
that ho was less of a destructive tyrant.

If he had no more fins to answer for,

and no more fatal blemishes to his

character than the sin of ambition, and
the stigma of ostentation, it is impos-

sible to conceive a character which
should bo more worthy of our un-

bounded admiration, if not of our
unqualified applause. A simple but-

cher's son had, by his own exertions,

raised himself to wear a Cardinal's

hat ; and an illustrious Cnrdinal had,

of his own free will, descended from
his eminent position, only because to

keep that position in the state it was
necessary to violate his duty to the

Church. The rise was effected by
laborious honesty ; the fall by a scru-

pulous integrity.

We do not intend to give Wolscy a
placo among the noble army of mar-
tyrs. It is certain that he was a

victim to his principle?, and that he
owed his disgrace not so much to

his opposition to Bullen as to his pro-

fessed antipathy to the marvellous

ecclesiastical reform which Henry pro-

posed, and afterwards effected ; but,

at the same time, it is equally certain

that antipathy was quite as much the

result of interest as of principle. As
there appear to be some doubts with
regard to tho real origin of Wolscy's

fall, and as no two authorities seem to

entertain the same opinion on the sub-

ject, it may not be uninteresting to

pause for a moment and, if possible,

settle the matter at once and for ever.

It is asserted by some that the Car-
dinal disapproved of tho king's divorce

fromCatharine—that he was instrumen-
tal in delaying it—that he delayed it, not

out of any partiality to Catharine, but
out of hostile motives to Bullen—that

he opposed Bullen because she was
tainted with the Lutheran heresy ;—
and, finally, that he fell because of his

opposition. It is as stoutly maintained
by others that the question of religion

never onceentered intoWolsey's head-
that he approved of the divorce—that

he did his best to further it ;—and, in

reality, that he fell, not from any one
of these circumstances in particular,

but from circumstances over which he
had no control. Now, it seems to us

that there is every reason for believing

that Wolscy did disapprove of Henry's
divorce at first ; that be disapproved
of it on personal and political grounds

;

that he afterwards promoted it on
personal and political grounds ; and
that, after discovering Henry's real

object to espouse a Protestant, or at

least a suspected person, he did his

very best to retard the advancement of

Anne Bullen, on political, personal,

and religious grounds.

In the first place, it is clear that the

evils of a disputed succession could

not have escaped the minister's sa-

gacious mind. If Catharine's marriage
was pronounced invalid, Catharine's

daughter must bo illegitimate ; and if

Mary was legitimate, any child that

may have been born to the king here-

after could not have been legitimate as

well. These considerations must have
struck "Wolscy forcibly. But, on the

other hand, there were other reasons

more urgent still— reasons of present

advantage, reasons of state-policy and
of national prosperity. A divorce of
Catharine must naturally involve an
eternal breach with Catharine's nephew.
And what circumstance so likely to

confirm that breach, or what alliance

so likely to widen it, as a marriage be*
tween Henry and the sister ofCharles's
bitterest foe, the Duchess of Alcncon ?

Wolscy made the proposition to his

master, and it is well known how that

master received it. "The King had
already chosen a consort for himself.**

Wobey saw that he had failed ; and
became aware that interests of greater

importance to him than the success of
a political scheme were at stake. His
own personal safety was imperilled.

If Anne v as exalted, he must decline

—Anne, whom he had hated and de-
spised ; Anne, whom he had considered

too mean a bed- fellow for an earl, and
whom he had cheated of a young, a
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handsome, and a titled spouse. He
recognised the danger, and acted as a
veteran diplomatist like himself might
have been expected to act.

He first entreated. With tears in his

eyes, and on his bended knee, the

proud Cardinal implored the King to

pause before be took the final step

—

a step that might be fatal to his own
domestic happiness, that must be fatal

to the happiness of his people. It

was too late ;
Henry was resolved to

marry Anne, and from that moment he
determined to suspect Wolsey. Wol-
sey, too, was again alive to his failure,

and from that moment he pretended

to be a convert to the measure which
he had deprecated, and which it was
still his interest, if possible, to avert.

He now fell into the King's whims,
flattered his prejudices, fanned his ani-

mosities, and did everything that it

was possible for him to have done,

short of obtaining the desired dispen-

sation. He got up from his bed to go
to Bridewell to lecture Catharine on
her obduracy ; he used every expedient

to compel that noble lady, who was
certainly worthy of a better fate, to

give up her claims to Henry. He vin-

dicated Henry's scruples, applauded
bis conscientiousness, sate in judgment
on the Queen, and even wrote a letter

to the Pope, which he took care that

Henry's ministers at the Papal Court
should see, extolling the virtues, the

excellencies of that same Anne Bullen
w hom he secretly hated, and who he
knew secretly, ifnot openly, hated him.

It is amusing to see with what gravity

it is pretended that Wolsey 's compli-

ance, and all his acts after that com-
pliance, were the results of a zealous

disposition to bring the matter to the

issue which Henry so devoutly wished.

We think it is as clear as the noonday
that the Cardinal always had his eye
fixed on the main chance ; that he
acted the double part of Pope's legate

and Henry's minister ; that he set the

duties of the one office above the duties

ofthe other ; that he flattered, fretted,

fumed as Chancellor, and secretly

laughed in his sleeve at the King's
embarrassment as legato. It was bis

interest to be duplicious; and to all

appearance he was incurring no danger
by his duplicity. On the other hand,
it was not his interest to be sincere

either one way or the other. He could

hope, once that Anne was made
Queen, to play but a very subordinate

part ; he could never hope to obtain
the Papacy after playing false to the
tiara. But we will leave speculation,

and proceed to fact. If Wolsey was
really sincere, if all his zeal was not
feigned, why was the decretal bull

which, once presented, would have
settled the difficulty for ever, held
back ? How came it to pass that Cle-
ment should have entrusted so precious

a document to the hands of a minister

whom he knew to be a false traitor to

the cause at heart ? How came it to

pass that Wolsey should have sate on
the same bench with a colleague who,
in his capacity as Clement's legate,

could not have been inimical to Cle-

ment's interests, and must have been
6low in recognising Henry's claims,

which were clearly at variance with
these interests? In the very midst of
the crisis, the illness of Clement fully

revealed the extent of Wolsey's influ-

ence at the Papal Court. How came it

to pass that ail that influence hitherto

failed to bring about the desired ob-
ject ? The fact is, Wolsey's conduct
and the motives which actuated it are
clear enough. Ho had encouraged
Henry's scruples and promoted the
divorce of Catharine, on personal
grounds before; he retarded the ad-
vancement of Bullen on personal
§rounds now. Clement was infirm and
iscased, and if he did not soon die a

natural death, he was not unlikely to

fall a victim to the ambition of Charles.
Twice Wolsey had almost felt the
pressure of the tiara on his brow ; this

time the triple crown should not escape

him. The authority of St. Peter
might yet be wielded by the butcher's

son— what more natural than that he
should be anxious that that authority

should not come down tohim enervated
and impaired, for the want of a little

tact, or a little pardonable Jinesse t

With this view he resolved to serve the

Pope, and ifpossible not offend Henry.
There arc two circumstances which,
we think, afford no weak evidence to

the truth of our conjecture. It is re-

markable that in the whole of that

long struggle between the spiritual

power and the temporal power, be-

tween inclination and superstition,

Campeggio, and not Wolsey, was
always the prominent figure. It is

Campeggio that we distinguish moving
actively to and fro in the foreground;

Wolsey, the elder Cardinal of the two,

the pet minister of Henry, hitherto
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foremost in the van of diplomacy,

now hung back, bashfully and timidly,

in the rear. The other circumstance

that tends to cast a shade on Wolsey'f
sincerity is, that throughout the whole
suit Henry, who had never cause to

doubt his minister before, who had ac-

tually been encouraged by that minis-

ter in his scruples, now found reason

to be suspicious, and "imputed the

bad success of his undertaking, not to

ill-fortune or to mistake, but to the

malignity or infidelity of his inten-

tions."

It cannot be denied that Wolsey
acted his part with skill ; that he ca-

joled Henry and obeyed the Pope with

all the tact of a politician, and with all

the unscrupulous ability of a Roman
Cardinal. But his was a difficult task.

He had to serve two masters— one
jealous, and discerning as he was jea-

lous—and he had, beside, to take care

that he did not prejudice his own in-

terests. It is enough to say that he
failed. Hitherto he bad acted so that

it was almost impossible to doubt his

disinterestedness, and quite impossible

to prove his duplicity. In an evil

moment Campeggio was allowed to

burn the decretal bull, and the cause

was evoked to Rome. Henry fired

up. From being suspicious of his

minister's innocence, he became quite

qertain of his guilt. A crowd of cir-

cumstances combined to throw the

Chancellor off his guard. The result

is known. He fell, but not irrecover-

ably.

"The sun of his fortune cast a parting

ray upon him before it set for ever."

If, indeed, he did not possess Hamp-
ton Court and Whitehall, he could

•till regale in the luxuriant retreat of
Asshur. If he was not the King's fa-

vourite, he was still one of the great-

est men in England. He still possessed

wealth and influence, and the hope
that at no distant day the glorious re-

ward that he had all along been striv-

ing for, that the tiara would compen-
sate him for his present disgrace, still

burned as strongly as ever in liis breast.

He had survived the explosion of poli-

tical schemes, he had survived the ex-
plosion of personal enmity; he might
still reappear some day in renewed
glory and renewed strength, but in

another realm. But all his expecta-

tions were doomed to disappointment.

Personal reasons alone were not strong

enough to condemn him ; but personal

reasons and religious reasons combined
effected his overthrow. Hitherto Wol-
sey must be considered as responsible

for his own tall. Now, circumstances

which he could not have averted, if he
would, hurried him on to his destruc-

tion ; and we only enter into the de-

tails of Wolsey"s final fall to disprove
the assertion, that the Cardinal did not
in some degree suffer for his theologi-

cal tenets of passive obedience to the

Pope. We have said that he perished

from circumstances which he could not
avert. Had he entered into the mat-
ter of the divorce heart and soul ; had
he whis|»ered into Henry's ear with all

the confidence of old to throw off the

trammels of a foreign prince, to plead
his own cause in a court of his own
constituting, and by a dash of his royal

pen to give the finishing stroke to the

controversy ; had he, in fact, consented
to bold a cardinal's title without a car-

dinal's authority, to be Archbishop of

Canterbury, and excommunicate of

the Pope, Wolsey might have gone
down to his grave, if not a king's fa-

vourite, a kingdom's minister. Indeed,
even after the indictment that accused
him, among^ other charges equally fri-

volous and illegal, of holding the lega-

tine power, had passed, after the sen-

tence of forfeiture bad been pronounc-
ed, the King still allowed his lingering

affection for his old servant to over-

come the judgment, still hesitated

about pulling down that extraordinary

fabric ofgreatness which his own hands
bad created.

The fallen Cardinal merely felt the

inconvenience which always attached

itself to the favourite who has lost the

royal countenance for a time. He was
in reality still his own man — perhaps

more of his own master, than he had
ever been yet. But Wolsey, even at

the eleventh hour, could not, consis-

tently with his character as dignitary

of the Church, succumb to the State.

Circumstances were occurring around
him that warned him to prepare his

arms for a yet deadlier struggle, which

that Church was about to be forced

into by rude and sacrilegious hands. If

he had ever dreamt of yielding before,

he must exorcise the thought for ever

now. Strange and mysterious signs

were exhibiting themselves. It was
whispered that if the Pope would not

do Henry's business, Henry could do
without the Pope. The new Karl of
Wiltshire, Anne BuUen's father, had
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gone so far as to refuse to kiss his ho-
finess's toe, when the sacred member
was offered to the vassal of the Church.
But this personal insult was not the

sole alarming omen. The coming crisis

cast its shadow before it long before it

came. The Commons had exhibited

symptoms of an independence so un-
usual, at that time so unconstitutional,

that it could not have been but with
the authority of their master that they

acted. Several bills had passed, hav-
ing in view the curtailment of certain

privileges, held from time immemorial
by the clergy. One for the regulation

of mortuaries, another against the ex-
actions for the probates of wills—exac-

tions so enormous, that one member
said in his place in the House, that he

had paid no less a sum than a thousand
marks to that account ; a third against

non-residence and pluralities. Wolsey
himself, foreseeing the ill effects to

their own order of the profligacy of

monks and ecclesiastics, had long ago
done his best to root out the evil. But
the State was going too far, and even
Wolsey felt that he had better lose

all than assent to its encroachments.

A bishop of the Church had charged
the Commons with designs against the

Established religion, and intents " to

rob her, the Church, of her patrimony
and her rights." He had been rebuked
in the presence of the highest tribunal

in the realm by a civilian. He hud re-

sponded again, was again rebuked,

and, at List, was compelled to apolo-

gise before a lay commission. These
circumstances were the very corner-

atones of the Reformation ; and it could

not be expected that a prince-cardinal

Would have consented to have been
the master-mason of the structure. It

was evident to the most unintelligent

niiud that a great rising up of the State

against the Church— of the temporal
order against the spiritual order—
might be apprehended, and that short-

ly. Whilst the Church was falling a
victim to the assaults of the State, it

was too much to hope that the Church's
great pillar should be allowed to stand.

At last the blow so long looked for

came.
The King sent one of his judges

to demand the surrender of York
Falaee, the archiepiscopal residence in

Westminster j and here the fallen

minister found himself, as the Pope
had expressed it, " between the mallet

and theanvil." There were two courses

£C1

left for Wolsey to choose between—to

refuse to surrender the palace, as the

property ofthe Church, or to surrender

it, and live. Once more his diplomacy
came to his aid. He would surrender

it, but with such an ill-grace that the

world should see that the surrender

was not voluntary, but compulsory
;

and considering the vastness of the

stakes at issue, we certainly think that

Wolsey's conduct was justifiable. At
any rate, if we cannot praise him be.

cause he did not play the part of a
martyr, we cannot condemn him be-
cause he did not rise superior to the

qualifications of a man. " You re-

quire of me a full and entire surrender

of the rights of others with which I
have been entrusted. If every bishop

were to comply with such a request, what
would have become of the patrimony
of Holy Church ?" spoke the priest

;

" but," added the man, "I must sub-

mit to the king's power. I charge you,
therefore, to tell his Majesty there is

both a heaven and hell."

The message was a bold one, and
though, in all probability, no one
thought it worlh while to whisper the

memento of mortality in the royal ear,

the sum and substance of the reply

reached the palace unimpaired. From
that moment the sun of Wolsey sank
quickly to the horizon.

Is it probable that if Wolsey had
not been really attached to his Church,
really unwilling to lend his counte-

nance to subvert her privileges or

enervate her rights, that such a motive
as was implied in his answer to Henry
would have possessed so strong an in-

fluence over such a mind ? Is it likely

that the ambitious, magnificent minister

would have imperilled all his dreams
of ambition and all his magnificence

for the sake of a solitary house, albeit

that house was a pulace ? We cer-

tainly think that Wolsey's actions were
based on principle—were the results of
churchmauship as strong as that of
Ridley, I^atiuier, or of any of the

martyrs of the Reformation. Happy
for Wolsey had he exhibited such
greatness and such independence at

all times. But his generosity was
sullied by his lust, and his spirit of
magnificence in great things cancelled

by a spirit of meanness in small.

He made a courtesan, whom his station

did not prevent him from patronising,

the lady abbess of a convent, and he
was instrumental iu cutting off Buck-
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ingham's bead, because Buckingham
bad on a certain occasion hesitated

about holding a ewer for him to wash
his hands in. We doubt, however, if

this circumstance was the only cause

of Wolsey's enmity to the Duke, or

whether Wolsey's friendship could

ever have saved him, had he possessed

it. We can be no apologists for the

Cardinal s immorality. It is not to

be forgotten that the state of morals

about the Court of Henry VIII. were
about on a level with the state of

morals in the Court of Louis XIV.
And we have no reason for believing

that Wolsey, who always, to say the

least, affected piety in public, was
worse thnn, if as bud ns any one of
the bishops who occupied the episcopal

bench in uis time.

It would be labour lost to enter into

tlio particulars of Wolsey's death.

Every one knows with what magnani-
mity, at the same time with what hope*

ful penitence, the old man surrendered

up his soul. We are content with
giving a slight sketch of his character,

and it we have wiped away any chance
stain that ignorance had put there— if

we have gained for Wolsey more credit

'for a principled consistency than is

usually allowed to him, we should feel

that we have succeeded.

Had the butcher's eon never been
distinguished from the herd in which
he moved—had he never seen the pre-

cincts of a court, or been forced to

join in the buffoonery of a courtier, in

all probability he would, in course of
time, have been abbot of some wealthy
monaster)', would have written an
anonymous pamphlet on the divorce

of Cutharine ; when Henry's heretical

ideas had developed themselves would
have answered The Pious Erudition
of a Christian Man" with "The True
Estimate of a Godly Catholic ;" would
have resisted the commissioners that

came to eject him from his living;

would have afterwards accepted an
equivalent ; would have played a dis-

tinguished part iu the controversies

under Edward ; and, finally, if he had
escaped the rack and disease, would
have died a good old non-persecuting
prelate under Mary.

Wolsey was a striking example of a
favourite who was really grateful for
favours received, and what ia more ex-
traordinary, of a favourite who really

deserved those favours. The only per-
son in history whom we are disposed

to associate with Wolsey—whose rise

and fall is in some decree parallel to hia

rise and fall— is
r

l nomas a* Becket.

Indeed the fortunes of the two fa-

vourites bear an almost daguerreotype
likeness to each other. Both were of
simple origin ; the father of the one a

butcher, the father of the other a me-
chanic. Both owed their first ad-

vancement to their own individual

exertions : one was a Fellow of Mag-
dalen, the other a Scholar of Merton ;

one was received into the family of the

Marquis of Dorset, the other into the

family of Theobald. Archbishop of
Canterbury. Both soon became dig-

nitaries of the Church : the one was
made Dean of Lincoln, the other

Archdeacon of Canterbury ; and,

finallv, both, before they died, became
Archbishops of the same province,

chancellors of the kingdom, and fa-

vourites of masters, who, in selfishness,

cruelty, and vindictiveness, were sin-

gularly alike. Becket gained the first

feather in his can by successful diplo-

macy. Wolsey did the same. Louis
gave the opportunity to Becket, Maxi-
milian to Wolsey. Wolsey headed the

troops at Tournay, Becket fought at

Toulouse.

Till wo find them at the pinnacles

of their greatness, the two characters

are the same. Thenceforward, for a
while, the identity ceases. Becket,

when, in the midst of revelry at Fa-
laise, he heard that Theobald was no
more, and that Henry had named him
as successor to the deceased archbi-

shop, looked with a smile at his cour-

tier dress, and with admirable consis-

tency declined the honour ; and when
he did accept it, his whole life under-

went a change. He went about in a
coarse, unseemly dress, with a grave

frown upon his brow, curtailed the

expenses of his household, and became
extravagant only in the extent of his

charities. Hitherto, as Chancellor, be
had considered the necessities of the

State as paramount to the necessities of

the Church. Now, every farthing that

he could wring from the State he ap-

plied to the Church. Hitherto he bad
supported Henry against all ; now he
upheld the Church against Henry.
Hitherto all his mighty energies bad
gone towards the advancement ofman,
henceforth they were enlisted in the

service of God. Wolsey was alwaya
consistent with h*i9 character, in spite

of his office; Becket was always
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consistent with his office, in spite of
his character. Wolsey began, and
well-nigh ended, with serving man

;

Becket served man when it was his

duty to be obedient, and he served the
Church with the same unscrupulous-
ness that he had served the State.

With the commencement of their dis-

grace, begins again the similarity of
their j>ositions.

i>otn sunereu trom a similar reaction,

brought about by similar causes. The
constitutions of Clarendon were the
stumbling-block to Becket; Henry's
heretical contumacy was Wolsey's
cause of offence. Both stumbling-
blocks were singularly identical in

their composition. The advocates of
both were guilty in the eyes of their

antagonists of exalting the State above
the Church, and of depressing the

Church below the orthodox level.

Becket was degraded, exalted, and

degraded again. Wolsey lost the fa-

vour of his sovereign, regained it for a
moment, and lost it again for ever.

The dying words of Becket were, " I

am ready now, or at any other time, to

die for my God and the liberties of
my Church." "If I gave up York
Palace, and every bishop were to do
the same, what would become of the

Church's patrimony ?" demanded Wol-
sey. But we have shown that YVolsey

went farther— that he added, " But I

submit to the King's power." Nor did
Wolsey fall away alone. Becket too

acted the part of Peter. But Becket'a

death amply apologised for his apos-

tacy, and Wolsey's penitence excused
his. Of the two characters, we consider

Becket's the finer; of the two fortunes

Wolsey's the most enviable ; of the

two individuals, Becket the most splen-

did Christian—Wolsey the most splen-

did man.

MISERERE DOMINE.

Miserere Domine I

Chant which mortal and immortal
Murmur ever at the portal,

Where doth dwell the Lord of light

In wide halls of chrysolite,

By the shore of heaven's blue sea.

Golden August, sun-embrowned,
Blushing purple, berry-crowned,

Singeth now her songs of glee ;

Of a truth her lips are red

—

Vintage.crownals bind her head,

Hazel-tressed ; and children cling

Unto mossy boughs, and fling

Fruit upon the ground

;

Tet I hear, o'er land and sea,

Miserere Domine

!

Even so—we are not free

From the ancient blot and staining

On our hearts ; though Thou art raining

Plenty on the joyous earth,

Lord of mercy 1 'Midst our mirth
Miserere Domine 1

Foam-wreaths on the white sea-shore—
Bees amid the sycamore

—

Peaches ripening on the tree—
Beauty of autumnal time-
Merry wild birds' matin-chime—
Harvest-calm and cooling showers:
These delights of earth are ours—

They were given by Thee.
Father, all Thy gifts are free

!

Miserere Domine I Mortimer Coxlins,
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A SLINGSBY "WEDDING, AND THK DOINC8 THEREAT.

BT JOVATIUS VUU •11SQSB V.

CarrigUwu, fX-tolxr Wth, 185*.

I am just returned from Castle 81ingsby, my dear Anthony, where we have had
rare doings ; and as it is a longtime since I had a confidential gossip with yen, I

will even open my heart and tell you all abont them. Know, then, that I have been
assisting, as the French phrase it, at the wedding of my cousin Matilda. And
who do you think is the happy man that is transplanting this fair scion of the

Slingsbys who, but my friend Herbert ? I cannot say it was a matter of very
great surprise when Herbert came over from England a few weeks ago, and
made his declaration in due form. There was, however, a grand palaver on the

occasion. All the heads of houses met at the castle to discuss the subject, and
pipes were duly smoked over it— literally by my old godfather and Uncle Saul,

and figuratively by Mrs. Sampson Slingsby and several other ancient Slingsby

women, maids and matrons. I cannot say, however, that poor Matilda herself

was invited to the congress, partly because it did not comport with the dignity

and sapience of the elders that one so young should have a voice in the matter
—. though, it must be admitted, it did touch her somewhat nearly— and partly

because, so far as her opinion went, they all knew pretty well it was a foregone
conclusion. The young fellow had somehow contrived to make his ground sure

with her before he opened the subject to her mother. But to make up for her
absence, the good old parson was summoned to attend, to represent " the lords

spiritual " in the domestic parliament. 1 do assure you the affair was handled
in a very business-like fashion. Herbert's formal letter of proposal was read
and laid on the table ; then it was read a second time ; then the whole house
went into committee upon it, discussed his property, his prospects, his status,

his disposition ; arranged the settlements, and brought up their report thereon ;

then it was read a third time and passed ; and, finally, my Aunt Sampson, as

the girl's mother, discharged the function of the sovereign, and pronounced her
assent, " la Reine, le veut ;*' and so it passed into law amongst the Slingsby sta-

tutes for ever, that the proposal of marriage from Mr. Herbert to Miss Slingsby

should be, and the same was thereby accepted. Then the lawyer was called to

do his work, which he did in the usual fashion of such folks, amplifving the con-

tract with all that ingenious verbosity which redounds so much to the advantage
of solicitors and scriveners, and so little to that of any one else. Thus all was
arranged ; what Nature had first set a-going, Art triumphantly brought to a
close, and it now only was necessary that Religion should set her seal to the

contract, and make it indissoluble for ever.

Well, the wedding morning at length dawned ; and a lovely morning it was

—

a bright, serene, autumnal day. Here and there the corn-fields were losing the

white, arid hue, for the young clover had sprung up through the decaying stubble,

clothing them with a robe of verdure ; the leaves on the trees were falling, and
changing their colours ; the ash, the earliest to fade, as it is the latest to come
into leaf, was shrivelling and turning brown, and its sprays were growing bare ; the

beech was tinged with a shade of copper ; the oak leaves russet ; and the ferns

lay like golden feathers in the groves and on the hill-sides. The spire of the

old church shot heavenwards into the grey sky, and the bells clanged merrily

from the tower. A great gathering there was, truly, of all the Slingsbys, to the

third and fourth generation, as they assembled at the low Gothic porch, and
marched up the aisle, some entering the pews, and the nearer relatives ranging
themselves before the oak railing of the chancel. Uncle Saul placed himself

beside the bride to give her away, while behind her stood Abigail, and two other

female Slingsby cousins, as bride-maids. Herbert was suitably supported on
the occasion by myself and Mr. Caleb Chubble, a friend of his who had come
from England for the purpose ; the body of the church was filled with country
lads and lasses, aU in their holiday attire. And now Uie bell pealed its last tone,
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and a hush of silence succeeded, that set many a young heart fluttering, and
made the veil of the bride tremble with the agitation of its fair owner. With a
step composed and solemn, the old parson stepped forward from the interior of

the chancel up to the rails ; the ancient clerk opened his more ancient folio,

and the ceremony commenced.
Were you ever at a wedding, Anthony? I hope you were, and that some

time or other you may take an important position in such a ceremony. But if

you were not, credit me that it is about the most interesting sight a man can
witness. Talk of spectacles, or operas, or ballets, or pantomimes, they are all

very well in the way of excitement ; but if you would have your feelings touch,

ed, your spirit elevated, your heart purified, and all the best emotions of your
humanity awakened, go to a wedding. Look there at Love in his holiest atti-

tude—Youth and Hope, Truth and Trust sustaining him. Faces beaming with

happiness, yet solemnised with tenderness ; eyes bright with pleasure, yet swim-
ming in tears that will not be repressed ; sighs low, yet making themselve audi-

ble in the pauses of the ministration. The regards of every one turned to the

two, who, separated a space from the rest, are as gamblers who stake their all—
their very lives on the game they are playing. Listen to the solemn address to

the people, the awful charge to the affianced, the momentous questions of the

priest, the response that is to bind those that answer for ever, for weal or for

woe, for better or for worse ; the typical affirmance of this mystical union—the

prayers, the blessings, and the psalm of praise. See and hear all this, and if you
can do so unmoved, your case is hopeless—the roar of all the artillery at Sevas-

topol could not shake your iron nerves.

When the ceremony was ended the gratulations commenced in right earnest.

The bride ran the gauntlet of the lips of all the Slingsbys, and of some others

that I wot of; and the bridegroom's hand passed rapidly through the palms of
some score of both sexes ; and then we proceeded through the crowd of rustics,

tendering their obeisances and benedictions ; and, mounting all sorts of vehicles,

dashed off to our noontide breakfast at Castle Slingsby.

Such a breakfast! Not like one of those which Poison or Mitchell furnishes

at a metropolitan wedding ; but an honest, substantial affair, that would remind
one of a hunting breakfast—a noble sirloin, a mellow ham, a pasty of venison,

and game in abundance. Two silver tankards filled with double ale flanked the

foot of the table, the upper end of which was reserved for tea, coffee, cakes, and
such like things for ladies, and gentlemen with lady-like tastes. There was
some choice old claret along the table within every one's reach, and Herbert bad
so far innovated upon country fashions as to introduce a few flasks ofchampagne.
I pretermit, dear Anthony, a thousand things appertaining to a wedding break-

fast—the bloom of the bride, the gallantry of the bridegroom, the cpisodieal

flirtations of the young men and the young women upon an occasion so sugges-

tive of love-making. Matilda looked charming, and so did Abigail ; Mrs.
Sampson was full of importance, and slightly fidgetty ; Uncle Saul was hila-

rious ; my godfather bordering on the boisterous, and everybody was as happy as

if they had been just undergoing the operation of matrimony themselves, so con-
tagious is human sympathy, and so thoroughly are all right-hearted persons

ready to " rejoice with those that do rejoice." The claret had been circulating

for some time, but claret-drinking is a quiet, unostentatious performance— it

makes no noise: like almsgiving, one's left hand knows not what the right hand
is doing, and you fill your glass and pass the bottle to your neighbour. But
now came the champagne-practice—the popping of corks, the explosion of car-

bonic acid gas, the quick filling of the glass with the effervescing liquor, and the

quick emptying of it before the effervescence subsided.
" Now, then," said Uncle Saul, " fill your glasses, gentlemen, and fill the

ladies', too—I'll give you a toast. Here's the health of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

;

may their lives be long and happy, and every day of their married life more blest

than this the first of it."

We all drank to the toast ; and Herbert, getting on his legs, returned thanks
for himself and his fair cousort in a few manly and feeling words.

Jonathau," said my uncle, after a pause, " in my younjr days a song always
followed a sentiment. I hope you havn't forgot your old trick of rhyming—you
know you're the family poet."
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I knew it to my cost. It is the most onerous and the least profitable post a
poor gentleman can (ill. A family lawyer or a family physician may pick up
something in his vocation, but a family rhymster has about as much by his office

as he who accepts the Chiltem Hundreds or the Escheatorship of Munstcr.
And then bis toil is never-ending. Not a Slingsby has given up the ghost since

I was able to hold a pen but I have written his or her epitaph ; not a babe has

been bom unto us but I have felicitated his parents— and now to fail at a mar-
riage 1 The thing was not to be thought of; and accordingly I had my song
"cut and dry." At a significant nod from Jack Bishop, three others took their

places beside him, and silence being proclaimed, they lifted up their voices ; and
here's what they sung

BONG.

i.

The world is filled with changeful light,

The clouds befleck the sky,

And o'er the fields, to harvest white,

The trooping shadows fly.

My Eveleen, come forth with me,
And rest beneath the linden-tree

;

We'll watch, upon this autumn morn,
The reapers reap the heavy corn.

n.

There is a reaper, Eveleen,

Mis hand is rude and cold ;

He reapeth the ripe—he reapeth the green,

The young as well as the old.

Oh I pray with me, true-hearted wife,

That side by side may grow our life

So close, that Reaper Death be fain

To take us both or spare us twain.

in.

The orchard trees are dense with fruit,

In cluster red and brown ;

And yellow pears on every shoot

xrom garden-walls hang down.
Beneath the trees the gardener strays,

With careful eye the fruit surveys;

The apples ripe and mellow pears

He plucks—but still the crude he spares.

nr.

There is a gardener, Eveleen,
His eye is dull aud cold :

He plucketh the ripe, he plucketh the green,

The young as well as the old.

Oh I pray with me, true-hearted wife,

So closely knit may be our life,

That Gardener Death, when gathering one,
Must break the stem both grow upou.

We went to the drawing-room, where the ceremony of cutting the bride-cako

was performed. Herbert and his wife were to leave in the course of the day for

a long sojourn on the Continent. The young couple slipt away, after a little

time, to make their arrangements, and the company were left to their own de-

vices to entertain themselves. I stept out into the grounds for a quiet, medita-

tive stroll, and when passing through one of the walks I saw the young couple,

with my Aunt Sampson and the good old parson, pacing one of the alleys. I
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turned away into another path, for I had no doubt that the old man was, after

his own fashion, preaching one of his homilies on the duties of married life. At
length the hour for the departure of the Herberts arrived. The carriage was at

the door, the bride had laid aside her bridal atlire, and came in her travelling-

dress to bid us farewell. The poor girl bore up bravely till she embraced
Abigail and her mother, when she almost broke down ; but Uncle Saul said,

cheerily, as he kissed her

—

" Nay, nay, girl, this will never do. Cheer up, or Herbert will think you
repent your morning's vows and then, turning to the young man, he said, in

a gentle and tremulous voice

—

" Be kind to her, my dear boy, she has no one now to lean on but you."

He pressed Herbert's hand, hurried them into the carriage, bid the postilion

drive on, and they were soon lost to our view. As he came into the hall he met
my aunt Sampson whimpering

—

"Come, sister, cheer up, and thank God there's one raoro Slingsby off our
hands."
" Oh, brother Saul, how can yon ?" cried my aunt.

But Saul was up in the drawing-room before she could finish her expostulation,

rallying the girls, and asking who was next on the list for promotion.

The majority of the guests had departed, and we were reduced to the few who
were staying in the house. The dinner presented a striking contrast to the

jovous breakfast party. Despite of all our efforts to be gay, there was a shade

oi thoughtfulness upon every face, that marred our best efforts. We all missed

the presence of Herbert and his wife ; we all felt as if we had lost something

that we treasured.
" I do not understand," said uncle Saul, when the ladies bad retired, "thii

fashion of leaving our own country, which is so common with young married

folks now-a-da) s. When I was a youth people settled down in their houses after

atrip of a week or two, and took steadily to the business of life. If we love

our own country we ought to stay in it, aud the love of one's country seems to

me to be one of the truest instincts of our nature."

The parson sprang on his hobby, and set off at a canter—
The love of country," said he, " is like the love of parents; they have both

their origin in the earliest dawn of reason, if they be not indeed instincts. They are

associated with our first wishes, and wants, and pleasures— with our very life.

To the presence and providence of parents we refer everything of good we have
received;— the origin of our being, the sustenance of our bodies, the enlighten-

ment of our minds. They are to us pre-eminently benefactors and guardians

—

the sentiment in which the Divine Being and cause of all things adumbrates to

our perceptions that idea which is at once the sublimest and most adorable that

can fill our souls— the idea of universal paternity, its pre-cxistence, its power,
its wisdom, its benignity. And so the Greek sophists, on whom the light of
Nature's wisdom shone with so bright a burning, called the love of parents by
the same name by which they expressed their loyalty to God

—

Piety. How like

to this is the love of country. The earliest impressions of childhood— the most
vivid— the most pleasurable— the least dimmed with sorrow or suffering, are

sure to be associated with some picture of external nature— the blue sky of hea-

ven, the bills with whose misty outlines we are familiar, the dark woods or the
bright rivers, the wild ocean-snores, or the sheltered inland plains ; or, it may
he, some little circumscribed nook in the quiet country or the busy town ; or
even some room, or chair, till they become, not the witnesses or associates of
our pleasures, but, as it were, the ministrants of them— the caskets in which
our most precious memories are treasured. Thus it comes that we love our na-

tive land before we have seen other lands to love, and for what no other land
can give us ; and thus it is that the ' Pietas quae debetur patria) ' (for no apter

word has been found to describe our feelings for our country than that wnich
expresses our adoration of God, and our reverence for our parents) is one of the

most inviolable and durable sentiments in ever}' heart that is not wholly unfaith-

ful to its earliest memories and its purest feelings

—

" 1 Nwcio qua natale solum dulcedine cunctos

Dacit, et imra«morM non siuit esse «u7

"
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The sound of all this philosophy and Latin fell on no inattentive auditor. Mr.
Caleb Chubble pricked up his ears, as the warhorse at the voice of the clarion.

He was a fellow of one ol the English colleges, and a professor of something, I
know not what—a very agreeable man, of about forty, with a dry and somewhat
sarcastic humour.
" I grant all you say, my dear sir ; nevertheless, I deny that a love of our

own country is inconsistent with, or prejudicial to, a love of travel. As well
might we fear that our intercourse with mankind should shake our love for our
parents— to follow oat your own illustration— as that our acquaintance with
other lands should weaken our affection for our own. We love the former as

we never love other human beings, though we may meet many whom we feel to

be their superiors ; we love the latter, as the home of our childhood, with a sen-

timent of tenderness which no other spot may claim, though we may visit regions

more lovely, more rich, or more prosperous. And so Homer, true to nature,
makes the travelled hero of the " Odyssey " declare, that he had seen nothing
dearer to him than his native land, barren as it was :—

" * ovti rywyt 1)

The professor had evidently made a fine stroke—he had returned the parson's
Latin nuotation with a Greek one. So thought Jack Bishop, who whispered to

me in tne slung of the " fancy *'

—

" Well pitched-in. The professor has * doubled up' the parson."

"And nevertheless," replied the parson, "there are high authorities against'
you; St. Augustine observes, for instance, 'Cui peregrinatio dulcis est, non
amnt patriam ; si dulcis est patria, amara est peregrinatio.'

"

" The professor has caught it," said Jack ; "give him 'a toothful of brand v.*
"

"True," said thw professor; " and Plutarch has a sentiment somewhat similar,
' Quibus domi nihil boni usui est, dulcis est peregrinatio ;' but that holds only in

the case of those unnatural or unprofitable children who have neither the virtue

nor the industry to enjoy the blessings of their fatherland."
" Well recovered," said Jack ;

" two to one on the professor."
" I protest," said my godfather. " I don't care a rush for what Plutarch or

St. Augustine (begging my old friend's pardon) thought on the subject
; but,

for mv part, I think nothing rubs the rust off a man like travelling 1"

" l\>r which reason," joined uncle Saul, I propose we change our locality and
go to the ladies."

" A very pretty match," grumbled Jack to me, sotto voce. " I wish old

Frekc had let them spar it out."

" Who will give us a sons?" said uncle Saul, as he sipped his cup of coffee.

"Mr. Bishop, of course," said Abigail ; "I'm sure he has brought something
new from town."
"With all my heart, if I can get a few voices to join. Miss Abigail, you're

one; here's another; nay, I know by your lips you can sing," said Jack gal-

lantly, to one of the pretty bride- maids ; "now "for a baas. Mr. Chubble, do
you ami: ?"

" I'll try," said the professor.
" Very well ; sit down, Miss Abigail, and run your finger over these cords ;

the melody is the simplest thing in the world. Now then allons—

80NO.

i.

A maid reclined beside a stream
At fall of summer dav,

And, half awake and half* a-dream,
She watched the ripples play.

She marked the water's fall and heave,

The deepening shadows throng,

Aud heard, as darkened down the eve,

That river's babbling song.
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And thus it sun?, -with tinkling tongue,

That rippling, shadowy river

—

" Youth's brightest day will fade away
For ever and for ever

!"

u.

The twilight past, the moon at last

Rose broadly o'er the night,

Each ripple gleams beneath her beams
As wrought in silver bright.

The heaving waters glide along.

But, mingling with their voice,

The nightingale now pours his song.

And makes the shades rejoice.

And thus he sung with tuneful tongue,

That bird beside the river

—

" When youth is gone, true love shines on
For ever and for cverl"

" A very just sentiment," said Uncle Saul ; " the best test of real love is its

endurance."
" Yes," said the parson ;

" and the severest trials of love are often in the

commencement of married life. Stand firm through them, and all will be well.

Nothing is more necessary to set out with upon the conjugal voyage than mutual
forbearance and mutual concession. ' Every little thing,' says Bishop Jeremy
Taylor, « can blast an infant blossom, and the breath of the south can shake the

little rings of the vine when first they begin to curl like the locks of a new-
weaned boy ; but when bv aire and consolidation they stiffen into the hardness of
a stem, and have, by the warm embraces of the sun and the kisses of heaven,

brought forth their clusters, they can endure the storms of the north and the loud

noises of a tempest, and yet never lie broken. So are the early unions of an un-

fixed marriage watchful and observant, jealous and busy, inquisitive and careful,

and apt to take alarm at every unkind word.'
"

" What you say is very true," replied my uncle. " All young people, when
they marry, discover a thousand diversities of tastes and sentiments in each other.

The best way is to leave them to themselves to rub on together, and ten to one
they will wear down all those little angularities that spoil their surfaces."

" And so at hist." added the Parson, with a smile, •« they will become so

bright and so polished, that they will reflect one another."
" Or," said 1'rolessor Chubble, somewhat maliciously, "like gold coins shaken

together in a bag, they will lo<e all their original character and impress, as well

as somewhat of their weight and value."

"'Tis all very well, said my godfather, putting in his oar; " 'tis all very well,

that rubbing down and polishing off', provided 'tis done in moderation ; but let

me tell you there's such a thing as rubbing too Iwrd. I have seen an American
Indian rubbing two pieces of rough wood together. After a little time they be-

came a great deal smoother, and had a pleasant warm feel ; but when he rubbed
away some time longer, they took fire, blazed up, and crackled and sputtered in

all directions. Now, 'tis just the same thing, I suspect, in married life. Rub
quietly, and only a little at a time, and all will go on smoothly ; but if you stick

to it hard and fast from morning till night, take my word for it, you will kindle

up a blaze at last that you may not find it so easy to put out."
" A Latin writer," said the professor, "has summed up the happiness of such

a union thus tartly— 4 Bini sunt cum uxore jucundi dies. Alter quo dueitur

:

alter quo mortua defertur ;' which means"— turning to the ladies—" A married

man has two happy days—one, when he brings his wife home a bride ; the other,

when he takes her out a corpse.''

There was a storm of execration raised by the ladies at this abominable sen-

timent.
" I once knew," continued Professor Chubble, when the tempest was lulled,

" a very remarkable instance of the sad results of a jealous ami over-sensitivw
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temper in the case of a young married couple of my own acquaintance ; and if

you aro disposed to hear a story, I shall be nappy to tell it to you."
There was a general assent to the proposition, and, after a few moments to

collect his thoughts, Professor Chubble thus proceeded :—

PROFESSOR CHUBBLB'l TALK.

A TftAOEDY I> MARJtlKD UfH.

I was sitting one summer evening in

my chambers, sipping my after-dinner

coffee, when, of all men in the world,
who should step in but Dick Wooden-
spoon. I was very glad to see Dick,
as I had a great regard for him. He
was my chum in college, and some
years my junior; so that I looked
upon him almost with paternal feelings.

He sat down, and we talked for some
time upon indifferent subjects. At
length Dick arose, took a turn or two
through the room ; then, coming up
close to me, he spoke a few words m an
indistinct and hurried manner.
" In the name of all that is serious,

say that again, Dick, will you ?— and
apeak slowly, that I may be sure I
understand you."

Chubble, I'm £oing to be mar-
ried I

" repeated Dick Woodenspoon,
in sounds of unmistakable import, but
somewhat nervously emitted.
" Married !

'' said I, echoing him.
" Married 1 " replied he, echoing my

echo.

There was a pause. At length I
broke silence—
" Compose yourself, my dear fellow

;

finish your cup of coffee, and then tell

me all about it."

I turned my chair round to the fire,

put my feet on the bars of the grate,

and raised ray hand to my eyes as if

shading them from the light, but in

reality that I might spare him the pain

of being looked at. Oh, how I felt for

his emotion !

~

" Well, my"dear Caleb, you know
very well what my opinion of matri-

mony has always been."
" Ay, Dick ; I knew you were

hankering after that blessed estate

any time this twelvemonth past."
" And you know, Caleb, how I

esteem the sex, and how happy I

should account myself if I could find a
woman who could come up to my beau
ideal of a wife."
" Ah, Dick, that's the point— your

beau ideal of a wife ; but suppose she

don't, Dick. A woman's appearance
is all very well. She may have beauty,

and youth, and seem to be gentle, and
domestic, and all that, before you
marry her ; but who is to assure you
that these are not all put on ? Taking
a wife is like buying railway shares—
you judge by the prospectus, or the
report of the Directors. You buy in,

sir, as you did last year, Dick, in the
" Great Pankosmikon " Company
ten, twenty, thirty shares— well, it

turns out to bo a bubble, a bite, a
hoax. Shares fall fifty per cent—
seventy-five—a hundred ; and then you
transfer tbem to a pauper to avoid a
call; and well for you that you can
do so, and get rid of them. But ifyour
wife turns out a bad speculation, Dick,
you can't assign her to a pauper re-
member thatr

" Nay, " but paid Dick, deprecating,
ly, "hear me out, Caleb, before you
pronounce upon the matter won't
you?"

" Go on, Dick—go on."
" Well, then, in the first place, my

dear Lucy is a charming little girl in
point of appearance; such dove-like
eyes—the neck of the swan—the

"

" Oh, to be sure— ' Flammeolos oc-
culos, collaque lacteola * ; but pass that
over, Dick. Remember that beauty is

at best evanescent ; disease or accident
may destroy it in an hour. As, says
Socrates, « K*\\tf fu, y*e Z xe«**s «•«*-

" Nay. But what says St. Augus-
tine ? r— 'Pulchritudo corporis bonum
Dei donum est.' A beautiful person
is a goodly gift from God."
" Well, well—have it your own way,

Dick, in the matter of beauty. Ad-
mit, then, that she is fair as Venus.
Pass on to the next."
" A charming temper—modest, yet

sprightly; affable, yet dignified; ten-

der, vet reserved in her affections.'*

"Hey-day ! what a paragon of ner-
fection ! But how know you, Dick,
that she has all those charms ? Have
you seen her angry, merry, laughing,
weeping, hot, cold, sick, well-dressed,

undressed—at all times, and in all ges-

tures and passions ? Have you seen
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, how she carries herself with her pa-
rents, her friends, her companions ?"

" She has no parents, nor a relative

in the world, that I know of; and, to

tell you the truth, I look upon that

circumstance, my dear Caleb, as one
of the most favourable to my prospects

of matrimonial felicity. There will be
nobody to divide her affections with

me; no duties to distract her from
those she will owe to me."

«« Well, Dick, there is something in

that, I grant you. But where, pray,

did you find this lone dove?"
" She came with my sister from

school, to spend the vacation at my
uncle's, where I saw her for the first

time."

"I understand; and so then you
knocked up this flirtation, and com.
mitted yourself irretrievably in the
short space of three weeks. Ob,
Dick, Dick ! — aren't you ashamed of

yourself?"
" Ah, Caleb, if you had seen her,

and known her *'

" Pshaw, Dick 1 I tell you, where
the matter is between a soft heart,

like yours, and a pretty face, the

more you saw of her the less you were
able to know her. But go on, go on ;

don't spare my feelings— let me hear
all."

And Dick did go on, and made a

clean breast of it, poor fellow, as they

say. He told me the progress of his

love ; the charms, both personal and
mental, of the girl ; the manner in

which, despite of all his shyness, his

sensitiveness, and his peculiarities on
the subject of the sex, ne was led, oue
fine summer's evening, upon so short

an acquaintance, to " oner his hand
and his heart," as the phrase is ; how
the young lady at first retired tearful-

ly ; how nis sister sought her in her

room ; how they were closetted toge-

ther, I know not how long ; how she

came forth in the twilight, smiling

through her tears, like the moon
through the night-mist (as Dick was
pleased poetically to observe) ; how
he renewed his suit ; how he took her

band, how he raised it to his lips;

how but 1 had here peremptorily to

interpose, and beg that he would spare

himself the recital, and me the hear,

ing, of such "love passages," assur-

ing him that I could find them all

ready made to my hand in the fa-

shionable novels of the day. He com-
plied with my request, and summed
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up the matter in the intelligible obser-

vation, that his addresses were accepted.
"Lucy has left school," he con-

tinued ;
" I have spoken to her guar-

dian, obtained his assent, and am to

be married in a few days. There is

but one thing, my dear Caleb, that

can add to my happiness, and that is,

that you shall be present to witness

it. Promise me that you will come
to my wedding."

"Dick,** said I, "my dear fellow,

the thing is impossible. I can't leave

this, even for a day, till the term is

over. Besides, how do I know that

1 should be a witness to your happu
nets f Don't you remember I was the

witness to the transfer of the shares in
' the Great Pankosraikon ?' You were
full of hope then, and yet did it make
you happy ? did the scheme prosper 7"

"Don't, now, Caleb," said Dick,
entreatingly—" don't say another word
about the « Pankosmikon,' please. You
make me nervous—you do, indeed."

"Well, then, Dick, I won't: but
111 tell you what I'll do— When you
are some time married, and can speak
from experience; if you are able, with,
a true heart, to say, that all your
brightanticipationshave been realised—

that you are happy, wrife to me, my
dear fellow, and say so; and be well

assured that no light matter shall

prevent me going to you, and witness-

ing with my own eyes your content-

ment ; but not now, Dick—not now."
** Dick Woodenspoon arose to de-

part. He took his hat in his left hand,

and with his right hand he grasped
mine."

" God bless you, Caleb," said he ;

remember that my heart can never be
so filled that there shall not be a cor-

ner for you.'*

" Adieu, Dick. My heart is but a
solitary, ill-furnished apartment ; you
may occupy it entirely. May you be
happy."
" Have no fears for me, Caleb. Re-

member what the son of Sirach says—
•A good wife is a good portion. The
grace of a wife delightoth her hus-

band, and her discretion will fatten his

bones.'"
" Ay, Dick ; but says he not also, 'An

evil wife is a yoke shaken to and fro

;

he that hath hold of her is as though

he held a scorpion ' ?"

" Caleb, do you not know that the

last gift which God gave man to com-
plete his happiness was a wife ?"

2 Q
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" Dick, Dick, are you not aware that

tho last evil which the devil wrought
on Job wbs to leave him his wife after

be bad taken away all bis goods ?"

«* Farewell, Caleb, till next wo
meet.''

"Adieu, Dick: may that meeting

be a happy one."
When Dick Woodenspoon left me,

I fell into a meditation upon bis case,

and, sooth to say, my musings were of

a chequered character. Ihere was
much that was good in him calculated

to make any reasonable woman happy

;

and yet he had peculiarities that might

wreck his own happiness and that of a
wife, who might go on for half a cen-

tury or so tranquil and contented with

a husband of the ordinary run of men.
Dick was generous, affectionate, good-

natured, and, in the main, good tem-
pered ; but he was fastidious, exacting,

and, above all, he was of a most jea-

lous disposition. A vulgar expression,

a romping gesture, was sure to shock
hi in, and at once transmute the idol of
bis admiration into an object of almost
disgust. If he was attracted by a
young lady, he threw his whole heart

into the affair, and expected no lest

from her in return. She was to have
eyes for no one, ears for no one, heart
for no one but for himself ; and so be
watched with cat-like keenness of vision

the approach of any other man to the ob-
ject he had hedged round with his love,

and bis sensitive jealousy converted
the most commonplace civilities into a
daring attempt to take the sacred cita-

del by storm, and the simplest recog-

nition, on the part of the lady, of a
kindness or conventional politeness

appeared to be an alarming indication

of a traitorous disposition to surrender
at discretion. Thus it was that little

Jessie Mayflower, the poor parson's,

youngest daughter, ruined her pros-

pects of a comfortable settlement, as
Airs. Woodenspoon, by laughing mer-
rily in Dick's face when be gravely-
expressed his pain at having caught
her in the act of swinging upon the
paddock-gate with her young brothers.

Poor Jessie ! I think she had a happy
riddance of him. He would have lec-

tured her out of her very life, or, at
all events, have made that life miser-
able. Better as she still is in her free,

frank, blooming maidenhood, tending
the old man, and giving and receiving
love that kuows no alloy or change.
Then we all thought that Mary Wes-

ton was booked as Mrs. W. ; and so

she was, I verily believe ; bnt unfor-

tunately she refused to dance a third

Irille consecutively with Dick, notuao9<

thinking it altogether decorous, though
she sat down without a partner m
order not to give him offence. Bat
Dick's amour pntpre was wounded be-

youd the power of Mary's healing.
" Caleb," said be to me, a few days

after, •« the girl who could be ashamed
of being suspected of returning the

love of a man who had given her his

whole heart, knows not how to love."

Matters bad gone farther still with

Julia Marsden. Dick had actually

popped the question to bcr after din-

ner, at her lather's house. The girl,

I really think, liked him very well, and
would probably have accepted him too

;

but she was a sensible girl, and told

him kindly and, indeed, encouraging-

ly, as he admitted afterwards, that she
should have tho night to consider over

his offer. This piqued Dick's sensi-

tiveness not a little ; but he suppressed

his chagrin as well as ho could, and
commenced a tender tite-dtete, which
was sufficiently engrossing to soothe

his vanity and set him right again.

But Julia's mother saw the flirtation,

and very discreetly determined that iv

should not be too remarkable. Accord-
ingly, she sent over Captain Cleaver,

with a polite request that Julia would
join him in a duct at the pianoforte. The
young huly at once rose and complied.

Dick was in a state of exalted jealousy.

He sat moodily in his seat during toe

performance, avoided the girl for the

rest of the evening, and, as he wish,

ed her good- night, expressed himself

with a bitterness and severity upon
the subject of her desertion that at

once offended and roused her. Julia

was a girl of spirit and sense. She did

reflect on the matter during the night,

and made up her mind, too, that a man
of so jealous and exacting a disposition

would not bo likely to make her hap-

py. And so next morning, when Dick
called — for by that time he began to

think he was not justified in his con-

duct— he received a note, in which

the young lady politely declined the

honour he had intended her. And
yet I verily believe that if any woman
could have suited Dick, and made him
truly happy, by making him reason,

able, Julia was just the one to have

done so. She would neither have
yielded weakly to
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would she have rudely shocked his pe-
culiarities; but she would have won
him over to the knowledge of his own
folly, and taught him to discard those

feelings which were the greatest ene-

mies of his peace.
" And now," said I to myself, after

I had completed this retrospective sur-

vey of Dick's doings for the last twelve
months, " there, he's oft' again ; he's

been and done it, and no mistake.

He's gqing to marry some milkmaid of
a girl, with blue eyes, and a 6incll of
new hay about her. A fool belike, that
will lie a-bed reading novels or poetry,

and trash of that sort ; or an artful

puss, that has put on simplicity and
sentimentality to hoax poor Dick,
playing the angel before marriage that

she may play the devil after it. Well*,

well, it's no affair of mine, after all;

hasn't he a right to squander old
Woodenspoon's consols and three per
cents in woman-flesh as well as in rail,

way shares ? The old fellow can't look
out of his grave at his son's specula,

tions in the wife or the money market."

In due time, or undue—I'm sure I
don't know well which I ought to call

it—Dick Woodenspoon was married.

I learned this fact by the receipt of
eards, the day after the wedding ; and
in a few days after I had a letter from
Dick himself, from Brussels, full of
raptures, and soforth, declaring that

his wife was an angel, and he the hap.
piest of the human species, and an-

nouncing, furthermore, that thev were
making their marriage trip—the khine,
Switzerland, and back through France.
" I hope all this may last," thought I,

as I finished reading the letter, " but
I wish it had been a little less high,

flown. Those raptures mnst come to an
end, some way or other ; they must
either wear out the man or wear out
themselves, and then -—, Well, well,

there's no good in croaking ; sufficient

for the day is the evil thereof, and who
knows but all may come right in the
long run, when they settle down a
bit ?" and so I dismissed the subject

from my thoughts, and busied myself

about my own proper business. What
had I to do with love affairs ?

Time passed on, thesummer was over,

and the term just ended. I was free

for a while, and was meditating a trip

through Scotland, to geologise a little,

tnd bo tanise a little, and ruralLso a
great deal, when, just as I was stowing
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away my hammer, microscope, and a
few odds and ends, in the way of linen,

into my bag, I received a letter with
the Paris postmark. The direction was
in Dick VVoodenspoon's handwriting,
so I opened it immediately.

Tuit, Hotel de Litlt et Albion,
Rue St. Honor*.

"My dear Caleb,—My dream of
happiness is over, and I have awoke
to the reality of wretchedness. I can-
not command my feelings sufficiently

to write to you the details of my afflic-

tion. Come to me, my dearest friend ;

come to me, without a moment's delay.

When last we met you promised me
that, when I should write to you that

I was happy, you would come and
witness my happiness. Now that I tell

you I am the most miserable of men,
will you not fly to comfort and sustain

me ? " Richard Wooderspoon."

I was greatly shocked at this com-
munication. Its vagueness was a
thousandfold more painful than any
recital of the real facts of the case

could be. I tortured myself with a
thousand conjectures, but to no pur-
pose. The only conclusion to which I
arrived, with any degree of confidence,

was, that his misfortune was of a ma-
trimonial nature. I lost no time in

setting off' for Paris, and found myself
the next day in ray friend's apartment.
Poor Dick flung himself into my arms
in an agony of grief that was quite
alarming.

" Oh 1 Caleb, my friend, I am the
most wretched, the most unfortunate
of human beings ; a deceived and dis-

honoured husband —. an outcast from
society—a wanderer on the face of the
earth. Caleb, do not loathe me, do
not spurn me i I am a

—

murderer I"

He smote his brow wildly with his

open palm, and sank upon a chair, over,

come with his emotions. I was thunder-
struck—horrified, almost unmanned.

" For God's sake, my dear fellow*

compose yourself, and tell me nil ; let

me know the worst,—I will never de-
sert you."
He grasped my band, and wept like

a child.

" Come, come, Dick, this will never
do; be a man, and bear your fate,

whatever it be, like a man. Open
your whole heart to me ; you know I
can neither advise nor comfort you un-
less you do so."
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Dick gave a sigb so loud, so deep,

to long, that I thought he must have

expelled every atom of air out of his

bodv, and I almost expected (such lu-

dicrous thoughts will sometimes force

themselves upon the mind, even during

the gravest moments) to see his chest

collapse, like one of those paper hags

which little boys crush together for the

fun of driving the air out with a report.

By degrees he became composed, and,

between coaxing and admonishing, I

got the whole story of his misfortunes

out of him. Nothing, it seemed, could

exceed the felicity ol the young couple

for the first few weeks of their married

life. Lucy was all that Dick's heart

could desire ; she lived for him alone-
she saw through his eyes — she heard

through his ears, like Petruchio's

Katharine, she would have said of any

object in nature

—

*' B« it moon, or ran. or what ytm fclea*« j

And if jou pIcmd to cull it » ro»h candle.

Henceforth I row It *h*U be to for me."

Had he said the Jungfrau was a

lake, she would have expatiated upon
its depth and darkness. She would
have pronounced the falls of Shafl-

hausen a forest of pines at his bidding,

and the roar of its waters the song of

the nightingale. And so they went on,

loving and roving through the length

and breadth of the land, like a pair of

silly turtle-doves. But I will relate

the rest in Dick's own words :—" We
had reached Geneva on our return

homewards. Here we entered some-

what into society, less to please myself

than to gratify my wife. We went to

spectacles, to concerts, which she en-

joyed amazingly; we even attended

one of the balls, and Lucy danced
with a young German—a broad-shoul-

dered fellow, with blue eyes, a light

beard, and long yellow locks that fell

down upon his neck. He seemed quite

epris with her, and she, Caleb, seemed
to me to receive his attentions with

more complacency than I thought was
becoming. 1 was hurt, and somewhat
cool in my manner to her; she was
sad and dejected. I said nothing on
the subject ; but I left Geneva the fol-

lowing day, and proceeded to Lyons.

We were scarcely seated at the table

d'hote when who should sit down be-

side her but the same German fellow.

I returned bis cordial salutation with

reserve and coldness. He turned from
roe, and addressed himself to her. She

was evidently embarasscd. The dinner
was at length ended— I thought it

would never come to a close. I hur-

ried her away as soon as I could rise

with decency. X spoke to her very
gently, but expressed very decidedly

my d i ^approbation of those Continental
freedoms. She made no reply, but the

tears came into her eves, and she look-

ed at me sorrowfully and even up-
braidingly. From that moment we
were ill at ease with each other. Our
intercourse lost all its charm. We
left Lvons. I was mood v — she was
melancholy ; and more than once I
surprised her in tears. We stopped
at Chalons-sur-Soane. I liked the
place, and took a pretty little retired

cottage on the banks of the river, in-

tending to pass a few weeks there in

retirement, if not in tranquillity, In
this sweet seclusion I was regaining

my peace of mind, and Lncy was be-
coming more like her former self. One
day I went into the town, and passing

by the principal hotel, I saw a young
man lolling at the open window, smok-
ing a meerchaum half a yard lone

;

he had a red velvet cap, with a gold

tassel, on his head. I looked at him—
I could not be mistaken in tbe blue

eyes, yellow locks, and light-brown

mustache—yes, Caleb, it was that in-

fernal German. I proceeded on my
way homewards, meditating gloomily

upon this ill-omened rencontre. What
could have brought bim to Chalons?
what brought him to Lyons ? Was
there no other route in the wide con.
tinent of Europe for him to chooso

but that which my wife and I were
travelling ? When I reached our cot*

tage I was thoroughly out of humour.
Lucy perceived my chagrin, and en-
deavoured to cheer me. I repelled her
overtures. We sat down to dinner,

and scarcely interchanged a word. We
walked in the evening along the bank
of the river. I believe I should have
walked all night so fully was I engross-

ed with my painful thoughts, had not
mywife at length complained offatigue,
and we returned. Next morning after

breakfast I proposed that she should

accompany me to the chateau of a
neighbouring gentleman, who had in-

vited me to join in a day's shooting.

To my surprise and annoyance she de-
clined, for the first time in her life, to

accede to my request, excusing herself

on the plea of a headache, or a swelled

foot* or something of that sort. I had
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Sromised my friend to meet him that

ay, so I took my sun aud went on my
way. It was late oefore I proceeded
homewards, so tliat the sun had set

some time before I reached my cottage
gate. I remember how sweet and
tranquil the scene looked in the dim
twilight. The low window of the
sitting-room was open, for it was a
warm evening, but there was no light

within it. I was close up to it upon
the soft, close-shaved crass, when I
heard the voice of my wife

—

"
' At this hour, then, to-inorrow.*

" At the same moment I beheld, by
the fading light, my wife seated in a
fauteuil, and at her feet, kneeling upon
one knee—a man 1 The blood rushed
up into my head, my eyes swam—

I

staggered ; but the devil prompted me
to take vengeance. I raised my gun,
and fired at the villain. The man fell

;

my wife uttered a loud shriek, and,
springing up, her eyes met mine ; she

recognised me, and fell to the ground.
I rushed from the spot, and found my-
self in the town, I know not how. I
hurried to the railway station, a train

was just about to start for Paris ; I
took my ticket, flung myself into a
carriage,.which fortunately was vacant,

and travelled hither through that mi-
serable night. What I have endured
since I cannot describe to you. My
sole occupation is to brood over my
sorrow, to curse my destiny. 1 have
not the courage to look at a journal,

though racked by anxiety and fear;

for I dread to read the disclosure of
my dishonour and my crime."

Before an hour had elapsed I was on
my way to Chalons. The result of my
conference with my unhappy friend was
the determination to visit the scene of
his misfortune, to see his wretched wife

if possible, to investigate the whole
affair, and to be guided by the issue as

to my subsequent proceedings. Tho
following morning I was at the door of
Woodenspoon's cottage. It was open-
ed by a rosy-faced country-girl.
" Can madame be seen ?" I de-

manded.
The girl hesitated.

"Take this to her," said I, giving

her my card, " and tell her that I en-

treat her to see me upon important
business."

In a short time the girl returned
and led me into the* salon ; in a mo-
ment after the door was hurriedly
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opened, and a lady tottered forward.

Her face was pale as death, and her

eyelids red and swollen from weeping.
" Oh, Mr. Chubble," cried she,

seizing my hand, " you come from my
husband — I know you do—

>

you are

his dearest friend. Where is he ?

where is he ?"

" I do come from your husband, ma-
dam," I said, very gravely ; " but before

I give you any further information I
must first trouble you to answer a few
questions. Pray be seated."

I looked at tho woman that now sat

tremblingly beside me. She was not
only very pretty, but very preposses-

sing in appearance. " So young, so

fair, so artless-looking, can it be that

she has thus gone astray ?" Such were
my reflections as I regarded her in si-

lence. My heart was softened towards
her despite of myself.
" Madam," I resumed, in a kinder

tone, "you must be perfectly unre-

served with me, if you hope that I can
effect any good in this unhappy affair.

Your husband has told me all."

" Oh, sir, he has not told you all

;

he could not, for he does not know
all. I will reserve nothing from you,
as you are his friend. When you
have heard all, you will surely pity me.
Oh I I am most wretched I"

And tho poor thin" did tell me all—
her whole married life— her trials—
her temptations— her struggles— her
failings— and I listened to her with
moistened eves, I am not ashamed to

confess it ; and I did pity her with my
whole heart, and I told her so when
she had concluded her sad story.

"It is indeed very terrible," I said,

taking her poor trembling hand ;
" a

dreadful lesson of the consequences of
giving way to the solicitations of pas-

sion."

"Oh, Mr. Chubble, call it by its

right name—it was madness ! Would
to heaven that I had accompanied him
that day, or that he had stayed with
me."
" Well, let us now consider what is

"best to be done. The matter may ad-

mit of some arrangement."

We continued to talk for some time

anxiously, and I arranged my plans,

and left the lady, promising to call

again in the course of the day.

At noon the same day I sat in a
private room of the principal hotel at

Chalons, in couversatiou with a young

Professor Chubble*s Tale.
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man whom I met there by appoint-
ment. Tbe matter under discussion

between us required some tact on my
part, and I flatter myself that I ulti-

mately arranged it to the satisfaction

of both parties. At length our confer,

ence was ended, and we arose.
" You agree, then, Monsieur," said,

I, "to the terms as I have written
them down."
" I do, Monsieur."
Will you be so good then as to

sign this paper."
" Certainly, Monsieur."
And the young man did so.

" I rely then upon your observing
them faithfully," and I stretched out
my hand.
" Monsieur may depend upon me,'*

said the young man, as his fingers

touched my palm, " he has my word
of honour."

" Ay," thought I, as I bowed him
out, " I have something more binding
to rely upon than your word ofhonour.
Well, now for the cottage once more."

Within four-and-twenty hours I was
again in Paris, in the same hotel at

which Dick was stopping, where I took
a snug sitting-room, with a bedroom
inside of it. I despatched a line to him,
requesting his presence in nuuiero

dixhuit. Dick came immediately, and
I was shocked to see how much be was
changed for the worse, even in the
short interval since I left him. His
first question was, naturally enough,
about the homicide.

"Is he dead, Caleb?"
" No."
"Oh, thank Godl" and the poor

fellow clasped his hands, and looked up
thankfully to heaven.

" Is he recovering ?"

" Humph—no and I shook my
head oracularly. "I fear he is not
likely to get better."

Dick groaned, and sank down on a
chair.

" The man is as well as he can be,

and likely to continue so—a healthy-

looking fellow he is, by-the-bye ; broad,
shouldered and "

" Spare me—spare me, Caleb. How
can you ?"

"Richard Woodenspoon," said T,

rising and addressing him sternly,

"listen to me. It is owing to the

mercy of God, and not to the forbear,

anee of a weak, passionate man, such
as you are, that the youth is not now

a corpse, and you a murderer. Hear
me while I make known to you two
characters of whom as yet you know
but little—yourself and "your wife. I
know the whole of this unhappy affair,

and you shall now learn it. You shall

hear the confessions and revelations of

your own wretched wife, wrung from
ner by the urgency of the case. She
has revealed you, oh ! how unwillingly,

how tenderly, how extenuatingly, as

one whose jealousy exacted from her
not free heart-love, but slavish woman,
worship : fettering her tongue, bef
ears, her thoughts, and, as I may say,

placing winkers at her eyes, and forc-

ing her to look neither to the right

nor to the left, but always straight for-

ward at you— you, and nothing but
you I You curbed all the freedoms of
her innocent soul ; you made her heart

sad by your moodiness, and then you
resented her sadness ;

you withdrew
your love from her upon every fancied

offence, and then you repelled her re-

turning affection ; you worried her
with your caprices ; you grieved her
with your reproofs ; and, shame upon
you, man 1 you dared to suspect the

loyalty of your own wife upon the

most absurd fantasies that ever filled

the brain of a madman. And*she, poor
soul, confessed too, what she called

' her temptations, her struggles, her

failings'— ay, that she was tempted
often and sorely to 'return railing for

railing '— that she struggled against

her woman's nature, that prompted
her to rebel against the cruel yoke
that crushed down her fair, young
neck ; but her woman's heart always

kept her true and upright. And her
failings, heaven help her I what were
they ? Why, forsooth, that she failed

in the submissive duty of a spaniel.

And now hear what she did do—she

loved you with the singleness of a
heart that had no other object to ocr
cupy it. You were to her, father and)

mother, brother and sister—you filled

her whole heart ; but that did not

satisfy you— you would not let the

thoughts of another earthly creature,

approach even to touch the hem of
her garment ; you took umbrage at a

?roung gentleman because he behaved

ike a gentleman and paid respectful

attention to your wife, because h$
seemed to admire her. I hope ho did

admire her, or I should not give three

halfpence for him. You were indig-

nant that he should chance to travel
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the same road ai you, or stop at the

same hotel as you ; you delivered

yourself over to the devil—tlie devil

of jealousy that entered you and pos-

sessed you, body and soul—blinding

your eyes, hardening your heart, und
warping your understanding. And
what was the consequence ? You
wearied her one night off her feet with
walking, and when, next day, she

would not accompany you, limping
upon a swollen foot, you left her, with
vour heart full of bitterness against

her. Well, smarting under the sense

pf pain, she took advantage of your
absence to admit a young man into

her presence— yes, she has confessed

it—to approach her person—to kneel
down before her — to lay his hand
upon her—ay, I see you wince, but
you must bear it — upon the ten-

derest part— her swollen foot ! that

the young rake, a quiet respecta-

ble shoemaker/ might enlarge her
boot, to enable her to walk next day
with your lordship without undergo-
ing absolute agony— Hal hal ha!
You ought to be proud of yourself,

oughtn't you?"
1 paused— for with all my anger I

could not help feeling pity for the

wretched man who now crouched be-

fore me with his face buried in his

bands ; but I repressed the feeling. I

knew I had a great operation to per-

form— one on which the very life of
my patient depended ; and so 1 was de-

termined that no weakness of heart

should make my eye wince or my hand
tremble. I had cut down deep and
wide upon the morbid part of his

nature, and I would not leave a par-

ticle of it remaining, so I continued

—

M In your blind fury you fired at

the poor mechanic. Some good angel

struck the barrel upwards and you
missed him ; but the high-spirited

gallant who came to invade your
honour, fell sprawling to the ground in

mortal terror. Man, your innocent
wife looked up into your face ; she

guessed the truth, for she knew you

—

mat , moment revealed you to her in

your most detestable colours—she sank
down, a miserable creature, without
hope or faith in you. I wonder her
heart didn't break. Well, you fled,

after you had achieved this valiant

duel. Anil what did your poor wife

do when she came to herself? Why,
denounced you of course as you de-

served ? Ob, no ; with ready-witted

tenderness for your reputation, she

said, in perfect truth, though had it

been false, it would have been a par-

donable falsehood, that some madman
had fired the shot, and she supplicated

the gallant not to speak of it, as it

might disturb you if it came to your
ears. But your absence was soon no-

ticed—the man began to suspect that

you were the maniac—and I arrived

just in time to prevent his putting the

matter into the hands of the mayor.

I told him that you were the roan

—

that you were mad—that your family

were anxious to save themselves the

disgrace of an exposure—think of that

admission ; and so I patched up the

matter with him. He signed an agree-

ment to hold his tongue upon getting

250 francs, which 1 paid him on the

spot, and a promise of 250 more when
you are safe in England. And now,
Kichard Woodenspoon, impeacher of
yourown honour—defamer ofyourown
wife—murderer (in the eyes of God)
of your fellow-man, what have you to

say for yourself ? Hold up your head
and hold up your hand, and answer
to my arraignment— Guilty , or not

Guilty ?

Guilty, guilty 1 Caleb. But oh,

if you love me, dear Caleb, with any
of our ancient love, desert me not now
in my extremity. Where is my poor
wife ? Let me fly to her ; let me sue for

pardon ; let me comfort her."
" You would seek her in vain,

Richard ; she has left the cottage."
M Whither has she gone? Let me

know. I have a right to know."
w Bight I what right, pray ? That

of a loving husband and a faithful

guardian, eh V*
" Man, hard-hearted man, you try

me too cruelly. You know where she
is ; let me seek her."
M I do know where she is ; but yotr

shall not seek her. No, Dick ;" and
the door of the bed-room flew open as

I spoke. " She seeks you— the true
wife, the long-suffering, the forgiving.

Take her to your arms. Whom God
hath joined together, let no man put
asunder."

•

The pendule in my bed-room had
chimed the quarters twice, as I paced
to and fro, and I could, each time I

approached the door, hear the soothing

accents of the husband, and the gentle

sobbing of the wife. At length I felt

it was time to check this over-ii
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ffence of feeling. So I knocked at the

door, and then entered.
" Oh, Caleb," said Dick, wringing

my hand, " truest of friends I"

"Oh, dear Mr. Chubble, best of
men!" cried Lucy, smiling through
her tears.

" Hush, dear lady, Mr. Wooden-
spoon will be jealous, if you address

me in such terras."

" Caleb, Caleb, spare me."
" Dear Mr. Chubble, forgive him."
" When one so wronged as you can

forgive hiua, it is very easy for me to

do so."
" Aud now," thought I, " one touch

of the cautery to make the wounds
heal, and I renounce surgery for

ever.**

" Dick Woodenspoon, listen to me
once aguin, and for the last time. You
have been tried severely, and learned

a lesson which I hope will last you all

the days of your life. Pardon me if I

shrank not from striking heavily— I
did it in love. You now know the

value of your wife. Pray to God every
day of your life that you may be wor-
thy of her. Truth and virtue like hers

are not like the hues of the photo-
graph ; they will stand the warm glare

of the sun, and the breath of heaven,
and the touch of the world's hand, and
be not a whit the less pure or the leas

bright. Confide more in her and less

in yourself, and believe that a wo-
man is the best guardian of her own
houour and of her husband's. Give
your own kindly heart fair play, Dick,
and love her with the whole strength of

it— unselfishly, as a man should love

a woman, and not as a child loves a toy.

But mark me, Dick, should you ever
again go off" in your tantrums, then

let this sweet child come to me for pro-

tection ;" and as I spoke I drew her
over to my side, and kissed her fair

brow. "As sure as my name is

Chubble, I will divorce you from her,

and marry her myself— I will, by
heaven ! And now, God bless you ;

I'll take a lounge in the Champs
Elvsees till 'tis time to dine."

My surgery worked a complete cure

upon Dick Woodenspoon. He made
the best husband in the world, and he
and his wife were a pattern couple. A
little more than a year afterwards I
paid them a visit. Lucy was then a
blooming matron, but she had formed
a new attachment, and Dick was not
at all jealous of her divided love;

nay, I must admit that he loved her all

the better when he saw her caressing

their little boy. He wasn't in the least

jealous ofanything she said or did, and
endured with wonderful complacency
my kissing his wife upon our first

meeting. We had some pleasant chat

about old times as we sat over our wine
by the fire-side after dinner, and aa

Lucy held up little Dick to me to kiss,

and I looked into his large, staring

blue eyes, and saw the incipient growth
of soft flaxen hair upon his little skull,

she smiled archly at her husband as

she said—
" Hasn't he fine, broad shoulders,

Caleb?"

It was rather late when the Professor's tale was finished. So the Parson read
prayers, and we separated for the night.
" My dear sir," said I to the Professor, as he wished me good night at the door

of his chamber, '< I should feel much obliged if you would write out that story

for me ? Would it be too much to ask ?'•

" Oh, by no means. I shall be most happy."
Next day he put a roll of paper into my hands— the same which I now send

you. It was the story, but somewhat touched up.
" And is it all true, my dear sir ?" I asked.

The Professor gave me one of his sly, humorous looks.
" Oh, Mr. Slingsby, if you knew me better, you would not ask such a ques-

tion."

Ever, my dear Anthony, yours faithfully,

Jonathan Frees Slinosbt.
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AND ANECDOTES HO. II.

reflclt TarUtat."'

lot ipl<*<i wilh variety."

Lobd Baco.i's Ornamttila RationaUa.

CABDIXAL XIMEKES.

** Aontere and lonely, cruel to hlnuclf
IHd they report him."—Home.

Dcitnio the middle ages, and even
later, education was principally con-
fined to the monks, the students of
learned or scientific professions, and a
few (very few) of tne higher orders.

Hence, priests, bishops, and cardinals
were frequently to be seen grasping
the helm of State, and either chosen
for, or elevating themselves to become
the prime ministers of sovereigns, and
their advisers or controllers in worldly
affairs, as well as the keepers of their

consciences in things spiritual. Amongst
these princes of the church and lights

of legislation, Francisco Ximenes de
Cisneros is entitled to bold a promi-
nent, if not the very foremost position.

His predecessor, Cardinal Mendoza,
recommended him, on his deathbed, as
the most eligible man in Spain to

succeed him in the office of minister

and chancellor, which, for twenty years,

he had filled with such undisputed as-

cendancy, under Ferdinand and Isa-

bella, that he was called by the cour-
tiers, " the third king of Spain.*' The
same sobriquet was afterwards applied

to Richelieu in France, under similar

circumstances. Mendoza had pre-

viously obtained for Ximenes the ap-
pointment of confessor to the Queen,
and thus by double steps assisted him to

mount the ladder of preferment. Bnt
the patron and his protege were widely
opposed in personal character. Men-
doza had been a libertine in his youth,
after the usual practice of the Spanish
clergy of his day ; and more than one
noble family of the land trace their

ancestry to the consequences of his

amours. He was fond of splendour
and show, maintained a retinue at
costly as that of Richelieu, and as he
indulged himself freely, was liberal in

his concessions to others. Ximenes
was an ascetic, who had subdued and
rooted out his own passions by a long

course of self-mortification, and had
little inclination to accord tolerance or
pardon to frailties, against which his

own nature and habits were invulner-

ably fortified. Wolscy was too much
given un to power,pomp, and personal

aggrandisement ; Richeleu was an in.

carnation of selfishness; Mazarin as

constitutionally cunning and deceitful

as the arch-enemy himself; Alberoni,

a hypocritical double-dealer ; and Du-
bois, an atheistical, unprincipled pro-

fligate, without even the outward as-

sumption of sanctity or decent morals.*

But Ximenes was thoroughly honest,

and sincerely religious—a bigot, if you
like, but still a conscientious bigot.

Austere, even to cruelty, and deaf to

appeals founded on mere compassion

;

but ever consistent in his own life and
actions, which reflected faithfully the

creed he professed ; while we feel that

he was harsh, we are compelled to admit
that he practised as he preached. Am-
bition was the only worldly passion, or
weakness, which his strong mind ac-

knowledged ; but he never suffered

ambition to predominate over his con-

science, his faith, and his moral recti,

tude. A stern confessor he undoubtedly
was, and one whom, in the discharge of

his duty, even a royal penitent could not
awe into compromise ; but we never find

that he indulged in the tyranny of per-

sonal rudeness, or abused the license

permitted to his clerical function. It

was not so with the general of the Cor-
deliers, who being alarmed at the
sweeping reforms of Ximenes, came
from Rome, to confer with Isabella on
the subject, and to oppose the mea-
sures which interfered with his own
views. In an interview with the

Queen, he conducted himself with so

much intemperance, that she asked
him, when ne had finished a violent

harangue, if he was in his senses, and

• Cardinal Fleory, minister of Louis XIV., appears to have been a virtuous exception.
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recollected whom he was addressing ?

" Yes," replied the insolent monk, '* I

am in my perfect senses, and know very

well that I am speaking to Isabella,

Queen of Castile ; a mere handful of
dust and ashes,- no better than myself."

Ximenes has found many biogra-

phers. His career is inseparably mixed
up with aH general histories of the

period ; but his individual life has been
ably treated by Alvaro Gomez de Cas-
tro, in Latin ; by QuintaniUa, and
other Spanish writers of inferior note.

Two French authors of celebrity—
Flechier, Bishop of Nismes, and Mar-
sollier—have also employed themselves

on the same subject. We are not
aware that any of these works have
been translated into English, although

quoted and referred to as authori-

ties by all writers in our language,

down to Prescott inclusive, the latest

and the best on the list. Flechier deals

with Ximenes as if be was exclusively

a saint. Marsollier describes him as a
universal genius-—a sort of Admirable
Crichton—and mixes up in his narra-

tive more offable than reality. De Cas-

tro depicts the man nearly as he was
;

and QuintaniUa, who was employed to

procure from the Vatican the cano-

nization of his hero, inclines some-
what more to the marvellous than mo-
dern readers will be disposed to fol-

low.

Francisco Ximenes was born at

Tordelaguna, in Spain, in the year

1436. He sprang from a noble, but

decayed famdy. QuintaniUa carries

up his genealogical tree to remote roy-

alty ; but a pedigree is more easily

alleged than proved. At fourteen he

entered the college of Salamanca, and
at twenty received the degree of bache-

lor in civil and canonical law, from

that renowned and punctilious univer-

sity. Three years after this he repaired

to Rome, where be diligently pursued

his studies for six years more. The
death of his father recalled htm to

Spain, whither he returned, with a bull

from the Pope preferring him to the

first benefice that might fall vacant in

the cce of Toledo. Tso such promotion

opened to him until 1473 : he then

prepared to avail himself of bis grant)

but Carillo, the archbishop of the dio-

ccss, had promised the post to one of

his own followers, nnd resisted the

claim of Ximenes. The latter main-

tained it stoutly, whereupon the pre-

late, usiug the strong arm of power,

imprisoned him in the castle of San-

torcaz, for six dreary years. The
mere privations and hardships to which
he was subjected were of little moment
to a man of his self-denial, who long
afterwards, under the purple robe of
tbc cardinal, wore his old habit of the
order of St. Francis, with a hair shirt

;

and, in the midst of all his ministerial

splendour, contented himself with a
bed of straw and one frugal meal. On
his liberation, he obtained possession

of his benefice, but, in 1480, exchanged
it for the chaplaincy of Siguenza, His
long imprisonment had deepened thej

natural austerity of his disposition, and
tended to convert him into a religious

enthusiast. He became altogether

wearied of secular avocations ; and, in

the year following, having duly per-
formed his novitiate, became a Fran-
ciscan monk, of the most rigid section

of the order. During this translation,

he practised towards himself unflinch-

ing discipline— enduring vigils, fasts,

and flagellations, with patience and
perseverance seldom equalled, and
never surpassed. He then assumed the
Christian name of Francisco, in com-
pliment to the patron saint and founder
of the society, and abandoned that of

Gonzalo, by which he had been bap-
tised.

His reputation for holiness crowded
his confessional, until it resembled the
levee of a sovereign. This disturbed
his thoughts, and induced him to retire

into a lonely convent, situated amidst
mountains and forests, where he dwelt
in a small cabin built by himself, and
passed a life of ascetic infliction, which
the anchorites of old—Anthony, Paul,
and Hilarion— could scarcely have
emulated. The great powers of hit

mind were wasted in these mistaken
mortifications, which rendered him vi-

sionary and ecstatic, and reduced him
towhat would now be considered a state

ofdreaming insanity. From this useless

condition of vegetative existence, su-

perior command transferred him to the

convent of Salzeda, of which commu-
nity he was soon appointed guardian,

where active duties recalled him from
bis sublimated reveries. In 1492, he
was selected for the Queen's confessor,

but the advancement produced no
Change in his manners or mode of life.

His coarse friar's dress, emaciated
form, and haggard countenance, eon«

trastcd strangely with the glittering

throng of courtiers and lovely ladies,

with whom, in spite of himself, he was
sometimes compelled to mingle. But
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all sense of enjoyment was dead within
nim—temptation w«i3 powerless; and
tf ambition whispered to his heart, the

Voice was so low that he heeded it not.

In 1494, Queen Isabella obtained a
bull from Pope Alexander VI. (of in-

famous memory), to reform the con-
ventual abuses, which existed to such
an extent throughout Spain, that the

whole nation rang with their notoriety.

Ximencs, being appointed provincial

of his order, was empowered to carry

out the edict; and never did reformer
labour with more untiring zeal, or en-

ibrce precept by more unswerving ex-
ample. In 1495, Cardinal Mendoza
died, and vacated the dignities of
Archbishop of Toledo and Grand
Chancellor of Castile. The revenues

of the see alone amounted to 80,000
ducats, or something like £175,000
sterling of our present money. The
Bum is nearly incredible, yet does not
appear to have been exaggerated by
historians. The political and religious

importance of the joint office placed
the possessor on a level with princes,

.and second only to the Pope himself.

In preference to many candidates, and
In spite of strong interest in other

quarters, the Queen conferred the post

on Ximenes ; who, taken thoroughly

by surprise at the announcement, posi-

tively refused to accept the prollercd

dignities. He was at that time verg-

ing on his sixtieth year ; and if ever he

bad encouraged ambitious thoughts,

How came the opportunity to indulge

them, which was not likely to occur

again. Still he persisted resolutely in

his denial, saying he was too old for

public life, for which he had neither

capacity nor inclination. That he was
sincere appears certain ; and he only

yielded when a second bull from the

rope positively commanded his obe-
dience to the sovereign authority of the

Church. Ximenes then acquiesced,

and became minister of Spain, most
unquestionably against his will.

He cannot be justly accused of hy-
pocrisy, and it may be said with truth

that he was called back from the |*rave

to the world. But though not desirous

of power, and inexperienced in its ex-

ercise, having once accepted, he used
it promptly, and soon proved that he
possessed the innate faculty of com-
mand with the energy of enforcing

obedience. Soon after his elevation,

the troops revolted for want of pay.
As Ximenes was addressing them, in

the hope of producing a better disposi-

tion of mind, one of the soldiers cried

out, " Give us our arrears, and no
more speeches 1" Ximenes, without

the least emotion, turning to the ranks

fpom whence the voice proceeded, found

out the speaker, had him hung upon
the spot, and then went on with his

harangue. The high grandees, as a
matter of course, looked upon him as

an obscure unstart, thrust into a posi-

tion which they considered as exclu-

sively belonging to their own order.

He cared not for their impatience or

opposition, acted fearlessly, and spoke
without reserve. His enemies were
more disgusted by his speeches than
by his actions. " By God's help," he
was wont to say, " and with my girdle

of St. Francis, I will bring every great

man to his duty, and with my sandals

I will stamp upon the insolence of the
nobility." The latter exclaimed loudly

against his authority, and a party of
them entered his palace one day with-

out ceremony, and abruptly demanded
to know by what right he governed the

kingdom. " By virtue," answered he,
" of the power that was given to me
by my late sovereign, Ferdinand, and
which has since been confirmed by
his successor, Charles V." " But
Ferdinand," retorted the malcontents,
" being only the administrator of the

kingdom, bad not the power of ap-
pointing a regent ; the Queen alone
could lawfully do that." " Well,
then," said Ximenes, retreating with
them into a balcony, from whence a
battery of cannon was discovered,

which was at that moment thundering

forth a furious discharge, " behold the
power with which I have governed, and
with which 1 intend still to govern V*

They departed in silence, and com-
plaints ceased on the instant.

Ximenes, while he jealously watched
the interference of the nobility and
curbed the license of their tongues,

allowed the lower classes to canvass the

acts of his government and express

their opinions freely. He used occa-

sionally to say, " When a man is in

power, and has nothing to reproach
himself with, the wisest course be can
adopt is to permit the people to enjoy

the wretched consolation of axenging
their wrongs by their speeches." He
was in the right. Open grumbling is

less nearly allied to rebellion than
moody, brooding silence. Frederick

the Great acted on this maxim of the

Spanish cardinal, and to a much greater

extent Being asked one day why he
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permitted so m*ny libels to be printed

against him. be answered, " Myself
a:.l my subjects are come to a compo-
sition : I do as I please, and the/
write as they please."

In the distribution of ecclesianical

mi partiality, regardless of interest or
any recommendation beyond personal

merit.* Very soon after be became
minister he was applied to by the
friends of Don Pedro de Mendoaa to

confirm him in the government of
Cazoria (one of the best places in the
gift of the Archbishop ofToledo) , with
which be had been entrusted by his bro-

ther, the late grand cardinal. They
urged the obligations conferred on
Ximenes by his predecessor, and the

anxious desire of the Queen. He re-

fused peremptorily to consent, de-

claring that, as minister, he ac-

knowledged no private ties ; that the

Sovereign might send him back to the

cloister again, whither he was ready

to depart on the instant, but that no
personal considerations should ever

operate with him in distributing the

honours of the Church. After a rea-

sonable interval, when no longer im-
portuned with solicitations, be restored

Mendoza to the place, observing that

he did so because his own judgment
told him he was qualified to fill it with

credit "I will choose my officers,"

said he, "but I will not have them
chosen for me, neither shall they

select themselves. Personal applica-

tion indicates either want of merit or
want of humility in the applicant."

The conclusion is a little strained,

but may pass as a ministerial apo-

thegm.
The reforms of Ximenes, as might

be expected, raised against him a host

of enemies, who had even influence

enough with the Pope to obtain his

interference. But he resisted in this

instance the sovereign head of the

Church, and, supported by Queen Isa-

bella, who, though more mildly dis-

posed, was equally firm, carried out
Lis plans in defiance of opposition, and
succeeded in obtaining the warm co-

operation of the apostolic nuncio. In
1499, he resolved, at all hazards and
at any price, to convert the Moors of

Granala, and went to the work with
his ch*rticteri5tic energy. All mean*
were employed which persuasion, mo-
ney, or force could bring into play.

The proselytes were numerous and
b'-it many were obstinate, and
determined to brave persecu-

tion even to death in defence of their

faith. Xlmenes resolved to root out the

very- characters in which the abomina-

ed, and caused a mighty holocaust lo

be made of every Arabic manuscript
he could lay his hands on ; thus com-
mitting to the llauies more copies of

the Koran, and other works connected
with the theology of that compilation,

than the Caliph Omar had sacrificed

at Alexandria, of Christian and das.
sical literature, eight centuries before,

A few hundred volumes on medical

science, in which the Moors of that

day were pre-eminently skilled, he
preserved, to enrich the newly-founded
University of Alcala ; but invaluable

lore on many other subjects was de-

stroyed for ever. The over-zealous

prelate, no doubt, persuaded himself

that in this conflagration he was wield-

ing the brand of retributive justice.

His violent proceedings called up an
insurrection ; the Moorish populace
rose in defence of their expiring creed,

and besieged him in his palace. When
urged to fly while there was yet an op-
portunity of escape, Ximenes refused

with the blended spirit of a hero and *
martyr. He cared not for life, pro-

claimed his determination to die at his

post rather than desert his faithful fol-

lowers, and held out manfully until

relieved by reinforcements. The vio-

lence of the cardinal in this matter

drew on him the displeasure of his

Sovereigns, which, however, he soon
dispersed by powerful declamation, and
in the end he carried his point, for

many of the most influential Moham-
medans were compelled to sell their

estates and emigrate to Barbary, and
when peace was restored it was found
that about fifty thousand converts were
added to the ranks of Christianity.

From this date the proud Moors of the

Peninsula began to decline in influence

and numbers, until the race, gradually

degenerating, disappeared altogether.

• Flechier, Bishop of Numes, furnishes an instance of a man held back by his merit.

When Louia XIV. at last promoted him, he did it with this rather unsatisfactory compli-

ment

—

u
I should have rewarded you much sooner, bat that I was unwilling to lose the

pleasure of hearing'your discourses.
n
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If the means were objectionable, the

end was obtained, and, as measures arc

usually estimated by results, the re-

putation of Ximenes received a prodi-

gious advance from this proud victory.
*« He has achieved a greater triumph,"

•aid the virtuous Archbishop Talavera,
*' than even Ferdinand and Isabella

;

they conquered only the soil, but he has

gained the souls of Granada."
The death of the Queen, in Novem-

ber, 1504, deprived Ximenes of his

constant friend and unvarying sup-

porter. Ferdinand respected the abili-

ties of the minister, but Isabella vene-

rated the virtues of the man. The
confidence placed in him by the latter

was unlimited. The former mixed up
a little duplicity with his apparent cor-

diality. When the cardinal in person

superintended the expedition against

Oran, the King wrote a private letter

to Navarro, a rude captain who com-
manded under him, in which he said—
" Hinder our good man from coming
back to Spain too soon. We must
make ail the use we can of his person

and of his money." In 1507* Ximenes
received the cardinal's hat from Pope
Julius II., and soon after added to

his other high appointments the office

of Inquisitor-General of Castile. No
further honours could now, by any pos-

sible turn ofFortune's wheel, be heaped
upon him, except the papacy itself.

His catholic zeal expanded with his

power, and became 6rmer as he declined

into old age; while his ambition, so long

mortified and dormant, glowed with all

the ardour of early manhood. Still

he was unselfish, and thought only how
to advance religion with the advancing
influence of his country. Like Riche-

lieu, he possessed the spirit of a soldier,

and in earlier ages would undoubtedly

have headed a crusade. He even
thought of such an enterprise, but de-

termined to commence by an expedi-

tion nearer home— the conquest of
Oran, on the opposite coast of Barbary.

He not only volunteered to lead the ar-

mament, but toadvancefrom bis private

funds the necessary supplies of money.
We shall search many pages of many
histories before we find a minister so

thoroughly disinterested. The nobles,

who hated Ximenes, derided his pre-

parations, and prognosticated failure.

What," said they, "could be more
ridiculous than the idea of a monk
fighting the battles of Spain, while the

great captain, Gonzalvo de Cordova,

was left to stay at home, and count his

beads like a hermit?" Ximenes would
willingly have given the command to

that renowned chieftain, had the King
consented. Perhaps Ferdinand, in his

heart, desired to get rid of his minis-
ter, and thought the opportunity a
tempting one. The energy displayed

by Ximenes was almost miraculous;

and it must be remembered that, in

addition to a life of cloistered solitude,

and habits all unfitted to the trade of
war, he was oppressed with physical

infirmities, and had passed the seven,
tieth year of his age. Norses is the
only other general we can recollect

who took the field for the first time
when most men are preparing for the
grave* The campaign was short and
decisive. The army landed on the
17th of May, 1609, and on the evening
of the following day the city was car-

ried by storm. The most respectable

authorities have gravely declared, that

the miracle of Joshua was repeated on
this special occasion. The cardinal
urged an immediate attack, in opposi.
tion to the doubts expressed by Na-
varro, his general. Ibe advice and
the triumphal issue were both natu-
rally ascribed to inspiration by his

superstitious and elevated followers.

Before the Spanish army marched up
to the walls, Ximenes mounted his

mule, and rode along the ranks. He
wore his pontifical robes, and a sword
was girded by his side. He addressed
his soldiers in a suitable harangue, and
inflamed their courage with the pro-
mise of the plunder of the infidel city.

Ho was attended by a monk on horse-

back, who bore a massive silver cross,

his archiepiscopal standard of Toledo.
As the men passed by with loud cheers
and reverential enthusiasm—" Go on,

,
go on, my children," exclaimed the
cardinal ; "I am at your head. A
priest should think it an honour to ex-
pose his life for his religion. I have
many examples before me in my va-
liant predecessors." As soon as his

victorious troops hod obtained posses-

sion of the town, he entered the gate,

attended by his train of monkish bre-

thren, and repeated aloud the language
of the Psalmist— " Not unto us, O
Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name
be the praise and the power £iven 1"

The spoil, amounting to halfa million of
gold ducats (more than a million of our
present sterling money), was placed at

bis disposal for distribution, and his
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heart was rejoiced by the liberation of

three hundred Christian captives. He
burst into tears on seeing the number
of dead that were lying on the ground,

and was heard to say to himself

—

44 They
were indeed infidels, but they might

have become Christians. By their

death tbcy have deprived me of the

Erincipal advantage of the victory we
ave gained over them."
The easy capture of Oran stimulated

Ximencs to enterprises of a more ex-

tended nature. Already he contem-
plated the conquest ofevery Mohamme-
dan city on the coast of Barbary ; but

Navarro, disgusted at being controlled

in the direction of the army by an ec-

clesiastic, demurred against his autho-

rity, and claimed the right of inde-

pendent command. The King, too,

seemed inclined to desire the cardinal's

absence for some political schemes of

his own ; and these combined reasons

induced the latter to give up the fur-

ther prosecution of the crusade he had
so successfully begun and leaving

behind him ample funds and stores for

the prosecution of the wsr, together

with much able advice, which was sure

to be disregarded as soon as his back
was turned, he went back to Spain

with a scanty train of attendants, in

an unarmed galley. He was received,

on landing, with enthusiastic greetings;

but he declined all public honours and
congratulations, and his demeanour*
instead of being inflated by the great

triumph he had achieved, became
more simple and unpretending than

before. Seven or eight years of life

and power still remained to him, dur-

ing which he dedicated much of his

time to the improvement of his cele*

brated University of Alcala, founded
in 1 500 ; and also to the completion of

the far- famed Bible which bears hia

name, and is to this day one of the

great lions of a few public libraries.

Either of these two undertakings would
have suHiced to render his name im-
mortal ; and to carry them outrequired

pot only the influence but the wealth

of a monarch. In eight years the col-

lege was finished, furnished, and amply
endowed ; but fifteen elapsed before

the Bible saw the light in a perfect
form. The book called the Complo-
tensian Polyglot (from the place where
it was printed, Complutum,f or Alexia
do lienares), is a glorious specimen of
early typography, and one that re*

joices the heart and dazzles the eyes ofa
true bibliomaniac whenever he chances
to stumble on a copy,J which will not
often happen. Six hundred was the

original number struck, of which by fa*

the greater portion has disappeared*
either buried in convents or destroyed
by the ravages oi' war and time. The
original price was six ducats and a
half. According to Brunet, copies
have been sold so high as £f>3. If one
was to be announced to-morrow under
the hammer of the auctioneer, it would
produce a fancy price, almost as extra-
vagant as the reputed value of the
koh-i-noor. Three copies of the first

edition were printed on vellum, for one
of which Count MacCarthy, of Tou-
louse, paid £483, at the sale of the)

Pinelli library. The work is in six

volumes folio : the old Testament oc*
cupies the four first, the fifth is devoted
to the New, and the last contains a
Hebrew and Chaldaic vocabulary, with
other incidental treatises. Modern
criticism has detected many errors in

the text ; but the cardinal's Bible will

ever be valuable as the first successful

attempt at a polyglot version of the
Scriptures, and the foundation of later

and more perfect ones. As PrescoU
remarks— " We cannot look at it, in

connexion with the age and the aus-

pices under which it was accomplish-

ed, without regarding it as a noble

monument of piety, learning, and mu-
nificence, which entitles its author to

the gratitude of the whole Christian

world." Ximenes, though not an ex*
extensive general scholar, was well

qualified for this particular task. He
Urged his assistants, who were all se-

lected for their profound erudition, to

complete the volumes, and encouraged
them by his presence. " Lose no
time, my friends," he said to them,
" in the prosecution of our glorious

work, lest, in the casualties of life, you*

bhould lose your patron, or I have to

* The Spanish army under Navarro, after the departure of Ximenes, pursued a rapid coarse

of victory, and took in succession Bu^iu, Algiers, Tunis, Tremecen, and Tripoli, notil their

conquests were checked by an unexpected defcatra the island of Gelves,

i. t The word complutvm is probably derived frqro the fruitfunlew of the soil. 4

% There is a very tine one in the British Museum.
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l&mcnt the loss of those whose services

are of more price in my eyes than
wealth and worldly honours.'"* The
Spanish historians have recorded the

names of these learned nssociates. The
expense incurred must have been
enormous, but the revenues of Ximenes
were equal to it. The art of printing

was then in its infancy, and oriental

types were unknown in Spain, and
probably in Europe. He imported
artists from Germany, had types cast

under his own eye in the founderies at

Alcala, and spared nothing that money
could obtain. The languages employed
are four. The part devoted to the

Old Testament contains the Hebrew
original, with the Latin vulgate of Je-
rome, the Greek Septuagint version, and
the Chaldaic paraphrase, with Latin
translations by the Spanish scholars.

The New Testament is printed in the

original Greek, with the Latin Vulgato
of Jerome. The curious on this sub-
ject will find ample information and de-

tails in Dr. Dibdin's " Library Compa-
nion," and other bibliographical works
of that voluminous writer. The anti-

quity of the manuscripts employed in

this great compilation has been dis-

puted vehemently (what has not been
disputed ?) ; but the question must
remain for ever sub juaice, for good
authority states that, towards the end
of the last century, a wicked Erostra-

tus of a librarian, in whose custody

they were, sold them ns wa*te paper to

a rocket-maker of Alcala, who soon
worked them up in the regular way.
The ghost of Ximenes is firmly believ-

ed to have appeared to the garrison of
Oran in 1643, to encourage them in

their defence against the Algerines. It

is much to be lamented that the spectre

did not again revisit the "glimpses of
the moon," and perpetually haunt the

slumbers of this modern Omar, whose
name deserves the unenviable immor-
tality which it has escaped by obli-

vion.

The University of Alcala may, per-

haps, be considered the most gigantic

undertaking ever conceived and exe-

cuted by one man, not a sovereign,

from his own private resources. The
revenue bequeathed by Ximenes to

this child of his old age at bis death,

amounted to fourteen thousand ducats,

which, within a century and a-half, in-

creased to treble that sum; while the
celebrity of the new college as a seat of
learning, and the admirable discipline

maintained there, cast even Salamanca
into the shade, and resounded through
every stale in civilised Europe.
Within five years after it was opened,
King Ferdinand visited Alcala, and,
though not much of a scholar, was,

acute enough to perceive the advan-
tages which the institution conferred!

on his kingdom, and to honour the

labours of the minister who had ac-

complished such a work. His delight

was expressed in terms of unqualified

panegyric. When Francis I. of France
was a prisoner in Spain, after the de-

feat of Favia, in 1525, he expressed a de-
sire to examine this renowned establish-

ment. Seven thousand students came
forth to receive him. As he traversed

the numerous halls, and saw the per-

fect manner in which every department
was appointed, admiration was super-

seded by astonishment; and at last

he exclaimed, in a generous burst of
enthusiasm — *' Your Ximenes has
executed more than I should have
dared to conceive ; he has done, with
his single hand, what it has cost a line

of kings to accomplish." The Spanish
cardinal was more fortunate than
Wolsey, whose college at Ipswich, his

native town, fell with the disgrace of
the founder, f
On the 23rd of January, 15G6, King

Ferdinand died, and was succeeded on
the throne of Castile and Arragnn by
his grandson Charles, son of Joanna,
daughter of Isabella, afterwards the

celebrated Emperor Charles V. He
was at that time absent in the Low
Countries, and until he could arrive

to take possession of his kingdom,
Ximenes was appointed by the late

King's will, regent of Castile. It is

doubtful whether Ferdinand loved him,
but his high character set aside all

personal objections. The monarch was
sixty-four when be died. The new
regent had reached his eightieth year,

yet his faculties were as strong and
clear as they had ever been, and his

energy was unimpaired. Yet in the

course of nature, although he had long
exceeded the space of life allotted to

vigorous man by the psalmist, it was

* See Quintanilla and Qyinez, quoted by Prescott (" Reign of Ferdinand and Isabella"),

t But Christ Church, at Oxford, remains an imperishable monument of bis fame.
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not likely that his career could extend

much further. Neither did he enjoy his

hijrh office without trouble and oppo-

sition. Charles wished to be declared

king ; but his mother, though dead to

the world, was still alive, and the Casti.

lians looked upon this desire as both

illegal and indecent Ximenes remon-
strated with him strongly against the

unpopular measure ; but Charles was

obstinate, and the cardinal yielded,

compelling the nobility to acquiesce,

to their infinite mortification, lie next
proceeded to reform tbe finances, which
bad fallen into considerable disorder

;

suppressed superfluous offices, re-

trenched large salaries, curtailed pen-

sions granted through interest, and
abolished sinecures. His foreign po-

licy displayed equal courage and vi-

gour. Amongst other salutary mea-
sures, he endeavoured to ameliorate

the condition of the natives in the

American colonies, and to present tbe

introduction of negro slaves. At the

same time, with inherent bigotry (the

only fault we can detect in his public

character), he added to tbe already

tremendous power of the Inquisition,

and pushed the authority of that dread-

ed tribunal to a tyrannical exercise.

Three of the most influential nobles of
Castile, the Dukes of Alva and Infan-

tado, and the Count of Urena, openly
rebelled against his authority. The
Canlinal soon put them down by the

strong arm,. seized and burnt the town
of Vnlafrata, of which some of their

partisans had taken possession, and
naving subdued them, then solicited

their pardon from the King. But, in

spite pf his most strenuous efforts to

the contrary, the young monarch, who
required money in Flanders, insisted

on selling offices in Church and State,

and withdrew the funds thus acquired,

for foreign purposes. The govern-
ment of Ximenes became unpopular,
from measures, in which he not only
had no participation, but strongly op-
posed. At length, in the autumn of
1517, Charles repaired to Spain, and
landed in the Asturias. The cardinal

was seriously ill, but tbe opportune
arrival of the King revived him, and
they interchanged mutual letters of
congratulation. Charles was surround-
ed by Flemings, who, having profited

by the name and abilities ofXimenes, as
long as they required them to win the
Spanish nobility, were now desirous ot

preventing an interview between the

nd Anecdotes.—Xo. II. [Nov,

sovereign and the regent, .and sought
to prejudice the former by unfavour-
able representations of the cardinal's

morose temper and arbitrary conduct.

Charles suffered himself to be per-
suaded to write a cold, hypocritical

letter to the great minister, naming
the time and place for a personal con-
ference, thanking him for past ser-

vices, and suggesting his immediate
retirement to bis diocese. The unex-
pected blow cut the proud cardinal to

tbe heart, and checked his hitherto in-

domitable spirit. According to some
historians he died of this unfeeling

epistle, bnt it seems more likely that
he died of eighty-one ; the latter

cause will suffice without the accele-

rating stimulant. Ximenes was too
tough and stubborn to be extinguish-

ed by a letter, or by royal ingratitude,

however pungently conveyed ; time
and disease had worn him out, and he
bowed his head in obedience to the
summons of the grim monarch of the
grave, which was delivered simulta-

neously with the missive of the great
temporal autocrat. He commenced a
letter to King Charles in reply, but a
few lines exhausted him, and the ef-

fort was suspended. On the 8th of
November, 1517, his attenuated framo
became the dust from whence all hu-
manity derives its origin. His last

words were those of the Psalmist, ut-

tered in tbe Latin tongue, *' In thee,

0 Lord, have I trusted ; let me never
be confounded." He was buried with
great pomp, contrary to his own ex-
press desire. On his deathbed, and
just before he received the last sacra-

ments, he uttered these words, recorded
by the listeners— "I have no cause
to afflict myself that I have ever done
an injury or injustice during the whole
course of my administration ; and
1 indeed have all the reason in the
world to believe, that I have never
lost an occasion on which I could
afford my assistance to any one that

required it. With respect to the re-

venues, which as an ecclesiastic I have
possessed, aud of which I am now
about to give an account to God, I
most firmly and solemnly protest, that

I have never diverted from its proper
destination a single crown-piece to the

advantage of myself and of my rela-

tions." We may believe in the since,

rity of Ximenes, whose life furnished

the best comment upon his creed ; but
how are we to reconcile the similar
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dying avowal of Richelieu, who said,

in the same extremity—'* I am in the

presence of the Judge, who will speed-

ily pronounce my sentence. I entreat

of him, with my whole heart, to con-
demn me, if, during my ministry, I
have ever been guided by other
thoughts than the interests of religion

and my native country." Ximenea
was inflexibly conscientious: Richelieu

knew not the meaning of the word (we
judge by the positive actions and ap-
parent motives of both). The latter

seems to have been an ultra-expedient-

ist— a man who cared not how his ends
were accomplished, and who used the
name of Christianity as a convenient
and controlling implement. The Spa-
niard was sincere; the Frenchman a
hypocrite or an unbeliever; and yet
both, in their last moments, appealed
from the judgment of men, to a more
absolute and awful tribunal, in nearly
the same words, and with a corres-

ponding confidence. Here is one of
the enigmas of human feeling which
we strive in vain to unravel or under-
stand. The greatest criminals, the
most licentious offenders, often die as
calmly as the uniformly virtuous, and
appear to be as well satisfied that mercy
will be extended to their transgressions.

Ximenes was altogether one of the

most extraordinary men that ever lived.

Impartial posterity can detect that his

politics were sometimes wrong, but
nis motives and principles were inva-

riably right. Ue was sometimes less

scrupulous of means than true apostolic

religion sanctions, but his violent and
extreme measures had no taint of sel-

fishness. His polar star was duty, and
from that he never deviated. This in-

ward conviction of integrity in pur-

pose led him to adopt measures which
would have been more satisfactory,

and more completely justifiable, had
they been carried out by a milder and
more strictly orthodox course. But
in all this he had no thought of himself,
and neither rewarded nor punished
from private predilection or personal

pique. He despised libels, lampoons,
and caricatures, by which great and
strong minds have been disturbed ; he
equally repudiated indirect support or

justification, and resolved to govern
by the innate virtue of power com-
bined with integrity. With unbounded
resources, he provided for no poor re-

lations, and left no private pensions

to impoverish the exchequer of the

you xxiv.—no. cclxui.

minister who succeeded him. His ac-

cumulated savings were settled on the
university of his own creation. Fle-

chier describes his character as fol-

lows : — "As dexterous as Ferdinand
himself in the art of governing man-
kind, he infinitely surpassed him in the
qualities of the heart : noble, magnifi-

cent, generous, the protector of inno-

cence, of virtue, and of merit, he con-
ceived and executed no plans but those

which were of use to mankind. Yet,
as everything human must have some
alloy, his excellent qualities were oc-

casionally tarnished by severity, by
obstinacy, and by ambition. Of his

merit, perhaps, no greater testimony
can be given, than that his sovereign,

Ferdinand, who hated him in his hearty

at his death appointed him regent of
bis kingdom."
A parallel between Ximenes and

Richelieu was written by the Abbd
Richard in 1705, which Prescott has

quoted and referred to. The points of
resemblance are somewhat forced, and
the balance inclines heavily in favour
of the Spaniard. A marked distinc-

tion attended the circumstances of
their deaths. Richelieu was so uni-

versally execrated, that a popular tu-

mult accompanied his funeral, and his

remains were in danger of being torn

from the grave and scattered to the
elements. Ximenes was carried to the
sepulchre amidst universal tears and
lamentations. But in one point there
was a striking similarity between them.
Both were true members of the church
militant, und braved the dangers of
war with the alacrity of practised sol-

diers* Richelieu fought at Rochelle
in the panoply of a man at arms, and
Ximenes headed his troops against the

infidels of Oran. His biographer Go-
mez de Castro says, that he once de-

clared himself that " the smell of gun-
powder was more grateful to his senses

than the sweetest perfume of Arabia."
His military propensities may have in-

fluenced bis decisive and arbitrary le-

gislation.

Most readers like to know some-
thing of the personal appearance and
habits of any remarkable individual

who has excited their curiosity or in-

terest. No one will figure Ximenea
to their mind's eye as other than gaunt,

graceless, and unprepossessing. Long
before he attained middle life, the pe-

nitential severities to which he had
accustomed himself reduced his frame
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to the attenuated appearance of an
anatomie rivante. Continence and ab-
stemiousness, while it rendered him
outwardly rugged and repulsive,

strengthened his constitution, and gave
vigour to the seeds of life. Yet he
carried his personal privations to such
an extent that his health suffered in

conseauence, and during his latter

years be endured much from changes of
the atmosphere and inclement weather.

He slept little, ate less, and listened

more than be talked. He cared not
for general conversation, and was sel-

dom roused to participate eagerly,

unless when the topic happened to be
me leading question of theology,

is style was short, clear, and straight

to the point. If a tedious visitor

wearied him, he took up a book as a
signal that it was time for the intruder

to go. When he spoke, bis voice was
clear, though somewhat harsh, and
the accents came slowly from his lips.

His carriage was erect, his forehead
unwrinkled, his stature tall, his fea-

tures sharp and thin, his eyes small,

dark, and deep set, and the general

expression of his countenance, repulsive

and severe. His cranium was exa-

mined forty years after his death, and
found to be totally without sutures.

That of Richelieu, on the contrary,

was ascertained to be perforated with
small holes. The Abbe Richard rea-

sons on this after a manner which may
amuse comparative anatomists, physio-

logists, and surgeons. He says, "On
opening the heud of Richelieu, twelve
small circular holes were discovered,

through which the vapours of his brain)

exhaled, and for this cause he never
had a pain in bis head ; on the other
hand, the skull of Ximenes was with-

out seam or opening, which accounts
for the terrible headaches with which
be was almost incessantly afflicted."

We may safely conclude that Ru
chelieu was the most accomplished and
agreeable of the (wo great cardinal-

ministers ; Ximenes the safest and
most honest. Both were to be feared,

but one only could be trusted. In the

former, we are called on to admire
transcendent ability ; in the latter, we
bow with more respect before the same
exalted genius, because we find it

linked with far superior integrity of
purpose, and a much higher degree of
constitutional virtue.

MACLEOD S LIFE OF JOHN MACKJWTOBH .

*

This is one of the books which we
should be glad to see in everyone's

hands, and which it is yet very difficult

adequately to describe. It is a book
which we are disposed to class with

Southey's Memoir of Henry White,
or Russell's of Charles Wolfe. Mack-
intosh died early, but left no duty un-

fulfilled ; and the hopes that could

not but have been entertained of him,

though not fulfilled, even to the ex-
tent which was permitted to be real-

ised in the career of Kirke White and
of Wolfe, in works that will be perma-
nent in our literature, can scarcely be

said to be altogether disappointed,

when from journals kept for his own
eye alone, and from his letters to a
few friends, such a volume as the pre-

sent has been put together. The ac-

cident of Southey's seeing a pert re-

view of a young man's poems led to

the incidents which have made White's
name familiar to all readers ; and it is

probable that the memoir of Wolfe
would never have been compiled, bad
not an acquaintance of Byron's told

the world, that Byron spoke in such
praise of Wolfe's lines to Moore, as to

make his companion think they must
have been written by Byron himself

;

and Byron's, forthwith, Captain Med-
win would have them to be. To sueh

accidents would it seem that what is

called Fame is to be referred. The
present book owes ifs existence as a

book to the wish of several of Mr.
Mackintosh's friends, that some record

of bis virtues should exist. It was
felt, that a faithful record of a stu-

dent's life, who devoted himself with
singular earnestness to the studies

* "The Earnest Student; being Memorials of John Mackintosh." By the Rev. Norman
Macleod. Edinburgh : Thomas Constable and Co. 1854
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which would most fitly prepare him
for future usefulness, could not be
without a beneficial effect on young
men. In that feeling a requisition

was directed to Mr. Macleod, to draw
up such a narrative ; and this volume
is the result.

No part of the interest arises from
any such struggle with adverse cir-

cumstances, as is too often the case

with the student, not alone in Scot-

land, but everywhere. There were
here no pecuniary or other difficulties

to contend with. Somewhat less is

told us than we could wish of Mack-
intosh's family. We think it, in every
case, desirable, that distinct informa-

tion should be given of the position of
a family ; of the profession or occupa-

tion of the father ; of the number and
ages of brothers and sisters ; in short,

that we should be able to realise for

ourselves, as far as possible, some pic-

ture of the persons among whom the

person, whose life we are reading, ac-

tually lived. It is probable that Mr.
JJacleoU assumes this to be familiarly

known in Mackintosh's case, and so,

perhaps, it is in Scotland ; but this is

a book which thousands like ourselves

will read with littie or no knowledge
of such facts; and to the extent to

which such aid is withheld by the bio-

grapher must the picture, which our
imagination would create, be imper-
fect.

John Mackintosh was born in Edin-
burgh, on the Dth of January, 1822;
he was the youngest son of William
Mackintosh of Geddcs, in the county
of Nairn, by his second marriage: his

mother was daughter of Jarnes Jollie,

Writer to the Signet, Edinburgh.
At two years old he was removed

rom Edinburgh to Gcddes ; and here

le remained till, at six years of age,

io was brought back to school, in

Edinburgh, where, till 1837, the early

uart of his education was conducted.

During 1837 and 1838, he attended
the classes in Glasgow ; in 1839 and
1840 in Edinburgh; and in 1841 he
entered Trinity College, Cambridge.

While at Glasgow, he lived in the

house of the Rev. Dr. Macleod ; and
there, we presume, his acquaintance
with his future biographer, Dr. Mac-
leod's son, commenced. While at Edin-
burgh, before going to Glasgow, and
afterwards at Glasgow, his attention

to study was unremitting ; aud he ob-

tained whatever honours and distinc-

tions talent and diligence could com-
mand. When he returned to Edin-
burgh, it would appear that a period
of comparative idleness followed ; and
though he studied diligently at Cam-
bridge, he was not as successful there

as in Glasgow. Till he was about
twenty, his profession cannot be said

to have been fixed. His father wished
him to study the law, but yielded to

his son's wish to enter the Church.
If our readers should translate this

into any meaning which assumes his

becoming a minister of the Presbyte-
rian Church of Scotland, whether
among the clergy of the Establish-

ment or of the Free Church, ho
should be wrong, for Mackintosh was,
at first, quite undecided on the sub-

ject, and it at one time seemed by
no means unlikely that he would have
taken orders in the Church of England.
His final determination was for the

Free Church of Scotland.

Gcddes might be properly called his

home : it was there his parents, and
brothers, and sisters lived; it was
there his childhood had been pass-

ed, and there were all his vacations

spent:—

M The district of country in which it is

situated is eminently beautiful. From the

windows of his room, he beheld a landscape
wlm-e foreground was made up of cultivated

fields, varied and broken by copae and wood-
land ; while the horizon wns bounded along
the north by the bold line of the coast of the

Moray Firth, ending in the western distance

with the great Ben Wy vis, itself a constant

object of attraction to the eye amidst all the

changes of sunshine and cloud, storm and
calm, which passed over its huge mass from
morn till sunset. In the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Geddes, and surrounding the

homes of familiar friends, were scenes emi-
nently beautiful ; with innumerable unnamed
spots and sequestered nooks of loveliness,

known only to tho«e who like himselfsearched

for them as for hidden treasure ; — for that

intense love of nature which through life

' haunted him like a passion,' posoes*ed dim
from his earliest years, and was daily, al-

most hourly, gratified by those rural glories

among which he lived and delighted to wan-
der. Cawdor's woods aud romantic burn

;

the majestic forest of Darnaway, with the

arrowy Findborn sweeping through it; and
Findhorn's banks, so endless in their varied

beauty and wild grandeur, adorning it:

Dulcie with its lonely moorlands, aud Loch-

in-dorb the only thing which seems to have

life among the silent hills of rock and hea-

ther that surround it— these were his fami-

liar friends and prized companions.
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" In the constant habit of mingling with

good society in his own home (which, I may
be permitted to say, was noted for its hos-

pitality), those tastes and habits were early

cultirated that make up the gentleman— a

name often much abused and grievously mis-

applied, but which I use here to express not

merely that outward manner in which art is

discoverable only by the simplicity and un-

affected naturalness which it has aided to

produce, but more especially that inward

sense of propriety, delicacy of feeling, and

nice perception of what is due to others,

which are the joint product of a benevolent

heart, and the habitual influence of good

society."—pp. 2, 3.

He is described while at Glasgow as

never having been absent even once

from his class, nor even once late. His
biographer says that such diligence is

ordinarily associated with hard and
ungraceful manners, and that such stu-

dents are found by their acquaintances

harsh and unsympatbising. Such was

not the case with Mackintosh :

—

" Though not attending the same classes,

I was then in the same University, and
lived in the same house with him. His pri-

vate and public life are vividly before me

;

and never certainly was a student more be-

loved as well as admired. With all the so-

briety, thoughtfulneas, and self-control of a
man, he had the merry-hen rtedn ess, buoy-
ancy, and unaffected playfulness of a child.

His manner was habitually quiet and full of

repose ; bis temper never ruffled ; his spirits

never greatly excited or depressed. No man
had a keener appreciation of the ludicrous as

well as of the grave side of things, and his

mirth was as real when it was time to laugh,

as was bis sorrow when it was time to weep.

But the feature of bis character which the

friends of his early as well as of his latter

years will most associate with him, was the

utter unselfishness of his disposition, and
that atmosphere of gentle kindness to all

around him, in which he constantly lived

and breathed, and which nothing ever dis-

turbed. This love was manifested in every-

day life, not merely by the total absence of

all envy, detraction, bard speeches, and
harsh judgment?, but also in a sensitive

oonsiderateness for the wishes of others,

and an habitual watchfulness to please

without ever being obtrusive. Is there

a single friend of lib who can hear his

name mentioned without also remembering
the countenance beaming with affection ; the
hearty grasp of the hand at meeting or
parting; and the quickened step and often

warm embrace, which marked the ending of
longer periods of separation ! He was, in

one word, even then known as one of the

most cheerful, humble- minded, sincere, and
lovaabls of men.'—pp. 0, 7.

The first winter in Edinburgh, where
everything was new, is described as a
period of idleness. It probably was ;

but if he did nothing worse than read
" Charles O'Malley," which is here re.

corded as among his delinquencies, be
may be forgiven. We find in the se-

cond winter the following mentioned
as his hours of study :

—

" The followiug were now hb hours of

study :
— ' Rise at six, read Scriptures to

seven and a half
;

study to nine; then,

breakfast, College, walk, 4c, to three

;

study, three to four ; meditation, &c, four

to five; dine, and light reading, five to

six ; six to eight, study ; eight to nine, tea,

Itc ; nine to ten, study ; then, ten to ele-

ven, prayers, and to bed.' "—p. 29.

In 1841 he accompanied Professor

Forbes on a geological ramble through
the Isle of Arran ; and afterwards on
an expedition to the south ofFrance—
to geologise, learn French, and prose-

cute elementary mathematics for Cam-
bridge, which he proposed entering in

the following October. He left Edin-
burgh on the last day of May— saw
London and all its sights as fast as he
could—ran down to Cambridge to see

what it was like— then back to Lon-
don— and from it with Forbes to
Dover.

" In Paris, he was introduced to the

world of art, which from that day became
to him as the gift of a new sense. Good
music be had known from his infancy ; but
great paintings he had never seen till now,

and the effects of this glorious vision, when
it first flashes upon the mind, tbey alono

can tell who have experienced it. But Paris

was soon left, and Lyons, the arrowy Rhone,

and the sunny south reached. The district

of country through which they journeyed

included the Departments of the Anh-cho

and Auvergne, and is one of the most pic-

turesque in landscape, as well as remarkable

in the field of geology. Of singular fertility

and beauty, its chief interest lies in the his-

tory— which is clearly written, as with * a
pen of iron on the rocks for ever '— of a
remote and distant age long antecedent to

the creation of man, when fresh-water lakes

once dotted the surface of the land, on whose

banks huge mammalia roamed of forma now
unknown ; and of a later, but still far dis-

tant period, when those lakes were elevated

by subterranean forces into platforms of dry

land, while other lakes took their place, and
other kinds and races of animals tenanted

the land and water ; and when at last vol-

canoes, long extinct, became active, and

poured forth their lava streams, damming
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up rivers, covering and preserving old depo-

sits, forming precipitous and basaltic ranges,

and, with new-formed mountains and val-

leys, altering the whole face of the country.

Professor Forbes, having visited the district

before, was familiar with every spot, and
was able to guide his young friend to its

picturesque beauties, and to reveal to him
its geological treasures. Their route from
Lyons was by steamer to Vslence— one of

the most superb river-scenes in the world

—

thence to Privaa, Aubenoa, and Thueys, in

the Ardechc, and by Longogne and Mende
in the Lozere, to the summit of tbe famous

Plomb de Cantal, and by Le Puy to Lyons.

One or two extracts from his brief journal

of this tour may be given, as it is one to

which he always looked back with peculiar

pleasure
**

' Thursday, June 17.—By steamboat, on
Snone, for Lyons, at eight. Lovely sail as

we advanced. Boat, the UironcUvUle (or,

as our sailors christened it, ' Iron devil '),

excellent. Tbe Saone is a broad, deep, and
in some places, rapid river, ornamented with

frequent suspension bridges : even these do
not withstand its occasional inundations.

Many pretty villages line its banks, where
traces of the south become manifest— flat

roofs, yellow tiles, Venetian blinds. The
people too appear primitive in dress, certain-

ly ; several of the women's head-pieces were

very singular—round hood, flat brims, with

the smallest possible chimney stuck upon
them. A handsome Provencal came on
board with his guitar— a fine troubadour-

looking fellow, with dark Italian eyes, flow-

ing jet ringlets, &c Arrived at Lyons by
one. Some of our companions of the Dili'

ffrnce have accompanied us thus far : two
Irish gentlemen, whom I found to be Pro-

fessors of Theology at Maynooth, conducting

to the College at Rome a raw Irish youth

of twenty, who had never been from home
before, and by his own inclination never

would have been. Nothing he had seen did

he remember or wish to remember ; and the

thought of Rome made him sick at heart.

What a singular compound of potatoes and
buttermilk his mind must be! an embryo
priest, too. Poor lad! it will be difficult,

however, to instil guile into him. The course

at the College of Rome is five years.' "—pp.

80-82.

Mr. Macleod regrets not being able

to print in this volume some letters

from Mackintosh to Professor Forbes;

bat Forbes's continued absence from
home rendered it impossible to procure

them. In a letter to Macleod he says,

" I indulge the hope that my name
will be allowed to appear with his in

your biography ;" and he mentions
the affection with which they regarded
each other.

Mackintosh's journal now describes

the incidents of a tour through Swit-

zerland. On the 9th of August he re-

turned; and after a summer passed
happily and industriously at Geddes,
he started on the 4th of October for

Cambridge, and became a student of
Trinity College :—

" There is little recorded by him of his

Cambridge career, from its eommencement
In October, 1841, until its ending in June,

1843. It was made up of a routine of quiet

and earnest discharge of duty. He studied

hard
;
enjoyed the society of a few friends

;

got much good—as many have done—from
Dean Carus; and upon Sabbath evenings

engaged in his old and favourite work of
Sabbath-school teaching."_p. 44.

On the 26th of June, 1843, he wrote

to his father, mentioning bis determi-

nation to join the Free Church of
Scotland; and on the same day ar-

ranged to have his name taken off the

College books at Cambridge. After

taking leave of Cambridge, he passed a
few days in visiting some friends at

Oxford' A letter from his friend,

John Shairp, of Rugby School, pre-

serves some interesting recollections:—

"'The Oxford movement' was then at

its height ; and he took much interest in all

he saw and heard regarding it I can re-

member standing with him in the great

square of Christ Church, to watch Pusey's

spare, bowed-down, surpliced form, as he
returned from prayer in the Cathedral He
was present also in St. Mary's on one of the

last Sunday afternoons that Newman's voice

was heard there or elsewhere as a minuter

of the English Church. After a few bright

days we parted, and were never again so

long of meeting till he lost went abroad.

" 4 From this time onward, I had the

great happiness of seeing a good deal of him,

generally twice every year, at Christmas

and at midsummer. He used sometimes to

visit me at my home ; but oftener I visited

him in Edinburgh, or met him in your

inanse. During this time he was attending

Dr. Chalmers's Divinity Lectures, visiting

the poor in an old town district, teaching

their children, and sometimes he attended

some other of the Professors. He was much
taken up with Dr. Chalmers, and used to

tell me much about him. He loved to dwell

too on his little peculiarities, some of which

greatly amused and delighted him. Our
conversations during these times often turned

on the tilings in which he was then engaged,

on the difference between English and Scottish

Universities, English and Scottish Theology.

About this time, he read a good many of

Newman's parochial sermons ; and was
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greatly struck by hit wonderful power in
laying bare men's hidden character, and
putting his finger on the secret fault. No*
that he ever inclined towards the peculiar
doctrine* ofNewman— from these, you know,
he was always far enough removed ; but
thia did not in the least hinder him from
freely opening his heart to these wonderful
writings, which for depth and inwardneaa
ah5 perhaps unequalled in this century. I
did indeed admire his rare candour, which
was with him fully as much moral as intel-

lectual However widely a man diflfered in
opinion or sentiment from himself, it seemed
ho did not care to dwell on the differences,

but rather to open his mind fairlv to take
in whatever of good or true he had" to teach.

" It must have been one of our last times
of meeting, that I went on a summer day
to find him in his lodgings, hoping to spend
ome hours with him. He told me that he
was going that evening to the West Port,
to hear Dr. Chalmers speak to the working
people about the church which he was build-
ing for them in the heart of that unsightly
district. We went together through lanes
and closes, foul with all uncieanne**, till we
found ourselves in the loft of a large tannery.
That low-roofed noisome loft was crowded
with the poorest inhabitants of that poor
neighbourhood, who had come together from
their work or their garret just as they were.
At the head of the low- roofed dingy room
stood the venerable man, his hair more
white, and his body feebler than of old, but
with energy unabated, speaking to these un-
lettered people, not in his usual copious elo-
quence, but with a direct homeliness of
speech, such as the poorest could understand.
He told them how he had got that church
built, that others had subscribed much, but
that they must give some help themselves

;

that others might well assist them, but that
they should not suffer everything to be done
for them ; thai he would not, even if he
could, get the church completed, till they
Bad given him each what they could. From
this he branched off to speak of self-help in
general, of masters and employers, adding
maxims of thrift and practical political ec£
Homy, moral advice, and religious exhor-
tation, all naturally blended together, and
all warmed by the most open brotherly heart
for those he was addressing. It was the
last time I remember to have seen Dr.
Chalmers, and one of the last surely that I
was with John Mackintosh. After this I
must have been with him at least once—
the Christmas before he left Scotland."
pp. 72-77.

In November, 1843, Mackintosh
enrolled himself at Edinburgh as a
•tudent of divinity in connexion with
the Free Church— in the following

tohn Mackintosh. [Sor.

April went to Germany, and 6n the
6th of May he is at Heidelberg:—

"My windows command an enchanting
prospect far down the course of the Neckar,
and tenninated in the distant west by the
Vosges mountains of France, whose dreamy
outline of blue transports my soul into an-
other world. Beyond them, almost in a
direct line westward, is Paris ; and were I
disposed to be romantic, there mi^ht be
something in the thought, and some appro-
priateness in the song, • U' a' the airts the

wind can blaw ;* but it is not so. There is

one sublimer consideration which overwhelms
all others, and that is, that my windows
are looking towards Jerusalem or Scotland,

and every evening the glorious snn sets right
in the direction of the beloved hallowed land,

surrounding it visibly with that halo with
which to my mind it" is invested, and bear-
ing to it, at this solemn season of her A <-

aembly, my fervent, spirit-drawn prayers.

Never can I forget the sweet solitude of

these rooms, and yet not so solitary as to be
irksome, for I enjoy the novel and noiseless

traffic of the river, and the busy thorough-
fare of the Frankfort road on its further

bank, visible, but inaudible from its dis-

tance. Never can I forget the sober and
contemplative evenings, and yet not sober,

for the joy of the climate and the scene
amounted to an ecstacy. I shall here record

an outline of my day^j disposal; and *ab
tino disce omnes.' Rise sometimes at four;

but occasionally later. R»ad and meditate
on the Scriptures with prayer till six ; when
break rast d F Angliite; study German and
Hebrew; read with master; attend lectures

in the University till twelve Read and
meditate till dinner at one, in Museum with
the students, after which read the newspa-
pers, German, French, and English ( 77mr* and
Galignani) fur a short time. 1 then return

home and study historv and theoloirv

(Thierry's Norman Conquest in French, and
Butler), for two or three hours, till five;

after which I bid farewell to study for the

day, and sally forth to enjoy the evening
coolness, in walking amung'the beautiful

environs of the place alone, or more gene-
rally now, in company with some fellow-

students and others whose society I much
enjoy. My bow is then unstrung, and for

the time being I adopt the sentiment of

Wordsworth—
**

' Tl» irapalae from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man-
or moral e»U, and of good,

Than all the f«fe» «a.'

At nil events it conduces very much to my
improvement in German conversation ; at

nine, when the shades of evening fall more
heavily on the plain, I retire; and after

closing the day as i began it, in meditation

on the Alpha and the Omega, I commend
myself to his care who slumbereth not nor
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leepeth, and fall asleep to the lullaby of

whispering winds, and the river murmuring

beneath my window."—pp. 88-90.

' • . *

In December, 1844, he returned to

Edinburgh ; und we have several let-

ters from him to his mother and a sis-

ter who resided at Geddes :

—

" The year 1847 began by his being sum-

moned once more to the north, by the intel-

ligence of his father's death. Upon the

25th January, he laid him in his grave, in

Geddes churchyard, and sorrowed much for

one who was greatly loved. Geddes, the

of his

be his
borne 'of his youth, the ideal spot

greatest earthly happiness, was to

44 He returned to Edinburgh alone to pre-

pare a residence for his mother and sister—
4 May He who has done all for me hitherto/

be writes,
4 look in mercy on me now,

strengthen my feeble will, and enable me
to cast in my lot with Him entirely and un-

reservedly. May I have done with the

world for" ever, and may I acknowledge my-

self a stranger on the earth. The cares of

a residence for my mother, &c
,

press upon

me, but I doire to commit them to Him in

perfect but humble faith.'

41 On Blarch 17th, he presided at a largo

morning breakfast of upwards of a hundred

Students of the Free Church, to commemo-

rate the birthday of Dr. Chalmers ; and at

the request of his fellow- students, he pre-

pared, and along with a deputation, pre-

sented an address to their venerable teacher

at Morniiigbide.
44 After paving a short visit to his brother-

in-law and sister, Captain and Mrs. Smith,

then living at Temple Sowerby, near Car-

lisle, and taking a short tour in Westmore-

land, he left Edinburgh, and along with his

mother and youngest sister, took up his re-

sidence at Laurel Bank, Lasswade.

"Almost the first tidings which greeted

fcim on entering his mw home, was the

death of his beloved and venerated teacher.

Dr. Chalmers. It was to him, as well as to

many hearts, a deep personal affliction. He

bad known him as a friend, and had a great

affection for all the members of his family.

" 4 May 30. — News of Dr. Chalmers's

death — much overcome. I feel as if I had

lost a second father, and the world were

now too dreary. Often am I tempted to

disbelieve that that voice is now 'gone

Sik-ut,' nnd that mighty heart has ceased to

beat It seems like a translation.'

TO HtS AU5T, MISS JOIX1B.

41 i1 Ah ! what shall I say of Chalmers ? I

dare not yet speak of him ; I have felt it

almost more than my own father's death;

for words cannot tell the love I bore him,

bordering on idolatry. I cannot conceive

of a wiser, greater, or better man. Every

part of his character was colossal; he had

the heart of twenty men ; the head of twen-

ty ; the energy of a hundred ; and then to becut

off in the vigour of all !—I cannot but think,

killed by this visit to London. He has not

left his equal in the world. For the present

I am stunned by it ; and yet we must not

murmur or repine. How providential !—he

died at home, among his own people, and

on such an anniversary, having just com-

pleted, too, the first curriculum In the Hall

since the Church entered on her new condi-

tion. He has 44 exchanged the bosom of his

family for that of his God," and is now en-

Joying those "felicities " he took such plea-

sure in describing. The Church above is

enriched ; nor mil the Church below to hfi

"—pp. 117, 118.

We must not omit the passage in a

letter to his youngest sister, in which

he mentions Jenny Lind :

—

^ a

41 O the darling ! She was received* rap-

turously, and 1 literally yelled. She is not

pretty, but— the very embodiment of poe-

try— her face is literally suffused with ge-

nius; aud, as she sings, becomes beautiful

and heavenly. She's litt'e, very pale, looks

about seventeen, her hair crisped, her r\om

flattlah, but pretty mouth and teeth, and

an eye (that is to say, two eyes) full of

meaning, neck and arms very white, and

well-bred looking; to complete all. very

nicely dressed. fc»he was at first very ner-

vous and melancholy looking, but very soon

threw her whole soul and being into the

p>ng, and forgot her own emotions. I think

this is one of her greatest charms— her ear-

nestness, and ber linpassioneJ seriousness.

O child! how the wailed out Malibran's

song in the Sonnambula! and then with

notes of silver clearness and sweetness

bounded off in the 4 Ah non grunge '— it

haunts me with ecstasy ! There is far more

originality in her voice than in Grist's, it

is round and ringing ; and she passes so ex-

quisitely from gushing fulness into low,

sweet, plaintive airs, and trills just like the

wind."—pp. 126, 1J7.

We must not advert to the disputes

between the divisions of the Presby-

terian Church of Scotland. The
Established Church and the Free

Church agree in doctrine— nay, it

would be difficult to state in what they

differ; but yet the differences, it would

seem, were such as to have it the occa-

sion of offence that Mackintosh occa-

sionally went to hear the sermons of a

preacher of the Establishment. In a

sensible letter he insists not alone on

his right as an individual, but forcibly

states the danger in which the Free

Church is placed, of "degrading itself
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to the character of a sect by hostility

to the Establishment" :—

.

" Id conclusion, allow me to say, that I

trace the injurious effect of our present posi-

tion, not only on those who differ from us,

bufe on ourselves. I cannot refrain from

saying to you, that I think it lias no small

share in that want of progress in our own,

and consequently our neighbour's, Chris-

tianity which you yesterday deplored. In

the mass of minds, I feel it must be in-

consistent with the spirit of love, and tend

to beget self-complacency as well as other

sinful feelings. While in regard to the dif-

fusion of the Gospel, and of a loving spirit,

I will freely confess, for my own part, to

take but one instance, that I have never

been able to get over the feeling of incon-

gruity to my mind, in our Church, or mem-
bers of our Church, advocating the Evange-

lical Alliance, while they treated the Estab-

lishment as an exception. I fancy to myself

that I have traeed the blight and dwarfing

effects of this feeling even more in individual

members of our Church."—p. 183.

In the summer of 1848 he visited

the far Highlands. His journal of

this tour is umong the best parts of the

book; but it is not susceptible of

abridgment, nor have we room for

quotation. In 1840 we have him in

Geneva, but his heart is in the High-
lands. We regret that his biographer,

who now and then mentions Mackin-
tosh's occasionally writing verse, has

given us so few specimens of it. We
find some written about this time at

Geneva:—.

" I stood alone on lone Macdhui's crest,

I gazed abroad upon the glorious scene
;

An agony of yearning seized my breast,

In thinking of the pleasures that had

"Ah! there must lie the scene o
joy.

That which gave tone to all

life;

GedJes ! the birthplace of the

with all

" Before me gleamed the rapid rolling Spey,

And that great valley where my fathers

sleep

;

,

Long bad I pined in Lowlands far away,
And now, this vision ! how could I but

weep?

14Yonder the road thatbore me to myhome-
Yonder the white-wall'd house of Avie-

more

—

AH monumental of the thoughts that come
In fits and gusts upon the days of yore.

*• Yonder Brae Moray with its well-known
knock.

That oft look'd down on days and rides

of glee

;

And yonder, too, as bright as if to mock
The distance—yonder my beloved

"O God, the past o'«

sense

Of Thy great goodness to an erring
child

;

Father in Christ, my refuge and defence
Continue Thou, amid life's

wild."—p. 197.

The following letter must not be
omitted :—

TO ROBERT BALFOUR, KSQ.

Geneva, April 14, 18*9.

"My dear Robert,— ... As to

the Academy, I trust to hear that the Bovie

and Swinton effort is succeeding. Some per-
son wrote me that the Academy was on the
eve of dissolution ; but the statement in the

Witness has set my mind at ease. No ; it

must not perish ! its roots are struck too

deep in many hearts for such a consumma-
tion. How fearful for a generation of men
to be obliged to say the school of our boy-
hood is no more— its very existence is *
tradition only known to ourselves ! For my
part, I ahoud feel as if that chapter of nry

memory had been obliterated— as if I was
a man who had never known a youth,

launched upon the seas of life with no sweet

haven to recur to and sustain the souL It

is agony enough to lose the masters that

launched us forth ; but that the very walls

should lose their place on earth—I can fancy

nothing more terrible ! I should be gloomy
all my days ; but away with such thoughts.

The hallowed soil is watered with prayers,

and I augur days for our children there,

such as we ourselves have not known. I

believe your staff will yet need some mend-
ing, but the informing spirit is the Rector,

and with him you seem abundantly content.

All particulars, then, on this subject will

interest me vastly. How strange it is that

the halo of Greece and Rome, and also, I

trust, of beloved Palestine itself, is indisso-

lubly shed around our youth and the place

of our education, and so blended with it that

we cannot distinguish what part of our en-

thusiastic feelings connected with those

countries is due to themselves, or simply to

their association with the most imaginative,

poetic, pensive period of our lives. I see

the Rhone here, and what does it not recall

of Hannibal and Cesar, and a host of

others ? But would it be the same were I

now, for the first time, msdo acquainted

with those heroes of tho olden time?—

I

thu.k not. And M those feelings to me an
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worth the music of the skies, I say, by a>11

means introduce your children early to such

characters and scenes ; and I blew my pa-

rents, who saw tit so to introduce me. The
mothers knee, the pastor's Sunday school,

the Sabbath-evening conversation, arc per-

Ls- haps the best associations for the patriarchs

and the Holy Land; but hallow the day-
school with them too, and vou add another

j : link to the 1
electric, ravstcrious chain where-

with we arc darkly bound.' "— pp. 198,

199.

A ramble through Switzerland forma

the subject of several letters. They
are written with so much minuteness

of detail, that we cannot but think they

were intended by Mackintosh to be
the materials of a publication on the

subject. Mr. Macleod mentions that

he omits much fully equal in interest

to what he has published. If so, his

Tolume ought to be followed by a se-

cond. He passed through Northern
Italy to Rome.

It is not possible for us to abridge

his journal. To every one in any de-

gree interested in the controversy oc-

casioned by the revival of Romanism
within the Church of England, much
may be learned from this part of the

book. Mackintosh was a fair and can-
did inauirer, and determined to see

things tor himself. His Protestantism

became but more fixed by what he saw
and heard.

There is a very interesting letter to

Macleod, written from Rome at the

close of November, 1849, in which ho
mentions that each day he is occupied

in gathering new information on the

subject of " the city of the Pope and
that to acquire such information is the

chiefobject of his staying there for the

winter. " We imbibe so much preju-

dice with our mother's milk—we have

so much thrust upon us as the offspring

of Calvin and Luther, that I am
anxious calmly to examine for myself.

. . . . I know you will approve
of this, and would not have me, at my
years, to come here a ready-made
judge, instead of a patient learner and
observer ; nor do I think that the vul-

gar mode of argument, what may be
called the slang of the question, is

what will avail in the coming strug-

gle" :_.

" Now it seems to me that as I am not

flying through Rome, as I intended, this

answer to your letter will please you better

than a more direct one, and I hope to hear

Briefly, you cannot but be con-

scious that you are here in the city of the

Pope ; there is great solemnity, great deco-

rum, great gravity— no sights by day or

night are suffered to offend the eye— the

streets are early silent— even swearing is

repressed by law. On Sunday all shops

shut; day and night the air is melodious

with church or convent bells ; and where
service is performed, it is generally well at-

tended; but, then, what is that service?

Ah, there is the question : at first sight the

grossnesses present themselves ; but I want
to read, and probe, and hear what is to be
said that reconciled a Bellarmine, a Pascal,

and a Bossuet to what oflends me."— p.

271.

As to politics, his impression was,

that the mass of Romans were repub-
licans, and wished the government to

be vested in the laity; many would
retain the Pope as temporal sovereign.

Of the Italians called Protestants, he
seemed to think that most were infidels,

and called themselves Protestants from
hatred to Catholics and Catholicism.

The Pope he regards as sincere in his

wish for reform. His concessions pro-
duced demand on demand from the

people, and secured him the detesta-

tion of the cardinals :—

TO A. BURN MCRDOCrr, ESQ.

" Borne, January 13, 1850.

" Were it not for my firm belief in the

leadings of God's providence, I should re-

gret your not sharing with me this chapter

in my education at Borne— for I think we
are entered on a time when all our heredi-

tary religious opinions must be revised, and
adopted anew from a more personal, and
therefore profound persuasion of their truth.

Now the Roman Catholic question assuredly

takes its place among the renascent forms

of religious opinions; and I am persuaded

had you been here, you would have undergone,

in regard to it, a somewhat analogous pro-

cess to that which you may now be conscious

of having undergone last winter. I am not
yet conscious of all the results of my present

study and observations—so it would be rash

to pronounce upon them ; but this I do feel

more and more, that Popery is more plausi-

ble than we think it, and less easily to be

confuted in detail ; in short, that it shades

off from true Christianity often so imper-
ceptibly at first, that ft Is only when yon
look at the grand result you can entertain

that horror of it, and bestow that con-
demnation on the system, which it merits.

I came to Rome believing that all its more
controverted errors were gross and palpable.

I am daily persuaded more and more that it

is not so ; and therefore I see how difficult

must be the emancipation of any oue from

its thraldom, and bow easy, in certain
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cases, the reimpositiou of that thraldom on
those Mho have been bom free. Should
God spare us to meet again, I shall

have much to say on thia score, but a letter

is not the place for it"—pp. 297, 298.

We wish much that wo had room
for Mackintosh's account of his travels

through the north of Italy in the
autumn of 1849. The entries in his

Journal made at Milrfn and at Mantua,
in which his enthusiasm for Virgil finds

expression, are among the passages
which we should wish to transcribe.

We must give a sentence from the
latter :—

" SepL 12. — (Mantua), i turned my
Steps northward, and, passing the Piazza
Virgiliana— a grove of trees overhanging
the Mincio, and commanding from the

northern rampart a fine view of the hills of

Brescia, and tho Lake of Garde— I reached

the Verona Gate and the Bridge of the

Mills. From this point upon the Mincio, I

enjoyed a fine sweep of its gmooth-jRuvcuiy

waters, bine and fresh, gently rippled by
the breath of evening, and reflecting on their

bosom the glowing western heavens ; wild

lovely reeds and willows fringed its banks in

vnst numbers ; and as I gazed towards tho

hills of the northern and southern horizon,

then at sunset, then at the classic Mincio, I

could not but feel that Virgil had had every

Advantage which a poet need have, in re-

gard to the scenes with which his youth was
Conversant."—pp. 240, 241.

One of our objects in transcribing

this sentence is to call our readers* at-

tention to the words in which the

Mincio is described, and to bring to

(heir recollection Milton's language in

the " Lycidas." Mackintosh's words,
drawn from an actual view of the

scene, and without any reference to

Milton's, are almost identical with the

great poet's. It seems marvellous how
true to outward nature his imagery is

in the midst of his allegories; and this

is more remarkable, as when he wrote
" Lycidas " he had not yet visited

Italy:—

"Oh fbuntntn Arcttiuie , and thou honoured flood,

Smjork-tliiimir Mineiu*, crowned wltU rw.l retd:"

In May, 1850, he left Rome, where

he had resided from October, 1849,

for Naples, accompanied by a young
clergyman of the Church of England;

the Itev. Hastings Gordon. They
travelled on foot, and reached Naples

jn a week. They were returning ou
foot also, and having left Amalfi, were

CSV.

overtaken by a thunder-storm on their

road to Arpino:—

u This led up a beautiful ascent with

charming prospects behind as well as before,

many of which recalled home, and made me
speculate with intense joy on my possibly

soon meeting with my mother. After some
five or six miles, the main road descended

towards the left to Sora; that to the right

ascended to Arpino. At this point my
strength failed me, owing probably to the

broiling of the morning which liad excited

my bile, and walking became most burden-

some. I pushed on, however, some three

miles further, my mouth parched with thirst,

until, getting sight of Arpino near and yet

high up, and approached by long windings,

I cried a halt. We read together ' Keble's

Ode on Romans VIII.,' in most appropriate

circumstances of natural beauty ; then re-

sumed our way. The town seemed to possess

many better-class houses, and we met people

quite answering to this description, yet all

asserted we should find no inn. On reaching

the town I commenced to spit blood— a

symptom which, accompanied with my great

weariness and debility, alarmed me not a
little. Our inquiries for an inn were painful,

and the it-suit far from tempting— a dismal

little room where we were to have a bed

between us, and strangers in the other. AH
efforts to better ourselves proved vain. Some
warm coffee, in a better-cla*t eafet

revived

me, and we proceeded to our dungeon,

however, I experienced the rich goodness of

the Lord, as I cannot but think. Being too

weak, and not wishing dinner, I let Mr.
Gordon, who was fresh and hearty, make all

arrangements, while 1 lay on the top of the

bed, thinking sweetly of God in Christ, and
seeking grace to resign myself to His will,

should He sec fit to leave me an invalid ere

having put my hand to the plough, and
watched my dear mother to her home,"—*

pp. 328, 829.

Mr. Macleod is assisted irt his ac-

count of this day that " on which/'

he says, " John Mackintosh received

his death-wound"— by a letter from
Mackintosh's fellow-traveller

" I think I must now be writing within

a week of the anniversary of that Last day's

journey together, on which we reached the

old city of Arpino. It was a lovely evening,

when towards the close of our long day's

march, we sat down on the bridge at the

foot of the hill, by climbing which you
ascend to the ancieut birthplace of Cicero

and Marius. The scene was very charming

;

and I well remember taking from my pocket

a copy of 'Keble's Christian Year'— a

volume my poor friend was gieatly fond of.

and we rvad as we sat there one or two of

our favourite hymns.

\tacleod'* Life of John Mackintosh.
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" I particularly recollect how he enjoyed
that—for the fourth Sunday after Trinity

—

upon * The earnest expectation of the crea-

ture watteth for the manifestation of the
sons of God/ Ac, Ac'—pp. 829, 330.

The hymn was that which is for the
fourteenth Sunday after Trinity. We
wish we could persuade such of our
readers as have the opportunity to turn
to it. It is too long tor us to quote,

but we must give a few hues :—

" It was not then a poet's dream,

An idle vannt of song,

Such as beneath the moon's pale gleam
Our vacant fancies throng

;

,4 Which bids us sec in heaven and earth,

In all fair things around,

Strong yearnings for a blest new birth,

With sinless glories crowned

;

-

" Which bids us hear at each sweet pause

From care, and waiit, and toil,

When dewy eve her curtain draws
Over the day's turmoil

:

" In the low chant of wakeful birds,

In the deep weltering flood,

In whispering leaves these solemn words

—

' God made us all for good.'

" Man only mars the sweet accord," &c

"As I think of the hymn now,"
adds Mr. Gordon

—

" It seems just such as his mind would have
been particularly likely to have sympathised
with, and I remember his paying, as we rose

up to renew our walk, that be should never
turn to it again without calling to mind the

circumstances under which we then had read

and talked about it. I suppose it must only
have been a few minutes after this, that a
bad cough was succeeded by haemorrhage,

which continued slightly through that even-

ing, and made it seem unadviaable that ho
should prosecute any further the journey on
foot. He was more alarmed, I think, than
I was ; but no thought about himself altered

it all that accustomed unselfishness which
always made him aim to give me, who was
professedly the weaker of the two, every ad-
vantage that could be in our lodging ar-

rangement, &c That night, unfortunately,

was the only occasion on which these were
so rude as to be really uncomfortable. We
had together to share the same bedroom with
a peasant and his son, and there was little

enough to meet the case of one who felt as
he did— ill and anxious ; but he was just as
contented and well satisfied as ever. We
parted, to my great regret, next day ; hav-

ing procured a horse which took him at a
foot's pace to the high road from Naples,

where he joined a diligence which brought

him soon on to Rome, where he could at

once have medical advice. I did not arrive

there till some days later, travelling a less

direct road on foot. My first care, when I

reached Rome, was naturally to fiud out my
friend ; and 1 was gratified to find him,

though rather weak, likely to be as well ns

ever in a few days' time ; and when I finally

bade him good-bye, as he started at the end,

I think, of less than a week for the north-

east coast of Italy, 1 never entertained any
alarm about further consequences."— pp.
330, 331.

He consulted a physician at Rome.
He was examined with the stethescope,

and warranted all sound ; was sent on
within a week from Rome to Germany.
On Slay 23rd he left Rome and

journeyed northward, crossing Italy

to Loretto, and thence along the shore

of the Adriatic, bv Rimini, Ravenna,
Ferrara, and Rovigo, to Venice. He
arrived at Venice early in June ; and
from Venice he wrote to his sister,

Lady Gordon dimming. He seems
to fear that his family will think he
ought already to have entered on the

active duties of his profession, instead

of " kilravaging " the world ; but he
says:—

"But I have never the slightest mis-

givings that I am doing wisely, with the

nature of the profession I look forward to,

and the gravity and experience it demands.

My stay at Geneva, I may say, was worth

my four years' study of divinity at home.
At Rome lost winter I abandoned the Roman
Catholic Church, and became a Reformer,

as it were, on my own responsibility. I yet
wish to complete the process, and in Ger-
many to discern the excesses and perils of

the Reformation. Through God's blessing

I may hope that this training will make me
neither heretic nor fanatic I cannot be

too grateful for the opportunities I have had
—not ouly of studying men, manners, lan-

guages, religions, but also of beholding some
of the most beautiful and hallowed portions

of God's created earth. What pen or pencil

could do justice to the glories of Switzerland

—a country fresh with youth, and where its

Maker's fingering seems ineOaced ? Then
the transit of the Alps, into the land of

poetry and song, from Virgil down to your

modern composers, all endowed with that

divine spark which elevates its possessor

above his fellows, and exalts others too*

under its influence, above themselves. Land
of glorious memories ! bow my bosom thrilled

as I. strode majestically across the summit
of the mountain, and at length was fairly
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descending npon its sunnv plains ! Moment
of delicious excitement! which it takes a
whole youth and boyhood to prepare."—pp.
334, 335.

The winter he had passed in Rome
was unusually severe ; and even when
he was writing in the middle of June,
he says, " a serene, unclouded sky is an
uncommon rarity." He dissuades tra-

vellers from looking at books of rap-
tures about Italy :

—

"To any one who htu the prospect of

coming abroad, I would say : Don't look at

Byron— don't look at this and that ecstatic

Udy.writer ; but go with a plain matter-of-

fact map in your pocket, and good know-
lodge of history and literature in your head.

Then, what is beautiful or striking you dis-

cover for yourself, which lends it an un-
speakable charm, and you are taken by sur-

prise. I can safely say, that almost every-

thing previously heralded and sung makes
on me comparatively small impression

;

while the beauties I had not known of set

me wild and dangerous. The wretches have
puffed up Florence, so that it took several

days for the ebb to return into a gentle

flow ; and now my memorial of its galleries,

its churches, its environs, its associations,

are truly dulcet. Of Rome, they cannot

cheat you ; its interest is too deep-seated,

too tremendous, too enduring. Oh ! the

solemn beauty of its ruins, where yet the

spring lies green, and the birds are ever gay!

Oh ! the grandeur of its echoes, when the

spirits of the past stalk before you, and you
hesitate to say which epoch of the world you
belong to. Pagan times, dark ages, middle

ages, renaissance— all are there epitomised

and represented ; and for years you might

dwell on, finding ever fresh materials for the

thoughts, augmented by increasing knowlede.

Naples is brilliant as the morning— Rome
as sunset You may weary even of that

dazzling bay, with its islands, mountains,

and promontories. Bala) has its charms ; but

they are perilous if you linger. Vesuvius is

a fellow that requires much getting up : I

never saw him erupt, and when silent he is

insipid. Pompeii, although now a railway

station, is indeed marvellous ; Pastum—the

threshold of Magna Grajcia—glorious for its

temples; Amain, Sorrento, and CosU-llamare

— the very garden of the Hesperides, and
spots where I should love to linger. The
journey from Rome to Naples is exceedingly

beautiful and interesting, whether you take

the coast road, or the hills : I performed it

both ways, and nearly all on foot. From
Rome, I crossed the country by Narni,

Terni, and Spoletto, to Loretto and Ancona.

This was, without exception, the loveliest

portion of Italy i have seen, and the weather

charming. The poets or fibbers cannot

humbug you out of this, any more than they

can out of Switzerland or Rome. Greenest,

richest, vegetation ;
softest, most varying

outline of hills: clear streams, and sleek

herds roaming through surpassing valleys,

with that visionary light which gives every-

thing, the grossest even, a dream-like
ethereal character, and which only an
Italian sun can shed. The night, too, when
there Is moonlight, yields not to the day.

From Ancona I reached Ravenna, far

whose thrilling Interest I refer you to that

small work of Gibbon. The tomb of Dante
is there, and others of chaps much older.

Next and now, Venice—bride and queen of

the Adriatic ! gorgeously, sumptuously, fan-

tastically, ridiculously beautiful — the most
un-Presbyterian city it is possible for the

mind to fancy. What if Calvin had got his

hammer among the minarets and pinnacles

of St. Mark's? I am morally certain that

cathedral must have been imported on the

wings of genii from Bagdad or some city of
the ' Arabian Nights ;* having said which,

I have said enough."—pp. 835, 386.

When leaving Venice he wrote the

following lines :—

" Adieu ! fair Venice, city of the sea-
Long had I loved the beauty ofthy name

;

But now that I've been bless'd to visit thee,

No need of others to extol thy fame.
Into my heart thy beauty silentlyw www

Hath sunk ; how deeply, it perhaps

were shame
To express in accents that with truth

agree 1

Yet let it be allowed me without blame
To say, at least, 1 leave thee sadder

than I came.

M I leave thee, Venice, but my spirit still

Lingers amid thy calm ethereal joys—
Thy mimic ocean, where one glides at will

From isle to isle, nor tempest rude
annovs.

What deep tranquillity thy nights instil

Into the soul that learns ere Wig to poise

Tween earth and heaven, where holier

breathings fill

Th enraptured breast, and earth with
all its noi«e

Becomes a thing of nought— a harm-
less, empty voice 1

44 There I have enter'd into Plato's mind,
And felt for once with him a kindred

tie;

Not as of old in bearing with mankind
The common burthen of humanity

—

But in being able in myself to find

A shadowing forth of immortality—
A something that informs me, that, con-

fined

Within this cby, there is that cannot
die

—

A spark of God's own life imparted from
on high.
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"Plato was one of those that from below

Rose to the empyrean, and attain*d

Perhaps a greater vision than can know,

Any by human force alone sustaiu'd.

But there was One who came from heav'n

to show
How man might commune with the

skies, and deign'd

To take upon Him our vile clay— when
lol

God became man—and man was surely

train'd

To soar from earth to heav'n on wings

divinely gain'd.

" Daily I strive—my yearning spirit seeks

To fix its home among those higher

spheres.

Ala* ! in vain ; but now and then are

streak*

Of morning light upon my heav'n that

cheers.

Yet soon again, long night its vengeance

wreaks;
Yet not the leas, e'en then it music hears,

Christ gave the compass that 'mid shouls

and breaks

Guides the benighted mariner without

fears,

And whispers oft and sure dehVrance

in his ears."

Leaving Venice he journeyed via

Padua, Vicensa, Verona, Trent, Inns-

pruck, and thence by the Lake of Con.
stance to Stuttgard, and Tubingen ;—

14 John Mackintosh once more resumed his

student-life is Tubingen. This is a town in

Wurtemberg, of eight thousand inhabitants,

situated about forty miles to the south of

Stuttgart, and in one of the most picturesque

and fertile districts of Suabia. It is built

upon a low undulating ridge of vineyard-

dad slopes, rising abruptly above the Neckar,

which, here a small arrowy stream, sweeps

their base. The narrow streets of the greater

portion of the town wind their way up the

hill, with old houses, whose high- peaked

gables approach each other iu the strip of

blue sky over bead ; while here and there

are open spaces for a market-place, a church,

or some venerable school of learning. The
ridge is crowned by on old schloss, once be-

longing to the'Pfalzgraves of Tubingen—

a

race extinct two centuries ago. The castle

itself is yet in good repair, and turned to

account by the University, to which it now
belongs. From its battlements there is a

beautiful view to the eastward, of which the

Suabian 4 Alp ' forms the meet striking fea-

ture. Beyond the schlo**, the path winds

through the vineyards. In a summer -house,

on the Osterberg, Wieland composed his

Oberon ; and amidst the same scenes of rural

beauty, Unload still chants hu exquisite

lyric*.

" The University of Tubingen is one of

the oldest and most illustrious in Germany.
Beucblin and Melandhon once taught in it.

It posses.M-3 an ancient Protestant Theolo-
gical, and also a Roman Catholic Seminary.

** Mackintosh took up his residence in the
Inn. 4 You know,' be says in writing to a
friend, 4 my weakness for inns, and would
choose one to die in.

,rf—pp. 343, 344.

At Tubingen he soon resumed his

student life. In one of his letters he
says :—

41 4 Among many lectures that attracted

me, I have limited myself to (beginning with
the lowest) Yischer, at six, p.m., on German
Literature ; Hefele (Roman Catholic Semi-
nary) on Church History, at ten ; and the

Fathers at four ; Beck, on Christian Ethic*,

three days a- week ;
Schwegler, on Plato, at

two; and twice a-week, "Ephorus" Hoffman,
of the Theological Sti/l, ou Old Testament
Theology, at two. I attend also, as often

as possible, the excellent Dr. Schmidt, and
his colleague, the famous Rationalist, Bauer,

who lectures on the History of Dogmas, his

ybrfe, and on New Testament Theology. I

am anxious to hear him, as he represents the

newest and most learned school of the Hege-
lian or Strauss philosophy.'

44 Considering that this was only a portion

of the work which filled up the twenty-four

hours, he might well say, in writing to a
friend, that he 4 worked the clock out of

countenance,' and in his Journal {Aujitst

6) :

—

4
1 am moving in full sail, every inch

of canvas spread, although my craft be

small : not two minutes of the day but I

work and turn to account O my Lord,

may I add that it is all for Thee
!'

44 He remained in Tubingen without a
break, for more than two months."— pp.

341, 345.

July 8th :—

44 Had a long walk with Professor

MichaeJis. In the evening, the reading-

room. Read the news of Sir Robert Peel's

death, which made my heart beat, and my
eyes swim. What ! in the prime of life,

and the only competent prime minister at

present for England ! Some day, I suppose,

Gladstone will be prime minister, and then,

however England may be managed exter-

nally, she will bo thrown into internal

Church broils, for which she is already ripe

;

and some agencies which are at present in

the background, will once more play an in-

fluential part in the history of Europe.

Russia and England are preparing the

ground for a tussle. The former has religious

objects in view as well as political. God
grant that, if she endeavour to supplant the

Church of Rome, England enter not into the

quarrel, as giving her power to— I I
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feel « gloom over my mind tad spirit in

consequence of this news."—pp. 345, 346.

The letters to hi* youngest sister,

many of which are scattered through
the volume, are all good :

—

" now' look the rocks by Eden now ?

how prow the cowslips in the intervening

park ? Is Eggspoon still the hero of the
village ? and so xceUer. You will admire
the lyrical character of this effusion, but it

matters not. I have written my travels to

to many, in shreds and patches," distributed

over Europe, that the subject palls me. I

expect this time to make distinguished pro-

gress iu German. Are you doing anything
in that way? There is a professor here

who lectures twice a-week upon Faust ; aud
even without his aid 1 liave discovered it to

be not quite such nousense (!) as we once
imagined ; but you must understand the

allusions, aud for that we were not then

Competent. Some day (that is never) I

may lecture to you on it. I sometimes think,

•Where am 1? what brought me here?
what am I doing here? where is everybody
el e ? when shall I rejoin them?' Well,

the only conclusion is, that our life is a
strange mystery, and understood not even
by ourselves. We don't know the conse-

quence of our acts, or whither we arc tend-

ing ; but One above doe*, and it becomes us
in faith, and yet with trembling, to wait
upon Him, ami as muc h as p<»sil>le Confine

our attention to the limits of Ihe present,

and make the most of it."—p. 847.

The perfect honesty with which
Mackintosh detdt with his own miud is

to us ono of the delightful things in

ihe study of this true-hearted man's
life. Wo transcribe from a letter to

Mr. Ker:—

.

TO TUB REV. WKfc KER.
*• Tubingen, Augutt 26, 1853.

. . I feel satisfied there is verv much
to l)c learned In this heretical land, ami only
mourn that so few of my right tuchtig friend's

are here to reap the benefits which I see

may be acquired, would fain acquire, but am
straitened from acquiring and importing,

through poverty of intellect. I am per-

suaded we seldom rightly sound and probe
the truth till wo are urged to it by error.

The more the soul travails in those hitrh

regions, the more will it bring forth, albeit

It be to the eye and in form just what it had
before, aud that without much effort. They
tell me here God is diffused through time
and space, without any distinct individuality

or personality. I try this upon my spirit,

and it rebounds from such a doctrine, to

cling— with what fondness, with what ear-

nestness, with what deep-felt gratitude !—to

all that Scripture reveals of the high aad
holy, as well as infinitely gracious and con-
descending One ; and so on through all the

attacks I have yet encountered. I must say

I feel a world of information—I mi^ht say,

of light breaking in upon me from ail sides.

I feel that 1 am being educated— that each
day adds something to its predecessor, and
only re-ret (though, perhaps, the regret is

vain) that so late in life I hare entered on
so wholesome and invigorating a mental
discipline. Could we but transplant the
good to Scotland, the spirit of inquiry—
profound, enlightened, patient; and reject

the evil accompaniments— I fear in some
measure with sinful man, constqutnee* — it

would be an achievement worthy of the
thanks of all posterity. But a truce to such
remarks. We are at least happier with the
praaic.il side of tilings developed among us
— the humble, believing, loving, but withal,

perhaps, uninquiring Christianity.*'— pp.

347, 348.

Mackintosh spent the first half of
October at Kornthal, a village near
Stuttgart. Writing from Kornthal to

Mr. Macleod. he gives an account of
the theological schools at Tubingen.
It hns a Protestant and a Roman Ca-
tholic seminar)-, and in both the stu-

dents live within the walls. He says

that the persons intended for pastors

of the Protestant Church may have
their preparatory education in one of
four gymnasia, or schools, where they
are well instructed in Latin, Greek,
Hebrew, their own, and another mo-
dern language ; history also, logic,

ethics, mathematics, natural philoso-

phy, Church history, music, &c. On
passing an examination to ascertain

their acquaintance with those prepa-
ratory studies, they are allowed to at-

tend the peculiar lectures for diviujty

students at Tubingen. Similar rules

exist for the Roman Catholics. There
is a good deal of infidelity and ration-

alism. Still Mackintosh is satisfied, from
the existence ofthe unexampled number
of German hymns, that there is a depth
of religion in the heart of the people.

The?c he describes as existing at every
period since the Reformation. He speaks
with pride of " Germany, the van-
quisher of old Rome, that first shook
the gates of new, and may yet one
day, by God's grace, overthrow them."

Mackintosh now aud then, though
not very often, mentions the poets.

Lever is quoted ; so is Tennyson ; ao

is Wordsworth ; so is Keats. Still

the poets do not often colour his lan-

guage. We do not remember any al-
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luaion to Burns, or to Thomson, or

to Cowper. lie more than once speaks

of Faust ; and now we have him men-
tion Coleridge's " Wallenstein " :

—

" . . . I am just finishing the 4 Wallen-

stein,' which I never before read in the ori-

ginal. It is buff to 4 Faust ;' and even the

poetry does not impress mo so much as when

I read it in translation in more blossom-

loving days. 1 think Schiller is but a lady-

poetess compared to the manhood of Goethe.

Yet 1 like the man, of course, far better.

Still, even on his own ground, of the tender,

the enthusiastic, and the beautiful, the cold

old heathen by his art can surpass. I com-
pare Coleridge's tran*latiou with it. Us
has taken strange liberties often with the

text, overhauled the whole structure of the

play, left out large bits, and now and then

expanded little ones, perhaps on the whole

judiciously ; but I have caught the knave

in some actual blunders, which leads me now
and tlun to su.-pect that he has skipped pas-

sages, because he found their construction

hard ; nevertheless both are glorious."—
p. 362.

Coleridge translated from a stage

copy of " Wallenstein," which is nearly

identical with the early printed edi-

tions. Changes were made in the

later editions, and the scenes differently

arranged. We presume that Mackin-

tosh did not know this, and supposed

that the apparent deviations of Cole-

ridge from the copy of " Wallenstein,"

which Mackintosh read, were capri-

cious changes of the English poet's, in-

stead of faithful copyings of the Ger-

man poet's first draft of the play.

This letter is dated November 2nd,

1850, and there are a few more letters

of that year, some of which describe

the beautiful custom of the Christ tree,

with its silver bells ami glittering ta-

pers. In none of these letters is there

the faintest allusion to the subject of

his health, which he yet must have

felt endangered. In a letter to a

friend, then residing at Berlin, he

communicated his fears, enjoining his

strictest silence. The letter is dated

February 5, 1851, and on the 11th of

March, of the same year, he died. A
few days before, he had written to a

friend at Stuttgart, stating his illness,

but with the same anxiety that the

intelligence should not be communi-

cated to his mother, who, he well

knew, would at once come over to

him, and for whom he feared the ef-

fects of such a journey at this season

of toe year. His journals of an earlier

date express fears for his healthwhich he
bad till now concealed from every one.

It seems strange that he should not have

felt that in such circumstances it was
an absolute duty to have discontinued

his studies. The journal which he bad
kept for many years— even from the

period of his attendance on the classes

at Glasgow— now finally was closed.

The last entry bears date December 2 1

.

That last entry was a prayer — the

prayer of a dyiug man

—

The Lord lift

up the light of his countenance upon

me.

A friend of Mackintosh's at last

wrote from Tubingen to Scotland, to

mention that he wns dying. The day
after the letter was received, his mo-
ther and a sister started for Tubingen;
and in a few days after Mr. Macleod
arrived—on the morning of the 17th of

February ; but we must let him give

the account himself:

—

44
It was a clear frosty night. The full

moon shone from a cloudless t»ky ; and the

sound of my Military steps alone wus heard

in the silent streets, as I made my way to the

hotel to which I was directed. But where

was John Mackintosh V Was he still in the

town ? Had his friends arrived ? Maybe
they had come, and departed again with

their precious charge homewards, or to the

south ? Or, what it all was over!
** On gaining admission to the hotel, I

could not refrain from immediately asking

the boy who half- asleep slowly undid the

door—though my eager questionings seemed

vain— 'If he knew of any English gentle-

man, residing in Tubingen, who wus in bad

health?' *Ycs; he knew Mr. Mackintosh.'
1 Was he still in town T 4 He was ; and

two days ago his mother and si>ter, with a

friend, had come to see him.' 4 Where did

he live T 4 Here.' 4 Where ! in the hotel ?'

4 Yes; his room xvas up stairs!' In a few

minutes I was standing in breathless silence

at his door ; and, with strange thoughts,

heard his hollow cough within !

"Next morning early, I saw Mrs. Mack-
intosh and her daughter, and found them
ahme ; Mr. Strong having In-en obliged to

return to Edinburgh. They were in great

distress. John's ease was wors»e even than

they had anticipated ; and had been pro-

nounced hopeless by the doctor, who also

said that he had not many weeks to live.

To add, moreover, to their sorrow, he had

received them in the most unaccountable

manner— with coldness, almost with stern-

ness— as if irritated and annoyed by their

presence!
44 A friend from Stuttgart, on the day

previous to their arrival at Tubingen, had

informed him of their coming. But it was

several hours after they reached the hotsl
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before he would see them! and then only
after writing a note from bin mom, expressed
in a tone utterly unlike himself ; and when
tbey did at last meet, the great change
visible in his bodily appearance waa not
more striking and painful than in his manner
to them both. They had seen very little of
him since, and that only when spcciallv

invited to his room for a abort time.

14 What could be the meaning of this state
of mind? Was it from a strong will,

crossed in its plans, presumed to be wisely
made—and not yet bending itself to a higher
will ? Was it nervous fear, lest the quiet
and repose which he deemed necessary for
his recovery mt^ht be broken in upon?
Was it a morbid sUle of mind occasioned by
his struggles, alone and in silence, for life,

against the slow but sure progress of over-
powering weakness and decay ? Or was it

not jjoasible that Satan might thus tempt or
torment him ere the last and final victory of
the Christian was achieved

!

• ••••••
" I now longed the more to see my friend

;

and accordingly wrote to him a note an-
nouncing my arrival, and asking when he
would see me. I received an immediate
reply—' Come now.'

" When I entered his room, he was seated

on a sofa reading, with a large screen be-
tween him and the door. Before him waa
bis desk, and a table loaded with books.

His chest was wrapped in a plaid ; his win-
ter walking-coat, buttoned to his throat and
ears, partially concealed his face ; his dark
eyes, always so peculiarly mild and loving,

flashed beneath his long black hair with an
intense and painful lustre ; while bis cheeks
glowed with spots of crimson.

" The moment he saw me he smiled, and,
stretching out both bis arms, without rising

from bis seat, embraced and kissed me,
while he breathed my name in a whisper,
scarcely audible

;
then, after one or two re-

marks, he made a sign to me to be seated
and to take a book, while he resumed his
own, saying, ' I am holding communion
with God !' and so we both sat in silence.

" I soon made an excuse to leave the
room, and I did so more perplexed than
before, and thought for a moment that
his mind was unacted— all was so strange
and unnatural. What was to be done?
There was ono resource for us all— prayer

;

but beyond that, all seemed darkl"_pp.
893-396.

In the course of the evening bis
strange conduct to his mother and
sister was explained. Ho was under
the impression that they did not know
the extent of his danger ; and that both
he and they might, by his not seeing
them, be spared the shock which the
discovery would occasion to them. Ho

was not without a belief that lift might
be yet prolonged, and the disease over-
come. This delusion appears to have
been removed by Macleod's conversa-
tion. He sent for the friend who hid
written to Scotland, to express to
his forgir

M We all met in his room for some been

person. In spite of the pale and altered
countenance, the old familiar look of gentle,
ness and love had cr.me again, and *ru
beaming on us all, as he gazed in sfltrv*
around him. I bad brought Tennyson's 4 It
Memoriara ' with me, and he beard with de-
light some of its exquisite contents. . . .

I selected a Psalm, which, in spate of trial,
wo now felt to be peculiarly appropriate, tto
103rd

; and. to link us still more with other
days, with home, and scenes of peace, I
' gave out the line • before singing it and mr
tune was Cokshill; for both psalm and ter*
thus sung, are associated by every member
of the Scotch Church with season* of beiy
communion, and never fail to summon op
vivid pictures and undying memories frmb
the past— of the old church where be used
to worship, and the churchyard where his
dearest lie interred— with the once familiar
faces and (arms of Christian friends now no
more; and to recall also periods of bis life

in which perhaps, more than in any other,
he enjoyed fellowship with God. It was]
indeed, a tranquil meeting, and when it was
over be asked me to remain with him
alone

; and then he poured out his bean,
and said how much be was soothed, and, in
his own humble and loving way, expressed
his gratitude and joy at having os with
him

; his immense relief, too, in knowing
that his mother and sister were fully pre-
pared for whatever might happen to him, in
God's providence, and that tbey
calm and resigned.

"Thus the day, whose morning „
dark and troubled, ended in an evening of
heavenly serenity and peace; and all oar
hearts were very full as we retired to rest
indeed, acknowledging the good hand of
our God upon us, and committing the future
to His care,"—pp. 398, 899.

On the 20th of February he re-
moved to the more genial climate of
Canstadt, on the Neckar, about two
miles from Stuttgart.

He survived the removal for a period
of about three weeks. There appears
to have been but little of actual bodily
suffering ; and he possessed such entire
consciousness to the last, that he not
only enjoyed music and conversation,
and looked anxiously for the arrival of
the first written letter from Scotland,
but he read tho latest publications on
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subjects connected with hisstudies. The
details of his death-illness are aflect-

ingly given by Mr. Macleod, who was
enabled to remain with him till the
day before his death. He expressed a
wish to be buried near the grave of
Chalmers. On the 11 th of March he
died:—

" They bore him to an old Lutheran cha-
pel, situate in a picturesque and sequestered
spot in the immediate neighbourhood of
Canstadt, and which we hnd often admired.
The weather still continued serene, and no-
thing could exceed the loveliness of that
evening. As the small and unknown pro-
cession moved along, an organ, somewhere
in the town, was pealing out a solemn
German hymn, and its echoes, borne upon
the silent air, more or less faintly accompa-
nied the mourners on their way. When
they reached the chapel, the moon was
dimly visible in the deep blue of the cloud-
less sky; and, though the valley was in

sha<low, the last rays of a gorgeous sunset
lighted up with a purple radiance the trees

which crested the surrounding hills.

" The coffin was placed beneath the altar

and the cross. Those who laid it there,

before departing, stood for a short time
around it, apparently engaged in prayer.

" Upon Sabbath evening, his mother and
sister were enabled, in great peace, to spend
some time alone beside him.

44 The same kind relative who had accom-
panied his aunt, Mrs. Mackintosh, when
she went to Tubingen, now returned to

Germany, and brought the bereaved ones
home.

" The 9th of April was the day of burial

in Scotland. The funeral was a private one

;

but permission to follow him to the tomb
was cordially given, as requested by them-
selves, to some of bis fellow-students of Di-
vinity from the Free Church College ; and
also to a few old friends— many of whose
names he had uttered when dying, and
which arc familiar to the reader.

44 This day of burial was also one of calm
beauty, like those which had shone upon
him at Canstadt. Arthur's Seat and Salisbury
Crags, in the transparent air, appeared to

look down upon us. We beard the lark
singing overhead; and all was bright and
peaceful, as the companions and friends who
loved and honoured him, slowly and silently

carried him to his grave, and buried him
4 beside Chalmers.

'

" • HI* memory long will Utc alone
In all our heart*, u mournful light

That brood* abort the fallen tun,
And dwell* in heron half the night.

M ' Sleep twcvtl v, tender heart. In peace I

Steep, holy spirit, ble«*e<l tool.

While the ttar* bora, the moon* increase
And the great age* onward roll.

VOL. XUT.—WO. CCLXIII.

"
' Sleep till the end, true iouI and tweet,

Nothing coma* to thee new or ftrange I

Sleep full of rwt from head to feet s

Lie itill, dry duct, iecurc of change!" "

-PP. 419, 420.

Nothing can be better than Mr.
Macleod s narrative ; and yet we should
have preferred an arrangement which
separated more distinctly Mackintosh's
own journal and letters from the rest
of the work. We inclino to think,
too, that the whole journal ought to
have been given rather than extracts

;

and the specimens of Mackintosh's
poetry which arc given lead us to think
it probable he may have often found in
verse the natural expression of feelings

too strong for other utterance. There
is manifestly great cordiality of heart,
but somewhat of reserve ; and living
so much among strangers as he did,
during the last years of his life, we
should think it not unlikely that in his
latter journals, and in any poems writ-
ten towards the close of his life, his
mind may be most fully exhibited.
We cannot but indulge the hope that
further extracts from his journals and
letters may yet be given to the public.
The book is ornamented with a li-

thographic engraving of his burial
place and monument. We wish that
a portrait had also been given.

In his last will Mackintosh directed,
that after the payment of certain sums,
the residue of any money at his dispo-
sal should be employed in the mission,
ary projects of the Free Church. The
fact is stated by Mr. Macleod, to illus-

trate Mackintosh's character. It should
be added, as a fact honourable to Mr.
Macleod and to his publisher, that the
profits of this work, " which have been
secured by the liberality of its pub-
lishers,'' have been handed over for
the objects which Mackintosh had so
much at heart. Not only in his last

will, but in some of the published let-

ters to his family, the missionary pro-
jects of the Free Church are mentioned
by Mackintosh, as what he should wish
to promote, by any personal sacrifice,

and by the application of any money
he could command. Mr. Macleod, in

a very graceful sentence, says—" Tho
book in everything which gives it any
value, belongs to him, not to me."
To Mr. Macleod is due the praise of

having rendered happy the last days of
this admirable man ; of having light-

ened the heavy affliction of his mother
and sisters, by his judicious kindness

2 s
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during the time which he passed with
liis dying friend fit Tubingen and at

Canstadt, and of absolutely restoring

hi in to liis family, and rendering the

recollections of a period, which opened
to them with a gloom deeper than that

of death, among their chief consola-

tions. And now he has written such
an enduring record of his friend's life as

[Not.

will, beyond all doubt, by the example
it makes known of a single-minded,

true-hearted, and highly- gifted man,
dealing in the most perfect honesty
with his own mind— honourable and
just in all the relations of life—never
forgetting his duties to God or man

—

be to many instructive and encourag-
ing.

The Talesmen of the West.

THE ISLESMEN OF THE WEST.

I.

There is mustering on the Danube's banks Old Earth ne'er saw before,

Though she may riile where she may her glory-page of yore;
The bravest of her children, proud Europe stands to-day,

All battle-harnessed for the strife, and panting for the fray.

No jewelled robe is round her flung, no glove is on her hand,
But visor down an 1 clasped in steel, her gauntlet grasps the brand ;

Oh 1 lordly is the greeting us she rises from her rest,

And summons to the front of fight the Islesmcn of the West.

xx.

No braver on this earth of ours, no matter where you go,

Than they whose boast was aye to bear the battle's sternest blow

;

No braver in that gallant host, who wait with hearts of fire

To bridle with an iron bit the Muscovite's desire.

IIo! gallant hearts, remember well the glories of the past,

And answer with your island shout the Russian's trumpet- blast

;

Ho! gallant hearts, together stand, and who shall dare molest

The bristling hem of battle's robe, the Islesmen of the West ?

in.

Brave are the chivalry of France as ever reined a steed,

Or wrung from out the jaws of death some bold heroic deed ;

A hundred fields have proved it well, from Neva to the Po,
When kings have knelt to kiss the hand that smote their souls with wo.
And worthy are the sons to-day of that old Titan breed,

Who spoke in thunders to the Earth that glory was their creed ;

Ay, worthy are the sons of France, in valour's lap caress'd,

To fight beside their foes of old, the Islesmen of the West.

XV.

Oh, England 1 in your proudest time you never saw such sight,

As when you flung her gauntlet down to battle for the right;

What arc the Soiadian plains to us, the wild Callrarian kloof.

That glory may be bought too dear that brings a world's reproof?
The brightest deed of glory is to help the poor and weak,
And shield from the oppressor's grasp the lowly and the meek;
And that thou'lt do—tor never yet you raised your lion-crest,

But victory has blest your sons, the Islesmen of the West.
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v.

Who are those haughty Islesmen now who hold the keys of earth,

And plant beside the Crescent moon the banner of their birth ?

Who are those scarlet ranks that pass the Frenchman and the Turk,
"With lightsome step and gladsome hearts, like reapers to their work?
The sons of Merry England they reared in her fertile lands,

From Michael's- Mount to stout Carlisle, from Thames to Mersey's sands

;

From every corner of the isle where Valour was the guest,

That cradled in the freeman's shield the Islesmen of the West.

VI.

The stonners of the breach pass on, the daring sons of Eire,

Light-hearted in the bayonet-strife as in the country fair;

The mountaineer who woke the lark on Tipperary's hills,

And ho who kiss'd his sweetheart last by Shannon's silver rills.

The " Hangers" of our western land who own that battle-shout,

That brings the " Fag-an-bealag blow, and seals the carnage rout

;

Those septs of our old Celtic land, who stand with death abreast,

And prove how glorious is the fame of Islesmen of the West.

vu.

The tartan plaid and waving plume, the bare and brawny knee,

Whose proudest bend is when it kneels to front an enemy

;

The pulse of battle beating fast in every pibroch swell

—

Oh, Cod assoilze them who hear their highland battle yell.

Those Campbell and those Gordon men, "who tight for "auld lang syne,"

And bring old Scotland's broadsword through the proudest battle line

:

You've done it oft before, old hearts, when fronted by the best,

And where's the serf to-day dare stand those Islesmen of the West ?

nil.

Speak ! from your bristling sides, ye ships, as Nelson spoke before—
Speak ! whilst the world is waiting for your thunder-burst of yore ;

Sjveak! whilst your Islesmen stand beside each hot and smoking gun,
That rends the granite from the front of forts that must be won.
Unroll that grand old ocean flag above the smoke of fight,

And let each broadside thunder well the Islesmen's battle might

;

Roll out, ye drums, one glory peal, 'tis Liberty's behest,

That summons to the front of fight the Islesmen of the West.

J« J. W.
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THE Q1IEK DRAMATISTS.

•OniOCLBl—(VRIPIDU.

It is remarkable, though only an ad-

ditional proof of the influence of asso-

ciation upon the mind, how impres-

sible works ofthe intellect are, bv what
we term the spirit of the age. Poetry,

philosophy, history, and oratory, gene-

rally—to use Lord Bacon's phrase—
«• revive the genius " of the contempo-
rary hour. The simple language of

Homer,—the narrowness of bis ideas

upon all abstract and many material

subjects—the splendid ignorance ofthe

causes of things which he displays, and
which blazons his page with the beau,

tiful myths of a vivid fancy—his habit

of dealing with the outside of pheno-
mena alone, and of drawing almost all

his metaphors from purely natural ob-

jects,—at once stamp the " Iliad" and
the " Odyssey " as the productions of a
remote and uncivilised antiquity. And
so, on the other hand, the artistic and
polished epic of Virgil— though pro-

fessedly an imitation of Homer—with

its philosophic theories only half hidden
behind the veil of pagan allegories—

with its elaborate similes, the fruit of
copious and varied knowledge— with

its points of rhetoric, and its exact
and splendid diction,—betrays its con-

temporaneousness with an age of re-

finement and civilisation. For not only

does intellect obey the laws of econo-

mics, and give a supply in accordance
with the demand for it, but even its

greatest masterpieces, in their heaven-
ward descent, yield to the pressure,

and arc tinged with the colouring of
the atmosphere of earth around them.
And so it was with the Greek drama.

This noble monument of genius, as it

fell into the hands of successive artists,

gradually, but not the less surely, de-

generated with the decline of Athenian
virtue and taste. As we might ex-

pect, the stately tragedy of jEscbylus,

with its high didactic tone—with its

evident religious and moral purpose

—

with its simple and frequently inter-

rupted action, and with its pervading
spirit of piety, soberness, and faitb

—

soon became unacceptable to a genera-

tion of energetic, but thoughtless eha-

racters, and found no kindred genius

to sustain it. We learn that by de-

grees the poet's productions began to

be stigmatised as "turgid," "old-
fashioned," and " monstrous," and to

be unfavourably contrasted with the

more artistic and graceful creations of

a younger rival, until at length, after

an unsuccessful contest, it appears that

the older bard left his country in dis-

gust, or perhaps as an exile, and be-

came forgotten to a people who could

no longer appreciate nis lofty and so-

lemn genius. From this Ume com-
mences the reign of Sophocles over the

Athenian stage— a period when the
Greek drama still utters, though in a
somewhat less clear tone, and in a very
different manner, the religious and
ethical precepts of /Eschvlus—until it

was interrupted and divided by Euri-

pides, a poet of genius perhaps equal

to that of bis predecessors, but in

whose hands tragedy lost its elevation,

and became a mere echo of human
passion, and, what is worse, a vehicle

of irreligion and immorality.

The object of Sophocles seems to be
to bring the precepts ofJBschylus with-

in the scope of a drama, of which the

actors are mere mortal creatures, and
in which the teaching of tie poet is but
faintly apparent. As anxious as his

predecessor to make this great agent

minister to the cause of the true and of
the good, yet seemingly conscious that

it would altogether lose its force and
persuasiveness if its creations were to

oe cast in the ^schvlcan mould, and
if its continuous action were often to

be interrupted by a didactic address,

he seeks to educe the lessons ofreligion

and morality out of scenes of ordinary

occurrence, in which human influences

alone are at work ; and he confines into

a very narrow space the long choral

ode which expresses the poet's thoughts

upon the characters he has brought to

life. Thus while the main purpose of

both poets is the same, the means by
which each seeks to attain it are very
different. iEschylus directly chal-

lenges his readers' assent to the truths

he inculcates, by creating gigantic and
superhuman impersonations of reward-
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ed virtue and suffering crime, and by
urging, as it were, in bis own language,

the duty of veneration, soberminded-

ness, and justice; Sophocles wins the

mind to a religious and moral belief,

by bringing before it the evidences of

God's upright government, as they ap-

pear in the drama of life, and among
the " stir and shock of men/' The
tragedy of the former fills the vene-

rating mind with awe and reverence

;

that of the latter strikes the ordinary

mind with a sense that the common
scenes of every-day existence are preg-

nant with illustrations of the truths

which vindicate the ways of God to

man. And it cannot be denied that

this method of shaping the influences

of the drama to favour the best inte-

rests of society was that which was
most calculated to have effect with the

audience with which Sophocles had to

From these remarks, it will be evi-

dent that, while the dramas ofJEschy-

lus afford many detached passages il-

lustrative of his spirit and purpose,

those of Sophocles must be sparing of

such beauties, and chiefly express their

character in their plot and develop,

ment. Such passages, however, are

not quite wanting. Let us, for in-

stance, take the fine contrast, in the
" (Edipus King," between the tenden-

cies and issue of right and might, as

expressed in the Greek ideas of law

and tyranny :

—

44 Blesse'd be my portion here,

If, with pious hoed severe,

Tongue and hand harmonious chime

To the voice of laws sublime.

For of heavenly strain they spring,

Covering earth with soaring whig,

And—the very race of God

—

Spread themselves in Btrength abroad :

Nor shall dull oblivion's chain

Bind their everlasting train

;

Aye they are, and aye shall be,

Animate with Deity.

But of pride the tyrant springs

:

Full of vain imagining?,

Without sober aim or sight,

Pride ascends the giddy height,

Whence 'tis hurled in ruin down,

Impotent its doom to shun."

Or again, that oft-quoted appeal in

the " Antigone," from the iniquity of

casual municipal laws to the canon of

eternal justice :—

44 It was not Zeus who played your herald

hero;

Nor Justice, co-mate of the powers beneath:

They never spoke your ordinance to man.

Nor to snch heraldings would I impute

Virtue to 'quit a perishable man
For spurning God's unwritten, steadfast laws.

For who shall tell their origin ?—they stand

Not this day, nor the morrow, but for aye

;

And fool were I, in fear of man's decrees,

To stand at odds with Heaven, transgress-

ing them."

Or, lastly, this solemn address to the

deity of the pagan :

—

14 Zeus, thy proud omnipotence,

Vaunting man shall ne'er restrain

:

Age-like sleep, that palsies sense,

The heavenly hours' unwearied train,

'Gainst thy deity are vain.

Lo ! amid the shining halls

Of Olympus, is thy seat

;

Thou art king, whate'er befals,

Time thy reign shall never mete."

We may also readily believe that, in

the Sophoclean drama, with its sus-

tained plot, rapid and intricate action,

and continuous and natural dialogue,

there is little room for description.

The following beautiful choral ode,

which celebrates the poet's birth-place,

is, however, a famous exception

44 Stranger, here thy wanderings end

—

White Colonus welcomes thee;

Darling of this knightly land,

Fairest spot of earth to see.

Here, the leafy nooks among,
Warbles oft the nightingale ;

Softly Bounds her plaintive song,

From the wine-dark ivied dale,

Or from out yon hallowed wood,

Pure of haunting feet profane

;

Where nor storms, nor heats intrude-

Where, 'mid fruits of richest grain,

Oft the revelling god of wine

Puces with his rout divine.

ii.

44 Here—the dew of heaven beneath

—

The narcissus, clustering fair,

Twines for mightiest powers a wreath

;

Here the crocus-blossoms glare

With a golden shiue ; and here,

Gushing from Cephisus' streams,

Joyous waters, pure and clear,

Flash about in silver gleams :

So that o'er the laughing plains

Sleepless fountains, quick of birth,

Wanton—offspring of the rains

—

Welling from the breast of earth.

Here the muses oft are seen,

And the golden- reined queen.
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" Here, unknown to Asia's land,

Or old Pelops' island seat

—

Terror of a hostile brand,

Unsubdued and self-create

—

Doth the soft grocn olive flower;

Sacred to the nascent birth,

Youth's array and age's power,

Fail to wrest it from our earth

;

Aye may Morian Zeus defend it,

And the blue-eyed Pallas tend it

!

IV.

" Yet once more my voice I raise,

'lis my country's right divine,

To control the courser's ways,

And the bark upon the brine r

Laud we then Poseidon's name,

Queller of the bitted steed

—

Laud we him, from whom it came
That our strong-oared galleys speed,

Flashing o'er the surging sea

With the nereid company !"

But no selection of passages—were

it even possible to infuse their spirit

and beauty into an English translation

—can give even a faint idea of the

character of the mind or the works of

this poet. Sophocles, like Shakspcare,

never speaks himself; his drama throws

out no reduction of his sentiments

upon his own creations ; but, in

a truthful, correct, and harmonious
picture, it delineates human character,

in all its complexions and attitudes

;

taking care, however, to mould its

action and career into testimonies of

the truths of religion and morals.

Accordingly, the poet drops altogether

the iEschyleun office of teacher : but

to the attentive car his works seem to

sound a solemn undersong, in evidence

of the eternal and just superintendence

of God over the creatures and things

of this world ; of the mysterious go-

vernment by which our virtues are

made to minister to our reward, and
our vices to our punishment ; of the

unerring omniscience which watches

over our conduct, weighs our actions,

and makes the hidden laws of circum-

stances pronounce a doom or a blessing

upon us ; of the necessity of belief to

guide us through the thick darkness of
life ; and of the folly and presumption
of questioning that which we cannot
know, or of setting up any rule of ac-

tion but that which conscience dictates

to the heart. Out of a scene in

which the play of human action nnd
passion is made most prominent—
which enchants a pure taste with its

dramatist*. [N*o«\

beautiful grouping of character and
direction of incident—and with which

even the vulgar eye could not fail to be
gratified—the poet manages to throw
before the thoughtful mind the shadow
of the deepest truths, and to compel
its assent to the lessons he thus reveals.

The character and purpose of So-
phocles are, perhaps, made most ap-

parent in the " CEdipus King," and in

the " Antigone. In both these

dramas the actors are mere human
creations, speaking and acting like

real men and women ; the dialogue is

for the most part simple, and free from
declamation ; the choral odes are short

and rarely didactic ; and yet both vin-

dicate, in the clearest manner, the

high religious tone of their author.

Nothing can more strikingly illustrate

the folly of human wisdom, when
criticising the will of God— nothing

more clearly show the blindness of
human ignorance, and the necessity for

a guide for it, than the terrible con-

trast between (Edipus, at the com-
mencement of the play, in the fulness

of his intellect and vision, but proud
in his unbelief, and the same CEdipus,

at its hideous close, shorn of his wis-

dom, and blind to the things of sense*

but flying from the horrid prospect of
crime, misery, and death, revealed to

him, and " seeing with his mind," the

hand of God in his doom. And thus,

too, in the wretched fate of Creon—
the deficr of divine laws and the

supplanter of God's ordinances by an
unj ust decree—we can trace out, amid
the varieties of stirring and artistic

incident, and the music of most splen-

did eloquence, an illustration of the

great truth, that—

and that, in the end, crime will ever

meet its doom.
The exquisite art of this poet in the

conception of his characters, and the

development of his plots, and the

chaste beauty of his language, are,

however, his most remarkable merit

and characteristic. There is nothing

in the range of Greek art which, for

dramatic effect, can compare with the

Sophoclean CEdipus— moving along

his fore-doomed path in the light of
his self-reliance, and reckless of the

shadows of fate which gather around
him, until he becomes invisible in the

thick darkness whieh shuts him out
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from the eye -.—it is embodying into

•life and action the language of the

author elsewhere

—

h Tiie tight that o'er bit dwtUing ttrcamed,

By lenaeku ward* and mulnm wild,

b quenched io gory ml»U cf helL"

So, too, the blending of high resolve

and womanly tenderness—the struggle

bet ween duty and affection, which re-

veals itself in the Antigone—the vivid

contrast between craft, honour, and

endurance, which is the subject of the

Philoctetes— and the spirit of calm

which breathes through the (Edipus

at Colonus, and which, like a soft

sunset landscape, behind a mass of

stormy waves, sets off, and is set

off by, the violent passions and fear-

ful incidents of the "(Edipus King "—
are evidences of an artistic skill un-

known to any other poet of the

Attic drama. In truth, the love of

symmetry and of keeping— the gift of

combining incidents to produce effect,

and of subordinating a number of cha-

racters into a harmonious and thought-

ful picture the genius which so blends

and combines light and shadow as to

bring out, in full relief, that which

should be most prominent, and to

throw into the background that which

should be concealed, or half hidden—
in a word, adaptation and imitation

are the peculiar excellencies of this

finished poet. It was, probably, rather

this characteristic than his pious and

gentle spirit, which gained for him

his countrymen's favour ; for taste, at

Athens, survived religion : but at

least we know that, though leagued

with the aristocratic party, Sophocles

was always loved and respected ; and

that the ivies which, as his epitaph tells

us, " trailed gently over his tomb,"

grew at Colonus, his native town, and

did not cover the sleep of au exile.

We have said, however, that the

dramatic reign of Sophocles was di-

vided by Euripides. It is melancholy,

in material things, to behold that which

had form, and life, and beauty, melt

into undistinguisbable corruption ; but

it is sadder still to watch the decline

of art, when, in the general deprava-

tion of national taste, the genius which

had hitherto done the work of the true

and of the good, degenerates into the

handmaid of falsehood and of evil.

It is quite sufficient proof of the rapid

decline of everything precious at

Athens, that by the critics of those

days Sophocles and Euripides were

set in comparison. For assuredly it

was a dull and corrupted taste which

could balance its preference between a

poet whose aim is to inculcate virtue,

and whose pure spirit and perfect art

idealise human nature into the most

beautiful forms, and a writer who de-

lights in degrading mankind, whose

genius lies in depicting mere passion,

and confiucs itself to objects of sense ;

andwho,essentiallydeficient in the dra-

matic faculty, seeks to eke out his fail-

ings by a gaudy display of theatrical

positions and rhetorical claptrap.

And equally it was an evil time for

art, when the Greek theatre— which

had hitherto echoed only the voices of

a pious and ideal poetry, and had wit-

nessed a drama whose whole tendency

and object was religious— became a

stage for the display of every kind of

criminality and vice—a place for show-

ing how humanity can be lowered and

driven away from its purpose by pas-

sion ; and a receptacle tor the utterance

of infidel and immoral sentiments.

The popularity of Euripides marks

an intellectual epoch at Athens. The
general decline of natioual virtue which

followed the age of Pericles, and syn-

chronises with the Peloponnesian war,

witnessed a conflict between the reli-

gious and sceptical mind of the

Athenians, which found on the stage

an ample and frequent battle-field.

Against the old religion, which,

though corrupted and distorted, bore,

like every system of faith, an impress

of divinity—against the old morality,

which breathed a pure and solemn spirit

Rgnin8t the old literature and politics

a free-thinking, sensuistic, and im-

moral philosophy, which earned at all

objects of veneration, which limited

the range of ideas to the things of

sense, which sneered at law, which

denied the obligation of conscience,

and exalted the influence of passion,

and which confined the aim of life to

sensual gratification, arrayed itself in

opposition. A tribo of sophists were

the conductors of this evil influence

;

and, by their persuasive and glittering

eloquence, and extreme plausibility,

inoculated the minds of the many

with its infection. Did the Athenian

father warn his son that Zeus watched

his ways, and would reward him ac-

cording to his due, he was captiously

told that Zeus was " mere air," and

that "his thunders fell alike upon the
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just and the unjust" Did the teacher try

to impress upon his pupil's mind the

distinctions between right and wrong,

the ready reply was, that " right and
wrong were words ; and that success

was the only aim of action." In the

system of these theorists, which has a
remarkable coherence, and which is

very faithfully reproduced in the works
of Hobbes, the idea of a Deity finds

no place; the play of the uuiverse,

in its mighty harmony, is the result of

no mechanism of causation, constituted

and set in motion by the first Great
Cause, but of the confluence of atoms,

massed together by chance. Man is

the mere child of a day, the play-thing

of passion, and the idolater of sensua-

lity; and government— the earthly

image of a Divine superintendence—
is a scheme of tyranny, originating in,

and sustained by, oppression, and
" preferring tho good of the governor

to that of the governed. " We have
before noticed the effect of these les-

sons upon the Athenian mind ; it was
very much the same as that of Voltaire

upon the men of the eighteenth cen-

tury.

Euripides is the interpreter of this

philosophy upon the Athenian stage.

But that stage was a temple conse-

crated to religion, and set apart for a
drama, the object of which was to in-

culcate virtue ; not a modern play-

house, echoing every night to the most
dissentient and varying productions.

It was, therefore, even in the general

corruption of his countrymen, only ob-
liquely, by insinuation and covertly,

that this poet-sophist could breathe his

doctrines through his dramatic crea-

tions. But he fully, and with much
art, accomplished his object. " We
may distinguish in him," says Schlegel,
" a twofold personage—the poet, whose
works were dedicated to a religious so-

lemnity, who stood under the patronage
of religion, and therefore was bound to

honour it ; and the would-be philoso-

pher sophist, who studied to overlay

those fabulous marvels of religion from
which he derived the subjects of his

plays, with his own sceptical and libe-

ralising opinions." To us this appears
a very just account of this dramatist,

lie draws his characters from the he-

rocs and heroines ofthe old mythology,
and thus fills his dramas with conse-

crated names; but he takes cure to

reduce than from the "iiranlie ideal of
/Esch}liis,audihe beautiful configura-

tions of Sophocles, to the most feeble,

deceitful, and passion-stricken carica-

tures of humanity. So too he scatters

through his dialogue a number of moral
sayings ; but he studies to make the plot

and incidents of the piece illustrate his

false and pernicious teaching. While
pious sentiments often echoed in his

cars, the spectator of Euripides saw
those creations of a hero-age, which his

fancy had almost deified, emerge upon
the stage, in squalid rags, and with
ignoble aspect, and pursue a course of
conduct, and become involved in a
maze of incident, which tended to de-

grade them, aud which therefore les-

sened his respect for the divinities with
whom they were connected. The
heroes and demigods of this poet are to

those of iEschylus and Sophocles what
the yahoos of Swift arc to ordinary

humanity. Hence, under the guise of
a specious morality, and preserving the
characters, iu name at least, of the old

drama, Euripides managed effectually

to do a sophist's work, to obliterate

from the mind veneration and admira-
tion, and to level human nature to the

standard of Hobbes or Hume. But
we are not to suppose that Euripides

does not sometimes throw offthe mask,
and indulge in open blasphemy and
immorality. Take, for instance, the
following fragment of the " Bellero-

phon," a remarkable illustration of the

scepticism which, by a narrow and
hasty induction, is led to doubt a divine

and just government :—

" Who saith the gods are throned in yon-
der sky ?

"It's a stale myth : who tells thee so, mid
prates

Such grandsire phrases, is a brain-sick fool.

Why, look around thee—look at things, uot

words!

The tyrant, in excess of theft and murder,

Is eminent, and oft o'erwhelras a state

By foul transgression of his sworn compact.

Yet, actiug thus, by times he better Tares

Than pious men who dwell in harmless peace.

And many states I know who had the gods,

Yet serve a sovereign power, which recks

them out,

By force o'ercome."

Or, take the gross and sensual epi-

cureanism of the Cyclops :

—

" Pshaw ! Wealth, my mannlkin, is tho

wise man's god

;

The rest's a brag—a gloss—a varnished tale.

Yon sea-worn height.-, on which my aire is

throned,
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Why honour them ?—'twere a mere waste of

words.

And for the bolt of Zens, I reck it not.

Ignorant how Zeus is more a god than I.

I heed not the To Be—and wherefore know.
When the sky filla with rain, 1 couch myself
Within this care, in sheltered case secure.

A spitted kid, or some wild delicate,

My fiat repast : the while my paunch supine,

With luscious draughts of milk o'crswilled,

distends,

And rumbles quiteas loud as thunderous Zeus.
And when the Thracian north brings down

the snow,

I gird myself with furry shag of beasts,

And mock the winter by my blazing hearth.

As for the earth—against or with her will-
She yields her increase, and it sleeks my kine.

Wherefore myself I honour, not tho gods

—

Except the prince of gods, my jolly maid

—

( Since to the wise man (his alone is god,

To eat and drink each day, exempt of pain).

And so they may go hang, these lawgivers,

Who cramp, by subtle rule, the life of man.
My only care is bow to gladden self."

Doubtless, such passages are not of
frequent occurrence, and may be con-

fronted with sentiments of piety and
morality. But the tone of Euripides is

vicious throughout ; his evident object

is subversive of all that is lofty, and
holy, and right; and his moral maxims
are the «• purple patches " he has scat-

tered on his pieces, to conceal their

bad and irreligious spirit. It is grati-

fying to all those who believe that a
virtuous course of action is the only

guide to happiness, to know, that this

writer everywhere portrays that hu-
manity, whose vices he seeks to pam-
per, aud for which he sets no law but
that of self-indulgence, as a prey to per-

petual miser}*, and hemmed in by woo
and sorrow. The following is but one,

out ofthousands, ofhis bitter reflections

upon the fate of our kind :

—

" The lot of man—His as the element

Which binds it round : the essence we call

air

Lights op the summer's soft and golden sheen,

And forms the cloudy gloom of winter's sky,

The fount of blossoming joy and sad decay.

Alike the sons of men—in shining calm
These prosper, clouds of darkness shadow

those

;

Some live through sorrow— some, i' the

midst of wealth,

Decay and perish as the changing hours."

The art of Euripides is altogether of
a different kind from that of his prede-
cessors, and seeks to embody beauty of
a different order. ^Eschylus and So-

phocles, with the true dramatic genius,

mould their conceptions into grand or

beautifulforms. Euripides relies upon
the colouring, and lights and shadows
of circumstance, to give effect to his

impersonations. The beauty of the

former is that of intrinsic greatness and
symmetry ; tho beauty of the latter is

that of effective attitude and imposing

grouping. Euripides is ever striving

to produce a tableau vivant, to arrange

his characters into situations which ex.

cite interest and admiration, and to

make theatrical points—careless of the

original conception of his creations, or

how such exhibitions are in keeping
with it. Perhaps no dramatist of emi-

nence ever possessed less of the true

dramatic faculty—the genius which re-

flects, as in a mirror, idealised action.

But he was a consummate rhetorician,

and can put into the mouths of his un-

meaning and inharmonious impersona-

tions the most beautiful and moving
declamation. His overloading the stage

with scenic ornament,'and his substitu-

tion of a sounding accompaniment for

the simple flute-measure which had
hitherto been the only music of the

choral ode, are all evidences of his love

of sensuous effect, and of his indulgence

in mere display. In a word, Euripides

brought down the Greek drama to that

point ofdecline, when, to use the words
of Horace—

" Mlgravlt lb aurt YolapUu,
OrunU nd inoextu* oculoi

l
ct gaadla rao*."

But it would be most unjust to deny
to this poet the power of moving the

most intense feeling by eloquent and
pathetic declamation. The following

passage, from the " Iphigenia in Au-
lis," is famous beyond all others :

—

44 My father, were the voice of Orpheus
mine

—

Had I a charm of song to move the rocks,

And eloquence at will to melt the heart,

These were my refuge ; but no spells have I

Save these, my tears—there may be power
in them.

Yet hear my prayer. Stay—thus around
thy knees

I twine the form my mother bare to thee

—

Slay me not ere my time. The light is

sweet,

Tis herb : the nether depths wouldst have
me see?

I called thee father first—thy earliest born

—

And first of all I sate upon thy knees,

In sweet exchange of mutual tenderness.

And then thy speech was thus ;

—

4 Shall I,

my child,

E'er see thee mistress iu a warrior's halls,
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High placed, and blooming fair as fits my
race V*

And mine was thus—while sported with thy
beard

The hands which touch it now imploringly—
* In sooth, my father, I will welcome thee,

When tliou'rt waxed old, to a right friendly

home.

And nurse thy ailments with soft ministry.'

I mind them well these words; but thou

forget'st

—

Tea, quite forget'st—and wouldst destroy

me. Nay,
Spare me, my father. By thy aire—by his

—

By this, my mother, who, in grief of heart.

Doth travail twice for me— I pray thee spare.

What share had 1 in Paris* nuptial theft ?

And Helen—why is she to write my doom?
My father, look at me—one look—one kiss

—

Some pledge of thee I fain would have—al-

though

I were to perish, and to plead in vain.

In vain ! Ah ! brother, thou art weak to aid

;

But weep with me— l<eseech our father thus:
* Sure sister shall not die T Tea, even the

young
Are touched with sense of misery. See him,

then-
He pleads!— though language fails him.

Pity me

—

Nay, reverence me, 'my father. I'm thy
child,

And he and I, weak infancy and youth,

Cling to thy neck— to mercy turn thy soulP

The Euripidean chorus is also quite

different from that of iEschylus or So-
phocles. It degenerates with him from
the form of a lofty ode, expressing the
poet's thought* upon his creations, or
heightening the moral effect of the dra-

ma, into a mere song^, generally uncon-
nected with tho main piece, and more
remarkable for glitter and prettiness

than for any sterling merit. The ori-

ginal of the following translation is a
fair specimen of this poet's chorus :—

.

" By the ocean's rocky chine

Shrilly sounds that plaint of thine,

"Winged balcyou—yet to m«;

'Tis a meaning melody.

Mine, alas 1 an equal woo

—

Tis thy mate thou mournest so

;

And, like thee, though wingless

A very bird—I sadly call

;

And with pining boscm long

For the gay Hellenic throng

;

For the virgin power divine,

Hallowing her Cynthian shrine

;

For the feathery palm's alcove,

And the thick-stemmed laurel grove

;

And the olive, green and fair,

Nursling of Latona's care ;

And the lake, whose shining round,
Hears the swan's melodious sound-

Cm ! that I could wing my flight

Through the shining cirque uf light,

Where along his proud career

Flames the sky-borne charioteer

;

Till above my house of old

Wight my wearied pinions fold ;

There, in bloom of spousal pride,

Would I smile a warrior's bride
;

And before the matron throng.

Speed the twinkling dance along.
There would I my skill address
In the lists of loveliness

;

Tresses bright beyond compare.
Would I wreath with jewels rare

:

Mine the robe of richest hue,

And the fairest curls to view,
On the neck of brightest shine.

Softly falling, would be mine T

With Euripides the Athenian tragic
drama closes. We have seen that, in

his hands, it lost iu religious form and
ideal cast, and became an instrument
to display sophistry, and an embodi-
ment of false art. A ftcr Euripides, no
dramatist of any eminence appears,
and for centuries the gift of expressing
in dramatic impersonation the won-
derful play of human action and pas-
sion (for the Roman stage was a mere
gorgeous exhibition of scenic effect)

was lost to man. And, though it re-

vived in Shaksperc, and displayed itself

in creations even more perfect and har-
monious, more varied and subtle, than
those of Greek art, nothing like the
early Attic drama, with its pious spirit

and moral effect, has been restored.

Like a ray of light, that scatters itself

throughout space and perishes, this rare
combination of religion and intellectual

excellence is not likely to re-appear
again.
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ADOLPHUS OF NASSAC.

A MEMOIR.

The race of Hapsburg, in monopolis-
ing the once elective Empire of Ger-
many, has also monopolised the atten-

tion of general readers of German
history, obscuring the names and the

fame of those few rivals who competed
with it in the early stages of its pro-

gress. Even Coxe, the historian of
the House of Austria, has passed too

cursorily over one whose reign forms
"an interesting episode in the story of
the Austrian Dynasty, who was one of
the most accomplished princes of his

time, and whose life contained some of
the elements of romance. We will

therefore dedicate a few pages to the

memory of Adolphus of Nassau.

The cradle of the House of Nassau
was a small castle on the mountain
near the town of Nassau. One tall

slender tower, in ruins, now scarce

suffices to tell the antiquary what it

was : yet Nassau formerly, and suc-

cessfully, contested the Imperial crown
with Austria ; sent five ecclesiastical

electors to the German Diet, and shot

forth several branches froiri its main
stem, one of which, Nassau-Orange,
gnve, in later days, a king to Great
Britain, and now in the Netherlands
holds a place among the royal houses

of Europe.
Adolphus, son of Walram, Count

of Nassau (in the thirteenth century),

was more highly cultivated than was
usual in his days, when military ta-

lents and qualifications were more re-

garded than any other. Besides his

native German, he was perfectly well

acquainted with French and Latin;
•had a taste for literature and for ar-

chitecture ; was skille d in politics and
etvil government—a brave soldier, and
accomplished in the art of war ; chi-

valrous, polite, and amiable in many
respects; but his good disposition was
Bubsequently warped by the tempta-
tions to which pecuniary difficulties

exposed him.

During the life of his father (who

died in 1289) he married Imogine,
daughter of Gcrlac, Count of Limburg,
a lady of great merit and beauty. The
marriage was one of mutual affection

—and he built for his private residenco

a castle, which he called Adol/s eck,

that is, Adolphus's nook, a name sug-

gestive of a peaceful and happy retire-

ment. Its ruins arc near Sehwalbach,
on a high round hill, looking down over
a small village on the Aar. The moat
of the castle was cut out of the rock,

and it was surrounded by fish-ponds.

The road leading thither from Schwal-
bach runs through a close valley, over-

topped by cnigs.

In 1291 died Rodolph of Hapsburg,
first Emperor of Germany of that

name and lineage— a man esteemed
for wisdom, courage, and many vir-

tues. His eldest son, Albert, who had
neither the moderation nor the good
qualities of Rodolph, felt confident that

the choice of the Electors of Germany
must fall, by right, on him ; and with-

out waiting for their decision, he went
to the castle of Trifels,* where the im-
perial insignia were kept, took posses-

sion of them, and carried them to Ha-
genau, near Frankfort, where he had
a brilliant court of 600 knights. But
this act of presumption gave great

umbrage to the Electors, and prepar-

ed the way for a rival to supersedo

him.

Gerard of Nassau-Epstein, Arch-
bishop of Mentz, and Arch- chancellor
of the Empire, a man of great influ-

ence, was anxious to procure the elec-

tion of Adolphus of Nassau, his near
kinsman, for the sake of family ag-

grandisement ;'and his design was fa-

voured by the discontent of the princes

at the over-confident assumption of
Rodolph 's son. He fostered their dis-

trust of Albert's haughty and ambi-
tious character ; secured the voices of

the Electors of Cologne, Triers, and
the Palatinate for Adolphus, by large

promises ; fomented jealousies of each

* On the borders of Lower Alsace ; the Castle was built on the Dorthermost point of a
mountain having three peaks, whence the name Trifels, i.e., Three Rocks.
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other among the remaining Electors,

and prevailed on them to promise to

vote in accordance with his directions

at the time of public decision.

The election took place early in

May, 129:2, in Frankfort, in the sa-

cristy of the barefooted friars, whither

the Archbishop secretly conveyed
Adolphus, desiring him to be ready to

enter the sacristy as won as it should

be opened to him. After the celebration

of mass the Prelate addressed the

Electoral Princes :
—" I have besought

the Holy Spirit, that by his grace he
would give me to know the man whom
God wills to honour; therefore, I now
nominate to you one who will be able

to deliver the Empire in all perils, and
I chuse Count Adolphus of Nassau,

who stands here before you, as King
of the Romans." And immediately

the Archbishop began to sing the Te
Devon : the other Ecclesiastical Elec-

tors joined him ; and the lay Electors

stood motionless with surprise, and
perceived that they had been over-

reached by Gerard. But they respect-

ed the valiant and accomplished Count
of Nassau, and no dissentient voice was
raised. Three heralds forthwith pro-

claimed Adolphus Emperor, with all

due pomp, in the streets of Frankfort;

and he was shortly afterwards crowned
in the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle.

When the intelligence of the elec-

tion reached Albert, his fury burst be-

yond all bounds. He was more en-

raged that the crown should have
devolved on Adolphus, than on any
other man. Indeed, the whole tenor

of his conduct and language towards

the Emperor throughout his life, indi-

cates a strong personal, rather than a
merely political hostility, and corro-

borates a tradition that they had been

once rivals in love, as afterwards in

ambition ; both having been at the

same time suitors for the hand of Imo-
gine of Limburg, whose unqualified

rejection of Albert in favour of Adol-
phus had occasioned the former bitter

mortification, and inspired an implaca-

ble hatred of his more fortunate com-
petitor, who, in point of person, ad-

dress, and character, was infinitely

superior to the uncouth, coarse, and
moody Albert. The disappointed

lover sought consolation for the dis-

dain of Imogine by marrying Eliza-

beth, the richly-dowered daughter and
heiress of the Duke of Carinthia. But
she, born iu 12G3, and wedded in 1270,

[Not.

was a child-bride of only thirteen
Self-interest was the motive of the

bridegroom in the union ; love most
have been out of the question ; and
he afterwards showed, on various oc-

casions, that irritated feelings con-

nected with Adolphus and Ixnogi^e
rankled deeply in his bosom.

Albert, on first hearing ofthe Count
of Nassau's elevation, seemed deter-

mined to retain the insignia, and to

contest the Empire. But his owe
affairs were in an unfavourable situa-

tion, for dangerous revolts against his

authority had broken out among his

feudal subjects in Switzerland, A nutria,

and Styria; and he felt himself un-
equal to additional conflicts. He there-
fore listened the more easily to the

envoys of the Electoral princes who
came to demand the regalia, and ac-

cepted the explanation of the Arch-
bishop of Menu, to the effect that he
(Albert) could not have been legally

elected, as he lay under the Pope's
ban on account of his wars with an
ecclesiastic, the Bishop of Saltzburg.
Thus compelled to give way, he sur-

rendered the insignia, and, followed
by a magnificent train, rode to Op.
penheim, in the Palatinate, where
Adolphus then had his court. The
new Emperor received him with affa-

bility and kindness ; and Albert did
homage for his fiefs with a placid
countenance, but with hate and envy
burning in his mind.
On Albert's return to Vienna he

found himself again embroiled with his

old enemy, the Bishop of Saltzburg

;

while the Austrians and Styriaos,
anxious to shake off* his rigorous yoke,
endeavoured to gain the support of
Adolphus, who, however, refused it,

being too generous to take advantage
of his rival's difficulties to injure him.
Albert's agitation caused him a danger-
ous illness : by the use of violent reme-
dies he recovered, but he lost an eye,

his features were distorted, and his face

frightfully disfigured.

Adolphus made brilliant progresses

through the Rhine-lands, Alsace, Bur-
gundy, and part of Switzerland ; re-

ceiving everywhere due homage, and
many marks of attachment. And he
wisely took opportunities of exhorting
the nobles to abstain from feuds and
civil strife, and to cultivate peace and
amity. The belligerent Bishop of

Strasburg, who for years had wa^td
war with Adolphus the Count of
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Nassau, now submitted to Adolphus
the Emperor. Some governors in

Abace, who, instead of preserving

social order, had- themselves become
predatory knights, Adolphus subdued

oy force ofarms, and severely punished.

He took for his model on all occa-

sions his noble-minded predecessor,

Rodolph I., and gave proofs of good
intentions, decision, penetration, and
activity.

He employed some of his revenue
for the benefit of his patrimonial do-

minion of Nassau. Among other works
that he set on foot therein, he restored

Wiesbaden, which had been nearly

destroyed in feudal wars, and rebuilt

the palace, which is no longer extant,

but the street leading to its site is still

called Palace-street. And he fortified

the Castle of Sonnenburg,* whose fine

ruin crowns a chalky hill, rising above

the village of Sonnenburg, halfa league

from Wiesbaden. Imogine founded

near the last-named town the Convent
of Klarentbal, whose first abbess was
the sister of Adolphus ; and here the

empress erected a tomb for herself and
her family.

But clouds began to lower on the

bright horizon. The Archbishop of

Mentz expected that, as he had raised

Adolphus to the throne he had a right

to an extraordinary degree of power
in the empire, and aimed, in fact, at

ruling under the name of his kinsman.

But the latter lost no time in demon-
strating that he intended to hold the

reins of government in his own hand

:

and he repelled with firmness, and
sometimes even with scorn, every at-

tempt at undue interference on the

part of the prelate, who, in conse-

quence, became his deadly enemy, and
who determined to use more strenuous

efforts to ruin him than he bad used

before to elevate him. Albert of

Hapsburg, too, watched every action

of Adolphus with a lynx-eye in order

to find occasions for maligning, and
misrepresenting, and undermining his

popularity.

Unfortunately poverty, which pre-

pares pit-falls for many a foot that

would rain walk firmly and rightly on,

laid snares in the path of Adolphus,

and the deceitful counsels of expe-

diency prompted undue means of de-
liverance from them. If he was poor
while count, he was not less so when
emperor ; a rank which increased his

expenses without proportionably in-

creasing his means ; and his exigencies

sometimes tempted him to acts which,

under other circumstances, he would
have scorned to commit, and which
furnished causes of reproach but too

well founded. One of those acts is

connected with English history, f
Edward I., of England, was at war

with Philip IV. (sumamed the Hand-
some), Kin? of France, for the posses-

sion of Guienne. Philip had seized

some lands belonging to Germany in

the territory of Aries. Adolphus,
therefore, desirous to preserve the in-

tegrity of the empire, and protect its

frontiers, entered into a league with Ed-
ward, from whom he received 30,000
marks of silver to raise and equip an
army for the purpose of attacking

France from Alsace and the Lower
Rhine, thus to make a diversion in

favour of the English arms. But Pope
Boniface VIII. interfered. He wished

to engage the powers of Christendom
in a " holy war," and deemed it a ne-

cessary preliminary that they should

be at peace among themselves. He
forbade Adolphus to prosecute his de-

sign, under pain of excommunication,
pronouncing it " unworthy of so great

a sovereign as the head of the holy

Roman empire to take the field for pay
like a common soldier ;" and he simi-

larly prohibited all the princes of the

empire from taking any part in the

dispute between England and France.

That the emperor did not fulfil his

engagement with Edward was not his

fault : the blame lay in his not return-

ing the money received for conditions

unperformed ; but bo had applied it

to his own purposes, and was unable

to refund it. This circumstance gave
a colour to the reproaches cast on his

conduct by Albert and the Archbishop

;

and many who would as eagerly have
jrrasped, and as firmly retained, Eng-
lish coin, now joined in condemning
Adolphus, to whom they gave the

contemptuous appellation of " Stipen-

diarius," the hireling.

But the transaction which, above all

• It* gateway is in tolerable preservation, and one of the lower apartments is (or at least

was lately) fitted up in the old German style,

t It is slightly noticed by Hume, and omitted by Coxe.
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others, exposed him to censure, was
one in which he was involved, relative

to the Landgraviatc of Thuringia,* for

the better understanding of which, it

is necessary to take up the story from

its commencement, long before the

reign of Adolphus.

Albrecht.f Landgrave of Thuringia,

surnamed for his vices M The Degene-
rate" (jder Entartete), had married

Margaret, daughter of the deceased.

Emperor, Frederick II. (of the House
of Hopcnstauffen), and had two sons,

Frederick and Dietzman. When AU
brccht had been married thirteen years

he became enamoured of one of the

ladies of his court, Kunigunda Von
Eisenberg, who, from her evil disposi-

tion, was more congenial to him thau

his amiable and neglected wife, whose
mild virtues he despised. Kunigunda.
who became the mother of a son named
Apilz, domineered over the Landgrave
and his subjects with shameless arro-

gance, and behaved with extraordinary

insolence to the Landgravine, by whom
the cruelty and insults of her husband
and his mistress were borne with the

patience of n martyr. At length this

criminal pair resolved to despatch the

unfortunate lady, and hired an assassin

to murder her while asleep ; but the

man, touched with compassion for the

innocent victim, lying helpless and un-

conscious before him, awakened her,

told the errand on which he had been
sent, and bade her lly. She rushed to

the bed of her young sons to take a
last and miserable leave of them ; and,

it is recorded, so intense were the

pangs of her maternal agony, that in

the frenzy of her embrace she bit

Frederick deeply in the cheek : he boro

tho mark all his life, and was surnamed
" Tho Bitten." Margaret effected her

escape to Frankfort, was kindly re-

ceived by the citizens, and found refuge

in a convent of white nuns, where grief

for her children soon terminated her
existence, in 1270, the same year in

which she had lied, being 22 years be-

fore the coronation of Adolphus.

After Margaret's death tho Land-
grave married Kunigunda, and cen-

tring all his paternal cares in Apitz,

resolved to make him his successor in

Thuringia. His legitimate sons, Fre-
deric ami Dietzman, who had inherited,

not their wicked father's, but their

virtuous mother's character, had been
taken under the care of their uncle,

the Margrave of Landsberg. When
they reached the age of manhood they

protested against their father's in-

tended illegal substitution of Apitz

for themselves in the Lamlgraviate,

and found many nobles and knights to

espouse their just cause. A war en-

sued between Albrecht and his two
sons. Frederic was taken prisoner in

a battle, and confined in the Castle of
Wartburg ; that stronghold which in

three centuries after became famous as

the retreat of Martin Luther. Here
the young captivo would have been
starved to death in his dungeon but
for the pity of three vassals, wno plan-

ned and effected his escape.

The unnatural war continued, and
Albrecht, in his turn, was himself

taken by his sons, who resolved on im-
prisoning him for life. But the then
Emperor, ltodolph I., desired a more
decorous and Christian-like termina-

tion of the strife ; and accordingly

convened at Kiseuach a meeting of
some nobles to arbitrate with himself

between the contending parties. By
the award of the arbitrators it was
agreed, that Albrecht should be set

free on his giving a solemn pledge that

he would not at any time sell, mort-
gage, or otherwise alienate, any part
of his lands without the knowledge
and consent of his legitimate sons.

During the life of Kodolph, Al-
brecht gave no cause for distrust ; but
on the death of that Emperor he re-

newed his attempt to set aside Frede-
ric and Dietzman for Apitz ; and not
only to deprive them of Thuringia,

but also of MisniaJ and Lusatia, which
they had inherited from their uncle's

son, who had died childless. Again,
the domestic war blazed out ; and Ku-
nigunda advised her criminally-weak

husband to sell all the territories, and
with their price to purchase domains

* It lay in the circle of Upper Saxony, between Brunswick, Misnia, Franconia, and
Hcsae ; and is now divided among the Houses of Saxe Weimar, Saxe Coburg, SwarUborg
and others.

t We write the Landgrave's name in the German form for Albert, in order to distinguish

him more clearly from Albert of Hapsburg. :

X Misnia adjoined Thuringia ; Lusatia is on the west of atisnia ; it now belongs partly to

Prussia, and partly to Saxony.
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fbr Apitz. He agreed ; went to Nu-
remberg, to the Emperor Adolphus,
and oflered him the whole of the lands.

Adolphus was unhappily tempted by
the desire of augmenting the posses-

sions of the hou.se of Nassau, ac-

cepted the proposal, and paid for his

purchase with a portion of the subsidy

Le had received from Edward of Eng-
land (as before mentioned), deceiving

himself with the idea that ho was only

following the example of Rodolph I.,

who had aggrandised his own pater-

nal house of Hapsburg by the acqui-

sition of territory, partly by prudent
arrangements, and partly by form-

ing advantageous marriages for his

sons.

Adolphus fancied he would enter at

once into undisturbed possession of

the Landgraviatc ; but he soon found
that he had incurred great odium by
lending himself to the bad intentions

of the Degenerate. The German no-

bles declared the purchase illegal and
void ; and took part with the two bro-

thers, who had made a solemn and
formal protest against the sale of their

patrimony.
Adolphus prepared to assert his

claim by arms, but could not raise

within the limits of Nassau troops suf-

ficient for his purpose ; and none of

the German powers would join him.

He, therefore, collected an army of

mercenaries, undisciplined adventu-
rers, who fdled Tburingia with rapine,

slaughter, and outrage. In vain did

the Emperor strive to check their li-

cense ;
they were too wild for restraint

;

and their unsanctioned but uncon-
trolled misdeeds redounded to the in-

creased discredit of their leader. Thus
fatal had the greed of gain become to

one who had formerly been admired for

his moderation and his chivalrous cha-

racter, and whose favourite axiom was,
" Better is a man without riches, than

riches without a man." {Pr&stat vir

sine pecunia, guam pecunia sine viro).

The Thuringian brothers were com-
pelled to retire, with their small but

faithful band, before the torrent of

desperate invaders. On their retreat

Adolphus returned home, well know-
ing that his enemies, Gerard and Al-

bert, were working to his injury in

his absence. Immediately the brothers

re-appeared with their forces, were
joined by the exasperated people, de-

feated the Imperialists in several bat-

tles, and recovered the greater part of
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the Emperor's conquests. But next
year he returned with an augmented
army, and overran the country, yet
not without opposition. The city of
Freiberg nobly sustained a close siege

for thirteen months, and was at length
only taken by stratagem. Adolphus
proposed to make it a free Imperial
city, and some pf the inhabitants,

under this inducement, admitted his

troops during the night. The garrison
threw themselves into the Castle, and
defended it with astonishing valour.

But it was stormed by superior num-
bers ; 600 brave and loyal knights
were taken; and we regret to add,
that Adolphus, enraged at the losses

he had sustained by the obstiuacy of
the besieged, and thinking an example
of severity necessary, caused the most
distinguished to be executed as '« re-

bels," and gave the survivors the

choice between death and the payment
of a ransom of 12,000 marks of silver.

They appealed to Frederick, who re-

solved to save his faithful champions
at any cost ; and he bought their free-

dom, by yielding to his antagonist his

now only remaining towns, Meissen,
Grimma, Rochlitz, and Leising. Then
bidding a mournful adieu to his inhe-

ritance, ho withdrew into exile with
his brother Dietzman, accompanied
only by two attendants, leaving Adol-
phus in possession of Thtiringia, to

which he gave a new administration,

and then quitted it for the seat of em-
pire.

In 1297, France broke her truce

with England, and Edward claimed
the aid of Adolphus, who now disre-

garding the Pope's prohibition, has-

tened with his troops to Alsace to

attack the French in the Netherlands

;

but the martial Bishop of Strasburg
took arms against him, and prevented
his advance.

At this era of Adolphus's life, tra-

dition states an incident to have oc-
curred which we would gladly disbelieve,

but it seems corroborated by some his-

torical circumstances, and the tradition

is constant and rooted in the popular
mind in Germany. This legend says,

that in a skirmish with the episcopal

troops near Strasburg Adolphus was
severely wounded, and carried off by
some of his attendants to the nearest
place of refuge, a secluded convent,
where the abbess humanely admitted
him, and his wounds were dressed by
those of the sisterhood best skilled in

i
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leechcraft, then a common and useful

accomplishment among even illustrious

ladies. In this convent was a beauti-

ful novice named Imagina,* the daugh-
ter of a noble family. Under her care

Adolphus rapidly recovered, but un-

happily became as rapidly enamoured
of tne young recluse, forgetful of his

duties as a sovereign and protector,

and a husband wedded to an affection-

ate wife, his first love. He seized an
opportunity of declaring his reprehen-

sible passion, but Imagina hastily

quitted his presenco without a reply,

and returned no more, leaving the care

of the convalescent to others. One
night, while he was sitting wakeful
in his room, regretting the continued
absence of Imagina, and reflecting that

he could no longer with propriety pro-

crastinate his departure, the novice

suddenly entered, and before he could

utter his joy she bade him instantly

escape. She had learned from an au-

thentic source that the Bishop of
Strasburg, having discovered the place

of his retreat, was marching to seize

the convent ; and she bade him follow

her instantly if he would preserve his

liberty, and perhaps his life. She led

him stealthily through the darkness

into the garden, umocked a wicket
that opened on the river (Rhine), show-
ed him a boat, and bade him row him-
self to the opposite shore ; but he posi-

tively refused to go without her, de-

claring he would sacrifice freedom, and
even life, if she persisted in rejecting

his aflcction. Whether the heart of

Imagina had been previously touched
by him, or whether she was influenced

by the near approach of danger to the

life of a human being, it is not neces-

sary to discuss. His eloquence was
but too successful; and sue suffered,

him to place her in the boat, taking in

her arms a favourite spaniel that had
followed her steps. They reached the

opposite bank in safety. Adolphus
brought her into Nassau, and placed

her in the pleasant retreat of Adolfseck,

once dedicated to domestic happiness,

now desecrated by man's infidelity and
woman '8 weakness. The Empress,
necessarily living at some of the impe-
rial residences, had ceased to inhabit

the castle, which had become some-
what decayed, but was repaired and
embellished by its lord for a new ami
less estimable inmate, who, if tradition

speaks truth, was not left long to en-
joy its false and transitory peace.

Philip of France and Edward of
England had agreed to a truce, which
left Adolphus free to make head as

best he might against the troubles that
now menaced himself. The Arch-
bishop of Mentz, well seconded by
Albert, had made use of the transac-
tions in Thuringia to prepare the
Emperor's ruin. The prelate was
heard to say, " If my illustrious kins-
man does not conform to my will, I
shall let him see that I have other em-
perors in my pocket. " At the magni-
ficent coronation of Wenceslaus, King
of Bohemia, in Prague, Gerard attend-
ed officially as arch-chancellor. Albert
was there with a brilliant escort ; and
those allies won over the Duke of
Saxony and the Marquis of Branden-
burg to consent to the deposition of
Adolphus and the election of Albert,
if the latter conquered his rival by
force of arms. The confederates met
at Mentz ; and there in the cathedral,
before the altar, declared to the assem-
bled ]>eople, that " they had six years
previously elected Adolphus as the
most capable and worthy of the Ger-
man princes ; that at first he had dis-

played the virtues of a good ruler, but
he had since fallen from them, follow-
ing the counsels of inexperienced men

;

that he had no wealth, and nofriends to
support him by riches or influence t /f
that he had committed sacrilege, and
had carried away a nun, whom ne kept
at Adolfseck as his mistress ; that he
had received from an inferior sove-
reign, Edward of England, a sum of
money which he had not applied to the
benefit of the empire, but to the acqui-
sition of unjust gains for himself." To
preserve some appearance of justice,
they then formally cited him three
times, at intervals, to appear before
them and answer the charge. He did
not, of course, appear, being far away,
accused and judged in his absence.
He was declared contumacious, and
the Archbishop, in the name of the

* It is singular that tbis lady should bear the same name as the wife of Adolphns ; but
we use the German form, in order to make some distinction between the two Imogines.

f The mean and paltry nature of this charge sufficiently shows the base feelings by which
the enemies of Adolphus were actuated.
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assembly, pronounced his kinsman's

On hearing this alarming intelli-

gence, Adolphns recalled part of his

troops from Thuringia, leaving tho
rest under the command of his relative,

Henry of Nassau. Frederick of Thu-
ringia re-appeared on the scene ; bis

people Hocked to his standard. He
conquered the Imperialists, took their

general prisoner, and established him-
self in bis dominions. But the only
care of Adolphus now was to meet his

antagonist, Albert. The latter had
collected troops from Austria, Styria,

Bohemia, and Hungary ; and was sup.
ported by the nobles of the Aargau,
the Archbishops of Saltzburg and
Mentz, the Bishops of Constance and
Strasburg, the Counts of Wurtemberg,
Freiberg, Ochsenstein, Leinengen,
Lichtenberg, and Zweibruchen (Deux.
Ponts). The allies of Adolphus were
the Count Palatine (his son-in-law),

tho Duke of Bavaria, the Landgrave
of Hesse, the Swiss Counts Feldkirch,

Ncllcnberg, and Montfort ; the Arch-
bishop of Triers, and the soldier-like

Abbot William of Su Gallon. The
cities of Spire, Oppenheim, Worms,
and Frankfort sent him contingents

;

the knights of Nassau and Wetteravia
came under his uncle, the Count of
Katzenellenbogen ; troops from Al-
sace, Swabia, Franconia, and the dis-

trict of tho Nahe marched under tho

Counts of Pfirt, Weinberg, and Schon-
heim. Adolphus mustered 14,000
men, but his opponent numbered
24,000 men.

Adolphus followed Albert till their

two armies met, July 2nd, 1298,

near the little town of Gelheim, be-

tween Spire and Worms. Albert was
attired, armed, and mounted as a
simplo knight ; but several of his vas-

sals were dressed in imitation of his

usual military costume, and also bore
his arms to deceive the opposite party.

Adolphus rode as emperor. llis ar-

mour was richly gilded; his helmet
was .surmounted by a crown ; his sur-

coat and the housings of his horse were
orange (his family colour); and om
broidered with black eagles, the impe-
rial ensign. Each of these rivals ad-

dressed a speech to his soldiers. That
of Albert was intemperate, and full of

personal vituperation of Adolphus,
whom he accused of repeated offences

against himself (Albert), and of rapine,
sacrilege, slaughter) and cloister-rob*
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bery. The speech of Adolphus was
more moderate and dignified. Ho
spoke of his opponent as a self-styled

sovereign, whose claims it was neces-

sary that day should decide ; but ho
dwelt with some bitterness on the trea-

son of those who had elected himself

six years before, and now sought to

overthrow him.

It must not bo forgotten that so

rancorous was the feeling of Albert
against tho Emperor, that he had in-

vented a new and deadly species of
poignard, with which ho had armed a
select body of men, and commanded
them to cut their way, during battle,

to Adolphus, and stab him to death.

Each of the armies was formed in

three lines. At the commencement of
this)evcntful day, on which an empire
depended, Adolphus was deceived, by a
stratagem of Albert and Archbishop
Gerard, into believing that these allies

had quarrelled, and that their troops,

in consequence, were retreating ; and
he was confirmed in his belief by seeing

the enemies' tents (purposely fired) in

flames. Too hastily and incautiously

he hurried the men of the Palatinate in

pursuit of the supposed fugitives. The
Austrians suddenly wheeled. He found
himself opjwsed to a very superior

force, with the disadvantage of tho

the sun in front, and rising ground to

charge against. The enemy, by tho
stratagem, had got possession of tho

advantages of sun, and of the heights

before enjoyed by the Imperialists.

Adolphus saw his dancer, and ob-

served to his friends, " If we retreat

wo arc certainly lost ; if wo fight,

Heaven alone can tell the issue." All
agreed that at cveryrisk they must givo

battle. Adolphus, however, entreated

his son Rupert, who was beside him, to

quit the worse than doubtful field,

" and spare his young blood ;'* but tho

gallant youth refused to quit his father.

Between eight and nine o'clock iu

the morning the trumpets sounded tho

signal, which was answered by loud

shouts from the soldiers. The lances

of the Palatine charged up hill ; but
the Carinthians and Styrians bore

down on them with such impetus, that

they broke the assailants, and attacked

the Bavarians below, by whom, how-
ever, they were noblv driven back to

tho hill they had quitted ; while tho

Palatine men, who had rallied, repulsed

a body of Austrians that rushed down
upon them. The Imperialists fought
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so gallantly that Adolpbus began to

conceive hopes. From his post as

General in Chief he beheld the valiant

conduct of the Bavarians, and, carried

away by excitement, he cried out,
" \\ hat if I were to dash in P and,

without listening to expostulation, he
galloped precipitately forward. His
Horse stumbled and fell. His followers

raised him, stunned by the fall, and
conveyed him behind his second line.

On recovering his senses he saw his

first line sore pressed, sprang to horse,

without his helmet; and sworn in hand,

at the head of his entire second line,

charged the Austrians, and threw them
into confusion. Two persons in the

guise of Albert attacked the Emperor,
who slew them both. The Imperialists

now felt confident of victory ; but re-

serves, in vast numbers, poured in upon
them, from the hills, and through the

valleys, and took Adolphus' troops in

flank. These latter were overmatched,
pressed; they wavered— broke A
few still remained firm along with

Adolphus, who, now infuriate with ut-

ter desperation, determined to seek

out his inveterate foe
;

fighting his

way onward with such amazing force

and fire, that he beat down all opposi-

tion. At length he perceived Albert,

and, spurring violently towards him,
exclaimed, " You shall not escape me
now ! here you shall yield both Hie and
empire P " That is in God s hand,"
replied Albert. Adolphus struck at

him with his sword. Albert adroitly

avoided the blow, and then pierced his

assailant through the eye. The Wild-
grave who rodo beside Albert smote
Adolphus so violently on the bare head,

that the Emperor fell from his horse,

and was instantly slain. It is said that

Albert thrust his sword through his

body, crying with exultation, '« Now
you must yield, perforce, to my
claims."

On finding the Emperor was slain,

his officers perceived that all was over,

and commanded retreat They formed
the surviving troops into close columns,
and literally fought their way to

Worms. But their loss was very se-

vere; vast numbers of soldiers aud
knights bad fallen ; many nobles were
slain, and among them the standard-

bearer, the Count of Hanau. Many
were grievously wounded ; many taken
prisoners ; among whom were the son

of Adolphus, his kinsman the Count of

Katzenellenbogen, and the Abbot of

St. Gallen. But Albert's victory was
dearly bought. The flower of his

array perished, and his banner-bearer,

the Count of Oxenstein, was killed.

The battle had lasted six hours, com-
mencing before nine in the morning,
and ending about three o'clock in the

afternoon.

That evening, when the sun was
setting upon the scene of carnage,

Albert, accompanied by the Arch-
bishop of Mentz, rode slowly over the

field, covered with dead men and
horses, seeking the body of Adolphus.
At length the attendants discovered it,

stripped of its armour, covered with
blood and dust, and pitiably trampled
by the cavalry. On beholding this

sad sight the vindictive Prelate was
touched with a moment's compassion
for the fate of hia relative, and ex-

claimed, " There was broken the

bravest of all hearts 1
" Albert, who

had no confidence in the ecclesiastic's

fidelity to himself, replied to him with
a sinister aspect—" Beware how yon
fall away from me before mv affairs are

brought to an issue." Tne captive

knights of the dead Emperor's army
entreated the victor to send the corpse
of their master to the Cathedral of

Spire, to be interred with his prede-

cessors, but he meanly and savagely

refused, alleging that Adolphus did not
die in the Imperial rank, having been
deposed.

Tradition says that the unhappy and
imprudentImagina (the fugitive novice)

unable to bear suspense at a distance

from the scene ofwarfare, had followed
the march ofAdolphus, who, before the

action of Gelheim, had placed her for

safety in the Convent ox Rosenthal, in

the vicinity of the field of battle, and
had left her with a promise to return,

if living, ere night. But night fell-
no one came ; she was filled with
dread, and stood watching at the door
of the convent. The little spaniel

(which had been formerly the compa-
nion of her elopement, and had now
accompanied her to Rosenthal) crept
out ot a neighbouring thicket, and
whining piteously, seemed to invite her
to follow him. She summoned at-

tendants, and with them walked, by the
spaniel's guidance, till they reached the
battle- field. The dog searched amoug
the slain, and then stopped, and, by
the light of a cloudless moon, Imagina
beheld the miserable remains of him so
late a sovereign. The body was re-
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verently raised by the attendants, and
conveyed on a rude bier of branches
to the Convent of Rosenthal, where it

was committed to the earth. Imagina,
distracted with sorrow and remorse,

believing that the overthrow of her
lover was the punishment of their

transgression, refused all sustenance,

and was, after a few days, found dead
upon his grave.

The Empress Imogine was a prey to

the most poignant affliction; out for

legitimate cause, her sorrow deserved
unmingled respect Clad in deep
mourning, she repaired to Nuremberg,
and kneeling on the steps ofthe throne,

whereon sat Albert and Elizabeth, the

new emperor and empress, she im-

plored the liberation of herson, who was
in a dungeon in fetters. Elizabeth,

full of pity, seconded her petition ; but
Albert looked on her with an unfor-

giving eye, and told her coldly, that

her son was prisoner to the Archbishop
of Mentz, but he would endeavour to

prevail with the prelate ou her behalf.

Imogine felt this was equivalent to a
refusal, and again appealed to the

compassion of Elizabeth, exclaiming,

amid a torrent of tears, " Give me
back my child ; so may heaven spare

you from experiencing for your hus-

band the anguish / have lived to en-

dure for mine." These words were
remembered on tho murder of Albert
by his nephew in ten years afterwards,

and deemed an unconscious prophecy.

This scene was remarkable ; the fallen

empress was fain to supplicate the

compassion of her who had superseded

her on the throne, and to kneel at the

feet of him whose love she had rejected

in her youth. But when she looked
on his hideously-disfigured counten-

ance, and felt the coarseness of his

manners, her heart must still have
preferred in memory her once brilliant

husband in his bloody grave.

Tradition says that the imperial

widow, after the agitation of this pain-

ful interview, in the bitterness of her

agony implored the vengeance of hea-

ven on the authors of her husband's
death and her own sufferings ; and it

was subsequently observed, that the

majority ol those persons either died

violent deaths, or endured great trou-

bles, or their male lineage became ex-

tinct: circumstances popularly ascribed

to *' the curse of Imopine."
After repeated solicitations on tho

part of the afflicted mother, the hard-

hearted archbishop liberated her son,

but not till he had extorted from her a
heavy ransom. Of the family of Adol-
phus we will only add, that his eldest

son, Gerlac, married the daughter of
the Landgrave of Hesse, and founded
the line of Nassau-Saarbruck. His
daughter, Matilda, was the wife of the

Count Palatine; and another daugh-
ter became prioress of the Convent of
Klarenthal (founded by her mother),
where Imogine was subsequently inter-

red. The Counts of Nassau seques-

trated the convent in the last century,

and Imogine's tomb was removed to

the parish church of Wiesbaden.
Albert offended the Archbishop of

Mentz, by depriving him of some tolls

and customs on tho Rhine, and con-
siderably curtailing his revenues. The
turbulent cleric conspired against him,
being supported by some of the Ger-
man powers and by the Pope, who de-

nounced Albert as the treasonable

murderer of his lawful sovereign ; for

the fall of Adolphus was less like

death in fair fight than assassination,

so malignantly had he been persecuted
by his rival. On a hunting-party the

archbishop taunted Albert, " I have
but to blow my horn, and another
emperor will make his appearance."
The prelate was, however, deserted in

the end by his allies, and subdued and
bumbled by Albert. The latter en-

deavoured to possess himself (like

Adolphus, whom he had condemned)
of the territories of the Thuringian
brothers, and invaded their country;

but he incurred general censure, and
many of the German states joined Fre-

derick the Bitten, who defeated the

forces of the Emperor, and maintained
his ground. In 1308, Albert was mur-
dered by John of Hapsburg, his ne-

phew and ward, whom he had robbed
of his inheritance.

The Empress Imogine erected a me-
morial of her husband on the spot

where he expired. It consisted or a
short solid stone wall, on which was
sculptured a crucifixion ; at the foot

of the crucifix, the lion of Nassau and
the imperial eagle ; and on a tablet,

the following inscription :
—"Adolphus

a Nassau, Romanorum Rex, interfici-

tur a Gellinheim " (Adolphus of Nas-
pau, King of the Romans, slain at Gel-
heim). The rest was illegible, when,
in 1611, Count Lewis of Nassau reno-

vated the weather-beaten monument
and added, "Anno milleno trecentis
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bis minus annis in Julio mcnse Rex
Adolphus caditense. Renovatum hoc
monumrntum sub Ludovico Comito
Generalissimo a Nassau, Anno 1611

(in the year 1298, in the month of

July, here King Adolphus* fell by
the sword. This monument was re-

paired by the reigning Count Lewis of

Nassau, 1611). It was further re-

paired in 1828, and is still in good pre-

servation.

The body of Adolphus was removed
from its humble resting-place at Ro-
senthal by his kinsman, the Emperor
Henry VII. (Duke of Luxemburg),
who was elected after the murder of
Albert ; aud it was ceremoniously in-

terred among tho other emperors in

the Cathedral of Spire; where in

1824, the Grand Duke of Nassau
erected to his memory a marble sar-

cophagus, with four winged lions at

its corners, and on its top a kneeling

figure in full knightly panoply, the
effigy of the Emperor Adolphus of
Nassau.

Albert found tho crown which he
had torn from his rival's head to be
lined with thorns ; and it was dashed
from his own in turn, by bloody hands,
after he had worn it but ten years.

Ho was embroiled with the Popci who,
at Orst, denied his claim to the Impe-
rial throne ; he was baffled in many
cherished and strenuously attempted
schemes of ambition, and his Helve-
tic subjects, under Tell and his brother
patriots, successfully revolted against

his tyranny, and destroyed tho power
of Austria in Switzerland. Albert was
about to lead an army to subdue that
country, when he was cut oft' by a
violent death, the consequence of his

own avarice and injustice.

Tho Emperor Kodolph had be-
queathed to John of Hapsburg, son
of his youngest son Rodolph, the
County of Kiburg, with some other
lands ; and had left the boy under tho
guardianship of his Uncle Albert, who
unscrupulously possessed himself of
his ward's inheritance, and treated
with contempt all John's entreaties to

be restored to his appanage, after he
had attained his majority ; and kept
the youth in a state of vassalage and
dependence, at which John became

indignant, and his feeling were exas-

perated by the representations of some
of the Swiss nobles who were di??ost-

ed with Albert's stern despotism. At
length, when Albert was about to in-

vade Switzerland, John, who was in

his suite, took an opportunity at Ba-
den,! where they had halted for re-

freshment on their route, to renew his

solicitations for the restoration of his

inheritance. Bnt Albert took a wreath
of flowers from the decorations of the

supper table, and twined it in derision

round his nephew's head, telling him
that he was more fitted for revelry and
feasting than for the cares of govern-
ment. John burst into tears of mor-
tification, flung down the chaplet, and
withdrew. He conferred with three

Swiss, of high birth, Walter Von Es»

chenbach, his governor Rodolph Ba-
ron Von Balm, and Rodolph Von der
Wart; and it was determined that

they should assassinate the Emperor.
The latter proceeded with his suite

to cross the ferry of the river Reus?,
opposite to Windish (the ancient Bo-
man camp and town of Vindonissa).

John, with the conspirators, crossed
first, having previously advised Albert
to follow them, with only one attend-
ant, to avoid over-burdening the boat

;

an insidious advice that he adopted,
leaving his son Leopold with the suite

behind him. He landed within sight

of the mountain-tower of Hapsburg,
the cradle of his illustrious house.

He was attacked by the confederates.

John struck him with a lance in the

throat, exclaiming, "This is the re-

ward of injustice. Now, will you give

me my inheritance?" Balm pierced
him with his sword, and Von Eschen-
bach clove his head with a sabre. Von
der Wart stood motionless, struck with
a panic. The attendant fled in dis-

may ; tho Emperor fell to the ground,
under a large tree. A poor woman,
who had seen the transaction, ran for-

ward, and stooping over him held him
in her arms till he expired. The mur-
derers hurried away from the scene of

blood. Leopold and his men, on the

other bank of the river, were helpless

spectators of the assassination ; and
when they were able to cross over, they

found their sovereign beyond help.

* So called as King of the Romans.

f On the Limmat, ten miles north-west of Zurich.
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Terror at first seized the family and
subjects of the House of Hapsburg, as

the murder appeared to be the explo-

sion of an extensive and well-arranged

rebellion. But a short time proved
that the conspirators had no plan and
no accomplices. The deed was a sud-

den impube of hatred, aimless beyond
the death of the victim ; the confede-

rates had made no preparations even
for their own safety, which they sought
only to secure by flight. But fearfully,

horribly was the assassination avenged
on the innocent. Albert, though a
severe tyrant to his i>eople, was tender

and affectionate to his wife and chil-

dren, and was strongly beloved by
them ; and his son and daughter, Leo-
pold, and Agnes, widow of Andrew
King of Hungary, were filled with a
burning thirst of vengeance ; but more
especially Agnes, whose revolting bar-

barities, as related by the German his-

torians, seem the more unnatural when
we remember that she was a woman
gently reared, beautiful and young
(being but twenty-six), and had always
made a profession of extraordinary

piety. All persons who were related

in the fourth degree to the conspirators,

all who were allied to them by mar-
riage, all who were connected with

them, even in mere acquaintanceship,

were put under the bun of the empire,

a price set on their heads, and their

possessions forfeited. Everyone who
harboured them was similarly outlawed.

Troops were sent to destroy the castles

of the proclaimed persons, and to slay

all the inmates, and all found in the

neighbourhood, even servants, depen-

dants, and infants. Sixty-three castles

were reduced to ruins, and upwards
of a thousand innocent persons mur-
dered. Agnes headed these bloody

expeditions in poison, stimulated her

soldiers to carnage, and reproached

them if they showed any sign of pity.

When the castle of Baron Von Balm
was taken, she caused sixty gentlemen
to be butchered in her presence, to not

one of whom the slightest suspicion of
guilt could attach. At the fall of the

Castle of Farwangen, such numbers
were slain that the ground was covered

with a sea of blood, through which she

walked to and fro, splashing it about
her with her feet, and exclaiming,

"Now I am bathing in May dew!"
When she took the Castle of Eschen-
bach, she put to death (among others)

seven brothers of that name. In the

library at Zurich is an old painting,

representing the seven victims on their

knees, vainly entreating mercy. She
saw the infant son of Walter Von
Eschcnbach in its cradle, and dragged
it out to dash its head against the wall

;

but her arm was seized by some of her
own soldiers, unable to endure such
atrocity, and even with tears they
craved her pity for the babe, whom
she reluctantly consented to spare, and
whom she subsequently adopted, but
changed his name to Schwartzenburg,
an appropriate memento of the dark
scenes enacted at his father's castle,

for the name signifies black castle.

But where were the conspirators ?

The BaronVon Balm escaped to Basle,

and took refuge under a feigned name
in a monastery, wherein he died. Von
Eschenboch, in the disguise of a pea-
sant, lived in an obscure nook of

Switzerland as a hired shepherd for

thirty -five years. On his death-bed
he revealed his name and rank, and
was buried as a noble. Von der Wart
attempted to fly to the Pope for abso-

lution; but on his way was betrayed
to his pursuers by an Italian kinsman
of his wife, who was a lady of the

house of Balm. He was arraigned be-

fore a judicial assembly at Brugh, in

the Aargau, for having been a specta-

tor of the Emperor's murder, and was
condemned to be broken alive on the

wheel. His wife, Gertrude Von der
Wart, threw herself at the feet of the

implacable Agnes, imploring in vain

for her husband, if not pardon, at

least a death of a less excruciating

kind, especially as it was proved that

he had never raised his hand against

the Emperor ; but the merciless Queen
spurned the weeping woman from her

presence. When Y on der Wart was
taken to the place of execution, he
said it was unjust that he should die

for Albert, who was not a sovereign,

but a faithless tyrant that had slain

his own Master, Adolphus of Nassau.

His faithful Gertrude accompanied
him to the last, and had the fortitude

to remain with him as he lay mangled
and slowly dying on tho wheel. She
continued beside him without food,

shelter, or repose for three days and
nights, encouraging, exhorting, and
soothing him, till death released him
from his agonies. He told her with

his last breath that he felt her fidelity

far more than he felt his torture.

When he died, she went on foot to
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Basle* where she found an humble re-

fuge, soon pined away, and sunk into

the crave. Gertrude Von der Wart
is celebrated by Mrs. Hemans in her
" Records of Woman."
John of Hapsburg, the author of all

these varied sufferings, found refuge at

first in the convent of Einsidlin, and
afterwards lurked about in hiding-places

among woods and mountains, where,
however, his lot was ameliorated by
the fidelity and affection of a peasant
girl, who attached herself to his miser-

able fortunes, and by whom he had a
ton. He finally escaped to Pisa in the
garb of a friar ; and being goaded by
remorse, he surrendered himself to

Pope Clement V., who gave him abso-

lution, but caused him to be confined
in the Augustinian Convent at Pisa,

where he died in 1313, three years
after the murder. His son was seen
at Vienna, when at an advanced age,

blind, and a beggar, living in a small

hut he had built with his own hands.
Thus the crime of the confederates

produced nothing but utter ruin, not
merely to themselves but to many hun-
dreds of guiltless persons, men, women,
and children. Toe peasantry of Ger-
many and Switzerland long connected
with the traditional " Curse of Imo-
gine " those dreadful tragedies, that of
the death of Albert, and its bloody
consequences among his own subjects.

Agnes, to perpetuate the memory of
her grief for her father, founded on
the scene of his death a large convent
called Kcenigsfelden (the King's field),

in laying the foundations of which the

ruins of the Roman Vindonissa* were
discovered. The convent contained

forty nuns and twenty monks, who
prayed alternately before the high
altar for the soul of Albert. Agnes
and her mother, the Empress Eliza-

beth, both retired thither, and died

in religious retirement. Agnes wrote
herself the rule for her convent ; it is

still extant. She lived there fifty-

seven years, in the practice of such
austerities and the display of so much
zeal, that she was accounted a saint,

and miracles were said to have been
wrought by herl The cell she occa-

Eied is still shown—a room tveenty-

ve feet scruarc on the ground floor,

and containing a ponderous iron-bound
chest, made from the trunk of the tree

under which her father expired. She
wan buried in a marble tomb in the

choir, where also several princes of the

house of Hapsburg were interred

;

but their remains were removed to

Austria about 1770. Kcenigsfelden lies

one mile from the castle of Hapsburg,
of which only one square tower, seventy

feet, is extant. On the mountains
near Kcenigsfelden (which we should

have said was built with the plunder
of the confiscations), one Bertrand of

Offtringen had built for himself a her-

mitage. He had been an old soldier

of the Emperor Rodolph's, but had
devoted bis latter years to religion.

Agnes was anxious that a man of his

reputation should take up bis abode at

Kcenigsfelden, and she visited him in

his hermitage, in order to prevail upon
him. But the old man remembered
her cruelties, and did not consider

them consistent with the piety she

professed. He repulsed her with se-

verity, and said to her—" Woman '

God is ill served with the shedding of
innocent blood, and rejects offerings

which ure the fruit of rapine and vio-

lence—he loves mercy." But this ex-

cellent speech had not its due effect on
Agnes, who never repented of her

barbarities; and who, at her dissolu-

tion (which took place when she was
about eighty,four), died exalting in a
consciousness of superlative sanctitv.

M. E. Al.

• The remains of Vindonusa are merely some traces of aqueducts, hatha, aod an amphi-

theatre ; but quantities of medals, works of art, &c, have been found.
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THE HE-OPENING OF THE DANUBE.*

The British mind is not eminently of

the type geographic. However acqui-

sitive or " esthetic " that mind in

other respects, it suffices for most pur.

poses of commerce or conversation,

money-making or article-making, and
even of commercial treaty -making, to

know that there are certain places;

but to know where they are is rather

matter of curiosity to the idle, and of
supererogation to the busy. Despite

the map department of the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
only ten years ago the only living

teacher ofgeography, the only " school,

master abroad " on this somewhat ex-

tensive field of operations, was the

noble Lord, who, naving now trans,

ferred his universal genius from the

interests of the earth's surface to those

of its substrata, is shaking with his

trident the time-balloweu Cloacine

Vaults, not exactly of Ancus and the

Early Pelasgi, but of their very
" good friends and brothers" the Cor-
poration of the City of London. But
a few years since the noble lord, then

Secretary for Foreign Affairs, had to

inform the Opposition, in that neglect*

ed branch of their education, that,

until they read the names in his de-

spatches in the Blue Books, they did

not know whether Cabul and Ghuznee
were seaports or inland towns ; and at

a later period he condescended to re-

peat the same courso of instruction, by
apprising them that British ships of

the line could not bring their broadsides

to bear upon Cracow I

A new era has, however, appeared.

The schoolmaster " abroad " has be-

come the schoolmaster " at home."
Geography, now, does everywhere
flourish and abound. Ghuznee, Cabul,

Cracow I Every snuff-box has now a
plan of Cronstadt or SebastopoL Maps
of the Baltic and the Black Sea are

carried in every pocket, on shilling

pocket-handkerchiefs. The very muf-
fin-boys of Windsor, whom the Timet
has taken under its patronage, would
scorn to say " Non mi ricordo," if

asked to lay the linger on Abo, Aker-
man, Helsingfors, Hermaustadt, Pe-
terorvodsk, or Simferopol.

The Danube, then, that long-ne-

glected river-god, who, since the days

of Trajan, has found no friend, and
since Ovid no poet, may reasonably be
rubbing up bis long-forgotten urn.

With his once mighty compeer, but
now equally ill-used friend, Nilus,f

they may be recounting their ancient

glories of Darius or of the Pharaohs,
Alexander or the Ptolemies ; and
though both full long in evil case like

Ugohno in his prison, may recall days
when the wealth of Europe and Asia
flowed through their channels ; while

Ister may remind his upstart barbarian

neighbours— Dniepers and Dniesters,

Dons and Bogs— that every dog haa
his day, and they have had theirs.

The face of the earth presents not
such a field of enterprise, such a scene
of fertility, such a mine of resources,

such a concentration of facilities— of
enterprise neglected, of fertility thrown
to waste, of resources undeveloped, of
facilities obstructed—every gift of na-
ture trodden down, every condition of
Providence reversed— as the valley of
the Danube :

—

" The capacities of this great river as a
commercial highway are certainly unequalled

by those of any other European stream ; and
their full development would be of incal-

* "The navigation of rivers along their whole coarse, from the point where each of them
becomes navigable to its mouth, shall be entirely free."

44 The amount of the duties shall, in no case, exceed those now paid." 44 No increase

shall take place except with the common consent of the states bordering on the rivers."
44 Each Stato shall be at the expense of keeping in good repair the towing paths, and shall

maintain the necessary works, in order that no obstruction shall be experienced by (he navi-
gation."— 44 Treaty of Vienna," Articles 109, 111, 113.

f The ancient canal connecting the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, begun by Pharaoh
Necho, completed by Darius, and used for ships of burden by the Ptolemies, the later Roman
Emperors, and the Caliphs, is still closed. The 44 Septemplex Ister" is reduced to

44 eleven"

feet of water (quere, eight ?) at one, and that a Russian mouth.
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culable advantage not merely to the coun-
tries on it* bonlu, but to all commercial

nations. . . . Rut considerable as this

present commerce is, it b as nothing to

what it certainly would be were civilisation

to make any considerable progress in the

countries traversed by the Danube after it

leaves the Austrian dominions; and still

more so were the river to become, as it na-

turally is, the principal channel for the con-

veyance of products to and from Hungary
and Transylvania.*

" The river passes along the great plain of

Hungary, and afterwards takes the very

centre of the rich alluvial lands lying be-

tween the Carpathian and the Heemua.
These are the two largest and richest plains

in Europe ;
they are inhabited by 23,000,000

of an almost exclusively agricultural and
pastoral population. The tributary Thcisse

traverses the centre of the plain lands of

Hungary; the Save comes down almost

from the head of the Adriatic ; various small

confluents afford limited ranges of naviga-

tion transversely through Wallachia, and
the Pruth and the Sereth bring down the

produce of Moldavia ; from the north and
from the west all the communications con-

verge to that point where the river is nearest

to the Black Sea and to Constantinople.

The river, in itself, and its chief confluents,

presents an inland navigation of two thou-

sand miles ; the stream is not rapid ; vessels,

properly rigged and managed, might aid

themselves greatly by sails ; but iu conse-

quence of its being shut out from the sea,

every process is rude and barbarous ; in fact,

nothing has been done by art to turn to ac-

count the incalculable resources of this region,

or to profit by the unrivalled facilities of this

river.

" The exports are raw and heavy produce,

for which water-carriage is essential. The
return of manufactured articles might bear

the charges of land carriage, but the demand
is limited by the amount of exportation.

The Danube is not only the only water-

communication, but it is the only road.

Ores nfmetal* (its mines were the richest of

the Roman Empire) ; rocksalt (of which it

contains mountains) ; timber (with which
the sides of its mountains arc clothed)

;
hide*,

wool, tallotc, sheep, goatskins (flocks and
herds may be multiplied to any extent)

;

<7rain (in 1883 and '84, when Kussia, suf-

fering from famine, was supplied by them,
although recently relieved from occupation,

and still suffering from the effects of a war
which had drawn from them five millions

sterling, and destroyed one quarter of the
cattle) ; hemp, of the finest quality (in the

year 1835, it competed in London with that

of St. Petersburg, notwithstanding the quad-

ruple charge of transport) ;— such were the

products they could offer to England. Nor
are these all. The Princes of Wallachia and
Moldavia were anxious to rival the Pasha of

Egypt in the production of cotton (upon
the importance of this to England, of multi-

plying the sources and augmenting the

amount ofthat raw material, it is needless to

dwell), and a vast region available for the

culture of the mulberry.
" This traffic would have been of peculiar

advantage to the English shipping interest

;

the freight to the Danube is 60s., while that
to the Baltic is 15s., and to Canada 30s. ; thus
the hemp, tallow, grain, or timber, coming
from the provinces, would have given, as

compared with Canada, an increased em-
ployment of shipping of one-holf, and a*

compared with the Baltic, of Ihree-Jburdu.'f

The natural difficulties of the navigation are

indeed great, but capable of being easily re-

moved ;
and, notwithstanding their exist-

ence, this commerce, till arrested by extra-

neous means, was rapidly increasing, and
might by this time have exceeded that

which we carry on with France, If it has
not been entirely crushed, it is owing to the

enormous resources of the country, its exu-
berant fertility, the lowness of price, and
the laboriousncss and parsimony of the peo-

ple. . . Wallachia contains mountains of

salt which would supply the whole of the

Levant. Operations of this description, and
the impulse giveu to enterprise, would doubt-

less lead to the re-opening of the ancient

mines of which Russia lias already endea-

voured to obtain possession, and to which
she proposed to send 40,000 miners to work.
Another important freight would be timber

and staves, from the oak forests of Servia,

and the upper parts of Wallachia. The
herds and flocks are worth, at present, little

more than their hides, skins, wool, and tal-

low; with their extension, whst limit is

there to the supply of tallow and hides?

Already they export 2,000 tons of taUow,

and it is the best in the world.
" Wallachia, Moldavia, and Bulgaria pro-

duce the finest and the cheapest Indian corn ;

and if not the finest wheat, at least the

cheapest within the range of the Black Sea
The charges at present incurred iu passing

through the Danube, amounts to three shil-

lings the quarter, which is equal to twenty

per cent on the prime cost of wheat, and
fifty per cent on that of ludian corn ; under

this charge the export amounts to 1,000,000
quarters, of which 450,000 directly, and

250,000 indirectly, reach England. An agri-

culturist of Eastern reputation (Joanesko)

calculates that a rise of price of ten per cent,

would suffice to double the production for

exportation in the Principalities.

• M'Culloch (" Commercial Dictionary ").

t The advantage in the market of the lower freight being more than compensated by the
creater cheapness and abundance of the raw material.
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"The black Sea contains immense mari-

time resources in timber, iron, hemp, pitch,

at a quarter of the cost in Europe. Around
its coasts there is a numerous maritime im-

putation, to whom an impulse would be

given by this new traffic, and a new class

of vessels would be built Meanwhile their

enterprise would be let into the Danube and
Its continents, where everything connected

with navigation is of the rudest and most
primitive description. Their barges, being

of the burden of sometimes 2,000 tons, are

utterly unmanageable, the use of sails is

scarcely known, and their oars are unfasbion-

ed pieces of wood.
M Whatever tho provinces gain by their

exportation they immediately expend on fo-

reign goods ; the greater portion of which is

already from England ; bnt tho whole would
come from England were it not for the ob-

structions.
1'*

British intercourse with the Danube
began only in 1834. In that year two
small British vessels commenced our
commerce with that river, and the re-

sources which it represents. Pre.
viously some trade had been carried on
with the interior by land through Con-
stantinople ; and in Hungary depots
had been formed at Apatina and E&zek,
whence hemp and timber for the Lon-
don markets were conveyed by water
to Siszek and Carlstadt, and thence by
land to Fium and Trieste. So rapid,

however, was the rise of the trade by the
Danube, that in 1835, notwithstanding
the obstructions, fifteen British vessels

entered the river, and the native traffic

in small vessels amounted to between
700 and 800 cargoes. Some cotempo-
raneous statements give the following

results

" On the other side of the Eoxine, up the

Danube, we have a trade just beginning,

bnt of great promise, against the rise and

progress of which Russia baa already ven-

tured to make more than one hostile effort

The Principalities of Wallachia aud Molda-
via are fertile in the production of many ar-

ticles which would vie with the staple pro-

ductions of Russia — tallow, hides, timber,

hemp, staves, and corn. There are no re-

strictions whatever on trade there, British

enterprise has found its way to these pro-

vinces ; and already the joalous power of

Russia has assailed, to obstruct, its success.

In 1833, not a ton of British shipping en-

tered the Danube; in 1834, it first began to

do so to a trifling extent; in 1835, upwards
of 3,000 tons traded there; and in 1836,

there will be 5,000 tons and upwards ; if

Russia is pleased to permit our subjects to

exercise their just and lawful right But,

as 1 have said, she has already interfered,

and the matter must now and immediately

be brought to an issue."f
" The Principalities of Moldavia and Wal-

lachia are objects of deadly jealousy to Rus-
sia. They can vie with her in her staple

productions, and their Princes are liberal

and enlightened men, anxious to draw close

the connexion with England through her

merchants and their ships.

" In the midst of this, Russia has dared to

offer insult to England by laying hands upon
British shipping, and demanding tribute at

the mouth of the Danube. This river was
declared by the powers of Europe to be open

and free, and under no control whatever to

the hindrance of commerce ; and there can-

not be a doubt but that Russia's determina-

tion is to close up the Danube entirely, and
thus to stop our growing trade with the

Principalities, as well as the great inland

and transit trade of central Europe. If such

Is not her ultimate intention, why has she

interfered thus with our trade ; and why has
the dredging of the bank in the central mouth
of the river been strictly prohibited ? This

used to take place periodically, but now the

bank is suffered to increase, so as to threaten

the navigation altogether. But it is to the

insulting and alarming fact of the exacting

of toll from our ships tliat I have particu-

larly to call the attention of Government
and the IIousc"$

" Since we have opened our ports for the

free importation of foreign grain our trade

with Russia has gradually declined ; but

from the same period that of Turkey has
gradually increased ; and while the former

has diminished nearly fifty per cent., the

latter has risen to the same extent since

1846. In 1850, the exports of Indian corn

from the ports of Galaiz amounted to up-
wards of 1,400,000 quarters. Our exports

of merchandise (o Galatz in 1850, amounted
to about £435,000, and to I brail to about

£463,000. A third of our importations of

forcigu grain (value £12,000,000) is in the

hands of the Greek merchants of the Medi-
terranean^

"The exports from England (Turkey)
have increased from 1830 to 1850 sixfold,

the declared value being in the latter year

£3,100,000.

• " Progress of Ru^ia in the West," &c. Urquhart. " The Russians of the South."
Shirley Brooks.

+ Speech of Mr. P. Stewart in the House of Commons, April 20, 1836.

+ The motion of Mr. P. Stewart was supported by petitions from the city of London, pre-
sented by Mr. Grote, and from Glasgow, presented by Sir Stratford Canning.

§ Banker'* Circular, July 2, 1858.
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44 We imported, directly and indirectly, in

i860, from the Danube, above two miliiona

of quarters, and sent to 1brail and Galatz

£998,000 value of goods.
44 Tbe basin of the Danube producing ex-

actly the same articles as Russia, every ton

exported from the Danube wan a ton less

exported from Odessa or St. Petersburg.

Hut besides the difference in the source, com-
petition would have affected the price; one
shilling reduction on the cwt. of tallow or
the quarter of grain, is n loss to Kussia of

from £50,000 to £100,000 "

These are but some portions of the

results of an intercourse with regions

which, though in the very centre ofEu-
rope, have never yet been understood
or 44 discovered." Some estimate may,
however, be formed of what would
have been the progress and results

during twenty years, had no extraneous
obstructions been interposed. But to

understand the interruption which has

taken place, and the disturbing causes

which have been brought to bear (only

partially foreshadowed in the dis-

closures made to the House of Com-
mons by Mr. Stewart, Mr. Grote, and
Sir Stratford Canning), it is necessary

to go somewhat further back, and to

urvey the general commercial bearing
and political relations of which this is

the nucleus and centre.

The Black Sea is the central point,

and the determining position of the
commerce of the world. Europe and
Asia carrying, as they must, Egypt and
Africa in their '« progress," have all the

resources of wealth and power in them-
selves, however they may avail them-
selves of the adventitious aid of Ame-
rica and Australia.

The Euxine is the connecting link.

Its unbounded resources, its unequalled
facilities, hitherto (because sealed up)
neglected by the spirit of British en-

terprise, has been, since history has
records, the goal of enterprise, the

object of development, and the source

of wealth and power. When the re-

sources of the Danube were partially

unknown (though far better knowu
than now), the Crimea, and Trebizond,
and every portion of the eastern coust

of the Black Sea, were better under,
stood and utilised by Greeks, Romans,
Venetians, and Genoese, than by the

active commerciality of Manchester,
Glasgow, Liverpool, or London. The

[Not.

ruins of cities, aqueducts, and ports
in the Crimea attest (like those on the
Danube) the appreciation by the Ro-
man possessors of those sites of their
beauty and their value. The sons of
Italy, however, only followed in the
wake of the inhabitants of the Penin-
sula of Greece, whose imaginative
fables of Argo, Jason, Iphiginta, and
the Golden Fleece, we, in the nine-
teenth century, are only now beginning
to knock our heads into, and to find
that the fables of our schoolboy sweat-
ing meant something which it is worth
while for our manhood to understand.
The Genoeso settlements in the

Crimea, and on the south-eastern ports
of the Black Sea, derived their chief
advantage and received their chief im-
pulse from the inland connexion with
Central Asia afforded by Trebizond.

Trebizond was so far understood as

the point of contact with Central Asia,
that the Emperor Hadrian constructed
the port which remains to this day

;

its object was the communication with
interior Asia :—

" Three great roads connected the city

(Trebizond) with the reat of Asia ; one west-
ward, along tbe shores of tbe Euxine ; an-
other eastward, to the banks of the Pha*is

;

and a third southward, over the great moun-
tain barrier to the banks of the Euphrates,
where, separating into two branches, one com-
municated with the valley of the Araxes,

and proceeded to Persia, while the other con.

ducted to Syria.""

Of these means of communication
with Asia, England has only partially

availed herself. The Black Sea has
been to her a black book— say rather,

a sealed book. Let her remove the
seal, and there opens not only on its

Eastern but on its Western shores a
field, let us hope, not only for her en-
terprise and cupidity, but also for nobler
objects and higher aims. If straightfor-

ward stolidity and wrong-headedness,
combined with great physical power,
have justly entitled her sons to the sobri-

quet of " John Bull," let her learn that
there are other things than mere brute
force that make a nation great, power-
ful, and permanent. Her relations

with France can now never be, except
by mismanagement producing misunder-
standing, otherwise than mutually im-

proving and beneficent. f But Russia,

The foe-Opening of the Danuie.

* flnlay :
44 Mediaeval Greece and Trebizond."

*t was intended, as due to the occasion, to have entered hart In detail into the commer-
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whom we now at length are beginning
to measure, has schemes long devised

and skilfully matured, which require

equal perception to meet them, and
comprehension to counteract. TheZol-
verin and the Rhine — the Rhine
connected with the Danube, and the

Danube with Trebizond ; the Dar-
danelles closed to "The Maritime
Powers," and the commerce of Europe
with Asia, from the Scheldt to the

walls of China, in her bands— such
were and are the schemes of Russia,

which we may now smile at in the con-

tempt of ignorance, not even seeing

that in our strength we have been
beaten, and in our enlightenment have
been made dupes, whatever the re-

sult of the present war may be, the

•tory of the Danube will remain a
com to English statesmanship, and a
laughingstock to English wisdom.

British commercial and naval enter,

prise traverses and exhausts the globe,

explores the poles, and, like Alexander
at the II) phasis, weeps that there are

no more worlds to conquer. Here, in

the centre of Europe, the very mart
for our trade, the very granary for our
wants, the very nucleus of Europe's

supplies, the very link with Asia's

wealth, we have been hoodwinked in

all our Wisdom, and played with like

children in all our power.
It may be worth while to trace back

some of the transactions respecting

British interests in these regions where
we are now expending so many mil-

lions on war, the result ofmismanaged
peace.

In 1829, Russia first secured, by the

Treaty of Adrianople (which yet bears

its Roman name), the control of the
mouth of the Danube. Her appreci-

ation of the Eastern outlet of Europe's
greatest river, and of the necessity to

herself of barring from the markets of

Western Europe its boundless re-

sources and necessary reciprocity, did
not, however, commence at that date.

Her designs on the Black Sea, the
Crimea, the Caucasus, and Constan-
tinople itself, had been long before
matured. The Principalities she had
made the cause of rcplunging Europe in

war in 1806 ; and in systematic pursuit

of her objects, founded on superior
knowledge, she gained in 1812, by the

treaty of Bucharest, Bessarabia and
the Pruth—the pivot of her operations

in 1829 as in 1853. But her posses-

sion of the mouth of the channel of

Central Europe's wealth she suffered

to lie dormant and inoffensive, until

the sudden and instantaneous rise of
the trade by British vessels showed
her that England was beginning to

awaken to the commercial capabilities

of the Danube and Black Sea. That
trade began only in 1834 ; and on the

7th of February, 1836, appeared the

ukase that all vessels entering or
** proceeding on their voyage up the

Danube, " should be stopped and taken
to Odessa. The pretext for this mar-
vellous stroke of commercial diplomacy
was sanitary precaution, quarantine,

the plague. The result was " the rob-

bery from Europe of her principal

river, under care for her health !

" The
British merchants, however, kicked
strongly at this. The British "en-
lightened public" is intelligently re-

calcitrant, when the abstraction of
£ s. d. comes in a form and shape
palpable, unmistakable, and direct.

The British Lion commercial is an in-

tellieent lion ; he loveth not direct

taxation, because then he knoweth
what he payetb. Tax him indirectly

in thousands (representing hundreds of
taxation direct) and

" Dcmitto •nricttlM, at inlqas mentii *k11u»,

Cum grariiu dono lubut onus."

Tax him directly in hundreds (repre-

senting thousands of taxation indirect),

and great is the roaring thereof—

" Turatu ego,huul nUl vcterum Virtutc Sounds*.''

This was a strong case of "direct
taxation;" and the British public,

which had been passive under the
Treaty of Adrianople, flew to arms at

the "Quarantine" Ukase of "36

1

Petitions poured in ; and on the
20th April, 1836, a debate took place

in the House of Commons, in which
the Treaty of Vienna was appealed to,

and the facts of its infraction placed

on record, but with about as much ef-

fect as had the Protest in the Queen's
Speech of 1847 on the confiscation of

Cracow. Protests, when the thing

protested against had been done and
settled, were then the fashion, and

dal advantages presenting themselves to France in the re-opening of the Danube. The
limits of space, however, have compelled its partial postponement. It will, however, be at-

tempted to stone for this omission in a paper on the Re-opening of the Black Sea.
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Eeem to have been fur a while the

climax and perfection of British states,

manshift. The Queen is made to •* pro-

test " on the confiscation of Cracow—
that is, after Cracow had been 44 con-

fscated''— that it was a 44 manifest

violation of the treaty of Vienna." *

Russia, who treats our protests aud
our Sovereign's speeches with equal re-

spect, replied, on one of these occasions,

that she 44 should act as though that

protest had never been made "
1 This

was civil. So much for the 44 protest"

panacea 1 In like fashion did we 44 pro-

test " agaiust Franco on the 44 Spanish

marriages;" but here a rare scene was
enacted for the diversion, not of Drury-
lane, but ofEurope, by 44 her Majesty's

servants." As if to quiz the 44 protest

"

quackery (of which, however, our own
Government, be it remembered, was
the proprietor and patentee), the pro-

test against France was based on a
treaty which had for fifty years ceased

to exist— the Treaty of Utrecht. If

the Treaty of Utrecht is not defunct,

then neither is her Majesty Queen
Anne. However, it was a rare joke

that fencing, wire-drawing, special-

pleading, and despatch- writing, be-

tween the author of 44 The History of
Civilisation " and the author of 44 The
Improved Art of Penmanship." The
point of dispute was, as all the world
knows, whether the Treaty of Utrecht
was violated or no. It is not generally

considered easy to kill a dead man

;

but it seems to be now a diplomatico-

physiological fact (to coin in modern
mode a modest word) that it is pos-

sible to kill a dead treaty. But, que

/aire f IIfuut que les Diplomats s'amu-

sent. If there is no fox in the

covers, turn out a bag-fox ; if there

is no bag-fox in the bag, put the

hounds upon the trail of a stale her-

ring. What do the dogs know of a
dead herring or a live fox ? Lejeu est

trop facile -—"Vive la JDiplomacie I"

'*vive la bagatelle f" The Treaty of
Utrecht is not dead, nor is good Queen
Anne. So was the stoppage of the
mouth of the Danube declared to be a
manifest violation of the Treaty of
Vienna,f Nevertheless, Russia held
and pocketed the key ; and British

commerce, shut out, could only 44 pro-
test " and bear it

Exclui •pectant admUtu opwnU iJfttrca."

Lord Aberdeen, also, " protested " (af-

ter a fashion) against the Treaty of

Adrianople, which laid the mine for all

these operations; and when charged
by Mr. D'Israeli in the House of

Commons, with 44 connivance or cre-

dulity," -replies by moving? for a

copy of his protest in 18?9, which
turns out to be a despatch written to

his own ambassador at Constantinople,
and giving his opinions on the treaty

in which he had been so conscientiously
cajoled. As well might he have writ-

ten him his opinions on the siege of

Troy, and its capture by the wooden
horse. This Treaty of Adrianople has

been the basis of the closing of the

Danube, and of all the other parallels

advanced. The advantage that might
be derived by Western Europe from
the cheapening of the markets for those

raw materials which she herself pro-
duced, Russia had long foreseen, when
undreamt of by the merchants or

statesmen of England or France. This
was a stake worth playing for; and
well was the rubber played (on one
side at least) from the first shuffle to

the winning trick. The process of
each deal has been recorded by the

winning partners. The prize was the

Treaty of 1829. The then base of ope-
rations, the philanthropic ** conven-
tion " of July 6th, 1827; the small
intermediate fact, the destruction of
the Turkish fleet by its friends at Xa-
varino ; and the result, the closing of

the Danube, the closing of the Black
Sea, and the carrying out Russia's

schemes of 14 territorial acquisition and
influence in the East," to the consum-
mation throughout contemplated—the
partition of the Ottoman Empire—

* Mox tc*e attollit la mttm,
In^rcditur que mIo* •( caput inter nubil* coi^lt.**

However our arms may triumph, it

is knowledge that gives power, whether
to empires or men ; and to understand
the past is the sole key to the safety of
tho future. England, nay, Europe, has
to thank Lord Aberdeen for the Treaty
of Adrianople— that most disastrous

treaty that history has ever set down in

her 44 almanac," new or old ; a treaty

designed in fraud, gained by fraud,

signed in fraud, % used for fraud. But
Russia's commercial existence was at

stake to rob France and England of

the resources of the Danube (not to

* Speech from the Throne on the opening of Parliament, 1817.

t Lord Palmerston, March 17th, 1837. July 6th, 1840.

X See Colonel Cheaney a
44 History of the Campaigns of 1828, 1829/
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wiy Black Sea). The moment was
critical, for the *' victorious " Russian

array also, under Diebitch, was in mo-
mentary peril. The thing was to get

the treaty signed— that is, to keep
England quiet, or rather acquiescent,

until it had been signed ; and signed it

was. The results we see. To this, in

no small degree, we owe the necessity

for the melancholy lists of killed and
wounded in to-day's morning papers

—

•'Hoc fonte derWaU clade*

In populurn pirtrUnnjue flaxit
!"

« I apeak of * Peaet,' while eowt enmity.

Under the name of nfety, wound* the world."

This British Foreign Minister, in 1829,

being of " stable mind,'* the steed hav-

ing been stolen, carefully locks the

door, and "protests" the key into his

pocket. The Russian ambassador, who
nath appropriated the quadruped, at

one door assures his jockeyed friend,

** that in case of succexs, the Emperor
would be under an obligation to consult

his allies, and that a definite state of
things would not be established without

their assent and concurrence;" and at

the other lets the feline occultation out

of the bag, by writing to his brother

professor in this Fagan-ic school of di-

plomacy :

—

" It is in the midst ofour camp that peace

mutt be signed. Europe must learn its con-

ditions only when it is concluded. Remon-
strances will then be too late, and it will

patiently suffer what it can no longer pre-

ventr

It was after this astounding perfidy,

made public in the interval to all

Europe, that came the assurances, in

both Houses of Parliament, before the

close of the session of 1653 (and which
assurances sufficed to obtain the with-

drawal of the motions of Lord Clanri-

carde and Mr. Layard), of the perfect

confidence of Government in the good
faith and upright intentions of the

Emperor of Russia 1 We may possibly

have some similar protestations at the

opening of next session (?) but Rus-
sian good faith, and upright intentions,

and " longanimity " are not quite in

such favour in tho olfactory nerves of
the British public ; nor is Lord Aber-
deen.

As regards tho future of British in-

tercourse with the East—tho Danube,
the Caucasus, Trebijsond, Central Asia,

and Persia— a few words may suf-

fice. It is happy for England that

in this case her interests coincide with

her honour. The Russian views, how-
ever, as bearing on the Zolvcrein and
the Danube, may be worth reproduc-

ing to tho commercial statesmanship

and intelligence of the West. The fol-

lowing extracts are from the pen of Dr.

Nebenius, published in Germany:

—

u The Asiatic commerce of Russia stands

both directly and indirectly in competition

with the intercourse which thowcrtern coun-

tries, including North America, entertain in

various ways with that quarter of the globe

which surpasses all the rest in size and
density of population. Tho Levantine, East

Indian, and Chinese trade of the English,

North American, French, and Dutch, has

not yet so deeply felt the results of the com-
petition of the Russian land-trade extending

far into Asia, from the frontier walls of the

Chinese empire to the Caspian and Black

Seas, as it ultimately must, from the vastly

increasing means of this colossal empire.

"The acquisition in 1829 of a district of

10,000 square miles, inhabited by nomadic
tribes, has promoted its connexion with the

interior of Asia, and particularly with
Bukhara ; and though the British East
Indian trade has not been much decreased,

yet, in the opinion of many, even the posi-

tion of Russia threatens the British dominion

in that quarter. Its speedy destruction is

not probable ; and the contingency, when
it arises, will spring out of internal disturb-

ances; but it is to be hoped that the active

emulation in peaceful undertakings of both

powers will promote progress in the East,

and that the balance shall preponderate in

favour of Russia."

This is a precious revelation 1 What
a pity that these magnificent aspira-

tions of Russian ambassadors and Ger-
man professors should bo unceremo-
niously knocked on the head! But
tho Professor continues :—

"England, who turns all Asia into a
source of profit, supplying, by means of

Smyrna, Trebizond, and tho Persian Gulf,

the markets of Asiatic Turkey, Persia, and
the neighbouring countries, is now seeking

to extend her China trade even to the north-

ern coasts of that empire; while for the

longer passage of the Indian Sea, she substi-

tutes the Euphrates, or a railroad across the

Isthmus of Suez. In oppotition to this,

Russia trill not fail to tafa adcantage of
every facility presented by her position, and
the extension of her dominions in Asia. But
the most effectual means is to open a passage

to German commerce, to as conjointly to reap

the harvest ofRritish crmmcrce. which con-

tribute nothing to the Russian transit and
carrying trade. Ry handing it over to Ger-

many, its own transit and carrying trade

would be much benefited ; and the means
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are in her hands by the navigation of the

Danube in connexion with Trvhizond."

" Fas est et ab hoste doceri." The
political professor reveals some further

information, not without value to the

commercial interests of England :

—

" It is clear that to obtain this end there

must take place a mutual decrease of duties

between Prussia and Jlussia. Russia will

find an equivalent in the produce of its

Trans-Caucasian province*, particularly silk

and cotton ; and in the increasing demand
for the produce of those countries, it will find

the surest means for a more rapid develop-

ment of its productions and its power. The
Russian land-trade will rival the sea-trade

only in so far as it can offer European goods

cheaper in the Asiatic market ; and the more
active the intercourse upon the whole line of

transports, the more economical will be the

exchanges. The time is come which invites

to this concurrent enterprise, and a scries of

favourable events promise rapid results.

These are

—

the extension and the strenathen-

ing of the Russian dominion on the Black

Sea ; the acquisition of the eastern ports of
the same sea, confirmed by the peace of 1 82'J;

the decided dependence of the Persian em-
pire ; the exclusive navigation ofthe Caspian;

tlte recently-effected complete subjugation of
the Caucasian tribes ; andfinally, the exten-

sion of the Russian dominion, which within

these few years has spread its frontiers cast-

ward from the Caspian, and nearer to the

British possessions in India, 280 leagues.
" The re-establishment of that ancient

channel of commerce through the Black Sea,

and in connexion with the Dunubc, would
give to Europe the important advantage in

its intercourse with Asia, of having entire

independence of the naval powers. If the

time should ever again return when Great

Britain shall rule the ocean, and enact a

maritime law dictated by her own exclusive

advantage, the Black Sea, at least, will be

closed to her, and commerce with that divi-

sion of the world will not only remain undis-

turbed, but furnish us in great abundance

with all the produce she can offer us herself,

or prevent us »>y a blockade from obtaining.

We need but call to remembrance the years

1808 and 1812, particularly with respect to

cotton, to perceive the full importance of

this matter."

These are the doctrines disseminated

by Ru«sian employes through Europe
and Asia. It is high time to put a
new face on the matter, and the present

is the opportunity. But it is at home
we must begin. We havo seen here,

as regards the past, sufficient sample of
the sacrifice of British interests ia the
transactions since 1829 between Russia
and Great Britain, in the matter of the
Danube and the Black Sea. Nor is it

in our interests alone that we huve suf-

fered. We have not had left us even
the consolation of Francis at Pavia—
" Tout est perdu, sauve I'howuur."
Such has been the past, such will be
the future, unless Britain's councils
are guided by intelligence and courage
equal to her destiny, her fortunes, and
her duties.

There is, however, yet more to be
said of the Danube's past and the
Danube's future. Let us turn from
the frailties of fair " Diplomacy," and
ask, what has become of Diplomacy's
truer, though neglected and ill-used

sister (in fact, Diplomacy's Cinderel-

la)—Geography ? Her worth may yet
huve to be appreciated, and the mat-
ter of the direct communication of the

Danube with the Black Sea at Kus-
tardji, may bo a valuable illustration

of the fact :—

"The great watercourse and 1ughway of

nations leading into the very centre of Ger-
many,* running in nearly a straight line

from the centre of Hungary, to within a few
miles of the coast, suddenly turns up to the

north, and after a devious and intricate

course, loses itself through shallower chan-
nels, amongst noxious marshes, in the Black
Sea. Its useless wanderings extend a hun-
dred and fifty miles, carrying it away from
the direction of its usefulness, and bringing

its navigation within autumn's fatal miasma-
ta and winter's icy chains. The winding of

the river lengthens the voyage two or three

hundred miles ; but the difference in time
has to be calculated by months. The
marshy nature of the country through which
the crews have to track the vessels to the

ports of shipment, occasions loss of life ; and
the accumulation of sand at the only month
necessitates the unloading of vessels of any;

size. Political and sanitary obstacles affect

vessels of every class and nation ; and con-

sequently the freights are so much increased

as to amonnt to a charge of fifty per cent, on
the staple produce of the country."f

A single glance at the map suggests

the question, What has become of the

seven mouths of the Danube ? How is

it that the manifest intentions of Pro-
vidence and the indubitable records of
antiquity alike bear witness against the

• Lord Palmerston, July 7, 1858.

t
" Progress of Russia in the West, South," Ice.
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short-comings and ignorance of the

self- sufficient age which boasts of its

" enlightenment " and " progress *' ?

Where is now the ancient water com-
munication through the Nile, between

the Mediterranean and the Red Sea,

when, with truth, it might be said :

—

" From he«T«n lUelf, through wren fold, Niltw flwi,

And harvests on i hundred ti\m» bcetowi."

Above all, what hath happened unto

the ancient and direct passage of the

Danube into the Black Sea? That
direct, but lost channel, would, if re-

stored, give the boundless and inesti-

mable resources of the Danube direct

to western Europe ; and for all practi.

cal purposes, would give a maritime

coast to the inland countries of Transyl-

vania, Servia, and Hungary; a direct

supply to the wants, and a direct mar-
ket for the wares and fabrics of the

teeming industry of England and
France. Twice has this channel been
surveyed by most competent govern-

ment engineers (1844 and 1&50), and
its practicability and inexpensivene.*s

ascertained. The Austrian engineers

(in 1844) estimated the expense of

the more costly of the projects (that

for a ship-canal for the large Aus-

trian steamers, which was the plan of

the Austrian Lloyd Company) under

half a million sterling. It is, however,

as far as French and English (and

Turkish) interests arc concerned, hy

no means necessary that the canal

should be for sea-going ships. If for

smaller vessels, the expense would bo

reduced one-half, as the facilities af-

forded by the Lake of Carasou could

in that case be taken advantage of.

This would also be more consonant

with Turkish interests (which have

some small right to be consulted in the

matter, and which also, as it happens,

coincide herewith our own), tor "a
new class of vessels would arise, which
would penetrate high into the interior ;

and by short and rapid voyages, trans-

fer at small cost the produce of the Da-
nubian provinces to Constantinople.

These small vessels would also be ca-

pable of being tracked by their crews

against the currents of the Bosphorus,

where the large sea-going vessels are

sometimes detained for months ''
:

—

" By restrictinir the dimen.-ions of the

canal, the purpose of the larger one would

be inure than attained without its expense;

works at Kustendji would no longer be re-

quired, for these boys would be able to enter

at once the basin opening on a tideless sea.

The coast is not exposed to the dangers of

the other portions of the Euxine. Fogs,

low, invUible coasts, deceptive appearances,

or a current setting on shore, render peril-

ous every other frequented port, such as the

mouths of the Danube, Odessa, Taganrog;

and the entrance of the Bosphorus. The
current here sets off shore, the land ia not

low, and is well defined
; against the pre-

vailing westerly and northerly winds there

ia shelter ; with a southerly wind there is no

danger in making the coast ; the holding

ground is good. At the present rate of ex-

portation, 2000 of these crafts would be re-

quired
;
making Ave or six trips in the year,

they would employ 15,000 seamen. The
enterprise would thus be reduced to very

manageable proportions, and the character of

the workmanship brought nearer to the level

of what the country can supply. We may,

then, be safe in setting down the cost as not

above £2000 per mile for cutting, or, £1000
for dredging, banking, pile-driving, ice., on

the Lake of Carasou, which would bring the

expense under £00,000 for the line itself.

The entire expenditure would be amply
covered by £200,000.

"The western coast of the Black Sea is

difficult and inabordable. The canal would,

in a great measure, be deprived of its utility,

if there were no port and no shelter for ves-

sels at the point where it meets the sea ; but

it so happens, that at that very point a head-

land runs out to the eastward, affording

shelter. The ruins, no less than ancient

reports show that it has been a place of

importance
;
although from the shoaling of

the water, and the drifting of the sands, it

is now of comparative insignificance, It

might be made, at very little cost, to .serve

for the purposes of the canaL

Even thing consumed by 10,000,000 of

people ;
every article produced on 60,000

square miles of arable land, would pass

through it. A eoasiderable portion of what

is consumed by another 16,000,000 of peo-

ple, and the larger amount of the exported

produce of their 120,000 square miles, would

also pass through it. With this latter

country (Hungary) traffic is actually im-

peded, as regards imports, by the Austrian

tariff; but this new opening would change

that tariff. The states of Austria, Gallicia,

Bohemia, the Hereditary States, and Bava-

ria, would feci, more or less, the benefit of

this eastern passage to the sea, affording to

them new markets and new supplies.

" Even in Europe, railways are not found

to pay for traffic alone. Here the mcrchan*

disc is of the heaviest kind, and the lowest

value ; the great export of the provinces of

less value than coal in England. The dis-

tance is double that of the canal. The capi-

tal required tconld be, at least, six times

greater ; and the traffic of the canal would

not pass over it The profits of the enter-

prise, and its value to Turkey, must depend
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on admitting sea- going vwsela in the Da-
nube, or on bringing the vossd* of the Da-
nube to thf sen. One of t!-e ehiff source*

of profit Mould l>e rafu of timber, which
never could nupport transit by mil. It was
thin last consideration that induced the

council to negative the project of the rail-

road."*

These details have already extended
to an unexpected length; and it is

necessary to omit, or postjwne, many
others of a not less important charac-

ter, bearing not only on the interest*

of Englaud in this matter, but on
those of her fellow -labourer in the

fieM, and her joint participator in the

fruits— field of glory— but fruits of

peace— France. But to the eyes of

French statesmen— and chiefly their

first and greatest— they must already

have presented themselves ; and, no-

ble as has been the conduct of France
throughout, beneficial and glorious

will be her first-fruits of the reward.

France and England aro about to

receive into their hands the steward-

ship of tho destinies of Eastern Eu-
rope and Western Asia.

That gift is either the golden fruit

of Justice, Union, and Peace, or it is

the fatal and irremediable curse of the

apple of Discord. Few words suffice

where truth is so self-evident. It is the

Jirst step that tells : onefalse step now
on either side, from cupidity, or jea-

lousy, or false suspicion, and Europe
will rue the day which saw the brio-lit

promise dawn of the now glorious al-

liance of France and England. Shall

the time ever come, or is it possible

that it may come quickly, when the

ennobling sentiments and reminis-

cences which now link tho hearts of

England and France on the pride-shorn

heights of Alma, shall be debased

into the grovelling and inhuman fero-

cities of low suspicion, mean jealousy,

tigrine bloodthirstiness, and mutual

fiendish bote ? Shall the two mightiest
sifter nations the sun has ever risen

and set upon, when before them is the

path to walk through, hand in hand,
diffusing and receiving countless bless-

ings turn these now clasped and ge-
nerous hands with suicidal madras?
ngainst each other's life? Not whii;

there remains one sane man anvong
Britain's honest race or France's chi-

valrous sons. One, now, in their

truest interests ; one in every higher
aim and nobler aspiration, their own
will be the fault, if ever that fallen

angel " Diplomacy,*' shall convert the
garden of their culture into the field

of their strife and the scene of their

woe. Again be it said, there can arise

no antagonism in the East between
France and Britain, except by short-
sightedness and mismanagement, which
would be treason alike to cither nation.

Let them begin by crowning that
union, mutual!}' cemented in their no-
blest blood, by justice to those, the
inoffensive, the suffering, and the op-
pressed, whom it was their mission to
free, to rescue, and restore. Then,
and then only, will they who have
freed the spoiler's captive begin to
learn her value, her beauty, and her
promise, t No prouder record can
France and England now inscribe on
their medals of victory; no firmer

motto for their alliance, or watchword
for their friendship's rallying - point
(higher title than " Alma,'' " Sebasto-
pool,"or"Cronstadt," on theirconquer-
ing flags) than that glorious maxim,
immortalised by Rome's greatest poet,

which to them will be safety against

every peril, and which was to Rome
the secret of her progress, the source

of her power, and the cohesive bond
of her unparalleled permanence :

—

* " Canal of the Danube," " Progress of Russia," Ice

t A paper is about to be published immediately, showing the mutual benefit to

and England of the freedom of the Black Sea. For the omision here of these details, as re-

gards Franco, arising from want of space, apology baa been made above.
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THE EXPEDITION TO THE CRIMEA.

part n.

Let us resume the narrative of this

ever-memorable Expedition, upon the

progress of which toe eyes of Europe
nre now fixed with most absorbing
interest, and upon the successful issue

of which so much depends. As it is, the

future effects of the deadly- contested

struggle around Sebastopol are likely

to impart a momentous interest to the

details of this most remarkable of en-

terprises.

Having swept the enemy from their

path by the bloody triumph of Alma,
the next *tcp of the Allies was to lay

siege to Sebastopol. The circuitous

march of the 25-6th September, had
the good effect of giving to the Allies

a much more convenient communica-
tion with the fleet than they could pos-

sibly have found in the open and un-

sheltered roadstead at the mouth of
the Belbck. The bay of Balaclava,

which now became the principal base

of their operations, is a place admi-
rably suited for the landing of stores and
materiel. As a port it is the most per-

fect of its size in the world. The en-

trance is between perpendicular cliffs,

rising 800 feet high on either hand,
and is only wide enough to allow the

passage ofone ship at a time ; but once
in, you find yourself in a landlocked

tideless haven, still as a mountain-tarn,

three-quarters of a mile in length by
250 yards wide, and nowhere less than
six fathoms deep, so that every square
foot of its surface is available for ships

of the greatest burden.

The Bay of Balaclava was instantly

adopted as the new base of operations

of the British army : and never, even
in the days when the towers now so

gaunt and ruined looked down on the

VOL. XX.IV.—NO. CCLXIV.

still waters of " Bella Chiave," in the
flush of the young strength of Genoa,
did its waters mirror so many tall ships

on their bosom. From fifty to a hun-
dred war- ships and transports were
constantly at anchor, landing the
siege-guns, and stores and provisions

of all kinds, while the commissariat,

ordnance, and ammunition depots were
formed in the village. The only access

to Balaclava from the land side is at

the inner end of the bay, through a
breach in the surrounding hills, which
gradually opens out into an extensive

valley, about three miles long, by
about two broad. It was in this

valley that the serious part of the

combat of the 25th October took place.

Through this valley runs the road to

the Chernaya and Mackenzie's Farm,
by which the Allies advanced to Bala-

clava, and which on the other side of
the Chernaya enters steep gorges in

the mountains, by the possession of
which the Russians could at any time
advance without warning into the val-

ley, and threaten either Balaclava or

the rear of the besieging force. On the

side next the sea, this valley is bounded
by a line of hills, stretching from Ba-
laclava to Inkcrman, at the mouth of
the Chernaya, and along the summit
of which runs the first three miles of

the eight- mile road from Balaclava to

Sebastopol. Another road branching off

from Balaclava in the opposite direc-

tion, conducts to the Valley of Baidar,

the most fertile district of the Cri-

mea. On the 2d of October (the

sixth day after the Allies first reached

Balaclava) an attempt was made to

open a source of supplies in this fertile

district by means of a maritime cxpe-
2 u
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dition of considerable strength, .which

proceeded forty miles eastward ofBala-

clava to Yalta, in the beautiful environs

of which town are the marine villas of

many of the Russian nobility, scattered

along the sheltered coast. Marsanda,

the seat of Count Woronzoff, was vi-

sited and found deserted, but not de-

stroyed, as were the Russian villas on

the Katcha and Belbck. The expedi-

tion failed in its object, for the Tartar

peasantry were too much afraid of the

Russians to come forward with sup-

plies, and the strength of the besieging

army was not great enough to allow ofa

detachment being spared for the perma-

nent occupation of Yalta.

The port of the Balaclava having

been found barely large enough for

the landing of the British stores and
guns, the French selected, as their base

of operations, the three deep bays lyiug

between Cape Chersonesus and Sevas-

topol bay— where they had the ad-

vantage of disembarking their siege-

artillery much nearer than ours to the

scene of action.

General Francois Canrobert, who
now took the command of the French
army, had won his laurels, like the

lameuted St. Arnaud and all the pre-

sent generation of French generals, in

the wars of Africa. lie appears to

differ very much from St. Arnaud in

character— giving way little to enthu-

siasm, making no appeals to the ima-

gination or love of glory of his soldiers

(rather a fault in a French general,

but suiting admirably in one who has

to co-operate with the sober generals

of England), and in his bulletins and
despatches exhibiting that calmmatter-
of-factness characteristic of our own
generals.

The country between Balaclava and
Sebastopol, upon which the Allied

army encamped, is a barren hilly

steppe, destitute of water, and covered
with no better herbage than thistles.

The French look up their position next
the sea ; the British inland, next the

Cbernaya. The front of the besieging

force extended in a continuous line trom
the mouth of the Chernaya to the sea

at Strelitska Bay— forming nearly a
semicircle around Sebastopol, at a dis-

tance of about two miles from the

enemy's works. This position was
found to be close enough, as the Rus-
sian guua were found to throw shells

to the distance of 4000 yards. A great

and most unfortunate delay look place

in landing and bringing up the, siege-

guns and stores of the Allies—a delay

which was improved to the utmost by

the Russians, who kept large bands of

citizens, and even women, as well as

the garrison, at work in relays both
night and day, in throwing up a vast

exterior line of earthen redoubts and
intrenchments, and in covering the

front of their stone-works with earth,

so as to render it almost impossible to

breach them. In truth, if the Allied

generals had had any correct idea of

the time it would take to get their

guns into position, and of the immense
resources at the command of the garri-

son, they would probably hare deemed
it by far the wisest course to have as-

saulted the town with the bayonet the

moment they arrived in front of it

(28th September), when as yet no

earthworks had been thrown up, and
the tremendous artillery which subse-
quently faced them was still on board
the Russian fleet, or in the forts down
at the edge of the Bay. Likewise, if

they had sooner discovered how inef-

fective was the firo of the fleet against

the granite of the forts, they would
robably have drawn more upon that

ranch of the expedition, both in guns
and gunners, to meet the similar force

brought against them by the enemy.
It was ouly as the siege advanced that

the extraordinary nature of the enter-

prise revealed itself. Had Sebastopol
been a first- class fortress, defended by
an ordinary garrison, it must have

Eroved an easy and speedy capture,

iut it was defended by earthwork in-

trenchments, nearly in a straight line,

and not presenting, like a fortress, auy
angles upon which we could concen-
trate our fire, and so obtain a decisive

superiority at the point ofattack ; and
upon these unbreaehablo ramparts was
mounted an artillery much more pow-
erful than that of the besiegers, which
could be replaced by new guus as fast

as dismounted, yet which must be si-

lenced before an assault could be ven-

tured upon. Moreover, the force

disposable for the defence of Sebasto-

pol was nearly equal in number to the

besieging army ; and as, from the na-

ture of its position, the place could be

only invested upon one side, supplies

of all kinds could be conveyed into the

town, and the Russian generals could

either man the works with their whole

forces, or direct incessant attacks

against our Hank and rear. Never did

I'
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any army ever undertake so vast and
perilous an enterprise as that in which
the Allied commanders found them-
selves engaged ; but never did any
army ever win for itself, by its tran-

scendent gallantry and endurance, so

extraordinary but dear - bought re-

nown.
For three weeks after leaving Old

Fort, the British troops were without
tents, and had to bivouac in the open
air ; but on the 7th October the be-

sieging army once more got under can-
vas, and became as comfortable as it was
possible for men in their trying circum-

stances to be— that is to say, with a
third of the army constantly out all

night, on duty at the outposts or in the

trenches. The Hritish portion of the Al-
lied camp presented a much duller ap-

pearance than that of their more lively

allies; no music of the military bands
being heard in the former, the bands
of many of the regiments having been
broken up, and the men set to work at

other duties ; while a constant stir of
music enlivened the evenings in the

French camp. The British quarters,

however, were not without their share

of merriment. "Jack" was ashore

a^ain among the redconts, and in all

his glory. A thousand sailors were ac-

cordingly landed, under Captain Lush-
ington of the Albion, to take part in

the siege ; and a finer set of men,
it was allowed, it was impossible to

meet with. They labelled their tents

with all manner of quaint devices ; and
such remarks as the following were con-
stantly being heard amongst them :

—" I

say, Tom, look at this here Dutch-
man's hat which the sogers have sarved

out to us as a house for fifteen!"

"Never mind, Bill, if you cut and
run from the Rooshians, you will then

be called the Flying Dutchman."
Jack was allowed on all hands to be of
essential service iu hard work; the
only thing alleged against him being,

that he was too strong.

The country around Sebastopol sinks

gradually down, in a succession of
ridges, from the position occupied by
the Allied army to the town ; but for

nearly a third of a mile, immediately
in front of the town, the ground is

quite flat— the ridges having there

been long ago levelled away by the
Russians, in order to give no cover to

an attacking force. Another of the

endless embarrassments iu the siege

was, that the ground was rocky, and

hardly yielded earth enough for the

necessary intrenchments ; while, dimi-

nishing in depth as it approached the

town, the soil at length became quite

inadequate to the wants of the en-

gineers, and nothing but a large

supply of gabions and fascines pre-

pared at Varna rendered it nossible to

carry on the approaches with effect.

We have said that there is a circuit

of five or six hundred yards of level

ground immediately around the town ;

and as it was beyond this radius (at

least along the British front) that the

Russians threw up their new works,

erecting strong redoubts on several

elevated positions, the Allies had to

open their trenches at the distance of

a mile from the body of the place, al-

though within 1200 yards of the Rus-
sian batteries. The French were the

first to break ground. At nine at

night on the 9th, the trenches were
opened by 1,600 workmen, divided into

reliefparties,and supported by eight bat-

talions, appointed to defend the works.

A loud wind, and an almost entire ab-

sense of moonlight, favoured the one-
rations, and by break of day an m-
trenchment 930 metres in length was
completed, without interruption from
the enemy, of sufficient depth to cover

the men. Next night the British

broke ground ; but this time the gar-

rison were on the alert, and kept up a
very heavy but ineffectual fire. From
the first day that the Allies appeared
before Sebastopol, the Russians bad
never ceased pitching shot and shell

into our encampment, hardly killing a
man a-day ; but from the opening of

the trenches, hardly a night passed

that a cannonade was not kept up
against the besiegers* lines, showing
a prodigality of warlike material that

was perfectly astonishing. The rush
of the shot and shell through the

air, with a noise not unlike that of
rockets, followed by the peculiar flat

dull sound which marks the abrupt
termination to their course, as they
strike the ground; the crash of the

bursting shell, accompanied, if high in

the air, with a ringing metallic sound

;

the whiz of the fragments, and the re-

peated booming t>f the guns, echoing
among the mountains.

The British, who occupied much
higher ground than the French, placed
their batteries with great skill. The
raised mounds or beds of earth upon
which the guns were placed were erect-
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ed precisely along the crest of the va-
rious ridges on which the batteries
were planted, and, when finished, show-
ed only the muzzle of the guns over the
brow of the ridge, so as to present little

to the direct fire of the enemy. Strong
covering par ties were constantly close

in rear of the batteries', lying flat upon
their faces a little further down the
slope— an irksome position, and one
exposing the men dreadfully to the
effects of cold, but absolutely neces-

sary, and answering the purpose so
well, that although the fire of the Rus-
sian butteries was well directed, fre-

quently striking the parapets, scarcely

a man was hit. The besiegers' batteries

were now drawing near completion, and
the Governor of Sebastopol had sent a
request to Lord Raglan that he would
spare the inhabitants by not firing

upon the civilian part of the city, to

which his lordship properly replied

that he would grant a safe-conduct to

such of the inhabitants as were desi-

rous of leaving, but would promise no-
thing as to his mode of attack, save
that the buildings marked by the yel-

low flag should be respected as hospi-

tals. Every means was adopted by
Prince Mcnschikoff to keep up the
spirits of the garrison. Balls were
given every other night, and it was
confidently announced that reinforce-

ments were on their march from Pere-
kop, which would force the Allies to

raise the siege.

On the 17th of October the dread-
ful work began, and no one then pre-

sent will ever forget that memorable
scene. The morning dawned slowly ;

a thick fog hung over the town, and
spread far up the heights. Towards
six o'clock the mist began to disperse,

and the rich clear October sun every
instant made objects more and more
visible. In the Allied lines all the ar-

tillerymen were at their pieces; and
as the iron muzzles of the guns became
visible through the fog iu the now un-
masked embrasures a scattering and
fast-increasing fire was opened upou
thorn from the Russian lines. Soon
the Russian works, crowded with grey
figures, could be seen below, with in

rear the large handsome white houses
and dockyards of Sebastopol itself.

Slowly, like the drawing back ofa huge
curtain, the mist moved off seaward,
a cool morning breeze sprang up, and
the atmosphere became clear and
bright. Around were the wide-ex-

tending lines of the besiegers, sloping

down from the elevated ridges held by
the British to the low grounds on the

coast occupied by the French ; lacing

them below was the continuous line

of Russian intrenchments of earthwork,

interspersed with redoubts and stone

towers and loopholed walls with the

line-of-battle-ships showing their heavy
broadsides in the harbour ; and be-

yond all, the open sea, bearing on its

bosom, like a dark belt, the immense
armada of the Allied fleet.

At half-past six, the preconcerted

signal of three shells went up one after

another from a French battery, and
the next instant the whole Allied bat-

teries opened fire simultaneously. On
the side of the British, seventy-three,

and of the French, fifty-three—in all,

one hundred and twenty-six guns, one-

balf of which were of the very heaviest

calibre, launched their thunders on the

side of the Allies ; while upwards of two
hundred replied in one deafening and
continuous roar from the Russianlines.

Two long lines of belching flame and
smoke appeared, and through the space

between hurtled a shower of shot and
shell, while the earth shook with the

thunders of the deadly vollics. Dis-

tinctly amidst the din could be heard
the immense Lancaster guns, which
here for the first time gave evidence of
their tremendous powers. Their sharp

report, heard among the other heavy
guns, was like the crack of a rifle among
muskets ; but the most singular thing

was the sound of their ball, whichrushed
through the air with the noise and re-

gular beat, precisely like the passage

of a rapid railway train at close dis-

tance—a peculiarity which at first ex-

cited shouts of laughter from our men,
who instantly nicknamed it the " ex-

press train." The effect of the shot

was terrific ; from its deafening and
peculiar noise, the ball could be dis-

tinctly traced by the ear to the spot

where it struck, when stone or earth

alike were seen to go down before it.

The first few minutes' firing sufficed

to show to each side, what neither had

as yet accurately known, the actual

strength of its opponents ; and it soon

appeared that, even in the extent of the

earthwork batteries thrown up since

the siege began, the Russians immense-
ly surpassed their besiegers. Besides

their stone forts, and a long line of in-

trenchments, guns of heavy calibre had
been planted on every ridge and height

,
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and as fresh batteries were unmarked
one after another, often in places

totally unexpected, the Allied generals

•were completely taken by surprise at

the magnitude of the defences. Oppo-
site to the French lines, the main
strength of the Russians lay in

the Flag-stall" Batteries, erected

upon a hill commanding the French
works. They consisted of two tiers of

intrenchments, each mounting about
twenty-five guns— the upper of which
tier of cannon ap[)ears to have been
unknown to the besiegers until it open,

ed fire— with several large mortars

placed on the summit of the hill. And
on the extreme right of the Russian

lines was a ten-gun batter)*, most com-
mandingly placed, so as to eufilade the

French Tines. In this quarter the Rus-
sians had not only a great advantage
in point of position, but also in weight

of metal ; /or their guns greatly out-

numbered those of the French, and
were thirty-two, fifty-six, or sixty-eight

pounders, whereas our allies had no
heavier than sixteen or twenty four-

pounder cannon. It soon became evi-

dent that, despite all their gallantry

and skill, the French were fighting at

a disadvantage, and were dreadfully

galled in flank by the ten-gun battery.

Suddenly, a little after nine o'clock,

there came a loud explosion,—a dense

cloud of smoke was seen hanging over

one of the French batteries,— and the

Russians were observed on the parapets

of their works cheering vigorously.

The flank- fire of the ten-gun battery

had blown up one of the French maga-
zines, killing or wounding about fifty

men, and blowing the earthwork to

atoms. The Russians fired with re-

newed vigour,—within an hour another

lesser explosion took place,—and the

Freuch fire was crushed so com-
pletely, that by half-past ten they were
only able to discharge a few guns at

intervals ; and the men suffered so

heavily while working the guns, that

General Canrobert, seeing that it was
folly to persevere, soon after gave
orders for the firing to cease along the

whole line.

The British batteries were more suc-

cessful. The principal works opposed
to them were, on their right front, the

Round Fort, a martello-tower which
had been faced up with earth, and its

white stonework painted of an earthen

colour, to render it a less conspicuous

target. A battery of twenty heavy

guns was planted on the top of this

tower, and extensive earthwork in-

trenchments had been thrown up
around it, mounted with artillery of

heavy calibre. Next, nearly op|>osite

the British centre, was the three-deck-

er, the Twelve A|K>stles, placed across

the harbour creek ; and facing our left

was the Redan redoubt, carrying about
forty cannon, likewise surrounded by
intrenchments, armed with numerous
guns. On the British side the princi-

pal redoubts were the Crown Battery,

of twenty-seven guus, in the centre,

fronting the Twelve Apostles ; ami the,

Green Mound Battery, opposite the

Redan redoubt, worked by sailors un-
der command of Captain Feel, R.N.
Twenty minutes' firing from the British

lines sufficed to silence the exposed
battery on the summit of the Round
Fort, but no impression was made on
that or many following days on the

earthworks around it, — showing how
superior earthwork is to stone in resist-

ing a cannonade.

At half-past three a red-hot shot
from the Russian three-decker the
Twelve Apostles—which was so placed

in the Harbour-creek as to be sheltered

from everything but one of our Lan-
caster guns— struck a powder-wagon
in the Crown Battery, which exploded,
killing a man or two, but fortunately

leaving the works of the battery unin-

jured. The Russians set up tremen-
dous cheers, imagining that they had
done us the same mischief as they had
done to the French. But it was oar
turn next ; for while the enemy were
still cheering, a shell from our Green
Mound battery lodged in the powder-
magazine of the Redan redoubt, and
blew it up with a tremendous explo-
sion. The previous explosions were
nothing to this. A white livid flame
suddenly shot high into the air,

followed by a report that made the
very earth tremble in the Allied

lines, and the next minute its garrison

of hundreds, blown to atoms, were dis-

covered strewing the ground to a dis-

tance around. " In the midst of a
dense volume of smoke and sparks,"

says an eyewitness, " which resembled
a water-spout ascending to the clouds,

were visible to the naked eye, arms,
legs, trunks, and heads of the Rus-
sian warriors, mingled with cannons,
wheels, and every object of military

warfare, and, indeed, every living

thing it contained." So powerful was the
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effect which this explosion produced on
the morale of the besiegers, which had
been somewhat depressed by the mis-

fortunes of the day, that the enthusi-

asm displayed was almost of a frantic

nature. Both the English and French
troopers, as well as officers, doffed their

caps and threw them high into tho air,

at the same time giving a shout which
might have been heard at Balaclava,

a league off*. The Russians, how-
ever, were nowise daunted, and re-

sumed their fire with undiminished
energy. On observing the effect of
his shot, Captain Peel planted the

Union-Jack in front of his battery.

The enemy opened fire upon it, and at

length knocked it down ; when the

Captain, drawing his sword, rushed
forward, and again planted it on the

embankment, where it remained dur-

ing the rest of the day.
While this terrific cannonade was

going on by land, the Allied fleets

were seen bearing down upon the

strong forts which defend the mouth
of the harbour. It had been arranged
between the Admirals and Generals,

that as soon as the attention of the

Russians had been attracted to the

landward attack, the fleets should move
forward and take part in a general as-

sault. Instead of towing in the ships-

of-the-line— during which process the
towing-ropes would have been again

and again cut by the enemy's shot—

a

steamer was lashed alonside of each of
them, and moved forward, protected

by the intervening bulk of its gigantic

neighbour from the storm of shot which
opened upon them. The French took

the Quarantine Fort and other works
on the south side of the entrance to

Sebastopol Bay, and the British took

Fort Constantinc and the works on
the north side.

By half-past one o'clock, the ac-

tion was fairly commenced, and the

conjoined roar from the guns of the

fleet and in the forts, echoed by the

thunders of the rival batteries on shore,

baffles the imagination. Never before

in the world's history was such a can-

nonade witnessed,— even the tremen-
dous cannonade of Leipsic and Trafal-

gar fading into insignificance before so

gigantic a strife.

The fleets advanced to the attack in

two lines—the British from the north,

the French from the south ; but the

latter, having the wcather-goge, were
the first up with the enemy. Directly

the vessels came within 2000 yardsv
the forts opened fire, which the Allies
never attempted to reply to until they
took up their positions. The Sampson
and Terrible were the first of the Bri-
tish ships into action,—.the first open-
ing fire from a distance of about 1 200
yards, upon Fort Constantino, ami the
latter directing her fire on two mischie-
vous little forts on the brow of the
precipice overlooking Fort Constan-
tinc from the north, called the Wasp
and Telegraph forts. While the Britan-
nia, the flag-ship of Admiral Dundas,
was rounding in to the attack from
seaward, Sir Edmund Lyons' ship,

the Agamemnon, bore down along the
north coast to where the Sampson and
Terrible were engaged. It was evi-

dent to the rest of the fleet that tim
ship had a distinct mark in view.
Cautiously closing with the land, she
anchored broadside on within 800
yards of Fort Constat!tine, so close to

the shoal water that she had barely two
feet of water under her keeL In this

position, besides having to face the

terrific volleys from tho three tiers of
Fort Constantinc, the Agamemnon
was terribly raked by the heavy guns
of the earthworth batteries on the
heights. But Sir E. Lyons was not
the man to draw out of fire, especially

ns he knew that it was only at close-

quarters that broadsides could damage
stone walls. So he sent oft" his flag-

lieutenant in the jolly-boat, through a
most galling fire, to bring in the Belle-

rophon. "Tell them," he said, "to
come in : these forts will sink me,
and I'm if I leave this."

The appeal was quickly responded to.

The Sanspareil anchored astern of the

Vice-Admiral's ship ; and the Bellero-

phon, under her gallant old command-
er, ran in and took up so fine a posi-

tion on the bow of the Agamemnon,
and even closer in, that Sir E. Lyons
made the signal, " Well done, Belle-

rophon." 'lhe Rodney, which stood

in so close to the sand-banks that she

was actually aground uuder the ene-

my's fire, received the same compli-

ment from the Admiral. The Albion

liner, and the little Arethusa, likewise

joined this gallant squadron, while the

Britannia, Trafalgar, Vengeance, ami

London were further out. The fire

grew tremendous. The cannonade of

the French appeared terrific and con-

tinuous. Enveloped in smoke, tbey

kept up whole salvoes, which loekeij
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awful, tho smoke being lit up by the

volloys of flashes, and the roar of can-
non continuous. The Turks followed

the French in this, sometimes in whole
broadsides, again their fire running
continuously along the line. There
was less of this with the English ships,

particularly with the Agamemnon,
•whose stylo of firing? appeared less

awful, but more business-like. The
storm of shot and shell from the fleet,

-which was poured upon the upmost
tier of guns of Fort Constantine, which
are en barbette, soon dismounted them,

and drove the Russian gunners from
the walls ; but the two lower tiers,

which were in casemate batteries,

maintained a close and destructive fire.

The enemy used red-hot shot, rockets,

carcasses (combustible shell), and bar-

shot ; and the terrible effects of these

soon made themselves apparent. The
bar-shot cut the masts, spars, and
rigging to pieces, and the rockets and
red-hot shot raised conflagrations in

many of the attacking vessels. The
Albion and Arethusa were set on fire,

And had to be towed out of action ;

1 lie latter in a sinking state, from seven

shots received under her water-line.

The Agamemnon was roughly handled

;

and t he Bellerophon had her maintop-

roast almost cut in two, and had two
of her port-holes nearly knocked into

one, making a breach fifteen feet long.

The Wasp battery, which was en bar.

bette, was soon silenced, but little im-

pression was made upon the cascmated

forts. Some of the casemate guns were
dismounted, but never for more than

a few minutes, when fresh ones were
brought forward ; and towards dusk
the whole of the cannon on the

Wasp battery had been replaced, and
were firing away as fiercely as ever.

The greater part of the vessels conti-

nued firing until dark ; by which time

two ofthe casemate ports ofFort Con-
stantine were knocked into one, and
the stone-work of all the forts cut

away, and smashed to the depth of

about eighteen inches. It must be
remembered, in judging of this ac-

tion, that many of the ships had
not above one- half their crews on
board, the others being on shore;

so that the guns could not be fired

nearly so fast and effectively as would
otherwise have been the case. The
French and Turkish vessels met with
no better success than the British

;

and towards night, as the Allied

vessels stood out to pea, the Russians

cheered vociferously, and redoubled

their fire.

Such were the incidents of this me-
morable opening day of the bombard-
ment. On the 18th, the fleet did not

renew the attack ; and as the French
batteries were wholly silenced for the

time, the eneuiv were enabled to con-

ccntrate a terrific fire upon the British

trenches. During the previous day's

firing, the Russians had discovered our
weak points as well as their own, and,

before morning, had erected with sand-

bags several batteries on new and com-
manding positions. In fact, owing to

these new batteries, and the cross- tire

from some of the redoubts opposite the

now silenced French lines, the besieged

were able to fire five or six guns for

our one ; and had they been half as

expert marksmen as their assailants,

the British lines also must have been
completely silenced. Our brave Allies

made incredible efforts to come to our
aid. During the night of the 1 8th,

they worked incessantly ; and to the
surprise of all, they had repaired their

batteries, and again opened fire on the
morning of the 19th. Still they were
unfortunate. About eleven o'clock, a
shell from the Russian ten-gun battery

once more blew up one of their maga-
zines, killing most of the men in the

batterj-, and dismounting most of the

guns ; so that, owing to this accident,

and the terrible storm of shot and shell

poured upon them, most of the French
works were again silenced before two
o'clock. The British lines kept up a
hot fire throughout the whole day ; but
though at times nearly one hundred
shot and shell were thrown per minute,
little or no effect was produced upon
the.Uussian intrenchments. The enemy
were provided with a perfectly inex-

haustible supply of all the material

requisite for a desperate defence. The
instant a shot or shell struck their

works, the hole w;is filled up with
sand-bags ; so that, the besieged built

up as fast as the besiegers knocked
down ; and the belief gained ground
more and more among the Allies, that

nothing would do but to carry the place

by storm. The men stood to their

guns with a perfect confidence in

victory, but the grumbling tone in

which they spoke of not being allowed

to dash on with tlic bayonet, showed
that they anticipated but little from
trench-firing. " Let us get at the
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Roosshians with the steel, and all

cannons and ingineering, and that sort

of thinjr
!"

On tho 20th, the orders not to fire

upon the town, but only upon the

works, were rescinded ; and a confla-

gration in the dockyards whs produced
by our rockets, but was extinguished
by the Ru^ians in half an hour. The
French had repaired their injuries

during the night, and resumed their

fire; but they were still terribly over-

matched, and, for the third time, one
of their magazines was blown up, doing
much damage ; so that once more,
but from no fault of theirs, they had
to slacken their fire and the whole

brunt fell upon the British. During the

following night, the French not ouly

repaired their works, but, in order to

fire with more destructive effect, ad-

vanced one strong battery about 200
yards nearer the enemy— completely

routing at the same time a sortie made
to interrupt their work. This new
advanced battery of the French not

only enabled them to maintain their

ground, but even to destroy and si-

lence their inveterate assailant, the

Russian ten-gun battery. Relieved

from attacks from that quarter, tho

other trenches of the French kept up
a heavy fire, dismounting nine or ten

Russian cannon with round-shot, and,

dropping their shells full into the cen-

tre of the enemy's works. Every
gun in tho English lines was also kept
vigorously at work. Five or six of our

longest guns threw shells and rockets

into the town, while the rest poured
forth round shot against the earth-

works. Before two o'clock Sebastopol
was in flames in five or six places, and
eight or nine guns had been dismounted
by our lire, so that the enemy's fire

began to slacken. Between three and
four o'clock, the change was still more
apparent. Elated by this, the Gre of

the Allies grew more and more fu-

rious ; and by five o'clock, the time at

which our batteries generally cease, we
were firing five or six guns to their

one.

During the 22nd,the cannonade from
the French lines was incessant, and
told with great effect ; but early

in the day the British batteries re-

ceived orders to fire only once in eight

minutes—an unfortunate necessity, oc-

casioned by a deficiency of ammuni-
tion. The Russians worked their guna

with great energy and precision, even

[Dec.

under the hottest fire, standing to their

pieces as boldly as on the first day of
the siege ; and they continued to ra-

pidly and effectually repair each ni*:bt

the injury done to their works in the

previous day. So that on the 23rd, as

Lord Raglan states in his despatch,

alter a week's exposure to the tremen-
dous cannonade of the Allies, " the

defences of the place were, as jet, far

from being subdued, and no serious

diminution of the enemy's fire was per-

ceptible." Ou the morning of the

24 1 h, it was found that the Russians

had added eight new guns to their Re-
dan battery. During the night, also,

the British had shifted the position of
two of their 68-pounders (Lancaster
guns), so as to command the huge
three-decker, the Twelve Apostles,

whose broadsides had cut up our works
very much ; but before two shots

had been fired from the guns in their

new position, the vessel was hauled in

under cover of the land. The loss

of the Allies up to this point of the

siege was about 1,200 men. In conse-

quence of the accidents which befel

them, the loss of the French had been
double ours — namely, about 720
wounded, and 100 killed; while our
loss amounted to upwards of 60 killed,

and 300 wounded. Our average daily

loss from the opening of the trenches

was 5 killed and 25 wounded ; and on
the side of the French it is stated by
their chief physician to have varied

from 6 to 8 killed, and from 16 to 22
wounded. Among the most illustrious

of the wounded at this period of the

siege was Prince Edward of Saxe-
AVeimar, whose heroic conduct de-

serves to be noted. He went on duty
in the trenches at four a.m. ; at ten

a.m. he was severely wounded from
the bursting of a shell, receiving a se-

vere contusion on the outer part of the

left thigh ; a second injury on the in-

side ot the left thigh; and a third ou
the right arm. Although stunned by
this treble blow, he positively declined

to abandon his post, nor did he leave

the trenches till he was relieved at the

usual time, four next morning.
One feature in this memorable siege

was the great use made of riflemen by
the besieging force, and the extreme
gallantry displayed by these men when
at work. Every day parties of skir-

mishers went out from the Allied lines,

and lay under cover among the loose

large stones, about 1,000 yards in ad-
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vance of our batteries, and within 200
yards of the Russian defences. This
compelled tlio enemy to send out par-

ties to dislodge them ; and these, as

they advanced for that purpose across

the open ground, became exposed to

the fire both of (ho skirmishers and of
the trencher, and usually suffered se-

verely. Sometimes the skirmishers

stood their ground, and a series of in-

dividual hand-to-hand contests took
glace, in which both sides, besides

ring, had recourse to the bayonet and
butti of their muskets. On one occa-

sion, a private of the 33d, who hud
fired his last cartridge, was crouching
along the ground to join the nearest

covering- party, when two Russians
suddenly sprang from behind a rock,

and seizing him by the collar, dragged
him off towards Sebastopol. The
Russian who escorted him on the left

side held in his right hand his own
firelock, and in his left the captured
Minil. With a sudden spring, the

33d man seized the Russian's fire-

lock, shot its owner, clubbed his com-
panion, and then, picking up his own
Minie, made off in safety to his own
lines. Another of these brave fellows,

resolved to do some work on his own
account, got away from his company,
and crawled up close to a battery

under shelter of a ridge. There he
lay on his back, and loaded, turning

over to fire ; until, after killing eleven

men, a party of Russians rushed out,

and he took to his heels ; but a volley

fired after him levelled him with the

earth, and his body was subsequently

picked up by his comrades riddled

with balls.

Probably 100,000 shot and shell

a-day, exclusive of night-firing, was
the average amount of projectiles dis-

charged by both parties in this extra-

ordinary siege.

" There is not much danger in being
in a battery," savs a correspondent of

a London journal ; " it is going to, or

leaving it, that is perilous. Thirty or
forty shot and shell are fired at each
of our works in the course of a minute.

About one in ten strikes the battery

;

the rest fall near it, and go bound-
ing and exploding all over the ground,
rendering the passage to or from about
as unpleasant an ordeal as a literary

gentleman can well pass through.
Shell may be avoided ; but when once
a round shot touches the ground, it

bounds and ricochettes in such an ec-

centric manner, that it would require

the coolness of an oyster and the acti-

vity of a snipe to avoid it, as it (lies

along, screaming and tearing up the

earth." The darkness of night was
constantly interrupted by the bursting

of shell or rocket. The passage of the

shells through the «ir, thrown to an
amazing height from the mortars, ap-

peared like that of meteors. To the

eve, the shell seems to rise and fall

almost perpendicularly ; sometimes
burning, as it turns on its axis, and
the fuse disappears in the rotation,

with an interrupted pale light—some-
times with a steady light, not unlike

the calm luminosity of a planet. As it

travels, it can be heard, amid the ge-

neral stillness, uttering in the distance

its peculiar sound, like the cry of the

curlew. The blue light in a battery

announces the starting of a rocket,

which pursues its more horizontal

course, followed by a fiery train, and
rushes through the air with a loud

whizzing noise that gives an idea of
irresistible energy. So went on, day
and night, ceaselessly, this unparalleled

bombardment — a cataract of war, a
Niagara of all dread sounds, whose
ceaseless booming was heard for long

miles around. Ship after ship, nearing

the Crimean shores, heard from afar

that dull, heavy sound, and all eyes

were strained to catch sight of the

dread scene— of that valley where tho

battle of Europe was being fought,

where the cannon were ever sounding,

and •* the fire was not quenched."
While the operations were being

carried on around the walls of Sebas-

topol, events of, if possible, still great-

er importance were taking place a few

miles off, upon the flanks and rear of

the investing force. In truth, the

Allies were as much besieged as be-

siegers. Sent out by their respective

Governments with a force utterly in-

adequate for the requirements of tho

case, and with so feeble a cavalry force

to forage or reconnoitre, the Allied

Generals soon found themselves shut up
in their own lines, and compelled to

turn the heights of Sebastopol and
Balaclava into a second Torres Vedras.

For about a fortnight after the affair

at Mackenzie's Farm, on the 25th of

September, nothing had been seen of

the enemy, who had retired towards
Bakshi-serai to await reinforcements.

It was towards the end of the first

week of October that the Russians be:
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gan to Assume tho offensive. Tho
Allies at first seem to have regarded
their position as unassailable ; but the

enemy, thoroughly acquainted with
every foot of the country, and conse-

quently able to advance in the dark,

soon showed them their mistake. The
Cossacks harassed the outposts at

night, and " alerts " became frequent

in the Allied camp. At daybreak on
the 6th, the Russians made an advance
in force, for the purpose of reconnoi-

tring, from the Chernaya into the valley

or plain in rear of the heights occupied

by the Allies ; and, after surprising

in the grey of the morning a picket

of the 4th Dragoons, drew off again,

having accomplished their object.

During the following night, a most
daring reconnoissancc was made,
a I'Arabe, by a French officer and ten

Algerian tirailleurs, who on their re-

turn to camp reported that they had
gone as far as the river Balbek, and
had only seen the bivouac of the Rus-
sian troops who had made the recon-

noissance the preceding day. In order

to check further surprises from this

quarter, parties of Zouaves and Foot
Chasseurs were placed in ambuscade
as outposts ; every evening at six

o'clock four companies of them con-

cealing themselves in a ravine through
which the Russians would advance,

and remaining there until daybreak
next morning. One-third of these

men were constantly on the look-out,

while the others took some repose

;

but every one was too much interested

in watching or listening to be able to

sleep— tho more so as their only pro-

tection against the damp of the night

was their hood. The euemy, however,

forsaking tho line of attack by the

road from Mackenzie'sFarm, now began
to appear among the mountains direct-

ly in rear of the Allied lines, and also

close to Balaclava, advancing by a
road from Kamara through the hills,

which, apparently, was at first deemed
by the Allied generals impracticable

for artillery, and, consequently, along

which no serious attack was antici-

pated. One day, however, a force of

2000 Russian cavalry and 8000 infantry,

with nine or ten guns, made its appear-

ance in this quarter, " coming along

the - hills towards the valley in our

rear;" and though the enemy with-

drew again without showing fight, the

temporary result ofthe attack was, that

"during tho whole forepart of the

[Dec.

dny, the main road by which the

British received supplies from the fleet

at Balaclava, was closed by the pretence

of the enemy's cavalry."

As soon as it became evident that

the principal attacks of the Russian re-

lieving army would be directed against

Balaclava, the base of our operations,

means were taken to put that place in

a state of defence. One of the first,

and not least wise, ofthese was to turn

out the Greek and Russian inhabitants.

The little bav, so narrow at its en-

trance that only one ship could get out

at a time, was crowded with upwards
of a hundred transports, in which, be-

sides other stores, as well as in the

buildings on shore, were large maga-
zine* of gunpowder, any ignition of

which would inevitably blow every-
thing around to fragments ; and as "it

was reported that the Greek popula-
tion, besides acting as spies, had ac-

tually concerted to aid the Russian
attack by simultaneously setting fire to

the town, Lord Raglan very judi-

ciously ordered every one of them to

be ejected from the place. At the

same time a redoubt, armed with heavy
^uns, and manned with 1 ,200 marines
from the fleet, was constructed upon
the summit of a conical hill on the
further side of the bay, about 1,000
feet high,—the »uns of which redoubt
would command the coast road ap-
proaching Balaclava from the east.

Other redoubts (those entrusted to the
Turks, and captured by the Russians
on the 25th October) were so placed
on a series of heights to the north-west,
as to command the road from the
Chernaya, and also that from Kamara
through the mountains.

lu order to understand the interest-

ing rather than important action styled

the Battle of Balaclava, we shall en-
deavour to assist the reader by a brief

sketch of the general position occupied
by the allied army on the morning of
the 2oth October. Balaclava does not
fall within the natural line ofdefence for

besieging Sebastopol. It is held as a
separate post, three miles in advance of
the Sebastopol heights, which form the
main position of the besieging force

;

so that, as in the action with Lipmndi,
the allied troops who defend it are ad-
vanced nearly at right angles to the
rest of the army. Ihe true defensive
line of the Allies—one almost as strong
as that stormed by us on the Alma

—

ia

a convex line of heights, stretching
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from the Chernava near its mouth, to

the sea-coast midway between Cape
Chersonese* and Balaclava. On the

north-east, or landward front of this

position is a valley or plain—not level,

out broken by little eminences—about
three miles long by two in width,

through which runs the road from the

Chernava to Balaclava, along which
the Allies originally advanced from
Mackenzie's Farm. Towards the Cher-
nava this valley is swallowed up in a
mountain -gorge and deep ravines,

above which rise tier after tier of de-
solate whitish rocks—which mountain-
pass we have never been able to occupy
for want of men, and through which,

accordingly, the enemy have always
had it in their power to debouch sud-

denly upon our rear. At its other

extremity the valley in a similar man-
ner contracts into a gorge, through
which the high road passes, leading

down to Balaclava. On the crest of the

Allied line of heights, overlooking this

plain, the French had constructed very

formidable intrenchments mounted with

a few guns, aud lined by Zouaves and
artillerymen. Intersecting the plain

about two miles and a-half from Bala-

clava, and consequently crossing at

right angles the road from the Chcrnaya,
is a series ofconical heights, the highest

and furthest of!' of which (called Can-
robert's Hill, from Lord Raglan and
the French General having met there

on the 27th September) joins the

mountain-range on the opposite side of

the valley, while the nearest one was
commanded by the fire of the French
intrenchments. On these eminences

earth-work redoubts had been eon-

/ structed, each mounted with two or

three pieces of heavy ship-guns, and
manned by 250 Turks, the object of
which redoubts, as we have said, was
to command the approach from the

Chernaya to Balaclava, and also the

road coming through the mountains
from Karoara and the Yalta Pass, and
here descending a glen into the plain

in front of the Allied position. At the

end of the plain next Balaclava, and
stationed at the mouth of the gorge

leading down to it, were the 93rd
Highlanders ; beside whom there was
no other defence for Balaclava save

the battery of heavy guns erected on
the height on the further side of the

little bay, and commanding the ap.

proach to the place from the east. In

the plain, about two miles from Bala-

clava, were picketed the cavalry, com-
manded in chief by the Earl of Lucan,
consisting of the Light Brigade, 607
strong, and the Heavy Brigade, mus-
tering about 1 ,000 sabres.

Such was the position of the rear-

ward forces of the Allies on the morn-
ing of the 25th October, when the
Russians, under General Liprandi, ad-
vanced to attack them. Starting from
Kamara about five in the morning, he
despatched a'division, principally com-
posed of cavalry and horse-artillery, to

descend into the valley of Baidar, and
advance abreast of him on his left—
apparently with the view of taking

the most advanced redoubts in flank,

in case of their making a stout resis-

tance,— while with the main body of
his forces he began his march right up
the ascent from Kamara towards the

strongest of all, upon Canrobert's hill.

The ascent here is very difficult, and
the road had been scarped in three

places ; so that if the Turks had been
on the alert aud fired well, the Rus-
sians must have suffered severely. As-
sisted, however, by the dimness" of the

morning, the assailants succeeded in

getting their guns up the slope, and
began a smart fire upon the redoubt.

The handful of Turks, panic-struck at

the number of their assailants, and
feeling themselves totally unsupport-

ed, kept up only a confused and inef-

fective fire ; and about half-past seven
o'clock, when the Russians came up in

force, and the Azotf Regiment was
seen advancing to the attack, the Turks
abandoned the redoubt, and took to

flight.

The cavalry pickets, riding in haste,

now brought intelligenceof the attack to

the Allied head-nuarters, and measures
were instantly taken to forward all the

troops that could be spared from be-
fore Sebastopol to the menaced point.

The Duke of Cambridge and Sir

George Cathcart were ordered to ad-

vance with the 1st and 4th divisions

with all speed, while Bosquet's French
division received similar orders from
General Canrobert. " Soon after eight

o'clock Lord Raglan and his staff*

turned out, and cantered towards the

rear of our position. The booming
of artillery, the spattering roll of
musketry, were heard rising from
the valley, drowning the roar of the
siege guns in front before Sebasto-
pol. General Bosquet, a stout sol-

dierlike looking man, who reminds one
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of the old genre of French Generals as

depicted at Versailles, followed, with

his stair and a small escort of hussars,

at a gallop.

From their position on the summit
of the heights forming the rear of the

British position, and overlooking the

plain of Balaclava, the Allied Gene-
rals beheld at a glance the aspect of

the combat. Immediately below, in

the plain, the British cavalry, under
Lord Lucan, were seen rapidly form-

ing into glittering massess, without

even time to water their horses ; while

the 93rd Highlander?, under Sir Colin

Campbell, drew up in line in front of

the gorge leading to Balaclava. The
main bodv of the Russians was by this

time visible about two and a-balf miles

off, advancing up the narrow valley

leading from the Yalta Pas.-*. A mile

in front of them were two batteries of
light nriillery, playing vigorously on
the Turkish redoubts, and escorted

by a cloud of mounted skirmishers,
*' wheeling and whirling, like autumn
leaves tossed by the wind ;" following

those were large compact squares of

cavalry ; and in rear of all, came solid

masses of infantry, with twenty pieces

of artillery in row before them. The
enemy rapidly advanced his cavalry

and horse-artillery, so as to overpower
the detached corps of Turks before any
troops could be moved forward from
the main bodv to support them. In
this he perfectly succeeded, and the se-

cond redoubt was abandoned, as the

first had been— its defenders being se-

verely cut up in their flight by the

Cossack horse. " They ran in scattered

groups," says an eyewitness, " across

towards the next redoubt and towards

Balaclava ; but the horse-hoof of the

Cossack was too quick for them, and
sword and lance were busily plied

among the retreating herd. The yells

of the pursuers and pursued were
plainly audible. As the lancers and
light cavalry of the Russians advanced,
they gathered up their skirmishers

with great speed, and in excellent or-

der— the shifting trails of men, which
played all over tho valley, like

moonlight on the water, contracted,

gathered up, and the little pelotons in

a few moments became a solid column.
Then up came their guns, in rushed their

gunners to the abandoned redoubts,

and the guns of the second redoubt
soon played with deadly effect upon
the dispirited defenders of the third.

Two or three shots in return from the

earthworks, and all is silent. The
Turks swarm over the earthworks, and
run in confusion towards the town, fir-

ing tlieir muskets at the enemy a5 tbey
run. Again the solid column of ca-

valry opens like a fan, and resolves it-

self into a « long spray * of skirmish-
ers. It overlaps the flying Turks,
steel flashes in the air, and down go
the poor Moslem, quivering on toe
plain, split through fez and mus-
ket-guard to the chin and breast-belt.
There is no support for them." Tbe
remnant of the Turks, flying towards
Balaclava, took refuge behind tbe rank*
of the 93rd Highlanders, and were
formed into line on the wings of the
regiment. The Russians by this time
had turned the guns of the captured re-

doubts against tho Allied trout, but
with little effect, as Sir Colin with-
drew his Highlanders out of range, a
little closer to Balaclava, and the Bri-

tish cavalry were hid from the enemy's
view by an undulating swell of tbe

plain.

Kncouraged by this retiring move-
ment of the handful of red-coats in

front, the whole mass of Russian ca-

valry, about 4,000 strong, now came
sweeping into the plain, with the ob-
vious intention of breaking through the

Allied line before reinforcements could
arrive from before Scbastopol. This
was the crisis of the day, as the slight-

est reverse to the Allies in this quarter
would have been attended with serious

consequences. On came the foe in

brilliant masses, pouring down at a
canter into the plain, and on to tbe
high road. Hero one body of horse,

1,500 strong, rapidly wheeling to their

left, charged down the road towards
Balaclava, against the single Highland
regiment which there barred the way,
and which awaited their approach in a
line only two deep. At 800 yards the

Turks, drawn up on the wings of the

regiment, discharged their muskets,
and tied. «« Highlanders 1" exclaimed

Sir Colin Campbell, as he saw his men
wavering on being thus deserted, " if

you don't stand firm, not a man of

you will be left alive." At 600 yards

the regiment fired, but with little effect,

upon the Russian squadrons now ad-

vancing at a gallop. The anxiety of

the onlookers grew intense as they be-

held that immense body of charging

cavalry within 150 yards of their High-

land line ; when down again went the
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level line of Minie rifles, a steady

volley rang out, and the next instant

the attacking squadrons were seen

wheeling off' to right and left in re-

treat.

Meanwhile the main body of the

Russian cavalry swept on * straight

across the plain, apparently with the

design of earning the thinly-defended

heights at a gallop. But a foe in.

tervened of which they did not make
sufficient account. The instant they

topped the little eminence in front of
our cavalry, the trumpets of the Heavy
Brigade sounded the charge, and away
went the brigade in two lines, the

Scots Greys and Enniskillcns in front,

led on by Brigadier.General Scarlett.

The Russians were likewise in two
lines, each of which outflanked ours,

and was more than twice as deep. The
shock was terrific, but lasted only for

a moment. The handful of red-coats

broke through the enemy, scattering

the 6rst line right and left, and then

charged right on against the second

line, which came spurring up to the

rescue. It was a fight of heroes. The
position of the Greys and Enniskillen-

ers quickly became one of imminent
danger ; for while cutting their way in

splendid style through their foes, the

Russian first line rallied again, and
bore down upon their rear. " God
help them! they arc lostl" burst from

the Allied Generals and onlookers

;

when like a thunderbolt the 1st Royals

and 4 th and 5th Dragoon Guards,
forming the British second line, broke

with one terrible assault upon the foe-
cutting through the line of rallying

Russians as if it were pasteboard, and
then, falling upon the flank of the

Russian second line, disordered by the

terrible assault of the Greys and En-
niskillens, put it to utter rout. " A
cheer burst from every lip—and in the

enthusiasm officers and men on the

heights took off their caps, and shout-

ed with delight." Lord Raglan at

once despatched an aide-de-camp to

convey his congratulations to General
Scarlett, and to say, " Well done."
The gallant old officer's face beamed
with pleasure when he received the

message. " I beg to thank his lord-

ship very sincerely," was his reply.

The loss to the British in this splen-

did charge was very trifling. The
pursuit was soon discontinued ; for the

neavy horses of the victors could not
overtake the routed foe, "and the

Light Brigade," says General Canro-
hert, " unfortunately was not able to

take part in the charge or complete

it"— a circumstance which, joined to

the taunts already prevalent in the

army at the expense of the cavalry,

for having done nothing, and being

too fine gentlemen for their work,

doubtless contributed to produce the

magnificent recklessness of their sub-

sequent charge. The Russian cavalry

were driven back beyond the two
nearest redoubts (Nos. 3 and 4), which
were immediately evacuated by their

infantry, upon whom Maude's troop

of horse artillery, and some other guns,

had begun to open a well-directed fire

of shells. All danger to the Allied

position was now past. The enemy
had made their rush, and failed. The
British and French Divisions, arriving

from before Sebastopol, began to take

up a position in the plain ; and the

Russians, drawing back and concen-

trating their forces, relinquished all

the captured redoubts save the strong

one on Canrobert's Hill.

The fight seemed over, when an un-

lucky mistake, the precise origin of

which is still shrouded in mystery, gave
rise to a most brilliant but disastrous

feat of arms. The British cavalry had

been advanced to the edge of the plain

next the enemy, who were now slowly

retiring up the narrow valley leading

to the Yalta Pass, from which they

had debouched in the morning. In

the gorge of this narrow valley, at

about a mile aitd a-half distant from

the British horse, a battery of nine

heavy Russian guns was posted, with

infantry and a body of 2,000 cavalry

in rear. Captain Nolan, the beau sa-

brettr of the Light Brigade— one of

the best swordsmen and cavalry tacti-

cians in the army—now came galloping

up with an order from the Commander-
in-Chief to Lord Lucan, to advance
with the light cavalry, and, if possible,

prevent the enemy from carrying off

the guns which they had captured in

the redoubts. Lord Cardigan, who
commanded the Light Brigade, saw
the madness of attempting such a

movement, and protested; but Lord.

Lucan reluctantly felt compelled to

give the order to advance j and with-

out further parley the brigade charged.

Kvery man in the brigade knew that

the thing was desperate before starting.

The moment the Russians beheld the

squadrons advancing, they covered the
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slopes of the valley with Minie riflemen,

ana quickly planted two batteries on
the heights, one on either side of the

gorge. Formed in two lines, the

British light cavalry advanced rapidly

into the valley of death, — not a man
flinching, and Lord Cardigan leading

on with a coolness and contempt of
danger that was magnificent. When
they arrived at about 1 ,200 yards of
the enemy, thirty Russian cannon si-

multaneously opened Are upon them,
knocking over men and horses in num-
bers, and wounded or riderless steeds

were seen flying over the field. Gallop-

ing on, they advanced up the vallev,

through this terrific cross -lire, towards
the battery directly in front. "The
first line is broken,—it is joined by the

second,—they never halt or check
their speed an instant ; with diminished
ranks, thinned by those thirty guns,

which the Russians had laid with the

most deadly accuracy, with a halo of
flashing steel above their heads, and
with a cheer which was many a noble
fellow's deathcry, they flew into the

smoke of the batteries, but ere they
were lost from view, the plain was
strewed with their bodies, and with
the carcases of horses." Lord Car-
digan was almost unhorsed, by a
32.pounder exploding within a foot

of his charger; and a shell burst-

ing at his side struck Captain Nolan
in the breast, and, with an involuntary

shriek, the gallant officer fell dead
from his saddle. The Russian gunners
stood to their pieces till the drngoons
were within ten yards of them, and
were sabred to a man. Without
drawing bridle, the British horse next
charged the mass of cavalry in front

of them, rooted it, and pursued it pell-

mell. Whilst the pursuit was at its

height, suddenly the order was shout-

ed, " Wheel about 1" The brigade,

from the rapidity of its advance, was
totally unsupported. The enemy, in-

stead of being broken by their own
men flying, formed up four-deep in

front of our charging horse, while a

mass of lancers was seen to have de-
scended into their rear. Had the
Russians been worth anything, not a
man of the brigade would Lave re-

turned. But* nothing daunted, the
heroic light-horse, facing about, charg-
ed again through the gathering force-*

of the enemy, repassed the guns, and
closed in desperate contest with the
Russian lancers. At this moment the
Russian artillerymen, returning to the
guns bchiud, sent a deadly shower of
grape into the fighting mass of horse-
men, indiscriminately at friend and
foe. The heavy brigade advanced into

the narrow valley to succour their

comrades, but could effect nothing,
and mauled by the Russian batteries,

received orders to retire. A squadron
of Chasseurs d'Afriqne, however, be-

longing to Bosquet's division, burning
to do something for the gallant light-

horse of their allies, advanced at a gal-

lop against the redoubt on the left of
the valley, and, by a dashing charge,
silenced it by sabring its gunners. This
was a great relief to the remnant of*

the Light Brigade, who, having broken
through the lancers, who in vain en-

deavoured to intercept their retreat,

had to run the gauntlet of the batteries

for half a mile further, and at last rode
into the British lines, only 196 in num-
ber— the whole charge having hardly
lasted half-an-hour.

This closed the operations of the
day. The enemy withdrew their forces

among the mountains, but retained

Eossession in the redoubt on Canro-
ert's Hill, which the Allied Generals

deemed it unadvisnble to attempt to

regain. Indeed the Allied position

was now seen to have been too much
extended in this direction for the force

they could spare for its defence ; and,

in consequence, the army was wholly
withdrawn from the plain to the line

of heights around Sebastopol—with the

exception of the Highland Brigade,

which was posted in advance on the

right, under the command of Sir Colin
Campbell, to protect Balaclava.
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A PILCRIMACE TO THE LA*I> OT LKTX AI»D OSSORY XO. IT.

THB SASO* AMD BIS BALLS.

Dear Mb. Poplab,— Captain Basil

having agreed to meet me on my return

from Ossory, we were true to our
tryste at Maryborough, not under the

"greenwood tree," for arborescents

of all kinds are scarce in this locality,

but in a less shady but more salutite-

rous locality, the refreshment-room of

the station, kept, and well kept too,

by my old friend Mr. M'Evoy, on
whose face and form I was happy to

see Time does not appear to have laid

his claw. Here the many hunters

after landscape felicity, steambound
for Killarney, pause a while to allay

the cravings of the inward man ; here

Cork butter-merchants and Castle at-

taches, Sniithfield salemasters and Tip-

perary squires, are seen huddled to-

gether at the prolific counter, discussing

ham sandwiches, brandishing busy

forks over the bosoms of departed

fowls, or pledging silent healths to

absent dear ones in tumblers of XX
or non-inebriating cups of cheering

congou.
Human life, dear Mr. Poplar, is,

alas ! a blotted volume, and when we
meet a blank page among the black

ones, we esteem it a treat negative,

and rejoice thereat So I must say

that the directors on this line of rail-

road are manifestly gentlemanly and
tender-hearted men, and evince a re-

spect for the feelings and frailties of

our common, and, alas, too hungry
nature; for they give ample time at

luncheon, if not for digestion, at least

for appetite, and masticatory action.

Here is no sudden electric-shock ring,

ing of the bell, as at Wolverton, to
" fright the train from its propriety ;"

no coarse and violent Harpeian descent

on the banquet ; no vulvar bolting of

the edibles adown your startled esopha-

gus; no frantic issuing from the re-

freshment-room in hysterical dubious-

ness as to where your carriage may
be all is calm, quiet, and well-bred.

The station-master stands smiling at

the effects of " tired nature's sweet re-

storer, balmy lunch;" the guard saun-

ters along the platform, with his hands
behind him, and his silver whistle un-
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sounded on his breast ; and Mr.
M'Evoy, as a happy restaurateur,

with a bow and smile, sees his nume-
rous guests depart, if not "wiser and
sadder men," at least less hungry, and
all well satisfied with him, his cheer*

and his charges.

After seeing the train off, Captain
Basil and I strolled quietly down into

Maryborough, passing the old castle

on our right, or rather itsgrey remains,

which are most unattractive. It was
built in the reign of Queen Mary, by
Sir Anthony St. Leger, a.d. 1647, to

protect the English interests ; and in

the insurrection of the O'Morcs,
O'Dempsies, &c, in which Essex was
defeated at the Pass of Plumes, a.d.

1599, this strong fort "was held for

the Queen's (Elizabeth) Majesty, by
Captains Hartpole, Bowen, and Pi-

gott," all three ancestors of old county
families in this land. I have a copy
of the patent, dated June 14, 1604,
bv which James I. constituted Sir Ri-
chard Graeme, Knight, constable of
this castle and fort. The document is

curious, as it reveals the enormous mi-
litary power these castellans were en-
trusted with, and also the great fear the
Government entertained of " that inde-

fatigable rebel, O'More ofLeix." This
instrument confers on Graeme "full
power and authority to assemble, and
call together all freeholders, and far-

mers, and other inhabitants in the
Queen's County, of what condition

or degree soever, and to command
them to do all and everything for the

defence of the county, and the public

weal of the inhabitants of the same,
the suppression of rebellion, and the
punishment of all malefactors, as to

nim or to his deputies (he had two)
should be thought meet, and, together
with the sheriff of the said county, to

execute martial lav ; alto to prosecute,

invade, chase away, chastise, withstand,

punish, and correct, by all means and
ways, all nations of the O'Mures, their

servants, followers, and adherents."

This Sir Richard Graeme, who is

called indifferently Grimes, Graemes,

and Grahame in Camden, Moryson, and
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the " Pacata Hibernia," commanded
a troop of the " Horse Guards " at

Kinsale, having previously performed

a most daring and brilliant exploit,

with a single troop of cavalry, against

the forces of the Sugan Karl of Des-
mond, in which he was successful.

This affray took place at a bog near
JKilrnallock, and is mentioned in Lady
Ohatterton's " Rambles in the South
of Ireland," a book eminent for its ex-
treme gracefulness and rightful tone

of feeling.

In the rebellion of 1641. the Roman
Catholic Confederates held it for a
while. In 1646, Bed Owen O'Nial
took possession of it with his northern

gallowglasse* (called in Latin " securi-

feri," from the weapon they bore, as

the herne— the light-armed soldiers

were styled *' turbarii," from the word
turbary, meo periculo, as being oft-

times bog-trotters, or quasi turbulent!,

from their prevailing character ; or

possibly from " turba," a crowd, which
was generally produced by the row
they kicked up wherever they went).

Pardon this second digression, dear
Mr. Poplar, but an " unde derivator

"

always bad a butterfly charm to my
mind ; after which, over hedge and
ditch it has been my passion to run
and scamper, ever since I read the

undergraduate course, and thumbed
the •« Clavis Homerica " with old Dr.
F .

After a few other vicissitudes in

1650, Reynolds and Hewson, two of
Oliver Cromwell's Roundhead Colo-

nels, and very pretty iconoclasts, after

a modern fashion, and who certainly

never left any work to be done after

them, plied this Castle with their

heavy shot, and totally dismantled it.

Maryborough is an uninteresting town

;

there are a lew good shops in the long,

muddy main-street, which is flanked

by an ugly courthouse, and lull of
shebeen-houses and turf-cars. The
church is a very decent and handsome
structure, with a steeple resembling
the Wellington Testimonial in minia-

ture, and something like an anenome-
trical rod at the top, although I be-

lieve it is only an invalided weather-
cock. The small river Triogue, which
feeds the Barrow, waters the town,
and a famous well, gushing from the

Escar,* or low ridge, a mile above Ma-
ryborough, has much repute amongst
tue people. The gaol and lunatic asy-

lum, standing viz-a-viz, like partners

in a melancholy quadrille, are singu-

larly handsome structures, 1 did not

visit the latter on the present occasion,

although I am free to confess having

more than once gone to asylums like

this, through an unhealthy desire of

seeing something which would produce

a measure ofextraordinary excitement

or interest in my mind, but have

always come back disappointed and
humbled from witnessing sight after

sight of either low, grovelling, carnal

craving ; ferocious, haughty absur-

dity ; or the mere agitations of animal

mechanism.
Captain Basil also contented himself

with a look on the outside of the build-

ing, a sigh for poor human nature, and

the thousand natural ills that flesh is

heir to, and then gave us, with much
pathos and good humour,

«• But erer and anon of grief •obdned.**

He told us an anecdote on our way
home of his brother, who was a Chan-
cery counsel ofeminence—a man ofthe
highest intellectual attainments, but

simple in his wavs as a child ; he had

been vacationizing it at Edinburgh,
and each summer morning was up wita

the lark, and off into the country, ga-

thering botanical treasures from rock,

and hedge, and ** bauk where the wild

thyme blows." One morning he bad
been unusually successful, so that be
knew not where to stow all the plant*

he had plucked; his tin case was
full, his coat and waistcoat pockets
were running over with wild nosegays,

his button-holes were full of Hewers,

and the green band of his broad-brim-
med straw bat was stufled all round
with nodding weeds; each band grasped
a bulky bouquet of greenery, as, witk
his coat flying open and a springy
step, he descended a long hill near
Edinburgh, repeating aloud (the fami-
ly failing) some of the lines of the

Loves of the Plants, and looking cer-

tainly a most extraordinary hgurc
Presently he overtakes a tall and can-

ny Scot. " Good morning, my friends
pray, can you tell me wnat large ouud
ing is that on the right ?**

* I believe Escar to b« derived from an Irish word, signifying an eel, descripuv* of th«
long, low, twining nature of the monad. "

. *
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1

Thon bedding is the aus-

lum.**

Botanist " And what, in the name
of goodness, is the auslum ?'*

Scot (gazing at him from head to

foot) " It is a nlace for fuils and daft

folk ; and troth, lad, if ane may judge
by your outward appearance, you're

a varra fit subject for the auslum
yirsel. It's but tint time clattering

wi* ye—so, gnid morning." And so he
strode away, looking behind him un-
easily at the unconscious botanist, who
was greatly amused when he discover-

ed that the "auslum" was the lunatic

asylum, and that he had been mistaken
by the alarmed Scot for one of its oc-

cupants who had broken bounds, and
was decidedly dungerou*. Next morn-
ing we ran back to Portarlington, per
train, the Captain being anxious to

recover possession ofa favourite fishing-

rod and fly-book he had left at the ho-

tel. A most intelligent medical gentle-

man was our chance companion ; a lady

sat in a corner, with a scornful expres-

sion, writing with a pencil on a soiled

manuscript, probably " meditating
song,'* giving birth to a sonnet, or lay-

ing the keel ofan heroic epic. Ifso, she
was certainly a very uncombed Calliope

;

and, as I surveyed her from my own
diagonal corner, I thought of two lines

which I think are in the Dunciad

—

We parted with our agreeable doctor

at the station, all of us agreeing to

meet at dinner that evening.

1 had a pleasant walk the same day to

>Voodbrook, the beautiful seat of Mr.
Wilmot Chetwode. This place is about
two miles from Portarlington, on the

Mountmellick road, and possesses a li-

terary interest from having been oc-

casionally visited by Dean Swift, who
was the friend and correspondent of
Knightley Chetwode, an ancestor of
the present occupier of the place. Near
the house we saw "the Doctor's Field;'*

for Swift, if wo remember his letters

to Sheridan, as to how the latter should

manage his ground, as well as his own
mad freaks with the Doctor's soil when
he got to Quilca, in planting, well-

digging, arbour-constructing, bower-
building, rath erecting, and island-

making, appears to have had a decid-

ed tus fe for practical, though eccentric

Georgics; and here, probably, he often

walked, surveying the furrowing pas-

sage of the plough, or censuring the

operations of the farm, or pouring into

the ear of his friend many a withering

diatribe against the world, as he rolled

the spike-armed cynical tub of his

keen sarcasm along the walks of lire

the court, the camp, the senate,

and the coffee-house — wounding or

hustling aside all who opposed or would
not leave the way. His intercourse

with Knightley Chetwode continued

more than twenty-five years, when thei

two old gentlemen quarrelled; the casui

helii is not on record, but a quarrel

with the Dean was al ways likely to bo

a probability, unless there were very

lofty rank to command his homage
(and no man ever adored rank in his

secret soul more than Swift— it stood

next to the great idolatry of bis heart,

which was himself), or undoubted wit

or learning to engage his sympathy
and secure his respect ; or at least the

devotion of patient friendship to sit ad-

miringly in the dust at bis feet ano*

worship him while he kicked at it.

I remember an anecdote told of the

late A K , the friend of Bi-

shop Jebb, an extremely gentle, sen-

sitive, though erroneous philosopher.

He was one day arguing with a friend-

ly antagonist, robust in mind and im-

pressive in manner, and the logomachia,

or strife of words, waxing strong, he
said to his opponent in a ludicrously

deprecating way— " Now, you and (

are swimming down the stream ofan ar-

gument ; you I compare to an iron pot,

myself I liken to a China bowl, and in*

evitably ifyou come too roughly against

me I shall be shattered to pieces."

Now, it is not improbable that, as com-
ing age acidulated the temper of these

r^ m

two old fellows, the Dean acted the

iron pot, and the Squire the weaker
vessel. There are fifty original letters

from Swift to Chetwode, which have
never been published. ' These I had
seen many years ago with the most
lively interest.

Besides these, Woodbrook can boast

of other literary treasures, indubitable

Xi/jUdAjk, in every sense of the word.

Here are autograph letters from the

great Duke of Marlborough to another

Knightley Chetwode, who was Dean of

Gloucester in Queen Anne's days. I

thought of Chesterfield's libel on the

Duke's spelling ; but these letters re-

but the slander. The orthography is

good for the time— the handwriting

and style excellent. After all, what is
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bad spelling, but an independent devi-

ation from an arbitrary and often un.
defined rule? An awkwardly made
coat does not prevent a man from being
acknowledged as a gentleman, and
many brightest thoughts may come
down from a writer's pen, and walk
across his paper, although clothed in a
garment of spelling perhaps more ori*

ginal than correct. Spelling and gram-
mar are amongst our first lessons to be
learnt and our last to know well,

though few are so candid on this sub-

ject as Taylor, the Water Poet, who
thus expresses himself anent the mat-

Uut having got from PoMam lo Pt»*ct,

I lliere wu gravelled—could no farther get,'*

On my way back from Woodbrook
I passed *' La Bergerie," another me-
morial of the Huguenot colony. Here
I saw no shepherd or shepherdess ; but
sheep were there, which was enough to

justify the name. Mr. Henry Trench,
a cousin of Lord Ashtown, lives here.

We dined together, as per paction, at

a friend's house, and on speaking of
the lunatic asylum, whose exterior

we had seen in the morning, the con.

venation naturally glided into a dis-

cussion on nervousness, and its won-
drous and diversified influence on the

sons of men. Captain Basil, ever fore-

most with an illustrative narrative, told

us of his having encountered in his

piscatorial rambles an army surgeon,

a Scot by birth, a clever man, but of

an excitable physique ; he had con-
tracted a very bad toothache at the

village of£ , after a wetting amidst

the hills, and one of his large bicuspid

molars being thoroughly decayed, the

-village apothecary had acted as an
odontist, and wrung it out of his jaw,

after three or four hard tugs, each, as

he averred, seemingly of sufficient force

to snap the chain-cable of the Royal
Albert. This algebraic extraction of
the cube root, so far from giving him
the desired ease, rendered him tenfold

more irritable ; his whole nervous sys-

tem was outraged by the violence of
the operation, and for two nights he
had no sleep ; on the third evening in

a fit of desperation he had swallowed
a large bowl of tea, which had been
unluckily concocted on green leaves.

This had set him all upon wires, and

excited his system so strongly that
the Captain averred he thought he
would go mad, or at least have a (it of
St. Vitus before midnight. Sedatives
were tried ; sal volatile, camphor

;

lobelia hinted at ; colchicum advised

;

laudanum administered, but utterly

useless ; hot jar to the feet ; poultice

of poppyheads and cataplasm of camo-
mile-leaves to the stomach, &c, &c,
all signal failures. Patient irritable,

restless, nervous, and intensely wake-
ful ; at last the chambermaid, a girl

from the North of Ireland, proposed
that our friend " should be read to,"

saying that, whenever " her auld
mitber had the cute (acute) rummat-
ticks in her hinches,* her feyther would
always set to and read to her a fine

buik, which a lady had given her, it

was « Blair's Sarments,' which would
mak her gae asleep like a wee chiel in

the nurse's arms." On this hint a book
was immediately procured ; by good
fortune it was a number of the ** West-
minster Review," for no sooner had
Captain Basil read a page or two than
the effect was perceptible—the doctor
was first soothed, then tranquillised,

then gradually stupified and sotnnofied

;

and before ten pages were administered

he was as quiet as a child, his facial

muscles sweetly relaxed, deep and
healthful slumber rapidly setting in,

and his nasal organ giving stertorous

evidence—

of the powerful effect of the narcotic.

Indeed so operative and gracious was
it, that all present, including the lively

Captain, were sensibly affected by its

influence—

And now to thU tide, now to that they nod,
A* verte or i»ro*v inspire* the drowtj god.**

We talked of the effect of the human
eve upon mad patients, when one of
the company related the following

anecdote :—He had been breakfasting

with a party of gentlemen at C—

—

College, when, the conversation turn-
ing on this very point, a little man at

the table, who seemed to have number
eight of self-esteem in his cranium,
gravely asserted that he had no doubt
but that he had this power in his eye,

and the company smiiing thereat, toey
agreed at once to adjourn to a neigh-

" Anglioa, hip*.
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bouring asylum, and make tie trial.

Accordingly, having arrived they were
shown by the keeper to a cell, where
was a lunatic who was always mad
more or less, and occasionally violent.

The keeper accompanied them, but
stood behind the patient at their re-

quest while they engaged him in con.
venation. Presently he became ex-
cited, his voice waxed loud, and his

action violent. Now was the time for

Mr. P , who, accordingly, folding

his arms in a sublime position on his

breast, fixed his eye on him like a
basilisk, and with what the little man
meant to be a very awful and terrible

expression ; but the moment the luna-

tic perceived him, be roared at him in

a voice of thunder

—

*' Take your ugly
eyes out of me, you staring fool," and
stooping down and whisking off his

shoe he shied it with all his force at

the hapless gazer's head, who ducked
ingloriously to escape the missile, as

the keeper came round and collared

the patient ; and the party departed,

with Mr. P considerably humbled
at the ludicrous and unsuccessful re-

sult of his trial.

We hired, next morning, that most
agreeable, airy, and independent of all

vehicles—an outside jaunting-car— in
order to go to Abbeyleix. More than
half of the journey we might have per-

formed per train ; but we preferred

the dust of the road to the smoke
of the engine, whitethorn hedges to

black-lettered mile-posts, and to see

the country rather than to fly through
it. We had an agreeable companion
on the car, who was going to put the

Hock of Dunamaes in his breast-

pocket—an action worthy of Fin Mac-
Coul himself; but in the case of our
friend, the transmission was to bo made
through the medium of his sketch-

book. He was an artist, and travelling

for a London house—one of those great
handsome print-shops you meet in

Cockspur-street or the Strand, round
whose windows many a lazy peripate-

tic lingers, where gentlemanly-looking

Sickpockets stand to ease you of what
hakspeare, in the face of the whole

Manchester and monicd interest, calls

" trash "— viz, your purse, and where
reconnoitcring policemen are seen look-

ing sharp in the dim distance. He
showed us his sketches, which were
cleverly and elaborately worked off.

He had avoided the trail of Bartlett

and Mrs. S. C. Hall, and had adorned

his card-board with the seats of such
noblemen and gentlemen as are well

known in London and English life ("A
clever dodge," quoth Captain Basil).

I saw the ornee stables which line the
avenue leading up to the small rectan-

gular keep of the old Le Peers, and
connected with which is the princely

house and park of Curraghmore. I re-

cognised snug and old-fashioned Bes-
borough, and its neighbour, Castle-

town, the seat of Mr. Villiers Stuart

—

a noble palazzo-like mansion, rich and
perfect in its classical proportions, and
towering amidst magnificent park tim-

ber. Leap Castle, too, was there,

standing dark and heavy against its

fine background of ancient trees and
deep-blue mountains.

We debouched to the left, near Mr.
Chetwode's gate, leaving Garryhinch
and all its woods behind us. Our ar-

tist was anxious to see Emo Park and
Castle, and we had the means of suc-

ceeding with us. This is a truly beau-
tiful place, and kept in great order.

Some years ago, before the present

Earl had come to reside here, I had
driven through this park ; and though
at that time there was an appearance
of something even worse than neglect

both in the house and demesne, yet I
greatly admired the lake, and heron-
ry, and trees, and the graceful undu-
lations of the ground. Lord and Lady
Portarlington now reside much here,

and are anxious to do all possible good
among their tenantry. This family

are connected, by blood or through
marriage, with senatorial, poetic, fo-

rensic, artistic, literary and travelled

and military eminence, all of the first

order : for they can number among
their ancestors or connexions, John,
third Earl of Bute ; the poet Parnell

;

the witty and eloquent judge, Lord
Erskine ; the fair statuary, the Hon.
Mrs. Darner; Lady Mary Wortley
Montague, who introduced inoculation

into Britain from the East, and ofwhom
Pope, her despised lover, said or sung
(before he was despised) :—

* For bwatr w»d wit,

No mortal e'er yet

and the late Marquis of Londonderry,

as fearless and as brilliant a soldier as

ever cheered on a brigade of cavalry,

and led them dashingly in person even

to " the cannon s mouth."

X think it pleasant to be able to col-
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leet scattered brunches of a family thus

together in the porches of learning and
of fame, and throw the chain and the

charm of literary associations around
the houses which stud the path of this

my pilgrimage. Thus, at a neighbour-

ing station on my route— 1 allude to

iWonasterevan and Mooreabbey— I

had forgotten to mention how that an
immediate ancestor of the noble Mar-
quis — viz., Charles, second Lord
I)rogheda— had married Lady Letitia

Robartes, daughter to Earl Radnor,
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1669.

This lady was eminently beautiful ; and
on her lord's death, in 1679, she went
over to London, and shortly after en-

countered, in a bookseller's shop at

Tunbridge-wells, William Wycherley,
the dramatist, which meeting led to an
acquaintance and marriage between
the parties, which was anything but

happy. Lady Drogheda was young,

jealous, and ill-tempered
;
Wycherley

was forty years of age, extremely
handsome, and a thorough-bred profli-

gate. The Countess died in a short

time, which dissolved this ill-assorted

and unhappy match. These events are

narrated oy Macaulay, when treating

of Wycherley in his " Essays." We
deposited our little artist at Emo,
brandishing his H. B. pencils at a
great rate. Presently we mounted
Coolbanaghcr-hill, crowned by its pret-

church, and nicely-ordered glebe-

use, and tasteful grounds and gar-

dens, where everything is in apple-pie

order. Here, in this immediate neigh-

bourhood, are the ruins of the old

castles of Moret and Shane, the latter

evidencing marks of the handwriting

of Cromwell's gunners, who battered it

with their shot in 1650.

Both these castles were built by Lord
Mortimer, early in the fourteenth or

late in the thirteenth century, to pro-

tect the English who had settled there,

and jpossibly were amongst the number
of the M eight castles " which Lysagh
O'Mbre took and sacked in one night

;

of which resbectable nocturnal foray

more anon when we come to Abbey-
leix. On our right hand, now, in the
hollow, is Lauragh, the seat of Sir Eras-
mus Borrowes, Bart., a constantly re-

sident landlord ; and a man who has
opened up, and is working, a rich but
peculiar mine of antiquarian know-
ledge, with singular success, felicity,

andinterest. A little more southward
is the town of Mountmellick, thriving

and neat, with many successful manu-
factories—among the rest that of Beet-

root — and many opulent and indus-

trious Quakers living in it ; it is nearby

surrounded by the river Owenass,
whence its name, Moun-che-Meelic

—

" the Green Island." On our descent
from the hill we skirted the ** Great
Heath ;" saw Dunamaes at a short dis-

tance, but had not time to stop and
{>ay our respects to it ;

passed Rath-
eague on our right, which was once
the handsome seat of the late Sir

Henry Parnell, Bart. ; and leaving tie-

hind us the wretched village of Ballv-

roan,felt we were approaching Abbey-
leix, by the fast improving aspect ofthe
country— neat farmhouses with clean
shaven hedges, and clumps of fir,

beech, and ash ; cottages with trel-

lices supporting clematis or jasmine,

the ground rising and dipping like the

bows of a boat in a swell. Presently a
graceful steeple appeared, backed by
dark woods ; this was the spire of Ab-
beyleix church—the village opeuing in

a long street, with some tew good
houses, and many rugged and some
dilapidated ones ; trees growing on
either side, and a clear brooklet run-
ning by the pathway—.on the whole,
what might be made a very pretty and
picturesque village. Abbey leix is

nlainly « the Abbey of Leix "— Lord
De Vcsci's park and house are behind
the village.

1 have before confessed to my fond-
ness For etymology, and veneration for

lingual roots ; but with all my anxiety

to trace the meaning of the word
" Leix — especially as it is in con-

nexion with its prefix M Abbey " — I

have been, I fear, unsuccessful. I reject,

as merely fanciful, that the Abbey was
called Leix, or « de Lege Dei "— the

whole country was called Leix when the

Abbey was founded by O'More, and I

much fear that neither God's laws nor
man's were particularly observed at

the time. Leix is manifestly the cor-

ruption of some Irish term. Lias is ««

a

hut for lambs ;" now, if we apply this

to our Abbey, it gives us the idea that

the anchorites loved good mutton.

Again, Leise signifies " happiness "

—

expressive of the calm bliss of a mo-
nastic life. Or, again, JLia may be

rendered " a great stone "—the stone

of destiny on which Erin's ancient

kings were crowned, and now, on dxt,

in Westminster Abbey ; but what
could this have to do with our Abbey ?
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Again, Lis means conflict ;" but
how, in the name of wonder, coul I

such n term be used in connexion with

so peace-loving, shindy- abhorring a
fraternity as monks or Irishmen ?

Again, I find that the word Leisg

signifies (I copy from the Irish dic-

tionary) "lazy, lubberly, longish,

luskish,* languid, slothful, sluggish,

supine, inactive ;" but that any of

these terms could be predicated of
monks, priors, friars, or abbots, est

absurdum, in the logic of hust jry and
fact, we mu>tall allow. I shall there-

fore venture one more etymology—
the above the candid reader will re-

gard as nothing more than sugges-

tions or speculations, if he pleases.

The Laighesaehs were the ancient

chiefs of Ily-Liagh, a district taking in

portions, if not all, of Queen's, King's,

and Kildare counties, and running up
to Dublin. Prom Laighesuck is Lein-

ster derived, and probably LeLclip, and
still more likely Leix. This seems a
reasonable root for the word, though
probably better antiquarians than I, a
poor pilgrim, profess to be, may ob-

ject to it.

At all events, the O'Mores of Leix
called themselves Hy Mordha, and af-

firmed their descent from these Laighc-
saehs of Leinster. The first of them
who stands very prominently forward
on the canvas of Irish history, is Ly-
sagh or Laisagh Moore or O'More,
who appears to have been confiden-

tially trusted by Lord Mortimer in the

management of his great Leix estate,

and on the departure of that nobleman
to England, circiter 1316 (he had
come to Ireland for the purpose of op-
posing the devastating arms of Edward
Bruce, which he partly effected, al-

though previously conquered by him
in 1315, at Kells), O'More seised with

the strong band on Mortimer's posses-

sions, and overran the country, taking
eight castles in one evening, destroying
Dunamaes, and assuming at once all

the claims of a petty sovereign. Sir

Charles Coote, in his " Survey of the

Queen's County," avers that this Lai-

sagh was a vassal of Lord Mortimer's ;

that his master trusted him, and he
betrayed him — that his name of
O'More was assumed, and that he took
advantage of the likeness of his real

patronymic, Laisagh, to assert his

otherwise baseless right to be consi-

dered a descendant of the Laighesaehs,

the ancient princes of Leix; at all

events, if he were a traitor, he was
a stout and successful one, and what
he got he kept, and he and all his line*

adown the historical stream of cen-

turies, appear to have been invariably

opposed to English aggression and
rule—steady foemen of the Saxon, and
at all times prepared to evidence this

by the flinging of a hundred steel

gauntlets into the arena of the national

quarrel.

That there were powerful O'Mores
in the county before Laisagh's time is

indubitable; they may be tracked in

their buildings and their battles for

preceding centuries, and up to a very
ancient date. Keatinge tells us that at

Magh-Riada, which was the 41 original

detuesne of O'Mores, chiefs of Leix,"
or Loighois, a battle was fought in the
thirteenth century, between theMuns-
terians and men of Leinster, under
" Laoighois cean Mordha "—can this

be our friend Laisagh ? and is not the

date too early for him ? or is Keatinge'a

fact correct, while his chronology is

wrong ? When I said that the O'Mores
were ever steady in their antagonism
to England, I should except a chief of
their name who joined Lord Gray and
the Government against that " Silken"
rebel, Lord Thomas Fitzgerald ; but
that may be accounted for more on
personal than political grounds, as the

Geraldines were ever bad neighbours

to the chiefs of Leix, as we find that

this very Laisagh, or his son, made a
bonfire of Leix Castle, in 1347, and
the Fitzgeralds came on him in the

light of the blaze, and severely punish-

ed him. And, again, in 1514, Kildare,

enraged at 0'More*s " insolence"—that
was the word the English ever used as

a pretext for unsheathing the sword-
invaded Leix, and " beat O'More into

his woods." " About this very time," aa

Uncle Toby would have said—though
it has nothing in the world to do with

my story, yet I must relate it— the

Scotch and the O'Nials had a little skir-

mish together in the north. It was
in the days of prudent King Hany
VIL—the fight came off near Armagh,
whereupon some one in the Scotch
army, who, Tyrtaeus-like, was bard and
brigadier, rhymester and regimenta-

• Thu word, Lu*kUb, I find in the " Faery Qu«n."
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rian combined, and something of a
classic too, composed upon the city the

following lines :

—

" CirltM Arm irh»na,

Clvit** TIUi
Abtque bonli morilrai,

Mulierr* node*,

Cnmea crvdat,

r.uperto* la axHbut."*

Surely Swift had these lines in his

memory when he wrote upon an inn

window in Newry, Armagh's next
neighbour—

" High Church,
Low ctwplc.

Dirty town.
Proud people."

From this literary digression to re-

turn to our O' Mores. In 1522 Lord
Surrey, to revenge the death of Fitz-

gerald of Lackagh, who was murdered
by some of the Leix folk, invades

Leix, «• a country full of bogges and
wootlds," in which the gentle knight

became entangled, or, iu other words,

lost his way, and then he lost his lug-

gage, like a modern traveller on the

railway ; but he recovered his luggage,

and then nearly lost his life, for the

vizer was shot off his helmet by a bullet

from arebel'8 gun, in the wood. " Much
ado had they to find the stubborn tory,

but at last they got him, and were
forced to hew him to pieces, for he
would not yield." This was the Earl
who, for his gentleness, was popular in

Ireland, more or less with ail parties,

yet on this occasion, says Ware, " he
destroyed Leix with Jire and sword."
He whs son to the sage and noble sol-

dier who commanded the English army

at the successful fight of Flodden-
listen to Harry Blunt :

—

" My l»a*net to a prentice cap,

Lord Bamy o'er tbe Till t

-

and father to the accomplished Carl of

Surrey, who, in the year 1547* fell a
victim to the jealousy of that cruel ty-

rant Henry VIII.
It may be remarked in this place,

that even the most hostile of tbe
*' meere Irish'* were generous enough
to appreciate high and noble qualities

in an English Lord Deputy ; and sixty

years afterwards, when Sir John Per-
rot,t whose government had been
marked by zeal for his Queen, mingled
uriihjudicious and kindly management of
the natives, was embarking for England,
he stepped into the boat amidst the
cheers and acclamations, mingled with,

weeping, of the lower classes, who had
been happy under his administration

;

" and old Tirlouoh, the Chief of Ty-
rone, followed him to the water- aide,

all bathed in tears." It was a singular

thing that he should be succeeded by
one who, even on the testimony of the

English historians, was corrupt and
impolitic, self-aggrandising, a cruel ty-

rant, violent, avaricious, hateful and
hating; such was Sir William Fita-

william— the worst governor ever in-

flicted by England upon her unhappy
sifter, Irvlaud.

In 1547, Sir Edward Beliingham
routed the O'Mores, wounding their

chief, who died in captivity, a pension-

er, and in Condon. In the reign of
Mary, Sussex and St. Leger cut off and
massacred the O'Mores without mercy

* The College gib who does our poetry, insists on translating these lines, for the benefit of

the unlatinfoed readers of our Pilgrimage ; his version is so pare, truly poetical, and
modic that we are glad to give it to the public for their edification and delight :—

.

" Civile* Arnuehene," &o», Ste.

So for from the town of Armagh being witty,

'Tit nn extremely cocked-up and rldlculotu elty i

Man, women, end led.

Their manner* are h*d—
The ladies I with were a little more prude,
For I blath to narrate, they are ewfully nude.
If yon dine with a gent, your meat'a underdone,

>mc poor pauper ly aon of *
|

t Perrot appears to have been a plotw man. A short picture of all he did when Deputy,
is in the following lines by Nicholas White :—

"Pacifl aTlt C>ne?larn,

I. gnvit Monomiam

j

Kxtirpavit Scotot,

Rf/rtntrit Anplti.

Et htiomuibiH pcnr-iue rcetlgal acquittbot Begins."

He tnld Queen Elizabeth "he could please and pacify her Irish subjects better than her
English."
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or measure; what the sword left un-
done the baiter achieved, and Connall
O'More, grandfather to Roderick or
Itory O'More, was hanged at Lcighlin

Bridge, in 1557.

In 1554 the massacre of Mullagh-
mast is said to have taken place. The
English historians Coxe and Iceland

ignore it by their silence. I cannot
find it in Sir James Ware. Some of
the Irish annalists mention it. Their
account in, that Sussex invited the chief

men of the O'Conors, the O'Mores,
and the O'Demnsies to a friendly con-

ference at Mullaghmast, and cut them
all off. Don Philip O'Sullivan Beare
attributes this massacre to two bro-

thers, ancestors of a distinguished fa-

mily now in Queen's County, and thus

differs from his confreres; but though
I cannot but think Ussher wrong in

his sweeping condemnation of O'Sulli-

van, yet even his editor, Professor

Kelly, of Maynooth, honestly admits

that he has at times " wrong dates,"

and stories "for whose truth he does

not vouch." So this Mullaghmast mat-
ter may be placed side by side with hia

wild narrative of Sir Thomas Norria

being throttled to death by no less a
person than Sathanas himself, whom
the Don very uncivilly, calls «« nicer."

Any massacre that took place I believe

to have been selon regie— by battle-

blade or hangman's noose. There is

an old tradition in the Queen's County
respecting the exterminating violence

of Sussex, who probably had some-
what of his royal mistress's cruel na-

ture in him ; and at a digging up and
cleaning of some pleasure-ground close

to Lord De Vesci's house, at Abbey-
leix, vast quantities of human bones
were exhumed, some years ago, which
the country people, all at once, assign-

ed to " O'Mores, killed in the ould
wars with Sussex."

In 1558, Queen Elizabeth, "that
bright occidental star," as she is called

in tne human preface to a divine book,
where man's flattery should never ap-
pear (yet a star she teas indubitably,

representing Virgo we may charitably

hope, in her person— Leo or Acquila
in her queenly conduct

—

Cancer in her
cuffing of Essex— Taurus in the way
she mauled the Spaniard, and Draco
in her general temper). Pardon my
parentheses, dear Mr. Poplar, but they

stick to me as proverbs adhered to San-
cho Panza, criticism to Iago,* orcarping
to Scaliger. Well, this brave Queen
sends over to Sussex an instrument

written by Cecil's own hand, that

Leix, Glenmalier, and Slievemarguy
should be distributed to tenants, &c,
and estates granted to English planters,

and their heirs male. This was in 1558
and 1560. Stung by this and by the

repeated slaughter of his clan, Rode-
rick O'More (the "Rory O'More" of a
novel and ofa well-known song), King
of Leix, warred for six years with the

English, by whose historian he is paint-

ed as a " monster of cruelty ;" a second
Nero, who sat at the bridge or market-
cross of Naas, while the town burnt—
the inhabitants being drunk. After-

wards he broke faith, so Sir Richard
Coxe recites, with two of Sir George
Carew's captains, viz., Cosby and Har-
rington, whom he had summoned to a
parley, and having hand-fasted them
together, he made them " to trot after

him, like a couple of hounds, through
woods and boggs, and in continual

feare of death." But he was close fol-

lowed by Robert Harpole, Constable
of Carlow, to a house where O'More
had imprisoned the English captains,

and where, in a scuffle, Cosby " had
lost a finger," for we may be well as-

sured the Englishmen had too much
pluck not to make fight, and out of
which they were delivered by Harpole,
O'More scarce escaping in the dark-
ness, but only to lose his life in a very
short time afterwards.

His father's sister had married Bryan
Fitzpatrick, Lord of Upper Ossory,

and grandfather to " Barnabe Fitz-

Patrike," the young Irish noble so dear
to our Edward VI., whose letters ap-

peared in the Novembernumber ofThk
Dublin UxxvEasrrY Magazine. By
the kerne or light troops of this young
man his own cousin, O'More, was slain

with many wounds, in an ambush,
to which he had sought to draw
in Fitzpatrick to his death, but in

which he was thus fatally disappoint-

ed. Roderick O'More had been pro-

claimed an outlaw and traitor for burn-
ing Naas, Carlow, and Leighlin

Bridge ; his house and property confis-

cated and granted to tne Black Earl
of Ormond, and a thousand marks set

upon his head, which sum his noble

• " I am uothimr if not criticaL"— Othello.
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captor would not take. Yet this man
was a king, an<l had bis royalties all

around liim—his forest, his abljey, and
many an armed castle, and peaceful mo.
nastery. and fair d welling- house were
his ; and thousands of acres of far-

stretching hlackor brown bog ; and rood
upon rood of verdant meadow and rich

tillage ; for, says Moryson, " I was sur-

prised at the beauty and fertility of
O More's country, and the neat man-
ner in which it was laid out in tillage ;"

and hundreds bent the knee and called

him lord, and his clan were numerous
and devoted to him, and he firmly be-

lieved he had the original and pristine

bight to all he called his own ; and
therefore he strove to uphold it with

the might. But he was not successful,

therefore he was accounted a rebel"

— yes, "the arch-rebel, Rory Ogc
O'More.'' This was the name by which
be was hunted to the death by a Go-
vernment, whose right he disclaimed,

and whose greed and aggression on prin-

ciple be opposed. It was a hard saying,

and must nave been bitter to a proud
and indignant heart like his ; and God
knows but perhaps a tender and sensi-

tive heart too ; for I take the ready
abuse of these English writers, " cum
grano salis."— "A gift blindeth the

eyes;"—and the interested party arc

often the erring party. In the night

attack made by Robert Harpole, which
is mentioned above, grievous to relate,

O'More's wife had been shin in the

scuffle, by the English, one may hope
unintentionally. She was a noble

lady— Margaret Butler, of the house

of Ormond, cousin-gennari to Thomas
the Black Earl. They were a-

sleep in a cottage in the midst

of the thick oak forest of Leix,

when the enemy, guided by a
treacherous domestic, a huntsman of
O'More's, burst like a storm upon
them. What must have been the an-

guish ofhis soul to have left behind
him in her blood the partner of his

heart and life, and to feel that he bad
lost her for ever I Was he cruel ? If

so, he met with cruel treatment. Was
he violent ? He might have been so,

but so were his opponents ; perhaps it

was the hard nature of the times.

Was he merciless ? He was not one
jot more so than the politic, staid cour-

tier, Sussex, or the gilded favourite,

Essex, who shot down, and spoiled, and
harried the Irish, ofcourse, according to

his commission and instructions ; or, in

plain language, assaulted, robbed, and
murdered. God forbid that I should
ever be the apologist for the faintest

shadow of rebelii.m against lawful au-
thority; the power* that be are ordained
of God, and to whom homage is due
homage should be rendered; and in

my own person I would go to the
death for my present gracious and be-
loved Sovereign. But the word rebellion

does not suit O'More's case, no more
than right suits that of his enemies.
It was aggression, simple piracy,
against one who had a presumptive
claim to royalty, even before Henry
1 1. 'a time—who had acknowledged pos-
session ofhis kingdom through his an-
cestors for 250 years afterwards, and
whose rank had even been recognised
by the English Government, inasmuch
as Laisagh O'More, his valiant proge-
nitor, had been served with a writ of
summons from Edward II., to assist

him with person and people in his

Scotch wars against Robert Bruce, in

company with other Irish princes,

O Connors, FitzPat ricks, &c. To my
judgment it was a different case to

that of the great Earl of Desmond in

the same reign ; he was a subject, and
his family originally strangers to the
soil. In his case what England gave
she took awav — there was no aborigi-

nal title like Roderick O'More's. Des-
mond rebelled again and again, and
the Government, whose subject he
was, or ought to have been, justly pu-
nished their insurgent vassal with con-
fiscation and death.

With the death of O'More the regal

power of his house seems to have been
extinguished. His abbey of Leix, and
royal forest, and large possessions

were distributed among Elizabeth's fa-

vourite soldiers; but the oaks, which
remain to this day, and have the name
of being planted by his hand, Have
not pas3cu away

;
they are still most

noble and kingly; no Celt or Saxon
can spoil them of their royalty. Time
alone will moulder them, or the war-
ring winds of heaven cast them down ;

for the present proprietor and all his

family love their broad shade, and ho-

nour their hoar antiquity ; and I am
sure it would be fully as strange a
thing to hear of one of the Pe Veaci

family cutting down an Abbevleix oak,

as to be told a Bruce had killed a spi-

der.

On the 30th Jane, 1578, "The
O'More " died ofhis wounds. Stwnge
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to say, in a patent, dated 28th Fe-

bruary, 1562, that is nearly sixteen

years previously, the Queen had grant-

ed to the Black Earl of Ormond (the

tenth) " the Abbey of Leix, for ser-

vices against the rebels." Probably

Ormond did not get possession till

after O'M ore's death. Possibly the

irritation caused by the knowledge that

his house and land were thus ravished

from him, by an arbitrary patent of

the English Queen, might exeuse, or

certainly in a degree palliate, the

treachery designed against FitzPa-

trick, which eost O'More his life.

This grant of Abbeyleix to the Butlers

(which family I find in possession of it

in I5"3) might also have been the in-

stigating cause of the unjustifiable cap-

ture of this same stout Black Earl of

Ormond, during a conference held

twenty-two years after, a.d. 1600, at

a place near Kilkenny, with Owen
Mac Rory, Roderick's son. Ormond
came on a weakly palfrey, with but

few soldiers, and suspecting nothing.

He wa9 attended by Lord Thomond
and Sir George Carew, afterwards

Lord Totness, who was Governor of

Munster (see his effigies in the first

volume of the " Pacata Hibernia,"

with a vinegar aspect, as if he had
dined on sour krout, and his hnnd
dolefully pressed on his loins, as if he

were anticipating an attack of the cho-

lera). A priut, " for the better un-

derstanding of the Storie," is given at

full length in the "Pacata," and a

frightful illustration of depraved art it

is, the engraver having done for na-

ture and perspective what O' Mores
people probably desired to do for Or-
mond and his company, namely, throt-

tled them both ; "the woodds" look

like fagots at an auto-da-fe \ "the
bogges " appear like oyster-beds in

small-pox ; Owen Mac Rory O'More
stands up, like a bandy-legged clown

in a circus ; Ormond looks, in his high

steeple-hat and long cloak, like one of

those old Welshwomen you may meet
knitting stockings on the roads about

Bangor. The only gentlemanly-look-

ing man in the lot is Archer, who
?lotted the treachery, and whom J-ord

homond calls, "an infamous Jesuit."

In this parley Ormond was captured ;

Carew and Thomond being better

mounted hardly escaped ; and the lat-

ter received a wound, unlike the " ud-

versa vuluera " of Catiline, for it was
"in his back." No doubt he consi-

dered discretion as the better part of

valour. Ormond was detained a short

time by O'More; the latter treated

with the English Government for his

release, but his conditions were deemed
" insolent," till Mountjoy invaded Leix,

committing enormous havoc ; for

" In hit train, leeched in like bounds,
Did i , i war, and rapine
Crouch for employment,"

and the work of blood and vengeance
was complete. In one of the first bat-

tles O'More was slain. " Plumbea
glaiide confossus," says O'Sullivan
Beare, and Ormond set free. This
occurred in a.d. 1600. This Earl,

whom the Irish called Duffe, from his

dark complexion ; and Queen Eliza-

beth, "Thomas, her black husband,"
from that old virgin's admiration for

his handsome face, stately presence,
rare talents, loyalty, courage, and
truth ; in fact, he was " every inch

"

a noble Ormond—died at his house at

Carrick-on-Suir (a curious old totter-

ing mansion, but fuU of interest, which
I went all through with some dear
friends last summer). His death took
place fourteen years after his rescue, dur-
ing which period he had become blind

;

he was buried in Kilkenny Cathedral.
The property of Abbeyleix passed

from the Ortnonds to the Muschamp
family, who are immediate ancestors
of Lord De Vesci's, and are a very old
Norman race, tracing their descent li-

neally up to Edward I. There are no
remains of the old Abbey of Leix. It

was founded in the year 600, and re-

edified 1183, by Conogher O'More,
who placed in it Cistercian monks
from Baltinglas. It was the residence

of "The O'More " till the confiscation

of their land, and the extirpation of
their race by many bands, among
whom the chief was Sussex, who mas-
sacred them ; and Mountjoy, who,
Leland tells us, was " secretly not
displeased " at " the devastations

"

which consigned tbem to starvation,
" as being the most likely way to re-

duce tbem." Yet though Leix, weary
of warfare, gave in to the vanquisher,
Raymund O'More, Roderick's young-
est son, would not yield till three years
afterwards, when deserted by his own,
and, tteeped in poverty, he purchased
pardon by submission, in the beginning
of James I.'g reign ; and this ltaytnond
was the last of the royal O'Morras of
Leix.
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In the preceding brief and and im-

perfect sketch, 1 hare forgot ten to men-
tion that the same Mac Iiory O'More
who captured the Black Earl of Ormoud
in 1 GOO, had led his kerne in 1 598 against
Essex, in his ill-starred expedition into

Leiuster, and had contributed to the

winning of the Battle of Brutus (Coxe
calls it Balgirny), where was " The
Pluck of Plumes." I am especially

moved to mention this in order to in-

troduce an apology on my part for an
error which 1 made in my last paper
when treating of the O'Demnsies. I

have since found in l'yn Moryson's
Journal that "all the ODempsies"
were present at this fight u except Sir

Terence," and I much fear his patent

of nobility in the next reign was a re-

ward for his new-born English loyalty

to the crown, while he enacted the part

of an Irish traitor to the cause he had
formerly favoured and professed.

I believe there are not many de-

scendants of the royal O'Mores to be
found. A branch of them fled to the

county of Cork after Ilaymund's sur-

render in 1002. I have always under-

stood that Garret O'More, of Cloghan
Castle, King's County, was the repre-

sentative of the race. The Rev. John
Tidd Moore, of Lainberton Park, in

ARMS OP O'MORB OF LEIX.

this county is, I believe, of the an-

cient stock of Leix OMoro. The
accompanying plate b taken from a

drawing of the O'More scutcheon and
crest, which is upon an old lease in

the possession of Mr. "Wilmot Chet-
wode, who derives lineally from that

branch of the O' Mores who went from
Leix to Cork. But as this cut does not
profess to give the heraldic lines and
dots, &c, which designate the colours,

I may add that the shield is green, the
lion rampant, and three 6tars are gold ;

the barred helmet indicates knighdy
rank ; but the crest, a hand and sword,
impaling three bloody and grinning
heads, pleaseth me not—it is too much
in North American Indian fashion, a
la Mohawk scalp fashion, or Odin and
Thor style, from whom, possibly, these
O'Mores might have descended in the
dark days of old.

It is now fully three lustrums since

I first saw Abbeyleix, and spent some
of the happiest and most delightful

days of my life in riding or walking
amidst its broad and leafy shaded. I
have visited it frequently since that
time, and still found it as freshly at-

tractive as ever; and coming years, and
crowding cares, and the sight of many
other places and lands, have failed to

shake my constancy to this place, or
dull the keen edge of my enjoyment
for its sweet and inimitable woodland.
The park is lovely, vet peculiar ; its

charm, no doubt, is its oaks ; two of
these leaf-cinctured giants, remind-
ing you of the supporters of the De
Vesci shield, stand at the gate to wel-
come your approach ; and a little be-
yond the entrance, overshadowing what
was then called the M Lacellouse," is a
group of these glorious trees, of great
age and size ; one especially, a mag-
nificent old green forester, with his

huge, short, bemossed stem, and his

wild crown of twisted, gnarled, massive
branches, and writhing arms, like

great snakes death -stricken while con-
vulsed. I have heard that the value of
the oak timber in the park is £50,000.
" The hollow oak " stands near a little

bridge which spans the Nor© ; it is

behind the house about half a-mile ; it

is fully twenty feet in girth. I have
sat on my horse at one side, and could
not see my companion or his horse at
the other side. There is a simplicity

about this park united to its beauty

;

paths intersect it in all directions, and
the poor and the public traverse it,

yet 1 never heard of any mischief or
outrage being committed, which »
partly owing to the peasantry being of
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a superior class, and partly because of

the great and deserved respect enter-

tained for the Abbeyleix family. The
yellow Norc runs through the park,

and the pleasure-grounds abut upon
and skirt its sandy banks. There are

rides, and drives, and walks inter*

minable through the demesne, and its

thick copses and lofty trees form fine

covers for the pheasant and the wood,
cock.

The bouse is a modern building,

large and comfortable, having a noble
terrace-walk running behind, and a fine

hall, with pillars and curtains, where
the family sit in the morning ; in this

hall there is a picture of John Vesey,
Archbishop of Tuara during the revo-

lution, and one of Lord Knaptun,
another ancestor, and a notable in his

day. The library is a beautiful old

room, with oak bookcases and red fur-

niture, and a broad, large window
facing the warm south, and immitting

an abundant measure of light and heat,

so that to sit at the long writing-table

before it, and read or write, or raising

your eye look out on the green and
noble landscape, chequered with hun-

dreds of vast umbrageous oak?, or

stately ash, or losing itself in distant

vistas of mingled shade or verdure, is

a quiet enjoyment, combining our best

tastes— literary, rural, and artistic.

In this room is an original MS. of the

aforesaid Archbishop Vesey, wherein

he details his misfortunes when ex-

pelled from his palace in the troubles

which attended the revolution ; it is

written with great earnestness, and at

times with amusing simplicity. Here
is a fine head of one of the Abercorns,

ancestors of this family, and a picture

of the present Lord l)e Vesci, some-

what like, but a poor copy of the very

noble-looking living original. Behind
this library, which is richly stocked

with the best books, is another little

book-room, dark and quaint, and full

of ancient volumes, like a black Elzevir

edition of the larger library.

In one of Lord De Vesci s gardens,

between a wall and a hot-house, is the

old tomb of Malachi O'Mcre, King of

Leix, 13(50. The inscription is hardly le-

gible, and much weather-worn, but the

antiquarian may see at his ease a fair

and exact copy of it in Mr. Sheffield's

" Grace's Survey." The inscription

runs thus:—" Malachins O Mora Las-
sie Princeps, requietcat in pace. Amen.
mccclxxx." On the side of the tomb

is a heraldic scutcheon, charged with
three stars, and with a lion rampant, as
above. Dowling says that Conagher
O'More was buried there ; he, pro-
bably, means this Malachi. "The
old Church of Abbeyleix," staid, de-
cent, and solemn, with its close-shaven
green kirkyard, and its dusky line of
ancient yews, stands quietly upon the
river bank beyond the gardens, and
not very far from Malachis tomb.
This little old church is open for ser-

vice on Sunday afternoons, and be-
neath its chancel reposes the dust of
the departed De Vescis. This family
were eminent in the Irish Church at
one time. John Vesey was Arch-
bishop of Tuam, in 1678, and his son
was a baronet and a bishop also ; he
was consecrated Bishop of Ossory,
1714. He married an heiress, the
daughter of Denny Muschamp, of
Horsely, Surrey, who was master,
general for Ireland, and through whom
the Abbevleix estates came into this

family. 'The Bishop of Ossory had a
youngerbrother named Agraondesbam,
who, we may presume, was the gene-
rous and disinterested architect, so ce-

lebrated in the district as—
" Agmondeahara Veeejr, who, out of hit boontjr.

In Lascelles' '* Liber Munerum " I
find also William Vesey, Master in
Chancery, in 1 730, and Francis Vesey
filling the same office in 1765, pro-
bably members of this family.

The present Viscount is a most ve-
nerable and fine specimen of the old
Irish noble, with a head blanched with
the silver and the snow of eighty-three
years, and a form still erect as the shaft
of one of his own ash-trees. He has
lived long to have lived so well ; and—

" Thai which ihouM accompany old age,
Aa honour, love, obedience, troop* of friend*,"

are abundantly and deservedlv his.• ar

An ever resident landlord, he has spent
all his life amidst his tenantry; and
wherever you turn, the fruits of his

paternal care are seen. I have already
and with some particularity spokeu of
his ancestry, when treating of the
Castle of Leix in the second Dart of
tli is Pilgrimage, so need not go into it

now.
There are two roads through Abbey-

leix park leading the traveller south-
ward, and that on the right is most
interesting. This way crosses the Nore,
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taking you past the old church and up
the woodland slope to Knapton, where
some of the Dc Vesci kinsfolk always

reside. On this road is " the While
Lady's walk," performed by the ghost

of an unhappy ancestress, among the

oaks on nights when the moon is fullest;

And about two miles on the right is

** Poorman's bridge and, reader, if

you have any stirrings of imagination

at all within you, and are something
more than a mere log, " inutile lignum,"

or clod of the valley, you will read

with vivid interest the" tale, entitled

"The Buccangh Rhuadh," in the

January, 1841, number of the "Irish

Penny Journal," where the legend,

wild and wondrous, of how this bridge

was first built, is given in a story of

singularly graphic and thrilling power,

by John Keegan, of Ossory. After

wending your way for a couple of leafy

miles through the Abbey lei x woods,

you come out nearly opposite to an old

and handsome place—this is Dunmore,
the residence of Mr. Staples. This

gentleman's first ancestor in Ireland

was rather a distinguished person in

her Church history at a troubled and
critical period. Edward Staples, ori-

ginally a gentleman of Lincolnshire,

was a Roman Catholic cleric, and be-

came commendatore of St. Bartholo-

mew's, London. He was made Bishop

of Meath by Pope Clement VII., in

1530; but eight years afterwards he
urged upon the Lord Deputy St. I^egcr,

the necessity for recognising the King's

supremacy, bv the adoption of his title

of " King of Ireland," which had fallen

into desuetude for many reigns. In

1543 be consecrated—assisted by other

bishops— George Dowdall, as Arch-
bishop of Armagh, a man devotedly

Attached to the papacy, vet, strange to

say, the nominee of the King.

All through the latter part of King
Henry's reijzn, Suples strove much
towards a reformation in the Roman
Catholic church, of which he himself

was still a member. Henry died in

1547, and a new order of things came
in with his successor; and, in 1551,

Staples, in conjunction with three other

bishops supported Archbishop Browne
in the House of Lords, when he bad
declared openly for the reformation.

The same year St. Lejrer (who, if we
may judge by his religious arguments
with Dowdall, was no mean controver-

sialist) was recalled, and Sir James
Crofts, '*-» zealous Protestant," suc-

ceeded him, and having summoned the

Primate Dowdall to a conference ia

the ereat hall of St. Mary's Abbey,
Dublin, to discuss the merits of the

Liturgy, he was there met by Staples,

who was " the chief speaker " on the

occasion, and ably answered the Pri-

mate.
But, in Mary's reign, Staples was

forced to flee from his diocese, and wa«
formally deprived of his bishopric, June
20, 1554, on the plea of his being a mar-
ried man ! One of his family, Alexan-
der Staples, settled at Lissan, in the

North, of which family these Dunmore
Staples arc a leading branch. TTm
place is a fine old park, handsomer/
walled all round, and watered by the

Nona, which flows dark and deep be-

tween high banks behind the boose,

under the drawing-room windows, and
receives her little sister, the Gully, who
has run all the way from Ossory to

meet her, and now leaps murrnurinsly
into her bosom. The park is full of

green roads, through much ancient

and noble timber. I know it well,

and many a happy day and hour bare

I spent in walk, or ride, or quiet con-

verse with some who yet remain, and
some who have passed away to a

brighter and a '* better country. ** Tbe
house is large and old, but a gentle-

manly residence ; and Mr. Staples a
never an absentee.

We now leave Dunmore ; on our
right is Moyne, hid in dark trees— it

is an old place, the property of Mr.
Hamilton Stnbber, who is another of

that large and beneficial band of ever-

resident landlords who spend their

rents from year to year on the spot and
the soil from which they draw them.
This is what gives to the Queen's
County that peculiar look of refine-

ment and culture which greets us in so

many parts of it, and in none more
than about where we now tread.

Around are the dark, leafy, ancient
trees of Moyne— tbe royal forest oaks
of Abbeyleix— the solitary woodpatlu
of Dunmore, with its great ash-trees

bending their lonjf arms over the river

which feeds their giant roots—the grven

plantations of Castlewood, and the

stately timber, which is the pride and
ornament of Castle-Durrow, stretching

along the river and sloping away far

behind tbe castle, soft and verdurous,

till it terminates in the bonnie woods
of Capponellan. The whole country

is woodland, and exhibits the usual
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accompaniments to ornee timber

scenery, such as trim park wall, ivied

buttress, keeper's lodge, rustic style,

oak bark rick, wooden paling, hand,

some iron gate, and the music of the

woodman's bright axe, and the note

of the pheasant from among the trees,

and, in the season, the crack of the

fowling-piece— pleasant sounds and
sights of forest life, seen, or sounding

clear and distinct in the cold bright

air.

The land now swells up as we ap-

proach the county of Kilkenny. There
are some hills, and the Nore runs more
swiftly in the hollows past Watercastle

and between the plantation of Castle-

wood, the picturesque place of the Rev.

"\Vm. Lawrenson, and the rich timber

which adorns Castle-Durrow Domain,

the seat of Viscount Ashbrook. The
Nore leaves the village of Durrotv on the

right, and hastens on to visit fair Kil-

kenny, and bathe the walls of her proud
castle, where the good and loyal Or-

monds have held sway for centuries.

Durrow is the frontier town of the

Queen's County on the south, and is a

conceited, clean little parallelogram of

a place, giving one the idea of a re-

spectable-looking ancient beaux, who
bad seen better days. Here is a quaint

and flat-visa^ed glebe-house—unques-

tionably maduBval as regards its date

—

looking grim and seedy like the side of

an old cheese ; a haiidsomish church,

well spired and towered ; and a noble

castle, massive and " grey, though not

with years," externally solid and impos-

ing ; internally, a comfortable English

family mansion. The lawn dips some-

what precipitately to the river Erkin,

which flows through a portion of the

park, and is finally lout in the Nore
somewhere behind Castlewood.

There is a romantic story connected

with this river and an ancestor of

Lord Ashbrook's, which I have read

in some book of old wives' tales ; bat

as I cannot answer for its authen-

ticity. I shall not give the details,

though curious and interesting, but

treat it as a myth, merely stating that

the legend turns on an event very si-

milar to what once happened in the

Marquis of Exeter's family, on which

Moore founds an exquisite song,* and
which was attended with like happy
results.

Lord Ashbrook, though English, I

believe, by birth, and certainly so by
habits and tastes, is a constant resi-

dent landlord, and his amiable lady and
ef

family useful benefactors to the poor.

The family name is Flower, and, I

think, they settled here about the se-

venteenth century. They descend
from an old race iu Rutlandshire, and
an ancestor of theirs sat in eight suc-

sessive Parliaments for that shire, and
was Speaker of the House of Commons
during the " wars of the Roses" in the

turbulent reign of our sixth Henry.
Any lover of Ireland, and who likes,

with mournful pleasure, to read of

her struggles and her conquest by her

powerful sister, who once made her

a slave, but has long since gracefully

unclasped her fetters, and greeted her

with an assuring kiss ; any such na-

tional student will find, in the " Pacata
Hibemia " (a book compiled by Staf-

ford from Sir George Carew's own
memoranda of that time), a brave

knight frequently mentioned in the

wars at Kinsale, which took place in

1599. His name was Sir George
Flower, who did " myracles of valour"

against the Spaniards, &c. ; be was
the firBt of this noble family who ap-

pears to have settled in Ireland ;

and his grandson, Thomas Flower, a
strong Williaraite, and a stout one too,

insomuch as he supplied the Prince of

Orange's army from bis granaries with

wheat grown at this very Durrow,
was attainted by King James as a
traitor, but restored and honoured by
\\ illiain III. He married a Temple,
sister to the first Lord Palinerston, and
his son and grandson were successively

created Lords Castle-Durrow and Ash-
brook.

The castle grounds are handsome
and large; the deer-park a beautiful

green and wooded chase. When I last

saw it, there was a fine and " careless

herd," who

—

" Full of the putnre. nrept aton* byline,

And never etaved to greet me."

I believe there are no deer there at

present.

We bad walked to Durrow from

Duniuorv. We now hired a car at the

hotel, The Ashbrook Anus," intend-

ing to return to Abbeyleix, where we
were to bivouac for the night, first

• " You remember EU«n, oar hamlet's pride," in the " Irisb Melodies."
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ours in Leix and Ossory, might be
justified fully in applying to him, and
to his colonels, the suitable but softer

appellation of exceedingly «« castelli.

fragous gentlemen." Though small in

its dimensions, Heywood is a beautifal

green gein of a demesne* and fall of

variety and wonder, a perfect muttm*
in varvo in rurality. 11ere are hills,

and mounts, and caves, and

making a detour to see the very beau-
tiful demesne of Heywood at Ballina-

kil. This place is now a wretched
village, yet was a corporation town in

James I.'s time, and returned two bur-

gesses to Parliament. It was planted

with English by Sir Thomas Ridgeway,
but I know not if Bacon's just and
beautiful idea of what such a coloniza-

tion should be, was carried out here or
not. " A plantation ought to be where
the people arc not displanted to plant

in others, for else it is rather an extir-

rttion than a plantation." In James
's time they built a strong castle

here ; and in the rebellion of 1 64
1

,

General Preston took it for the

Irish Confederates, but Monk, af-

terwards Duke of Albemarle, re-

lieved it. Again it surrendered to the

rebels, and was held by them for a
considerable time, and Lord Castle-

haven made it and the town his " cos-

tra statita; " but when the sturdy

Oliver came into Ireland, Fairfax

planted his great cannon on a hill be-

nind Heywood Demesne, and employed
such a series of stunning arguments,
that he reduced the contumacious
town at once to bis terms— knocking
the bastions and coping-stones of the

strong castle about the ears of the

corporation, and no doubt alarming

the two honourable M.P.s who repre-

sented the place, and doing his gun-
nery work in the usual exceedingly

finished Cromwellian style ; so that

neither artilleryman nor architect could

have ever possibly anything to do after

him ; and Sultan Achbar, of whom we
read in Pilpay's fables, if he were re-

vivified, would approve highly of all

the ruined walls ; and the owls of suc-

cessive centuries, rejoicing in the ivy,

would «' Too-whit too-whu *' in hoots

of Bubonic admiration.

I recollect old Fynes Moryson, a
gentleman who left the '•pleasinge

companye " " of his sister Faith and
his sister Jane in Lincolnshire," and
came to Ireland with his lord and mas-

ter of happy motnorie, Lord Mount-
joy" in 1598, *«in hopes of prefer-

ment;" or, like Mr. Macauber, ex-

rjting
** something would turn up."

remember his calling O'Mial "a
fedifragous vyllain," that is, a league-

breaking, bad man. Now, any one
who has ever seen Cromwell's work on
castle walls, say the ruins of " Scar-

borough," or magnificent " Knaresbo-
rough," or even these poor castles of

and river, and waterfall, and bower,
and bridge, and green steep> and her.
mil'a cave, and statues—

" All ttamling naked In the open fcfr |

for aught I know, and all artificial^

the statutes, Ac, of course; but the

nature is artificial too, and manufac-
tured and modified with extreme goo-i

taste, and at great cost of time,

labour, and money, into its present
beautyand striking picturesque, by the

Trench family, who own the place and
property.

I have now very nearly completed
my task in bringing these four papers
on Leix and Ossory to a close with the

closing year. There is a tract over
which my feet have not passed this

time, running westward through the

county, and comprehending Ballya-
daros, Stradbally, and magnificent
Ballyfin, with all its diversified beauty
of landscape, architecture, and picto-

rial treasures, combined with many an
adventurous association in historv with
the name of Coote. There are lovely
lone spots, ton, of hill and valley

scenery, lying under the Slieve Bluimh
Mountain, from whose caves break out
the waters of the Nore and Barrow,
the former running through the coun-
ty, fed by the silver streams of the

Tonnet and Dolour, the Cloncoose,
the Trumry, and the old forge river,

the tatter receiving the streams of the
Trihogue and the Onass. Something
of all these I hope to embody in a sup.
plementary paper, if permitted, in the
spring, which, if God be pleased to

spare us through these days of death
and fatality, I trust is waiting for all

your kind readers, with a smile on her
face, behind the dark aud ice-clasped
doors of winter. In saying adieu till

then I may also add, in great verity,

that I am sensible how very defective

these papers of mine are, and how
many various points of interest, local
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or statistical, 1 have forborne to touch

on. Perhaps I did this premedi-

tatedly ; perhaps I deemed it inexpe-

dient and unsuitcd to my character as

a passing pilgrim, who but regarded

the landscape with a vivid eye ; the

people, and qnidquid agunt homi-

nes," with an interest produced and
sustained by long friendship with many
of them ; and the antiquities and his-

tory of the county as studies most
agreeable to my natural states. Know-
ing the latter to be a dry and unac-

ceptable subject to many minds, I

have striven to counteract its specific

gravity by the infusion of a sportive

spirit into its details, as painters in

their battle-pieces throw patches and
gleams of light on the dark armour of

their combatants. This I did advised-

ly, and not in levity. To myself the

labour and research consequent on the

study of my country's history, her
crimes, her wrongs, and her sorrows,

has ever been a positive, yet a melan-

choly pleasure. If I have omitted to

mention place or person in these wan-
derings, it has not been through want
of interest in the one, or respect for the

other. In all such cases I have erred

through inadvertence, not through in-

tention ; and should mistakes have
occurred in these sketches, the better-

informed critic will rectify them in his

own mind, and while doing so, forgive

the precipitancy of the pilgrim.

I am, dear air, your faithful servant,

B.

THE WAITS; A CHRISTMAS STORY.

I.

The cold Christmas moon was shining

on the sleeping village of Cheriton.

It lit up the long, straggling street,

and made every object almost as dis-

tinctly visible as at noon-day. But in

the spiritual light they appeared very
different. A beautiful quietude, so-

lemn, yet serene, seemed to rest on
all things. The quaint houses, with
their high roofs, and oddly-clustered

chimneys, looked as if they brooded
over the recollection of the long past

times they had known ; and the grand
old church looked doubly reverend,

with the frost-work glittering about
its Norman-arched windows, and on
the boughs of the huge cedar which
towered beside the doorwav. The
moonbeams lingered lovingly about
the grey walls ; they fell, too, on the
white gravestones in the churchyard,
and made each one shine as with a
still, calm smile—happy and holy. It

was a night upon which thoughtful men
might £aze, and feel rising in their

hearts simultaneous hope for earth and
aspiration to heaven.

Very quiet was the place, as the

moon went on her way, looking down
with her clear, chill lustre ot gaze.

And there was one house, isolated

from the others by a somewhat exten-
sive domain of shrubbery and garden,
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about which the moonlight seemed to

play as if in curiosity. It was a primi-

tive, old-fashioned abode ; window-
shutters and blinds were few, save to

the lower rooms, and the mootibeams
penetrated unhindered into the cham-
bers, and played fantastic tricks upon
the walls and floors. Into one littlo

room the elfish rays darted on a sud-
den, as the moon, rising higher in tho
heavens, escaped the shadow of a pro-

jecting buttress in the wall ; and the
pale light fell full upon a little white-

draped bed, wherein lay two young
boys. One, the eldest by some years,

was asleep, and the quivering light fell

on his face—a face every lineament of
which was so full of nervous energy,
that even in sleep it did not wear an
expression ofrepose. His brother's pale,
delicate features were, on the contrary,

distinguished by a sort of sculptural

calm. He had a nigh, straight, thought-
ful brow, and that sensitive mouth,
which to the most masculine face

always adds an almost womanlike
sweetness of expression.

The two boys seemed apt illustra-

tions of two differently-constituted

beings. The one all action, the other

all thought ; if the life of the first

might be a picture, that of the second
would be a poem.
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The younger brother was awake. His

eves of dark, deep, liquid hazel were
thoughtfully fixed upon the sleeping face

beside him, and now And again, as

with a tender impulse, his hands gently

put aside the clustering brown curb
from the broad forehead of the sleeper.

Frcsently he drew back the white cur-

tain, and looked out at the quiet,

homely scene stretched out in the

moonlight—at the foreground of trees,

leatless, but clothed in a fairy robe of
rime, and (in the far distance, strange-

ly clear that night) the wide wonder
of the silent sea. He looked—his face

lit up— glowed with a nameless rap.

ture. Un uttered prayers swelled in

the young heart— instinctive hopes—
blessed beliefs rose unbidden to bis

mind.
And even while he thus gazed, and

felt, and pondered in the stillness of
that wintrv midnight, the stillness was
broken. Vibrating on the frosty air

came solemn strains of music, played
with untaught skill on two or three

old-fashioned instruments. It was an
ancient English air, with a kind of pa-
triarchal simplicity in its character,

half carol, half hymn, which harmo-
nised well with the place and the time.

As the very voice of the quaint and
peaceful village came the clear, sweet
sounds, blending like a visible actuality

with the wintry stars dotting the dark
sky, with the snow covered roofs, and
walls, and trees, and with the pure,

Sas-ionless moonlight shining over
icm all.

" Laurence, wake I Listen to the
waits 1"

It was some time before the subdued
voice and tho gentle touch disturbed
the sleeper from hjs dreams. When
at last he was aroused, he started up
sudtlenlv, crying aloud

—

"Who calls? Oh, Willie, is it

you ?" he added in a sleepy tone.
" What did you wake me for ? Tisu't
morning I"

"Hush I speak low! Don't you
hear the music?"

[Dec.

There was a pause. The two boys
listened in silence.

" It's old Giles Headforth with bii

violoncello," at length broke in Lau-
rence, " and John Read with bis

cracked hautboy, and little

"Ah, don't 1" cried the younger
boy, with a gesture almost of pain;
" never mind who plays. It sounds so

solemn now, so
"

His words died away in the intent-

ness of his listening.

" Queer old tune, isn't it ?~ pre-

sently said Laurence, " and queer o'd

figures they look, I'll be bound, stand-

ing in the street, with red noses, and
frozen eyelashes, and muffled in worst-

ed comforters up to the chin.'*

He laughed, and then yawned.
"I think I shall go to sleep again.

These fellows don't seem inclined to

leave off. I shall be tired of listening

before they are of playing, I expect.
" Keep awake a little longer, Lau-

rence, dear," pleaded the other. " It's

only for one night, and 'tis so nice

for us to hear the music, and look out
upon the moonlight together."
" Very well, Willie." assented the

elder boy, nipping a fresh yawn in the

bud, " anything to please vou, old

fellow."
" There—put vour arm round me

—

W," pursued MS illic, always in the

same hushed, whispering tone, "and
let me lean my head upon your
shoulder. Now, that is pleasant. We
love each other; don't we, Laurence?*"

And the tender, childish face looked
upward, askingly.
" I should think so — slightly !

You're a dear old chan, Will, though
you have rather odd, old-fashioned no-

tions."

He stooped down, and pressed a

hearty kiss on his young brother's de-

And then the two boys remained si-

lent, watching tho flickering moon-
rays, and listening to the simple music
without.

. . • . •

The Waits; a Christmas Story.

ii.

There are some recollections, often-

times trivial enough in themselves,
which yet remain impressed upon the
mind through a whole life, outlasting

the memory of events farmore striking,

and more recent in their occurrence.
Laurence and William Carr grew

to be men, went out into the world,

and were battlers for fortune ; and
one of them, alas ! in fighting that

hard fight became hardened in nature,

so that scarce a trait remained of the

generous, loving boy of yore. His soul

was chilled in the stony routine of that
life which is so scrupulously practical

—

one might almost say, material— the
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life of a London merchant, devoted,
heart and soul to his calling, and to

the ambitions of his class. His old in.

8tincts were almost dead within him;
bis old aspirations, his boyish predi-

lections were crushed out, effaced, as

though they had never been. And

yet the cold, hard, money-getting
man of the world never lost the vivid

remembrance of that Christmas nipht,

years and years ago, when his little

brother lay with his head leaning on
his shoulder, and they listened to"c-

ther to the village waits. .

To* brothers were separated now—
worse, they were estranged. The
world came between them* and stifled

the frank, free love which each, though
in so widely different a way, had felt

for the other, ever since the childish

day* when they had played together

about the old bouse at Cheritou, and
prayed, night and morning, at their

mother's knee.

The two boys were left orphans be-

fore William was twenty years old,

and with but little with which to begin

life. Laurence's desires had been all

for a, life of change, adventure, and
travel ; but instead, be was compelled

to take the only opening which offered

to hiru ; and, before his father's death,

was established in the counting-house

of a wealthy relative. lie soon learned

coutcntment with his fate. To pursue

an object, be it fame, or power, or

wealth, seems an inherent instinct in

roan's nature. It fills his energies, sa-

tisfies his restlessness, and insensibly,

but gratefully, ministers to that vague
yearning for dominion which is the
inevitable birthright ofevery man since

the beginning of the world. Laurence,
shut out from worthieraspirations,fouud

bis ambition run high— to be great in

the sense by which all those around him
understood greatness. He would be
rich. He would work his way to for-

tune, to position, to influence. Keen-
ing that goal ever in view, he would
struggle through every difficulty, force

his way over every obstacle, but he
would gain it at last. So he said to

himself; silently, many times, during
the weary time of probation, when
obscurity and hard work appeared to

be his allotted portion then and always.
But this dark period did not last long

;

it was not likely that it should con-
tinue. He had talents, quickness, vi-

gour, untiring perseverance, and un-
failing health. His progress was ra-

pid. He climbed the hill with foot-

steps swift; as they were sure, and when
his father died the old man felt easy
on the score of his eldest son's pros-
pects and ultimate success.

But meanwhile William had remain-
ed at home, pursuing his self-imposed

and dearly-loved studies ; reading,

thinking, dreaming his hours away m
perfect happiness.

Trom this content he was rudely,

aroused to the dread realities of death
and poverty. The pleasant home and
the familiar faces which made it so dear,

seemed to slide from him, and left him
standing alone in the bleak world, which
was so new and strange ; like one
who, reared in an Arcadia, is on a sud-

den thrust into the midst of the fierce

turmoil of a battle.

He sought his brother—but the two
natures, always different, were doubly
so now, when a life of active business

had hardened the one, rendering it

more than ever stern and uncompro-
mising; while years of quiet retirement

bad made the other yet more refined,

more visionary, more sensitive. And
from Laurence, the younger brother

met with no sympathy in all those in-

nermost feelings of his soul ; the

closest, dearest portion of himself.

There was in William Carr that in-

explicable, intangible someichat, which
marks one man among his fellows—
the Poet—even though he be dumb to

his life's end.

The man of business shrugged his

shoulders, knitted his brows at " Wil-
liam's strange fancies." He did not
comprehend— he did not care to do
so, it seemed. The first step towards

their estrangement was taken when
William declined, gently and thank-

fully, but decisively, a situation in the

same house where Laurence was now
high in trust.

*' It is of no use, brother ; it would
not be right to accept it. I am not

fit for such a responsibility. It would
be a wrong to my employers to burden
them with my incapacity."
" You will improve. You may

leave them to protect their own inte-

rests, believe me."
William shook his head.

And in brief, the elder brother found

the delicate-looVing youth immutable
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in bis deci>ion, and left him, with

words of impatience and anger on his

lips.

His heart reproached him for it af-

terwards. He was not all encrusted

as yet with the ossification of worldli-

ness. The next day he again went to

his brother's lodgings. But William
was no longer there—he had left Lon-
don, they told him ; and it was not
till he reached his own home that he
receiTed a letter of explanation :—

" Deab Laurence,— I thought it

best to go. Forgive me if you think

it wrong. I am not able to' struggle

with the fierce multitude of money-
getters in this dreary London. My
old master, Dr. K , has offered

me a situation as classical tutor in his

school. I have accepted it. It is the

best thing I see to do. So farewell.

Ever yours.
" William."

" And my brother will be the paltry

usher in a country school !" muttered
Laurence, as he crushed the letter in

his hand. " Gone, too, without con-

sulting me, his cider, his natural ad-

viser. It is badly done."
And so the cloud between the bro-

thers grew dark and palpable. They
occasionally corresponded ; but each,

succeeding letter, instead of drawing
them nearer together, seemed only to

widen tbo gap. They did not under-

stand one another. Besides, Laurence
was becoming a rich man, had become
partner in the house where once he
was a clerk ; while William still re-

mained poor and obscure, with no
prospect of his circumstances improv-
ing. And when the breach between
two brothers or friends once exists,

difference of worldly position fatally,

icily increases it.

Laurence married brilliantly, choos-

ing his wife from a noble but im-
poverished family, who were glad
enough to ally their aristocratic poverty
with his wealth, merchant and plebeian

though he was. It was while on his

wedding tour, with his handsome but
somewhat passee bride, that he re-

ceived a letter from his brother, for-

warded to him from London.
"From William—my brother," ho

remarked, explanatorily, as he opened
it ; " in answer, I presume, to the an-

nouncement of my marriage."

The frigidly high-bred lady re-

sponded by a slight bend of her long

[Dec.

neck, and busied herself with her cho-

colate and muffins, while her husband
perused the letter. When he had

finished, he refolded it carefully, and
placed it in his pocket, then turned in

silence to his breakfast, fits wifo never

noticed any peculiarity in his manner

;

she was one of those by whom it b
seldom considered good ton to be ob-

servant of other people's emotion?,

even a husband's. Lady Henrietta
Carr was scrupulous in her attention

to such points of etiquette. One more
loving than she was, might possibly

have divined how much was concealed
under the pale face, the bent brow,
and tbo remarkably quiet voice at

Laurence Carr that morning. One
more tender might even have drawn
the secret disturbance forth, and
pleaded the cause of the absent offen-

der, instead of leaving the wrath to

ferment hiddenly in the stern man's

breast.
" I will never forgive him—never,

never 1 I will never look on his face

again. I will never give him heln—
we are strangers from this hour. Let

him travel his own road—and starve."

These hard, terrible words the bro-

ther passionately uttered, as he trod

the room to and fro, when he was

alone, and after again reading the

letter.

"Dear Brother Laurence" (it

ran)—" Your letter, with its brief

announcement of your marriage, gar?

me great pleasure, not only for the

sake of its intelligence, but because of

the kindly manner in which you con-

veyed it to me. Perhaps, brother, it

is an equal reproach to both of oa, that

the cordiality was strange as well as

pleasant. Let us be friends again,

in heart as in name ; we were so

once—but it is a long while ago. In

our new happiness we may surely

drown all past offences. For I also am
married— not to a peer's daughter

;

no, Laurence, with you alone will rest

all the brilliancies and grandeur of life

;

I only ask for a little ouiet— I am
easily content. My wife you mav
remember ; wo all knew her when xre

worn boys at school— Mary Elliott,

who, though her father was h village

tradesman, has had the education, and
innately possesses the refinement of

any lady in the land. I have loved

her, and she me, for six years. She
is an orphan, too, and has been a

governess all that tirao. We are rich

The Waits ; a ChrUtmat Story.
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enough to commence house-keeping,
though on a modest scale. We are

very happy ; I pray that you may be
the same with my new sister, to whom
I beg to offer my affectionate regards.

Mary also joins me in the same to

yourself, my dear brother. And be-

lieve me ever yours faithfully,

" William Carr."

" The daughter of a country shop-

keeper and the daughter of the Karl
of Tynford to call each other sisters

!

And he has done this. He will re-

pent it ; he must, he shall. He is a
disgrace, a shame to me. He might
have been an aid— he might have

helped my plans. But now—to marry
thus."

Such were some of Laurence's dis-

jointed exclamations, as he tore the

letter in pieces, and flung them into

the fire. Then he joined his bride.

In the course of the day he informed
her that his brother had irremediably

offended him, and that he would never
speak to him or see him more. Lady
Henrietta elevated her handsome eye-

brows in a momentary amazement,
then restored her features to their

habitual expressionless composure, and,
without any remark, suffered her hus-

band to turn the conversation.

rv.

Time passed on. The wealth of Lau-
rence Carr increased yearly ; his name
grew glorious in the ears of business
men. His house was a palace ; his

wife was Jewelled like a queen. He
himself still burrowed daily in dusty
city holes, whence all his riehes seemed
to spring ; and every year he became
harder and more impassible, and more
devoted to the one aim aud end of his

life—money-getting.
It was his sole ambition now—-he

had no hope, no joy in anything
beyond. There was no happiness in

his gorgeous home, no tenderness in

his majestic and aristocratic wife. No
one who looked on him would have
imagined that he felt the want of love

;

that there was any remnant of the

generous, warm-hearted boy s nature
still lingering in the old grim mer-
chant—old before bis time, but hard,
and cold, and piercing as a steel poign-

ard yet. But it was so. There were
moments when his thoughts wandered
at their own will—when ho remem-
bered. The face of his mother shone
on him sometimes ; and .then would
come a flash of memory—of the old

childish days. And ab, so strange!
the childish feelings of those days.

And his two children. The boy he
often pictured to himself as born to

continue the greatness of his family—.
as enjoying, like a prince, the wealth
and luxury he had laboured to acquire.

And the fair, gentle girl, whose pro-
gress to womanhood he had followed
in his thoughts ; whose birth softened
his harsh heart to absolute tenderness.
She it was who would cling to him
lovingly in after years— whose soft

lips would press upon the wrinkles of
his worn face— whose gentle voice

would always have the power to win
him out oi his harder, sterner self.

If cither of his children had lived,

Laurence Carr might have been a dif-

ferent man ; but both these blessings

which he had prayed for—dreamed of

as the solace and delight of his old

age, were only granted to him for a
brief space, and then—left his sight

for ever.

The blow rent his heart sorely. It

was so deep a grief, even, that at first

he forgot tnc check to his ambition it

involved. No son of his would carry

his name into future ages—no descen-

dants of his were destined to make
illustrious the plebeian family he had
first raised from obscurity. When this

remembrance came, it added to his

ufMiction a something that was cold,

stony, and almost defiant. Bereaved
love mourns, but blighted ambition

erects its head in very impotence of
pride against the hand that chastises.

Laurence's heart grew hardened. He
buried himself anew in his grim pur-

suits; they seemed the be-all and end-

all of his existence now. He said to

himself that it was enough ; he would
make it enough.

Yet, spite of all his inward protes-

tations, he looked enviously, and some-
times with a feeling less selfish than

envy, at the happy parents of blooming
children. He would have given well-

nigh all his hard-won wealth for one
such boon as was so freely granted
to many. Against his will he often

found himself musing thus, sorrc

yearningly. Ho would awafc*

/
wnwfull^

^4
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with stern resolve ; the one half of his

nature would shrink into itself, while
the other looked on it with a sardonic
kind of pity.

Yet again and again came these sof-

tening reveries. It was in the midst
of one of them, in the twilight of a
dreary December eveuing, that he
was roused by receiving a letter from
"William.

It was the first since many years,
during which the stern elder brother
had suspended ail intercourse, and had
never sought to know what had become
of the other. He had known some-
what, however ; for William had come
to London, and had commenced the
new life of authorship, and Laurence
had occasionally met his name in pass-

ing periodicals. But direct commu-
nication between the two had alto-

gether ceased. He frowned as he
recognised the hand.

Perhaps, had this letter come at any
other time, he might have returned it

unopened. Oh, men ! ye who pray,
pray for your fellow-nien whose hearts

are hardened. Oh, angels ! plead for

them, strive for them ; for verily if

there be a place in all His works where
God does not dwell, and where no
saving spark of divinity can linger, it

must be in the sterile heart of a world-
hardened man.

Laurence frowned ; but he tore the

letter opeu, so soon as the servant had
left the room, and he read :

—

" I had almost sworn never to ad-

dress you again, after that last letter

you sent. In that you bade me never

to trouble you more ;
you told me that

you would neither listen to me nor
assist me, however sore my strait might
be. I forgot you were ray brother

when I read those words ; the devil

rose within me, and I bad uttered

—

what hereafter it might have withered

me to think of, only my wife came up
to me, and looked in my face, and,

God bless her, while her eyes rested on
me, I could not speak, nor even think

of what was hissing at my heart. I

tell you this that you may judge what
it costs me to write to you now. 'I
might starve,' you said. Laurence
Carr, since then I have learned what
starvation is like — I have travelled

very near its utmost brink; it is a
word the meaning of which I know.

That would not drag me one quarter

inch towards your threshold ; its worst

agony is not within a twentieth part of

that which even the thought of aduW
ing you for help would have cost me.

But that anguish now is swallowed in

a greater. I ask your help—I entreat

you, I beseech you to assist me.

Laurence, we are brothers, the children

of one mother ; do not deny me. Give
to me as you would to a beggar—
fling me some money into the street-

I care not how, so you be not deaf to

my cry— only be prompt, for Death
is pitiless.

" Brother: God look on you as you
hearken to me. My child is dying far
VHitU offood. I wait.

"William Caml"

Laurence rose from his gilded chair,

and traversed the luxurious chamber
wherein he had sate, stately and soli-

tary. He opened the door—there be

paused. Then, as if with new resolu-

tion, he stepped forth into the hall.

In a remote corner, which even the

brilliant lamp failed to clearly illumine,

he distinguished a tall, thin figure—

a

pale, pinched face, with grey hair fall*

ing tangled over the broad brow. Did
Laurence see then the vision of the

bright-haired child, who slept on his

breast one Christmas night long years
back ? Who can telL

llowbeit, he retreated into the room
before he was recognised, or even seen
by his brother ; and it was by a ser-

vant that he sent to William a small
but heavy packet. He eagerly seized
it, with a kind of smothered cry, almost
like a sob, and the next instant had
left his brother's bouse.

The child was saved ; and then Wil-
liam had time to think on the sacrifice

he had made to save it. His proud
heart was torn at the remembrance
that he had been a waiting petitioner

in the hall of his brother's house, and
had been relieved at the hands of his

brother's lackey. He could not know
that Laurence, hard man as he was,
had tried to face him, but could not

;

that he had watched him as he darted
away through the street ; that he had
thought of him often, since, with some-
thing almost approaching tenderness.

He did not know this ; so he strove

and toiled with desperate energy, till

he could give back his brother's gold,

and then returned it with a brief

acknowledgment. He added—"It is

best for us both to forget our humilia-

tion, for you degraded both in me.
Let us be strangers again."
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The returned money found Laurence
Can* a ruined man. Sudden political

troubles abroad, with their inevitable

consequences—two or three mistakes

in home commercial policy— had
wrought this great change, and he was
bankrupt. A day—two or three hours
in that day—saw the fall, saw the ruin

to its climax. The merchant prince

was worse than penniless ; for there

were large debts which all his vast pos-

sessions, all his accumulated wealth,

would fail to satisfy. His wife, natu-
rally incensed at his misfortunes, be-

took herself and her liberal jointure to

the parental roof, and he remained
alone to combat with ruin.

Then came out the finer part of
his character. With courage he en-

countered the host of difficulties that

pressed crushingly upon him. With
scrupulous (some people called it

Quixotic) integrity ne gave up all he
had, and quietly aud simply announced
his intention of paying off the residue

of his debt to the uttermost farthing,

if Jie lived. Then with proud, silent

bravery he accepted a clerkship in

some brother- merchant's office, took

a humble lodging, and began again

the life he had commenced in his early

youth.

The world—even the world of busi-

ness and money -getting— is not so

wholly bad as we read of in novels.

Laurence received many offers of assis-

tance, and one or two good hearts

}>ersisted for a long time in following

tim with their active friendship. But
he was not great enough to feel grati-

tude, or even to thoroughly appreciate

their goodness. His pride was but the

pride of a strong, bold, determined

man. He disdained sympathy, and
sullenly repulsed all proffered genero-

sity.

The wheel of fortune had made a
complete revolution. While depress-

ing one brother, she elevated the other.

William was growing into that rara

avis, a flourishing author. He was
sufficiently far from being wealthy,

certainly, but be was at an equally safe

distance from want. And now — oh,

beware ! ye who hastily write resent-

ment— he felt as though he would
gladlv return to his old poverty, if he
could onlv recall the few lines he had
sent awhile since to his now ruined
brother.

It was long before he dared to ap.
proach him with attempts at reconcilia-

tion. He felt keenly, with anguish,

the fresh bitterness he had himself

added to the former estrangement. If

desperate then, it was surely hopeless

now. Yet he tried. He wrote again
and again, and his letters were returned
with their seals unbroken. He laid in

wait often, and essayed to speak to

him—to grasp his hand. He was coldly

thrust aside, without a word, without
a look. He was always denied admit-

tance at the door, when time after

time he sought the poor abode where
the former millionaire had his shelter.

One less tender, less patient than
William, had been effectually repulsed

with half the rebuffs he met with. But
his exceeding love and yearning over
his brother, besides the consciousness

of having outraged that brother's pride,

now that be was fallen from his high
estate, smote him with an intense,

sharp remorse. Only a man can
wholly sympathise in a man's pride.

William's own heart, different as it

was, told him how great was the

barrier he had set between them.
At length William and his wife be-

thought themselves of another plan.

Their child, the girl, that Laurence's
assistance had saved from death, was
now grown into a fair damsel, of some
fourteen years. She was like her
father, with golden hair and brown
eyes, such as he had.
" He cannot turn her from him,"

said the father and mother, as with
glistening eyes they watched her on
her way. She led her little brother

by the hand, and these two presented
themselves before Laurence, as he sat

reading in the quiet sunshine of a
Sabbath afternoon.
" We are Willie and Alice," said

the girl, timidly, looking in his face.

He knew them at once, though hit

eyes had never rested on them before*

Alice was his mother's name, and his

mother's face seemed bent on him now,
longingly, yearningly.

William and his wife were right—he
could not turn her from him.
" Uncle, won't you look at us ?"

said the pleading voice again ; " won't
you speak to us—me and Tittle Willie ?"

« Papa's own little Willie," chimed
in the boy inopportunely.

**Go home to your father," laid
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Laurence in a harsh, constrained voice;

" I have nothing to say to you. Go
home. I do not wish," he added in a

softer tone, " to be unkind to you, but
__but—you must leave me."
The girl stood drooping and tearful

;

the little boy gazed up at him with

wondering eyes. He was fain to escape

from them, and so passed from tne

room.
After that William grew hopeless.

He had exhausted his stock of expe-

dients ; all his patience, endurance
seemed in vain. He despaired of ever

softening the obdurate heart.

Time passed on, and Laurence was
untroubled by his brother. Ilis per-

severing industry was working its own
way, too, and he was already clear of

the barren poverty he had at first expe-

rienced after his ruin. Each succeed-

ing year found him advancing to ease

again, if not to affluence ; and he was
stern, cold, and unbending as ever.

Another Cbristmastide drew near

—

forty-five years after that Christmas

when the moon shone on the little

white bed at Cheriton. It was Christ-

mas eve, and Laurence had been de-

tained late in the city, balancing some
complexed accounts. It was past

midnight as he wended his way home-
ward. It was a frosty night, and
moonlight, and the suburban streets

were quiet and slumberous; Laurence's
footsteps, echoing on the pavement,
alone breaking the stillness. Somehow
without his own will, almost iu spite of

it, indeed, his thoughts turned back to

old times, and there arose before him
a vision of the quaint house in the

country, where his boyhood had been
passed ; the large rambling garden,

the big mulberry-trees, and the wood
near the village where he and Willie

had used to gather nuts. He and
Willie 1—there he frowned, and sternly

refused to dwell on the retrospection.

He walked quickly on, with lips sturdily

compressed and brows knitted, resolved

to snut his mind on all softening in-

fluenccs ; but he could not — the

thoughts came again, and would not be
repulsed. He lifted his eyes to the

sky, and the myriad stars were shining

down on him with a kind of smile

—

the same smile as that of long ago. .

. . . . He could not sleep that

night. He lay very quiet, but with a
world of busy thoughts fluttering about
his heart, striving for entrance. The
moonlight streamed in through a crack
in the blind, and lit up the dreary,

comfortless room. Laurence closevi

his eyes suddenly. The moonbeams
brought a remembrance with them
that he would not welcome.

There came a sound of music out-

side in the frosty street.

The waits. And they played the

old, old tune two boys had listened to

years ago at Cheriton.

Very strangely it sounded on Lau-
rence's ears— strangest of all because
it seemed so familiar. With a myste-
rious, irresistible power the sweet,
solemn strain smote on his closed heart,

and even before he recognised it he

had yielded to its power, and, wonder-
ing the while, felt the hot tears bubbling
thickly to his eyes.

And then came thronging the recol-

lections of the olden days—vanished the

intervening years like an obscuring
smoke, leaving clear and vivid the

memory of the happy, innocent time,

when he was a boy, and Willie was his

dear brother. The pleasant home, the

kiud father, and—gentlest thought of

all—the mother who had been woot
every night to hang over her boys in

their little white bed, and lingeringrj

kiss them ere they went to sleep. How
plainly he remembered all—tne child*

ish face with its golden curls ; be

opened his eyes, almost expecting to

see it on the pillow beside him. x?ol

the moonlight only fell on his own
thin, wrinkled hand, worn and shri-

velled with the troubles and the cares

of well-nigh sixty years.

Prayerful thoughts, long strange to

him, alas! came instinctively to his

mind, and he heard, low and soft, but

clear, and blending with the music in

the street, the voice of his mother,
sounding as of old when she read to her

little sons from the large Book on her

knee. He heard solemn, slow, and
sweet, the Divine words — 41 And this

commandment I leave with you, that y*

love one another.''

He saw the dear mother's eyes as

they rested on her boys with such an

infinite yearning tenderness in their

depths. He could tell now, what that

earnest look meant. He could guess,

too, something of what were her

thoughts, when often in their cIiuMhb

quarrels she would draw little Willie

close to her side, and then pass her arm
round the strong, active, vigorous
Laurence, whispering, *«Don*tbe h.irsh

with Willie ; take aire of Willie.

Love each other always, my boys—my
darlings."
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The wait* ceased—the air was silent

—but there was music still in the heart

of Laurence Carr.

Christmas Day at Cheriton was
drawing to its close. The evening

bells were ringing—the stars shone in

the dark colourless sky. The murmur
of the waves beating on the shore came
ever and anon— a quiet sound and
bappy.

Only two days before, William Carr
had come to live at Cheriton in the

old house. It was nothing altered

;

there were the same many-paned win-

dows, quaint corners, and gabled ends

;

the same surrounding domain of gar-

den, with the grove of trees beyond,
behind which the icy moon was rising

even now.
At the bay window of the oak-

panelled parlour sat William and his

wife, with their two children, watching
the pale light trembling between the

branches of the gloomy tirs. The fire-

light flashed and glowed within the

room, lighting up the pictures on the

walls, the books, and prints, and draw-
ings scattered on the table, and the

graceful groups of winter flowers la-

vishly disposed, as women love to have
them— everywhere. Alice rested be-

side her father —his hand wandered
among her bright curls ; but he was
looking towards the fir grove, and his

thoughts had travelled back many,
many years. His wife's eyes were
fixed on his face ; she could read the

language of that sad wistful look ; she

knew now eloquently everything he
saw spoke to his heart of the old happy
childish days— tender, pathetic me-
mories that she also loved so dearly for

his sake. The children prattled gaily

for some time, but at length their voices

ceased ; they were subdued into still-

ness by the unwonted gravity of their

lather. Never had they seen him so

sorrowful, and they marvelled in their

innocent hearts ; for he was happy, they
knew, at coming back to Cheriton—to

his old home. All the afternoon he
had been pointing out to them his fa-

vourite haunts— his garden, his tree

with the seat under it, and the little

room where he used to sleep. He
had been so smiling and glad then.

What could make Papa look grieved
now ?

Awed by the mystery, they gave
their good-night kiss with added ten-

derness, but silently ; and silently

followed their mother from the room.
But she returned almost immediately,

and stole softly behind the chair where-
in her husband sat, still looking forth

with that silent, longing, regretful

look. Even when he felt her arm
round his neck he did not turn. But
she spoko softly

—

" Dearest, I know. But be com.
forted. It will be made right some
day. Perhaps before another Christ-

mas. God has been so good to us,

he will not deny this one blessing you
so crave, so pray for."

And William folded her to his heart,

and smiled. Mary's voice never sound-

ed in his ears but to create peace, or

to add to content. When she left him
again, the moonlight fell on his face,

and showed it calm, hopeful, and
serene.

There came a heavy tread on the

stone steps, leading to the entrance-

door, and then the great bell rang
startlingly through the quiet house.

William rose, and himself went to meet
the intruder.

Fairly, clearly, purely gleamed the

moonlight in at the window ; warm
and generous glowed the fire, revealing

the pleasant home-like aspect of the
room.

So W'illiam threw back his gfey
hair from his brows— a boyish habit,

continued ever since the time of golden
curls— and went to the outer door,

unbarred and opened it.

A gush of chill, sharp air—the sound
of the sea, like a far-off chant— the

moonbeams, white on the stone porch
and pavement—and adark figure stand-

ing motionless there ; — this was what
W illiam felt, and heard, and saw, the
first moment.
The next, a face looked on him, a

hand was stretched towards him, and
a voice uttered only one word

—

"Brother!"
William's joyful cry answered him

;

then, like Joseph of old, '< he fell

upon his neck, and wept."

And at the door where the two chil-

dren had so often entered from their

play, the two grey- haired men stood,

the Christmas stars shining on their

faces.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND ANECDOTES NO. HI.

AMRB OS ACiTKIA, QDBKX OF LOCH XIII.

Ahnk op Austria, eldest daughter of
Philip III. of Spain, and Queen of
Louis XIII. of France, appears to

have been a very ambiguous character.

Some historians contend for her imma-
culate virtue, while others speak freely

of her to an opposite extreme. Per-
haps, as in many other cases, the truth

lies in a medium. Born in 1601, she

was married at fifteen to a spouse five

days younger than herself— a preco-

cious union, in which all thought of
mutual liking was more completely set

aside thAn is usual even in royal al-

liances. The natural consequence was,

that they led an unhappy life, and in

a short time seldom met except upon
public occasions. When* after a no-
minal union of twenty-three years,

Louis XIV. was born, the event was
so extraordinary and unlooked for, that

the ready tongue of scandal whispered

more than doubts of the royal infant's

legitimacy. The Queen was suspected

ofan undue partiality for Gaston of
Orleans, her .husband's brother; but
no evidence was ever produced beyond
ber affable demeanour. This of itself

was sufficient to rouse die King's jea-

lousy, which he thought became his

dignity, although his heart had no in-

terest in the matter. There was rea-

sonable colour for the suspicion not-

withstanding, for when the King fell

dangerously ill in 1630, and his life

was despaired of, a marriage by mu-
tual consent was talked ofbetween the

widow expectant and the heir presump-
tive. Cardinal Richelieu hated the

Queen, did all in his power to ruin

her, and for a series of years subjected

her to a harassing and unmanly perse-

cution. If we could believe secret

anecdotes, and the court gossip of the

day, he had been treated with con-

tempt, and exposed to ridicule in a
manner which a haughty and vindic-

tive spirit, such as he possessed, was

not likely to forgive. Whatever might

be ber imperfections or weaknesses,

the Queen was endowed with beauty,

grace, gentleness of manner, a sweet

temper, and an amiable disposition.

The king.minister—who, as he said

himself, covered all scruples of con-

science with his cardinal's robe—fell in

love with the Queen, and committed
himself bo far as unequivocally to de-

clare bis passion. Anne appeared to

encourage his hopes, merely to turn

him into ridicule. Such was her as-

cendancy over that strong mind, and
the influence of the passion which be
suffered to obscure nis reason, that

he was persuaded to appear in the pre-

sence or her Majesty, and dance a sara-

band in the costume of Scaramouch.
At the appointed time, he caused him-
self to be conveyed secretly to the pa-
lace in A sedan-chair,* masked, and
enveloped in a large cloak. The ex-
hibition was to be perfectly private*

and the Queen the only spectator ; but
when the infatuated politician was ex-
ecuting one of his happiest pirouette*,

and the Queen imperfectly endeavour-
ed to suppress her laughter, his cjuick

ears caught an accompanying Utter,

which proceeded from the ladies in

waiting and maids ofhonour, concealed
purposely behind the arras. He saw
at once that he had been made a dupe
and a victim. With unutterable vexa-
tion at his heart, and a deep scowl of
malignity on his countenance, herushed
from the apartment to concoct plans of
vengeance, from which he never after-

wards relented for a moment. Thence-
forward the unhappy Queen was con-
stantly exposed to 'visits of scrutiny
from the chancellor, and examinations
before the presidents of the Parliament,
on the pretence of being concerned in
Spanish plots against the existing ad-
ministration. These inflictions were
enforced with personal rudeness, under

* So called from Sedan on the Meuse, in France, where they were originally fabricate*!.

The Duke of Buckingham imported the first to England in the reign of James I. His ap-
pearance in it created great indignation amongst the lower orders, who exclaimed that he was
employing Ida fellow-creatures to do the service of beasta.
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the alleged sanction of the King's au-
thority. Her strong-box was broken
open ; her presses forced and search-
ed ; the daring insolence was even car-

ried so far as to ransack her pockets,
and to look under her neckhandker-
chief. The most faithful domestics
were torn away from her, some im-
mured in dungeons, and others treated
with savage barbarity. On one of these
trying occasions, when Richelieu him-
self superintended the proceedings, sho
lost her habitual self-command, and,
bursting into an ecstacy of tears, ex-
claimed, ** Monseigneur le Cardinal,
Dieu ne paye pat toutet let semaines,
mats enfin il paye."— " Mv Lord Car-
dinal, God does not settle his accounts
with mankiud every week, but at last

he winds them up effectually." Yet
this princess, in spite of the cruel

treatment she received from Richelieu,

was still so conscious of his great ta-

lents for legislation, that on seeing a
picture of him soon after she became
regent of France, she remarked, " If
Richelieu had lived till this time, he
would have been more powerful than
ever."

Nothing is more certain than that
Anne of Austria treated the overtures

of Richelieu with contempt and deri-

sion. It is not so clear that she was
equally deaf to George Villiers, the
first Duke of Buckingham, who by
his influence with two successive mo-
narchs— James and Charles— ruled

over Great Britain as despotically

as the Cardinal governed France. We
are so accustomed to associate with
this celebrated favourite the idea of
a worthless court minion, swayed by
caprice and evil passions, caring for no-
thing but his own selfish pleasures, and
regardless of the public interest, that

we are scarcely prepared for the eulo-

gium pronounced on his character by
a grave and conscientious historian,

Lord Clarendon, who, in a comparison
between this nobleman and the Earl
of Essex, observes, after praising the

Dune's extreme affability and gentle-

ness to all men— " He had, besides*

such a tenderness and compassion in

his nature, that such as think the laws
dead if they are not severely executed,

censured him for being too merciful

;

but his charity was grounded upon a

wiser maxim of state : Nan minus turpe

principi multa supplicia, quam medico
mnltafunera. He believed, doubtless,

that hanging was the worst use man
could be put to."* Buckingham, on his

last fatal journey to Portsmouth, was
intercepted on the road by an old wo-
man, who told him she had heard some
desperate persons vow to kill him. He
laughed, and disregarded the intelli-

gence, as Cesar neglected the augury
respecting the ides of March. Hia
nephew, Lord Fielding, riding in com-
pany with him, desired him to ex-

change doublets, and to let him have
his blue riband; and undertook to

muille himself up in such a manner that

he should be mistaken for the Duke.
The Duke immediately caught him in

his arms, saying that he could not ac-

cept of such an pffer from a nephew
whose life he valued as highly as his

own. Yet the unbridled passions of
Buckingham involved two great na-
tions in war, and occasioned the loss of
many thousand lives. Being sent to

Paris with a complimentary embassy
on the occasion ofhis master's marriage
with Henrietta Maria, and to conduct
the bride elect to England, he was
bold enough to fall in love with the

Queen of Louis XIII., and had the

hardihood to declare himself plainly in

an interview which he obtained by ar-

tifice. The Marchioness de Senecy,
lady of honour, who was present, think,

ing the conversation too long, placed
herself in the Queen's arm-chair, who
that day was in bed, only with a view
of preventing the Duke from approach-
ing too closely; and when she saw
that he had entirely lost all self-

command, and burst forth into the

rhapsodies of a passionate lover, she in-

terrupted him with a severe look, say-

ing, " Hold your tongue, sir, and re-

member that a Queen of France is not
to be spoken to in that strain." This
fact, which seems somewhat romantic,

is attested by Giovanni Battista Nani,
an Italian historian ofgood repute, who
distinguished himself in an important
mission from the Republic of Venice to

the French Court. Madame de Motte-
ville seems to confirm it in her me-
moirs, for she says, that when the

court went as far as Amiens, to accom-
pany Madame Henrietta Maria, who

* This saying hai been borrowed from CUreudou by recent penmen of note, without
ackiiywledgiuoat.
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was going to many the King of Eng.
land, the Duke of Buckingham found
an opportunity to obtain a moment's
private conversation with the Queen,
during which that princess was obliged

to exclaim and call for her equerry.

She adds, also, that when the auda-
cious envoy took leave of the Queen,
he kissed her gown, and let fall some
tears. According to this retailer of
court gossip, it wasMadame deLuunay,
and not the Marchioness de Senecy,
who was seated near the Queen's bed,

when the Duke, transported beyond
reason with his passion, having left

Henrietta Maria at Boulogne, came
back under pretence of some forgotten

affairs, but in reality to see her Majes-
ty. Other authorities sav, that the

King, who, when the royal cortege re-

turned from the journey, was informed
of every minute transaction that had
taken place, and a great deal moro
which never occurred, discharged se-

veral of the Queeu's servants, including

her equerry, physician, and secretary,

Laportc, who has also contributed

some curious memoirs.
Richelieu, who received intelligence

of all that happened within the court

circle sooner than the King himself,

conceived an inordinate jealousy of the

f>retensions of Buckingham, and before

ong made his rival feel the weight of
his power. The Duke having shortly

after got himself named to a second
embassy for France, merely to have an
opportunity of again pressing his snit

to the Queen, he was peremptorily

forbidden to set his foot within the

kingdom. Hence the succours granted

by the English to the Huguenots of
Rochelle. Nani, mentioned above,

says of this fact— " Richelieu and
Buckinghamwere appointedone against
the other, barefacedly, for reasons kept
so much more under secret as they were
rash in themselves ; and afterwards

the people had to pay out of their poc-
kets for the follies and quarrels oftnese

two rivals." Hume, without hesitation,

ascribes the rupture between England
and France to the personal rivalship

of the two ministers. The jealousy of
the Cardinal became the more inflamed

as he knew the Duke had been seen and
received with favourable eyes. Our
English historian maintains that the

apparent merit of Buckingham mjr'c

some impression on the Queen, and
created " that attachment of the sool

which conceals so many dangers under
a delicious surface.** The list L* almost
endless of public calamities emanating
from private jealousy where wom^a
are concerned, and passion is seconded
by power. The next compiler should
remember to include this memorable
instance in the amended catalogue-
Buckingham " swore a great oath

"

that be would see the Queen, in spite

of all the power of France. Accord-
ingly he excited a war, very much
against the wishes of the nation, toe

consequences of which neither enabled
him to fulfil his vow, nor add anything
to his honour. Beaten in an attempt to

take the Isle of Rhe, and losing many
of his troops, he was compelled to re-

turn to England, a baffled comman-
der, and found himself, in consequence,
a little more hated than he was before.
The Parliament, already at variance
with the King, spoke out plainly, and
expressed the most unqualified indig-

nation at seeing the people made *' the

victims of the frivolous gallantries of a

favourite, and of his childish caprices*

"

Soon after this, Richelieu laid siege

to Rochelle. The beleagured Hugue-
nots sent to England, imploring fre»h

assistance. Buckingham, animated by
the keenest stimulants, love and jea-
lousy, and even more by the ambition
of repairing his recent defeat, prepared
quickly a considerable fleet, which, had
it been despatched at once, might hare
destroyed the Cardinal's schemes, over-

thrown his great enterprise, and ruined
his fortune. In this crisis the Queen
was compelled to use her individual
influence, and to write to the Duke,
begging of him to suspend his arma-
ment. He received the missive with
the obedience ofa lover, countermand-
ed the sailing of the ships, and suffered

the glory of his antagonist to be con-
summated by the conquest ofRochelle.
Anne of Austria must have given some
tokens that the gallantry ox Bucking-
ham was. not offensive to her, or Vot«
ture* would hardly have dared to al-

lude to -the subject in an impromptu,
which he addressed to her, when one
day seeing him walking alone in a gal-

leryofthe palace, she asked him ofwhat

* A celebrated poet and litterateur of his day, as well as an

became master of Uie ceremonies to Gaston Duke of Orleans, the Kay's
accomplished courtier. He
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he was thinking. The rhyming wit

answered, without hesitation:—

*' Je pcnsois (car nous a litres poetes

Nous pensons extravagamment),
Ce que, dans lTiumeur ou vous etes,

Vous fiericz, si dans ce moment
Vous avisiex en cctte place

Ventr le Due de Buckingham

;

Et lequel seroit en disgrace,

De lui, ou du Pere Vincent."*

Wherever Anne of Austria inspired

love, she was so unfortunate as to Lring

disaster also, as in the earlier ca6e of
Mary of Scotland. The Marquis do
Jarsay, who united with his personal

graces all the talents and ornaments of
the most accomplished mind, and was,

besides, a favorite of the great Conde,
was imprudent enough to suffer him-
self to be seized with a foolish pen-

chant for the Queen, and had the ad-

ditional fatuity to persuade himself that

she looked upon him with a partial eye.

He was bold enough to speak, even to

write, and, in short, in a fit of his

frenetic passion, carried things so far

as to hide himself behind the curtains

of her Majesty's bed. Full of indig-

nation, she forbade him ever again to

appear before her—a punishment sin.

gularlv mild, when compared to the

audacity of the offence. Nevertheless,

the Prince de Conde, proud, absolute,

and who paid respect to nothing but
his own will, took openly the part of
his favourite. It is said that ho insisted,

in the most imperative manner, that the

Queen should admit Do Jarsay to her

presence. But even Conde here ex.

ceeded the verge of his iulluence. The
Queen resisted, and the Prince was
imprisoned, as a consequence of perse-

vering in his disloyal interference.

According to the conflicting anec-

dotes of the day, which are to be fer-

reted out by those patient investigators

who have time, leisure, and taste for

the examination of family history,

Anne of Austria was not always so

severe as she is here represented. The
libellous pamphlets which were pub*
lished at tlie time of the Fronde, accuse

her of having exceeded ordinary good-
nature and friendship in her inter-

course with Cardinal Mazarin. But
it would be cruel injustice to give im-

plicit credit to hired partisans, who,
from political animosity, crusade against

everything but their own avowed prin-

ciples and objects, and are ever ready
to change white into black, or to dis-

place truth for falsehood, to serve a
political purpose. That the attachment
of the Queen for this cardinal, succes-

sor to Richelieu (who possessed all the
cunning and finesse of his predecessor,

with much of his ability, and very little

of his boldness), was carried to a great
extreme, is certain ; but the quality of
the liaison is uot so easily determined-
it might be platonic, criminal, or matri-

monial. Hie weight of .evidence in-

clines to the latter solution ; but in

either case, the attachment was abso-

lute and enduring, and led to all the
misfortunes which beset France during
the minority of Louis XIV., and es-

pecially to the civil wars of the Fronde.
Madame the Duchess de Baviere says

in her letters— " The Abbe was
detected in an intrigue. Anne of Aus-
tria, however, did much worse— she

was not contented with intriguing with
Cardinal Mazarin, she married him."
This she could do if she pleased, with,

out infringing the ordinances of the
Church, for Mazarin was only a secu-

lar cardinal, and had never taken
priest's orders. Whatever might be
their relative position, he soon quar-
relled with the Queen, and used her as

ill as if they had been actually married,
and he was tired of her. Yet, in opposi-

tion to this deduction, when Mazarin
sounded her respecting the marriage of
Louis XIV. with one of his nieces, she
rejected the idea with becoming in-

dignation. " I am afraid," says the
Cardinal, fencing, as he approached
the subject, " that the King's passion

will hurry him on to marry my niece.'*

The Queen, who knew every move-
ment of the minister's mind, was not
cajoled by this affectation, but saw at

once that in his heart he wished what
he pretended to fear. The wily Italian

had already married another niece to

the Prince de Conti (brother of Conde,
but far from being of the same reputa-

tion) ; a second to the Due deMcrcocur;
and this, the third, of whom Louis
XIV. was enamoured, had been refused

to Charles II., when in exile, and half

proposed to Richard Cromwell, during
the protectorate of his father. Voltaire

plainly calls all these young ladies the

daughters of the Cardinal; and al-

• The Queen's confessor.
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though his general veracity as an his-

torian is of the lowest order, the chances

are, that in this particular instance he
sneaks the truth. The Queen replied

to the suggestion of Mazarin witu the

diguity of a princess of the Austrian

blood, who was the daughter, wife, and
mother of a sovereign ; and with the

contempt she had now conceived for

the man and the minister, who had
forgotten his obligations, and alleeted

no longer to depend on her. " If the

King," said she, " should show him-
self capable of committing such a dis-

honourable and degrading action, I

would put myserif and my secoud son

at the head of the whole French na-

tion against him and you!" Mazarin
never pardoned her; but he was too

prudent not to conform to her senti-

ments, so powerfully expressed. He
made a merit of necessity, and assumed
credit for opposing from that time for-

ward the King's passion. In fact, he
feared the haughty character of his

niece, who was very capable, when
raised to the summit of power, of for-

getting the ladder by which she had as-

t'ended. Mazarin was never honest;

his life was a tissue of falsehood, and his

last act of giving his accumulated
wealth to the King, was done under
the impression that his Majesty would
restore the gift, which he did, after

three days' deliberation.* To be in-

variably deceitful, is as great an error

in politics as to be systematically

stright- forward. So says Machiavelh,

a great master in the complicated

science. Mazarin bequeathed to Louis
a better legacy than money — namely,
his dying advice, never again to have
a prime minister to rule over him.

Richelieu, the bitter and persever-

ing enemy of Anne of Austria, died in

December, 1642. The King, Louis
XIII., who was attacked by a mortal
disease nearly at the same time, fol-

lowed him to the grave in May, 1643.

When on his deathbed, not having
summoned the Queen to a parting

adieu, she despatched Monsieur de
Chavigny to demand pardon for all

that had ever offended him in her con-

duct, and to implore him to believe

that she had no participation in the

conspiracy of Chalais against his life,

and that she never contemplated a

marriage with his brother. Lou it re-

ceived her ambassador with coldness.
** In the state to which I am reduced,"
said he, " it is my duty to pardon,
but I cannot believe ber." The Car-
dinal, though hated and feared, was
admired in life, and remembered long
after his death. The King, whom
he had reduced to a nonentity, was
forgotten almost before he was uurii-i
As he disliked and despised his wife,

he was determined, if possible, to leave
her no power over his infant heir, and
by his last will appointed a Regency,
in which (although she was not to-

tally excluded), her power was so li-

mited as to be little better than nomi-
nal. But the monarch, who was ill-

obeyed when living, was not likely w
be treated with much respect when
numbered with the things which bad
been. His widow had interest enough
to cause the will of her deceased hus-
band to be annulled, within four-and-
twenty hours after his death, by a de-

cree of the parliament of Paris. She
had the precedent of Mary de Medici?,
who after the death of Henry IV. had
been declared unlimited regent during
the minority of her son. The prece-
dent was admitted, and custom, by
which the Kegency was bestowed on the
King's mother, passed into a law almost
as fundamental as the Salic ordinance
by which women were excluded entire-

ly from the succession. Riencourt, in

his «« History of Louis XIV.," says the

will of Louis XIII. was confirmed ia

parliament for so much of it as re-

lated to the Queen being named in the
Regency, but that portion was entirely

abrogated which limited her authority,

or encumbered her with a council. Thus
the only act of justice which this

unamiable monarch, miscalled by a
strange ]>erversion, Louis the Just, had
ever executed, was set aside, while the

evils he had done the state remained
in full activity, and prepared the

way for heavier calamities, under
which the nation was doomed to sutler

for the next century and a-half.

The infant king was only four yean
and a-half old when his mother com-

* Mazarin had contrived to amass above 200,000,000 of livres, nearly eight millions and

a-half sterling (£8,500,000 1) This enormous sum was snppoaed to be acquired by indi-

rect means. In his avarice he was the opposite of Richelieu, who was prodigal of money,

and only valued it as a means by which to accomplish his ends.
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menced her Regency. The ceremony of
her installation, according to the then
existing forms, carried with it an air of
inexpressible absurdity. A solemn bed

ofjustice (the highest court held under
the old French monarchy) was con-

vened ; the royal child was placed on
an elevated throne, surrounded by all

the magnates of the land ; he was made
to say, that he accorded the regency
to his mother, and to go through a
form of signing his name to a document.
A chancellor on his knees received the

sovereign's ordinance, aud repeated

aloud the express command of the

king. Then all bent their heads and
knees in token of obedience, the little

puppet was carried away to the nursery,

and the Queen assumed her seat. The
farce seemed almost as preposterous as

the elevation of Caligula's charger to

the senate and consulship.

According to Voltaire, Anne at the

same time made Mazarin master of

France and of herself. He had pre-

viously obtained that power over her

which an artful man will readily

acquire over a woman, bom without

strength sufficient to govern, yet with

constancy enough to make a choice

and persist in it. Other memoirs state

that Mazarin owed his elevation to the

failure of Potier, Bishop of Beauvais,

whom she had at first chosen for minis,

ter, but who broke down under the

arduous office for want of capacity. He
retained the name of minister for some
time, that the nation might not be
shocked too suddenly by an immediate
choice of a duplicate cardinal, who
was also a foreigner. But whatever
might be the deficiencies of Potier, he

could scarcely have been such a fool as

to commence his short ministry by de-

claring to the Hollanders, that the

only terms on which they could hope

to continue in alliance with France
would be by the entire nation becom-
ing Roman Catholics. To have been
consistent, he must have announced the

same ultimatum to the Swedes. Yet
grave historians have repeated this ab-

surdity, and adopted it as a fact. So
much for trusting popular reports,

which are either invented altogether,

or purposely exaggerated.

It is too difficult for'decision to state

what Mazarin was— all that posterity

can be sure of is, what be did. At first

he affected moderation, and appeared
with a retinue as modest as that of

Richelieu had been ostentatious. He

assumed in his manner, affability and
complaisance on all those occasions

where his great predecessor had dis-

played inflexible pride and haughti-

ness. The Queen was anxious to ren-

der her government popular, and in

this she was supported by Gaston,

Puke of Orleans, brother to the late

King, and the renowned Prince de
Conde, for the present her friendsj

and who appeared to have no emula-
tion but in serving the state. But
matters did not long go on harmo-
niously. Taxes became necessary to

support the wars against Spain and
the Emperor, and places were created

to feed the patronage of the court,

The parliament refused to ratify the

claims of the ministry, and a casus

belli civilis was very soon established.

As usual the immediate cause arose out

of a trifle. Broussel, Counsellor- Clerk
of the great Chamber of Peers, a man
without capacity, note, or merit, known
only for his unvarying opposition to

the court, being seized on a slight pre-

tence, the people rose in insurrection,

and gave way to more violent grief

than if the best monarch in the world
had been suddenly snatched from them
by death. To this they were stirred

up by the coadjutor to the archbishop

of Paris, John Francis Paul de Gondi,
afterwards Cardinal de Retz, a re-

markable, though unscrupulous man,
daring, turbulent, and ambitious ; a
sort of Catiline iu the seventeenth
century, and the first bishop who car-

ried on a civil war without the conve-
nient mask of religion. At twenty,
three he headed a conspiracy against

the life of Richelieu, and after engag-
ing in many intrigues, amatory as well

as political, and fighting several duels,

preached to the people as a reformer,

repented of his debaucheries, which
had injured his constitution, became
Archbishop of Corinth, and a Prince

of the Church. His latter years were
tolerably respectable, and made some
atonement for his early irregularities.

He died in 1670, having written his

memoirs, in which he delineates his

own characterand actions with more im-
f>artiality than autobiographers usual-

y display when writing oi themselves.

At the period of which we are treating,

he set himself up as a popular dema-
gogue, excited the parliament and the
people against the court and the go-
vernment, and led the way to the do-
mestic troubles which so long harassed
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and depopulated France, under the

designation of tho war of the Fronde

;

a congenial successor to the earlier re-

bellion of the League.

Two authorities expressly establish-

ed to maintain peace— an archbishop

and a parliament— having declared

war, the people naturally considered

every description of violence as not

only tolerated but commanded. Tho
Queen dared not appear in public for

fear of outrageous insult. She was
universally called "Dame Anne ;'* and
if any other epithet was added, it

never failed to bo coarse and unman-
nerly. Songs and ballads derogatory

to her virtue, were sung under the

palace windows ; and all the scurrilous

wit of the time was lavished in lam-

poons on her and her reputed para-

mour, the Cardinal. In these dis-

turbances tho royal family tied from
Paris, and returned ; fled a second

time, and a second time came back
again. Condc was their spear and
shield for a while ; but disgusted with

Mazarin,he ridiculed him, and changed
sides when persecuted in his turn.

Some of the conflicts that took place

would have been utterly ridiculous but

for the $reat names that were mixed
up on either side. De lletz had a
regiment under his own command,
which was denominated the "Regiment
of Corinth," because their colonel was
titular Archbishop of Corinth. These
Parisian John Gilpins numbered one
thousand men, gaily caparisoned, and
fluttering in feathers and embroidery.

The Prince de Condc besieged three

hundred thousand citizens with eight

thousand regular soldiers. The former

came out to fight, but their hearts

quailed, and they fled upon the

approach of only two hundred of the

royal army. The valorous Regiment
of Corinth gave way before a section

of forty, commanded by a sub-lieu-

tenant. The profane wits christened

this defeat, " The First Epistle to the

Corinthians." The coadjutor- arch-

bishop, took his seat in parliament

with the handle of a poignard peeping
from out the pocket of his cassock.

"Seel" said some lookers-on, "there
is our archbishop's breviary !" In the

midst of all this confusion, the nobility

assembled in a body at the monastery
of the Augustines, and could find no-

thing more important to occupy their

attention than a debate on a tabaret,

or permission of sitting down before

the Queen, which her majesty had
granted to Madame de Pons. The
national levity was never more strong!)
characterised. Voltaire, though ques-
tionable in his facts, is acute in his

observations. He cays, " Tho civil

dissensions which raged in Engbi.J
precisely at the same time, may serve
extremely well to show the distinctive
features of the two nations. The Eng-
lish in their domestic discords exhibit-
ed a sombre cruelty and a sensible
madness j their battles were bloody

;

they decided all things by a direct

appeal to tho sword; scaffolds were
erected for the vanquished ; their kine,
being seized as a prisoner, was brought
before a court of justice, questioned
concerning the abuse of his power, of

which he had been before accused,
condemned to lose his head, and
executed in presence of his people
with great order, and the same forma-
lity ofjustice as if it had been the exe-
cution of one of his subjects ; nor wsj
London, in the course of these sad

disorders, ever in the least sensible o£
or affected by, the calamities which
are the ordinary concomitants and
consequences of civil wars."
The French, on the contrary, pre-

cipitated themselves into seditions

through mere wantonness and caprice

;

women were ever at the head of fac-

tions, and cabuls were formed and dis-

sipated bv love. The Duchess de
Longueville engaged Turenne, then
just made a marshal of France by
Mazarin, to cause the army, which he

commanded for the king, to revolt.

Turenne failed in this, and quitted
that army, of which he was general, to

please a woman who sought only to

make him a political tool, and laughed
at his passion. As a just retribution,

he was afterwards defeated at Rhctel
by the Marshal Du Plessis-Praslin.

When the Marshal erHocquincourt
took Peronne, he dedicated his COIL
quest to the Duchess de Montbazon in

tnese words—"Peronne is surrendered
to the fairest of the fair." The Duke
de la Rochefacault, wounded in the

battle of the Faubourg de St. Antoinc,
and temporarily deprived of his sight,

addressed the following couplet to the

Duchess de Longueville :

—

''To plt&K her bright eyea, gain the be*rrn hrr

love.

I hare wmrr'd *g»ln»t ktagt, and vouM var

The effects, immediate and remote—
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the memorials of all these troubles,

have passed away with succeeding

races and new institutions. Two
phrases still perpetuate them, which
were created at the time. The partisans

of Condc were called Petits-Maitres,

because they desired to become masters

of the state ; the name is now applied

to finical, conceited youths of good
families, with slenderly- furnished

Drains. The Parliamentarians and
populace were denominated Frondeurs,

from frondet a sling, as if they hurled

opposition in the teeth of the Govern-
ment. The term at present is used to

signify the grumblers and dissatisfied

who find fault with everything, and
resemble the drunken chartist who, not

many years ago, paraded the streets

of London vociferating, "No Queen

—

no constitution—no nothing at all
!"

When peacewas restored, the Queen-
Regent sacrificed Mazarin to the cla-

mours of the people, as Charles I. had
surrendered Strafford and Laud to the

same senseless but controlling outcry.

When the young king attained his ma-
jority, he recalled him, as if so long
accustomed to fetters, that unscrewing
them was a punishment. He came
back more powerful than ever, and the

Queen-Mother, no longer regent, felt

that he had got beyond her. Mazarin
died in 1661. Anne of Austria sur-

vived him five years, and died in 1666,

aged sixty-five. She had long suffered

under the agony of an incurable can-

cer. When her son assumed the reins

of government on the death of the
Cardinal, she quitted the bustling

arena of politics, on which she had
played such an active part, and dedi-

cated the remainder of her days to

pious exercises and charitable prac-
tice. Her character has been summed
up, perhaps with too much severity,

by a bitter republican, Louis Prud-
homme,* who promoted the first Re-
volution by his writings, yet was de-

nounced by Robespierre as a Royalist,

and with difficulty made his escape to

England. While in London he pub-
lished a volume, entitled " The Crimes
of the Queens of France, from the
commencement of the Monarchy to

Marie Antoinette." This is his por-

traiture of Anne of Austria, which
must be received with due qualification

when we remember the source from
whence it emanates :

—" Anne of Aus-
tria died tranquilly at the court, in her
sixty-fifth year, without ever having
done any good, while, at the same
time, she committed less evil than
many others. We cannot discover in

her a single virtue, but an abundance
of vices and defects; her whole life

was passed in intrigues and quarrels,

and we may presume she would have
been more detestable had her feeble

genius not been subjected to the as-

cendancy of two able men, who felt no
disposition to let her participate in the
harvest of their own crimes."

VOLTAIRE.

Theiie are very few men who have

been so much written about, or talked

of, as Voltaire ; scarcely any who have
composed so voluminously themselves,

and none whose writings have pro-

duced the same amount of mischief.

We may safely place him in the front

rank of those who have misemployed
brilliant talents in the dissemination of
unqualified evil. Turn over his se-

venty volumes, and what can we ex-

tract from them that increases our ve-

neration for the Deity, or our respect

for man ? His philosophy is a com-
pound ofglittering, shallow sophistries;

his histones are faoulousexapgerations

;

and his fables are a string of the gross-

est indecencies, seasoned up to conge-
nial palates by sarcastic wit. His
style is the more dangerous and seduc-

tive, from being always clear, plausi-

ble, and pleasant. He sneers away a
moral system in a few pointed words,
and shakes a religious creed by a

* Prudhomme's mind seems to have had no bias except for the examination of abases and
misdeeds. He wrote innumerable pamphlets, all against the Government ; " A General

History of the Crimea committed during the Revolution ;" and in 1789 established a paper
called The Journals of the Revolutions of Pari*. His selected motto was, u The great seem
to us to be great only because we are on our knees—let us rise !" Prudhomrae, in spite of

his ultra principles, escaped tho guillotine, and lived up to eighty-two, dying as recently as

1880.
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sparkling allegory. He affects no
mysticism, and determines to be un-

derstood by all who read him. He
bas no depth of learning, but an infi-

nity of invention, a quick power of

applying what he knows, ana an unli-

mited command of language, without

effort or study. Dr. Johnson said of

him truly, to his antagonist Freron,

that "he was a shallow scholar, en-

dowed with a most bitter genius ;" and
Warburton observed, with no leas

pleasantry than truth, that " he writes

indifferently well upon everything."

Warton and Lord Holland, on the

other hand, while eulogising his un-
questioned ability, pronounce him a

writer of deep research. He bas no
belief in honesty or disinterestedness,

and laughs at the chimera of moral re-

sponsibility. Such a man was admi-

rably adapted, by the general turn of

his mind, and the power of his versa-

tile abilities, to ruin a kingdom, over-

throw a government, and foment a re-

volution. Voltaire, Rousseau, and the

Encyclopedists, accelerated a crisis

which would have taken place without

them, but was hurried rapidly on by
thoir pernicious doctrines. Voltaire

treated of many subjects^history, phi-

losophy, theology, poetry, dramatic,

epic, and burlesque; biography, di-

dactic disputation, and romance. Ou
the most opposite topics he displays

ever the same want of feeling and ab-
sence of human sympathy, the con-
stant sting of sarcasm, the monoto-
nous repetition of dreary unbelief, the

constitutional disregard of truth, and
the love of startling paradoxes, which
he is determined to establish at any
cost. His own nature was devoid of
generous emotions, and rendered him
sceptical of their existence in others ;

thus, because the privileged priesthood

of his day were corrupt and hypocriti-

cal, he rejected the Christianity which
they libelled and misrepresented, Ma-
dame de Talmond once said to him,
" 1 think, sir, that a true philosopher

should never write but to render man.
kind less vicious and unhappy than

they are. Now you do quite the con-
trary. You are perpetually exclaim-

ing against that religion which alone is

able to restrain wickedness, and afford

us consolation under the calamities of
life." According to Brotier, the infi-

del was much struck with what the

lady had said to him, and replied in

"that be wrote only for those

[Dee.

who were of the same opinion with
himself." The evasion was as weak
as it was insincere. He wrote to gain
converts, and unhappily succeeded in

drawing thousands to his own views.
But this inveterate scoffer, who laugh-
ed through a loug life at what free-

thinkers call superstitious prejudices,
trembled in apprehension of the future,

when finally summoned to his account.
According to the author of the 44 Ga-
Urie de i Ancienne Cowrt

" his friend
and physician, Tronchin, declared that

Voltaire died in a state of despairing
perturbation. " Je incur* abandons
de Dieu et des Hommes !" exclaimed
he, iu those awful moments when
truth will force its way, aud man's
boasted pride succumbs to inward con.
viction. " I could have wished,'*

added Tronchin, ** that those who had
been perverted by bis writings had been
present at bis death ; it was a sight

too horrible to support. On tie puuroii

pat se tenir conlre unpareU spectacle

Shakspeare's death-bed of Cardinal
Beaufort is not a poetical imagination.
Cardinal Dubois, the preceptor and
minister of the Regent Orleans, died,

as Voltaire died after him, in the mou
horrible tortures of mind and body.
Thjs Dubois was a fearful swearer.

His papers were always in confusion,
and when searching for any particular

document, which he never could find,

he thundered out anathemas which
made the listeners shudder. One of

his clerks once had the boldness to say

to him, "I wonder your Eminence
does not engage a man to swear fur

you — only think how much time vou
would thus gain for business." i)u-

olos, who filled the oflice of historio-

grapher of France after Voltaire had

resigned it, evidenUy pointed at his

predecessor when be wrote as follows:

**l am under the necessity of find-

ing fault with those authors who, oa
the pretence of combating supersti-

tions (which would be a very laudable

motive if it were restrained within tbc

bounds of virtue and prudence) en-

deavour to sap the foundations of mo-
rality, and loosen the bands ofsociety;
the more senseless, as they themselves

would be in the most danger, if they

were to succeed in making proselytes.

The pernicious eflects which they pro*

duce upon their converts is to render
them in their youth useless and dan-
gerous citizens and scandalous crimi-

nals, and in advanced age wretched
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and miserable men ; for there can be
but few of tbem who, at that time of

life, can possess the infamous advan-

tage over their fellows of becoming so

completely abandoned as to be careless

about the future consequences of their

past lives; for, as Juvenal has finely

observed

—

' Exeinplo qoodrunque mala eommittitur, ip«l

Di»plifct ftiictorl, prima c»t h»r ultlo, quod M
J u lice nemo nocen* abaol-itur.*

"

Whoe'er commit! » rrime It cure to feel

DUptratnre at hlmcelf ; nor can he ttcel

111* mi ml 't%\n*\ Ihoae compunction* which arc *cnt

By guilt iUclf, ai It* own puniehmcnt i

WhlUt, to Increase Hie angulah of hU heart,

Aecuxiag cooaclonce acta the judge*! part.

Voltaire was fond of money, and al-

though he had an ample income, he
wrote as much for gain as fame. He
brought out a tragedy called Brutus,
and hud a share in a merchant vessel

of that name. His tragedv was damned
(owing, as he said, to the bad acting

of Mademoiselle Dangeville), and his

ship made a successful voyage. " Well,"
said the wit, "one of my Brutuses has

made amends for the other." He was
one of the most extreme sycophants

and eringcrs to kings and the greato o o
that ever existed, 'lo their faces, and
in his epistolary correspondence with
them, he flattered and fawned. Behind
their backs he sneered and affected

republicanism. "Thanks to fortune,"

he wrote to a friend, from Forney, " I

am here without care and without
kings," He published verses in praise

of the Due dc Choiseul when he was
in power, and afterwards warmly com-
plimented M. de Maupeon who displac-

ed him. M. de Choiseul, to show his

contempt at this double-dealing, placed

a representation of the head of Vol-

taire upon a weathercock on one of

the wings of his chateau at Chante-
loup. When the Emperor Joseph tra-

velled through Switzerland, he ne-

glected to visit Voltaire. He was
asked by the learned Baron Haller

why he had not called upon that cele-

brated writer. The Emperor replied,

Had I travelled merely as a sove-

reign, I should most assuredly have
paid my respects to so distinguished an
individual ; but I travel as a private

gentleman, and am anxious to preserve

all the punctilios that are annexed to

that character. A gentleman cannot
go to see a man who has been caned,

and who has been still further dis-

graced by some decisions of the courts

of Justice against him."

The first of his publications which
got Voltaire into mischief was the vo-

lume entitled " Lettres Philosophic

ques," which gave such offence by its

profanity, that the Parliament of Paris

ordered* the book to be burnt, and
warran tB were issued for apprehending
the author. He had already been,

imprisoned in the Bastile for a libel

on the Government, of which he was
guiltless. His heroic poem of the
" Henriade " recovered his popularity

with the Court, and brought him a
large subscription. This once lauded,

but cold, declamatory epic, is now for-

gotten ; few attempt to read it, and a
very small proportion have patience to

•wade through to the end. One of his

most detestable productions is the ri-

bald burlesque called, " La Pucclle

d'Orleana," in which he endeavours to

degrade, bv ridicule and impurity, the

memory of one of the noblest heroines

the world has ever produced. No
subject is sacred from the lampooner;
and such are the lamentable eccentrici-

ties of public taste, that educated read-

ers and polite audiences are found to

encourage, listen to, and laugh at the

most coarse and vulgar travesties of
Sbakspeare himself.

"Candide" is, perhaps, the wittiest

book that ever was written. Neither
Rabelais nor Swift have anything to

equal it ; but the intolerable indecen-

cy can only be attractive to incipient

rakes, or worn-out sensualists. The
ostensible object is the same as that of
" Rasselas," but treated with as wide
a contrast as the minds and principles

of the writers diverged. Dr. Johnson
shows the inevitable calamities of life,

and reconciles man to them by pious

resignation. Voltaire turns everything

into ridicule, and laughs at the decrees

of Providence, as if existence was
one continued farce, and all the trans-

actions of men, a comic pantomime.
Every chapter in " Rasselas " is a
moral ;

every section of " Candide "

works np to a heartless jest. In the

first work we are taught the impor-

tant lesson, to be contented within the

sphere in which we are placed by the

ordinance of an infinite wisdom ; in

the latter, we arc told that we are the

helpless vict ims of caprice or accident.

In «« Rasselas," the reader is arrested

and instructed by reflections equally

awful and profound, often new, and
always just; in " Candide," his power
of thought iB bewildered by provoking
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mirth ; and sympathy for misfortune,

pain, suffering, poverty, starvation,

and all the deadly evils that can be
heaped upon the race of man, is swept

away before a torrent of ludicrous as.

sociations, and a constant repetition

of the most piercing, pungent, and
malignant sarcasms on human nature,

which must have puzzled even profli-

gacy itself to invent and multiply in

such endless variations. Man's weak-
ness and his wants can neither be
strengthened nor relieved by unfeeling

humour, although his natural prefer-

ence may be to laugh rather than to

weep. It may appear strange, but it

is no less true, that there are not

wanting critics of fair literary preten-

sion, who have compared " Kasselas"

and "Candide," and have given the

palm of general merit to the Tatter.

During the period of Voltaire's in-

timacy with Frederick the Great, he

was entrusted with the task of correct-

ing the monarch's works. When they

quarrelled, in due course, and he was
commanded to leave the kingdom, he

purloined the heavy volumes, intend-

ing to make such use of them as might

gratify his spleen. The kin? discover-

ed the theft, and ordered Lim to be
arrested before he reached the fron-

tier. " Get back my books," said he,

in his instructions, " and then let him
go to the devil." In the " History of

his own Times," Frederick had spoken

the truth, quite contrary to the usual

practice of kings and conquerors, when
commenting on their own actions.

"I was led away by ambition," said

he, " by interest, and by a desire to

make myself talked of, and so I enter-

ed Silesia. Add, then, to these consi-

derations, an excellent body of troops,

ready for action, mv treasury full, and
the spirit of my character, and who
will wonder that I made war against

Maria Theresa Queen of Hungary ?"

The mind of Voltaire was tortuous as

a corkscrew ; he found this confession

too honest and straightforward, and
persuaded his royal patron to expunge
it. Yet afterwards, when he wanted a
moral reflection to wind up a particu-

lar subject, he expressed his regret for

having given this advice. " For," adds

he, " since there have been in the

world either conquerors, or men of ar-

dent minds who wished to be conquer-

ors, I believe the King of Prussia is

the only person that has fairlv entered

into the reasons of bis conduct. So

rare and eo open a confession should

have gone down to posterity, and have
served to make known the grounds of

all our wars. We blockheads, men of

letters, poets, historians, makers of

academical harangues, celebrate by
our pens these great exploits; yet,

observe, there is a monarch who per-

forms them, and is the only person to

pronounce their condemnation."
Voltaire passed a considerable time

in England, and took much trouble to

acquire the language, which he spoke
fluently, and occasionally ventured to

write. We subjoin a letter to Bubb
Doddington, afterwards Lord Mel-
combe, as a specimen of his English
style. The sentiments go for nothing,

as they are evidently tricked up for

the occasion :

—

*' A Monrloti pre* de LaiuauDc,
4 Fem«r, 1756.

" Sir,—I was very sick in the month
of January, at the foot of the Alps,

when a handsome youth did appear in

my cabin, next to Lausanne, and fa-

voured me with your kind letter, writ-

ten in September; the date from
Eastbury The country
about Geneva, which you have seen,

is now much improved ; noble houses
are built, large gardens are planted.

Those who say the world impairs every
day are quite in the wrong—are quite

in the wrong as to the natural world;
'tis not the like in the moral and poli-

tical one. Be what it will, I have
pitched upon two retreats on the banks
of that lake you are pleased to mention
in your letter. Sucn a country would
not, perhaps, agree with a Frenchman
of twenty- five ; but it is most conve-
nient to old age : when one is past six-

ty, the place of reason is a private
station. Yet, though I am mightily
pleased with these lands of peace and
freedom, I would gladly visit another
land of liberty again before I die. I

would have the honour to see you
again, and renew to you my sincere
and everlasting gratitude for all the

tokens of kindness I received from you
when I was in London.
" My good countrymen have some-

times upbraided me for having too
much of the English spirit in my way
of thinking ; it should be but just I

should pay a visit to those who have
drawn that reproach upon me ; be sure,

dear sir, none was more guilty than
you. I hope I should find you in good
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health, for yon are born as sound and
strong as nature made me weak and
unhealthy. I hope the evening of
your day is serene and calm ; 'tis the

best lot of that hour; you have enjoyed
all the rest.

" I am, with the tenderest respect,

sir, your most humble and obedient

servant,
" Voltaire."

All professed letter-writers have an
eye to posthumous fame, and indite

their epistles with a view to their being
kept and circulated by those to whom
they are written ; a mode of publication
which escapes expense and direct re-

sponsibility. The apparent ease and
light discursive variety of these com-
positions are laboriously studied ; their

telling points are arranged and cal-

culated with mathematical precision,

and their spontaneous sentiments are

elaborately artificial. Madame de
Sevigne may be named as an emi-
nent example ; Pope supplies an-
other; Swift and Horace Walpole
must be added to the list; Grey
bestowed more painful corrections on
his letters than even on his few poems;
and Voltaire never took pen in hand,
even to exchange the ordinary compli-

ments of the day, without a determi-
nation to astonish and produce an
effect. In 1708, when in his seventy-

fourth year, he courted a correspond-

ence with Horace Walpole, by re-

questing a present of bis " Historic

Doubts;" and some oily letters passed

between them, mutually insincere, but
teeming, on both sides, with ostensible

respect and admiration. In one of
these letters, the French wit propi-

tiates and cajoles the English courtier,

by endeavouring to exculpate himself

from the long - continued charge of
undervaluing Shakspeare; with what
amount of success the reader must
judge for himself. This remarkable
epistle exhibits a " picture in little

"

of all the writer's auctorial peculiari-

ties; the facility of language, the cri-

tical acumen, the happy irony, the

looseness of morals, ana disrespect for

religion, by which he is invariably dis-

tinguished. In such an encounter he

would not venture to use a foreign

tongue, but conGned himself to the

language in which his thoughts and
expressions flowed more naturally.

The letter is, in fact, an epitome of
the man, a compendium of his mind,
and a cabinet edition of his literary

opinions. It has reference also to

subjects of English literature in gene-
ral, and the standard rules of dramatic
composition. We are not aware that

it has been before translated, although

{)rinted in the original in several "Col-
ectanea,"* and therefore venture to

give it as follows! :

—

"Forty years have passed since I
dared to speak English, and you speak
our language very fluently. I nave
seen some of your letters ; they are

written just as you think. For my
part, my age and infirmities refuse the

use of my hand ; but you shall have
my thoughts in my own tongue. I
have been reading the preface to your
Richard the Third. It appears to me
too short. When a man has so good
an argument, and has joined to his

knowledge reflections so sound, and a
style so vigorous, it is to be wished
that he had spoken at greater length.

Your father was a great minister, and
a most convincing speaker, but I ques-
tion if he could have written as well

as you. I have always thought, with
you, sir, that we ought ever to receive

ancient historians with caution. Fon-
tenelle, the only man of the age of
Louis XIV. who was at once a poet*

philosopher, and sage, used to say,

'their relations were convenient fa-

bles;' and it must be acknowledged
that Rolhn has but too often intro-

duced chimeras and contradictions.

J

After reading the preface to your
' History,' I turned to that of your
romance (« The Castle of Otran-
to). You jest a little with me;
we Frenchmen understand and enjoy
raillery, but I shall answer you gravely.

You have almost persuaded your na-

tion that I undervalue Shakspeare. On
the contrary, I am the first who has

made Shakspeare known in France. I

translated detached portions of his

works forty years since; as also of

* See, amongst other*, ' Bibliotheque de Levizac."

f For Horace Walpole*s " Letters to Voltaire," see his " Correspondence," published by
Bentley (1840), in eix volumes, 8vo.

% But very sparingly, when compared with the practice of his critic.
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Milton, Waller, Rochester, Dryden,

and Pope. I can assure you that, pre-

vious to this, Frenchmen knew nothing

of English poetry. I was persecuted

thirty years by a swarm of bigots for

having asserted that Locke is the Her-

cules of metaphysics, who has pre-

scribed the boundaries of the human
understanding.
" My ambition was always to be the

first who should explain to my coun-

trymen the discoveries of the great

Newton, which some amongst us even

yet call an hypothesis. I have been

your apostle and your martyr ; in

truth, the English complain of me un-

justly. I have always said that ifShak-

epeare had lived in the time of Addi-

son, he would have united with his ge-

nius the elegance and purity that ren-

der Addison so estimable. I have said

that his genius is his own praise, and

his faults arc to be attributed to the

age in which he flourished. He re-

sembles, in my mind, Lope de Vega,

of Spain, and Calderon. There are

the charms of nature, but rude and
uncultivated ; no regularity, no discri-

mination, no art ; the despicable

ciated with the lofty, the ludicrous with

the terrible : it is a chaos of tragedy in

which there are a hundred rays of light.

The Italians, who restored tragedy an

age before the English and the Spa-

niards, have not fallen into this error

:

they wisely imitated the Greeks. There

are no buffoons in the EUctra and
CEdipus of Sophocles. I greatly sus-

pect that this rude custom had its ori-

gin in our * court fools.' We were all

tinctured with barbarism on this side

the Alps. Every noble had a fool in

his establishment. Illiterate princes,

the nurslings of ignorance, were inca-

pable of appreciating the sublime plea-

sures of intellect ;
they degraded hu-

man nature even to the paying knaves

for abusing them. Hence came our

MZre Solte ; and till the time of Mo-
liere they had a court fool in nearly all

their comedies. The practice is abo-

minable. I have said, it is true, as

you relate it, that there arc some seri-

ous comedies, such as the Misanthrope,

which are masterpieces; that there are

very humorous ones, like George
JJandin—that the comic, the serious,

and the pathetic, may very rationally

meet in the same play* I have said

that every style is good, except the

drowsy, but grossncss is not a style. I

have never presumed that it was pro-

per to introduce in the same siluatu

Chailes V. and Don Japhct of Arme-
nia ; Augustus and a drunken sailor

;

Marcus Aurelius and a street buffoon.

It appears to me that Horace thought
so in the most refined of ages. Con-
sult his "Art of Poetry." Enlight-

ened Europe thinks so at this day, and
Spain begins to escape from bad taste

at the same time that it proscribes the

Inquisition ; for good sense is alike

hostile to both.
•* You so acutely perceive how

greatly tragedy is debased by the

mean and the low, that you reproach
Racine for making Antiochus say, in

" * Hither Um Empmr'i apartment* lay,

An4 tali to

These, certainly, are not lofty verses

,

but have the goodness to remember
that they form part of an expository

scene, which ought to be simple. Here
is no beauty of poetry, but there is the

beauty of exactitude, which ascertains

the situations of the characters, and at

once fixes the attention of the specta-

tor to the scene before him, while it

informs him that all the persons will

meet in a saloon, which is common to

all the apartments ; and without this

intimation it would scarcely appear
probable how Titus, Berenice, and
Antiochus should always speak in the

the same chamber.

says the judicious Boileau, the oracle

of good taste, in his " Art of Poetry,"
equal at least to that of Horace. Oar
excellent Racine has scarcely ever vio-

lated this rule ; and it is worth observ-

ing, that Athaliah appears in the tem-
ple of the Jews, and in the same place

where we have just before seen the

hi"h priest, without any offence to pro-

bability. You will rather pardon Ra-
cine when you reflect that the play of

Berenice was, in sorao measure, the

history of Louis XIV., and your Eng-
lish princess, the sister of Charles II.

They both lodged on the same floor at

St. Germain's, and a saloon alone di-

vided their bed-chambers.
*« Allow me to observe, en passaid,

that Racine introduced on the stage the

amours of Louis XIV. with his sister-

in-law, and yet the monarch took it in

good part. A weak tyrant would have
punished him. It
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also, that this Mime Berenice, so soft,

no amiable, so disinterested, to whom
Racine insinuates that Titus owed nil

his virtue.*, and whom he was on the

point of making empress, was nothing

better than an insolent and debauched
Jewess, whom Juvenal calls an inces-

tuous barbarian.* I shall again ob-

serve, in the third place, that she was
forty. four yeurs old when Titus repu-

diated her; and a fourth remark is,

that this Hebrew mistress of Titus is

spoken of in the Acts of the Apostles.

She was then young, when she came,
according to the recorder of the ' Acts,'

to see the governor of Judaia, Festus;

and when Paul, being accused of hav-

ing polluted the temple, defended him-
self, maintaining that he had been al-

ways a good Pharisee.

f

" But, quitting the pharisaism of
Paul, and the gallantries of Berenice,

let us return to the rules of the theatre,

which are more interesting to men of
letters.

" You disregard, you free Britons,

all the unities of place, time, and ac-

tion. In truth, your works are not
the better for it

;
probability ought

surely to stand for something. The
art is certainly rendered the more dif-

ficult by these observances, but infi-

nitely more praise and pleasure arise

when they are successfully combated.
Permit, me, altogether English as you
are, to take, in some degree, the part

of my own country. I nave so often

told her of her faults, that it is but fair

to praise her when there is sound rea-

son for doing so. I have ever thought,

I do think, and shall continue to think,

that Paris is superior to Athens in the

composition of tragedies and comedies.

Moliere, and even Regnard, appear to

my mind as much to surpass Aristo-

phanes, as Demosthenes is superior to

our bawling advocates. I tell yon
boldly, that all the Greek tragedies

appear to me the works of school-boys
compared with the sublime scenes of
Corneille and the perfect tragedies of
Racine. It was so Boileau thought,

admirer as he was of the ancients ; he
did not hesitate to write under the

portrait of Racine, that this great man

had surpassed Euripides, and equalled

Corneille. Yes, I think, it proved
that there are more men of judgment
in Pans than in Athens. We havo
more than thirty thousand admirers of

the fine arts, and Athens had but six

thousand. The lower class in Athens
were never admitted to the spectacle?,

nor indeed with us, except when an
exhibition is allowed them gratis, on
some solemn or ridiculous occasion.

Our continual intercourse with the

other six has imparted greater ele-

gance to our sentiments, much refine-

ment to our manners, and peculiar

delicacy to our taste. Leave us, then,

our theatre; leave the Italians their

rustic fubles (favole boscherecde) ; you
are still rich enough in better things.

It must not be denied that wretched
pieces, barbarously constructed and
ignorantly written, have attained ex-
traordinary success at Paris, supported

by a cabal, the spirit of party, fashion,

and the temporary protection of men
who had talked themselves into the im-

portance of oracles. This was the in-

toxication of the moment, but in a
few years the illusion vanished. Don
Japhet of Armenia and JodeUt% are

returned to the vulgar, and the Siege

of Calais^ is esteemed only at Calais.

It is necessary I should say a few
words on the subject of rhyme, with
which you reproach us. Almost all

Dryden's works are in rhyme, and they
are so much the more difficult. Those
verses which are perpetually quoted
from memory are in rhyme ; and I
maintain that the Cinnia, Athaliah,

Phatdra, and Iphigema, being all

written in rhyme, whoever should

endeavour to cast off the burden la

France, would be regarded as a feeble

artist, unable to wield its power.
" With the garrulous characteristic

of an old man, I will relate to you an
anecdote. I one day demanded of
Pope why Milton had not written his

'Paradise Lost' in rhyme, while

other poets used that style in imitation

of the Italian? His answer was,
* Because he could not,'

"1 have now opened my heart to

you ; but I confess that I am guilty of

* Berenice is introduced by Juvenal (Sat. vi. v. 156) incidentally, to illustrate the extrava*
gance of Bibula. Racine, in hi* perversion of historical fact, has been followed, amongst others,

by Mason, in his " Elfrida."

f " Graces au ciel !" exclaims the President Montesquieu, exultingly, " I'eeprit ne m'a pas
cOTTompn le cceur." Voltaire desired not to make the same boast.

% By the celebrated Scarron. § By De Belloy.
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a heinous fault in not remarking that

the Earl of Leicester was originally

called Dudley ; but if you have an in-

clination to enter the House of Peers,

and change your title, I shall ever

remember the name of Walpole with
the highest respect ! Before the de-

parture of my letter, I have had an
opportunity of reading your Richard
III. You make an excellent attorney-

general ;—you calculate all the proba-
bilities, but it is evident you have a
secret partiality for the hunchback.
You insist that he was a handsome,
and, at the same time, a very gallant

man. [Here follows in the original a
profane allusion, dragged in for the

sake of a sneer at Christianity.] I am
inclined to thiuk with you that the

third Richard was neither so ugly nor
so wicked as he is reported; but I
cannot say I should have volunteered

to have had any dealings with him.
Your red rose and your white rose had
terrible thorns for the nation

—

« Those gracious kings are all a pack of rogue*.*

To say the truth, when reading the

history of York and Lancaster, and
many other dynasties, we are tempted
to think we are perusing the lives of
robbers on the highway. As to your
Henry VII., he was little better than

a pickpocket. And now, whether you
are a minister or an anti-minister, a
lord or a philosopher, I shall, with an
equal respect, subscribe myself, &c,
&c, &c."

The manner in which Voltaire in

this letter tries to " back out " of his

scurrilous attacks on Shakspeare, will

appear ludicrously palpable to those

who remember his perverted analysis

of Hamlet. But Walpole was either

unable or unwilling to pursue the argu-
ment, and closed the correspondence
wiiii a few fulsome compliments.
" When Shakspeare lived," says he in

reply, " there had not been a Voltaire

both to give laws to the stage and to

show rn what good sense those laws

re founded. It was my interest,

perhaps, to defend barbarism and ir-

regularity. I am much more proud of
receiving laws from you than of con-

testing them. The admirable letter

you have been so good as to send me,
is a proof that you are one of those

truly great and rare men, who know
at once how to conquer or to pardon."

It is rather a curious feature in

Voltaire's character, that he never ap-

pears to represent religion or virtue

favourably, except in his plays. We
cannot give him the credit of supposing
that iu this he was biassed by convic-

tion ; he sought rather novelty and
variety. Corneille had exhausted the

graud and sublime ; Racine the tender
and pathetic; Crebillon the startling

and terrible. Voltaire sought to com-
bine the several styles in blended, al-

though unequal proportions, and to

recommend proprieties rather than to
hold up to execration gigantic crimes.
But his dramas do not Keep possession
of the stage, and are seldom revived,
while those of his two greatest prede-
cessors are constantly in requisition.

This variegated genius lived in three
reigns, and reached the patriarchal

age of eighty-four ; he is supposed to

have hastened his death unintention-
ally, even at that advanced period, by
taking a large dose of opium, contrary
to the advice of his physician. He
died in May, 1778, eleven years before
the breaking out of the terrible revo-
lution, of which he sowed the seeds,

but lived not to witness the fruit. The
same year also disposed of Rousseau,
a congenial spirit, and coadjutor in all

that could pervert or influence the
public mind.
We conclude our brief notice with

a school anecdote. At the seminary
where the writer received his early

education, there was a select library
exclusively intended for the use of
the scholars. Amongst the collec-

tion there had crept in, somehow or

other, a strange book for such a place
—the Abbe Barruels " Memoirs for

a History ofJacobinism, Impiety, and
Anarchy." The title is alarming, but
there is no great harm in the five vo-
lumes, except that they contain rather
more of fiction than fact, and the sub-
ject is somewhat above the mark of

boys from eight to thirteen years of

age. One day, the head-master (who
was a clergyman) happened to be
turning over tho work for some refer-

ence, and found a scrap of paper be-
tween the leaves, on which the follow-
ing lines were written :

—

" Against the Majesty Dlvino
Voltaire hta reason reari j

Agiinat the s&t-rtd Uvea of king*.
The poisonM bowl prepares.

And was this beauteous world then furrn'd.
And fashlon'd out by chance 1

I* there no 1'ower that rale* above.
At ttiey pretend la France T

Ah ! foolish thoughts I too late thou 'It Sad, Voltaire,
There it a God 'fore whom thou mast appear

**
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The master was much struck by the

power of thought contained in this

short effusion, and commanding gene-
ral silence and attention by three raps

of his ferula, read it aloud with a brief

exordium, and then called upon the

author to step from his desk and ac-

knowledge himself. After much hesi-

tation and repeated demands, a small-

ish urchin (of twelve years old) was
pushed forward, in fear and trembling,

and in expectation of some horrible

punishment. "Did you write these

lines?" "Ye—s, sir." " By your-
self, without assistance or suggestion

from any one else?" "Ye—s, sir."

" They do great credit both to your
head and heart, and you shall have any
reasonable reward you ask. Now,
what would you like to have ?" " A
holiday for the whole school," was the

ready answer. " Granted," said the

potentate ; and in five minutes there

were more joyous spirits bounding
over that play-ground, and a greater

burst of genuine merriment than Vol-
taire and Barruel had ever dreamed of

producing through their indirect and
unintentional agency.

We have no wish to deny the ta-

lents of Voltaire, while lamenting
their perversion, and expressing our
disgust at his indelicacy and irreligion.

Lord Byron, in a comparison between
him and Gibbon, discriminates the

French author with vigour, poetic

beauty, and sagacious judgment. The
portrait inclines to the favourable side,

but there are those who may think the

features are not delineated with a too

partial hand .

—

"The one was fire and fickleness— a child

Most mutable In wlsbea, but In mind
A wit ai rarloui—gay, grave, tag*, or wild i

lllitorlan, bard, ph:lo»oj>hcr combined,
lie multiplied himself amongst mankind,
The Proteus of their talents ; but his own
Breathed moat In ridicule,—which, as tbo wind
Blew where it lilted, laying all thlogi prone—
Now to oerthrow a fool, and now to shake *

J. w. c.

MOSSES UPON ORAVS.8TONBS.

CHAPTER XXrV.

Conceits a long room, half gallery,

half saloon, of no known kind of archi-

tecture, lighted bya single silver cande-
labrum,ofantique fashion, pendantfrom
the ceiling; the furniture representing

no special age or fashion, either modern
or ancient, but of all possible eras, and
every opposite nationality. Here, for

instance, were walls glowing with As-
syrian frescoes, and beams of gilded

cedar, and against them, shining lucid-

white, pensive and pale, upon their

pedestals, the marble Aphrodites of
the Greek. Then between the statues

costly cabinets of ebony, tortoiscshell,

and silver, set with gems, and black
Indian vases, and quaint, intricate,

Chinese ivory-carvings. Elsewhere,
prim saints and dying martyrs, with
earnest eyes, like Stephen's, by Giot-
to, Beato Angelico, Perugino, and
others; these cheek-by -jowl, so to
speak, with affected French Greuses ;

blonde beauties with ripe red lips, and
dim blue eyes, half-shut with subtle

smiles ; and portraits of Madame du
Barry and the Duchess de la Valiere,

Gloomy slabs, and mantelpieces of
black and white marble, supported by

colossal Egyptian bulls and horses,

and winged genii, and a-top of them
Louis-Quatorze clocks, and old china,

and reliefs of Lucca della Robia.

Gorgeous fauteuls and ottomans of
velvet and gold, hangings and cur-

tains of stiffly embroidered tapestry,

yatagans and scimitars, pipes and
guns, and strange armour, tables of

Pietra-dura, and Persian carpets.

The effect of these was to make the

eyes ache, and the breath come faint

and thick. The Count flung himself

upon an ottoman.

"You quarrel with all this, no
doubt," he said; "it offends your
sense of propriety, I dare say. But I

have no patience with what you call

' taste' and ' keeping,' as though a
garden should be all roses, or all lilies,

and the beautiful did not rejoice in

variety and contrast."

lie rambled on with a restless, fe-

verish eloquence, amidst a confusion

of glittering paradoxes, never permit-

ting me to answer him. At either end
of this strange apartment was a table,

set with glasses and decanters of wine,

and, as he talked on, he paced up aud
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down between them, pausing, and
pouring out, and quaffing vast druughts
of wine.

" Here is wine of all kinds," lie said,

" from the German to ihe Spaniard—
Johanisburg, Lafitte, Alicante, Malm-
ay, Xeres, Champagne— why don't

you drink ?"

He grew more and moro excited
every moment.
"This is trifling," I said; "I de-

mand "

"Oyes," he interrupted, "I don't

forget how impatient you are. Well,

wait a moment. I will return to you,

and then
"

Before he had finished the sentence

he was out of the room. I felt angry,

and convinced that C was fooling

me. Whilst I was vexing myself with

this notion, and in my own mind de-

bating how to act, a door at the fur-

ther end of the apartment ot>ened

slowly, nnd Geraldine Rushbrook (for

so I shall henceforth call her) entered

the room, and noiselessly approached
me, with eyes downcast and fixed upon
the ground. I started up, and reve-

rently caught her hand. It was not

withdrawn, but rested, listless and
nerveless, in my own ; and she suffered

me to lead her to the sofa, and seat

myself beside her.

"Geraldine," I said, with great

emotion, " dear Geraldine—for hence-

forth we cannot be indifferent to each

other—I ask no painful confidences,

I make no impertinent inquiries into

the past, into the mysteries of which,

indeed, if circumstances, quickened

and interpreted by sympathy, bare
somewhat initiated me, they have only-

availed to deepen the devotion with

which I have bouud myself to the

Service and the rescue of your future ;

but I offer to you the love of a brother,

one whom the love of her whose
memory must be dear to you has en-

nobled, and the home of a father who
lives and longs once more to clasp you
to his heart. If these yet represent

to you aught that is revered and holv,

if those eyes do not, indeed—as I wdl
not think— belie the soul that shines

through them, I implore you, with

heart-anguish, to listen to me while

[Dec.

yet, upon this awful peninsula of time,
Providence permits us to clasp hands,
and hold one moment's converse. Look
where you will, on eilher side, before,
behind, all is dark, uncertain, unre-
vealed. We stand, we pause between
two eternities ; upon whatever word
you utter must hang the double weight
of our twin futures. I am not here, I
have not sought you, I do not speak
to you to add one reproach to the
darkness of what is gone; but you
alone can give hope and honour to
that which is to come. Think, I en-

treat you, that angels are listening—

.

that
"

While I spoke, while those sad bright

eyes into which I gazed shone steadfast

through thick-gathering tears, the sud-

den and loud report of a pi&tol in the

room above startled and interrupted
me ; and then the sound of a heavy-

fall, and again deathful silence. My
companion shrieked, and rushed to the

door. I followed her instinctively,

without a word, and we hurried up the

stairs together. My heart foreboded
all. A door upon the lobby was
closed, but not locked. She pushed
it open, and I entered with her the

Count's bedroom. The Count was
lying on the floor upon his back ; a

single narrow stream of blackest crim-
son was oozing from him over the

carpet. Geraldine stooped down, and
tried to drag him np. The head fell

back heavily into her lap. The face

was so fearfully shattered and muti-
lated, that it was not possible to recog-
nise a human feature in it. The evtl

beauty was darkened and defaced for

ever. As the girl relaxed her clasp in

horror, the pistol fell from the suicidal

hand of her seducer.
" Good God, how awful \" I said,

Shuddering.

She did not speak a word. She was
death-white. I saw that she had
fainted. As I bent over her, the

white roses fell from my coat into the

pool of blood that was widening on the

floor. On the toilet-table was a small

packet sealed and addressed to me.
Ontside, on a sudden, from many distant

church-towers, the clock struck two.

Then I felt how silent the hou^o was.

Mostes upon Grave-Stones.—Chap. XXV.

CHAPTER XXV.

We were all still grouped about the one bad spoken for the last half-hour,

dead body—the servants of the Count, when, inst as day was breaking through

and Geraldine, and myself— and no the window, and every face looked
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haggard and ghastly in the light, we
heard the rattle of a carriage in the

street below, and then a violent ring-

ing at the door. I sent one of the ser-

vants to find out who it was that at

this early hour was seeking admittance.

We had composed the corpse of the

Count as decently as might be on the

bed, and cleansed away the terrible

stains, and drawn the curtains round
about it; but when some one, drawing
aside the window-curtain to see who
was ringing at the door below, let in

the light, one hideous black spot upon
the floor glistened fearfully. Just at

that moment steps and voices sounded
on the stairs, and within a minute af-

terwards four gens-d'armes entered

the room ; and one of them, who held

a paper in his hand, advancing, in-

quired for the Count.
" What is your business ?" said I.

" To arrest all present by order ofthe

Government of his Imperial and Koyal
Highness," was the reply. " Which of
you, gentlemen, is the Count C ?"

" He is here," I answered, drawing
aside the curtain.

The man approached the bed and
bent over it, then turned away with a
shudder.

It appears that not an hour after I

bad left the house of the Duchesa,
during the past night, a scene ensued
between the Count and the Italian, the

details of which were so varied and
distorted by innumerable contradictory

reports, afterwards circulated, of what
took place, that I have never been
able to clearly ascertain the exact truth.

The result, however, appears to have
been that the Italian very unprovokedly

so insulted the German as to force him
into the position which he had long been
endeavouring to avoid— that of chal-

lenging bis rival j and the arrange-

ments for the duel, which was to have
taken place on this very morning, at

Pisa, were hastily agreed to between
the seconds of the two parties. Such,
however, was the sensation created by
this event, which took place in a
crowded drawing-room ; so notorious,

too, was the ruthless character of the

Count, so well known tho rivalry be-

tween the two men, and so serious the

general apprehension of the probable
results of this quarrel, that with the
intention, as is to be supposed, of pre-

venting the duel, information of the

affair was secretly given to the police

(by whom I do not know), and gens-
d'armes were in consequence sent,

691

by daybreak, on the following morn-
ing, to arrest the two belligerents

before they should have set out for

Pisa, As for Count C , those

who came to his house found, indeed,

that Providence, or terrible Ananke,
whatever you name the Power, had
been there before them. The chief

evidence of the awful manner of the

Count's death rested with myself and
Geraldine. As soon as it was known,
everybody was very much shocked,

and a great many wise and foolish

things were said. The shattered corpse

was buried with great pomp and all

the glittering ceremonial of a Roman
Catholic funeral. Distinguished gene-

rals covered with stars, and ambassa-
dors, and courtiers, and ladies of won-
derfully high rank, followed the bier

to the church. There an archbishop

blessed it, and preaehed a most affect-

ing sermon ; little boys swung incense,

and the De profundis was chanted with

solemn effect. Then the generals,

and ambassadors, and duchesses went
back to their respective dinners, where
they discussed the matter with topics

of almost equal interest— the dinners

at the French Legation, the tea at the

Pitti - palace, the train worn by the

wife of the Austrian minister, the

new ballet, and the last scandulc.

And the only human beings that re-

mained beside the coffin of this man,
when stripped of its splendid trappings

—the show being over, it awaited the

hour of its midnight interment, in the

empty church, before the dim altar—
were myself and Geraldine— the man
whom he had shunned, and the wo-
man whom he had ruined. For nearly

three weeks, however, the Count was
loudly lamented and talked of. Every-
body had heard, and everybody spoke
of his black horse, his costly equipages,

his many liaisons and duels, his quarrel

with the Marchesa, and last, his blow-
ing out his own brains with a pistol, in-

stead of, as had been expected, those

of the Marquis. At the end of that

time a new opera-singer came to Flo-

renoe, who made a furore, and the

Count was forgotten.

I must not, however, omit to tell

you of a circumstance which was un-
observed except by myself; for, on
that terrible morning which I have de-
scribed, in the confusion that succeed-

ed the entry ofthe gens-d'-armes into the
Count's apartment, I alone, of all who
were present, took any heed of a man
who furtively crept through the open
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door and through the crowd, with
noiseless feet, and, without speaking,

sat down by the bed-side. I saw him
lift up the curtain, and bend over the

mutilated face within. As he did so,

I caught one horrible glimpse of his

own ; and that of Satan over a fallen

soul, could not, I think, be more apal-

ling in its triumphant malignity than
was that man's. Soon, but as though
yet unsatiated and reluctant, he let

fall the curtain, and slunk out of the
room. It was good M. Xicoll, and
I never saw him again, neither do I

know, or indeed care, what has since

become of him—whether he somewhere
thrives honestly or ill, or whether
truly he is yet again with his master,
beyond the reach of human judgment.
This was the end of Count C lie

lived for himself, and fell by his own
hand. In life a sybarite, in death a
suicide, in eternity ?

The immediate cause which moved
him to his last crime must remain, in-

deed, for ever unknown, or known only
in the bosom ofeternal Providence. All

conjecture is vague upon this point,

though the world made many guesses.

Whether the devil jogged his elbow at

that moment, or the blaze man, sick of
his own pallid identity, and hoping and
fearing no future for the soul, chose
annihilation this way ; or whether, per-
haps, some last twinge of conscience
vexed him to the cud, and he resolved

to quench it, and extinguish all in

dark, I cannot say. But the fact of
those papers which he left addressed
to me, would tend to prove that this

deed was of no sudden inspiration, but
rather the final act in a long drama of
selfishness, whereby the author, seeing

not clearly his way out of the plot,

pulled the curtain prematurely down.
All is dark, and who shall judge his

fellow ? In the twilight, surely, of the

{rreat judgment evening, when from
the sepulchres of the past shall arise

each and all men's deeds, and stand
forth and give account, this also may
be made apparent ; but for us, silence

is befitting. That man was the re-

presentative of hundreds of his kind.

He is dead, and the class, too, is dy-
ing out ; if not already dead, self-slain

by a moral suicide, as assuredly all

that is false and evil soon or late de-
stroys itself.

This is the class which for ni^h a
century has reigned and ruled, rhis
has been crowned in the front of so-

ciety, and sat in council on all fitnesses

and unfitnesses. On this, art has been
dependant, and to it genius has sold
its service. This class—its habits and
customs, feelings and modes of thought
—literature for years has been busied
in expressing, through all forms of
prose and verse, as the to kulon of
our civilisation. It has sat in the chair
of the scorners, delivering Pilate-judg-
ments upon truth. Whatever is fair,

and faithful, and reverent and high-
thoughted, has shrunk from the blight

of its thin-starved sarcasm. It has
reigned till it is rotten— weighed in

the balance, and found miserably want-
ing. The Divine hand writes, " Mene,
mene," and already there is enough to
make the soothsayers turn pale.

Revel while you may in your lighted

pleasure-palaces, you superb egotists.

See you no mythic writing on the wall ?

—hearyou no sound upon the midnight?
no trumpet blowing at your towers?

What say your watchmen of the night ?

While they slumber and you feast, there

is death in your wine, and your gilded

ceilings are ready to fall. The king-

dom is parted from you, and given to

another— a worthier one, we hope,

than you. Where are your arms?
Your arguments are witless now, your
sneers are puerile— who fears them ?

Your thunder is of Salmonean kind
only, not beinw derived from above.

Men laugh, and the gods are angry.

Take heed. There is an army at your
gates, a sword in your city. Away,
away 1— make room for the new dy-

nasty. We want new men, and they

are at hand. Wonderful as it may
seem, poets, statesmen, artists, philo-

sophers, all are waking suddenly up to

a startling perception that there is yet

something among men as worthy to be

expressed in song, in legislation in

philosophy, as the race of fine gentle-

men. May there not, indeed, be some-
thing in the world better and more be-

loved of God even than good society;

ay, even than the very crane de 'la

crane of it?

TnE rest of Morton's story is soon ready have anticipated, and there is

told ; much of it the reader will al- little left to elucidate. The papers
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left by the Count contained, indeed,

such a statement of past events, in re-

lation to Gcraldine, as placed his owu
conduct in the most favourable light

it was capable of receiving. Of those

events— the love of the girl for the

Count, together with many of the ar-

tifices used to secure that affection, the

trance and feigned death, the secret

flight of Gcraldine with the German

—

are already known. I have elsewhere,

however, hinted at a mysterious power
exercised over his victim by this man,
and by means of which, indeed, the

trance which deceived everybody was
finally brought about.

The German possessed constitution-

ally a very strange and unusual mes-
meric power. At the time when these

events took place, those curious mag-
netic phenomena, which have since

become so general as to occupy the

attention of distinguished scientific

men (who have yet failed, apparent-

ly amongst innumerable unconnected
facts, to find materials for any satisfac-

tory theory), had not been more than
superficially investigated, and were ge-

nerally disbelieved. The Count, how-
ever, neither ignorant of the power he
was master of, nor scrupulous as to the

ends to which it might be used, lost no
means of educating and developing this

strange faculty of his. Upon Gcral-

dine, onl v, he exerted it to his utmost

;

and the frail and susceptible tempera-
ment of the girl gave him a fearful

and fatal success. The history of this

poor child after she had forsaken every-

thing to follow her seducer, is that of

a slowly-breaking heart, and I do not

wish to dwell upon it. The change,

the chill, the disappointment, did not,

however, as might have been expected,

originate with the Count, whose pas.

sion lasted longer than could have been
supposed, and who, in justice be it

spoken, if cold, was never unkind.

The recoil came first from Geraldine
herself. She was of a nature that

could not long sin without suffering,

nor, indeed, be slow in fathoming the

shallowness of that heart for whose
love she had sacrificed sotoiuch. Then,
when conscience was sorest, and the

inner voice most bitter in its reproach-

ful accusations, she felt cruelly how
little real communion there was be-

tween herself and her smiling lover,

and how miserable the consolation she

could ever hope to receive from a na-
ture whose moral frost chilled into ice

her own.

Now, in this place, I have a psycho-
logical, or perhaps only a physiological,

phenomenon to describe, which I fear

it will be difficult to make clear to my
reader. The magnetic thraldom in

which the Count had so frequently re-

tained his victim never came to an
end. The girl's health had been irre-

parably shattered and weakened bv it

;

and often, in order to relieve her from
physical pain, ho was obliged to throw
ner into a state of coma. These coma-
tose states at last becoming of more
and more frcoucnt occurrence, auto-

mcsmerically developed themselves, so

that finally this trance-life, as it were,
swallowed up and absorbed all other, •

and became normal.

Any person who is at all familiar

with mesmeric phenomena, cannot
have failed to observe their most
striking characteristic—the mysterious

attraction of the magnetised person to

the magnetiser. A sonambule in a
state of trance will follow, with a dog-
like fidelity, a man whom possibly sho

may have never met before in her life.

Him she chooses, him only she hears

and sees among a hundred. She is

unquiet, and not to be satisfied out of
his presence unless she is holding
closely something which has been con-
secrated by his touch ; she will clasp

his hand, and follow his movements,
and lean upon him confidingly. Ho
becomes " the pilot of the darkness and
the dream." But the trance once over,

all this apparent affection ceases. She
looks at him with indifference ; the re-

serve of her sex and habit return to

her; and very frequently dislike and
repugnance replace the former prefer-

ence. It was just so with Geraldine.

In her normal state she shrank from
the presence of the Count, and shud-
dered at his touch. Her fear and
distrust of him she hardly attempted
to conceal ; but in that life of dream
in which she mostly lived, he exercised

a strange, unnatural influence over
her; and on this account I believe

that long after whatever aflection he
once had for the girl had died awav.
he retained her with him, treated her
with kindness, and supported her even
in luxury. For in these dreams,

though often at fault in her answers

to his inquiries, she was at times almost

prophetic ; and the German (who,

like all incredules, was somewhat su-

perstitious, denying Providence, and
cowed by omens) consulted her inva-

riably on his plans and prospects,
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and acted in obedience to her ora-

cles.

It now appears that the Count,

having by the most unheard-of extra-

vagances greatly impaired his splendid

fortune, and being quite unable to live

•without a great deal of money, and
seeing no letter means of obtaining it,

resolved to repair Wis dilapidated in-

come by a wealthy marriage. Thus
came about the question, " What was

to be done with Geraldine?" After

taking some thought on the subject,

C , it seems, had determined upon
restoring her to her father, whom he

knew to be yet living. To this plan

he felt sure that he was not likely to

meet with any objection on the part of

Gcraldine, who, I feel certain, had

she not been bound by the strange tie

which I have mentioned, would herself

long ago have left him. But then such

a step would involve many awkward
explanations, and these he was loth

to make. At such a moment it struek

him that it might be well to sound his

way by means of Geraldine's sister,

and he at first thought of making the

girl herself write to Madeline ; but

afterwards, his knowledge of the affec-

tion between the two sisters, and their

great similarity of temperament, in-

duced him (and as much, I doubt not,

from eurioMity as any other motive) to

o|>cn the communication by means of

magnetism. This he sought to accom-
plish through the medium of that

bracelet which I have already told you
about : and he directed the mind of

Geraldine, ever in her states of trance,

towards that of her sister. Gerald ins

partially divining his purpose, how-
ever, and knowing the susceptibility of

her sister's temperament, in dread lest

Madeline also should fall a victim to

these ruthless experiments, contrived,

unknown to the Count, to insert into

the bracelet the little scrap of paper
with its hurried warning, which Morton
afterwards discovered there. The re-

sult of all this you already know. •• I

have never satisfied my own mind,"
said Morton, " how far that man was
guiltless of the death of Madeline."
What remains to relate is soon told.

Morton returned to England with Ge-
raldine, intending to restore her to her
father, and himself watch over and
cherish her with a brother's tender-

ness, trusting in time to efface some
bitter memories from the past. The
old parson, however, never lived to

see his child again. When thev
reached London they heard of his

death, and before they arrived at the

little village the old man wa9 in his

grave. So Morton was left the sole

guardian of his orphan charge. He
found at a new rector already
installed there— the same gentleman
whom I had met at dinner some days
ago. The Manor House was to be
sold, and Morton bought it. In pro-
portion to bis reverence of his own
conscience, was my friend's scorn of

the world's opinion. I have often

thought that he estimated it too low.

But the mysterious lady of the Manor
House remained till the end a mystery
to the neighbourhood.

CHAPTER XXVIf.

The wrecks of C 's great fortune

went to a very distant relative whom
he had never seen. Not one of the

Count's innumerable illegitimate chil-

dren was able to obtain a penny of it.

But singularly enough, in the only

document left by C , in any way
approaching the" semblance of a' will,

which was enclosed among the papers

addressed to Morton, there was a be-

quest to my friend of certain books,

subsequently found amongst the furni-

ture of the Count's house at Florence.

These books were chiefly occult in the

subjects whereon they treated ; and
several passages in them, relating to

what in the jargon of the old writers

was termed " the theory ofsympathies,"
were marked in pencil.

The terrible scenes at Florence, and
the shock of her father's death, ren-

dered the state of Geraldine's health
for a long while very precarious. The
subtle attraction formerly experienced
by the girl in her magnetic states to-

ward the Count, slowly, almost imper-
ceptibly, transferred itself to Morton.
But in so doing it changed its nature,

and became quickened, vivified, and,
so to speak, sublimed hy the gradually

growingchild-likcaftectionof Geraldine
for her new friend ; and also, indeed,

by Morton's own higher moral worth
and vigour. The character of Geral-

dine, indeed, rendered sensitive and
easily impressionable bycoutinned suf-

fering, could not have been long in

contact with so noble a nature and so
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rich a mind as that of Morton's, with,

out drawing from it strength and heat*

Steeped in the golden influences of this

sudden summer of sympathy, which
now, with warmth and light, enriching

and ripening wherever it penetrated,

began to pervade her hitherto barren

existence, the long-nipped and stunted

flower of the soul once again put forth

leaves, and broadened and brightened

to the perfect blossom and fruit. To
tend, and cheriah, and develop this

spirit-growth, Morton with patient

tenderness devoted all his energies ;

but the physical health of Geraldine

was too far shattered ever again wholly

to be restored. I have seen her in her

normal and in her magnetic states, and
nothing could be more startling than

the almost supernatural difference in

the outward appearance of these two.

When the trance was on her, upon the

pale sunken cheek came a bloom and

a beauty ; to the dull, listless eye, a
tender luminous languor and soft light,

which seemed literally the smile of a
soul in commune with angels, and into

every movement of that frail, fair form
flowed down, like magic, a delicious

undefinablc grace and charm. But
when she spoke and sung (for song
was her favourite language), then the

wonder was at its height. It is an un-

deniable fact in mesmerism, that the

phenomena developed by the magne-
tised person depend in great measure
on the character, and mental as well

as physical constitution, of the magne-
tiser. 1 have seen patients who, mag-
netiscd by professed materialists, de-

veloped onlv phenomena which were
purely physical, like galvanised clay-

figures. I have seen others who, under

the magnetic influence of persons of a
highly spiritual intellect, spoke with an
inspiration that took away one's breath

with wonder. In contact with the

mind of Morton, Geraldine Rush-
brook developed, day by day, a mag-
netic intelligence which was indeed

startling, and, I must say, wholly un-
like any other that I have ever known
or heard of.

But here I honestly confess that,

failing much in moral cotlraget I feel

greatly inclined to fling down the pen
and make end at once. I feel, truly,

that I am wandering into dangerous
and intricate mazes, into which few

will care to follow me. I dare avow
to thee, dear reader, that when I first

attempted to interest thee in this nar-

rative! it was in the hope of winning

conrage to disclose much that I am
now fain to conceal. My aim was too

daring and too wide, I am forced in

sorrow to abandon it.

The strange revelations which, dur-

ing the few days I passed with him in

that old autumn, never to be forgotten,

Morton made to me, he, in his dying
hour, besought me, with great earnest-

ness, to give to the world. "Watch
well, and wait the fitting season," he
said ; " for it will surely come, when
nun will bear to hear these things.

Then speak boldly, and do not palter

with knowledge, but declare honestly

the whole truth."

These things lying long concealed

within me have burnt my heart, and I

have yearned to utter them; but lan-

guage is weak, and all words, however
choicely chosen, fail me. In a history

such as this, of which few will care to

inquire whether it be fiction or fact, I

have feared to insult the truth by
speaking lightly of it, knowing that to

declare that I myself have both heard

and seen these things would avail me
little.

Of all the words which Geraldine in

trance let fall, Morton faithfully tran-

scribed the greater part into k great

volume, which he cherished as the apple

of his eye, and on his death bequeathed

to me. That volume is now lying open
on my table while I write. For many
a long hour, page after page have I

sighingly turned over, with a fruitless

longing to transcribe many passages.

It is in vain. When I attempt it I

am startled by the boldness of each
word, and desist. I must wait yet.

The time is not come— perhaps may
never come.

I will only say of that strange book,

that therein are announcements again

and again reiterated with heart- thril-

ling distinctness of a glorious and won-
derful time to come— not far off, in-

deed— whose steps perhaps even now
approach the threshold of life. But of

the mighty states to be, therein dimly
predicted ; the golden councils and
kingdoms ; the dominion of love ; the

emancipation of thought; the feats of

science ; the banded brotherhoods of

the world ; the triumphs of blessed

armies, and final federation of eternal

peace, I have no courage whatever to

speak, lest you should think that I am
writing from a lunatic asylum. Neither

of the spirit-comumnion of the sisters,

and the promise of future intercourse

between man and bis angel-brethren,
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shall I say ono word, not intending

these pages to be considered as having
any reference or sequel to the " Ad-
ventures of the Holy Grael" and the
" Prophecies of Merlin."

Thus must I hasten to the simple

conclusion ofmy story. To which end
I have, indeed, shut up and clasped
the great manuscript volume, in order
that I may not be distracted again by
its wonderful pages.

CHAPTER XXVUI.

" Akd what," I said to Morton, as he

shook out the ashes from his pipe, we
two sitting over the fire together, for

the evenings had begun already to

grow cold— " what becamo or the

llosevillcs ?"

" He, poor fellow, is dead ; he died

abroad, not long ago. lie chafed and
fretted himselfdead I think. Latterly,

I hear, he took to very hard living and
high play ; they said he was driving

to the devil. Gout and brandy, and
strong medicines, and his wife's supe-

rior nature, brought him down. My
lady is yet living abroad somewhere-
in Italy I think. I have for years

lost sight of her ; but I heard that she

once took a religious fit ; became very

devote ; passed her time with a Roman
monseigneur, and talked of going into

a convent. The monseigneur was sent

on a mission to St. Petersburg ; and
the lady, they say, instead of going
into the convent, consoled herseli with
a French militaire. So the mood
passed."

And Miss Thornton ?"

" O, you know, she married Lord
Doncaster about two years ago. She
will be a peeress if she lives long
enough, I suppose. They say she
makes an excellent wife, and that
Doncaster is the happiest man alive—
but who can tell?"

" And the Marchese ?"

" Was obliged to leave the Jockey
Club at Pans, on account of some
swindling affair; that is some years
ago. I believe he is now married to

a German woman of some fortune;
lives at Naples, and plays the grand
seignior. So the worla goes round."

CHAPTER XXIX.

It was some one or two years after

that memorable visit of mine to Mor-
ton at the Manor House, that I found
myself that happiest of happy human
beings, an idler in Florencctown in the

early summer, enjoying life for mere
life's sake, and buying happiness for

crazies.

I had a little money, good health,

and a friend ; and I could have grown
fat upon water-melons. That was
before you, idly looking at me, sad-

dened my whole soul. O cruelly-

beautiful woman, you that But no
matter; these things are nothing to

the purpose.

My friend offered to introduce roe,

amongst other celebrities, to—to whom
think you ?—Lady Roseville, the As-

tasia, the Hetaira, he said, of the

little town.

"What! Lady Roseville— is she

here, then ?" I exclaimed.
" Why, yes. She has resided here

almost ever since her husband's death

;

a horrid fellow, I believe. How could

she have lived with him ? How seldom
the right people get together."
" Well, I should like to see her."
" Easily done. She receives every

evening. We can go together to-

night."

do that I, whose humours having
been long nursed upon smoke and
solitude, love nothing better than to
pass serene evenings with peace and a
long pipe, roused up unwonted energy,
went through the miseries of a toilette,

and, somewhat consoled by my friend's

assurance that there I should be per-
mitted to smoke, set out with him for

the abode of " Aspasia."

I have said that it was summer
time ; and the windows of the palazzo
where Lady Roseville '« lived and
loved" were thrown open to the lamp-
lit and odorous orange-garden, through
which the fire-flies were winking in

bright clusters.

The room was crowded ; the com-
pany all men, with the exception, in-

deed, of one old lad v, who, they told

me, was the celebrated Marchesa
somebody, whom in the last revolu-

tion the people nearly tore to pieces,

when the great statesman, whoso
counsels she was known to have in-

spired, escaped in the disguise of a
servant on his own coach-box— so
desperately nigh do even " golden
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boys and girls " come sometimes to the

fate of «' chimney-sweepers."
There were men and tongues of all

nations—Medes, £leroites, Parthians,

and dwellers in Mesopotamia, for

aught that I know ; and a hubbub of

German, French, Italian, and English,

on all sides, like a Pentecost in Pan-
demonium.

There were a great many uniforms,

for the assembly was chiefly military

;

though I was informed that there were
also presenta sprinklingofdistinguished

artists, and one ortwo great litterateurs,

with spectacles, ponderous foreheads,

and bristly hair—many of them refugee

journalists from Paris, on their way to

the English cities of refuge. Also there

were two princes with rightful claims

to little thrones, which they were not

likely ever to sit upon ; these were
specially pointed out to me. The at-

mosphere was rich and heavy with

undulating tobacco-smoke ; and amidst
the clouds thereof upon " couches
divine," like the gods of Epicurus, and
glittering " among all their stars/'

Foiled the lords of the barrack-room.
Everybody seemed pretty much at

his ease. A guitar was twanging as I

entered the room ; and my Asmodeus
hustling bis way through the distin-

guished characters, crammed close on
either side, led me up, perfectly be-

wildered, to the lady-witch of this

-wonderful sabbaL She was a woman,
I should say, in the fortieth year of
her beauty, at the most moderate com-
putation— but I am a bad hand at

guessing ages, especially female ages

—

with the proportions and as{>ect of a

Juno, and large black eyes, not less

brilliant for one tinge on the full, oval

cheek, a thought too red to be natural.

She wore a sort of Mary-queen-o'-Scots

cap, fastened under a chin grown round
and double, but yet with a sharp point

in it. She was dressed in black velvet,

which well contrasted the smooth
round arm, and white hand posee for

effect, and dimpling under ever so

many jewels.

She, turning her swan-like snowy
throat, and gracefully taking from her

lips the perfumed cigaret, received mo
with a most bewitching smile, as

though it did her heart good to see

roe

—

**rd 3 wise w$»kvr 7*tvi»; and at the

same time poured forth abundant
clouds.

We talked of Italy and operas ; of

love and French wines ; the want of
VOL. 3LLTV.—HO. CCLXIT.

sympathy, and tho deamess of every

thing in England ; politics, and the

Marquis of Carabas' wig. Then tho

Prince of Castelfranco joined in, and
the conversation became very decaulte;

till at last the General Pottstausand

Kirshwasser-trinklieb, coming up with

a " haw, haw, das ist gut," I made my
escape. My friend, however, who
had been all this while lying in lurk,

and who being, I suppose, an intime

de la rnaison, seemed to take some
pride in the society, now pounced
upon mc, and insisted on presenting

me to a great many celebrities ; thus

obliging me to declare to Signor
Cantarelli, that Rossini was a fargreater

genius than Beethoven ; to talk about
the even warmth of Titian, the tricks

of Rubens, and the feeling of Perugino
to Ilerr Farbe-macher from Dusseldoft

:

agree with Mr. Gypshire that art

having now risen above the exaggera-

tions of Bernini, into the purer regions

of the Greek

—

"die hoche regionen wo
die rienefat men whojien," should hence-

forth attempt to produce nothing in

marble but Greek nymphs; and nod
my head approvingly to M. Louis
Rouge, while he railed against the

President. Zeus! it was enough to

put a reasonable man fairly out of his

mind. But when three gentlemen,

who were playing at whist with the

Marchesa, got angry in German and
Italian at the same time, I, deeming it

prudent not to 6tay a moment longer,

sneaked out into the garden, and
thence, with a shout of relief, into the
street.

Nevertheless, the scene I had just

witnessed, and the sight of miladi,

brought back to my mind so many-
memories of Morton '8 strange history,

that I felt in no mood for repose ; and
I determined to finish my cigar upon
the Goldsmith's bridge, and there, if

{>ossible, find out the house which he
tad described as once inhabited by
the Count—at any rate, I would have
a guess at it.

As I walked on, one* thing amused
and pained me. I had observed in the

crowded saloon which I had just quit-

ted, a young Englishman, a mere boy,

who sat silent in a corner all the time,

near the sofa where Lady Roseville

was puffing her cigaret, and looked

exceedingly dolorous. 1 inquired who
he was, and was assured that tho poor
youth was terrifically in love with my
lady, and ready to have cat his throat
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any day, could he by so doing havo
saved that blaze old woman a pain in

her little finger. Such a comedy is

this foolish lite of ours.

I soon recognised the tower on the

bridge which Morton had described

to me; and there halting, I leaned

over the bridge-side, under the arches,

and gazed at the river, the houses, and
the hills, with the one white distant

convent, silent in the moon. A thou-

sand memories of the old Manor House
possessed and saddened my mind.
•< And what," I wondered, " are they

doing now, he and Geraldine, while I

am leaning over this bridge-side, and
thinking of them?"

I suppose everybody has at one time

felt the sensation—a creeping of the

back, a sense of something behind, and
of cold fingers through the hair. I

have often felt it before, even as a
child, when my nurse assured me that

some one was walking over the spot

which should be my grave. This is

what came upon me, leaning there

;

and, determined to conquer the foolish

sense of fear which this feeling caused

me, I turned round and faced about.

Now I ask no one to believe me re-

luctantly, but I affirm that, visible,

palpable, and clear in the moonlight,
just about ten paces from me, I dis-

tinctly beheld the figure of Geraldine
Rushbrook ! I made one bound for-

ward, and the vision vanished, nor
again returned.

I attributed it entirely to my own
excitement after the heat and crowd I

had been in, and the train of reflection

I had been indulging ; and any reader

may do the same who chooses. It is

a natural interpretation of the wonder.
But about a fortnight after that even-
ing I received a letter from Morton,
edged and sealed in black. My heart

foreboded the contents before I broke
the seal. Geraldine was dead— had
died on that very night on which I

beheld the momentary apparition.

Morton did not long survive her.

I had hoped that, released from a long

anxious charge, which he had made
the duty of his life, he would have
now entered some public career, and
turned to some truly practical account
his really great faculties. But he was
too full of quips and crotchets, and
sufTered himself to be turned aside by
straws. He could not be brought to

embrace public life. He lived, in

truth, a strangely lonely existence ; yet

seemed, indeed, sufficient to himself

until the end—always retaining, how.

ever, a very vulgar horror of good

society.

One day I received a letter from

him ; the old bold characters were

somewhat shaky. "I am not well,"

he said ; " breaking fast, Arthur.

Come to me, my friend ; I long to see

you once again."

So I did go to him, and found him

not well indeed, but sadly, sadly

changed, in all but his high-minded

Christian nature. I was with him in

his last hours, and I closed his eyes

when he died. We buried him among

those he loved. You—had you known

him, how you would have sorrowed

for that manl And I—how imper-

fectly can I at best represent to you

any, the least part of him

!

He bequeathed to me those manu-

scripts from which I have collected

the materials of this tale, but of which

the greater part will, I fear, remain

for ever unpublished. It was many

years before I found courage to write

what I have written, and herein, even,

I feel that I have faltered much.

And so my tAle is done. And Mor-

ton, and Madeline, and Geraldine, and

the old parson too, may they not, I

have often thought, be now farther

both in knowledge and in happine*,

than had they lingered out whole mil-

lenniums here, and even lived to *e

the miracle-age ?

We do indeed pray for the coming

of Christ's kingdom ; and, so praying

may He mercifully establish it this

day in our hearts. Yet does it seem

to me that rather than sigh athwart

the centuries for good times coming

afar off, it may be wiser after all, per-

haps, and happier and surer, to trurf

that in some few poor fifty years, or

sixty at the most, we may all meet—

I and you, and each dear and near one

here long loved—in that His kingdom,

which is above. God grant it 1

How peaceful are the graves in that

quiet little churchyard! There, in

summer, the wind blows warmly among

the bramble roses ; and, near them,

the swallow builds and twitters in the

porch. There I love to muse, and

there I have gathered these mo»e*
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ROSE CONDOH.

A BALLAD OF FKAR-MinOITZ-FELVr.

CV yilARDAfiA.

Over valley, and rock, and lea,—
Merrily strike the wild harp's strain,

—

For the fairest maid in the south conntrie

Hath come to our Funcheon's side again |

Far mid the mountains of green Fearmuighe,*
In lone Crag Thiernaf many a-day

Dwelt she long with the fair}' throng,

Mourning for her home alway.

An Ardrigh's crown is yellow and bright-
Fill the glens with the wild harp's tone ;

—

But it may not match those locks 01 light

So loosely o'er her fair brows thrown

:

And her neck as the wild rose soft and white,

Lone blooming by the Funcheon's shore.

She is daughter of Condon^ brave

—

Strike the wild harp's string of pride

—

Tbe fiercest chief where thy waters rave,

Dark Oun Mor of the rushing tide.

Nine moons have silvered the Funcheon's wave
Since by the towers of strong Clochleigh

The fondness of her heart she gave
To the banished Knight of thy woods, Gailtec

!

Oh ! Love, thy power grows day by day

—

Strike the wild harp high and bold-
Three eves had purpled the mountains ^rey,

And young Clongibbon had ta'en his hold—
Reta'en his hold, regained his sway,

All for the love of Condon's child,

And chased the Saxon far away
Beyond the pale of his mountains wild I

Three eves more o'er Funcheon's tide

—

Strike the wild harp clear and sweet—
Rose Condon sat by the water side,

Her brave, triumphant love to meet

;

• Fear-Muighe-Feine—the plain of the Fenian men—which anciently included the baro-

nies of Condon and Clongibbon, together with what is at present called the barony of Fer-
moy, b walled in on the aouth by the Nagles mountain*, and on the north by the Gailtees

and Ballyhouraa, or mountains of Hole. It was called Annoy, and I believe Ardmulla, by
Spenser.

t Crag Thierna, or Corrin Thierna, a romantic steep eastward of the town of Fennoy,
and celebrated in the legends of the peasantry aa one of the great fairy palaces of Munster.

X Condon was chief of the barony which still bears his name, and lived in his castle of

Clochleigh, near the junctions of the Funcheon and Ariglin with the Oun Mor—great river

—the Blackwater.
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The sun set in bis purple pride

Over the far-off crests of Mole,

And through the glens and forest wide

A sweet and dreamy silence stole.

Long she waits her lover's tread-
Strike the wild harp tenderly

—

Till day's bright legions all are fled,

And the white stars peer through the forest tree.

Ha 1 now he conies by the river bed,

With his martial step and bearing high

;

But why is the maiden's heart adread

As her warrior-love draws fondly nigh?

Does victory paint a warrior's mail

—

Strike the wild harp fearfully

—

With swarth, cold gems and diamonds pale,

And his plume with the sun-bow's radiancy?

Her lover's armour through the vale

Sbeddeth a wild and elfin gleam,

And strange sounds on the breezes sail,

Sweet echoing o'er the starlit stream.

The warrior now beside her stands

—

Strike the wild harp sad and low

—

And takes in his her trembling hands,

But her loved knight ne'er gaz£d so

!

Oh 1 'twas the King of the fairy bands
That bound her in his spells that night,

And bore her swift to the eltin lands,

Far, far away in his love-winged flight 1

From Oun M6r's tide to Carrig'nour*

—

Strike the wild harp rushingly—
From far Mocollop's mighty tower

To the storied hill of Kil-da-righ,

Many a man ere morning hour
Through the wild woods rode amain ;

They sought the maid in hall and bower,
But fruitless was their search and vain.

Condon sat within his hall

—

Strike the wild harp mournfully—
Sadness did his heart enthral,

Grief for her he might not see ;

Searching still, Clongibbon tall

Roamed the forests lone and drear,

Like maniac man bereft of all

The joyance of this earthly sphere I

Joy in lone Crag Thierna's steep 1—
Strike the harp o'er hill and wold-

Glad feasts the Fairy King did keep
For young Rosa with the locks of gold.

* Carriganour, a very ancient castle a few miles below Mitchclstown, on the bank of the

Funcheon. Mocollop Castle, a huge pile, eastward of Clochleigh, near the shore of lb?

Blackwater. Kil-da-righ, the Church ofthe two Kings, at present KUdorrery, a small town

on the Cork border, between Fermoy and Kilmalluck.
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But ah ! the maid did nought but weep,
And eight bright moons had lost their flame.

Yet still by Oun M6r swift and deep
In sorrow she was still the same.

Nine sweet nights have robed the dells

—

Strike the wild harp bold and high—
Since out with martial trumpet swells

Beneath the midnight moon they played,

While she, the victim of their spells,

Sat lorn within the ruin's shade.

It is beside a fountain fair

—

Strike the wild harp sweet and low

—

With sad heart brooding on her care,

She looks into the wave below.

A shadow glides before her there,

And looking up, beside her stands

An aged man with snow-white hair,

With pitying eyes and clasped hands

!

A mitre decked in golden sheen-
Strike the wild harp wond'ringly—

-

A vestment as the shamrock green,

And sandals of the mountain tree

He wears—the ancient Saint, I ween 1

Ah I he hath heard the maiden's moan,
And bids her drink, with brow serene,

One pure draught from a cup of stone.

The fays may sport o'er hill and plain-
Strike tne wild harp glad and bold

—

But never shall their power again

In magic gyve that maiden hold.

One cool, bright draught she scarce has ta'en,

Scarce looked upon the vestment cross,

When fearful dies the fairy strain

O'er moonlit crag and lonely moss

!

Short time their splendid pageant shone—
Strike the harp with gladsome thrill

—

Then faded in the moonlight wan,
Far o'er Caher Drina's castled hill ;f

Short time the moonbeams glowed upon
The mitre and the vestment bright,

The maiden turned, the Saint was gone,

Impatient to his home of light 1

* Teompal Molaga—the Temple or Church of Saint Molaga—an extremely beautiful and
picturesque ruin, about a mile north-east of Kildorrery, on a bead of the Funcheon. Beside

it is an ancient well dedicated to the saint, to which the peasantry ascribe many virtues,

and of which many strange legends are told.

f Caher Drina, or Fort Prospect, a castle about three miles south-east of Cam'ganour.
Oun-na-^eera^h river, a tributary of the Funcheon. Glashmona, a stream rising in the

Jiullyhoura mountains. By the banks of this stream, the peasantry tell many legends re-

lating to the battles fought there between the ancient tribes. Aha Fhooka—the Ford of the
Spirit—is a steep and dangerous pass leading from limerick into the Clongibbon country.
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Oh 1 joy, she sees the eastern ray

—

Strike the wild harp glad and clear—
The herald of a golden day,

The fairest in the circling year.

It is the first bright morn of May,
And stream and plain smile calmly now,

And many a wild bird pours his lay

In gladness from the greenwood bough.

Oh ! Freedom leadeth where she list

—

Strike the wild harp's string of pride

—

Wild joy the maid can ne'er resist

Impels toward Oun-na-geeragh's side

;

There, while the stream by day is kissed,

A strange sight meets her wondering eyes

—

It is not golden morning mist,

With glad larks o'er it in the skies :

The red fires of a Saxon raid-
Strike the wild harp fierce and high—

With scattered smoke o'er many a glade,
Blue curling to the breezeless sky

:

Helmet and lance, and well-tried blade,

Gleam brightly from the forest deep,
And many a creach beneath the shade

Lie silent in their morning sleep

!

" Ho I wake the tired creachs from their rest !"—
Strike the harp o'er hill and plain-.

On toward Kilfinane's mountain crest

The raiders take their course again.

Fear gathereth in the maiden's breast,

As wind away that fierce-browed horde,
Taking their pathway to the west,

Triumphant through the Spirit's Ford.

Is that the thunder of the flood

—

Strike the harp all fiercely now
She hears wild rising from the wood,

And echoing ujp the steep hill's brow ?

Oh I rushing back in panic mood,
Like leaves before a mountain wind,

The raiders come in dust and blood,
Her father and his clan behind I

# And who is he her sire before—
Strike the wild harp high and grand-

Scattering the raiders evermore
Before the wide sweep of his brand ?

Ah ! well within her fond heart's core
She knows her lover's martial form,

As fiercely on the river's shore
He sweepeth through the battle storm.

Oh 1 God, that lance-stroke through his side-
Raise the wild harp's mournful tone-

Stretches her sire where redly glide

The swift waves o'er their bed of stone

!

Down s^>ecds the maid, whate'er betide,
* Swift as Glashmona's startled hare,
And soon—death, danger, all defied—

She bendeth o'er her father there I
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Oh 1 joy—it is do mortal wound

—

Let the harp's glad tone arise—

-

She lifts his faint head from the ground
With heaving breast and tearful eves.

With wondering gaze he looks around,

As wakening sense asserts its reign

—

Oh ! joy ofjoys 1 the lost is found,

To cheer his course through life again.

The clangour of the fight is o*er

—

Strike the wild harp's proudest lay

—

Few raiders from that river shore

Passed westward through the Spirit's Way.
Glad was the look Clongibbon wore—

His herds reta'en, his valleys free-
As clasped he in his arms once more

The gold-haired maid ofgreen Fear-muighe 1

THE VOICES OF THE BELLS.

I stood on the side of a leafy hill,

One Summer Sabbath morn,
When the fragrant air was so hushed and still,

It scarcely rustled the standing corn >

And the sun shone so bright,

And the trees looked so green,

And such heavenly light

Streamed the branches between,
That an air of delight

Seemed to dimple the scene ;

—

An air of delight, as though the earth,

And the trees, and the standing corn,

Rejoiced together to welcome the birth

Of that Summer Sabbath morn.
The fragrant air was hushed and still

:

Save the gurgling plash of the shallow rill,

The song of the joyous bird,

And the drowsy hum of glittering flies,

Like drops of sunshine from the skies,

No other sound was heard.

All was so tranquil above, around,
Such a sense of repose seemed to hang o'er the ground,

So lazily still the cattle lay ;

It seemed as though Nature herself obeyed
The word of the Mighty Voice which said—

"Thou shalt keep holy the Sabbath day."

Why is it that, still 'mid the fairest scenes,

The heart is touched with sadness ?

Why is it that grief o'er the spirit steals,

When all around is gladness ?

And why, as I stood on tnat leafy hill,

Did a nameless fear my bosom chill,

That whispered to me, " Thoueh the earth be fair,

And the sun shine bright, and the balmy air

Be vocal with sweetest melody,
And the flowers be beautiful to see ;
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Yet a day will come when the wintry wind
And the biting frost will not leave behind
A vestige of all the bright array

That smiles in the sun of this summer day.

And as I gazed with saddened eyes,

A cloud seemed to cover the bright bloc skies
;

The beauty around me was all forgot,

And I turned, in sorrow, to leave the spot.

But, on the instant, a Sabbath chime,

Like some bright angelic choir,

Poured forth its melody sublime

From a neighbouring village spire

;

And, wafted over the valley near,

Fell sweetly softened on mine ear

;

And those pealing bells had a voice for me,
Which rung through my heart, oh how thrillingly !

For they seemed to say, " Though the world you see

Is as fair a9 mortal world may be,

We tell of a world more fair, more bright,

Of scenes of holier, purer delight;

Where no wintry wind, no piercing shower,

Shall wither the bloom of the delicate flower;

Where the sun, though bright, shall cease to shine,

Eclipsed by the splendour of glory divine ;

And the music of earth be hushed to hear
The strains of the celestial sphere.

And we ask you to turn from the fleeting show,

To lift your afTections from things below

;

And, forsaking awhile the flowery sod,

For the better joys of the house of God,
There seek, on the wings of faith, to rise

To the home prepared beyond the skies.

When all shall be bright, yet no more decay,

And sorrow and sighing shall flee away."

Such voice had the pealing bells for me
On that Summer Sabbath morn,

When the sun shone bright o'er meadow and lea,

And the hushed air stirred not a leaf on the tree,

Nor rustled the standing corn.

And, truly as spake the bells that day,

The glittering Summer passed quickly away

;

The golden Autumn more quietly flew o'er,

And hoary old Winter returned once more.
When, as I sat, one gloomy night.

By my blazing bogwood fire

;

Basking in the ruddy light,

As the flames leaped higher and higher

;

And listened to the driving rain

That pattered against the window pane

;

And tnc hollow wind, that moaned around,
Whirling the dead leaves that strewed the ground,
I shuddered to think how changed the scene

—

How little remained of what had been
On that Summer Sabbath morn,

When the sun shone so bright on that leafy hill.

And the fragrant air was so hushed and still

It scarcely rustled the standing corn

;

And I sighed, as 1 felt how little ofbliss

We can hope in a world so changeful as this

;

When sudden, nmid the rout
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Of moaning wind and driving rain

And whirling wind-swept leaves, again

The pealing bells rang out

;

And, though their tone was no longer glad,

As on that bright summer day,

Yet still a meaning voice they had,

And thus they seemed to say :

—

" When all was light and loveliness,

In sky, in earth, in air,

We told of a better world than this,

Of scenes more goodly fair

;

And we bid you hope and strive to win
A place that heavenly realm within.

" And now, when all is dark around,

And the wind, and the driving rain,

And the whirling leaves, are the only sound,
And each is a sound of pain ;

We bid you remember that, once again,

The summer will brighten o'er hill and plain.

" And we speak to thee, oh, weary heart,

That strugglest with sorrow or care,

And we bid thee, however depressed thou art,

Yield not thyself to despair ;

But remember, though dark the night may be,

The morning will come as certainly.

*' And we summon you all from a world of gloom.
As we did from a world of light,

To realms of never-fading bloom,
Whose days shall know no night

;

Where the troubles of life shall no more assail,

And joys shall be yours that shall never fail."

Thus spake the bells on that winter's night,

As I sat by my bogwood fire,

And basked in the ruddy, cheerful light,

As the flames leaped higher and higher.

And is not the voice of those bells, in sooth,

An emblem meet of the Word of Truth ?

Alike, when the summer's sun pours down
His flood of golden light

;

Alike, when winter's angry frown
Contracts the brow of night

;

Whether pleasure brighten the cheek with a smiley

Or grief dim the eye with a tear,

Its solemn voice is heard the while,

Pealing for ever near

;

Telling the happy this is not their rest—
Speaking of peace to the sorrow-depressed

;

Warning us all that time passes away,
With the passing chimes of each Sabbath day.

M. F. G.
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LEAVES FROM THE POtTDOOlll OLIVE. NO. V.

FIBRIlli A9D RI| VRIEIDS, BUJIABDU, CAHIHIM, A*D COM

lw noticing the poets of Portugal ac-
cording to their chronological order,
we have now reached the era of
Camoens (who was born in

1524 J ;

but it is not our intention to make
that prince of Lusitanian bards tho
subject of a paper ; and our omission is

in fact a mark of our high respect for

his fame, and our great appreciation
of his genius. We do not include

Camoens in our series, because our
object is to introduce to the reader
those poets who, though renowned
(and deservedly) in their own country,
arc comparatively but little known
beyond the Peninsula—their language
not being so generally studied as that

of Spain, France, Italy, or Germany.
But the fame of Camoens is world.
wide—it is familiar to thousands who
have scarcely heard even the name of
any other Portuguese author; nay,
who almost believe him to be the sole

(as he is the brightest) genius of his

native land. All the details that could
be collected of his romantic and most
unhappy life have been frequently

published, and are often alluded to,

and we are ourselves unable to add
anything new to that which is already

trite. We must, then, pass on to one
who, in his time, enjoyed no small

degree of fame in his native country.

Antonio Ferreira, born at Lisbon
in December, 1528, was the son of
Martin Ferreira, knight of the order
of San Jago (St. James), and agent
to Don George, Duko of Coimbra, a
natural son of King John II. The
life of Antonio Ferreira, uneventful

like that of Sa de Miranda,* was but
the simple and almost monotonous life

of a literary man of quiet, unromantic
character, and in competent circum-
stances. In his time, the road to pre-

ferment in Portugal was through the

temple of Astrtea ; and Antonio's fa-

ther sent him to study law at the

University of Coimbra, then flourish'

ing under the auspices of John III.

The youn<r student applied himself to

his profession with so much diligence,

that at an early age he filled a profus-

sor's chair, with the degree of doctor,

• See Dublin University Magazine, No. CCLIL, December, 1853.

and gave lectures on jurisprudence

But Lis professional occupations did

not divert him from the pursuit of

literature, and especially poetry.

An affectation of depreciating the

vernacular poetry was then gaining

ground among the educated classes ot

the Portuguese. The students of

Coimbra were in the habit of making

Latin their poetic medium; andSpanish

was largely adopted for the same par-

pose by many writers of note, not

Ferreira, filled with a spirit of patnou

ism, was determined on being loyal to

his mother tongue, employing no othtr

in his writings, and endeavouring to

persuade his fellow-countrymen to

follow his example. In an introduc-

tory stanza, with which he beaded the

first collection of his poems, he savs—

TO THE TRUE*HEARTED.
To you alone, true patriot souls, I sing—

For yon and far the muses tune my lyre;

To Love the tribute of my sighs I bring.

My sighs, fraught with bia passion and

hit* tire.

Take to your faithful hearts my offering,

The native strains that Phobias deup
inspire :

All that I ask of Fame is but to tell,

I loved my country and her children wel

Bot Ferreira was scarcely so wholly

national as he intended to be. He

had such a predilection for the classic

style and metres, and for the structure

of Italian verse (he was a proficient in

Greek, Latin, and Italian), that be

used them in preference to the Redon-

dillast and other national metres. It

was his aim to be a poet on the classic

type, and to be esteemed for correct

language and a highly-polished style.

His genius had dignity, but neither

sublimity nor originality ; his taste

was generally sound, but his fancy cir-

cumscribed. His favourite model wis

Horace, whence he has been called the

Portuguese Horace ; but he did not

equal his Roman prototype in terse-

ness or lightness. In fact he is con-

sidered rather to have copied thAQ

imitated the Odes of Horace ;
yet man)'

of Ferreira'a odes have been greatly
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admired for their structure and their
elegance.

While at an early age, and before
he left the university, he composed the
greater number of the one hundred
and thirteen sonnets that appear
among his works. These sonnets are
of different degrees of merit—some are
graceful and pathetic, some cold and
uiflb.se, some disfigured by conceits.

The best (at least the most touching
among them) are those dedicated to
the object of bis first love, whom be
celebrates under the appellation of
Marilia. Her real name we have not
found recorded, nor indeed any par.
ticulars relating to her, save that Fer-
reira was deprived of her by her
untimely death. We attempt the
translation of two of those sonnets,
which are generally the most admired.

SONNJET TO MARLLIA.

When tenderly I sing thy name 90 dear
(Thy name of love, my strain's enchant-

ing theme),
Earth, ocean, air, bird, flow'ret, leaf, and

stream,

That blest and soft-ton'd word rejoice to hear.
Then on the azure sky no doads appear;
The lisfner then forgets all pain and woe

;

The son (or setting Tagus' waves below
Or rising) shines with ray more warm and

dear.

The world rejoices, smiles, is renovate

;

No star malignant rulea—no pain nor at.

Alas t / only weep my hapless fate

—

All else are blest ; bat sorrow haunts we
still.

O miracle of love ! the charm I see

Giving new life to all, brings death to me.

The following was written after the
loss of the poet's beloved one

SONNET ON THE DEATH OP MARILIA.

Nymphs of the clear Almonda's margin,
where

That maid was born, that lovM one bright
and fair

5

(She, visitant from heaven, with us so-
jonrned

Short space, then brighter, fairer, home re-

turn'd

;

Marilia, virtue's rock, religion's gem,
Of regal mind, meet for a diadem

;

Bnt all too pure for this ignoble sphere,

She fled, and left it, O how dark and drear !)
Nymphs that with sweet and joyous strains

so late

Our loves, our happy loves, did celebrate,

Now mourn your loss, my bitter griefs de-

plore
;

Weep, weep with me, and smile and sing no
more.

Let the grass die on hill, the flowers on plain,

The turbid fount flow never dear again.

We translate the following sonnet
merely as a specimen of the fantastic

ideas into which Ferreira, in violation

of his usual good taste, could be se-

duced by the example of Italian Con-
cetti :—

BONNET.

Who bath seen burning snow, or fire like

mine?
Cold while it flames!—what living man

Within Death's gate, singing in joyous
mood '?

My words seem but wild ravings to combine.
Tell it, Mondegof of the gentle tide,

Thou see'st, hearest, and dost weep for me

;

Tell it, ye nymphs who list so faithfully

To those fond secrete that my lips coninle

;

Thou, Love, that dwellest here—tell, for ye
know,

How burns the fire that glances from mine
eyes

In this cold stream of tears—ah ! while they
flow,

More fiercely doth my bosom's flame arise.

Sad tears ! when shall the gaze of one be-
lov'd

Look kindly on my grief, at length to pity
mov'd.

These fantastic conceits (whichAddi-
son places in the category of " mixed
wit") were very common amongst
poets of all languages two and three

centuries ago. Our own Cowley, for
instance, overflows with them. And
here we may (juote a quatrain from
Sannazaro,^ which is somewhat " ger-
mane to the matter " of the sonnet just

translated

" Aspic* quftm tmIIj dirtrlngar LetbU curli I

^Jror^tt belt t nn*tro mimnt ah i^pie liquor :

* We have altered the original structure of this sonnet for the sake of variety.
t The river that flows Into the sea neAr Coimbra.
t A native of Naples ; died 1530.

§ For Lesbia with coudieting ills I pine,

I burn
; yet from my fire doth water flow;

Etna and Nile I am together. Quench,
Ye tears, my flame—or flame, dry up my tears.
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The talents of Fcrrcira acquired for

him a large circle of admirers and
friends, among whom were Diogo
Tieve, Professor of Ancient Literature

at Coimbra ; Sa de Miranda, himself

a celebrity j and some disciples of his

poetic school, particularly Diogo Ber-
nardes, Jeronymo Cortereal, and Pedro
Andrade de Caminha. These three

latter attached themselves in an espe-

cial manner to Ferreira, not only as

literary but also as personal friends

;

and during his life the closest intimacy

subsisted between them, and they tes-

tified for him unabated respect and
affection. They submitted to Fer-

reira their works for correction, gladly

adopting his suggestions ; and they

made him and each other the theme of

such frequent and such lonjj enco-

miums in verse, that it is difficult to

find extracts from their epistles and
eclogues, capable of interesting read-

ers in general. It is certainly com-
mendable that no literary jealousies

ever marred this friendship and confi-

dence ; but it appears to us that they

privately considered themselves pretty

equally matched with each other in the

poetic arena (for ourselves wo esteem

Bernardes the foremost in genius of

the group). But while the tour were
praising each other, and extolling

Ferreira, their great cotemporary,

Camoens, was passed over by them
(except by Bernardes) without the

notice, much less the homage, that was
due. We can but suspect that they

saw his superiority too clearly, and
were not anxious to call attention to it.

After a time Ferreira became tired

of his university life, and desirous of
establishing himself at court, as a more
brilliant sphere for his talents, and he
left Coimbra for his native city, Lis-

bon. There his ambition was gratified

by the post of Judge of the Council
of Grace,* and tho appointment of

Gentleman of the Royal Household.
Notwithstanding his official duties, he
continued to write, and to polish his

writings with his usual diligence.

The judgment of critics on the works
of Ferreira is, generally speaking, to

the following effect. Ilis epistles arc

among the best of his poems
;
they

are polished in diction, generous and
Satnotic in spirit, moral, and earnestly

idactic; but too largo a proportion

consists of laudations of individuals of

merely local fame. His elegies hive

pleasing descriptive passages, and are

graceful and sentimental. His odes

display a highly-cultivated style aod

much dignity, but little elevation, and

are often not truly lyric. His eclogues

are diffuse, and frequently insipid, and

have been made too much the vehicle!

of individual panegyrics. His genius

was, in truth, by no means of a pas-

toral turn. Though Ferreira was an

oracle among men who were learned,

or who professed to be so, there was t

tinge of pedantry, a sort of I^atinired

air, in his writings, which prevented
his being a popular poet in the wide

sense of the word.

From an eclogue of Ferreira's, en-

titled " Tityro," the subject of which

is a panegyric on Sa de Miranda, we

extract a cantiga, sung in alternate

stanzas by two shepherds, with which

the eclogue concludes :—

CANTIGA.
SKRRAXO.

My Lesbia, say how this can be ?

My heart, all flame, still follows thee i

And thou, cold, chilly ever,

Hast chang'd me to a river.

Behold ! its tide swells ceaselessly.

C.VSTALIO.

Behold ! its tide swells ceaselessly

With tears, regrets—Hope's vain desire

:

Turbid with tears it floweth,

Murmuring with grief it goeth ;

Yet warm'd by Love's unquenching fire.

8KBR.VHO.

Warm'd by my Love's unquenching fire-
Colder thy heart than snow congeal'd

;

Harder than stone that be&reth

Not water's force, but weareth

—

E'en marble to my tears would yield.

CASTALIO.

Yea, marble to my tears would yield.

But ah! Crinora, still the more

I seek thee, woo thee, love thee.

The lass my sorrows move thee :

Thy heart is hardening to its core.

My Lesbia, thine is beauty rare

;

The sun less radiant, moon less fair

;

The stars less lovely, sparkling

When midnight skies are darkling;

Less sweet the flowers Spring loves to wear.

• Diserabargador da Camara de Supplicacao.
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These lavs, in which I sing of thee

;

Our swains carved on a growing tree,

And with it growing still my love must
be

OASTAUO.

Crinora, thou as lilies white,

But like the roses blushing bright,

In speed the wind outvieing,

When from thy lover flying,

Come, close in death these eyes, whose sight

Ne'er turns from thee—my prayer receive

;

Death, thy first boon of pity give :

Twas but to die for thee I wish'd to live.

As an example of Ferreira's didactic

style, we give an extract from an Elegy

on Don Luis de Vasconcellas :

—

EXTRACT.

It is not downy couches, plearant bowers,

That form and test high noble souls ; for

they

Degenerate who lose in sloth their hours,

And, as in ashes smouldering, waste away.

But dearly bought and precious are the proud

Bright names, for valour and for worth
rever'd,

That pass from lip to Hp with praises loud,

Whose laurel crowns endure, unchang'd,

unsear'd.

Great names of heroes, who in field well

fought,

Have stood; who lov'd through foreign

lands to roam

;

Who pass'd through toils and wand'rings

peril fraught

;

Then raised their monuments of fame at

borne.

Now did they dare the rage of warring wave;

And now were flung by Fate on hostile

shore:

The fiercer grew the dangers they must
brave,

Their prowess and their triumphs wax'd
the more.

Ferreira wrote a tragedy, " Castro,"

on the well-known and favourite na-
tional subject of Ines de Castro. It

is deficient in plot, but the language
is fine. It is constructed on the model
of the ancient Greek drama, and has

a chorus of Coimbrian women. Some
of the choral odes, especially one to

Love, are, perhaps, the most beautiful

effusions of Ferreira's muse. But we
make no extracts, because the Portu-
guese drama does not enter into the

design of these papers. The " Cas-
tro " has been translated more than

once into English, and also into French,

lie produced two comedies, " Bristo
"

and " The Jealoui Man," which,

though having some comic scenes, and
having been favourably received at

Court, are not vitally and essentially

comic ; on the contrary, to the taste

of these days they must appear te-

dious.
" Colomba ** is the name of a legen-

dary poem \>y Ferreira, celebrating the

escape, by miracle, of a female saint

called Colomba, from the wild love of

a savage Moorish King. Wo have
not seen it ; but its only merit is said

to lie in its diction. lie endeavoured
to imitate the ancient Greek epigram,

but without much success. II is imi-

tations and translations from Ana-
creon do not catch the character of the

original. The best of them is consi-

dered to be the Ode in which Cupid
transfixes Mars with bis arrow, adapt-

ed from the Greek ode commencing
thus :

—

O m»tf $ m$ KvJfi{*r—-». r. X.

But Ferreira's imitation, which is in

the octaves of the Italian poetry, moves
too slowly; it has not the quick,

sparkling glow of Anacrcon's lines,

which may be compared to a streamlet

glittering in the sun as it runs along.

The first collective publication of
Ferreira's poems appeared in 1557*
when he was but twenty-nine years of
age. From tbat time a brilliant pros-

pect opened before him : he enjoyed
the honours of a University and a
Court, and might have flattered him-
self with the idea of a long and pros-

perous career. But he was destined

to furnish another among the many
examples of soaring earth-born hopes,
suddenly arrested in their flight, and
flung into an untimely grave. In
1569 the plague (brought in a ship

from the Levant) broke out in Lis-

bon, and carried offnumbers. Among
its victims was Ferreira, who thus died

at the early age of forty-one, in the

zenith of his reputation, and but twelve
years after his first publication.

Innumerable encomiums on his me-
mory were published by various writers,

and he was buried, with much honour,

in the Church of the Carmelites in

Lisbon : on his tomb, now much de-

faced, was engraved an epitaph, in

rather prosaic Latin verse.

Barbosa Maehado (Biblioteca Lusi-

tana) says nothing of Ferreira having

ever married, though he mentions that

his son, Miguel Leyte Ferreira, col-
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lected and edited all his father's works
after his death.

Diogo Bernardes, the most intimate
friend of Ferreira, was the son of Diogo
Bernardes Pimenta, and brother of the
Rev. Father Augustine ofthe Cross, a
Monk of the celebrated Carthusian
Convent of Arrabido, near Lisbon, who
was himselfa poet, and a man of great
piety. Diogo was born at Ponte do
Barca, a small town in the province of
Entro Douro e Minho, on the banks
of the Lima, a river which, as the young
poet grew up, rooted itself in his ima-
gination and his heart. He delighted
to make constant mention of it in his

verses, and called after it a collection

of his poems, " The Lima," " Flowers
of the Lima," and "Various Rhymes
of the Lima:" hence he is frequently
called " The Liniiau.''

This river took its firm hold upon
his fancy from the circumstance or its

having been called by the ancients
" Lethe,"* or the River of Oblivion.
It is recorded in ancient history, that
when the Lusitanians revolted against
the Roman sway, and Dccimus Brutus
marched against them with his troops
through the north part of the country,
when nis legions reached a ford of the
Lima (then called Lethe), and were or-
dered to cross it, the soldiers halted,
and refused to obey, fearing that, if

they crossed the Waters of Oblivion,
they would lose all memory of their

friends, and of their beloved and ho-
noured country. Dccimus Brutus re-

monstrated with them, but in vain.

At length, remembering that example
is more powerful than precept, and
that to soldiers it is better to say
" cume on " than " go on," he snatched
a standard from the hands of its bearer,
plunged into the river, reached the op-
posite bank, and from thence called to
each soldier in his band by name, thus
proving that ho still retained his me-
mory. His men, convinced by demon-
stration that the waters did not possess
the dreaded quality ascribed to them
by superstition, immediately, and with
loud cheers, followed the example of
their general.

Diogo Bernardes received a good
education, was skilled in arts and
sciences, and early displayed a poetic

taste, especially for pastoral poetry,

a-whence ho has been called the P_
guese Theocritus. His life, however,
it appears, was clouded, even from
boyhood, by many adverse circum-
stances, cares, and sorrows, to which
he alludes in an epistle in his "
addressed to a friend and
own province, George
fere* :

—

With tyrant hand mi
From the first hour I breath'd

air;

A cradle rude, and bitter milk ahe pare me,

He soon achieved fame in his native
province by his poetry, which, though
of a less polished style than Ferreira
has much more poetic feeling, more
tenderness and simplicity, and is more
congenial to human sympathies. Ho
was induced to leave his beloved L
for the shores of the Tagus, in ox
to seek preferment in the capital.
At Lisbon he formed an attachment

to a lady, whom he celebrates as «« Syi-
via." The attachment did not add to
his happiness. We are not acquainted
with its details, or the cause or its ter-
mination ; but he appears to have re-
turned, at least for a time, in order to
forgot his sorrow on the margin of his
native "Lethe." He speaks of this
ill-fated love in an epistle to Ferreira.
when requesting the latter to aid his
poetic essays with his advice.

EXTRACT.
There, where the Tagus loses tide, and naroe,f
And freshness, Love robb'd me of life's best

days.

And chang'd me to a stone, plant,water, flam*.
1 see it now—back on tbe truth I

Love, without aid, works his

well;

The herbs and words of wizards doth re-
fuse;

Nor aught doth reek of Cure's magic spell.

Though stamp'd with fame by Homer's

Now from Love's madness freed (the fire ha*
died,

The chain is broke), to Heaven I raise

my strain

;

I've drank from native Lima's Lethe-tides,
And, from past wreck renew'd, am blithe

again.

• In Africa, near tbe extremity of the Syrtes, ran a Lethe, whose course being for
distance subterranean, originated the idea of the classic river of the Internal Regions

f He means the port where the Tagus loses itself in the sea.
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Repentant of the time mis-spent, I seek

Well to redeem the rest, if this I might

:

Then let thy pow'rful muse aid mine, the

weak,

That totters onwards towards Parnassus'

height

Lone by soft murmuring Lima oft I stray,

And sing how Love's illusions can deceive;

Or celebrate in many a pastoral lay

The soft serenity of summer eve.

Amid the woods sometimes I hear the swain

Lament his nymph's disdain, or broken
troth

;

He chides the coy and bright-hair'd one in

vain;

I stand embower'd, and smile unseen at

both.*

One prayer I breathe—peaceful to live, and
free

From stain of sin : then, when Life's bonds
arc riven,

To pass away e'en so as best may be

Approv'd on earth, accepted found in

heaven.

The following amatory poem was
most probably inspired by "Silvia,

"

during the time of the poet's thraldom.

It deviates from his usual simplicity

—

TO LOVE.—A CANZOW.

Love, that hast taught my soul to know
The fervour of thy warmest glow,

The sacred fire that purifies the heart

—

Love, that hath pour'd upon my sight

New rays of thy resplendent light

—

Hear now my prayer, and one kind boon
impart

I sing of her whose beauties seem
Heaven-born alone to be ;

Then teach me strains more worth

my theme,

More worthy, Love, of thee.

Inspire me with immortal tones, and raise

Thy voice with mine to hymn that bright

one's praise.

To sing of beauty rare as this

To thee, oh, Love, is pride and bliss

—

What higher boast or glory could be thine ?

For lavish Nature gave to her

The prize o'er each competitor,

And brightest o'er the brilliant bade her
shine.

No nymph, in golden days of old,

Could her just honours share

;

How can our iron age behold

One with her to compare,

For her I'd gladly die—such death to me
Were sweeter far than Life's best joys can be.

Exalt my songs, Inspiring Love

!

Their own rude native strain above.

Without thine aid, in whom I breathe

and live,

Unequal to my wish, and weak,

Words could not halfmy feelings speak,

Or, silent and abash d, no utterance give.

Yet let me sing, so sweet so true,

'Twill charm the list'ning ear;

I'll sing, oh, beauteous eyes, of you

—

Stars of this muudane sphere.

But who should marvel at the sweetest lays

Pour'd forth beneath the influence of your
rays.

And would ye that the poet's pen

Should leave behind, for future men,

Some not unworthy scroll to tell your
fame.

Turn, turn to me, ye eyes divine,

With glance more gracious, more benign,

Your holy light—from heaven its radiance

came.

My strains shall flow more sweet

than e'er

On Lima's margin green,

Or Tagus* banks; and those who
ne'er

Your living charms have seen,

Shall see them in my numbers—line on line,

Your power shall purify, illume, refine.

But ifmy adverse fate deny

The blissful boon for which I sigh—
If my fond feelings be unahar'd, unblest,

What cau the captive soul, but show,

In silence eloquent its woe
Upon the melancholy brow imprest

Yet fre« ly I accept my ill.

Because its source is doar
;

Then sometimes l«»ok upon me still,

Ye eyes, so soft, so clear

;

Nor niggard be of Heaven's large gift, your

light-
I seek no more my sorrows to requite.

Let your kind glance the poet's song approve

;

What further grace needs be to ask of Love ?

When the poems of Caraoens first

appeared, though they attracted no
admiration from Ferreira, and other

contemporary students withCamocns at

Coimbra, Bernardes alone, of the Fer-

reira school, had the good taste and
the good feeling to avow publicly his

high appreciation of them, and to

point out their merits to others. There
was some personal friendship between
Bernardes and Camoens, till the latter

* We hope the reader will agree with us, that this verse contains a very pretty rural pic-

ture—a pleasing nwrceau of pastoral fancy.
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quitted his native land for India,

nardes even took Catnoens in many
respects for his poetic model ; a cir-

cumstance which has given colour to
an injurious accusation against the
former of unscrupulous literary rob-
bery. Catnoens, who considered his

sonnets and lyrics as very unimportant
compared to his epic, often diffused

them abroad with little care ; some of
them Bernardes was said to have pos-
sessed himself of, and to have publish-
ed them as his own during the absence,
and after the death, of the great poet.
This imputation, of which there is no
bond-fide proof, caused Diogo Bernar-
des to be depreciated far below his

merits, for a long time after his de-
cease. By some critics he was thought
too smooth and sweet—" all butter and
honey '*—others said he wrote some of
his verses with ** frost-bitten fingers;"

his faults were considered his own

;

his merits purloined. But later times
have done him more justice ; the ac-
cusation against him is not held to be
proved, and his poems have become
favourites among the literary and read-
ing classes of his countrymen.

Bernardes married (at what period
we are not informed) a lady of high
birth and great merit ; but marriage
did not dispel tbe clouds that darkened
his horizon ; on the contrary, new cares
and troubles supervened, which dis-

turbed his mind so much, that they
greatly interfered with his literary pur-
suits, as he complained in an epistle to
Don Manuel de Coutinho.
Diogo Bernardes was patronised at

the Portuguese Court before Ferreira
Appeared thero ; and he continued
there after tho death of the latter, in

1569, on which occasion he wrote an
elegy, addressed to Pedro Andrade de
Caminha, from which we extract tho
following fragment :

—

OH TBE DEATH OF FBBBE1RA.

Nymphs of bright Tagus, that with snow did

[Dec

The earth, with sable veil the starry skies,

Lamenting for the Muses' faithful lover

Come to the grave where your lost trea-

sure lies.

Come — the green laurel, myrtle, ivy twin-
ing,

Wreath his cold stone; he once loved
flow'rets gay

:

Bright in his soul a lightdivine was shining

of this mournful day.

Call here the Muse*, bid the
follow

;

Bring gifts Arabian to bis honour!

Chant ye meet strains— nor be
Apollo,

Resound his praise, for oft he

High o'er his tomh bang ve his lyre
pended,

His sweet-toned golden lyre,

his fame

;

Place ye beside it Cupid's bow,
And the bright arrows Beauty loves

Beauty and Love, with him your
have faded

;

Who could like him of Beauty's
sing?

Who could like him, with gentle peace per-
vaded,

Steal from Love's war, Love's
the sting?

Oh, thou true heart, thv native Muses k>r-
>ng,

Thou wert for us what Homer was for

Greece

—

What Virgil was for Rome thy country's
glory proving

:

Prais'd be thy memory, thou faithiul Por-
tuguese !

While Diogo Bernardes was at the
Court of Lisbon, events were ripening
into a national calamity, in which our
poet bore his own share of personal
suffering. In 1557, King John III.
died, leaving as his successor his grand-
son Sebastian, the only and posthumous
child of the Prince of Portugal, Don
John, who died of consumption but
two months after his marriage with
Joanna, sister of Philip II. of Spain.
The royal widow bad been recalled to
Spain by her brother, for reasons of
state, and the boy-king was left to the
care of his grand uncle, Cardinal Don
Henry, and of his grandmother, the
Queen Dowager of Portugal, the
Regent of the kingdom. As the boy
grew, his mother and the Cardinal mu-
tually endeavoured to prejudice him
against each other ; and thus both lost
their proper influence over him, and
he fell into the hands of worthless de-
signing favourites, who flattered his
naturally martial inclinations, assuring
him that military glory was the bright-
test merit in a king. And the Jesuits
placed about him by the Cardinal im-
pressed him with the idea that both
his duty and his glory required him to
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make war on unbelievers, to extend
bis dominions for the sake of extend-
ing the Roman Catholic Church. A
crusade in Africa, then, apainst the
Moors, became his cherished project.

In November, 1574, ho sent an em-
bassy to his uncle, Philip of Spain, on
the subject of his warlike intentions.

The ambassador was Pero de Alca-
zova, the secretary of state, and a pa-

tron of Diogo Bernardes, whom he
took with him as secretary to tho em-
bassy.

At length, June 17, 1578 (Sebastian
being then 24), he mustered bis army.
The people were sullen and discon-

tented, but the nobles and gentry flock-

ed to the royal standard as the surest

means of pleasing the king. Among
the number was Diogo Bernardes,
though he was then past the prime of
his youth, and was declining in the
autumn of life. And farther to gratify

Sebastian, all the nobles and F'ulalgos

prepared for an anticipated triumph,

and adorned their dresses, and the

trappings of their horses, in an extra-

vagant manner with gold and gems,
esj>ecially those persons who had fought
in the Portuguese wars in India, and
bad gained rich spoib ; a circumstance

to which Bernardes afterwards feel-

ingly alluded in one of his elegies. At
this juncture, however, he wrote a
sonnet full of hope and exultation.

The army amounted to 15,000 men,
including 5,700 foreigners, and 500
Portuguese volunteers.

They embarked on 29th of June,
amid the tears and mournful silence of

the people ; and Sebastian left his king-

dom without money, without gentry,

and his throne without an heir.

They arrived at Tangier, and were
met by Mahomet with reinforcements,

and determined to besiege Laracha.*

But instead of keeping near the sea,

and within reach ofhis ships, Sebastian,

contrary to the counsel of these best

qualified to advise, resolved on march-
ing into the interior of the enemy's
country. Near Alcacer-auivcrf , in the

plain watered by tnc River Lucuz,

Muley Moloc came up to the Portu-

guese with an overwhelming force of

above 60,000 men ; and he was also

reinforced by the arrival of his brother

Haniet with his troops. Muley Moloc
was dying of fever, but caused himself

to be carried in a litter, from which he
gave his orders to his officers. He
drew up his forces in the form of a
crescent, gave the command to his bro-

ther, and desired his litter to be placed

a little in the rear, for he felt his end
rapidly approaching, but he was anxious
for the fate of a battle on which his

brother's succession depended.
The battle commenced, August 4tb,

1578, with furious caunonading. The
Portuguese charged with horse and
foot, and from their desperate valour

were at first victorious. A body of

Moors were driven back to the station

of Muley Moloc, who, burning with

indignation, threw himself from the

litter, mounted on horseback, rallied

the Moors with his dying breath, led

them on, and retrieved the day. Then,
overcome by the exertion, he fainted,

and was replaced in his litter ; on his

recovery he charged his attendants to

keep his death a profound secret, lest

it should discourage his soldiers, laid

his finger on his lip to enjoin silence,

and expired.% The Moorish cavalry

wheeled round, and surrounded the

whole Portuguese army. The right

wing of the Portuguese horse, attacked

front and rear, made a brave defence,

but were forced back upon the Ger-
mans, who were advancing, and was
broken into confusion from which it

could not recover. Sebastian, who
was wounded in the shoulder, now
headed the infantry, and repelled the

Moors up to their cannon, but were in

turn repulsed by the enemy's horse,

and the disorder in the Christian ranks

became general. The mercenaries were
surrounded and cut to pieces. The
King endeavoured to rally his own
troops, but in vain. Sebastian; had
three horses killed under him ; he was
summoned to yield by the'Moors, who
promised to preserve bis life. *' But

* On the coast of Fez.

t This is sometimes written Alcazer-«eguer and Alcazer-kibir. It is on the sea coast of

Fez, on the south side of the Straits of Gibraltar.

% Similar to the heroism of Muley Moloc was that of Marshal St. Arnaud, vrho, though

feeling the band of death (by an incurable malady) upon him, beaded the
%
French in the

battle of the Alma, and remained twelve hours in his saddle, though at one time so weak as

to require the support of a trooper at each side.
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who xtill preneroe my honour f " was his

reply. His soldiers saw the standard

of Don Edward de Menezes, took it

for the royal banner, flocked to it,

and left the King almost alone, accom-
panied only by Gonzalo Chacon, a
Castilian, the Count Vimioso, Chris-

toval Tavora, Nuno de Mascarenhas,
and one or two other Portuguese.

One Fidaltfo put a handkerchief oh
the point of a sword and claimed quar-

ter for the King, but he was killed

while speaking by the Moors, as were
all that small group except Nuno do
Mascarenhas; and he was taken pri-

soner, and subsequently brought be/ore

H amet, to whom be related that Se-

bastian also was made prisoner; but
the Moors quarrelling about their

rights in him, one of their officers rode

up and ended the dispute by killing

the King.
The rout was complete} the camp

was pillaged ; 8,000 soldiers were slain

;

the noblest men of Portugal Were dead
or prisoners.

Hamet approaching the litter of
Muley Moloc to congratulate him on
the victory, first learned his death, and
was immediately proclaimed his suc-

cessor by the Moorish troops. Then
inquiring the fate of Sebastian, and
being informed by Don Nuno de Mas-
earenhas thai the King was slain, he
ordered a search to be made for ihe

royal corpse. Two days afterwards a
body wholly naked, mangled with

seven Wounds, completely disfigured

by the trampling of horses, swoln, and
partly decomposed by the heat of the

sun, was dragged from under a heap
of bodies near the spot where the King
was said to have beetf slain, and was

declared by Sebastian de* Resefide* one
of the royal pages, to be the corpse of
his unfortunate master. It wan sent

to Hamet, to whom other Portuguese

captives expressed their belief that it

was indeed all that remained of Don
Sebastian ; and Hamet cadscd it to bo
deposited in the house of a Jew in

Alcacer-quivor. Thence it was subse-

quently obtained bv Philip II. of Spain,

and buried at Bclem with the prece-

ding Kings of Portugal.

Yet the fate of Sebastian has ever

been a mystery. The supposed body
is admitted by all the historians of the

time to have been unrccognisable.

The page, Resende, and the other

Portuguese witnesses, were believed by
many to have pretended to recognise it

in order to call off pursuit from their

defeated monarch, whom they knew to

be a fugitive ; and the statement of

Nuno de Mascarenhas was thought to

have been fabricated for the same par-

pose. The Prior de Crnto, Sebastian'?

kinsman (and heir, could he have

proved himself the legitimate son of

the Infant Don Luis), always main,

tained that the King had survived tic

battle. And several persons affirmed

that he had escaped from the Moon
who were pressing on him, and thai

they had seen him making for the river

subsequently to the time at which

Mascarenhas affirmed he had beec

slain. A large part of the Portuguese
nation refused to create nts death, oat

long and fondly cherished the belia

that he would reapj>o«ir hmong th^T*^.

Nay, a kind of sect called Sebastiamttx

long existed (indeed we believe is not

yet quite extinct), who maintained
that he still lives* with an enchanted
life, oT supernatural!^ preserved, and

will reappear to deliver Portugal hi

some day of its utmost need.
I)io?o Bernardes had been mai

r?

prisoner by a Moor> who carried him

away into the mountains, where he en-

dured a rigoroos captivity, embittered

by the knowledge or his country's ruin,

and by the remembrance of the many
dear friends he had seen so miserably

perish. He poured forth his sorrows

in several elegies, one of which we

shall here translate. In these lays of

bis captivity, there are often points of

resemblance with the "Tristia" of

Ovid, written during Ma exile in Pen.

BLBGT IS CAPTIVITT.

I, who my strains of love in freedom san>f

To Lima's sound (soft-vetoed, re^nu^i
river),

A captive now weep to the iron clang
Of chain that wounds my naked foot

where never

In these rude scenes can tears to pity move

—

Where all unhonour'd and unknown i* Lovt

* A like popular belief long existed Among the Scots relative to James I., slain at Floddu

;

among the Britons, concerning King Arthur
;
among the Irisli, of a hero called DLim

Wheeling
;
among the Swiss, concerning their three champions ; and the Germans, aboot

Frederick Barbarussa.
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Alas! that Death bath left me still to live—
This misery within whose grasp I languish,

Exceeds the sharpest pang that Death could

give

;

And thou, oh, melancholy Day ! thine

anguish

Ceasing when feeling ceas'd with life, amid
Oblivion's depths would be for ever hid.

Thou Sun ! why didst thou not thy rays

veil o'er,

Nor see the grass, that by thine own fierce

glowrug
Was scorched, all wet with Luaitahian gore

;

Ay, royal gore, its precious life-drops

flowing.

Such mournful sight with pity might im-
press

Hearts fierce as beasts that roam the wil-

derness.

Ah, Monarch ! nought thy youth, thy
strehgth avail'd,

Thy royalty, thy courage, dangers braving

;

Thy martial genius, tried and prov'd, hath
fail'd

To be thy guard, from crimson slaughter

saving

;

From hand remorseless arm'd with steel and
fire,

From cruel hearts Inflara'd by deadliest ire.

Against thee Mars conspir'd—In yonder field

Had'st thou is vietor stood, enwreath'd

with glory,

Jlis fame full well he knew to thine should
yield,

Thy name obscuring his in future story.

The Luaian sway, that tbou wouldst fain

extend,

Expir'd with thee, doom'd with thy days to

end.

Thy bands, buoy'd by thine own ill-founded

trust,

Went forth with thee— what wrought
their undeceiving V

The foe's keen sabre, and the lance's thrust.

They went as though the peril unperceiv-

ing,

Vcil'd by tby will (peril so clear to see),

That with thy daring theirs should equal be.

Hap how it might, self-seeking spirit ! lost

Is thine ambition 'mM the winds of hea-
ven

;

Would that to thee alone so dear it cost

!

And thou must give, if not already given,

Account to the Eternal Judge, whose ear

Nought of dissembling or of false will hear.

On yon red plain the lowly and the proud,

The strong, the weak, arc undistinguish'd

By iJt*
low'd

made equal—Death, who thus al-

By Heaven's decree, his fatal dart fast

flying,

Hath wroaght at once on all the doom of

fate,

Nor suffer'd them life's natural term to wait.

Lost sons of Portugal
! . the true and brave,

Who mourns not this vast unimagin'd

slaughter?

Ye He (by hostile earth denied a grave)
Expos'd beside the winding Lucus' water;

Or find a tomb in maw of savage beast,

Or rav'nlng birds that make the dead

Bnt little reck ye now of funeral rite,

In yon blest realms to which ye hate
ascended

To sit on thrones; yc spirits pure and bright,

For you adversity and care have ended

;

For you all human bonds are burst, and ye
Have soar'd from earth, no more your

prison, free*

Friends, with whom I adventuring luckless,

bore

Part in all perils to your lot were given,

Now 1 have lost you, nought can cheer me
more

—

Tour comrade, I in the hot fight have
striven

:

But at the close, heaven oped for^oti Its gate,

And chaiod me here to mourn my captive

state.

All that I view around augments my pain

The sun departing leaves me sunk tit

And finds me sail when he returns again

—

1 bathe with useless tear-drops, Eve and
Morrow,

The rugged foot of this steep savage rock,

Whose haughty frown seems but my woo
to mock.

Still, lovely to my troubled thoughts shall

seem
My own regretted Lima, dear for ever

;

E'en if Oblivion's spell be in its stream,

It hath no power on me, forgetting never

—

Its soft low murmur could not lull to rest

Remembrance ever wakeful in my breast.

* " Sive locum specto, locus est inamnbilis, et quo
pol«*t fotua tristius orbe nihil."

Ovid, Tristia, lib. v., Eleg. 8.
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If on that silvery sand, those verdant banks,

To tread once more, heaven in its bounty

grant me,

Spar'd from a bloody death in War's dread

ranks,

Free, but not glad (no more can joy

enchant me),

ni mourn in song the griefs by others known,

E'en as a captive now I mourn my own.

Bernardes was at length ransomed,

and returned to his country. After

the death of Henry, the Cardinal-

King, when Philip II. of Spain had

established by force of arms his claim

to the Portuguese crown, Bernardes

received, in 1583 or '84, the appoint-

ment of gentleman-in-waiting in the

household of the Archduke Albert of

Austria, Viceroy of Portugal for

Philip, whose daughter he had mar-

ried. Camoens would not have

brooked to receive favours from the

foreign despots who had destroyed the

freedom and nationality of his coun-

try ; he was grief-smitten when he

beard of the ruin at Alcazer-quiver,

and exclaimed, " At least I shall not

outlive my country ;" and in the

course of the following year he died

brokeu-hearted in an hospital.

The mind of Diogo Bernardes, im-

pressed by his many cares, and his

unfortunate adventures, and influenced

by the example of his pious brother,

Augustine of the Cross, took a reli-

gious bias, and the poems of his later

days were all, or almost all, devotional.

They were published in a collection of

his verses, entitled, " Various Rhymes
to tho Good Jesus.'* We shall trans-

late one of them, written in the old

national Portuguese Endechas, a kind

of plaintive verse, in stanzas of four

short lines :

—

ENDECHAS*
TO IHB SOUL.

Soul, why self-deceiving,

Self-forgetting be ?

To mortal life thus giving

Triumphs over thee.

Life maltreats, betrays thee,

Yet thou lov'st it—why
E'en for that which slays thee

Dost thou gladly die?

All that Life requiring,

Seeks, or can obtain,

Given to its desiriug,

Were but brief and vain.

Whence proceeds the erring

And perverted will.

To certain good preferring

But too certain ill?

Vain opinions choosing,

Or bowing to their sway.
Reason's 'best refusing.

Self-will to obey.

Sonl, reform thine errors,

Bid wild wishes cease ;

Think what waits thee—terrors.
Or eternal peace.

Soul, ere sad thou fleest

Hence, by self o'ertbrovri:,

Think on all thou seest,

All thou 'at seen and known-

Ills in fresh profusion

Years fast rolling bring

;

And from each delusion

Thousand others spring.

Deadly foes surround thee,

And thy pathway hem ;

Ah! they've heedless found thee

Of thyself and them.

Soul, on what relying ?

What thy trust ? whence born ?

Are not hopes fast flying

On the wings of Morn ?

Joys like flowers late blooming

(Bnt of quick decay),

Pinions light assuming,

Pass like winds away.

And with them for ever

Care's dark wings they 've ta'ea

Care can quit us never,

But must here remain.

Death in life enfolds us,

Nought from death can save

;

Now the cradle holds us.

Now the narrow grave.

Death wars on, unsated ;

Poor and rich must fall

;

All from earth created—
Earth must cover alL

Thousand paths we follow

That to errors lead,

Errors hurtful, hollow,

Prov'd when past remcde.

Take, my soul ! take duly,

For thy Future thought

;

Heedless spirits truly

Ne'er can profit aught.
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Death and judgment—ponder
Wisely theme like this

;

Crown of glory yonder

—

There the dark abyss.

Look on heaven, whose splendid

Light thou yet may'st share ;

Think who once descended

Thence to raise thee there.

We shall conclude our specimens
from Bernardes with one of his reli-

gious sonnets, altering its peculiar*

address to an invocation of the Al-
mighty, in order to adapt it to general
acceptance

DEVOTIOMAL SONNET.

Thou Holy One ! when shall my bosom glow
With fire divine? when, when shall I

refuse

Each vain desire and dream the world

pursues.

Content the love of thee alone to know.
Oh ! had I wings to soar above this low
Dim earth, from all its bonds for ever free,

To reach thy heaven, where nought of

pain can be,

Nor blighted hopes, nor sighs, nor tears of

woe

—

But he doth live unworthily, whose heart

Divides the love that wholly i's thy due
;

Ah, when I see how good, how pure thou

art,

And my own errors and my weakness view,

I feel I merit not to love thee—none
Can serve thee well who love not the*

alone.

The works of Diogo Bernardes are

the collections called " The Lima,"
containing his eclogues and epistles ;

" Various Rhymes, or the Flowers of
the Lima;" " Various Rhymes to the

Good Jesus," containing his devotional

and moral poems ; " Elegy on the
Death of Ferreira several sonnets,

eclogues, epistles, canzons, and an
ode, in a MS. Cancionero, collected in

1577, by Father Pedro Ribeiro, and
preserved in the library of the Portu-
guese Cardinal de Sousa. At one
time he contemplated writing a history

of the Kings of Portugal, but aban-
doned his intention Iroin want of
encouragement.

Bernardes died at an advanced age,

in 1506, having outlived his country,

and all his cotemporary friends, except
his brother, Augustine of the Cross,

who dedicated an elegy to his memory,
and survived him twenty-three years.

Our poet was buried in the Church of

the Nuns of Santa Anna, near the

spot where Camoens was laid, without
a stoncf to say where rested the

greatest of Portuguese poets. Ber-
nardes has been highly praised by
many writers, foreign as well as

native ; and is honourably mentioned
by Lope de la Vega in his «' Laurel of

Apollo."
Pedro Andrade de Caminha, the

personal friend of Ferreira and Ber-

nardes, less gifted than either, and less

adventurous than the latter, enjoyed a
tranquil and monotonous existence,

exempt from the vicissitudes ex-

perienced by Bernardes. Like his

friends, he made his way at the Court
of Lisbon, where he obtained the ap-

pointment of gentleman of the bed-

chamber. He was especially patronised

by Don Duarte, natural son of John
III., a young man of eminent talents,

virtues, and piety, who was introduced

at court by nis royal father in 1554,

when he was nineteen. His good qua-

lities conciliated the affections of even
the Queen and her children ; and he
had commenced a work on Portuguese
when he died, universally lamented, at

the age of twenty-eight. But even at

that early period of nis life he had at-

tained the dignity of Archbishop of

Braga,t Primate of Portugal, with a
diocese containing 1,200 parishes, and
worth 40,000 ducats a-year. Caminha
commemorated his young patron in an
epitaph, which has, however, no par-

ticular merit.

Caminha's great ambition was to

imitate Ferreira in correctness and ele-

gance of language ; but he was not,

like Ferreira, a classical scholar, and
was deficient in inspiration— he was,

in fact, more a man of literary tastes

than of poetic genius. His style is

sometimes obscure, his sentiments want
strength and elevation, and his ideaa

• In the original, it w addressed to the Virgin Mary. The frequent repetition of the word
love, In this sonnet, is an example of the style of the early Portuguese poets, who delighted

in dwelling pointedly on some particular word or idea, as emphatic.

t In sixteen years after his death, a monument to hto memory was erected by an admirer
of Camoens' poetry.

X Braga U 180 miles north of Lisbon, in a fertile and pleasant country of the province of
Entre Alinho e Douro.
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are limited. II is eclogues are cold and
tedious ; but his odes are commended
for simplicity and grace. His epistles

have animation and variety ; and his

talen t was of a didactic cast, well suited

to that kind of composition ; but they
are inferior in thought to the epistles

of his model Ferreira. He wrote up-
wards of eighty epitaphs, which arc

little more than laudations, sometimes
pompous, sometimes commonplace, of
nis learned friends, or of great men.
He composed also about 250 epigrams
in imitation of the grave Greek epi-

gram, many of which are esteemed
among the best of his effusions. Like
Ferreira, he was not a popular poet

;

his admirers were conBned to critics,

and men of reading : bis poems, there-

fore, were only circulated in MS. dur-
ing his life, and after his death fell

gradually into oblivion ; but about
fifty or sixty years ago they were re-

covered, and printed by the Royal
Society of Lisbon.

It is remarkable that Caminha never,

in any of his writings, named (or even
alluded to) his great contemporary
Gamoens, while he extolled the in-

feriors of that true poet ; — a proof of
either exceeding bad taste or bad feel-

ing. Caminha survived his admired
Ferreira twenty-four years, dying in

1594, at Villa Viciosa,* a strong town
in Alentejo, then the residence of the
Dukes of Braganza, who had a hand-
some palace there. We proceed to

translate a few specimens of Caminha's
poems. The following is the commence-
ment of an elegy on

WINTER,

(IX AXSWBft VO XKKREIRA'a KLKOY 01 MAT.)

Sweet Summer's gone— stern Winter comes
instead

—

Cold, dark, and comfortless, and fraught

with care;

His reign begins with ire, and menace dread

;

Commotions in the earth, the sea, the air,

That threaten many a ruin, wreck, and ill

;

And anxious hearts with sad forebodings filj.

The winds rage round andround with fury rife;

All things are shaken, and each element

At war with each, wages a mingled strife

:

Earth seems as drawn within herself, close

pent,

Inert, oppreat, and now no more supplies

Her wonted boons, but niggard-like denies.

Or on her witber'd surface shows at roo*t,

Dry reed and thistle, briar and oakeJ
thorn,

That nought of gladness or of grace

Gone is the beauty that was wont
The verdant scene— when thousand

flowers,

With

Sprinjrlct and river now no longer flow
With summer tide of waters, pure and

clear

;

Troubled, and cold, and dark they mourning

Along their course, through sedges brown
and sere.

Hush'd is the music of the leafless grot-es ;

The birds are silent all, nor sing tbeir
'

Here is one of Caminha's amatory

THE WOUNDS OF LOVE.

Wounds hi the breast are perUoi

But fatal when they pierce the
How doth it hap that Love can thus

Strike deep, and leave his pobou'd dart
Yet see his victim living still ?

—

Alas! be joys with cruel skill,

To make the sufferer life retain

—

for while life lasts shall last Loye's pain.

A serious epigram in which
describes herself as ingenious :

—

My life not in myself but others dwells

;

I have no body, yet I fill deep dells

;

My voice is heard, although no voice have I

;

I bear not, yet to good and ill reply

;

I ne'er was seen, yet me do all men know ;

I have no place, and yet to many go.

Transformed was I in this mysterious

By Love, who view'd my love with
eyes :

Echo my name, Narcissus, his I lov'd,

Whose death was mine
;
my love thus fatal

prov'd.

Jeronymo Cortebeax, the fellow-

student, at Coimbra, with Ferreira and
his friends, was of noble birth and in-

dependent fortune. His father, Ma-
nuel Cortereal, was gentleman in wait-

ing to King Emmanuel of Portugal

;

and was apj>ointed by King John UL,
in 1524, Governor of the Isles of
Terceira and St. George. He married
Donna Brittes de Mendonea, Lady of

• It lies eighty-three miles S.E. of Lisbon, in a fertile country, having quarries of

In the suburbs of the town are (or were) the ruins of a temple of
'
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Honour to Catherine (Queen of John
III.) and granddaughteroftheVi*count
de Valdierma. Jeronymo was their

third son, and was born at Evora,* the

capital of the province of Alentejo,

situated among the mountains in a
pleasant country. He was early sent

to the University at Coimbra, where
he made considerable progress in let-

ters, arts, and sciences. Lope de la

Vega, in his " Laurel of Apollo," calls

him " the learned Cortereal." He was
a good musician, and possessed some
skill in painting. A picture of his,

representing St. Michael, was long
preserved in the Chapel of All Souls,

in Evora.
Cortereal was of a warlike spirit,

and accordingly entered into the ser-

vice of his country and went to India,

then tbe theatre of Portuguese glory,

where he signalised himeelf by his per-

gonal bravery, and his military talenU ;

and he obtained tbe rank of Admiral
about 1571. He had married Donna
Louisa de Vasconcellos, daughter of

George VasconceJlos, Superintendent
of Ordnance. He returned from
India ; and in 1576 wrote a poem in

{Spanish (an infidelity to his vernacular

which would have shocked Ferrcira,

were he living); it was called the
<> Austriada," and the subject was the

victory gained by Don John of Aus-
tria (natural son of the Emperor
Charles V.) over the Turks, in the

Gulf of Lepanto, in 1571, in which
battle Cervantes lost his hand. Cor-
tereal dedicated his poem to Philip IL
of Spain, who wrote him, in reply, a
complimentary letter, in which his

majesty says, "you have displayed in

this work the talents, judgment, and
other excellent qualities with which
God has endowed you."

In 1578, Cortereal joined the ill.

omened expedition of Sebastian to

Africa ; and, like his friend Bernardes,
had the misfortune to be taken prisoner

by the Moors, with the additional an-

guish of seeing his heir slain by his

side. He suffered a very rigorous cap-

tivity, but at length regained his li-

berty, and retired to the peaceful

seclusion of his quinta, or villa, on his

patrimonial estate of Palraa, near
Evora, to which he had succeeded.

And there, in the society of bis wife

and only surviving child, a daughter,

he devoted his leisure to the cultivation

of the Muses. His quinta was delight-

fully situated among noble mountains

and wooded heights ; and be ohose for his

Parnassus a seat formed by nature of

the living rock, on the high pinnacle

of an eminence, from which he enjoyed

an extensive, varied, and beautiful

prospect ; and there he sat while he
was employed in composition.

After the decease of tbe old Car-

dinal-King, Henry, Philip II. laid

claim to the crown of Portugal, as

grandson to Emmanuel, by his daughter

Isabella, wife of the Emperor Charle*

V. Other claimants there were ; but

tbe principal was Antonio Prior de
Crato, who asserted himself to be the

legitimate son of Don Luis, son of

Emmanuel. A large party of the

Portuguese (though thev knew his pre-

tensions were false) flocied to his stan-

dard from hatred to the Spanish yoko ;

and he waged war for a while with

Philip. But Portugal was exhausted

and dispirited—Antonio was defeated,

and Philip triumphed—and one of the

first places that submitted to the

Spaniards was Cortereal's native city

of Evora. When Philip visited his

new dominions, bis route lay by Evora,

and he visited the quinta of Cortereal

and his Parnassus, and expressed him-

self greatly pleased with the beautiful

scenery.

Cortereal died about 1508 (before Ca-
minha and Bernardes) ; and his works
were subsequently edited by Antonio
de Sousa, who had married his daugh-
ter. His writings, beside his Austnada,
consist of an epic on the second siege

of Diu ;— another called "The Ship-

wreck of Sepulveda "— an elegy on a
noble lady of Evora— a poem, in se-

veral cantos, on the destruction of
King Sebastian— and another called

"The Epilogue of Celebrated Portu-
guese Leaders ;

"— these two latter

have, however, we believe, never been
printed. The epics are in blank verso,

and were admired in their day ; but
the verdict of later critics is, that

though containing some fine ideas and
fine language, they have many bad
lines, and but little poetrv ; and are

disfigured by being overloaded with

the classic mythology in the pedantic

taste of the times.

The siege of Diu was an inspiring

* Evora lies sixty- five miles E. by & from Lisbon, and is an Archbishopric
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theme for a Portuguese poet ; for there

his countrymen displayed prodigies of
valour and fortitude that are almost
incredible. Diu y a town and fortress

in a small island belonging to Guzerat
(Hindostan), at the entrance of the

Gulf of Cainbay, had come into the

power of the Portuguese about 1535;
and was besieged unsuccessfully by the

Mogul army in 1538. But the second
investing, commenced in 1546, was the

memorable siege. An army of up-
wards of 60,000 Indians besieged the

citadel, defended by a few hundred
Portuguese, under Don John de Mas-
carenhas, receiving occasionally a few
small reinforcements. The siege lasted

eight months, during which time the

cannonade was incessant and furious,

and the assaults frequent and despe-

rate. But the handful of Portuguese
were victorious. During the siege the

Portuguese women worked on the for-

tifications, encouraged the soldiers,

and fought valiantly, repelling the as-

sailants, and several of these heroines

were killed. At one time 500 of the

Indians assaulted a bastion, but were
kept at bay by five Portuguese, till a
reinforcement of fifteen Fidalgos, un-

der Mascarenhas, arrived, and these

twenty men beat off the enemy. At
another time the Governor, wishing to

have a prisoner brought in, that be
might learn something of what was
passing without, a Fidalgo, named
Diogo Anaia Coutinho, descended by
a rope, under cover of night, and ap-

proached the Indian camp; he saw
two of the enemy conversing together,

stole upon them, slew one with his

lance, seized the other, and in spite

of his vigorous resistance, dragged
him by main strength to the Portu-
guese Corps dc Garde, and handed
over his captive to the Governor.
T.'icO perceiving that the helmet (which
he had borrowed from a comrade) had
fallen from his head during his wrest-

ling with the 1 inlian?, he re-descended
the rope, returned to the scene of his

f it, and in face of the enemy picked

i-i> the helmet, and safely regained the

fortress.

The work which Cortereai himself

preferred was his *' Shipwreck of Se-
pulveda," founded on the story of Ma-
nuel de Sousa Sepulveda, an officer in

the Portuguese army in India, who

had married Donna Leonora Albuquer-
que and Sa, a relative of CortereaTs
wife. About 1550, he embarked with

his wife, whom he tenderly loved, and
their two children, on board a vessel

called the St. John. The ship was
wrecked near the Cape ofGood Hope,
but the crew and passengers, nearly

500, were saved. They set out on

foot to reach Mozambique, notwith-

standing the great distance ; and dur-

ing a laborious march of three months,
fighting their wav, they suffered the

extremities of hunger and thirst, and
their numbers were reduced by death
to 130. They reached the states of a
barbarous chief, named Ofumo, who
perfidiously affected friendship for the

strangers, and, telling them that his

people were jealous of their intentions,

seeing them armed, persuaded them
to give up their weapons of defence,

notwithstanding the experience they

had had in their constant skirmishes

with the Africans as they advanced.
The moment the Portuguese laid down
their arms they were attacked by Ofu-
mo and his people, who strippea them
of all they possessed, and drove them
destitute into the deserts. Leonora
and her children died of hunger and
exhaustion, Manuel, overwhelmed with
grief, laid them in a lonely <n*ave, then
wandered away into the forests, ami
was never heard of more. The rest of
his companions perished one by one

;

two or three of his attendants sur-

vived, and reached India, where they
related the melancholy circumstances,

on which Cortereai founded his poem.
We subjoin a translation of his de-
scription ofthe death of Leonora, with
which we conclude our paper.

THE DEATH OF LEONORA..

lie* reached his I^eonora, hovering now
Just at the entrance of Death's dreaded rale

;

Her glances dim were wandering round to

seek

Him, and him only ; when she saw him near

She strove her powers to rally, strove to

speak;

Bat Death her words impeded; then she gazed

On him, her loved, her lost, her only friend

;

Fain would caress him, could not— sunk to

earth.

Those eyes, so fatal once to lovers* peace,

Now closed iu death ; a mortal angui*}» spread

O'er that once smiling and angelic face.

Vanished the rosy tinge—chill, motionless

• anuel Sousa Sepulveda.
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The soft white hand ; breathless the ivory

breast.

As 'raid the ruins of some antique fane

A stately statue lies, and 'mid the wrecks

Still shows how lovely, priceless, once it was,

Still shows the beauty of the fine profile,

The limbs so graceful—but inanimate.

Thus on the desert strand lay Lconore

;

Her form, like Parian marble, cold and white

;

Her long and sunny tresses thickly clung

Dishevelled o'er her, like a modest veil.

The wretched husband, smit with fierce de-

spair,

Trembling through all his frame, and bear-

ing not

The heavy burden of o'erwhelming grief,

Lay down beside the corpse of his belov'd,

And sadly gazed on that dead loveliness.

Mournful he thought on that most wretched

end

Of their past happiness, whose memory
Made present grief more deep, more bitter,

now.
He passed in sad review (with double grief)

Their love's so varied course — troubled at

first,

Auspicious then and bright ; he sadly thought

Huff like a shallow Heeled changeful Time-
Then when hedeemed upon the topmost verge

Of Fortune's wheel he stood— it turned ; he

fell

Convulsed in a long agony he lay,

Weakened, opprest with grief ; at length he

rose,

And mute, and weeping sought some fitting

spot

Amid the desert for his dear one's rest.

His own hands scooped amid the arid sands

A lone and narrow grave ; then his slow steps

Retracing, in his arms he bore that cold,

And worn, still lovely and beloved corse
;

He laid her down ; her maidens rent the air

With their wild ahrieks at these sad obse-

quies.

"Q, CTuel fate," they cried, "why dost

thou hide

Such loveUness for ever from our eyes ?"

They placed her in her long dark home;
they raised

The funeral wail
;
they bathed the spot with

tears,

And spoke a solemn and a last farewell.

M. E. M.

RECENT TOURISTS IN AMERICA—A MERRY ONE AND A WISE ONE.*

When a man is about to travel, the

most important consideration with him
—next to the all-important one of his

exchequer— should be the selection of

his companions. On this depends much
of the pleasure, the profit— ay, and
the very character of his travelling.

If he be counselled by u9— and we
flatter ourselves we know something
about the subject— he will not asso-

ciate himself with a moody or a gloomy
man ; your lover, who seeks to free

himself from the spell of some hopeless

passion, or one who changes his climate

that he may flee from his cures, or a

fentleman who has outrun the consta-

le, and would also outrun all his cre-

ditors ; or a fellow whose whole soul

is in fleshpots, whose thoughts all day
are of table d'hotes, and whose nights

are devoted to nightmare and indiges-

tion. By no means : let him eschew
such men as he would eschew the fiend

himself, if he were to offer his com-

pany, as Mephistocles offered himself

to Faust. But let him look out for

two associates in especial, and having
found them, let him procure their

company at any price—one, a thought-
ful, contemplative man, with good
powers of observation, and sufficient

learning and mental training to be
able to turn what he sees to good ac-

count ; who shall look at men and
things as the Ithican did, and so draw
from all he sees and hears wisdom and
knowledge—the other, a fellow of lively

wit and pleasant temper, keen to see

all that lies on the surface of society

and on the face of the land through
which he journeys ; one in whose com-
position there shall be a strong tinc-

ture of the picturesque and a dash of

the dramatic ; who can seize upon all

that is entertaining in the foibles of
mankind, as he can upon the irregula-

rities of the landscape, and who is sure

to pick up adventures wherever he

• " Things as they are in America." By William Chambers. William and Robert
Chambers, London and Edinburgh. 1854.

"Whitlings from the West." By Abel Log. Edinburgh: James Hogg. 1854.
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goes— a man who, as Laurence Sterne
says, ** interests hi* heart in every-
thing, and who, having eyes to see

what time and chance are perpetually
holding out to him as he journeyeth
on his way, misses nothing he can
fairly lay his hands on." Seek out
two such companions with all diligence,

O man, who would travel ; and when
you have found them, compel them to

go, not one mile or twain, with you,
but the whole of your journey from
Dan to Beeraheba ; so shall no spot be
barren for you, but you shall ever, as

you speed along, be merry and wise
from the moment that you issue from
the domestic doorposts till you return
to your household cods.

We were put upon these thoughts,
partly by tne recollection of some
pleasant passages in our own days of
travel, but principally by tho perusal
of the two books which we already in-

dicated. Were we about to cross the
Atlantic in the flesh, and wander
through the Canadas and the United
States, we could desire no better com-
panions than William Chambers and
Abel Log. But as this may not be,

let us go with them in spirit, and in-

vite all our readers to be of the
party.

There is something not inappropri-

ate in bringing these two travellers

together. Each has passed through
much of the same country, each has

S'ven his thoughts to the public, in

e first instance, through the medium
of an Edinburgh weekly periodical,

and each now comes before us in a
volume produced by an Edinburgh
publisher. Here, however, the analo-

gy ceases. Mr. Chambers set out in

the autumn of 1853, to see things as

they really were in America, with his

naked vision and a sober mind. But
Abel Log went forth laughiug from
the moment that the door closed be-

hind him at lvynook, mounting a pair

of rose-coloured goggles upon his eyes,

that tinged every object with a warm
hue, and now and then slightly dis-

torted them ; and, blessed with a fancy-

so vivid, aiid a temperament so poeti-

cal, that we suspect he now and then
saw things as they were not in Ameri-
ca. But let that pass— if they were
not all as Abel says they were, the

more is the pity. Assuredly, they
ought to have been so ; and we may
apply to many a pleasant story and
personal adventure in the "Whit-

lings," the Italian adage—" Se no* §

vero, e ben trovato."

And here we now are, like Gar-rick,

between tragedy and comedy— or, ra-

ther, between philosophy and fun,
scarce knowing to whicu we shall first

S've ear. But William Chambers m
oking at us with a composed and

somewhat reproachful countenance,
having caught us laughing at a sally of

Abel's, and so we turn to the philoso-

pher, and look sedate.
" Come," says Mr. Chambers, " we

shall take our passage in that noble
Cunard steamer, 'The America.' See
what a strong, compact vessel she is,

built wholly in the Clyde, with engines
of the most trustworthy workmanship,
and in the charge of first-rate seamen.
Everything goes on like clockwork, as

the saying is, and there is all the regu-
larity and precision of a man-of-war.**
Abel Log gave us a poke at the other
aide. " Never mind the America,**
said he, " but come with me in the

Golightly, Captain Tophamper, 320
tons per register, and A 1 at Lloyd's ;

one gun, fourteen men and a-half.

What a tight, symmetrical little brig!

Sec the pilot sitting upon the combings
of the after- hatchway, smoking a cigar

the size of an ordinary belaying-pm.
There's the chief mate, Mr. Tongs,
noising his person upon the heel of the

bowsprit, and issuing a variety of very
vociferous orders, to which no one ap-
pears to be paying the slightest atten-
tion. That there is the second mate,
Mr. Major; he is just now amusing
himself with ropef-ending a thin boy, an
operation he is pleased facetiously to

term, ' sweetening him up.' And,
hark ! do not you hear the crew sing-

ing as they hoist the mainsail? Never
mind that leviathan tea-kettle, but nut
your foot with me into the Golightly."

Well, what are we to do ? We can't

refuse either, anil, therefore, we must
go with both ; and as we are spirit-

travel liqg
?
tbere is no difficulty in the

matter*

Qur good fvien.fl, Mr. Chambers,
takes us methodipallv through the whole
qf The America I lie has an eye that

nothings escapes, and a mind that

makes its observations upon every-
thing. Ue tells us how much fuel is

daily consumed, how the whole deck is

disposed into apartments ; he takes us

down into the saloon, and through the

sleeping apartment— even the ladies'

dormitories do not escape; he dis-
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courses upon the manner in which the
ship is worked; he tells us how the
passengers spend their time between
eating, drinking and playing, smoking,
talking, reading, lounging, and walk-
ing, till he convinces us that it is really

a very pleasant thing to take a run of
twelve days in a first-claw steam liner

to Halifax.

"Twelve daysl" said Abel Log;
" why, one has not time to make ac-
quaintance with his company in twelve
days. One way or other, we Bhall take
over forty to make Quebec ; but then we
shall be so jolly— such variety, calms
and storms, lying- to and tossing about

;

and Captain Tophamper says we shall

be a nice, snug, agreeable party." And
so thev were, unless Abel Log draws a
terribly long bow ; and they had as

much adventure and fun as could well
be expected to fall to the lot of any
ship's crew. And Abel has a charm-
ing talent for stringing verses together,
and is a first-rate band at spinning a
yam. Here's what he says of a dinner
in a storm—a very different affair from
the orderly repast which you take at
your ease in the America :

—

" Nor shall I soon forget the humoura of

that day's dinner hour. The table was, of
course, provided with guards, but they were
of little use upon the present occasion, as the
Golightly was one moment erect upon her
atom, and the next balancing herself upon
the extreme end of her bowsprit, with her
keel rather awkwardly exposed. Lurch
No. 1 carried away the cruet-stand and
biscuit-tray ; No. 2 knocked the chief mate's

head through the panel of one of the * state-

room' doors ; No. 3 cleared off knives, forks,

and spoons ; No. 4, plates, dishes, and mats;
while No. 5 eloped with the potatoes and
pickled onions ; and No*, 6, 7, and 8 splash-

ed the pea-soup into the captain's face,

thumped him twice on the brow with tho
ladle, and finally crowned him with tho
empty tureen, an ornament which imparted
to the features of our skipper a dignity of
expression that would have quite baffled

the brash of any of the old masters. But I

was scarcely less taken with the novelty of
this scene than with the self-posse^iou of

Mr. Major, the second mate. During the
struggle he had been hurled violently from
his chair, and when I turned round some
time afterwards, wondering why he did not
resume his seat, I perceived that he had been
so considerate as to cany' away his knive,

fork, and plate with him, and was now
quietly finishing his beef in a retired corner
of the cabin."—pp. 21, 22.

Mr. Chambers 'made bat a short

stay at Halifax, the vessel being ulti-

mately bound for Boston, but he con-
trives to make the most of his time.

He falls in for an agricultural fetef a
ploughing-match, and a public dinner,

and speaks very favourably of the
farming; and, as might be expected,
the educational institutions were ob-
jects of his especial attention. We
have a great deal of valuable and ac-
curate information and sensible reflec-

tions, from our guide, in relation to the
prospects and capabilities of Nova
Bcotia, which he sums up in the fol.

lowing observations :

—

"In taking leave of this interesting
British province, I am glad to be in a posi-
tion to bear witness to its general progress.
For some cause, which I am unable to divjuo
the Nova Scotians have been spoken of deri-
sively as Blue Xo4e*

t who are in most things
behind the rest of the world. I have not re-
frained from lamenting the unfortunate cir-

cumstances which tend to exclude the country
from the benefits of railway inter-communi-
cation ; and in this, as well us some other
matters, there is room for amendment Bjit,

to give the Nova Scotians their due. tjie

wonder is not that they have done solittle,
but so much. In the face of all sorts of
misrepresentations and sarcasms, they have
made extraordinary advances as regards tho
fisheries, and coasting and foreign commerce,
and also the carrying-trade of other coun-
tries. I find by a late report of the lieute-
nant-governor that, at the end of 1852, the
number of vessels registered in the province,
and actually employed in conducting its

fishery commerce, and carrying- trade-, had
increased to 2943, with a tonnage of
189,083 ; as many as 3G0 vessels having
been added in six years. From irregularity
of surface, sea- indentations, and other phy-
sical features, the province has no pretension
to compare herself as a wheat-growing coun-
try with the lands adjoining the great lakes

;

but even in this respect, and with a popula-
tion of only 300,000, 4 ahe beats,' says the
same authority, « five of the New England
states, and twelve of the more recently set-
tled states and territories.' "_pp. 43, 44.

A run by railway from Boston to
Montreal introduces Mr. Chambers for
tho first time to American railway tra-
velling. Here are his first impres-
sions :

—

" In a large covered terminus a train of
cars was drawn up, ready to start, with a
locomotive at their head, across an open
street ; and the whole set off without any
other protection to foot-passengers than that
which might be imparted by the warning
sounds of a bell attached to the top of the
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engine. And so onward, through town and
country, here intersecting a village, and
there crossing a highway, did the train pur-

sue its way, with no other trace of protection

for the public, than the very useful piece of

advice

—

1 Look out for the locomotive when
the bell ring* !' painted in large characters

on sign- boards at every point of danger. If

any get themselves killed after this obliging

hint to mind the bell, they have themselves

to blame, of course ! The cars were of

considerable length, with a range of win-

dows, alternating with polished mahogany
panels along the sides, an ornamental ceil-

ing, and a flooring of painted cloth. Each
accommodated fifty-eight passengers, who
sat, two together, in arm-chairs, covered

with red plush, In a row on each side, leav-

ing a passage in the middle, which commu-
nicated with a door at both ends. The pas-

sengers faced the engine, but by shifting the

backs of their seats, they could look in a con-

trary direction. Outside, at the two ends of

each car, there was a small platform, whence
to descend by step* to the ground, and by
stepping from platform to platform, the pas-

sengers could move from one car to another

along the whole train. Each car was pro-

vided with a stove, which stood in the mid-

dle on one side, and was heated with billets

of wood. A recent English tourist speaks

of the manoeuvring of American travellers to

secure scats as far from the stove as possible.

I saw nothing of thw kind now or subse-

quently. The heat was not offensive in any
train within my experience, though I believe

it is so occasionally ;
and, on the whole, this

method of heating railway carriages, rude

as it may be, is certainly better than the

practice of not heating them at all. In con-

sequence of the warmth in the cars, the rail-

way wrapper which had accompanied me
from England proved an unnecessary incum-

brance. So much may be said in the

meanwhile on a subject which will require

more ample treatment when the railways in

various states have come under our notice.

In taking my place at Boston, I observed,

as on many subsequent occasions, that there

was only one class ; but there whs little per-

ceptible difference as respects the dress or

orderly demeanour of the passengers, which

could not, perhaps, be said of such a miscel-

laneous gathering of English travellers."—
pp. 48, 49.

There is much in these arrangements

that strikes an Englishman, and seems

strange. The mixture of company
would undoubtedly greatly detract

from the comforts of travelling in our

own country ; but then we must re-

member that the distinction of classes

is not marked so strongly, nor are they

kept separate by such almost impas-

sible boundary lines in the New, as in

the Old country. In other respects,

we think our railway directories at

home might, with great advantage,
adopt some of those improvements in

relation to comfort which we see both
upon lines in America and on the Con-
tinent of Europe. But we must pro-

ceed, and take a view of Montreal,
under the guidance of our thoughtful
companion :—

.

" Half French and half English—a diver-

sity in manners and dress aa well as is

creeds ; institutions drawn from the owtac
de Paris and the Parliament of Westmin-
ster ; aucient feudalities and modern privi-

leges ; traditions of the Sulpicians and re-

miniscences of Lord Sydenham ; nunneries
next door to Manchester warehouse? ; bar-

risters pleading in the language of France,

and a custom-house decorated with the royal

arms of England
; priests in long black

dresses, and Scotch Presbyterians ; cabwea
in friexe jackets, fresh from Ireland, and na-

tive market-carters, in coloured sashes and
night-caps ; in short, a complication of in-

congruities ; the old and new world jumbled
together, and then assorted according to some
odd device in social economics."—pp. 63, 64.

All travellers who have visited Mon-
treal have been struck with the beauty
of the SL Lawrence— its breadth ex-
tending a mile south ofthe city, with the

Vermont hills in the far distance, and
a fine flat country intervening between.
Our friend is quite alive to the beau-
ties of the sccuery ; but his practical

mind is quickly directed to utilitarian

considerations. He is at the long,

well-built quay, with its commodious
projecting piers, watching the vessels

that are coming up the river from
Quebec or crossing the Channel,
while others are unloading or taking

in cargoes. Montreal is tne centre of

considerable banking operations ; but

the whole system seems to be very

needlessly complicated, by the main-
tenance of what is termed currency—
the pound sterling being considered to

£1 Is. 4d., currency—the consequence
of which is, that the £5 note has the

value of £4 only; and a storehouse-

keeper who asks you seven pence half-

penny for an article considers biin.^U'

paid by a sixpenny-piece. Mr. Cham-
bers, in his own matter-of-fact way of

wishing to call " things as they are,"

ventured to suggest respectfully to a

colonist the propriety of calling a shil-

ling a shilling ; but he was told that he

was treading on dangerous ground, as

any criticism of the currency would
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not be endured, and, like a wise man,
be has left the British Americans to

manage their own money-reckonings
according to their own fashion. Both
our tourists give pretty much the same
description of the town— tall, massive,

houses, built of bluish-grey limestone,

having steep roofs, covered with tin,

which glitters like burnished silver in

the morning sun. Neither, however,
seems much impressed with the archi-

tecture of the public buildings. Mr.
Chambers falls foul of the huge Mar-
ket-house; and Log, while he admits

that the French Cathedral is an impos-

ing pile, declares, in his own pleasant

way, that the two lofty towers seemed
to have outgrown their strength, and
had a painful, hobbledehoy look, that

by no means accorded with his archi-

tectural taste. A real hot day in

Montreal must be no joke. Happily
for Mr. Chambers he visited the city

in the autumn ; but Log was there in

the dogdays, and if there be but fifty

per cent, oftruth (a very liberal allow-

ance for a man of Log's fanciful tem-
perament) in his humorous description,

we have a notion that it is just the

city for salamanders to frequent in

summer. Listen to him :

—

w The thermometer stood at 95° in the

shade. The blazing beams of the fierce mid-

day sun pouml down upon the glittering

roofs of the tin-topped houses, and finding no

footing there, slipped off in a burning show-

er upon the throbbing temples and aching

heads of weary pedestrians below. The new
white and green paint upon the spruce doors

and smart window-blinds, bubbled and swell-

ed up into unsightly blisters ; and the heat

from the smooth flagstones struck through

to one's feet as though the pavement were

an oven bottom, and people walked on it to

be baked. Ladies listlessly lowering their

pink parasols, and gazing languidly around

them, sauntered into cool confectioners'

shops for ice-creams ; and gentlemen, loosen-

ing their limp cravats, and throwing open

their capacious waistcoats, talked uf the

luxury of cold plunges, and called loudly for

sherry-cobblers and mint-julep. A mad dog,

followed by a crowd of men with bludgeons,

dashed suddenly round a sharp corner, and

up the street, merely pausing a moment in

his flight to test the flavour of a fat Jesuits

leg ; and a man carrying a heavy load hard

by fell flat upon his face, sun-struck and
scnseles?."—pp. 130, 131.

Now, it happened that upon tbjs

very pleasant noon there took place in

Montreal a review of two rival com-

panies of fire-brigades. These bodies

are composted entirely of gentlemen,
and are to be found in every town in

Canada. They turn out in a very
dashing style, in scarlet uniforms (wo
suppose that colour is adopted to en-

able the brigade to deceive the flame?,

and so steal a march upon them, as

being part of their own body), brazen
helmets, gleaming axes, and highly-

polished engines. The two rivals,

whom Log calls the Fizzers and the

Spulgers, commence an amicable con-

test. The body of Christchurch (wo
trust the adage, fiat experimentttm in

corpore ri/t, had nothing to do in tho

selection) was chosen as the scene of
action, and against this the pipes of
the respective engines were directed,

and to work they went :

—

" The Fizzers threw their water to a height

of thirty feet. The Spulgers threw it forty.

The Fizzers threw it fifty. The Spulgers

threw it sixty. The Fizzers threw it seven,

ty. The Spulgers made a prodigious effort,

and splashed the clock ; upon which the

gentleman who had charge of that piece of

machinery put his bead over the balcony,

and expostulated, but having his person

suddenly deluged with the reviving fluid,

retired precipitately. On this the Fizzers,

not to be outdone, sprinkled the lower por-

tion of the spire, when an angry altercation

ensued between the rival corps, and the hose

of the Spulgers (probably by accident) was
pointed at the face of the officer commanding
the opposition brigade, and some confusion

was tho result. It was altogether a very

lively and cheering sight— the more so us

the day was warm— and the 1 institution
*

is one which cannot be too highly applauded,

or extensively patronised."—p. 131.

Of the society of Montreal, Mr.
Chambers speaks favourably, and con-
siders that it does not differ from what
one sees in a respectable English town.
It is a town which is making great

progress in all social improvements, as

well as in arts, science, and literature.

We have a very interesting account of
a visit paid to a Major Campbell's
seignory, about nineteen miles from
the town, in the valley of the Richelieu,

during which Mr. Chambers had a
good opportunity of observing the cha-

racter and social condition of the ori-

ginal French settlers. The Major ap-

pears to be a fine specimen of an ener-

getic Englishman, who was untiring

in his benevolent endeavours to im-

prove the state of his vassal tenants.

Nevertheless, our author truly ob-
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serve?, that the system of Feignorage

is entirely out of date in the present

day, and that the sooner it is abolished

the better. Indeed we believe that

some important changes are likely, ere

long, to be effected by the legislature

towards breaking up the seignories,

which, with the introduction of the

English tongue amongst the farming
population, would tend largely to the

advancement of this fine country. Abel
Log, too, made his observations on
Montreal society, but they were of a
very different nature from those of our
more serious companion. He seems
by intuition to have fallen in with all

sorts of queer people and strange ad-
ventures. He, too, has a military

friend, Colonel Banjo, a fine old fel-

low, who figures in some very lively

scenes that tax our credulity not a
little to receive as gospel. Amongst
other local singularities he mentions a
certain sort of after-dinner pleasantry

which is practised in society

" A lady, on the discovery 6f a douMe
kernel among the almonds upon her plate,

presents half of it to the nearest gentleman, or

any gentleman, indeed, whom she chooses to

honour with her attention. Now, the condi-

tions u|>ou which this portion of the nut is

bestowed arc these. A day must first be

suffered to elapse, and then, if the lady can
contrive to drop unexpectedly upon the gen-

tleman, and cry (before he himself can get

the word out, or tho penaltv would be re-

versed), 4 1'hilippine!' or 4 Philippino !'— I

do not recollect which — he becomes her

debtor forthwith for either a bracelet, or a
watch, or a chain, or a* pencil-case, or a
dross, or some other trinket or article of ap-

parel. And it singularly enough happens

that the lady is always the successful party

on these occasions. No matter bow sharp

and ingenious the gentleman may be, he is

sure to get outwitted. Ho mayy if open to

discovery in a public thoroughfare, rush into

a shop if ho pleases ; but he will not escape

so ; the. lady has a purchase to make, and,

ere his lips can frame a syllable of the magie
word, 1 Philippino ' is her cry. He may, if

in danger of detection while bittirig quietly

In a room among his friends, secrete himself

behind the door, if he feel so Ihclined ; but

that is the most likely place of all others for

two cheerfully-disposed young people to

meet, and the precaution avails him nothing.

He may, nnder similar circumstance, dive

under a table, or plunge into a cupboard, if

one be at hand, and he approve of the mea-
sure ; but there is sure to be some blue-eyed,

tight-boddiced, laughing cousin, or other ac-

quaintance, among the company, who de-

lights in betraying him
; and, in fact, do

what be will, and get where be will, it is

his fit and proper destiny to be caught, and
caught be is ; and should be chance to have
two or three resjwnsibililies of a like asrree-

able nature falling due on the same evening,

he naturally grows a little excited with the

recreation, and need have a tolerably well-

stored purse, too, to keep pace with it,"—
pp. 146, 14&.

Log, of course, becomes entangled
in an adventure of this nature. At
Colonel Banjo's is a certain diminutive,
keen-eyed little woman, one Julia
Trinket, who practices upon him
thus :—

"The cloth had been drawn, the wine
had been pushed about, and the company
were merry. Suddenly I caught the glance
of Miss Julia Trinket. I had endeavoured
not to do so, but it was my fate, and 1 felt

like a bird when It encounters the ga*e of

the basHisk. In another moment Lake
SquhT tonched my elbow, and, upon my
turning round, handed a plate to me. ft

liad the two half kernels of a double almond
upon it.

4 Wlmt are these ?' I asked.
44

4

Miss Julia Trinket, sir, begs your ac-

ceptance of one of them.'
44

1 concealed my chagrin, took the al-

mond, and bowed to the lady, to betoken my
acceptation of the challenge. There was an
instant silence, which was broken by Colonel

Banjo;
" 4

1 will bet any gentleman a doaen of

wine,' cried he, laughing, 4 that JoUa win*
her Philippino.'

14 4 Taken,
1

replied a handsome old half-

pay officer, who sat to my left band ; and
thereupon that corpulent veteran, whose
name was Major Bilberry, drew ont a red

memorandum-book, and made an entry of

the transaction. There was a murmur of

applause ; Miss Julia Trinket's eye emitted
another unctuous twinkle

;
audy figuratively

speaking, the was now upon my trail."'—

p. 151.

Bttt hog was determined that Major
Bilberry should wirt the dozen of wine,

and Miss Trinket, of coarse, Was as

determined that he should lose it. The
consequence was a series of most skil-

ful evolutions on the part of the lady,

and artful dodges on tho part of the
gentleman, which continued, during his

stay in the town. One of them is thus
pleasantly told :—

44 As I was leisurely wending my way
homeward along Notre Dame-street, on the

very morning of my visit to the Grey Nun-
nery, 1 felt somebody grasp my arm, and
turning round, saw Major Bilberry. He was
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purple with emotion. ' Away !' gasped he;
• yoa have not a moment to lose.' He stam-
mered something farther, but I did not catch

its import. I heard the magic word*, 'Julia

Trinket,' however, and th<«se were sufficient

to acquaint me with the peril of my situation.

Within twenty yards of me, chatting to an
acquaintance, came tripping the diminutive

lady with the twinkling eyes and compla-
cent chm. A moment's delay would have
proved fatal. By diligently declining all

invitations to parties at which there was a

probability of her being present, I had con-
trived to evade Miss Julia Trinket and her

Philippine hitherto, and I was determined to

evade her now. A cloee carriage stood near.

It belonged (I afterwards learned) to a phy-
sician, who Mas visiting a patient. I sprang

into it, closed the door, and the driver, think-

ing that his master had performed bis call

and got io again, drove briskly away. In

the space of five minutes the coach stopped,

the servant jumped down and opened the

carriage-door, and I, tohisutterastonishment,

emerged from the vehicle. A few words,

and a half-dollar piece, soon explained mat-
ters, and the physician (who arrived shortly

after) accepting my apology, and laughing

in a very gracious and gentlemanly manner,
proceeded on his rounds.*

1—p. 160.

At length Log is about to leave

Montreal, and pays bis farewell visit

to the Colonel. He is shown, con-
trary to tbe usual custom, into the

study :—

" It was a large apartment, and rather ec-

centrically furnished. There were books
;

there were statues ; there were pictures ;

there were busts; there were dcers' head:*,

and antelrs ; there were fragments of rocks,

and fossils ; th< re were anatomical plate* and
preparations ; there was a part of a mummy
that had been taken from a necropolis at

Thebes ; there were some stuffed fish ; there

were sabres, and pistol*, and fowling pieces;

there was an old hunting- coat, very mach
soiled about the tails ; there were spurs, and
whips, and bows, and spears, and fishing-

tackle ; and, among the rest, there was a
grotesque old clock, which kept up a dismal

ticking in n corner, and was suggestive of

the deepest melancholy. I had never beheld

so queer an old clock ; and, walking won-
deringly up to it, regarded the face and
framework attentively. I next drew out my
watch and compared the respective times.

As I did this, my gaze slipped from tbe dial

of the machine down to its eoTpolent body,

and there, through a little piece of coloured

glass in the centre of it, I distinctly saw a

human eye, twinkling villanously, and
watching my every movement. My first

act was to recoil a step ; iny second, to turn

the key of the clock-door, and put it (the

key—not the clock) into tiiy pocket ; and

my third, to congratulate myself on my es-

cape. Tbe truth instantly flashed upon me.

The diminutive Julia Trinket was concealed

in the body of the piece of furniture 1 had
been surveying, and she was only waiting

the lit moment to emerge and win her Philip-

pino."—pp. 162, 163.

Lojj sits down very quietly, takes up
a book, and reads till the entrance of
the Colonel, his wife, and daughter,
and one or two lady friends, all, no
doubt, assembled to witness the triumph
of Miss Julia. He sees the waggish
eye of tbe Colonel rove twice or thrice

to the spot ofthe intended ambuscade

;

then he coughs to apprise the lady that

time was up, but all in vain. Log at

last rises to depart. The Colonel

Eresses his hand, and seeks to detain
im. Log makes his escape, but pauses

at the gate, and puts the key of the
clock into the hand of Luke Squirt*,

desiring him to present it to his mas-
ter, with his most respectful compli-

ments. But who can resist his fate,

or what man can successfully counter,
plot a woman ? Two years afterwards
Log was again in Montreal, and paying
a visit to the Colonel :

—

" Luke pnt his head into the room, and
made several queer grimaces at me, together

with sundry and divers motions of the bead

and arm, for the whole of which piece of

strange pantomime I felt sadly at a loss to

account. Tbe next minute, however, put

me in full possession of its meaning ; for Mia*

Julia Trinket, tbe diminutive lady whom I

had shut up the year previously in the old

clock at Banjo Villa, ran into the room, and,

looking me full in the face, and clapping her

hands, cried, ' Philippino !
' whereupon both

Colonel Banjo and Major Bilberry laughed

immoderately, ami declared that they had all

along expected as much. As the Philippino

was fairly won, therefore I had to pay tbe

customary forfeit, and tlte Major k*t bis

dozen of 'champaign."—p. 866.

Both onr travellers visited Quebec.
To the one it seertts to be chiefly inte*

resting as the of Wolfe's tlorioua

struggle, and heroic death. He visited

the battle-field, which, he says, upon
the whole, remains much as it was a

century ago. Log, however, seems to

have his thoughts upon other things ;

he sees nothing but the lively and the

ludicrous side of human nature. Hero
is a pleasant bit of extravaganza :—

The city of Quebec consists of an Upper
Town and a Lower. I found myself in the

latter. A board, placed wrong-way up-
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wards upon a wall, announced the Rue St.

Pierre ; and a brkk shower coming on, I be-

gan to look for shelter. Iu an instant half-

a-dozen, or more, thin, lanky French Cana-

dians, mounted each upon an eccentric,

tumble-down piece of conveyance, termed a

calechc or calash — drove up, and nearly

over me, under the impression that I re-

quired their services. I shook my head;

but they persisted in it that I could do no-

thing without them, and pointing to their

broken-winded and spanned steeds, cried,

4 Bon horse, monsieur ;' 4 Good trot
4 Devil

to go 4 Bon calecbe.' These recommenda-

tions having caused me to smile, two of the

most energetic of the party, to decide the

priority of claim to my pationage, resorted

to whips and fisticuffs. The battle was soon

over; an elderly traveller hove in sight

round a distant corner, and the whole seven

of the calash drivers, jumping with the

speed of lightning into their crazy vehicles,

cracked their whips, stamped their feet,

yelled a kind of shrill war-whoop, and

charged down in a body upon the unfortu-

nate gentleman, who, to escape instant

macadamisation, ran into a pastry-cook's

shop, and slammed the door violeutly in

their faces."—p. 46.

i »

The falls of Montmorenci arc " one
"

of the great lions ofthe neighbourhood.

Tbey arc about seven miles' distance

from the town, and everybody goes

to see them. Mr. Chambers thus de-

scribes the scene :

—

11 Clambering over palings on our left,

getting across some mossy ground, and de-

scending a rough woody bank, we see the

turbulent river forcing its way through a

bed composed of layers of limestone, the

broken yet regular appearance of which re-

sembles a series of natural steps. The scene

is wild and picturesque. In front and in

the distance, the river, which is seemingly

about the size of the Tweed, is seen dashing

and foaming over rocks, and burying itself

in great gulfs, while above is a precipice

overhung with shrubs, and bearing the marks

of attrition thousands of years old. There

being no proper path down the high banks,

we return to the road, and crossing by a

bridge, gain the left side of the river. Here,

on walking a short distance, we have on our

right the celebrated fall of Montmorenci—

a

very fine thing, indeed, of its kind ; for the

whole river is sent at a shoot over a preci-

pice 250 feet high, and dissolves into white

foam and spray before it reaches tho bottom.

After the fall, it goes placidly on its way be-

tween high banks to the 8t. Lawerence,

which it meets at a right angle a few hun-

dred yards distant."—pp. 88, 89.

Log's description is etill more pictu-

resque and vivid :—

[Dec

44 We were standing on the brow of the

steep. To our right, and immediately be-

neath us, tossing their sparkling foam into

our very faces, were tho sublime falls—par-

pie, green, and gold; and around us, in

every direction, was spread a semi-civilised

country of vast extent and unspeakable

grandeur."—p. 68.

But even here his irrepressible lore

of the grotesque gets the better of him,

and bis fancy suggests a ludicrous

image even in a fine waterfall :—
44 There is something novel in the idea of

a river going down-stairs, and I enjoyed the

spectacle very much. The Montmorenci, I

suppose (judging from the astounding ba>te

it appeared to be in), had received a violent

fright, a mile or two above, and its object

was to evacuate the premises without loss of

time. It was quite laughable to see such

immense masses of bubble and foam go leap-

ing down these picturesque crags, tcrnMin^

over and breaking each other's necks as tbey

went, and stopping a moment afterwards in

a corner to roar out lustily, as though they

were hurt, till they got kicked on and oat

of the way by the next party, which, if pos-

sible, were in even a greater hurry than any

of their predecessors."—pp. 58-59.

There is a steamer that plies be-

tween La Chine and Kingston, at the

foot of Lake Ontario. Ever}' traveller

should take this trip, for the vessel

navigates the loveliest portion of the

Saint Lawrence, known as the Lake of

the Thousand Islands. The river is

here between two and three miles wide,

and studded with islands of all imagi-

nable sizes and forms, " clothed," says

Mr. Chambers, "with wood and shrubs,

the variegated foliage ofwhich contrasts

finely with the smooth blue surface

of the water ;" and Abel Log corrobo-

rates the eulogy in very fervent lan-

guage. But while the former was con-

tent to pass up the river, admiring and
philosophising, the latter, with that

vagrant spirit that seems to baVe per-

petually animated him, lands at Fid-

dler'sElbow, one ofthe little islands, and
contrives, with another gentleman and
a lady, to let the packet give them the

slip, whereby they were all forced to

spend the night in the open air, till the

next day's packet released them. This

gives occasion for the narration of a
tale of true love, told with inimitable

humour and the deepest pathos, but
which we shall not injure even by an

extract. Let us rather turn from the

romantic to the realities of life, and

fiecent Touruti in America.
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transfer to our pages the observations
with which Mr. Chambers concludes
some yet y interesting remarks on Luke
Ontario :<

—

44 Looking at Ontario in the form into
which it has settled down, and will remain
through an indefinite futurity— considering
its accessibility from the ocenn, if* adaptation
in every respect to the purposes of the navi-
gator, ita genial temperature, ita abundance
of fish, and the almost matchless fertility of
the lands which border its shores, I am ne-
cessarily impressed with the conviction that
it is dctticed to be a Mediterranean, around
which a gnat people are to cluster and
flourish. Nor did a near acquaintance with
the western part of the state of New York
on the me side, or the eastern section of Ca-
nada West on the other, lesfen this impres-
sion. About the centre, on the Jtate of New
York side, the river Gcne*ee falls into the
lake

; and here the city of Rochester is the
port for perliaps the finest agricultural val-
ley in the United States. Lower down on
the $ame side of the lake is Oswego, a port
on a river of the same name, and also the
outlet of a rich country behind. Both places
are connected by railways with the eastern
cities, and therefore can be easily reached by
land. While these and some other towns
are daily increasing in importance on the
American side of the lake, signals of rapid
progress are also visible on the Canadian
shore. A general notion has somehow pre-
vailed, that the advance of improvement is

comparatively slow in Canada ; but from the
facts to be brought forward I am inclined to
think that such an opinion is, now at least,

fallacious. In sailing along the northern
shore of Ontario, we observe in the neigh-
bourhood of Coburg and Port-Hope, a coun-
try well chared and cultivated, with every
indication of an old-settled and thriving po-
pulation. Things improve as we go forward,
and when we come in sight of Toronto,
spread out on a very erradual slope rising
from the bottom of a wide bay, with its ma-
nufactories, church-spire?, massive public
building?, and long terrace-like quay the
whole lying with a sunny exposure to the
south, sheltered by a ridge of low hills on
the north, and enriched by a fertile country
around— we exclaim, Here is doubtless to
be a great city—here the metropolis of Ca-
nada."—pp. 101-2.

The Falls of Niagara arc of course
visited, but these have been so often
and so fully described by tourists, that
little can be added by any new visitant.

We were not surprised, however, to
find Mr. Chambers looking at the
magnificent scene with the eye of a
geologist, and instructing us how much
the picturesque character of its laud-

VOL. XLfV
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scape depends upon the prevalence of
limestone and red sandstone found in
the high sloping range opposite the
Quoenstown heights.

Having visited Toronto, and in-
spected its factories and educational
establishments, Mr. Chambers pro-
ceeded to make a journey through the
peninsula of Canada, one of his aims
being to see something of the settle-
ments recently excavated from the wil-
derness. We shall not follow him
through the tour, though it is full of
interest and instruction. We cannot,
however, abstain from giving his im-
pression after having completed his
investigations in British America

" Imperfect as had been my means of ob-
servation, I think I am entitled to say, that
in almost all quarters there prevails a very
decided spirit of improvement—a steady pro-
gress towards a great and prosperous condi-
tion. The advance is very remarkable in
Western Canada, which cannot, in point of
general appearance, be distinguished from
the neighbouring parts of the states of New
York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio; and it is
my belief that, aided by the various railways
already opened or in course of construction,
this portion of British America will not be
a whit behind any of the northern parts of
the Union. All that seems desirable, for the-

purpose of consolidating the character and
interests of the various provinces, is to unite
them in a viceroyalty or principality, with a
federal system of customs, posts, and other
fiscal arrangements; so as to secure the
nearest possible approximation to political
independence and nationality. Meanwhile,
through the efficacy of railway extrusion,
and the gradual nulioration of prejudices, a
preparation may be said to be making
towards a result of this kind, which, with
peace and the general progress of enlighten-
ment, will come in its own good time. It is

at lea«t satisfactory to know that under the
protection of Great Britain, and left very
much to their own government, according
to constitutional forms, there is absolutely
nothing to retard the advance of these co-
lonies, and I am inclined to think that at this
moment they have not a single thing to
complain of, for which they have not the
means of redress in their own hands. As
far as I could sec or hear, the whole of these
provinces are in a state of perfect content-
ment, strongly attached to, and taking a
deep interest in, the couccrns of the mother-
country.

" All things considered, it would cer-
tainly be strange if the British American
colonists did not feel happy in their present
and prospective condition". They are the
very favourites of fortune. Members of a
powerful empire, they are not called on to
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contribute a shilling to the national exche-

quer. In (he home-country, while no in-

cuu*tderable portion of every man's earnings

is confiscated to meet the annual exigencies

of the state, in Canada and the other pro-

vinces, the people are exempted from nearly

all .such demands, and their acquaintance

with taxation is confined chiefly to certain

cu*t<>m house duties and local assessment*

for schools and other purposes. At present,

it is understood to be in contemplation to

substitute a provincial armed force for the

imperial troops; and this measure, if carried

into effect, cannot but elevate the character

of the colonic*, by its tendency to cultivate

and strengthen habits of self-de|>endence and
self-resjiect.

" Making no figure in the political world,

and possessing little means of attracting at-

tention, it may lie said with truth, that

these provinces, beyond the mere fact of

their existence, arc scarcely known in Eng-
land. The people at large are not at all

•ware of their extent or capabilities; and
few even of the intelligent classes are in a
position to appreciate their social progress.

Neglected, except by a generally humble
class of emigrants, and by persons engaged

in commercial transactions— until recent

times treated with Indifference by colonial

ministers, and lrft to be the prey of adven-

turers, the wonder is that these colonies are

what they are, and their remarkable pro-

gress can be ascribed only to their own in-

trinsically excellent, yet unvaunted qualities.

Silently and unostentatiously have their

lands been reclaimed from the wilderness,

and their scattered log-cabins and villages

swelled into cities, until at length they chal-

lenge observation as a second New-England
beyond the Atlantic, to the growth of which
no one can assign anv definite limits."— pp.

137-9.

From Detroit Mr. Chambers pro-

ceeded to Cleveland, and thence to

Cincinnati, a town dcservedlv cele-

brated for its great mechanical indus-

try. The number and power of the

manufacturing establishments here
render Cincinnati, as our author ob-

serves, one of the wonders of the New
World. Mr. Chambers appears to have
gone through a great many of these

mighty factories, and be has given us

very surprising details of their opera-
tions in almost every branch of manu-
factures, and he was much struck with
the originality of many of the mecha-
nical contrivances :

—

" Under the enlightenment of universal

education (he observes), and the Impulse of a
great and growing demand, the American
mind would seem to be ever on the rack of

iuventiou to discover fresh applications of in-

animate power. Almost everywhere may be

seen something new in the arts. As regards

carpentry-machinery, one of the head" of an

establishment said, with some confidence,

that the Americans were fifty years in ad-

vance of Great Britain. Possibly this was

too bold an assertion ; but it must be admit-

ted that all kinds of American cutting-tool*

arj of a superior description, and it is very

desirable that they should bo examined in a

candid spirit by English manufacturers. Ia

mill-machinery, the Americans have effected

some surprising improvements. At one <**

the machiite-manufactories in Cincinnati t*

shown an article to which 1 may draw toe

attention of English country-gentlemen. It

is a portable flour-mill, occupying a cube of

only four feet, and yet, by means of various

adaptations, capable of grinding, with a

power of three horses, from fourteen to six-

teen bushels per hour ; the Hour produced

being of so superior a quality, that it has

carried off various prizes at the agricultural

shows. With a mill of this kind, attach
to the ordinary threshing-machines, any

farmer could probably grind his owu wheat,

and be able to send it to market, a»

finely dressed as if it came from a pro-

fessed miller. As maoy as 500 of these

portable and cheap mills are diaposed cf

every year by the makers ; and they are

seen at work all over the southern and
western states."—p. 154.

It is high time for agriculturists in

the old country to avail themselves at

such inventions as these. The scar-

city of farm- labourers will ere long ne-

cessitate the adoption of machinery for

purposes to which men in Britain have

as yet never dreamed of applying it-

But what has Abel Log been doing
with himself all this time ? Ob, he has

started away to the back settlements

west of Ontario, and a strange life of

adventure he has had of it. But we
shall not ask him to rehearse these

things just at present. Let ns get on

to New York, where we shall be suns

to pick him up upon the Broadway,
or at Astor House. And here again

our younger brother has gone a-head

of us in the matter oflocomotion. You
are not set down at a terminus in the

outskirts of the city, as Euston-square
or London-bridge. By no means.

The locomotive is detached from the

train, which is then taken to pieces,

and despatched in detail into the very

heart of the city, drawn by horses.

Here are Mr. Chambers's first impres-

sions of the city :

—

" At the first look, we see that New York
very much resembles the more deosery-batH
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part* of London. The houses, tall, and
principally of brick, arc crowded into narrow

street*, such as are seen in the neighbour-

hood of Cheapside, with the single difference,

that many of the buildings are occupied in

floors by different branches of business, with

a profusion of large *ign-boards in front.

For the most part the houses have sunk
floors, accessible by a flight of steps from

the foot-pavement; and these cellar-dwel-

lings are very commonly used for some kind

of small business, or as ' oyster saloons,' or

'retreats'— the names considerately em-
ployed to signify taverns and grogperic*.

Wherever any of these older brick edifices

have been removed, their place has been

supplied by tenements built of brown sand-

stone ; and it may be said that at present

New York is in process of being renewed by
this species of structure, which is elegant

in appearance, but, I fear, less substantial

in many respects than a regard for security

warrants. The more narrow thoroughfares

are, at the same time, widened and paved
according to modem taste.

n—p. 173.

" And what did you think of the

ancient city of the foanhattnes ?" we
asked of Abel, when we met him again.
" Well," replied he, " I nm by no

means displeased to find that I had
imbibed a great many falso notions

respecting it. I was very much struck

with the appearance of New York ; it

was so entirely different from any town
or city I had ever before seen. The
houses were so red, the windows so

bright, the blinds so green, the bell-

pulls and brass plates so highly po-

lished, and the door-steps so prim-

looking and so spotless." " And where
have you put up, Abel ? At the Astor
House—eh ?" " Oh dear, no. I was
too glad to leave that great, noisy ho-

tel, and I have got nice quiet lodgings

with aJiss Westbrooke, an elderly

maiden lady, whose manners, personal

appearance, and conversational powers,

are all of a very superior order indeed

;

and then there are such pleasant peo-
ple there, to say nothing of the huge
green parrot that's always whistling or

laughing, or making impertinent ob-
servations. Won't you come and see

me?"
" Assuredly we will, Abel, and hear

all your good stories to boot; but just

now we must go inspect Astor House,
and a thousand other notabilities, with

a far more sober-minded man than we
fear you will ever be." And so we
turn to our other companion to hear

what he thinks of this monster hotel :

—

" In recollection, I am at this moment
arriving at the Astor Honse, one of the most
respectnhle hotels in New York, though out-

done in dimensions and decoration by some
of the newer establishments. Before me is

a huge building of whitish granite, with a
front on Broadway of 200 feet, a height of

tax stories, and forming altogether an inde-

pendent block, with rows of windows on
every side, The ground-floor consists en-

tirely of retail-stores of various kinds, and
ascending by a central flight of steps, we
reach a spacious lobby with marble flooring

and pillars. This lobby is strewed about
with luggage newly arrived, or about to be

carried out
;
young men are lounging about

on chairs ; some persons are walking
to and fro ; several house-porters are seated,

en a form waiting for orders
;
long corridors

are extended right and left ; opposite the en-

trance is an access to the bar and other con-

veniences ; and near a window behind is a
counter and desk where the whole book-

keeping is conducted by a clerk or general

supervisor of the concern. Walking up to

this functionary, we inscribe our name in a
book ; without speaking a word, he marks a
number opposite the name, takes down a key
with a corresponding number in bra.«a at-

tached to it, issues an order to a porter, and
we and our baggage march on* along one of

the corridors and up several stairs till wo
reach tho assigned apartment.

" Here, on looking round, everything is

neat and commodious ; and on the back of

the door is seen a printed statement of parti-

culars requisite to be known — the times of

meals the charge per diem, and sofurth.

The number of apartments in the house is

32fi ; a portion of them being bedrooms of a
better claw for families and ladies, and the

others of the small kind appropriated to sin-

gle gentlemen. These classes are distinct in

every retpect. Descending to the level of

the entrance-ball, we search out an eating-

saloon, and parlours devoted principally to

the single male gueata, and in the opposite

corridor is observed a suite of public apart-

ments used by ladies and married people,

vet not shut a^ainat casual visitors. There

Is, in truth, little privacy. The whole house

swarms like a hive. The outer swing-door

bangs backwards and forwards incessantly ;

and the rapid thronging of guests and visi-

tors in and out, can be fancied when I men-
tion that, on several occasions, I counted as

many as twenty persons entering and the

like number departing per minute. Re-
sembling in certain details the larger conti-

nental hotels, there is, generally speaking,

nothing at all to compare with this in Eu-
rope "—pp. 180-182.

Mr. Chambers proceeds very me-
thodically to detail the whole internal

economy of this hotel, which certainly,
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as Jonathan say?, beats, by a long

chalk, everything in the old world cara-

vansaries. And yet, magnificent and

vast as this establishment is, it is alrea-

dy rivalled and surpassed by several

others in fact, as our author observes,

an American hotel is not a house, but

a town. Possibly, it' they go on in-

creasing in the same ratio, the next

generation will sec railways and loco-

motives upon each story for the faci-

lity of travelling through the establish-

ment. The eulogy bestowed upon the

hotels cannot, however, be extended to

the streets of New York. We pre-

sume it must have been winter when

Mr. Chambers visited the city, and of

course he saw the thoroughfares to dis-

advantage, and so he says the princi-

pal streets were ankle-deep with mire,

and the more narrow and business

ones were scarcely passable. Log was

there in summer ; and though he ex-

presses great delight nt the cleanli-

ness of the houses and door-steps, yet

he docs not extend his approbation to

the middle of the streets, which are

made the depositories of every kind of

ofial and filth. We could wish with

all our hearts that such maladminis-

tration in civic ntTairs was the exclu-

sive privilege of the good people of

New York, but we believe that such

things are incideut to all civic corpo-

rate bodies. London is by no means

free from liability to such imputations ;

and our own city, we regret to say,

exhibits the filthiest and worst cared

streets of perhaps any town in the Em-
pire. Throughout the entire winter

and spring one cannot walk along the

flagways without the certainty of being

bespattered from his hat to his ankles

with a mud of such thick and noxious

qualities, that it is utterly destructive

to all decent apparel. Indeed, we at

one time were possessed with the no-

tion that the corporation must have

been principally composed of tailors

and silkmereers, but upon investigation

we were forced to abandon that natural

solution of tho phenomenon of filthy

streets, and adopt that of Mr. Cham-
bers, namely, that desertion of public

duties which is seen in all great cities

«• where men, being too busy to

mind anything but their own affairs,

leave the civic administration to the

idle, the selfish, and the incompetent."

A philosopher will, of course, sec

little cause for wonder in the fact that

poverty, and crime as its companion,
are to be found constantly accumulat-
ing in New York. It is tbe penalty
which fallen humanity must ever pay
for the advantages of a large aggrega-
tion of mankind. Amongst tbe -well-

behaved and industrious there must be
ever an admixture of the vicious, the

idle, and, consequently, the needy.
But, to the credit of the people of New
York be it spoken, they take much
pains to avert those evils, by improved
police arrangements, by good hospitals,

prisons, and penitentiaries, by religious

ministrations and elementary educa-
tion. Mr. Chambers seems to have
given an especial share of attention to

this latter subject ; and he assures us

that the educational system of New
York, in its higher and lower depart-

ments, is on a singularly complete scale:

" Independently of a number of prirat*

academies, there are as many as 230 «*cbooK

of which twenty-two arc for coloured chil-

dren, in all of which education is cntirly
free. These free-schools, which are judi-

ciously scattered through every locality, and
opt n to all, are supported entirely by funds

granted from the revenue of the municipality

—the appropriation having been 633,813
dollars, or about £125,000 sterling for the

current year."

And yet, with all these schools

thrown open gratuitously to the peo-
ple, strange to say, one-half of all

the children nominally nttexniing the

schools were absent. But gratuitous

education does not stop here in New
York. The higher branches of study

may be prosecuted by everyone who
can only show that he has sufficient

elementary training to be capable of

acquiring such knowledge. For this

purpose the Free Academy has been
established, under the superintendence

of fourteen professors, and a number
of tutors. Mathematics, classics, and
modern languages, orator)', drawing,
composition, and the natural sciences,

are amongst the subjects taught ; and
a large library is open to the pupils.

Besides all these, there are in the city

a great number of public libraries,

lecture - rooms, and reading-rooms.
Before we leave this subject we shall

record a remark made to Mr. Cham-
bers by an intelligent gentleman in

Rhode Island :—
" ' As you, then,' said my acquaintance,

'are making inquiries of this nature, be
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pleased to understand — that the education

of all i» a paramount necessity of our con-

dition. For our own safety, we must edu-

cate the people ; whereas in Great Britain,

where the humbler classes have no political

privileges, it appears to be a matter of in-

difference whether they arc- educated or

not'
"

Upon this Mr. Chambers well ob-

serves :

—

" The last remark may be said to have
brought out the philosophy of the question.

Elementary education, so far as to enable

every freeman to exercise the duties of citi-

zenship with credit to himself and without

danger to his neighbours, is a state necessity

in America. But we should be doing in-

justice to leave it to be supposed that this

guiding principle dates from the era of

American independence. It is English, not

American ; and originated with the rule of

the Pilgrim Fathers, who, with all their

pragmatical and intolerant notions, had so

high a sense of the advantages of elementary

instruction, that one of their first public acts

was to
4 enjoin upon the municipal authorities

the duty of seeiog that every child within

their jurisdictions should be educated/ This

was as early as 1642, since which period

the system of elementary schools has been

improved in various ways, and firmly esta-

blished throughout the New England States,

whence it has extended to other parts of the

Union The public high-

way (says Mr. Horace Mann, in his report on

common schools of Massachussots) i" n°t more
open and free for every man in the community
than is the public school-house for every

child ; and each parent feels that a free edu-

cation is as secure a part of the birthright of

his offspring as heaven's bounties of light and

air. The stato not only commands that the

means of education should be provided for

all, but she denounces penalties against all

individuals, and all town* and cities, however

populous or powerful. they may be, that shall

presume to stand between her bounty and

its recipients. In her righteous code, the

interception of knowledge is a crime ; and if

parents are unable to supply their children

with books, she becomes a pareut, and sup-

plies them."—pp. 237, 238.

Boston has more of antiquity about
it, both in its historical recollections

and its social condition and character,

than any other town in America. Let
us accompany our tourist in a subur-

ban drive to a venerable wooden villa,

of no small interest, both by reason of

its former and its present occupant

" It is ft neat house of two stories, with

pilasters in the bald Grecian style of the

Georgian era, attics in the roof, and side,

verandahs, resting on wooden pillars. Across

the garden-plot in front, two short flights of

steps lead up terrace-banks towards the

door. The view in front is open, being

across a grassy plain in the direction of Bos-

ton. This house became the abode of Gene-
ral Washington on the 2nd of July, 1775,

when he came from New York to take com-
mand of the American army ? and here he
resided part of his time during the contest

in the neighbourhood. At present the villa

is owned and inhabited by Mr. H. W. Long-
fellow, professor of modern languages in the

adjacent university, and one of the most ac-

complished living poets in the United States.

Introduced by a literary friend, I had the

honour of making the acquaintance of a
person whose writings are esteemed in Eng-
and as well as America, and of seeing the

interior of the historically interesting man-
sion he inhabits. The walls of the room

—

a kind of library-boudoir—into which I waa
shown, were panelled according to an old

fashion, and the furniture was of that taste-

fully antique kind which seemed appropriate

to the past and present character of the

dwelling. The whole place speaks of other

days. Adjoining the house are various tall

elms, probably a century old— a highly re-

spectable antiquity for America— and the

patch of garden appears to be preserved in

the form it possessed when Washington

paced across it on that celebrated summer
morning when he went forth to put himself

at the head of his troops. The spot where

this event occurred was in the neighbouring

common ; here, under the shadow of a large

tree, called Washington's Elm, standing at

a central point between two cross-roads, he

is said to have drawn his sword, and for-

mally entered on command."—pp. 217, 218.

The subject of slavery was on more
than one occasion discussed in Mr.
Chainbers*s presence, and he has re-

corded the opinions of many intelligent

Americans upon this much-agitated

question. The practice of buying

men to labour in the fields, instead of

hiring and dismissing them at plea-

sure, struck him as being uneconomic

—to say nothing of objections resting

upon higher grounds. The truth of the

remark is acknowledged by a gentle-

man in conversation, but he accounted

for the practice thus :—

" 1
It is here an old institution, and

matters have arranged themselves accord-

ingly. It is an unfortunate state of things,

and I daresav will be remedied some dav.

My opinion is, that much mischief has been

done by the rough manner in which the

Abolitionists have abused the slave-owners,
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many of whom are very worthy people. If

the subject were treated calmly, the system
of slavery in these middle states would
won drop away. At this moment consider-

able numbers of New Englanders are buying
farms in Virginia, and introducing their own
vigorous method of working. Exhausted
estates are constantly to be had at very low
prices; and in the hands of the smart
Yaukee farmers, who know how to plough
deep and to lay on plenty of guano, they
turn out capital speculations.'

44

4

Do these fresh incomers,' I inquired,

'employ negroes

V

41
' I think not

;
they trust to themselves,

though they may have one or two helps.'
41

* Will the free negroes readily work for

them T I asked, touching on a rather trying
question.

44 4 Not if they can help it. The truth is,

air, the whole coloured races, of every shade,

are a poor, listless set of people— not but
there are exceptions among them. I never
knew any one who would not amuse them-
selves, or idle away their time, rather tlian fol-

low steady employment. They do very well

as porters, house-servants, coachmen, barbers,

waiters, or cooks—anything connected with
eating they are good at. They also do toler-

ably well as preachers ; in short, anything
that does not involve hard continuous work.'

"

—pp. 266-6.

At Washington the Capitol is, of
course, inspected ; and a visit is made
to the President, who is somewhat
more accessible than a mayor is of the

old-world cities. Indeed we can well

understand the surprise with which a
European views the residence of the

chief magistrate and the seat of the

Court at Washington. There is no
parade of military force— no state—
no guards, either for honour or for

protection ; everything is simple and
unostentatious, as it might be found in

the residence ofany respectable wealthy
gentleman. And when one has got
the entreet and passed the single door-

keeper, he, probably will be introduced

to a gentleman in a plain suit of black

clothes, and find himself in conversa-

tion with the President of the United
States of America. In the opening of
Congress there is the same absence of
parade—" no procession of the Presi-

dent and his court—no corps diploma-
tique—no carriages—no trumpeters-
no dragoons "— no officials to be con-
ciliated— no pampered lackeys to be
bribed for admission ; but any one
may walk in and sit down without
challenge or denial.

Mr. Chambers was very favourably

[Dec

impressed with the simple and effective

mode of conducting public business,

both in the Senate and in the House
of Representatives ; and although
transatlantic oratory at times mar
transcend the fair license of debate and
the strict rules of decorum, yet, when
Englishmen censure such Yankee ebul-

litions, they should not forget the

cock-crowing, and ass-braying, and
the various other exhibitions of elegant
blackguardism which may be heard in

our own House of Commons. The
observations of our traveller upon
the mode of legislation in the United
States— how much has been achieved
beyond what has been done in the pa-

rent country, and how much remains
still to be done in many departments
in which we are in advance— are full

of interest and acumen, and may be
read with very great advantage. In

the following remarks we cordially con-
cur :

—

" With an extensive and clear field in

their favour, and no embarrassment from an-

tiquated usage.*, the United States have been

able to accomplish aims for the good of so-

ciety which Great Britain has found utterly

impracticable. In organising systems of na-

tional education at the public expense, the

several states have, for example, completely
outstripped the old country. Yet as, in this

respect, monarchical Canada is quite as fir

forward as the States, it would be an error

to suppose thst republicanism is the cause of

the remarkable step in advance. Candidly
considered, it will be seen that the legislation

of the United Kingdom, when obstructions

are overcome and an intelligent public feefing

fairly aroused, is abreast, if not a-bead, of

that of Congress. I would, in particular,

call attention to the strides in advance made
by England as regards freedom of commer-
cial intercourse and navigation, leaving

America to come laggmgly behind, along

with the nations for whom she. politically

speaking, entertains anything but respect.

The people of the United States, if true to

themselves and the principles of a sound

political economy, ought not, for the sake of

special interests, to have been second in this

trreat movement—will they even be second ?

Need I add, that the Americans have done
themselves no honour in so long postponing

the enactment of an international copyright

treaty—a subject legislated upon years ago

by Great Britain."—pp. 294, 295.*

Having visited Philadelphia and re-

turned to New York, Mr. Chambers
left America in December last, and
seems to have accomplished more in
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the space of three months than could

have been expected from any one of
less acuteness and power of observa-

tion.

Butwhat has become pleasant of Abel
Loc all this time ? We said he made a
dash away into the back settlements to

visit a certain eccentric Englishman,

Captain Kamsay, who having taken a
rooted dislike to the world, retired into

the wilderness, married a squaw, had
two fine children—a noble young hun-
ter, called Two -bears, and a lovely

girl named Humming-bird— and was
as happy as a man could well be. But-
ternut Castle was a nent, square-

built, soldier-like looking log-house,

surrounded by a strong wooden pali-

sading, with the union-jack floating

proudly from its summit; and it had
need to be well fortified, for in the vi-

cinity had settled a ruffian of the name
of Abraham Thorn, who had commit-
ted every possible crime in England,

from petty larceny to murder, and had
fled from the haunts of civilisation as

if for the special purpose of committing
depredations on the Ramsays. The
assaults, sallies, burnings, shootings,

surprises, and open pitched battles be-

tween the two families, terminating in

the total expulsion of the Thorns, are

described with wonderful liveliness by
Abel. We shall not attempt to give

any portion of this narrative, neither

have we space for detailing a singular

duel between Two-bears and Isaac

Crease, fought with rifles in the wood,

each party following and watching for

the other, as he would for a bear, till

at last Crease is slain by Two-bears in

self-defence, after he has himself been

severely wounded. We have rarely

met with a writer who has finer

powers of description than he who
writes under the mm de plume of

Abel Log. The volume teems
with stories and incidents, narrated

with a point, liveliness, and humour
that are quite charming, and one or

two tragic scenes are described with a

pathos that is so frequently the con-

comitant of the faculty of humour.
Indeed, we have rarely met with any

one who had a keen sense of the hu-

morous who had not also a deep feel-

ing of the pathetic, though the converse

by no means holds. 11ere is a de-

scription of a choleric old colonel, told

by his grandson over a bottle of wine,

which is a fair specimen of our author's

powers. The old gentleman was as

obstinate as be was choleric, and the

older he grew the more was ho
determined to have his way in every-

thing :

—

" One afternoon as his coachman was
driving him out, the latter had occasion to

go through a very narrow street, where
there was not room for two carriages to pass

each other. It happened to be a gay day in

the city, and a grand concourse of citizens,

headed by a band of musicians and a party
of horsemen carrying regalia and banners,

was proceeding up the street as my grand-
father was jogging down it. ' Make way,
make way there in front !' cried the advanced
guard of the mob. ' Ride them down, if they

don't move.' Thus note of defiance put the

old gentleman instantly on his mettle. Ho
had intended to wheel about when he saw
that the carriage was an obstacle to their

progress ; but, like fat John Falstaff, he
would do nothing on compulsion, and he
refused to budge an inch. There was a
great uproar, as you will suppose, and thoy

threatened to turn the horses' heads. ' Do,
if you dare,' said my grandfather ; and he
dragged an old horse-pistol (he always car-

ried one with him, in case of accidents) from
under the carriage-cushion, and cocked it

in their faces. Louder and louder grew the

din, but there sat my grandfather in the

carriage, and the coachman on the diakey.

The coachman was a grim old Serjeant of

the Colonel's, and had smelt powder. 'Are
you going to move?' roared the party of

horsemen.—* No !' bellowed my grandfather
in return ;

4
1 told you that before ;' and lie

looked to his priming and flint. ' You will

not go back ?' ' I will not* * Then you
shall not advance.

1
' Very good,' said my

grandfather, • I am in no hurry ;' and draw,
ing a newspaper from under another cusluon,

he began to read.

" In about ten minutes as he was, turning

the sheet and commencing the perusal of a
fresh column, the mob held a council of war,

the musicians struck up ' Yankee Doodle,'

and the procession faced about. Then the

colonel, shutting up the newspaper, delibe-

rately gave the .scrjeant the word to advance.

Now it so happened that my grandfather's

two horses were particularly vicious ones;

and growing restive, I suppose, at the bad
music, they bit one or two of the flag-car-

riers, and caught up between them the chief

trumpeter by the waistband of his small-

clothes ;
whereupon bis brother musicians

called upon those in front to move quicker,

and pressed so upon their heels, that the

party of cavalry were thrown into confusion,

a complete panic seized the crowd, and pre-

sently my grandfather drove them all, like

a conquered enemy leaving a sacked city,

helter-skelter before him. But this is a
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digression ; I am not getting on with my
tale.

44 My grandfather, I tolil you, was getting

old ; and as I was the la*t of the Hue, the

Uncus of his raw, he wUhed me to marry

and settle — a matter which had as yet not

much occupied my thoughts. I promised

him, however, Oiat I would take it into my
consideration. ' I'ooh ! nonsense about con-

sideration,' cried he ; ' do it at once. Never
pr>cra?itiuate. Do as I did.' Aud by-the-

byc, I must let you know how that was,

said Lascclles.
44 Sly grandmother was a fine woman, a

sensible woman, a strong-minded woman;
and when my grandfather proposed to her

she rejected him. He knew that (so he

used to say) to be all stuff, and prepared

for his wedding just as though everything

had been satisfactorily arranged between

himself and her. He fixed the day, fur-

nished his house, invited his friends, engaged

the parson, and the rumour of his projected

marriage spread abroad. The lady heard of

it, aud was, perhaps, a little piqued to find (as

she supposu-d) that another had so soon sup-

planted her in the colonel's affections. When
she saw him again, she congratulated him
upon his prospects, and inquired upon whom
his choice had fallen.

" 4 Eli ?' said my grandfather— and he
was really a handsome soldier-like man

—

'the lady? Why, I am going to marry
you, to be sure.'

44 4
1 am sure you are not,' said she.

41

4

1 will marry nobody else, madam ; you
may depend upon that,' said my grand-
father. 4 This very day week we shall be
man and wife.'

44 The next evening she again met tho

colonel at a party. Washington himself

happened to be present. 4 Introduce me to

your intended wife, Lascellcs,' paid the gene-

ral ; and my grandfather led him to the lady

in question. She wondered at his impu-
dence, and presently asked him how he dare

circulate a report of the kind.
44 4 Truth will out, madam,' said the vete-

ran.

" 4 You think to carry me by storm,' re-

plied the colonel's intended, 4 but you will not

do it, sir.'

14
' I shall carry you in pome way or other,

madam, I make small doubt,' said" the colo-

nel, smoothing his moustache
;
and, to the

lady's great astonishment, on the very
morning that my grandfather had fixed for

the wedding, a carriage drew up at her door,

the colonel alighted, walked in, offered her

his arm, walked out again, ordered the

coachman (no other than the trusty Ser-

jeant) to drive to the church, made her his

wife, and lived with her very comfortably

for upwards of forty years afterwards. In

fact, my grandfather never appeared to think

anything impossible. If he had coveted a
slice from the moon, or the tail of a young

comet, I verily believe he would have found

some means of aecomol ishinir its capture."—

pp. 307-400.

Let us give one extract to show that

our observations as to Log's power of

pathos are just. We must premise,

however, that the force of the incident

is much weukeued by being se-

parated from the scene of noise, and

frolic, and dissipation, in the midst of

which it occurs, as if to startle us by

its contrast :—

14 As I ascended the staircase, I passed a

crowd upon the landing, and saw several of

the boarders endeavouring to force their way
in at a door. They were repulsed, however,

by somebody inside, and a few violent blows

were exchanged. As I returned to inquire

into the cause of the disturbance, I felt my
sleeve pulled, and on looking round, was

beckoned by a gentleman, who had sat op-

posite me at the breakfast- table. It was be

who had beaten back the others. 4 You may
come in, if yon like,' he said ; and without

knowing why, I followed him, and the door

closed.
44 A dying youth, whose features even yet

retained* the traces of much manly beaoly,

was lying upon a bed, moaning at intervals,

and breathing heavily. He turned his eyes

slowly upon me, and then closed them again,

wearily.
44 4 1 do not wish anything of the kind,' be

feebly said, in replv to some observation on

the part of the other. 4 Yon are the only

friend that 1 possess, and from you alone will

I receive it. 1 am ready ; do not lose time.'

Upon this tho fir»t speaker came forward,

aud placed a' morsel of broad to the lips of

the dying youth, who ate it eagerly. A cup

containing some wine was next presented to

Li n, and he drank a little of it ; then mut-

tered what seemed to be a prayer, and bade

me turn the pillow, that the cool side of it

might touch his fevered cheek.
44 4

1 feel better now,' he said, * and am
willing to die as soon as it shall please God

to release me. You know all I have no-

thing to add. Let me be buried, if possible,

where things arc quiet, and the turf is green.'

In a few minutes the struggle for breath

and utterance ceased ; he pressed both our

hands ; there was a momentary frown upon

his brow ; it was succeeded by a smile, and

his spirit had passed away."—pp. 128-9.

In due course our merry traveller

like our wise one, finds his way to New
York, and so back to the Old World,

true to his spirit of adventure, in a fine

sailing vessel of 1,500 tons.

And so ends our companionship with

those two pleasant travellers — pies-
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santer we could not have wished for.

From the one we have derived a large

amount of valuable information upon
topics of great importance ; with him
wc have looked nt our transatlantic

brethren bv the light of philosophy,

contemplating their institutions, their

manners, their habits, their prospects.

From the other we have learned some-
thing too, very well worth learning ;

—

we have learned how much good na-

ture and friendliness there is amongst

mankind everywhere ; we have learned

to extract amusement from the foibles

of mankind, and interest even from his

crimes. The one has made U3 con-

stantly think and reason ; the other

made us laugh and be gay. Nothing
useful escapes the observation of the

one, nothing pleasant that of the other.

We leave Mr. Chambers, a wiser man
than when first wc met him, while we
part from Abel Log anything but a
sadder.

A CHANT TOR DECEMBER.

I.

Here's a chanson, my friends, to lend soul to our meeting—
A song which the bard from his heart with delight gives ;

Come, welcome it you with your joyfullest greeting,

As harmony's spirit amidst us to-night lives.

Let the shadow of care vanish now in the glowing

Of rosiest mirth ; for full soon, friends, remember,
Wc must hail in full chorus, each glass with wine flowing,

The advent of snow-mantled ice-crowned December.

n.

List ye not to the tempest that raves round the dwelling,

Where we sit feeling not old Time's swift-winced night

;

Hear ye not the wild torrents of raiu that are swelling

All the elements' jubilant anthem to-night?

And bethink ye not, friends, that that tempest is pealing

The requiem chant of the misty November

;

And that swiftly the while to Its climax is stealing,

The dark hour that precedes the birth-day of December?

in.

See the fire how its column of flame is up-springing

With a fierce exultation, as if to defy

All the spirits of gloom which, thank wine, are now flinging

No shadows o'er us from the storm-troubled sky.

Sec more vivid each moment is glowing and gleaming
The flame that devours crackling pine-log and ember

;

Ah ! it hails, does that fire, with its ruddiest beaming
The advent of snow-mantled ice-crowned December.

rv.

Quick, my friends, to its climax, that advent is looming—
Soon its death-knell o'er earth iron tongues will proclaim ;

Soon the midnight's deep chime thro* the sky will be booming,
And on Time's endless scroll be inscribed a new name.

Hark ! there now the first stroke of the twelve is outswelling

;

My friends, fill your glasses high up, for remember,
When those chimes shall have ended their ominous knelling,

We must pledge each—The new*born Month of December.
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MEMOIR OF FIELD MARSHAL COUNT BROWX.

Ulyssxb Maximilian Beow.v, Field.

Marshal of the armies of the Empress
Maria Theresa, Governor of Prague,
and Knight of the Golden Fleece, was
born on the 24 th of October, 1705.

His father, Ulysses Baron do Brown
and Camus, the representative and
descendant of one of the most ancient

families in Ireland, was then a Colonel
of Cuirassiers in the service of Joseph
I., Emperor of Austria, and was one of
the many brave Irish gentlemen who,
after the unfortunate battle of Augh-
rim, the surrender of Gal way, and ca-

pitulation of King James's army under
St. Ruth, at Limerick, were forced to

feed themselves by the blades of their

swords in the service of foreign coun-

tries. He had served under the Em-
peror Leopold I., who died in 1703;
and by the Emperor Charles VI. had
been created Count of the Holy Ro-
man Empire ; while his brother George
received the same exalted rank, being,

at the same time, a distinguished Ge-
neral of Infantry, Colonel of a regi-

ment of Musketeers, and Councillor of
War.

In his childhood, Ulysses Maximi-
lian was sent to tbe city of Limerick
by his father, and there, for a few
years, he pursued his studies at a pub-
lic school, until his uncle, Count
George Brown, sent for him, when
only ten years of age, to join his regi-

ment of infantry, which was then with

the army marching into Hungarv, un-

der the famous and gallant trince

Eugene of Savoy, against the Turks,

who had invaded the Imperial frontier.

With this army the great Count Saxe
was serving as an humble subaltern

officer.

The Turks had broken the peace of
Carlovitz in 1715, conquered the Mo.
rea, declared war against Venice, be-

sieged Corfu, and spread a general

alarm among the Courts of Europe.

Tbe Emperor's mediation was rejected

with disdain by Achmet III., the im-

perious Porte, whose army, 150,000

strong, hovered on the right bank of

the Danube ; but Prince Eugene, with

a small, well disciplined force, having

passed the river in sight of the inac-

tive Osmanli, encamped at Peterwar-

adin, on the confines of Sclavonia.

Ulysses Maximilian Brown was with

this army in the regiment of his ancle.

A battle ensued on the 5th August,

1716, near Carlovitz, and the Turks

were totally routed with the loss of

their Grand Vizier AH, and 30,000

slain ; while 50 standards, 250 pieces

of cannon, and all their baggage, were

taken. Other, but minor victories

followed, and in the month of June,

the brave Prince Eugene invested

Belgrade, tbe key of the Ottoman do-

minions on the Hungarian frontier.

For two months it was vigorously de-

fended by 30,000 men, while the Turk-

ish army, under the new Grand Vizier,

was intrenched close by, in a semicircle

which stretched from the Danube to

the Save, thus inclosing tbe troops of

Eugene in the marshes between those

rapid rivers.

By war and disease the Imperialists

suffered fearfully ; fighting of the most

desperate kind ensued daily ; and there,

while yet a child, tbe little Irish bor

was taught to handle his espontoon,

and became a witness of, if not an ac-

tor in, those military barbarities which

have always blackcucd a war along tbe

Ottoman frontier.

It was apparent to Eugene, that tbe

Turks, by destroying the bridge of tbe

Save, might obstruct his retreat, sur-

f>rise a body of his Austrians at Seoo-

in, or cut off his artillen-, which were

bombanling the lower town of Bel-

grade, while sickness and scarcity press-

ed severely upon his slender force;

thus it became evident, that nothing

but a decisive victory would save him

from gradual destruction. Already

the Turks, 200,000 strong, were within

musket-shot, and would soon storm bis

lines, which were defended by only

40,000 men, exclusive of the 20,000

who were blocking up Belgrade.

On a dark midnight— the 16th ot

August —- ufter uniting his forces by

firing three bombs, he attacked the

mighty host of the Sultan Achmet—
the most complete that Turkey bad

ever equipped for battle. Favoured

by a thick fog, the Austrians broke

through the slow and heavy Osroaiib.

stormed all their intrenchments at the

point of the bayonet, turned their ova

guns upon them, and grope-shotW"
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the turbanctl fugitives, whose unwieldy
army was totally routed, and fled,

leaving every cannon and baggA)ze-

wagon behind. The surrender of Bel-

grade, two days after, was the imme-
diate consequence of this brilliant

victory, and the Peace of Passaro-

ritz which, under the mediation of

Great Britain, was signed in July,

1718, succeeded in establishing a twen-
ty-five years' truce, and securing to

Austria the Western part of Walla-
chia, Servia, Belgrade, and part of

Bosnia.

After this battle, Ulysses Brown,
then in his twelfth year, was sent to

Rome, where he continued his studies

at the Clementine College, for the pe-

riod of four years.

In 1721, he went to Prague, and in

two years completed himself in tho

study of civil law.

He then entered the Austrian army,
and in 1723 became a captain in the

regiment of infantry commanded by
his uncle, Count George Brown ; and
such was his ardour and snch his know-
ledge in the art of war, that only two
years after, in 1725, we find him ap-

pointed to the lieutenant-colonelcy of

the same corps.

On the 15th of August in the fol-

lowing year, ho married Maria Philip-

pina, Countess of Martini tz, the beau-
tiful Bohemian heiress, and the last of
an ancient and noble line.

In 1 730, he served in the expedition

to Corsica, and by his bravery and ex-

ample contributed greatly to secure

the capture of Callansara, where he
was severely wounded in the thigh.

This successful expedition caused a
rumour that tho island was to be erect-

ed into a kingdom for the Chevalier de
St. George—James VIII. of the Scot-

tish Jacobites; and George II., on
being bribed by the Genoese, prohibit-

ed his English subjects from furnishing

any assistance to the troops or inhabi-

tants.

In 1732, Count Brown was made
Chamberlain of the Austrian Empire

;

and in 1734 was appointed full colonel

of infantry, and Italy was the next
scene of his service.

France had resolved on humbling
the overweening power of the House
of Hapsburg ; the venerable Marshal
Villars crossed the Alps, and, with a
combined army of French and Spa-
niards, burst into the Milanese, over-

ran Austrian Lombardy, and, carrying

victory wherever he marched, in two

months' time left only Mantua under

the flag of Charles VI. The latter

made strenuous efforts to protect him-

self—to secure the passage of the Rhine

against the Marshal Duke of Berwick

on one hand, and to recover his

power in Italv from Villars on the

other. The Diet voted him 120,000

men ; the Count de Merci marched
6,000 of these to protect the important

fortress of Mantua ; and with a force

increased to G0.OO0 soldiers, drew to-

wards the head of the Oglio and Po.

Leaving his young wife at the court

of Vienna, Count Brown accompa-
nied this force with his regiment of

German infantry, and it was among
the first of those brave battalions which
effected the arduous passage of the Po
near Santo Benedetto, where the Count
de Merci so boldly and skilfully sur-

prised the French troops, and drove

them back at the bayonet's point,

with the loss of all their ammunition,
baggage, and the cities of Guastalla,

Novella, and Mirandola, of which he
immediately took possession.

During this campaign, Count Brown
distinguished himselfon every occasion,

but most particularly at the great bat-

tle of Parma, on the 29th of June,

1734. There a desperate hand-to-

hand conflict ensued in front of the

city, on the high road which leads to

Piacenza, and after a struggle as

deadly as Italy ever saw, the Austrian*
remained masters of the field ; but the

Count de Merci, their general, was
mortally wounded by a musket-ball,

and Count Brown and the Prince of
"Wirtemberg, the lieutenant-general,

had their horses shot under them. The
French made their most desperate

stand at a farm-house, from the walls

of which " they mowed down whole
companies of the Imperialists by grape
and musket-shot. This dreadful con-

flict lasted for ten hours without in-

termission, when the enemy retired

in good order towards the walls of
Parma." On tho field lay ten thou-

sand corpses ; of the Imperialists there

fell the commander-in-chief, seven ge-

nerals, and three hundred and forty

officers were killed and wounded.
Thus ended an attack which the Count
de Merci risked in direct opposition to

the advice of Count Brown and other

officers of experience. The Imperial

army now fell bock upon Guasialla,

where it was the good fortune of Count
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Brown to save it nn<l the cause of
Charles VI. from total destruction.

The Austrian*, under the Prince of

Wirtemberg, M ere posted between the

Crostolo and the To, near some strong

redoubts, at the head of one of their

bridges; and there, on the 19th of

September, they were attacked by tho

French, when, after a hard conflict of

cicht hours, during which Brown, then

only in his twenty-ninth year, charged

repeatedly at the head of his regiment,

the Austrians were driven baek, with

the loss of four standards, while tho

gallant Prince of Wirtemberg, old Ge-
neral Colmeunro, the Prince of Saxe
Gotha, and many other brave men,
were slain.

Count Brown made incredible ex-

ertions to preserve discipline, and with

his own regiment to cover the rear of

the discomfited Imperialists, who were
thus enabled to tall baek in good
order to a new and stronger position

on the northward of the Po, where
they kept the field until January in

the ensuing year, when the wearied

French and Spaniards retired into

-winter quarters. One of the most
brilliant feats of the campaign was the

destruction of the bridge which tho

Marshal Duke de Noailles had thrown

over the Adige. At the head of his

regiment our brave Irish soldier of for-

tune achieved this arduous task, in

sight of the whole French army, under

a heavy discharge of cannon and mus-
ketry. Thus terminated tho Lombar-
do campaign, in which Austria, if she

did not lose her honour, won but little

flory, though in the two battles of

•anna and Guastalla she lost ten thou-

sand soldiers.

The French strengthened their forces,

and a cruel edict was issued at Paris,

ordaining all British subjects in Franco

between the ages of fifteen and fifty to

enlist in the Irish Brigade, or go to

the galleys— an edict which was en-

forced with such rigour, that in fifteen

days all the Parisian prisons were
crowded with British residents, chiefly

poor Scottish Jacobites ; but France

soon found oilier and more worthy
means of reinforcing her armies in

Italy and on the 1thine, than by re-

sorting to such inhospitable tyranny.

For his services in the Italian war,

Count Brown received a general's com-
mission in 1736, from the Emperor
Charles VI., who, discouraged by his

reverses, signified a desire for peace

;

and it was scarcely negotiated, before

he became involved in a new war, that

broke out on the confines of Europe
and Asia. The rapid progress of the

Russians against the Turks, and their

capture of the Crimea, excited the am-
bition of Charles, who, by the treaty

of 17*26, was bound to assist Russia

against the Porte ; and now that pro-

phecy, so often propagated, was in

every one's mouth, that The period
FATAL TO THE CbESCEST WAS ARRIVED 1

Again the Osmanli turned their arms
against Hungary ; and more to protect

that ancient kingdom than to assist

the Czarina (who demanded of Aus-
tria 10,000 horse and 20,000 foot),

Charles sent 8,000 Saxon infantry,

under Field-Marshal Seckendorf and
General Count Brown, with whom the

Duke of Lorraine went as a volunteer.

By the peculation of the commissaries
and contractors, these forces suffered

incredible hardships, and their leaders

found Gradisca, Bioc, even Belgrade,

and all the Hungarian frontier for-

tresses dilapidated, and incapable of

being defended. More troops and
600,000 florins were promised to them
from Vienna, but neither came. Thus
Seckendorf and Brown found them-
selves before the Turks with a small

army of recruits, destitute of horses,

caissons, and all the munitions of war.

On receiving 10,000 florins, they

raised 26,000 infantry, 15,000 horse,
and4,000 irregulars; but the indecision

of the Emperor, who interfered with

all their arrangements, the nature of

their forces, clamours among their sol-

diers, cabals among their officers, the

severities they encountered, and the

pressing ardour of the Osmanli, gave
to the imperial arms but a succession

of humiliating defeats; and though
Brown's fiery energy captured many
small fortresses, others of greater im-

portance were lost by Seckendorf, and
at last Belgrade, the scene of his ear-

lier service, was besieged.

Banjaluca, a strongly fortified town,

which has two castles to defend it, and
which stands cn the frontier of Bosnia,

at the confluence of the Verbas with

the Save, was skilfully invested by the

Austrian?, under the Prince of llild-

burghauscn, but he was compelled to

raise the siege, and, after a bloody con-

flict, was driven towards the Save by
the Turks.

Charles, alarmed for the safety of

Austria, ordered Seckendorfand Brown
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to march through Servia, and form a

function with the Prince, which they

immediately did, after dispatching a re-

inforcement to Marshal Kevcnhiiller.

With only 20,000 men, they fought a
way through Servia, and made them-

selves masters of Utzitza, after a short

eeige, and would have taken Zwornick,

but for an inundation of the Drina.

On the 16th of October, they encamped
on the southern bank of the Save.

Thu?, they arrived in time to share

some of the fighting near Banjaluca,

and on the retreat from thence the

Austrian baggage, sick, and wounded
were only saved from the barbarous

Mussulmans by the personal exertions

of Count Brown, who secured that

movement by his valour and example.
Discouraged by the misfortunes of

his army, Charles VI. resolved to end
a strife in which his troops gathered

nothing but disgrace ; and, leaving the

quarrel to the mediation of France, he
bequeathed to the Czarina the whole

brunt of the war. The ill-success of

the Austrians was attributed to the

unfortunate Scckendorf, the victim of

circumstances aud the cabals of the

Jesuits ; and he was committed, for

an unlimited time, to the gloomy
Castle of Glatz, an old fortress on the

mountains of* Silesia. On the peace of
Belgrade being signed, Marshal Wal-
lace (of Scottish descent) was also sent

prisoner to Zigicth, aud Count Neu-
perg was placed in the Castle of Ho-
litz ; and as these three generals were
ordered to remain captive during the

lifetime of the Emperor, no part of tho

stigma of their ill-success fell on their

Irish compatriot, ^Brown, who, on his

return to Vienna, in 1730, was created

Field Marshal-lieutenant, and a mem-
ber of the Aulic Council of War.

In the following year, his friend and
master, Charles VI. (having unfortu-

nately surfeited himself with mush-
rooms), died. He was the last prince

of the ancient House of Hapsburg,
sixteenth Kmperor of Germany, and
eleventh King of Bohemia ; and the

grave had scarcely closed over him,

ere the disputed succession to his here-

ditary dominions kindled another war
in Europe.
By the Pragmatic Sanction his an-

cient possessions were guaranteed to

his daughter, the Archduchess Maria
Thcresu (Queen of II ungary and Bo-
hemia, and wife of Francis Stephen
Duke of Tuscany), by Britain, Russia,

Holland, France, Spain, and Prussia

;

but the three last-named powers fell-

as an old writer says—" upon the poor
distressed orphan Queen, like three

wolves, without mercy or equity
;"

and in defiance of their solemn league,

the Bavarian Elector laid claim to

Bohemia; tho sovereigns of France,
Poland, and Saxony demanded all tho

vast inheritance of Austria each for

themselves ; and all prepared for open
war, while Maria Theresa quietly took
possession of her father's throne.

At this startling crisis Count Brown
was in command at Breslau. The
first blow of this new and general con-

test was struck by Frederick III. of
Prussia, who, having at his disposal all

the immense treasure which had been
accumulated by the rigid economy of
his politic father, together with 70,000
idle troops, for whom he had been left

to find employment, now revived an
ancient claim to Silesia, based upon
such pretensions as the English kings

of old advanced to the thrones of Scot-

land and France ; and suddeidy march-
ing twenty battalions of infantry and
thirty-six squadrons of horse into the

duchy, he took possession of Breslau,

its capital, from which Count Brown
was forced to retire, having only 3,000
men, with whom he retreated towards
Moravia, leaving small garrisons in

Glogau and Breig, which Frederick
bloekaded with six battalions. This
was in the January of 1741.

Frederick now offered to supply the

Queen of Hungary (as Maria Theresa
was styled) with money and troops to

support her claims against the other

violators of the Pragmatic Sanction,

provided she would cede to him the

Silcsian province. Aware of the dan-
ger of yielding to one pretender, she

sent Count Neuperg (who, since the

Peace of Belgrade, had been a captive)

with an army to the assistance of the

faithful Brown, who, after disputing

every inch of Frederick's progress, had
maintained the contest with him single-

handed for two months.

The King of Prussia sent a detach,

mcnt of infantry across the Oder to

attack Brown's garrison of 300 men in

Namslau, where they surrendered in a
fortnight. Leaving one regiment in

Breslau, he marched against Brown's
next garrison, consisting of 400 men, in

Ohlau, under Colonel Formentini, who
finding the place ruinous, and the

Prussiaus overwhelming, capitulated.
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Then General Kleist invested Breig

with five battalions and four squadrons.

Count Neuperg, one of Austria's

best jrenerals, being a senior officer,

assume*! the command of the whole
force, w hich he had first assembled in

the environs of Olmutz, and sent Ge-
neral Lentulus to occupy tlie narrow
defiles of Glatz in Silesia, and so pro-

tect Bohemia. Neuperg, meanwhile,
meditated operations on the Neiss,

and his hussars cut off the King of

Prussia's convoys and outposts in

every direction. The skirmishes around
Neiss were incessant, and in one ca-

valry encounter Frederick was nearly

taken prisoner—a stroke which would
have ended the war at once. After

many manoeuvres and encounters, the

armies of Neuperg and Frederick drew
near each other, on the 10th of April,

1741, at Molowitz, a village in the

neighbourhood of Neiss, where a des-

perate battle was fought.

On this inauspicious day — inauspi-

cious lor the Austrian cause—General
Count Brown (or Bruun, as the King
of Prussia names him in his works)

commanded the infantry. The scene

of the encounter was within a league

of the river Neiss, and the ground was
mantled with snow to the depth of two
feet. The Prussian army consisted

of twenty-seven battalions of infantry,

twenty-nine squadrons of cavalry, and
three of hussars.

The Prussian infantry were, at that

time, says Frederick, who had brought
their discipline to perfection, *' walk-

ing batteries ! The rapidity of loading

tripled their fire, and made a Prussian

equal to three adversaries." They
came on with such ardour, that Mar-
shal Neuperg had to form his troops

in order of buttle under a cannonade
from Frederick's artillery ; but the

right wing of his cavalry (thirty

squadrons), under Reenter, "fell head-

long on the Prussian left, and drove
back their blue-coated drairoons. On
they continued to press, with swords
uplifted, until the steady fire of two
grenadier battalions routed them, and
slew the brave Uaemer as he led them to

tho charge for the third time.

At this critical moment, the infantry

under Brown rushed on, and, though
unsupported by cavalry, made incre-

dible efforts to break through Frede-

rick's serried ranks ; and in this strug-

gle the first battalion of his guards lost

half its officers, and no lees than 800

men. For five hours the firing con-

tinued ; and, as ammunition failed, the

dead were all turned on their faces,

and their pouches emptied, to carry on
the strife, which was only ended by
Marshal Schwerin making a motion
with his left, which threatened the

Austrian flank. "This," says Frede-
rick, in the History of his Own Times,
" waa the signal of victory, and the

Austrian defeat— their rout was total"
This was at six, p.m.
Count Brown was severely wound-

ed, and Maria Theresa had 180 officers,

7,000 horse and foot, killed, and three

standards, seven cannon, and 1,200
prisoners, taken, with 3,000 wounded.
Brown, though faint with loss of blood,

never left his saddle ; but, by his ef-

forts at the head of the infantry, co-

vered the retreat of the whole army,
which Neuperg, who was also wound-
ed, ordered to retire under the cannon
of Neiss, leaving Frederick victorious
on tho field, where he remained for

three weeks.
Availing himself of this success, the

victor, after a short siege, took Breig,
removed his head-quarters to Strehlen,
and, on driving 4,000 Austrian hus-
sars from the important pass of Frye-
walde, began to recruit his arniy

among the conquered Silesians. Re-
establishing himself in Breslau, on
being joined by the Duke of Holstein,
his army, consisting of forty-three bat-

talions and seventy squadrons, would
soon have cut oft all communication
between the troops of Neuperg and bis

supplies; and moreover, would have
formed a junction with the armies of

France and Bavaria, which had now
taken the field in his favour — the

former under the famous Marshal,
Duke de Bclleisle, and the latter under
their Elector. Tho outposts of their

allied enemies were now within eight

Germau miles of Vienna, and the cause

of the young and beautiful Maria The-
resa seemed almost desperate. She
retired to Presburg, where her appear-
ance before the assembled Palatines,

with an infant son in her arms, kindled

such an enthusiasm that, as one man,
they drew their sabres, exclaiming—
" We will die for our sovereign, Maria
Theresa !'*

She sent for Count Brown in 1743,

to be present at her coronation, and,

as a reward for his past services,

made him a privy councillor of the

kingdom of Bohemia.
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The brave Hungarian nobles now
rose in arms, and old Count Palfy

marched at the head of 30,000 men to

relieve Vienna, the Governor of which,

Marshal Kevenhidler, had only 12,000

men to resist the three armies of
France, Prussia, and Bavaria, while the

Marshals Neuperg and Brown covered

the roads to Bohemia with 20,000 men.
as a protection against the kingdom of
Bavaria. In all the operations of the

Austrian*, during the many encounters

and severe campaigns of 1742-3, Count
Brown commanded the vanguard or

first division, and always with honour.

Prince Charles of Lorraine having

succeeded Marshal Neuperg in com-
mand of the army, encountered the

enemy near Braunau, and a desperate,

but drawn battle (in which his forces

suffered most) was fought, while

Prince Lobcowitz, on marching from
Bohemia, drove the French from all

their posts and garrisons in the Upper
Palatinate. Then the combined forces

of the Prince, Brown, and Lobcowitz,

forced those of Marshal Broglio to

abandon their strongly intrenched

camp at Pladling, on the Danube, and
to fall back in confusion on the Khine,

while the irregular horse, Croats, Pan-
dours, and Foot Talpaches, harassed

their roar-guard, and exterminated the

stragglers.

In this expedition, Count Brown
seized Deckendorf, at the head of the

vanguard, captured a vast quantity of

baggage, and obliged the French, after

immense slaughter, to abandon tho

banks of the Danube, which the whole
Austrian army, under the Prince of
Lorraine, passed in security on the

6th of June.
On this spot a pillar was afterwards

erected, bearing, in the following in-

scription, an honourable testimony to

the valour of our Irish hero

" There*'* AuUrlaca AugucUe Dure Exerciliw,

C:irlo Alexandre) Lotlialringiro,

Scptetnderiis, inpenti* hottlllhui villi*,

C*plouue Dcekenuortlo, renitendibtu nodi*,

Re*i*tentibu&, GaJli*,

Due* cxercitu* Luduvico Borbonlo Contlo
Tr»niivil blc DtDobtum,

Uljrnc* Muxitailianu* Drown, C»ni|>l Marivsliahi*,

Die 6° Junll," a.O. 1743.
•

When Marshal Broglio reached
Donawert, in the Swabian circle, he
was joined by 12,000 men, under tho

warlike Maurice Count de Saxe, after-

wards Marshal General of France and
Duke of Courland ; but finding his

main body almost destroyed, instead

of hazarding a battle, he retreated be-

fore Prince Charles and Brown to

Ileilbron, and there abandoning to

them his artillery and baggage, retired

with greater precipitation to Prague.
Lorraine followed, and encamped in

sight of them, along the hills of Giris-

nitz. The French marshals offered to

surrender Prague, Egra, and all their

captures in Bohemia, provided they

were- permitted to march home with

the honours of war. These offers were
rejected with disdain ; Prague was in-

vested on all sides, and though tho

Marshal de Maillebois marched to its

relief, he achieved nothing, for the Aus-
trians possessed all the passes of the

mountains, and he was compelled to

retreat as a fugitive, harassed and
galled by the troops of Prince Charles,

who left Prince Lobcowitz to watch
the motions of the Dukes of Bclleisle

and Broglio in the bcleagured city.

The latter of these marshals lied

from his command in the disguise of a
courier; the former abandoned the

city in a dark and cold December night,

and, with 14,000 men and 30 guns,

made bis way towards Alsace, endur-
ing unheard of miseries; 900 meu
whom he left behind him surrendered

at discretion ; and thus again the an-

cient capital of Bohemia reverted to

the House of Austria, which, however,

lost the Duchy of Silesia by the treaty

of Breslau, which ceded it for ever to

the kingdom of Prussia.

In the year 1743, Count Brown was
sent by his Imperial Mistress to Worms
as her plenipotentiary to George II.

of Great Britain, with whose Ministers

he spared no pains to arrange the im-

portant alliance between the Courts of

London, Vienna, and Turin. On this

service he acquitted himself with an
ability no way inferior to the courage

he had displayed in so many fields.

The arena of his next service was
again in Italy, where the Austrian

forces were still fighting against the

Spaniards, and pursuing the old war
between the houses of Bourbon and
Hapsburg.
The Count Gages, who commanded

the Spaniards in Bologna, having re-

ceived instructions from his imperious

Queen to fight the enemy within three

days, or resign, and to fight whether he

was prepared or not, passed the Parano
in the beginning of tubruary, and, on
the 18th, attacked the Austnans under

Count Traun, at Campo Santo, a town
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of Modena, where another drawn battle

was fought, and both sides claimed the

victory. Count Gages found himself

obliged to repass the river, and retire

iuto Koinagna, where he intrenched

himself, and remained undisturbed till

October, when Prince Lobcowitz, bav-

in" assumed command of the Austrian

army, boldly advanced, and drove him
back on Fano. It wa9 at this crisis

that Count Brown was sent by Maria
Theresa to join her Austrian?, whose

ultimate object was the conquest of

the Bourbonic kingdom of Naples, to

punish its King for having violated a

forced neutrality, and joined Count
Gages with 25,000 men.

At this time the Empress- Queen
engaged to maintain 30,000 men in

Italy, provided the King of Sardinia

would pay another force of 45,000,

while Britain was to send a naval

squadron to co-operate by sea. Lob-
cowitz and Count Brown had estab-

lished their head-quarters at Monte
Rotondo, near Rome, when their final

orders arrived to invade the kingdom
of Naples. Breaking up the camp,

and inarching towards Viletri, the

Prince dispatched Count Brown, with

a division of German infantry and
another of Hungarian hussars, to pur-

sue the Spaniards (who begun to re.

treat) as far as the river Tronto, with

the double purpose of harassing them,

and endeavouring to excite an insur-

rection among the wild mountaineers

of the Abruzzo. In fulfilment of his

orders, Brown distributed everywhere

manifestoes in the name of Maria
Theresa, urging them to throw oft' the

Spanish yoKe, and place themselves

under her protection, promising, at

the same time, to banish for ever the

obnoxious Jews from Naples ; but

these proclamations were unheeded by
the Abruzzesi, who evinced no incli-

nation to revolt.

Meanwhile his commander, Prince

Lobcowitz, had halted in the mar-
quisate of Aneona, being somewhat
uncertain in which direction to march.

Pushing on, Count Brown crossed the

Tronto, which separates the kingdom
of Naples from the Papal territory.

Entering, he gave all to fire and sword

as he advanced. His route lay along

the shore of the Adriatic by the high

road to Naples, which crosses the river

Potenza near its mouth, and lies on
the confines of Ascoli. He laid most
of the small towns in the Abruzzo

under contribution. Some were fined

in money—others in a certain quantity

of bai ley bread ; but his necessary se-

verity was greatly tempered by mercy.

His advanced -guard of hussars had »

daily skirmishes with the Spanish

cavalry.

The passes being deep with snow, so

as to be almost impassable for artillery

and baggage, Lobcowitz gave up all

thought of entering Naples by tbe

coast road, which was the only elear

one, and very unwisely recalled Count
Brown with his forces ; and as soon as

they joined, began his march by the

way of Umbria and the Campagna cli

Roma, with 0,000 horse and 20,000

foot. Among the former were 2,000

hussars; among the latter were some
irregulars, or Iree conipanies of what
Buonamici, in his " Commentaries,"
styles " Condemned persons and de-

serters, who, despairing of pardon, and

urged by the prospect of plunder,

panted for an opportunity of coming

to blows with the enemy." This small

army marched in three columns, two

days' march apart, that the people

might not be oppressed. Brown com-

manded the first. Advancing by Spo-

leto, Tcrni, and Narni, they reached

Castellana, and held a council of war,

at which Brown, the Cardinal Ales-

sandro Albani, and the Bishop of

Gurek assisted. A stormy debate en-

sued, and nothing was decided upon.

Meanwhile the alarmed King of Na-
ples, with the combined armies of

Naples and Spain, was encamped on

the hill of Anagin, in the Campagna
di Roma. The Spaniards under Count
Gages consisted of eleven battalions of

infantry, three regiments of cavalry,

under the Duke of Atri, five hundred

horse-archers, and three hundred of

the Duke of Modena's archer-guards

(archers, of course, but by name);
with the Irish Brigade, and a regiment

of hussar deserters. The Neapolitan

army consisted of eighteen battalions

of foot and five regiments of horse.

The vanguard was composed of ligbU

armed mountaineers. The artillery

was commanded by the veteran Conte

di Gazola.

Lobcowitz and Brown now began

their march towards Rome ; crossed the

Tiber at Tevcrone, and halted at Ma-

rino, where of old stood the villa of

Cnius Martus. After a great deal of

severe marching, counter-march iiur.

and skirmishing, the Prince resolvtd
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on assailing the chiefs of the allies in

their head-quarters, which they had
established in Viletri ; and this daring
enterprise he committed to Brown, his

most active and able general.

In Viletri, the King of Naples and
the Duke of Modena, with most of the

nobles and officers of their troops, had
quartered themselves, and taken every
measure to secure and fortify the town,
which is situated upon a high moun-
tain, surrounded by deep valleys, all

difficult of access, but beautifully

planted with vineyards and groves of
olive-trees. It had several gates, a
Minorite convent, and a town-house,
which crowned the summit of the hill.

Charles of Naples occupied the no-
ble palace of the Ginnetti family ; ad-

jacent to which were spacious gardens,

a lane, and a bridge, all guarded by
soldier8, barricaded, and planted witn
brass cannon. The gardens communi-
cated with the Valmonte road, and
thereon were posted two battalions of
the Walloon Guard. The custody of
the Roman gate was committed to the

Royal Regiment of Horse, and theDuke
of Modena's Life Guards, while at the

foot of the eminence, to sweep all ap-
proaches, the most of the artillery were
posted near the Capuchin convent.

The right flank of the town was occu-
pied by Spanish and Italian infantry ;

the left by the cavalry, the Irish Bri-
gade, and four battalions of the Wal-
loon Guard.
The Austrians had intrenched them-

selves on a hill, only a mile distant

;

and there, by means of spies and de-

serters, Count Brown had accurately

informed himself of all the arrange-

ments which had been made in Viletri ;

but, brave as he was, on Prince Lob-
cow itz first proposing this hazardous
duty to him, he was struck by the too

evident desperation of the service.

"The Austrian forces," said he,
" are insufficient for attempting so dar-

ing an enterprise ; it is impossible to

reach the Neapolitan cantonment un-
discovered, and I do not think we
could force itwithoutimminent danger,

and a warm reception. In my opinion,

the easier and the safer way would be
to make a general attack with all our
strength upon the enemy's works."

Brown afterwardsadopted the Gene-
ral's opinion, that a night attack was
best; and the time and manner he
proposed met with the consent of all

who were present at their conference.

VOL. XUVi—NO. CCLX1V.

Selecting 6,000 men, be chose the

10th of August for this desperate expe-

dition ; and Lobcowitz, to conceal all

knowledge of the route chosen by the

Count in attacking Viletri, threw a
chain of picqueta and videttes over a
vast extent of country. In silence,

and without the sound ofdrum or bugle,

he marched from the camp ; and none
of his troop?, save the Marquis de No-
vati, his second in command, were in-

formed of the object until they reached

a valley at the foot of the mountain,
near a church dedicated to St. Mary.
The darkness of the night (says Cas-
truccio Buonamici) was rendered more
dense by the shade of the overhanging
vines.

At this moment, during a temporary
halt, it was reported to the Count that

a soldier had rleserted, and perhaps to

the enemy. The Marquis de Novati,

fearing they were betrayed, urged a
retreat, but Brown exclaimed—" No

;

I am determined to advance. The die

of war has been thrown 1" And pro-

mising his soldiers ample rewards, ex-

horted them to behave like brave men.
Pushing on with ardour, the attack was
commenced just as day began to break,

by the cavalry outposts being cut to

pieces, and the left flank of Viletri

bein^ furiously assailed, the infantry

pushing on through walls and vine-

yards, and the Hungarian horsemen
with lance and sabre hewing a passage
to the streets. A regiment of Italian

dragoons were put to flight. The
brave Irish Brigade attacked the ad-
vancing Austrians with such fury, as

to hold them in check for half-an-hour,

but in the end were nearly cut to pieces

at the Neapolitan Gate. Marsiglia of
Sienna, a knight of Malta, defended a
cottage with fifty dismounted dragoons,
and displayed incredible bravery. The
Walloon Guards were unable to assist

the Irish until they were nearly all

slain. Colonel Macdonel, eleven cap-
tains, thirty subalterns, and a heap of
Irish dead, blocked up the gate they
defended. The fury, the firing, and
the slaughter on all sides of the hill

were frightful. The King of Naples
put himself at the head of his Guards,
cryinc, " Remember your king and
your ancient valour." But his efforts

were vain ; the gates were all forced,

his forces driven out, and nine of their

standards taken. The street which
led to the Ginnetti palace was set in

flames, the Duke or Atri was nearly
3 »
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burned alive, and General Count Ma-
riano was captured in bed. Brown's
second in command, the Marquis de
Novati, was taken prisouer, and find*

ing his troops which were busy plun-

dering, about to be surrounded by
those of Count Gage?, he ordered his

drums to beat a retreat, and retired to

the intrenched camp of Lobcowitz. In
this expedition he killed and captured

3,000 men, hamstrung 800 horses, and
brought oil 500 more laden with plun-

der; one general, one hundred other

officer?, twelve standard-, and three

small colours. His own loss was only
500.

Disheartened by the partial failure

of this atliiir—for the King of Naples
had escaped them—destitute of forage

for their cavalry and artillery, and en-

cumbered with many sick and wounded
men, Ixmcowitz aud Brown finding

themselves unable to hazard a general

engagement, and that autumn was at

hand, became desirous of retreating ;

and after pillaging Valinonte and cut-

ting the Duke of Portocarrara's Italian

corps to pieces, transporting their bag-

gage and sick by sea to Tuscany, they

threw a pontoon bridge across the

Tiber beside the Ponte Molle, and
commenced a retreat in the night, de-

molishing all bridges as they left them
behind, to bar pursuit.

The Count was named "the right

hand" of Lobcowitz during the arduous
operations which ensued ; and, by his

usual activity and bravery, he fre-

quently repulsed tho pursuing Spa-
niards on the retreat Iroui Viletri,

during the fortification of the Austrian

camp at Viterbo, the retreat from
thence through the forests of Orvietto,

with a force now diminished to 13,000
men ; the assault upon Nnccra, where
Count Soro and 000 Italian deserters

fell into the hands of Count Gages,
who sent them in chains to San Gio-
vanni, where every fifth man was shot

—and many other similar affaire, until

the Imperialists reached their winter
quarters at Bimini, Cesano, and Forli,

on which the Spauiards and Neapoli-
tans retired to Peacro and Fauo.

In the beginning of the following

year, 1745, he was recalled from Italy

by Maria Theresa, and sent into Ba-
varia at the head of a body of troops

against the voung Elector, who was in

alliance with France. Ho took the

town of Viishosen by assault, and cap-
tured 3,000 prisoners; 2,000 were slain

on both sides, and 0,000 Hessians were
forced to lay down their arms, and

enter the British service for the cam-

paign against the unfortunate Prince

Charles Stuart. The Count would

have performed many other feats of

equal brilliance, had the war against

Bavaria nut been terminated suddenly

by the terrified Elector, who, at the

same time that Yilshosen was taken,

lost Pfarrkirchcn, Landshut, and had

all his magazines destroyed, which com-
pelled him to sign the treaty of Fusson,
and in April to conclude a peace with

the Empress Queen. In the same year

Count Brown was appointed General

of the Austrian Onlnance.
Though peace had been made with

the Bavarian Elector, there was no

rest for our Irish soldier of fortune,

who was immediately dispatched a

third time to Italy, with 18,000 men
against the Spaniards, by Maria The-

resa, whose husband had now been

elected Emperor of Germany. He
joined the Prince of Lichenslein, who
was carrying on the war against the

still-allied French aud Spaniards under

the Marshal de Maillebois ; and one of

his first essays in the new Italian cam-

paign was to attempt the recovery of

the Milanese, out of which, solely by

his activity, the allies were ultimately

driven.

He also formed a daring scheme to

cut off the communication between the

main-body of the Spanish army and

their forces under the Marquis de Cas-

tellar, by detaching General Nodasti

along the left bank of the Po, with

orders to amuse the enemy by coun-

termarches, and by pretending to lay

a pontoon bridge across the river at

Casnle-maggiore, a town in Lombardy.

"While the deceived Spaniards were

busy watching: these feigned motion",

their guard?, who occupied the right

b:mk of tho Po, were surprised and

utterly cut to pieces by the Austrian

Irregulars ; and then Count Brown

crossed the river at Borgofortc, near

the strong Venetian castle, and push-

ing on from thence, captured Luzzara,

a Parmese town four miles north of

the 6cenc of his services twelve years

before— Guastalla, which he imme-

diately invested, and took by assault,

when Mnrshal Count Corasin surren-

dered, with 2,000 prisoners. At this

very tune, Castellar, with 7,000 Spa-

niards, hovered on one flank of the

Count's little force, and Gages was ad-
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vancing on the other—two movements
by which his division must have been
overwhelmed, had not the Prince of

Licbenstein advanced to his support,

and on uniting they took Parma.
At the battle of Piacenza, Brown

performed one of his most brilliant

deeds, by destroying the right wing of
the allies, under the Marshal de Mail-
lebois. This great encounter took
place in front of the city, which stands

on an extensive plain near the right

bank of the Poj earthen ramparts
surround, and a castle protects it.

Count Gages' army abounded in caval-

ry; and besides its natural strength,

his position was defended by the can-
non of the city ; so there was no hope
ofstarving him out ofhis trenches—but
battle was given on the 16th of June.
The French, who had encamped with-

out the Antonian gate, formed in three

lines, and were the right wing of the

enemv, with sixteen battalions of

Spaniards under Lieutenant- General
Aramburc ; the centre consisted of
nine battalions, the flower of the Spa-
nish infantry ; the left were tbe regi-

ments of Naples and Genoa.
The battle began at daybreak, and

the Spaniards charged with such fury

that an Austrian battery, consisting of
twenty-six pieces, was taken by Aram-
bure, who was dangerously wounded.
Count Gages broke their left, when
250 gallant men of Prince Eugene's
dragoons bore them back, and struck

a panic into tbe French, amongst
whom the Marshal de Maillebois was
fighting on foot. These dragoons were
led by Count Brown, and by their

charge the Spanish and Walloon Guards
were routed, trampled under hoof, and
destroyed. The allies made a preci-

pitate retreat. Two days after the

battle they were reviewed, and found
to have lost 3,220 who were killed,

4,460 wounded, and 915 prisoners.

The Count de Brostel, General of the

French Artillerv, the Chevalier de
Tesse, two Spanish Lieutcnant-Gene-
rals, and the Commander of the Swiss,

wero among the slain. Ten pieces of
cannon and thirty pairs of colours were
left upon that sanguinary field, where
the Austrians buried 3,500 of their

own dead. The King of Spain sur-

vived these tidings but a few days.

On the 9th of August, the combined
French, Spanish, and Neapolitan ar-

mies attempted to cross the Po at the

Loinbra and Tydone. Count Sabel-

loni, with 7>000 Austrians, made a
noble staud against them, from nino
in the evening till ten next morning,
when General Bottaand Count Brown
hastened to his relief, and the con-
flict began again with renewed fury,

and after a terrific cross fire of cannon
and musketry, and a furious melee, in

which Spaniard, Frenchman, Swiss,

Italian, and Austrian soldiers, were
nil mingled, with musket, sword, and
bayonet— no man valuing life or limb
when compared with the glory of the

day—the three allies were driven back,

leaving 8,000 killed, wounded, and
prisoners, with nineteen guns, and
twenty standard?, on the field.

m

The Austrians lost General Baren-
clnu (whose courage was ever rash)

with 4,000 men. Counts Brown and
Pallavicini wen; wounded. The Spa-
niards lost the flower of their officers,

and among them the young and noble

Colonel Don Julio Deodato of Lucca,
an accomplished cavalier and scholar.

Marshal Maillebois and Count Gages
retreated to Genoa, from thence to

Nice, and from thence to Parma, aban-
doning Piacenza, ofwhich the Austrians

took immediate possession, and wherein
they placed 9,000 men, most of whom
were suffering from wounds received in

previous battles. Despite his wound,
Brown remained at the head of his

division and with the army which pur-
sued the Bourbon allies towards Genoa,
taking every place by storm or capitu-

lation on their route, except Tortona
and the maudamento or fortified town
of Gavi.

On the Austrian vanguard under
Count Brown (who commanded during
the absence of Count Botta, the now
commander-in-chief) reaching Santo
Pietro d*Arena, a suburb of Genoa,
the city became filled with consterna-

tion, and the senators sent the Marshal
di Campo Ksceria to learn from htm
on 'what conditions he would receive

the city. But for some private reason
Brown declined to admit him to an
audience. Raynerio Grimaldi and
Augustino Lomellino were next sent

to the Austrian camp, and the Count
demanded the object of their visit.

" General," they replied, " the people

of Genoa have made war on no one, and
least of all upon the Empress-Queen
of Hungary, for whom they have ever
entertained a profound veneration.

Had they been her enemies, would their

ambassador have been at this very time
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in her citv of Vienna? Hard neces-

sity forced us to embrace an alliance

with the Bourbons, and it was with no
other view than to defend ourselves,

for we would be the vilest of mankind
to suffer our fatherland to be taken

tamely from us. There can be no
reason now, noble General, to distress

those who have only armed them in

their own defence, or treat as enemies

the Genoese, who have committed no
act of hostility."

"Signeurs," replied Count Brown,
you have acted the part of our most

bitter enemies, for without your assist-

ance what could the united armies of

the Bourbons have effected? You
sent them auxiliaries ! you supplied

them with provisions; and after six

years' striving to cut a passage into

Italy, it was you Genoese, alone, who
opened up a path to them, enabling

them to essay the ruin of the Austrians

in Venice and in Lombardv. Begone I

and without loss of time inform your

senate to say no more of friendship for

the present, but submit to us on those

terms which my friend, General Gorani,

will lay before you in writing."

Lest Brown should have the entire

glory of reducing Genoa, General

Botta hastened from Novi to resume

the command, and he also required the

immediate surrender of the city.

The allies having left 4,000 men to

defend the pass of La Bochetta, in the

northern Apennines, a gorge which

has always been considered as the key
of Italy on the side of Genoa, and
which is well defended by several re-

doubts, Count Brown advanced against

it, and stormed the ravine, though it

is so narrow that in some places only

three men could march abreast. He
attacked and routed another party on
his wav to Ponte Decimo ; and after

this, the Genoese, finding themselves

completely abandoned, gave up all their

gates, posts, and arsenals, and paid

50,000 Genovines to the victorious

Austrian troops. After this, Count
Brown was appointed their genera-

lissimo in Italy ; and all thought of in-

vading Naples having been completely

laid aside for the time, it was arranged

by the British and Austrian ambassa-

dors, in a conference which they held

in Santo Pietro d'Arcna, that without

loss of time he should make an inva-

sion of Provence, into which the allies

had retired. In obedience to this de-

sire, after detaching General Gorani

( who soon after was unfortunately

killed) to fall upon the enemy's rear,

and leaving the Marquis de Botta at

Genoa with 18,000 men, he embarked
on board a squadron consisting of
three ships anci eight pinnaces, com-
manded by the Scottish Captain Forbes,
and sailing from Santo Pietro d'Arena,
had a quick passage to Villa Franca,
from whence he walked on foot to

Nice, a two days' journey. He was
disguised, for in such a country1

, con-
vulsed as it was by war, assassination,

and disorder, every precaution was ne-

cessary for personal safety.

Having waited on the King of Sar-
dinia, and settled their plan of future

operations, he waited at Nice only
until Captain Forbes brought over the
Austrian artillery, &c, from Genoa,
and until the forces collected for him
by the Sardinians were reinforced by
the troops from Piedmont, Milan,
Genoa, and those which had been
blocking up Tortona ; and while they
were collecting, at the head of a small
force he reduced, by assault, Mont
Albano, in the county of Nice.

In triumph, and in defiance of the
French troops under the Marshal
Duke de Belfeisle, he passed the Var
on the 9th of November, with a fine

army, consisting of forty-five squadrons
of horse, and sixty-three battalions of
foot— in all, 50,000 men. Among
these were twenty regiments of the
Piedmontese. The wild Croats, on their

swift grey horses, and the dashing
Hungarian Hussars, clad in their

brown uniforms, formed his vanguard

;

and fell with such fury upon the French
with their long lances and sharp
sabres, that they swept alt before
them ; while the British sailors, under
Vice -Admiral Medley, drove them
from Fort Laurette, and thereby se-

cured his left flank. Thus safely and
victoriously he passed the Var, and
entered Provence, the ancient patri-

lnonv of the House of Anjou.
With the assistance ofa British bomb-

ketch, he reduced and took 500 soldiers

in the little islesofSaint Marguerite and
Saint Honorat, on the south-east coast

of France, opposite to Antibes, which
he invested by land, while Admiral
Medley cannonaded it by sea. Leaving
Baron Roth with twenty-four batta-

lions to press the siege against too

Chevalier de Sade, he made himself

master of Draguignan, with the loss of

2,000 men, laid all the open country
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under contribution, and threw forward

his outposts so far as the river Argens.

During these arduous operations, he

was siezed by a fever, which confined

him to his camp-bed, but he soon re-

linquished it for his saddle.

The batteries opened against An.
tibes on the 20th ofSeptember. It was

cannonaded for thirty-six days, and all

its bouses were demolished ; but, on
collecting a numerous army, the Mar-
shals De Belleisle and De BoufBers ad-

vanced to its relief, while other forces,

amounting to sixty battalions, were
hastening forward from Flanders.

Meanwhile, the Genoese, driven to

despair by the extortions and severity

of the Marquis de Botta, resolved to

break their Austrian fetters, or die in

the attempt. The circumstance of a
German officer striking an Italian, who
refused to drag a mortar to which he
was harnessed, kiudled a Uame ; and
all the Genoese rushed to arms, and
forced the arsenals. The city barriers

were stormed, the Austrians driven

out, and two regiments, who defended
the gate of Santo Thomaso, were cut

to pieces. All these circumstances

combined, obliged Count Brown to

raise the siege of Antibes, abandon the

projected expedition against Toulon,
and repass the Var. This was exe-
cuted on the 23rd January, 1747, but
not without considerable loss, for his

rearguard was furiously attacked. Or-
dering a column of horse and foot into

Lombardy to join Count Schulem-
berg, he lined the southern bank of the

Var with his main body, and kept the

French under the great Belleisle com-
pletely in check, till the King of Sar-

dinia secured all the mountain-defiles,

to prevent them from penetrating into

Piedmont.
Brown still continued that masterly

retreat which excited the admiration
of all mi I i tar}' men, and even of his

enemy, the brave Belleisle, who fol-

lowed him across the Var on the 25th
May, and retook Mont Albano, Villa-

franca, and Ventimiglia, from his gar-

risons, driving back forty-six Piedmon-
tese battalions with terrible slaughter

at the pass of Exillos, where the Che-
valier de Belleisle (brother of the Mar-
shal), Knight of St. John of Jerusalem,

fell, pierced with three wounds. Mean-
while Brown, with a force diminished

to 28,000, continued his retreat to-

wards Finale and Savona. The de-

spatch, which was sent to him by

Major-General Collorcdo, detailing the
affair at Exilles, was published in the

London Gazette. In Lombardy he
ordered two intrenched camps to be
formed: one to hold 14,000 men, to

guard the bauks of the Tanaro ; the

other to hold 11,000, and guard the

Po, near Pavia , but fatigue and want
of food soon compelled all to seek
quarters for the winter. The King of
Sardinia marched to Turin ; Brown
established his head-quarters at Milan
—after winning the praise of all Europe
by his skilful operations in Provence.
While here, by the severity of his re-

monstrance, he forced Marshal Schu-
lemberg to abandon his important
enterprise against Bisi^nano, and
draw ofThis division to assist the King
of Sardinia in covering Piedmont aud
Lombardy.
The remainder of that year he occu-

pied by innumerable skirmishes and
movements in defending the Italian

states of Maria Theresa ; among these

(after the great review at Com) was
the march upon the Dcrmont, the as-

sault by the French upon Maison
Meau, the attack upon forty -three

French battalions who were intrenched

near Villa Franca, and other affairs,

until the peace so happily signed in

1748, when he was sent by his mistress

to Nice, where, in conjunction with

the Duke de Belleisle and the Marquis
de la Minas, he skilfully adjusted cer-

tain difficulties which had arisen in

fulfilling the Treaty of Aix.la-Chapelle.

In reward for his many great and gal-

lant services, the Empress Queen now
made him Governor of Transylvania,

where he won the love and admiration

of the people, by his justice, affability,

and honourable bearing.

In 1752 he was made Governor of
the city of Prague, and Commander-
iu-Chief of all the troops in the king-

dom of Bohemia, and in the following

year the King of Poland, as Elector of
Saxony, honoured him with the order

of the White Eagle, the collar of which
is a gold chain (to which a silver eagle

is attached), and first worn by Udis-
laus V. on his marriage with a daugh-
ter of the Duke of Lithuania. In
J 754 he was raised to the rank of Mar-
shal of the Empire.

After five years of peace the clouds

of war again began to gather on the

Prussian frontier, and Marshal Brown
was summoned for the last time to the

field. A quarrel having ensued between
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the courts of Berlin and Vienna, the

warlike King of Prussia became alarm-

ed by the hostile preparations that

-were made along the Livonian fron.

tier, and, resolving to anticipate the

designs of his enemies, in 1756 invaded
Saxony, and made himself master of
Dresden. On the first tidings of this

invasion, Marshal Brown put himself

at the head of the army of Prague, and
marched to relieve the Saxons ; but
this movement was anticipated by
Frederick, who left 40,000 men to

continue the blockade of Pirna on the
left bank of the Elbe (where Augustus
III. of Poland was shut up), and
penetrated into Bohemia at the head
of 24,000 soldiers.

Brown encamped at Kolin, while
his compatriot, Prince Piccolomini,

was posted at Konigingratz. From
Kolin he marched, on the 23rd of Sep-
tember, to the fine old city of Budin,
which was surrounded by walls, and
contains the ancient fortress of Has-
eenberg. Here he endeavoured to

concert measures with the Saxons for

securing their freedom ; but Frede-
rick, on being joined by another co-

lumn of his army, under the great

Scottish Marshal Keith, marched to

encounter him.

Passing the Egra, Count Brown en-
camped at Lowoswitz, on the Elbe, and
near the Saxon frontier, and there the

King of Prussia came in sight of his

army, in position, at daybreak, on the

1st of October, with 65 squadron?, 26
battalions, 102 pieces of cannon, which
formed in order of battle as they ad-
vanced, in that steady manner for

which the Prussians had now become
so famous. The infantry were formed
in two lines, and the cavalry in three

in their rear. Frederick's right wing
occupied a village at the foot of the
Radostitz, a wooded mountain ; and
on the Homolkaberg, in front of it, he
had placed a battery of heavy guns

;

his left wing rested on the Lobosch-
berg, and his centre occupied the fer-

tile valley between.
The high and steep face of the Lo-

boschberg was covered by vines, and
intersected by many stone walls.

Among these Marshal Brown advanced
a large body of Croats, with several

battalions of Hungarians to sustain

them ; a deep ravine and rugged rivu-

let lay between the army of Frederick
and the Austrians, which consisted of
72 tquadron?, 52 battalions, and 98

pieces of ordnance, being 70,000 men.
Brown formed them in two Lines, with

his horsemen on the wings. He plant-

ted cannon in the village of Lowos-
witz, and in redoubts on the level

ground before it.

At seven in the morning, and during

a dense fog, the battle began between
the Prussian left and the Croats on the

Loboschberg, who continued firiug till

noon, when Frederick, seeing that

Brown's right was his weakest point,

marched from the summit of the Lo-
boschberg and drove down the Croats

and Hungarians from the vineyards into

the plain and ravine below. The Mar.
shal, believing that the fortune of the

day depended on the retention of Lo-
woswitz, threw his retiring right wing
into the village, where it soon gave

way. He then led forward his left,

but the infantry fell into confusion at

the village of Sulowitz, being exposed

to a dreadful fire ofshot and shell from
redoubts and field-pieces,' grape, can-

nister, hand-grenades, and musketry,

which mowed them down like grass,

and drove them back in disorder ; the

Marshal then ordered a retreat, which
he conducted iu so masterly a in.inner,

that no effort was made to hanisa

him. He fell back at three in the

afternoon, to a new position so well

chosen that Frederick dared not fol-

low, but contented himself with keep-

ing his line behind the ravine of Lowo-
sitz, though by sending forward a body
of cavalry, under the Prince of Ba-
vern, he turned the Marshal's left

flank, a manoeuvre which compelled

him to re-pass the Egra, and occupy
his old camp at Budyn again.
Such was the battle of Lowoswiu,

where the Marshal left 4,000 of his

men dead on the field, and in his re-

treat had to blow up his magazine,

while the Prussians had only 653 killed

and 800 wounded. Having failed to

relieve the Saxon?, he marched to

Lichtendorf, near Schandau, to join

the King of Poland, and made an At-

tempt to force back the Prussians, at

the bead of 8,000 chosen soldiers ; but

the effort proved ineffectual, and Au-
gustus III. was compelled to capitulate,

and deliver 17,000 men and eighty

pieces of cannon into the hands of Fre-

derick— a mortification as bitter to

the Marshal as it was to the Polish

monarch.
On the 14tb, he retired towards Bo-

hemia. The Prussian huraars followed
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bis rearguard, and put 300 Croats to

the sword. For his services, he now
received the Collar of the Golden

Fleece— one of the first of European
knightly orders.

In 1757, a confederacy was com-
pleted to punish Frederick of Prussia

for his invasion of Saxony. France
sent 80,000 men to the Rhine, under

the Marshal d'Estrees ; 60,000 Rus-
sians threatened Livonia ; the Swedes
gathered on the Pomeranian frontier,

and Maria Theresa mustered 150,000
soldiers, the most of whom wero sta-

tioned in Prague, under Prince Charles

of Lorraine and the Marshals Brown
and Daun. The Austrians were then

formed into four divisions—one under
Marshal Brown, at Budyn ; a second

under the Duke d'Aremberg, at Egra ;

a third under Count Konigsegg, at

Richtenberg ; a fourth under Marshal
Daun, in Moravia. Undeterred by this

vast array against bim, Frederick in

April marched straight upon Prague,

and driving before him a column under
Marshal Schwerin, attacked Brown at

Budyn, before Daun's division could

join him from Moravia. On finding

nis flank turned, Brown fell back upon
the Bohemian capital, and Frederick,

leaving one division of bis army under
Marshal Keith, followed him fust with

the rest, and gave battle to the Aus-
trians on the 6th of May, at dawn in

the morning.
The Imperialists under Marshal

Brown were 80,000 strong; his left

wing rested on the Ziskberg towards
Prague ; his right ou the hill of Ster-

boli. In the front were steep and
craggy mountains, which no cavalry

could climb or artillery traverse ; but
the deep vale at their foot was lined by
hussars and hardy Hungarian infantry.

Tho battle was commenced by Lieu-

tenant - General the Prince of Scho-
naich assailing the Austrian right with

65 squadrons of cavalry, a movement
which Brown skilfully repulsed by
drawing off his cavalry from the left,

and overwhelming the Prince by the

united rush of 104 squadrons. Thus
outflanked, they were repulsed after

two charges, until General Zeithen
hurled the Austrians back upon their

infantry, by a magnificent charge of20
squadrons of hussars.

The battalions ofPrussian grenadiers

were routed by a discharge of twelve-

pounders loaded with musket- shot, and
the noble Marshal Schwerin, who,

seizing the colours, placed himself on
foot at their head, whs shot through

the heart ; but his officers rallied the

troops, and assailed the Austrian right,

at the same moment that Frederick

broke through their centre, and drove
it towards Prague. A desperate strug-

gle with the bayonet now* ensued"be-
tween the Austrian left and the Prus-

sian right under Prince Henry ; and
Marshal Brown, while in act of issuing

orders to an aid-de-camp, received a
deadly wound in the body ; and as he
could ill brook the double mortification

of a defeat and of resigning the com-
mand to Prince Charles of Lorraine, it

became mortal. He was compelled to

leave the field, from which his right

wing fled to Maleschitz, while the left

followed the centre in hopeless disorder

to Prague, leaving the victory to the

Prussians, who by their own account
had 3,000 killed, and 6,000 wounded
(by another account, 18,000 killed !)

397 officers fell, many ofthem high in

rank ; 8,000 Austrianswere slain, 9,000
taken prisoners, and 50,000 were shut

up in Prague, while all the cavalry fled

to Beneschau, and joined Marshal
Daun. Such was the terrible and dis-

astrous battle of Prague, and seldom
has the sun set upon such a scene of
suffering or slaughter as the field

presented, for there were more than
twenty thousand killed and wounded
men lying upon it at six in the even-

ing t

Marshal Brown was conveyed by
his soldiers into Prague, where he en-
dured the greatest torture from his

wound, which was aggravated by tho
bitterness of being disabled at such a
critical time. Thus by the agitation

and bitterness of his mind, it became
fatal, and fifty-one days after the battle

he expired of mingled agony and cha-

grin, on the 26th of June, 1757, at the

age of fifty-two.

Thus died Austria's most able gene-
ral and diplomatist— and one of Ire-

land's greatest sons—one of whom she

has every reason to be proud, for he
was the military rival or Frederick of
Prussia, and of France's most skilful

marshals, and he filled all Europe with

the fame of his exploits in the field and
his talent in the cabinet.

A magnificent monument was erected

to bis memory, and his titles and estates

were inherited by his sons, of whom
ho left two by his countess, Maria
Philippina of Martinitz.
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PROFESSOR EDWARD FORBES.

Death is busy, reaping a rich harvest of the noblest sons of Britain.

Happy he who dies at once, with his sword in his hand, unconscious of his

fate, his blood glowing with the excitement of the charge, his ears ringing with
the conquering war-cries of his comrades.

A calmer, but a sadder and more melancholy end has been his, whoso name
we have given above. In the prime of manhood—with the long ambition of bis

life just attained—Death has snatched him from the arms of his friends, and from
the eyes of the world.

As a scientific man his loss is irreparable. He bad done more than any man
living in certain departments of natural history, and in the connexion between
the natural history of the present and that of the past ages of the globe. As
Palaeontologist to (he Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, his services

had been most valuable in many practical parts of science, while in many theo-
retical and philosophical questions, his profound and original views had given
bim a permanent authority in the scientific world. Neither was his a merely
dry and scientific mind ; it was enlivened by an exquisite taste for the arts of
painting and poetry, in both of which he was no mean proficient

As some slight evidence of his taste, we can point to an article written by him
for this Magazine, entitled, " Geology, Popular and Artistic"

If, however, his loss to the scientific world is great, what shall we say of that
social loss which the wide circle of his friends will have to deplore in him.

Of a manly, gentle, and kind disposition—of a noble modesty that thought of
others rather than himself—and of a frank and open geniality, overflowing with
wit and humour himself, and always anxious to draw out and encourage the ef-

forts of others, he was the centre of a larger social circle of men, remarkable
for their talents in various ways, and for the cordiality of their union, than any
other man in the United Kingdom. There are soldiers and sailors in the East

,

there are men toiling under tne burning sun of India, and on the arid plains of
Australia— in every climate, wherever there is a man who is a student, or a
lover of the natural sciences, there will be a friend of Professor Forbes. He
was the firmest and truest friend that ever man had. We have, on more than
one occasion, witnessed his first meeting with some old school-fellow, or college

companion—a man, perhaps, on whom the world had not looked kindly, nay, it

might happen, one who had not altogether deserved the kind looks of the world.

No matter—to have been once a friend or companion, was to entitle him to the
right hand of Edward Forbes, and to all other service he could render him.

,
Few rarer, few more valuable qualities are found in the world ; and now, while

the loss
t
is too recent to permit us to estimate it correctly, this recollection

appeals to the heart more strongly than that of all the pleasantness of Forbes*s

wit, or than all the glory of his fame.

He died on Saturday, November the 18th, of internal inflammation, after a
severe illness of ten days, retaining his senses, his calmness, and much even of
his vigour of mind, up to the last.

We believe that he never thoroughly recovered from the effects of the Xanthus
fever he caught in Lycia, while naturalist to H. M. S. Beacon. The seeds of
disease were left in his frame ; and these, it is feared, were lately ripened by his

intense application, and the little rest he gave himselC in his anxiety to do justice

to the duties of his post as Professor of Natural History in Edinburgh.
One consolation only is left us : he has done enough to give him an enduring

place in the history of science ; his name and his works cannot die— " death
hath no more dominion over him." His memory will live in the recollections

of the world, for many a long generation after all those hearts are cold, in

which it will be locked as a sacred heritage—the memory of a dear friend.
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